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Lineup of new business around

'the networks has suddenly gone

bullish. Rush of commercials to

climb aboard -the ether bandwagon

started' 6ft strong /early last. week.
Jlesul'£ is- that advertising agencies

report they are having no easy time
^curing choice hours for October

(Starting dates. Situation described

jus particularly prevailing in' NBC.
Application for the daytime

.periods \ls nothing In comparison,

jjots of wide open morning and af-

ternoon spaces right through Octo-

"fjer on the charts of either of the

national chains, with the sales de-

partments doubtful of imaklng any
notable showing here until after the

Evening time has been pretty well

taold up. There's -even some question

whether they will reach last year's

high In the amount of facilities re-

tailed through 1932. On the other

hatid, the strong start obtained the

(Continued - on page 33)

POLITICS VIA RADIO

BURNS DIXIE PRESS

Birmingham,' Sept. 6.

Because Dixie newspapers believe

the two candidates for President

have not played- fair with the news-
papers and are favoring the radio,

the Southern Newspaper Publishers*

Association has raised a howl.

James Stahlman,
,
president, and

publisher of the Nashville 'Banner,'

protested that radio 'largely by- rea-

son of its novelty and extravagant

claims of vast nightly audiences,

Which are extremely doubtful, reaps

the financial rewards and gets the

most breaks on respective releases.'

He further said that as a result

of the raw deal newspapers had
•been given by the politicians that

••'southern newspapers do not feel

that they should be called upon to

tear a part of the expense in bally-

Aoolng the merits of the presiden-

tial hopes.
.

«.

Stahlman went so far as to write
letters to Chairmen Farley and San-
ders of the Democratic and Re-
publican National Committees
claiming discrimination in favor of

rrciio. He cited instances at the

two national conventions when poli-

ticians went out of their way to
favor radio men and actually
snubbed newspapermen.

In his letter he said, 'I cannot ex-
press to you, and through you to
your associates in the campaign 6r-
Ganization, in too vigorous terms,
the feeling of newspapers of the
jcountry.'

A. P. newspapers throughout the
South carried Stahiman's statements
and played them up. One or two had
them on page one of the Sunday
editions. '.. .

The southern field is a tricky one
ifor the politicians this year because
of/* the prohibition question and

frly leaders are apt to take the
Somplalnt of the papers pretty serl-

siy.

—And Bicarbonate

Chicago, Sept.' 6.

Depression technique in the
mitt-reading guild has the for-

tune, tellers making odd. in-

ducements. In front of one
prognosticator's parlor a' pim-
ply youth wearing a turban
cries out:
'Come in and have your

business analyzed for 60c. with
a lobster luncheon.'

FINALE FOR

HIPP INf Y.

Hippodrome, New York," rings

down its curtain as a show place

this, fall since RKO Is giving up its

option for a renewal of its lease at

the request of the owners of the

house, the City Bank-Farmers Trust
Co., of New York. Latter are plan
nlng to convert the theatre into
commercial property and has re-
quested RKO to remove Its equip-
ment from the house.
Hipp is famous in theatre annals

as the birthplace of big sight shows
and spectacular stage presentations.
Of late years it has been operated
by RKO alternately as a combo
house and a straight film spot.
More recently the house oxperr-

enced financial difficulties, with
foreclosure placing the spot in the
hands of the present banker-Owners.

Girl Cappers, $5 Nightly

For Coast Gambling Spots

Hollywood, Sept. .5.

Extra girls, who have the neces-
sary wardrobe, are being used as
cappers at one of the swank gam-
bling spots along the boulevard.
They are booked through an agency.

Girls are paid $5 a night to make
a noise like money around, the ta-
bles. They are on duty from seven
until 1:30, and aria changed fre-
quently, no girl being permitted to
work more than two nights a week.

$100,000 FOE AIS FOOTBALL
San Francisco, Sept. 5;

Associated Oil Co. will use NBC
and Don Lee-CBS networks to

broadcast all western football
games. Gas concern . will describe
69 games aver CBS and 77 over
NBC.
Part of the recent deal made be-

tween radio and football execs when,
In return for broadcasting privileges
at all games, radio men agreed to
spend nearly (100,000 In publicizing
gridiron events.

Outside UBO Which Is Con-
centrating on Key Towns
—-Erlangers and Shubert
in Competitive Clash on
B'way Bookings —- Inde-

pendent Sure if Pool
Doesn't Handle Demand

CHEAPER FARES NOW

There are at least 300 towns and

cities east of the Colorado line that

are available for road attractions.
There may be booked at this time
between 30 and 35 weeks of broken
time—one, two and three night
stands. This is - entirely separate
from - the spots being handled by
the new legit circuit, the United
Booking Office, although the latter

can handje the smaller, stands.
It is an open field with house

managers in increasing number
asking for legit shows. It is an en
tlrely different situation from that
of the past four years, when vast
territory was closed to legit and
the jumps Were so long transport*

(Continued on page 37)

Advantages of

Air Commercial

Tops the Stage

The white-haired favorites of the

theatre—the ' radio commercial ar-

tists—are now viewed by the out-
side-looking-in aspirants to micro-
phonic fame as the 'easy money*
bunch because the air is now re-
garded as the acme of ideal public
performance by professionals. It

beats a route or a run on Broadway
by miles.

A radio commercial period means
generally anywhere from 13 to 52
weeks solid, further fortified by a
chain network's contract for sus-
taining time to take up any lapse.
It also means staying in one spot
at quick and easy money. No trav-
eling, hotel bills, makeup, and hours

(Continued on page 32)

»50 a Night for Big Pageant

At Toronto Fair, Despite Off Gate

Show Business

Chicago, Sept. 5.

Chorus girls, many of them

.

graduates from the better
class picture house ballets and
schools, are Iroupihg through
the sticks in girl acts. They
do toe, acrobat, tap and gen-
eral ballet and get, $3; a day. ,

Traveling by bus, sleeping
in- $l-a-nlght hotels, the girl

acts,' of which there .are not
less than 10„ or . 12 working
out of Chicago, do from three
to five performances a day and
play as. many as seven towns
in a week.

Studios' Wonder Boy

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Archie Hall completed a .
20-

year stretch on the U lot this
week.
What's the difference what

he doesT

CLASS N1TERY

FOR CHI FAIR

Chicago, Sept. 5.'

A deluxe night club to operate

during the World's Fair and on the

grounds is in process of consumma-
tion. Sophie Tucker, fs the central

figure in the idea and will be hos-'

tess for the six months' engage-

ment if the deal goes through.

,
Forthcoming Fair will differ from

other expositions in running wide
open until midnight, or later in-

stead of folding at sundown. De-
sire for a class cabaret with floor

show is to attract the big spenders
while the cheaper attractions lure
the hoi pollol.

Sophio Tucker has rounded up
backing which is prepared to put
up the necessary $35,000 to create
the open . air garden contemplated.
Further negotiations await the re-
turn here of Nat Rodgers, chief of
concessions for the Exposition.

178,000 SIGN PETITION

TO RETAIN RADIO ACT

Cleveland, Sept. 5.

Gene and Cilenn, dropped by
Spang Bakeries, will stay here to do

26 weeks for Standard Oil. They
start Sept. 19.

In ' four years the team has built

up to the point of becoming a local

institution. When Spang failed to
renew, fans made a loud and col-
lective squawk, radio cricks also
protested and started a petition
campaign to keep the pair in town.
Petitions with oyer 178,000 names
are believed chiefly instrumental in
putting over tho deal with the oil

firm.

Singing comedians will broadcast
over WTAM with programs being
relayed to WL»W, Cincinnati.

Toronto, Sept. fr.

Wet weather 'an<T lowered attend-
ance at the Canadian National Ex-
hibition this year has sent carnival
business 20% lower, than last year,
but there's still a week to go and
the .final seven- days 'are always
stronger. The Bx is a bit pick-up,
however, for hotels, restaurants,
railways: and steamship lines. In- .

dicative of the Importance of this
show Is the presence, here of offi-

cials of the coding Chicago World's
Fair, who are avowedly .adopting
Ideas, especially on- the -amusement
end. -.

•

Chief money-maker: at the Expo
is the pageant staged nightly before
the, grandstand. Iff practically ca-
pacity business due to the patrlotlo
spirit engendered by the: recent Im-
perial Economic Conference. Seat*
are scaled from $1.50 down to two-
bits. With a 25,000 .capacity, night-
ly average- shows 10,000 seats gross-
ing $12,00C> and 15,000 grossing $3,-
750. Added to this total of $16,750
nightly is. another $500-$1,000 stand-
ing room.

Four. Hour 8how
It's nearly a four-hour show, bill

having pageant, 30 aerial and ani-
mal acts plus Schobley's ' Revue
from; Chicago, with ;a 36 -girl line."

Pageant lias 15 bands, 1,500 players

(Continued on page if)

CAN'T STOP CHISELERS

CHISELING—IN RENO

Reno, Sept. 5.

Just when the proprietors of
Reno's various night clubs and boot-
legging resorts were congratulating
themselves on the lucky breaks.they
had had during the summer, a squad
of dry raider's from California
dropped into town and knocked
over the Heidelberg- Inn and the
Camel, two of the best known spots
in town. • They not • only arrested
the bartenders but they moved out
everything in the two places in-
cluding the cuspidors.

. The Heidelberg night club was
equipped with wooden tables on
which the- • names' of hundreds of
celebrities -as ,

well as university stu-
dents, were- carved. It reopened a
few days later with: new tables and
they are now pretty well carved up.

Victor's Pvt. Recorded

Disks as New Biz Outlet

RCA Victor, Co. is cultivating a
new field of . revenue - by pressing
and selling records of radio ad-
dresses delivered by heads of fra-
ternal orders and other organiza-
tions.

A two-sided record of a recent
speech given by Martin H. Car-
mody, supreme knight, over a na-
tion-wide hookup on the celebra-
tion of K. of C.'s 60th anniversary
is being sold to K. C. members
for $1. •--.'.,
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Locales of Films Blow Hot and

Cold When Seeing Themselves on

Screen, U. S. Background Best Bet

American fllmdom thinks It has
discovered that there is no screen
background so appealing to the
world at large- as a Yankee locale.

It's one of the .basic angles of film
making which became submerged
when companies went in for every
kind of foreign background tojim
press foreign customers and over
come the dialog handicap.
The theory that countries, and

some particular localities, have
background favorites is mostly fal

laclous. Only one exception to be
noted. That's when a domestic film

Is" a glbrifler of a particular locality.

Which may explain why most west-
erns Impel an attracting b o. in the
western and .'southwestern localities

of the U. S. .
However, college films

seldom stampede college town the-,

atres. _
It's the native glorification angle-

that seems to covin t;

The gangster .cycle is an example
although the quality angle of the
story and the . logic of the. conti-
nuity must be taken into account,
Where as the' even' fair gangster
film- which completely flopped.' In a
bis city?
A contradiction to .this entire the-

ory are jungle Alms in Africa and
India. . Take it from those who-have
been there, an animal film has

.
yet

to .get really "big money in those
localities.

Betty's Fish Story

Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Evelyn Brent, in an exami-
nation of assets brought about
by Stanley Rose, bookseller,

who holds • a $125 -judgment
against her was .' discharged

when she testified she had
nothing of value except a lot

at Noah Berry's Trout farm.

Same day Rose's store was
attached by John Mann, his

landlord, for $600 back rent.

,

Creditors Force Ratoff

Into Bankruptcy in L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

'

Unable to obtain leniency on
creditors' claims, Gregory Ratoff
was forced to file a petition In bank-

. ruptcy last week. • Actor had been
earning $1,000 a week at Radio for
26- weeks, but has received only $2,-

300 of that amount, - remainder 1 be-
ing attached by creditors.

Liabilities were $30,994 and as-
sets, mainly two productions of
'Girr Crazy' ih Chicago' and Holly-
wood warehouses, listed at $10,-

878. ' '•

Jack Stebbins, house manager at
the Chinese, has also filed' bank-

.
ruptcy plea, listing $43,092 owed and

;;_
wearing apparel valued at $400 as
sole asset. Top creditor ' is

:

Arthur
/. Stebbins, his brother, to whom he

is Indebted for $18,089. Detroit the-
. afrlcal' and film Arms are' listed, for
ovei; $8,o6o, and others include
Marco, $1,500; ' Meyer Davis, $750;
Beri Jackson, $100 and H. Mathieu.,
N/.Y. costumer, $750.

Hard-to-Spot Chic

Off Warner's Payroll;

Sign 3 from Stage

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Warners has dropped: Chic Sale,

who was- at . the studio on a three

picture yearly contract. Found him
too hard -to cast.

Aline MacMahon", brought from
New York four times during the

past year on one picture contracts,

has been given a termer. Studio

finally figured It was cheaper ' to

keep her here than pay transporta-

tion.

Frank McHugh and Glenda Far*
rell, latter from stage, have . also

been given termers by Warners.
Miss Farrell repeated her stage part

in 'Life Begins' for the screen.'

WILL MAHONEY
This Week, Paramount,' New York
The San Francisco 'News' said:

•Will Mahoney is the funniest danc-
er on record. ,', When oh' the stage
he is accompanied by howls and
shrieks of laughter. Mahoney winds
up. his swell performance with his
one and only xylophone dance, that
alone is worth the price of admis-
sion.'.

Direction

RALPH G. FARNUM
1560 Broadway

.

HEAVY MALE NAME'

LINEUP FOR 'LANCER'

•«'.,• Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Paramount is ' going heavy on
masculine name value for its 'Lives

of a Bengal Lancer.' So far listed

are Gary Copper, .Freddie March,
Cllve Brook and Richard Arien.
Stephen Roberts has been given

the directorial assignment on this

story for which EJrnest Schpedsack
went,to India for atmospheric foot-

age. '

-

VB-Stanwyck in New

Contact Confab as

Star Refuses Option

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Though Warners has notified
Barbara Stanwyck that her option
will be taken up for another year,
the star so far nans refused to recog-
nize it, claiming the required pe-
riod had expired, before the studio
announced its renewal.

-

Trouble arose through the origi-
nal contract, signed Aug. 1, 1931,
being set back 15 days before go-
ing into effect. Star claims that
despite this option renewal called
for Aug. 1, 1932, and that it was
cancelled when studio failed to noti-
fy before Aug. 15.

Conferences between the studio
and Miss Stanwyck are scheduled
for this week, with possibilities that
the star will have a new contract
drawn.

Non-Salaried Jiive Goes

In M-G's Coaching School
.Hollywood, Sept. 5.

James Bush, juvenile, . and from
the stage, has been admitted to
Metro's coaching school to study
film technique, He had a part in
•Prosperity.'

Actor, without a contract and not
on the payroll, is the first non-
salaried player okayed by Metro for
free training.

Nine Goldwyn Chorines

Get Break and Options
HolIywoQd, Sept. 6.

Nine of the $5 chorus, girls picked
by Sam Gpldwyn for *Kld from.
Spain' have been given . optional
contracts. -Among the group is

Paulette Goddard, Reno ..divorcee,

who crashed pictures
.
several

months ago with a Roach contract.
Others are .Edith Rourke, Chi-

cago model; Consuela Baker, Pasa-
dena society femirie, Toby Wing.
Vivian Mathison, Jennie Gray and
Marian Sayres.

fr-
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Radio's Two This Year

With - Katherine Hepburn
. Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Katherine Hepburn,' brought here
by Radio from New York legit for

'Bill. of Divorcement,' gets a con
tract for two pictures a year. Ar
rangernent allows her to continue
with her stage work.
Agreement, specifying two in the

next 12 months, carried options for

four additional years.

MISS JOHANN REASSIGNED
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Universal is retaining Zlta Johann
for 'Imhotep,'

If not' used in this, actress will

hold- over for 'Laughing Boy,' re-

cently postponed, but for which she
was originally engaged.

RADIO KEEPS COLLEGE BOY
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Francis Cockrell, college grad,
brought to Radio's waiting staff on
suggestion of Hi N. Swanson, makes
the grade.

Trial period ended, Cockrell now
goes under a termer.

Bull Fighter Flies
Sidney Franklin,, the bull .fighter,

left by plane Wednesday, (31) for
the Coast.
He will play, hlmseli in • Eddie

Cantor's picture, 'KjA from Spain,'

i>
' as well as lend, technical advice,

Extra Placements Jump

1,520; One Set Uses 540

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Extra placements climbed again
to another high, hitting a total of
8,382 last -week. This is an Increase
of 1,523 over the previous seven
days. Biggest day was Wednesday
(30) when 2,096 players worked.
Same day saw 'the biggest set of

the week, 540 people in a theatre
scene' at the Shrine auditorium for
Radio's 'Eighth Wonder.'

Rogers-Hart-Par Deal

Up After U. A. Film
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Dick Rogers and Larry Hart have
as yet had no. negotiations with
Paramount for a new contract as
previously reported. Likely matter
will come up following their work
on 'New Yorker,' Jolson picture at
United Artists.

Pair returned to Paramount to
help in the recording, ©lj .'Phantom
President,' but received no remu-
neration for that. Their last Para-
mount salary Was $2,750 a week.

WANTS UNKNOWNS
Fox After 3 for Jungle Film to Be

Made in India

Hollywood, Sept 6.

Fox Is looking for three unknowns
tP play in the Clyde Elliott-James
O.. Spearman jungle picture to be
made In India.

Studio has' called all agents to
submit players, who, if selected,
will get six month contracts with
$160 weekly top;—'
Unit making the film Is due to

leave here in three weeks.

Barthelmess in Ring
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

'The Sucker,' prize fight yarn by
Bertram Millhauser and Beulah
Marie Dix, has been purchased by
Warners for Richard Barthelmess.

1;
Stpry will be ready for produc-

tionin October.

PLUGGING PLUGS

Studios Now Use 'Block' 8y>tem for

Commercial Indorsement!

Hollywood, Sept. 6;

Studios now work on a/ 'block

booking' scheme with fan magazine
representatives, who call seeking,

commercial tie-ups from the celebs.

Mags always wanting the out-

standers, routine of the studios now
Is:' 'Tou can have Miss Stars', in-

dorsement If you. will take Miss
Doakes and Miss Joakes.'

Back of the hold-outs is a move
to get exploitation for the lesser

knowns, and explains why lately a
lot of smaller fry are getting com-
mercial bUUng with the big names.

New Hollywood Gimmick

Is 75c Service Charge

On Passes to Studio

Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Service charges- on passes to a
film studio is a new idea. Asso-
ciated studio, former Sellg zoo and
lot, put out 65,000 ducats with a
75-cent nick for adults and a 25-

cent top for children. Despite re-
ports that, there were, plenty of
visitors, the four youths who dis-

tributed the passes, have had to ap-
peal to the labor' commission to col-

lect their wages totaling. $28.50.

Passes, large and clrcusy, ordered
the studio gateman to admit bearers
'as a • personal favor to President
Robert Ross'^after collecting the
service fee! .

Four boys, James Phelan, Joseph
and Edward McGinty, and Robert
J. Hume allege that Robert Mc-
Nulty, publicity director^ who hired
them, stalled on the payup, irifonn-
ihg them that studio awaits an in-
vestor who . will put . $600 in the
business.

MORGAN AT RADIO, BUT

BARRYM0RE IN T0PAZE'

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
"

John Barrymore will be starred
In .'Topaze' by Radio although
Frank Morgan," who created the
leading part In the show, is at the
same studio under contract. Paiidro
Berman will supervise production.

Screen, treatment, of the play was
by Gene Fowler but it' is now in the
hands of . Howard' Estabrook for
adaptation and continuity. Robert
Bencfjley ..will, be held over at the
studio to adapt the Malog.

Chinese A;ctor Wants
His $6,500 Back

San Francisco, Sept. 5.

Damage suit filed here by Ma
Shih Tsiang, Chinese actor, against
Monarch Pictures Corp., M. Q. Fong
and others. Plaintiff charges he
put Up $6,500 to be a star, but that
defendants failed to make him
shine.

Ma claims he was/to be featured
in pictures and says he :

'W5t only
wasn't -made a star, but didn't even
see a camera.

CASTING RADIO

WITH EYE NOW*

TO S. A.

Reliance's U Release
. Hollywood, Sept 5.

Edward Small is negotiating for
the release of his Reliance pictures
through .Universal.

First on the slate is 'Joe Palooka,'
being filmed on the Universal lot,

with the latter's contract player,
Andy Devlne, loaned for the lead
part.

San Francisco, Sept. 6,

Radio is' now casting dramatic;

programs with an eye to appear*
ahces as well as mike ability.

As an instance NBC offers a sus*

talnlng" serial, 'One Man's Family/
Carlton Morse dramatization, which

,

is broadcast oyer the western net-*
1

work from KGO here.

Seven members of the cast" were
selected' partly because of. /then* -

appearance; with an eye to ultimate
stage work'where visual personality

'

Is, of course, more important than"
via the mike.

''

Clarence Brown's Trust ;

- Fund Shrinks $54,122;

Bond Values Drop 15%

• Los Angeles, Sept; 6.

Trust fund of. $229,900 in securi-

ties and real estate established by •

Clarence Brown two years ago has
shrunk $54,122 In value, according
to papers on file in Superior Court.
Brown* has entered a petition to

transfer trustee from, the -closed

First National Bank of Reverly Hills

to* Union Bank and Trust Co. of
Los ^Angeles.
. Stocks and bonds comprised $69,-

400- of the total when the trust was-
formed* but at present prices are
worth only $15,277. Brown's prop-
erly, in Beverly Hills, San Bernar-
dino, Glendaie and Hollywood, is

valued at $164,600. .

Also in the. trust is life Insurance
amounting to $250,000 and film

rights to three stories, 'Purple Llm^
Ited,' by Henry Leverage; 'Benefits

Forgot,', by Honore Willsie,: and
'When Egypt Went Broke,' by .Hoi*

man Day; each appraised at $1. <

Terms of the trust give Brown's
mother and father the Income, in

the event of his death. .
-,. .

Fox Unable to Locate

Name Team for 'Cavalcade

Purcell Vamps 'Orchids'
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

4Np More . Orchids' Is set for a
rewrite at Columbia.
Revision Is being done by Gert-

rude Purcell.

SAILINGS
Sept. 24 (London to Montreal), Sir

Harry Lauder (Letitia).

Sept. 8 (London to New York),
Senator Murphy (Olympic).-
Sept. 6 (London to New York),

Beatrice Lillie, Gambarelli (He de
France).

Sept. 3 (Paris to New York), Rita
Welmaii, Maurice Marks, John
Hicks, Jr. (Mauretanla). •

Sept. 2 (Paris to New York),
Irving Rapper, Boris Petroff, Joe
Seldelman (Europa). •

. Aug. 'M Xi^ew Yprk to London),
Ambrose S.iJDowling. (Olympic).

:

Aug,. 3 1 . (Paris, .to • ^ew York>,
Andre Daven (Majestic)^ .

.

Aug. 30 (New York to Paris) Paul
Robeson, (Lafayette). : .

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Start of 'Cavalcade,' Fox super,

is now 'listed for Sept. 25. Casting
difficulties, hewever, continue to

surround selection of leads. Fox
would like an established team on
top but

;
unable to find the right

people.

.

Cllve Brook and Herbert Mundin
are the only players so far slated.

Weitzenkorn Hearing on

Pre^Divorce Alimony Set
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Hearing In Superior court on the
application of Mrs. Irma May Weit-
zenkorn for temporary alimony and
counsels fees In her suit for di-

vorce from Louis Weitzenkorn, will

be held tomorrow (6). .

All demurrers and motions to
strike sections from her complaint
have been overruled. Brand, Zagon
and Aaron representing Mrs. Welt-

;

zenkorn. •. .

Polo Atmosphere for

Zanuck 'Birthday Feed
•

i •
"

Hollywood, Sept. 5. -

'

Guest list for a stag dinner given
Darryl Zanuck on his 30th birthday
tomorrow. (Tuesday) has been lim-
ited to. 80 people. Hotel room will
be laid out as a polo field with
tables in horseshoe formation.

Sid Grauman is chairman of the
informal affair, while other hosts
are Irving Thalberg, Al Jclson, Sam
Katz,:. Jack Warner and

.
Winnip

_

Sheehan.

Atwill for 'Museum' '

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Lionel Atwill gets the lead part
in 'The Wax Museum,-' for War-
ners. Henry Blanko is supervising;
the picture, which is based on -an

unproduce'l piny by .Charles -S.

Belden. ,.< i

Monica Bannistei;> .<cxii'U,..rcirl re-

cently .given a contract, in also

slated for a part. . •
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No More Blue-Tinged Words for

* Sensitive Ears in Par Pictures

Hollywood, Sept, 5.

Bad influence of censorless Cali-

fornia on dialog writers has caused
Paramount to notify its scribes that

certain words will be crossed out of

scenarios whenever they appear.
Lists of banned words, while, not

Indicating all that : are most likely

to be cut by censor boards, do pre-

; fient words which have.been elimi-

nated In . almost every, picture

wherein they have been used, and in

every instance by more than one
' group of moral guardians.

Some of the words are everyday
slang, such* as Hot Mama, lausey,

' punk/ nuts, and screw'ey; but most
of them are blue shading into plain

'. filth. .'Terms Implying profanity,
such as 'How In —- :!' are also

:

taboo.
No Racial Nicknames

Nicknames which demean a race
are also banned at Paramount. No
longer can characters refer to a

• "Wop, Chink, Spick, Dago, Hebe, or
Pblaclc. Smart cracks referring to
established institutions are also'

blue-pencilled. 'Dead as a church
picnic,' or 'See you in church,' in

the future will be missing. This
also applies to Boy Scouts,. Purity
League, Red Cross, Army or Navy,
W.C.T.U., Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
Phrases such as 'On the make,'

*Tn your hat' and 'You know what
you can do,' also come under the

:

ban.
When referring to a woman, alley

cat, bag,' bat and broad are through.
' Chippies, cocotte, 'courtesan and
' dame are also to go. Eunich, fanny
(when not a given' name) and' filthy

• (when not meaning soiled), floozy,

. guts, harlot, heir cat, hellion, hellish
' get the cut, too.

Others that will be missing are
huzzy, jeeze, madame - (referring to
a brothel), mistress, moll, nertz,
nude, nursery, pansy. Latter is

okay if used in a horticultural
sense. <

And no longer will sensitive ears
hear rump, scut (defined by Webster
as the 'tall of a deer'), sex, sexual
slut, trade (meaning prostitution),
trollop, virtuous or wench.
Also eliminated is any reference

to a farmer's daughter or a travel-
ing salesman, If made In association
with a Joke.

Cagney-Warner Tiff

May Go to Academy

For Final Arbitration

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Academy conciliation machinery
Is set for an investigation of the
Cagney-Warner, dispute. This will
be, the first major difference be
tween players and producers to be
handled under the provisions of the
recently enacted Producer-Academy
agreement.
Understood that both parties have

been
.
approached by Academy di-

rectors offering the organization for
arbitration of the case. Back of
this is the desire to avoid possible
court action and resultant notoriety
to the industry: Even though both
sides should turn down the offer of
friendly arbitration, the disagree-
ment will automatically be a subject
for Academy investigation.
Under the Academy agreement,

both - employer and employee must
notify the body whenever an option
lapses. Cagney has so informed the
Academy and a memo to this .effect
Is

.
on file. Warners' contention is

that
. the option was taken up and

that Cagney starts on the new por-
tion of his contract Sept. 15.

15c BIOQS

Showmen- Backed Publishing Ven-
ture of Stars' : Life Stories

Plans are under way by a syndi-
cate, backed • by showmen for the
printing of intimate .stories of w.k.

film stars.' Intention is to publish
In brief novel form a compilation of

Intimate stories of stars,. along with
photographs, etc. , Y
. Material is now being collected,

with- Greta Garbo to be the subject

of the first book. Others will be

on Clark Gable, Constance Bennett,

Wallace Beery, Charlie Chaplin,

Norma Shearer, Marlene Dietrich

and Maurice Chevalier, with :
large

distribution in foreign countries fig-

ured on. .

Dime type of novels on the stars

will sell for 15 cents.

Request to Press

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Hays office has lettered all

leading newspapers and maga-
zines requesting them not to
reprint the Tallulah Bankhead
interview, which ran In a fan
magazine recently.
Request was made after some

40 publications either reprinted
in part or editorially com-
mented on the interview dur-
ing the past week.

COAST RESORTS'

FIRST BREAK

$65,000 Invested,

Fox with lata on

Chaplin Litigation

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

With Superior* Court having
granted Charlie^ Chaplin a perma-
nent injunction restraining his

children from working for Pox, that

studio is now waiting for the Pro-
bate Court's approval of Its con-
tract with Mrs. Lita Gray Chaplin
for the children's services.

.

Claim is- that if the Probate
Court sanctions the contract the

Superior Court order will not hold.

Contract comes before the Probate
Court Sept. 15.

Meantime, story of 'The Little

Teacher* is being prepared by
Frank Craven and Sam Mintz. If

the children are prevented frorti

working, Lita Gray Chaplin will be
given another assignment.
Attorneys for Mrs. Chaplin expect

to appeal from the decision of Su-
perior Judge Wood who ruled Fri-

day (2) that Charles Spencer Chap-
lin, Jr., and Sydney Earl Chaplin,

the two sons, were prohibited from
working without the. written coh-

sei. t of both parents or consent and
approval of the court.

W. L Gilbert,: representing Mrs.
Chaplin, asked for arid obtained a
10 day stay to determine if an ap-
peal is to be made. Prior to the

ruling, Gilbert had dismissed a :wrlt

of prohibition set for next Thurs-
day (8) in the Appellate Court
which, was sought to enjoin Wood
from hearing the case.

Fox Film Co. is Interested in the

case, claiming that it has already
spent $65,000, on 'Little Teacher,'

the story intended for Mrs. Chaplin
and her sons. The three were to

get $35,000 for the picture. <

Schnozzle in Show

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Reports that Jimmy Durante
turned dtfwn overtures made by
Lew Clayton to Join 'Forward
March,' Lew Brown's musical in

New York, are incorrect.
Durante is. endeavoring to. ar-

range with Metro .to permit him to
return east and defer completion of
his Screen contract until after the
show.

Peggy Kelly Testy
Peggy Kelly is back in New York

after five years of picture work for
Rex Ingram abroad.

She'll be en route west in a few
days to test , that Hollywood
memory.

BRYAN, JR., IN PIC ON

THE SILVER STANDARD

Maybe William Jennings Bryan,
Jr., son of the great commoner, will

go into pictures.. He's been made
an offer by Warner Bros, to play the
part of his Illustrious dad in 'Silver

Dollar' this company is making.
Young Bryan is at present in

Denver, but hasn't made up his

mind as yet on the film offer.

Col. Calls Connelly

Walter Connelly's scheduled en-
gagement with the Stockbrldge
(Mass.) Repertory Theatre was
called off when Columbia signed the
character actor to do two more
pictures. He expects to return" to

New York for a fall engagement
under Gilbert Miller.

Connelly's wife, Nedda Harrlgan,
who appeared with him in the
Stockbrldge company last year and
who has played in several of this

summer's productions, may join lilm

on the coast.

Gives less* Air

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Joel McCrea walked out of 'Tess
of the Storm Country' at Fox last
week. Claimed that his part should
be of equal, importance to that
played by Janet Gaynor.
New male lead Is being sought.

Zukor Tells Exhibs Too Much Lazy

Complaining, Too Little Hard Wort

Is Hampering Business Upturn

COHAN LEAVING COAST

East to Do 2 Shows—Will Star
Himself in Musical

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Final weekend holiday of the

summer saw Hollywood deserted

over Labor Day. Only those ac-

tually engaged in production re-

mained here.

Reservations were, capacity at

Callente, Arrowhead, .
Santa Bar-

bara and other play spots, Catallna,

with accomodations for 32,000, had
a 'sell out* for. the first break the

resort has had this season.
Pacific Steamship Co. operated

two boats on its three-day trip to

Ensenada, Mexico! Both ships

booked to capacity. During the

summer season, the company with
only one boat operating has had a
hard time getting the trip off the
nut.

Coronado Beach's tent city and
the class

. Coronado. hotel also went
clean for their first capacity crowd
of the season.

. Though satisfied with this climax
business, proprietors -wish the be-
lated spending spree had come
earlier when, it would have given
them a chance to break even. As
is, the late capacity crowds won't
take care of the mid-season red.

Wrangle on Coast

Changes Tenor of

Roosevelt Greeting

Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Picture business here upset Itself

politically following the action of

film stars pledging . themselves to

become members of the 1 honorary

committee of the industry's elec

trlcal parade and pageant for Gov
ernor Roosevelt.
Will Rogers is slated for spokes

man and. Conrad Nagel will be
master of ceremonies at the event
to be held in the Coliseum Sept. 24,

Proceeds go to the M. P. Relief
Fund and Marlon Davles ortho
pedlc fund from the performance
expected to be the biggest of its

kind ever held locally.

Los Angeles 'Herald' printed that
the stars who had subscribed were
on Marlon Davles' committee to
welcome Roosevelt and that they
were endorsing his political appear-
ance here.

Louis B. Mayer and David Slez-
nick blazed over the situation with
the result the matter was taken up
with Jack Warner, chairman of the
Roosevelt committee. Also an ap-
peal was made to Hays.

Result is that Roosevelt will be
received at this affair not as a po-
litical candidate, but as the Gov-
ernor of New York. He is not to
talk on politics, but to Confine him-
self to such generalities as he
chooses, but minus political signifi-

cance. .

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

George Cohan, accompanied by his

wife, leaves for New York tomor-
row (Tuesday) following comple-
tion of 'Phantom President' at Par-
amount. His release Is due to the
studio having no assignment for

him. Second picture Cohan was to

do is similar to a film now in work.
Cohan expects to put 'House of

Yesterday', into ;rehearsal in New
York Sept. 20. He will also do an
untitled musical, starring himself,

after the' November election.

Roland and Bow
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

/ Gilbert Roland wll play opposite
Clara Bow In 'Call Her Savage'
(Fox). Picture goes into work Sept.
12 under A. M. Rork.
Support cast includes Weldon

Heyburn, Monroe Owsley, David
Manners, Thelma Todd and Wllllard
Robinson.

WOULD BUY DODD PAPEH
Hollywood, Sept 5.

Warners is negotiating for the
purchase of Claire Dodd's contract
from Paramount.
WB is playing with the idea of

grooming Miss Dodd for stardom.

Australian Cricketers

Give Picture Mob Laff

Stopping Play for Tea

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

This town went Jolly well British
last' week end. Occasion was .the

three-day match play cf the Holly?
wood Cricket Club, made up mostly
of English picture names, and the
Australian Cricketers; one of the ace
teams of the British Empire.

Aussles' came here as guests of
the H.C.C., with C. Aubrey Smith
receiving credit for their Visit. Aus
tralians. won all four games, startl-

ing on Thursday, and ending Sun
day. Scores for the games .were
99-209; 114-104, 122-202 and 164-180.
' Hollywood took the short end of it

all the way around, but .the picture

boys we're not discouraged, feeling
their dub made a great showing for
a one-year-old team.
Visitors are known as hurricane

hitters,' which means that all are
cricket Babe Ruths. . Team has been
In this country since early in June.
Local games were the finals, Aus-
tralians leaving here this week for

down under.
Providing more laughs than the

games were the spectators, unversed
in cricket, who felt the playing was
much too slow. Most of them got
their mob thrills from hockey, foot
ball or baseball, which - leaves the
English game among the also-rans.
Biggest laugh was calling off the
play for tea. Team went overboard
on tea drinking while the fans sat
In the bleachers trying to figure it

all out. Players paid no attention
to their public, but drank their tea,

and when good and ready returned
to the playing pitch.

Hollywood team, organized by
Smith, is composed of H. B. Warner,
Boris Karloff, - Murray Kinnell,
Claude King, R. S. Thomas, Regi-
nald Denny, H. Maynard, Charles
Harper, David Roberts, Anthony
Bushell, and other Britishers con-
nected with pictures.

PAR AFTER ATHLETE

WITH S.A. AND B. 0.

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Paramount, hoping to uncover
another Weismuller, has joined In
the search for athletes. Studio
wants its strong man for 'King of
the Jungle,' an adaptation of C. T.
Stoneham's 'Lion's Way.'
So-far, 20 ex-football players,

swimmers and runners have been
tested, but none has fulfilled the re-
quirements of a modern Hercules
with screen personality, s.a. arid box
office.

When the muscled Adonis is found
he will be given the lead. Douglas
Doty and Cyril Hume are preparing
the st6ry which Max Marcin will

direct.

BEG OWEN'S WESTERN
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Reginald Owen has been spotted
by Fox in 'Robbers' Roost,' a
George O'Brien western with Mau-
reen O'SullIvan In the cast.
Ow.cn is the British actor who

particularly came to attention in

the. east for his characterization of

'Cardinal Richelieu' in the late
Zlegfeld's 'Three Musketeers' (mu-
sical) and appeared in New Yot<
last season in 'Child of Manhattan."

Chicago, Sept. 5.

Adolph Zukor addressed 360 ex-
hibitors gathered last week for

luncheon as guests of Paramount-
Publix at the Drake hotel and told

them that 'combinations designed to

beat down film rentals is the wrong
way for exhibitors to go about; help-
ing to improve business.* This was
aimed at the exhibitors whose rep-
resentatives, Jack Miller, of M.P.
T.O.A. and Nat Wolf, of Allied, sat

on the dias and later- replied.

Zukor's keynote,
;
frequently

stressed . as a recurring refrain
throughout his talk, was 'go back.'to

work.' Exhibitors had not gotten be-
hind and pushed in the past. ' They
had ridden about in fine auto-
mobiles and smoked 50c cigars and
expected fourth and fifth rate em-
ployees to do the work of operating
theatres profitably.

'

Dwelling upon the admitted diffi-

culties of theatre operation today
Zukor pointed out that he, too,- was
an exhibitor but that saving' money
in the projection booth dldnit bring
money into the boxomce.
. 'Don't expect to get Paramount
pictures for a dime,' Zukor declared,
'because you won't get them. . And
don't expect me to solve your , prob-
lems because I'll be busy solving my.
own- And so will everybody else

that's down to hard . realities.

You've got to help yourselves by.

better theatre operation, smarter
exploitation, and going back to
work. Paramount has got to help
itself by making better pictures and
If we don't we'll suffer the same as
the complaining exhibitor.'

Needed Hertz
; .

No direct ' allusion to the Para*,
mount product, picture by picture
or star by star, was made by Zukor
but he did repeatedly commend Sam
Katz as the exhibitor who super-;
vised Paramount production.' Ha
tossed roses to Emanuel Cohen and
an especially large floral piece went
to John Hertz, who while not a
showman was just what Paramount
had needed, Zukor declared. Zukor
made a point of- his own personal
rejoicing , at the amalgamation of
Hertz with Paramount.
Answering for his bunch of ex-

hibitors Jack Miller lauded Zukor's
common sense and moderation of.

statement in not making any
sweeping generalizations of what
the Paramount product could or
would accomplish this year. Miller,
then rapped' the Paramount product
of last year and opined that it had
been overplentiful with citrus fruit
and he didn't mean oranges. Louis
B. Mayer had once, addressed a
similar gathering, also in the Drake
hotel, Miller recalled, and had
promised a drastic improvement in
Metro product. It took him five
years to mako good his pledge Mil-
ler affirmed.
Nat Wolf, v.p. of Allied Exhibit-

ors, less wisecracky than Miller
merely spoke of the distress ' of
many exhibitors, the difficulties of
making both ends meet,' and the
fact that many exhibitors were
working for their employees and
hadn't drawn money for their own'
families from their- theatres in
months. This was to offset Zukor's
warning that price reductions would
not be forthcoming.

Miller had ironically remarked
that he was disappointed at Zu-
kor's speech and felt sure that
every -other exhibitor had been.'
We expected you to bring us. news
of a 40% cut in film rentals,' he
observed. Zukor had been unmis-
takably clear about that and had
suggested that the salaries of stars
was Hollywood's business and that
exhibitors were not concerned with
It.

J. J. Rubens taking up the cudgels
for Paramount denied that last
year's Paramount product 'had been
so lousy/; Rubens alluded to self-
styled showmen being in reality
phoneys who had ridden the wave
of big years' and swollen ' grosses
and were only now being exposed
in their true light- by the depression
and the crying need for actual, not
pretended, showmanship.:
Barney 'tJalaban ringmastered the

luncheon. An interruption from the
lloor occurred when one of the
Wchoondstala. south" side exhibs,
:nadc a slightly unintelligible

;peech to contradict Zukor';; asser-
-ion that liin CO years made him the
Idest man' in the room. Schoend-

'

. lal boasted of 78.
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Federation Only Gets Partial

on Call Against Par; !

Plan Stagger System, Fox Next

Hollywood,. Sept. 6.

• Walkout of "members of the Scenic
' Artiste 'Union from Paramount is

believed the opening gun in a gen-
eral strike against all major com

' panles of the 11 locals, representing
18. crafts," afflliated With the Fed
erated Motion Picture Studio Crafts.

Workers involved in this first

strike are scenic artists, set design
. ere, make-up artists, draftsmen and
hairdressers.

Studio ' was -not held up by the
walkout ' replacing' with non-union
workers, and in the case of hair
dressers by. calling in .girls from
local,beauty shops.

. 'The unions failed to muster full

strength in the expected withdrawal
of 300 from Paramount Friday night

(2)... Many ignored orders to quit

and others who complied with the
: order reported for work again Sat-
urday.-. .V-.'

Union officials, however, maintain
that "about 200 are out with Para-
mount officials claiming 'only about
•60."

; .;

.
No halt in production -with the

• jobs being filled immediately. Six
assistant' directors and two, script

: clerks who went out later, returned.
: These people were expelled front the

union by telegraph on Saturday*
'

Studio* In Turn

DON EDDY RESIGNS

Quits Radio Sept. 10-^Eekelt
sumea Hi« Studio duties

As-

6.Hollywood, Sept.
-. Resignation of Don Eddy as
Radio studio publicity director was
handed to R. F. Sisk, home office

advertising ana publicity chief,

prior to the tatter's .departure for

the east.

Eddy leaves Sept. 10 with Eddy
Eckels, handling .'Studio advertising,

moving up.V Perry Lieber, Eddy's
assistant will be in charge of ex-

ploitation. ' ' ;

Eddy is .negotiating- with another
major studio. -,

Studio Painter Invents

Flexible Frosted Screen

For Process Cameraing

Hollywood, Sept 5.

New type of frosted screen "for

use in process photography : has neen
invented toy Sidney Sanders, assist-

ant-head of Radio studio's paint de-
- .

. , x , . -. . .-partment The cellophane-like ma-
Unions Intend a stagger systern of .

terlfti to fl^xible and not subject to
strikes ,again6^ the big lots unless

bre6kâ e# as ^ &laBS screens now
the present, difficulties are. Ironed

j £ '

Cojjt reported to be 60%
out. :

Under present plans Fox is r? "!;: n

next; this studio having been notl-
'«»?«»*

fled that unless an answer is re- Radio has used the screen for

ceiyed on the demands made, all showing a previously filmed back-

members of the crafts will not re-J ground for a current picture and

Political Worries

Hollywood, Sept B,

Columbia is considering ton-
ing down "Washington Merry-
<3o-Round' aftey viewing the
assemblfed print.' '

Scene causing the most con-
cern is where the body of a
lynched politician is thrown .on

the Capitol steps'.
'

D1STRIBS LOOK

TO SALES RUSH

Estimating that only -40% of sell;-

ing is* completed, distributors are
preparing for rush business between
now and- -Election Day • (Nov. 8).

Deadlock on the hew rental season,
distribs figure, will 'be broken by
exhibitors themselves.

;

While the present selling season
Is the . latest In Industry's annals,
diBtrlbs hold that the belatedness J(s

teaching them a new sales psy-
chology. They claim that with con"
siderable of their own product ready
for release they are in a position to
talk, boxofflce with the exhib rither
than send their salesmen out vouch-
ing for what announcements con-
tain-

.

Exhibitors are finding little or no
hold-over product because , of the
lateness of the season, distribs
claim, and say . the late' selling is

also hurting double; featuring. Sales
heads Interviewed laughingly ob-
serve that they are able now to Bet
a good price 'for any kind of film/
the exhib being interested simply in
getting enough footage to meet the
dual policy.

1

.

.

Au& &&% Above lily tor 3 Keys, )

And Under Same Month of '31

GIVE UP W. G.

Shuberts rXecJaim B'way 8tand—4W
Runs After the Hollywood

Warner Bros. ' will go out of the

Winter Garden,' New York, 'by Dec.
31", this year, theatre reverting to

the Shuberts from whom WB had a
five-year lease.

Although WB will get but of the

Garden, it is improbable that vacat-
ing will see the company re-

open the Warner, unlesB It's decided
to again try' a' second ruh policy"

there.'
'

:'.

.
; . ,

•

•Pictures playing the Hollywood^
will play second run at the -Strand;

following .the Veserved seat .show-
lngs.

port to the studio tomorrow (Tues-

:; dayJ. , Other studios- to be similar-
'

,
ly treated' at ..two, and three-day. in :

tervals. is the plan.
|

;
'. Only $1 was involved in tthe initial

'

action against •Paramount Strike

w.as. ..called, as a result of the en-
gaging" of a scenic artist for one
day's work, for which hie was paid

$15. Union 'officials stated this was
$1 under the new scale instituted

as of Aug. 29 but which to - date
none of ' the producers have recog-

nized.
Two days previously the federa

Fox and other studios are Interested
In the development Vernon Walker,
of the' camera department, aided
SanderB in perfecting the screen.

SMALL CALLS OFF HIS

STORY ON N Y. MAYOR

Authors Charge Fraud

In Joyce-Selaiick Sale

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Claiming 12,250, • additional . due
them from the sale of 'International

tioV'ha)te^th%^sUtfting ot7a picture

l

Houso
,'

to Pa
5
am

A
ount

' £*u
at Columbia when an effort was
made to put an assistant ' director.

And script clerk to work at a week-

and L. E. Helfltz, authors, filed

Bult in Superior court Thursday (1)
against Joyce & Selznick, Inc.,

ly salary considered by their union charging fraud and deceit. Nick

below scale. I Carter, a J-S employee, was also

.. Producers Meeting ,

named in the suit.

So .far .the producers have shown \ Agency, the ' complaint alleges,

. & tendency to play a waiting game told the authors that $750 was the
"in this.brush with the unions. First,1 highest bid ireceiv'ed and advised
'. official, recognition;, of threatened them to take it. Claim is that this
'trouble was a meeting Friday .(2) Ibid was made by a dummy of the

. . of various production heads at the company and that, the agency cold
Hays' office attended by F>»ed Beet-..[the fctory to Paramount for $3,000

; son and Victor Clarke, .)*4)or con
. tact, of that body. .

Decision was!tb
. await, developments.

. None of the unions, involved :
a,re

.' affiliated with
.

' the five locals jof"

. the lATSE or the carpenters or.etee

triciians who ar<9 signatory to . the

|

$50 a Week for Hays'

4-Yr-OW Kid Players
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

. .- ... . + , . . .„„ i Picture contractsi of two childrentttt^ ^ with Jack Hays, shorts producer,
two years to run UTSE also has

. ^ -

Superior court approval
a year's contract with the inde-

| Georg!Je smith/four-and-a-half, has
a two year contract- at' $60 a week
with a minimum of five weeks'

a

year guaranteed

pendents. These unions have
,
dje-

elared neutrality in the present sft

uatlon
Current mbtup wjth the Federated .

unions follow* a notification three Shirley Temple, four, has a simi-

weeks'ago that on and after Aug. lar document.;
'
Both stipulate that

29. a minimum wage scale for 'all Hays Is to get, 60% of., ail oyer their

locals would ce in effect -with- prcyi- contracted wage' in case 'of loans to

.. skhs also for time and a half for |
other studios

overtime over eight hours a day.

While producers failed to anWer, _ . , t»4 w j**. a.

these demands, unions wer» wait- UppOSlSIl XTX; lUreait tO
ing until the present week's pjay -D^^u a-. *M*~-~ r
envelopes were in to show whether ivOaCIl On JnOOfe JLaNUI
rx not the studios lived up to the Hollywood, Sept. 5.
demands. That the Paramount and studios borrowing Dickie Moore
Columbia matters broke during the from Roach in the future, must give
previous week was due to the^ en- the Roa<Jn Btudlo and 0ur GanK
gaging of help, not then working I credit on ^^0!Dg and title cards

Youngster is currently in Bryan
iFoy's "Cauliflower Alley.' Credit will

read : 'Courtesy of the Hal Roaoh
Studio and Our Gang Comedies.'

«t the studios.

Fox Ed Sells Par
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

The assistant story editor at Fox
|

has sold a yarn to Paramount.
Stanley Garvey dashed off 'Body- I

guard 'in odd moments and Par has
|

takon it for George Raft.

V SUED ON ATTACHMENT
Lob Angeles, Sept 6

In an attempt to collect $118
claimed due it from George Regas
Reliance Collection agency has filed

suits in the municipal court against
Universal, where the actor is em
ployed.

Holywood, Sept. 6. Agency placed an attachment
Arthur Rothafel, son of Roxy, is against Regas' salary to satisfy

now on the Radio scenario staff and judgment. Studio, it Is charged,
Working on 'The Web,' horror story, failed, to deduct amount covered in

It's his first writing assignment. | the action.

Young Roxy Writing

Hollywood, Sept. 4.

Edward Small has shelved 'Mayor
Harding of New York,' which was
to have been Edmund Lowe's first

for Reliance. Instead he will do
Coyer\the Waterfront' Decision to
abandon 'Harding' was prompted by
adverse comment against Colum-
bia's 'Night Mayor.'
Jack Jones and Lew Foster are

adapting 'Waterfront' Max Miller,

who wrote the book, will advise on
the treatment but not actually work
on the story since he is under con
tract to Columbia.
Dan Totheroh is doing the script

of 'Style,' In which Reliance will

star Lilyan Tasnman.

Drops Panther Contest

To Sign Par Contract
'

,
Hollywood, Sept 5,

Margaret Fltzpatrlck, • winner Of
Paramount's Panther Woman con
test in Birmingham, Ala., has been
giyen a three month contract by
the

v
' studio.

As campaign is still on, she was
asked to .drop out before signing,
studio fearing a possible kickback
from other, entrants.

She'll get a hew name.

Dyenlnirg, Teiui,

£780 Pop* Spot

For 'Cabin' Debat

Warner -Bros. la planning to give
'Cabin in the Cotton,', print of whicfi
has just .arrived in New York, its

world premier in Dyevsburg, .Tenh. h

a town of -8,780 population on Oct S.

It will go into the Francis, a 400-

seat house, and be heavily cam-;
palgn«d as an Official rather than a
hideaway 1 opening. •

It's probably, the smallest town
for a world premier ever picked, but
was chosen by Warners in hopes of

national notice. Dyersburg Is the
home town of Harry . HaiTisoh
Krowl, author of 'Cabin in Cotton,'

who will be oh hand for the Francis
opening, along with Dorpthy-Jordan,
Henry B. Walthall and

:
Be'tte Davis,

of the cast, all of whom come, from
Tennessee arid will make personal
appearances.
Meanwhile, at the home office

WB is preparing two separate and
distinct advertising campaigns on
'Cabin,' one fpr ' the south, another

for the north.

Fllmdom's major key city box of*
flees at least reached the cornef fof
August aided by punch product be«
sides certain concentrated stage ef^

forts. New York, Chicago and Loo!

Angeles, combined, were up 6.47%)

over July. Compared to the sama'

month In 1931, the August grosser
.

for this summer are off 11.2%.

. Biggest upturn took place .on thai

Coasts where the Los Angeles den
luxe situation topped all others for]

increase by jumping 24.6% 'In Au^
gust over July. Chicago was unj
2%; while New York dipped blight^
New York .Is ,6.1%- under August!

of 5931, . Chicago Is down4 14.9% oni

the ' same comparison,., and L. A. la
18.1% oft. •:

••••'.
;

. This, trio of centers showed com*
binetl major house totals of $1,107,*

300 for the past month. For Augusti
of last year the income for the same]
-spots was $1,247,700, according' to
•Variety's' weekly estimates.

Indie Producers Boost

Entry Fee to $1,500

. Hollywood, Sept 5.

.

Independent Producers' Associa-
tion is playing hard .to. get in the
holdouts who failed to join the or-
ganization at its inception. Mem-
bers have voted to boost the- In-

itiation fee from. $50 to. $1,500, and
set. $250 as the price for producers
just entering the field.

Former stay-outs are the target
of the move. These men now want
to benefit by the closed sh'op pact
between the Indies and the IATSE
negotiated by Sam Wolf, organiza-
tion attorney, and Trem Cam

CELLUIODING LONDON

WAX MUSEE AS WB PIC

Warner Bros, is searching the!

field for, vaudeville 'talent for 'Thei

Wa^
.
Museum,' -yvhidh it will pro-i

duce* with Mrae. Toussardfs famousj
wax^ museum, London, in mind*
Lionel Atwill has iju'st' been chosen!
to play 'the lead.

;

Vaude artists, and acts are. Want*
ed for tableau and posing parts,
with acceptance to depend largely,

on . tests for stillness stamina.

In doing /Wax Museum,' Warners'
is in hopes of developing a" hew type
cycle. Picture is- intended as1

, a
thriller, but away from 'the' norror]
angle.-' v . .

i.- 1.---

Tom Keene Horse Operas

Set $10,000 Badge* Hike

Hollywood, Sept. 6.
'

Radio, Is. Jilting the .budget ori
each of, the Tom Keene westerns
from $36,000 , to ,$45,000..-. Storiesl
come in for a share of the extrai
10 grand.

Studio has purchased two. maga*..
zinc- stories as future material for;

Keene. Yarns . are 'Behind ''the*.

Rodeo,' by .Kenneth Perkins; and
•Land of the Six Shooter,' by F; P,
Pierce..

Donald Lee has been engaged tdj

sceharlze the first, and Jack Jung*
neyer the Becond. 'Rodeo' will be:
released as *Wild Stallion.'

Metro's Oakie Nibble
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Metro Is trying to borrow Jack
Oakie

:
from Paramount for -'Pig

Boats.'

New 8mm. Film as Standard Size

For Both Professional and Amateur

A standard width film for profes-

sional and amateur the world over

will be realized within the next two
years if experiments, reported to be

well in advance between Fox and
Eastman, are successful; New. width
is less than one-fourth of that now
used in the theatre and half the
dimension popular with the ama-
teur.' ;

Camera and projection machine
for the new 8mm. size can be car-
ried in one arm. According to ex-
perlmentative shots the tiny film
can be shown on a regular theatre
screen with all of the definition
realized from standard proportions.
Blowing up such a small slice of

film to professional dimensions is

questioned by technicians not di-
rectly connected with the experi-
ments. At Fox, however, it IS as-
serted that the departure Is made
possible largely, by special highly
sensitized film stock and by an ex-

traordinary lense In the projector.

The claim is made that the. en-
larged projection is not spotty, as
would be expected from the grain
in the film.

Biggest saving would be realized
fo.r the industry in distribution,
features on such dimension lending
themselves to match-box compact-
ness. Cost of raw film is now 4c
per foot while the abbreviated edi-
tion would cut this to, a fraction
of a penny.
Other doubts manifested on the

outside concern the durability of
such small .film. This also is an-
swered by Foxites who say that
the smaller the film is, the easier it

is to handle.
Queried about the reason for

Eastman being, interested in a size
which would cut proportionately its

revenue 'from the picture industry,
Foxites hold that the film manu-
facturer sees a chance for greater
return from a field which would
lnolude and. sustain the Interest of
the amateur.

Barthelmess, Doug, Jr.,

May Be Added to '42d St.*

Warner Bros, are figuring on^udd*
Ing Richard Barthelmess and Doug^.
las Fairbanks, Jr., to the , already
imposing name /cast for '42nd
Street.' Company has cabled Bar-
thelmess, who's on vacation in
Stockholm, Sweden, Inquiring if he
can get back ih time.
In

. order that . Fairbanks may ap-n
pear. In '42nd Street,'- he wiU prob-*
ably ,be forced to.work. in both that
and 'Parachute* at the sarite time.
42nd Street' is ready to go intd
production now.
This film will be

,
Ruby (Jolson)

Keeler'a first for WB.

Maybe Retake^ and
Added Scenes for 'Venus*

. Hollywood, Sept '6.

Paramount has. called an exed
conference for tomorrow (Tuesr
day) to decide whether or not re*
takes and added scenes will be
made on 'Blonde Venus,' Marlene
Dietrich starrer.
Discussion follows a preview last

week. *-<^

Revive 'Pier 13*

Hollywood, Sept. B.

Raoul Walsh will direct the re*
juvcriated 'Pier 13,' which . Fox
started last winter with Bill How-
ard directing.

Howard spent several weeks in
New York getting atmosphere stuff,

but picture was called off when he
returned.
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Stage Idea for Smaller R. C. House,

Not Set If 2 Theaires Book Thru RKO

It hasn't been settled as yet

whether S. L. Rothafel will book

"attractions for the International

,
Music Hall, Radio. City, through the

RKO booking office with usual

, commission deductions, or direct.

".Under revised plans, Rothafel may
, also use., stage talent at the smaller
,'R. C. house* to be known, as the
Boxy. All along this has been fig-

ured as a straight fllmer.
". .Rothafel and other officials have
'.discussed the talent and booking
situation on Radio City, but in ad-
vance of set-up of the actual show
no decisions have been reached on
information. Rothafel will engage :

all the talent himself for both
houses; question being whether con-
tracts will be issued through the
3KQ Vaudeville Exchange or not.

Holding Back New Roxy
The big house is tentatively • set

to open Its doors Dec. 26, a Mon-
day, and the day which will become
a holiday for most people through
Christmas falling on a Sunday.

' While the smaller house (the Roxy)
• will be ready for operation around
' Nov. 1. Rothafel does not want to

open it ahead of the music hall,

i " Big house will play two-a-day at

. $1.50 top mats and $2 nights, shows
<to be scheduled for 2:15 and 8:15

p. m. Their proposed length, in

spectacle form, is 2% hours.

q Under decision to use stage talent
Tor the film theatre, which is to be

Cl
,operated as a run house, Rothafel
Is planning a regular presentation
policy.

Not much has been set on the
film product question for the new
rRoxy. While on the Coast, how-
ever, Rothafel is

.
looking over the

product being turned out.

LPs Spelling Bee

.
: Hollywood, Sept. 5. .

Deciding to film a story un-
der the title 'Cagllastro.'. Uni-
versal changed the title be-
cause no one. on the lot could,

spell it. So it was dubbed
'Imhotep.'
Now they are looking for

still another title. Not . only
has 'Imhotep* been .generally

misspelled but no two at the
studio pronounce it alike.
—i'rom Variety's Bollywood Bul-
letin.

:

MO Delays Directors'

Meeting; Franklin Back

Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

H. B.. Franklin arrives in New
. York Monday (5), after an RKO
theatre survey throughout the
country. Left here Wednesday (28)
.for Denver and was to visit Omaha,
St. Louis and Chicago on the way
east.

Martin Beck, Phil Reisman,. Rob-
ert F. Sisk and Katherlne Brown
left Sunday (4) for New York.
HKO directors' meeting, In New
York, has been set back from Sept.
7 to 14.

rJ . Chicago, Sept. 5.

Receivers for the Fox, St. Louis,
"confabbed with Harold Franklin
here Sunday (4) on the recently
proposed pooling arrangement with
RKO and Publix. Outcome not
.known.

Franklin left for New York ac-
companied by Phil Reisman and
Herschel Stuart. Stuart came on
from New York especially to meet
Franklin.

Claim Hays Code

Saves 4 Million

Ad #?/ iis Culs

After three years of the Hays
Production Code it is claimed that

a summary of statistics reveals

that the code has been responsible

for bringing approximately 50 books

and plays, previously banned, to the

screen; that -.It is saving the In-

dustry on an average of around
$4,000,000 yearly and that it is

largely responsible for reducing by
40% cutting activities of six censor
states and Chicago.

Negative, print and censor fee

costs are figured in the yearly sav
lng which pertains directly to the
censor states. The figures are
based on film features produced by
Hays members only, or about 400
of the 700 turned out yearly by the
total industry.

,

Today, according to the figure

compilers, not more than 3% of
screen material produced under the
code is being subjected to censorial
scissors. In the six censor states
eliminations which totalled 11,011

in *28 dwindled to 7,367 for '30

States are New York, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Virginia.
Ohio Is the only state in the group
to show an increase.
That the official eliminations have

diminished instead of increasing,
along with the introduction of. dia-
log, is credited to the workings of
the production formula by Its ad
vocates:

Radio City's 16-Page

Monthly Publication
Sixteen page monthly magazlms

will be published by Radio City
titled 'Rockefeller Center/ Figured,
to start with a 300,000 printing or-
der and will be printed on good
paper with four-color photography
for pictures.

Samuel P. Levy, publisher of sev-
eral fashion magazines, has been
awarded the publishing contract for
the mag.

U's Junior Scribes to

Seek Stories in News

WB's Saga of S. Klein?
S. Klein, the New York cut-rate

women's outfitter, is the inspira-
tion, from inside, for a Warner pic-
ture as Edward G. Robinson's next.

It will be called 'The Machine' and
present Robinson as a hard-headed
department store owner.
Klein is also understood readying

to back a show which will include
a scene in his store.

Universal City, Sept. 5.

A 'story Idea* department, similar
to one at Paramount, has been
started by Universal to obtain pic
turc material from news stories" ap-
pearing in' the dailies.

"W illiam Losh, formerly United
Press manager at Washington, D
C, is in charge of the unit. He
will have a staff of junior writers
to work up the Ideas.

•

—
'

. \

Par Gets WB Yarn as

Possible Sidney Film
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Paramount has bought 'Happiness
Ahead' from Warners. This ' story
previously was filmed under the
title, 'Tomorrow,' with Colleen
Moore and Edmund Lowe.

Script probably will lead off the
B. P. Schulberg film group starring
Sylvia Sidney.

MAY EVOLVE FROM

WB TRADE

Compared to Auto Event

—

Screening of New Films

from All Companies for

Exhibs at Opening of Sea-

son—In One City or a
Few Keys?

POSSIBLE NEXT YEAR

A national exhibit, of the earlier

releases of every major producer-
distributor as a preliminary to the
inception of the selling season may
be attempted next summer, prob-:

ably early in August. i

It is likened to an auto show
where the new models of every car
manufacturer are shown the public

and dealers, but would be held

mainly for exhibitors.

Warner Bros., who this year held
trade showings of their new product
in leading keys for the benefit of
exhibs, is the prime mover looking
toward a national film exhibit plan.

Grad L. Sears, western sales man-
ager for WB, is the father of the
idea, and with the sanction of his
company, will propose the national
exhibit idea to the distribution men
of other companies. In order to
make the proposal effective, each of

the majors would have to agree that
their new pictures prior to the start-

ing of the sales season would be
screened along with those of com-
petitors.

Encourages Exhibs

The group exhibit of new pictures
of the majors could be held in one
central city with exhibitors and
buyers from all over the country in

vited, or if expense permitted, the
shows could be held in several keys.
This would all have to be worked
out following agreement by majors
on the plan, with plenty of time for
details between now and next
August.
WB states the special trade show

Ings It held for exhibs resulted in

an increase In contracts the follow-
ing week, but of as great import
ance, feels WB, was the decision of

some exhibs to immediately reopen
their houses. In such cases exhibs
felt that if . the product of other
companies could also be relied upon,
they could take a chance to reopen.

14 Start, 14 on Location

As Production Climbs

F&M May Break from Fox-WC;

Loew s and RKO Both Interested

As 5i% Partners; Marco to

Rapid Fire

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Some kind of a record is

claimed for the evolution and
sale of 'Marathon Dancers' to
Universal.

.
Harry Sauber

visited the Santa Monica dan-
cathon on a Friday night, had It.

written by Monday evening,
and sold the script to Carl
Lacmmle, Jr., by Wednesday.

Hollywood, Sept. 5,

With 14 new films scheduled to
stait this week, activity in feature
production continues bullish. Large
number of companies on location Is
an unusual slant on the activity,
14 studio outfits now grabbing ex-
teriors in spots from Greenland to
Arizona and from New Tork to
Catalina Island.

Of the location companies, four
are. close enough to return to the
home lot nightly.

No Delays

Hollywood, Sept.. 5.

AH studios are closed today
(Labor Day), with non-toiling com-
panies having worked yesterday
(Sunday), instead;
Units on location will disregard

the holiday to speed their return.

Testing 'Life*

Warners is testing 'Life Begins'
as a roadshow possibility at the
Castle, Long Beach, L. I., and As'-,

bury Park may follow.
Lou Goldberg went out to handle

the Long Beach opening.

Radio City Ad Post for

Sisk ; Also Present Spot
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Advertising and publicity depart-
ment of Radio City will be headed
by Robert P. Sisk.

.

This is in addition to his present
position as publicity, advertising
and exploitation head of RKO the-
atres and Radio Pictures.

G. P. Putnam's

Idea for Res

Fifty per cent of Paramount's
1932-'33 features will be based on
original- stories. Although essen-
tially a book publisher,

,
George

Palmer Putnam, new story chief, is

introducing in the industry a policy
which bends away from the routine
of books and plays.

Putnam Is advocating 'shock ap-
peal* for every screen story. He
believes that the industry has,been
in a story rut and that if it has
overlooked opportunities for devel-
oping original slants and plot fod-
der. He is against the screen tak-
ing advantage of its technical ca-
pabilities to the point of picturing

situations which are Illogical or. Im-
plausible. He is Inculcating Into

his own organization the preach-
ment that the public doesn't' want
to see In pictures, any more than it

wants to read in books, things that

could not happen in life. '
'•

Claiming that he is not looking

through colored glasses, Putnam de

blares that the writing end has the

greatest opportunities of all depart

ments in the industry. He, makes
the .flat statement, also, that writ-

ers are making proportionately more
today in pictures than at any other

time. . Any tears from the ' picture

writer of any merit today are false,

In the estimation of Putnam, who
figures that company executives are

eager to preserve the best the au-
thor has to offer.

While he will keep Paramount's
present writing machine intact, Put-
nam indicated that he will reach
extensively Into the outside field

contacting writers there for fresh

ideas and thought.

With Loew's having come Into the
Fanchon & Marco picture by "bid-

ding for an equal partnership In, .

F. & M., similar to that which is

being sought by RKO, all indications
point to F. & M. breaking away en- i

tlrely from Fox and its affiliated

theatre group, Fox West Coast. The
split is imminent and may occur
this week.
Whether F. & M. affiliates witn.

Loew's or RKO looks to be entirely,

dependent on decision by F. & >M.
Itself. Certain interests in Fox, in
attempting to stave 6ft a split, are
known to have submitted a formal
plan that mlghtr result in a three-
way partnership .among Fox, Loew's
and Fanchon & Marco. Further, con-
fabs are aimed for this week among
all parties.-

Friction between F. & M. and TTox
West Coast has been on for some
time, practically Bince Skouras took
over that circuit.

Marco to Head Book
Both the Loew offer and the RKO '

bid. are. similar in most respects,
each asking for a 60% partnership
with Marco and conditioning that
Marco becomes the booking head ot
the stage and vaude offices.

Franklin returned from his Coast
trip yesterday (5). Almost immedi-
ately he went Into conference with
Mike Marco, who is still east rela-
tive to completing the RKO negotia-
tions which, In all likelihood, will be
presented before the RKO board
meeting scheduled for Wednesday
(14). , ,

F. & M. has been a big profit
maker for the past three years,, av-
eraging around 1500,000 net;, annu-
ally.

U Getting Tough with

Players Who Dock Stills

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Universal will fine or eyen Are
contract, players who fail to show
up for 'still' photograph sittings

during their 'between pictures' pe-
riods. ' This Is a new ruling made
by the legal department which
which holds that the offense is a
breach of contract.
Publicity department has been

handicapped by non-cooperative
players who come late or do not
appear for appointments. First
player to be penalized was a ' new
coritractee who lost a day's pay be-
cause he sidestepped a photog date.

Ince Directing Boyd
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Ralph Ince has been signed by
Radio to direct Bill Boyd in "Men
of America." Replaces J. Walter
Ruben who was to have megged
'Yukon' with Boyd.
'Yukon' developed story trouble

and called, for too high a budget.
It will be discarded temporarily.

FINAL DECISION ON

LASKY DUE SEPT. 1(T

Final decision on Jesse L. Laaky,
along with terms under which he
will produce independently for Par-
amount, If agreeing to such a deal,
will be reached, by Saturday (10).
That is the deadline allowed Lasky
by Paramount on which to give J his
answer.
Deal now proposed for Laaky Is

the production of six pictures dur-
ing the 1932-'33 season at the' Para-
mount Coast studio, similar to the
arrangement, with B. P. Schulberg.
No indication that the six . will, in-
clude any particular Par star) as
with Schulberg, who Is to do all the
Sylvia Sidney productions (three).

Production plans Take
thalberg, Shearer Fast

Hollywood, Sept. 5. .

Irving Thalberg leaves for New
York early this week to stay the
balance of the month. Will confer
with Nicholas M. Schenck on pro-,
ductlon plans and, get home office,

slant oh future pictures.
Norma Shearer (Mrs, Thalberg)

accompanies.

Walker-Par Split
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Stuart Walker, who directed three
pictures for Paramount and had
charge of that studio's hew talent
department, leaves the company on
completition of 'Evenings for Sale'
with Sari Marltza.
Walker and Par couldn't get to-

gether on terms f6r his option re-
newal.

Kahane to N. Y,
Los Angeles, Sept. B.

Ben Kahane, president Radio,
leaves for New York Wednesday
(7) to attend all five directors*
meetings of the RKO-Radlo group,
These start on or around Sept 14.

Kahane will return immediately;
following these conferences.
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Week, of Sept. 5

(Picture* now filming, or about to start, are listed below alphabetically
by studios. . Symbols are: D—Director, A—Author, C—Cameraman
S—Star.)

COLUMBIA
'Vanity Street*
(3rd week)

t>—Nicholas Grlnde
A—Frank Cavett

Ed. Roberts
Gertrude . Purcell

C—Joe August
5—None

Charles Bickford
Helen Chandler
Mayo Methot
George Meeker

.

Arthur Hoyt
Ruth Chaaninff
Dolores Rey
Claudia Morgan
Anne Fny
Knihcrine "War*
May Boaty
Dutch. Headrian
Eddie Betaad

•Varlne*
(ted mil)

1>—Eddie. Bancn
A—Ethel Hill

Rafcext Rtshia
C—Joe Walker
6—None

Pit OTBrhai

"WDtara -Ro*ertson
SSiiriey Grey

'Ik*. WB* Bane Stampede'
<*rd week)

T>—Ksx) Haley
A—Karl Haley.
C—Bfa Kline
8—None

Bex (Horse)
Vm. Januey
Dorothy. Appleby
"Wallace McDonald
Harry Seraela
•CnDflower Alley'

(1st week}
T>—Lew Seller ':

A—Nat Pendleton
Harold Tashls

B—None
Leo Carrlllo
Thelma Todd
Dickie Moore
Barbara Weeks
Nnt Pendleton
•Obey the law*

(1st week}
TJ

—

Rokh L«derman
JL—Charles Condon

•Plain Clothe* Maaf
(1st week)

TV—Trvfng Caronrfngs
A—Keene Thompson '

Jo Swelling
8—Jack Holt

Arthur Vinton.
' FOX.

Ha* Check GbP
(Wh week)

D—Sidney Lanfleld
A—Blan James'
B—Sally Bllers

Ben Lyon
.
Ginger Rogers -

Monroe Owsley
Noel Madison
Arthur Plerson
'Six Honrs to Live*

" (Bth week)
D—WUhelm Dleterle
A—Gordon Morris

. Morton- Barteanx
S-^Warner Baxter

John Boles
Miriam Jordan
George Marlon

. The- Golden West?
(Bth week)

T>—David Howard
WP-^eerga O'Brien

Janet Chandler
. Marion* Bums'
•Walking Down Broadway'

(3rd TreekJ
B—Eitch yon Strohelm.
A—Dawn Powell

' James- Dunn
Minna Gcmbell

- Zosu Pitta
Boots Matlory
Terrcnco Ray .

•Call. Her Savage'
<tst week)

. I*—John . R Dillon
'

. A—^Tiffany Thayer
B—Clara Bow .

Thelma Todc*
-Teas', of the Storm Country

. (2nd- week)
©—Alfred Santell
A-^Grace Miller White
8—Janet Gaynor

Alexander Kfrhland
Mnbllo'

(2nd. week)
D—John Blyatone
A—Hen Ames Williams .

, William Conseiman
Murray Roth

«—Will R6gers
Marian Nixon

' Dick Powell
131 Brendel
Hale Hamilton .

Douglas' Cosgrbve
Rackety Rax'
(2nd week)

D—Alfred Werker
A—Joel Sayre
8—None

Victor McLagten
Greta Nlssen
AlOnzo Stogg
Howard Jones
Marjorle Beebe
Stanley Fields
Arthur Plerson
'Sherlock nofmes*

(2nd week)-
D—Wm. K.. Howard
A—A. Conan Doyle •

Cllve Brook
Miriam Jordan
Herbert Mundln
Ernest Torrence
Ivan Simpson

•Wild Girl'
(2nd week)

D—Raoul Walsh
A—Paul Armstrong

Doris Anderson
Edwin J. Mayer
Jonn Bennett
Charles Farrell

"

Ralph Bellamy
Eugene Pallotte
Irvine Plchel .

'Ktnte Fair*
(3rd week)

T>—TTenr.v King
A— PhlL Stong
S—Will Rogers

Janet Gaynor .

Sally Ellci'8
Spencer Tracy
Phllllpa Holmes
Loul.te Dresser

•Dirk Turpln'
(Spanish)
(3rd week)D—Tomes Tlnllng

.',tir-J«se Mo) lea
Mona Marls

INTERNATIONAL
Henry Qoldstsne Prod.

•Feety asieis'

(Is*, week)
D—Loo Collins
A—Oliver Drake

Jack, Hoxle
Laae Chandler

'

Mareellne Day
Mathew Betts
Julian Rlvero
Doris Hill
Joseph Glrard

-
.Chaa. Frenck
TaJdma. Canutt
B1U <Quihua

. •Dynamite' (Horse)
MKTBO

•RnspntaV
(8th week)

T>—Charles Brabin
A—No credits'

John Barrymore
Sthel Barrymore
Lloatl Barrymore

' Ralph Morgan
Diana Wynward
Tad Alexander
Reginald Barlow
lionise Closser Hate
.Brandon Hurst
C. Henry Gordon

Tiafoll*
(6th week)

D—Horry Beaumont' ,;

A—-Mildred Cram
S—Tallulah Bankhead '

Robert Montgomery
Hugh Herbert
Maurice Murphy
lioutse Closser Hale

•Kongo'
' (6th week)

D—William Cowan
A—Leon Gordon
8—None

Walter Huston
Xupe Telez
Mitchell Lewie
Conrad N&gcl
Virginia Bruce
C.' Henry Gordon
Forrester Harvey
Hask of Fa Maswlin*

(5th week}
D—Charles Vldor
A—Sax Rbhmep
S—Doris Karloff

Chas. Starrett
Karen Morle'y
Myrna Loy
Lawrence Grant
Jean Hersholt
David Torrance
Herbert Bonston
Lewis Stone
'Payment Deferre-d'

(«th week)
D^—Lothar Mcndes
A—Jeffrey S. Dell

Ernest Vajda
Claudlne West

S—None
Charlee Xaoghton
Maureen O'Snlllvan
Dorothy Peterson
Veroe Teasilale'
Ray MUland
Neft Hamilton

'Red Duet'
(4th week)

D-^-Vfctor Fleming
A—Wllaon Tolllson.
5—Clarke Gable

Jean Harlow
Mary Astor
Gene Raymond
Tally Marshall
Forrester Harvey
PARAMOUNT
•Big Broadcast''
(10th week)6—Frank Tuttle

A—Wm. Manley
George Marlon; Jr.

C—George Polsoy
S—Stuart Erwtn.

Blng Crosby:'
Kate Smith.
Leila Hyama
Mills Brothers
Burns <fe Allen
Boswell Sisters
Cab Calloway
Donald Novls
Arthur Tracy
Vincent Lopes.
Tawewell to Areas*

(0th week)
D—^Frank- Borzage
A—Lawrence Stalllngs

O. H. P. Garrett
C—Charles Lang
S—Helen Hayes

Gary Cooper
Adolph. Menjou
Mary Phillips
Gilbert Emery
Jack LaRiie

'

Blanche Fredrlct
Peggy Cunningham
'Phantom PresieTenV

(uth week)
D—Norman Taurog
A—George Worts

Walter ReLeon
Harlan Thompson

C—David Abel
S—George. M. . Cohan

Cla'ndette Colbert
Jimmy Durante
George BrirMer,
Jameson Thomas
Louise Mclntoah
Julius McVlcker
Sidney Toler
Robert McWade
'Sign of the Cross'

(7th week)
DVrCecll D. DeMllIe
A—Wilson Barrett

'Waidemar Toung
SIdnoy Buchman

•Karl Struss
S^-None

' Frederic March
Ellssa Landl

. Claudette Colbort
Charles Laughton
Tommy Conlon
Ian Keith
Richard Alexander
Joyzclle
Ferdinand' Gottschalk

. Arthur. Hohl
Clarence Burton
Vivian Tobln
^Honest Finder'

(7th week)
P^-Ernst -Lubltsrh
A—Aladar I>as/.lo

Hainy-in Raphaelson
Grover Jones

S—None
Miriam Hopkins
K.ay Francis
Herbert Marshall
Oliai lra Buggies
Edward Everett Horton

'Matllson Square- Garden'
(«th week)

D—Harry -Joe Brown
.A—Thomson Burtis
S^—None

Jack Oakle
Marian Nlx-eit

' Thomas Melgbaa .

Zasa Pitts '

Wm. Boy* '

Lew Cody
.Wrn. Collier, Sr.
Warren liynier
•Night After Nlghtf

. ;
.

' (3rd week)
D^—Archie Mayo
A—Louis Bromfleld

O. H, P. 'Garrett
Vincent Lawrence.

. Kathtyre Scola
C-^^Brnla Haller.
S—-fivno

George Raft
Constance Cummlngs
Wynne Gibson
Mae West
Alison Sklpworth
Roscoe Karns

•Hot Saturday'
(2nd. week) -

D—Wm. Setter
A—Harvey . Ferguson

Seton I. Miller
Josephine Lovett
Joseph Moneure March

C—-Arthur Todd
S-^Nancy Carroll

Cary Grant
Randolph . Scott
Rita LaRoy
Lillian Bond
Wm. Collier, Sr..
Stanley Smith •

MONOGRAM
•Hidden Valley*

(3rd week) '

D—R. N. Bradbury .

A—Wellyn Totman
S—None

Francis McDonald
Gertrude Messenger

; George Hayes :

John Elliott
Jose de la Corua

RADIO
•Eighth Wondes*

(22nd week)
D—Merlan C. Cooper

Ernest Schoedsack.
'A—Edgar Wallace .

Merlon C. Cooper
James Creelman

C—Eddie Linden
S—Jioao. .

Fay Wray
Robert Armstrong
Harriet Hagman .

Frank Retcner
Jim Flavin

•Heekakv'
(7th week)

D—George Fltzinaorlce
A—Lucia Bronder.

Horace Jackson'.
C—Charles Roaner -

S—Constance Bennett
Pant.Luka*
Phillips- Holmes
Clara Blandick
Laura Hope Crew*
George. Cooper
Albert Gran
Aggie Herring
Horry Seymo.ur
AI Cooke'
Tom.Dugan
'The Conaaerees^ '

. (7th week)
D—William Wellman
A—Howard Bstabrook

Robert
. LordC—Edward Cronjager

S—Richard Dht .

Ana Harding
Edna May OMveir
Gay Klbee
Julie Haydon
Jed Prouty
Robert Grefg

•fUMwt Tom*
(Bth. week) .D—Dudley Murphy

jA—^Jerry Horwln
Casey Robinson
Ben Markson
Corey Ford
Francis Coekrell

'

F.
-

H. Wennlng
-Ray Hont

S—Joel McCrea ~

Marian Marsh
Wm. Gargan
Walter Catlett
Rich. 'Skeetsr Gallagher

-Beerets of the Treneb
PeUce*

(6th week)
D—Edward1 Sutherland
A—K. Ashton Woire

Samuel Omitz
Robert TraSker

C—At Gllks-
S—None ...

Frank Morgan
GWHI Andre
John Warburton
Gregory Ratott
RocheTIe Hndson
IJMIe Orphan AnnV .

(3rd week)
D—John Robertson .

A—Harold Gray :

Sam Mints
.Wintered Donn
Wanda Tuchock

'

Tom McNamara -

jC—Jock McKcnzle
S—None

Mltzl Gredn
. Eric Linden

:D(ckIe Moore.
'

:
Joseph Cawthorn
Edgar Kennedy

Heaegndes of the West'
.

(2nd weelc)'D—Casey Robinson
A—Frank Pierce

Albert S. LeVtno
3—Tom Keene

Betty Furness
Roscoe Ates
RockcHtt Fellows
Wm. Franey
Roland Southern
Joseph GIrard
Carl Mlllor
Jack Pennick
Mar Wagner
James Mason
RKO-PATHE
•Second Fiddle'
(Radio Release)

(3rd week)
D—William Nigh
A—Thomas Lennoh

Viola- Brothers Shore •

Ethel Dohcrty
C—Chas. Sohoonbaxim
H—Leo Carlllo

Vlvlenne Osborne
Tom Moore
Una Morfcel
Jonopli Cawthorn
Earle Foxo '

Paul Hurst
Paul Porcasl
Albert Contl
Eddie Nugent
J. Farrell McDonald

Sept. One Reeler

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Total production during' Sep-
tember at Educational and
Metropolitan studios will con*
atst of a single one-reel sub-
ject. The dozen or more in-

dies at both studios, either

producing for Educational and
World . Wide release or for

other distributors, will sit

around with, their feet on the)

desk during the month.
Only film will be a Jack

Ifuya baby burlesque single
reeler.

Hollywood

Jangle Pix B.O. Has

Lots Hot for ^bumals

h Domestk Stories

Briefly rewritten extracts from 'Variety's' Hollywood Bulletin, printed
aacb Friday in Hollywood, and placed as a wrapper upon the regular?
W6#lify 'Vsrwrtys'
The Bulletin doea not circulate other than on the Pacific Slope.
rfews from the Dailies in lot Angelea will be found in. that customarj)

departments.

Closed Bank Assessments
U. S. Comptroller of Currency

notified stockholders of the closed
First National bank of Beverly
Hill*, that they have been assessed
for the full value of their stock, $20
at par.

MacMahon-McHugh Contracts
Warners has handed out terms to

Alino MacMahon. and : Frank Me
Hugh.

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Influence of 'Bring *Em Back
Alive' and 'Congorilla* has the stu-
dios hot for animal sequences in
domestic yarns. At Fox four
stories; each wttb one or more four
legged actors, have been submitted
to writers and adapters.

Animals run, front norses and
monkeys to bears and dogs. Stories
feature conflicts between the dttmb
and articulate players. Paramount
has a bear in a current story.
Metro and Radio are using, chimps
n pictures now in production.
Universal has sent out an order

to purchase animals to restock its

zoo, abandoned three years ago.

-

Animal rental houses are doing1

the best business they have' expe-
rienced In two years, wjltb rental
prices tilted, according to the de-
mand.
Business is bullish on. Snakes,,

bears, lions, leopards and . other
jungle Inhabitants, but demand for
dogs and cats is still off.

Writer Sues Rowland

Over Louis Sobol Shorts
Michael Simmons has filed suit In

Fburth District Municipal Court,
New York, against William. Row-
land for salary alleged, due on the
Louis Sobol series of shorts being
produced by Rowland.
Simmons charges he was hired by

Rowland to write the script and
dialog for la shorts-to feature the
'Journal' columnist. He wrote the
first, he says, and watched it be-
ing: produced Without collecting any
money. He claims he has never
bean paid anything; although the
series is proceeding with someone
else doing the writing.

Recall Ryan
Don Ryan recalled to TJ

write 'Black Pearl/
to re-

. Beck, Jr., Bernard's Aide
John Beck,

.
Jr., former dub

booker, made assistant to Bern
Bernard, RKO vaude booker. Ken
Dailey remains in charge 6£ 'Frisco
office.

,

Qrpheum Previewing
Orpheum now previewing pier

tures, making third house down-
town to go for advance showings.

Cline's State Rights Three '

John Cline win produce three
features at Tec-Art for the state
rights market.

Asther Opposite Hayes
Nils Asther opposite Helen Hayes

in Metro's 'White Sister.'

Grashin Spotted
After completing 'Exposed' for Al

Herman, Mauri Grashin was kept
on the payroll to write *Big Chance.'

i U-Walfaee Talking
Universal and Richard Wallace

ate talking contract. Wallace would
make two pictures yearly on salary
and percentage, under the terms;

Herman Wobber Week
. Paramount sales department, has

set aside Sept. 4-10 as 'Herman
Wobber Week.'

from 'A Chance at Heaven' to Id
for a Penny.'

Moran in Torch Song' . ;

Polly Moran loaned by Metro t<|
play m Radio's 'Torch Song/

Feyder on 'Sun Daughter'
Former Belasco play, 'Sun Daughm

tor,' will be megged at Metro by
Jacques

: Feyder,

Vt Parole Film
Universal plans production of

'Out On Parole,', by John Huston!
Story aimed as an expose of lax
methods of parolling- prisoners.

Ford's Retakes
John Ford called back from Metro

to make retakes on U's 'Air Mail

Two Alike
Radio Is preparing- a story titled

"Public Be Damned' for John Barry-
more. Phil Goldstone has a yarn, of
the same title on which Edward T.
Lowe is working. ,

Par Team Switch
Paramount switches its new team,

Frances Dee and Gene Raymond,

TIFFANY
'False Faces'
(2nd week)

D—Lowell Sherman
-Kubec Glasmon

C—Ray Gtnger
S—Lowell Sherman

Lilo. Lee
Peggy Shannon'
.'Fargo Express'

(2ad week)
D—Phil' Rosen
A—,Jack Townfey

Earl Snell
C—Ted5 McCord
S—

K

en Mavnard-
TJNTTBD . ARTISTS
The New Vorker'

(8th week)
D—Chester Brsfttne
A—Ben Hccht '

3—Al Jolson
Madge Evans
Harry Langgon

;
Roland Toung
Edgar "Blueboy' Conner
Bodll Rosing
Chester Conklin
•Hid From fipabV

(6th. week)
D^—Leo McCarey
A—WtUtam A. MeGnlra
S—Eddie Cantor

Lydla Robert! -

Ruth Han
John Mlljan
Robert Toung

1 Have Been Fattkfai*
(ftth week)D—King Vldor

A—H. M.' HarwoOd
Frances Marlon
Robert Goue Brown

S—-Ronald Colman
Kay Francis
Henry Stephenson
Phyllis Barry
Florlne McKlnney '

UNIVERSAL.
•8. O. S. Iceberg'

(14th week)
D—Dr. Arnold Fanck
A—lit. Comm. Frank'Wead

Dr. Arnold Fanck
C—Hans Schncebcrger
S—-None

Gibson Gowland
. Lcnl Reltcnstaht
Sepp Rist
Ernst tJdei
WARNER-FN

1 Am a Fugitive'
(7th week)

D—Mervyn I<e Roy .-

A—Robert E. Burns •

Slicrldah (llbncy
Brown Holmes-

C—Sol Poilto
3—Paul Muni

. Glenda Farrell
Helen Vlniion
Preston - Foster
David Landau

' Sally Blano
Noel Francis
Berton Churchill
Edward S. McNamara

Robert Warwlek
Oscar- Apfel •

Roscoe Karns
Sheila Terry'
Russell Simpson-
Allen Jenkins
Louisa Carter
Wlllard- Robertson
James Bell

' Charles Mlddleton
Spencer Charters
Harry Holman
John Wray,
William Jahney
Hale Hamilton
Jack LaRue
Morgan Wallace
Reginald Barlow
C. Henry Gordon
Charles Sellon
George Collins
William Pawley
Lew Kelly
Dewey Robinson
Ed Ellis
William Le Maire
Sam Baker
Edward Arnold

•Silver Dollar* .

(Mh week)
D—Alfred B. Green
A;—David Karsner

Carl Erlckson
Harvey Thew

.

S—Edward G. Robinson-
Bebe Daniels
Aline . MacMahon -

David Landau '

Russell
;
Simpson *-

Jobyna Howlahd
Robert Warwick
Harry Holman
Charles Mlddloton

- Edward J. McNamara
Loon WaycoftV
Herman Blng
Berton Churchill
Teresa Conover
Marjorle Gatcson .

DeW.Itt Jennings
Lee Kohlmar
Christian. Rub
William LeMalre
Walter Lang

•Central Park'
(3rd. week)

D—John Adolph I

A—Ward Morehouse
Earl Baldwin

C—Robert KTurrle
S^—None

Joan Blondell
Wallace Ford
Oity Klbbnc
Patricia Ellis
Henry U. Wallhall
Tully Marnliall
Spcneor Charters
John Wrny
Holmes Herbert
DeWItt Jennings
Harold Huber
Edward Pawley
Irving nacOn
Henry Armetta.
Wads lleteler"

Twenty Thoasand Tears m
Sing Sing*
(3rd week)

D-^MIchael CurtisA—Courtney Terrett
Robert Lord

C—Barney McGill
S—None

Spencer Tracy
Bctta Davis
Lyte Talbot
Sheila Terry
Edward J. MeNamara
Warren Hymer
Louis Calbem
Spencer Charters
Arthur. Byron
Roscoe Karns
Grant Mitchell
Nella. Walker
Jack LaRue
William LeMah-e
Arthur Hoyt

.
George P. Collins

Ten Said a Mouthful'
(1st week)

D—Lloyd Bacon
A—W. B." Dover

. Robert Lord \
'. Bolton Mallory \.

C—Richard Towers
S—Joe t!. Brown

Ginger Rogers
Preston Foster
Arthur Byron
Sheila Terry
Ralph Ince
Oscar Apfel
Walter Walker

. Edwin Maxwell
Harry Giibbon
Mia Marvin
Richard Tucker
Wm. Burress
Harry Seymour
James Eagles
Anthony Lord
Bert Morehouse
Nat Pendleton
Farina "

•Mntoh King'
(1st week)

D—Howard Brethcrton
William Ketghley

A—Elnar Thorvaldson
Houston Branch
Sidney Sutherland

C—Robt. fcurrle
S—None , 3

Warren William
I.I 1 1 Damlta
Glenda Farrell "

Hardle Albright 6

Juliette Compton •

Claire Dodd
Spencer Clmrters
Murray Klnnell
Harold Huber
,John Wray
Allan Hale
Harry Beresford
George Meeker
Alphonse Ethler
Greta Meyer
DeWItt Jennings
Bodll Roslng

Drepped from Academy
Academy is becoming tough

(Continued on page 29)

Decency' Btittget Passed,
1

Stern Out of EqaitaUe

Hollywood,' Sept 5.

Walter Ia Stern, general managed
of Equitable Pictures, no longer had
that berth.

Company made one picture, *DeM
cency,' with budget calling for an
eight day filming schedule and an
expenditure of $20,000,
Productkm was stopped after 11|

days with the cost already at $27^t
'

000. .

StHilio Placements

Frederick Benton , replaces Hale
Hamilton in Mubilo,' Fox. Alan
Mowbray replaces Reginald .Mason
in 'Sherlock Holmes' at same -stu*
dio.

De Witt Jennings, Matty Kemp,
'Tess of the Storm Country,' Fox.
Reginald Owen, Red Stanley

'Robbers Roost,' Fox. .

Mayo Bethot, Jack La Rue, rVtrx :

tue.' Co).

Jack LaRue, 'Plain Clothes Manj*
Col.

Donald Cook, 'Penguin Pool Murn";

der/ Radio. .

1

Beryl Mercer, Irene Ware, 'S&ii
Hours to Live,' Fox.

. Jean Hersholt, 'Flesh,' Metro.
Claudette Morgan, 'Vanity Streets

Col.

J. Farrell BlacDonald, 'Second]
Fiddle,' Schnltzer.

Thelma Todd, 'Call Her Savagei*
Fox*
Miriam Jordon, 'Sherlock Holmes^

Fox..

Jack OUara, Mobilo,' Fox.
Arthur Plerson, Marjorle Beebe,

•Rackety Rax/ For.
Harry Gribbon, 'Kid from Spaing

UA; 'You Said a Mouthful,' WB.
Anna Appel, .'Tinsel Girl,' Metros
Florence Britton, Louise Mae*

.

Intosh, 'Payment Deferred,' Metrod

Dale Fuller, Frank Leigh, Carol
Wines, Sarah Paddert and Otto
Lederer, 'Rasputin/ Metro.
Ronald Colman, 'The Masquer-*

ader/ Goldwyn. -

Courtenay Terrett writing adap*
tatloii of his own original at Par.
Vlvienne Osborne under termer

to Joseph Schnitzer, following work
in 'Second Fiddle.'
Gordon Westcott given a new

contract by Paramount, with first
option for six months. Next pie*
ture is The Bookworm Turns/
Buster Phelps, who has been!

working with MItzi Green in *Lit*
tie Orphan Annie/ given a term,
contract by Radio,
Al Ggeen replaces William Dieterte

on WB's 'Parachute/ the latter
director being detained at Fox.

N. Y; to L. A.
Eddie Qarr.
Winiam Gen.
Artliur Lee.
Maurice Ostrer.

L. A. to N. Y.
Al Racken.
Martin Beck.
Robert Benchley.
Sam Brlskin. '

Russell Gleasoh.
Jack La
Rufus • LeMaire.
Buddy Longworth..
Ben Kahane.
Paul Mu nil

Phil Relsman.
Norma Shearer.
Robert Slsk.

Sidney Skolsky.
Leonard Spiegelgass.
William Stelner.
Harold Tarshis.
Irving Thalberg.
Sam White.
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CLEARANCE DEMANDS
Stocks at New Peak Over Labor Day

Promise a New Burst of Fireworks

Chart form at the week-end save
promise of a new phase of the ad-
vance aa the week opens today
<Tues) after three-day holiday. Mar-
ket went into a new peak for the
juovement Saturday, with Loew,
amusement leader. In new high ter-
ritory not only for the current ad-
vance but for the year at 37.
' General movement came on vol-
toe, particularly in the burst of
activity at the start of the session.
Peak was confirmed by all the aver-
ages, and at the close the index,
78.83 In the Dow Jones compilation,
"was a trifling fraction front the top
for the year; made last March.
Saturday's bullish demonstration,

ktt course, was staged to mark the
coming of Labor Day, tradionaliy
the point at which summer dullness
ends and the promise of autumn
business revival Is supposed to be-
come manifest. That the market
was able to put on a bullish ehoiv
on the eve of a three-day holiday
was a reversal of the state of mind
ipf the past three, years, when the
approach of a closed market was a
signal for 7 caution in commitments,
the inference being heretofore that
in the interval bad news might
break.
Up to the last week the rising

jnarket had been based frankly upon
pure hopes. Gradually in the last

few weeks there have been develop-
ments that carried some statistical

support to mero forecast. Improve-
ment In scrap steel prices was one,
this being highly esteemed In the
Street as an index of Improving
business. Another was last week's
figures on carloadings, up more than
19,000 and the first definitely bright
spot in the. railroad picture for
many months. Steel production on
«t rising scale is In preparation and
there was a gain In electric power
production. Copper prices rose
slightly and many commodity prices
were higher. These movements In
lvalue , arc seasonal, and It remains
jto be seen whether the autumn state
of business will actually sustain the
rise in security prices that already
lias discounted a great deal of
progress.

Fox Gives Way
Some kind of a late summer up-

turn in stocks Is almost automatic
ias traders annually seek to express
their forecasts in market prices.

l*ast year there was a moderate in-

crease in. the averages running into
learly September, the usual specula-
tive effort to get aboard early In
ipase the autumn business, revival
turns out well. Last year It didn't
make, good, and the result was a
Hew depression low on Oct. 6, inark-

(Continued on page 40)

U's Substitution Joker

Clause Out of Contracts
Clause in the Universal contract

leaving it to a board of arbitration
ti decide on what pictures are to be
regarded as substitution, has been
dropped. This company, the only one
having such a clause, was recently
severely criticized by independents,
notably Allied, for' trylng to enforce
it.

Plan had been to decide on what
are substitutions by a board of
three, one representing the exhibi-
tor, another the distributor and a
third to be agreed upon by both
sides.

ArthurUnions'

Settlement on

Voight Joins Goldwyn

Hollywood, Sept 5.

Hubert Voight succeeds Lynn
farnol as press agent for Sam Gold-
wyn on the Coast.
Farhoi washes up with Goldwyn

Sept. 24, 'starting east on that date
for a new Paramount berth.
Voight was recently affiliated with

(Columbia at that company's studio.

Crawford's Legal Spot
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

William Crawford, one-time bead
bf. Fox studio's legal department, is

back in that spot. He replaces John
J=L Tracy, resigned.
Crawford has recently been in the

production department.

LAUREL-HAEDY HOME
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Laurel and Hardy arrived here
today (Monday) from their Eu-
ropean trip.

Pair brought back a script which
they concocted in Paris for their
pext two-reeler.

y Taxes Up, Revenue Down
f The Hague, Aug. 26.

Returns for amusement tax in
Rotterdam for the first balf of 1932
are $175,280, against $201,527 for
frame period in 1931, reduction of
.126,247.

These returns include cinema,
legit, concerts, football matches and
(Circuses. More than half of it comes
from the movie business.

New Haven, Sept. S

Through the co-operative efforts

of th*i national officers of the

IA.TSE, all chains operating wher
ever Poll houses are located, also

indie operators, will benefit from
the agreement reached between the
Harry Arthur theatres and stage
and booth operators, although none
of these figured in the strike which
was fought by Arthur alone. Terms
agreed upon with Arthur will be ex
tended to other houses.
These are the most liberal terms

ever granted by the ttfeatre crafts
anywhere. In certain instances .it

amounts to a 75% concession in
labor costs. : Minimum is around
25%.
Strike between the Harry Arthur

theatres and the stage and booth
operators has been on since April
29, lasting 19 weeks, and affected
houses here and in Hartford, Water
bury and Bridgeport,' Conn., and
Springfield and Worcester, Mass.

Individual agreements were ef
fected on a fiat rate basis in differ
ent cities according to the number
of Arthur houses in the towns men
tioned.

During the strike Arthur signed
up for booth operation with the
Brotherhood of Motion Picture Op
erators. Contract was on a two
weeks'' notice basis which has al-
ready been given.
Settlement paves the way for re-

opening bf stage shows in a num-
ber of Arthur New England houses
Bridgeport and Worcester resume
F. & M. units Friday <9) with Hart
ford due to follow. College theatre,
here, opens with vaude Sept. 12.

For the first time in tne history
of union affiliation with the theatre
biz, the crafts have agreed to
eliminated all overtime provisions,
of every nature and description. Ad-
ditionally, Arthur

:
theatres have

been privileged, under the new
agreements signed Sept. 1, to select
its own. hands. Hitherto the busi-
ness managers of the unions placed
the men.
The average salary settled upon

runs to $60 weekly, but does not
mean that the manpower will be
reduced perceptibly since, under the
flat rate agreement, the unions can
spread that rate over any number
of men the unions wish to desig-
nate.

.

The new agreement's run to May
1, 1934. Hitherto all union con-
tracts expired Sept. 1.

ON ELAPSED TIME

Proposed New Setup Elimi-

nates Zoning Based on
Fixed Admission — Fox
and WB-FN Close with
Circuit ; Accept Drastic

Proposal Giving Indies a
Few 'Breaks'

METRO-PAR BALK

Lachman's Tie -Up
London, Sept. 5.

Harry Lachman is back in Lon-*
don from Paris and will probably
become a Gaumont British director.
Since leaving British Interna-

tional last year Lachman lias made
a number of talkers for Paramount.

Los Angeles, Sept. 5.
Oemanding- zoning protection

based exclusively on elapsed time,
regardless of admission price
charged, Fox,-West Coast has closed
with Fox Films and Warner- First
National for new product. The
agreement jii many instances will
give indie first and .subsequent runs
earlier 'breaks' than. has. been pos-
sible under major booking deals in
former years.
Metro and Paramount, however,

have rejected the circuit's clearance
proposals, necessitating new deals,
which are now being worked out.
In the product buys for 1932-33,

from Fox Films and WB-FN, F-WC
will have first run in' every zone
where it has houses. Irrespective of
box office tariff. Protection over
second run has been reduced to 14
days, excepting in some instances
where circumstances are such as to
necessitate a clearance of from 21
to 28 days.'

Lower admission houses will ben-
efit from the new agreement, for
under it, clearance time for theatres
with as low as 15c. and 20c. admis-
sion have been set ahead consider-
ably. •- Last year houses changing
the minimum admission [played
product approximately 140 days
after close of the downtown first
runs. With the ""new setup the
lower scale grinds can play 98 days
after downtown closings.

Reduced Rental Feared
Rejection of the F-WC clearance

proposals by Metro and Par, is

based on the distrlbs' contention
that downtown first runs, such as
Loew's State and the Criterion,
here, will be made worthless as
show houses with the elimination of
admission 'breaks.' They advance
the argument that theatre patron-
age, knowing that all pictures will
be shown at subsequent runs from
within 30 to 60 days, will pass up
the acers. This, they hold, would
reduce rentals based on percentage,
and would work generally to their
disadvantage in subsequent run sell-

ing deals.

WB-FN and Fox have reached an
accord with the coast circuit,

whereby in each zone the distribs

will negotiate deals for subsequent
runs, often starting with the third
showing of a picture, with accounts
considered . on the basis of. revenue
and stability of purchasers. Tlvis

(Continued on page 34)

N. Y. Iadie Houses Quit

306 for Empire and Set Up

Miration Bsard with Union

Scott 'Mesa' Star ; 2nd

Par Produced Western
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Randolph Scott will be starred in
Paramount's remake of the Zahe
Grey story, Wild Horse Mesa.' Thi3
will .be the second of the studio's

own produced westerns since execs
decided not to use indie product for
this type of film.

Henry Hathaway will direct and
Harold Schumate adapt.

N. Y. INDIES STALLING

ON BUYING; IN SPOT?

The independents around New
York are delaying their film buying
this season, many of them from re-
ports feeling they are in a spot
through Loew's having sewed up CO
additional features this year. This,
it is contended, has had the effect-

of placing the indies in the position

of either digging deep for film or
voluntarily going third run where
now second.
In exchange circles, where it Is

admitted the indies arc not burrylng
to buy, there is no prediction as to

what will be the outcome except
that plenty will probably have to
wait longer for pictures as a result

of Loew's taking a lot of product
after RKO.

Earlier in the season a complaint
was raised In some leading indie

chain quarters over an effort of

Loew's to obtain a long-term fran-
chise on all Universal product in the

Greater New York area. That deal

was suddenly dropped, RKO con
tinulng with U first run under a
selective contract.

110 Return to Work

On Disney Cartoons

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Full personnel of 110 returns to

the Walt Disney studio immediately
to begin production on Mickey
Mouse and Silly Symphony cartoons
for the new season.
Program, which Roy Disney states

is budgeted at $643,000, will Include
10 sound cartoons in color. Thesa
shorts will be released through both
Columbia and United Artists.

United Artists is preparing an in-

ternational publicity blast on the
'Mickey Mouse' shorts Oct. 1. Idea
is that the date will be called
Mickey Mouse's fourth anniversary
and exploitation will be so arranged.
Jack Fuld has been added to the

U.A. publicity staff to take over the
campaign as a special assignment.

First court of arbitration between
a union and exhibitors 'is realized Jd
the new deal between 220 indepen-

dent theatres in Greater New York
and the Empire projectionists union.

The break with the Kaplan organi-

zation, local 306, is final since 95

of the theatres formerly manned by
306 swung over to Empire the past
week on a five-year agreement
Among the circuits which had ne-

gotiated with 306 up to Aug. 31,
when contracts expired, and are now
under long termers for Empire op-
erators are Ochs, Sherman, Silver-
man, Casey-Wheeler and a host of
Individually operated indie theatres.
The Schwartz chain broke with
Kaplan the previous week, while
some time before then the Rachmil
and Landow chains, entered the pact
with Empire.

Arbitration Group
Under the arbitration set-up a

board of five, presided oyer by
Charles. O'Reilly, head of the The-
atre Owners Chamber of Commerce,
will rule upon every . complaint.
Complainant and defendant will
each have two places on the board,
TOCC goes on record, through.
O'Reilly, as having no interest In
Empire other than to see that its
members get a just deal. They
would have stayed with 306, O'Reilly
maintains, had that union been less
autocratic.
Loss to Kaplan through the shift

of indies to Empire means about
400 projectionists. It is conceded by.
both sides. The Kaplan organiza-
tion, however, is not content with
the fact that the Indies have signed
Empire contracts. They hold that
there is still a chance for them to
regain their booth strength in the
New York indie field.

Meantime, both unions continua
to picket each other's theatres. Em-
pire is estimated to have as many
pickets as 306.

Kaplan unit is Bet during this
week to open another series of 'war
houses.' It is increasing Its news-
paper and bill poster campaign, at
the samo time.
Although briefs are to be sub-

mltted to the New York Supreme
Court, today (Tuesday) on 306'a
application, through subsidiary out-
door theatre corporations, to com-
pel major and independent produc-
ers to supply^it with pictures, Kap-
lanites continue to maintain that
they will be able to obtain sufficient
foreign product to carry on these
free showings indefinitely.

WB s 100% Control in Philly S€€n

Philadelphia, Sept. 5.

Town goes 100% Warners' outside
of few minor Spots controlled by the
Skouras-Par combine, when War-
ners take over the Fox theatre this
week. .:

>

How Warners plan to operate the
Fox along with WB's other big de
luxers here isn't known. Owing to
Labor Day holiday weekend, the WB
and Fox officials couldn't be reached
for any comment.

Broadway opinion bf the Philly
report anent Warner's taking over
the' Fox theatre In the Quaker City
sees in this takeover the forerunner
of other Fox-Warner negotiations in
the east, middle west and the

Coast, with the Skouras Brothers
fronting as principals for Fox.
These negotiations include a deal

for a dozen Warner films to go into
the Roxy, on Broadway. Also, for
Skouras, as operators of Fox; West
Coast, to take over the Warner the-
atre spots on the Coast with the
single exception of Warner's Holly-
wood, which WB may retain as its
own show spot for WB premieres.
The middle west deal between

Skouras and WB cajls for certain
Warner spots around Milwaukee go-
ing to Fox's Midwesco. Details
aren't known nor houses concerned,
although indications point to the
entire matter being set although not
yet signed.

TRYING TO PATCH UP

PUBLLX-DUBINSKV RIFT

Efforts are being made to avoid
dissolution of the Publix-Dubinsky
partnership in a "group of 14 the-
atres in the Kansas City zone.
There has been friction In this sit-
uation for some time with the Du-
binskys locally in charge.
Austin Keough, heading Para-

mount legal forces, has returned
from Kansas City and Ed Dubinsky
may come on to New York shortly
for further conferences.
The I'nblix-Dublnsky partnership

was effected a year ago.

'Maedchen' at $1.50
'Maedchen In Uniform,' German

talker, is: set for two-a-day showing:
at the Criterion, New York, start-
ing Sept. 12, at $1.50 top.

It's the first time a German talk-
er has been roadshowed on. Broad-
way with the exception of a three-
week booking of 'Maedel von de*
Reeperbahn' at the Central two-
years ago at $1 top.
John Krimsky owns the American .

rights on the picture.
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But Biz OK; Namfie/ $21,000;

Los Angeles, Sept. 5

With the three-day holiday, the

final of the season, there was a big

exodus, which possibly hurt the: two
top money getters on the week. "Biz

strong enough, however, for three

holdovers.
• 'Love Me Tonight,* the Chevalier
opus, will possibly hlt-fj-ouhd $27,

600 .on the week. 'Blondie of the
Follies,' with the' Hearst paper con
centratlon, off to better than aver
age at the State, and looks for $21,
COO as the final count.

- 'Bird of . Paradise* at the Orpheum
gives evidence of setting a new rec :

ord for the straight picture policy,
'Blessed Event' got off to a $2 open-
ing at the Hollywood, Which drew
the stars and good trade.

• 'Back Street' bowed out at the
Carthay Circle Sunday night, house
going dark. .'Igloo', will finish the
first run policy at the Criterion- on.

Sept, 10.

.

. Faiitagcs gives indications of poor
week, with 'Bring 'Em Back Alive/

. Chinese reopens Sept. :

9 with a
$6.50 unveiling of 'Rain.'

:
Estimates for.This Week

'. Carthay Circle (Fox)
. (1,600; $1.66)

•r-'Back Street'- (U) and, stage show
(5th-final week). Engagement was
-extended four days, with closing
Sept 4. Last week, due to scram-
ming announcement, take was. fairly
good at $7,600.

.. Criterion (Fox) (1,600; 25-66)-^
*3gloo' (U). Was. riot so .hot a trade-
getter.due to other similar type pic-,

•tures- having beaten :it In; For -first

week' it hit around $6,000.
,

Downtown (WB) (1,800- 26-70)^-
Y^.'Big City Blues' .(WB) 'and vaude-
ville. Adding western feature, to
help this 'one was no material aid,

as around $6,600 is off average for
hpuse, but would be big. fbr this one.
..Last week 'Doctor X' (WB).'very
good at $9,700.

, Hollywood (WB) (3,766.; .26476)—
/Blessed: Event' (WB); Great start-';

off campaign showed fine results-for
'premiere and -at opening pace 1 the
columnist yarn, should drawn big
$15,000. Will holdover. Last week
•Two Against the World* (WB) was
on tap for eight days, and did fairly
good, getting. $10,600. '..

.Orpheum (2,270; 25-55)—-Bird of
Paradise' (RKO). Heavy, excellent
ptudio Campaign : with it, take looks
biggest yet under straight, sound
ipolicy and will be. around $14,000.
To h. o. Last week 'American Mad-,
ness' (Col) very good at $6,600.

.

VPantagea (Fox) (2,700; 26-90)—
•firing 'Em Back AHve' (RKO) arid
stage show. ' Looks like poor $7,600.

:Last week -Tom Browrt of Culver'
• (tl) .more than expected with $7,600.

:' Paramount (Publix). (3,696; 35-!

$.1;10)—'Love Me Tonight* (Par) arid
stage show, . Start not as. big as an-
ticipated, ..but most satisfactory, as/
take should be around, .very good
$27,600. Staying second week. Last
week 'Devil and the Deep* • (Par).
-bit the tape with $15,000,- which was
. okay for this one. .

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 35-76)—
•Blondie of the. Follies* (M-G). and
stage show. . Off to good start oh
opening matinee and should come to
around. $21,000,' okay. Last week
'Down to* Earth' (Fox) kept building
as week progressed, with final count
big. at $23,000.

MONTREAL LOOKS UP;

CHEVALIER $13,000

Montreal, Sept. 6.

Tropical weather, eclipses and
outside attractions cut into grosses
.ihis last week, but with the return
of vacationists, the holiday and a
probable let-up in the heat, the fall

season will be off to a good start
currently with the best programs
listed for the past few months.
Palace is ' starring Chevalier and

should get a boost In gross to $13,
000. The Capitol, with Buster Kea
ton is another certain ' gross get-
ter, to at least $12,000. Walter
Huston at the Princess should get
Into the money with a $7,600 gross.
The nabes are on their toes and also
look for a good week.
Harry A. Kaufman, manager,

Consolidated Theatres, who has re-
signed, was dined and wined at the

\ Press Club Thursday (1) when all
local film and exchange men were
present. He Is going to New York.

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 60-$l)

—'The Faithful Heart' (British).
Reopening for fall season and. may
get $8,000 on lowered prices.

Palace (FP) (2,700; 75) — "Love
Me Tonight* (Par). Bringing 'em in,
may jump to $13,000. Last week
•Devil and the Deep' (Par), $11,600;
.Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60)—'Speak
Easily' (M-G) and 'Westward Pass-
age* (Radio). Keaton always gets
ttioriey here and Capitol likely to
break over $12,000, Last week 'Sky

Louisville Partial to

TaUmah; Strong $12,300
Louisville, Sept. 6.

Fall season beginning with Labor
Day week as Gayety opens bur-
lesque stock and Rialto begins one
week stand of vaudefilm bills in-
stead of split weeks. Rialto still

giving away automobiles on Monday
nights and Brown continuing - small
cash prize awards.

.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (3,262; 15-26-40)—'Blondie

of the Follies' (M-G). Good $9,800.
Last week 'Last Mile* (Col), n, 8.

g., $6,800.
Rialto (2,700; 26-35-56) (Fourth

Ave.)—'Devil and Deep' (Par) and
vaude. Fine $12,300. Last week.
'War Correspondent' (Col), fair

$10,700. •

Strand (1,786; 25-35-60) (Fourth
Ave.)—Down to Earth' (Fox). Good
$8,100. Last week 'Horse Feahters*
(Par) strong $9,700.
Brown (1,800; 25-25-40)—'Doctor

X* (FN), Just fair at $3;200. Last,
week 'No Greater Love*- (Col), a bad-
$2,100, •

Alamo (1,000; 15-25-40) (Fourth
Ave.)—'O. K. America' (U). okay
at $2,900. Last week 'Guilty, as Hell'
(Par), good $3,300.

Tonight' Heads for

$12,000 in Balto.;

'Street' Hps Keith's

Baltimore, Sept. 5.

It's a new season and the local- it d a ira tw nvaouii aiiu - lira ivwr aw** v«.h.«w*. ,»%w«mw*.ww

theatres are settling down to watch Him Cowboy' (Four Star) substl
the take climb into the proflt-mak
ing marks of former years. This
week, in ' Baltimore, ' particularly
standing out for a sudden awaken-
ing is the Keith spot. Theatre has
been battling badly through- the
spring and- summer, but now ap-
pears on its way. to security, main-
ly because of its films down on. the
booking sheet. '

. .

Currently, • 'Back Street' is taking
all the riiatln'ee trade on that shop-'
ping street*. Notices are strdng and
trade ditto; v Flicker Was shot in a
day ahead of schedule and appears
easily strong enough for an eight-
day run. House follows this with
'Horse Feathers,' which prompted
pome discussion as to whether
Loew's wouldn't put,up a fight for
this flicker, but it stays at this indie
house in- accordance with - the 60-60
allocation of the Par produot locally.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Lpew-UA)' (3,000; 35-

,55-65r75) • —'

' 'Successful* .' Calamity'
(WB) and Vaude. Abe Lyman band
and Bert Lytell headlining, and flg-
-uring heavily at the money-changer.
Will hold: house to fine $16,000. Last
week 'Divorce In the Family* (M-G)
got able '; assistance ' from the 'Rid
Rita' tab to touch $16,100.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600;

25-35-50)—'Hold Em Jail* (Radio)
and vaude. 1 Nick Lucas heading the
stage, but underplayed to the flicker
which ' is the big gun :

currently.
Okay at! $8,500. Last week' 'Bird
of Paradise' (Radio) managed ex-
cellent $9i$00,.

Keiths: (Schanberger) (2,450 ;. .16

26-40)—'Back Street* (U). House
perks excellently currently, and is

making ah eight-day stay of this
one to nifty likely $7.,'00O.'- Vaude is'

practically set, pending negotiations
with the stage crafts. Last week
'Big City Blues' (WB) saddened six
days at .$1,600. .

New (Mechanic) (1,80.0; 25-40-50)
—'Down to Earth* (Fox). Slated for
one of the weakest Will Rogers'
takes at maybe $4,500. Last week
'Passport to Hell' (Fox) mediocre at
$4,800.
Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,600; 25-40

C5-66-76)-^'Love Me Tonight' (Par).
Ace femme flicker of the week; get
ting notices and results. May touch
high $12,000 from the early pace.
Last week 'Blondie of Follies' (M-G)
wavered in its run somewhat, but
finished on the right side at $11,100.

scraper Souls'' (M-G) and "'Women
Who Play' (Par) took $10,000.

Loew's (FP) (3,200; 35-60)—'70,

000 Witnesses' (Par) and vaude.
Good program with likelihood of
$13,000. 'Hold 'Em Jail' (Radio)
and vaude last week under $12,000.

Princess (CT) (1,600; 35-60)—
'American Madness' (Col) arid 'Se-
cret Witness' (Col). Above average
pictures should get around $8,000.
Last week 'Explorers of the World'
(Col) arid 'Love Affair* (Col) did
well at $7,000.

Imperial (Franco-Film) (1,900;
26-40)—'Au Norn de la Lol*
(French). May take $2,000. Last
week 'Service de Nult' (French)
grossed $1,800.
Cinema de Paris (find) (600; '25-

50)—'Rove d'Amour* (French). May-
be $1,600. Last Week 'Coeur de Paris'
(French), $1,250,

UP GOES COTTON, BIZ

IN B'HAM DITTOES

Birmingham, Sept. 5.

Show business up. Nearly every
house iri town has seen a slight in-

crease in gross, and the two. larger
houses have had nice juirips. Im*
proved business conditions are given
as the reason for the upturn. The
steel market has improved

:

slightly

and cotton has advanced $2.60 a
bale. And they say down here, 'as

the cotton crop goes, so goes busl-,

ness.*'
[

Fighting it out this week are 'Back
Street' and 'Love Me tonight/ two
pictures that should dp some cork-
ing business before next Saturday.
Tonight' hrfs the edge somewhat.,
Plenty of rain still hurting business,
and Sells-Floto circus Friday won't
help ariy, either.

.

Estimates, for This Week .

Alabama (Publix) (2,800; 26-35-
65)—'Love Me Tonight' (Par).
Plenty good at $10,000. Last week
•Devil and. Deep' (Par) moderate at
$8,600.

Ritz (RKO) (1,600; 26-40)—'Back
Street' (U). Going after femme
trade in ads, and where the women-
want to go that's where • you'll find

men, also; good matinees and a neat
$6,000. Good for small house and in

comparison to past grosses. - Last
week 'Bird of Paradise' (Radio)
pretty good at $4,800.

Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 25-40)—
'Miss Plnkerton' (FN). Ariother
house aiming for the women trade
with Rinehart story, $4,100. Last
week 'Tenderfoot' (FN). one of best
liked films in town, $4,000;

Strand (BTAC) (800; '20-30)—
'Congorllla* (Fox). With bpposish
it is a question how this will gross;
certain to attract men and may get
$1,700. Last week 'Street of Wom-
en* (WB), $1,600. ;

Galax (BTAC) (600; 15-25)—
Downstairs* (M-G). Gilbert film
makes this one another woman's
picture among the many in town;
$900. Last week 'Areri't W© All?'

(Par) and jerked after two days of
starvation and walkouts and 'Ride

tuted to flnsh up a fair week. Latter
was good western, which helped a
lot toward getting $876.

SEATTLE'S FALL SWING;

CHEFS SMASH $14,000

Seattle, Sept. 6.

Opening of .schools and arrival of

fall weather, makes local houses
ballyhoo into fall season with con-
siderable ndlse. Holiday helped fur-

ther. •

Orpheuni this week ups prices to

60c. evenings, with balcony remain-
ing 25c. Fox-West Coast readying
Paramount for opening Sept. 15,

with- declared intention to make It a
real theatre- ' Fanchon-Marco shows
to move there from Fifth, with Jules
Buffano's. band, too, while Jack
Crawford! band goes from the Fox
to the Fifth; for. stage band presen-
tations. : Frank Newmari, Jr., to
manage Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Fifth Ave. (FWC) (2,300; 25-66)

—'Love Me Tonight' (Par). Big
black. Ink play for Chevalier. Mat
biz is exceptional, with .femme trade
predominant. . Corking $14,000. Last
week 'Blqndle of the Follies' (M-G)
and two Nash car giveaways helped
make gross a dandy $13,200, _

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-50)
.

—'Back Street' (U). Fannie Hurst
gets the billing. Okay $7,800. Last
week 'Bird of Paradise' (RKO) did a
big biz with rapid turnover due to
Show grinding through fast; $9,200.

Fox (FWC) (2,100; 25-55)—'Di-
vorce In [the Family (M-G). Slow
$3,300. Last week 'Horse Feathers'
(Par) hop from big week at- Fifth
Ave., did ia. nice gross $5,400.

Liberty 1

' (Jensen-von Herberg)
(2,000; 10-15-25)—'Sign of Four'
(World Wide). ' Another Sherlock
Holmes. "No car deal this week, so
slower at $4,000, but fair. Last week,
•-Race Track' (-Tif) even with car
free Friday night a mild $4,700.

Music Box (Hamrick) (900; 25-
35)—'Crooner' (WB). Fair $2,500.
Last week 'Igloo' (U) helped by
great campaign, $2,800.

Coliseum (FWC) (1,800; 25-50)

—

'Blondie of the Follies' (M-G). Ex-
tended run from Fifth Ave. for six
days a good $2,800. Last week 'Pass-
port to HeU' (Fox) and 'Huddle"
(M-G) for another nice week, keep-
ing this house iri the running in
manager's contest, $3,200.

Mpls. Knows No B.O. Bines; 'Jail'

Splendid $15,000, Chev $15,500

Theatre Owners Robbed
Denver, Sept. 5.

Erwin and Mollle Moidel, brother
and sister, owners of the Comet
theatre, were threatened by a gun-
man who jumped on the running
board of their ; car when

, they
stopped for a traffic light. Couple
were made ' to drive several miles
and then forced to give up $200 in
theatre receipts. '

Holdup seized the money sack and
escaped with a confederate in an-
other car.

BTdyn Could Be Worse;

Fox Ups, 1st Yr./ $25,000
Brooklyn, Sept, 5.

With the exodus, only natural
that the downtown dcluxers should
take It on the chin this week, but
actually biz not so worse. The Par
with • '70,000 Witnesses' and Harry
Richman and Bert Lahr on the, stage
figures around $35,000, which is no
great shakes. Richman in hi3 sec-
ond -week is evidently not a draw
and Lahr also not much of a help.
The Fox this week is showing

encouraging sighs for the first time
In months: via the • Gaynor-Farrell
combine iri 'The First Year.' There's
actually a street line around the
housa. Around $25,000, splendid.
Albee is splurging . with Kate

Smith and her revue above the pic,

'Age bl Consent.' May hit a nifty
$30,000.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-50-75)

—

'70,000 Witnesses' (Par) and stage
show headed by Harry Richman,
second and final week, and Bert
Lahr. House Is brightly exploited

;

$36,000 possible, not so hot. Last
week 'Night Club Lady' (Col)
brought in $38,000, so-so.
Fox (4,000; 25-35-50)—'First Year*

(Fox) and vaude. First real busi-
ness this ailing cinema palace has
had in many, moons. The $25,000
pace is something to talk about.
Last' week 'Passport to HeU' (Fox)
did a meagre $7,000.
Albee (3,500; 25-36-60-76)—'Age

of Consent' (RKO) and vaude. The
stalwart Kate Smith and her 60-
minute revue\ headlining. In the:
vicinity- of $30,00-0, very nice. Last
week 'Back Street' (U) and Olsen
-and Johnson on the stage did a
goodly $28,000.

Loew's Metropolitan (2,500; 25-
35-60-00-75)^'The Last Mile (M-G)
and vaude. Art Jarrett returns for
the first time locally since his de-
parture from the Fox several months
ago: Jarrett, local lad, has some
following but not enough to write
to the Home bfflce about; $20,000, all

right. Last week 'Speak Easily'
(M-G) $18,000, weak.
Strand (2,000; 25-36-50-65)—

Blessed Event' (WB). Columnist
flicker a fair $11,000. Last week
Crooner' (FN) $8,000, weak.

CINCY CONTINUES OK;

WILL ROGERS, $15,000

Cincinnati, Sept. 5.

The second straight week of
above-average, product and winning
takes at the principal boulevard
cinemas. Rain Saturday , spoiled
out-of-town week-end rambles, an
Labor Day swelled receipts in regu
lar holiday style.
Albee vaudfllih array, is an im-

provement over past fortnight. Che-
valier and Rogers are the current
film standouts. 'Bird of Paradise'
is holding over to excellent returns.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-80)—

'Passport to Hell' (Fox) and F-M
'World's FalreBt' unit, bolstered
with Ted Healy and His Racketeers.
The stooge impresario rates the loud
noise in lights, newspaper ads and
posters. Setup heralded as 'a $10,-
000 show.' Screen title topped over
Lukas-Landi combo. Heading for
$24,000; very good. Last week
'Downstairs' (M-G) and F-M 'Gobs
of Joy' idea, extraed with Cherni-
avsky's orchestra, dipped to an all-
time low of $12,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-55)-^-

Down to Earth' (Fox). Will Rogers
rqpln' 'em at $15,000 clip; good. Last
week 'Back Street' (U), advantaged
with Hollywood premiere and Clncy
locale of story, got a wham $24;000.

Capitol (RKO) .-(2,200; . 30-55).:

—

'Love Me Tonight' (Par). Chevalier
the draw for a great $17,000. Last
week 'Blondie of the Follies* (M-G)
attracted $10,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,285; 30-55)-f-'Bird
of Paradise* (RKO). Flying high in
second week with $11,000 following
$15,500 black .eruption for starter.

Keith's (Libson)- (1,550; 25-40)—
'Blessed Event* (WB). No- names,
but lots of comedy. Plugged with
added publicity. Should built to $7,-
000, dandy. Last week 'A Success-
ful Calamity* (WB), George Arliss
magneted the limousine trade for a
good $6,000.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—

'Radio Patrol' (U) and 'Gorilla Ship*
(Fischer). Split week. Fast get-,
away Indicates oke $3,300. Last week
'Texas Bad Man'. (U) and 'Midnight
Lady' (Fischer). Tom Mix pulled
up a winner, but the last half weak-
ened for $2,400; fair,

.

'Big Chance' for Eagle
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Finishing 'Exposed' for Al Her-
man's Eagle Productions, Mauri
Grashin was retained to write a sec-
ond.
New one is titled 'Big Chance.*

Minneapolis, Sept. 6.
Loop showhouses continue to roll

swiftly along under the impetus of
newly born prosperity. 'Love Me :

Tonight' and 'Hold 'Em Jail' are
currently whamming them and will
chalk up pleasing profits.
The exceptional strength of the!

new product is credited mainly foi*
the .recent strong .upswing .in . bos
office grosses.' Other factor,* also
believed to

:
enter into the situation

are the stock market risa ml nii.
upturn In some lavm prices, which
have created a better sentiment^
which in turn has loosened purse
string and thus stimulated theatre
attendance; also figuring le the more
vigorous exploitation anil ehowmanm
ship efforts and a considerable re«
ductlon in seating as a result of the,
closing- of the' two big loop de luxd'
houses, the Minnesota and Century}-'
which account for nearly e.OiO seats-
between them.

i

Stato Fair visitors are expected t<J
help swell the total intakes this
week. •

Publix's policy now is to move it*
outstanding pictures directly froni
the State, ace loop theatre, to the
Uptown, principal nabe, for a sec-
ond consecutive week In town. Scale
at both houses is the same. 'Down
to Earth,' like 'Horse Feathers' the
preceding week, has gone directly te
the Uptown.
- Outstanding Fanchon-Marco unit?;
as well as name attractions, will be
booked into the State from time -tor

time. The first of these since the
Mills Brothers will be 'Desert Song,*
starting next Friday.

Indications of 'better times' wores
evidenced last week, when the Mar.,
cus Show, built tremendously at thei
Orpheurn, pulling $17,000 for tho

1

seven days,. Instead of the $12,00*
estimated at the outsat of the en-
gagement.
Legit season gets under wny this)

month. 'Cynara' opens the Metro-:
politan; Bainbridge stock starts at
the Shubert with 'As Husbands Go *

while the Gayety, successful in oh*
talning a license after being tunica
down originally, resumes onca more)
with slock burlesque.

Estimates for This Week
State (Publix) (2,200; 65)—Xqv»

Me Tonight* (Par). Critics and cus*
turners raving about' picture and
biz paced excellently; Chevalier
and Miss McDonald strong cards
here. 'Down to Earth' pulled Thurs-,
day afternoon to permit this attrac-
tion to open same evening, half si
day ahead of time. Looks like btg
$15,500. Last week 'Down to Earth,'!
(Fox) $16,200, fine.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 55)-*

'Hold 'Em Jail' (RKO) and vaudftf
ville. Strong all-around show*
Wheeler & Woolsey. meet with ap-<
proval here. Stage show, good and
on'y. one In Twin Cities, is getting-
nice play from State Fair visitors-;
Ought to top $15,000, splendid. Last
week 'War Correspondent' (Col),
$17,06», phenomenal; one of biggest
weeks in year, with, entire credit
going to Marcus Show on stage. .

Lyrifc (Publix) (1,300; 36)—-
'Blondie of the Follies' (M-G)V
Strong cost. As played up Robert
Montgomery and Durante, with
Miss Davies.in small type. Picture1

far from knockout; maybe $3,000.
Last week; "White Zombie' (UA),
good $7,200.
Grand (Publix) (1,100; 35)—'Mai

dame Racketeer' - (Par) and 'Un-
ashamed' (M-G), split.- Looks likei

$2/000, fair. Last week, 'Had Head-
ed Woman* (M-G), second loop run,
held for full week instead of four
days originally scheduled, immedi-
ately after week at Uptown; i$2,'400>

good.
Aster (Publix) (900; 26)—'Mari

About Town* (Fox), 'Society GlrF
(Fox) and 'Man from Yesterday*-.
(Par), split, second loop runs. About
$1,200 Indicated; fair. Last week/
'Tenderfoot' . ( FN), 'Glff Crazy?
(RKO) and 'Make.Me a Star* (Par),
second loop runs; $1,000, fair.

Bill Elson May Also
,

Assume G.O.H. in St. !»'

St. Louis, Sept. 5.

Grand Opera House may be re-
opened as a 10 and. 15rcent grind by
RKO around Sept. 17. Bill Elsbn ia

here looking over the ground.
Elson is operating the President,

St. Paul, besides the Seventh Street^
Minneapolis, for RKO on a sharing
basis.

WB SUED FOB THEATEE BENTi
Steubenville, 0„ Sept. 6. .

A petition alleging that Warned
Bros. Theatres, Inc., have not paid
rental for the Capitol theatre site IriV

Steiibenville for the months of July
and August, further alleging that
the rental is due in. advance and
amounts to $3,541.67 monthly, the1

Capitol Amusement Co:, asks the
recovery of two months rental witflt.

interest.



PICTURE CH»»»t VARIETY. »

Too Much HelT on Chi Marquees; t

with

'Robinson Crusoe' Is Mild, $12,000

i

' Chicago. Sept; 5."
'

' palace started Strongly with "Bird

fct Paradise* .plus Jack Deriipsey as

heodllrier, . arid ought to remain,

comparatively,"thereat of the Labor

Par's 25c Mats Help

Chev to $11,000 in N. H.
New Haven. Sept, 5.

Poll, showing; effect' of .
24-sheet

Day we?k entries." Orien^l Wllt.oe com nice grosses past

low with 'Speak Easily,' Balaban &; three weeks. ; •
.'

,
.7" ~

rtli wiling and thai Paramount Introduces new price
Kat* gave the first billing and «ei

^ whlch mcludefl a cut In addl-
explbttation prominence; to ' Jimmy .tion to house standing the tax. Poll

ijurante over Buster Keaton. '

also lops oft a nickel starting with

o -White Zombie' stayed one week current bill, and R<>*/* f*
eraian 18

,1 * *u-. TTm ifH/i' *^H^o p™. set to follow sui next ;week. :

only at the United Artists, cam-
Qeneral improved : product Is

rtaign failed to bring;
result's; and boosting figures la all de luxe

$ie' indicated $16,000 -proved: to be.| houses.
Estimates for This Week

Paramount (Publix) (2,363; 40-60)
-—

~z.---.-i "
-c i.ibj Ariv in i—'Love Me Tonight' and unit; New

more bookings of that kind only in- A1"*,
p5.cent matinoe-.paoks them.

Yites . deficits. However, a stag* \*™-}\ °fJ£ ®™2.mS . «„«m», shu

^bout: $10,000. Feeling here is that

the horror cycle /is over and that

-version of the same - piece- was
legit nop. locally last season and
that didn't help the going on Ran-
dolph streets ..>.;.

'•'
•

' estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (4;000; 40-66-85)

but ovenlng drop is noticeable. Still,

$11,000 pace is ,okay.. Last week
'70,4)00 Witnesses' (Par), a good
$9,600.

Poli (Arthur) (3,040; 35-50)—«Blrd
Of Paradise' (RICO) and "Divorce in

Family' (M-G); Okay around $7,000

Weather Dents Indpls.; -

Chev 7 G'sVM $5,00()

Indianapolis, Sept. 5.

Weather too warm for much biz,'

However, Indiana State fair is

drawing big" crowds. Downtown biz.

good in spots. -

'Horse Feathers,' the first picture

to be held over at; the Indiana, was
pulled out a day early • when plz

dropped off. . .

'-
.Estimates for This

t
Week .

Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 26r

35) 'Down to 'Earth' (Fox), Good
for $3,400. Last week, *Twd Against
the World' (WB), $3,500. ...

Circle (Skouras-Publlx) (2,600;

25-35) *Love "Me Tonight' <Par):

Should click for good $7,000. Last
week house volplaned with 'Devil

and the Deep' (Par) and F. & M.
stage unit, around $12,600. This

^

pic-

ture and unit were bought for In-

diana but were shifted to Circle

when 'Horse Feathers.' was held.

Indians- (Skouras-Publlx) X3.300;

26; 35) 'Bring 'Em Back Alive'

(RKO). May touch fair $6,500. Last
week 'Horse Feathers' (Par), $7,000.

Loew's Palace (2.800; 25-35)

Blondle of the Follies' (MG). Good
for $5,000'. Last week . 'Last Mile'

(Tif), poor $3,400.

PORT. BALLY UPS ALL;

ROGERS PIC $12,500

Portland, Ore., 'Sept.'. 5.

Exploitation methods returning, to-

t picture selling, with greater
season as . the chief .

current
Grosses in general' uppihg.

^'Down to Earth' (Fox) and stage|Last week 'Back Street' (IS) and

Bhow: Will' Rogers picture looks 'Painted Woman' broke $9,000, whlon

like around $35.<W0.. okay. JBurns, topped all figures since May. .

and Allen as headliners, on. radio
,
Roger Sherman (WB) (2.200 , 35,

reps; their last appearance at RKO 65)—'Doctor X'. (FN) and 'Big .City

palace as just a standard 'comedy Blues'. (WB). Fair .around $4,800.

team: Last..week JBiondte of :the [Last week .'What; Price .
HpMywood.

Follies' (M-G) captured a nice $40,-
f
(RKO) and .'Racetrack, ditto at

,000 after being suddenly switched $4,500.
••

Into Chicago instead \ of Oriental,
]

where originally Jjqoked. /.\ ...
" (WcViekors (B&K) ,(2,000; ;

40-66-

Si)—'Horse
Feathers' .

(Par) (3d-

rial wefck). Should . tally farewell
SfiS.OOO . for

" a dandy engagement*
Chevalier's .

'Loye Me • Tonight'

jhext.

Oriental (B&K) 3,200; 40-65-8.5)—

^'SS».Sffl!f! 3u
k
g
le ^es^en^lf S5S

T'ooo^itnS^ Oriental tried the auto

VRKOW2 6^1o-55*83)- ooorl prize gag with some success,

yaude. Lo.ts of money spent on cam- »J?^^1"05 P
-.

1

palgn^aho.' the biz started like there rie^v̂ e Tonlght' into the Riaito
.would be $26,000 Jn_the -MM onithe

fr0
L
m%\fpaSt for a second

ceunt-up. South Sea atufC > with "
fc

, doing nicely on the h. o.

fcemi-nude heroine and hero also, at week « ^ r
blue ribbon

the United Artists with 'Mr. Robin- I Jgret^wees wona£ ^
eon Crusoe.' Jack Dempsey'fc ova- h£lm hoMlnB Up, r; -

.
•

tlon • /gives ex-champ-
'

>«K.Im
«if J Hamrlck's Oriental is in line for

claim-to partof 'the credit -for thei
better than average gross with

(Palace's good week; Last week
f

«Ib1oo/ This house seldom hits high
.•War Correspondent' only so-so.-..at

spotg(
- but showed gains last week

i$i&;600. " • ''_„_ with 'Doctor X.'
" State-Lake (RKO) (2.700; 26-35-- ^ Fox,p haa -Down to

K0-55)
—'Passport to Hell' (Fox) ana »and ls algo in Hn© for ex-

vaude:- Fourth picture ..around town ceptl0Jial blz and an black
tearing w6rd : 'hell' and' the shock^Is

flgure< House grosa is strengthened
all gone:' Others :were 'Merrily We by p & -M unita , now the only stage

Go to Hell.' 'Guilty as ;Hell' and shows- in the burg.
•Hell Below Zero,' riot .to menlort 'united Artists is doing nicely

i'D^yll'and the Deep.' .
Satanic titles wlth 'Downstairs' after another fair

hot helping. This one coupled with week with 'Passport to Hell.' '
,

musical tabloid instead ,.of. usual Fox-Parker plans to reopen the

Vaudeville. Fair '$16,005. ' Around proadway this month. Also some
that niche lost week with 'Holly- plans for "legit house to' open, but

iwood Speaks.' .. .
'

. mostly the vacant downtown houses
United Artists (B&K) (1;700; 40- are being used currently as grinds.

'
'"

'

v

Estimates for. This. Week

.

Paramount (Fox-Parker) (3,000;
25-65)—'Down to Earth' (Fox) and
F & M unlt. Getting okay results.

In line for a winning $12,600;- Last
week 'Love Me Tonight' (Par) rang
the belL for a nice $11,600' and into
the Riaito for a second week.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-40)—

'Back Street' (U). Holding, up to
good biz; $5,700. Last week 'Blondie
Captive* (Col) answered to strong
exploitation for fair $4,700.

United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,-

000; 25-35)—'Downstairs* ; (M-G)

$20,000

70,000 Witnesses' Nice

$62,000; Blondie' Easy $65,000

55J7G)—'Mr. Robinson Crusoe; (UA).

Fairbanks travelog will do $12,000,
|

ipassable. 'White Zombie' disap-

pointed with $10,000v . .
.

DENVER ON ALL SIX;

i BIZ BEST IN MONTHS

Denver, Sept.. 5.

houses are bragging, about
business,' with everything

AH

™>?ntlne; "toward biggest "for" most I Should collect okay v$5,000. Last

houses in past several months. Or- week 'Passport to Hell' (Fox) fair

Hheum turning iti high
.
figure for for this house at $4.500..

inei«lod Harry Huffman has had Oriental (Hamrlck) .(2,50.0; 25-35)

Jiouae but Will Rogers natural fpr —'Igloo' (U). Bettering average biz

Denver this week, even without and* may hit $4,500. Last week 'Doc-

VJtufle backln** '
•

{
tor X' (FN) nicely for $4,000.

l
» Siamese Twins are proving good

f
,
.Riaito (Gamble) (1,500; 26)—-Lpye

«raw at same house, with five |
Me Tonight! (Par). Clicking for

standouts.
This week Ted Mack's last' at

Denver arid getting big hand in

farewell program. Gilda Gray, is at
trading at Denver Paramount. The
Riaito is coming to life and turning
in good figures, Denver's perfect

theatre weather helping' here, too,

Estimates for This Week
Denver (Publix) (2,500; 26-40-66)

fr-*Love Me Tonight' (Par) and stage

Bhow. Big $16,000 In sight. Last
week 'Devir" and ""the Deep' (Par)

did $12,700, okay,'

good 'second week after first week
at the Paramount. ..Likely .$3,500.

Last week 'Horse Feathers' (Par),
second iweek, very okay at $4,000

Tacoma, Sept. 5
Labor day marks, the official end

of the d'u'tdoor pilgrimages and
brings in the fall show- season. The
past summer has not been so good

Orpheum (RKO-Huffman). (2,G00;
|
for the '.resorts, due to coolness of

26-40-C6)
—'Down to Earth' (Fox)

and RKO vaude. May reach fine

$17;000. ' Last week 'Hold 'E>m Jail*

(Radio); .backed by. Floyd Gibbons
in person, did a good $16,000
Paramount (Publix) (2,000; 25-40)

»lr-':70,000 Witnesses* (Par). Has a.

chance for $11,000, excellent. Last
week 'Spoak Easily' (M-G) finished

fair at $5,700.

, Riaito (RKO-Huffman) (900; 25

40)—'Purchase Price' (WB). Looks
to run up nice $3,200. Last week
'Tom Brown of Culver' (U) was a
(disappointment, $2,250.

the weather, with but few excep
tions, and t'.iia played into the hands
of the theatres. •

-
: Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 25)
—'Doctor X* (WB), Fair $1,800.

Last week 'Igloo' (U) went for okay
52,200.

Riaito (FWC) (1,250; 2B-36)—
'Speak Easily' (M-G), and 'Love Me

| Tonight' (Par), latter five days.
Good $3,000. 'Brown of Culver'
(U), "Almost Married' (Fox), and
'Guilty as Hell' (Par), in three-way

i
split, ditto.

Kansas. 'City, Sept. 5.

When Ted Lewis was' booked into

the Malnstreet four weeks ago' he.
s

started something. During the week
lie broke all attendance records, and

the crowds ' have kept coming ever

since, with the. result that in the

.four weeks in August; including the-

Lewis, engagement, and, that of the

'Desert Song,' the house has played"

to 260,000 admissions, a record for

the town.
Current week looks like some

more of the same as 'Back Street'

has 'em lined upVand waiting for the
ticket windows to open and with the
Labor Day holiday,, to boost a' little,

the week will tobld very close to the
one just gone, which was one of the
best in months. A nifty $20,000 is

the pace.
The Newman, with "Horse Feath-

ers' arid 'Love Me Tonight,'- also
enjoyed the "best two consecutive
weeks in a year; the Chevalier
flicker being runner-up for the
Marxes <

'

LoeW's- Midland has suffered ter-

ribly for several weeks, its pictures
not being strong enough to offset

the strong offerings of the others oh
the street. This week will show a
little increase, "but nothing great as
the Jackie Cooper name, is not suf -.

flcient to excite the customers.
The Rlngllng show here Thursday

for two performances drew -capacity
for both, but there was no notice-
able decrease in the downtown the-
atres. Fall racing season, at River-
side, started Saturday,- with the
general . admission price 40c. and
drew heavily over the week-end.

;

Clty schools open Tuesday, which
will take some of this matinee kid
tickets out of the count.

Starting Friday . Tex Guinan and
her gang will . furnish the Main-
street's stage show. Act was slipped
in ort very short notice,' but the
management Is spreadlrig the news
far and wide.

'

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (Publix-DuWnsky) (800;

15-25)—'70,000 .
Witnesses' (Par).

This one was set in after 'Passport
to Hell' , had been announced, and
will hold to^a fair business, $3,500.
Last week *Miss Pinkerton' (FN)
not so hot, either. $4,000.

Loew's Midland (Loew) (4,000

r

25-40)—'Divorce in the family' (M-
G). House in for but. fair week; as
the fans cannot reconcile Jackie
Cooper with the 'Divorce' title; $11,-
500. Last- week 'Last Mile' (World
Wide) never got started and closed
with only $8,200, poor.

Mainstroot (RKO) (3.200; 25-35-
50)—'Baclc Street' (U) and vaude. If
fans didn't know what's showing
at this theatre It's not because' the
management didn't tell them In all
kinds of publicity for the main
thing has been to 'Sell the house
and show.' Topping the stage show
is Grace Hayes, and the radio fans
came to see her. Good $20,000 in
view. Last week 'Bird of Paradise'
(Radio) one of the best film draws
for months, $21,000.
Newman (Publix-Dubinsky) (1,-

860; 25-35-50)^—'Two Against the
World' (WB). ; Good. $8,500. Last
week 'Love Me Tonight' (Par), big
$11,000.

Exodus over the Labor Day week-

end, with mobs ' running fronY the

city's heat wave Friday night, holds

Broadway back a little but, with

some strong attractions In town and

quite a lot of New
(

.York visitors

to be counted on, the^showing looks

fairly good. Sunday's biz was good

all around, threat of rain all day

helping.' 1

,«.

The Capitol and Paramount both

started out. strongly, as did ..the

Strand, with thee© three looking to

take the majority of the loose

change around the big town,

i
Cap will top; probably doing, $65,r

000,' with 'chance for $70,000, and

holding over a second week. House

has its biggeBt stage show yet,

and If doing $65,000, that will

be topping business when. Lou Holtz,

Phil Baker and other names were
recently trying to better that. Cur-,

rently the big. Loew de' Iuxer Invites

the fans with Lilyan Tashman, So-
phie Tucker, Jack Benny, Jack
Pearl, Ethel Shutta and. George Ol-i

sen's band. It's a great lineup, for.

the stage In support ot; 'Bldhdle of

the Follies,' fronvwKloh much wasn t

Paramount has a- <Jha;.co for $62,-

000 with its' stageful-of radio artists,

including Four Mills Bros^ Donald
Novis (held over), Stoopnagle and
Bud, George Price, Eddy Duchln
orchestra and Sylvia Froos, plus the
riori-ether comedian,' Will Mahoney.
At this house the picture, *70,000

Witnesses,' ie\flgured as an aid in

drawing, the good .biz.

Strand has a chance fot $25,000 on
•Blessed ^Everit,' heavHy publicize'd

and exploited, while Mayfair will .be

doing okay on ' holdover of 'Back
Street' at $18,000 after a strong; first

woclc* •->»'
During the past week Chevalier

has started building a little" at the
Rlv with 'Love Mo Tonight.* House
will do $22,000 with a chance to bet

ter that through the holiday. ..

The Marxes at the. Bister Riaito

J-V IN TACOMA
Tacoma, Sept. 5.

Jensen , & Von Herberg. have
taken a lease on RKO's , theatre
here.

Policy not yet given out, but
structure will be remodelled;

Strong

Prov.-Albee 12 G's,

Par Near $10,000

Providence, Sept. 6.

Exodus of holiday crowds for the
beaches and -mountain's is cutting
Into this week's business. Some of

the film houses are figuring on forte
business the last half of the week
because of the unusually strong
product in town. Others are con-
tent to call it just another week.
Albee is out in front again, al

though opposish is tougher. Fay's
opened Saturday

. (3) with six acts
and pictures. Albee has Mildred
Harris Chaplin headlining, but 'Back
Street* on the screen is doing most
of the $12,000:

Estimates for This Week
RKO Albee (2,300; 16-56-66)—

'Back Street' (U) and vaude.. First
time in weeks picture has had edge
on vaude. In spite of holiday spot-
will be swell in- $12,000 class. Last
week 'Bird of Paradise' (Radio) and
Fred Warlng*3 band made beautiful
climb, house doing four shows a
day last half to great $15,800.
•Fay's. (2,000; 15-56) — 'Painted

Lady* (Fox) and vaude. House
closed all summer, reopening . with
six acts instead of five as was bid
policy. Swell stage show for open-
ing, but picture weak and no help
Not over fair $5,500.

Loew's State (3,700; 15-65-75)—
'Divorce in Family' (M-G). Name
cast, but not drawing. -House .de-
pending*, on a last half splurge to
keep it out of red at $6,000. Last
week 'Last Mile' (W-W),- managed
to creep over $6,200.'

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-55)—
'Two Against World* (WB) and
'Beauty Parlor' (Chesterfleldj. Ben-
nett film doing the work. Maybe
$7,500, good. Last week 'Uriholy
Love' (Allied) and 'Congorilla'
(Fox) swell at $8,200. .

Paramount (2,200;. 15-55)'—'Love
Me Tonight' (Par). ' Okay and. looks
like fine $10,000. Last week 'Horse
Feathers' (Par) garnered $B;600 for
second week after titling $12,000
opening week.
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-25-30)—

'Hell Fire Austin' (W-W) and
'Midnight Morals.' Will do around
$2,800t fair. Last week 'By Whose
Hand' (Col) and 'My Pal the King'
(U) off at $1,900.
Metropolitan (Conn) (3,400; 10-

25-30)—'Texas Ouri Fighter' (W-W)
and vaude. Conn promised theatre-
goers eight acts and pictures. After
one week, six acta. Novelty of new
house helping, but not over $3,000
.for first half.

are also holding their own nicely,

probably hitting at least $20,000 on
their fourth week. ' Another, week
sure, possibly a sixth, after which
Harold Lloyd's 'Movie Crazy* moves

'"on Chev's exit at the Riv around
Sept. 16, UA will bring in 'Mr, Rob-
inson Crusoe' (Fairbanks), taking
oyer house themselves

.
100% at the

same time. < •• -.
•

•Life Begins.' on a reserved .seat

two-a-day policy at. the Hollywood,
started picking up after the:, third
day. In ,its first nine days it did
: 122,000, fair enough. •

A,t their other house, the Garden, ,

now third, in importance among, the
three! operating, business, will he
about evon with last week> $12,000,

on .'Passport to' Hell,' holdover, holi-

day helping, .•••'.

The Roxy started out, strong when
reopening, but . between last week
and the current try with 'Down, to
Earth'; (Will Rogers) its pace .has
slowed down. Rogers may. bring
house $60,000, but doubtful. :unless
again* the . holiday accelerates.
George Arllss in 'Successful Calam-
ity' follows on Friday (9), first of.

WB's for house, .. .

RKO's Palace Is another that has
been " wading around in the red
lately..- Current possibilities augur
no more than $14,000, .an ImRroye-
ment over the previous seven days
bUt'stlU enough of a, lorn .to 'w^rry
about. 'Age ofJCohsent* (Radio), on
first run, is the picture.

'

Metro's 'Strange 'Interlude'/ Which
had Its, premiere at .the Astor at ;$2

Wednesday -night .(31)V started out
.

good, getting a capacity house the
second night. . . :;

.'

'. Estimates for This Week
,

Aitor (1,012; 83-$1.10-$J l66-$^.20) -

—•Strange; Interlude'. (M-G). Had
its $2. premiere Wednesday ' night
(31), getting oft to good 'start in
spite of reviews that varied in opin-
ion of picture; ':. v

Capitol (5.400;. 35-72-83-$l;10-
^I.fifi^'Blondle of the Follies' ;(M-
G) arid stage show. Names of Lilyan
Tashman, Sophie Tucker, George
Olsen, Jack Benny, Jack Pearl and
others moylng. house into the $65,O0O
class, maybe better. H. O. certain
with stage doing big drawing-. Last
week very bad $40,000 on 'Last Mile'
(World. Wide).

' Hollywood (1,553; 65-83-$l-$1.10-
$i;66-$'f.20)—*Llfe.Begins' (WiB). (2[d

week). On first nine days chalked
up around $20,000, ' fair; picture
started to build after its first three
days".

Mayfair (2,200 35-72-88)—"Back
Street' (U) (2d week). After strong
first week may better an okay $18,-
000 for second. First seven days a
big $24,000^ more than expected and
indicating picture started building
after its opening. 'Bird * of Para*
dise' (Radio) probably next in here;

Palace (1,700; 30-40.-65-83)'—^Age
of Consent' (Radio) arid vaude; Red
again ' at the -rate Of $14,000 cur-
rently, despite that picture's ort first

run. Last week the'b. o. went t©
sleep, dragging in only $11,500 with
'White Zombie' (UA), 2d run, and
Arthur Tracy on stage.
Paramount (3,664; 40-72-94-$1.10)

—'70,000 Witnesses' (Par) and stage
show. Draw from both screen and
stage, this week, latter having Will
Mahoney and flock of ether talent,
Four Mills, Stoopnagle and Bud,
Donald Novls, Georgie Price. Sylvia
Froos and Eddy Duchin band; out
to do very nice $62,000. Last week
'Night Club Lady' (Col) and return
of Jessel-Talmadge unit, $47,200,
n.s.g. ' ••

Riolto (2,000; .40-55-72-92-$1.10)—
'Horse Feathers' (Par) (4th week).
Standing up stoutly^ with opportu-
nity to' better $20,000, good for
fourth week on any plx here. Ran
up $22,000 on third lap of seven
days.

Rlvofi- (2;200; 40-55>72-94-$l.l0)r^.
',t,6ye', Me Tonight* (Part (3rd
week); Started to pick up strength
during past week, enabling it to
expect at least $22,000 currently.
Second week's take $26,000.
Roxy (0,200; 35-56-83-$1.66) —

'Down to Earth' (Fox) and stage
show. Will Rogers' latest not ex-
hibiting the. pull he once, had; may
reach $50,000, which gives house
some profit, but should be doing
better, and that figure not certain,
either. Last week, on five-day hold-
over of 'First Year* (Fox) good first
week's pace slipped to under $40,000.
Strand (2.900 4

. 35-55-83-94-$1.10)
—'Blessed Event' (WB). Beating V
to Broadwa'y with latter's 'Okay
America,' which comes into the
Paramount Friday (9), WB is ex-
ploiting the columnist and 'okay'
angle heavily. Biz looks like a
chance for $25)000, but h.o. proble-
matical. Last week, 'Two Against
World' (WB) on holdover under
$15,000. mild.
Winter Garden (1.418; 35-55-83-

94)—'Passport to Hell' (Fox) (2d
week). May do $12,000, equal to
what was drawn on the first week,
but only, through theJaeneflt of the
holiday.
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20% Off for Heat

Philly; Rogers

and Holiday in

1000, Marx $18,500

Philadelphia. Sept. 5

The intense heat wave and' the

usual out-of-town exodus over La.

bor Day are figured as likely to cut

down film grosses at least 20% this

week. On the other hand, there are

several new films that have plenty

of potentialities and may surprise

the wiseacres.

The Marx Brothers' latest, 'Horse

Feathers, with a normal come-back,
may get $18,600. • Will Rogers*

•Down to Karth,' at the Fox, Is an
other with good chances. Likely to

hit $20,000 which, while not a smash
figure, is okay.

'Crooner,' at the Earle, and Fatty

Arbuckle on the stage, is disappoint

ing, and no more than $16,000 is

Indicated. The Stanton won't beat

$7,000 with the second week of 'Un-

ashamed,' and it's plenty unlikely
- this picture, will complete another
six. days.
The Boyd has 'Two Against the

"World' to only mediocre response.
Milton Charles, who is very pop
ular here, takes over the organist
post early in the week: House may
hit $14,000 "on the week. .

."

The Karlton should get a sound
$4,200 with 'Doctor X,' second run,
and the Arcadia a fairly, good $2,900
with 'Scarface,' also second run.
Announcement last week of the

Impending reopening of the Aldlne
iwith a : road-show\poHcy, but un-
likely that it will happen for a num-
ber of weeks. . Also seems, pretty
certain that the Mastbaum won't re-
light until late in the fall, if, in-
deed, S-W. opens it at all. this sea-
son. .

Last week's trade not more than
.fair,, without a single outstanding
smash do'writotyn. The intense heat
has certainly;played havoc with film
business- here during the last fort-
bight. :

"/Estimates for This Week
Boyd (2,400; 35-66-75)—'Two

Against the World' (WB). Not so-
forte. Engagement of Milton Charles,
.popular here as organist, will def-
initely affect, week's gross. Date of
his return uncertain. Maybe $14,000.
Last week, 'Jewel Robbery* (WB),
"disappointed with $13,000.

Fox (3,000; 36*40-76)—'Down to
.
Earth' (Fox) and stage show'. Rog-
era - picture should - get $20,000, de-
spite holiday: exodus. Last: week
•Co.ngorllla'. (Fox) disappointed with

;
11.6,600. after good start.

Earle (2,000; 36-40-66)—'Crooner*
(FN) and vaude. Disappointing,
probably $16,000. Fatty Arbuckle
tops' stage show. Last week 'Speak
Easily' (M-G) $17,000, fair.

3tanley (3,700; 35-66-76)—'Horse
Feathers'

:
(Par).- Should recover to

extent of $18,600'. Last week 'Dr. X*
(FN) a pale $14,600.
Stanton (1,700; 36-40-56)—'Un-

ashamed* (M-G). Held over but un-
Hhaly to make full second week. If
it . does, gross won't pass $7,000.
Last week, $10,000.

Karlton (1,000; 30-40-55)—'Doctor
X' . (FN). Moved from Stanley;
Likely $4,200. Last week 'Holly-
wood Speaks' (Col) under $3,700.

Arcadia (600; 30-40-50)—'Scar-
face' (FN). Second downtown run;
$2,900 expected. Last week 'Aren't
We All' (Par) drooped to $2,300.

Georgie-Norma, Boston,

$40,000; 'Bird/ $27,000
Boston, Sept. 6;

The battle for September busi-
ness between Keith's, and the Met
is opening up. with heavy publicity
and strong advertising. Keith's used
daring newspaper copy for the 'Bird
of Paradise,' including a full page
in the tabloids.

.

The Met took :"ull advantage of
the Jessel-Talmadge situation and
the papers carried yards of copy
about the two stars. It looks like
$40,000 for .this week, especially with
•70,000 Witnesses' on screen.
Paramount held over 'Love Me

Tonight' for a second week as $16,-
600 for the week before Labor Day
was a big gross for this house. Sec-
ond stanza should come close to the
same figure.

'

Estimates for This Week
Met (Publix) (4,300; 35-50-83),

'70,000 Witnesses* (Par) and Jessel's
own review with Norma Talmadge.
Looks like old times. Should do
$40,000. Last week 'Two Against
the 'World* (WB), $20,000, n'.g.

Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 30-
35-6C). Second week on Chevalier's
'Love Me Tonight* (Par). Should
do $16,000, a wow. Last week big
$15,000..

,

Keith's (IIKO) (4,000; 35-50-83),
^ird of Paradise* (RKO) with
Larry Rich heading vaudeville.
Should do nice $27,000. Last week
Back Street* (U), $25,000.
Boston (RKO) (4,000; 25-35-55),

thirteenth Guest* (Monogram).
.Holiday..should. hch). .to. $9,5'00_ . Last
week 'Night Club Lndv* (Col) very
disappointing with $7,G00.

HACK STREET' SMASH

IN NEWARK, $11,000

Newark, Sept. 5.

Everything is open in town now,
but that they, can all stay, open,

however, is another question.

'Back Street* at Proctor's will

probably lead, with 'Two Against
the World' at the Branford giving
it a good fight.

It has been attempted to raise lm
mediately the prices in the four de
luxe houses, but the proposal is
arousing stubborn opposition in cer
tain quarters and unless some house
goes it alone the prices remain as
below.

Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 15-26-30

40-55-C5)—'Two Against the World'
(WB). Should reach a fine $10,000.
Last week 'First Year* (Fox) good
at $9,000. /

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-25-35)—
'Crooner* (WB) and 'Dr. X' (FN).
Has marquee, so built up and down
as to blanket Proctor's, altogether
from!Broad street. Should have no
trouble getting the regular $5,000.
Last week 'Unashamed' (M-G) and
'Stranger in Town' (WB) practically
$5,000.

Little (Cinema) (299; 60)—T Kiss
Tour Hand, Madame' (Superfllm).
Dietrich name expected to draw
$1,200.. Last week 'White Devil'
(Ufa) and 'Balinese Love,' on third
week, did .well with over' $1,100.

Loew's State (2.7W; 15-20-26-30-
40-55-65)—'Last Mile' (WW). Play
has never been done professionally
here; ought to hit near $9,000. Last
week 'Speak Easily' (M-G) okay
with over $8,000.1 .

Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 15-
20-26-30-40-66-66) — '70;000 Wit-
nesses' (Par). Would have cleaned
up a month later. Will probably
have to be content with a mild $7,-

OflO. Last week 'Horse Feathers'
(Par) soared to a great

,
figure,

$11,500. V
Proctor'* (RKO) (2,300; 15-20-25-

80-40-55-65)—'Back Street' (U>.
Will draw the women and smash
with $11,000. Last week 'Hold 'Em
Jail' (Radio) satisfied with over
$8,000.

HEAT' WILTS 'FRISCO;

-BACK ST.' $15,000, OK

San Francisco, Sept. .5

Hottest days and balmiest nights
of the entire year are minimizing
all pix grosses.

Strongest screen features are
Blessed. Event' at Warners .

and
Back Street' at Golden Gate,, while
Congorllla' at Warfleld is another
puller.
Fox has '70,000 Witnesses' while

stage fare Is tab version of 'Irene,*

with a heavy sales campaign accom-
panying. .

Chevalier is in his second week
at Paramount in 'Love Me Tonight'
but it's not the Chevalier of two.

years ago when he hung up long
run and high gross records.

. Estimates for This Week •

. .Fox (5,000; 60-70)—'70,000 Wit
nesses' (Par) and tab version of
'Irene* on stage. Musicals don't pull
to this too-big house and take will
be a not good enough $28,000. Will
Rogers in 'Down to Earth' (Fox)
disappointed last week with $30,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 35-55-

66)—'Back Street' (U) and vaude.
Good $15,000 likely. Last week was
aces, 'Bird of Paradise' (Radio)
starting like a house afire and com-
ing through with swell $16,700, best
in months with exception of 'Bring
'Em Back Alive.'
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 55-65)

—

'Love Me Tonight* (Par) (2d week).
Chevalier not packing .the ole punch
and $10,000 just fair. First week was
okay, but not up to anticipations,
with $16,000.

. Warfield (Fox) (2,672; 65-65)—
'Congorilla* (Fox) and .Peggy O'Neill
stage show. House has been click-
ing merrily for past five weeks,
stage shows helping much, and $19,-

000 is a neat pace for thls'n. Last
week 'Speak Easily* drew great
$20,000.
Warners (1,365; 55-65)—'Blessed

Event' (WB). Advance publicity
very good and pix starting off fine
with buildup expected. Good $12,-
600. Lack of names hurting, though.
Last week saw $8,800 on the Ben-
nett film, 'Two Against the World*
(WB).

Cambria Opposes

Set Programs for

Big Picture Spots

Discussing the future of the pul

motored Roxy, Frank Cambria

delves back to his long, experience
with picture house production to
formulate policies of managing di-

rectorship;
His first pronouncement is to

abolish set programs. 'Never edu-
cate patrons to a house policy to

the extent that they are able to

predict the mood and running- order
of your show. One type of enter-
tainment will appeal, and draw re-
currently from its own type of au-
dience. Many types of entertain-
ment, merged into an all-around
unit, will appeal to people at large
willing to be persuaded to enrich
the boxofflce.

'The most calculating units, the
ones that build u,p soundest clien-

tele,' are those whose characteris-
tics are chameleon. They preserve
the greatest stimulant of show busi-
ness—the element of surprise.'

His second precept; for building
up a larger, more dependable Roxy
audience; is not to over-estimate
promises of entertainment. Proceed-
ing on a limited budget, the Cathe-
dral will rely on films for its major
draw. The Roxy cannot afford
drawing cardB for its stage . enter-
tainment. Therefore it will not out-
ballyhoo Its good .intentions. Its

presentations will attempt only to
build up audience good will and
inclination to accept, carte blanche,
the promise of a good all-around
show.' ' • ".: •

• And 'Go to Town'
Conventional divertissements will

be peppered with sock entertain-
ment wherever possible. The Roxy
orchestra, reassembled with an eye
to varied programs, will play the.
classics but also 'go to town.' The
staff includes two types of orches-
tratorsj classical arrangers, . and
scorers who know where to place
the notes that provide Jazz rhythms.
A group of Rasch dancers, substi-
tuted for the conventional ballet,

will not be limited to one style of

execution. ' Each week will find the
same ingredients rearranged in a
new layout.

.

Drafted reluctantly into the man-
aging directorship of the Roxy, Mr.
Cambria feels uncomfortably like

the captain of a storm-tossed ship
at sea. He knows the vessel's posi-

tion and charted dangers. He knows»
too, the uncertain elements of luck
and bad fortune that may prevail.

But he does his best to reassure
his passengers.

Inside Staff-Pictures

Claimed as the first unsolicited plug on an ad by the New York •Times*
is the letter written Warner Bros.- by that paper, commending the film,

company on one of its ads on 'Life Begins,' current at Hollywood, New,
York. Letter, signed by Arnold Sanchez, an authority on advertising, is'

being reproduced by WB for the benefit of its theatre and advertising

men.
Letter reads: 'Please accept our congratulations on the effective dls*

play secured in the 'Life Begins' advertisement in the New York 'Times*

of Friday, Aug. 19. We are of the opinion that because of the attractive

manner in which the lettering was handled and the judicious use of
white space, this advertisement will attract the favorable attention of all

the 'Times' readers.'

Publix-tralned advertising men, with those who Worked out their

apprenticeships under Bill Hollander in Chicago especially, are spread
all over among the leading circuits. Hollander boys/as they call them-
selves, include Oscar Doob (Loew's),, Ben Serkbwich (RKO), Lou Gold*
berg (Warners), Ted Leaper (Roxy) and Harry Marx, Palace, New -

York manager.
Among other Publix ad men who worked their way up through the

Publix ranks are J. C. Furman (WB), Wallace Allen - (Loew's) and
Russell Moon and Ken Long (RKO).
House managers , who have been especially trained by Publix and

switched to competitive chains, are many.

Tacomaj, Wash;, chamber of commerce tried ineffectively to indues

Fox West Coast and RKO to reopen their houses in the northwest lumber,

city for fleet week, Sept. 1-7, to provide entertainment for 10,000 blue*

jackets on shore leave from the Pacific fleet.
,

Circuit execs figured the expense of reopening for the week would be
more than possible revenue received from the 'man o'warsmen. Tacoma
picture house biz has been, bad for the past; five years, prompting RKO
to close July 28, and turning back the lease two weeks ago. F-WC de

luxer there has been dark for several months..

Playwright, engaged by a Coast studio to adapt a story, was given.

$7,600 for the job. On completion he submitted an outline of a yarn he

. (Continued on page 36)

PAR-RK0 Y0NKERS POOL

SET; SOUTH BEND NEXT?

Paramount-RKO pool In Yonkers
is already in effect as of Sept. 3.

RKO operates town for both, each
having one theatre In the spot,

namely the Par-Strand and the

RKO Proctors. -

Presently, Par and RKO are talk'

ing over a possible -pooling deal for

South Bend* This one calls for Par
to take over RKO's two houses In

the Indiana town. v Theatres con-
cerned include the Granada and
Palace, and RKO's Colfax and
Strand.

Finance Check Precedes

Dmnping of Two by RKO

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

With RKO preparing to turn back
the Orpheum, Oakland, to Fox West
Coast, and the Orpheum, Spokane,
to Alexander Pantages, B. A. Mar-
shall, circuit auditor, is here check-
ing financial matters before the
transfer is made.
RKO unloaded the Orpheum, Ta-

coma, to the owner, George Poe,
last week.

Wilderness Locale for

4 Par Pix in Work
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Two new stories under treatment
at Paramount are In for a Penny,'
which Julian Josephson and: Brian
Marlow are scripting, and an un-
titled jungRryarn being worked on
by Max Marcln and Cyril Hume.

Latter Is fourth wilderness tale
being prepped at Par. Others are
'Lion's Way,' 'Lives of. a Bengal.
Lancer* and Island of Lost Souls.'

REWRITE FOB 'CHANGE'
Hollywood,^ Sept. 6.7

Mary McCarthy is at' Universal
to write a new treatment on 'Ships
of Chance,' studio's contribution to
the: gambling ship cycle.

Several previous treatments have
been discarded.

MONOGRAM'S DUO
Hollywood; Sept. 5.

Harry Fraser and Wellyn Totman
are adapting 'Arizona Bound,' Trem
Carr's next Rex Bell for Monogram.
Starts Sept. 15f Fraser megging.
Production starts same day oh

•Wayne Murder Case,' by Arthur
Hoerl, which I. E. Chadwick is

making for the same release. Leo
Chadwlck is adapting.

TJ RELEASING 'PALOOKA'
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

' 'Joe Pale-oka,* Eddie Small's pro-
duction, will be released by Uni-
versal. - • ...— .. .J...

U has loaned Andy Devine to play
the name part

Theatre Operators Sued

For $45,000 in Equipment
Hollywood, Sept. 6;*

Claiming ownership of equipment
and furniture of the Wilshire the-
atre, Santa Monica, Independent
Theatres, Inc., has filed suit in Su-
perior Court for $45,000 against H.
H. Beldln, Ira A. Marshall, Gus
Metzger and Fairfax : Theatre Co.
Metzger, who operates the Fairfax,
recently took over the Wilshire.
Complaint alleges that the defen-

dants wrongfully converted the
property to their own use; Plaintiff

also asks $2,600 attorney fees.

FOX ADDS 2 WRITERS
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Henry Johnson and Henry Wales
added to Fox scribbling staff.

Johnson is working with Dudley
Nichols on a western, and Wales,
formerly at Radio, is germinating
an original of his own.

Xahn Monolog Novelties
Hollywood, Sept. B.

Gordon Kahn engaged by Tom
White to write the narration for
the latter's two-reel novelties made
in the South Seas.
White plans .to leave here Sept. 25

for India to make another, series of
shorts.

Brower Directing McCoy
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Otto. Brower, former Paramount
director, goes to Columbia.
He will direct the next Tom

McCoy western, 'Texas Keane's Re-
turn.'

CIRCUITS-STAGEHANDS

STILL APART IN N. Y.

Major circuits in New York failed

during- the past week to get to-

gether with the stagehands on . sv

new contract but there will be no
immediate walkout. Both sides

hope to reach ah agreement which
will become retroactive, stagehands,
remaining in all New York houses
although the bid contract expired
yesterday (Labor Day).
The chains demanded a 17% re*-,

duction in scale for deluxe houses
and 14% for all others. New York
stagehands' Local No. 1 countered
with an .Offer of 16% and 12% which
Was refused at the last meeting
Friday (2j.

Musikers Cry 'Unfair* :

To Orpheum, Seattle
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Ousting of musicians by RKO in

Seattle, following switch to straight

sound at the Orpheum, brought in

a flood of throwaways reading 'Or-

pheum theatre unfair/ Cards made
their appearance the first week.
Seem to have had little effect on

business for the house Was in the
black that week for the first time
in many months.
Stage hands and operators, burned

over unfair charges, are taking steps
to halt tactics resorted to by mu-
sicians.

PAR'S STORY OPTIONS
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Options have been taken by Par-
amount on two recently published
short stories.

Pair are 'Dark Waters,' by Hari
rlson Dickson, which appeared in
'Colliers,' and a 'Satevepost' story,
'Publicans and Sinners,' by Anne
Cameron.

'VENUS' AT IT. A.-L. A. i

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Booked into the; Paramount for
its local premiere, 'Blonde Venus*
(Par) has been switched to the
United Artists for that house's re-
opening, week of Sept. 23.

Theatre was turned back to TJA
by Publix last week.

'Page Pygmalion'—Unfavorable
.

'PAGE PYGMALION' (Comedy, Alan Morrill, Bijou);
discloses little or nothing for pictures^

Light story
/bee.

'Domino'—Unfavorable
'DOMINO' (Comedy, William A. Brady, Playhouse). Light comedy was

short-lived on Broadway, lasting only a week. Adapted from French*
where rights may have been retained. /bee.

'Smiling Faces.'—Unfavorable. „•_.
'SMILING FACES' (Musical comedy, Shuberts, Shubert). No picture

material indicated. - . Ilea, \
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So-So Film Rides to Good $17,000

In Dull Paris Week on House Rep

Paris, Aug. 25.

/ Grosses Jri Paris for week end-,

fng Aug. 18, With the one excep-

tion of Paramount, were exceedingly

low, due to the heat and vacation-

ing. Also scarcity of new releases

had an Influence.

Estimates for Weak Aug. 18 .

: Paramount (Par) (1,900); 'Criez le

Sur. Les Toits' (Par). Over $17,06o,
-

Which Is quite fair considering
circumstances and also that the Aim
is just a programmer. Result is due
mostly to the theatre's good name
and presentation policy.

Olympia (Haik) (1,900) 'Coup de
Feu a l'Aube' (A.C.E.), $7,500. Very
poor despite the presentation and a
comparatively good Aim.

Madeleine (Metro) (700); 'Posses-
ised' (Metro), $2,300. Way down on
the third week. Courtesy of the
management to Joan Crawford ' In
holding the film over despite loc-

ally unsuited story.

Marivaux (Natan) (1,200) 'World
and Flesh' (Paramount).. Slightly
below $2,000. First attempt to use
Natan's boulevard house for an
original version with sub-titles sur*-

prised the patronage, with poor re-
sults.

'Gaumont Palace (G.F.F.A.) (6,000).
Revival Week. $7,500. Another
week where through -lack of films,
the Gaumont Palace Is playing re-
vivals—this time mostly from Tbbis
With change over every, day. Will
close this week to map out a new
policy. :

ITALY'S FILM FESTIVAL

AS A BIENNIAL EVENT

Metro Swaps Theatre

For Manila Exchange
Manila, Sept. 5.

Metro is realigning its forces here,

With a complete separation of the

Roces interests as a result. Roces

own 49% of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Manila Co., which, includes

the Metro exchange here as well as

the Ideal theatre, showcase.

Under the new arrangements the

Roces family will withdraw from
the exchange and stick to the Cine
Ideal; House will be torn down im-
mediately and a modern 1,200-

seater built on the same spot. House
will feature airrcooling as an inno-
vation.
Metro will continue to manage

the Ideal for the. Roces', although
holding no Interest in the house.

Venice, Aug. 27.:

The first international .festival of
cinematography has just closed aft-
er, registering . a brilliant success,
Venice, and the Lido especially,

have,, had the. most successful and
fashionable season . for several
years, and the arrival of the. Prince
;of ..Wales at the height of the sea-
son, put the seal on it.
'

'. The Cinema festival is to be made
a regular biennial affair. Count
,Voipl of Misurata, former Italian

.
Finance Minister, Signor De Feo,
chief of. the Rome Institute for Edu-
cational Cinematography and the
European representatives of the big
American film producers were on

. the committee to arrange for the
future festivals.

'

The most attractive feature of
.'this year's festival was the se-
quence of first class films by pro-
ducers of various nations. Several
t>f these films were new, or were
being shown contemporaneously in
their country of origin for the first

]tlme.

Paramount's Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde* was voted one of' the suc-
cessful pieces, as well as. Univer-
sale 'Frankenstein,' Some interest-
ing Russian Soviet films were shown
and" a few novel shorts on art
'.themes..

The films were given oh the line

Of a regular musical festival, with
a programme fixed from the begin-
ning; and lasting right through fif-

teen days.

Will Wed Twice
Paris, Aug. 27.

To make sure that their marriage
can't be broken easily, Una Wing,
British film actress, and John
Amery, 20, film producer and son
of the former British head of the
Colonial office, will be married in
Russia and again in Riga. They
are currently here.

Cabinet minister is said to object
to the marriage of his son while
still under age/

France Backing Film

Glorifying Statesman

.
Paris, Aug. 27.

After all the war films, a peace
film will now be made using the
life of Arlstide Briarid, the late
French statesman as a theme.
The promoter, George Bonnamour,

has the backing of the French gov-
ernment, and all government ar
chives will be thrown open to him;
Government Influence will also be

used to help release the film all over
the world, and it will, bo given a
Geneva sendoff.

Fox British Producing

Unit in for Long Stay
London, Aug. 25.

Fox's first British talker, is due
to start at the beginning of Sep-
tertiber.

In view of the fact Fox has put
certain production employees under
long-term contract, including Hugh
Perceval, who walked , from a ste-

nog's desk at Gainsborough into the
assistant ' production supervisor's
billet at Paramount British, It looks
as though Fox intends the untl to

stay. ''.

U DEAL TAKES

OSTRER WEST

Dowling Sails
Ambrose Dowling, head of Radio's

foreign' department,., sailed on the
Olympic for London Wednesday
.(31) on a last-minute decision to
see 'Bring 'Em Back Alive' get'

started.

Picture was scheduled for preview
at the Savoy last night (6) and gen
eral opening today (Tuesday). Dow
ling wants to gauge public reaction
and -get- the film started in other
European countries promptly with
the resulting experience. He'll re-
main only a few days and .return,

then hopping almost Immediately
to the Coast for conference on for
eign producing, policy.

Counter-Propaganda
London, Aug. 27.

Stated here the Motion Picture
Producers, of Hollywood, is forming
a publicity office with- a view to
combatting' alleged anti-American
tendency of the European press.
Further stated here a London of

fl.ce will be appointed under New
York control.

DAVEN-FOX INDIES
Paris, Aug. 27.

Fox is covering all angles as to
production in France. Fox's own
production will be made by Andre
Daven: besides which, Fox has con-
tracted for pictures made independ-
ently by Henri Ullmann, formerly
of the Paramount studios, who has
formed the indie 'Compagnie du
Cinema.'
Henri Ullmann's brother, Andre

Ullmann, is head of the French
Paramount theatre department.

Spotted, Cancels Trip
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Jimmy Conlon, of Conlon and
Glass, here for a vacation, has been
fepOtted In Bryan Foy's 'Cauliflower
•Alley. 1

Assignment caused Conlon and his
iwlfe to cancel their motor trip east.

. Mollison Reel
P. A. Powers is . shooting out a

two-reeler made in England which
features Capt. James Mollison, most
recent Trans-Atlantic flyer, and his
wife, Amy Johnson. «

Short is titled 'Dual Control' .and
was _made., in _3Jngla.nd_just .before

.

Mollison started his flight to

America.

FRENCH NAMES ON STAGE
Paris, Aug. 27.

Attempting to capitalize on film

star - draw, local revue producers
are signing them for next season.
Following Jeanne Helbllng's Ca-

sino booking by Dufrenne and
Varna, Paul Derval has signed
Florelle for the Folies.

Up from Tropics

Stuart Duhiap, Metro rep in the
Canal Zone; Colombia, Venezuela
and the British West Indies, is in

New York for a couple weeks.
Usual biennial home office o. o.

U's Mexican Survey

S. Kusiel has been sent by Uni-
versal to Mexico to make a survey
and_ report preconditions.

Kuyiol was formerly connected
with U In India.

William Gell and Maurice Ostrer,
directors of Gaumont-Brltish, and
Arthur Lee, New York representa-
tive of the company, left suddenly
for the Coast Tuesday afternoon
(30) after spending only a day and
a half in New York. Expectation
had been that they would remain
in New York a fortnight.
Understood that the trio will talk

to Carl Laemmle on the coast on
a product deal for England, details
of which were arranged by trans-
Atlantic phone and cable a week
ago. Also they will stay in Holly-
Wood long enough to talk to Sidney
Kent, president of

.
Fox, on his ar-

rival the latter part of the week,
about cleaning up' the Fox-Gau-
mont-Brltlsh suit.

Another angle of the trip, though
unmentloned, is that Gell, as head
of the Gaumont company, would
like to find some Hollywood talent
for producing purposes in London.
Mentioned in New York trade

channels as a likelihood Is that G-B
may do some producing on the
Coast for prestige purposes. This
is insided as not likely, though the
company would like some American
actors and directors.

'

Par in About Face on
Spanish Direct Shots

Paramount, has signed Imperlo
Argentina, and Carlos Gardel to star
In one picture each. Means a sud-
den reversal to straight shot Span-
ish talkers by Par, both the films
to be made in Joinvllle and to go
Into work Immediately.
Pictures will supplement the

dubbed Spanish, and super-imposed
pictures on the Par Joinvllle
schedule.

Six More Polish Films
Capital Films has taken on six

new Polish talkers for national dis-
tribution.

. Makes eight Polish and 27 German
films on Capital's current release
list.

M G-M May Move Dubbing Staffs %

To Rome, Paris, but Not to Berlin

Foreign Peak at MGM
Finds Seven in Work

Culver City, Sept. . 5.

New quota regulations have as
yet put no damper on foreign pro-
duction . at Metro. Studio, which
was expected to drop verslonlng,
will < have seven pictures in work
this week, the highest production
peak In months.
Version pictures just going in are

the German 'Sin of Madelon Clau-
det' and Italian 'Arsene Lupin.'
Continuing are the French and
German 'Grand Hotel'; the, German
'Arsene Lupin'; the French 'Re--

ducing'; and the Italian 'Strange
Interlude.'

Censor Is Barrier to

German Nudist Films

Indie film importers have been
flirting with - bringing back' some
German nudist cult films. There
are several over there.

' Chief barrier is the censor. Ob-
.viously, the idea is to trick the ma-
terial up for reserved seat exhibi-
tion, but the legal entanglements
thus far have been too many.

Par's French Newsreel
• Paris, Aug. 27..-

Desire to offer exhibitors complete
programs of Its own, is partly back
of Par's decision to edit a French
newsreel. Up to date, Paramount
programs as Sold had to include ex
tra clips.

M. Dascomb, who has moved his
office to the Joinvllle. studios, is in
charge of organizing the F*"ench
reel, and has arranged to copyright
the clips in the name of Paramount
News.

PLANE MAKERS' FILM AD
Paris, Aug. 27.

Exhibitors will have free access
to six shorts made by the French
air propaganda organization.
Plane manufacturers, flyers and

picture stars are all donating their
services to make films, With a strong
boosting committee to plug the
project.

G-B'S 14 BIG ONES
London, Aug. 27.

Gaumont British plan releasing 14
'big* films through their circuit dur-
ing the fall.

Of the 14 eight are British. Amer-
ican product Is picked up from in-
dividual companies/

Congorilla' at $7,000 in London

And 2 Native-Mades Defy Slump

Metro is thinking of moving lia

entire Italian dubbing staff i actors

and technicians included, to Rome
in order to continue there the work
now being done in Hollywood along

these lines. v.

That will be, when It goes

through, Metro's first concession on
the recent foreign quota drift; It

is possible that a similar step may:

be taken as regards France and
French dubbing, though Metro con-

tinues unreconciled to the German
situation.

According to Arthur Loew) Metro
foreign head, the German situation

ie too difficult to fight 'Not only;

does Germany make it practically

adamant on the point that we must
produce in their country in order

to get what little business the Ger-

man market affords,' he says, 'but

they are constantly seeking to make
things even more difficult.

'Germany Impossible7

It is now necessary to have two
contingents in Germany,' he ex-,
plained, 'In order to be able to bring
in one picture for dubbing within
Germany. That is practically im-
possible to fight, : It means that
Germany wants Metro and other
American companies to go into pro-
duction in Germany. And Ameri-
can companies have a hard enough
time making things go by produc-
tion in their own country.'
Loew leaves for the Coast In

about ten days, from there to start
his air trip around the world. At
Coast conferences he will decide on
the Italian move and discuss the
advisability of the French move.

Washington, Sept. 5*

According to cable advice to. the
U. S. Department of Commerce re-
ceived Thursday (l)'the' German
government has adopted a new tariff
i ate' on positive prints of 2,000
marks ($600) per 100 kilos. That's
a 400% jump over the previous rate
and would seem to indicate a dew
sire on Germany's part to encour-
age importation of negatives- for
processing in German plants.

London, Aug. 29.

West End picture houses expert

enced nearly as big a slump, as the

eglt theatres.
.
Only pictures that

have been holding up despite heat
wave are 'Jack's the Boy,' 'Thark'

and 'Congorilla,' the former two
British and the last American. .

But despite business being the
worst ever experienced in the West
End, there are distinct sighs It will
soon be on the upgrade, with. Im-
provements already noticeable.

Estimates For Week
Cambridge—'Der Hauptmann von

Kpepenick,' German, now in sixth

week to around $2,400, which is not
profitable, but Erik Hakim, who has
leased this house for Continental
picture season, seems determined to
continue.-

Capitol—'Love on the Spot,' in for
one week, with 'Wedding Rehearsal,'
first of Alexander. Korda's produc-
tions since; he formed the London
Flint Corporation, due for run.
Carlton—'One Hour With You,'

just finished ten weeks' run - to

around $8,000 a week, fair for this

time of year. 'Devil and the Deep'
opened Aug. 29, and easily good for
a month, maybe longer.

Empire—'Diamond Cut Diamond,'
Erik . Hakim productions featuring.
Adolphe Menjou, slated on preview,
but is in here for quota purposes:

Empire has not been doing as well
as usual, due to shortage of. good
product, with Metro's ace house
even being forced to other's prod-
ucts. House, which was averaging
around $28,000 weekly,. is now doing
around $20,000. But improvement
expected for fall.

Marble Arch Pavilion—'Congoril-
la' now In third week to a $7,000
average, which is good going for
this house. Big exploitation and
quality of picture responsible for
healthy gross.

New Gallery—'Thark,' British &
Dominion product, in fifth week and
still around $8,000, which proves
popularity of Tom Walls and Ralph
Lynn. Picture staying for another
week, and then replaced by 'So This
Is Hollywood.'

Plaza^-'Sinners in the Sun,' in for
one week, practically current policy
of house due to shortage of big fea-
tures; but still averaging around
$12,000 a week.
Regal—'The Mouthpiece* finished

fortnight, although scheduled for a
week, to weekly

,
gross of $10,000.

'Indiscretions of Eve,' British In-
ternational Pictures; replaced, and
good for one week.
Tivoli—'Jack's the Boy,' Gains-

borough Pictures, cleaned up and
now _ln_^0th week, and not by any
means exhausted., hilt'"holding" up
schedule. Averaging $14,000" per

BIG BRITISH CIRCUITS

REFUSE GROUP BOOKING
•

'"

*

London, Aug. 27,

The Klnematograph Renters So-
ciety here Is believed worried at the

way in which Gaumont British and
Associated British, the two major
circuits, are insisting on booking
singly.

The old booking attitude whereby
in order to get one smash hit the
exhibitor was compelled to take cer-
tain programmers has changed, as
the two big circuits are sufficiently,

powerful to pick.

Recently one circuit was offered a
big film only on condition it took
four good programmers.
The circuit promptly played Brit- -

lsh programs Instead. According to
the bookers,, it is better to play
average home product, which now
scores good steady grosses, than
one American super and four pro-
grammers.

Natan's New Resources
Paris, Aug. 27.

Pursuing his policy of reorganiz-
ing the financial basis of the vari-
ous corporations affiliated with his
organization so as to make a strong
compact unit of the whole, Natan
has treated Pathe Consortium Cin-
ema, his distributing organization,
first by a reduction of fixed capital,
and next an increase of resources
by the injecting of new cash,,
Nominal capitalization , of Con-

sortium is 9400,000.

week, and good for two mor.e Weeks,
with 'Bring 'Em Back Alive' re-
placing. This picture getting tre-
mendous publicity, with special il-
luminated sign being erected in
front of theatre at cost of $5,000. .

Rialto—'Lucky Girl' and 'Back to
Nature,' Doth British International
Pictures, now in third week and
grossing around $3,209, which is
very good money for this house,
which' is. praclTcalTy smallest Tn~lh"e~
West End. -
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N.Y. American-
"Screams across the screen, exciting as a fire

siren. The whizzing whirl of action continues
until' the film romps by the grandstand a sure
winner. Lee Tracy superb. Dick Powell adds a
lot. Production perfect;"

V; Sun-
"Easily one of the fastest and most amusing
comedies of the new season. One of the most in-,

teresting characters to flash on the screen. More
entertainment than the original play. Deserves
to be a movie success."

N. Y. Tribune-

say—

"Of all of the efforts to describe the man at the
keyhole, 'Blessed Eventv certainly was the best.

A flip, brittle, alternately biting and sentimental
fable. Lee Tracy has his finest chance in the
cinema and he takes beautiful advantage of it."

With Lee Tracy,
Mary Brian, Dick
Powell. Directed
by Roy Del Ruth.

Ik

I
1 m i WARNER BROS.

WATCH THEM COME!
First "Life Begins"—

now *'Blessed Event"— then

Robinson in ^Tiger Shark,*'

Arliss in "Successful Calam-
ity,", Ghatterton and Brent

INC, DKTRMKTOM.

ye come through with
^ -

- in "The Cra9h"-^week after

1932" 33! Iwftekl.; . . . . WhaY a Hne-upY

What a season! What a company!
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'FLOWERS AND TREES'
. Cartoon in Color
7 Mins.
Jtoxy, Now York

United Artists
Pone in technicolor and done very

well. Something new in the way of
isecondary entertainment that will
highlight a program because : the
color work ia. okay. Looks like spe-
cially blended- water color combina-
tions. Easy on the eyes. May "be
the . color technicians can explain
why, this la. Would be okay pro^
pram matter even as black and
white, but better in color. -

. This Walt Disney Silly Symphony,
In every.-way, is a fitting associate
%6 Mickey Mouse.

'

OpenB with the - dawn. Flowers
and" trees awaken, stumps stretch
and mushrooms spread' in wide
grins as lilies tinkle. There follows
a romance between two trees. The
villain, a sawed-off stump, sets the
fields ablaze in anger. Then birds
come in as firemen, punching holes
through the clouds for rainfall, and
the various flowers shed their dew-
drops to put out. the fire in a happy
ending. All to- attractive underlying
music and sound.- Shan.

•PICKING THE WINNER'
Comedy in Technicolor
17 Minutes
Strand, N. Y.

Vitaphone Nosi 1411-12
An elaborate production involving

scores of people and provided with
a special music score and all the
Incidentals, but hopelessly weak -in

comedy idea. Subject has a lot of
.production beauty and attraotlvo
musical' comedy accessories, but the
laughs are nil.

Astonishing that so obviously
costly ah Undertaking could be put
in work without some assurance it

would deliver in the essential, com-
edy department. Perhaps the origi-
nal script got swamped in the pro-
duction side.
- Opens with ' promising • ensemble
to do with a firemen's parade down
a village street, with lines of Village
belles making whoopee along . the
line of march. Two confidence men
Teach town and plot to profit from
th&

;
flremen's carnival and- picnic.

Get into a crap game and win the
one and only fire horse after strip-
ping the fire chief of his clothes.
Much footage devoted to carnival

, clinks, with girls in colorful dresses,
arid boys in firemen's red shirts, do-
ing several numbers, all special.

City slickers- enter the fire- horse
In the racing event. Switch to race
track for race event. Fire horse is

way . back, when stable takes fire

'and- Pobbin -is spurred by fire bells
to make a runaway race of it, which

.
Is a. feeble gag for all the bustle
that leads up to it. Just a spectacle
in color film. Rush.

'CAMPUS SPIRIT!
With Douglas Stanbury
Songs
9 Mins.
Stanley, New York

VitaphoneNp, 1360
May offer attraction in selected

Gotham spots because it has the
Kew.York University Glee Club, be<-

eldes Douglas Stanbury. Otherwise'
")not a particularly bright piece. For
r thei grinds mostly, but may be over-
ture matter in subsequent run
combo spots. Too much attempt
to plot the singing, and sometimes
that singing can't be understood.
May be as much a reproducing fault
as recording. Not much on pho-
tography. < . i

- Stanbury's solo on .*I Love a
Parade,' with photographic fade-ins
and double exposure, ifl too- much
like other contemporary efforts 6n
the same piece to interest custom-

.
era, and the song. isn't new. Couple
of scenes are on a Pullman and
songs mostly collegiate. Shan.

'SEALSKINS'
ZASU PITTS and THELMA TODD
Comedy
21 Mins.
G. O. New York

Metro
One of the less attractive com-

edies made by the exasperated Zasu
Pitts and the beauteous Thelma
Todd.
Human freaks utilized look like

the bunch Metro had in its feature,
'Freaks.' Better in the minor
houses.
Has to do with Miss Todd as an

editor's secretary trying to beat a
sobble to a yarn and running into a
circus boarding house. Has been
around some time.
Miss Todd and Miss Pitts up to

their usual fretting antics as the
two palsy wellsies. Bhan.

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Novelty Newsreel
8 Mins.
Translux, N. Y.

Columbia
(

Baseball, polo and golf in the Hol-
lywood manner; wedding of Joan
Bennett; Fairbanks, Sr., on pleasure
trip. The dyed-in-the-wool film
fans should like it.

. What has. the semblance of news,
however, is the modiste shop
Charles Blckford Is credited with
opening on the Coast. Waly.

'YOUNG ONIONS'
Comody

, . ' j_.

17 Mins.
Loew's New York, N. V.

Educational .

Much better than many of the
other Mack Sennetts and, while
based on a hot entirely unique idea,
it is worked out effectively as han-
dled here. No . chances taken . in
spotting on bills in A houses and on
best days of week, if a multiple
changer.

Title refers to the fruit which a
lackadaisical husband loves to gnaw
on at every meal, until his ..wife,

sticking to celery, makes up her
mind a suave . interloper in the*

household may be an out; for her.
The same day that friend wifey gets
an Invite to Callente from the home-
wrecker, pal husband gets a knock-
down to some gals going on a week-
end party. ,

-
;

Sennett never forgets his slap-
stick. That occurs in a free-for-all
between wifey and husband when
blowup arrives after one of the
usual suppers, topped by a snoring
nap by hubby. '.

,.

They throw everything at each
other, wifey okaying date on phone
for Caliente, hubby surprising her
by doing same with frails he met.
As the two are about to part for
what, seems, forever, each starts to
feel bad about ' it and sneaks back
to the apartment, unknown- to each
other, to. do a little sobbing- It's all

cleverly handled"as short leads up
to "a hovel finish on "discovery by
each- other they've both, decided
against two-timing.'

'

Featured are Forester Harvey,
Dorothy Granger and 'Kenneth
Thpmpson.. , Michael " Enmes di-
rected. Four writers* are credited
on story.. . ... •

• C/ior.

'HIGH SPOTS -OF FAR EAST'
Travelog .

7 Mihe.
Strand, N. Y. .

Vitaphone
- Steenth trayeltalk subject with
E. M. Newman , as off-screen lec-
turer. Has casual shots in. Canton,
Cairo, Calcutta, Bankok and Delhi.
Obviously pieced cut with surplus

footage from subjects applying, to
individual localities.

' Lacking in human interest. Just
cut and dried travel stuff. Weak
even for a non -theatrical. Rush.

STRANGE INTERLUDE
Metro production and. release co-starring

Norma Shearer and -Clark Gable. From
the -1028-20 Pulitzer prize' play by Eugene
O'Neill. Directed by Robert Z.- Leonard;
screen play, Bess Meredyth and C Gardner
Sullivan: camera, Lee Garmes: film editor,
Margaret Booth. Opened at $2.20 top tor
a run Aug". 81 at the Aator, N. T. ; running
time/ 110 mins. -..

.

-
'

''

Nina Leeds, ..Norma- .Shearer
Ned- DarreU. ............ .-. Clark Gabje
Sam Evans. .Alexander . Klrkland
Charlie Marsden. .../....... .Ralph Morgan
Gordon. .......... ../. .. .. . . . .Robert Young
Mrs. Evans. , . . .May Robsolf
Madeline Maureen O' Sullivan
Processor Leeds Henry B. Walthall
Mold Mary Alden
Gordon (a child). Tad Alexander

•Strange Interlude', is a critic's
and a woman's picture. Both will
count toward its 'economic success,
but at best it will . be limited, for
Metro strictly has a. |2 attraction in
its screen transition of Eugene
O'Neill's Pulitzer prize play. For,
despite 'the impressive and stellar
investiture, 'Interlude' ' will ' have
tough going when competing in the
field/ say against a Chevalier or a
Jean Harlow sex subject, or a
Keaton-Durante or Marx or Lloyd
type of comedy. That means in the
grinds.

At roadshow prices — despite
Metro's ballyhoo that 'Interlude'
eclipses the multitudinously starred
'Grand Hotel—an adverse compari-
son must be struck with a negative
commentary that the hinterland
will not go for the $1.50 tap. as they
did for Garbo and the host of stars
In 'Hotel.' . ,

'

Primed chiefly for the femmes,
that part of it will ;not hurt.

As for the critics, this Is a natural
for discourses on academic analyses
of the . contemporary 'art "of"

1

the
cinema/ not to mention the anala-
gous treatments by Metro and the
Theatre Guild. These debates in
printer's ink may result in a pro-
vocative interest, for already the
critics are cavilling in their com-
parison of Irving Thalberg and
Theresa Helburn.

Strictly from the trade, Inter-,
lude' will probably produce strange
results in the various keys. At
$1.65 or $2.20, its metro~blitan re-
actions across the country will be
in direct ratio to the characters of.
the communities. Boston, Philadel-
phia, Baltimore, Washington and
Dallas may go for it in inverse ratio
as Cleveland, Kansas City, Chicago
and St. Louis may prove dubious to
the combined cinematic appeal of
Shearer and Gable In an O'Neill
Pulitzer prize winner. The Judg-
ments of cither group of communi-
ties will be justified, just as the
'surprise' box office reactions in any

Miniature Reviews

• 'Straage Interlude* (Metro).
Interesting fllmization of the
Eugene O'Neill Pulitzer prize
play with Shearer-Gable as .

box-office lodestone, but chiefly
a reserved seat attraction,
dubious for general release ap-
peal.

'Blessed Event' (WB). A
great piece " of popular stage
entertainment made better in
translation to the screen. Hec-
tic ' life .' of a scandalmonger
columnist makes- spicy enter-/
tainrcent for the avid readers
of such' reading matter the
length and breadth

,
of the land.

-Absence. of a draw name will.,

be a handicap.
> 70,000 Witnesses' (Par). Will
make money and please. Com-
bines football and a murder
mystery,, with enough comedy
interwoven' ." to satisfy on

; laughs aldheJ
'Mason of the Mounted'

(Monogram). Short but speedy
bcrse opera with Bill Cody.
Speed and some big scenes of a

' horse drive help this above the
level.

;

'The Thirteenth Guest'. "Mon-
- ogram). One of the best inde-
pendent, mystery features of

the new year. Can be used by
the biggest runs. : Certain

..moneymaker..
'Clown George' (Amkino).

Russian silent in the usual
vein, but a bit better than par.

Okay where tho Reds are ar-
dent enough. .;

•/'•.-

'1914* (Atlas). German angle *

on who was to. blame for- the
World War. .Technically very,
poor, but interesting and seem- .

ingly authentic character, por- •

' trayals help. With strong ex-
ploitation, ought to sell in se|>_

lected nabes. ..

'Ago of .Consent' (Radio), '.'

Story of hectic campus loving,
'

framed to give a maximum of ...

sex;- kick, but still stay within
bounds. Dorothy Wilson, Ra-
dio's stenographer 'find,' re-

vealed as a personable young
beauty with natural acting
style. Film for the younger

;

fans and promises better than
average . money.

of these or other cities are bound
to upset any and all theory.

Metro's commercial foresight may
be Justified by Shearer and Gable
as box office insurance, which nor-
mally would answer everything
from the box office . trade angle;
but then again it may react against
both, as it's , not- a Shearer-Gable
subject.

The femme star, who actually
shoulders the brunt of the histrionic
burden,, somehow misses in a vacil-

lating characterization which was
made necessarily so, for censor pur-
poses alone, if nothing else. As for
Gable, he is eclipsed histrionically

by Alexander Klrkland as the weak
husband of the heroine and Ralph
Morgan as the mawk with the
mother fixation.

Through their life's span; as the
story proceeds into,an old age, when
Nina Leeds sees her illegitimate son
moulded to conform with her life's

ideals, the episodic, transitory
cinematurgy reminds of being as
much a credit to the hair-dressers
and the makeup staffs on the Metro
lot as to Shearer, Gable, Klrkland
and Morgan. The make-upJs ex-
cellent but the make believe Isn't.

There is always something lack-
ing. The entire 'proceedings miss
fire somehow, Borne way.
No question but that the de-

vitalizing of the O'Neill original .had
much to do with it. The formula
cinematic contrivances employed to
pitch emotions falsely, to misfit cli-

maxes, are very apparent. Not that
they aren't effective. They are, in-
deed. There's a little tear-jerking
toward .the end and it's telling.

Maybe that's where -the wisdom of
the studio production heads out-
smarts the captlousness of any
film reviewer. Perhaps that's Just
the formula to guarantee the ulti-
mate box office objective. But
that deduction seems more doubtful
than otherwise. Still, one recog-
nizes the sagacity of the screen
artificers in. highlighting thld un-
dertone of unrequited love.

The romantic femmes go for that
imaginary extra lover.

It's a popular human emotion.
Our torch songs interpret it into
every-day terms. And sentimental
boobery will react to it 100%. It's

been endorsed too frequently not to
become commercially sure-fire.

Thus, they weep with Shearer and
Gable, who refer back to their sup-
posedly sole escapade as 'that scien-
tific afternoon' when Nina Leeds
(Miss Shearer) thus used means to
give her husband (Klrkland) a
sturdy son. . This eugenic reference
fetched some titters the opening
night.

.

*

Thereafter Miss Shearer la high-
lighted as a rather devout wife and
mother, who seeks escape from her

natural emotions toward Gable in

a devotion to duty at the. altar of
pity for her husband. (This neces-
sity for eugenic recourse is ex-
plained by an insane streak in his
family, and rather than chance its

recurrence in their offspring, Nina
takes the other, more" scientific and
surer means of begetting a son for
her husband.) Gable's medical ex-
cursions to Munich, etc., also re-
move him conveniently for long
periods, with the. treatment estab-
lishing or suggesting the premise^
that riot sinca that 'scientific after-
noon' was there any meretricious
relationship between the twain.

All this doesn't jibe with the neu-
rotic character of the heroine.

• Here's Nina, early in the play,
bemoaning her regret at having de-
nied herself to her first love, the
aviator, Gordon, on the eve of his
departure to the World War, and,
In the course of the next year, here's
Nina again confessing her promis-
cuous 'spooning' (a censor com-
promise, but lucid enough) with the
internes at the hospital, where, as
a nurse,

.
she seeks forgetfulness.

Then follows a deliberately scien-
tific mating 'for purposes of pater-
nity, with .the. rest of. the too gen-,
erous footage closely analyzing all
the emotions of Nina and 'her three
men' in the full of her life up until
a pleasant eventide. (That 110 min-
utes running time also will be of
little help for the grinds later on.)
' The story, stripped of the O'NelU-
ish 'asides' .forces the conclu-
sion that it's not a cinematic sub-
ject for the masses. '

It's, hot a
flicker that can go into the Capitol
on . the same bill with a. Tascha
Bunchuk presentation, or into
Loew's State, on Broadway,, with a
rowdy vaudeville frolic headlining
the stage portion.

The script is unquestionably, bet-
ter reading than seeing in celluloid
or oh a rostrum. . It's, been so re-
marked as regards • the stage ver-
sion, .which, at least under. Guild
auspices, can tax the patience even
of a.highbrow clientele that is more
or less Interested in the better
things of the theatre, but as regards
a hotsy-totsy average picture audi-
ence, that'fc Something else again.
The O'Neill " asides, . . in screen

treatment, might be said to be
Somewhat of ;an Improvement over
the. stage original. The actual
words are uttered, and then the
subconscious thoughts are voiced
by the same player's sound-tracked
voice (with a different inflection, of
course), as one sees the player's
lips taut, but his or her face in-
terpreting: the • subconscious, emo-
tional expression to suit. That .part
of it is well done.
There't an introductory explana-

tory title which points but the why-
fore of this double dialog, mention-
ing that Mr. O'Neill has made his
characters talk twice (voicing their'
thoughts for the second time), just
as people in real life often say one
thing but think another. Once
that's established, with the actual
dialog occurring rapidly the first
few times, that's no longer a nov-
elty. .The rest must ' be carried by
what II Interest the average picture
fan. •;

That Interests looks confined
chiefly to the reserved seat public.

Abel.

BLESSED EVENT
Warner Bros, production and release,'

featuring Lee Tracy. Directed by Roy
Del Ruth. . From the stage play of the
same title by .Manuel Self and Forrest
Wilson; adaptation by Howard J. Green.
Camera, Sol Polito; film editor, Jim Gib-
bons. At the Strand, New York, Sept. 1;
running time, 82 mins.
Alvln.... 'Lee Tracy
Gladys. Mary Brian
Frankle Wells ....Allon Jonkins
Miss Stevens: ...Ruth Donnelly
Moxloy . , Ned Sparks
Bunny Harmon Dlclc Powell
MoBkowltz ............ .'.

. . . . Milton Wallace
Gobel. ; .Edwin Maxwell
Alvln's mothor. ..... ..........'Emma Dunn
Dorothy. , . ; .Isabel Jewel
Hanson. ;..•.'.... .George Chandler
Itollly..; Frank McHugh.
Coopar. . .Tom Dugan
Poldt ........... Walter Miller
Flint'.'.:. . ^William Hallignn
Church. . .George Meeker

A potential clean-up is this breezy
film treatment of the successful
play, which is moved bodily to the
screen plus camera handling- that
betters the stage version. It's only,

weakness is a lack of cast name
strength and the sole discrepancy
^which. can- keep it from being a
solid box office sock.
Story is up to the minute, wise in

Its attitude, sprightly in comedy" and
shrewdly managed for melodramatic
effect. : Smart adaptation leaves
well ' chough, alone in shaping "the
piece for pictures^ and concentrates:
on moulding it only in detail where
the studio facilities open up oppor-
tunities to build on the original.

'

Camera mobility, for instance,
makes it possible to work the Jiight
club finale to a capital crescendo
with stage effects and alternating
shots that make for electric speed
and a finale that has a world of
dramatic punch. Comedy slants are
pointed up and sharpened in like
manner, scene shifts being worked
for smashing surprise laughs
coming pat on the ,heels of mo-
ments of dramatic grip.
For a sustained- hour and a half

or so of smart, entertainment the
pietur* fills the bill, partly because
the story has. the substance and
partly because it is flawlessly
played. Pace and Interest gets
going promptly and never slackens
to the last celluloid foot It's a new
sort of newspaper play, and it will
appeal to all grades of fan taste,,
from the wise-and discriminating to'
iho- naive neighborhooders.

It. gives a thoroughly intimate
'riant upon that new journalistic in-
stitution, the gossiping columnist,
and puts him through a fascinating
scries of episodes, often wearing a
halo of glamor, but ofterier pictured
from the mildly cynical side.
Through the melodrama there runs
a continuous thread of crackling
humor and not a little cutting com-
ment on the whole fabric of edl*
torial bunk,
: Lee Tracy does the Roger Pryor
role of Alvln, obviously modeled on
the devastating Wlnohell, bringing
td the part a world of effervescence
Which is just the fbne it "balls.for.
It Is no -role to .be approacnetl wlth„
restraint. Tracy hokes it tip beau-

,

tifully and does it proud. Tracy's
lead has been matched by the tone
of the whole production which has
a scintillating quality of speed and
swift surprise. Dialog has -wisely
been left alone, but it is in the

(Continued on page 2iy

The Woman 's Angle
Down to Earth' (Fox). A slow, unrdm'ahtlc lecture on the causes- and

cure of financial.depression. Will bore all but those elderly fanettes who
relish Will Rogers' philosophical plain talk and will agree with his plaU-
tudinous Indictment of extravagance and snobbery.

70,000 Witnesses' (Par). Murder, perpetrated and solved oh the grid-
Iron. Preponderance of detection and football, though neatly dovetailed
in a better-than-average mystery, depends heavily on Charles Buggies'
always amusing comedy to dispel boredom.

Passport- to Hell' (Fox). Ellasa Landl; acquiring a notorious repu-
tation in pinema Africa, meanwhile—for the first time—merging poise,
refinement and style sense into a star personality. Hackneyed plot, and
an unreasonable lack of sympathy for its main character, elicit negative
response. ' •

Blondie of the Follies' (Metro). Cinderella makes the 'Follies' and a
millionaire t>acker; promising theme let down by frantic . confusion of
moods and character development. Clumsy combination of light ro-
mance and sob-stuff drama, partially condoned by an attractive, though
weakly, plotted, performance by Robert Montgomery and the occasional
deft comedy of Marlon Dayies.

'Blessed Event' (WB). Loye-interest, introduced as an afterthought
by an expert but glamorous cast, ignores the box office formula. But
city gala enjoy a convincing peek behind their favorite gossip column,
conducted by Lee Tracy in a laugh-provokng performance that Is as
brisk and agitated as an Extra-headline,

'Love Me Tonight' (Par). An ingenious^ stylized musical. Continental
theme, peppered with typical American songs and wisecracks, sacrifices
femme interest by side-tracking romantic development for an over-
abundance of clever production ideas. Chevalier's persuasive person-
ality, and the giggles provoked by broad, risque double meanings, help
a directorial release that over-shot its mark.

'Life Begins' (FN). A heart-rending, though unnecessarily hoked, ob-
stetrical drama—warm with sympathy, thick with sentiment and wracked,
with the agonies of childbirth. Though cast and production have not
the deluxe requisites of a. special run, subject matter will magnetize
fanettes, sobbing unrestrainedly over the poignant performances of Lo-
retta Young, Eric Linden and Aline MacMahon.

.'Back Street' (U). The success of the original novel duplicated in an
excellent woman's picture, a testament to feminlno. faithfulness and self-
sacrifice. Love story builds, wil'h eloquent simplicity and directness, to
a strong, tear-compelling climax. %
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"Congratulations, Mr. Python . * . I

just read in Motion Picture Herald

that you're the Box-Off/ce Champion

for July, heading the list of the ten

best attractions! And on top of that

Ben Shlyen who runs Associated

Publications out in Kansas City pins

the August BLUE RIBBON FAMILY

PICTURE AWARD on your manly

chest! You sure did "BRING 'EM

BACK ALIVE" and wrap yourself

around some mean attendance rec-,

ords! Some Snake; I calls you! But

did you hear the latest? Your little

girl friend, Luana, jusKwriggled
(

the,

folks in Cleveland out of four thou-?

sand more smackers on the week)

than you were able to squeeze out

of 'em, and did I hang 'em on the*

chandeliers in New Orleans! Say;

they were standing in the rain for

hours! Lots of other towns said it with

records too . * . I guess we're just a

couple of real box-office babies! . . „

I'm coming into New York next week
• . • that Mayfdir record of yours is

going to be hard to beat . . • gosh!:

New York must be a big town if/

nearly a half million people saw you'

there . . . Well, wish me luck/

Aloha,

Luana, "THE BIRD OF PARADISE?
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ee/"The BIRD

Well, Congratulations to

you, Luana . ... I'll say you are

some Bird ... a real "BIRD OF
PARADISE" to Theatres these days!

I have just been redding about you

in VARIETY and those records you've

been smashing made me begin to

wonder if I was losing my sex appeal

. but I guess not from the daily

reports that are coming in! Yes, I'm

real proud of that Motion Picture

Herald award and Ben Shlyen's too

• . . but then I deserve it! But say!

. • . What's the idea of busting that

Toledo record of mine? . • . And by
almost doubly too! And Detroit . . .

I thought I was head man in that

town for years to come and here

you go and nip my record by more

than three thousand, to say nothing of

good old Kansas City and Akron!

Certainly am proud of you girl, and
while there is bound to be a certain

amount of professional jealousy . . .

still I can't help admiring anyonewho
can get a better strangle hold on a

box-office than I can and it sure is a

great feeling to know that we're

"Bringing 'Em .Buck to the Box-

Offices." Give my regards to the

folks on Broadway ... f ^ they sur§

treated me swell.

As ever, FRANK BUCKrS

BAD BOY, "PYTHY.
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MATB E
we're top
modest

A friendly tip . .

.

WATCH FOX
THIS TEAR
You'll thank us.

There's been so much shouting

around die trade that we were beginning to wonder just how good

we ace . . . until we took a peep at the records.

• And what a comfort that was.

• "THE FIRST YEAR". you know what it did in your town (or

you or (God forbid!) your opposition.

• ^GONGORBLLA". . . holdout crowds to a land-office business

everywhere*

• "REBECCA OF SUNNYBiKXMC FARM" tied with "Bring

'Em Back Alive" as top national grosser forJuly (MP. Herddfigure*).

• FOX STARS copping three out of the first six places in M. P
9 . t

Herald's box-office star survey.

• WILL ROGERS* in "Down to Earth"— going great guns in Los

Angeles, Minneapolis, New York.

• "CHANDU the Magician"with Edmund Lowe and Bela Lugosi

coming up. Tremendous openings guaranteed by a ten million dollar

radio broadcast (62 stations in 40 states) with bang up thrills to

sustain tremendous interest.

• And "HAT CHECK GIRL"with Safly Eikrs, Ben Lyon, Ginger

Rogers. It shows the heart behind Broadway's flash. Eiktsis glorious.

• Maybe we're too modest. But we know you know that the barrel

with the honey in it doesn't make the most noise.
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Cat CanfoBt

There Is a practical angle to: a
fetunt figured out by a manager who
wanted to give ttoe- Mde- something
to do In vacation, time. It. worked
pb well others can< use It for the.

Bchool seasom..
At one matinee each; child: whoi

baked for It. received, a square, of
linoleum 2x2 inches; ThiS; wa» to>

Ipe worked Into: at cut off any star'

playing in the. pictures used; by the

house. In a brief talk the- manager
suggested that an outline of a cut

be traced by means of carbon paper
and then cut away to make a sll-

ftouet or line cut of the person. The
linoleum was a. solid, color flat sur-

face and not. the; embossed, variety.

It was cut. front scraps-, bought .from
a large furniture stores in townvand
%he manager got a lot for a dollar.

The best of these were- mounted
<6n wood blocks: planed' to make: the
finished product tjspa:. high,, and half

a dozen- usable cuts were ob*
talned, though the chief idea was to

Interest the- children. It worked so

iwell that the original user plans; a.

Repeat but. with, the prizes going.

$0 the best ornamental material pro-
duced. Best of these will be used
In the newspaper ads. with: a credit
line. 'Ornament designed! by/ Frank:
E2. Smith," or' whoever the child;

turtlst may be.

;
Arthur's^ Zombies

Harry. Arthur managers went
strong for- the Zombie- idea ohi 'The
.White Zombie/' Hal Home, U. A.
{ad chief,, attendBdi a meeting of the.
Arthur managers and outlined his

campaign) ideas, and ini New Haven,
. Hartford;. Bridgeport,. Springfield
and! "Worcester Zombies, were- used
to: goodl effect. They were not ban-
nered; but simply roamed the streets
ini the vicinity of the theatre; draw-
ing; the crowds up to thej hox office.

Bvem better was a perambulated!
coffltt-like box placarded with, the
Statement that the Zombie, con-
tained) therein would be delivered to
the: theatre at a certain time. At
jthe- announced time the: touck drove

i |up to> the?, theatre, the- bom was* de-
mosited oni the sidewalk: audi the- lid

unscrewed. A Zombie-, stepped out
end' "entered the- theatre;, with a>

targe proportion' Of the. crowd) fol-

owlng. .'"

The greater part off the time; there
Jtvas no one in- the cofflnt. the-imper-
toonator taking; bis; place- shortly/ bar
fore the box was: dellveredl XJn>-

fecrewlhg the lid not only added) toa

. the effect.but it. gave time Ccnra. mob)
to collect, which, was. the- payoft

|
Switch to- Contest*

Withi the government after some-.

fc>f the big men for conducting; lbt-

Ieries it is probable- that post office-,

nspectors: will be more% active ini

Regard to local lotteries,, Including',

giveaways. It might be a good! idea
|o make a switch to contests: It

fcvon't get the one big crowd! whlchi
(attends the drawing of a lottery,, hut
jthere will be more intensive-, work,
jand in the end the coupon collection

feag may prove more; renumerative-
: than the lottery angle;, since it can
pe spread over a longer time.
The idea is. much the same;, pro-

moted merchandise offered as prizes;,

put instead of drawing a' lucky
number the awards are made to
jthe.. person or persons, holding the
largest number of coupons. If there
$b-, more than one prize. hung< up
jfchey may be graded as. first,, second,
fete:,, or with prizes of equal value
the.winner has first choice, the run.-

|rair up: second, and/ so- om
The- big-, business.that hasattended

tuii autoi giveaway,' may be spread.
Oweir a month or slsc weeks;, but it'

be; pretty muchi the same-money
land' none, of It wilt have, toi be spent
Tor legal fees.

Beading Thoughts
'Strange Interlude' will' not be

bvallabla- for general) exhibition) for-
eome time, but one exhibitor is cap-
italizing on ant idea, suggested by
the O'Neill, asides; .

Each week he picks, out one scene-
|n the feature and! the- local' news*
paper offers prizes- for- the- most. in>-

eenious suggestion as to< what one-.

Of the .characters in the scene really
|s thinking. .

One week it is. what thelieroine-
really thinks during an impassioned
love scene and! the next week- it

may be a comedy moment. Idea is.

to give variety and prevent earner
hess. The gag. has. been holding up
lor several: weeks and' the paper
likes it well; enough to keep it up
Indefinitely: No. reference is made
to 'Interlude;! the stunt being of-
fered as an original.

'< Croon for 'Crooner'
•Crooner' seems, to be a natural

for a revival of the radio contest
dea, in which known singers com-
pete over the air for the honors. In
towns where there- is no. radio sta-
tion the same idea can be worked
by, connecting a loudspeaker to a
Jnike in a . room near the stage.,
3Tive competitors ' are- used each
ftight; for. five nights, one being

Itotprihto
Possibly Sid Grauman may claim

this to be an. infringement, but he
has. no: patent oni it,. any rata;
Small' town- manager advertised; *.
shoe-fitting contest. He mixed up
some cement in a framework about
18 inches square and. three inches,
j-higni- This: was, well] troweled: toj

work out the; air bubbles, and' when*
firm, but not set, which usually
takes an. hour, a shoe was, pressed
into, the form, to get a. good clear-
impression.
This was; placed on. a platform'

about two. feet off the lobby, floor
with steps. Idea was that any girl
whose foot fitted the Impression got
in free. As the shoe was one car-
|rled in stock by a local store about
20: girls who had purchased those

;shoes, managed exactly to fit the
impression got free admissions.

Store, which carried the line of
sh0P3 from which the selection was
made gave- a pair, oil pumps to be
used as a prize ia a. later contest in
return for a>. sign, which read that
those who bought their shoes at
jthat shop weres always, lucky.
Net much to this for a large town,

hot in a small' community it had
all the girls coming downi and they
didn't like to go home just because
their feet did not fit.

voted' for. Names, are not announced
nor- 1st the order of) their appearance-
to be known. For the blowoff the
five winners, are; heard, in a finals;.

It may be- difficult ton get. com>
ipetlfara if the slurring, copy ini the:
ads. is used;, but this probably- will
jnot prove a goodl Ideai.for the. nelgh>-
borhDods; ini any event.. Many eorn^
jmuriitnea. stall) take-, their radio* sing-
jera; seriously/And; may rather resent
jthe" pansy lines.
1 For that, matter .W,ls possible- to>

stir up a first class newspaper con-
troversy over the question of to
croon or not to croon. It can be
opened with a grieved protest from
some local mike favorite at the
slandering of the hero) of the picture.

let the Kid* Work
With the reopening. qC the school

season there* will be* a revival of
Interest ini the kid clubs; Ih many
Isections new clubsiare- being: formed
am? in. others, there- has been a
switch ffcom the Mickey' Mouse idea
to- a club- named) after a cartoon
made by the- producer- owning the-,

change;, as; the. lLooney Tunes and:
Betty- Boop> clubs; for Warner and'
Puttlix managers;, respectively

It has: beeni the-, outline that a
club; prospers) in. proportion) to the
degree ini whlchi the. chUoren them-
selves participate; They want to

I

be- a part, oi the. show and not
I
merely' look: at one;, and almost any,
•sort, of)' contest which- gives a bunch,
ofl the children) opportunity to com-

,
pete wllU dD) more- to: hold the mem-
bers; to: the-. cQibi than* the biggest
possible, feature..

EC prizes; are- given,, give- a varia-
tion) of stunts: so that the same few
clever' k*lds. dov not get all) of the
prizes. It might even be a.good plfini

i
to. rule- that a child winning a prize
is not eligible for the next three-
contests.

. Make it a club and1 not just a
morning, matinee under another:
'name- and it will be a winner.

Beats Carnivals
i
Manager who doesn't like car-

nivals has a standing offer to all)

local organizations to co-operate on:

benefit shows. He supplies; his
usual show and does the usual adi-

Ivertising. Organization supplies;
whateveu It cares to in the way of
special attractions and' extra; exploi-
Itatdon.
, House takes, first money up. to its.

usuaL average- for that night as. fig-

ured om the- past 10) weeks. After
!that. it takes) 20% of the first $1,-

(000;. 5%. on the second) thousand,
jand lUffif on- alt over.
< Some organizations: on a three

-

Inight run. have- boosted) receipts, as.

imuchias ?3i00ff'above average. House
jgpts: its- regular- take and! a- chance
to spilt oh. the- extra business. Works
;in with> the: order to get the; best
show and' the most money in; and;
jthe money' stays; in town, which is.

jthe big argument right now;

Flays. Hospitab-
I City theatre- is. planning a montfi-
:ly,- morning matinee when, the adr
jmisplon. will; be three old' (not too
old) monthly magazines, or five

^copies of the nickel weeklies.
These are to be sent to the vari-

ous hospitals for the benefit of such
patients as are able to handle mags.
Idea was suggested not long ago
when the manager's, wife was in a

!
private wardi She realized that
many convalescents would appreci-
ate reading matter and . passed the
.idea along to her husband. He. gave
one- matinee as a trial and the re-
action was so; favorable- that he is

going to make it a permanent af-
fair.

The. surprising part, to him, was
that the newspapers, heard of the
gag and' voluntarily started to plug;
so now they are lined up for the sea-
son, too.

Same- Helped)
Recently it was recorded that the

Los Angeles 'Herald' gave a four«-

column- cut om the- editorial- page to>

Jlmquinrst eight-linfi- poem- of) greet-
ing; to- the Olympic, guests. Now he
sends; itu another tear- sheet in
which a facewell) verse Isj givem slni-
Uair display,

Ini his letter Jimquin credits his
signature with- am assise. H<e- merely
submitted! the poems; by mail! and
both were . taken. He thinks^ the
oddity of the signature had some
effect. Very likely it did. Jimquin
is more intriguing than James C.
Quinii, which used to be his moniker
a dozen years ago before a trade
paper began to; print the names, as
one- word.
Just goes; to show that an oddity

of titling, either in a name- or a
house name; is ,a real. help;, though,
of course, Jimquin had to; back, it

up>. with fluent verse to; break
through.

A, Clean. Ball;
Clevelandi

M. A. Malaney of lioew's. Alien
hit upon a different and amusing
gagyglveaiway for 'Congorllla,*

Stunt featured Ivory- soap; small
cakes of which) were contributed) by
local branch, but printed envelope
was the real eye-catcher. It read:
'Something good': to eat. If you
don't believe it see the pigmies go
for this in "Congorilla." ' -

Idea is based on scene in picture
in. which Martin Johnsons give soap
cakes to African midgets, who eat
them with, great relish. It ' gets
'em tnlkin » and curious.

Contest's Bamily Row
Albany.

Management of the Strand had
several experiences in conducting
a singing contest to exploit ''The
Crooner.' Of the six contestants
one was a married woman who con-
tinued in the contest despite- pro-
tests of her husband.
Enraged at her refusal, the hus-

band went, to the platform and at-
tempted to pull his wife therefrom.
He t'lmost succeeded until others
intervened.
Singing was from atop the mar-

quee;, two. .stories above the side-:

walk; Each: contestant sang through
iai megaphone; with) crowds gather-
ing.

School! Exhibits
Another- school' idea, which' seems

to be new is ai. planned" exh^iltion .ofl

school work: arranged to- start short-
ly after Thanksgiving', and! which,
it is hoped' wilt help) to> counteract
the pre-Xmas slump.
Idea is to exhibit the work: of; spa

cial classes, such, &&> the ant class;,

manual training;, girls! cooking and!
sewing classes andi a primary ex-
hibit.
/ : Each will be- installed in. the- mez-
zanine for the-, first three days, of* a
week, with- the- expectation, that the-
mothers of all the- students will' not
only come, but bring, their friends,
The school welcomes, the- chance- to.

do a little inexpensive advertising,,
and will detail! at teacher to> act as
cicerone to those who> take a special,
interest..

Horror Releases
Exhib who had a horror story

.coming that he wanted to- spread)
himselt on figured thai' it might be
a good; idea to revive the old Lloyd
laugh insurance id,ea, but to change
so asv to offer- insurance-, to all! who
died of fright Instead of from laughs
ter.

'

Finally figured that it would! be
too suggestive of- the comedy/ ides
and', with the- aid of a. lawyer- he
evolved; a release formv This, was
headi>di Kelease from, damages!' and
lm legal! phraseology' it recited! that
the- signer released- the- theatre- from>
alii damages- accruing, from) heart at-
tacks, or other nervous, disorders

arising front witnessing: the per-
formance of the- thriller. Across the
top> was 'Please- flit out and hand
CO) tee- doorman as-, you enter.''

NO) effort was. made to- enforce
signing; and> at the box office the
tickets; were handed out without
reference to) the- slips; which, were
mcrelK' a> gag, but a highly/ effective
one. ..

" •

SractioaL-.
^_ Exhibitor has arranged) tbi supply

the grade schools with its- half sea-
son's supply of report cards,, printed
to conform to> the requirements of
each: class. At the top is an offer
of a half-price- admission to the
Saturday matinee' following; the>
monthly report to all whose cards
show 85% or better. Inconspicuous:
spaces at the bottom, provide; for:
check punches to prevent repeats.

It involves no extra effort on. the
part of the teacher, gets her in' no
jams as . a ticket distribution, some-
times will, and it relieves the school
board of the. cost of a minor item of
printing. If the scheme, works out
well, it will be renewed- for the sec-
ond half of the schooli yeatt
About half the> space- ont the" back

of the card is. taken; by the- theatre
for a neat instdtutionai; adi.

'Okay'' CampaigJi:
Walter- Winchell's '6kay» gag. will!

be used according, to. towns: by WB
in advertising 'Blessed Event.'
Where copy Is; running, to 'Okay
New York' om the. Strand' engage-
ment there, it will: be 'Okay/ Chicago"
in Chicago, etc., in.- alii spots- where
the WinchelL column is; printedi.

It goes; into; 1A2. towns,, with) each,
of those to get the- individual! 'okay'
campaign on picture;

ILnolb^ 1$
Akrom

• For '13th Guest,' Ernie. Austgen,
of lioew's, admitted- every 13th
guest free; Brought out an; e«tra
crowds but. some people- declined' to
be a thirteenth guest and let some-
one else get that number,, preferring
to pay; Nbt many of, these, how-
ever.
Newspaper ads stressed that here

was one picture title- which, meant
just what it said.

! BEHIND the KEYS
Albany,; Nl T.

Bert Jackson, to the Strand;. EK
imira. Beplaced at Troy by Vernon.
(Beaver;
i Tony Villler, former manager of
ithe- Bitzj. Albany-; has. located' in
Hollywood writing, dialog,

Watertown;. Ni Y.
Victor Burns has opened the

Casino theatre.

Albany;. N: Y.
Two houses reopening, here. RKO

Proctor's: is scheduled to light up
Sept. 19-and the Hudson, nabe, closed
over a year, reopens for Jules Bern-
stelnt

Albany, N: Y.
New theatre; to be operated by

;Louis Kappa, operator o£ the
Regent,. Albany,- being constructed
at Cohoes. Will seat 800i

San Francisco.
Edi Fitzgerald bows out as man

agpr of Warners Sept. 17. I*eaves
.for New York.

Los Angeles.
Brea, at Brea fsuburb); dark,

again. Was under the management
of J. H. Reynolds.

Rochester, Ni Y:
With Police Inspector Steinmlller

acting, as arbitrator, World theatre,
nabe, and picture operators signed,
wage- agreement settling eight
months' disputed Series of stench

ibombs recently put house under
.police- protection.

s

Centerville, la.

Majestic, dark during summer,
has been reopened.

Des Moines.
J. T. Stroud, new manager of the

Spencer and Frascr houses,. Spencer,
Ia. Both are Finkelsteln-owned.
Stroud succeeds F. C. Crosson.
Geo. Schwennecker, former owner

and manager of the Garden, Guthrie
iCenter, Ia., has repurchased house
'from G. T. and G. R. Allen.

Publix Is delaying opening of
theatres, in Cedar Rapids, Waterloo
and Davenport, pending union con-
tracts;
Hale- Cavanagh,. who has been

assistant manager and publicity
;
manager for the RKO' Orpheum,
'temporarily managing the house.
Ed Pierce, former manager, now in
New York.

Milwaukee;
Al Kvool, resigned as state man-

;ager for Fox
,
Midwesco, new man-

ager at Universal's Alhambra.
Denver.

,
The Paramount, Eagle, Colo.,

sold to C. V. Crane by W. M. Wil-
son; Renamed the Paramount.
Allen: Risley has bought the Star,
;Walden, Colo., from Sam Swire;
Mel Todd* formerly at the Para-
lihpunf, Cheyenne, made manager of
Fox: Rialto at Florence; Colo. Tony
Hartford, U salesman; nOw with
Columbia^ replacing Bob Drew, to
Li. A,

I .-I

Dallas.
J; Oi Cherry- succeeds Frank

jWeatherford' as skipper for Palace
.here; Latter replacing Marsline
ibfoopo at the Worth, Fort Worth.
Moore quits show biz for advertis-
ing connection.

Los Angeles.
Bornle Hyn.es, assistant to. Hbr-

(Contlnucd on page 23)

Cnased 'Em Back
Real value of an. alert doorkeeper

is illustrated in- the story of a . re-
turned vacationist who is just back
from a couple of weeks in Burling-
ton, Vt. She and a friend went to
the theatre, because- that was about
all there was to< do evenings. The
second day they happened, ini on
what they- thought was a feature,
dldnft like: It and started out again.
As they passed' through the exit the
daormam spotted- them. 'Ladies.'' he
cried- with: genuine concern, 'what's
the- matter?' Yqui only just went in.'

Briefly they explained they did
not care for- that sort, of picture and
iwere- going to> look; up something
jelbe. The- doorman peeped inside;
'That's; only- the- serial;:' he exclaimed

;

triumphantly. 'There's; a grand lit-

tle- feature and it starts in a few
Iminutesi Go. on- back; ladies. I'm
sure you'lL' like it."

They went back; likcdi the fea-
ture; and that, house got the breaks
'in- their subsequent trade. Had
;they been> permitted to pass out unr
noticed; they would have associated
the- house- with the blood and thun-
der 'action and would have: stayed
away.
i

i

Piece Gifts

Manager who got \ some nifty
statuettes at a bargain price, but
not enough of a bargain to be given
for single, visits, figured out an ana-
tomical distribution.

On. Thursdays, his off nights,
oards are to be given all customers.
First is for the head, with the next
jcalling. for the heck, the body, the
jrlght and left legs, feet tiitto. and
hands and arms.- It makes nine
cards to' be- collected, and the cus-
tonver gets the. statuette when the
set is complete.
Meantimes he visions enterpris-

ing' kids picking, up. some of the
cards and trying to swap a right
'urn for at left foot, and' making
more- advertising.

Phones Passes
Manager who knows at large pro*

(portion of his. patrons has a gag
for pulling, in business on bad
nights. He notes who has- not turned
out and- calls. u#rsoma one In. a
lltnown: large family with the; infor-
mation' that there is at free', ticket
jln> the- bos office- if) be caller for it
before 9i otclook. Often the- single
ducat will: bring, inia string of from
four to; seven; the- entire family com*
big- dbwni to: help) the fortunate 6nV
[use- (he free- pass.

This should! be an even better
scheme for bringing, in the rural
trade, but hu this case the call
should! be sent in- the afternoon. .

Ballyhoo Nudity
Los Angeles.

Nearest approach to nudity for
jpicture house exploitation is that at
Loew's State currently, where four
blondes, scantily attired, are
'spotted in niches on the sidewalk
line, two in each entrance to the
house.
.
They are compelled to stand in

a rigid position, while passersby
gawk and pass wisecracks. Stunt
likened by many persons as oke
for a burley house, but out of place
for a downtown film deluxer. Bal-
lyhoo is being used for 'Blondie ot
the Follies.'

Happy Convicts
For 'Hold 'Em Jail' the usual con-

vict parade is going to be more or
less of a dud in most places. Em-
phasis must . be given the comedy
angle or the striped suits will prove
a handicap.
One theatre is planning to build

a cell in the lobby in a spot where

.

.it., will' be out ot the. traffic lanes.
Throe convicts will: be- incarcerated
while a fourth man, dressed as a
warden, will keep order with a
;blown> bladder instead of a billy.
The four are a local' amateur

quartet; and can sing, and Jpke with
jalmost professional effect; When
jthey draw too large a crowd the
{keeper is sent to; get a can. of beer
andi the- convicts, settle down for a
nap,, which dissolves,thecrowd, with
the hope that a percentage, will bee-
line- into, the thcatrci
- Another House plans a couple of
oonvJct clowns along the same gen-
eral lines, lit. any. event it is the
comedy angle- which should be
stressed.

'Unashamed' Bally
Reading, Pa.

Bob- Suits, manager of Loew's, got
good position on newspaper stories
explaining the alleged relation of
the Allen murder trial in NorriS-
town, near Philadelphia, In which a
society girl's lover was killed by her
brother, the latter being acquitted
of murder, and the story of 'Un-
ashamed,' featured at Loew's.

Suits' 'explanation' that the re-
semblance between the film plot and
the IJjQo story was only incidental, or
accidental, or what have you,
brought them flocking into the the-

(Contlnued on page 21)
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Here's what the critics said
about the play- and the
industry agrees that it all
goesDOUBLE forthe picture!

"Hilariously
funny/'

N. Y. Times

rious. ..ought
made com-
s o r y for
vie fans . . .

hilarating."
•4. Y. Eve. Journal

With JACK OAK I E, SIDNEY FOX,
Aline MacMahon, Russell Hopton, Louise
Fazenda, Gregory Ratoff, Zas'u Pitts,

2l!i
W
iI?

VOns
* From the P'«y *>Y MossHdrt and George S. Kaufman. Producedby Carl Laemmle, Jr. Directed by Russell

Mack. Presented by Carl Laemmle.
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;
BLESSED EVENT
(Continue;) from page 15).

blending of episodes that the re-,

pources of the studio and the fer-
tility Of the-, producer has done Us*
feest.

Bit In a broadcasting studio where
the mortal enemies, Alvln and, the
.Crooner, Buddy Harmon, exchange
fitter amenities, is a sample, played
wrlth a high sense of comedy for a
low comedy episode. Right on the
Jheela of this richly comic bit comes
jthe seml-traglc episode of the de-
serted night club girl whom the
Columnist treacherously double-
\cro3sea, tense drama treading upon
a moment of frolic.

.
Progress of

the whole story . Is marked by these
istartling shifts 6£,action. .Interview
between the columnist's home-body
mama and the tough gangster Is

another well sustained moment of
pure fun.

The cadaverous Ned Sparks as
the misanthropic newspaper veteran
has the role of his life, an incidental
part,: but one. that might have been
picked for; him from the literature
of the world. He doesn't miss a
tick, and some of - his brief scenes
are the comedy highlights . of the
.picture. Another memorable per-
formance is that of Ruth Donnelly
as the world-weary but protesting
secretary of the Journalistlo whirl-
Wind, played with an inspired
comedy sense.

The picture house m. c, Dick
[Powell, a fav in Pittsburgh at the
|WB house there; is likewise very
effective asf the crooner, Bunny
Harmon. Warners have him on a'
seven-year contract. He suggests
possibilities especially for cafe and
•back stage stuff, calling for a sing-
ing voice.

Picture Is another ,of . the few In-
stances where a good' piece pi stage;
property can be made better by the
picture, studios. It's Ideal enter-
tainment for, the whole body of fans,
and it should prosper accordingly.

Rush,
i

—
..

!
70,000 WITNESSES

' !A
. Charles . R. Rogers production and

Paramount release.
. Harry Joe. Brown, as-

sociate .producer. Directed by Ralph Mur-
phy. From nov'ol by Cortland Fltzslmmons.
Adaptation by Garrett Fort. . Additional
fllalog by P. J. Wolfson and Allen Rlvkln.

'•T'hotosfaphy by Henry Sharp", At Para-
- mount, N. Y., for week starting Sept, 2.
. Rutinlng time. 09 mlns. ''''•:.

IBucK-iBuchanan... Phillips Holmes
Dorothy Clark '.Dorothy Jordan
Johnny"Moran. Charlie -Ruggles
."Wally -Clark .......... Johnny Mock Brown
Btate Coach.. J. Farrell MacDoiialoV
Slip Buchanan. ........ ..........Lew Cody
Dai) McKenna . . . . , ,David Landau
Dr. Collins ..Kenneth Thomson

.- Connors.... ......Big Boy Williams
- Ortello . .Qeorgs Rosener
• Old Grad .-Walter Hlers
Vreenwood .'. .Paul - Page
Southard ^. . . .Reed Howe's
Griffith., .John David Horsley

It may not seem right to try to

'

knake a football star out of Phillips
Holmes, but this dish of Aim la. rel-
ishing..- It will invite to -^theatres;
especially with football fever ap-
proaching, those ^who like the. pig-
skin game as well as those who have
0. taste for murder .'mysteries.

Picture combines both In a work-
able and highly effective manner,
adding a plentiful dressing pf com-
edy. In three different respects
there's good film In '70,000 Wit-
nesses,' which incidentally Isn't a
ibad title, either. It lends easily to
exploitation.
The football sequences will stir

Interest among pigskin fans. It's

been whipped up to a neat froth
through different handling, and
drags in high interest when the
death quarter is played over again
at the request: of police.
• Up to about the middle there Is

; little hint a murder will occur.
Even after the game Is under way

. it's doubtful as to whether original
plans to bump off one of the boys
in throwing the game to the oppo-
sition are going to carry. Then the
anurder happens, but through astute
treatment, dialog , and direction, the
audience is left figuring out just
;what occurred.
While guilt points at first to Phil-

lip's Holmes as the brother Of a pro-
fessional gambler-fixer, by deft
strokes it starts to appear he may
be innocent. In his scenes, denying
responsibility, young Holmes begins
to do a swell job and- by that time
it's virtually forgotten he . should
Jiever be a football player.

Outset suggests this is just an-
other picture, but after about the

' Becond reel, and waving aside the
love stuff, played down anyway, the
Interest grips. Then, too, there are
plenty of laughs, mostly via Charlie
Ruggles as a drunk. He may be
doing a drunk forever from the
looks of things, but that ought to be
okay with the fans. He does a
drunken reporter and pal of a col-
lege town dick (David Landau).
Both Ruggles and Landau may owe
much to the director, Ralph Mur-
phy, for the manner in which he
guided them.

If comedy is to count the most,
and it may, the picture owes plenty
to Ruggles, Landau and 'Big Boy'
Gulnn Williams, who also has a
couple swell bits.
Dorothy Jordan is the girl, but

ishe does little except looking sweet!
More credit is due Lew Cody, who
makes his usual g6od showing, this
time as a gambler. Johnny Mack
Brown, ex-Alabama grid star, is the
mugg who got bumped off by the

college team's doctor, never sus-
pected of .anything until near the
end. He's played by Kenneth
Thomson. Grid clip stuff 1b well
done*' .•

'• .

, '70,000 Witnesses' is the first of
the Charles R. Rogers pictures, done
Independently by' Rogers for Para-
mount release,. It's ah okay start
for Rogers. Char,

Mason of the Mounted
Tram Carr production and Monogram re-

lease, starring BUI Cody and Andy Shuford.
Directed by Harry Frazer, Story by Horry
Frazer. Bill Stout camera. : Cast: Nancy
Drcxel, Jack Carlyle, LeRoy Mason, Joe
Domtnguez,. Jas. Marcus, Frank H. - Crane, •

Gordon McGee, Capt. Art Smith. At Loew's
New York theatre one day, Aug. 30, as one-
halt of a double bill. Running time 49 mlna,

Shorte- than the usual western,
but making up In. speed what it
lacks In footage. Story is completely
told and added footage might have
hurt. As It is the Cody-Shuford
feature has both speed and story.
• Yarn concerns a young mounted
constable who drops below the bor-
der to bring

,back a murderer. Finds
his man at the head of a highly
prosperous horse stealing gang, so
he wipes out the crew and the U. S.
marshal lets him

.. have the star
prisoner. Just a suggestion of love
Interest and plenty of action.- It can
stand up wherever they . go for
Westerns and soio sooner down the
line than the average product.

Effort at novelty is made with the
gang driving a herd of several hun-
dred horses,, but this is hurt, though
not. spoiled, by inferior photography.
Horse -drives are not new lid .west-
erns, but this is on a much larger
scale than usual. Could have been
made very Impressive. Apart from
these scenes the photography is av-
erage good; which makes it the
more noticeable.
vCody has a part that fits him

nicely, and young Shuford is not
quite as prevalent as usual, which
doesn't : hurt any. Nancy Drexel
keeps properly In the background,
as western girls are . supposed to,
and scores are registered by Jack
Carlyle, Lie. Roy Mason, Joe Domin-
giiez and James Marcus,

,
Plenty of hard riding, a grand

little free for all light, and not too
much stress on the M. P. idea. Sev-
eral good scenes at' the opening are
taken in the snow with the caked
fleecy -flung from the horses' hoofs
as they gallop. Sound average and
production good.

1914

Diamond Cut Diamond
(BRITISH MADE)

.

'

, London, Aug. 26.
Erlo Hakim production, released through

Great Britain by M-G-M. Directed by Fred
Nlblo - and Maurice . Elvey. 1

. Stars Adolpe
Menjou, . In oast:. Benlta Hume. Kenneth
Kove, Claude 1

Allister, Desmond Jeans.
Tonl Brute, length. 0,385 feet. .- Running
time 71 mine. . Recording*.Western Electric.
Reviewed Empire; Aug.- 20.

This was the picture over which
Hakim and Fred Nlblo had their
now famous split, which resulted in
Nlblo walking out arid Elyey, Brit-
ish director1, finishing the picture.
According to studio report, most,

of the final version was Elvey's;
made in five days In a ^ush against
time.' Under the circumstances he
deserves high praise. The film does
not make the big time as a top fear
ture, but it is a very workmanlike
job, possessing a snap all too rare
among British films.
The story is of the 'Raffles' pat-

tern, a preposterous thing, dealing
with a pair of_ crooks—Menjou and
Allister—who are tricked by an-
other pair of crooks—Hume and
Jeans.
As a consequence Menjou and the

boy friend end up in jail.

Production is never less than deft",

and settings are never less than
good. The general standard, in fact,
is surprising, and the film stands up
well as a dependable light melo-
drama with plenty of comedy.
Menjou does the sophisticated

crook stuff very well, and Allister
makes an excellent foil. Benita
Hume is easy to loolc at,

.
although

Desmond Jeans is below standard.
The dialog is apt, and often witty.

The situations are frequently in-
genious. The film makes a good
supporting feature : in high-class
houses, and' is good,enough to stand
on Its own In most places. It should
do good business in. the home mar-
ket.. ' Chap. .

LA BETE ERRANTE
('The Wandering -Beast')

(FRENCH MADE) :

Paris, Aug. 24.
Natan production and ' release.- Directed

by Marco de Oastyne from the novel by
LoUls-Frederlo Rouquette.. Recorded R. C.
A. Made In Nalan studios. Running time
00 minutes at tho Cine Max Hinder, Paris,
Aug. 23. Featuring Gabriel Gabrlo. Mall-
lot, Os-Ko-Mon,. Choura- Milena, Jacque-
line Torrent.

An instance of what can happen
to a picture if, during the course
of production, plans are altered, and
it is only completed several months
after it has -been begun. In this
case some scenes were made months
ago, arid it was only recently fin-

ished. Technique has varied so in

between the two periods that it

gives the film a very irregular ap-
pearance.
Alaskan locale of the story was

found in Switzerland for the open
air sequences, and is very Swiss.
Photo poor. A cheap programmer.

Maxi.

(GERMAN MADE)
Atlaa production. Capital release In. the

U. S, • Direction, Richard Oswald; scenario,
Heinz Goldberg and Frits Wfendhauaen;
sets, Franz Schroedter; photography, Muta
Qreenbaura; American prolog and. dialog;
Dr. Eugene Fischer. A the Buropa, N. -x„
on grind run beginning Sept, 8. Running
time, 80-mlna, -

'
'.. BBRUN .-

Count Hollweg. Albert Baaserman
Count von Jagow , . .Herrman Wlach'
Count von Moltke....Wolfgang v. Schwlnd
Count Hoyos Robert Hartberf

ST. PETERSBURG
Czar Nicholas II .......Relnhold Schuenael
The' Czarina. . . . .

.'.'. . . . .Lucie Hoefllch
Arctiduke Nicholas.. ...... .Ferdinand Hart
Sazanow. .................. .O-Bkar Homolka
Suchomllhow. A..H. . Llcho
Count Pourtalea Hans - Peppier
Pateolpgue .Theodore Loos
Buchanan. '. .Frlta ' Albertl

VIBJNNA
Emperor Frani Joaef....'.Eugene Kloepfer
Count Berchtold... .... ........ .Alfred Abel
Count Tlasa. Victor Jensen

PARIS
Vlvlana..... ........... .Ferdinand v. Alten
Count v. Schoen .Bruno Zlemer
Jean Jaures..., ..Helnrlch George
Hla . Confident; Alexander Granach

LONDON
Sir Edward Grey ........... .Paul Mederow
Prince Llchnowaky ......Frits Odemar

Tag line on this picture reads. 'Is

Germany Guilty?' That's the moti-
vation of the entire thing, a. sup-
posed chronological, and historically
correct accounting of what events
led directly into the World. War, and
how. As such it can't help being
dramatic and Interesting, added to
which are an exceptionally strong
cast of character actors for all the
major portrayals. But the. photog-
raphy and sound are so amazingly
bad that the entire effect la ruined.
It's too bad. It could have been'an
Important picture. .

Possibly the handling in
4New

York is somewhat to blame. In an
attempt to make the picture more
generally acceptable than in the
original form, an interview with Dr.
Eugene Fischer, historian, has been
synced in. He says a few words
fore arid aft arid interrupts the
running of the film in several spots
for more explanation.' Sounding of
this portion of English dialog Is on
a different pitch than the rest of the
German lines. Also in monkeying
with the film in the laboratory a
print that is but barely distinguish-
able resulted. It's not the first time
this has happened, and the Ameri-
can, distributors of foreign films
ought to learn to be more careful
with their product.
Story is that for a time this film

was barred in Germany, though why
Is hard to understand. It pretty
well whitewashes the country, at
tempting , to prove that Germany
was forced into the mess by Rus-
sia's actions. Putting most of the
blame on Russia probably was a
pretty satis idea. Nobody . can ob
ject to, that at this day because
there are no. more Russians left that
are not Communists. At least, offi

daily. So there can be no govern
mental or censorial squawks to
amount to anything.
Some of the scenes are effectively

done, best being the assassination
of Jean Jaques Jaures in . Paris.
Reinhold SchuenzeTln a surprising
interpretation of the Czar gives a
magnificent performance, and other
strong character portrayals are by
Heinrlch George, Alexander Gran-
ach, Alfred Abel, Theodore Loos,
Oskar Homolka and Albert Basser-
man. .

~
.,

:

With smart exploitation the ' pic-
ture can be sold for money results,
even though it's as technically, bod
as It is.' . Rauf.

AGE OF; CONSENf
Radio' produotlon and release, featuring

Dorothy Wilson; directed by Gregory La-
Cava. Based on the stage play 'Cross
Roads' by 'Martin .

-Flavin, treatment by
H. N. Swanson; screen play by Sarah Y.
Mason and. Francis Cockrelt.. Camera J.
Roy ' Hunt; film editor. Jack Kltchln. At
tho 'Palace, New York, first run.- Aug. 23,
running time .60 minutes.
Betty Dorothy Wilson
Michael. Richard • Cromwell
Duke Eric Linden
Dora. ••..»•.•••'?••• »»••.«...« .-Arllne Judge
David.. .............John Halllday
Barbara Alteen Prlngle
Swale ;

' Reginald Barlow

Picture has numerous good sales
angles, both within Itself and out-
side Its story, that make It promise
a nice profit. Fan response, ought to
be first rate, both because subject
has a provocative title and because
it probably will make talk. The^ fact
that it marks the first release of
Dorothy Wilson opens up a vista
of valuable ballyhoo. Miss Wilson Is

the stenographer in the Radio coast
studio offices who was skyrocketed
from her typewriter Into semi-star-
dom.
. On top of that, the picture cost
Only $125,000 to make and with any
kind of box office break that leaves
a nice margin for profit. ' There' is

nothing in the screening to suggest
that economy has been overdone,
for the cost has several good fea-
ture names and makes a smooth
playing personnel.
Miss Wilson turns out to be a

highly interesting young type, sug-
gesting in appearance a flapper
Norma Shearer. The part of a col-
lege co-ed does not call for any hisr
trlonic fireworks, but the newcomer
reveals a .

remarkable- aptitude for
natural acting, if it is true, as the
publicity branch would have us be-
lieve, she has had no previous ex-
perience. For this role she Is a
natural. -

Story Is a sexy tale, dealing In
often sprightly manner with the
adolescent amours of a co-ed cam-

pus and its environs, this angle be-
ing insidiously exploited under cover
of being-'a sympathetic study of the
love problems of the young. Treat-
ment is shrewd since it at -onco
paves the way for some sprightly
doings and at the same time la cen-
sor-proof in its general pattern.
Subject of campus necking Is han-
dled without gloves, but this slant
is covered skillfully by a tolerant
attitude toward all the young peo-
ple by establishing their honesty
and right intentions and also, to
clinch It, by the philosophical side
remarks of an elderly professor who
sees in the whoopee of the young-
sters only youthful spirits, inevit-
able and natural,
*We called It sparking when I was

young* he comments. 'N6w they call

It necking.'
Smart literary trick was to ex-

ploit the hectic side of the campus,
but filter its meaning , throug'h the
complaceriient eyes of the old pro-
£63801**- %

'

"*-*"

Cast Is made up of young people,

With just. the leavening. in the pro-
fessor character, deftly handled as
usual by John HaUiday. Central
male characters ate played by Rich-
ard Cromwell, an excellent choice
as tho young hero, and Eric Linden,
once more a philandering student
high-flyer. Both juves have ", been
developed by Radio and do nicely
within a limited range of parts.

Here they are neatly placed.
An element that will help the pic-

ture w:cn younger fans, to whom it

is entirely addressed, 1 Is the flashy-
bright dialog which holds a good
percentage of laughs in its surprise
twists, often brusequely frank on
sex subjects and always in the jar-

gon of the brash young generation.
Picture has as background the

college campus with its /bustling
young people and it furnishes a
pleasant locale without. Involving
any. heavy .outlay for sets. Rest of
settings are minor interiors.

Basis of the story is the young
lovers' problem, whether to chuck
school and marry, or risk their hap
piness for the sake of the boy's ca
reer. The old porfessor gets into
their affair because he long ago had
to solve the same problem. He
didn't chuck school, lost the girl and
regrets it.

;
There crosses the path of the hot

and bothered hero, the very pretty
and willing waitress of the college
cafeteria;' there ensues, a rendez
vous between the : boy and girl

which started innocently but ended
otherwise and they are discovered
cohapromised '. by the girl's father,

who explains that she is under 18—
hence the title—^arid ifs wedding
bells for. the boy—or. Jail.

Sequence of sorrowing lovers fol

lows with, all straightened out by
the waitress deciding to be a gcjod
sport and calling off the shotgun
wedding- Uniforrrily :

good acting'

throughout with"; the notable except
tlon of a|weak renunciation scane by
the usually efficient Arllne Judge.'
Photography Is excellent and the
whole production shows no sign of
penny pinching..-; Rusht

The Thirteenth Guest
Monogram * production and release. Di-

rected by Albert Ray.- ^Adapted from story
by Armltage Trail by Francis Hyland and
Arthur. Hoerl; At I»ew's Lincoln Sq.,

N. Y., one day, Sept. 2. Running time,
OS mlnn. .

•

Marie Morgan..... Ginger Rogers
Winston , . . I>y le -Talbot
Capt. Ryan. . ........ J. Farrell MacDonald
Harold Morgan ..James Eagles
Thor Jensen.; .....Eddie Phillips
Adams .... J Ervllle Alderson
Bai'ksdalo.. Robert Klein
Dr. Sherwood ...Crauford Kent
Marjorle Frances Rich
Mrs. Thornton Ethel Wales
Guimp Paul Hurst
Capt. Brown William Davidson

Here's an Independent feature
which the biggest runs in the coun-
try can count upon. For all classes
of houses 'The Thirteenth Guest* is

a positive money-maker. It takes
a-rankirig positi&n among the '32-'33

Independent releases.
'Guest' is vastly superior to many

of the mystery themes prpduced.by
major companies during the past
two years. Its story Is even more
complex, but it is so brought to the
screen that it disentangles without
befuddling entertainment qualities
and confusing the audience to the
point of distraction.
Story is essentially one about

relatives, a strange will and a cob-
webby house. Although several
bodies of persons electrocuted by
trick telephones are shown fixed to
chairs at a dinner table, the theme
at no time is bvershaded with mor-
bidity..
Winston, private detective, who

unravels the' mystery, Is at first

made slightly supercilious by the
interpretation of Lyle Talbot. The
audience in a comparatively short
time, howover, forgets this and
finds the role fairly convincing.

J. Farrell MacDonald as the police
captain gives a 100% .

performance.
Paul Hurst la -strangely, although
comically, cast as a stupid stooge
detective. Most of the laughs are
provoked by Hurst, who this time
is as timid as he is~UBuaily tough.
Others are in comparatively

minor roles, including ' Ginger
Rogers, although she Is proven to
be the occupant of the title chair.
Flashes of a masked figure at

work it - an electric switch in the
house, which tolls the victims, are
just sufficient to let the audlo.rice in
on part of the secrot before tho de-
tectives discover It. y/aly.

DOWN TQ EARTH
, "Fox production and 'release. Starring;

Will Rogers. Featuring Dorothy Jordan,
Irene Rich, Matty Kemp. ^Directed by
David Butler. From tne story by Homer
Croy. Screen play and dialog by Edwin
Burke, Photographer, Ernest Palmer. At
the Roxy, N. Y., Sept. 1. Running time,
70 mtns. . . •
Pike Peters.... V. ^. .......... . .Will Rogers
Julia Pcarsolit; .Dorothy Jordan
Idy Peters.- .Irene -Rich
Ross Peters ; Matty Kemp
Jackie- Harper... .......Mary Carlisle
Ed Eggers. .........Clarence Wilson
Grand DuUe Michael ..'..Theodore Lodl

This Will Rogers sequel to 'They
Had to See Paris' will need support
In the majority of spots. It's the
least powerful in draw of all Rogers
pictures and follows, the plo.t rou-
tine of at least two of his previous
efforts. For the first tithe,, thus,
Rogers has a doubtful b.o. piece.
Rogers Is JPlke Peters again. Re-

turned froth Paris, the Peters family
is -perched in a replica of their
rented ; French chateau in their
native Oklahoma town; Mrs. Peters
(Irene Rich) is doing social climb-
ing .arid old man Peters is cracking
his usual philosophical. Mrs. Peters'
extravagance, plus a bank failure,
leayes the Peters family broke and
'ddwri to earth* again.
According to . the screen record,

hov/ever, it's mostly Pike Peters'
lazy inattention to biz that breaks
them; - which- practically " contradicts
the. dialog;
,
There are times when the charac-

ter is too homespun for the million-
aire he is supposed to be. When
that happens the film goes alto-
gether awry and Rogers' wisecracks
lose appeal. Tfyose gags go over
mostly, however, and thanks to
Rogers' delivery.
When Rogers turns in character

from just a whimsical old boy to a
hard-headed savior of his family,
he steps out to impress more as a
comic than a humorist and puts a
certain musical comedy touch to the

.

story, that doesn't belong. •

-" The. Rogers personality, however,-
is commanding throughout the film,
and maybe that's a drawback since
It leaves hiriv practically alone to
carry the burden of a long feature
with indifferent cast support.
Romantic interest of the film is

weak, consisting for the most part
in. the unconvincing renunciation of
marriage by a rich girl because her
pappy went broke. Girl is Julia
Pearson as played by Dorothy Jor-
dan. She gives up the younger
Peters for just that reason and It
isn't logical.
Nor is that aimless quarreling

and continuous bickering between
the two elder Peters attracting as a
romantic angle. . The' usual charac-
ters found in previous Rogers Alms
ate located here also. There is
Theodore Lodi as the Grand Duke
Michael. Both, he arid Ir^ene Rich
had..appeared la 'They ftad to See
Paris.' As : the youriger Peters,
Mdttty Kjeriip replaces' Owen Davis,
J!r., previously, seen, ;

: The Roxy . theatre advertising
ignored all but the Rogers person-
ality. |n appealing to the public.
That advertising confirms the esti-
mate the picture itself tends to
place on the cast.
'Miss Jordan is pretty to look at

as (he rich girl, but as a secretary
she doesn't hold Interest. : What
Miss Rich has to do in the film is
done okay, but she leaves no after
impression. Not Miss Rich's fault.
It's the limited action and the com-
monplace dialog.
The action Is negligible. Two

high spots and both of comedy in-
tent are built around Theodore Lodi
as the Grand Duke instead of
Rogers.
Rogers discovers Lodi as a door-

man in Chicago, where Rogers haa
gone to interest bankers in a loan.
The two are instrumental ' in
scratching up a society woman's
auto. Same woman later is a guest
in the Peters home when Mrs.
Peters gives a grand ball for the
Grand Duke. She recognizes the
former doorman and everything
socially crashes for Mrs. Peters.'
Anyway there's a happy ending.

Julia Pearson, after all, does marry
the younger Peters,- and Idy and
Pike make up In their oldtime
bungalow. Shan.

Une Etoile Disparait
('A Star Vanishes')
(FRENCH MADE)

Paris; Aug. 28.
Paramount Jolnvllle production. Para-

mount release. Directed by Robert Vlllem
(Bob Wyler). Scenario by Marcel Achard.
Music by Lionel CazaiiK. Recorded West-
ern Electric. Running time, 95 mliui,
Paramount. Parla, Aug. 22.
Rosln'e. Suzy Vernon'.
flahterre. .i... ...... ..Constant. Remy
Claudius^ .Drean
Llnne Baxter. . . . . ; Edith . Mcra
Roland Mcrclcr... .Rolla Norman
Hulot. •/

. . . . .Mnrcel Vallco
Rlcot. ..Rene Worma
Arlette. . .Sandra Ravel

This. Jolnvllle production Is prob-
ably one ot the best turned out by
the Jolnvllle studios so far, with
photo of Hollywood evenness
tlvroughout. Also story by Mardel
Achard is okay with an. interesting;
peep into studio life for the fans'
deilprh't. Robert Viilers is a French!

-

fication of his name used by Bob
Wyler so us to make the Paramount
production sound all French. Bob
Wyler, of the Laemmle kin, has
Hollywood experience, and already
made in France 'Papa Sans lie
Savoir.' This time he is hitting big,

(Continued on page 30),
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THE LION ROARS!
"STRANGE Interlude" has opened
AT the $2 Astor Theatre, New York—
NORMA Shearer and Clark Gable
AND a brilliant supporting cast,

DIRECTED by Robert Z. Leonard,
ARE winning unstinted acclaim

IN Eugene O'Neill's masterpiece—

"GRAND Hotel" fades from the Astor screen
AFTER five happy months!
IN 700 cities this Star-Studded hit

HAS been road-shown at advanced prices!

NOW it comes at Popular Prices to a
NATION of 123 million people whose
TICKET-buying possibilities have
SCARCELY been touched

!

THE LION ROARS!
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Bako. Operators,

Musicians Give

Theatres Relief

, Baltimore, Sept. 5.

New contracts between the the-

fctrea and crafts were worked out
last week. Loew theatres, main
jgroup of this town, secured de-
creases from both the operators and
gnuBlclans.
From the projectionists, Loew

iflrew what amounts to a\13% de-
Crease and a reduction of approx-
imately $7.50 per man from the
imu3lclane for -the ace Century.
Contract on the muslcers calls for
•JO men minimum In the pit with
the house, however, listed to use 15

Jnen icgularly.
That's the general plan through-

out the IATSE contracts for op-
erators In this town. Some houses
jwill draw no reduction from their
present rate since they were
granted their concessions previous-
ly. Thus the Hippodrome, though
{battling for a slice in the payroll,

<fs not likely to get it due to the
Operators giving the house a rate
jbelow scale when it opened last

year.
Hipp has settled with the musi-

cians at |75 per man, which means
Jio Increase or decrease, and a
minimum of eight men in the
trench but with 11 musicians em-
ployed regularly.
Stagehands are still in the proc-

ess of negotiation. Houses : now
(Working under an agreement mak-
ing last year's contract retroactive
JUntil a new deal is delivered.

5 More Hurt in

j

2 Texas Bombings
Dallas, Sept. 5.

Five more added to the list of
Injured in the current Texas labor,

simultaneous bombing of two, Tyler,
(Texas houses, last Friday (2),

Caused the Injuries. Both houses
Operated by. the new Paschall circuit

fcnd went non-union two weeks ago.

j

1

.5% Denver Cut
Denver, Sept. 5.

If any labor troubles arise here
jbver operators in the next year it

Iwlll be minor. Huffman; with six

houses, and Publlx with , two, in-

cluding all the first runs, have
feigned for the same number of booth
tnen but a cut. In wages averaging
febout 5%. Publlx is still dickering
(with unions in Colorado. Springs,.
IPueblb, Grand Junction and Greely,
<Colo.

Orpheum and -Denver theatres are
hegotlatlng with the musicians and
btage hands, but nothing radical is

being asked. Favorable settlements
looked for soon.

FANCHON t MARCO
• featured y^cfs •

FANCHON & MARCO Presents

ZELDA SANTLEY
"VEILS" IDEA

EDDIE BRUCE
HEADLINING

"Gus Edward's Radio Stars'

FANCHON 4. MARCO Present

SYLVIA CLARK
In "HER BIRTHDAY PARTY"
BOBBIE KUHN II "UNCLE BOBBIE"

WILTON CRAWLEY
'The Thunder Storm of Jazz'

With HOT LIPS—HOT HIPS
'NIGHT CLUB' Idea

Famous McKeone Family

Featuring Flip-Flap' Somersault

'Xhree High

Week Sept. 1

Warners' Downtown, Los Angeles

Now Booking MARLENE DIETRICH la

"I Klti Your Hand, Madame"
Synchronized Rlx-HccI Feature

CTA WI E"V DISTRIBUTINGJ1AI1LLI CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Telephone Bryant 9-28I?

Musicians Stay in Pits

Awaiting New Contract
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Musicians continue In the pits

and on the stage of the picture
houses here, despite the termination
of contracts last week, and the
failure of union and theatres rep-
resentatives to agree on new terms.
Preliminary discussions have been

held and belief prevails that an
early settlement will be reached,
with the new Contracts calling for
a Bllding scale, based on seating
capacity arid admissions.
Second conference between the

theatre execs and the contract com-
mittee of the musicians, held Fri-
day (2), was attended by Reeves
Espy and Ray Ducerne for F-WC;
and Leon Levey for Warners ; with
Ed Smith of Publlx, also represent-
ing Cliff Work of RKO. Concilia-

tory attitude of both sides, with a
give-and-take spirit, ; leads show-
men to believe an amicable agree'
ment will be reached soon."

ALT00NA UNION MEETINGS
Altoona, Sept. 5.

A 15% salary' reduction offered, by
local booth operators In. exchange
for new contracts was declined by
theatre owners here. Matter holds
until a further meeting this week.
Operators want four booth men,
Amicable settlement is antici-

pated.

Behind the Keys
(Continued frrm page 19) .

shell .Stuart, lor RKO, . left her©, for
Kansas City, taking- with him Jack
Hare,' formerly at the F-WC Rltz
here". • Hare goes to the Main Street,
Kansas City; replacing;' Marvin
Parks as asst. mgr. there. ; Parks
to the Orpheum, Omaha, as man-
ager, succeeding Cliff Rust, trans-
ferred to Davenport.
Joe Freeman replaces Joe Josack,

Jri, as" mgr. at the Fox (F-FW),
Bakersfleld.

Bill Thomas out as Pantages p a.

under - F-WC. Joins Par studio
pub. dept.
George T-. Brown has sold the

Hollway to Ray Peterson and
George Burke, who also operate
the New Art, Santa Monica.

Electric, small Main street grind,
taken over by L. Levlne.
Sam Kline has taken over the

Lorhita (suburb). He will c!ose
and reopen it as the Torrence.

Dallas.
J. B. Hendon, one of the oldest

film bookers in southwest, leaves
Columbia. A. M. Witcher promoted
to vacancy.

San Antonio. •

Paschall reopenlngs to date In-
clude Abilene (Paramount), Tem-
ple (Arcadia and Bell), Brownwood
(Lyric), Ranger (Arcadia).
At Dallas, Publlx dickering with

unions for reopening, of its No. 2

deluxer, Melba, dark since June. In
case of no agreement house will

likely go to Paschall - subsld as a
split-week operation.

. Grundy Center, la.

W. A. Hawn has leased Rialto,

remodeled, redecorated, and will

operate.

Chicago.
Varsity theatre at Evanston, 111.,

rltz college suburb, passes to Nor-
ton ind Fecher. Deal closed last

week.
•Norton and Fecher formerly con-

trolled the Drexel, Kimbark, Lex-
ington and Harvard, all sold to
Warners.

Guthrie Center, la.

George Schwenneker again in the-
atre business after being out 18

months, repurchasing the Garden of
G. T. and G. R. Allen and will oper-
ate.

Easton, Pa.
State, Wilmer & Vincent house,

reopened with 'White Zombie' after
being closed for several weeks while
alterations were made. Vaudeville
may go into house later In season.

'

• Akron, O.
Frank Brill, owner of the Portage

theatre, sold it to Mrs. O. Muenlck,
who plans improvements and new
equipment. House will continue
film policy.
Lincoln, Derinlson, O., has been

acquired by Robert Maxwell, from
Jacob Smith; will reopen after reno-
vation with straight pictures.
Palace, Marion, 0., sold to V. U.

Young, by Publlx, after a varied
career of pictures, vaudeville and
musical comedy tab. ' New ' policy,

will be straight pictures after alter-
ations completed.

S. W. Martin has sold the Star,
Upper Sandusky, O., to Leo Jones
and Carl B. Moore. Straight picture
policy to continue.
Liberty, Wellsvllle, O., one of the

oldest film houses in the upper Ohio
valley, has been sold by George
Davis to the newly formed Liberty
Amusement Co.

Bomb Larceny

Dallas, Sept. 6.

Cops here nabbed" a guy who
found a new 'use for' tear
bombs. Tossed three of 'em
into the Fox, dune grind, with-
in a month, and while custom-,
era scrammed for exits he col-

lected purses and other whatr -

nots left behind.
Figuring -labor trouble, po-

lice got the other, angle when
One .victim reported a stolen

PUtSe. '. -

Indie's Unfair Booking

Charge Will Be Made

Test Case on Coast

Lbs Angeles, Sept. 5.

' Charging unfair booking tactics

by United ' Artists' exchange

through its failure to supply him
with second run showing of 'Scar-

face,' for which he claims he had
contracted, Norman Webb, indie ex-
hibitor, has filed, suit for. $1,000 in
Municipal Court. He charges that
U. A. booked the picture into the
F-WC Balboa for second run fol-

lowing a first run at the Manchester,
his direct opposition. -

Exchange is primed to make a
test case of the. action, contending
existing zoning agreements preclude
any possibility of Webb .establishing
his right to the second .run of the
picture. Exhlb was at one time a
statistical clerk at First National
studios, Burbank, and lately has
been operating the Broadway Mecca
and the new Mayfalr, both on lower
Broadway.

Webb has brought numerous com
plaints against exchanges and cir-

cuits before the Film Board of
Trade, but has never successfully
established a case.

RKO OPENS (HOT CM
AND CLOSES ITS ORPH

: Cincinnati, Sept. 5.

Grand Opera House, for years an
Erlanger legit stand and leased this
season by RKO, opens Saturday (10)
as a first and second run picture
site for twice weekly changes.
House seats 1,550 exclusive of gal-
lery- which will remain closed. -

Erlanger attractions will sandwich
in with Shubert shows at the local
Shubert theatre.

The Orpheum, hilltop second-run,
under lease to RKO by the Ike
Martin estate, goes dar'c perman-
ently Sept. 16. It was taken over
by RKO about six months ago.

Duals for . Syracuse

Strand on RKO Switch
Syracuse, N. Yi, Sept. 5.

Syracuse's champ 'off agaln-ph
again' deal, through .which RKO will

assume direction of the WB Strand,

becomes effective this Friday (9).

Deal marks, the withdrawal of

Warners from Syracuse and the

passing of the Strand as . an A
house. RKO will -Install a double
feature, first run policy there with
Keith's going split week; playing
the A product of Radio; Pathe, WB,
First National and Columbia. A five

cent advance in the Keith top, now
36 cents, is announced with another
boost to follow if vaude is restored.

William J. Tubbert, of. Keith's,

will supervise . the Strand, house
manager to be installed,

ALLIED CLAIMS 121

SPOTS OFF DUAL BILLS

Le Roy Alexander Now
Melrose Park Exhib

Chicago, Sept. 5.

LeRoy Alexander, former Univer-
sal exchange manager here, be-
comes an exhibitor. It's a deal
whereby he takes over the Melrose
Park theatre. House is owned by
S. Buschell of Merrill, Wis, - and
agreement engineered by Albert
Goldman.
Alexander is Instilling new sound

equipment, and expects to open to-
day (Monday).

RECEIVER PETITIONS
Schedules for the Metro Outdoor

Advertising Corp. and the Flegel
Corp., both of which companies
Went Into voluntary bankruptcy two
weeks ago, have been filed with the
clerk of the IT. S. District Court
In New York. Pair had interlock-
ing interests and < carried on their
bill board and electric business from
the same office.

Both firms have petitions before
the same court: asking for the ap-
pointment of a receiver. A. E.
Fiegel has no connection with the
Flegel Corp.

2D NIXON EIRE
Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

For the second time in a decade, a
bad fire swept Nixon's Grand, large
uptown theatre. Starting in a pile

of rubbish In the basement, flames
worked to the auditorium floor.

Building was swept by a six alarm
fire In 1922.

Grand was operated Independent-
ly last season by the United Chain
on a vaud-fllm routine. Had been
closed during the summer.

Detroit, Sept. 5.

H. M. Rlchey, of Allied, endeavor-
ing to eliminate double billing de-
clares that 121 theatres but of 139
playdates have agreed to stop the
evil.

.
Those signing have all agreed to

accept an additional 30 days pro-
tection penalty If and when they
double bill, states Rlchey.

WILL REPEAT

HOUSE FRONTS
Chains may attempt to obtain

greater value from house fronts by.

shipping them around to theatres
which are not far enough away to

make express costs prohibitive.

Consideration of plan follows
RKO's inauguration of the Idea in

a fairly important way. The circuit

made considerable use of 'Bring
'Em Back Alive' fronts, having
shipped animals and paraphernalia
used In New York to other houses.
In the past chains have frequent-

ly used certain material of house
fronts for more than one engage-
ment, but it hasn't been a general
practice: nor have whole displays
been transferred. Move seems the
outcome of the recent hobby for ex-
pansive and expensive lobby decora-
tion along Broadway.

CLOSE MIAMI 4r

Miami, Sept. 5.

.Rather than attempt to operate
on a non-union basis, Publlx has
closed four houses in and near here.
Result of difficulties with, operators
who, Publlx contends, repudiated a
tentative agreement.
Theatres went dark Wednesday

(31) and are the Olympla and Rex,
Miami; Community, Miami Beach,
and the Rosetta, Little River. .

TEXAS FIRE ARRESTS
Dallas, Sept. 5.

Labor situation In Texas still un-
settled with another bombing re-
cently at Borger, oil town. House
owned by Griffith chain of Okla-
homa. Dynamite blast demolished
lobby and projection room.
At Corslcana cops arrested eight

men in connection with the burn-
ing of the Grand there July .17. All
facing arson charges.

Melrose Park's New' Owner
Chicago, Sept. 6.

Melrose Park passes to L. W,
Alexander In a real estate deal en-
gineered by Albert Goldman. House
Is owned by S. Buschel of Merrill,

Wis.
Alexander opened the house Sat-

urday (3) with straight pictures.

8th ANNUAL

OUT NEXT WEEK
(Sept. 13)
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Me Bookers Hopeful, but Oct 1

Will Tell Future ofMe Vaude

The Independent bookers, with the

field chiefly among four leadings of-

fices this year, Fally Markus (Amal-

gamated), Arthur Fisher, A. & B,

Dow and Jack Linder, are riding

hard on a hunch the new season
will show a marked increase In
houses, ihla is predicated partly
on canvasses of exhibitors and
houses so far scheduled or prom-
ised to bookers for operation with
vaude.
Another development that has

had the effect of cheering the indie
field on the possibilities fpr 1932-J33

is the return to the .fold of Markus,
who says he has been assured he
will have enough houses to make
the return worth while.
Markus, however; reflects the

general feeling when he says that
while exhibitors are talking a lot

of . vaudeville at this time, no one
will actually know until Oct. 1 what
the season is going to offer/

.fisher's additions for the new

HEADLINING PARAMOUNT
PCBLIX THEATBfcS

JACK

MITCHELL-
and

FRANK

DURANT
Buffalo Theatre, Boffalo

... This Week (Sept. 8)

Dir.: WM. WORRI8

LEON ERROL
Loew Theatre* Now

season so far are Lyric, Allentown,
Pa., eight acts last halves, starting

Sept. 15; Strand, Bayonne, N. J.,

five oh split yesterday (Monday),
and Holyoke, Holyoke, Mass.; five

on split Sept. 11.

The Dows have Broadway, King-
ston, N, T„ seven on split; Harlem
opera house, New Tork, five on
split; Embassy, Portchester, N. T.,

five, last half, all of which started

vaude
.
yesterday (Labor Day) as

well as claimed following: Ritz,

Syracuse, Ave on split and midnight
show Saturdays, Sept. 22; State,

Albany, same policy, Sept. 29;

Queensboro, Elmhurst, L. I., five on
Fridays and Saturdays and five on
a . Sunday change, Sept. 16; Colo-
nial, Utica, five split," Sept. IB; the

Willis, Bronx, which hasn't had
vaudi in three years, -five on spUt
last of September; Port Henry, N.
Y., and Tlconderoga, N. T., four

acts last halves, end of September;
and a week of two-nighters in New
Jersey of the Ben Amsterdam chain.

Latter are Woodbury, Sept. 12,

Burlington 14th, Bridgetown 16th,

Riverside 19; and Perm's Grove 21st.

Road show will be of five acts for

these two-dayers.

. Lender's first new: additions for

the season were Rialto, Pough-
keepsie, five acts two days, Satur-

day (3) ; Rex, Rutherford, N. J., five

acts, two days, same date; and the
Washington, New York, six acts

with four splits on week, which
started Friday (2).

Among those coming in for, Lin-
der are Apollo, Beacon, N. Y., five

acts, three days a week, Sept. 10;

New, Peekskill five acts, two days,

Sept. 17; Music Hall, Tarrytown,
five acts, two days, Sept. 16; Burke,
New York, five acts on Sundays,
Sept. 18; Temple, Geneva; Lock-
port, Lockport, and Cortland, Cort-
land, N. Y„ all to play road show
of five acts, Geneva for three days,
other houses for two.
Linder has also completed an ar-

rangement to book }n association

RKO'S EXTRA ACTS ON

TOP OFF&H UNITS

Where booking availability makes

t possible. RKO will spot-book extra

acts with F. & M. milts ratHer than

replace vaude entirely. Added talent

will be booked direct by the RKO
office.

This will occur in Kansas City,

Omaha and elsewhere, but not in

such spots at RKO feels the unit

alone is sufficient. Supplemental

talent will be one, two or three acts,

depending on policy and budget.

Since taking the F&M shows, for

the Albee, Cincinnati; RKO has de-

cided that it's good policy to spot

a 'name* along with them. Custom
has- been to use headline acts as

supplemental to F&M in that house.

Four Mills Bros, already played the

spot, while among those coming in

are Ted Healy and Fred Waring.
According to the RKO booking

office this will be done in other large

cities or houses where F&M units

are to be played, but will not hold

for the 105th St., Cleveland, where
F&M starts Sept. 17, nor in Madi-
son, Wis.

San Diego's F&M Policy

Shifts State Openings
Los Angeles, Sept. 5. .

With a weekly three-day stage
show policy being adopted at the
Fox, San Diego, Sept. 22, Loew's
State here will shift , from Friday
to Thursday " openings, effective

Sept. 16. Change enables the
F&M units to open Fridays in the
border city, where no regular stage
policy has been in effect for past
year. 'Sally' likely will be the first

billing.

Temporary closing of the Fan-
tages here is set for Sept. 14, with
house remaining dark pending set-

up of a new policy. F&M shows
will be dropped.

TEMPORARY 0.K,

RKO Ao«nta' Alternates May Qo On
Booking Floor

Arrangements have been made to

extend temporary prlvllegs bf the

RKO booking floor to alternates of

franchlsed offices whose bosses or

alternates for the floor want to be
relieved for a while, to go on vaca-
tion or otherwise.
Whenever a franchlsed agency

wishes to secure tejnporary
.
priv-

ileges for one of its men not per-
manently permitted on the floor, ar-
rangements are to be made through
the A. R. A,, the agents' associa-
tion.

Currently temp privileges are in

force for. Bert Wlshnew, Harry
Lang, Jack Davies, Tommy Curran
and Bill Cowan.

HEGLEY'S SPECIAL

RKO ACT DOCTORING

Macklin Megley is playing act-
tinker for RKO whenever the book-
ing office calls upon him for his
services. His is not a permanent
appointment, but he's on call for
special doctoring or

.
act-advisory

jobs as they crop up.

Last week RKO sent Megley to
Providence to look over Chase and
MacDonald and to recommend what
he saw fit. In Bobby Connolly's
absence he also worked on the Kate
Smith 'Swanee' show when it was
produced for. the Palace.

RKO Offers Heidt 12

Weeks at Golden Gate
Los Angeles, Sept. IS.

RKO is chatting with Horace
Heidt about a new contract for the
Golden Gate, San Francisco.
Heidt's band would stay there 12

weeks under the agreement, but the
boys are also contemplating a New
York show" offer.

with Fred Norman, around two and
a half weeks of Canadian time in

Montreal and Quebec City, playing
a four-act road show. Road show
opened a week ago in Montreal.

JACKSON, HJXLSTBEET M. C.

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

When' the Hillstreet reopens Sept.

15, with vaud .film, Bobby Jackson
go?s in as m.c.
Seven acts weekly with 'Bern

Bernard booking locally.

RKO HAS BUT 15 WEEKS,

IMPORTS PROMISED 20

With less than 15 weeks available
In straight RKO vaude time, pres-
ently, remainder of the RKO book
being taken up by F. & M., cir-
cuit has its own problem to solve,
with the booking office guaranty of
20 weeks given to at least one of
the 12 foreign acts which are being
imported. Act Is Grade Schenk and
Brother. Report is that others have
been offered similar long-time work
guarantees.
The 12 acts, in advances made,

Immigration bonds and salaries
may bring RKO's Investment to
$25,000. So far the only Other act
brought over 1b Bood and Bood.
RKO must post a $1,000 bond with
the government for each turn.

Official comment Is that the bal-
ance of acts to be Imported are
hired only from four to six weeks.

Salary range for the whole list

ranges from $260 to $900 weekly a
turn,

Love Opening for RKO
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Montagu Love opens an : RKO
route in New York, Sept. 17;

Act set by the Metkeljohn office.

RKO VAUDEVILLE INTACT 88
(Woes. Sept 10). Ktllh'i. Borton

THE GENIAL ROTUND

LARRY
R I C H

with

CHERI
"Miss Pert of Pari*"
TOMA GENARO

. Gontb America's NewcBt Dancer
TOMMY LONG

"The Elongated Express of Comedy"
AL HODGES

"Oklahoma's Ambassador"
ENGLAND ONG

The Chinese Helen Kane
JOE BELL

•The Voice with a Heart"
GILBERT LAWRENCE

and HI* Snake. Hips
And the

RICH RHYTHM BAND .

<Plreptlon of Blondell ft Mack)

LONDON'S BIGGEST SENSATION OF THE CENTURY

DAVE APOLLON
ASSISTED BY

DANZI GOODELL, NORA WILLIAMS

.-ST" General Theatre
Corporation Limited

I »OS*«A.*l.
/ ' .

tJlMfeMM'

,

July
Mb
1982

H.Fc«ter; use..,

Leloarter Square
Theatre Chambers,
W.0.

Dear Barry Foster,*

ret Vtrt- ATCUDJI.eV cauem

the above aet
at the Holborn

This confirms that we el
en eitrs week (July 18th, 1
Japlre, London.

We are pleased to lnforo yon that Ur'.ftpoilon

has ooored one of the biggest hits at the london
Palladium: ever reglaterelTby , an taerloan artiste,

Jfr.Oeorge Black Is very dellghtea with the nay In

which toe art hee been reeelved.

Yours faithfully.
For and en behalf or

.

OJKKRAL THEATRE . CORPORWICH jtrKITED

AND HIS STRING BAND

"The People," Sunday,

July 17, 1932

HANNEN SWAFFER
His success at the Palladium

during the last two weeks has been
greater than that of any vaudeville
artist; who has, come from America
for many years;

There were, of course, famous
American acts in the past—Gene
Stfatton, for instance, and R. G.
Knowles—but they built up then-

reputation here gradually. Apollon
made his in a night.

London Pavilion.

. MUM*Bt»kWaja%MM o.T.f»o#rn»,

Save Apollen leq« t
Lonaon Pavilion, W.l.

PIOOADWJLT CtWOUfl,

WONOON, W.1.

16th Ant-net 1988.

y dear Dare,

.This la just a little note to thank
yon for the wonderful work yon have done daring
the last three week* at the London Xavlllon*

I ean unhesitatingly any that In ay
opinion yon have been the boot attraction that haa
ever oomo over from Amerloa, and despite the
napreoodentoa hot weather whloh we have experienced
throughout your stay here, our bueinass hero has Z
think beaten the business of any other Shoatre In
London, ana this I attlbnte mainly to son.

I Mknt yon to know that we shall always
weloone yon bank to the London Pavilion at any tin*
and I hops It will be very soon.

My kindest regarts and best wishss for
the future.

Yours very olnoerely.

OPENED AT THE LONDON PALLADIUM JULY 4 FOR TWO WEEKS AND IMMEDIATELY
BOOKED TO PLAY FOR THE FOLLOWING MANAGEMENTS:

GENERAL THEATRES, LONDON PAVILION, PARAMOUNT-ASTORIAS
and GAUMONT BRITISH CIRCUIT

Best Regards to All My Friends in America, and My Sincerest Thanhs to the Entire English Profession for the Wdhderful
Treatment They Are Extending Me During My Stay in England

Personal Representative: BERNARD BURKE, Curtis-Allen Office European Representatives: WILLIAM MORRIS OFFICE, FORSTERS AGENCY
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KNX Radio Act Grosses $39,110

In 39 Picture Houses in N.W.

Hollywood, Sept. 1.

Arizona Wranglers, cowboy war-

lers regularly on radio KNX, re-

turned here after playing 39 picture

houses dates in Oregon and Wash-
ington, to a gross of $39,110. Titles

of fllnns with which the act played

are not given*

Feature of the extended radio in-

vasion into vaude Is that no regular

(hooking office would give the war-
blers a tumble, and that the book-
ing was done by a small theatre

owner, F. M. Crabill, of Eugene, Ore,

Playing on a 50-50 split with the

house, 60% was divided between
Crabill and KNX, to whom the cow-
boys are under contract. Idea of the

profit take was that after paying
the act's regular salary the radio

station pockets between $5,000 and
$6,000 for Hb end.

Plugged over the air and heavily
ballyhooed In the small towns, re-

sult was that in many spots new
attendance records were set.

RK0 CAUTIOUS

BECAUSE OF

0PP0SISH

As a precaution for the opposl

tion, RKO is holding back definite

dates ion acts for Its houses, hoping
to slide into engagements too late

for local competitors to lay plans
designed to take the edge off any
special material or headliners
booked.

Policy follows a series of disap-
pointments on booking, which be-
coming known in advance, has given
the opposition a chance to frame
similar shows or prepare In other
ways against a steal of the whole
town's or section's draw.
Even with agents and artists, the

booking office is stalling on actual
dates though okaying or promising
so many weeks of time.

BUILD MARCUS SHOW
FOR $2 TOUR SOUTH

Chicago, Sept 5.

After completing seven weeks of
RKO bookings the A. B. Marcus
troupe, *La "Vie Paree,' will be en-
larged and will tour southern ter-
ritory at $2 top.
Ned Alvord will continue to press

agent instead of going ahead of
the Jessel-Talmadge unit.

Burns and Allen Off -

On 2d Yr. for Publix
Burns and Allen have signed a

hew 40-week contract with Publix
through the William Morris agency,
and are currently playing at the
Chicago, Chi, on the first lap of,

their second year with the circuit.

The radio team cut their Par-
amount, N. Y., stay short last week
*fter the first show Thursday to
make the train for the Chi date.
Snyder and Lyons subbed for the
reBt of the day, that team hopping
thence to Boston for Publix.
Burns and Allen's last Publix fig-

ure was $1,250. They received an
increase on the new term.

Chicago, Sept. 5.

Burns and Allen have been given
two additional weeks by Balaban
and Katz.

After their current week at the
Chicago they play the Tivoli and
Uptown.

Marshall's Forced Landing
Chicago, Sept. 5.

Everett Marshall, one of the three
headliners this week at the Chicago
theatre, missed the first two per-
formances Friday. He was travel-
ing by plane and delayed through
a forced landing. He arrived for
the night performance. Lee Sims
and Ilomay Bailey, from NBC, were
utilized as pinch hitters.

Marshall played the RKO Palace
here four weeks ago.

DeBondy Back on RKO
Floor ; With Fitzpatrick
Fred DeBondy la back with the

Thomas J. Fitzpatrick office as an
alternate agent, with privileges of
the RKO floor arranged for him. He
was among associates dropped when
the agency pruning was put through
by Martin Beck.
DeBondy had only been back as

ah ar-sociate agent a couple of

months, having been one of the
RKO special field representatives.

CharityrBaHy Brings

Yode Back to Hartford

For 1st Time in 25 Yrs>

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 5.

Capitol, an Arthur house, staged
one of the most outstanding pub
liclty stunts In Connecticut when it

secured Mayor William J. Rankin to

act as ni c. at Its Sunday after
noon and evening performances.
The stunt was accomplished by
Samuel J. Maurice, recently ap-
pointed city manager.

Capitol management announced
that 12 furnished apartments In an
adjoining building will be contrib-
uted to the city, charity department
and devoted to unemployed families
Two stage shows will be presented

each Sunday and part of the pro-
ceeds will be devoted to city
charity. The mayor In a public an-
nouncement expressed his thanks
and willingness to co-operate with
the theatre as long as the stunt will

be of some, assistance to the local

charity fund.
.
Front page publicity

for days resulted and with the In-
auguration of the new vaudeville
policy starting Friday of this week,
the Arthur theatres In this city- are
assured of more than the average
business.
The semi-charity policy brings

vaudeville to Hartford on Sunday
nights for the first time . In more
than 25 years.

Eddie Garr Flies to E. A.

For Opening at Chinese
Engagement of Eddie Garr, Im-

personator, at the Albee, Brooklyn,
where he opened Saturday. (3) Is

being cut short to enable him to ac-
cept a Ave weeks' contract to ap-
pear at Grauman's Chinese, Holly-
wood, In connection with run of

"Rain,' opening Friday (9). Garr
winds up at Albee today (Tuesday),
flying to the Coast.
He Is also dickering with Warner

Bros, for a part in a feature he may
do on top of the Chinese stage date.

NBCs S6U00 Bookings with Loew

h 3 Wks,; More Than RKO in 3 Mos.

MILDRED BAILEY ON

TRY0UTF0R $2,500

Mildred Bailey's going with
Loew for two weeks at $2,500, with
options for 24 more, weeks, and has
a radio commercial impending at
$2,000 a week. She was getting
$060 before settling her contract
with NBC and Paul Whlteman. It

was Whlteman releasing the singer
which made possible the new deals.

Miss Bailey opened this week at
Loew's Valencia, Jamaica, N. Y., as
a break-in, going to Jersey City by
which time the 24-week option will

have to be exercised or dropped.
.

While Miss Bailey and Whlteman
had their differences through the
songstress wanting to step out for
herself, Whlteman had her tied up
exclusively, If he so elected, until

next spring. He didn't actually em-
ploy her as NBC held the contract
but with the proviso she was to
work for Whlteman exclusively.

Sole provision In the release Is

that Miss Bailey must not perform
with any other name orchestra, to
which she concurs, as the intention
is to do a single in vaude and pic-
ture houses.

Miss Bailey, was practically set

with Publix, but rejected the $2,000

salary In favor of $2,500 from Loew,

PAY AS MUCH FOR RADIO

ACT AS HOUSE GROSSES

Baltimore, Sept. 6.

Going on tie nut for as much as
his ordinary weekly gross, Izzy
Rappaport is bringing Into his indie
vaude Hippodrome, Kate Smith and
the Swanee Revue, at a price re-

ported around $10,000. Average
weekly take at this house is $3,600.

Indie date for Miss Smith will

mean Ave shows daily except Sun-
day, when only four will be In or-
der, due to the 2 p. ni. start of this

Sabbath-observing burg.
CBS warbler and show comes In

for the anniversary week. Revue
plays intact as it showed at the

N. Y. Palace, and will be so adver-
tised. Nat Bruslloff orchestra, Jack
Miller, June and Cherry Prelsser,

plus Miss Smith, Is the roll-call.

Lindens $100,000 Claim

On Hudson Showboat Idea
Jack Linder has instructed his

attorney to prepare suit against the

Hudson River Day Line, New York,
for $100,000, claiming the company
plagiarized his idea in operation of

the 'Showboat on Hudson* thing.

Linder alleges that In May, 1929,

he approached William.Olcott, pres-
ident of the Day Line, on the idea
that was only lately carried but
by Olcott, but after going over the
entire plan he was told it would
cost $175,000 for a surety bond on
the ship to Insure that liquor
wouldn't be sold on It

At that time it was dropped by
the vaudeville booker for that rea-
son, claim by Linder now being that
Olcott has gone ahead on his own
with the very idea he (Linder) pro-r

posed.

MOLLY'S 4 LOEW WKS.
Loew, through Harry Lenctska

and the William Morris agency, has
closed with Molly Picon to open for

four weeks at the Capitol, N. Y.,

at $2,500, commencing Oct. 14. Miss
Picon is now in Buenos Aires.
Loew has an cptldn for 19 more

weeks after the initial four.

Effiogtoo, Loew
—i—

Flock of Loew time has been lined
up for the Duke Ellington unit.

Band swings out on the circuit Sept.
16 with Pittsburgh the first stand.
Circuit's Baltimore house follows
Sept. 23, with Ellington booked into
the Capitol, N. T., Sept 23, etc.

To take care . of the Ellington
frame Loew has switched- the Cab
Calloway Cotton Club unit from
the Capitol to the Paradise for Sept
23.

Chicago, Sept 5.

Duke Ellington's orchestra plays
the Oriental Sept 9. It will be the
sixth repeat for the colored band,
one less than Ted Lewis.

Ellington also holds the second
highest, gross record of the house.

Show Must Go On, Dog
Act Doesn't Care—Walks

Cleveland, Sept 6.

Lobo IE, Clarence Moore's per-
forming German police dog, did a
walk-out on its trainer and missed
three shows at Keith's 106th St be-
fore a pickaninny found him In a
yard about a block away from the
theatre.

Call of the wild was too much
for the canine mugger who, oblivi-
ous of traditions that the show must
go on, dlsappearead from back-
stage just before the first matinee.
Frantic trainer thought that the

dog, said to be Insured for $26,000,
had been kidnapped and was being
held for ransom. Three searching
posses were organized. All the cops
in town joined in the search. Even
Silver King, another Stage police
dog was brought In to track down
the missing canine but as a blood-
hound Silver King proved to be a
good acrobat.
Lobo, formerly in Horace Heidt's

band act was finally discovered by
a Negro, boy, who notified cops,
drew enough rubber-neckers to
form a parade. Dog was so nervous
after having his fling that his eve-
ning performance was cancelled.
Meehan and Newman, local talent,

plnch-hitted.

Winter Bach to Legit;

Crawford for 'Irene*

Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Katherine Crawford is replacing
Dale Winter in title part of F&M's
'Irene' at Portland, Ore., Sept, 17,

with the latter retiring from the
tab unit to resume acting for her
husband, Henry Duffy. Miss Craw-
ford played in 'Flying High' for

MGM. •

George Dobbs replaces Walter
Reagan in the 'Irene' ,1uve nart

DUJTO-MORGAN TOP BILL -

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Josephine Dunn and Gene Mor-
gan will top the stage show at the
RKO Golden Gate, 'Frisco, week: of
Sept. 9. Following week the stage
feature will be the Olympic Prize
Winners (canine act) from the Sid
Grauman prolog for 'Strange Inter-
lude.'

Act i>lays.here at the Hillstreet

Sept. 23. • •
.

Lauder's 25th Tour

Includes 135 Towns

And 3 Nites m N. Y.

When Sir Harry Lauder com-
mences his 25th American tour in

Montreal at His Majesty's theatre,
Oct. 7-8, it will not only be his
steenth 'farewell tour,' but one of

the longest trips the Scot has un-
dertaken. Itinerary includes 135
towns which, while not a record, is

near it. Lauder will play 44 new
stands never before touched by him.
Lauder sails from London Sept.

24 for Montreal arriving there Oct.
2. His support troupe will be as-
sembled in New York this week by
William Morris, Sr. It will include
a semi-name orchestra and six acts.

Wlllard Coxey will be in advance
three weeks and William Snyder
will be the second advance man,
ahead 10 days. Snyder was for
years ahead of the late John Philip
Sousa. Wagner win be behind, per
usual, as. g.m.
Three day limit for New York Is

new. and because experience has
shown that the Scots don't turn out
the early part of the week, but later
it usually means' they have to put
chairs on the platform to accom-
modate the overflow.- Hence, by
crowding the same gross Into three
days, Morris office figures It -will

get all possible as if In a full week.
The Manhattan date, in April, will
wind up the Lauder tour.

RKO'S 20 WEEKS FOR

PEACHES BROWNING

A 20 weeks' option on Peaches
Browning, as a single, has been ex-
ercised by RKO, It starts: after the
current engagement in Rochester,
which was preceded by Albany;
Academy, New York, and Prospect,
Brooklyn. Miss Browning's single
has an advance man working ahead.
Sam Shannon brought the former

Peaches Hecnan back to vaude and
booked her with RKO.

Texas' Gals Under Wraps
Following Cods' Squawk

Albany, N. Y., Sept 5.

The hook was thrown in the last

night performance of the Texas
Guinan show at the Palace here
last week when two detectives sat
in front row seats to see that the
nlte club act preserved proper de-
corum and wore sufficient clothes.

As a result many of the features of

the show, including the fan dance
and the joke, 'It isn't the humidity;
it's the nudity,' were cut out.

A woman jvho witnessed the show
complained, and the police notified
the management that unless the
girls wore more clothes the show
would, be stopped.

On the three weeks It has been

doing business with the Loew clr-

cult the NBC Artists' Service has

taken in $61,300 from that source

alone. Tally rates as considerably

more than the network has obtained

in stage bookings from its own af-

filiated, RKO, in the past three

months. The Loew coin was de-

rived from the sale of only five acts*.

Of the quintet the Canada Dry
unit taking In ' the George Olson
combo, Jack Benny and Ethel
Shutta, leads the credit side of the
ledger with a total of $24,000 for
three weeks of appearances. Next
in line is Buddy Rogers with $19,-

000 for four weeks, and following
him is Rubs Columbo- who brought
in $12,000 on a threes-week contract
Balance of the money was obtained
through bookings of the Pickens
Sisters, Harriet Lee and Her Lead-
ers, and Mildred Bailey.

MOTOR CRASH

FATAL TO

BERGERS

An auto accident killed the seven-
year-old daughter of Willie Berger
outright and sent Mr. and Mrs. Ber-
ger to the hospital, where the vaude-
ville booker succumbed two daiys
later on the operating; table'. Acci-
dent took place Thursday afternoon
(i) near Newcastle, Pa., when the
Berger auto left the road, turning
over.
Berger and his wife both sm%

fered : Borne nasty bone breaks^
It was these bone breaks that,
caused gangrene to set In when de-
lay In setting them was necessi-
tated by the severe, burns. On Sat«.
urday it. was decided to set the
ankle regardless of the: extreme
pains. - He died under the anaes-
thetic on the operating table.

Berger, formerly an RKO booker,
was on his. way back to New York;
from Chicago.
The Berger daughter was by his

first wife, Dottle 'Gerber of the for-
mer Gerber sisters. . The present
Mrs. Berger' Is non-pro.'
Against the advice of friends in

Chicago they were traveling under
a 'share expense' arrangement with
strangers. The chauffeur of the
fatal car and the Bergers' nurse

1

were, also badly Injured.

At the Jamison Memorial hospital
In Newcastle Mrs. Berger Is still In

a serious condition, but; has an even
chance to live.

Funeral services for both Berger
and bis child will be held In
Chicago.

SWOE-SEDAWO TEAM
Mabelle Swor, Who danced with

Charles Sabin last winter, is teamed
with Sedaho, last of Elizabeth Mor-
gan and Sedano. Miss Morgan was
last on the Coast in the Mark Hop-
kins hotel, 'Frisco, dancing "with
Charles Columbus under the Mor-
gan-Sedano billing.

Swor-Sedanb team goes into the
Paramount, N. Y., week after next,
and may land in the Central Park
Casino for the fall.

RKO TAKES COLORED REVUE
Frank Montgomery and his Tara-

dise Revue, colored, which has
been appearing at the Paradise
club, Atlantic City, all summer, is
coming into Vaude for RKO, booked
by T. R. Samuels. First date is

Trenton, N. J., Saturday (10).
RKO will add two acts to the

floor show whenever playing it

RKO'S 3 COAST WEEKS

A 'CAREER' FOR ACTS

Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

With the RKO Hillstreet here
and the Orpheum In San Francisco
returning to vaude next week, and
offering acts three weeks, Warners
Downtown Is having a tough time
getting names. Last week, house
cut its bill from seven to five acts,
and switched to a double bill policy.
Five acts are delivered on the stage
for $050 by the Bert Levey office:

Acts formerly willing to take the
one week are now concentrating on
getting the RKO three weeks,
which is a career for variety people
out here.

'Frisco Spot to Snyder
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Billy Snyder will m.c. at the Or-
pheum, 'Frisco, when the house re-
opens'Sept. 14, with coast vaude and
pictures,

Has been m.c.'ing for F-WC and
Warners locally for past two years.

L. A. Par's Names
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Fifl D'Orsay has been booked by
Paramount for tho week of the 15th.
Bing Crosby will be the big at-

traction the following week.
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NEWARK GETS NO

VAUDE UNTIL WINTER

,
Newark, Sept. 5.

Despite stories to the contrary,

Labor Day passed without negotia-

tions taking place between the mu-
sicians and theatres. No meeting,
no conference, no proposal and no
suggestion made by either side.
v Result is no' vaudeville In Newark.
In .'view, of the temper exhibited by
both sides, both plainly playing a
waiting game, common impression
Is that it will be nearly winter be-
fore vaude returns.

Several managers express them-
selves pleased with the situation as
they maintain that.vaude was rarely
worth its cost and was shown mere-
ly because other houses used it.

5 Acts, Full Wk., When
RKO, Youngstown, Opens
RKO will-reopen Youngstown, O.,

with vaude probably on Sept. 17.

While it has variously been a full

and a split week,'RKO proposes re

opening on a full week basis, using
five acts.

Harris Reopening .House

g With Girl Tabs-Pictures
? San Francisco, sept. 6.

Sam Harris, formerly of Acker
man and Harris, is reopening the
President, Sept. 15, with a policy
Of girl tabs and pictures.

Associated with him are his son,

Herbert, : and Ella Weston, . former
A & H vaude booker here. Nell
Harding is staging.

Seven New F-M Acts
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

New talent booked by Fanchon
& Marco, but not yet assigned to

units, includes:
Sanna and Lbomls, Dick Hender-

son, Bll and Bil, Pall Mall, Stetson,

the Nine Allisons and the Elliotts.

; 2-A-DAY IN BEADING, PA.
"* Mahohoy City, Pa., Sept. 5.

x Because of the resignation of C.

Gi Keeney, who has become, lessee-

manager of the Park, Reading, Pa.,

J. K. Krearner has become manager
of the Victoria here, a Chamberlain
chain theatre, effective at once.
Keeney, who returned to his for-r

mer home In Reading, will present
two-a-day vaudeville, with film ex-
tras, in the Park, of which he was
manager until last year.

Dear Readers of' "Variety":
Satisfying my own Curiosity I

deliberately overlooked placing
an ' ad in "Variety" 'during the
last week's engagement at the
RKO Palace in New York.
This is what they said about

me:

It's Vic Oliver, in fifth, and
Alex. Hyde, closing, who far
outdistance the air warbler
on applause.

- Oliver seemed In finest fet-
tle. He tied up the works
cold after building evenly to
a high point of satisfaction.
It's Oliver himself through-
out, with his instrumental
work, clowning and gagging
that digs a. deep furrow of
favor nil along, but it's the
gags that go with the violin
double for tho walkaway that
precipitates the heavy mitt.

Now I. am convinced that- I

am a sap for- paying for this
copy.

VIC OLIVER

ORPH, S. F., 6 ACTS, 1ST

RUN, 40c TOP, SEPT. 20

San Francisco, Sept. 5.

RKO is planning to reopen the
Orpheum, possibly about Sept 20,

as a Class B house with six acts

of vaude and a picture at 40c top.

Cliff Work and J; J. Franklin are
negotiating with unions for a deal,

upon outcome of which depends the

opening.
House has been dark for past

three month's except for two weeks
of 'Bring 'Em Back Alive.' Forty
cent top would make the Orph
lowest priced first run house in

town.

The many reasons for. my success:

1..My halt pint stooge -

MARGOT CRANGLE
2. .My agent and gag. writer

PHIL OFFIN
3..My pal on the outside

AL GROSSMAN
4..My Europoan Sponsor

JENIE JACOBS
6 . .My act

DeVITO and DENNY
And DOT STEVENS

Calling RYAN & NOBLETTE
"—iare Yon StlU PlaWtng Golf?"

Eastern-Produced F&M
Units for Arthur's Time
Fanchon & Marco units on the

regular cross-country route will

alternate with eastern-produced
shows in the New England territory.

Four weeks from Harry -Arthur
(Springfield, Worcester; Hartford
and Bridgeport) start with F&M
Sept. 9 or 16, but during this month
F&M will put out three new units

in New York.

F&M Into Fisher, Det.
Detroit, Sept 6.

With stage shows out. of the Fox
here due to labor troubles, the F&M
units are now being used at the
Fisher.
F&M gets ho billing either on

newspaper ads or in the theatre.

Columbo's Loew Trio
. Russ Columbo is set to play three
weeks for Loew.
Comes in off western tour to open

at the Paradise in the Bronx Sept.

9; the Metropolitan, Brooklyn, the
next week, and -follows with the Va-
lencia, Jamaica.

Labor Scab

Delay Par, WB

Publix and Warner Bros, notably

are not scheduling dates on re-

sumption of stage shows or their

inclusion this year where not played
last, due mostly to negotiations with
labor unions at this time. Conces-
sions must be made with stage

hands and musicians before deci-

sion can be reached as to whether
and when stage shows will be used.

Fanchon & Marco Is awaiting
word when its shows go back in

Warner and Publix houses for

which contracts are held. Promise
that Warners will be ready to re-

sume units in Pittsburgh around
Oct. 1 seem to be the most definite

word all around for F&M from
chains other than RKO.

.

Warners . plan reopening . the

Mastbaum, Philadelphia, with stage
shows as well as others, but no de-
cision yet on dates.

Reopening of houses also being
held tip Include such de luxers as
Publix's Minnesota, Minneapolis,
and Paramount Toledo, until settle-

ment with the unions Is made.

F. & S. STAGE SHOWS IN

AKRON OPPOSED TO RKO

Akron, O., Sept. 5.

Colonial, Fleber & Shea controlled
first run straight film house, re-
opened, two weeks ago, after being
dark all summer, and switched, sud-
denly this week to stage shows, in
connection with films. Curley Burns
musical comedy, company, which
closed seven weeks at Civic Play-
house this week, comes In for one
week only. Frank King, manager
of the Colonial, intimated stage
policy would be continued indef-
initely. House is opposition to RKO
Palace, which soon will revive
vcude-fllm.

Coast to Midwest Hop
By F-M Unit for Set-In

Hollywood, Sept, 6.

F&M's 'Hollywood Comedians'
unit, featuring Teddy Joyce, Ben
Turplh, Snub Pollard and Walter
Hlers, Is being jumped from here
to Milwaukee, to' open at the Wis-
consin Sept. 9.

BUI Riley will pilot the unit

5 ACT SHOWS FOR

3 RKO'S IN TEXAS

Dallas, Sept. 6.

With satisfactory labor contracts
arranged, RKO's three Texas acers
return to vaude this month. Open-
ing dates- are Dallas, Sept. 16;

San Antonio, 23, and Houston, 30.

Acts will Jump from Houston to

New Orleans.
Present set . upcalta for five ln7

stead of two-four act shows with
all three houses shifting : from
Thursday to Friday openings.

RKO Agents' AssVs Dues
Depends on Conditions
The Artists' Representatives As-

sociation will wait until It sees
what conditions are going to be this
season in vaude before reaching a
decision as to what, dues in the or-
ganization will be. A. R. A. officials

feel that it will be' fairer to levy
dues in accordance with ' business
possibilities than to set oh a figure
how which might be entirely out of
line.

Originally, plan was to charge $5
a month or $60 yearly as dues. That
was In May, when the A. R. A. was
organized, but after payment of $25
initiation by all agent members, a
moratorium on regular dues at the
$5 a month figure was declared.
Initiation fees were refunded to

some agents at the time of the last

trimming of i the franchise list, since

the association functions only for

agents and associates who have the
privileges of the RKO floor. There
are <aome 30-odd offices now fran-
chised.

SHADE'S PORTLAND JUMP
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Max Shane, gen. press rep. for
Fanchon & Marco, has jumped to
Portland, Ore., to assist in staging
a heavy exploitation .

campaign for

'Follow Thru' unit, opening there
at the Fox Sept.. 8.

Joe Penner and Olive Olsen head
unit . -

JEFF DAVIS' BOSTON AGENCY
Jeff Davis, among those dropped

by RKO in readjustment of the
RKO . franchise group, has set up as
an agency in Boston.
He will represent some of the N.

Y. agents In New England on any
of their acts going Into that terri-

tory or wanting booking there.

Shriners Get Back House
Reading, Pa., Sept 5.

Wilmer & Vincent's 10-year lease
of the Rajah theatre expires Sept 1.,

and has not been renewed.
The Shriners will manage the the

atre themselves, probably presenting
road shows and vaudeville, and ex
pect to install new', sound equip
ment.

F. & M. Vaudeless In N. Y.
Fanchon & Marco's New York

booking office has gone vaudeless
with elimination of acts at the Cro
tona, in the Bronx.
House last week shifted quietly

to straight pictures after tough
summer.

Louisville Now Full Week
Chicago, Sept .6.

Rlalto, Louisville, becomes a full

week stand for the regular season
starting this week. Over the sum
mer It ran as a split
Dick Hoffman booking from Chi-

cago RKO office.

Levey's New Offices
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Bert Levey vaude booking offices
moved Sept. 1, from the Alcazar to
the Golden Gate building, 'Frisco.
John Dahliriger remains in charge,

with Levey making weekly; (rips
north.

RKO Club Dept Books

So. Dakota Corn Palace

-. Chicago, Sept. 5.

Corn Palace at Mitchell, South
Dakota, one of the biggest rural
events of the year will be booked
this season by Tom Powell of the
Chicago - RKO . club department.
Last season M.C.A. had the date
and the year before the William
Morris office.

A dance orchestra plus nine acts
of vaudeville will play the week of
Sept. 26-Oct 2. Now being booked.
Powell has also set . the annual

Fireman's Benefit in Cincinnati to
take nine acts for four days, start-
ing Nov. 3.

RKOV Commish Suit
Los Angeles, Sept 5.

RKO booking office here filed suit

In Municipal court against Mildred
F. . Kellow and Edith B. Farrington,
administratrices of the estate of W.
G. Kellow, and Dana Hayes for $145
in booking fees. ,

Kellow and Hayes operated the
Garfield, . Alhambra, Calif., and
agreed to deduct 6% from the sal-
aries of all acts booked In by RKO
but failed to do so according to the
complaint.

RESUMES WITH VAUDE
Philadelphia, Sept. 6.

'

Fay's theatre, large independent
vaude spot in West Philadelphia,
opens today (Monday) with vaude-
ville talent House will be managed,
as In the past, by C. C. Spink.
Pictures will be second run.

BOOKINGAGENCY
General executive Offices
' LOEW BUILDINGAN N EX

ISO WEST 46™ST*
BRyant 9-7800 NEW YORK CITY

J. H. LUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

MARVIN H. SCHENCK
BOOKING MANAGER

LOEW READYING STAGE

BARRAjBEFOR CLEVE.

.
Cleveland, Sept. 6

Indications are that Cleveland wUl
be the next spot receiving concen
trated stage attention from thlLoew clrouit Locally that amount!
to a tossing of the gauntlet to RKo
Loew is reported preparing tosend the same extravagant bills it

has been playing at the CariltOLNew York, into the State here,
,

On the other side of the fence are
prospective RKO headllners for the
local Palace which Include Norma
Talmadge and George Jessel, Thura.
ton, and 'Rhapsody In Black* (tab),

It can develop into a stage battle
the like of which this town has not
yet seen.

'Hotel* Disarranges

Cap's Stage Bookings
Because qf 'Grand Hotel'

. the
Capitol, N. Y. is jazzed up on Jts
stage show routings. The 'Hotel'
grind run is a sure two weeks, may-
be longer, hence the stage acts for'
the Cap presentations are being
booked on an open date basis.

'Hotel' is slated to follow 'Blondle.
of the Follies' current, which is

holding over with a $20,000 stage
show. Brings 'Hotel' in Sept. 15.

Cincy's 2 Big Weeks
RKO is planning to set aside F&M

units at the Albee, Cincinnati, for'

two different weeks later on. F&M
okays the arrangement.

Circuit wants to play 'Rio Rita,'

musical tab, - one week, and Olsen
and Johnson a week later. Dates
have not yet been worked out.

Authorized RKO Artists''

Representatives and
Officially Franchised
Agents and Associates

SAMUEL BAERWTTZ
151 West 46th St., New York

Tel. Bryant 9-4614-5

M. S. BENTHAM
=

and JACK WEINER
Palace Theatre BullOln*. Now York
HARRY LANG, FRANK MUFSON
PAUL DUBAND, DENNIS DuFOB

BL0NDELL & MACK
1560 Broadway
NEW YORK -

GUS EDWARDS
PRODUCER
(Star Maker)
Suite 140-42

ASTOR HOTEL, NEW YORK

JENIE JACOBS
1674 Broadway

NEW YORK

EDWARD S. KELLER
Palace Theatre Bids., New Tork
CHARLES S. WILSHIN

Affiliated Member,
Bert Wlshnew, Associate

Tel. BRyant 0-4048

CHARLES MORRISON
Suite 1014 Bond Bid*. I

1560 Broadway, New York !

XABRY PUCK, Associate

JAMES E. PLUNKETT
SAM TISHMAN

MAX TISHMAN, General • Manager
THOMAS CURRAN, Associate

1S64 B'way. New York. Phone Br. 9-8571

LEE P. STEWART
and EDWARD RILEY

Vaudeville—Radio—Pictures
904 Palace Theatre Bldg:.. New York

BRyant 0-0551

Harry Weber-Simon Agency
Suite 003

Palace Theatre Bid?., New York
and Equitable Bids., Hollywood, ; Calif.

RYAN and NOBLETTE
Cracking Back at DE VITO arid

DENNY and DOT STEVENS
"—We Don't Flay <{o\t, but we can't

give It up"
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Tom,' with Radio Sound Effects,

By WCFL Players as Presentation

Milwaukee, Sept. 3.

Milwaukee theatre audiences had
their first view of the modus ope-

randi of an air theatre when the

players from WCFL, Chicago, put

in a day at the Garfield, Fox nabe,

to show the. folks how the thing Is

done.
'Uncle Tom's Cabin' was the play

chosen for the exhibition and plenty

of prosperity was. oh tap for the

theatre. .'Whether it was the idea of

seeing the WCFL Players doing
their stuff or the ancient drama it-

self is pretty hard to tell. It was
rather unfortunate that the idea
should have been offered on a rainy
Sunday afternoon arid evening be-
fore audiences composed for the
most part of restless youngsters for

whom the presentation was much
'ttio long. '.:

The performance began with the
usual announcements coming from
behind a drop representing the front
of a .

loudspeaker. Gradually the
lights were put on back of this

gauze piece which was ultimately
raised disclosing the 16 performers

doing their stuff much In the order
of a stock company rehearsal with
scripts in hand. Two microphones
were used with a piano at the right
for incidental music, augmented
from time to time by a quartet of
colored boys.
When Uncle Tom was getting his

whippings, the effects were pro-
duced by the very simple method of
hitting a manuscript, a raincoat or
a box to gain the desired effect. The
announcer did very well as the
bloodhounds. He even got a laugh
from. some of his co-workers.
Manager Hyman Lurle spent most

of the day keeping ticket buyers in
line, which is a great deal to be
thankful for nowadays. It looked
for all the world like the old Sun-
days when Harry Clay Blaney and
the other heroes used to draw them
high and early to see what the
shooting was all about.
Zane Grey's 'South Sea Adven-

tures' (Lesser) and 'Skyscraper
Souls' (Metro) plux Fox Movietone
News made up the' rest of the pro-
gram, which made for a very long
afternoon or evening. : Miller.

for the only real laughs in the en-
tire stage bill. .

Le Blnde and Du Charme, acro-
batic adagio trio, front the first

episode and prove a charming bit
of entertainment in their eccentric
gyrations.
Roxy show runs usual 140 min-

utes with the usual overture. David
Ross, conducting, and an act by
himself when conducting, as he
adds spirit 'to the pit performance
which is 'Peer Gynt' Suite cur-
rently^'
•

:
Roxy also; currently, projects a

novelty and highly developed piece
of secondary screen entertainment
in the technicolor, production of a
Walt Disney Symphony called
'Flowers and Trees,' one of the
program's highlights. Movietone
newsreel rounds out. Shan. ,•

CAPITOL, N. Y.
New York, Sept. 1.

It's all tight enough to say that
at the Capitol this week is a great
show, including in, its cast Lllyanr

Tashman, .
Sophie Tucker, Jack

Pearl, Ethel Shutta, George. Olsen's
band and Jaek Benny.- Customers
were lined up'; at the box office, all

day and fighting for seats from the
bell. But what next? They thought
picture houses were taking a chance
when they planned $10,000 stags,

shows. Then they took deep breaths
and went to $15,000 stage shows.
The current lineup at the Capitol,
what with wire charges on: Benny
and Olsen, brings the toll up to a
new high of $20,000. But what about
next week?

Certainly there can be no quarrel
with the current show. Even the 80
minutes that: the stage end occu-
pied, and despite the 90 minute pic-

ture; doesn't seem too long because
so Jammed with sockerino enter

r

tainment. Only way to review the
layout, of course, is chronologically,
which method- is helped by the fact
that there's no attempt at staging,
the acts running Off in pretty much
regular vaude formation.

To say that Jack Benny Is. better
than Jack Pearl or that Sophie
Tucker outshines Lilyan Tashman
Is impossible. They all do their
particular stints well.
Behhy Is introduced by way of a

number of gag stills on the screen
and wastes little time after that
announcing that he's the m.c. and
introducing the first act. Benny
must be a comforting lad to have
around: He's not only witty, quick
and capable, but seemingly can' fill

any emergency. He's the personifi-
cation of what a master of cere-:

monies should be and emphasized
his cleverness by the fact that lie

doesn't need a cane or other manu-
factured nick-nacks to put his hu-
mor over.

Olsen's band is the first act, a
bit unusual, though not a bad idea
as things turn out. His is a highly
capable and diversified group of
young men whose musical antics
outshine their vocal efforts, but who
are always on tap for novelty and
syncopation. To show their control
a quartet of the lads step out on
the apron for a trumpet sclo played
In the most pianissimo fashion
Imaginable, and yet perfectly rich-

and rounded in tone. Ethel Shutta
comes on toward the end of tho.

proceedings for two vocal numbers
plus her usual air signature.
Benny wanders in and out of this

act for identification purposes with
the Ginger Ale ether hour.
Lilyan Tashman, plus a couple of

new ultra-lavlgh gowns, devotes her
ten minutes to some , crossfire with
Benny, then going, with him, into
a. (is it possible?) new blackout. At

. least it seemed new because the tag
is turned the other way around. At
any. rate it's good fun, allows Lilyan
to strip to negligee, and it went
oyer nicely. Lilyan dug Edmund
Lowe out of the wings for encore
purposes and announced her sev-
enth anniversary was that night for
the usual applause result. More in-

teresting to note is the way Benny
seized on the Lowe presence for
three or four of the funniest com-
ments throughout the show.

' Sophie Tucker doesn't try any gag-
ging or horseplay, sticking closely
to three numbers, but how this audi-
ence went for her! She's probably
the only person in the world, who
could mix together. 'Ell, Eli' and
•Lawd, You Made the Night Too
Long.'
Jack Pearl to close the proceed-

ings is another problematical choice
that worked out okay. Pearl doesn't
bother with matettial this week, go-
ing back into the (flics of his mem-
dry for them, but all they were in-
terested in, seemingly, was to hear
him. He'just stood with a straight

in front of a street drop and gagged
Okay results.
Couldn't very well close cold that,

way, so all the stars assemble in
front of a drop dressed in street
clothes to worry about where to go
or what to do. With Benny sug-
gesting they go to the !Capitol to
see Marlon Davles in. 'Blondlo of
the Follies.' So they all march off

the stage and park in a box as the
house darkens and the scrim de-
scends for the feature.

. No Hime on the layout for any-
thing else, even the newsreel being
dropped on the show caught.

Kauf.

ROXY, N Y.
New York, Sept 1.

Current are 'Down to Earth!
(Fox) with Will Rogers and a stage
show called 'Manhattan' comprising
a series of five songs and dance
tableaux resplendent In color and
carrying out what might be the
highest point in lighting

1

effort

reached by the Roxy, for an entire
program. Unfortunately the bill

lacks an amusement punch and a
light week can be looked for in this

third stanza of - the Cathedral's
reopening. At $50,000, it . means : a-

profit here nowadays, and if the
house does that there can be no
squawk.

.

Currently there are too many
conditions both within and without
the house to offer any enthusiastic
b. o. comment. That Labor Day
holiday weekend, under current
conditions, isn't likely to .help trade.
Besides which, the Roxy's second

week In holding over 'First Year'
after film had played around the
suburbs was sheer b. o. miscalcula-
tion that may have, tended to divert
patronage for the current week.
The Will Rogers' picture that's

current isn't any too strong. Which
altogether isn't such a hearty break
for the spot considering the opera-
tors' vicissitudes generally.

'Manhattan,' stage show,- opens
with a tableaux, 'New1 Amsterdam.'
.Then the Roxy assemblage appears
from behind some olios to the rear
of the stage and singing follows.
Lighting and costumes attract

here as they do throughout the
piece. Clark Robinson is respon-
sible for that lighting. It reaches
.its high point to date which may
be laid additionally to Frank Cam-
bria's supervision, who, himself is

no mean stager this way.
Among the specialty artists, Joe

Griffin, tenor, holds Over. His voice
carries, is melodious and spills per-
sonality in a way that should make
him a fitting fixture for the spot.
A ;new face currently is M.ata

Cora who assists Griffin in his sing-
ing roles, taking part in the third
tableaux, 'Old Gramercy,' that opens
with .the two against a scrim set-

ting of an old Colonial mansion.
The ballet doing. some white shadow
stepping' that's not. attracting. Bal-
let currently is the weakest limb on
the whole program. Needs special-
ized direction Similar to what the
Roxy formerly had.
The Roxyettes by far eclipse the

ballet in customer interest and per-
formance. Roxyettes, in Indian cos-
tumes full of.-- color, perform
rhythmically in the second tableaux
episode, 'The Wigwam.'
Finale is labeled 'Down to Earth'

to associate with the feature. Here,
insertion of ballet slowed up the
episode. Eleanor Powell emerges
from a New York skyline setting
here for a solo tap, gracefully and
entertainingly performed. Clad in

gold cloth pyjamas, the girl crashed
for the biggest applause spot in the
closing.
Based on her present perform-

ance, she's a bet for any kind of

show, clever artd graceful with a
figure that att.-acts. Fourth episode
is 'Central Park in the Gay '90's'

and brings forth the bicycle antics
of William Ritchie and Co., making

ACME, N. Y.
New York, Sept. 2.

Subtitle of this Fourteenth street
house is 'America's only Sovlet-
Kino.'- Theatre' is ' proud of that
and is stressing it as much as pos-
sible in programs arid advertising,
Next week an architect gets to work
on the house front to change it to
what appears to be a mosque a-la-
Petrograd, : and then the Urijon
Square Moscovites can really feel at
home.

'

History of the Acme is a cock
eyed one. It's a 600-seater, ram-
shackle affair that's been struggling
along for some time. About two
years ago it was the first of the
picture houses to lead the parade to
double features for 10 cents. Didn't
pan out. German pictures went in
for a try and flopped. Italian pic
tures died. Theatre floundered from
one policy to another. In February
Matty Radin took the house over
and decided to try, the Russ stuff.
It's paid well enough to continue.
Idea is not necessarily to play all

Soviet pictures. Any .picture with
a Russian angle or background or
locale is oke. And it doesn't matter
how old the pictures are. Manage
ment figure's the customers here are
interested in subject matter, not art
or technique.
Quite often, because of the lack

of available product, pictures are
repeated. Some have been repeated
three and four times.
Prices are 15 cents to 2 p.m., and

graded up to 30 cents. . It goes with-
out saying that after the 2 o'clock
barrier has. gone up and tickets
costing 23 cents the thrifty Union
Squarites stop rushing to the b.o.,
most of the revenue thus far coming
in mornings.
Thus far the policy . has not been

a rousing success, but management
has gotten a bit better than an even
break, which is something, what
with the weather and the season
and general- depression. .•

'Clown George' (Ukrainfllm) cur-
rent. ' Kauf.

DENVER
Denver, Aug* 31.

The stage show, 'Radio 'Stars/
made up of a number of air names,
was. run off rapidly—and it's a good
thing it was. .- It would have been
tiresome otherwise. .

Opening scene jshows
. four girls

at radio station switchboard. Out
of loudspeaker come answers to
questions by the telephoners.
Switchboard is yanked off stage and
curtain goes up on radio station
scene, with Eddie Bruce announc-
ing, and he keeps things moving.
Bill Aronson, the topnotcher of the
lot, impersonates Amos 'n' Andy.
Walter Winchell, Russ, Columbo,
Ben Bernie and Tony Wons. Some
good and some that had to be iden-
tified.

Good measure marked the Albe
Sisters impersonating the Boswell
Sisters, the good measure being
four lovely girls to look at instead
of three. Their dancing routines
were good, and their chatter with
Bruce refreshing. Dressed in long
red dresses, they made a bright
picture.
The Kate Smith impersonator,

Kay Fayre, carried off her share
of the program nicely, getting the
'Moon Over the Mountain' in th.e

Kate Smith manner; Tony Pag-
llacci as the street singer sang a
few grand opera tunes in their na-
tive tongues, and Jessie Dragon-
ette was I mpersonated by LeOta
Lane. John Tio, the parrot that
knows the answers, furnished nov-
elty. '.

Near the middle of the show, Tedt
Mack, local favorite, from the pit}
was spotted. They liked his chat

-°

ter.

Orchestra plays for an opener
'Song of the Island,' and Ted and
two- of the. band imitate steel
guitars on saxophones. Ted tells
about his radio contest of the past
week, and introduces a trio he
picked to work with him this week.
Boys sing 'Sweet Sue.' They are
Loran Wallace, William Blakely
and Larry Doran. Ted then intro.-

duce a. hillbilly number for a cjick.

Art Blonger, Joe Himelick and Ted
put it across, coaxing music out
of mouthharps, balloons, saw, jug,
fiddle, oboe and clarineti Ted will

be at the .Denver one more week.
The overture by Fred Schmilt's

orchestra was cut short due to the
length of the stage show, and con-
sisted of Chevalier tunes as. a
prelude to the trailer for next
wefeU's picture, 'Love Me T.o.night.' j

TRANSLUX
After all the ballyhoo Fox-Hearst

exuded about research and -exclu-

sive use of giant lenses, Pathe made
a better job generally of the eclipse

for the newsreels.

Had F-H done a little real ex-

ploitation by first showing the dif-

ference between the regular lenses
and the ones which it claimed it

used the audience might have been
sold cn getting something different.

But F-H just exhibited the instru-
ments and structures of the scien-
tists, which had nothing to do with
its own equipment.

So far as. the actual eclipse was
concerned the only difference : be-
tween. F-H and. Pathe clips was
that the former got some clearer
aspects on the 'clouds. Pathe, howr
ever, gave its audience a thrill of
seeming proximity. : Unless lenses
ijfrovlde something distinctly differ-

erent they don't mean a thing
alongside of a title which says a
cameraman is five miles up in the
air. Looking down into the clouds
one second and the next peeping at
the eclipse, Pathe also took in city

and small town crowds, working
up a human as well as scientific

interest.

Proving that the past week was
not so weak in camera news.

The Luxer,- through Pathe, also
showed Jowa farmers being released
from Council Bluffs prison, and
dipped into the Illinois mining re-
gion, where miners are on picket
duty over wage disputes. Why the
American Legion Confab : in New
York was overlooked by the Em-
bassy did not concern the Luxer,
which showed the boys marching in
Brooklyn. .

. Pathe presented a real novelty
clip in football practice of the
sailors aboard the U.S.S. 'Saratoga,'
plane carrier.

Amusing subjects were a three-
year-old pianist singing to a bas-
ketful of pups and a grown dog
which could actually enunciate
something which- sounded like a few
words in English, Pathe a week

' EMBASSY
Weak program that shapes large-,

ly as a revival, the Walker hash-
,

over leading.
Excerpts from speech

v
after

speech, from the time the Mayor
was Inducted, are bundled together
In the lead, which runs over the
point of audience boredom. Fans
Saturday afternoon (3) were pretty
bored until Mayor McKee arid his
speech was edited in at the tall end.
Embassy in heavily for races, not

even taking the trouble to. break
some of them up. In one batch
there was the much photographed
Belfast street auto dash. Wood-
bridge's dirt track and MiddletoWri's
auto course. Elsewhere In the pro-
gram were a German-French cyclist
tourney, Cicero track 'horse gallop,
New Hampshire marathon.
Fox'Hearst copy desk,, possibly

affected by the heat wave in New"
York, had silent titles describing
Paris drinking and swimming, and
Japanese kid bathing pools. Lourdes
Shrine can: always be depended
upon when material is light. Hearstj
also, can be used as a filler. This
time the reel plugs the publisher's
presses. Strangely, the program
passed up Germany this week, not
even going for the usual week-end
Pllsener. Beach setting-up exer-
cises iare generally: the last resort
at the Embassy, but they're in cur-
rently, with Ocean City getting the
credit line. Even Massachusetts' •

mechanical cow, which fans for the
past months have been able .'to

visualize in their sleep, Is back in
the projection booth.
Schmeling's return to New York

just one of those set-ups for a •

camera. Waly.

late, however, on the Earhart and
"'

Piccard stories.
Subjects covered in the programs

of the two theatres included Trubee
Davison starting campaign for gov-
ernorship, Hoover on depression,
Roosevelt at Sea Girt, Asbury Park^
baby parade, L. A. chiropractors'
beauty contest, Haizlip transconti-
nental record flight, army aerial
maneuvers at Cleveland, Hoover-
Roosevelt gag train wreck" at. a mid-
western country fair. "Waly.

LOEWS STATE, L. A.
Los Angeles, . Sept. 2.

"Veils' unit carries no. real sock,
but has its high spots, especially
when Conrad's Plgepns and Zelda
Santley are on the stage. Miss
Santley achieves the i.rtistic with
her mimicking of Zasu Pitts, a
sweet characteristic. Show runs .54

minutes. Several chorus routines
could be deleted toyktllt the tempo.

Russell, MarconKand^-Jerry, male
team augmented 'by . a tapper, are
strong, but could be more valuable
if the. comic were given more of a
chance. Edna Errlcq hot-cha'd a
couple of tunes, doing best with
an Al Slegel arrangement of 'Shine.'

Madeline Schmid, coloraturo, had
the thankless task of warbling
background music for several,chorus
routines, and handled it well. Mesna
Fortune, specialty dancer, worked
in front of the line to good effect.

Veil motif was carried throughout,
winding up in a bridal finale that
kept building to the entrance of the
pigeons from the back of the bal-
cony.
Jan Rubini overture was followed

with a violin solo of 'Rosary,' with
a girl singer warbling through a
scrim on stage. Scrim was again
used for trailer to 'Sally,' next
week's stage show, with a ballet
dancer on her toes back of it. News-
reel and 'Gaunt,' dramatic three

-

reeler (Talking Picture Epics),
filled in. Feature is 'Blondie of the
Follies* (Metro). Business near ca-
pacity at opening matinee.

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO
Chicago, Sept. 2.

Another Fanchon & Marco stage
show presented intact with appar-
ently no local switches. 'Bughouse'
is the name and the idea is colorful.
It slows up with tile advent in 'one'
of a Negro twosome which breaks
the . pace previously maintained.
But in general the Oriental custom-
ers were satisfied. Heaviest ap-
plause went to a pair of Charley
Foy's stooges who surprised with
some high-class harmony.
Lunatic motif is gradually for-

gotten as the unit progresses, and
this is a pity. It would have been a
better entertainment had the unities
been preserved. Foy's nut stuff fit-

ted in ideally.
Mixine Lewis whammed over a

couple of numbers, and there were
Individual specialties of passable
merit, but no punch from Virginia
Peck, Flashette, LaVerne, Olga, and
Mlshka and Tudy.
Marcclli made them show appre-

ciation for his overture, Kddie
Meikcl had them constantly in hand,
and Roosevelt and Hoover got an
even divvy on applause in the news-
reel.

'Speak Easily' (Metro) . rolled up
lots of laughs but little business.

Land.

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
New York. Sept. 2.

It's ether week at the Paramount
but it takes an Intruder, Will Ma-
honey, who knows no radio back-
ground, to put the big. punch into
the s'tage show. Between Mahoney,
in top. form on this engagement,
and the stars of the air, it looks
like a ten-strike for the box office.
Business won't threaten the top

this house has done, but it should
ride roughshod over the region of .

averages, for a handsome profit.
Monday, holidays, such as Labor
Day, however, are difficult to con-
tend with, doubly so currently with
a geyser of heat gushing all over
Times Square. Black ink, however*
will be hard to avoid.
The Mills Bros, are undoubtedly

the big drawing card among the
radio . attractions on the show.
They've proved a staple around the
Country since last appearing here a
couple of months back. Paramount
at the first evening show had them
spotted early in the unit, but at the
next show moved Stoopnagle and
Bud up front on top of Eddy Duch-
in's band opening.
The surefire .comedy Stoopnagle-

Bud twain ought to attract many,
also, though they're not new to
Broadway.
The other radioites in 'Radio

Stars of 1932,' done in the ether
manner, but still no worry for Ma-
honey, are Sylvia Froos, Georgle
Price, who's not unknown to stage .

show followers, and Donald Novls.
Latter is the unassuming, . self-
possessed young tenor from the
Coast who's in his third week here

'

now. -

Novis goes on about middle in
an appropriate spot between two
comedy numbers. While at some
shows, since trying his luck at this
house, Novis has been getting show-
curbing hands, and one night last
week did- five numbers, Friday at
the first eve de luxe round, he
trimmed down to two arid ran
away.
The Mills harmony workers got a

break on setting arid staging but
not on spot until changed at the
last Friday night's show. They ran,
up the second best mitt, next to""
Mahoney, blurting out In their swell
way a glove-fitting routine of songs.

.

Boys worked on the pit p'.atfornv
and anyone who wants can. gain
something by looking at how Fub-
llx tanied down the sore-thumb
sight of a. mike on it's stage. For
the Mills quartet, it was covered
with leafy twigs and set looks more
like a theatre than a broadcasting
studio.
None can complain about the

amount of shown surefire comedy,
but just the same there's a mouth-
ful of singing and more. Plus the
Mills and Novis, the fan gets Sylvia
Froos (two numbers), quite a bit
from Georgie Price, a little from a
fern vocal sextet, arid the 'i^he's My

(Continued oil page 29)
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PALACE, N. Y*
Palace, this week completes the

cycle , of air possible variations, of
vattdevllle policy by going "stage
band: presentation style, first per-
formance of that type in the house,
The billing gives the house a tour
act show and a picture, conforming
to the neighborhood .type in pattern

However, there 1b still .some, dis
tlnctlon to the old ace of vaudeville
in the . fact that the band is Fred
Warlng's, which for cost, prestige
and entertainment quality is. far
from neighborhood calibre., On
Rtrict rating the four acts are in the
"Waring group, Radio Rubes, Armida
and.Three Bredwins. But that lay
out may be stretched by three addi-
tional items in Tom Waring, Fred/a
warbling brother, the .Lane Sisters
(this, is -the Rosemary and Priscilla
edition)!, and; Evelyn Nair, the three
turns last named . being, within the
Waring band unit athough, they are
spread, throughout the performance,
Add to that that Fred functions as
m. and call that .another program
item, and.the. four-act bill stretches
put to eight.

Aside from these statistics, the
show runs upward of an hour. and
the picture, 'Age of Consent' (ftKO-
Radip). runs another 60 minutes,
Miscellaneous minor items and trail

ers build : the entertainment to two
and a half hours. It's a good buy. at
tho price, and at this show, the sec
ond of Saturday afternoon, patronage
was perhaps ,two-thirds of capacity
downstairs, a fair showing-consider
ing Saturday started a three-day
week-end holiday, and was hot as
do-tell.

• -Running oft. of. the performance
takes on the happy-go-lucky method
of all stage band presentations.. It's

rather shapeless and lacking in ell

mactic design. Show opens cold
with

; Waring boys playing behind
the -drop for a few. bars before : the
curtain flies. They use a, trick ar-
rangement of 'Sing' for the getaway^
number- -being- announeed through a
card borne .by a page, a -page; hy the
way, who contributes a comedy line)

of his own and maybe rates being
Included as,an act, making the.count
nine. If. you like, you -can count in
also -the

. Waring drummer whose
jtag vocalizing and .antics pull inter-

^SBJuent laughs,
.. Band is on the. stage practically
all the time and doing four or so a
iday. for: week-ends make it quite a
st'ln^,,':Waring- does the announc-
ing, but wisely makes his Introduc-
tions straight, leaving the- gagging
to" the boys.

First- of the outside turns is Radio
Kubes, an . air. feature making their
vaudevile bow (New Acts). Tom
Waring is an early item, singing
three numbers before the band and
doing nicely, thanks to a listenable
baritone voice and. an agreeably
simple bearing. Lane Sisters like-
wise nave .a' ' brief" appearance* • early
in the. performance, .singing Into .the
mike ' wlth Fred- •. introducing' s them
and foiling for them Jn their Inci-
dental..business, which, is very, incir-
dental. / Nice kids and got a friendly
Response. .... ...

Arinida took the spot , that under
the usual vaudeville show would be
next to closing, working part of
the .time' alone on the stage and
partly, backed up by the band, which
is strictly accompanist. Opens, with
her cigarette number Involving hoy-
derilng with the front row custom-
ers, goes into her sprightly dance
arid, finishes with song and step-
ping. Spanish girl is regular folks
to any Palace crowd and fared ac-
cordingly.
Another muslcal-and-comedy In-

terlude with the bandsmen here
spacing out a short interval before
the turn of the Three Bredwins,
comedy acrobats de luxe (New
Acts).. Evelyn Nair with a torrid
session of wriggling was a late and
climactic band unit item.
Although- they had opened the

'phow and supported . it at intervals,
it was the Waring boys who came
through for the finishing punch, do-
ing their domino novelty which
never tires and grabbing themselves
an encore for. their college glee club
•banquet scene for a fadeout, dem-
onstrating again the versatility of
probably the most resourceful band
organization, in show business.
Carrying through a whole Palace
program for a week is by Way 6f
being a unique achievement. Rush.

pentier there Is nothing, conceded as
a draw, show', is smooth entertain-
ment,"": It hasf-jiice balance, plenty of
variety and will satisfy. Especially
by the mdb Which for years has
been satisfied to do the State regu-
larly, knowing just about what
they'll get.
A lot of people make the State be-

cause of its pictures/ most of which
come down from- the Capitol. That
places 'Last Mile' to - a test here to

some extent.
Downey, fifth on the six-act bill,

went over big, doing 12 minutes.
He opens stoutly with a pop which
he sells admirably, then launches
into 'Voice in the Village Choir,'

which seems to be making a hit

with the air singers. On 'Shanty
Town,' following, he tied up the
show, returning to do an Irish lull

aby for the getaway.
He was followed by the California

Collegians, who rate more as a com
edy act than otherwise, with the
seven lads making Up' the contingent
going in' for plenty of slapstick,

clowning arid nuttery. ' That circus
idea of theirs is a" pip for laughs
and novelty and takes the boys up
to the point where the audience
might giggle at nearly ' everything
they might do.
Carpentler is' between Zelaya,

third, and Downey/ the proper spot
for this mlddle-of-blll act. The for-
mer French pug, who's probably
given up the ring forever, is trying
to .develop as a matinee idol type.
He's succeeding nicely and by now
speaks English with clarity; though
always measuring his -words. . The
Carpentier voice hasn't, much of a
punch, -but in his personality he can
drop any worry about it. The late
scrapper carries four girls, having
dropped the colored .lad.

Zelaya proved a hit. all the way
at the first Sat. mat;. He's a, show-
nan, in the way he sells his piano
efforts: artd mqnolog, It's an agree-
able pers'orialjty, the

[
hefty Zelaya

owns, and it counts lots in his sale
6f gab: State' audience went for
him 100%.
Jeanne Carr,. with -elderly, .couple

ntroed as ma and pa, No. 2 and
over strong. Straight hoofing all

the way, on a dance mat, but expert
arid, fast, the elder, twain doing as
well as 'Miss Carr. Stayed on only
oight minutes, just about right..
- Paul . Nolan, juggler, opened, as-
sisted by a comely miss who, has an
easy job. Did nicely considering
how cold ' the audience was when
lights went .up on his act.
Usual H-M news and trailers to

fill. '
• Char.

ORPHEUM, N. Y.

STATE, N. Y.
Excellent State -show with Morton

Downey as the major draw, plus
some possible b. o. support from
Georges Carpentier, who once Would
have filled the place to the dome,
•The Last Mile'' (World Wide), on

I -Uie screen, didn't do so well at the
Capitol, Loew's deluxor, so It's dif
ficult to. estimate what it might do
here.
Chances for a fair week, however,

seem good, :with. Downey certain to
attract as a result of his air follow
ing and the fine, showing he makes
on a theatre stage.
Saturday afternoon's business was

off no doubt due to the great exodus
from the big. town over the Labor

fcK Day week-end. It was the same onA the Saturday preceding the Fourth
fof July, which also fell, on a Mon
P^day, but some surprises were noted
' through apparent out-of-town trade

that Saturday night, Sunday and
Monday. They rimy occur over the
current holiday, too.

.While,; outside pf Downey and Car-

Usual Ave acts running a minute
oyer, the. hour including, the. .nine
^nutes.MUt.Fjf^klyii.takes.^or.the
overture. He's using, another iden-
tification, gag . this- week,.. Plays . fa-
miliar tunes and asks what trade
each is associated with. Marine air
suggests sailors and 'Horses', the
street cleaner,

:

Show starts with Boyd and Wal-
lln, wire act in "which one end of
the wire is carried by the woman on

casting cradle; First is a teeth
hold and ^the - others show - neck
strength, in one the rope being
looped around the back of. her head
while the man does a spin. Takes
only four minutes, but that means
np stalling.. Over to a good hand.

Yates and Yawley repeat their
piano and song work in one. The
best bet is Yawley's robust

:
tenor,

which Is different from the usual
falsetto tenor, which is supposed to
slay the auditors. His top " range is

deeper and more colorful. Yates did
nicely, with a_piano interlude rang-
ing from pops to Chopin's 'Polo-
naise.' Drags in an accordion for
the encore, but doesn't do much
with It.

Devito and
.
Denny spend eight

minutes in sheer lunacy. Make their
entrance from a painted door, high
up in the scenery,, step forward and
land on a trick piano. Violin smash
ing is retained, so is torn down
scenery, which is getting; so com-
mon it no longer, gets the laughs.
Up here all made a bull's-eye, but
it's pretty rough for -a polite audi
ence; particularly the stooge In his
undies arid a padlock on the seat:
Very pretty girl

;
doesn't spem to

belong, and. yet she fits • in some-
how. Act lacks continuity. Even in
a- crazy routine it. is possible to
follow some general plan, hut here
they do first one thing and then an
other, content to get laughs where
the same amount of effort, intelli-

gently applied, might pull them
better results.
Cookie Bowers in his familiar

imitations had the women laughing
at .his imitation of a man getting
out of bed. He gets over with his
various other imitations running the
gamut from auto horns to opera
Sells it In a. nice way, and that helps
him.

.. Iiarrisori and Fisher got three
curtains at a supper show Saturday
night, which is telling something for
this house. Usually those who
have seen the picture are half way
out

.
of the aisle before the curtain

key hits the stage. Idea of using
a soubrottish girl to spell their own
efforts is a good one. And the girl's
first, costume had 'em gasping here
Feature is 'Speak Easily

(M-G-M) ,wlth the newsreel and !

two-reel Vitaphone In color. Fea
tore probably pulls more than the
show, and a good house.

PALACE, CHICAGO
Chicago, Sept. 3.

i

Every appearance of a great week
was - visible Saturday, but nobody
could state, with anything more
positive than theory whether it was
50-50 or 75-25 between 'Bird of

Paradise' and Jack Dempsey on the

stage. Popularity of the. flghtor re-

mains astounding, and the Palace
hasn't whacked its mitts in welcome
with such enthusiasm in months.

Yet the picture must have been
magnetic after the liberal splashing
of undraped torsos, male and fe-
male, in the advertisements. Ex-
ploitation was hot on the old 'dhow
em skin' adage. Dolores Del Rio is

riot rated as a draw in Chicago,
Arabian tumblers described as

Lois Torres and her Barcelonians
opened fast, but couldn't quite over-
come the lethargy. Spanish disguise
not clicking especially well.
Winning . public favor on .the

strength of his admirable stage
presence and the blessed absence of
the usual juvenile, smartaleckry,
Mickey McGuire did very nicely for
himself and the bill. Lad is com-
paratively relaxed in style arid
doesn't constitute the, assault upon
an audience's nerves and good na-
ture that other kids, now around, do.
Palace liked his toughle character-
ization, never overdone.'
Tom Patrlcola surrounded by nice

looking and useful feminine assist-
ants did very. well. He is popular
in Chicago and generally finds the
local path to success a boulevard. '

Speaking of. feminine assistants,
that's a trim and more-than-suffic-
ing damoiselle that Rlchy Craig, Jr.,
employs first to play dumb and sec- i

ond to provide, silken neatness in a
classy strut. Craig, adding three
new gags/presented the rest of his
turn in toto, but found that the Chi-
cago demand for new- material need
not worry a comedian, as it's never
very rampant. ,

Willard Mack carpentered the
framework for Jack Dempsey. It
could scarcely be dignified as an
'act,' although it passes the test of
utilitarianism and allows Jack to be
seen, heard and applauded by care-
fully Inserted openings for same.
Dempsey is by now an old hand at
public speaking and all that nerv-
ousness of years ago is absent. He
handles himself easily and, as usual,
looks great. Very long and out of
place is the speech in 'one' after-
wards, made by Diempsey's fellow-
actor, who talks lengthily of his
screen career (not Dempsey's) to
the mystification of the audiences,
to whom the lad is completely un-
known.
Gen6 Tunney gets a floral gift

from Dempsey, although the '14'

count is the theme of several , gags
along the way. Jack Sharkey is not
treated so politely, Dempsey observ-
ing that to some fighters any blow
under the Adam's apple is foul.

• Land.

* CENTURY, BALTO.
Baltimore, Sept. 2.,

Well, boys, the slugfest of the
new season is on locally. At pres-
ent -.it's a heavy two-sided battle
between this Loew spot and the in-
die Hippodrome. Both houses are
loading their guns with heavy shot
and are throwing overboard the old
budgets. ' A battle like this in the
confines of this southern town
looms up in all importance.
House this week starts its formal

switch to vaude a,nd has evidently
laid plans for a two-headliner bill
each week, figuring mostly on name
bands to carry. At the Hipp the
lineup calls for bands also, with the
colored names of ' Ellington, Callo-
way, etc., and shortly that house
pulls Its biggest gun with the Kate
Smith revue. Jfs going to be a
merry war, and likely to go Into a
three-cornered battle royal later,
this month, with the Keith's- spot
slated for a line on the RKO bo6k-
ing sheet.
Currently the Century makes a

perfect take-off into the vaude ele-
ment after years of presentations:
Headed by Abe Lyman orchestra
and the Bert Lytell act, it shapes
as an excellent five-act show.
Lyman comes to- town with his

new 24-plece aggregation, - Town
has. never, seen anything like it for-
flash and movement. At the con
elusion of the act and encore,
which closed the bill, this audience
•kept up an applause, bombardment
for mere than five minutes, running
right into the picture, 'Successful
Calamity' (WB), to such ah extent
that it was necessary for manager
Bill Suxton to halt the picture after
it had. started and bring Lyman
back for more. In all, it was one
of those moments that may be
frowned upori by the heads of cir
cults as being an. unwelcome inter
ruption to the mechanical running
order of the routine of the theatre,
but It's worth a thousand times the
interruption; it's one of those
things that make the theatre alive
and real, and not cold and mechan-
ical.

Opening was Arthur LaFleur,
who started neatly with strong arm
and Jaw work, particularly setting
this house rocking with a whirling
iron-jaw finish. Girl, in the turn
for a .couple of hoofing routines,
serves to give LaFleur a breathing
spell.

Deucing . canto . Luis Zingone, a

J06EP CHERNIAVSKY'S BAND
Orchestra^ Singing
32 Mins.; Special in Full

RKO Albee, Cincinnati
This is the Chernlavsky who au-

thored 'Bells of Avalon' and other
tunes, swung a baton in New York
deluxers, put music to some screen
hits arid was recently, titled by Ben
Bernie as 'The Russian Jazz
Maestro.' For the past year he's
been playing leading hotels and
dansants here

; with 15 local boys
whom he developed into a click

combo, at the same time building
an air following via WLW.
Cherny rags olassical selections

and gives the rltz to pops with tak-
ing tempo and unique direction."

'

Opened with 'his 'Bells of Avalon'
ether theme announced by L. J.

Barnes, a Crosley riiike'Worker, be-
fore flash j stairway ' drop of ] the
swank' Netherland -Plaza hospice.
Swung into rhythmical paraphrase
of 'Faust,' followed by original con-
ception of The Mooch.' Then a'

medley of. familiar '32 numbers with
Harrison Kay, excellent baritone,
rendering 'Lawd You Made the
Night Too. Long,' and Sam Adams,
tenor, singing 'Sweet Mystery of
Life.' Vocalism registered big.

Medley is enlivened with specialty
spots by Gene ^Hoctor, piano; Bob.
Motzer, .trumpet; Ell Chalfee,
guitar, and Ronald Kingsbury,
fiddle. "

.

First 10 minutes move slowly, but
after that the* gang' sets qulokened
pace. Finale is strong. It's the
1812 Overture with Cherny taking
to the pit- to direct- the house or-
chestra arid- his oWn boys; The old
standby - - is pepped aplenty and
lighting effects and battle sounds
used to .advantage. With proper
shaving, the act's a bellrlnger.

Kolling.

.EVELYN HAGARA
Songs (Novelty)
12 Mine.; One
Filmarte, L. A.

Los Angeles, Sept. 2.

Featuring a trick rendition of
'Song of the .Wi,rid,' Evelyn Hagara,
contralto from the" concert and Eu-
ropean operatic stage, makes her
picture-house debut as an added
attraction on the bill with 'Rortny'

(Ufa); Act is straight vocalizing,
with piano accompaniment, with ex-
ception of the novelty number,
which is outstanding.
Miss Hagara, so the ballyhoo

goes, has discovered the art-of 'long
breathing' after it had -been lost for
a century. Ripley, in one of his
Believe It or Not' layouts, featured
the contralto. Her 'discovery' per-
mits her to sing as long as three
minutes on a single breath.
Two other numbers, an Italian

aria and an -English ballad, with a
final encore, comprised balance of
her repertoire. Aside from houses
of Filmarte type; which specializes
In foreign productions, act is un-
sulted for picture deluxers.

HILL and AMMON
Songs
8 Mins.; One
Downtown, L. A.
Miss Ammon, formerly Nettle

Packer of Anger and Packer, car-
ries the burden with her singing,
though Hill's piano playing is no
smaH contribution. Both are ex-
perienced players.. Their work is

timed to sell high. Miss- Ammon's
voice is packed with hot-cha ap-
peal. Singing three numbers, all
blues, she was set from her: first
note. Hill's accompaning, of the
hot broken rhythm quality, builds
up the singing. In his hoke solo he
clo,wns all pver. the keyboard.

. Material is . good . vaude and
should click, if this pair go east
which is what they should do after
they play, the few, weeks offered
hereabouts. Call.

RADIO RUBES
Song, Comedy
10 Mins.; One . .

Pa jace, N. Y.

;
New hillbilly quartet, from the

broadcasting field, billed as Buff-'
Davis and his Radio Rubes, 'Station
R-U-B-B.' Routine follows th*
usual lines; with the exception otone member who has an odd trick of
slmulatlng^musical instruments and
other sounds, .

Trick is capitalized during most
of the act, being blended into tha
familiar hillbilly music of guitar
mouth organ and banjo. Foursome
work fast and deliver a consistently
interesting turn. Announcements
made by Davis in the usual Ruba
character, with the pound Imitator—Artier.Hall, by name—doing a
mildly comio. rube boy.
.. The/ harmonize, the familiar*
One number is Interrupted by a lo-
comotive whistle and they all stop
to. 'go. down and see the train comV
in,', which furnishes excuse for
sound., effect of train approaching,
coming t,o a squeaking

, .stop and
finally the blast of the air-brake
exhaust, ia.ll simulated by Hall and
manipulation, of banjo head. ,

•Climbing Up the Golden Stairs'
for, a rousing finish on. the routine
sort. Did very well here, working
in front of Fred, Warlng's orchestra,'
working, as a stage band under a,
new . Palace experiment. Act de-
parts, only, in detail from the run of
such numbers, but the men have a
certain personality, which makes iv
difference on the favorable side. ",

• Bu&K.'

SHAW arici BRUNET
Sorigs'- !

10 Mint.; In One
Orpheurh, N. Y. -

.

Team suggests a radio . pair,
though .they, do not. croon and use-
no mike. One man has an assured—almost too., assured—manner,
while the other is. almost Without
.expression and ill at ease, Ther.e>
With the voice, though, and they
both get over nicely with harmonr
ized numbers,, mostly medleys, with.

. a strong accent on the old -Irish
standbys. Got over strong in this
German locality. .

"
-i

Lightweight number two- act, but
a safe bet in: this position if tha
opener starts the show off right. 1

DARO and COSTA
:

Dance Flash
9 Mins.; In Three
Orpheum, N. Y. •

One of' those..- acts of constant
changes;: Last . time they were re*
ported, with a male . tap dancer and
an accompanist. Now the tap .boy
Is apparently doubling as accom-
panist, a girl with a light and not
always- agreeable soprano filling in,

Doesn't seem to fit yet
Name team holds to a nice

routine of Spanish for the opening
arid adagio for the close. Some of
the spins are repeats; but they
look 'different with the skirts off.

Good opener for the smaller houses,
but not likely to rise above that
without drastlo Changes.

'DANCE OLYMPICS/ (6)
Dance Flash N
10 Mins.;.: One and Full (Special)
G. O. H„ New York
Five girls who purport to portray

International athletic games In their

dances. Mostly regular acrobatic
routines which are very familiar.
Opens in one with a blonde looker

announcing. Into full against an'
arena drop. Finale lacks rhythmic
coherence. .,

• Act was spotted next to closing
at this indie spot- to only faint re-i

action. Somebody should use that
blonde. Or maybe It's, her act?
There's no indlcater. Bhan..

clean-working, Bmart magician.
ZIngone's act has nice pace, and all
the tricks are effective. The easy
chatter suited. : Only minor objec-
tion, and that not ZIngone's fault,
was spotting the magician preced-
ing Lytell's tertse tragic -sketch,
'The Valiant.' ZIngone's act is a
quiet, suave piece of business, arid
something more lively belonged in
front o£ the Lytell act.

Lytell has his 'Valiant' character-
ization down to the finest touch by
now, getting every drop, of senti-
ment and color out of the lines.
The rest of the cast is uniformly
weak, but Lytell sustains the entire
sketch alone. It is proof that skits
are not dead to vaude; not if prop-
erly written and acted.

June Carr is one of the new ris-
ing comedienne dancers. She has'
developed a couple of routines on
the hoof that, are howl-arousers
anywhero. Miss Carr has learned
how to dance but riot how to talk.
i;he dialog is not strong in the first
place, and Miss Carr and her piano
partner can't sustain it. Until they
can draw Some tonsil- proof talk
they had bettor stick to the ankles.

1

They're suroflre otherwise.

Business excellent the first show.

ACADEMY
., ,

New York, Sept, 3.

There isn't anything especially , td

crow about on the vaude lineup

from the' box- office view, so that
this Skouras-operated downtowner
will have to depend for its mag-
netizing powers during the first half
of the current stanza upon -the
screen cynosure, 'Hold 'Em Jail'

(Radio). Count at the initial per-
formance showed a near capacity
lower arena and a pretty 1 substan-
tial spread over the fore-end of the
shelf. Steady flow kept up after the
1 o'clock asking price was tilted a
dime to 35c. for the balance of the
afternoon, Considering the average
class 'of„ vaude unvefiled here, ad-
rrilsh levels offer a bargain.
.Booking policy here gives them

well-balanced arid diversified enter-
tainment for that portion of tho
week

.
starting Saturday while the

siQash b. o. names are reserved for
the latter half effective with Wed-
nesday. Past three weeks, since
RKO assumed the booking, has seen
some act from1

, radio's constellation
heading the midweek bill. Last
week it was Colonel Stoopnagle and.

(Continued on page .29) .
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Budd, and- thlB week the. Street

ginger is the candidate.
They like their vaudeville here

served up hot and hokey, the
rougher and more off, color the betr

ter. That accounts, for the per-
formance's applause honors going
to the deuce spotter, Herman Hyde
and Miss Moria, and the mild ap-
proval accorded Joe Fejer's latest

package of class divertissement. It's

the neighborhood, and bearing this

in mind as a guiding rule, the RKO
booker on the house could help

things all around;
Snappy start given the occasion

by the acrobatic dancing exhibit of

the Chevalier Brothers and Alice.

That somersaulting wiz of the Che-
valier family was as usual the high
point of the turn, with the same lad

• scoring equally as well with the toe
tapping. "

Herman Hyde has a flock of trick

musical instruments and a kit of
off-color gags, and his looker part-
ner has the figure and the sinuous
wiggle, with the result that they
turned out a crack combination for

this spot. " Kids got a hefty kick out
of Hyde's operation of the gimmicks
on his violin, flute, bull fiddle, etc.-,

arid the oldBters
.
.chortled expan-

sively over his gummy witticisms
and honky-tonky humor resorts and
the frequent gyrations of the Mona
torso. Customers held up the pro-
ceedings after the duo's walkoff, to
bestow upon them a couple of extra
ovations,

' Daphne Pollard was slow in get-
ting them warmed up. Finished,
smooth touches of the artist as re-
vealed in her first two numbers Was
a little beyond them, but when she
Went rough and tumble with the
flirtation scene, abetted by a park
cop on the straight end, they were
hers, every man, woman and child.

It was down to earth hoke and they
revelled in it. Still the topnotcher
Of comediennes 9f her class. Miss
Pollard has something that can hold
and satisfy them on all levels of the
cultural ladder.
Buck and Bubbles found no diffi-

culty in carrying them along from
the very start Stubby boy's adroit
Angering of the keys passed off

.without much of an appreciative
ripple, but the 'gags, tap dancing and
warbling kept the laughs and plaud-
its coming in bunches. Boys in-
jected into their blues numbers a
Yiddish chant that brought a mur-
mur of amazement and a special
vote of recognition.

Smattering tjf walkees when the
Joe Fejer musical ensemble got. un-
der way. Response was listless un-
til the repertoire went popular. To-
ward the close of the act, however,
one classical number Inspired a
substantial response, with the noisy
enthusiasm of the few making up
for the Indifference of the many.
Danoing of the Towns and Knott
duo Was a thing of impressive
grace and got some recognition, but
not as much as it merited, while the
prima donnish soprano of Lelana
Riviera fared moderately. Odec.

GOLDEN GATE, S. F.
San Francisco, Sept. 2.

Only RKO house oh the Coast
boasting stage entertainment, the
Golden Gate,- is getting a better
break on pictures lately arid busl-:

ness is up. Current week, though
starting Off with hottest of season's
weather, ought to end healthily
with U's 'Back Street' pulling.
' Horace Heidt's band, the feature,
stage attraction, is playing the Ave
vaude acts from pit and closing
show with, their own stage turn.
This week band does Ravel's 'Bo-
lero* with girl dancer, and it's one
of the best tunes bunch has done
In four weeks here: A number with
bottles, glee club offering, imper-
sonation of Helen Kane and a mili-
tary drill are , other features done
by boys, who' are clicking neatly
With customers.
Heat seemed to sap the ginger

out of ticket buyers and five vaude
turns didn't cop any applause
honors. Bruno Weiss trio opened
wlth'acrobatics and pole work. John
Bowers, former picture player, was
a weak deuce, a kid assistant giving
the' act whatever sock it had with
banjo, guitar playing and singing.
Sharon De Vrles Revue, six girls,
two men and Miss de Vries, held
trey spot. Phil Rich did nicely
with his old man characterizations,
an unbilled fem aiding. Hector and
pals, familiar dog act, next to
shutted, doing well. Bock.

DOWNTOWN, L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 1.

-Going. into a twin bill policy, the
Downtown has cu'; its vaude bill
from seven to five acts. Opening
night saw little improvement in
business with the house less than
a third filled for the initial per-
formance. Features are 'Big City
Blues' and- 'Ride 'Em Cowboy,' both
Warners.
Vaude acts are poorly selected and

spotted. Three singing acts follow
in sequence in the middle of the
bill. Opening act, McKeown Fam-
ily, tumblers, nine people, show a
lot of bodies, but little talent.. Clos-
ing is the Kiddie Revue, a dancing
school act of 15 kids. Youngsters
go through the usual kid dance stuff.

Outside of the relatives they draw;
j.ct means nothing. School is start-
ing next week.- Local theatre pa-
trons only get this type act during
the vacation period, when they are
too numerous to be entertaining.
Three acts sandwiched in between

contain what little entertainment
the bill has to offer. Nee Wong iri

the deuce spot okay with his fa-
miliar uke playing and imitations.
Novelty of a Chinese getting hot on
rhythym is still good.

Mead Anderson and Co. follow.
Miss Anderson, a local soprano, is

backed by the Sequoians, male
quartet which worked in the coast
company of 'Girl Crazy.' Vocal rou-
tines are the same as the quartet
did in the show. With a special drop
the act looked dressed up and
pleased moderately.

Hill and Ammon (New Acts) next
to closing, were the hot spot of the
bill. Miss Amnion, a torrid blues
singer, and Hill, a trick piano
player, whammed their way through
three numbers. Both are good per-
formers and with their present ma-
terial should get somewhere.
Universal News clips filled out

the bill. Call.

ORPHEUM, DENVER
Denver, Aug. 31.

Stone and Strain, assisted by
Helen and Elsie Risoll, opened the

vauide with an act developed locally

at a school of dancing. Turn got. a
nice hand. On their entrance, Stone
and Strain, men, do a routine and
sing 'It's About Time.' One of the
femmes enters and does a hardshoe
tap, after which boys- sing. Drop
parts showing college < layout with
1915 Ford smeared with wisecracks.
All four do novelty dance, sing and
go into dance fadeout. With a little

more work this act would do.

Harrison and Elmo are back with
their crap game, in which one poses
as a greenhorn, and trims the other,
getting laughs with the language of
the game. Their entrance is clever,
One asks questions out of the
'News' and other answers out of the
'Post.' Everyone here knows "how
the papers 'love' each other. Femme
enters and sings indifferently, but
does better in tap . number. All
three sing 'Good-bye Blues' and off
o. k.

Joe Herbert and girl pull some
chatter, some of it old, do a little of
this and that, and close with dance.
Baby Rose Marie, radio star, gets

over, but was handicapped by se-
lection of songs.

Floyd Gibbons, fastest talking
human .in the world when ori- the
radio, an interesting item. - - Said
that on radio .usually had 10 to 13
minutes and rehearsed several times
In order to get in all possible, but
on the stage he had more time arid
too fast chatter would get all tan
gled up. His talk had to. do with
personal experiences in China' and
Washington during the China-Jan
and bonus wars. He spoke for over
half an hour and held 'em. His
radio appearances have done Floyd
plenty of. good from a publicity
standpoint. The ' House record for
the time Huffman has had the Or-
pheum was broken on the opening
day and holdouts were rule all week:
West 'Masters pleased with an

other of his uniformly
:
good organ

solos, and Howard Tillotson and or
chestra furnished excellent music
for the vaude: 'Hold 'Em Jail'
(Radio) credited with a share of the
nice gross.

GRAND O, H., N. Y.
This spot compares. In . operation

with the Palace, Broadway. The
G.O.H. spots third run film product,
while the Palace is now Broadway's
third run vaude spot, playing acts
after they show at Loew's State,
Paramount, Capitol, Roxy or all.

The G.O.H. screen currently is

Metro, but the vaude is indie. Single
screen feature is 'Washington
Masquerade' (M-G). This and a
Zasu Pltts-Thelma Todd show
makes the spot look like a Loew
house.

In other respects the Grand runs
like any regular combo except when
it doubles features. Acts present
include Al Gordon's Dogs,

,
Bobby

Bernard, Dance Olympics and Ray-
nor Lehr. Dance Olympics (New
Acts) is a girl dance flash. Bernard
now duets, this time in comedy
chatter and songs with a brunet.
He used to tour with three assist-
ants in a comedy skit.

Late afternoon show on Saturday
(3), change day, didn't provide as
enthusiastic an audience or as big
a one as has been seen here. Might
be due to the Labor Day holiday.
However, if the audience, which
comprised a goodly number of kids
and women, was not enthusiastic
neither was the stage talent. Lehr
has been seen to better results. Here
with a couple of stooges, Lehr
would fare better if absenting him-
self from the stage during some of
the stooge episodes.
Opener Is Gorden's dogs, doing

the usual. Gordon fronts in full,

hounds appearing according to sig-
nal. Okay turn which could meas-
ure better with decent lighting.
Vaude ran to 43 minutes with news-
reel and trailers rounding out.

Ehan.

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
(Continued from page 27)

'

Lilly' ditty of Mahoney's. Except
at the opening, where it belongs,
Eddy Duchln's band goes to work
to furnish the stage band accom-
paniment for the rest pf the show.
Whole motif of the unit is radio,

announcements of acts coming over
the amplifiers and main setting,
atop a building, passing for a broad-
casting pen on atmosphere, It's

effective all the way.
Mahoney's routine is substantially

the same as in vaude, with little

knuckling down on tiriie. On top
of the 'Lilly' vocalthenics, there's
the floppo dance material and the
xylophone number. His is one of
the few acts that isn't lost in the
quarter-section operi

.
spaces of big

picture houses. Even Mahoney's'
personality reaches to the arctic-
cooled loges where people, are Wish-.
ing they had their overcoats with
them, despite getting exercised by
laughs.

.

Price makes a generally smooth
showing of himself but could whittle
down a little in spots, particularly
on announcement bits. His trio
adagio spasm, with the gill-size
Price as the gal, is his strongest
moment. Okay on his impersona-
tions too; . five of 'em. Early they're
of Ed Wyrin arid Harry Richman on
bits. These are the best, followed
by Chevalier, Cantor and Jolson.
Nothing even approaching nice

smut anywhere in the proceedings.
Maybe it's because the air has
taught most of its children to be
clean. :

Of the radio talent, only- one,
Novls, is from NBC. Mills Bros,
arid Stoopnagle and Bud are exclu-
sive CBS attractions, while Price;
origirially: on CBS, for Chase &
Sanborn tea, has just taken on C.
& S. coffee, for NBC. Eddy Duchin,
formerly at the Central Park Casino
has a sweet outfit, but little oppor-
tunity. Miss Froos has been on
both networks. She did very nicely
Friday night.

Picture, '70,000 Witnesses' (Par),
should materially aid the draw of
the stage folks, especially on
strength of word-of-mouth. No
room for anything else on show ex
cepting Paramount News and usual
trailers. Char.

None of it very smooth. They break
nto 'two' for a moment with a
springboard contraption for one
trick and some fooling. Hardly
strong enough to warrant carrying
the springboard prop.

Finale is back to the opening set,

but with most of the.girls as.dwarfs
carrying huge baskets of silks
which conceal their height. Duval
produces more fabric, which is

placed in a cabinet back stage. At
a shot' this is taken up to reveal a
girl in the riildst of billows of silk.
Another shot and the baskets break
away to show the girls in whlto
satin court costumes. Works
smoothly and provides one of the
best sock finishes in recent F-M
Ideas.

FOX, BROOKLYN
Brooklyn, Sept. 2.

Shakeup in the house division of
the show at the FOx, Brooklyn,
brings back Sam Jack Kauffman as
leader and shoves in Rosa Reo as
organist. Kauffman is an old fav,
at this house, and his entrance Is
the signal for a- burst of applause.
Another hand-smacking episode
when • he finally swings into jazz,
and a third demonstration when he
goes to the stage for a piano solo,
Kauffman clowns it to the taste

of the Brooklyn audience and
reaches the heights of comedy when
he mops his face, cleans off the
piano, polishes his shoes and finally,
.blows his nose, using the ' same
towel. Under it all Kauffman is a
sound conductor when not in the
limelight arid leads the rest of the
show intelligently and without ges
tures, but when the spot shines he
needs only the zinc-white map. He
has all of the .other clown tricks.
They don't care so much for music,
but they respond to .comedy, so he
delivers. Proffered a nice session
and pleased.
Miss Reo or Rio (they spell it

both ways) tries hard, but lacks the
magnetism to . project her person-
ality. Her. good humor lacks spon-
taneity arid does not register. In
addition there's the usual Fox news-
reel and a Magic Carpet, both pro-
jected on- the wide screen. Small
stuff fills 41 minutes With the Fan-
chori & Marco 'Mystery' Idea doing
34, and 'The First Year' lor the
feature,' which probably Is respon-
sible for the better than usual busi-
ness.
Duval, a magician, who is clever

with handkerchief production and
manipulation, is the feature of the
show, sinte it is partially built
around his act, though headlines go
to Joe and Pete Michon. Wynne
Wayne, a blues singer, completes
the artistic roster.
Opening is a permanent set with

a gallery at the rear and a set of
modernistic stars, winding their way
to the stage with a silver fountain
to complete the detail. Opening is
a line of 12 girls in black trunkless
tights and black lace bodices, an
effective set for a routine mostly
toe and smoothly designed. Girls
are all good lookers and know their
footwork. Wynne Wayne is on for
a. couple of numbers arid cleans up
with 'Kicking the Gong.' Nothing
out of the ordinary, but competent,
and the crowd went for her strong.
Duval. on next for his first crack,

simple handkerchief work, but
deftly done, though it is riot diffi-
cult to perceive most of his pick-
ups if one knows where to look.
Effective to the general spectator
and nicely worked.
Line back for a dance in cloth of

gold costumes,"' nothing extraordi-
nary, but well done, and then a
close to 'one' for the MIchons. Sailor
costumes suggest the usual thing,
but they try to vary their work.
Much of the verbal comedy sa?s
here, because of the size of the
house, and not so hot where it is

heard. Mixture' of talk, acrobatics,
knockabout and burlesque magic.

IMPERIAL, TORONTO
Toronto, Sept. 2.

Wet weather and the annual Expo
just nosed the Imperial out of chalk-
ing up a new house record when
the Gaynor-Farrel duo held this
house last week in 'First Year'
(Fox).. Flicker has gone to the sis-
ter house for a second week's run.
Knevels' deluxer .has 'Horse Feath-
ers' (Par) to follow and still hope-
ful of topping the record, an aim
that is. feasible, considering that the
rear was jammed" with standees at
a last show that went on at 9:46.

Showmanship technique supports
a stage bill that might have wor-
ried if not such strong screen fare
had been offered. Despite the fea-
ture film's draw, Knevels has gone
ahead and turned out a workman-
like stage bill that gives the cash
customers more than they deserve
for the six-bit outlay.

Prez opens in full-stage with
mixed line of six boys and six girls;
males in fult dress, toppers and
dress coats; femmes as check-girls.
They're on in two before a cafe
drop with arch for hot -routine and
scrim up. for a night-club set, this
embellished by mechanical cut-outs
of a colored band In heroic, propor-
tions. Petch and Deauville go into
an eccentric that had a mild recep-
tion arid Holland and knight trail
for a class ballroom number that
scored on flash. Boy Is in talis; girl
in black satin trimmed with white
fox; nifty wardrobe that adds to the
finish of the number.
Rudy Kaye is out in one for two

familiar pop warblings that have
no trouble in scoring and . scrim
flies with girl and bby line-up back
before the nite club set for a swift
eccentric that pleases. Dezzo Retter
closes , first- half In his standard
self-wrestling act and gets ' a nice
reception.

.

Jack Holland and June Knight
next in a class rhumba, in which
the waltz tempo and movements
overcome any attendant torso-toss-
ing. Girls and boys back for group
lngs as Rudy Kaye into another vO
cal. Fritz and Jean Hubert back for
a comedy drunk bit with pair in
full-dress and identity of latter half
of act not guessed until she doffs
topper and shakes out golden curls
Turn a solid click. Janice Walker
out for a solo high-kick bit, Holland
and Knight back for a fast waltz
routine ,and mixed line back for
company round-up.
Jack Arthur takes the. baton for

an English hunting medley, plt-<band
in hunting pinks arid black caps.' No
tie-up ! with stage, or screen, but
number goes over with the person-
ality of the Scot leader. Cartoon,'
organesque ' and newsreel plus
'Horse Feathers' (Par). UcBtayr

FOX, 'FRISCO
San Francisco, Aug. 27.

Much has been written and said
about selling seats . with trailers.
But the Fox manager, Herman
Kersken, has a new

,
twist In his

drama trailers that ought to be a
tlpoff for other de luxe managers
throughout the country.

In this show Kersken dramatized
trailers for next week's pair of at-
tractions, ' '70,000 Witnesses/ on the
screen and tab 'Irene' on stage.
'Witnesses' trailer is worked into
the newsreel, while behind scrim
screen a. football, player on a tread-
mill and with neat lighting effects
lends punch to the idea. On 'Irerie

r

Kersken used house's stock vocal
chorus of 18 behind a scrim singing
exceroi from the show as trailer
unreeled. Both caused murmur of
comments among audience and sold
coming attractions if anything
could.

Current week's lineup Included
Will Rogers in 'Down to Earth'
with FiM's 'Town and Country'
Idea on' stage and Frank and Milt
Britton's band as added attractions.
Stage frolic ran 40 minutes with
line of 10 girls (instead of F&M's
previous 16) doing several novel and
difficult routines with basket balls,
ropes and hurdles.

Brlttons had usual hoke band
stuff, including breakup instru-
ments, etc. Went well. BrOx
Sisters, now blonde, brunette and
tltian, pleased with group of har-
mony numbers. Novak and Fay got
over with comedy aero stuff, and
Mildred Perlee contributed pair of
dances; Finale was a 'Rain on
Penthouse' scene and well done.
Walt Roesner's overture was 'Mood
Viennese,' medley of Vienna tunes,
nicely done.- Bock,

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

(

Nicely . balanced presenatlon that
shows class from curtain to curtain.
Staging by Danny Dare has the
show traveling at a fast pace. Ed-
die Stanley, on his first week as
in. c, scored strongly and should
get a run out of the house. Though
most of his material was familiar, tt
was sure fire. Ho probably figures
that if they laughed at it in 1920,
it's still funny.

: Opening is minus the usual chorus
routine. June. Worth, with an acro-
batic dance consisting mostly of
back bends, which sold well- Ap-
plause carried over to Stanley's
next introduction. Sona andLoomifl,
male acrobatic tapping arid acrobat
duo, followed. Boys should have
been spotted farther down in the
bill, as they proved show-stoppers.
Team is new here and offers main
terial that Is fresh.
Manual, magician, next with card

production. This type of work,
usually lost ih a big house, landed
neatly through Manual's showman-
ship. He only did the one trick.
Chorus followed him doing several
flower, egg and handkerchief pro-
ductions to a tap dance accompantv
ment. Manual staged the number.
Inez King came forth with a blue"

number, accompanied by Georgle
Stoll on the violin. Miss King^was
just back from a two-week vaca-
tion, so received a good hand on her
entrance.

.
Singer is building as •

local fav.
Stanley and Bonnie Poe .next.

Stanley clowned at the piano with
Miss Poe, a boop-a-doop warbler
having a tough time trying to work

'

above him. He finally slowed down,
allowing her the final chorus.
Evelyn Preer, colored blues singer

here three weeks ago, on for the
finale. She sang 'Kicking the Gong*
With the line backing her up with
a hot snake hips. .;

House was capacity for the 8 p.m.
performance Thursday, opening day.
'Love Mia Tonight (Par) gets the
credit. Full house . went for the
stage show to. the limit.

.
Georgle Stbll's pit band romped

through a medley of Harlem tunes
for the overture to good result*,
with Miss King singing one chorusL*
When the band moves on the stage;
Stoll does not conduct. Leaders
personality is missed. He is a fe*»
tured ' attraction at the* house and
should be used to the fullest .'extent.
Keeping up this class type stage

show should help the house. It'll

make friends, though if the picture
Is a weak sister, the world'B best
stage show means nothing.: Call.

. ,
.

'

" /

Hollywood

(Continued from page ()'.
^

those who owe dues, 25 having faH
been dropped for delinquency.

8piegelqlass' 8tory Quest
Leonard Splegelglass, Fox atoiS

chief, leaves for New York on flj

story and play hunt: ' 1
•

8tock to 'Rasputin':
: Barbara Baroridess jumps frdflfi .

.

Cleveland stock into the 'RasputUf
cast at Metro.

Operating F-WC House
Principal Theatres takes

F-WC's Criterion, formerly operated
as a downtown run house, Sept. £
Policy will be straight sound, secx
ond run.

Wants 8tory -for Dix
Radio wants to purchase 'Jorgea*

son' from Paramount for a Richard
Dix stellar. . . ,

'8afari' for Paramount
Paramount gets 'Safari,' Pan}

Hervey Fox's story of the Nile.

Wylie Off and On
. Paramount recalls Philip WylH
from New York for dialog on Island
of Lost Souls/

Another Team on Script
Malcolm Stuart Boylan and Haft*

vey Gates get a try at ,the script at
'Lives of a Bengal Lancer.' Par has
again taken It out of the storehouse,

8ells One, Adapts Another
Mayfalr buys- 'Independent Ladles?

from Jack Neville, then assigns h*m
to script of 'Sister to Judas.'

Briskin East
Sam Briskin left here for a New

York vacation. Harry Cohen goes
east on his return for a Columbia
directors' meeting around Oct 1,

'

Horsley with Bow
John Horsley picked out of *)

tested for lead in Fox's 'Call H*|
Savage,' starring Clara Bow.

La it Flies East
Jack Lait flew to New York Safe

urday (3) after fixing up scripts
sold . Charles Rogers and Edd;
Small.

LeMaire to N. Y.
Rufus LeMaire left for New Yo^g

to look over . shows and story mafc
terial for Fox;

For Lowe-McLaglen
Both Paramount and Fox **£

looking for stories suitable for Ed-
mund Lowe and Victor McLagiejj,
Duo to 'Guilty as Hell' (Par);'-

"
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NEXT WEEK (September 10)

THIS WEEK (September 3)
Numerals In connection with bills betow ind.eat* opening oay s)f

•how* whether full or split week.

RKO

NEW TOBK CITV
Potec* (10)

Russian Revels .

Pola Negri
Qua Van
"Wills A D*vU
(Two to All)

(i)
Bredwlna
Radio Rubes
Armtda
Fred Waring1* Crack

Academy
' 1st bait (10-13.)
Madle Co
'Mice Frohman
•Marty May
Friedtand's Rev
2nd half (H-IC).

f-Sran Lucille & C
Joan Granese

Sidney Marlon
.

Ingenues!
100th St (10)

A.-B Marcus Rev
(3-),

'.demons Belling Co.
Frank Devoe Co.
Ray Shannon Co
Harrison. & Elmo
Paddy CHnV Orch

BsAVBTOK
Keith's (-10*

Bobby Gllletto
Shirley Richards

DENVER
Keith's (10)

DaJnty- Ann Howe-
Ryan. & Nnblette .-

Whit© ft. Manning
Leon J&nney
Mr &. Mrs Jonnsoa

Alice- Fsohmah
Bobby> FIncus-

Bee ..Bennett Rev

WBSVwoen
Keith's (10).

Jarvla- ft Harrison..
Swor ft Coode

'-

The.

WHOLE WORLD
Is HU Stage n*

JACK POWELJL'S
Specialty Speaks Alt languages

Say LEDDY «\ SMITH

(Three to tU*>
2nd half (7-9>

"O Schenk ft Bro
Walter Walters Co
-Lewis Mack. Co
,W6 OIIW
Street Singer

BROOKLYN
Albee <1«>

Bredwlns
"Graces Hayeo
Via Oliver
Larry' Rich Rev

«. (*)
rrfrsltv Smith

BrusiloK ft Oreo.
.'acli Miller
'Therry ft Jane
-Eddle_Qttrr

1st half. Oft-l*).
Marcy Bros ft. B .

Walter Walters- Co
Bway on Parade
2nd halt tl«-lfr>

Model Bakers
"Roy, Xee: ft. T>
Alice Frohmab
Mady Co

2nd half (7-»)
'

Boyce ft March)
Ola Lllltfc
Bud Harris'
£ Olympics

ALBANY
,. 1st bait ao-m
"Swan LueUle (:»
Harrison ft Blmo-

. Venlta Gould
Oracle Sjchen&k Co
COne to fill)

' tad hahr (14-IS»
.N..T. Q. Rev-
Sunklst Ed Nelson,
(One to All)
2nd half (7^>

Bvans Bricer ft- €fc

fiearge Beatty-
Pola ' Negri
Will* ft B-avls

BOSTON
Boston ( 10)

Will J Ward
Regain ft Hamilton-
•Welsh ft Hill
Rimaca Orch

. (3>
Joe- Mandls Co
-D«>lly Kay
Ada Gordon Co
Seed ft London

(3)
'Jimmy BurchlU Co,
'Neat Sis
Rathi Brosi
'Johnny Perklnsi
I
Hilton- Siamese- 2:

KANSAS; CITY
Keith's <*)

> Harris: 3- ft, 1*

i Jo* Herbert
GrarOttt Hayes..
.Hilt ft- HofDnaa
• Princess Walrletka-
I LOUISVILLE
I Bfalta (10*
Hill, ft Hoffman

.

Edgar ' Bergen. Co.
Joe- Herbert Co- ' .

I (cT/wo, to. fUlT
LYNBBOOK

,. Keith's <10).

;
Jerome- ft Ryan,
Tedf Claire- Go-
Upborn ft. UMaxe- Co<
MINNEAPOLIS.
Orphean* (10)

Joan. Jerry & Billy
i Or Sheldon, ft SAerry-
Nevllle Fleeson Co
BrUt Wood
Beeohe ft Rubyattc-

I m
Rogan.ft Trigger
J-& K Spangler
Baby Rose Marie
Barney RaPP Orch
Al Trahan

NASHVILLE
Princes* (fly.

Billy Purl Show
NEW ORLEANS

Keith's (10)
:
3; French Misses
Vanderbllt Boys
.Raymond, W-llbert
Chaz Chase
'Plckard's.Co

(•3)

Clifford Wayne Rev:
Gtegory & Raymond!

: Edgar Bergen- Co>
Meli Klee. -

,W ft O Ahern
OMAHA

I Keith's: (10)
Jimmy BucchllL Co-
.Neat SJb-,

•

1 Rath Bros
'Johnny Perkins
. Hilton ' Siamese I

(3)
Ted- Low-Is Orch

NEW YORK CITI
Capitol («),

Lllyan. Tashmao
Jack: Pearl
Sophie Tucker .

;Jack Benny
•Geo- Olsen Orch,
Ethel Shutta.

.

Boulevard
; 1st halt (10-13*
. Gautler's Toy Shop.
Roy .Lee- & Dunn
Bobby Barnard Co
Tyler Mason
iChristonson Bros Co.

2nd. half (14.-10)
Great Johnson
Mivjoiv Sharp, Minor'
Clark & Vend!''
Eddlo Haniey
Beaux ft Belles

Ornhennt
1st half (10-12)

Caites Bros
Southenalres.
Hilton ft Garon
Johnny- Tyreli Co.
(.One to. flll>

2nd half (13-16^
Levan & Watsc*
Andy, Judy ft Z
Gaudschmidt Bros
CTwo to All)

. ParndDw (%y
Edmond Lowe.
Frances William s,

R.US3. Columbo, Or
Smith, ft Sole M L
Ann Pennington- .

Chos JodelB.
State, am

4, Step: Bros.
Clifford! . ft Marlon

Metropolitan (10)
Phil. Baker '

Mortoa Downey
Leon- Errol
Velo? & Tolan.da

'

Alleon Stanley
Valencia (»>

3, Arontos.
Cass Mack ft O
Georges Carpentier
Lillian Roth
-Calif Collegians

ASTOKTA
Triboro •

1st half (10-12)
Crystal- 3,

' Cookie Bower
Art Henry
Gaudschmidt Bros
Eanl Lindsay Rev
2nd half (13-15)

Armand & Perez
Geo: Lyons
Lewis. Made Co-
Archer & Jackson
(One to fill)

BALTIMORE
Centony (10)

Nelson's Elephants
Belle Blanche
Billy Wells: ft 4' F"
Billy Glosoir
Ben Merolt Orch-

BOSTON'
loew's (10)

Recton.ft Doreen
T^eo. Gellis
Rita. Roy.ce Co
Owen Moore.
B Mlnnevlch. Bd'
4ERSBV eiiv
Loew's (10)

Harrisoa Circus

Lewis Hi Hat Bd,
Uptown (1»>

'Bughouse'
Charlie- Foy
Maxlne Lewis '

Oiga .ft MJshka-
Balalaika Sextette
Flaschette
Tudy
Virginia. Peck
La Verne-

UBS. MOINES.
Paramount (10)

'Ubangi' I
ailda. Gray
Roy. Camming*
Fields St. Ball
3 Crosby Bros
Sunklst Ens

MADISON
Orphenm (10)

'Rookies' I
Johnny Burke
Nina Olivotto
Les Everson
Irwin & McAvoy
Dancing. Doughboys
HOLLYWOOD-
Haintoge» (8).

'Hearts of B'way*
Vers, Gordon
Sidney Page
* Juggli'g Normans
Max Learner.
Nadje- Gordon .

Peggy Earle
Topsy McMann .

Myrtle- Lvman •

Tomey. Ens.
MILWAUKEE
Wisconsin- (10)

Movie- Glrcus-
Monto Blue
Monhoe Bros.
Realtor .

Paco Moreno.
Chlok* Kennedy

O M Ball
Dorothy La Mar
Mtgnoo
Walter Regoa
Getty Farrlngton
'Warren Wood
Sydney Reynolds
.Featherstone
Anolyn Ardeh
WaJido, Allen
Curtis Goley
PHltAJWBLPHIA

Vok (10)
•Mystery' I
Miction Bros
Du, Ve*
Wynfl' Wayna
Sunklst Bnsi

ST. LOUIS,
For (10) ^

'Birthday Parbyr
Sylvia Clark:
Lassltor- Bros
Morgan, ft Stone
Bobby Kuhn
Sylvia Sharp.
Sunklst. Ens

POBTLANB
Prtvamount (V)

'Follow Thru'
Joe Peiiner
Olive Olson.
Eddie. Tamblyni
Mao Harris
Helen Wright
BUI Halllgnn
Franklyn Farnum
Jerry Ross.

'

Dee Loretta
Madeline Sheffield
Ailta- Duncan.
Earl Maestro-
SAN. FRANCISCO

Fox (0)
On the nivlera*
C'chlts Montenegro

Pictare Tkatt^t

W. E» RITCHIE and Co.
at the.

ROXY
This Week
Placed by

LEDDY «. SMITH

Ralph Cooper Orcn
Keith's (10)

Olsen & Johnson R
(3)

Gilbert Bro.
Leon Navarro
Vanessi
Medley ft Dupree
Larry Rich Co

CHICAGO
Palace (10>

Ann Prltchard Co
Landt 3: ft White
Ted Healy
Stevens Bros ft S
Ingenues

(3)
Lois Torres Co
Mickey McGulre
Tom Patricola Go
Richie Craig Jr
Jack Dempsey Co.

-- State-Lake (10)
Perry 2
Cole Bros.
Joe KoLso Co
Baby Rose Marie
Paddy Cliff Orch.
Harlan' ft St John
Largo & Morgner

(3)
A B Marcus Rev

CINCINNATI
Albee (10)

Rio Rita
•(3)

Ted Ilcaly
. Stevens Bros ft S

CLEVELAND
Palace (10)

Meyakos
Radio Rogues
Tom Patricola Co
Mel Klee

' Jack Etempsey
- m
Aba Prltchasd Co
•WaHer Waht
Welcoino Lewis

PROVIDENCE
Keith's (10)

Joe. Bell, ft Sis
Leon, Navara
Sammy Cohen
Phyllis Rae & H 2
Roy Sedley
Radio Rubes
_ (3)
Bood ft BoOd

I Allen, ft Canfleld
Rimacs ft Orch-
M Harris. Chaplin
F'y.thOi Seamon ft F

ROCHESTER
Keith's (10)

Lya' ft Wolf
Boyae & Marsh
Warlngs Orch

(3)
Swan Lucille ft C
Gylde. Hagcr
Leavltt & Lo'wood
Peaches Browning
3 Whtppots

TORONTO
Hippodrome (10)

B. ft R Goman
Walter Wahl
Q Smith & Puck
Smith ft Puck

i
George Beatty
Great Huber

(3)
Blanche ft Elliot
Harlan & St John
Radio Rogues
Sunklst Nelson.
Bob Rlpa

TRENTON
Capltdl

1st half (10-13)
Mildred H Chaplin
'Charles King
i 2ndi halt 0U-M)
,
Bood, <& Bood '

2nd half (7-9)
Mady- Co.
Barrymore 4

TOM KENNEDY
"vorko''
Attraction*

NBC Presents.

RADIO RUBES
Featuring. RUFE DAVIS

with Arti*. Mailt Labey Bros.
RKO PAK.ACB, NEW VOBK (Sept. »)<

JORDAN and WOODS
(Ballyhooligans)'

This. Weak (Sept. 3)
VFTCfWH- TBBATBE, CHICAGO:

LESTER COLE
and Radio- Soldlovs, pf Fortune-

Thte Week CSeptv 5)
Making. Warner Broax Shorts

DING DONG. DELL
This Week (Sept; 3)LOEWS IBlBAXBB, MOJSTBEAL

Room 403 Palace Theatre Blthj-i

. New York

FreetU-y Aerial. En*
MINNEAPOLIS

. State (10)
Desert Song'
Perry Askam
Tanzl
Earl Aalam
Jeannette Vallones.
John Merkyl
Chas Boyle
Betty Wills:
John- Wasnen
NEW HAVEN
Paramount (10)

'School' Days'
Milton -Douglas
NEW' ORLEANS

State (10)
Gobs of Joy
Pat' West
Lee, Port ft D
Pabloi .

Elmer Hempling
Rose Manle Canter
Myrna- Modie
Sunklst Ens -

OAKLAND.
Oakland (»)

Irene'
Dale Winter
Bobby Watson.
George Fbx

Lillian. Roth
Herb. WllJamo
Iaham Jones- Orch.
(One to flit)

BROOKLYN
Gates:

1st half (10.-13)
Paul Nolan Co
Eddie Haniey-
Bert Nagla Co
(Two to fill)

2nd hair (14.-18)
Diaz ft Powers
Ewlng & Saton
Chase ft La Tour
Cookie . Bowers
EarL Lindsay Rev

May Joyce
Jack Mulhall:
Gordon! Reed ft K
Buddy Rogers Orch

MONTREAL
Loew's (10)

Frances ft LrePell
Swanee ft Daley.

; Norman Frescott
Burns' ft KIssen-
Ma-z'one & Keene Co
WASHINGTON
Palace (10)

Arthur LeFleur Co
Zlngonl
June Carr
Roscoe Arbuckle
Abe Lyman Orch.

WARNER
ELIZABETH..

Bits
2nd halt (13-15)

Tracey ft Hay
Chas Ahearn Bd

1st half (2<-G)
4-' Gono.ratlons
Davoy & Roaemarle
Angus, ft Searlo
Krugio ' ft RobelB .

Earl- Llndseys. Rev
2nd hi.lt (.0-3 >

Gary- Ford Fam
4. Do'ighboys
Edmund Lowe
Art Honry
Night In Tarls
PHILADELPHIA

Earle (9)
Fred Keating
Lcary ft Cravon
Alex Morrison.

Lee Morse
li-ater West

(2)
Uenlelle & Gould,
Teg- Leg; B<ita<q
\ ii M Havel
Cttrlton ft Bel'cw
Carr Bros ft B:
u'rances Whl to-
Fatty' Arbuckla

'Rev- of Youth
WASHINGTON

Earle (9)
• AMd: ey Wycliofi
: Addalde Hull
F'tunollo ft Clrllllno
Billy House Co

(2)
.Martin & Martin
5 Ffoney Boys
Buster West
Ledova

Fanchon & Marco

BROOKLYN
Pox (10)

'Hollo Parroe'
Gltozzl Brqs
Lynn Cowan Co
Ramon ft . Virginia
Jaok Roshler Co.
Sunklst Ens

BOSTON
MotropoUtan (10)

'Discoveries'.
Trixle Frlzanga
Moro, ft Yaconelll
istadlen Base- 3:

Ina Roy
Victor Grlftlh.

'. Paul Howard
i Bunny Bronson,
Mark Pepper.
Keene. 2
Ken Syner

CHICAGO
Cliloogu (10)

'Radio Stars
Eddie Bruoe
4 Albeo Sisters
Bill Aronson-
Loota Lane
Kay Fayro
Tony Pagllaccl
John, Trio
Peggy Warde

Tivoll (10).
'Jubilee- Show-
Ted- Lewis
Dixie. 4
'Snowball' Whlttler
High Hat Ens
Esther Pressman
lBlsio MnLeod
Dorls< Deana.
Baby Ja.ne
Mildred' Gaye

Rod Donohu ft U.
Edwin Oaorge. -

Lottie M»yer . Jr
Agnes Knox
Sunklst Ens'

- SEATTLE.
0th. Ave. (»)

'Star- Gazing'
Wally Vernon,
Athenaa-Walien ft Barnes
Murlol' Gardner
Collonette Ens

TORONTO
Imperlhl (10)

'Happiness. Show-'
Eddie- Peabody
Jessie Draper
Jack ft Jerry
'Joy Boys.
Mary & Marge
[Martha; Vougjhn
Tom ft Hank-
VANCOUVER
Orpheum (8).

'Stitch in Time'
J ft J McKonnai
Tommy McAullrte
S Decardos
Harriet Mortimer
Topsy Lee-
Tomey- Bno)

Paol: Meeres
Lois. Depps
Willie Jackson
Bon> Bon Buddie*'

Cotton Olab
Alda Ward'..
Henri Wessef
Swan- ft Lee,
Anise- Boyer
Roy Atkins
Peaches & Duke
Brown ft McGraw .

Nicholas Bras "

Leltha Hill'

Don. Redman Orch

B'Mxw'd Restaur't

Tommy Tucker Or
Barron: Judetu,
Faith. Bacon-

.

Andre 4
CUma-x's,

Theo Thane-
John. Walsh
Hunter Isle Inn,

Geo- Owen. Orch,
Buddy

:
Kennedy .

Kerr R'usscaus ft K
Edith Griffith
Kentucky 2

Nat Club
4 Eton^ Boys.'

'

Nutay, Pagan
Vic Dunne-
Joan Sennett
Walsh Bros. .

Blllte Laos
La- Belle' Rose
3- Crone Sis-
3 Taylor 81s
Casper ft Lake
Bobble- Tremalne
Cook Sis
Ls> Belle Rose
Enoch Light Orch.

Paramount Grill

Bethi Chains
HTly'w Collogians'
Melba. Mason- -

Oscat Grogan
Julio' Jenner

Week of Sept. 5
Victoria Palace

Frakson
Kowanl ft King-
Kutch'
Anna Rogers
Fred Sylvestre-
Edwin Lawrence
Dorothy M^Blalh
McLellan. ft- Sarah,
Geo Doonan

:

Tombo-ft Tambo
PIN8BTJBY PARK

Astoria-
A Lowe- ft F Fox
Co, as booked

Empire.
EBther Ralatoa

Co. an booked.NEW CROSS.
Empire

Gertie Gitanay
G H) Elliott
Co as- bonked
,OXB KENT KOAJD

Astoria.
'Naughty. Nineties-'
9 Can Can. Girls.
Renee- Suttonv
Alex Hardy
J Desmond:

Harpy Taft
8TBBATHAM

Astoria
Melsa.

PROVINCIAL

Week of Sept. 5
CARDIFF'
Canltol

Gerald o Tango. Orch
Empire

Giovanni
Danny Lloton 3

DUBLIN
Capitol

4' Maestros
Yale Boys

GLASGOW .

Empiro<
Stan Stafford
Fratelllnls
Lucan ft. McShane
Alverez Bros

Harotdi Waldon'
Ladd West
Barry Twins-
Lalla Dodd-
Graye ft Good-
Ivor VIntor.-
Nell ft . Doon.
NOTTINGHAM

Empire.
Chas Hlgglnn-
O'Gorman Bros
Lily. Morris -

IOrkwhlte ft Ad'son
Allen ft Gordon
Geo Gampo

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THU N. V.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
loOO Broadway .

This. Wk.: AJex. Hyde. Mildred' Emerson

Ramon & Nada
Brlok'a. Lion
Gaston . ft. Andre
Sully ft Houghton
Leslie Weston-

LEEDS
Empire

Layton ft Johnstone
Los Storks
Alton ft Lavole
Carr Lynn
Scott Snnders .

Carro ft Carlotta
Klrkau Bros
Payne ft Hilllnrd
NEWCASTLE

Empire -

Billy Cotton Bd

Derett Oldham
JOhnhy. Jones

SHEFFIELD
Empire

Tom Burke
Daimler ft. Bdle
Bll ft nil
Elsie Vldeau
Carl ft Bcttlna
Chrlstophor. & C'bus
Fields ft Bosslnl
SOUTHAMPTON

Empire
Trols Letites
Mr Thomas
Michel

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY
, CentralCk Casino.
Velos ft Yolanda
Eddie . Ducnln Or

Club: Calais
'Toan Malln
Low Gnrc-la Orcq:

. Franols. Dunn.
Arthur Budd
Colleen Adams

Enters ft Borgia.

: Connie's- Inn

'Baron, Lee Orch
J'zallpH Richardson
3 Little Words,
Alice Joyce
Cora, Green
Baby Cox.
Glennle Chcesmao

.'NEW YOWC CIXS
.
Paramount (8)

Will Mahoriey
'Georgia. Price
Eddy Duohio
Mills Bros-
Donald' Novis.

,StoopnagIe ft. B
Sylvia Froos •

'70)000 Wltnossoo'
Boxy (1)

'Manhattan' L
Fred' Erjoh
Maorlne ft Sonny
Mate Cora
Joseph. Griffin,

.Wm Ritchie' Co, .

Eleanor Powell:
Dowm ta. Earth'
BROOKLYN

Paramount (8)
-

Harry Richman
Bert Lahr
Helen Jynd-

TllTany 2:

Dlok Lleber^
' 70,000 WltncsaeaT

: CHICAGO
Chicago (Z)

Burns- ft Allen.
Everett Marshall
Mltsl Mayfalo
'Down- to BarthT

BUFFALO.
. Buffalo (8)
Harwell Torres:
Mitchell ft Duraot
'Blbnaie'

DETBOIT
Vlsher <2V

i Eddie Peabody
Jesse' Draper
Joy Boyo- .

Mary & Marge
Mario,. Vttughn
Tomi ft. Hnnlc
'Speak Easily?

Pavillion. Royal
Guy Lnmbairdo, Qrch

Bklnbowy In*
Chris. PenoTeir.
Selma. King; '

Rudolph- ft- CWoitev
Al GolUman.
Honey. Mayo.
Frankle Freda. Or

Riviera
Harry, Fox
Dorothy Dolt
Llta Lope
Val Vestoff
Jane Dunlap
Eileen: Clowley
Helen Sheldon-
Mildred 1 ft Maurice

Russian Arte
;Jo»- Morantr Orch
Ranee ft Laura
Nicholas Hadarlctt
Bacra Biro
Mlsha Ubanoff

Talt Grill

,60- HaJL Orch .

Village Bnra
, Rellly ft Comfort
Pope ft: Thompson
Bernlce- Short
Elmer Turner

I
Jimmy- Baekatte-
Bobby Sawyer
Norman, Aatwood
ii Blazes
Alma Smith-
Crockett MUneers
Ted' Faith ft Kris-
Em Ily Day.-
Boob Perkins
Sh.'Blft J'ah Meddcrs
B'Bhf'l' H'k Warren
'Teddy Black. Orch
Woodnmnsten Inn-

Will' Osborne Orch
Ronald; Brooks.
Bobble Moss
Enters ft Borgia
Mardie Rorrtm

CHICAGO
CoUegfe. Inn,

Paige SIS .

Guylas ft ROeta
Bobby Meeker Or
Edgewater Beach

Hotel
Irene- Stanley.
Stanley Jacobean.
DUBty Rhodes
Dmil DeSolvi-
Harlan. Hassburg
Marshall Sosson
Chaa. Agnew Orch

Lincoln, Tavern
Andrea Marsh
Red' TOgle
Country Washburn-

Parker Oibbs
Elmo. Tanner
Weaton Vaughn
Ted. Weems Orch-

. The- Delist"

Dennis White- Co
Barnard ft Henry
Gracle Barry.
Maurice ft Edith
Gus- Arnhelm

Vanity Fair
Jack BusBSl.
marl. ' Rlckard
3 Bluo Flashes
Brcolle Sis
IMacLoan- Sis
Mary Duntley

Une Etoile Disparait
(eoA...-.ued from, page 21)'

and; his direction and tempo placo
him at once among the beat French
directors.
Story opens showing the compli-

cated life of a beautiful picture star,,

with love affairs involving- Tier lead-
ing, man, her director- aVnd his
cameraman. During- her malting ofl

a- sequence in the studio she is

poisoned after drinking a glass on
water. A police- Investigation' ends
In the conviction of her director
and permits the leading man to re-
lease the star's secretary, who was
in love- with him, and to; marry her.
There is. drama in the opening

sequence, and also at the end; and
in between there is a lot of comedy,
which keeps the audience amused.
The comedy is the work of Drean.

:as assistant director, and centers
in Marcel Vallee- as a foolish diclt.

The dramatic characters are Con-
stant Remy as the director,: arid
Rene Worms as the leading- man.
The picture star Is played by Edith
Mera, and she does it well. Her.
secretary is Suzy Vernon. Sandra
Ravel, who danced her way Into
pictures in 'Papa Sans Le Savoir,!
remains with Wyler In this one- as.

a

blond actress, and gets by nicely.
One of the curious angles of the

picture is that the locale is a studioj
and permitted Par to use their own;
also to take advantage of big names
happening to be on the lot» and
willing to oblige by doing little bits,
which it would have been out of the
question to engage them. for. Such
names as Marie Glory, Madeleine
Guity and Noel Noel are kept
anonymous, any one of whom on
the screen is an important person-
age.
Other characters in the mob are.

also, recognizable* such as a girl
seen holding a Pekinese dog, who'
is picture • struck and haunts the
studio trying to crash in by striking;
up acquaintance with execs by
begging a lift on their chauffeurs1 '

seat to go back to town.
One bit in the picture- which goes

big is the poisoning scene, which
took place while the star was
actually doing &• singing- sequence,
This sequence is thrown on a
portable- screen In the very set that
served- as background,
Sound- okay. Sets good. Produc-

tion above the- average- T^rench
standard. Maxi. ...

Schus* im Morgengrauen
('Th» Shot at Dawn*>
(GERMAN MADE)

Berllni Aug. g,

Ufa pmdUrtton. an*, raleasei AXtoi th.
!stage play, 'The- Woman and, the- Ememu r

'manuscript by Rudolph, KaUotaer, Oiro uUEgon Els. Photography, IConstahtln Tsew
and Werner Bonne. «-ubi

Cast: Helm Salfner, Ery-.Bos. Karl' Lud.
wig. DlBblt. Theodon Loos, FrJla OdBjrikr
Pater Lorre,, Gerhocd Tandor, Kurt Vesner'
mann,, Ernst Behmer,. : Curt Lucas Hsr
mnnri Sl>eelmanns,. Oenla Nlkolajewa-i Run.
nlng timei 74 mlns. At U.T. KurtUBnjhai.
danum Berlin.

Producer Alfred! Zelsler, his own.
director,, probably has done his job.

-Hie made' an> underworld picture,, \a
German and French version, tin
tTffvP'OfO;. which, at least in the' Ger«
man, provlnce>. will do. excellent
business.

Producer Alfred Zelsler will be
less- satisfied,, probably; with Dl<
rector Alfred' Zeisler. Pie has, not
;develOped since his: 'Tiger' success.
The acting- would be deplorable' bad
he not such excellent players, as
ECart Ludwlg, Dlehl, Heinz Salfner,
Theodor Loos,, Fritz Odemar, Kurt
Vespermann,. Ernst Behmer,. Her.
mann. Speelmanns,. and especially
Peter I*orre, who lor the most pant

*

direct, themselves. Dialog follows
the style of cheap, B-cent crime"
stories; Zeialer's- newly discovered
F.ry, Bos, does, not promise well,
Next season is likely to prove that
the German film at present has. not
one. v/omaa star of international
standing..

Sound: on Klangnlm la excellent
and. voluminous. Tschet's and
Bohne's photography,,however, could
sometimes have been clearer.

Magnus.
' "

.
I-

Coup de Feu & L^Aube
('Th« Shot at Dawn*);

(FRENCH MADE))
Paris,. Aug. IT.

A French Ufa production. A.C.E. release.
Directed: by Serge de- Pollgny; SUpenviaed
by Alfmd. Zeieler. . Frdnn the- play; The
Woman, and the- Emorald,'' by Harry Jen-
iklns. Recorded' IClbngfllm,

Cast includes. Gaaton Modot; Annie- Du-
oaux, Jean: Gallandi Marcel. Andrei Roger
Karl; Antonln Artaiid;. Pierre. SergeoU etc.
Otympla, Paris,. Aug, 15. . Running, time, 80
mine:.

I
.

One of the. best detective, mellecs-

yet shown here, with fine technique,
including, excellent photo* and 1 sound.

\

Also, action doesn't drag,, and1 dra»
.matic moments, are happily spaced
by gags. Ib . goes: nicely with audi-
ences; and avoids: the' end being
.obvious right from- the-, start.

The story, which shows. the bring,
ing to> book of a gang; oC jowel
thieves, and ofl their shamming

i
leader following the murder of a
detective- at dawn; takes, place' In
Germany. This, means, that despite
the Frenchi language- and' cast of
principals, the- film is pure Teutonic
atmosphere,, as, for instance, the
German shiipos instead of French
gendarmes. This may have- effected
a saving in the double version since
all exteriors and/ mob, scenes can be-
fitted from, one language- into an-
lother; but so, far as the selling value
here is. concerned, it affects the' rer
suit, A few Alms, of this kind may
;not

, be immediately affected; but
preparing an extensive production
schedule of like- releases would be
a hazardous- business,, because' an
{adverse, reaction- taking place' in a
irestricted- part of the audience- is

;

llkely to. spread- and; damage' those
who would be-, caught long; of that
sort of stuff. i.~

Acting satisfactory all round.

Indiscretions of Eve
(BRITISH; MADE)}

London, Aug, 20'.

I British. International production- and" re»
;lease; Directed' by Cecil Lewis, from his
iown story. Lyrics and music by- Cecil
Lewis- In, cast: Steffi Duna, Fred, Conyng*
ham, Loster Matthews', Clifford Hcalherley.
Longth. 0,000. feet appro*. Running time

:
00. mlns; Censor's Certificate .'A.' Re-
viewed Regal;. London, Aug; 20;

A weak picture on French musical
icomedy lines. The- theme Is the old
one about New Tear's Eve- whoopee,
resulting, in a-wealthy young bache-
lor meeting a model and falling, for.

her.
This is followed by a helter-skel-

ter of crazy incident, resulting in
the usual faderout clinch. "Lewis,
who did everything for the- picture
except play in it, was. obviously un-
der the influence of Renee Clair
throughout. He captured the idea,
but hot the ability.

: The photography is good, the
sound 1 moderate. The musical' num-
bers are fairly gpod, but suffer from
profusion; The atmosphere of
'champagne and bubbles is kept up>
too long; Instead of being- sprightly,
the picture is just frantic;

1 Acting is under standard; but pos-
.'sibly onfe shouldn't blame the play-
ers. Stem Duna; an Austrian- girl,

is the best; the boy, Fred Conyng-
ham, is below promise;

Clifford' Heatherley, a line occenr
trie actor, is the best of the- lot. The
.film makes fiilL-up space in the
'small time. Chap*
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H1NS BfRKIE TOPS
j

12ZY GASTANACA

Sy imck Pulaski

Two foreigners topped the <oard{

ffourflday (!) *t tfhe Queensboro.j

sphere boxing was .resumed after af

a»Dae of *w° weeks. The result

<*ss :a wm for Bans Birkie 'over

Spanish Isadoro 'Gastanga, -whose

£Jont handle was quickly shortened'

Izzy. It waB -a shade oh points

*nd won't do -Herr Blrkiemuchgood

fcfloanse lie Jhas *o go back to <3er-

niany, having entered the. country

irregularly.

jzzy 1b the first ffewisn spflt In the

jlght game. He :is a handsome youth,

unmarked and can -hit. That, he]

remonstrated reocntly when he

knocked tout (Charley Retzlaff, the,

former ©uluth •terror' -in round /one.'

45a0tanaga's -chances in the heavy

r

welgbt division, however, appear to

be doubtful since he has a tendency

to let the other fellow do the lead-

ing; He claimed he .hurt (his Tight

Aland Jn *he Beoond round, in 'ex-

plaining why he didn't do better

gainst Has.
The bout went the scheduled 10

rounds, neither man going down.

Last round determination with both

bands working probably caught the

judges' eyes hi favor <of Hans, but

bis blows by then were harmless.

Several times it looked like Birkie

was on hie way out from hard wal-

lops, but somehow he came through

|

with the bell close -at hand. y

There was 'some dissatisfaction

over the decision "because Birkie was
on the bicycle most of the way. He
was not easy to bit, backing away
from clinches which axe Izzy's meat.
Moat of the limited crowd were fel-

low-countrymen on *ithBT side, the
Jtoalanoe figuring on Gastanaga pull-

ing another kayo win without

!

*rovble. That brought about the
(disappointment.
Semi-final, Also .between heavies,

did not last a round, hut it was ex-

citing as far as it went between
Jlarty Stox at the East Side and
Kike Barikovltoh of Passaic. Pox
has a Tight cross which, when ft

lands, rings the gong. He tagged
Mike with -a left that, hurt and he
flumped down with the accompany

-

.
ing Tight. : -The Jersey nrugg (got up
only to be dropped again. Pain-
fully rising and ;out on hiis feet the
Teteree stopped it.

On Sept. 19 the Garden Bowl will

entertain with Max Schmeling and
Mickey Walker,, the top to be $11.

Schmeling, now that the title is no
Hanger ihis, is 'expected to be busy
•during the season to clearly estab-
lish his right to ftght Jack Sharkey
next summer again for the "heavy-
weight crown. Garden itself due

. toresume indoor cards this Wedhes
ifiay <(7).

Reno's Country Club

Miry Become Roadhouse
•Reno, Sept. ;6.

Reports rare 'current that the ex
"tensive property of the TReno <GoH
and -Country Club, including a very
tflne clubhouse, may be taken over
In the near future hy the McKay

-

Graham syndicate, the big shots of

Keno's gambling and 'catering.

The 'golf dub, formed some 16

years ago as a recreational park for

local business leaders and for visit-

ing divorce seekers, has been in a
bad way financially for the past
three or "four years and was recently
thrown open, as a public course.:

Memberships that' once sold for $250
to $600 are now available to any
•<Sub :swinger for £4 a -month 'but

still thereto not enough to pay the
(Interest, and it is possible that high
balls as well as .golf balls will toe

rolling around the course in the
near future.

In the day before diide ranches
.
Were parked in every secluded val-

• 4ey near Reno, the .golf club was
he town's leading attraction lor
visiting divoroe seekers 'but the
vIbItors now prefer to ride horses
and punch tows. Consequently
green feos are nil but the club house
Is ideal for a swanky night -club to

• take the place of the Willows that
burned down a few months ago.

Geo. Lait Now Catering

To L. A's Hungry Mob
Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

Restaurant in the Fox Uptown
building is now .owned by George
Lait, son of Jack .Lait, who fore-
closed a mortgage he held on the
fixtures, '.and then purchased them.
Mortgage, for $400, was .given by

Alice M. Peters, when she bought
the property from Mrs. Elizabeth
Milton, Lait's mother-in-law.

Breaking In

San Francisco, Sept. '5.

Exclusive fern apparel shop
has installed an old-time bar,
brass Tail "if all, so. the gals
can practice up on elbow bend-
ing before, and if, repeal ar-
rives. Lemonade the strongest
•beverago so far.

Barkeeper, without handle-

'bar -mustache, was selected out
'of many applicants because he
has that appearance.

BORRAH'LL BE 80RRAH

OR THAT FALSE ALARM'

BRESS HOUSE HAYING
WITH BROADWAY IDEAS

Bringing Broadway to 34th street

is an idea being mulled by a 'Greeley

Square dress house. Idea la to in-

ject a theatrical tone into the store,

Including an orchestra, models, tie-

ups with shows for window dis-

plays and exploitation in the the
a'trical vein.

Store wants to do away with sell

ing on the main floor, this ^spaoe to
be turned over entirely to lounges,
rest rooms, models and trickily at
tired sales people. Actual 'selling

would be on the upper floors.

House is also- talking to a well
known theatrical costumer to talte

over the clothes designing end
Windows would be turned over to

live models wearing clothes from
shows, with the shows heavily
plugged -as a return.

A preBS agent has been called in

to line things <up and the program
is being laid out with a view to
starting it oft in November.

Police Seep Mitts Off as

2nd Turtie Track Opens
Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Expeoted police interference -failed

to materialize at the opening of

[Hollywood's .second turtle racing

.

plant Friday night (2). =Plant is

operated by the Turtle Jockey Club.
Fah"-.slzed crowd turned out for the
inaugural, with moat of them 'in'

on free ducats. Wagering was light.

Terrapins are sold to patrons at

32 each, with -a two-buck re-entry i

fee. Winner cops $60; place $15; '

show $10. Five $5 prizes are also'
.given.

•Red' Corcoran mc's the enter-
tainment between races.

Since Magistrate Greenspan dis-

missed the disorderly conduct

charge against William B. Murray, 28

East <64th street the lowdownonhow
the NBC booking exec landed in the

hoosegow can be told. It seems

that everything Borra-h Minevitch:

lays his hands on means publicity.

In 'this •case the harmonica maes-
tro, Who incidentally is coming un-
der N. B. C management, laid hie

hands on a fire alarm box on 47th
street .and Broadway,, right in front
of the

.
Mayfair theatre, at 4 a. ni.

one morning two weeks ago and
brought out a flock of fire engines.
Whenever there's a midtown "fire

can in the theatrical sector that
means three companies or w, at
least, which explains why the Fire
Commissioner 1s peeved at any
early-in-the-yawnlng disturbances,
not to mention that It breaks up
the fire boys' beauty slumber.

Minevitch, Eddie Elkins, orches-
tra leader, and Murray were carous
ing and decided to make for a chill

spot on the corner opposite the
Mayfalr when the former happened
to lean against the post accident
ally.

:
The next 1 thing they knew the

Square was full of fire .apparatus
and -a 'deputy fire chief .accom-

panied by an identifying night
hawk taxi driver, came into the
chili restaurant where they had re-
paired, .and identified Murray as the
fire-alarm ringer. Anyhow, that's

their 'Story.

. It may. be that Murray's yen for

a trick hat which Minevitch ;had
'been spotting until then, compli-

cated the NBC booking head. Any-
way, that was the means of identfi

•cation.

. .Julius Kendler, routed from bed
'early in the morning, obtained post-

ponement ifor a weelc, . and at the
trial created doubt in Judge -Green
span's mind as to the identity of

the person, -resulting In -a discharge
by the Court.
Murray was in -the hoosegow for

several hours .until Minevitch made
the rounds of aTi the nite restau-
rants to dig up $500 in cash for his

bail Which Magistrate Michael A.!

fFord in West Side Court fixed origi-
j

nally.

Tm Teffing You'

By Jade Ostermmn

RENO CONSERVATIVE

Tired -of CndleM. Flops, Modeet
Labor Day Gala Staged

Reno, Sept. 5.

Taking no chances pulling an-
other flop, Reno contented itself

with a modest Labor day weekend :

celebration, in which th» most
expensive attraction, was a 10-

rbund boxing match between . a
couple of third raters, supported by
a oard of lesser lights in the fistic

wot Id.

In order to giv« the customers a
run for their money about a -dozen

candidates for various offices, all

wet -and, proud 'of it, spoke on the
|

dei^ession und the need for more
and cheaper beer.

The local labor unions had
charge of the celebration and it

did ,not -run in the red as there was
enough dough taken In at the gate
to pay the fighters and that eon-
stituted the only -expense item.

Every other celebration Reno at-
tempted this year has been a fi-

nancial flop, of considerable pro-
portions.

Exploitations

(Continued from page IV)

<atre, as Norristown and its sensa-
tional trial were -not far from Read-
ing.

Coast7* Phantom Inn
San Francisco, Sept. 5.

Hundred 'miles up the pike in

dear La!ke country -stands one Of
the West's flossiest hotels, a hos
tolry that to the passing autolst
looks like the _awellest thing this

side 'of the Mississippi.
Only one catch to it. Hotel hasn't

a light, doorknob, Stick of furniture,
'floor <or tenants. It's what the na
tlves, borrowing an epigram from
the Marx Brothers, call a 'stucco
hotel/ They were stuck for shares
In the $650,000 structure built -four

years ago when real .estate pro-
moters promised purchasers. Of
property and stook the finest inn in
the 'country.

But the property is okay. It's on
a lake where there are fish and near
hills where there are game. And
the shell hotel looks good, anyway.

MARRIAGES
. Benjamin 43. 'Sohwartz, theatrical
publisher, New York, and Mae
Euster, Philadelphia, have 'filed mar-
riage intentions at 'Greenwich,
Conn.
'Gustave E. McCune, theatre man-

ager, and DOris A. Hanover, both
of New York, applied at Greenwich,
Conn., for a marriage license.

Mildred. F. Sanders, musician, and
Forrest H. Johnson,, both of New
York, applied for a marriage license

at Greenwich, Conn.
Virginia Gardiner to Roy S. Dur-

stine in New York, Oct. 31. Bride
Is a freelance radio singer; bride-
groom is general manager and v.p.

in charge of radio of the Batten,
Barton, Durstlne. & OBborn ad
agency.
Jacob Edwin. Hinee, Minerva, O..

orchestra leader, to Helen Irene Fin-
ley in Cleveland, Aug. 20.

Blanche Yvonne;. Farnsworth to

Francis Weldon in Lios Angeles,

Aug. 30. Bridegroom is a legit pro-
ducer.
Aisla Byrne, daughter of the late

Paul Byrne, orchestra leader and
violinist, will wed D. M. Russell,

non-prof. Oct. 22, at Richmond, Va.
Miss Byrne appeared in vaude as a

,
«hild actress.

Eclipse Suits

The eolipse last -week was the
'greatest free show on earth, with
the Times square -sector a curious
sight of gaping and gawking peas-,
ants with their chins to the dkies.

|

It hurt theatre biz, the scheduled
4.34 p. tn. for the total eolipse, see-
ing a minimum df theatre patron--
age. It also jazzed up the midtown
personnel staffs, with switchboards,
etc., going democratic as the boys'
and girls turned to smoked .glass.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Taft Schreiber, son,:

•at Cedars . of Lebanon hospital,
Hollywood, Aug. 21: (Father is vice-
president and >coast manager of the
Music Corporation of America.

j

Mr. and Mrs. Manny Brown, son,'

Aug. 28, in Lob Angeles. Father is

an independent producer ai Metro-;
polltan Studios, Hollywood.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Bone,
\

'daughter, Aug. 30, in New Haven.'
Father is .an advertising man there.

. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Roland, son,

Sept. U, in Los Angeles. Father is ai

radio performer, mother is the for-,

mer Ruth Cummlngs, Metro scenar-
ist, and a niece of Louis Mayer.

Changing Stilli

Oddity in lobby material -Is always
to be desired and a good one-tinver
is the changeable still «asel. This
is -a compoboard panel set into a
frame with an opening at the top
just large enough to show a still.

Rest of the board is painted with
sales copy Jot the picture.
Back of this board is a Wheel on

Which are mounted many -stills

as it will contain, each so placed
'that it will fill the opening as Ohe
back board is revolved by a Jcnob Hn
the center <of the front pane!. .Obi

structions direct the reader to 'Turn
the 3chob to gsee an -array of artnik
ing .scenes from this unusual tfea-
ture.' Most people are sufftciently
curious to turn the knob and the
effort required reenters Attention -on
the feature being advertised.

Changeable Banner
Neat banners with changeable

letters can be made on a foundation
of screen «loth, preferably ot -copper
wire. The frame is made "of 1X2
lath or slightly heavier lumber to fit

the space to be filled. After the
frame is made Jt is bent slightly by
putting a piece of .2x4 under «ach
end and drawing the center -down
with clamps. The sbreen cloth is

tacked tightly at both ends, then
the clamps -are loosened and in
springing back the frame stretches
•the oloth tightly. It 1b then tacked
along the long 'edges and finished
with narrow half round and painted.
Compoboard letters of the proper

size are cut out and provided with
from two to four short lengths
copper wire at the -back. These -are
pushed through the meshes in the
screen and bent back. The letters
should be given a different color
treatment at -each use and <can be
employed repeatedly. The copper
oan be given a light coat of black
paint to tone it down or It will
weather down in a short time. Ef-
fect is unsupported letters which
are much more sightly than the
usual painted banner.

Get Back Program!
With business conditions better-

ing, it's a .good time to start in
printing the weekly program if these
have been 'discontinued because of
the cost. Live wires laid orff the
cost <of the programs through the

Like the <Good Old Days
Colorful figure and heavy spender at the Canadian National Exhibition,

Toronto, is Rufus Jeff, centenarian millionaire, who goes early every
morning and stays late each nite. •

'I've seen 10 World's Fairs, 1& world's heavyweight championship
fights and a nail-driving contest. It aorta tops the experiences by seeing
greatest annual exposition in the world,' says one who, as a youth, ac-
Q.uired great stores of placer gold. •

'I never invested money in anything,' he asserts. 'I made -a good .stake
65 years ago and I've been spendin' it ever since. It's drawn Interest
right along and I've got about the same amount of capital now as I had
to start with because I've always kept myself down to never lettln' loose
of more than $1,900 in one week!'
In the good old days when Alder Gulch, Montana, was being stripped

of $300,000,000 treasure of placer gold, young Rufus Jeff prospected Snow-
shoe Gulch, west of the Continental Divide, and struck enormous pay.
He told no one of. his find and had a head start when the stampede
came.

A COLUMNIST TURNS
TICIAN.

POU-

Enroute with F. O. R.

We had the honor of being asked
on a week-end 'trip up state with
the Governor and party. Accepted,

of course, and when people pointed

me out aB om. -c many whispered.
My, how Eddie Dowllng's chanfeeA"

Th6se -Political PaKiM
The first thing you receive t>u

one of these trips -is a badge. Whc

'

it means, you <don't . know, but yo:

smile and wear tt. It at least re-

minds you what party you're lev.

Holding the Baa«
When a recent revue failed to pay

off, your spy happened to be back
stage. One lady of the company
^creamed at .the manager, If I don't

get paid, "how'm ~I going to get out
of my hotel room?'

Little Lou Mann, standing In the
back ot the huddle remarked, 'And
how am I going to get out of my
hotel lobby?'

They Should Let Them Stay
At an opening night recently dur-

ing intermission the. oops chased six

of those white-icoatod "Good Humor'
salesmen ;away. We begged the
police, after seeing the (first act, that

the least they could 'do is let the-

audience have some humor outside
-the theatre.

Suggestion
What the theatre needs more than

new faces is new •managers..

Tough Thnee
And just to show bow tough

things are dn vaudeville, Got. Roose-
velt opened {Friday morning at Proc-
tor's Schenectady to half a bouse.

Ostermama
Being a Democrat 'over the week-

end knocked us out... .And Jn
•Schenectady. .It'* ioujh enough to
play there when you got paid....
Gus Van/sang the theme *ong, 'Row,
(Row, Row, with Roosevelt'....'
Everybody lenew the words but •

Roosevelt., . .Somebody kept hand-
ing me cigars and after trying- to
smoke the first one X warned bin;,

to lay -off or I'd vote for Hoover. . .

.

So he -bought me three more....
ARE YOU READING?

depression to the stores, giving one
or more merchants the back page
for a sum .sufDcient to defray the
cost of the program. Others Jub|
dropped them.
Programs are a valuable asset

provided they are made worth while,
but too many of the recent pro-
grams carry 'only press book cuts of

-

the various attractions and are
nothing - more than the newspaper
ads privately printed and dis-
.trfbuted.
> Programs of-real value carry suf-
ficient reading matter to put them
iu (demand, -and the best are as well
edited -as a fan magazine.
The chief idea should be to carry

local stuff, personal Items, where
the theatre's -clientele is small, aoV.
.local items where the town Is larger.
A couple of tickets a week for the
best local itemB contributed by -
patron -and a couple more for th" .

best non-news feature will give the
house, something people will ask fo
and read after they tget it. Get bus;,
again.

Anditisns
Hustler who -stands pretty dose-

to the local radio station heard a
kick recently to the effect that ap-
plications for auditions were so nu-
merous -as to be bothersome.
Manager has (done enough an-

nouncing to know onany of the
tri.Mcfe, and, be offered to take the
strain off the station if they would
relet all applicants to him, with the
proviso that they •call only at cer-
tain hours.
He Interviews all who come, ad-

vises them as to the sort of selec-
tions to (use, tests their voices over
his public address system and in the
case of promising material he works
with the aspirants until they are
qualified to go on the air.

.

Station listens in only on the
last audition -and generally gives a:n

okay. All the manager asks in re-
turn Is an occasional gratis appear

-

anoe at the theatre, generally Ave
nights, in different weeks. Duds
are turned down so tactfully they
keep on beinpr friends with the
house, so it works well all around.

VANDALISM
Dallas, Sept. 5.

Yeggs swiped safe of Crystal at
Gonzales, Tex, and dropped it in a
swimming pool, minus $200 week-
end take.
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East

Usher
,
at Loew's Lexington was

on the Are escape for air when he
eaw a woman stab herself in an

, apartment house. Notified the po-
lice, who found the- wound not
serious.

' Government men get a warm wel-
come In Allentown, Pa., when they
raid a hotel. Crowd chased them
up to the roof and then„set Are to

their auto.

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the week in the

daily papers of New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no

credit for these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.
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Fannie Brlce back from summer
In Europe.

Irving Sherman and Benny Marden,
of the Riviera, where she had
danced, advanced money for the
steamer faros for herself and
mother.

About 2,000,000 New Yorkers went
out of to\Vh over Labor Pay and
500,000 from out of town came here.

Marconi, engineers demonstrated
In England- last week a new tele-

vision Idea. Messages were flashed
oh a screen at the rate of 120. words
a minute. Demonstration at York,
with messages received in Australia,
11,000 miles away:

Rowland Stebblns thinking about
•After the Fireworks,' an adaptation
by Ernest Boyd of a story by Aldous
Huxley/

, Walter C. Kelly how favored for
the lead In Max Anderson's produc-
tion of 'Both Houses.'

Actors' Dinner Club, which has
served more than 45,000 meals to
unemployed actors,' near the end
unless fresh funds are acquired.
Has about exhausted backing with-
in the profession and must appeal
to outside if It. is to continue.

Brauhaus, cabaret in Jackson
Heights, refused an injunction
Against efforts of police, to close
the place. Department pointed out
29 arrests and Ave convictions for
Volstead' law violations and judge
refused to intervene.

Three men, arrested for passing
the hat after a band concert on a
Brooklyn subway, station, were ar-
raigned' before Alfred B. Steers.
Magistrate appointed a committee

. of newspaper men to hear them
play and pass on their merits. Re-
port earned them a suspended sen-
tence, though one reporter voted to
hang the saxophonist.

,

i -

Body of Smith Reynolds exhumed
last week to permit an autopsy.
Finding reveals that shot was fired

at close range. .••.'
,

Supreme court, White Plains,
rules that Harry Richman must
submit to examination before trial

in the suit for $2,000 brought
against him by Glazier. Lampke.
Latter is a lawyer and claims 'un-
paid services in connection with the
explosion on Rlchman's yacht.

Lee Morton, former Tex Gulnan
chorine, killed, in a three-way auto
collision at Gulfport. Miss., iii which
four met death.

Mrs. John Hay Whitney and Mrs.
Jane 1 Washington, Washington so-

• clety promlnents, In eompetltlpn for
; the only picture theatre In Middle-
burg, Va. Only one site available,
and Mrs. Whitney has that.

, Mrs. Emma Swift Hammersteih,
Widow of the late . Oscar Hammer-
stein, suing her stepson, Arthur, for

• $1QO,000 breach
. Pf contract, at

.' leging his : promise . to support her
'.for life on condition she remain in
-Europe. ' Last October he sent her
money for passage to N. Y., since

% which time; she) averg, he has. been
remiss in his payments. Last winter
she .claims she sold apples on a
street corner. Motion for examina-

' tion* before trial.

' Fay Webb Vallee left New York
. Friday (2) to split the legal bands
to the singer. Probably Reno.

'!.
.

v • . '

' Felix Salniond; concert 'cellist,
,' applies to New York Supreme Court
for a reduction of the $606 monthly

! alimony, paid his wife. Latter,
1 known to the stage as Lillian "Sal-
mond, . is charged - wjth neglecting

. their 19-year-old daughter and per-
mitting her to live with a man

V Salmond pleads reduced Income.
; Court allowed Mrs. Salniond (500
: counsel fees to defend suit

Bobby Sanford takes his show-
boat I'lea to Newburgh and Pough-
;keepsle tonight (6) for one day
only, '•

. .
.

; Five young meta came over from
New Jersey Friday (2) and took In
the burlesque, show at the Eltlnge,
iBecomin' boisterpus, they were
asked to leave. A scrap started and
someone sent in a riot call which
brought five police cars and a gun
squad. Patrons charge that E. M.
MeTiderian, mgr., and Frank Curley
assaulted them.

George Burton will stage 'Absent
Father' f ->r Kenny '& Leavitt ".

Penthouse cafe on Park avenue
raided Friday <Z) and some 200 bot
ties ..'confiscated. About 25 patrons
ousted.

Henry Morrison, of Dubois, Pa
has risen from the grave. Stayed
put for 37. days and claims the rec-
ord. Endurance stunt.

' Stork Club, with Its silver bat fn
everything, falls to the police In
stead of the Feds, "Neighbors made
complaint it. was too close to St
Patrick's cathedral. Fittings repre-
sent about $60,000. . Marlso Vec-
chione, alleged manager, and four
others took the punch.: Guests just
pushed out after they paid their
checks. ••••

United Cigar Stores thrown Into
receivership because of its realty
branch.

. Latter has been a serious
drag on the parent concern, lately,
Had many theatre- deals which
popped.

John M. Casey, for the past 28
years theatrical censor of Boston,
to retire Nov. 1, on a pension. Much
consulted by producers during re-
hearsal because of his nice judg

I ment ».-'''
Viola Dobos, Hungarian dancer,

who outstayed her permit, sailed
.for home, but not as a deportee.
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alimony, which the musician wished
reduced. She told that the husband
gave entirely too much of his time
to his accompanist, Frlda Brando-
line, but he contended that it was
all her imagination and that her ob-
session had broken up his home.
They were separated in Dec, 1930,
when -she was awarded. $25 a week.
In view of the times, the referee,
Lawrence B. Cohen, cut it down
to $7.

-

Burlesque war over. Abe Mlnsky
has shut his Gaiety . and will go
back to the Central with his brother
Herbert.

Alberto Carlllo has compromised
his $100,000 suit against W. M.
Royall for $1,000. Suit arose over a
nilx-up In the apartment of Audrey
Dale (not the actress of that name),
where Carlllo got a black eye. He
first named Miss Dale as defendant,
but switched to the millionaire. Ar-
gentine actor imported to replace
the late Valentino, but without suc-
cess.

Mrs. Luclnda Relchenbach, widow
of the late Harry Relchenbach, back
from Europe td assist In the filming
of 'Phantom Fame,' by Radio.

Eclipse brings some new theories
as to radio, waves. '. Short-wave ex-
periment to determine If signals
grew stronger during the

,
dark

period upset the old idea. Signals
ceased entirely, shortly before total-

ity and did not resume for 46 mlns.

Third season of 'Green Pastures'
started in Boston yesterday (5).

Mrs. Louise Dinehart, divorced
wife of Alan Dinehart, Is suing in
the Supreme court, Floral Park, L. I.,

to compel Fox Films to pay her the
actor's salary of $646 a week to in

sure payment of her $150 weekly
alimony. Dinehart Is $4,864 in ar-
rears. The court, last March signed
an order making Mrs. Dinehart re
ceiver, but she now complains that
Fox is not aiding her,. Dinehart
continues to • receive his salary In
Los Angeles.

Charlotte Lund, soprano, who re-
tired from the stage eight years ago,
filed a petition in bankruptcy last
week. Liabilities $8,600 against $400
assets. Spent all her funds trying
to get a start as singing teacher.

Beaver Gross/ parachute jumper
with a carnival, fell 1,500. feet with
his balloon at Norrlstowri, Pa., Aug.
30. His balloon was leaky and col-
lapsed, carrying him tangled in the
wreckage. Fall broken by telegraph
wires and he was not badly hurt.

George Harvey has filed incor-
poration papers in Albany for the
All-in-One ad service. Combines his
own motion picture ad service, Cir-
cle Press and Century photo en-
graving.

Yale, graduates present West
Point military academy with a set
of 15 pictures made by . Yale and
Pathe on American history. A trib-
ute to the memory of the late Cadet
Richard Brlnsley Sheridan.

Army and Navy together again on
football. Will play a game Dec. 3
at Franklin Field, Phila.

Joseph Hergeshelmer sails for
Europe, where a man can take it or
leave It alone. Says that over here
he is a social leper because he re
fuses to drink bathtub gin.

Raffaele De Riggl re-engaged as
conductor of Westchester symphony
orch. Grace Moore will be soloist at
first concert Oct. 15 In the County
Center.

Arbitration board awards two
weeks' salary to 11 Equity chorus
girls who rehearsed for 'Thanks a
Lot.' Show never opened.

Estate of late Florenz Zlegfeld
sued in Quebec court for $4,382. De-
tails hot given, but the producer
had a camp at Lake Edward, from
whence the Suit emanates.

Anne Caldwell, who obtained a
$50,000 verdict from John Wi Hub
bard for breach of promise, is broke.
Announced she was going to salt
the award down, but the 1929 break
found her.

Agnes O'Laughlin, showgirl.' who
sued Rudy Vallee for breach,, asking
$100,000, quits suit. Took less than
$5,000, it Is reported.

Owing to stage-hand trouble, 'An-
other. Language' company intended
for Chicago will break in at' Roches
ter Instead of Buffalo. Opens Thurs
day (8).

Arch Selwyn has just bought a
play ftom Frances Marlon. Titled
'Wide Awake.' No production plans
announced, 'but he wants Mary
Boland.

Laurel and Hardy back home.

Ameranglo Corp., British concern
l

suing Walt Disney for $13,500 dam-
ages. Filed in N. Y. Supreme, court
last week. Claim arises out of
change in the distribution of Mickey
Mouse and Silly 'Symphony car
toons. •

Mrs,. Sara Calatl, wife of.Marlo
Caiatl, 'cellist in .the Philharmonic,
before a referee. last week over her

Clyde Beatty to go into the pic-
tures. Will be starred In a feature
by Universal.

Cornelia Otis Skinner coins 'solo
dramas' for her monologs.

Peggy Rich, wife of Freddie Rich,
gets $60 a week alimony, marked
down from $500. Counsel fees cut
from $7,600 to $600. Mrs. Rich is
the former. Peggy Lawton.

Dorothy Stone to be given- her
own show following 'Smiling Faces.1

Shuberts' will back.

Radio Commission holds that
broadcasters have the right to re-
fuse use' of the w.'-e to political
candidates, but adds that such a
policy would be short-sighted.

George White to follow. 'Scandals'
with 'Melody* at the Apollo. Writ-
ten by Romberg, Caesar and Car-
penter.

Shuberts announce that Belasco
& Curran will do /Best Years' on
the Coast if it's a hit here.

Apprentice projectionists in Local
306 voted $300,000 to Sam Kaplan to
help In his closed shop fight for 306.
Kaplan refused. Money is initia-
tion fees of the apprentices, held In
escrow until they become full-
fledged members.

Coast

Violin made of 2,750 matches has
been brought from South Africa by
Jascha Heifetz, who has arrived in
Los Angeles, as a gift for his son.

After a $63,000 judgment in favor
of Richard Barthelmess had. been
set aside/, actor was granted a mo-
tion for a new trial of his $72,223
stock suit against Dallas S. Squire,
William Cavalier & Co., arid Gerald
E. Arbuckle. . Barthelmess charges
Squire with disposing of stock to
the Cavalier company, through Ar-
buckle, without authority.

Trial of Harold Robinson, pub-
lisher, charged with attempt to. ex-
tort money . through threats of
printing damaging articles, post-
poned in L. A. by illness of the de-
fendant.

Cornelius Cole, grandson of late U.
S. Senator.

.

Miss Kenyjon asserts she was per-
suaded to sign the note while suf-
fering from the shock of her hus-
band's death. Garewe alleges Stand-
ard solicited his signature, explain-
ing that the time allowed for. pay-
ment, would be extended for an in-
definite period.

.

New faces In the, film colony are
expected next month. Stuart Erwln
has admitted that' his wife, June
Collyer, expects the stork next
month. Likewise, Carl Laeirimie's
daughter, Rosabelle Laemmle Berg-
erman, is preparing the bassinet. .

Hazel : rills' film career and health
were damaged to the amount Of
$9,600, jUry decided in Los Angeles
in suit against Dr. Karl Ross,
Plaintiff charged that scars on her
leg resulted from treatment for
varicose veins.

Charge of hit-and-run driving
lodged against Frank Fay, who was
released under $1,600 bail, .dis-
missed. 'Frisco occupants of other
car refused to testify.

Doris kenyon Sills must fulfill
agreement as guarantor on $10,000
promissory note, Superior Judge
Douglas ; Edmonds,- Los Angeles,
ruled In ordering stricken out
actress' supplemental answer to suit
brought against her, (Cornelius Cole
and Edwin Carewe, also guarantors
on a Colo note. Balance due is
$9,933.36.

Rodney Pahtages and his wife,
Veryl, defeated field bf 50 racers In
their respective classes in south-
western outboard regatta at Lake
Elslnore, Calif.

Engagement of Elsie Tarron, On-
tario, to Andy Clyde announced by
bride-to-be's mother. Will wed in
September.

As soon as financial arrangements
are made, Bobbe Arnst will file suit
In Los Angeles for divorce from
Johnny Welssmuller.

Buster Keaton is understood to
be purchasing a twin-motor over-
land cruiser, built originally at a
cost of $52,000, in which he will
make a personal appearance tour.

Eddie Brandstatter pleads not
guilty on charge of theft of equip-
ment from Montmartre cafe, Hol-
lywood. Trial in Superior court is
set for Sept. 19.

Thief robbed Hollywood apart-
ment of Leo Carrillo of jewelry
valued at $2/0.

Following an alleged automobile
crash, John A. MacDonald, director,
arrested on a drunkenness charge.

Victor McLaglens • are sued in
L. A. for two two-yearrold doctors'
bills totalling $300.

San Diego man sues Oliver Mo
rosco in L. A. charging producer
owes him $1,271. on notes and ex
pendltures, <

Bench warrant Issued in L. A.
calling for the arrest of Jack John-
son, ex-heavyweight champ, who
failed to appear for trial on six
wage complaints. Ball fixed at $50
oh each count.

Murrel Finley, actress, has left
for New York, Reported separation
from her husband, Edward Cron-
jager, cameraman, may be .per-
manent.

/Trial starts"- ln
% Los Angeles of

suit against Doris Kenyon Sills and
Edwin Carewe in which the Cali-
fornia • J Stahdar'd Firiance' Corp.,
seeks to collect on a $10,000 prom-
issory note which they signed for

.Fault finding was basis of divorce
suit won in Reno by Vida Hurst
Osterstrom, Kansas City novelist,
from Car.r G. Osterstrom.

Tom Mix led the equestrian divi-
sion of the parade celebrating the
161st birthday of Los Angeles. Par-
ticipating in the World's Congress
of Rough Riders and Rodeo, held
In connection with La Fiesta, were
Bill Hart, Harry Carey and Mix.

Coppers should stay on their
beats, and not double In brass on
the screen, thereby taking - .work
away from actors, according to a
protest filed with the Los Angeles
police

.
commission by Mrs. P. Be-

long, wife of an actor.

California Supreme court denies
alternative writ, of mandate, which
would prohibit an Initiative racing
measure on the November ballot.
Proposal would create a board to
'regulate racing and system of bet-
ting.

Commission of 10%' on earnings of
$2,033 is asked in L. A. Municipal
court suit filed by Collier & Flinn,
assignees for Ruth Collier, Inc.,
against Andre de Segurola.

John Pres.ton, stage actor, and his
wife have asked police to hunt for
a prowler, who they believe at
tempted to break into their Holly
wood home and kidnap their 19
month-old son.

Harold L. Menjou, son of the
screen actor's ex-wife, was acquit
ted on a.charge of driving while ln-
toxjeated, by a Jury which failed to
reach a verdict on the murder ac-
cusation growing out of the death

of the youth's femme companion i»
an auto accident L.: A. Sunnrti.
Judge Charles S.

. Burneli o2
second trial Sept 26< on murdeS
charge. '

wp

DeWitt B. Vanderllp. theatreowner, is charged, in a complaint
issued at the district attorney's of
flee, Log Angeles, with presentlne I
false claim and obtaining $6 goofrom an insurance company for'tha
loss of diamonds valued at $10 750
during an alleged robbery. '

'

Harry Carey's $16,000 ranch home
in San Francisquito Canyon, near
Saugus, Cal., razed by fire. Only afew paintings and Indian relica
saved.

John Barrymore and Dolores Cos.
tello Barrymore have been granted
permission by U. S. District Judge
Coagrave in L. A. to appeal to the
Circuit court for a reversal of. the
findings of special master in equity
William Hazlett, disallowing the
Barrymores 'preferential rights .over
other creditors in connection with a
loan of $159,492 to the Guaranty
Building and Loan association.,

Municipal Judge Kenney, Los' An*
geles, has ruled that a man arrest-
ed as a shlll Is hot entitled to dam-
ages from his- employer. Decision
rendered In case of Harry David
and, a south main street show..

Mid-West

Cinema Art, northslde sure-seater,
reopened with German pictures.
IVb Ufa's Chicago outlet.

Milan Lusk, 39, violinist died in
Prague, Czechoslovakia, of stomach
disorder. He lived in Wilmette,
near Chicago.

Charles E. James, 30, manager' of
the James and Nelson Negro Air
Circus, of Jacksonville, Fla., was
killed in a crash hear Gary, Irid.,

while putting on a show. T.here
were 1,000 witnesses to the tragedy.

Clay County, Neb., said 'What's
the use?' and voted no fair this' fall,
for the first time in 54 years. -

J. B. Foster, Omaha, before the
bar of justice, for forging securities
belonging to his mother-lnrlaw,
blamed miniature golf for' his
troubles. When the vogue^''ivaB
going strong so Was Foster. When,
It petered out, he did, too. His 'wife
has also sued him for divorce.

Antoinette Donnelly, of the Chi-
cago 'Tribune,' devoted a columh' to
the pr'ettlness of Mltzl Greeri^lier
dress", lunch and domestic talehts.

Patricia Collinge will enact "the
Dorothy Stickney role in the Chi-
cago version of 'Another. Language.'
Miss Stickney's Illness tiecessitated
the keeping In New York oil 'Laura
Staub, intended for Chicago,

'

Ada Paggi, mezzo-soprano for-
merly with the defunct Chicago
Civic Opera, qualifies as an Ameri-
can citizen. Final papers 'come
later.

Kenneth G. Smith, head of Pepsb-
dent and. employer of Amos "N*
Andy, was a victim of an official
'accident' when his yacht ' was
boarded by a raiding party and '281
bottles of choice wines grabbed.
Chicago authorities then decided to
await word from Washington be-
fore proceeding.

Vera Bruce, protege of the late
Lillian Lietzel, will be the second
wife of Alfred Codona. Both are
with the Rlngllng show. . Codoha
was Miss Lletzel's husband.

Air's Advantage

(Continued from page 1)
'

back stage. It's underwritten . by
conservative and stable radio and
advertising agency auspices, 'and
has every economic and other ad-
vantages to beat any sort of stage
engagement.
On top of that, with acquired ra-

dio name and fame, the performer
can extend him or herself with sup-
plementary personal appearance
bookings at fancy coin.

Under the. most distressed eco-
monic condition which this country
has faced, it is further impressed on
everybody that some of the biggest

money was made by the radio ar-

tists who clicked.

Perhaps the most singular in-

stance of this is the veteran Bhow-
man, Ben Bernie, who has been
around in show biz through the hey-
day of vaudeville, the height of

class nite club spending sprees a.nd

the rise of the dance bands, and
niever got a real break until the

past two years.

The Bernie instance is becoming
something of an axiom and an in-

spiration' to the Other radio-minded
show people now ogling that phan-
tom etheral fame, and Georgie.Price

is another example.
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Broailway

Ben Atwell back in towA.
j

Eddie Eltitt sUll in hiding-.

«'• Davo Turett plotting a party.

Marc Connolly back from Europe. :

Walter Flelechmanrc etill talking

. Cuba..; :

-Be Jack Connolly Mfent to 'Europe
' again, .-. *

•'

Job. Fliesler getting his picture

. ready.. .. . \ '.. •
.

,

' Gould opening hie new film. In
' Chicago.

Aaron Gottlieb back with the

blushing bride.

September heat wave murdered
burlesque start.

Monte. Proseer, p.a., going legit

.". in the restaurant biz,

Gus; Shy out, of new 'Ballyhoo'
' after one performance.

- GeotgeWellbaum's 'Mister Gentle-

man's', club open, again. ... .

'

1

A; • C, Blumenthal is . having his
' annual hay fever misery.

, Ben- iPrifie is pretty proud ,of hip!

'jwnWs'TplayJiig; daughter., ^ V

.. Monte'. Fleischman trying hard to.

«atcb up with Fola .Negrl<

Charlie McCarthy says he's glad
he; parted with his tonsils. ; r..-:

' Those ice water needle showers
at the New York Athletic Club.

Hotel Aertor brokerage branch
looks like 1929. Mostly spectators.
Lola Wours'ell had her . picture

.. taken in Sloppy Joe's while in Ha-
V.vana; -!

They've moved Boris Morros .up. a
couple floors in the Paramount

.-building. .

-. Broadway stands cut—near-beer
,. from 10 cents to a jit. Last thing

to deflate.' .'.'..
.

Warners claim a sudden heavy
demand by fan mags on Eleanor

.• Holm, stuff.
Practically, all film . offices were

closed down Saturday for, "a. threeT
...day week-end. ..-.v'o

,. Brokers bidding for cloak and suit
branch locations instead of trying to
get rid of 'em....
Father of Harold Rouse, stock

' broker in the Paramount building.
died last week.

. .. Jack Partington, now permanent-
ly in New York, has leased a house
at Darlen, Conn. .

; .

s ; "Live storage offered by West.Bith
. qtreet garage at $8 a month,, .sans
.'iBejwlce, of. course. ..

-; ^.Dan Daugherty doesn't believe, in
•; those quarter slot machines and has
the' will to lay off 'em.

, (
:.Xjeah, wife of the "Journal's' col---

,

umniqt, Louis Sobol, operated, on at
..|aedlcal

:
Arts Center. . Okay*WB is. figuring out a hduse ;

front
Oh " 'Tiger Shark' that will have live
(sharks swimming in a big tank

t
-

Rodeo, at the Garden for -two
.weeks.' .starting, Oct. 14. Mrs. ,W. K.
He'arst'e Milk Fund participates, •

,

"First ..telephone girl, Mary B.
Kennedy, is. dead; Starting >n 1878,
ehe was art operator for 53 years.

. Leo .Spitz's office in New. York,
occupied fey Sam TCatz when in. New-

. 'Drbjck, is one of the town's . boiler
_.r0oms.._

Some of the country clubs in
Westchester have cut initiation fee
down .to. $10. Dues are the. same,
however. -.\ ,.

. Hank Llnet," who quit press-
agentihg for law, has sold the M.P.
Club on an old formula for collect-
ing .debts,

.

Pa,ul.Wuni was forced to fly; into
l*ew.. York iii order to rejoih i'Poun-
welor at Law' in time for rehearsals
yesterday (Monday )

.

- Donald. Campbell, N.. . Y. .rep for
Madan, circuit, of Calcutta, . is ,now.

; With , East India Film CO. ' in the
N.~,!Y.' office.-

.

' William Gaxton stopped a base-
ball with little finger and broke .it.

Did not miss playing in 'Of Thee I
Sing,', however.

fsfo.-nribre signing tabs at the M. P.
Club. Strictly cash for chow with

.

Abraham Goodman, the new head of
the restaurant.

J. C. Furman got half a dozen
offers from employers as a result. ofa prospectus, on himself he- mailed.

. 'out by. the . score. . , ., ...

,
Jimmy Dawson of the . .'Times'

would be a Clarke Gable,
,
judging,

from his pose with Max Schmeling
in the news reels. '

v

•A lot of Westchester commuters
are Baying their monthly tickets,

' counting on a rebate when the fare
'squabble is settled.

Pete Llanuza,- sports cartoonist
on the 'World Telegram,' buying a
boat that originally cost 41 G's. Go-
ing to live on board.
Sports missing from Broadway

,
every August back from Saratoga.
Sidney Kent has had the same

secretary for 15
: years.

Cloudiness up to noon of eclipse
day had a lot of people building
gagB around Kate Smith and her
Moon Over the Mountain.'

. Fatal accident on . Boston Post
Road tied up Sunday motor traffic
two hou::a. Pepnsy's tunnel to Jer-
sey out of commission as long, too.
New Times Square speak opened

Saturday night and the bar bought
two for ©very one. House is on a
beer policy until it gets acquainted.
To attract Labor Day tourists

several of the stem hostelries aug-
mented their advertising with house
flagB over the marquee, film house
fashion.'
Minnie golf deader than ever, but

• pitch and putt layout half a mile

CH A TTER
around at Jones Beach is still a
bonanza; > Gets" 76 -cents a round
Sundays.
George Peck training for the ar-

rival of the 'Rex/ new Italian liner,
which will have' John McClaln of
'The Sun's' 'Oh the Sun Deck' as a
passenger.

'

During the past week standing
room around -Times Square at' a'

premium. S.R.O. in front of ice-
cooled theatres. .-'-. First real heat
wave of summer.
Lou Rydell ^Variety') gave that

manly chest, in full exposure, to
Old Sol at his Long Beach country
estate, and got a ticket for showing
too much epidermis..

Paris

. Sonya Levieh vacationing. /
•

. Clive -Brook wrestling -with the
fiUi .

Jack" Brower back 1 from Denver
and Salt Lake.
Man named Jack Okie here been

declared mentally incompetent.
Currari : Swlht)"-. /Frisco. .' drama

critic; looking- over. Hollywood.
Sol Solinger, - assisting Jerry

Mayer, has left latter's agency..

Bud Lolller.. to 'Frisco . on real
estate -and :tax matters fOr- FrWC.
- Jesters Club will Hold dinner-
dance at Grand hotel; Santa Monica,
Sept. 10.

• Alan Edwards and wife/ Gloria
Foy, motored in from New York,
on- spec.
Jessie

.
Wadsworth (Harris) honey-

mooning . in San Francisco over
Labor Day.
• Jack Powell, formerly with Selz-
nick-Joyce, • has Joined the William
Sj Gill agency.
Paul Spier,' War'fleld p. a., Frisco,

in hospital as result of surprise
appendicitis attack.
,.- Bud Lollier writing inter- office
letters ddaiandins return of his
electric clock, or else.
Muriel Stryker flew back to Mil-

woukee with her mother after
week's visit on. the .Coast,.'-.-

Richard Berlin, editor of 'Cos-
mopolitan' mag, here- .for confab
with William Randolph Hearst..
Eclipse tide washed away Leon

Gordon's garden at Malibu, which
he had been nursing for two years.

- Martin Beck, on advice of Louis
B. Mayer, .abandoned his air return
;tp New: . York. Taking : the Santa Fe.
Ray Long, supposed to be taking

it easy in the South. Seas,, is so-
journing at Laguna Beach, 60 miles
from -here. ',;.,".,

Clarence. Brown giving up his
apartment for a Beverly. Hills, home.
Is expecting visitors from- Paris
over the. winter.
',:|t:s beggars now/ as well'as.auto-
graph pests, at the Broyvn Derby,
with police cars being radioed to
the spot frequently.

Rollo Tlmponi still playing woods-
man.
Frank Schreiber, WGN, a Jate

vacationer.

Martin Campbell, boss- of WFAA,
Dallas, in town. >j

' Ed Wappley wading in the. lake
at the Indiana dunes.

Carol Frink, film critic, doubling
in brass to cover the Dorothy Pol-
lak murder trial. •

.

Hearst- boys kidded the 'Tribune'
for their paye one streamer, 'Dishes
•Dirty—Slays Wife.' ,

John Joseph's vacation made his'
friends.happy. They- were worrying
about his physical exhaustion.

Ned Alvord glved RKO vaudeville
a . sack suit, refusing to. wear, his
nonesuch.' cutaway '. at, State-Lake
prices. '

'•
- '

;'"

Margaret McKay went to. In-
dianapolis to meet the Governor.
Last year she didh't. get beyond the
Mayor.
Horse-racing intended for just

'across ' the Indiana bb'rder ' failed
when the governor Vetoed. South
Shore Electric put up a big pur^e
to get the coveted oval.

'Joe wouldn't mind,' said Mrs.
Dorothy Pollak, who murdered Joe,

her husband, and was preparing to
celebrate her acquittal with a week
at the State-Congress, where, pre-
viot'sly, Virginia Valll, who shot but
didn't seriously hurt,. Bill Jurges,
was the star.
John Clayton selling war tax on

passes at the Outdoor opera, wanted
to fight a stranger who sarcastically
remarked : 'Be sure you give that
40c. to the government.' Clayton
didn't know it was a rival promoter
peeved because outsiders got in

first with opera.
Polly and Peggy Paige are re-

united and sister-teaming at Col-
lege Inn. Polly was away, being
Mrs. Carl Webster and the mothev
of a baby girl, now six months old.

Papa Carl, -from ' Yale, led a j:t7.z

band for . a while, but quit show
business to be a civil engineer.

Bea Lillie to London.
• • F; J. Perleinan home. '.

Wilhelm von 4iOon back.

Charles Boyer t6 Berlin'.

Where 1b Betty Compton?
- The Shanbergs at the Ritz.

- Fania Marlnoff staying oyer.

Garbo expected to visit Paris.

Jennie Dolly in Fontalnbleau.

_
Lilllan Gish to Bad .Nauheim.

Bernie Newman to New York.
Marc Connolly has two plays.

Roy Rector Wants to go home.
Phil Barry ready to go home.
Lilian Harvey td Juan-ies-PIns.

Alice Delamare at Aix-les-Bains.
•

. Mayol ; has his own' Riviera club.

Mona Goya at the new Colisee bar.

.. Larry Hills back from vacation.
'.' Martin Brown talking about Car-
,meh ';•''

Bob Sherwood "' over from Erig-
land.

Gene Lesieur a hit on
>
the Riv-

iera. :
' y

Claire. Luce back to Juan-les-
Pins. •

,. .
.

P. A'. Harle back from his vaca-
tion. .

Tauber going to Berlin for new.
show.
Bob Stevenson getting new de-

signs.. -

.- Edith ' Ryan
.
still en route for

Paris..

Pizella lunching with ^erre La-
zareff.

'Aricher Jones living in Mont-
martre.-

Albert Cohen still a. director of
Emeika.
Hope Hampton doing the 'do-

re-me's.'

Lucille Watson getting ready to
do show.

.

Chevalier and Mlstinguette have
made up.

Erik Cnarrell supervising 'White
Horse Inn.'

-

Mrs. Charles Lowrey a regular
left- banker.

Eric ponimer may go to the States
in the fall.

'

Boris Petroff calling on Francis
A. Mangan.
. Jack .. Campbell writing from
Stockholm."

,
Marguerite Viel usirtg her ' sieter

as assistant. ' '•' •• '.
'..;__..

. Jeannette Flanner all set for more
Paris letters.

Fannie Brice has done 90 galas in

three months.
Garret Graham finishing a story

for Alex Korda.

G. Pabst ready to leave for Spain
with Challapln.

Georges. Pitoeff to see himself on
the silver screeny

Max de- Vaucorbeil taking cellu-
loid to Le Touquet.

"Valery Boothby has taken a large
estate near Paris.

The Ka,stners fetching the kids
back- from the farm.
' Edwin JUstls- Mayer home after-
visiting Rex Smith.
Beulah Livingstone staying in

U. S. another month.
Rene Clair preparing a new film,

'Fourteenth of July.'

Jimmy Brysdn's London activity
watched from Paris. -.

GWeri Stone's ' death falsely ru-
mored in Paris press.

.
Delano Learie taking paints and

brushes to Deauville. -
.

Paul Oscard from the Gaumont
Palace, to the Olympia.
Henri Gai-at. gettitig ready for'

America with the Mrs;
J. Carlo. Bavetta back from his

Mediterranean inspection.

Mrs. Arthur Fiedelbaum showing
Paris to her sister-in-law.

Hamilton Gladstone still Wants to
start an American theatre.

Jean de Limur puzzled at Russian
producers' business methods.
Carmen Marin from Porto Rico

to local film work via Hollywood.
Gordon Pollock and Mary Ellen

both mugged in clay by Helen Haas.
Anglo-American press association

giving a farewell dinner to Norman
Armour.
Ivan LebedefC may have

the Western Express, but he caught
boat train.

Henri Lartigue keeping the Wil-
liam Morris sign on his door though
they parted.

Reynolds Packard to write in
prose now that "Serpentining
Boardwalk' is out.

Billy Cellestin for another month
at the American hospital, and no
visitors but his mother.
Reneo Vcller's movements to and

I

r i

from Deauville regulating those -of

a small group of admirers. ' •,

.
Dick Blumenthal fibbing to his

father as to his. working' hours and
looking like a corpse from overwork.

.
Marcel Pagnol sued by Europa

Films, which claim $80,000 because
Pagnol prefers to work, for his own
company.
Alexander Korda to film 'La Dame

de chez Maximes,' the old light com-
edy now being revived at the Ren-
aissance.

'

Sacha Guitry at La Baule and
Yvonne Printemps to take the
waters in the nearby resort of La
Roche Posay. >

Jeanne Helbling; film star, will be
the white star in the next Casino
de Parle reVue opposite Josephine
Baker, colored. '.' • . :

:

Dolores ' del FU417 -Aimericari ' dan-
seuse, giving up i her 'professional,
alias when marrying Rene Jean
Merlgeault,' Frencl) cartoohiet.

: Ludqvic Brettner, 80-yiear-old niu-
slcian,' friend of Paderewskl and
Cortot, ill, and in . such - a state of
destitution that .^ho.' daily press is

raising a benefit fund.

.

London

William Clore tripping to Jeru-,
salem. ;-

Paul Murray at home at. his new
offices.' . .

Earl St. John's only hobby is
swimming. "

. Leon Rogee fancies himself as an
impresario.

:

Tom Walls off to : Hollywood to
make films.'

Sonny - Miller selling a new song
to Glenn Ellyn.

Laurel and Hardy in Cliff Whit-
ley's 'Show Boat.'.

Gina Malo looping the loop seven
times in succession.

Jack Hylton - doing onernlght
$tands at the resorts. .

Boris Petroff rUBhing hdme after
receiving five cables,

Edward- Lauriilard engrossed in
Piccadilly at 3 a.- m.
' Sidney Burns still has great faith
in continuous variety.
' Leslie Henson- lost appendix and
auto all in one month.
- , John Southern changing his mind,
about subletting Cplllns's.

Elkan Symon« putting <Jn> Beveh
shows in as niemy weeks.
* Ivan Bankoff seriously thinking of

trying to BWim'the channel.

Mary^ Clare, femme star of 'Cav-
alcade,' writing her memoirs.
The ' Diabold game .coming, back

after 20 years/* ousting YqfLjo.:

Ann Suter seldom seen, ^ with
Americans asking, where she is.

Cedric Belfrage inltiatfng Gamba-
relll in the art of tea-drinking.

.

David Blisff.and Vincent Erne In
conference with. Louis J. Seymour.

Herschel Henlere claims he was
the Originator of , non-stop Variety.

Mdntv Banks around in his Rolls
and complaining, business is ..ter-
rible.

Sully and Houghton favor the
Criterion of i. all: London's-' night
joints..-.-.. '."_..

;

Fioriie Forde, England's most
popular - chorus , singer, reported
dying.

Casanova' 2*0% salary cut ^it the
London Coliseum is effective till

Sept. 3. •

•

Aldwych' and Gajety theatres re-
verting to pre-war prices with new
shows.- ... ...

Harry Lauder celebrated jubilee
at small, hall- Where he made first
:appcaranoe. : ; ....

One continuous variety house in
the West End recently took around
$10 in one day.

William- Mollison getting .a depu-
tation as' the mOsfr elusive of Eng-
lish producers. '•

• • -

Charles Cochran framing circus
idea for his new

.
supper revue at

the Trocaderp.
Helen Gray's hobby is painting

pictures of . her fellow artists in
'Tell Her the Truth.'

Naunton Wayne has another son,
and has definitely decided he is

destined for a compere.
Joe Termini showing Gennaro a

moving picture of himself, taken
by Joe on his last visit over here.

mlWecrtH* Harriet Hoctor drew capacity at
Manchester ©n her first and only
vaudeville date in England recently.

Jesse Jacobsen turning the for-
mer Water Rats club from a White
Elephant into a success in 11 weeks.
Many regular first-nighters trav-

elled from London to Manchester
for opening of the new Cochran-
Coward show.
Mrs. Bert Aza thinks no act Is

worth more than $500 a v/ook, but
that docs not go for her sister-in-
law, Oracle Fields.

Vaud's Radio Boosf^

(Continued from page iy" - -

first five months of the present yea*
may lift the daytime gross over th"$

previous annum's level. . 4

From present indications there Ts)

every probability that the
t
gross inji

take oft either' chain'.-itdr October will
meet the figures obtaining for thatl

month the. year before, whdn prac^i

tically all the available evening timej

was gone.
,

Digger Chains for '32-'33 1

One. advantage this year that Will
make up for the slow going of the'

daytime periods is the fact that
the evening customers are buying
bigger station lineups. Few . of thej

newcomer commercials .are confining
themselves to the basic links but
are going in for heavy .outlays onj

supplementary networks.- •

So far NBC has 18, . ^ommerc/al
shows with October stai'ting elates,

whilo the .Columbia entry list, totals
i4;.. According to the showc already;
spotted and the. type that prospect
five commercials are giving special
attention on tho auditions grind, the;

tr,ei>4 -toward tthe m.c, in front of at

band and the cpriiedy -team Inters
ludes has far from reached Its apexi*
Vaude routine more than ever will
'jlcminate the :- parade bf bankrolled^
evening programs,,, with jnafty ofl

;

thCEe attempting ether adaptations-
of' the - stage blackout'. .

'

.j

.2ND
tVEEK

FANNY HURST'S

'BACK STREET'
A Vitlvorsal Picture, with

,

Irene Dunne—-Jbhrt Boles

To a* P.M., S8e-ll P.M. to Oct*.
'

,6So
-r

.

Oh ' the Stage

FRED
.
.WEEING

. 'nnrt'->iU

.* ottiir RKO Aet»

Oil 4to Boreen"

CONSExtE"-» • I
»'

. , 1
' with

,

dobotAx
;

1.. . Continuous lip*, 10 A.M. .

. Aftereoom, 23-35.' '.' Bvcnlmjft, 35-M :

' (B*eept Bot., Sun. nnil H«I,V •

•Dolly MMntabt Bliow Tcatw* Plciurt

Wod. FM
Sept 7 to .O

BARBARA STANVVYCK tn

"The Purch&fie Price"
ana

"Vanishing Frontier^

MARION DAVIES
cool fiOBT. MONTGOMERY

Imutw 'BLONDIE of FOLLIES'
IUWW,. ON THE STAGE IN PEH80NI

Ixk Bonny—look Pearl—.
Lllya* TmhMrt
SopMo TMckor
6t*. Otitc*'

^EttH 8ttutt«

SBjyBNTH AVEINUS]
AT DOtr STREETOXY

WILL ROGERS
in "DOWN TO EARTH
On the Stage—"MANHATTAN"

Fox Movietone Now* ' Silly 8ymphoDle4

LOEWS
-if*

Miahtlcr Thma
Ihj 8U00 Playt

THE LAST MILE"
I On 8tog« : MORTON DOWNEY,
I Gcoroct Cnrpentlcr. Ztlaya, Coll-

. lomlo ColltoUni '

"One of the finest plays of
the year, subtle, beautiful
and tender."

—

Atkinson, Times. .

"Another language"
with Glon* Andon, Mnrga/tt Wychcrly,

Ladfa 6trr.ubo, John Beat

RrtrtTTT Thcatro. 45th Ot.. W. of a'woy.Auuxja Evt . 8:50. Mn;,_ Wcd _ 4 sot..
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Capitol's Eloquent Modes
Alumnae of Mr. Ziegfeld's school

of faultless grooming appear- 'at 'the

Capitol this "'week. Each follows,

according to her taste and person-
ality, the .fundamentals- laid down
by the master stager of spectacles.

The Misses Shutta, Tashnian and
Tucker agree that makeups should
be <is nearly natural as caroful
blending can make them; :that hair-

comb3 should be soft and silky with
lasr-minutc perfection; that gowns
must look as though they had just

been reverently removed from tissue
wrappings. They believe that the
best costumes concentrate on line;

content , that their fabrics are" rich

and glamorously expensive.
EJthal Shutta realizes that, as

Mrs. Ueorge Olseh, she enjoys- the

prestige of a" starred spot with her
husband's orchestra. That domes-
tic note calls for conservative
grooming.. Quiet, perfect ta3te is

captured by her gown of heavy
crepe, adorned only by

.
its own

beautiful lino arid one chic crystal

bucklel. The color's electric blue,

to emphasize becoming sunburn and
stand cut in smart relief against

the frrmal black and white of the
plsen band. '

.

>. LUyan Tashman has, to live no
to her title of beflt-dressed woman
lri. Hollywood; That's- a large, or-

der, but not too' great for the

bizarra gown in which' Miss Tash-
man climbs upon the pit platform
for a chat, with Jack Benny. Stilt

black velvet- is form-fitted until it

flares Into a bell-skirt that circles

to a full train. ; Scarlet cpque
'• feathers fail over the shoulders,

outlining decollete and boasting
that Hollywood, is a willing courier

of advance fashion. A chiffon hanky,
gored with alternate sections of

black and coral; is good Hollywood-
on -jarpersonal-tour bender.

.- So are a negligee snowed under
with pure white feathers, undies

, intricately seamed in' satin and lace;

black gloves ending at the wrists in

diamond bracelets. Her makeup is

pale, .her hair waved back, ,theri es-

caping in saucy puffs, her manner
shrlekingof stellar refinement.

.Monumental in :white crepe

gleaming with tiny crystals, Sophie

Tucker saunters on stage without

the did of m.c. buildup; The radi-

ance of her costume, and personality

is substitute enough. Miss Tucker
likes the audience and knows from

^
experience that' the audience will

like her. Just to make sure, she

throws in 'Eli, Eti' for a forte fin

ish.'.'She exits as she entered—

a

red hot mama whose Immaculate

grooming, blue punch lines, sure

delivery a'nd teaming smile have

growii Into an American institution.

Rags to ftiohes

Marion Davies
.

passes through

,
many costume phases before she is

Anally .glorified in a -towering head

dress that proclaims her 'Blondie of

the Follies.'. - -

At first, she's .very poor. That

means that Miss .
Davies wears a

dark jumper dress—the kind she's

always worn when .very poor. She
doesn't bother to wear it smartly

In deference to a script that has her

naively lacking; in style conscious

ness.
With the first step upward, Miss

Davies reaches the borrowing stage

The clothes of her kind-hearted sis-

ters in the 'Follies' fit her remark
ably well, but Miss DaVle's is too

genuine, too unconcerned with ar

tiflclality to care how she looks in
' borrowed finery. She jerks herself

into a caracul coat, jams a" jaunty

velvet hat on her tousled curls and
goes her merry, hoyden way;

"With the 'Follies' comes a backer,

with the backer comes a penthouse
with the penthouse conies refine-

ment. The heroine thinks about
clothes now. Saved by Innate finer

qualities, she chooses tasteful black
velvets, relieved by delicate Pierrot

collars and ruchlngs.
With the 'Follies' comes success

—

then disaster. A jealous lady of the

ensemble sees that happy, care-free
Miss Davies tumbles 'into the or

chestra pit and becomes a broken
butterfly. Miss Davies is prepared
for the emergency with a pair of

crutches and new taste In costumes.
She translatps her injury into gray*

crepe, very demure and penitent
Prlscilla.

The black velvets are the only
costumes that boar up under the
critical camera eye. The rest, com-
bined with careless coiffures and
heavily applied make-up. blast the
illusions they try so hard to create.

Repeat Costumes
Now that the- Roxy is on a pro-

duction budget, it must bo grateful

for the versatile scope of its stock
wardrobe. •

Cathedral costume hampers arc
as prolific an a magician's hat. Out
of them, for this week's 'Manhat-
tan' come clothes for Ave -genera-
tions of New yorkers. All the cos-
tumes may not be out of stock, but
the. majority has a ftimlliar reper-
tory look, well preserved and worthy
of repetition.

The Roxyottes, too,, dive into, their
bag of well-rehearsed tricks to re*

vlve their Indian war dance. Scar-
let head-drecses, blue fringe skirts
arid precise, rhythmic dance patr
terns are good as new. And when
those smart girls line up and pretend
they're an Indian- canoe, the audi-
ence breaks down 'with its custom-
ary response of complete, delighted
surprise.

trusting glance, soft; speech, quiet

house frocks and Madonna hair-

comb. Beautifully "and simply told,

without the exaggeration that

would destroy a delightfully amus-
ing situation.

Columnists ha_ve sweethearts. This
one's Mary Brian, screening very
prettily and managing to seem im-
portant in a minor -role. Miss Brian
is faithful to her -favorite type of

costume—two-piece suits, too snug-
ly fitted to .flatter their casual in-

tent and smart materials.

Columnists ' h a v e , secretaries.

Everybody knows that. But ; not
many secretaries have *the de-
bunked philosophy, the readiness to.

top a crack with a crack, that pro-

pels Ruth Donnelly into a swell per-
formance. Competent as -.well as
sassy, Miss - Donnelly/; wears dark
dresses lightened by tidy- collars 'and

cuffs..' .' ' .' ..." '

.

' ."
; .'

A Social Climber Deluxe
Irene Rich can't remember, from

one picture to the next, the costly
lessons she learns as the screen wife
of Will Rogers. Every Rogers re-
lease teaches Miss Rich the follies

of extravagance and. social climbing.
When her next

,
Rogers . picture

comes 'round, there she is. again,,
wearing expensive- costumes, whert
she knows perfectly well that only
calico clothes the good, the kind and
the true."

..
t

.

Before the Rogers preachments-
strike home in 'Down to Earth,'
Miss Rich Indulges.her penchant for
tasteful gowns swathed to the figure-
with fexpert dressmaker touches,
sleeves bordered' with -

:silyer fox,
capes banded in' sable. Monotone
crepes and smartly printed chiffons
suit a screen matron whose style Is

middle-aged but never dowdy.
Dorothy Jordan's frocks are in in-

genue materials,. smartened by tai-
lored - line and clever bodice and
shoulder, treatment. Mary Carlisle,

round-faced, ingenuous vamp,
flauntd snugly molded satins as a
warning of her predatory Interest In
the hero.

.'. .Neglected Wife. Doaiflns . ,

'Hollywood Speaks' "in- no uncerr
tain- terms on the style preferences
of its ladies; /• .

•

'
!

Lent Stengel, representing the'

neglected' wives of film - directors,

dressest only ' to ' be • decently clothed,.

Sombrtr." black, orepe. and middle-
aged flowered chiffons express her
despair, of winning: back' * a •: roving
husband. Style, for her, is a book
permanently, closed-. ,-

Rita Le Roy, speaking for direc-
tors' mistresses, doesn't give up that
easily.' - Though she senses that her
days as favorite ; are numbered,
she retains faith in the come-hither
quality of lustrous, "breathlessly
fitted gowns. All-over sequins thajt

glitter wickedly \and .follow a ,.re
"„„,.. >,„4.ii„I „„„ iik«». 2. ' oreaiung up tne everlasting strip
yealing outline- say that she^^a3e ro° tlhe that has sunk the bur-
pretty bad,; .calculating' lot....'.- All

sequins, -all"bad,-' says Hollywood. •

'GeiievIeve;:T6Wii,.'-as- a', raovlel

struck lass - whov Is. not
:
good, . not

bad—but willing to:be'fon:thP sptke.

of art—compromises •between*. two
obvious fllm Yasbjpnsj'- ^e,'w$iri
daintiest • tulle and go>ssamerv,ichlft
fons. That's Tor--pufity-^whlch*, it

seems, is not . enough. They must-
have sequins, too, but ' in discreet

numbers, since they want to • be
naughtby .

but nice; " They reepm-
ihend demure ruffles and bows, dar-

ing necklines, .
skirts* sinuously

molded from waist to knee, to the

chase, hialden who wants to get

ahead in Hollywood.

Wise Ways; Ingenue Modes
Her white crepe dinner grown

brings SylvIa"Frpos on. to a.-wsll
dressed specialty : "in • Faramourit's
'Radio Stars of 1932 >

: The dress is

flattering and smart as can be'. Its
well fitted skirt and soft, irregular
neckline speak of the more re-:'

strained- debutante shops where
youthfUlness refuses to be deprived
of sophistication.
But it's not suited to Miss Froofl.

There's enough sophistication In her
steady rendition' of.bright songg^Otd
toroh ballads. She' ' sings to better
response when her mature "delivery
is contrasted by. extremely ingenue
style. The dainty

:
blue chiffon' that

she wore as soloist with the White
man orchestra may not . have been
as chic, but it had cannier show-
manship.

Climatic Proof Moves -

.
Fox gave .Ellssa Land! "A Pass-

port to Hell" and sent her to Africa
with the most becoming trunkful of
costumes she's had since her screen
debut... '•

.

' The costumes ' are simple' and
beautifully! molded. They could be
worn by a perfect lady in a charm-
ing English drawing room. Accom
panted by carefully chosen accesso
ries,; they seem a little strange on a
heroine who has acquired a notorl
ous reputation along the . African
seacoast, but they're exactly right
for Miss Landl.
That old tropical, climate that tor

tures human souls, passes over the
delicate fabrics,, leaving them fresh
and well pressed. Their smooth sur
faces are not. the only unusual ele-

ments In a nomadic wardrobe. Miss
Landl's trunk contains sturdy togs

for that long trek inland, and
practical stiff hat for keeping off

sun tun. She may trip across Africa
and face the camera as pale and
delicate as she pleases.

Columnists Have Mamas
'Blessed Event' is the first of the

jc irrialistlc cycle to come right out
and admit , that a columnst has i

mother. Other films preferred.to in

ferthat anyone noble enough to

give life would have died of hu
millatiori when her boy turned out
to be a big gosslp-and-scoop man
Columnists have mothers—sweet

guileless old ladies who think col

umnlsts, crooners and racketeers
are nature's appointed noblemen
All of this is told in Emma Dunn'

Reconsider License for

- Gayety, Mpls., Burlesk
Minneapolis, Sept. 6.

After voting down a 1932-33.11-.

cense .for burlesque at the Gayety,
the city council decided to have the
matter reconsidered and referred it

hack .to its license committee for

another hearing.
" Local reform organizations op-
posed the license before the com-
mitteo which recommended that the
application be rejected. Organized
labor- officials are seeking to have
the license rranted. The applicant
is Axel Herman..

APOLLO, NEW YORK
New burlesque season started off

under a handicap at the HUrtlg •'&

Seamon Apollo Friday night (2), the
hurdle fcetng- : the hottest night of
the summer. Local appetite for. thfc
so-called entertlil.nment, ..however,
seemed to be whetted by a summer
without strips and teasers in. ;the
neighborhood, .and

c the' first per-
formance drew a. good house, ' eoiriei-

thing less, • than -' capacity down-
stairs, but still a satisfactory crowd
:cdnslderlngT. the!- weather,' At any
rate the Wheel show isn't quite dead
injthis spot.- .'•;-.

. ThIs>-show- . pr.obably.'ish't typical.
House this. year. runs under, a new
hoqk-up,.,Minsky, . house personnel
being supplemented week by week
with the addition of a traveling
Empire organization, changing vis-
itors coining 1»- Mondays. .

• In the absence of a regular Em-
pire, wheel troupe, for this opening,
the performance was pieced out
With, a number of specialty acts, and
those helped the -. flash Immensely,
breaking up ' the' everlasting strip

Bobbins Active
Syracuse, Sept. 5.

Burlesque * may return here via

Nathan. I..,,Robbins, one time backer'

of that policy at the Temple, now
the Paraiho"un.t. .

Robbins is reported to have.taken
an 'option on the Syracuse theatre,

earstWhile stock burlesque: house.

Theatre has been dark for months.
Owned by Thomas Hogan, its . last

lessee was Frank Sardino.

F-WC Protection

. (Continued from page 7)
will : bo brought about through F-
wp having contracted generally for
both first , and second runs. The
subsequent accounts will be sold a
definite second, third or later runs,"

in each Instance giving the exhibitor
protection over other houses In a
particular zone or territory. .

Two unclosed major, distrlbs con-
tend .that the . proposed new clear-
ance would permit F-WC playing
their product -in certain zones in the
16c and 20c houses 28 days after
close of first runs, citing partic

ularly the case of Loew's State and
the Criterion. This would apply
particularly in zones where the cir-

cuit has no seml-deluxers, with a
40c and 50c. tariff.

Protection Quartered

Likewise, indie exhlbs, who con
trol situations where the circuit, has
no subsequent runs, would be in a
position to follow the downtown
first runs at expiration of the 28
days. Case is cited by one of the
distribs where setup Is such that a
20c house, now playing product on
a 110-day protection, would be able
to play under new setup within one
month.
The F-WC clearance demands

holding tip product deals with Par
and Metro, have resulted in the lat

est closings for product on the coast
in years. Distrlbs, with the excep-
tion of Fox and WB-FN, are pre-

vented from negotiating with, sub-
sequent runs, and it Is likely the
summer, selling season will not get
under way until October.
Meanwhile, indie exhibs are mark-

ing t'me. Some elated at the earlier

break they will get, while others,

operating in opposition to the major
circuit, are wondering where they'll

end up.

Tonks, Shady Burlys

Cfifiped by Proposed

Ordinance for tt
'I4OB Angeles, Sept. 5

Aimed primarily against indecent
stage performances, with wide-
spread regulatory powers given the
police, department, an ordinance ]
being framed here by tho city at-
torney's: office and the welfare com-
mittee of the city council.
Proposed measure, if enacted

would give police authority to clow
and revoke the license of any the.
atre against which an indecent per-
formance conviction, is obtained, it
is aimed at burlesque shows which
get too rough ^ and main street
honky-tonks. '

:
'-

Ordinance also .makes It obiigi;
tpry upon theatres of ;ail types to -

secure a permit frohr^he police de-^
partmerit and provides for a iicenqe
fee in addlttSn to the' regular city,
occupational tax.

.
Some opposition has developed to

'the" license' fee angle," with iridica-'

tions that- public hearings will be
gfranted ' before measure is brought
to a vote iii council.'

BLOW-OFF SHOWS

lesque institution for all except a
few surviving localities. ;

Taking; this layout as a sample,
It doss seem that the Minsky tech-
nique, for Harlem anyhow, is mak-
ing an experiment with, the idea of
gtvln? the show some touch of en-
tertainment class.. Show has all

the old hooey, some of it a little

rawer than last year's average, and
an ocean of .sultry gags and busi-
ness, the latter being a bit more
offensive if possible than before.
But the stager-seems to have made
some vague gesture to get over
moments of decent entertainment.
Panning burlesque smut is fruit-

less. It's been slated from one end
of the country to the other, with
occasional police raids—and It's

gotten steadily worse.
Therefore let it suffice that this

troupe has some of the worst livery
stable comedy on record and strip
numbers jind wriggling grinds - that
average with the limit of other sea-
sons. One may then turn one's, at-
tention to other items that seem to
mark a feeble though definite reach
for palatable entertainment. .

This outfit—Herbert K. Minsky
supervised the production and Grover
Franke 'staged the . dances—has
some production

, flash in drops and
drapes, and within 'a modest budget
they have tried to achieve a bright
wardrobe and occasionally have
succeeded. The dance stager has
made an effort to* vary the eternal'
cooch grind. Merely the Implied
admission from a producer that the
mob will permit' any departure
from wriggles, is some concession.
Here the girls try a few. simple for-
mations. Once or twice they essay
a tap routine, and indefferent at-
tempts are made to reproduce two
of the drill routines made famous
by the Roxyettes. One is that
sweeping leg-over kick and the
other is the snake novelty arm drill.

The effect was • indifferent at the
first performance, but the crowd
went for both numbers.
Stager of. dances also probably is

responsible for some of the ensem-
ble groupings, depending upon
nudes, but hot without skill in the
way they are handled, with drops
rising in series all the way to the
back wall to reveal new ranks of
naked girls . to the climactic num-
ber of 30. Despite ingenuity of dls r
play, the effect only goes to prove
anew that there is probaly nothing
In the world more palling than 3Q
ungarnished girls—unless it be 35.

Anyhow, these displays left the
miscellaneous males "Unmoved.
Show as revealed a,t the opening

had three clean-cut specialty nuriv-
bers, every one of which evoked
vastly more volume

; of applause
than the most vivid of the strips;
They were Four Step Bros., colored
boy quartet of buck-and-wingers
Who outdid the Kings in energy of
tapping even if they did miss -some
of the precision. Three Demons,
two men and a diminutive girl in a
straight and expert bit of acrobatic
adagio, and a solo dancer, unbilled
and unacknowledged, also did a first
rate pantomime solo routine as a
shackled slave, a graceful and
sightly dance.
Completing the good points of

the show, it remains only to men-
tion a singing juvenile with a
strikingly good baritone voice and
an agreeable manner that, never got
Us training in burlesque, . and a
prima doirna with a superior so-
prano voice and a stage manner- at
startling variance from the sur~

L. A. Main Stroeters Go For It at
50c and $1

;.*Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Star and Garter, Mairistreet bur-
lesque house, has - resorted to
'blow-off' ; shows, reminiscent of
carnival cooch outfits.

Following the regular perform-,
ances one of the actors ballyhoos

hot undercover show for 50
ceritr. No stronger than the stage
show, come-on is for a $1 and peep
hole spots for 60 cents.
And how the patrons holler, the

hot shows proving less than one-
half of one percent.

Restore Rialto Title
Chicago, Sept; 5.

Jones, Linick and Schaeffer re-
store the original name of the Ri-
alto to the State and Van Buren
house known recently as the Loop-
End. A burlesque ' policy opens
Sept. 9.

Meanwhile, Chicago becomes well
burlesqued. Nathan Barger, at the
Star and Garden, Warren irons at
the Garrlck, and the State-Con-
gress are now operating. ..

Split Week Burlesque
Dubuque, la., Sept. 5.

Princess musical comedy revue,
management of Fred Eader, opened
at Spensley for an. indefinite stay,
25 and 35, two bills a week. Sat-
urday and Wednesday changes.

'

Came here from Empire, Glens
Falls, N. T. No pictures, Earl Woods
orchestra in pit. -

MINSKYS IN BOCHESTEB ?

Rochester, N. T., Sept.*S.'

Negotiations are on to bring
Minsky burlesque into the Capitol.
House has been closed. One 'of the
Minskys has been in town talking
with' the Fenyvessys who also own
the Family theatre.- Capitol Is

leased by Comerford.
Rochester has been without bur-

lesque for nearly four years. •

rouridir.gs, a figure as out of place
as Peggy Joyce in an Automat.

If the Minskys are out to better
burlesque, however, they're going
about it cautiously. The good points
were on the stage, but not one of
them was billed or introduced;
Show is utterly anonymous. There
isn't a name billed in the lobby, and
only the foUr strip workers, are in-
troduced through a mike from the
stage. Strip workers here work
only once each, and.

, they are all

graduated in weight, starting with
a lightweight blonde, Louise Phelps,
and building up to Mae Brown.
Best of the quartet in technique is

Dotty Maye, who grades about wel-
terweight. The other is Louise
Stewart;

Irhpossible for anyone but a bur-
lesque addict to identify the others
from the cast supplied by the
Minsky office except that on a guess
the likable baritone juve mentioned
is probably Harry. Barrls. Compo-
sition of the troupe is principal
comic, doing Dutch, a second comic
l--. similar dialect and a utility man
doing eccentric. In addition there
are two straight men, . one With a
fair voice, and a couple of nonde-
script, character men.
Personnel by name Is as follows:

Gene Shuler, Lew DeVlne, Nyrlda,
Buddy Abbott, John Head, John
Kane, Katherlne Irwin, John Gra'nt.

Joe Hill, George Reynolds, Betty
Joyce and the four strippers named.

,

Rush.
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15 YEARS AGO
(From 'Variety' and 'dipper')

City Board of Appeal Issued a
permit to build the Fprdliam the-

atre in a restricted zone. 'Variety'

called . the turn by suggesting that

this opened the way to the erec-

tion, of other theatres -within non-
commercial zones. . ;

Several theatres were
. .
offering

free admission to men in uniform,

but Central Park, Buffalo, went that

one better. They could bring the

girl friends.

;

" Harvey Watkins announced a hew
Idea' for vaudeville theatres. He
opened with a feature film, starting

at 7:30, ran into the full vaude bill

and closed with another showing of

the picture. First used in Lowell,

Mass., and Portland, Me,

Day after Labor Day was tough
on the ticket agencies. They had to

sell their' regular buys In competU
tiOn with the cut-raters and tickets

- could be had for all but two N. T.
shows at less than half price.

Toughest post-holiday in memory.

• ;; Oliver Morosco and Klaw & Er-

f;
longer were lighting for supremacy

i on the coast. Marc Klaw was out
f . there seeing what could be done.

'Rasputin' film was. being given
heavy advertising 'play. Recent
revolution in Russia was a press
agent natural.

Western railroads were refusing
to make contracts to transport the-
atrical productions while eastern
roads urged managers to utilize cars
to capacity. All spare rolling stock
was being used for war work.

B. S. Moss was planning altera

-

f tlons at the Jefferson, his 14th at.

y vaude stand. Said the same shows
[.': (Continued on page 39)
l': ;

• —
_

•

\ 50/ YEARS AGO
(From 'Clipper')

Theatrical season, was wide open.
No Labor Day then to create a
starting date, and even the big

;
shows went' out in Aug. Minstrel
troupes had been out since late July.

Minnie Maddern (later Mrs.
Flake) was on the road with 'Foggs
Ferry,' which she had brought into
New Tork at the end of the pre-
vious season. Her rough soubret
was making a hit, but she gave no
promise of her later development

Noted as a novelty that the bal-
cony of a Buffalo theatre was as
well carpeted as the orch floor.
Matting generally used upstairs and
nothing on the gallery boards.

New band was formed in Phlla.
Composed largely of wind instru-
ments, including two serpents and
two syphos.

Garden In Wllkes-Barre adver-
tised itself as .'Strictly first class.'
No .wine, room here.' Most places
required the actresses to 'work the
wine room* during and after the
show. Got a commission on the
drinks they induced admirers to buy
at advanced prices.

Snake dealer was quoting 8-foot
snakes at $35, up to $100 for a 14-
foot reptile. That was $25 more
than for a 10-footer.

Boston had an Indian Village,
which was Just another name for
s, dime museum and show. Ultra
good went to see the educational
village but stayed to see the actors.
Bop to their consciences.

Robinson's circus was the first of
the tent shows to head for winter
quarters. Closed in San Francisco
Sept. 2 and headed for Arizona.

Blondin, the wlrewalker who
crossed

: Niagara on a rope, was
Playing in -Berlin. • Somethlhg went
Wrong with the firework^ apparatus,

..(Continued .on page 3P)

Inside Stuff-Pictures

(Continued from page 10)

had in mind and offered to turn out a complete screen play far another
$7,600. .....

While execs stated they liked the idea they refused to give the writer
a contract, claiming amount asked was too. much. Playwright returned
to New Tork and later the same outline blossomed Into a play on Broad-
way. His former film employers then bought It for $6<0,000.

To Increase the word capacity of the marquee, Chicago theatre, Chi-
cago, has had neon tube lights superimposed, over the regular fitted let-
ters. Stage attractions are billed on the regular marquee which alter-
nates with the red neons' clarioning the picture.
Display looks all right at night, with one set black, while- the other is

lighted, but in the afternoons It's hard to read. Neons, when not flash-
ing, are almost transparent and interfere but little with the marquee.

Creditors' committee which will handle the affairs of Talking Picture
Epics comprises Nathan Vldaver, Sidney Weil, Henry A. Linet, Tobias
A. Keppler, Stephen R. Slier and J. H. Tingle. Vidaver, Linet and
Keppler are N. T. attorneys representing some of the creditors.
Part of the agreement between the creditors and Frank R, Wilson is'

that none of the bill holders will bring suit, or take any action, for pay-
ment for at least one year.

'

Du Pont, which has been experimenting on a higher speed film since
Eastman put its new product on the market, a" year ago, is about to
Introduce a super-film, claimed as faster' than any yet produced.

Contention.' is the film is non-halating, and highly sensitive to color
separation. : Calling for only minor camera adjustments, benefit- lis said
to be In the fact that film calls for no changes from present develop-
ment process.. New material will be tagged 'Super-Pan.'

As the result of doing a Boy Scout deed in an attempt to rescue a nest
of sparrows from a ferocious Rye, N. T., cat, Charlie Pettijohn, Hays'
chief counsel, has been confined to his home for a week.
Halfway up the tree Pettijohn's right eye got in the way of a twig.

The Hays headquarters, incidentally, was without legal advisors all last
week. The same time that Pettijohn went on the sick list Gabe Hess,
the other Haysian barrister, took to his vacash.

Heading chain deals closed by Radio is Warners for . the entire circuit
100% on Radio product,' and a buy from the Famous Players Canadian
chain. Last year FPL did not. take Radio. Jules Levy, Radio's general
sales manager, closed both deals, with Arthur Cohen, managing director
of FPL, and Leo Deyahey, Radio's Canadian district manager.
Another deal closed by Radio is the Butterfleld circuit (Michigan) of

80 theatres. •

*

Horwitz-Hays pact ' oh the, zoning and protection situation in . Cleve
land now threatens to be. up in the air for some. time to come. The
Cleveland lawyer is 'in Europe and will have to scan the zoning com-
promise before . it . can become effective.

.
According to reports, there is

some rewording in the formula drafted by Haysian attorneys.
This changing- of verbiage was responsible for showers, several times

before when the pact was on the verge of being formally approved.

Barker in front of a New Tork theatre showing nothing but Russian
and Soviet films, was approached by a passerby with the usual, 'Why
don't you go back to Russia?' The barker said nothing, although it took
him some time to get rid of the heckler.
Actually the lad doing the spieling is a full-blooded American Indian.

-With a saving of $2,000 a week entailed at expiration of the lease on
the Madison theatre, Detroit, dark for 18 months, Publix is attempting
to return other unprofitable theatres there to the land holders.
Biggest project of this kind Publix is attempting in Detroit is the Par-

amount theatre and office bldg. House has been closed four months.

Kickback from phoney picture previews in Hollywood and Los Angeles
has been so bad that the Fox Uptown (L. A.) now precedes such show-
ings with a trailer. It reads that while the theatre 'does not guarantee
all previews, every effort is made by the management to secure the
initial showings of pictures produced by major studios/

A fern star of the air will be played by Bebe Daniels for WB In 'Radio
Girl,' soon to go Into production at Burbank. Dick Powell, now on loan
to Fox, will work opp Miss Daniels. He's the picture house m.c. War-
ners debuted in 'Blessed Event' and plan building up.
Par is planning to star Kate Smith in a picture also.

:
Metro, on its advertising line, 'By Their Works Te Shall Know Them,'

along with reproduction of pictures of contract talent, followed a similar

ad from another company by exactly a year.
Last, summer Warners used an ad along the same lines, hailing its

production talent as 'By Their Hits Te Shall Know Them.'

Hays office is querying the U. S. Treasury Dept. for a special inter-

pretation of the tax law, eliminating working critics and newspapermen
from paying tax on film passes. Until the reply Hays will not advise
member companies to act to the contrary.

Ruling already has eliminated drama critics from such obligations.

As a result of conversion by Publix of the entire south into one divi-

sion under R. H. O'Donnell, this division director will have two advertis-

ing contact men under him.
George Plank will be in charge of the southeast, while Ed Olmstead

will have control of the Saenger string and the southwest.

Only exhibitors seem to be worrying about the "executive booking pol-

icy' getting anywhere.
Major distributors, and even indie producers, regard It as just a smart

sales move with the possibility of being effectively practiced by only one
or two companies in one or two spots.

.

Henry Armetta, who's attracting considerable notice lately as a wop
character, was once a valet to Bill Farnum.

:
That was back around

1915. When Farnum . let him go, Armetta started hanging around the

studios for whatever little bit parts he could pick up.

Governor Roosevelt disappointed newsreel men during the Walker
removal hearing in Albany, which ended Friday (2), by refusing to allow

them to grind on the proceedings.

Not even stills were permitted. -

Metro's Tinally agreeing to eliminate three stories from its '32-'33

schedule, including 'Lulu Belle,' is revealed as taking place only after

every other member company of the Hays office protested and Hays,
personally, took the censor reins from Col. Jason Joy Into his own hands.

RKO Is going In for scrip books again, Instructions are for scrip book

sales to be established oh the circuit wherever feasible.

Inside Stuff-Radio
.

.

•'

Midwest newspaper found itself in a tough' dilemma when one of th$
advertisers demanded that it make room for the latter's program oh the)

station operated by the daily or take a chance of losing the print bust*
ness. Circumstances left the newspaper no alternative but to wait for,

the advertiser to make good its threat.

-

Advertiser is the miller of a. breakfast food with a kid, program on!

NBC. Time required for the local release of the broadcast was 5:30,
which spot happened to be filled by another juve show. Latter is a
recorded session bankrolled by a competitor breakfast food and had been
placed under one of those spot broadcasting contracts containing a 'nonV
movable' clause, which prevented the newspaper-controlled stations front'

shifting the program to another niche on the schedule. . Newspaper tried

to explain this hitch to the newsprint advertiser but no avail.
j

;

'

i

'. -— . r

A record for audition commuting was hung up in 'Frisco last week
when the Leon Livingston ad agency sent a flock of artists with technic
clan and equipment 'way: down the country to Del Monte, Calif. where'
an Industrial firm's convention was in session. First -time A. S. Fj
broadcasters have autoed a distance for a tryout.

Retinue included, four artists, technician, and a complete setup of
sound effects, together with several agency execs. Arriving at the hotel

where convention was headquartered, gang set up their equipment and
auditioned for the conventioneers.

,

•Business firm's main office is in Sacramento, so ad men will journey si

couple pf hundred, more miles this week for an answer oh their tryout,

A San Francisco radio actor hopes the church element Is getting more)
broadmlnded.
Handling a heavy dramatic part for transcriptions a church group la

making, he concluded his first recording with a flock of epithets and
caustic comments that were picked up and recorded via a mike hej

thought was dead. .
,

He's been waiting a week for his blue slip.
f j

National radio advertisers continue .to forget there's such a thing as]

the Dixie network,', although a* year ago southern radio stations, mem-«
bers 6f the two national chains, predicted that the time was coming, i

The same reason obtains why the south does not get a better break
with the national advertisers. They say there aren't enough listeners lit

the south. The population is too thin and there's, no money for listeners]

to spend in the south. . : .

Inside Stuff-Vaude

Number of complaints arbitrated so far by the Artists' Represents^
tlves' Assn., since formed in May, has passed the 100th mark. While"
there have been numerous complaints against decisions reached, mostly;
in disputes between agents or between agents and acts, these are graduw
ally narrowing down to a minimum with A.' R. A. refusing to arbitrate!

anything unless all parties are present at hearings.
. .

'
•

'

As a result of demand ta hear all sides and giving both the cour*
tesy of court-like rebuttal,, many cases up for arbitration are being con-
tinuously tabled until all principals concerned can attend' hearings;
Association ordinarily has a meeting every '.week, decisions usually)

averaging a half dozen for every meeting.
I

Col. Stoopnagle and Budd were kept oh the hop Friday (2) doing; nine'

shows between the' Paramount, New Tork, and the Academy. Ether
comics had been booked into the latter spot for three days, with the final

day overlapping .the 'Paramount opening. Academy is.RKO booked.
Made the first time- of an act doubling into the Paramount from anV

other spot on the opening day. ,

.

- - I

'

Donald Novis' buildup, by Publix is . in
.
hopes he may develop Into £

permanent attraction for the Paramount, New Tork, In his third week
at the house, chain has a 10 weeks' contract on the NBC ether artist,

with an option of six months. Salary is $.500, a week. Novis will be
switched to the'. Brooklyn -house later, brought back to New Tork as,

bookings warrant.
* —^— -• Mr

Inside Stuff-Legit

The New Tork 'Times' in ah editorial greets the new legit season!
optimistically and predicts that 'greatness is about to descend on the
head of the American drama.' However, it finds, there, is 'imperative
need for plays, acting, direction and setting of a new and higher type.

'Theatre audiences for fine plays well produced will not be so large as
the total theatre audience of the country used to be, because the movies;
have coralled the majority, which prefers the obvious and the stereo-
typed. But the people who want drama which is original, stimulating1

and related to life, are surely going to get it. The movies are actually;

forcing Inspiration and initiative on the theatre.'

In. 'The Nation,' Joseph Wood Krutch writes that this season will see'

a crisis in the theatre. He thinks the drama has a chance to come back,
but points out it has not been worse than any; other business. What is

more important is the fact that Broadway especially is over-theatredV
He figures New Tork can get along very well with one-third or one-half
the number of current legit theatres. Many of them were thrown up
hastily during the boom years; when there were more plays than houses,
He adds:

'Theoretically the depression should, have made people interested In
serious thing's. ' Actually it has obviously had an opposite effect. Fewer,
plays and theatres which can be presented more economically than in the
past six years is his solution.

Reappearance ' of Fred Stone in 'Smiling Faces' (Shubert) recalls the
1

hey-day of his career when teamed with Dave Montgomery. They
started in a honky-tonk at Leavenworth, Kans., and only split when
Montgomery died.

Under the management of Charles Dillingham the team scored a string1

of successes. The duo's salary was $4,000 weekly at a time when thou-
sand dollar salaries were rare. Stone directed that Montgomery get
$1*000 weekly, disregarding the manager's frequent suggestion that he
could get a straight manfor $150. After Montgomery passed on the-tQ-.

tal salary went to Stone,
Stone is reputed to be very wealthy. Reported that before the open-

ing of 'Faces' in New Tork that, he wished to put the premiere back and
play out of town for a few weeks, going so far as to offer to buy the
show. Shuberts refused,

Shuberts have set a schedule of taxes on passes.. Included Is the
government's 10% and added is a slice for the 'beneficial fund.' Persons
getting in 'for nothing' must pay at least a buck a pair, For instance,

a pass for two 'tickets for a show at $3 top calls for payment of $3.50

per ticket—30c. for the government and 20c. to the fund. Should the

• < (Continued on page 39). . ..
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British ObcUdg Cauda Stage

Hold, Money Rates Deter US. Cos.

Toronto, Sept. 5.

' Following the clear field afforded
•En$lleh companies when American
producers left the Dominion severe
'ljr atone last season owing to the
10-20% discount on the Canadian
dollar, British legit purveyors are
-again preparing to make trans-
Canada tours and further conaoli
date the success which greeted them
-in 1931-32.

Canadian funds are still fluctuat
,kig at a 10-15% discount, and
.Whether this will again preclude the
entry of American productions re
'mains to be seen. No arrangements
.have yet been made for the routing
of such entertainment. . „
Newcomers to the Dominion this

..year will be tho Aldwych Theatre

,
Players in an English farce reper-
tory.. Heading the cast is William
Daunt, who deputized for Ralph
'Lynn in the TJ. K. road tours of the
Aldwych successes,, and Madeline
'Gibson', last season in the New York;

and London productions of 'Wake
lTJp and Dream' and This Tear of

Grace.'

The company is being- ' brought
over here by Jack Minster, actor-

'manager who was here last season
'With the Barry Jackson Players.

Canadian tour Is being handled, by
.'Ernest Rawley, • who lost .year

brought oyer the. Colborne-Jones
rduo; Sir . John Martin-Harvey/ the

Irish Players, Sir Barry - Jackson's

company and the. Stratford-upon-
Avon Players. Aldwych

,
Theatre

Players' route is from Montreal to
Vancouver. Company plays Here
early, part of . November, doing
'Rookery Nook: and 'Plunder/ with
probably 'Thark' on return.

Colborne-Jones With Shaw
- Rawley' is also bringing over the

Colborne-Jones pair in Shaw'aToo
-True to Be Good.' They Open at

"Montreal on October 17 and play
Toronto the week of the 24th; then

-across to the coast before returning

to England to open at London in a
play now being written for them by
Robert Sherwood, whose 'Queen's

Husband' did over $00,000 here in

four weeks last season.

.
There is indefinite .talk ,of another

Tlslt from the D'Oyly Carte Com-
pany in Gilbert and Sullivan; an
English pantomime w'M be here for

^Christmas week; Sir Harry Lauder
is scheduled for another farewen
tour; the Dumbells Revue, opening

in .Hamilton on Labor Day, will

make a trans-Canada tour; and
Cameron Matthews will have, an-
other go at stock, having leased the

Victoria from Famous Players Ca-
nadian.

PENMAN'S STOCK

Important Detroit Backing—Guest
Star Idea

Detroit, Sept. 5.

New stock company projected
here starts its season Sept 26 under
the direction of Charles Penman.
Associated with Penman Players Is

Harrington G. Holt, member of so-
cially prominent local family as
backer. ?

-

Plan Is to import a name guest
star once every five weeks. Week-
ly changes with only recent season
product being used. Penman Is now
in New York recruiting a company
and plays.

:

Scale wltt be $1.25 and 60c top
night and afternoon.

Harris Sues Rose, SaysW Made $100,000;

Asks an A<

Road Co-Op Revue

Folds After 3 Wks.

Of Bussing in East

•Merry-Go-Round,' ,the co-op
gasoline touring revue, closed after

'trying the New England road and
upper New York state for three

•weeks. Show played 12 towns, cov-
ering Vermont, New Hampshire,
Connecticut and New York, before

calling it a- tour.
' Cast is back in New York and
has split up into vaude acts al-

though some talk of another try be-
ing made with a bill posting com-
pany interested. Original backer
was the Barmac Corp., which re-

fused further advances and thereby
halted ti - jaunt.

Outfit triod one and two nighters

at $1.50 top with cast headed by
Agnes Ayres, Billy Wayne, Bill Sea-
bury, Shanon Day, and Ken Niohols.

Transportation for the company- of

-about 50, was by two busses with
scenery making the jumps via r.r.

Through: his attorney,. Joseph P.
Bickerten, Jr., Jed Harris is pro-
ceeding against' Billy Rose for an
accounting on 'Sweet and Low', in

which he Invested $26,000. with Rose.
Latter claims the revue lost money
while Harris contends that It is the
same show as 'Crazy Quilt,' which
toured to the coast last winter.
Rose opened 'Sweet and Low,- his

first managerial try, in Philadelphia
two .seasons ago, Harris aiding fi-

nancially and -in a directional way.
Difference arose between! them al-

though they were supposed to be
pals.- Show came to Chanin's 46th
Street with Fannie Brlce, James
Barton and George Jeasel starred.
Business started mildly and the
three leads took a -salary cut. After
that at an average around $17,000
weekly. Rose . claimed he had. gotten
his money back.
Barton and Jessel withdrew and

Phil Baker and Ted Healy went Into
the show which opened at the 44th
Street after 'Sweet and Low* shut
down. First announced as a new
edition of 'Sweet and Low* which
was to have

:

the title of 'Sweeter
and Lower,' the revue resumed as
•Crazy Quilt/
After playing a Chicago date last

season 'Quilt' jumped to Memphis
playing a picture theatre at pop
prices and grossing $12,000 on the
day.

'Quilt' was ballyhooed through the
west arid was reported cleaning,
Harris declares.

.
Understood, how-

ever, that the total profit was $79,-

000 and that deductions made by
Rose indicated a net profit slightly

under $40,000. Bickerton estimated
the profit at more than $100,000.

'Sweet and Low' was owned by
William Rose, Inc. The edition

known as 'Crazy Quilt' was incor-
porated under the name of Gotham
Productions.- Harris claims there
was virtually no difference between
the two shows and questions the
reason for changing the incorpora-
tion, . also averring, that Gotham
paid off some obligations of William
Rose, Inc., which indicated the close
connection between the two Bhows.

IOWA U'S PLAY TRVOUT

Lynn Riga*' 'Lonesome West*' to Be
- Produced First

Iowa City, la., Sept. 5.

Coincident with the.opening of the
fall semester, Iowa State University
announcement has been made that;

drama activity for the 1932-33 sea-

son will be featured again by
premier showings of plays by known
authors.

.

Lynn Rlggs will personally dlreot

at Iowa City his "Lonesome West'
Dates are Nov. 15, 16 and 17.

One Tex. Legit, Anyhow
Dallas, Sept. 6..

Showhouse, town's reputed legit

jinx, is slated for another try some
-time in Oct. Backing is to be sup-
plied by M. E. Cramer, : Ft. Worth
promoter, whose Idea is a string of
legit stands scattered among the
larger Texas keys. However, nothr
ing def along that line.

John McKee, who handled the
stage for Showhouse*s last success-
ful stock season, Is returning to that
post.

For almost 10 years house, for-:

morly Circle, has averaged at least
'one or two vain legit attempts each
season.

Season of Operettas on
Coast, Albertson's Plan

Los Angeles, Sept, 5.

Lillian Albertson expects to re-
turn as a legit producer, and is

negotiating with Pincus & Gbttlob,
Erlanger representatives in

. Sari
Francisco, to produce a season of
operettas for them on the Coast.
Held a call for musical talent at

the Mason Saturday (3),. and if

suitable talent can be secured, deal
will go through.

Musical Revivals

By Bob McLaaghtn;

Joel-'Electra' Toor

Cleveland, Sept. 5.

Musical stock is the newest ex-
periment by Robert .McLaughlin
who is reviving 'Merry Widow'swith
an ambitious cast of about 100.

After current run, plan Is to take
it on tour.
'Mourning Becomes Electro,' which

McLaughlin recently produced at
the Ohio, . with morning matinees
for the first time, is being sent on
tour with Stanford Zucker, Cleve-
laiuler, as broker. Clara Joel, who
took lead in a.m. shows, heads the
road, production. Alice Brady was
starred in evening performances,,
but was called back, to New York
for rehearsals of new play.

Current Revival of 'Merry Widow'
has recruited Donald Brian, who
played Prince DanHo In original
production 25 years ago. Virginia
O'Brien, his wife, and Ruth Altman
have lead temme roles, with Roy
Cropper, Detmar Poppen, Paul-
Flood and William White in sup-
port
Revival also features chorus of

80. Including Bebe Barrl's troupe
back item a RKO trip, and. local
Corley Dancers, and a symphony,
orchestra of 25 led by Angelo Vi-
tal©, with Clifford Barnes as guest,
conductor. •

If ambitious, experiment clicks,
the Robert McLaughlin-Sam Man-
he^ rep combine

.
Intends to

plunge further In musicals by re-
viving 'Irene,' with Helen Ford,
and 'The Back Crook.'

•budgct; 1IU0H' OPEN

BALTO'S 2 LEGTTERS

Baltimore, Sept 5.

Local legit - season hoists sail
Sept 12 when the Maryland relights
for the premier of 'The Budget,'
new play by Robert Middlemass,
featuring Lynn Overman and. Mary
Lawlor. Harry Askin and U. Ford
get the presentation title;

Two weeks later the rival le-
glter, Ford's, will display Eva La
Gallienne for a week. Latter is
bringing two plays, one a revival of
'Ll'.lom,' with Rudolph Sohildkraut
again In the title spot, and 'Ca-
mllle.'

Following, the house draws Ed
Wjiin's 'Laugh Parade,' the Guild's
new 'Pure In Heart' arid Earl Car-
roll's 'Vanities.'

BROADWAY REVIEW

Miller Show Jammed
Dubuque, la., Sept 5.

The long Centralia hill, noted as
a death trap, has stopped many a
career, but the latest exploit is that
of tying up the Al Miller All-Star
Theatrlcal Co., enroute from Albert
Lea, Minn., to an engagement at
Crown Point Ind.
A large truck o£ the company got

out of control, on the hill when
brakes failed to hold. A car In Its

path was badly damaged, and an-
other was sent into the ditch. Two
women were given hospital treat-
ment. The sheriff Is holding tho
truck.

Hotel Management Takes

Shubert, New Haven
New Haven, • Sept. . 5.

Shubert, city's only legit house,
will be operated by management of
the hotel Taft under J. C. Lavin,
managing director. Attempt was
made by interested parties to have
a number of local business and civic
leaders underwrite a portion of the
expenses of operation but whether
or not the attempt was successful
could not be learned.

;
Lavin announces appointment of

E. D. Eldrldge to continue in; charge
of house. Agreement reached with
stagehands and musicians.
booking ot 'Cat and Fiddle' for

three days, Sept 26, announced but
whether or not this Is opening date
for house Is undecided.

Operetta Tryout
Provlncetown, Mass., Sept. 5.

'Midnight Love,' musical comedy
by Dole Elsenbourg, assistant mu-
sical conductor of -the Yankee Radio
Network, Boston, was given Its pre-
miere here last week by the Wharf
Players. The story concerns a
French heiress, who falls In love
with an East Side taxi driver In'

Central Park.
'Midnight Love' is the first mu-

sical comedy written by Elsen-
bourg, who has been a jam band
leader for several years.

SMILING FACES
Musical qoroedy In two aota, presented

at tho Shubert, New York. Aug. 80, by
the Shubert* (receivers); Fred arid Dorothy
Stone starred; book by Harry Clarke;
score by Harry Revel; lyrics by Mock
Oordon; staged by R. H. Bumslde.
Holon Sydney. .......... .Barbara Williams
George Black. ............ .Bradford Hatton
Robert Bowrngton. ...... .....Roy Royston
Perkins ..... ; ..... i . . .Boyd Davis
Arthur Lawrence Charles Collins
Amy Edwards.... .....Hope Emerson
First Assistant. .............. .Ray Romaln
Second Assistant....... .Tom-. Romaln
Peggy Post.......... Dorothy Stone
Monument Spleen....... Fred Stone
Sybllla Rlchtcr.. ........ .Isabel. O'Madlgan
-Coraonra. Potts. .. ..........Adora Andrews
Horatio Dalrymple.,..........All Toussolt
Edward Rlchter. ........ Bddla Oarvey
Mildred McKay. ..Doris Patson
Walter. . ................. .Bradford Hatton
Bellhop. . . , .Harold . Offer
•Gangster ....Thomas- SternfeU
Minister... ...Rex Coerer
Bishop Carl Diiart

The Fred Stone show, with Doro-
thy to-starred, is the Initial attrac-
tion on Broadway for the new sea-
son under the sponsorship of the
Shubert Theatre Corporation, in re-
ceivership, which looks to' Its shows
to help- better the corp's financial
standing. That 'Smiling Faces' will
materially aid Is doubtful, though
it is better than rated. Limited en-
gagement, despite the Stone draw.

Grizzled Fred Stone made a brave
showing, recalling the comic antics
that made him celebrated along
Broadway when teamed with the
late Dave Montgomery, and which
carried him on to wealth and fame,
alone. Under the Dillingham ban-
ner the Stone shows usually rah a
year at the Globe and a year on
tour.

With each succeeding .show Stone
had some new acrobatic stunt that
built his rep of being the most'
versatile comedian of his day. Then
came the crack-up in a plane, which
took him out of the picture as an
eccentric dancer and curtailed his
athletic ability. The accident was
just before the opening of 'Three
Cheers' (1936) when bis friend, Will
Rogers, hurried from the coast and
stepped in for Stone. :.

It is the veteran Stone now. He's
not much on the hoofing, but does
the trapoline getaway, hangs onto
the curtain and performs other,
stunts to Indicate there's, some life

Sn
the old boy yet. Also an impres-

lon of Rogers, hat gum, lariat and
some gags.

. Dorothy Stone is co-starred,
having replaced her kid sister,
Paula, who was on tour with daddy
last season. Miss Stone duos with
her vaudeville partner (and hus-
band, Charles Collins, their best
team contribution a waltz evolution,
a graceful interlude that stands
out. To them is given the score's
best tune 'There Will Be a Girl.'

No doubt at all that Dorothy adds
to 'Smiling . Faces,' but the
strengthening feature, not In the
road line-up, is a unit group Of 16
girls, the Muriel Abbott Dancers.
They replace the chorus except for
a dozen show girls. The Abbotts
were probably on once too often,'
but they landed, especially in the
first act. Same group was in
'Clowns in Clover* which expired
in Chicago where the girls were re-
garded as the best feature.
Miss Stone and Collins had most

of 'the song and dance assignments
in the first act, the English duo
of Doris Patson and Roy Royston
swung into action later. They scored
With 'Little Stucco in The Sticks.'
Royston soloed with 'Quick Henry,
The Flit.' That was not so hot
but the bits and numbers with Miss
Patson ran a close second to the
Miss Stone-Collins combo.
Foiling for and with Fred Stone

is Hope Emerson,, comparable In
size to Kate Smith and Aunt Je-
mima, but much taller. She sang
'Poor Little, Shy Little, Demure
Little Me' with a background of
eight chorus boys.- With that figure
she didn't need them nor did the
show. Miss Emerson was on late
with 'Old Spanish Custom,' fair.
There Is a story, plenty of It, in-

deed, too much of it. Back from a
trip around the world, Arthur, a
youth, meets Amy, a chorus girl he
used to love. Now she is a picture
star, oh location at his friend Bob's
Long Island . home. Father's win
stipulates he must marry a girl in
the social register. To correct that
he arranges for Amy to wed chum
Bob, get her name among the blue
bloods, get a divorce and then marry
him.

Scene changes to Havana where
Mildred, whom Arthur met abroad,
arrives. Bob was supposed to be
keen about her too, but he decides
he loves Amy and the other couple
pair up. Amid the romancing is
the supposed making of a motion
picture, directed by Monument
Spleen (Fred Stone). Prop camera
used Is a flimsy affair and could
just as easily have been authentic.
The Shubert name does not ap-

pear in the program billing. There
are no credits for the staging but
R. H. Burnslde handled the book
and the Abbott dancers take care
of all the ensemble stepping. Quite a
lot of hoofing throughout, mostly
duo work.
Understood attempts to brighten

the book met with no little resist-
ance from Stone who expressed
confidence that his olass of clientele

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

HERE TODAY
Atlantic City, Aue in

This light-footed play by (feJL
Oppenheimer as staged by Geore«siKaufman turned out to be a Son
senslcaHy bright and clever
of work in its opening perform&hnl
at the Apollo here Monday ^
nlng (29).

y ev*'

The author, member of a N«»
York publishing house, is evidently
limning that. portion of the liter
ary. circle represented by the ultra"
modern group whose brilliance ismatched to a great extent by its ir
responsible attitude toward th»
world In general.

Labeled 'a comedy of bad man-
ners', 'Here Today* dishes up In .
new manner and serves with spiced
sauce the venerable tale of the
divorced couple whose love is re-
awakened when one finds the other
Involved lh a fresh romance, ft
.tells what ^happens when a young
authdr has his former wife, a suc-
cessful playwright and her. male
traveling companion, turn up at a
Nassau estate just as he becomes
engaged to a young society woman
who has already accepted a staid,
respectable Boston insurance broker.
The ex-wife cheerfully lends her

ex-husband a helping hand with his
new romance until she discovers she
wants, him for herself again and
the divorced pair renew their union;
The theme provides sufficient

frame, on which to atrlng out Borne
genuinely amusing lines and farcical
situations, well seasoned with bur-
lesque and parody.
Kaufman's - direction keeps the

play at concert pitch and the' re-
markably, good cast that Sam Har-
ris has assembled tosses oft much
breezy dialog that carries the piece
along to Incessant chuckles.
Ruth Gordon fits the part of the

heroine like a glove. Charles D.
Brown, as her companion and friend
of her former husband, provides the
recurring obbligato. Charlotte. Gran-
ville is the irascible dowager; Sally
Bates, her daughter who finally
chooses an ordered life to the mad
and merry one offered by the young
writer in the hands of Donald Mac-
Donald; Paul McGrath is the model
fiance; Geoffrey Bryant, the .im-
petuous young partner, who Inno-
cently brings about a happy ending,
and Elizabeth Taylor, an Innocently
•amusing West Indian Negro maid,

Weintraub.

CAT AND FIDDLE
(COAST)

San Francisco, Sept. 1.
Curran is currently housing Be-

lasco & Curran's Coast production
of this Kern-Harbach musical upon
which B. & c. pinned all hopes
for an ensuing season. Show has
clicked so solidly here that In its
fifth week biz Is still top notch with
one and possibly two weeks more
to go. Local smash has delayed the
Los Angeles run and also has given
B. and a the idea of putting it out
on the road after L. A.
As presented locally show is un-

der a big nut with a stage crew
of 22 drawing more weekly salary
than it takes to produce some of
these Pacific Coast legit efforts. An
orchestra of 18 is another heavy
item, as also is the salary of Helen
Gahagan, the star.

It's pretty much Miss Ciahagan's
show throughout, though Olga Bac-
lanova, as Odette, is a load of help.
Inez Courtney and Mervyn Jensen
are an excellent comedy team and
Sam Ash's troubador character la

well drawn. Armand Kaliz, as Dau-
det; Edgar Norton, as Chatterly,
and Olaf Hytten, as Blddlesby, all

fit. Paul Gregory is opposite Miss
Gahagan. \
Edgar MacGregor's staging

neat, while the orchestra, batoned
by Roy Webb, is competent.

Dale Winter Abandoning

'Irene
9
for Duffy Caste

Los Angeles, Sept, 5.

Due to desire of Henry Duffy,
her husband, to utilize her in his

coast legit productions, Dale Win-*
ter is retiring from the title lead
in Fanchon & Marco's tab, 'Irene,'

following Its Oakland engagement,
Sept. 16.

Original contract was for the
coast houses only, so her withdraw-,
al from part is by mutual agree-
ment. No successor so far bo*
lected.

Qordinier Co. in Akron
Akron, O., Sept. 5.

Gordlnler Players, sponsored W
Clyde Gordlnler, and headed by Lea
Ryon and.James Blain, inaugurated
an Indefinite stock run at Civkt

Playhouse, Sept. 3.

would be drawn and would like his
1

brand of comedy. But on the open-
ing night that factor was the weak-
est part of the show. Not a real

laugh in it Ibe*.
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Cinematic Hinterland Now Ripe

For Rotating Legit, Says Exhib

Chicago, Sept. 6.

• jj. K. 'Brin, "Wisconsin exhibitor

who hae recently been expanding, is

formulating a midwestem legit

swing around understood to Involve

about: eight towns. Brln is reported

j>t theopinloh ihtrt the legit-starved

.smaller towns -which are showing
signs of too much cinema can han-
dle a legit show once every few
weeks or so.

. Setup as tentatively conceived by
Brln is to use a guest star of box-

office draw with each new produc-

tion to be cast put of Chicago and
presented for a week or longer" at

the Majestic, Milwaukee, which
jBrin owns.
After that dates in Superior,

Green Bay, Fond du Lac, Madison

and other midwestern small cities;

•follow at $1.80. Route would be'

. fixed.

Sticks Demand

(Continued .from peg* 11

Uon costs prohibited touring. Road
managers are now clamoring for-

. attractions and . in addition there

are many dark picture houses to

"be had for the 'asking, along with
auditoriums which are numerous in

the: interior. .

. .Lower Farea Figure
Even .

big shows are deemed to

have a chance of successfully playing

the smaller stands because, of

the long lapse of /flesh' and bipod,'

and the items of railroading is not
as formidable. * Fare concessions
emphasized by ^nearly all railroads

mow .includes special party rates.

"Whereas it was necessary for 100

fares for a special train, the lines

will accept 76 fares, such trains

running as second sections, baggage
' carBv being coupled to the specials.

"With broken time bookings no
longer a problem, it is a matter of

securing shows. There are quite

a few attractions that never played
outside of the key cities, while half

a dozen musicals, some of which
did tour that territory, are again
eligible for repeats. It. is not be-
lieved that the .smaller stand book-
ings can be started until October.
If the U. B. O. does not touch that
claBS of bookings by then, they will

be made independently. Some show-
men who know the road, however,
are planning to take to wlldcatting
as formerly, having an agent out a
.month ahead.

U. B. O. Problems
The U. B. O. is concentrating on

trying, to supply, shows for the ma-
jor keys, but it isn't all smooth
sailing. In addition the two bookers
(Gus Pltou and Jules Murry) for

the Erlanger and Shubert theatres
on Broadway are scouting for prom-
ising new shows and it is reported
there have been clashes between
them.
The Shubert booker has more

houses to supply, having tHe Shu-
bert receivership theatres and those
personally owned (tossed back by
the receivers) by the Shuberts. The
former group, which is 'limited, has
first call on bookings. It is only
when out of town bookings are made
that the two bookers" get together.
They are on their own so far as
New: York is concerned, arrange-
ment being that Erlanger'e and the
Shuberts shall alternate on book-
ings until the houses of both ,

sides
are occupied. After that the Shu-
berts' own houses will follow, then
indie houses, if not booked direct.

. Some receivership shows will go
into personally owned Shubert the-
atres regardless, because the receiv-
ers have let go all musical com-
edy houses, except the Imperial and
Chanin's 46th Street, which are be-
ing operated by arrangement with
the mortgagees-

Launch Winnipeg Munie
"Winnipeg, Sept. 6.

The Earl of Bessborough, Cana-
da's Governor-General, bounced a
bottle of champagne off th'o corner-
stone of the new civic auditorium
here amid cheers and speeches of
the city fathers.
The Aud. has .two theatres—one

seating 3,000 and one 3,000. Place
opens Oct. 15 with a traveling
«alesmen|s convention. It is hoped
many concert features will be at-
tracted, to the city,by it.

E. G. Parker is manager.

Juvenile Dearth

A scarcity of juveniles exists

for Broadway. That's the prime
.complaint right now among the
casters and managers,
Consensus that all the worth

- while juves are on the Coast
in pictures.

Put $50,000 Price on.

'Magoo' with No Takers
Hollywood, Sept. 6.

Ben Hechtv Billy- Rose, Gene
Fowler and Al Lewis are reported
asking^ $60,000 for 'The Great
Magoo,' which opens on Broadway
soon.
Producers bo far indifferent,

awaiting audience . reaction at

opener.

Holly's Chinese Co, Is

A La Boiler Davenport;

Pass Plate, No Admish

Philadelphia, Sept. 6,

Philly, for. the first time in many
years, has a Chinese theatre. Out-

fit is called the Sen Black Choy
Company, hailing from the Oriental
opera house in Shanghai. It is

playing in a converted store room
at 3th and Race streets, the center
of this city's Chinese section. There
are 17 actors and nine musicians,
all playing on a share basis for the
benefit of the unemployment . relief

fund of the. local Chinese colony.
Although at first only Orientals

attended, the troupe has now at-
tracted the attention of those look-
ing for anything 'arty' or new in

the theatre and theatre parties of
the socially "prominent are not un-
common. Outfit is having a lot of
trouble with fire marshal because
of lack of exits and may' have to

move or give up. .

No regular admission scale, but
a collection proposition, from those
in audience. Shows go on from 8

to 12 nightly with matinees Sun-
days. There is a repertoire of 200
plays, may of them very, -very old;

No programs with English descrip-.'

tiona are used, Occidentals having
to take . a- chance on getting the
drift of the action.

STAGE HANDS WORKING

UNDER OLD PACT TERMS

Legit season opens without a
wage agreement between the -man-

agers and stage-hands in New York.

Same applies, to road show crews.

Managers Bought a one-third deduc-
tion with the union considering a
concession of about 9%. Sunday at
a special session the stage hands
voted to continue the deadlock and
crews will work under the same
scale and conditions set forth in

the two-year contract that expired
Monday (5).

The Theatre League which is ne-
gotiating for the -managers recently
lowered its demand to a 20% cut.

Wage agreements are still to be made
in other keys, but in a number of
smaller stands cuts are already ef-
fective.

Andrews After Film

Team for 'Spook House'

Lyle Andrews is making overtures
to secure Herbert Rawlinson and
Agnes Ayres to head the cast in his
new show, 'Spook House.' Both are
from pictures.

Rawlinson has been playing in

both legit and vaude while Miss
Ayres recently closed with a co-op
musical which tried the road in the
east for three weeks.

Burfesk Starved Oot

Of Gaiety; House Now

Goes Back to Legit

Stock burlesque as a Broadway
menace was .somewhat dented last

week when the Gaiety shut down
abruptly with one of the

.
Minsky

outfits. Latter Just could hot pay
the rent to Erlanger's after up arid

down business for about a month.
The Gaiety (a name similar to

burly houses in many .cities) was
a noted legit theatre to which policy
it will return. For several years it

has mostly been devoted to picture
exploitation.

Arrangement with the Minsky's
required $2,000 rent weekly, payable
each Monday at noon. Rent time
was set back one day, but when the
coin was not forthcoming, Erlang-
er's ordered the show busted im-
mediately. The Central continues
with burlesque as also" the Repub-
lic and Eltinge On 42nd street.

CARROLL FOREIGN IDEA

AND PEOPLE DISCARDED

Earl Carroll's 'Vanities' now In

rehearsal was 6riglhally planned as
a French revue. It was to have been
called 'Folies .Bergere* which ex-
plains why he engaged so . much
foreign talent and why most of it

has been discarded, especially the
Parisian contingent.
The producer arranged With the

Paris revue sponsors to use 'Folies
Bergere'. over here. Fact that Max
Rudnick lifted .the famous revue
title for his ill-starred vaudeville-
revue which closed in Newark after
a week arid two days, Without pay-
ing off, virtually killed the name
value for. Broadway, at this time at
least. In changing plans Carroll
decided to soft-pedal oh. the foreign
show idea and keep his 'Vanities',
title.

T;ie French acts were brought
over under the guidance, of George
W. Lattimore, American, colored
agent of Paris. Lattimore was once
secretary of the late, noted detec-
tive, William Pirikerton. .He is
credited with taking Will Marion
Cook and band abroad and later
spotting hundreds of colored musi-
cians on the continent. Lattimore
seoKs to book his people elsewhere
here, although they are said to be
umter limited, term contracts to
Carroll who is ready to release
them.
Cloimed that Rudnick is seeking

a new backer with the idea of pre-
senting 'Bergere' regularly on the
basis of eight performances. weekly
at $3.30 top instead of 14 times a
week at a dollar top. None of the
original leads is mentioned in the
supposed new line-up nor has bond
been posted with Equity, Where
salary claims of 'Bergere' cast have
been filed.

New Skinner Recital
Providence, Sept. 5.

Cornelia Otis Skinner, diseuse,

presented her new 'studies' of Em-
press Eugenie before a capacity au-
dience of society people at the New-
port Casino last week (29).

The portraiture of Empress Eu-
genie is In five parts.

GOLDTEEE PEDDLES PLAYS

.

San Francisco, Sept. 5.

Allen King has taken 'Married

Virgin* off ' his Moulin Rouge ' in

Oakland after eight weeks and this

week opens 'Flat Tire.'

Both 'Tire' and 'Virgin' owned by
Sid Goldtre.e, who previously played
them at his Gr.een Steer in bo-

hemian 'Frisco and who's now leas-

ing them to King.

Chaz Chase Out, Bernie

In as Blocki's Angel
Chicago, Sept. 5.

Changes in Fritz Blocki's "World
Between' production has the Adel-
phi substituted for the Selwyn- and
Chaz Chase, the comedian, out as
financial sponsor. Ben Bernie, who
put up cash for Gregory Ratoff's
theatrical enterprises, joins with
R. G. Lydy, operator of numerous
loop auto parks, in financing the
local production.
Cast will include DeWolf Hopper,

Sally Rand, Frank Shannon; Wil-
liam Ruhl, Sidonie Espero, Har-
rietle Gapaldo, Jay RoYriana, Behze
Norton arid Robert FWke.

;

Piece opens. Sept. 18.

Inez Courtney Engaged
San Francisco, Sept. 6.

Inez Courtney, playing in 'Cat
And Fiddle,' at the Curran, has an-
nounced her. engagement to Stan-
ley Pascal, former Princeton grid-
der .and Now York broker.

Pa«cal is doubling between
Hollywood and 'Frisco via plane,

Prairie Hoi Polloi Pick Up Opera

When Aristocrats Can't Afford It

First Night Conflict

With four productions usher-
ing in the new season this

week there are two opposing
premieres tonight when .'Here

Today' bows into the Barry-
more, and 'Ballyhoo of 1932*

rings up at the 44th Street.

Although the quartet evaded
Monday night because of Labor
Day, It is Indicated that one or
both of tonight's shows figure

on ducking the first string

critics. Multiple openings have
frequently occurred on the
same night for the same rea-

son.

Last season 'The Laugh Pa-
rade' was so spotted that 11

got the .second string review-
ers. But it turned out a sur-

prise hit and subsequently the
first string boys' gave the show
a rousing second notice.

At $32,000 WUy.,

St L Mooy Opera

£ Under Last Yr.

St, Louis, Sept. 6.

Final figures on the Munolpal

Opera, which closed its season of

1 2 weeks of 82 performances a
Week ago, .showed receipts of $384,-

632 on an average around $32,000

Weekly.
Receipts are 16% under last year.

Although total expenses have not
been tabulated, officials say a deficit

of a few thousand dollars is certain
but can be met out of a surplus re-
maining from former seasons.

RICHARD 0. OBEE, 65,

A SUICIDE IN FRISCO

.San Francisco, Sept. 6.

Richard O. Obee, 66, one of the
country's vet legit road managers,
suicided by shooting himself here
Aug, 27.

Obee had just returned from man-
aging a Fanchoh & Marco unit arid,

was
,
prevented . from joining his

wife in Portland, Ore., by lack of
funds. Not generally known that
less than two weeks before he had
permitted an . insurance policy to
lapse, leaving the widow in a pre-
carious financial position. A daugh-
ter is in England.

Obee, headquartering here after
having seen an active life as man-
ager of numerous legit shows, was
an occasional contributor to 'The
Quill,' organ of the Theatrical Press
Agents' Association of America.

Hot, 111, Lee Shobert

Postpones Loop Deals

Chicago, Sept. 5.

Lee Shubert was kept in New
York on' doctor's advice and did not
come to Chicago as expected last
week. Several business deals pend-
ing, that require his personal atten-
tion in Chicago will, be postponed.
Shubert was in St. Louis when

the excessive Mteriouri heat was re-
ported affecting him. Mindful of his
reeent serious illness arid incom-
plete return to health, th3 medicos
ordered him .o rest and forget buslr
ness.

Max Gordon 111

Under doctor's orders Max Gor-
don is resting at his home; He was
knocked over by the heat last week
in Phila. where his new musical,
'Flying Colors,' is showing.
The revue is due on Broadway at

the Imperial next week. Sam H.
Harris has made several trips to
Philly -to advise on 'Colors' in Gor-
don's absence. .

M0S0SC0 SUED
Los Angeles, Sept. 6. .

"Wayne Oompton, San Diego law-
yer, has brought

. suit in Municipal
court here for $1,270 against ©liver
Morosco.
Lists two notes totaling $260,

cash advance of $58 and $962 for
legal services.

Chicago, Sept. 6.

Outdoor opera produced by an
unknown manager/and sung by un-

known artists drew an audience of

35,000 persons at 65 cents to $2,20

in Soldier's Field. As a result of

Which Chicago may have opera at

the Majestic theatre and also at the

west side Stadium thlB. season. Ac-
tive preparations for both, enter-

prises started as soon as the pro-

;

motors got an eyeful of that; mob
that flocked to hear 'Aida' performed
on a bare platform.

Up to now opera has been aristo-
cratic; artistic and unprofitable in
Chicago at $6.60 top. But 20 years
of propaganda through public
schools, neWspapers, and cultural
centers has seemingly built up an
audience for it and it is now be-
lieved that With the Civic Opera
a $10,000,000 flop and Samuel Insull
in Europe; operasmay become pro^
letarian, popular and profitable.

Soldier's
,
Field had no diamond

horseshoe and neither will the .'Sta-
dium where Sidney Stroth, Charles
Blake and MOe Frank expect to put
on opera every Saturday night
throughout, the season starting in
October. Majestic if converted %o
opera under Alfredo Salmaggl au-
spices, as reported, Will have a mez-
zanine capable of ritz employment
*>ut nothing like the old style os-
tentation tier.

So for the first time, and because!
the depression .bankrupted the for-
mer pluto'tcratlc underwriters of the

,

annual artistic deficit, the opera
of elegance' iB oyer and there
seems to be a dawning of an opera
motivated by a desire for profit and
strictly commercial.

Envy Frisco

Chicago music-lovers have been
chewing, their nails in envy because
San Francisco is about to open a
deluxe municipally-owned moder-
ate-scaled opera house.

•Aida' may have sold out because
they advertised - camels and : ele-
phants for'second act dressing. They
delivered camels and. elephants. Two
of each and 10 mounted cops With
Egyptian nightgowns over their
uniforms. They galloped In the
space between orchestra and audi-
ence. The stage, made of plank$
laid on improvised piles would
never have sustained animals. As
it was half the scenery, consisting'
of canvas pillars, blew down in a
Budden breeze.

It got over nicely. The "public
was satisfied/ and the showmanship
In the second act proved quite ef-
fective. There was only one scene
but the costumes were changed
each act and that helped. Radames
(Pasquala Ferrara) and Aida
(Anna Leskaya) in a big love-
clinch proved the big laugh, for at
that moment a stagehand, absent
minded, wandered across backstage
in front of a pyramid.

Difficulty of cheap opera appears
to be the task of keeping Italian
enthusiasts with 66 cents tickets
from invading the $1.65 section. It
took battalion of ushers to pull
usurpers out of their places. They
never got down in the sacred pre-
cincts of $2.20.

7 SHOWS EQUITY LIMIT

ON O'NEILL MARATHONS

Equity hae issued a new ruling
conceding stock presentations of
abnormally long plays such as
'Mourning. Becomes Electra' and
'Strange Interlude.'
They may not be played more

than (>ix times weekly, seven being
allowed in Sunday stands, unless
the actors: are paid one-sixth, or
one-seventh, additional salary for
each performance over the new
maximum for such plays. Ordi-
narily 10 performances per week
appiit-s to stocks.

In Cleveland 'Electra* was given
by Robert McLaughlin's stock on
a 10 times basis, Alice Brady go-
ing on for six performances and
Clara Joel for four. On the days
of two performances, first show
starlod at 11 p.m. with IhtermiH-
,'jior. r.t 1 o'clock.

When McLaughlin was advised of
Equity's stand in the matter, the
supporting xjast was paid four-
sixths extra salary.
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Soviet at Olympiad Displays

Folksong Lyrics on

Dances with Irrigation as Theme

By Eugene Lyons
Moscow, Aug. 22.

Soviet capital also had Its Olym
pics, only Instead of being dedicated
to sports they were given over to

'the arts—song, dance, theatre, etc.

-A national Olympiad of amateur

artists,' with 3,000 non-professionals

from every corner of the land tak

lng part, has Just concluded its

eight-day course.

• Everywhere in the Soviet Union
there are theatrical circles, choirs,

• dance groups, artistic clubs. The
Olympiad brought representatives

of such groups together in Moscow
for the first time to do* their stuff,

It was a grand show—short on
talent, but long on enthusiasm.
Show was carried on in 25 differ-

ent languages.

A feature was to watch how
primitive races were adapting their

ancient arts to suit Soviet sur-

roundings. Songs, centuries old

were chanted In the old manner,
but in words that celebrated trac-

tors, ' collective farms', the flveryear

plan and other staples of the pres-

ent Russian scene. Chinese acro-

bats out of VladiVostok put on sym-
bolic performances about the revo-

lution, although the manner of their

work dates back to Confucius.

Uzbek dances known to Tamerlane
and Ghengis Khan were to be seen

in tha park here, with irrigation

and Industrialization as their

themes
.

' Purpose of the Olympiad was. to

encourage these amateur groups
and to teach them the importance of

the political Side of their wdrk.

Prizes and banners and speeches

distributed in abundance. Every-
body won.

South Africa
By H. HANSON

'?',. Capetown, Aug. 7. ^
. Cold winter snap over here, with

.occasional sunshine, and business
still low.
. Unemployed musicians here get-

ting .
publicity , through campaign

advocating orchestras under, the
control of municipalities for public
performances. Out-of-work musi-
cians complain that members who
'played In cinema orchestras at
night held paying day Jobs.

The South African Trades and
Labor Council has protested to the
government over African Consoli-
dated Theatres ordering the bronze
work for a new. cinema in Cape-
town from a Cferman firm, costing
£6,600. African Consolidated The-
atres' answer to the protest is that
tenders were called for and with
ohly one reply, and that from a firm
with a German name.

MILLER PIECE A HIT

'Behold' Grosses $9,000 and Attracts
A Library Buy

• London, Sept. 5.

•Behold We Live,' Gilbert Miller's

first production of the season here,

seems to have caught oh despite the
heat. Last week's receipts about
$9,000.

Library deal has been made.

'FIRE BIRD' ONE LONDON

HIT IN FIVE STARTS

London, Aug. 27.

Only possible West End success
in a week which contained five
plays, four of them hopeless, is

'Firebird,' an, Austrian adaptation
from a play by Lajos Zilahy, at the
Playhouse..
Gladys Cooper presumably picked

the play as it gave her plenty of
histrionic opportunities, of which she
took here usual advantage. Piece
was generally well acted and ap-
peared, brilliant alongside Its rivals.'

On the previous night 'Paris in
London', was produced at the Com-
edy. A cheap revue, with the Kom-
arova Ballet and A. W. Bascomb Its

main draw, it promises little. .

Mex. Natl RR Halves

Theatrical Co. Rates
, Mexico City, Sept. 1.

Show biz has obtained breaks that
they have sought for a long time.
National Railways of Mexico has
granted show troups 50% discount
in fares.

/

Local electric light and power
company has sliced 40% off its serv-
ice rates to theatres of the Federal
district

JANNINGS' LONDON PLAY

Hotfe Piece Replaced By 'Sunset'

After Run In Vienna

London, Sept. 5.

The arrangement that Emll Jan-
nings would appear in London in a
Monckton Hoffe play, has gone
awry, and the German star will be
seen in London next January in a
piece called 'Before Sunset'

He Is at present producing the

play in Vienna and at the conclu-
sion ot its run there - it will be
brought to England.

Montmartre 'Hostess'

Ex Convict's Disguise

Paris, Aug. 27.

Pepee La Mexicaine, well known
to many American patrons of

Montmartre dancing halls as a
hostess, turned out to be a 'he' iail

bird when arrested for lifting a
wallet

Tves Doleans Is the real name
of the man, who is 28. He resorted
to feminine disguise to escape the
result of numerous convictions. His
feminine Impersonation had fooled

everybody for a long time.

Diamonds Can B'way If

Paying London Commish
London, Sept. 6.

The American agent for the Dia-
mond Brothers, who are extensively
advertised to open at the Palla-
dium here next Monday (12), spoke
to George Black, managing direc-

tor, of the' house, on the telephone
from New York, asking- for a re-
lease in order , to make a Broadway
show.

After much palaver, Black ac-
quiesced on condition the Diamonds
pay their London agent's commis-
sion and return to play the Palla-
dium after their New

.
York show,

closes.

The Diamonds are set for the
Schwab & Mandel show, 'Humpty
Dumpty.' Their Broadway agent Is

Charlie Morrison.

Opens, in Dublin
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 5.

Wally Crlsham, dancer, sails for
the other side late this month to
open at the Royal theatre, Dublin,
Oct 10.

He then goes to Londoa and
Berlin.

Freda Godfrey, popular actress
during the late Leonard Rayrie's
regime in South Africa, has re-
turned for a visit.

Johannesburg wants a Repertory
theatre and appeals for funds are
being made.

Mexico Sees Spurt
Mexico City, Sept. 1.

For the first time in many moons
every legit theatre is occupied. Pop
prices are prevailing, tops ranging
from 30 to 15 cents. Patronage is

good, managers report.

Improvement of biz in local show
field is further demonstrated by fact

the owners of the Teatro . Principal
changed their mind about tearing
down the venerable edifice, one of

the oldest of Its kind in the New
World. House has been remodelled
and is now housing a musical com-
edy company.

Paris -Readies '5 Star'
Paris, Aug. 27.

Rehearsals for 'Five Star Final'
will soon begin at the Ambassa-
deurs.

Louis Allen, who put the play on
at the Scenic theatre, London, Is

here advising Camllle F. Wyn, pro-
ducing locally.

London Show World
London, Aug. 27.

Revue House Picketed
Sandwlchboard men parading

Leicester Square with placards:
'Keep away from the Prince of
Wales theatre, where they employ
underpaid and sweated musicians.'
Where non-union men play for the
non-stop revue, since overtime
wages demanded by the union are
called prohibitive.

Count Tourists
The total number of foreign tour-

ists arriving in England in July was
41)609, of which 16,982 were Ameri-
cans.

Gamby in London
Two newcomers were welcomed to

the Palladium week of Aug. 22.
Marie Gambarelll, billed 'from the
Roxy, New York, who gave two
numbers, one a wraithlike toe dance
and the other a hectic interpreta-
tion of 'The Rhapsody in Blue* to
an enthusiastic audience.
Samson Breitbart, strong man,

received an appreciative, if not sen-
sational welcome.

'Cavalcade' Successor
'Cavalcade' ends its run at Drury

Lane Sept. 10 and will be succeeded
by the Viennese opera, 'Venus in
Silk,' staged by Hassard Short.
Looks like the hand of Louis

Dreyfus, who was recently elected
to the directorate.

Walk-Out With Mayor
Mexico. City, Sept. 1.

Civic wrangle which l'esulted in
resignation of Vicente Estrada
Cajigal, holder of an office that
corresponds to mayor, has inspired
recently organized Theatrical and
Cinema Council to cruit as a mani-
festation of loyalty to the cx-mayor.

Council, which Included Virginia
Fabregas, veteran actress, known as
Mexico's Sarah Bernhardt, was
composed of, leading players, play-
wrights and Journalists.

Dare Sisters' Return
Phyllis and Zena Dare, most

popular of pre-war picture postcard
beauties, will return, to the stage
after years of retirement, in. a hew
comedy to be presented in the fall.

Anaemic Play
'Tomorrow Will Be Friday' had

its premiere at the Haymarket 23d
Marie. Tempest is featured, but even
this will not save it. Some clever
dialog, a modicum of sentiment, ex
cellent acting, adequate production
—^all'the accoutrements and capari-
soning—but it was still anaemic.

Melville Gideon did 15 minutes Of
planolog as a curtain raiser; the

show itself did hot begin till nearly
9 and was over well before 11, yet
the night seemed long.

Geraldine and Joe Score
Geraldlne and- Joe opened at the

Holborn for General Theatres and
were a clean-up, with act forced
Into encore in front of the 'tabs.'
Kids look set' for a long stay over
here.

Another Breitbart
Arthur Georges, who handled

Breitbart in . America a few years
ago, is handling Samson Breitbart;
another strong man act This
Breitbart Is a near relative of the
other, and is using the name by
arrangement

Production for Barstows
Dick and Edith Barstow are here

for a brief stay and open at the
Palladium Aug. 29 for two weeks,
doubling at the Savoy hotel.
They w^ere offered more work be-

fore they came, but their visit is
short, as they are momentarily ex
pecting a cable, to open with a show
in New York.

London! Likes New ^Gertie^is Garter/

Pop Scale Saves Cliffs Revue

MACPONALD COMPROMISE

'Merry Widow' Paris Appearance
May End Theatre Suit

Paris, Sept 5.

Likelihood is that the Galte

Lyrlque will amicably settle its dis-

agreements with' JeannettS Mac-
Donald and withdraw the 'law suits

it has filed against the American
actress, Bob Ritchie, her manager,
and Paramount
Negotiations are now on to reach

a mutually convenient date at Which
Miss MacDonald can make her con-
tracted appearance in the 'Merry
Widow' revival. Management fig-

ures now that even a belated ap-
pearance is likely to do them more
good than a law suit.

LONDON'S COLD SNAP

JUMPS SHOW BIZ

London, Sept. 5.

Week-end business in the West
End jumped .30%.
Increase is attributed to the pres-

ent cold snap, with the outlook good
following the recent terrific heat
here.

By Edward J. Kurylo

Tin Hare Profits
The Scottish Greyhound Racing

Co. has already paid 66 . per cent
dividends thus far for the current
year. Last year they paid 100 per
cent

'Miracle' on Tour
In addition to sending 'Cavalcade

on tour, Parnell & Zeitlin will take
'The Miracle' to the provinces. It
will open in Manchester Sept. 19,
playing there three weeks, and for
similar periods in Glasgow, Edin
burgh and Liverpool,

Those Film Luncheons
.

The best aiid most regularly fed
people are the film critics. Almbst
daily one or another of the picture
companies stages a handout. At
this writing (Aug. 24) there arc
two free meals—lunch at the Savoy
and dinner at the Dorchester.

Warsaw, Aug. 20.

Opera has had a very hard time
In Poland this season. In Warsaw
It is no more a municipal institu-
tion, but governed by a limited
company. In Poznan opera played
only for about two months, and in
Lwow and Krakow, only a few spo-
radic performances.
An Operatic company is being

formed in Zakopane, in the Tatra
mountains. A Society of National
Opera to play in larger town in Po-
land has! been organized under the
direction of Prof. Ramult.
The municipal dramatic theatres

are now private institutions, under
the direction of Mr. Krzywoszeweki,
editor of 'The World.'
The National theatre (in spite of

its name) produced foreign plays,
like Mussolini's '100 Days,' Mar-
chand's 'Balthazar/ Schiller's 'Don
Carlos,' and the English play, Shel-
don's 'History of Hearts.'
Yewrelnow's. hew play; 'Love Un-

der the Microscope,' had its pre-
miere In Warsaw, and as had G. B.
Shaw's 'The Apple-Cart.'
The Theatre Letnl played Ver-

neuil's 'Bank Nemo,' Walter Ellis'

'Nearly a Wedding Night,' Kledr-
zynski's 'Life Is Complicated,' and
Wincenty Rapacki's 'A Happy Part-
ner.'

The municipality had to pay Mr.
Wyrzykowski for not using his
play 'Lucifer,' ^contrary to an agree-
ment.

'

. Teatr Polski produced Bruckner's
'Elizabeth, Queen,' Shakespeare's
'Romeo and Juliet,' Katayew's 'De-
fraudants,' and two Polish plays,
one of Czyzowski's 'Virtuti Milltarl,'
and the other Grzymala-Sledlecki's
'Their Daughter-ln-Law.'
Teatr Maly produced Fodor's

'Doctor Julia Szabo,' and some plays
of Polish authors.
Teatr na Chlodnej was a losing

proposition from the start and only
produced a play of Mlddleton and
Olivier's 'The Fiancee from the
Roof,' when the theatre caught fire.
The owner, says that actors started
that fire, but couldn't prove .it.

Bad business in Polski caused the
stage hands' union to strike. The
show was called off, and at Maly
office clerks shifted the scenery.
The 'Ateneum' produced 'I Am 26

Years Old,' 'School of Hyprocrisy,'
Buchner and Tolstoy's 'Danton's
Death,* Porche's 'Tzar Lenin,' Za-
polska's 'Miss Maliczewska,' and
Janusz Korczak's 'Senat of Mad-
men.'
Morskie Oko went into bank-

ruptcy, but. is doing well now.
A sign of the times—one of the

best tenors In Poland sings at a
revue theatre.
Morskie Oko played 'Hello Amer-

ica' with Margaret Donaldson
(American) and Anton Nelle of
Warsaw, who spent some time in
U. S. A. Oko now is turning to na-
tive ideas, such as 'Happy Journey.'
Loda Halama, leading Polish

revue dancer, was injured in an auto
crash.
Qui Pro Quo was renamed for a

short time 'Melodrama' and pro-
duced 'The Dreyfuss Affair,' but
soon came back to its old name.
Dymitry Smirnow, opera singer, is
performing there.
Ananas produced a revue, 'Flower

from Hawaii.' .'

,

New rovue theatre, Banda, under

London, Sept. 5.
'Getting Gertie's Garter,' m

Wood's old farce has Anally showed,
up here, though in a revised Brit,
ish version. It's re'tltled 'Night of
the Garter* and is at the Strand
Received, if possible, more laughs
than the original New York pro-
duction and got splendid box -office
and critical reception. '< '.

•Rhyme and Rhythm' at the 'Win-,
ter Garden Is an unpretentious re-
vue starring ' Laddie Cliff and
Phyllss Monkman.. Contains much
old material and little that is fresh.
Value of the show itself is practic-
ally nil, but Cliff's popular price
policy, with a $2 top may get a
play from the influx of tourists and
that way hold on for a couple of
weeks.

a clever manager, Jarossy (Hun-
garian), has offered a series of new
and fresh ideas. Dygas, a singer
from Warsaw opera, was singing
there at one time recently.
Dancers of Polish nationality have .

lately come Into notoriety. One kirl
".

dancer killed her lover in.' Nice,
France; another girl was killed by
her lover in Lodz; then recently a
dapcer was sentenced to life im-
prisonment as a

.
spy, - and a man

who killed the dancer Wlelgosowna
got eight years' sentence.
Though this country is mad on

girl group dancing, it is far. from
having Tiller girls.
The Labor Ministry is again re-

minding the theatres not to employ
too many foreigners, but the public
wants them.
Polzawld, revue artists' organiza-

tion, is trying to stop performers
from working later*than 2 a. m.
Lwow had a sensation when

Szyller, one of the so-called advance
producers, was accused of circulat-
ing, communist propaganda. . Szyller
was. a producer . at. the Municipal
theatre and had to resign- on ac-
count of producing Tretlakbw's play,
'Rpar China.'
Poznan has produced .'Honorary

Affair,' a comedy of Dunin-Markle-
wiqz, husband of Countess Markie-
wicz, the Irish patriot
. Krakow celebrating anniversary"
of Goethe staged 'Efmont.' Elmer
Rice'* 'Street Scene' also was pro-
duced there. \
- Victor Bregy, tenor, from Warsaw
opera, was engaged for' Opera Com-
Ique in Paris.
Dodo, revue artist got six months

in jail for reckless driving. Roland,
another artist, had been killed in
his car.
Wanda Werminska, a soprano

from Warsaw opera, who is called
the Polish Jerltza, is engaged for a
season to Vienna opera.
Jan Klepuro, who sang In the

Chicago opera, has . a' song-bird
brother, who appears under the
name of Ladis.
ZASP is going to have a theatre

of its own of more than 1,700 seats,
with a hotel for the artists.
Szyfman, Tuwlm and Jarossy

have agreed to conduct Polski,
Maly and Banda together.
Nowaczynski has written a play,

'An American Comedy.'
Argentina gave a recital, very

well liked.
Joseph Rolidzynski has been ap-

pointed director in the. Central Film
Office in the Ministry of Interior.
Though business is very bad in

Warsaw, 16 theatres are running,
not counting cinemas.
Miss Bolska and Mr. Zdanowicz,

revue artists, left Poland for U.S.A.
•Chopin's prize, which is given

every five years in Poland, was won
by a Russian, Uninsky, and the sec-
ond prize went to Imre Ungar, a
young, blind Jewish pianist from
Hungary.
Unemployed artists are having a

hard time in Poland. Late opera
singer, a tenor from Odessa, is sing-
ing in the streets, and one can hear
a very good orchestra under the
baton of former member of the
Philharmonic organization. In Adrla,
the popular dancing place, a young
barrister has become a 'gigolo.'
More and more the women are

coming Into prominence in War-
szawa's artistic field: Miss Solska
runs Zoliborz theatre, Miss Wy-
socka will be the manageress of
Municipal theatre in Lodz; another
woman conducts Jaskolka theatre.
And of the five biggest dancing
schools in the city, three are run
by women.
Municipality has informed moving -

pictures managers that it will re-
duce taxes if the film renting scale
is reduced. In Polish Silesia a boy-
cott, against German and American

r

.renting offices was effective. Latest
talk is that taxes for films will be
fixed by the municipality and a rep-
resentative of the Society of Kino
.owners.

Cinema houses adopted a resolu-
tion not to play revues.

'Wild Fields' touted as Hie best
Polish film turned out a weak sister.
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REVIVAL SAVES

LA. AS HAT

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

•Hang Up Your Hat,' the one legit

nroduction showing locally last

week, folded Saturday night (3)

when the cast discovered that co-
operative didn't pay off. Musical
started two wrecks ago with high
hopes, little advance and ho b. r.

Musicians, stage hands ,
and chorus

were covered -by bonds, principals

and business' staff, took their

chances. First week grossed $1,200,

second and final week did slightly

Jess.
'As Husbands Go' with Pauline

Frederick starred, reopened the El
Capitan Sunday (4) to a fair ad-
vance. Piece was produced at the
Belasco last spring and lasted but
one week. El Capitan has been
closed for four weeks.

Estimates for Last Week
'Hang Up Your Hat/ Music Box

(2d and final week) (M-966-$1.60).
"When the principals discovered their

efforts in this co-ppper were for
love, they decided to quit. Final
stanza got $1,000.

'One Way* and 'Feminine'

Playing Little Theatres
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Two little theatre productions are
current, with runs of two weeks set.

At the Spotlight is 'One Way
Street,' comedy by June Terry
Plckrell and Blaine Sweet, which
Lloyd Ingraham directed.

Garret club has Truman Curtis'

Infernal Feminine' at the Egan.

Engagements

Emily Ross, Suzanne Freeman,
Jack Harwood, Elmer Grandin,
Jonathan Hole, Henry Sherwood,
Frederick G. Lewis, Clyde Veaux,
Owen Martin, Carl Stall, Herbert
.Warren, Bertram Millar, George
Gllday, John Emerson, Tony Blair,
Glen Beveridge, Royal G. Stout,
•Black Water' (complete cast).
Helen Flint, 'The Pure in. Heart.'
Morris Carnovsky, 'Success Story.'

. Georgia Caine, Jane Wyatt, Roy
Gordon, Jane Seymour, Dorothy
Walters, Ray Barrett, James Seeley,
/Dinner at Eight.'
Mae McCabe, Chester Clute, Ruth

Edejl, Earl Eby, 'Triplets.'
Marjorle Cook, Clyde Franklin,

Kate Morgan, Edward F. Nannary,
Stanley Wood, Kendall Foster, Mark
Schweld, Beverly Sltgreaves, Con?
rad Cantzen, Harry Cooke, ; Homer
Barton, Albert Hayes, Donald Mac

-

Millan, Harry Carville, 'Good Earth.'
Louise Prussing, 'Manhattan Med

ley.'

Eddie Conrad, Sam Dody, Jeanie
Lang, Vickl Cummings, Wilma Cox,
Knight and Olln, Henriette De Goff,
Lee Wiley. : 'Forward March.' .

Guy Bates Post, 'His Majesty.
Paul Muni, Jennie Moscowitz,

Mary Servoss, Ann Teeman, Dor
othy Day, Sue Moore, Doris Under-
wood, Harry Mervis, Martin Wolf-
son, Jack Leslie, Malka Kornstein,
Conway Washburne, Angela Jacobs,
Ned Glass, Sam Bonnell, John
Qualen, J. Hammond Dailey, T. H
Manning, Buddy Proctor, David
Vivian, . June Cox, Jules Garfield,
Elmer Bro./n, William Vaughn.
'Counselor at Law' (complete cast).

Rose Hobart, Frances Fuller, 1
Loved You Wednesday.' »

Esther Dale, 'Carrie Nation.'

TRUST THE SHIP
That triumphs Over

the Storm!
Confidence rests in the ship with
a record of storms conquered.
The record of LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANIES in every test in-
creases public confidence in this
sound and safe investment.

Let us show you how to weather
the storm—how to provide for
that rainy day when you are no
longer able to earn an income.

For further information write

JOHN J.

KEMP
INSURANCE

551 Fifth Ave., New York

Phones: Murray Hill 2-7838-7839
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Future Phys

'Singapore,' by Harold Woolf, will
be put Into rehearsal next week by
Johny Henry Mears.

'I Loved You Wednesday,' by Molly
Ricardi and Wm. Du Bois, will be
put Into rehearsal by Crosby Gaige.
Will take the place of 'Angel* which
has presented casting; difficulties.

Rose Hobart and Frances Fuller
wlil have the leads. Will try out In
Great Neck Sept. 24.

'Mademoiselle/ Jacques Duval's
play, will go into rehearsal next
Monday (12) with Grace George and
Alice Brady co-starred. W. A. Brady
produces.

To Relight in Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 6.

Liberty theatre, old time legit

house, closed to everything but a
few roadshows for the past five

years, has been re-leased by the
Lincoln Theatre Corp. Joy Sutplien,

previous manager, has been im-
ported to make negotiations for a
stock company, to play this winter.
Trying to land the Elitch's Garden
players, at the completion of their
season .In the Denver park.

WINNIPEG STOCK OFF
Winnipeg, Sept. 6.

A report, that Doc. Howden, for.

mer stock operator here, was to re
open the Dominion theatre, must be
changed. The Doc. lost the usual
autumn contest for the .house to
Albert Hebert, who will operate a
picture policy of second runs, with
local vaudeville occasionally.
Hebert was formerly accountant

for E. E. McClaskey who ran Do
minion stock some years ago. Mc-
Claskey was taken Into court for
back salary by actors.

SHAW PLAT ON COAST
Pasadena, Cal., Sept. 6,

Pasadena Community Playhouse
gave George Bernard Shaw's 'Cap-
tain Brassbcund's Conversion' Its

western premiere, Aug. 30.

Morris Ankrum, Mary Grey, Mon
tagu Love, Donald Stewart, Charles
Gerrard, Hal Boyer, Hector V.
Sarno, John Hallam, Frank Lydiard,
Joseph Hamilton, Henri Kleinbach,
Louis La Vole, Harry Shumway,
Thomas Browne Henry and Selwyn
Myers In cast. Directed by James
B. Fagan.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Humpty Dumpty' (Schwab
& De Sylvia) Fulton.

'Lilly Turner* (Abbott &
Dunning) Morosco.

. 'Nona' (Peggy Fears) Van-
derbilt.

'Clear All Wires' (Schumlin)
Times Square.
'The Stork U Dead'. (A. H,

Woods) Apollo.
'Americana' (Shuberts) Bijou.

'Of The* I Sing' (road) (Sam
H. Harris) Music Box.
'Manhattan Medley' (L.Law-

rence Weber) Longacre.
'Vanities' (Carroll) Broad*

way.
'The Budget* (Ford & Askln.)

Hudson.
The Good Earth' (Theatre

Guild) Guild.

'Man Who Reclaimed His
Head' (Weber & Hammerstein)
Broadhurst.

'Triplets' (Mark Linder) 209

West 49th Street.

'Counsellor at Lav/ (Rice).

Plymouth.
The Laugh Parade,' Black

Water,'. 'Passing Show' have
opened out of town.

BELASCO CONTINUES DARK
Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Belasco stays dark for another
three weeks at least, due to the 'Cat
and the Fiddle' continuing at the
Curran, ' Frisco. Musical, now
rounding out Its fifth week there,

has three more to go, with a possi-
bility of five.

No successor is in sight for the
Curran, with the management un-
decided on doing 'The Bride the
Sun Shines On.' ..

PHfllY LEGIT

STILL UPSET

Philadelphia, Sept. 5.

Legit situation is still very much
scrambled and most mysterious
here, with only three houses, Chest
nut and Forrest (UBO) and Gar
rick, indie, at all certain. Shubert
has been leased, supposedly by Er
langer-Shubert combine interests,

and the Shuberts' musical version
of 'Cyrano' Is due next month. Broad^
also to be run Independently, with
Samuel Nirdliriger as director, is re-
ported as re-lighting in about a
month.
"Flying Colors" has never recov

ered from the thumbs-down opin-
ion of first-nighters and critics, al-

though the revue Is in better shape.
In its second week at the Forrest,
gross was not over an estimated
$17,000. Management, realizing show
needed plenty doctoring, held It In
for third week, despite drooping box
office activity. Tamara Geva has
rejoined cast, and more favorable
word-of-mouth, plus - expected
cooler weather, may boost biz a
notch or two.
Next openings are next Monday.

Garrlck has "Nona" with Lenore
Ulric, and Forrest has new Shubert
revue, 'Americana.' The Chestnut
joins the parade on the 19th with
the Theatre Guild's 'Good- Earth,'
first of the newly-formed American
Theatre Society's subscription plays.
Other bookings are very uncertain
indeed, though Le. Gallienne is set at
the Forrest for the week of Oct. 10.

Absence of Labor D\y openings is

most unusual in Phllly, even during
recent times. There used to be three
or four on an average.

They're Off! on 1932-33; 4 Entries

Swell B'way Show List to Eleven

tynara/ Chi, $11,000

. Chicago, Sept. 6.

'Cynara/ with the town to itself,

was hovering around $11,000 when
the first week's biz was in. This
will probably be improved this week
with a holiday to help the Grand
Opera House.

'Another Language' enters next
Sunday (11) to get the legit season
looking more like it was open.

'CAT $15,000, 5TH WK.;

'6-2/ AT 75c, $3,800, Sf.

San Francisco, Sept. 5.

•G-2,* the army play by Myron
Goldsmith, local auditor and former
military officer, for which he acted
as his own angel, did a fairish week
at the Alcazar, operating at 75c. top.
Goldsmith had Emll Boridesoh and
George Bole running the house for
him. Take was $3,800, enough to

get by.
Alcazar again goes dark with

Duffy planning a production short-
ly, though he has laid out no def-
inite plans. Announcement of Duffy's
intention to do something soon
nipped in .the bud a plan of Bald-
win McGaw to do co-op stock in the
Alcazar, provided he could get a
break with unions, as he had al

ready gotten with Winship Estate,
owners of Alcazar property.

'Cat and the Fiddle' continued
healthily at Curran, and has been
held for two weeks more. In Its

fifth stanza gross was up to pre
vlous weeks with $16,000. Musical
has clicked solidly here . and has
given Belasco & Curran courage to
plan production of- others, possibly
'Show . Boat' among them.

dark.

This week, featured by Labor
Day, sees the technical start of the
legit season of 1932-33; Four new
productions are on the premiere
card which ducked Monday because
of the holiday and is dated to begin
tonight. By Thursday there will be
11 shows on Broadway. Another
quartet is due in next week.
Broadway is looking for a success

so that early season business
chances may be indicated.
As yet nothing rated a sure thing

at try-out has been reported, but
there is always a likelihood that
New York will hall shows over
which out of town audiences did
not enthuse.

Holiday Exodus
Last week saw -the hottest'

weather of the summer and grosses
of the three musicals which have
been holding over dropped at least
$2,000. All shows having Wednes-
day matinees were further affected
by the. eclipse of the sun. -It was
anticipated that Friday, and Satur-
day business would be off because
of the put of town ruBh over Labor
Day. It was estimated that 2,000,000
people, or about 30% of New York's
population, quit the parched city.-
First musical of the season ar-

.

rived last week wKen 'Smiling Faces*
bowed in at the Shubert, First
nlghters didn't tmnk much of it and
business, after the'standee premiere
was rather blah/ No other openings.
Incoming card next week: 'Flying

Colors,' Imperial; 'Clear All Wires,'
Times Square;/ 'Black Water,' Man-
hattan. 'Counsellor at Law' will re-
sume at Plyiriouth. A show called
'Triplets' may! be added, house not
definite. No closings last Saturday
and none announced for this- week.

Estimates for Last Week
'Another Language,' Booth (20th

week) (C-708;$3y 30). Has not had.
a losing weeki eased off under $9,-

Inside Stuff-Legit

(Continued from page 36)

ticket have a b.o. $4.40 top there is only 10c. addition to that beneficial

fund..

If the ad'mish is $6.50 there is no percentage for the Shubert fund,
but it is not expected that there will be any shows at that top this sea-

son. But should the show only be $2.20 the amount added will be 30c.

per ticket or per person.
And they say that over in Philly there Is a theatre built on pass money.

Just an Item of $226,000.

Paul Robeson, who sailed for Europe last week to play concert dates
in England and Holland, may rejoin 'Show Boat' In the late autumn. He
is replaced by the understudy, Robert Raines.'

Like others in the cast, Robeson was under a run of the play contract.

However, prior to A. C. Blumenthal taking over the management, just

before Flo Ziegfeld's death, notice was posted that the engagement was
week to week.
Up to Aug. 15, either the management or the run-contract players

could have given one week's notice. Robeson was the only -player to do

so. The original contracts now assume the original status—for the run

of the show.

That Bill Brady induced his daughter, Alice, and wife, Grace George,

to co-star in his next play, 'Mademoiselle,' is rio . surprise. Brady has

wanted Alice to work for him for a long time and Miss George was set

for the play from the first, she also having adapted it from the Jaques

Duval original. , v
At one. time Brady wanted Billie Burke to co-star with Miss George,

but couldn't get together on terms.

Oscar Ragland Who was a fixture with the Fred Stone shows, as con-

trast to the almost invariable dwarfs, has been limping around Ocean
Beach, Fire Island, L. I. He tried to cross that fringe of broken glass

that guards the pearly beach from the herd and a. rusty nail punctured

his big toe. When a man of Ragland's weight steps on a nail, that's

something, and for a time they pondered on taking off the whole foot.

'Forward March/ the Lew Brown-Ray Henderson musical, will open

out of town Oct. 27 and arrives on Broadway after election.

Idea behind show, besides coin, is that a musical can be successfully

put across without name players.

50 YEARS AGO
(From 'Clipper')

. (Continued from page 36)

which ended the act and Blondln
shinned down a rope and fixed it-

Newspapers gave him such a rave
that he paid to have a translation

inserted in 'Clipper/'

how spat
,
among mem. 000 last week,Abut okay profit

Geary, Columbia and Tlvoll stllh -Ballyhoo of. 199%' 44th St. (1st
week) (R-1,326^3.86). Presented
independently (Gensler, Anthony,
Connolly & Patterson); revue tried,
out twice opens tonight.
'Best Years,' Bijou (1st week)-

(CD-fil6-$3.3«')/ Presented by Shu*
bert receivers and Elizabeth Miele;'
written by Raymond Van Sickle;]
opens Wednesday (7).

'Bridal Wise/ Cort (15th week)'
(C-1,043; $3.30), With no new show
booked In co-operdtive venturo may
stay.through month; $3,500 to $4,000
average.

'Cat and Fiddle,' Cohan (48th
week) (M-l,400;$3.30). Eased off
because of heat wave and dipped
under ' $10,000; may stay another;
three weeks; due to tour then.
'Here Today/ Barrymore-* (1st

week) (C-l,116-$3.30). Presented
by Sam H. Harris; written" "by,

George Oppenhelmer; liked at try-*
out; opens tonight.
'Man Who Reclaimed His Head/

Broadhurst (1st week) (D-1,118^
$3.30).- Presented by Arthur Ham-
merstein and L. Lawrence Weber;'
written by Jean Bart; opens Thurs-
day (8).

'Of Thee I 8ing/ Music Box (37th'
week) (M-l,000-$6.60). Musicals
dropped under drive of heat; ho
exception with prize winner, which
grossed $24,000. .

'Smiling Faces,' Shubert (2d
week) (M-l,395-$3.30). Opened Tues-
day last week; drew unfavorable
notices; with .ieat another bad
break, initial pace disappointing;;
no agency call.

Other Attractions
'Show Boat/ Casino (Carroll)

(17th week); revival still making
money, but last week was down
$3,000 from previous pace; about
$24,000.

'That's Gratitude,' Waldorf; re-
vival; small money.

Charles L. Davis took the back
page to tell he was going out again

in 'Alvln Joslin.' Advertised for

rentals as he did not play on shares.

Told he would not give free tickets

to stockholders, councilmen, police-

men or for license, but always glad

to welcome the profession.

Kiralfy Bros. had dropped
'Michael Strogoff' in favor of a re-

vival of "Black Crook' and 'Around
the World in 80 Days/ Used a live

elephant in one of the scenes of the

latter.

Bartholomew's Equine Paradox
was playing Rand's Opera House,
Troy. After a couple of days sev-

eral of the horses were lamed going

up and down the stairs to this sec-

ond floor theatre. The star horse

was withdrawn as a precaution..

James Owen O'Connor was tour-

ing in readings. He had to play

back of a net to escape the vege-
tables.

15 YEARS AGO
(From 'Variety' and 'Clipper')

(Continued from page 35)-

looked better at the Hamilton, and
so he figured it must be the house
that was to blame.

.

Vaude actors were warned to stay
out of Mexico. Revolution made it

tough on everyone,, especially the
Women.

Battle scenes on the Italian front
were being advertised. One wild-
cat renter had two sets of titles;

one for German and the other for
Italian bookings.

Stephen Daltdn, a contortionist,

appeared before a draft, board in

Mansfield, O., for examination. Docs
exempted him on account of a hip
dislocation, but Dalton explained
and joined out.

Rock and White made the U. B. O.
a sporting proposition. If they did

not break all house records at the
Palace, they didn't get a cent. If

they did it would be $3,500.

AHEAD AND BACK
Clarence Jacobson is company

manager of 'Tha Green Pastures/
which opened its third season in
Boston Monday (6), succeeding the
late Howard Smith, who died in
Denver, during the final week of last
season's engagement. William Fields
and Elliott Foreman are in advance.

NON -SMARTING
TEARPROOF
ZMaybelline
Here's. what you've been
wanting — for Off stage
and on. A feel eyelash *

darkerrer; one -that goes V
on righ^the 1irst time ahd f
that wo'o't run, smear or
smart w/th tears or per-
spirstrrJn. Positively non-smarting!
popular mascara yith the profession
harmless. Try the .NEW Maybellineiibjji . iiit .nbiT it ia j.w 1 1 1 1 iu * wipv

Brown, 75c ot any toilet gobds'counter,

The most
Perfectly
Black or.

.EYELASH BEAUTIFIER



VARIETY Tuesday, Septeniber 6,

,
Ray, Knitter Drown*

.Believed to, have 'suffered a' heart

. attack white: swimming, Raymond
Knlater, 32, . well known Canadian

notion
,
writer/,was drowned in Lake

S^. Clair, Canada; Aug. 29. One of

the most promising of the younger

Canadian writer^; he came into lit-

erary prominence about 10 years ago

with his book, column In the 'Bor

der Cities, Star.' :; .

Going to the U, S., he commenced
to sell short notion to the class

mags and . repeatedly received
O'Brien's triple star. He 'also' con
tributed to This Quarter,' published
in Paris. His last novel was 'White
Narcissus/ A year agot Knlater was
awarded the $2,5Q0 .nrst prize for a
novel offered by Graphic Publishers.
Book was a novelized life of Shelley
titled 'My Star Triumphant.' Tome
was never

,
published because .of the

subsequent bankruptcy .of tlie .pub-

lishers,. £he prize money, howeveri
ha4beeh. jp^id prior; to' bankruptcy

''proceedings.
, -ri-i ..V'!.'.

.ttftister 'leaves'; ,a\wife apd tw;o

children. His closest friends' were;

Mqrley Callaghan, the novelist,, and
Wjlson. MacD.onald, the: poet. ..

, >Haya Bans 'Eye-Opener'

First- magazine to receive, the
censorship tightening of the -studios

and' the> Hays, organization, follow
lng recent . oft-color fan magazine
articles,' is the 'Calgary Bye 'Open
er,' editorship of which was recently-

taken over by Annette Fawcett, ex-

wife of Capt Billy Pawcett •
'

Hays •- office has ' notified: > the.

studios, that the magazine .is riot

sufficiently- dignified ' to ' warrant
studio co-operatlpn. •

: '

: A hew Hollywood chatter depart-
ment-brought .down the Haysian
frown,. . - : l.v.; : . • . .

Best Sellers

Best sellers for week ending Aug. 47, as reported 'by The American
News Co. •

Fiction.

.'The- Fountain' (^2.50) ».*... ..:,..i/.By Charles Morgan.

'Obscure Destinies' ($2.00) . . ........ By Willa Cather

'Lark Ascending' ($2.50) .....g.. LS .........*>.&yMBLZo&e La Roche

'Sheltered Life' ($2.50) .By Ellen Glasgow

'Good Earth' ($2.ffO> , . . . . ... ... ^By Pearf S. Buck ;

•Faraway' ($2.75)' >Bjr J. B. Priestley-

'" Non-Fiotion

•More Merry Go Round' ($3.00) ......... .. v..«'..»Anbnymous

. •What We Live. By* ($2.50) .; .'.. ....[.. . .By Abbe Ecneit Dlrrmet

•Twenty Thousand Tears in Sing Sing* ($2.50). ...By. 1(. E. Lawea :

fEpic of America'. ($3.75) .By John' Truslow Adams
•A Nevj.Way to Better Golf ($2.00). .By A. J. Morrison

•Only Yesterday' ($3.00) ............. .....By Frederick Lewis Allen

. ftoward Rocttey publishes his 12th
novel, 'This Thing Called Freedom'
through Macaulay. It starts hot and
growW hotter, a deft weaVe of forr
rirf incldehf in New" York highlife hi
which'' well denned plot structure
g^ves kidded Interest to Hhe'^ex^eH-r

«Wje8{,$r' a wealthy
.
yourigf ' heiress

who' "'pretty • thoroughly.' tangles her
affairs .in an investigation of love.

When things get* to too'high a ten-
sion the : author proceeds to - take
thd 'easiest 'way out by ' making
everyb'ddy"' happy, reconciling;' • the
estranged married.'c6uples'a.nd'mar>-

• ryihg off'the singletons. * :r
.

y -

'The. final chapter la a; distinct drop
frbhi what has gone before. AH told'

In graceful style and"With • convic-
tion;" Worth'-a once overl

-•il; .-• -,
'

-'''
' '

-.: 'j
i

'_ '

.

' Beauty.' Hints "7;
:

Eyeh the men get their share of
advice jn how to *Be. Beautiful,' pub-,

llsbed ^ by 1>. Appleton Se Co',. [ and
written .by Edith Porter; jiapish and
Flqi^ ;& .Orr. The latter has con-,

ducted! ' a . beauty department ' in

newspapers, but neither is a profes-
sional beauty specialist.

There is an entire chapter for men
With, instructions on how. to shave,
wash the face, reduce the waist line,

abolish red and shiny noses and ad-
vice on whether or not to grow a
moustache. There Is another chap-;
ter. for children, but the bulk of. the
pages are given over to the women.
Rather, ah 4>dd product from Apple-
ton's

. but authentic and -probably
valuable to those Interested.

Mountain News' for $200,000 for al-

leged libel resulting, from a story

in the 'News' which reported a
speech by Walter, Walker, publisher

oif .the Grand Junction 'Sentinel' and
Democratic state chairman. Roy W,
Howard; chairman of 'the board of

the S'cripps-Howard. Newspapers;
Robert P. Scripps; editorial, director

of these ;
papers, arid; Charles E

Lounsbury, afe named Joint de-

fendants.
Walker" attacked Bohflls in his

speech arid Bonflis charges that

publication of the, speech was 'In-

tended and designed to' injure and
aggrieve,' etc;

.

' -] : His Own ' Publisher -

! Another scribbler is turning "pub-

lisher following rejection of his

work by the first-line publishers. He
fa Fletcher Dobyns, and the title "of

his work 'Is "The Underworld of

American Politics.'

Action of Dobyns fallows that of

Newton Plummer, writer "on finan-

cial topics, whose 'The Great Amer-
ican Swindle' is an expose, Plum-
mer, like Dobyns, mentions nameB
and date's in his

1

account, and no
pilblishing house wbuld" take "it. The
Plummer book to" 'now on- the
presses, he finally, deciding to pub-
lish himself,

Dobyns has arranged with John
H. Hopkins, the" book distributor,

to handle' his sales. Otherwise he is

the book's sole sponsor. i. . \

.Both the, Dobyns. and Plummer
books wlil appear at about the sarnie

time:
'

'
'

'
.

I
By Way of Brooklyn.

Couple of young Brooklyn hope-

fuls are going Into . the bqdk-pub-

Ilshlhg business. Name selected for

the - enterprise Is Coventry House.

They are" working out of the home
of one of their number.

First book to be issued
,
by Cov-

entry House wilt be. 'It Never. Could.

Happen,' by Shaemus. O'Sheel, one
of the publishing house sponsors.

Book gives the belief of what might
have happened had the troops called

out by the President to evict the

bonus campers refused to carry out

the order.

'Satisfaction' Poems
One of the most naive statements

of editorial policy for a magazine is'

that carried by 'Favorite Poems arid

Prose/ a Minneapolis 25c. quarterly.
The editor, William August Keller,

sayS that, many contributors sericl

material' gratis, their 'return* being
the pleasure of seeing their stuff in

print.-
' If payment Is expected, con"T

trlbutors are advised to so Indicate

It 'on their manuscripts, with the
minimum price mentioned. Editor
Keller says, that he is willing to pay
for suitable material,' although the
amount must be necessarily small.

He is in the market for short
stories with unexpected endings,
mystery tales and the like, in addi
tiori-' to poem.;. The magazine car
rlefi' pictures of .contributors on the
front cover page and alongside their

poems. - '

'

Don Ryan's Next

"Qon Ryan has .ahother book com-
ing put in spring, 'The Pool of, Nar-
cissus.' Coylcl, Frlede ia publishing,
Ryan, In addition to an occasional

studio writing job, is doing a col
umn for the 'Daily News,' Los An-
geles tabloid.

*
. Bonfils' Libel Charge.;

v

.
F. ;-G. BonHlH, publisher of the

Denver 'Post,' has sued the 'Rocky

Wild and Wooly

With the western tale back In

favor, a couple of boys are getting

out a new pulp monthly .to carry

that type of story only.. Title is

'Rapid-Fire. Western Stories/ and
only, the shootln'est and rldln'est

yarns are. wanted.
.Behind the new publication, are

Leonard C. Variderhoogt and Tr'ygve
Aarstad. Ladys are carrying . around
their offices in their hats, but will

receive, stories and scribblers at
their printer's. ,

! First issue^ In 9ptoher» wi*h
things set for a second issue, al

ready..

'MonitorV 24-3heoti 1
'

First time In Los An'geles that the

'Christian . Science Monitor* has put
on a sales' campaign. Paper lias 24

sheets spotted in. both L. A, and
iBeverly . Hifts, though Beyerly. has
.been .allotted more' than L. A.

'

. 'Monitor' is evidently ' after* the
classier readers of the high hat com-
munity.

"

Pitt'a Radio Mag .. ....

New air fan weekly, 'Radio Review,'
slated for Pittsburgh Sept. 17. Be-
ing published and edited by Darrell
V. Martin, until six months ago ra-
dio editor of the Pittsburgh 'Sun-
Telegraph.'
'.Listed as associate editor is Miss
Bert Callahan, with Art 'Gorlnaii,
Cjarl King and A. K. Rosswell'
tagge'd as contributors'. Also oh the
editorial.aboard are R0bertr Saudlck
and Leonard Mehdlowltz.
Mag will .carry , tho. program list-

ings of the .local stations and sell,

at. a. dime. ..„ .:".
.

.... ... ., -...,

Book's 'Teaser'

Teaser for . Willa Cather's • 'Ob-
scure Destinies,' which prints only
the first few pages of each of. three
stories, with the balance of pages-
blank, Is proving a harvest, for- a'

Los Angeles chap. • •

Latter Is selling them to the girls
for two bits & copy as diaries.

New Agents '

Racy Miller, author's agent, -has
formed a combination with Beatrice
Atlasfl, Vasstar graduate and .daugh-
ter of an- Illinois banker. ••

Will handle books and plays and.
have already sold one drama;- >

Real Names of Authors

John Rhode, author of 'Dead- Men
at. the Foity/ is Cecil J. C. Street.

Berta Ruck, who wrote 'This Year,
Next -Tear/ is' Mrs

-

. George Oliver.

Eleanor Chase, credited with -'The

Last of Wlsd'm/- is Mrs. Maurice
Fatlo.

'Free Preas'-Trib' Rumors
Plenty of rumors continue in De-

troit about the future of the 'Free
Press' with as many denials that
the paper will be taken ov.or. by the
Chicago 'Tribune' after the national
election. 'Free Press' Is a strong ad-
ministration sheet
Key men b£ the 'Mirror' start are

still hanging around, town, includ-
ing Frank Carson, managing editor.

Understood, although they all re-

fuse to talk, that these men are get-
ting halt pay with instructions to
keep their mouths closed and wait.

Chatter ' / ".

Joseph Hergesheimer to the Medl
terranean.
Alfred A. Knopf has Robert Na

than. •

'

Eight printings already for Ishbel
Ross's 'Promenade Deok.'
Mead Mlnnlgerode married
William Plomer the first scribbler

t6 carry a stooge, '

: A collection of Harry- Crosby's
pieces have come over to this side
in a memorial edition.

. Mabel Zelten back from Carmel.
Declares it's, too near Hollywood to
permit serious writing.
Rhymesters had to show their

poetry at the door to get into the
Vagabonds' poets' party and dance.
Louis Adamic' visiting the scenes

of his boyhood between chapters of
his new, novel.
"Virginia Hersch in Provlncetown.
Austin Clarke- has completed his

first prose effort.

Silas Bent says his first novel will

be his last.

James Young, one time picture, di-

rector, has placed his hovel, 'What
Price Sex in Hollywood/ with
Pegasus.
Harold 1 Matson is the new Ann

Watkins associate'. ' -

.Paul Green's first novel comes out
this ' month. Called 'The Laughing
Pioneer.'

P. - G. Wodehouse- >has definitely

quit Long Island.
J. P. McEvoy posing without his

beloved beret
John Galsworthy gallanty -gives

his wife precedence in credits for
that 'Carmen' translation.
Hamlin Garland doing more reml

niscing. .

Willie Shlffrln now hanging his
hat in the new Leland Hayward-
James Cowan agency.
Jack DoVino may go to the Coast.
Walter 1 Snow has become cine of

the most prolific of the pulp con-
trlbs.

• Norman Beasley wrote that forth-
coming book debunking the medicos.
Thames Williamson was born on

an Indian reservation, . hence that
Indian book. V

l
James Cain staying in Hollywood

i
Harry J. Stewart has sent his first,

novel off.

Warning to publlshera: If Mark
(Continued on page 46)

Stock Market
;

'. (Continued from page 7)

jlng the collapse of August hopes.
With that precedent in mind, the

confident buying of Saturday is sig-
nificant, in that it gives every Indi-
cation that the summer bulls of
1032 foel certain of their position
that the turn has come as the test
of autumn recovery draws near.
As to. the 'amusement issues,' the

cliques operating on- the bull side
ought to have a fairly clear line on
the outlook.. Certainly the whole'
industry has gone a long, way to get
the stage for a .recovery by their
thorough' houseclbanlhg and the ad-
ministrative reform they have put
In effect east and west.
The Saturday demonstration In

the picture stocks was mild as com-
pared with, the favorites of the out-
side- public, such .-as Steel, Tele-
phone, Westinghouse and- .the like,

and it may be that the sponsors of
theatre shares felt

(
the move had

gone as tar as it shoujd at this
time, the -amuse'ments being tradi-
tionally ' 'winter stocks/ '"

It ' was
noted also' that realizing was not so
.well taken 'in the*amusement bonds.
There

,
were, uniform gains in the

leading shares, while bonds were off
in all cases, a. few moderately, but
several rather drastically marked
down". RKO stock, was. unchanged
at the week 1 end, while the Keith
liens were 1 down 1i 'points. Loew
bonds lost a point while the common
stock climbed to- a new: -peak and the
Loew -preferred moved up nearly 4
to the year's, top at 79%, less than
10 below, the bonds,. Paramount's

obligations. lost about 3 and 4 re
sfpectlvely. for the 5>6's and
*hile the common Mock was. but
fractionally down.
AH these bonds; --of cuorse, have

jumped tremendously from their
June lows, and profits must be
tempting. Also It Is probable that
'lh some cases the companies are
buyers, of their own bonds and are
riot anxious to pay more for them
than necessary. Principally, how-<
ever, the speculative lure remains in
common stocks, and bond prlqcs are
less fewaye'd. by trader enthusiasms;
Fox Stock -was an exception to the

rule. It touched a new high early
in the week, hut publication of its
income statement around mid-week
seemed to wet- blanket its follow-
ers.- Company reported net loss of
$4,015,408 for the 26 weeks: to June
26 after depreciation, Interest and
federal taxes. "This compares with '

net, profit of $70,605 for . the same
period of 1.931. . In addition to the
deficit. ,given, provision was made
for $753,688 settlement of contracts
made in prior years, making total
loss $4,728,32$, against surplus. A
credit appears in the item of $40,828/
tor unrealized profits on foreign, ex-
change.-.

: Paramount suffered a minor set--
back when Baiaban & Katz dlrec-

.

tors voted to pass the dividend, on

-

that, stock, majority of which -is

owned ,by Par. In the previous
quarter' the old rate of 76 cents a
quarter was cut to 37^ cents. • B.
& K. declared Its usual quarterly
rater* of $1.76 on- its preferred.

'

Summary for week ending Sept. 3:.
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Salsa. . Issue and rata,

1.100 American Seat.

.

: ,8,200 ' Columbia "P. vtc'
.. 800 Consol. Film
'' 3,800 donsof, Fllm' pfd, i ......... ..
23,400' ISaatraan ~ Kddalt (3).....'.....;...
27,400 Vox, Class A j. .

.402,300 Qen. plec. (40c.)
- 100.' -Keith pfd. ......
48,100.- Loew (3)...

600 Do pref. (0%)
1,800* -Madison 'Sq. "Qardon. .. '.'.'. .*.'....

1.4O0 Met-G-M pref. <1.81»

. . . . 18C Orpheum pfd
,134,200 .Paramount
89,000' >Fattie Exchange

.
.', 3,200 Father, Class A
836,700 Radio Corp •

14,700 RKO
' 2,000 Shubert

00> Universal pret (8). ... . ...v...i.
52,800 Warner Bros.....,.;..,

100 " Do' ptd..
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Oyer' the Counter, N. V. .

Bid. -Asked.
1% Roxy, Class A (3.50).

Incorporations

New York
' Albany, N. T., Sept. 5.

Foster AmuDement Con*., Kings, -mo-
tion picture,. l'JO shares no par.

. Elm Theatre Corp., Utlca, theatrical,
200 shares no par, (

Kitty Roth,- Inc., Manhattan, theatri-
cal costumes, 200 shares no par.
Motion rictures Sales & Service ' Co.,

Inc., Manhattan, . motion- pictures, - 200
shares no par.
SwenUel ' St \VllKOn, Inc., Manhattan,

picture niachlnoa of ' all kinds, 20.0 shares
no par.'

. . .
.

.
Cleveland Amusement Corp., Manhat-

tan, operated theatres, amusement
paries, $2f0,000. .

,
Enterprise Vllm Corp.. New York, gen-

eral picture business,' 10 .shares no par.
Screenart Vletores, Inc., -Mdnhaittan,

pictures, 300 . sharcB no par.
Theatre. Scree? Corp.. Hempstead,

theatrical, 200 shares no par.
:. Westport. Productions, Inc., Now York,
theatrical,- $10,009.-
• Pierce- Amwemept Corp., .

Manhattan,
amusement parks, theatres, $20,000.
> Aoorn Theatrical' Enterprises, Inc.,
Manhattanj llve'atrteal, . 200 shares no
par. ..

;Him Pu'rcJinslhg Corp:, Manhattan,
picture- bUBlrtess,- °- 820,00Ov

;
-Explorer Submarine Corp:, Manhattan,

deal In plcturos, 100 shares no par.
Lelanil Ha;ward Inc., New. York,

theatrical, 106. Bhares no par.
The Yule Corp., Bronx, theatrical scen-

ery, fireproof material, $20,000. ,

Mona Theatre Corp., .Manhattan, thea-.
tricni, $10,000.

GreenpOrt Playhouse, Inc., Manhattan,
theatrical enterprises, $2,000.

. I. Robert Samuels Productions, Inc.,
Manhattan, theatrical, $10,000.
Mndlson Piny Corp., Manhattan, thea-

trical, 100, shares no -par.
Winter Garden Co., Inc., Manhattan,

theatrical, amusements, entertainment,
100 shares no'' par.

, .

Kcn-AI-I)oo Amusement Corp., thea-
'tflcol, NoW Yhrk, $26,000.

Nntton.il Players, Inc., Manhattan,
theatrical, 210 shares' no par.
' Shnkespnore Amusement. Corp., Man-
hattan, furnish amusements, $20,000.

Tlio Other Una,- Inc., Manhattan, thea-
trical, $10,000. ••

Tllwll Amusement Knlerprlsos, Inc.,
Manhattan, tunusomcnts, theatrical, 200
uhnres no par.

Knnsnlt Producing Co.. Inc.. Manhat-
tan,: deal in plays,, plcturou. $10,000.
JamoNlovrn Air Itarofi, Inc., James-

f own, -Rfneral r.muicraent park business^
theulros, $1,000. .

t

:
Change of Capital

HCarttn Book Theatre Corp., Manhat-
tan, $220,000.

. Change of Name
From Majestic Pictures, - Inc., New

Y.ork, ' to. Majestic Pictures Corp..
.' California

Sacramento, Sept. E.

Coast Theatres Corp., County of Los
Angeles. Capital stock, 10 shares, none
subscribed. Thomas W. Pyle, C. M.
Shannon, -R. C. Callender .

California Films, Ltd., County of Los
Angeles. Capital stock, 10,000 shares,
none subscribed. Nell S. McCarthy, Earl
L. Banta, C. J. Hoyt, Jessie L. Hall,
Howard F. Hall.
Majestic Film Distributors, County of

Los -Angeles. Capital stock, 1,000. shares',
$3. subscribed, Irving Cohen, A. Boscho,
N. Wollrhan.
Moto-Speodwny Co., Ltd., City of Long

Beach.- Capital stock, $2b,00.0, none
subscribed. J. A. Crane, E. Crane, Chas.
Moist.
- Cinema- Digest Publishing - Co., Inc.,
County of Los Angeles. Capital stock.
$25,000, $3 bUbscrlbod. ' Howard Hall,
A. V. Falcone,- George Cohn. •

Permits to sell stock Isnued to:'
Irving Starr-Al Pelton, XUI. (fdrmorly

Demmy Lamoon-Al Pelton Ltd". ; formers
ly :Marathon Corp., Ltd.) Booking en-
tertainments. . Capital, 100 shares' no
par. Permitted to Issue all.

Hollywood Publications, Inc., motion
ploture .magazine publishing. Capital,
100 shares no par. Permitted to Issiie
all..:

Recreational Properties, Inc., reaf es-
tate. Capital, 100 shares no par. PerJ
inlttcd to Issue' all.-

•'

JUDGMENTS
Royal. Drondcastlng System; We.storn

Union; $01. •

Nort,li Shore Press: J, E, Llnde .Paper
Co.; $.180.

Libel Insurance
: The recently fopmcd Newspapers*
Mutual Insurance Society of Eng-
land already has 25 members, with
ether papers to transfer their libel

insurance when existing insura.nces
expire. '

••'•''

Organization was formed to com*
bat en masse the onerous libel ac-
tions with which the British" news-1

papers have to contend.
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RE-RATES AGENCIES
Biz Bad, Accounts Precious, Agencies

Wont Bargain with Stage Agents

Chicago, Sept. 6.

It used to be said that advertis-

ing agencies didn't like to do busi-

ness with theatrical booking offices

because the so-called 'Broadway'

mind, personality, and ethical out-

look were distasteful. Now there's

another more powerful reason—
fear. Advertising agencle.: don't

dare to do business with theatrical

booking agencle j because the pen-

alty in these days of skimpy bud-
gets is too shuddering to contem-
plate if a client catches an adver-

tising agency over-paying talent.

Firm in the belief that no theT
atrical booking office will ever
quote fair, salaries, radio scouts

have universally, if not officially,

discontinued all such contacts. They
deal with the actor direct at all

times, and, among themselves, ; like

to tell of incidents where they
bought so-and-so for half what a
theatrical office quoted.

Cited, locally is a headline at-

traction quoted to an advertising
agency at $1,600, with the positive

claim that the attraction was un-
der exclusive contract to the booker
and could be obtained nowhere else.

Within ' a week the account repre-
sentative was offered the same act
for $1,200 by one source and $1,100

by another. In two weeks the actor
signed direct for $476.

Caught Either Way
Advertisers themselves nowadays

make a point of finding out market
values in talent and are frequently
well informed. That's where the
fear comes in. An honest mistake
is ho excuse for . an advertising
agency. If they pay an entertainer

$700 and the advertiser finds out
the last job the entertainer worked,
at only paid $326, aside from any
suspicion of kickbacks, it's a case
of 'you're tod careless .with my
money, I'll take my account where
they're not so generous at my ex-
pense.' • ^
That has actually7 happened in a

couple of instances and has fright-

ened the
.
fraternity into the feeling

that it's too much of a gamble re-

gardless of the other drawbacks.
As a result, agencies are building

regular casting .files with names
addresses and descriptive comment
on available talent. By this method
and an underground grapevine that
Is being developed through mutual
necessity radio programs are en-
tirely cast while theatrical contact
men cool their heels outside in ante
chambers and get polite stalling

routine No. 1.

Coffee Acc't Lays Ground

For Air Program Switch
Maxwell House Coffee, NBC ac-

count, wants to revise the type of

program that it's now presenting.
Has an idea of adopting one of

those down south themes. To that
end it has auditioned the Hail John-
son choir, Mabel Jackson,. Jules
Bledsoe and Molasses and January,
colored comic duo.
...Same time a 25-pioce orchestra

under Don Vorhees was given a
hearing and Lanny Ross, holding
down the Maxwell spot with a
dance orchestra unit at the present
time, showed something different in

the way of a musical presentation.

NBC AFTERNOON SERIAL
'The Girl Who Lives Next Door,'

serial skit, goes WEAF three aft-

ernoons a week starting Sept.. 26,

for Diamond Tints.
Sessions will stay local for 13

weeks, with a switch to network
slated to follow, If it .clicks within
that time. Program is yet to be
cast.

TELE. SETS AT $75
London, Aug. 27.

Annual radio exhibition at Olym-
pia, just opened here, makes a heavy
play for television patronage, sets

being sold as cheaply as $75 at par.

Regular visual transmissions are
feeing linked up with the exposition.

$15,000 Survey

Lines along which one of the
big 10 among advertising agen-
cies conducted a recent radio
survey has excited much com-
ment of the bepuzzled sort in
broadcast circles.

Flock of inquiring boys and
girls were sent out into the
field to find out the listening
public's likes, and dislikes in
other entertainment, with spe-
cific instructions to confine
their approaches to clergymen
and schoolmarms. Theory here
was that these . two classes
would be the most unbiased
and the least likely to color
their reactions with the opin-
ions of others.

Job of collecting and com-
piling the info set the agency
back close to $16,000.

NBC'S N. E. LINK

TRAFFIC DEPT.

PROBLEM

Latest hitch for the NBC traffic

department in the matter of clear

ing time for commercial programs
has cropped up on the recently

organized New - England Broad
casting System. This regional group
of indie operated stations has noti-

fied the national.chain, with whom
they are affiliated* that the mem
bers have agreed to set aside a half

hour of choice evening time exclu

slvely .for spot broadcasting pur-
poses.

Segment of the clock picked by
the combine is between 7:30 and 8

o'clock, which means that hereafter

when NBC sells a program for this

stretch the New England web will

have to be eliminated from the line

up. Contracts involving this group
that are now in force will remain
unaffected.

Outlets making up the New Eng-
land Broadcasting link are WTIC,
Hartford; WEEI, Boston; WJAR,
Providence; WTAG, Worcester, and
WCSH, Portland.

When the quintet went network
on its own Aug. 1, with the primary
purpose of giving competition to

John Shepard's Yankee link, NBC
regarded the move with a certain

amount of uneasiness, but it had
nothing tangible to lie worried about
until this closing off of the evening
period.

WLS' Profitable Picnics

Develop New Wrinkle
. Chicago, Sept. 5.

Encouraged by the success and
profits of their lake steamer picnic

trips WLS, the farmer station with

more by-products than a meat-
packer, will charter a train Sept.

13, and take a picnic party to Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin.

WLS hillbilly entertainers will

go along, on the boats, and enter-

tain in the railroad coaches en

route. Two performances' will be

given at the Northport ballroom at

Geneva to which people from the

surrounding area not attending the

picnic will be admitted for a fee.

Johnstone's Expose
Chicago, Sept. 5.

.Ed Johnstone, who has been
broadcasting 'Romance of the

Thoroughbreds' all summer , over

WBBM is off the air.

He is framing another horse-

racing radio program that will ex-

pose some Inside stuff on the

crooked gambling angles of the

sport..

Radical Realignment of 10
Leading Agencies in Ra-
dio —- Their Ether Prog-
ress Is Wedge for Corral-

ling New Business—Top
' Money Income to Radio
From Advertising Agency
Is $400,000 from Lord &
Thomas — Thompson
Agency Second, $300,000

BLACKETT'S P ROGRESS

Past summer has Been a radical
realignment of the 10 leading adver-
tising agencies in radio. With the
exception of the agencies holding
first and deuce spots, the entire list

underwent shifting.

Despite the fact that radio covers
only 15% of the advertising busi-
ness, broadcasting has come to play
an important part in the fortunes
of an agency.

Several agencies have been mak
ing rapid strides upward through
their successes as ether merchan
disers. Because of these successes
they have been able to take over the
radio phases of general advertising
accounts held by other 'agencies and
in due time gather in the entire
ballyhoo budget of the account,
which takes in newsprint, magazine,
billboard, etc.

As a result of this situation, ob-
servers in the agency field predict,

a number of agencies now in Class
B and C rating will be up among
the first 10. within the next year or
two, while several have been hold-
ing topnotch position for years will

be watching the parade go by.

B-S-H Instance

Outstanding case in point of an
agency that has been hitting a fast
stride toward the top through its

achievements on the air is the
Blackett - Sample - Hummert outfit.

Trio merged their talents just a few
years ago, with Frank Hummert
coming away from Lord & Thomas
to do the radio specializing for the
organization. This agency now con-
trols almost as many accounts on
the air as any other firm in business,
though the individual expenditures
of its clients fail to rate them among
the 10 heaviest ether spenders.

From the amount of money each
are billed for monthly by the net-
works the following rate in this or-
der as radio's sources of revenue:.
Lord & Thomas, J. Walter Thomp-
son, Batten, Barton, Durstlne & Os-
born, Blackett - Sample - Hummert,
Newell Emmett (Chesterfield clgar-

ets), Benton & Bowles (General
Foods), N. W. Ayer & Son, Er-
wln-Wasey, MeCann-Erickson and
Campbell-Ewald (General Motors).

Network income from Lord &
Thomas figures around (400,000 a
month; J. Walter Thompson, $300,-

000; B, B. D. & O., $200,000;

B-S-H, $150,000; while the others
range between this total and $125,-

000.

With Stage Work the Pot of Gold

At the End of the Radio Build-Up,

Artists Squawk Over Their Time'

Labeled

Jack Pearl steps into the
Lucky Strike session this.

-Thursday (8) night with a
cross-fire turn for at. least four
weeks, with an option for four
more at a time.
Type of dialog that the com-

mercial has mapped out for
him is indicated by the billing

it has bestowed upon the
comic. He will be introduced
on the Thursday spasms as the
'Baron Munchausen.'

Patricia Manners' Pipes

Better; Singing Again
Chicago, Sept. 5.

Patricia Ann Manners is resuming
her singing career after incapacita-
tion for a time following an automo-
bile accident. She was formerly on
the stage In musical comedy.
WBBM is using her in a program
of songs.
Meanwhile Miss Manners has

been doing radio dramatic work as
a secondary character in 'Myrt and
Marge.'

Sever! Gets Stark Spot

Los Angeles, Sept. 5.

Frederick Stark, . assistant mu-
sical director at KHJ, has resigned.
Berth goes to Gino Scveri.

G. ENOW TAKES

TO WB STAR

AIR IDEA

When the TParade of States' se

ries terminates for General Mo
tors on NBC Oct. 17 the automo
live combine will in all probability

switch to a new; policy, using three

15-minute periods a week instead of

the current weekly .half-hour ar

rangement. Majority opinion on the

G-M board of directors is reported

in favor of abandoning the high-
brow Institutionalized program for
a class of entertainment of more
general appeal.

Show the motor account now has
in mind would be framed around a
dance band combo, a warbler of na-
tional rep and a high rating com-
edy act from the stage, with a good
possibility of tying in with War-
ner Brothers for a pickup from the
Burbank studios of a star for each
program. Producing company is

willing to. contribute the name
gratis in return for a plug on one
of its current productions. WB had
a similar idea in view on a 'ghost'

program over CBS.

Grooming Doc Rockwell;

NoWant BigLyman Show
With the Chevrolet account figur-

ing on returning to the network the
first or second week in October, the
NBC Artists Service is grooming
Doc Rockwell for the m.c. spot on
the Chevrolet program. Motor car
got an earful of the comic's mike
routine at an audition last week and
is now thinking it over. On the
same program tried out with" Rock-
well was Frank Black's orchestra
and four warblers brought in by
the ad agency on the account.

On the mystery program broad-
cast four weeks ago over Colum-
bia, with Abe Lyman's orchestra,
Jack Osterman, Aileen Stanley and
a flock of Warner Brothers stars
among those heard, Chevrolet was
asked to listen in along with Chrys-
ler Motor. Chevrolet execs tuned
in but shortly afterwards decided
that the talent cost entailed, be-
tween $8,000 and $10,000 per pro-
gram, was too big a load for it to
attempt.

KFWI Can't Step Up

San Francisco, Sept. 5.

Federal Radio Commission has
de'hied Radio Entertainments, Ltd.,
operators of KFWI. permission to
expand from 500 to 1,000 watts.
Regular license was renewed, sta-
tion sharing time with KROW, Oak-
land.

KFWI was recently investigated
by Commission for allowing astrolo-
glsts to broadcast.

Plenty of mike boys and girls oil

the NBC Artists Service rolls are
voicing a heavy peeve against the
network for the way it's been pass-
ing around the sustaining program,
assignments. Strange as it may
seem, their plaint makes no ref-
erence to commercial programs. It's

the dally -sustaining grind they're
after, because through these tre-
quent and consistent ether appear-
ances^'they say, do they develop a
boxofflce value. Seems they've sud-
denly discovered en masse that the
end of this radio rainbow is no
longer the commercial program but
the vaudeville or picture house
stage.

Not that they would scorn an
advertiser's support but they would
rather work on a daily sustaining
niche for the little It pays than be
on the air only once or twice a week
at the comparatively richer benefi-
cence of a commercial. And it must
be an evening hour, they're

.
on, for,

according to their tlant, the theatre
booker measures their popularity by
the number of times they're on the
ether and the mixed after-dinner
audience- that catches them.
Discontented element claim that

what It's most up against is the
tendency of the network's program
department to concentrate upon its
own momentary favorites when- it

comes to filling the sustaining spots],

and to disregard suggestions made
by the artists' bureau, • which is
equally concerned with building up
names for its theatre booking de-
partment to sell. Program depart•»

ment takes the view that its. chief
purpose is to develop prospective
material for Commercials and that
the mike artist's theatre booking
possibilities should be regarded as
incidental and at the most a by-
product. Against this position the
artists service contends that NBC
is both in the broadcasting and the-
atre booking business and that the
program department and its sa-
crosanct tribunal, the program,
board, should bear this in mind, in
decreeing who shall or shall not be
admitted to the sustaining periods,

No Intra-Cooperation

That the spirit of co-operation
between these two factions of the
network has been waning is no
secret Flare-ups

,
against the

other's demands and resistances-
have been frequent of late, but this
has been so far confined to . tech
other's quarters and among the
members of each department, for
the, gentility pervading the broad-
casting business does not permit of
the open breaks and airing of de-
partmental recriminations so com-
mon in the other fields of show
business. But the trend that the
network's activities is how pursu-
ing, and its close alliance with
RKO, will demand a showdown soon.
Recently one of the network's bet-

ter known warblers applied to ai

program department executive for a
better spot . on the day's schedule.
'What's wrong with the one you've
now got?'; the swivel chair swinger
wanted to know. .

'It's on too early,' the artist re-
plied. 'I'd like to be moved up to
an evening opening.'
'Why in the evening? You're

heard during the day.'

'Not by all those I'd like to hear
me,' said the artist. 'The average
male listener doesn't get to a radio
until after he gets home from work,
and if I'm to mean anything to a
theatre booker I'll have to establish
myself with the men as well as the
women.'

'Get this into your head,' retorted
the exec. 'I'm trying to run a broad-
casting company and I'm interested
in radio and only that and your
value as a theatre attraction is none
of the network's concern.'

'I'm glad that came out at this
time,' rejoined the warbler, grimly.
Tve got a contract with your art-
ists service giving It exclusive rep-
resentation over me that has an-
other year and a half to go.'
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BORRAH MliNEVITCH and Rascals
Instrumental
Sustaining
30 Mlns. .

WJZ, New Yprk

By that paradox of matters radio,

Jfineviteh, In for an NBC build-up,
was first caught on. a CBS commer-
cial (Kodak) aa reviewed herewith.
-But this program, the first of an
institutional NBC series, will spell

the answer to the microphonic ap-
peal of aux harmonica combination.
At first hearing—-and the appeal
persists throughout—the impression
Is- that Minevltch with his harmon^
lea band has something for the,

ether.* •

Bat the manner of presentation
isn't too good. Here's a Minevltch
who for . some arbitrary reason' is

transplanted into 'little Italy Below
Washington Square/ and the boys
are given a 'street urchin' aura in

their introduction. While it may
have been wise to treat the har-

monica, instrumentation in an al

fresco manner, perhaps it would
Jiave been more showmanly to dig-

nify the lowly mouth, organ -with a

conservative spiel about the tricks

aUnevitch's Rascals can do with it.

In truth,, that sort of showman-

j

ihip has established Minevltch on;

the rostrums of two continents, so

tio reason for the radio to wax
*hotsy-totsy. For one thing, while

it's often deplored that radio is too

conservative in its formula style of

entertainment presentation, here

was one instance when perhaps

some well^-phrased spieling concern-

ing the art of the Hohners wouldn t

liave been amiss. -

from a trade angle this anomaly
becomes an even greater enignaa,

for the NBC build-up is in.line with

-» reported personal interest by
Boxy to ballyhoo Mlnevltch'S har-

jnohicaists as something different

At the Inaugural of Radio City.

Minevltch for long has had ideas

'about a concert at Carnegie Hah
with 'Illegitimate instruments such

as the harmonica, 'sweet potato,

comb-and-tissue, - musical bottles

and kindred pitched-sound produ^

cers which, under Mlnevltchesgue

rhytfcmpaUoiv might bo made an
Interesting Interlude.
However, on this inaugural half

•hour, the continuity plotters dldn t

tfo right by the Harmonica Bascais.

The boys were given dialog, and
they planted everything as well as

they could under the circumstances,

but it sounded very home made.

However, there was a -variety^ of

corking instrumentation. They
played rumbas, tangoes, blues, pops,

classics a,nd very heated music in

sonorous, appealing manner, eyi-

flenclng to what artistry a mouth

-

organ band, if specially arranged

for. can rise. •

Finale spiel sort of reminded 01

JOBS "Street Singer* announcements

as the NBC word-sllnger bids the

[street urchins adieu. Abel.

THE ROAD REPORTER
With Louis Dean
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York

Only five-minute program re-

leased by the network's local key
outlet. Comes on at 7 :1«, B. JO. T.,

every evening but Sunday, with
Louis Dean from the announcing
staff doing the 'Road Reporter' hon-
ors. Shell Oil is the sponsor.

It's a different town tie expatiates

on at each session. Mentions some
sports or other public event slated

to take place that will likely draw
the outsiders a.nd describes the

motor routes to be taken. Renders
a thumbnail sketch of the town's
historical or industrial, background,
retails local sights that may be of

Interest and advises that a, detailed

map showing the way to get there

can be obtained for the asking at

any Sheir filling station.
When the Louis Dean of the well

modulated voice rings off, another
announcer takes up the remaining
minute to tell about the virtues of

Shell oil and gasoline. Studio
combo usually preceeds this midget
program with 10 minutes of dance
music, but Shell Oil doesn't pay
for that. Odec.

WiSN PLAYER8
Sustaining
WISN, Milwaukee

Recruited from professional and
little theatre ranks, these players
from the Wisconsin 'News' station
offer a bit of diversion from the
regular radio program with bright
little sketches that seem to have
found considerable popularity.

'Just the Same Old Love' last
Sunday night was an adaptation
by Eleanor Mercein from a 'Good
Housekeeping^ story by Hazel
Havermale. It gave three members
of the WISN cast opportunity for a
15-mlnute performance sandwiched
in between a major portion of Sun-
day night music.
While the Players boast rather

an extensive cast, 'Just the S^ne
Old LOve' was presented by Mary
Ann LeMay, John Cambier, head of
the Waukesha Little theatre, and
Marjorio Crossland, seen in New
York and in London with James
Oleason and Robert Armstrong in
•Is Zat Sor and also in 'Broadway'
on tour. Eleanor Mercein directs
the productions.

.
Plays are on the air Sundays at

8 p.m. (C.S.T) and Wednesdays at
% P.m.

BORRAH MJNEVITCH
Harmonica Ensemble
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York
Stranger things than this happen

around the networks, but the ex-
ample anyway is typical. Here's an
act that NBC has all primed for a
grand buildup via the sustaining
route, with the initial flash set for
last Sunday (4) night. But. presto!
two nights before the NBC debut,
the turn suddenly makes its appear-
ance on the opposition chain as part
of Eastman Kodak's Week End
Party. This event naturally served
to take the edge Of the coming-out
ether party that NBC had planned
for Borrah Minevltch and his
mouth-organ totting gang.

Perhaps it would have been bet
ter for MineVitch, after all, to have
passed up this chance of pocketing
a little commercial coin- and waited
for the other airing. TnV impres-
sion maybe would have been alt.to
his favor.

As it was, on the Kodak program
he came just as an added attraction
with too much good company pre-
venting him and his boys from
standing out as they otherwise
would. With Nat Schilkret at his
most enjoyable moments, as he was
this night, the overshadowing made
it a little too tough for the Mine
vitch coterie to shine out. Then
again, with a Class A band. Jack
Parker, tenor; Thelma ICessler,
piano, and a quartet to provide re-
lief on a half-hour program, there's
wasn't much time that could be al
lotted to the harmonica troupe. At
least not enough to give the ensem-
ble an opportunity to demonstrate
amply the musical range and varia-
tion to which these lads can put
Otis lowly instrument.
Regardless of these restraints and

restrictions, Minevltch has some-
thing outstandingly different for
radio; The three brief interludes
allowed hlra in the Kodak gave im-
pressive proof of this. What's more,
the mike and the receiving- set
seemed to lend themselves perfectly
to the harmonics of the instrument
as this group fashion them. 'Fan-
tasy on the St. Louis Blues' came
over suavely and distinctively, with
the loudspeaker bringing out the
shadings and nuances as sharply
and vividly as the human ear would
catch them in ah auditorium. Ef-
fect with Tiger Bag* was equally
forte, though the number could be
slightly revised for radio presenta-
tion. Possibility there of giving
some comedy treatment to the ani-
mal effects on the introduction.
Simple little pop number served as
the third /and final item on the
troupe's not quite five-minute re-
pertoire for the evening.
Minevltch has a lot to learn

about studio technique, the best way
of grouping the instruments for
maximum effect, etc. Perhaps he'll
get the right steer along these lines
during his NBC buildup. Alliance
there has to be quite close. It's said
that one of the attractions -that
Roxy has up his sleeve for the In-
ternational Music Hall in Radio City
is an harmonica symphony orches-
tra under Minevitch's direction.

Odec.

HENRY TOBIAS' ORCHESTRA
COMMERCIAL
WGY, Schenectady
Playing for nth season at swanky

New York-patronized Totem Lodge
on Burden's Lake (back of Troy),
Tobias' unit has been on air for 10
Monday supper hour broadcasts to
plug resort; 25-minute programs.
First three or four were newspaper
advertised.

Orchestra is a good one, but pro-
grams did not seem to be as dis-
tinctive as was the ease when group
broadcast over NBC from the Palais
d'Or, New York. Less stress is
placed on Tobias' compositions,
which may be a mistake. Song-
writers are usually far from shrink-
ing-violet class, but here perhaps
Tobias was too modest. For most
part he submerged himself, letting
the ensemble have sway.
'Name' composer-band leaders

being rare in Capital District broad-
casts, seems as though it would
have been wise to feature this angle.
A bigger spot for Tobias' numbers,
with more individual stuff, would
have given programs a Broadway
touch. On last week's 'shot' he
chorused his 'Love Came Along,'
but did not include that haunting,
odd-beat composition which trade-
marked the Palais d'Or programs.

Tobias* brief farewell was spoken
well enough to suggest he could
have done: his own announcing,
yolce being better than that of
WGY's man. As lon=r as Totem
Lodge was time-paying manage-
ment should have insisted upon
services of Warren Munson, sta-
tion's ace orch announcer.
Tobias' unit played with smooth-

ness and snap, pianist standing out.
Good reed section, and brasses sat-
isfactory, too. Two or three vocal-
ists,, in addition to leader, but diffi-
cult to catch their names. One, , with
tag sounding like Billy Roberts,
tenored oke. Outfit has a good
blues singer, although not maJhy
such numbers Included on programs.
On an earlier, broadcast a young
woman joined with a bandsman for
a duet. Well done, and could have
been made a regular feature.
Advertising rather strong, as Is

usually case with local commercials.
Voco.

EDWIN C. HILL
News Commentator
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York
'Literary Digest' wanted three 16

riinute niches a week at exactly the
same time each night and the NBC
traffic dpartmeht went to work try
ing to clear the required niches
across the coast-to-cbast board
Along with a contract for facilities,

taking in a minimum of 39 weeks,
NBC was to become the recipient
of another document covering the
services of Lowell Thomas.
But right away the NBC traffic

clearers ran smack into A flock of
non-movable' situations. One sta<

tion after another that the 'Literary
Digest' had specifically asked for
reported back that the requested
periods on one or two of. the nights
were already filled with spot broad-
casting obligations reinforced with
one of those 'non-movable' clauses
that prevented the shifting of these
local affairs to another hour on the
schedule. 'Digest' waited a couple
of weeks for NBC. to deliver per
specification, and finding that the
network: wasn't making any appre-
ciable headway the mag turned to
Columbia arid quickly got,what it

wanted.
For the job of commentating

Columbia had Edwin C. Hill ready
to serve oh a platter. Hill had been
around the network for some time
as a nightly sustaining filler on a
sort of , build-up to take the place
of H. V. Kaltenborn. Hill came to
the mike with quite a newspaper
rep. For quite a stretch of years'
he's been with the 'Sun,' one of the
few that survived on the payroll as
the sheet passed from one ov/ner to
another and from one extinction to
another merger. Back in the days
before the war, when Park Row
was 'still in full flourish, and news
writing could still boast of an aura
of literature around it, the ambi-
tious cub had three shining lights -of

the craft to look up to and adopt as
models for emulation. They were
Frank Ward O'Malley. Helen
Simons and Eddie Hill, all on the
staff of the 'Morning Sun.' In the
last was combined a"»news digger
and whippor. into terse, graphic
narrative and description- par ex-
cellence.

To do the sustaining series for
Columbia, Hill went on a leave of
absence from the 'Sun,' all that is
left from four newspapers Munsey
made one. Prior to the news com-
mentating assignment Hill did one
of those famous men biographical
turns and also one on captains of
modern industry. In neither In-
stance did he capture national at-
tention.

But it may be different as the
ether spokesman for the Xiterary
Digest' But it Is very doubtful
whether he will garner the follow-
ing and make the Impressive show-
ing of his predecessor, Lowell
Thomas.
As a voice personality Thomas

has a hundredfold edge over him.
Not only does Hill lack the whim-
sical, colorful touch of the other lad;

but his crlso monotonous style gives
the impression of one of those force-
ful business men go-getters deliver-
ing the annual report of progress,
and, yes sir, meaning every word
of it. It is interesting data that
Hill . weaves into his news narra-
tives, data that deftly and suc-
cinctly sketches in the backgrounds
of the personalities involved, but
what may appear to Hill as the
human side of these figures comes
out of the loudspeaker as a dry,
humorless, tintless array of namby-
pamby information, reminiscent of
the old style of treating biography.
It doesn't get under the surface.
It avoids the real human highlights
of the personality.

Stuff he unreels gives evidence of
much research, but the style of put-
ting it over is many miles from the
style that made Eddie Hill the scin-
tillant star of the old 'Morning Sun.'

It's a six-nights-a-week grind for
Hill, with the 'Literary Digest'
bankrolling three of the 15 -minute
periods and Columbia carrying him
the Test of the way on the net-
work's sustaining payroll. Odcd

REX KOURY
Organist
Sustaining
WGY, Schenectady
Organist, formerly playing at

Proctor's Troy vaude house, is now
broadcasting two half-hour pro-
grams weekly from RKO's Albany
Palace. One is a midnight, the
other a late morning affair.
Koury is an excellent console

artist. Nothing mechanical about
his playing.
Morning programs, announced as

'all requests,' contain a lot of
familiar stuff. Koury should ring
in an occasional somewhat heavier
number, giving to it the same popu-
lar treatment that network consol-
ists in New York apply.
He should be a candidate for ad-

vancement to an NBC morning
hookup, provided WGY wishes to
go. outside studio for talent. On
midnight programs a male singer
might be spotted now and then with
Koury. An- additional broadcast
should b > considered, for these or-
ganlogs pack more entertainment
than .usual run of a.m. programs.
Announcing by Tom ' Lewis Is

good, except where he makes intro-
ductions too long in an effort to
avoid the stereotyped. Jaco.

ROXY THEATRE PROGRAM ~

Orchestral, Vocal
30 Mina.
WABC, New York
When 3. L. Rothafer was handling

the Roxy the regular Sunday eve-
ning broadcasts were on NBC fea-
ture. Now that Roxy is out of the
theatre and In on the RKO-NBC
family, CBS has grabbed the pro-
gram. It's NBC's loss and CBS'
gain.
In the usual manner, Frank Cam

bria, the current managing director
of New York's largest theatre, does
the announcing for the program
He emerges as a surprisingly pleas-
ant ether personality. His voice Is

smooth and his diction clear, re-
minding <curlously enough) of both
Roxy and Major Bowes.

First of the series of what are
hoped to be regular Sunday eve fea
tures, seemed somewhat expert
mental.; There was a variety of ma-
terial, with an evident, though un
mentioned, desire to feel out the dial
turners' pulses. Starting with
Grieg's 'Peer Gyntf the numbers
wound their way through Victor
Herbert, a current pop tune and
Lack to Bizet. Orchestral end of
things, and program layout were
satisfactory enough, only drawback
coming from the fact thai some of
the soloists were not of radio merit
or import. .

David Ross, leader of the Roxy
orchestra (and explained by Cam
bria as not being the radio an
nouncer of the same name) has
nice command of his men and i

good ear for symphonic arrange
ment though inclining a bit to uh
dertoning. .

After the 'Peer Gynt' beginning
came Victor Herbert's ''Thine Alone,'
soloed by Lucile Berthom, who
doesn't quite understand the micro-
phone's eccentricities. Seems to bo

polished singer, but her voice
came' ovor mighty flatly. Mischa
Violin was guest conductor, play-
ing the violin solo for Fritz Xreis-
ler*s 'Tambourine Ghinois,' and
Joseph Griffin, tenor, soloed 'Night
Fall.' Mr. Griffin gave a good im-
pression.

'Cabin in the Cotton' might as
well have been left off the program
as played by the orchestra. They
made it sound entirely too impor
tant. 'Gypsy and Bird' followed and
Indigo,' a piano and violin duet by
C. A...T. Parmentler and Harry Per-
rella, impressed. Bizet's 'Arlesienne
Suite' closed with a splendid orches-
tral rendition.
As Cambria explained at the be-

ginning of his broadcast, 'planning
a stage show is One thing; planning
a radio program is another.' There
is sufficient talent here, and an
abundance of quality; it's merely

matter of experience and plan-
ning. Kauf.

TEAM MATES
With Irving Kennedy, Mary Wood,
Guardsmen, Sam Moore, Josef
HornikOrch, Jennings Pierce

COMMERCIAL
KGO, San Francisco
Wesson Oil Co,, sponsors of this

half hour Wednesday night NBC
program, has been doing a lot of
fooling around with this feature
since it hit the westei-n network
several months ago. If they're wise
they'll let it alone because as it now
stands period is perfectly suited to
the class of people who'll buy com-
pany's cooking arid salad Oil

—

housewives.
As framed by Caryl Coleman, who

does a good job of producing, half
hour contains considerable music of
the 'Trees' type, which is surefire
for any kitchen-minded matron who
stands over a hot stove for hubby's
nightly meal". About only fault was
an ad plug in middle of program
when one of male entertainers, Sam
Moore, stepped up to Jennings
Pierce, m.c, and in a conversational
voice weighted down by southern
drawl, extolled the merits of 'Wes-
son Oil, the only oil in cooking that
can make a husband happy.' Which
is too much oil for any man. •

Vocal leadjS of program were done
by Irving Kennedy arid Mary Wood,
about as nifty a tenor-soprano team
as the west coast boasts. Guards-
men, male-quartetted in usual male
quartet fashion. Moore, in addition
to his ad plug, contributed a guitar
solo. Hornik's orchestra did a
capable job of accompanying. Like-
wise, Jennings Pierce, who handled
the announcing and m.c.'Ingi Bock.

ROXY ON THE AIR
With Roxy, John Boles, Jeffry Gill,
Max Steiner'a .Orchestra

Sustaining
15 Mins.
KFSD, San Diego
A one-shotter preluding the regu-

lar weekly 'Hollywood on the Air,'
capitalizing the name of Roxy arid
high-spotted by a cross-examina-
tion between the showman and
John Boles, who should have sung,
but didn't.
Roxy plugged future product with

little partiality for his . own com-
pany's (Radio) films. The Boles
interview probably pleased the ac-'
tor's admirers and was less sappy
than the usual mike quiz a film
celeb gets.

Jeffry Gill, announcel by Roxy as
a west coast discovery of his, has
been singing in Warner picture
houses locally. He did two pops
nicely, but the boy has done better
before. Probably nervous in his
first network bow. Steiner's orches-
tra did an agreeable semi-classic
early In the program.

KYW ALL-STAR MINSTRELS
With Billy Broad, Walter ftL*George Grammar . Smith, nX

Dietrich, Jackson MurrayV *%Fay, Harry Keesler and EhE*vmg .

Sustaining
KYW, Chicago

*u
T
*° 1

Q3\
a
f
olt

i
,ar"y and offhand

that minstrelsy is a relic of yester-
day without substantial appeal for
the present generation is to court
a chorus.of indignant denials Yet
theatrically that is incontestable
trite;, minstrelsy Is dead. But not
on the radio it would seem.
Chicago has the WENR (wiener)

minstrels and there used to be aWGN ditto. WENR group plugged
away for a couple of years and
seemed doomed never to find a
sponsor, but finally did In Sinclair
Oil, whose satisfaction is reported
as reasonably complete. And as
another evidence of popularity NBC
has a permanent waiting list, al-
ways hovering around 1O.0QO names,
of persons waiting to attend the
broadcasts in the big WENR hall
that holds 600 auditors.

So any comment about the KYW
minstrels must start with a con-
fession of doubt. The public may
like it; by professional standards
it isn't anything to get heated over.
Songs that used to be hits and.

funny sayings that aren't particu-
larly ludicrous form the bulk of a
half h>)ur program, at the beginning;
of which 't is lyrically stated that
the minstrel's 'mission In life is the
ruination of care.' These gags are"
supposed to aid in counteracting1

the depression:

'I'm wearing golf socks. There's
18 holes in them.'

There's 4,009 people under me—•
I'm a night watchman in a ceme*
tery.'

'My wlfo likes prize fights—I took
her to see congress in session.'
'A worm Is a caterpillar that

played strip poker.'

;

The tellers of these excruciating
gags bear such names as Prescrip-
tion, Eclipse and Snakehips. Speak-.
Ing about comets, they name Bin
Tin Tin -as a star with a taiL One
gag About a drinker with D.T.'a
who sees various animals as the
number of his drinks progresses is

so complicated and involved as to
defy repeating.

'

A studio audience laughs uproari-
ously at the quips and puns. Be-
tween times the various minstrels
toss out vocal solos, nothing out-
standing. Billy Broad, saved for
the last, rendered one of his own
compositions, 'Because I'm No One's
Fool,* with the tune, the idea and,
the humor earmarked 1916. George
Grammer Smith did the inevitable,
•Can't You Hear Me Calling, Caro-
line'.", and Roy Dietrich handled
'Same Old Moon.' There was also
a minute or two of jingle dancing
simulated by the drummer as in the
WENR minstrels.

Old Black Joe' is used as a signa-
ture, followed by an introductory
ditty that sounds like the 'Voice of
the KKO.' At the second chorus of
each solo the ensemble Joins ini

It's all typical old-time minstrelsy,

and if enough old-tiniers fancy It

there may be a nicho in radio for
this bunch.

It's certainly not for the young-
sters or- the post-bellum generation.

Its audience must date before Wil-
son's second term. Land..

COWBOY TOM'S ROUNOUP
8inging, Talk, Instrumental
COMMERCIAL
WINS, New York
Much big whoopee by cowboys

and Indians, with Bost toothpaste
paying the bill. Comes out of -this,

unaffiliated transmitter every day
in the week except Sunday between
5:10 and 5:45, E. D. T. And it's a
nerve-wracking din these boys of

the wide open spaces set up be-
tween hllU>llly and plainsmen ditties;

strumming bits on the banjo and
windy plugs for the products. It's

ail directed at the kid listeners, but
it must be a strain on the eardrums,
of the oldsters within listening dis*
tance.

It is assuriied that the troupe in-
cludes real Indians, because 'Cow-
boy Tom' says they're there in tho
studio: 'Chief Charging Buffalo,'
'Little Skbokum' and 'Pocahontas.*
Dialect pulled by 'Little Skookum*
may it be interpolated here, sounds
so phoney that it's doubtful whether
even a five-year-old will fall for It.

Open spaces ditties warbled by the
cowboys' are oke, as such warblings
go, While the harmonica bits and
the banjo strumming- register far
more melodiously.
Heavy repetition through, the

lengthy credit spiels of the give-
away contest tied up with the pro^
gram. Kids are urged to write a
letter of 50 words or less telling
why they like Bost toothpaste. Car-
ton wrapped around the tube, of
Course, is to be included with the
letter. First prize assures four $R
gbld pieces. Next 20 are each guar-
anteed a cowboy or cowgirl suit and
every contestant a sample of the
dentifrice.
Regular stunt connected up with

the program is the 'Cowboy Tom
Roundup Club,' with membership
for the writing. Names of those
voted in* are announced over the
air, and If they're celebrating a

(Continued on page 44)
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Nellie Hevell returns io NBC for.

the 'Radio Digest' Sept. 14.

The Columbia Guest Revue' will

include in its initial shot this Fri-

day (9) Vivian Janis, Keller Sisters
' and Lynch, Roy Smecfir, Winnie
gnaw, Ann Lester and Kay- McKay.
Henry Lawes, on the WMCA. list,

cans bis campaign eongr at a Roose-
elt pow-wow thrown In Bridgeport,

Conn.
Helen Anderson, WINS contralto,

te a George Hall protege.

Arthur Pryor, Jr., holding down
the radio helm for Batten, -Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, while Roy
Durstine is honeymooning In Eu-
rope. .'

Mildred Bailey resumes NBC sus-
taining Sept. 21.

Bob TapHnger fs down to Inter-
views himself as soon as he runs
out of victims for the 'Meet the
Artist' series,
CBS Funnyboners also double as

rt^l^* NHJHTTIV FROM THE
STEEL PIER

Atlantic City K. 9.
Rnrtht Station WPQ
Personal MnnttKemeot

F. C. O'KEEBE
miII*-R«ekwefl, In*.

W» Seventh Ave,. New Fortk

the Oxel trio, Gordon, Have and
Bunny, commercially.
Henry Shopev Cities Service and

The Cavaliers' top tenor) slated for
some solo opportunities,
PRC granted assignment of li

censes of "WSlfR and WMAC from
Clive B» Meredith, deceased, to
James G. Tracy and Edmund M
Smedberg, executors of the estate.
Dayton, O., gets a municipal po

lice transmitter of 150 watts.
WLBW, Oil City, Pa., granted per

mission to. move station to Erie, fol-
lowing withdrawal of protest of
WERE; Erie\.

FRC granted 854 amateur station
licenses, 199 of which were new, 306
renewals, and 59 modifications.
Kolin D. Hager, studio manager

WGT, authored "Theme Song Blues,'
a cbmedv number, arranged by
David Buttolph, musical director,
and warbled on an NBC network
program. One of the tone poems
written toy Hager while a student
at N. Y. State Teachers' College
has been set to music by Charles
Gilbert Spross, pianist-composer.
'Three Shades of Blue,* male trio

of WGY vocalists, personal^appear
ancing in Smaliey string of upstate
(N. f.y theatres.
Lew Stark, announcer for WHAM,

ia a father, the second staff daugh
ter In a week.
Harold Dallas, Frank Lloyd and

McOmber band return to WHEC
for fall season.
Nick Pagliara' and Edwin X

Gowns of WHEC have new petrol
wagons.
Ethelynn Koepfte quits WHEC

drama dept. to become bride.
Rochester 'Journal' is third news

paper to hit the air. Morning
broadcast over WHEC called the
'Globe Trotter.'
Buck and Bubbles, standard

vaude act, have been given their
first crack before the NBC mike.
Network's program board listened
to the team preliminary to routin-
ing them for a General Motors audi
tion.

West

to>

j ABE L

LYMAN
AND HIS

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
Columbia Broadcasting System '

PHILLIP'S DENTAL MAGNESIA
Toes., Hinrn., Sat 8: 15 (East) .

COAST-TO-COAST
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DUMB
CRACKER8

ROBERT
BURNS

PANETELA
WABC
Every

Wednesday
Bveahw
at »

BURNS FALLEN
Dir.; WW. MOBKIft AGBKCf

Frank Galvin from KJBS
KTAB on production staff.

Linn ChUrch.is out as KFRC an
nouncer. Bob Benee succeeding.
Milt Samuels Is back at desk in

NBC's Frisco press department after
three weeks' illness,

Don Lee coast stations, affiliated
With CBS, have changed the license
holder from Don Lee, Inc., to Don
Lee Broadcasting System.
r- KGPW, Salt Lake City police sta-
tion, granted a construction permit
to build a 100-watter.
A battle is being waged between

OKI's (Winnipeg) two comedy
teams, Ebony and White arid Able
and Sandy, the latter being a newer
duo. Graham Rattray and A. F.
Sellers are the former, a blackface
act; Ernie Holden, an ex-stock
actor, and Sandy Phimister, local
club comedian, are Abie and Sandy.
Winnipeg's government-controlled

station CKY, which has a monopoly,
is being- panned by the natives
badly claiming it lacks pep against
the U. S. stations. The chains,
however, make it torigh for a single
station anywhere in competition-
Jack Thompson and Harry Har-

rod, CJGX, are running- a popular
program called 'General Jack' for
the kids out west which goes from
Winnipe • to their outlet at York-
ton, Sask. Program on at 6:30 p.m.,
three times weekly.
Many of the old Capitol ians, Capi-

tol theatre, Winnipeg, are on the
staff of the studio orchestra under
Pelham Richardson at CKY.

Sylvester Q. Cannon and Earl J.
Glade of the new CBS station at
Salt Lake City, getting a load of
KHJ, chain's, key Coast station at
Los Angeles.
Looks as if BIng„Crosby is set to

go back to CBS. No sooner does
crooner return from his fishing trip
In Mexican waters than brother,
E. N., his manager in New York,
advises Bing to continue his free
weekly appearance on the California
Melodies hour. Brother-manager Is

GEORGE IVL COHAN—"One of America's
finest voices."

WILL ROGERS—"A real canary."
WALTER WINCH ELI— "Splendid for the

air."
#ROXY—"Marvelous diction." *

i
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Big Family Stuff

One of the latest twists in

the NBC economy program
"gave the stenographers and
clerks around the network's
headquarters a busy afternoon
exchanging info on the sala-
ries their bosses were getting.

And. the execs involved are.

peeved.
Seems that last Wednesday,

when the monthly ghost was
due to walk, the official cash-
ier was on vacation. Before
she left, instructions were
given that, as one of the
economy steps, the checks
were to be distributed with-
out beinff placed in envelopes.
Employee filling In for the
paycheck passer-out was m a
hurry to get the job over with,
and when an exec wasn't
found in his office the draft
was left with his stenog or any
clerk in the department near
at hand.

New Program Calendar
Periods on the air for the first time, or resuming commercially

in New York negotiating the pos-
sible, new deal.
Tiny Newland, L A. baritone,

changes his professional name to
Corey Kent.

"Various members of the 'Rocky
Mountain News,' Denver, broadcast
its 'Air Edition' over KOA every
night but Sunday. Eac'i member
of the staff covers his own depart-
ment, with spot news sandwiched
in if any appears that is hot enough
during the broadcast. The broad
cast ia made direct from the city
room of the newspaper.

Arkansas Radio and Recording
Co. of Little Rock has applied for
a new station permit, 500 watts
daytime and. 250 at night. Wants fa
cfl.ities of KARK.
Carrington Bros, of Eagle Pass,

Texas,- filed application with FRC
for a 150 watter.
KTSM and WDAH, EI Paso, Tex

transferred from W. S. Bledsoe and
W. T. Blackwell to Tri-State Broad-
casting Co., Inc.
Roanoke Broadcasting Co., apply-

ing for a 250-watt station and the
facilities .of WRBX, Roanoke, Va.

Bill Nappi due to return to WAPL
Birmingham stations', are being

flooded with commercial, announce-
ments of. marathon dances. Radio
is being used almost exclusively as
means of advertising.
Chances are southern football

games will riot be broadcast this
fall since the Southern Conference
put a taboo on broadcasts;
Marshall Van Pool, Birmingham

orchestra leader, has renewed his
contract on WAPI from Thomas
Jefferson hotel,

.

Mrs. George McCTellan has re-
signer at WAPI and Is resting up\
there in North Carolina. Lois
Walker is in her shoes at the Bir-
mingham studio.

Sidney Holden, composer of 'Yan-
kee Rose,' has a new sustaining pro-
gram on WMBC daily. Program
titled 'Poet of the Air.*

Sparks-Withrngton Co., Jackson,
Mich., granted construction; permit
for visual broadcast station.

First Trust & Savings Bank of
Harrisburg, in., assigned license of
WEBQ to Harrisburg Broadcasting
Co.
Wayne King back . to Aragon

ballroom and WGN, Chicago.
Pat Flannagan, WBBM, using the

new lapel mike for broadcasting
baseball in Chicago. Went blooey
first day.
Chicago NBC adds Songfellows

(Lee Sims, Ilomay Bailey and Jane
Froman) to- the welcome exercises
for KDXL, Salt Lake City.

Sid Meissner and Al Rice, half of
the Maple City quartet, missed the
WLS picnic steamer at the Chicago
wharf and had to motor to the des-
tination of the boat in Mfchigan to
join their act.

Tentative reorganization of the
staff of KFJF announced by Gor T
don Hittenmark, new

;manager of
station with offices In Biltmore ho-
tel, Oklahoma City. Tom Johnson
named head of commercial depart-
ment: No date set for reopening un-
til new transmission unit installed.
FRC denied J. T. Griffin of Tulsa,

Okla., permit to construct station
there for operation on 1,400 kilo-
cycles with 250 watts power at night
and 500 watts in daytime.

Van Voelfcenberg's Chairmanship

Chicago, Sept. 5.

Jack Van VoeJkenberg, of Batten.
Barton, Durstine & Osborne, suc-
ceeds O. H. Morris, of McJunkln's,
as chairman of the Radio Commit-
tee of the Four A's In Chicago.
Mom's has served for three terms

since the inception of the com-
mittee.

FRIDAY, SEPT. »

[ 'March of Time' (CBS). Sustain-

ing until Nov. .4 and for 20- weeks
, thereafter .- sponsored by the Mag.

\
'Time.' Originates at WABC, New
York, 8:30 to 9 p. m., EDST. Don-
ald Stauffer, directing. Takes in 82

stations.

'Magic Piano Twins' (CBS).
Sponsored by the Miracul Wax Co7
featuring Harry Sosnick and Wil-
liam Moss, pianists, and Mary Nor-
ton, home economist; Orinigates

' WBBM, Chicago, 10 to 10:15 a. m.,
CDST.

:

To the Ladies' (CBS). Spon-
sored by Andrew Jergens Co., with
Leon Belasco's orchestra, and Evan
Evans. Originates from WABC, New
.York, 9:30 to 10 p. m., EDST.
:

'Maltex Safety Soldiers' (NBC?.
Sponsored by Malted Cereals, Inc.
Dramatized kids' programs by Miss
Jean Hardenman, supported by
George Shackley orchestra. Orig-
inates- WEAF, New York, 5 to 5:15
p. m., EDST.

SUNDAY, SEPT. II

•VVheatenavWle' (NBC). Five-day-
a-week script show featuring Ray-
mond Knight as editor of a small-
town newspaper. Originates from
WEAF, N. Y., 7:15 to 7:30 p. m.,
•Your Child* (CBS). Sponsored by

Cream of Wheat Corp., resuming
series of talks by the educator. An- •

gelo Patri. Heard also • Wednes-
days, same time. Originates from
WAEC, N. Y:, 7:15-7:30 p.m. EDST.

MONDAY, SEPT. 12
Evening Paris Mysteries* <CBS).

Sponsored by Bourjois, Inc. Mys-.
tery drama originates from WABC,
N. Y., 9:30 to 10 p. m., EDST.

TUESDAY, SEPT. ia
Her* Bemie (NBC). Resumes his

half-hour weekly stunt for Premier
Malt Sales Co., but now on the op-
position network.. Originate* from
WEAF, N. Y.. 9 p. in., EDST.
'LaChoy Serenadsrs' (CBS>. Spon-

sored by LaChoy Food Products,
Inc. Originates Tuesdays and
Thursdays, from WABC; N. YT 11
to 11.15 p. m. EDST!
'Aunt Jemima'' (CBS). Teas Gar

della resumes for Wyeth. Chemical
Co. (Jad Salts) on a Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday slate. Orig-
inates from WABC, N, Y, 2 to 2.15
p. m., EDST.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. I*
'Sweetheart Program' (NBC>.

Sponsored by Manhattan Soap Co,
with orchestral combo, tenor and
beauty expert yet to be selected.
Originates from WJZ, N. Y.r 11.45
to 12 noon, EDST.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 15
'Barbara Gould' (CBS?. Resumes

series of beauty talks on behalf of
Barbara Gould, Inc., originating
from WABC, N. Y., 10.45 to II a. m.,
EDST.
'Mouth Hearth (NBC). Sponsored

by the Calsodent Co. String music
and talk on mouth care by Marley
Shcrrfs. Originates from WJZ,
N. Y., 0.45 to 10 a. m., EDST.

FRIDAY,-SEPT. 23
'ChrfSty Walsh's Footbair Show'

(CBS). Sponsored by General Foods,
combining gridiron guest stars, dra-
matic show and musical interludes.
Originates from WABC, N. Y„ 9 to
0.30 p. m., EDST.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 29
'Big Ben Dream Dramas'* (NBC).

Sponsored by Western Cloclc Co.
Resumes after summer layoff over
basic red, KSTP, WTMJ, KOA, KSL,KPO and KECA. Originates from
WJZ, N. Y., 5.30 to 5.45 p. m.,
EDST.

MONDAY, SEPT. 20
'Easy Aces' (CBS). Lavoris Chem-

ical Co, resumes. Goodman Ace and
his wife, Jane, with their bridge
table patter, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. Originates from WBBM,
Chicago. 9.15 to 9.30 p. m.
'H-bar-0 Rangers' (CBS). Cow-

boy script show sponsored by Hecker
H-O Co., Monday, Wednesday and
Fridays, with separate program pro-
duced on Coast for western stations.
Originates WABC, N. Y., 5 to 5.15
P. m., ESDT,

TUESDAY, SEPT. 27
'Seketary Hawkins* (NBC). Spon-

sored by Ralston Purina Co. Kid

script show, Tuesdays', Thursdays;
Saturdays, originating from WEAF,
N. Y., 5.30 to 5.45 p. m., EDST,

Gabriel Quits KNX to

Teach Radio Production
Hollywood, Sept. 5v

Charles H. Gabriel, Jr., has re-

signed from KNX, as assistant pro-

duction manager and director of

programs. Effective Sept. 10.
He will teach radio- production'

methods at a local trade school.

Silent Radio Taxed
Capetown, Aug. T.

Due to the Radio (Amendment)
Act at local radio fan was cautioned
by a Capetown magistrate for hav- '

ing certain radio apparatus in hla

possession withoat holding a license
Defendent stated theset was incom-
plete, and useless for listening-in^
Magistrate told him even though

he considered the act a harsh one,
he was liable for the full license,
even if the set was useless.
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Radio Reports

(Continued from page 42)

birthday the same day the event
gets added mention,

If the caterwauling, the ringing
of bells and, Inept neighing and
mooing sound effects were cut out,

the program generally re-routined
.and the time cut down to IB min-
utes, the session wouldn't make a
bad novelty for the dentifrice; over
a network hookup.- Odec.

. MARGUERITA PADULLA
' Songs
Sustaining
WMCA, New York
Not much . of the vaude single's

warbling personality is lost through
mike transmission. But her routine
for radio could stand" heaps of jog-
gling and she could learn to pull
those Coon-shouting punches when
^facing one of those delicate electric
earpieces. With the boys in the
control room tending to business,
she needn't worry about the llsten-

" ers missing out on anything. Per-
haps if she made,, a practice .of step-

• .ping back a little more from the
- mike, that booming effect would be
eliminated.

Mies Padulla is using a couple of
pianists for the WMCA sessions.
Something also wrong about the
placement of these instruments. In-
stead of making it an accompani-
ment) these lads give . the impres-

' sion of being in vigorous competi-
tion with the. act's, center of attrac-
tion. Harder they, thump on the
forte pedal, the more expansive be-
comes the Padulla volume, and the
effect on the receiving end. does
neither any good.

Warbler's best meter for radio
seems to be the ballad. It's there
she shines all over. Like the usual
expert from the stage, she gives it

that emotional warmth and punch
that few native radio warblers of
her sex have: been able to inject in
a number calling for the old sob-in-

. the-throat hoke. Registers nothing
as well with her narrative or com-
edy pieces, but here it is merely a
matter of promoting the right ma-
terial for the medium.
For her theme song Miss Padulla

, has adopted 'Hallelujah' that fea-
tured her in the music comedy. 'Hit

"the Deck.' Odec.

hold cares" and needs, punctuating
each item with the refrain, 'Now we
can't afford it.' Refuses to let him
sleep until he tells her to whom he
lent the yard. Fadeout brings the

info. It was-her own brother.
For the musical theme act is using

the well-connected 'Please Go 'Way
and Let Me Sleep/ Odec.

.

Perseverance

San Francisco, Sept. 6.

Two year old NBC sustain-

ing feature, Dr. Laurence I*

Cross, has been bought for 35

weeks by Carnation-Albers
Co., cereal manufacturers, for

Ave mornings weekly.
Dr. Cross, with Southern

Harmony Four, have been
etherizing locally for two
years without a commercial
break.

MRS. NAG3BY
Comedy Skit

' Sustaining
.WJZ, New York

Smartly written, and acted humor
conceit reminding of 'The Nagger'

- iact of Mr. and- Mrs. Jack- Norworth
.j&a

: vaudeville and short . subjects
series. Same circumstances of the

[
husband trying to catch ,his nightly

' bleep while' the frau insists upon
'airing every one of . her Imaginary
woes. Only difference here Is that
the husband Is of the patient, pun-

> ishment-absorbing sort, rarely com-
ing back with a tart verbal sock.
When he does edge a word into this
otherwise one-sided conversation
it's good for a solid chuckle!

.
(Juarter-hour frame hits the air

at' 111 p. m., New York time, Doubt-
ful because of this whether It goes
beyond the eastern meridian over
the. NBC network. But it's worth
the Friday night pickup for any sta-
tion that can arrange the opening.

.
.Crack piece of easting, with

.. Peggy Allenby as the nagger and
William Kasend on the receiving

; end. Night caught (2) she kept
rousing him from his sleep to bawl
him for lending a pal a 100 bucks.
Tells him that his generosity among
friends is driving the family to the
poorhouse, recounts all her house

-

SIGNAL OIL
Variety Show
COMMERCIAL
KFWBr Hollywood

Moran followed with a laiitfi debate
Fast tempo revue on for an hour Qn the relatlve merlta 0f the two

each Wednesday "lent- ..Supposedly prealdentlal candidates, winding up
taking place on the Ship of Good >lth mutual in3Uua . Closing was a
Cheer/ program has a nautical medl of torî er Metro song hits,
tinge, and is particularly effective m.q.m's portion of the entertain-
for the rapid-fire way hv which it is ment was well joined, with Stew-
handled. Announcements are kept arf3 introductions a big help.
at a minimum. .

;

Opening with a male chorus, aM R . n.x luminaries
leading into individual and duet

,Aru^nt-I Trio
numbers, program showed early an i2

T
attempt to get into a typical Gilbert su»*o!ni«n
and Sullivan swing. Numbers, w?i N ""

Vnrfc
mostly of the rollicking sea-type, N "w YorK

,

had been well selected, and if there'3 Sam Herman, xylophonist; Frank
enough of this variety to last, pro- Banta, pianist, and Andy Sanella,

gram should be one of the best on aax and steel guitar, are the Radio
the Coast of this- vaude-revue type. Luminaries, a one-to-nil instru-

Bill is a credit to Jack Joy, who mental trio recruited by NBC from
produces it, and to Artie Mehilnger, among the fair-haired musicians of

songwritcr-m.c. Around 20 acts are the house. For Herman, Banta and
crowded into the 60 minutes, which Sanella are among those fortunate

evidences the snap with which the few musikers around the major sta-

program is, put over. Station uses tions who, by a multiplicity of radio

most of ita staff artists, with some, commercial dates, enjoy handsome
outsiders in the bill. Comedy, Incomes to the degree that they can
neither raw nor ancient, Is handled no longer be bothered getting up
by Rathborn and Hutchins, black- early for a $25 or $30 recording date
face; The Lelands. mixed comedy for a phonograph disk,

singers; George Teomans, pw^a K No question about the wherefore
dialectician, and Emerson Treacy and. whyfore of Messrs. Herman,
and Gay Seabrook, in a majaprop Banta and Sanella's instrumental
routine, similar to their nightly distinction. In Combination and solo

'Growlri' Up' skit over the same they evidence their musicianly skill

station. I for -popular entertainment
It's a combo that reminds of the

old All Star Trio on the Victor rec
ords when disks sold and- meant
something to the public. If memory
serves, Banta was on that trio, too,

with Wheeler Wadsworth (since a
band leader on his own as Waddy
Wadsworth) on sax and an unre-
called third member.
The Radio Luminaries could be

NATIONAL MINSTREL PLAYERS
and FANS' ASSOCIATION PRO-
GRAM

With Dan Quintan, Interlocutor
Sustaining
WEAF, New York
National Minstrel Players and

Fans' Association met for a pow-

Tn^i
11^01^^ ^nf^iH^: |elven re6ular spotting, although the

no»£?r„
h
2UiI?lJ?

r tL^o^ suspicion is that they were formu-

^v^'^I^^^^I^^mA^^ Sunday .night to plug a wait
picking up some of the show that

| „ ,—/ «w~ nut „onuntil a band concert from Chi was
picked up. They have all the «le

Abet.

WBAL-WJZ SYNCHRO

EXTENDED TO DEC. 1

the oldtimers were putting on at one
of the local auditoriums as part of i <. „Qn„ „„„.,,
the convention the network framed

|

ments for ma8S appeal

something of its own in the studios
of WTAM. The results were neither
a credit to oldtixne minstrelsy nor
to the production talents of the net-:
work's Cleveland outlet.
Only four of the oldtimers an-

nounced in the advance publicity
by the chain appeared on the pro-
gram. They were Dan Quinlan,
doing the ihterlocutorlng; Bobby
Burns, Paul J. P. Donley and
Johnny Healy, the last described as
'the grand old man of American
minstrelsy/ Major part of the half
hour was shouldered by young fel-
lows, likely recruited by the studio.
One of these heaved a tinny so-
prano, with Quinlan assuring the
listeners that the source was a
strapping six-footer, and another
did an impressive job on the banjo.
Only pair of pipes that made It easy
on the ears was that of Donley," who
once did the tenor stunt for the Hi
Henry Minstrels.

Mrs. George Primrose was also
there to do a little reminiscing about
her' husband and the days of Bar-
low, Primrose and West, and closed
her tribute to minstrelsy with a
recitation titled 'Give Us Back Our

Baltimore, Sept 6.

Like the sighing heroine In the
play, WBAL was last week rescued
at the last minute from having its

air time sliced in half. Federal
Radio Commlsh came through and
extended its permission to allow
the 10,000 watter to continue Its

synchronization deal with WJZ.
New permit runs until Dec. 1.

Station was to go off the synchro
arrangement Sept. 1. ;

GROFE'S GUARANTY

MCA Fails to Fix Amount So Grofe
Doesn't Signature

Ferde Grofe makes his debut on

The Biggest Tiny Attraction
on. Radio and Stage Today

• • BABY • •

ROSE-MARIE
RKO'a and Radio's Youngest

HEADLINER

Week Sept. 3
Orpkettm, . Minn.

Direction

WEBER-SIMON

Good Old Days/ It was a sorry. I the Lucky Strike show this Thurs
piece of versifying, J>ut the sentK day (6) wltn the commercial bookS d

pun
u
c

p
hrhoK m s»^ng

t

h
s

flr

f izrxsknown end men and blackface the
,

NBG studloa ln Chicago last

comics of other years. Studio or*- spring,

chestra took the affair off the air Appears on the cigaret account
with a listless version of 'Land of under the MCA banner, although
Cotton.' Odec.

I Grofe has made no definite booking
tleup with that organization. MCA

HOLLYWOOD ON THE AIR I offered him a six months* contract
With Marie Dressier, Polly Moran, recently, but failed to insert a clause

SUGAR COATED PLUG

Bob Whit* Will Dramatize Brag-
ging on Standard Oil

Chicago, Sept. 5.

Bob White has sold two of his

scripts to Standard Oil of Indiana,

A rural skit entitled 'Si and Mi-
randy' with White as Si and Mi-
randy to be selected will be a flve-

mlnute program six days a week at

12:30 noon starting Sept. 25 over

WCCO, Minneapolis, and a group
of farmland stations of CBS affilia-

tion. It's now being waxed In Chi-

cago.
Other program 'Brown Stone

Front' will be given a 13-week trial

starting Sept. 12 from KMOX, St.

Louis. Cast includes Don Ameche,
Irene Nelson, Reginald Knorr, Edith
Davis and Joan Kay. Instead of

the conventional commercial an-
nouncements each episode wjU open
in a Standard Oil station arid the

motorist, while ordering oil, gas,

etc., will tune in on the program
proper on the station radio.

CBS Suspects a Dusky

Gent in the Woodpile,

Or P. JL, in Re Downey

CBS disclaims being in the throes

of a salary argument with Morton

Downey. It does admit. , that re-

cently it suggested to the tenor
that if he brought his. commercial
flguro down a notch or two the
CBS Artist Service would have a
better chance of finding him a
sponsor.
Network declares that it made

the suggestion with Downey's best
interests in mind. But Downey
doesn't see it in that light. He says
he was deserving of better consid-
eration than that, even if he sot his

commercial figure at $5,000 a week.
Avers that his reputation on the
Camel hour had done a lot to build

up 'Columbia to its present status

and the fact that he was in cause
a, lot of ether topnotch artists to

come under the CBS managerial
banner.
Columbia says it has a contract

hinding the warbler exclusively

until Sept. 15, 1933, and contends
Downey has yet to express any
discontent with the way it's rep-
resenting him. Downey admits a
contract until February next.

Same time, the network opines
that judging from the discontent
propaganda spread by. the Downey
p.a/s there must be a dusky fellow
in the woodpile. It suspects that
some Indie booking

-
office has made

the caroler a management offer,

guaranteeing him a larger figure

than contained in the CBS agree
ment. Columbia points out that it

has kept Downey working at the
atre dates consistently the past five

weeks at $4,000 a stanza (he is cur
rently at Loew's State, N. T.) and
that it has a flock more time plot

ted out for him.
If Downey doesn't want to come

back to the air at the figure Co
lumulu thus far has been offered
for him, declares the network,
there's no objection to his staying
off until the right customer comes
along.

.

NBCS REVERSE

ON RECORDED

PROGRAMS

NBC spot time placing depart;

ment, recently organized to take
care of the . stations the network
personally operates, has booked Its

first recorded program, it's a half.*

hour musical variety show bank,
rolled by the S. S. Kresge stores,

With WGY, Schenectady, contracted

to release a series of 13 of them,
each Friday starting Sept. 16. Plat-
ter was stencilled by the network
and RCA Victor, using artists from
th? NBC lists.

Event brings NBC right into the
radio disc field, with the. switch in
policy being somewhat at variance
with the statement made by M. H,
Aylcsworth at a convention of the
National Association of Broadcast-
ers in Cleveland two years ago.
Network's prexy at the time de-
clared his emphatic opposition to
the use of recorded programs, and
that the chain under no circum-
stances would give encouragement
to the waxed entortalnment me-
dium.

San Francisco, Sept. 5.

Second NBC ad ban has been let

down. Spot announcements are now
being accepted by KPO, local net-
work link, with the chain putting
one salesman on nothing but that
feature. Transcription ,bar was the
first to be lifted, raising several

weeks ago when Philco bought flock

of quarter hours for discs and Slg-
.

nal Oil Co. followed this week.
First of the spot announcements

takes the air Thursday night (8)

when the Doraldlna Cosmetic Co.
begins a month of dally word plugs

for its product.
None of the spot ads are network*

being confined to KPO and other,

separte units of the chain. Tran-
scriptions, too, are local.

Jimmy Durante, Donald. Ogden
Stewart, Lawrence King and
Oscar Radin's Orchestra

Sustaining
30 Mins.
KFSD, San Diego
Plenty of novelty and comedy in

Metro's initialer on this studio hour.
Solid socks were delivered by Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran with their
Hoover - Roosevelt . debate "' and
Jimmy Durante- singing over 'My
Greta/
Opening was as usual; then Law

guaranteeing a certain amount of

income over that period, so Grofe
bowed out.

No More Free Air Plugs

Without Fund Donation

Don Lee Takes KDB

RAYMOND PAIGE
Musical Director IEHJ, Xos Angeles

GUEST CONDOCTOB
HOLLYWOOD BOWL SYMPHONY

July 29th
Directing Gershwin's "American In

Paris" and the Belcher Uullct

JOHN

SHEVLIN-
(TENOR)

After 18 weeks on WOK, am tnk-
, tug a vncntlon. To resume riiy
Activities on the sir Labor Day;
Permunent Address: 729 Amster-

dam Ave., New York

San Francisco, Sept. 6.

Deal consummated last week in

which Don Lee bought remaining
49% of KDB, Santa Barbara, add-

rence King batted out 'Song of the ling it to the network which he op-
Rod-Headed Woman' as he did In erates in conjunction with CBS.
the picture of the same title and

| Lee previously had 61% of station.
gave way for the regulation studio
chatter. This was a little stale;

He is now full owner of KFRC
Donald Ogden Stewart delivered here; KHJ, Los Angeles; KGB, San

a neat line of dry wit, introducing I

Diego, and KDB
!Why Don't You Take Me?' tune
out of 'Blondie of the Follies/ done
by King and Oscar Radin's Metro
orchestra.
Followed by Durante, who had a

|

new line of gaggery. Dwelled on
his amorous ability and his unre-
quited love for Garbo. Plenty of

J

punches; topped with a special num-
ber, 'Don't Take Your Girl to See
the Grand Hotel,' reasoning that
Barrymore would cop her.

'Smilin' Thru' got a boost with the
song of the same title, done pleas-
ingly by the orchestra. Dressler-

WADC Adds Five Hours
Akron, O., Sept. 5.

Effective Sunday, Aug. 28, WADC
started its day's broadcast at 9 in-

stead of 11 d. m.
Monday and every succeeding

weekday the. opening time will be 8

Instead of 8; 30, Station thus offers

Ave additional hours a week to Its

listeners, Columbia features will

be carried during the hew hours.

Los Angeles, Sept. 5,

Promoters of semi-civic affairs

who in the past have been grifting
free plugs from radio stations, will

hereafter be expected to contribute
to a fund to be established by the
local Broadcasters' Association.
Fund will be used by the airmen's

organization for propaganda and
other purposes, to benefit all sta
tions.

Idea developed through igrowlng
practice of these promoters request
ing free time on the theory that
stations should advertise such af
fairs as a patriotic or civic duty
First organization broached for
donation came through with a check
for JStfO.

Radio Shorts

Thirteen shorts will be made in

the east by Stanley, featuring radio
names. First Was Harry Richman
others to include Norman Broken
shire, Sophie Tucker and the
Jesters.

Jack Yellen is writing -a special
continuity plus songs for the Tucker
short, next to go in,

'
•

Chi Imports N. Y. Actor

For Sleuth in *Fu Maiichu*
Chicago, Sept. 5.

Charles Warburtoii will come tai

New York to play Nallhe Smith/ the
detective. In ;the Italian Campagna
radio adaptation of 'The Insidious

Dr. Fu Manchu' starting Sept. 26,

over WBBM and a CBS network.

Other principals will be Jack
Daley, Sundra Love and Bob White.

Eddie Kiene's gypsy serenaders
concluding four-month engagement
at Bayslde Park, Clear Lake, la., to

Kansas City at Hotel Bellerive.

'

JACK DENNY
AND ORCHESTRA

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

Victor Records
Gem Safety Razor

Program
Lucky Strike Dance Hour

Management M. C. A.

Master
Without
Ceremony

on the
M. 3. B.

Demt Tasse
Bevne

N. B. C.
Stations
Coast-.

Network

PHILLIP'S DENTAL MAGNESIA
WABC—Taos., Thurs., Sat., 8.15 P.M.

FRANCES
LANGFORD
MANHATTAN MELODIES •

tyOIt—Wednesday, 10 P. H.
Atop Empire State Bids.
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Inside Staff-;

Unique, and probably- the first time *o done, Is a notice on the tltle-

page of;. Bobbins' publication of 'Love Me Tonight' that this song is not
from the Paramount picture of that'hame (Chevalier's current release)!,

nor is, to b0. confused .'with the song, tiove Me Tonight' from the operetta,
/The Vagabond King.' "'

\
-u s •'!:->.

• •. . . ...

Song- (or any other ) titles can't be protected by copyright,, on the es-
tablished legal ruling that one ffkn'i copyright .the EngHsh language.
What cah be'protected, however, is the proposition jijf unfair, .competition,

as in the event should .somebodyJabel a script 'Abieis Irish Rose' to mis-
lead the public, although the original 'Able' play might never be infringed
pr plagiarized. Hence, upon legal advice, Bobbins Music Corp. .labels its

^o've Me Tonight' thusiy to avoid any question of linair practice.

•Famous Music Co., the song publishing subsidiary of Paramount, took
exception to Bobbins' song on ground of a double title infringement: Fa-
mous 'also owns the' copyright to. "Vagabond King,' the operetta, which'
waa filmed by Paramount with Dennis King, (the original stage player)
re-creating his role in pictures. (Originally "Vagabond King/ by Brian
Hooker and Rudolf Friml, was published by Waterson, Berlin' & Snyder
Co,, ...whose catalog almost In Its' entirety

. V** later taken over by Mills

Music, Inc., at the. time WBS (Went' gilt. oj| b^ihess. ..One of th'e'excep-
tioris was the 'King' * score, which was acquired, by Paramount 'for Fa-
mouB.Music Co., in view of..Par's fllmlzation of the operetta):'
Famous', publication of the \ ichevalier picture's theme song is by

. Bcdgers.. and Hart. Bobbins' is ian Indie song, taken oyer from the'

Lawrence Music Co. V-.' '•;;,
.

!'
: Xl:''-)

' •.' ,'
:•

•

Famous :
is a Joint subsidiary Of both Warner Bros, and Paramount'

and publishes , all the. Par picture songs. Bobbins is a Metro affiliate.

Fatuous is planning to: sue . Bobbins for unfair competish, but it's re-

garded In, the trade. -that Famous' control,, the Paramount Publix Corp;.,1

may hot be so keen on estopping Bobbins in that it's regarded that either

,
song, if sufficiently on the auy will prove a plug for. the Paramount
picture. . \ -

. . > •:.< ;,. •. . ! .

Meantime, the music firms, Independent of what their holding com-
panies ,may think, are engaging. In a bitter rivalry to put over each of

their songs, regardless. Famous burns that Bobbins' was unethical In

taking over a song to compete 4rtth an official film theme song, and
Bobbins' alibi is that their song antedates Famous' publication in crea-
tion and publication and that th^ title sameness is one of those coin-
cidences. '. •:•! •

!

Depresh has even affected English royalty, according to taleB the Lon-
don band maestros tell about the Prince of _ Wales' equerry bargainlWg
with them on the price per musician. Average,, has been a guinea a man,
with a seven piece combo nsuallyi the average^ for a private function At
Wales' quarters.

j

•
"

.

. The equerry, on occasion, has seen fit to strike a bargain at a round
sum of 50 guineas for the seven men; with the orchestra leaders, of

course, concurring that it would be a privilege and a pleasure to play
for the Prince gratis. But the pay-off man usually insists on a stipend,

but that hinder conditions,' etc., a slight 6ut wouldn't be out. of order,
j

• As is generally known, there's a! Prince of Wales and a Duke of York
table in every class spot in London." These are usually, by preference
of the two eldest sons of the' King, off ringside, to a far corner and p.t

one 'side. These are reserved • permanently lor. them, regardless of at-

tendance "at any spot.

Equerry calls promptly the following day after the Prince or the Duke
have made hey-hey and pays off, with an exact 10% surcharge included
for service.

Some publishers are so incensed at the nuisance practice of "by special

permission' announcements on radio, they state that they'U force its ex-
tinction by restricting every song. . Then . it'll become such . a nuisance
they'll have to call it quits. . .

" ,.'

The. pubs themselves aver who cares about, the 'by special permission'

gag. unless it's the copyright owner himself who, might be sitting in, his

•park>r, listening and taking a bow. :

These publishers who insist oh the s.p. announcement have countered
that the actual name of the . copyright; owner be substituted,,.but this is

further opposed, as it's a free ad for certain firms which .Is of little

practical value, as the public doesn't give a whoop who is the' corporation
—they buy songs by the title.

Some, of the pubs are complaining about. Brunswick's proline record-

ing of a certain indie firm's songs to the alleged discrimination of. others.

Say the complaining pubs, 'If Brunswick is in on that certain firm let

it either be in the. recording or the music publishing business, not both.

Even with Victor's own Bubaid, the Southern Music Co., the Southern
must go out and 'make' Its songs before Victor records theta.' Not so

Brunswick,' which practically 'cane' from manuscript, and 1 with the

choicest artists.'

Brunswick, by its collection of radio-name artists, now rates impor-
tantly for what limited mechanical revenue there is around. :

While Jack Hylton, Jack Payne, Ray Noble and others are well known
on both sides of the Atlantic as prominent British bandmen, one of the

biggest sellers in England is Boy Fox, ah American, who is now a fix-

ture at Monselgnor's cafe, London.
Fox was trumpeter with Marion Harris and also had his own .

band on

the Coast • v "

"

: V

'

Morton Downey, at Loew's State, Donald Noyis, at the Paramount, and
Fred Waring at the Palace, aJl on' Broadway, are doing. 'Voice i.n the Old

Village Choir* this week, all have interpolated secular interludes.

-•'-Downey rings in a little of; T?he Bosary/ and the other two use 'Ave

Maria' as an interlude, it's a coincidence all around. '
• •.

.

ISH JONES' 6 MONTHS

ATBW CAFE VIA CBS

Isham Jones orchestra' has been
booked by CBS for a" six months'
stay at the Hollywood Bestaurant,
Broadway stand, commencing Oct. 1.

Meantime the combo will play
three weeks for Loew, opening
Sept.. 9 at the State, N. T., follow-
ing with a week in Jersey City and
another at the Valencia, Jamaica.
Jones closed at the Hotel Am-

bassador, Atlantic City, yester-
day (5).

C-C Takes 2 for England

Campbell-Connelly- has taken for
England TiOve Me Tonight' and 'Old
Man of the Mountain.'.

Respectively, Bobbins and. Law-
rence Music Co. American copy-
rights.

CBS Booking taSalle,

Chi Cafe, Exclusively
Chicago, Sept. 6.

LaSalle. hotel and the Vanity Fair,
niterie, have been' added to the CBS
band department list. Former, spot
had previously been booked out of
the Kennaway office. '.

With the closing of the deal Husk
O'Hare was assigned back to his

old stand, the LaSalle, while Jack
Russell got the night club Job.

Violin&ky'* Band
Solly Violinsky Is back on Broad-

way sans the muff .and the two
guns which labeled him Dead-Shot
Violinsky during his recent sojourn
in Las Vegas and Reno.

Solly is taking a comedy band
unto himself. Figures he has a
chance in vaude and for that ether
business about which, he says; he's

been hearing so much.

3 J06 COMBO HOLDOUTS
•

•Mofrfa, Keit-Enoel, Robbina Wont
^ String With Field

Three holdouts on the music pub-
lishers' new combined Jobbing serv-

ice are Joe Morris, Keit-Engel and
Bobbins!

*

They will not merchandise their

music through, the newly formed
combo, preferring to continue doing
biz'with the old-established jobbers.

AU the other major pubs are Jn

the new association to job their pub-
lications through theirown concern..

TO PROTECT

Warning against the broadcasting

of ' phohogritph records containing

numbers controlled -and restricted

by the- Lawrence Music Co. has

been dispatched to stations through-

out the country by the publishing

house. Makes the first instance of

a curb , of this sort - being put on
recorded versions of restricted

tunes for which use permission had
originally been obtained by the band
or act. - Lawrence outfit, owned out-

right by the Mills-Bockwell- book-,

ing office; Is not affiliated -with the
American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers.
Mills-Bockwell office said it

deemed, the warning measure ino-

perative after it found stations

around the country, particularly of

the one-lung .variety, wefe airing

Lawrence numbers by way of rec-

ords long before the M-R. booked
artists had a -chance to broadcast
them on their own programs. Among
the artists- whose material -. Mllls-
Rookweii is intent upon protecting
by keeping it from getting random
and promiscuous airings are Duke
Ellington, Cab Calloway, the Mills

Brothers, Ruth Etting, the. . Blue
Rhythm - band- ,the- Don Redman
combo, the Boswell Sisters, BeHe
Baker and the* Baron Lee Orchestra.
Stations to whom the Lawrence

music communications were ad-
dressed were advised that the re-
cording permission does not Include
a broadcasting right and that any
outlet releasing such records would
be held strictly accountable for eacfh
and every infringement of the pub-
lisher's rights to the musical
works involved under the copyright
law.
Appended to the letter was a list

of compositions controlled by the
firm and also one enumerating the
orchestras and artists who have
been licensed to broadcast this ma-
terial. ' Latter list embraced the
above artists for the most part,
while the numbers named included
'Man of the Mountain,' 'Reefer Man,'
'This Time It's Love,' *My Romance'
and 'Strange As It Seems.' .

ANSON WEEKS FOR N. Y.,

WILL SUCCEED LOPEZ

Following three weeks at the ho-
tel Schroeder, Milwaukee, Vincent
Lopez goes into the Congress hotel,
Chicago, Oct. 1. He opens with
his orchestra at the Schroeder -Sept
10 on leave from the hotel St. Begis,
New Tork, until the winter.'
Anson .Weeks from the hotel

Mark - Hopkins, Frisco, comes into
the Manhattan St Regis, succeed-
ing Lopez in early October. He
will reopen the Urban-designed
Seaglades room.
Josef Urban, is also redecorating

the Balloon room of the Congress
for Lopez's Chi advent.
Deal for Johnny Hamp to return

to the Congress, where he had been
for several years, is cold.

Downey's British Deal
Mot-ton Downey has made a spe-

cial deal with Decca, British disk
company of which Jack Hylton if;

on the board, to handle
, all his

American recbrdinr^ exclusively in

England. This J-; ;i ..jiMjue arrange-
ment as Dojvncy Van?;' for Bruns-
wick (American Roco: 1 Co.) in this
country, on a 2c royalty basis with
Brunswick having the Imperial as
its British affiliate.

Downey reserves the English
rights,- however, and vends them to
Decca.

Dreyfnss Wants Special Rain

And Spier Asks for New 'BB' Class

Fio-Rito ftom NBC

'

To CBS on Coast
San Francisco, Sept. 5'.

Hotel St, Francis shifts its Ted
Flo-Bito band from NBC to Don
Lee-CBS Friday (9). Flo-Bito is

now tne only local orchestra on
CBS and replaces Anson Weeks,
Who went . NBC months ago.
Counteracting the move, NBC

publicity' declared that that network
had decided to limit itself to two
local.bands, Weeks and Tom Gerun.
Gerun, from bla Bal Tabarln. cafe,

goes on' the air Wednesday (7) after
an absence of six months. :

• : CBS will give Fio-Ritb' one /trans-'

continental a week, piping him
across country Saturday nights.
Additionally he gets entire Coast
hookup -every ; night but Sundays.

SONGWBJTING CLERIC'S

LEAVE TO DO A BERLIN

Milwaukee, Sept. 6. :

.Given a year's leave of absence
by hia bishop) the Bev. Henry Scott
Bubel, Milwaukeean, recently pas-
tor of St. Michael's and All Angel's
church of . Berwyn, 111., will desert
the pulpit for a songwriter's' piano
in New Tork.

. Father Bubel is hardly a new-
comer at the art of putting songs
together. While assistant rector of
St. Paul's Episcopal church in Mil-
waukee he wrote and produced sev-
eral musical and dramatic produc-
tions! Before that, while a student
at the University of Wisconsin, he
took part -In activities of the Hares-
foot Club, a theatre group, and- edit-
ed the campus humor magazine.
Mrs. Bubel was Dorothy Deuel,

dancer, who retired from the stage
at the time of her marriage to the
clergyman in 1927.

Morris Notifies Society
\

May Spe Oyer Rating

Joe Morris Music Co., through
Julian T. Allies of Abeles & Greeni
who also represent Bobbins Music
Corp. in its suit against the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers, has' served formal
notice on the' society for a similar

threat to sue for reclassification.

Complaining that the' society's board
has not accorded it a fair break 6n
the .classification, Morris, like Bob-
bins, plans recourse to the courts
for redress.

Morris' plaint against the society

has been a patient one, extending
for. nine months since last Decem-
ber when he wrote the society that
the Morris Co. rated, promotion from
C to class B. Instead of arranging
a date for such hearing, firm re-
ceived a letter from the society ad-
vising that Instead of a promotion
it had been, moved down from C
to Class D.

'

Morris has been receiving TV
money ever since on the society's

royalty sharing basis and has been
protesting- continuously.

In compliance with regulations,

request again has been made for a
hearing to be arranged, by the so-
ciety at early convenience, else

Abeles & Green will file suit on
Morris Music Go 's behalf. ,

Stark Hits Pedestrkn,

But Absolved, Net Held
Mack Stark, music publishing

executive, while driving eastward
on 46th street Saturday, (3) after-
noon struck a non-professional who
was badly cut on the head. The
man had just emerged from the
Palace cafeteria, crossing the street
reading a newspaper. i

Stark, accompanied by his wife
and child at the time, was absolved
from blame. He was not held.

SPIER'S FLYING TRIP
Larry Spier, bead of Famous

Music, is on an aeronautical trip

through the midwest visiting the
trade.

. Flew from N. T. to Chi and will

make Detroit, Cleveland, Cincy!
Pittsburgh, etc., all by plane. Ex-
pects to cover, all the high spots in
a week.

A vigorous . intra-American- .So-

ciety dispute remains in the offing

for final decision as regards classi-

fication for that $2,000,000 radio in-

come. This sum is expected from

radio during the first year of the

hew three year deal with; the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters.

If this royalty melon is to be cut

up on a point system, for multipli-

city of copyrighted compositions

performed on .the air, it- is stated

that Max 'Dreyfuss, the -Harms

.

mu6lc. mogul,, wonts to know about

lots of things ...
.

Dreyfuss -is reported asking' why
his firm," .jiarms, ,ano!^^' Witmark
should hot rate a special three-star

classification; Dreyfuss' thln»s they
should, though there Is no- such
provision made at' present, - Wit-
marks' -catalog rot Victor Herbert,
Sigmund Bomber^, Ernest B. Ball
and other copyright^, places

.
,that

Warner-owned -music house in the
same class with Harms which has
the cream of America's contempo-
raneous operetta and musical com-
edy composers under contract '.

Enjoying. Class A royalty-rating
with Harms.and Witmark are. firms
.such as Feist, ..Berlin, DeSylva,
Reraick, Bobbins, Shapiro-Bernstein,
Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble,
Fischer ' and Schirmer. In Class B
are Famous, Santly, Ager, fellen &
Bernstein, et al, .-

Dreyfuss' squawk is said" to be
that some of his contemporary nrms
In the 'A' classification, enjoying 'A'
money dividends, can't by compari-
son of musical catalogs, rate the
same' as 1 Harms and Witmark," or
others' ifeho have a wealth of spng

.

copyrights, and choicer catalogs.

8pler's Contention

Larry Spier, operating head of
Famous Music, which is 60-50
owned by Paramount and T^TB, and
which, is, the official song, publisher

'

of all par picture^ eonga> has.made
a : similat complaint. alreddy to the
society - for reclassification. SJiier
contended that Famous' publications
were made not only through' ear
appeii; bvt. a^so by «lght, yijpi-.'^ar

films, . and that a! special and Also
new BB class should be arranged
for , his firm. This - was not: «oted
upon.
Dreyfuss' move is' apt to be'; 'the

forerunner of several, efforts. '.for

classification. Goes for both writers
and publishers. There are .many
malcontents, and the society money
angle is now an important item to
all concerned. .

Neutral parties have also been,
of the opinion that sympathy or
sentiment has kept too many out-
moded writers In top money, class-
ification without rating It. A Her-
bert or a Berlin, if they never wrote,
another thing and assuming lit the
late Victor Herbert were still alive,
could continue In- Class A on the
strength of their past compositions
which are still extensively played

'

on. the air and in theatres. But this
Is. not so of some of the other early
20th century songsmlths. '

Dreyfuss* complaint will probably
bring the classification problem to
a head.

Rating Comm. 8tir« .

Beports are that the AfiCAP
rating committee will go into ac-
tion. ' Revision of publishers' stand-
ings on the dlwy list are beng made
more frequently and more expan-
sive consideration is being given to
the applications of the hithertofore
minor firms.
Among the recent rellstings are

the publishing houses of Mills Mu-
sic, Inc., Phil Kornheieer, Inc., and
Keit-Engel, Inc. MiUs has been
moved up a notch from B to B pips;
Kornheiser np a grade from B to
E plus; while the Keit-Engel re-
classification also took it from B to
B plus.
-The plussage on each classification

means an extra divvy on the cat-
ting up of the royalty. Approxi-
mately each class gets half of the
preceding classification, For ex-
ample, Class A has averaged $9,000
per quarter. Class B thus gets half
of that or $4,600; Classi C irt turn
receives half of Class B's money, or
$2,260, etc However, Class BB,
would thus get B's $4,500, plus an
extra $2,260, or $6,760.
Class C, which would be entitled

to $2,260, would bring to Class CC,
an extra $3,125 or, in all, $3,376.
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DREYFUSS IN

BUY BACK DEAL

It is virtually set for Max Drey-

fuss to buy back his Harms music

publishing business from Warner
Bros. With the mUsic exec's con-,

.tract expiring shortly, as ah ad-

visory officer, he is anxious to re-

acquire his business and operate
again for himself. WB has prac-
tically okayed the deal. This will

leave Warners with : Wltmarks and
Remlck of which the first is the

more active house.

So far only the least important
Warner music affiliate, Famous
Music Co., is understood to have
paid back its original investment
to" Its" two co-owners. Both, WIJ
and Paramount put up $25,000 for

Famous, with that company repay-
ing- the $50,000.

In the event of a Harms-Dreyfuss
dea^ Dreyfuss likely will also buy
up WB's 6:0% interest . in . Famous.
This would have Par owning the
remaining half.

jWB's Big Loss
"

So far, the $9,006,000 music deal
fpt the .various music publishing
properties, Including Brunswick*
Baike-Collender Co., which was a
costly investment,- ,has been -a big
loss to "Warner Bros.
Robert Crawford, president " of

DeSylva, Brown Henderson, Inc.,

has since bought back that company
from . WB. Incidentally Crawford
has also bought out his partners
and: is now sole owner of DeS., B.

& .H. .

. Wltmarks .alone stood Warners
around $900,000 and while that com

^

pahy . has been turning out. many
hit tunes the revenue hasn't ap-.

proached the investment. On top
of that, WB has been saddled with
expensive contracts for the execu-
tives It retained and the new ones
it installed including Dreyfuss, Joe
Kelt, when he headed Remlck's;
Buddy Morris, the -Wltmarks them-
selves, Crawford, Herman Starr, etc.

Hot Stuff

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Sam Coslow and Arthur
Johnston'have written, a theme
number for Paramount's 'Hot
Saturday*.

It's called 'I'm Burning for
You.' .

Wet 'Frisco All Set

For Bullish Cafe Biz

When and If Prohi Off

San Francisco, Sept. 6.

There's- well over $1,000,000 in lo-

cal coin ready to be socked into the

cafe business the minute prohibi-

tion Is repealed, provided, of course,

such action occurs. : .

•

Number of deals that have been
on and off during past six months
have been postponed while angels
and operators alike await the signal
to untie the money-bags.

Wing and- halo- gentry won't re-

lease their, dough at present; time
because even they can see the
racket is shot, spenders currently
preferring to' patronize speaks or
buy a bottle and listen to the radio
in privacy of apartments and homes.

Negotiations just about completed
this week, for a cafe, operator and
his angel to open a downtown,beer
garden with plenty of tables and
entertainment, planning to run on a
near-beer policy, until prohibition
is .an ogre. of. the past.

'

Several big breweries; too', are
all primed for action with plenty of.

thousands already being „ expended
for equipment that w.lll .put plants
In shape to operate fuU blast within
a few hours' time. •

Meanwhile, prohibition is just a
four-syllable .word in this .damp"
town.

TRADE C0HMISH ON

BOOTLEG SONG SHEETS

Federal Trade Commission has

taken recognition of the distribu-

tion and sale of bootleg song sheets.

It has issued a stipulation condemn-
ing as unfair the use of captions on

the sheets describing the contents

as 'popular song hits,' latest song
hits;' 'Maurice . Chevalier song hits,!

'radio and screen song hits,' or
'Broadway song hits,' ..'-.'

Authoring ' of the stipulation fol-

lowed a hearing before the commis-
sion of a Pittsburgh printer of,

bootleg verse- sheets.- American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers had. had him cited with
the purpose" of using the Federal
Trade Commission's -bah as added
club in its efforts to suppress the
practice.

Only thing that the Government
board can do about the situation is

to warn a printer against continuing
the thing, and if" he persists, call,

the matter, to the attention of th«f
Department of 'Justice for prosecu -

tion.'

REOPENING 2 CLUBS

Ramon-Rosita Preparing Both Thoir
N. Y. Spots for Another Fling

1 YR. LYMAN IS

ON AIR EXaUSIVELY

Baltimore, Sept. 5.

After the present month, Abo
Lyman, currently at the Loew Cen-
tury Here, will take his "band oft the
stage for a' stretch of 62 weeks,
confining all his attention to his
commercials on the ether.
Lyman goes on for another year's

ride on Phillips' Magnesia, besides
39- weeks for General. Mills, and
minimum runs of 13 weeks apiece
for Danderlne arid Real Silk. Two
more programs are now in negotia-
tion, All start in October.

Unit wanted Buss Columbo to fit

in with Vincent Lopez's orchestra

for a radio commercial. Columbo
nixed the idea of ditching the or-
chestra he has built up around him-
self and becoming a featured tenor
soloist wlh another combination.
Linit Is planning to come back on

the air via NBC. It was last CBS.

'Blondie' Song Feist's
"Feist is publishing a song put of

^.Metro'ii 'Blondie of the Follies,' the
Marlon Davles film, away from
Bobbins, the M-G-M music publish
ing affiliate. Edmund Gouldlng,
who directed the Davles pic, wrote
the words and music.
Bobbins had first call on the pub

llcatlon rights to the number, but
becauee of its present catalog it

released it for- whoever was inter

ested.

AND W
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COLUMBO NIXES IDEA

TO RADIO WITH LOPEZ

Ramon and Rosita - will reopen
their El- Garon nite spot the same
time 'Humpty - Dumpty* . (show),
premiers on Broadway. Helen Mor-
gan and DeLys and Clark will be
there,., the latter a male English
singing team repeating at the
Garon. .

Other class riite clubs are priming
their fall debuts coincidental with
the openings . of -some big. musical
show as a couvert charge break
from the theatre bunch.

. Leo Relsman was slated for the
Garon but bowed out on the offer. .

Ramon and Rosita will dance at
their other self-owned spot, the El
Patio, with Emll Coleman to con-
tinue on the dance music and part-
nership. R&R, as last year, will
engage another team for the Garon,
probably Dario and Irene again.

$25,000 Needed or Minn.

Symp Can't Make Tour
Minneapolis, Sept. 5.

Unless the $26,000 needed. to In

sure continuance of the Minneapolis
Symphony * Orchestra is raised at
once, the organization's annual win
ter tour, considered of great adver-
tising value to the city, will have to

be called off, according to an
nouncement.

Contracts with various cities can
not be signed until it is known for
certain that there will be an orches
tra. Booking time in some of the
cities Included on the proposed tour
cannot be held open much longer,
it is explained.

Remick-Feist in Tiff

Over Isham Jones Tune
Tiff over the publication rights to

Isham Jones' song, 'And I May
Never Have to Dream/ comes UP
before the . Society for arbitration
this week. Remlck and Feist both
claim the number.

George! Plantadosl, general man-
ager for Remlck, accepted the song
from Jones, in Atlantic City, where
he. was conducting his orchestra at
the hotel Ambassador, and advanced
him $500 . royalty. However, there
was no contract Feist claims a
priority to the tune, calls attention
to the no-contract phase, and in-
sists on publishing it.

Remlck is said to have, registered
the title with the Society first.

Still Fendm'
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NBC is reported in accord with
Russ Columbo to handlo that croon
er exclusively, and officially not en
courage Bing Crosby- under its

auspices. '.''.'

Sole exception of course must .be

should, Crosby be specifically en-
g'-ged by a commercial account
which purchases NBC facilities, but
otherwise NBC has more or less

coveriated itself not to build up
Crosby as against Columbo.

Crosby is the rival chain's Ace
crooner.

INTRODUCING
"TELL ME WITH TULIPS"

(That You'll Forget Me Not)
By Little jack Little and J. Fred Coott

Another -'Miller" Hit Sims
(All rrof. Matorlll Rtody)

MILLER MUSIC, Inc.
M West 46th Street, New. York City

Harry Akst, Maestro'
Culver City, Sept; 5

Frolics Gardens will be reopened
Sept. 22 with Harry Akst and 14
men in band. Floor show of 12
girls and specialties will be pro
dUced by Charlie Mosconi.
Lee Moore, who was associated in

management With Jack Lewis, will

operate alone.
Frolics went dark Sunday (28)

Finale was highlighted by a. fistic

argument sttvrptl by a customer and
one of the aUaches;

Between Rehearsals

San Francisco, Sept. 5.

Mickey Lippman, sax player

wUfc .Ted JMq-SHo's .Hotel.SJ.
Francis dance band, held up.

Lucky Strike rehearsals last

Friday a.m. while he staged, a
surprise wedding to Dorothy'
Hartensteln, non-pro.
Flo-Rlto nor his men knew

of the impending ceremony,
and we're oh the bandstand
when Lippman produced a
bride' and a rabbi and went
through the ceremony.

Show Bfe Conductors

More Than Hold Own

At Swanky Symphony

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Two radio conductors and a stu-

dio musical director whipped their

batons over . the Hollywood Bowl
orchestra in a post-season benefit

concert Tuesday (30) and did better
than hold their own with" the four
regular symphony leaders that
shared the stand with them;
Highlight of the program was

Alfred Newman's delivery.' of his
own .'Street Scene' suites, from the
United Artist film. This was the'

first time a picture score was lifted

for inclusion In a classic -bill. Piece,'

divorced from the picture, revealed
a virile treatment of the city theme,
done in the manner of a hard-belled
Qereuwin.
Rayniond Paige, ace coast con-

ductor for CBS, deserted KHJ foi4

the night to lead the huge combo
through three pieces that comprised
the music for the ErneBt. Belcher
Olympic ballet. Paige,, who hit

radio by way of picture house pit

work, demonstrated plenty of ver-
satility in his readings, partlcur
larly hard since he had to sync with
the . dancers behind . him on the
apron. ....
Charles Shepherd gave a spirited

rendition of the ballet music from
'Lie Cld.' Shepherd is from KFI,
local NBC outlet.

In all, the three men from show
business added a strong touch, qt

freshness and popular appeal to

what should have been Just another
symphony program. No question as
to their musicianship, their ability

to handle, the 100 piece orchestra
or to get the full value out of the
Bowl's outdoor acoustics.

Literati

(Continued from page 40)

Price doesn't sell that certain short
short, he will -turn- It into a novel.
Joseph Freeman at Green Man

slon.

Samuel Budin will go to Russia
soon.

Phil Scha.tz apt to do his next
novel at an upstate farm.
Lloyd Stern claims to have been

a 'tramp' athlete.

Robert L. Houseman, Instructor in
journalism at the University Of
Montana, ghost-wrote the current,
'Through the Communist. Looking
Glass,' for which Harry Stekoll,
Oklahoma oil man, is credited with
authorship.

J. B. Priestley will come over
again if he can escape the ship news
reporters.

All 12 contributors to 'Facing the
Facts ; An Economic Diagnosis,' are
Princeton profs.
Character of Mordhom In 'Cross-

roads' is supposed to be a take-off
on Henry de Monfrled.
Nina Hamnet, who knew all the

scribblers worth knowing, will have
her reminiscences out soon;
Catharine Brody is a 'World'

alumnus.
' Frank Roche deserts sports desk
at Los Angeles 'Times' to p. a. new
racetrack at Arcadia, Cal.

Ward Morehouse has started ex-
orcising dally. Thinks it may thin
him down.
Rita Wclman en route home.

FOX DROPS CONTRACT

TUNESTERS; SOLO JOBS

Hollywood, Sept. 5.

Fox will eliminate policy of hold-
ing songwriters under contract, and,
instead will engage the "tunesters as
needed, at' a flat, price for each pic-

ture;

L. Wolfe Gilbert went off contract,

but is returning later for one pic-
ture. Only contractee currently is

James Hanley, whose agreement has
several weeks to run.

ERPI, MUSIC

MEN IMPASSE

With Warner Brothers determined!
to make Its own synchronizing deal
and both Fox Films and Metros
Qoldwyn-Mayer now figuring 0^
sticking to their own. catalogs fo^
music, the efforts of the Music Pub* :

lshers* Protective Association an*
ERPI to_ get together on a new 1U

'

censing agreement, have becomal
more tangled than ever. Previous!
contract between the latter two 6r,j
ganlzatiOjns expired yesterday (5)^
leaving , the picture, companies using:

'

ERPI. equipment to go- along with*
out any -definite terms to guld»
.them. <

Two things are accountable to*
holding up' the mapping out of

4"

'

new agreement between M. P. P.'A»' -

and ERPI. One Is the attitude
taken by the publishers' combine
that it will not go into the detail*:

of another contract until ERPI hoc
first Settled the $800,000 "bootlegT
seat tax suit pending against it li -

the courts. Other snag
. that . th»

M. P. P. A. has to contend with ut

'

the.breaking avay from the fold oifc

Warrter Brothers and. the threat*
ened going on Its own of Fox Films*
Attitude taken by ERPI is that un^e
less Is serves as. the agent for all
the picture companies, using its

equipment, the M. P. P." A. will have-
to make Its new agreement with the?

individual . producers.

WB, Fox, M-G -M- Adamant
Warner Brothers has declare!

that under no circumstances will it-

do any music licensing through
ERPI. If any pressure is brought
to force it into line, WB has also .let

It be known that It will refrain
from using music controlled by the
M. P. P. A. and restrict themselves
to the catalogs of their- own . pub-
lishing affiliates, Harms, Remictc
and Wltmark. .

Fox Films' stand is that it can
fill Its synchronizing heeds out ot
the Sam Fox Music Co., with which
it has an interlocking affiliation, and
the recently organized Movietone
Music Co,, which it controls and
publishes through Sam Fox.

Similarly, Metro's recent moves
indicates that it Intends to . have-
nothing further to do with ERPL
but to rely wholly for Its muslo
sources upon its own publishing
subsidiary, Robbins. Not only has)

Metro declined to make formal no-
tice to the M. P. P. A. of its readi-
ness to continue us a member of the)

ERPI licensee group, but It side-
stepped several requests from thai

electric outfit as to whether it

would be okay for ERPI to repre-
sent Metro in the new agreement
pow-wewa.

SPOKANE ROADHOUSE BUBNEB
Spokane, Sept. 5.

Albert Commellini's Ambassador
club, exclusive night spot, burned
to the ground over the week-end.
Located' outside city limits, fire "was
out of control when discovered.
Loss will exceed $50,000. Commel-
lini expects to rebuild.
Insurance totaled $8,600 on the

membership-only c'ub. Fire said' to
have been caused through defective
wiring.

BOSE SUES. MACK G0BDON
Mack Gordon, of the songwriting

team of Harry • Revel and Gordon,
accepted a $160 advance from Billy
Rose for' some special songs for
Rose's revue, but is alleged to have
failed to deliver either the songs or
the money/ The $160 was on ac-
count of a $600 advance at the time
Rose is now suing to recover the

yard and a half; Because Gordon
lives in Long Beach, the suit Is

brought in the Supreme Court there

ANOTHER SONGWBITEBESS
Wanda Nash, formerly of the

vaude act of Norworth and Nash,
now on the writing staff of Law
rence Music.
Has already had accepted for

publication, 'I Want to Be Made,'
and Is having another, 'There's
Rhythm in Your Love,' melodized
by Victor Young.

PUBLISHERS WANT

75c ORCHESTRATIONS

Music publishers are now after a
75c selling price for orchestrations*
Cost now. is 50c.

It was 35c at one time and that,

price was a gag as they were mora
or less freely, handed but . for the.

plugs. But with the pubilo per-,

formances Inspiring but limited
sales across the sheet music count-
er, the publishers feel that pro-

1

'

fessional musicians should pay
more for their music.

Move for the new price Is com-
ing up for ratification at the next
publishers' meeting.

HERE AND THERE

Eddie Elkins will probably pur-
vey the music at Barney Gallant's
West 3d St. cafe this fall.

New idea being tried out In De-
troit is a 'Woodwinds. Trio,' formed
by Lare "Vardreau, Charles Staltm.an
and David Weber. Instruments are
flute, oboe and clarinet.

Ace Brigode and his Virginians
will return to Chicago to "start the

season at Merry Garden ballroom
Sept. 10. Currently at Coney Island,

Cincinnati.

Mary Dobbs probably holds the

time record for an organist, at a

single theatre in Colorado, She ha»
just celebrated her ninth anniver-
sary at the Fox Isis, Denver.
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6 BITU A R Y
RICHARD O. OBEE

' Richard O. Obee,.JS5, veteran thea-
trical road manager, died by suicide

In San Francisco, Aug. 27. •

Wife, left penniless through
Obee's insurance lapsing through
.non-payment, and a daughter in

England, survive. • :

A news account appears in the
Jejglt section of this issue.

j CHARLES CALVERT CARTER
Charles Calvert Carter, 73, died

Aug. 29 of a heart ailment at his
borne in Long Beach, Calif. He had
been in pictures for 20 years. Was
known as the 'perfect butler,' and
appeared in films with Mary Plck-
fcrd, the late Wallace Held, Harold
Lloyd and others. He retired two
years ago.

E, J. WILKINS
Edward J. Wllkins, 66, former

vaude " trouper, ,," died Aug. 30 •' in
Rochester, N. " Y„ after two years'

dent. Funeral services for both will

be held in Chicago.
.

News account of the accident ap-
pears

1

' in the vaudeville section of
this issue.

WARREN HOWSON
Warren' Happy' Howson, 33, for-

merly of the vaudeville team of

Lester, Howson and Clark,
.
was

killed Aug. 28 in an automobile ac-
cident near Detroit. His partner,

Merton Shields, was badly injured

but may live. Howson has been
doing radio work.

RAIN HURTS

Wis. Fair Gets Drenching—Circus
Tries Show in Mud Sea

JOHN S. FEARIS
John S. Fearis,."65, composer of

'Beautiful Isle of Somewhere,' and
many other songs and cantatas,

died Sept. 2 at Lake Geneva, Wis
Survived by a brother, a nephew

and two nieces.

JEANNE JOMELLI
Mme. Jeanne Jomelli, soprano

who made her debut at the Metro

-

illness. He began career ' as a
trapeze' performer at Chicago
World's Fair in 1893 with .Eddie
Moore, later noted as a dog dancer,
as his partner. He was on the
Keith circuit for years in- comedy
sketches 'The Boy Tramp' and 'The
Boy Bootblack.*

;

Survived by his mother, a brother
and two sisters.

GUY OLIVER
Guy Oliver, 64, died Sept. 1, in the

Hollywood hospital, Hollywood, .foU
lowing a long llness. In pictures
since 1908, Oiver had worked with
Jesse- L. Lasky 'since 1916 under, a
verbal contract.

Oliver's' -first screen performance
was with the old Lubin company.
Then 'fallowed appearances In Ec-
lair, Kinemacolor and Se'lig pic-
tures; - He' is . said to have played
in .600 films. Widow, son, and
daughter survive.' '> •••

Willie berger "

- WHUe Berger, former RKO .booker,
died Sept. 3 from' injuries suffered
in an automobile accident the pre-
vious Thursday (1) hear Newcastle,
Pa. Kerger's seven-year-old daugh-
ter wae killed, outright in the acci-

polltah in 1906, died in San Fran
Cisco Aug, 29, She" had been living
there since her retirement in 1917'.

Was the wife of W. O. Backus, wb'o
survives her.

Pearl Dillon Long, 57, former wife
of Ray Long, and herself prominent
in editorial work, died in San Jose,
Cal., Aug. 29; 'after an Illness of four
years.

.
Canton, O., Sept. 5.

Hagenbeck- Wallace circus" returns;
to Ohio this week, coming in at
Toledo, Labor Day, the latest the
show has been routed in this terri-

tory in many years; Columbus will

be played Sept. 6,' with other Ohio
spots to follow.
Both Sells-Floto and the Ringllng

shows have played both cities

A#?<r)tez-Jn. the^jBeaflpji^^,.. .

With the Barnes circus going into
winter quarters Sunday and the
Sells-Floto scheduled to close on
Labor.. Day,' this leaves only the
H-W outfit and the big show as'the
two Ringllng units remaining out,

Reports are to the effect that the
Hagenbeck show will continue on
the road until about the first week
in October.

Alvin L. Johnson, 47, office man-
ager for Paramount- in Denver, died
there Aug. 31. Survived by his
widow and two children.

Milan Lu6k, Chicago violinist who
had achieved great success in Eu-
rope, died Aug. 31 in Prague fol-
lowing an; operation for cancer of
the stomach.

David Lawson, 55, newspaper man
In Los Angeles, died there Aug. 30.

He was planning to' leave to take
' oharge of a paper in the Philip
pines.

Robert Thorpe, 72, former band-
master, died in Yonkers Aug. 28.

. Lee Morton, former Tex Guinan
girl, died in an auto accident at
Gulfport, Miss., Aug. 29.
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Hollywood

"William Deltz, cameraman, filed
Municipal court suit to recover
$1,175 from Kendall-deVally Opera-
logue Co. for trick photography and
filming of 'Walpurgis Nights,' two
reel opera.

Gene Morgan, iri.c., who operated
the Pyramid club, sued by Milton
Weinberg for $312 theatre program
advertising bill.

Southwest Portland Cement Co.
filed $426 Municipal court suit
against Adolph Ramlsh, who acted
as agent for the building of a local
synagogue.

Ernesto Yilches, Spanish film
player, sued by Jacob Bochner for
$208 as result of an. auto accident
a year ago.

.

"

Charles: M. Canfleld, bbxofflce man
for Theatre and Music Guild at the
Mason, filed a $114 wage claim
against the company, which failed
to open .'Rose of Flanders.' Makes
$362 in claims against the guild.;

George Bridges, musician, filed a
week's wage claim for $27 against
Torf & Pelton, operating, a tent
dramatic stock show in Inglewood.

"Virginia O'Donnell, dancer and
wife of William O'Donnell, Warner
assistant director, was awarded a
divorce and $100 a month alimony.
Said her husband didn't like her
friends.

Manny Wolfe, Paramount writer,
has filed intention, to marry Adele
Cutler, dancer, last, in 'Hullabaloo.'

Isadbre Freleng, film cartoonist,
and Lillian Lorraine Schonfeld,
non-pro, have applied for a mar-
riage 'license/ Also James H. An-
derson/ picture' technician, and Es-
ter N. Gifford.

Milwaukee, Sept. 5.

The principal opposition encoun-
tered by the 82nd Wisconsin State
Fair, held at Milwaukee, Aug. 28 to
Sept. 2, was the wrong kind of

weather.

A rain storm that got into the
cloudburst class preceded opening
time. Many of* the; exhibitors were
delayed on their way.
The Hagenbeck-Wallace circus,

set - up opposite the grand stand,

was devoid of a big top for the fair

date. Tha rain made the circus

grounds almost impassable, but all

it did to the circus folks was to de-
lay their opening. They put on their

show with everything they had in a
sea of mud, •

The circus went on daily at 2 and
8 with the races

.
keeping right oh

during performances.

WALLACE SHOW IN OHIO,

ROUTE TO OCT. REPORT

Toronto Fair's Big Gross

Chi World Fair Juice

Rights Bring $60>

Chicago, Sept. 5.

Ed Carruthers has acquired the
Orange Crush Concession at the
Chicago World's Fair. It cost him
$60,000.

Ted Weeras, the orchestra leader,

is understood to have the Frozen
Custard concession"for $50,000. It

is not reported what attitude cream-
ery interests also participating in
the Fair will take toward the Frozen
Custard, which cuts in on ice cream
sales.

. In other parts of the country
dairymen have made trouble on oc
casjons for the synthetic sweet.

3,000 in K. C. Spec
A combination spectacle and

fireworks display of the *Last Days
of Pompeii' will be staged In the
Polo Grounds on the night of Sept.
27 by the New York chapter of the
Knights of Columbus. Planned that
the spec will be repeated on subse-
quent evenings.

It is announced that 3,000 per-
sons will appear In the spec, also
a symphony orchestra. Show will
also have circus acts.

Greases

(For current week, Sept. 5 to 10)

Hagenbeck-Wallace
Sept. Bi Toledo; 9, Columbus: 7, Spring

field; 8. Richmond; 9. Terre Haute; 10,
Evansvllle; 12, Padacah, Ky.

Ringllng Bros.
Sept. 0, St Louis; «, Springfield; 7,

Tulsa; 8, Ponca. City.

8ells-Floto
Sept. 6, Atlanta, Ga.; C. Rome; 7, Gads-

den; 8, Tuscaloosa; 8, ' Birmingham; 10,
Florence;-

Carnivals

(For current week, Sept. 5 to 10)
Alamo—Pittsburgh.
Cetlln & Wilson—Wheeling.
Coleman Bros.—Lewlston, Me.
Corey Ureater—Hatfield.
Crafts Greater—Vlslla.
Diamond Sisters—Columbus Jnct., Iowa.
Empire City—PearlBburg.
Endy-r^Hatneld, Pa.
Galler—McMlnnvllle.
Gloth—Wilmington.
Greenburg—Amm.—Clay Center, Kan.
Krause Greater. Bristol, Va.
Landes, J. U. Manhattan.
Langs O-.e, Jerasyvllle, 111.

Pago, J. J., Wise, Va.
Pearson, C. C. , .

Bridgeport.
Roberts & Aaoilsb, Tlmonluiti, Md.
Royal American, E3khorn.
Rabin Ac Cherry, Minneapolis.
Sol's Liberty, OerlaTO.
Tldwoll, T.

r
J., Miami, Okla.

Vernon Bros., Wilson.
Wade;- W. G., Imlay City.
West Bros.', Drownetown.
West, W. B., Wctmore. Kana.
Zelger, C. F., Akron, Colo.

(Continued from page 1)

and a choir of 2,000. Production cost

is supposed to be $150,000. Pageant
is written and directed by . Charlie
Ross and a corps of assistants, Ross
having been oh this end for about
20 years.

Color and simplicity seem to be
dominant characteristics of the
pageant. No time has been wasted
on miniature effects, the whole be-
ing done before a Windsor Cas'tle

cut-out and backdrop of heroic pro-
portions. Leading off the pageant
is the band of the 48th Highland-
ers in feather bonnets, swinging
kilts and plaids ; then the green

-

uniformed Queen's. Own Rifles; the
white helmets and scarlet tunics of
the Toronto Regiment; the gray of
the Toronto Scottish;

: the scarlet
and bearskins of the Grenadiers;
the glittering helmets of the Royal
Canadian dragoons; and the white
and scarlet of the Governor-Gen-
eral's bodyguard.

Gathering of the troops of the
Empire starts but with the invasion
of Britain by the Roman legions and
up through history with the Knights
Crusaders, King. Arthur's bow-men,
Cromwell's roundheads, voyageurs
of. French Canada, troops of Mont-
calm and Wolfe, Brock and Well-
ington and the navy units in his-
toric garb; Far-flung empire units
include New South Wales Lancers
from Australia; British, Lifeguards,
Bengal Lancers from India/ Scot-
tish. Highlanders, .South Africans,
Irish and men of the Royal navy.
Brittania and empire builders- are
also present;
Unfortunately, on opening night,

the British Lions,' drawn up in
cages down front, upset the musical
ride of the Toronto mounted police,
the nags snorting with fear. Now
the kings of the jungle are hauled
back-stage before the mounted con-
tingents make their appearance.

$196,300 Net Last Year
"Last year 1,860,000 - people clicked

the turnstiles. Profits are assured
(or all -and, if the extent of these
may have decreased in the past two
or three years through general
business conditions, there's still u
profit for all.

For the Ex. it's always a six- fig-

ure profit. Last year, the net totalled

$196,300,: important money at any
time for a two weeks' production,
even with a capital tie-up of $21,-

000,000 in land, buildings and equip-
ment.

Model Shows of America again
got the carnival rights, a plum
they've had for five consecutive
years. For the previous five or six
years the Rubin & Cherry Shows
had the concession. Although the
peasants don't know it, they're still

getting the same show. When . the
C. N. E. officials thought the pub-
lic might be getting tired of the
R. & C. lineup, Rubin Gruberg sim-
ply changed. the"name of. the or-
ganization, bought a flock of new
fronts and again 'snaffled: the con-
tract as the Model Shows of Amer-
ica. He's supervising the produc-
tion end up. here with William J.

Hilliar as publicity manager.
.

The carnival scoop of the season
is the presence of the Ubangi sav-
ages, rented to Gruberg by Ring-
ling Bros. The midway this year
is also the longest the Ex. has ever
had. They're carrying 27 shows'and
18 rides, plus two new baby ride's.

In the carnival are 437 people.
There's- the usual rodeo outfit with
40 riders and 50 head of. stock, In-
cluding buffaloes, Chaplitflky's Rus-
sian midgets, congress of fat peo-
ple, high-diving water-circus, etc.
Fronts are new : and use of fresh
paint has been lavish. The outfit
has never lost money here despite
the expenses and high, transporta-
tion costs up to Canada.

.
Florida Shows, Inc., arc also here

with. 30 or 40 Seminole.swamp. In-
dians in native village, an alligator
battling act, an animal show and
another hlgh-dlving act.

Circus Wins iii First

Nutmeg Poster Battle
Waterbury, Conn., 1 Sept; 6

The Sells-Floto circus has won
a court victory in the first bill post-
ing suit ever ' contested here. The
court handed down . a decision for
the circus in the $200 civil action
started by Julia Brady of this city.

Alleged illegal posting of bills for
the 1930 circus was grounds for
the suit. The plaintiff gave notice
of appeal.
In the past the circuses have set-

tled such suits, which are numerous
here, out of court.

Carney Sidetracked by

LA. Fair; Sideshow In

Los Angeles, Sept. 6.

For the first time in 10 years Los
Angeles County Fair, opening Sept.
16, wl'l be without a carnival outfit
on the fair grounds: Barnes circus
sideshow and several pit shows will
be the only attractions outside of
the free acts. For past five years,
Orvllle Craft shows, carney, has had
the exclusive On the entertainment.
Free acts this* year are the Bruno

Weiss Trio, the Kitchens, flying act;
Albertina, wire act; Kellogg's Ara-
bian Horses and Sam Garrett, roper.
All set by Charles Hatch of the
RKO office.

Iowa State's $50,000 Red
Des Moliies, Iowa, Sept 5.

An allowance of $20,000 to re-
duce a deficit of the 1932 Iowa state
fair has been granted to the state
fair board by the state legislative
committee on retrenchment and re-
form.
Action was taken before the fair

ended when it was estimated that
the defliclt was at least $50,000.
The cost, of the 1931 fair was

$286,852.15 and it closed with a defi-
cit of $60,000. The budget for this
year's exposition was fixed at
$240,000.

RODEO SUBS FOR TEX.

FAIR'S ANNUAL SHOW

Dallas, Sept. 5.

In line with complete reorganiza-
tion, Texas state fair turning, for
first time iri years, to outdoor shows
for the gate pull. Hoot Gibson's
Golden State ranch rodeo spotted as
ace attraction with plently of bally.
In contrast to established policy of
musical hits, mostly operettas, In
vogue since 1925 and with guaran-
tees ranging from 10 to 90 G's. This
year Alice Joy's 'Dream Girl' show
takes the short end of billing and
considerably less cash.

Staff revamp leaves Herbert Car-
penter out as acting mgr. C. A.
Wortham, son of late Clarence
Wprtham, succeeds J. C. Thomas to
handle midway operated by
Wortham Riding Device Co.
Fair scheduled for: Oct. 8-23.

Elephant's Slip Almost
Hurt H-W Act Seriously

Milwaukee, Sept. 5.
Wanda Wentz, 19, with the Hag-

enbeck-Wallace circus at the State
fair, narrowly, escaped serious in-
jury when an elephant kneeling dur-
ing the course of her act slipped
injuring her leg. Attendants prodded
the animal .away from her and car-
ried the unconscious performer from
the field.

The accident resulted undoubtedly
because of a heavy downpour that
put the circus grounds in poor
shape. No tent was used for the
fair engagement the show being set
up in front of the grand stand.

DOROTHEA ANTEL
118 W. 72d St„ New York City

the Sunshine Shoppe
New Assortment ot

GREETING CARDS
For All Occasions

,1 N S T I T U T INTER NATION ALf» O N
stfg,

Shoes for the Stage and Street

bv SHOWFOtk'S SHOESHOP — 1552 BROADWAlyy
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>w Folk Move from 'Ground Floor

To Cyclone Cellar in Investments

Enough Individuals in the acting

d of show business, and sufficient

make the change appear general,

smarting up—financially. Al-
gh there have been a few ex-

tlons, financial conservativeness
s never been a generality among
ors.

The new trend toward socking It

yay, just in case, Is liable to wipe
lit that universal spectre of the
ashed up, out-at-the-elbows mld-
e aged thesplan and change it

to a portrait of a well-dressed,
ibstantlal, retired business man.
An Indication of the decline of

digallt,y among actors are the
atements of Investment and life

surance companies to the effect

U numerous performers have
>a among the heavier buyers of

IjKdownmont policies, annuities and
ust funds during the last couple
years.

Through at SO

While women of the stage are,

course, considered retirable
Ettller by financial companies' sta-

^tlstlcs, Investment people place the
atural retirement age of the av-
age actor at 50. This means, in

e Investment business' opinion,
at the average actor has passed his

ak, If not outlived his usefulness
together, at the half century
rk. In contrast, the retirement

!ge among men in other lines of

(Continued on page 86)

(OVER LIFE ON AIR

AS CAMPAIGN SERIAL

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Life of President Hoover will be
dramatized in serial form for use
lover the air on discs as election

campaign material, if present inten-
tions of the Republican National
committee crystallze.

.One company, engaged here in

turning out wax radio records, is

known to be figuring on the job of

lining up casts, and recording such

^ serialization.

Vatican Film

} A feature picture, taken in the
tjjj^atican, Rome, and based on works
4nd historical events of the past 10

|>ears of Pope Pius XI, is being
*£<lited and assembled In New York.
it will be known as 'The City of

| Poace' and will be shown In this
^country only in Catholic schools, or-
ganizations, etc., through the Cath-
>lic • ,iurch.

, Arthur James, former film trade
} aper publisher, who returned from

'.urope two weeks ago, brought the

| «l'rti back with him. It Is silent ex-
f cept for Incidental music.

Stagehand Stars

The real stars of burlesque
this year in so far as salaries
arer concerned, are the stages-

hands. In numerous hurley
ventures, both stock and wheel,

'

the union boys are the highest
salaried people on the stage.
Traveling shows are required

to carry two permanent deck
hands, at $100 a week each, in

addition to fares and Sleep-

ers. On several of the eastern
Empire wheel shows the
scenery shifters top the pay-
roll.

N. J. CROONER

RUNNING FOR

CONGRESS

A radio artist is running for Con-

gress in the 10th New Jersey Con-

gressional district. He is William

W. Harrison, who will campaign

over the air, broadcasting from

WOR.
Harrison is a vocalist. In addi-

tion to his air talks will add a bit

of crooning.

Candidate is also an aviator and
is credited with doing much to de-

velop the Jersey airports.

Rumble Seat Racket
Milwaukee, Sept. 12.

A racket was disclosed at the

Wisconsin State fair when gate at-

tendants caught Ira C. Meredith, a
.salesman, bootlegging patrons Into

the fair in the closed rumble seat

:>f his car. He admitted bringing

in 10 persons at cut rates.

Meredith was able to carry on his
racket because he had borrowed a
concessionaire's pass. He got a ride
to the federal building because
there were Ave pints of liquor
pecrcted In the rumble seat.

The concessionaire waa ordered
out of the grounds.

42nd St. Sign

Restaurant on 42nd street closed

It's doors but put out a sign that's

attracting attention.

Reads: 'Closed in order to make
alterations for the arrival of beer.'

Entire Industry May Gross
$75,000,900 for '32—$60,-
000,000 Last Year—NBC
and CBS Chains . Conv-
bined.Are Paced for $44,-
000,000 Total

TALENT BUREAUS OK

Despite the severe slump in in-

come from facilities sales which
hit both radio networks during
July and August, NBC and. Colum-
bia came through the ,first eight

months of the current year with a
combined lead of close to 18% oyer
the same stretch for 1931.
Between them the chains have,

up to 8ept. 1, taken in from time
sales $26,670,485 as compared' to
$22,681,485 for the same stretch last
year.

Yet, as distinct as was the set-
back this, summer. It Is figured
that the networks will not only re-
gain this lost ground through Octo-
ber-December, deemed the three
best months' on the broadcasting
calender, but will wind up '32 with
record grosses. Columbia has only
$3,000,000 to go to match Its full

1931 gross of $11,895,039, while NBC
is within $8,000,000 of last year's
final countup, $26,607,041.
With the less, happy chapters In

the story out of the way, and the
commercial contracts now piling up,
giving assurance of an abundantly
healthy final quarter, It can be rea-
sonably estimated that Columbia for
1932 will roll up to $15,000,000 and
that NBC may edge over the $29,-
000,000 line. These figures refer
only to revenue from time, sales.

Indications are that the networks
will also show substantial Increases
in talent sales for 1932, CBS Artists
Service notably ' coming through
with a hefty profit. Also a good
possibility that the NBC Artists
Service will finish the year with a
neat margin for the first time since
its organization. Judging from the
first six months' business, Colum-

(Continued on page 86)

Practical

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Ladles' shawls, watches with-
out any works, cigaret holders,
and those other baubles once
used as prizes In candy pack-
ages hawked in burlesque
houses, have been discarded.
A more utilarian gift is held
out to the patrons of burlesque.

Principal prize Is now a pair
of shoes.

Murder as a Gag Not Boxoffke;

m HI I I! Boom

Red Tops

Eastern theatre operator has
conceived a scheme by, which
he hopes to save; time In his
regional ' confabs. ' With house
raanagers.
Plan calls for the 'individual

operators whosev jhouses 'are

In the 'red' to attend mana-
gerial sessions wearing crlm -

soil l>er'etsi 'It's also to pro-
: vide the operating exec with
an Immediate flash as to who's
who and what's what.

LEGIT VERSION

BY NBC

The entrance of the
;
National

Broadcasting Co. into the legltlihate

production field is indicated by the

presentation of 'Real Folks,' due In

a Broadway theatre soon. The show
has been quietly rehearsing at the

Chelsea hotel. At Equity's offices

it was stated that the salary .bond,

the usual requirement of a new pro-
ducer to protect the players for a
minimum of two ' weeks, will be
posted by NBC.

'Real Folks' 18 a combination of
the radio broadcast series of same
name and similar type, also 'Tomp-
kins Corners.' Most of the material
for 'the air was Written by" George
Frame Brown who ;will rhead the
show cast. Others In the ileglt ver-
sion are George. 'Usher, George
Shields, 'Virginia Farmer, Earl Red
ding, Flavla Arcaro, Gene Cleveland,
Irene Hubbard, Edward D'Olsy,
Sam Monroe; Philip Robinson, Nor-
man Williams, Phoebe Mackaye and
Elizabeth Erich.
Some of the players have not

been in the legit but are microphone
artists. They have applied for
Equity membership.

Chicago, Sept ' 12. •

Mrs. Dorothy Pollak, Who mur-
dered her husband and escaped on

"

a self-defense plea, opened .Satur-

day (10)- at" the State-Congress as

a burlesque queeen^ The manage-
*

meet sardonically calls the revue,

'Boom, *Boom, Follies.'

'. Census-taking" 6? the first au^
dlerce failed' to reveal more than a
handful of curious persons who 1

had obviously' come to see the .,

hubby-slayer. The rest, were the
;

usual riffraff of drifters, bums, And
'

sex- misfits. How little Mrs. Pollafc
.

interested the audience as a whole,
was' proven by numerous walkouts
before the show .got as far as lta

'

headliner. .

"Finally 'came. . the tongue-ln-
in-cheek announcer who spoke of /
the. stately widow's great need for
public sympathy' and. support in the .

ordeal she
.
was. going, through. .'

Ordeal evidently, meant" playing the
State-Congress. Announcer' held up

j

the handsome relict of. 'Poor .Joe'
,

who finally washable to whisper her
message. She spoke of her

.
great

need for public sympathy'and .sup-'

port in the ordeal she was going
through. .,

Fashionabfe

It was then Announced that Mrs.
Pollak would sing 'I'm Sorry Dear/.
At being thus forcibly reminded of

(Continued on page 86)

Britain's Bogey
London, Sept. 12,

England, in an attempt to equal
America at golf, is thinking of do-
ing away with the 'bogey' figure on
its courses, and substituting par
figures.

Princes, a leading club, where the
British open was held last spring,
has eliminated its bogey of 79. Par
is 72.

Nearly 1,000 courses will make the
change-over next year.

Colored Cast DriBs

Five No-Pay Mollis

Long rehearsal- records were ex-
ceeded by .a. colored .comedy drama
which has. been in preparation 20
weeks but is now announced for the
Forrest next'Monday XU>). Show/is

;
.

called 'Ol' Man. Satan,' formerly

'

known as- 'Satan' and several times
slated to open In tne same house.*
There

,
are. JUJ£ .players in all, 30

'

having speaking parts, the balance :

being mostly 'in' choirs for the sing- •

ing of spiritaals; ' It Is claimed th$t
:

although -none -of - the people have ,<m

received pay. .in the - five months of
rehearsals, not one ; has walked out.

'

Bankroll trouble strung the prepar-
ation along.

'Satan' Jias some relation to. "'The
Green Pastures, Whereas the latter
has to do . with , the down South
negro's conception of the deity, the
new show dwells on an old colored
mammy's Idea of the devil. 'Satan'
was written by Donald Heywood,

:

colored. 'Pastures' was a white au-
thor's work, Marc Connolly making1

a play out of Roark Bradford's
stories. .
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Academy Insisting on WB-Cagney

I Mediation as Obligation to

')•' " Hollywood, Sept. 12.

> The Academy, in a letter to War-
)W Drollieis, not only offers the.

^conciliation lultntitnges of the or-'

HgSnization for the . stttiln* of thei

'CagSiey' differences, but Insists- that

such\ a procedure be carried out as-

'an obligation to the industry.'

Letter follows an investigation of

the Carney" trouble ' by the Acad-
emy's arbitration committee which
will hear" the' case i£ 'both parties

agree; '•\>-
.

•>'
;

Organization's stand is that under
the recent' Academy-Producers'
agreement all matters affecting;

holders, of contracts must be In-;

ve'stigated by that body, whether or

•not :

aii appeal to the'cburt '16 made.
Particularly is this true in the Cag-
ney, case as, under the agreement,
no producing company can engage
a 'person previously 'oh contract to.

another studio unless. ' title to the
player- • is cleared ' through :

1 the
.Academy.. . , . ::

':. .
,

..'••";, Sept. -15 Status

. ..Differences between the,two. sides:

i
are based on the player's; status
,after,.SePt, Studio .claims that
it.can hold Cagney to contract after
that da;te, -but Gagney opines other-'
.wise.; ITnder. the producers', agree-;
ment, .and a, later recqmmendatlpn
.oi the Producers' : association; no
other, company can engage .hlnij

while Watners^holds to that standi'

.
Cagney, is not a member ot. the

Academy, hut tie Is reported to.'have
:

6|id^n: a, 'willingness to: arbitrate hjls

ciisS; tfifdufifh that body. .
'.:'.

' judicial "boAy ' to ^ hear .' the

,

: case
.^oiild'

-

.be 'comprised of four em-
-pjoy'ee ' meiribefs and • one producer
member/ the committee being made
up of Frank Capra, chairman;
'Henry Herzbrun, Fre.drlc March,- J.

A, Ball and Oliver H. P;. Garrett,

Radio's Film Ideas

Quite a few. radio programs
;

are being plotted in New York
j

to tie in picture names from
the Coast.
v The ether figures it's a nat-.

ural for mutual benefit, as a
dial-in attraction and a recip-

rocal plug > for . the current
film releases.

5 Now Startup Last

Radio Films Till Oct.

' ' ' Hollywood, Sept. 12.
:

Putting five into production' durr
' ing. . the current week,; Radio will

start, no other new pictures .until:

Oct. 1 when Lionel Barrymore is:

launched in 'Sweepings,' Wesley!
Rv>ggles>wlll ^irect.:

i Following; w,e£k!

John 3$arrytti0re gets underway 'in!

an . untitled?; •film directed by John
j

CroihwelI;'!f v ';

'Pengjiln'Pooi Murder,' with Rob-|
ert Armstrong, James Gleason andj

Ma&: Clarlft, started Saturday -.(10),!

.George i ^rchainbaud -., directing; i

'Phantom Fame/ directed . by f Greg-

;

ory- La^Gava,- ;and an 'untitled, pic-

py» .yi'itfalJ. Waiter, Rubin pegging,
jgo befpre|jthe . camera,tomorrow

;
.(13)

and fQllowlng, day; ' 'Animal ; King-j
'd,om,.' with Ann Harding and Leslie;

Howard, f and 'Men of ^ America/ a.

Bill Boyd film, with Ralph Ince di-j

reeling, go into work. E. H. Grlf-!

flth wlH meg. 'Kfogdom'
'

WILL MAHONEY
. Held Over 2nd Week,' Paramount, :

; ^l.ew y9 rK..
: :

T h e- Oakland. "Post-Examiner?*,
sale",:, "WJ.ll ^lahflney.jientt thje,;audi.-;

eh'ce into hysterics with his; goofy
sphgs. stories and "his dancing,
wherein he has a series of falls that
rolled the audience into' the aisles.
Don't ftiiss Mahoriey; he'B great;" ;

:

Direction V
RALPH FAjRNUMV

\

. ,, Broadway
.
...>

Al, LEWIS AT PAR,

t
has show PROP,.TO0

" .fiet. with' Paramount as an asso-;
*tilate producer, %\ Lewis' ' may take
>el* -weeks "but "tol'dlrect ,

T)ie,"Gre&t
•Jlagbp/ Ben ;«eohl>G'enev Fowler*
play < which Billy -itbse 'will . produce;

.'tiimimrli: ^p°btf4$-: &.' hold a 'three
>:yeat contract with. Pair with no par-
yMctflar .rinita .' aS yet designated for,

>Wm' : to. superyisel .

'
' •

Lewis, is on the! .Coast; nbw.ihav-'
ilng-.lefi Newr.T-ork immediately aft-'

f
ef - winding-up; with :Fqx' as Btory

:

editor.:;- , ..>, ::: . r
-

. . ,

Lewis.,.will .answer .I^pse ..on. the
-Bljowv jbrbpOBltion;by tpnjght j(Tues-.

.
dajf) . If unable.

. <6i obtain leaye
jironi

t
^,;^qi^er

CJ>
<(tr^tQr • .will be

' pbtalried. ' Rose ^laitfija ne js .s'ole

/ owner of the play,

4.,- Klem's Probation
r, ......

. H0ny'Wobd, Sept'. 12.
•' Chiiiney M,

»,jfe
1
ieln, 'former director

at. .Charles Hopkins' little theatre in
New Tork, has ^faeen brought here
by Radio tO' undergo a probationary
Period, before • 'being ' assigned 'aS

> picture.njegger. .. - - ••

FirstV-'goes to; J.. G. Bachman as
d^alpg djrecjtor with. M,al St .Clair on

. 'Goidif.!
. .

Hays^ Puts Thumbs Down
On 'Without; a Room' Title

; - " V Holiywood, Sept."l'2,

Hays office will not permit Charles
R. Rp/gers 'to • use. ' the title, < 'Girt

Without a' Room/ claiming it is too
suggestive. Story, by Jack Lait,

"was to be 1 made ' f611dwih£
hattan Garage.'. . . >

• Dorothy? Famunv is now combin-'
ing this story with 'I Gan't Gd
Home,' by : Mike SJinmons, ,and the'

fused- yarn.: will, igoi out under-/ latteri

tltW' ., ,' •. •:.,'...-.:'..^
i

Mmus FiDufe Yen:

; Prefers His Mike

?Roach
. : Hollywood, Sept. 12.

|

Option held - by Roach studio on;

Ben Blue, has been,.taken up, Va.udej
comedian ,is.now under, a term.con-i
trftct. '-• ^ i

Roach has used Blue in' the 'Taxii

Bqys' t-yro-x^eilerB, but he will nowj
b4 a utility , coniic • on the • . lot and.
spotted in other series. Leo Mor-
rison, handled deal.

. !

' <. ? Hoflywoo'cri'Sept. i2.
v

Talking all in one breath,,.. Flpy'd

Gibbons admitted
, tbat : his ( stay in

Hollywoodi- thought only ;for. three!

«j&ySl "was to v,
iht'erest prpdiicers"in

Ws '.twd';pubiisti.^ Na-:
poleon' and 'Red Knight of : Ger-'

many/ He had a deal on with Uni-
versal, for 'Red Knight,' but nego-

tiations fell, through when the writer

insisted oh, retaining the jadio

rights. " •' :'':
>, ' • -

Gibbons •natures,' that radioi and
not pictures, is his forte, and any-

Man- thing-, .that lqoks like .radio enter-

tainment he'll hang bn to for hls'ri.'

- .Rapid-fire gabber refused to com-
ment on; pictures. Saying it was an
old habit for fwrltefe to spend sev-
eral days here and then try to con-
vince the wdrld';tn'at 'they've dlscov"-
:ered what's wrbn^ with" the flllums.

He admitted his preference to work
behind a!

' mike.'"' '
•

TnJie it
: from Gibbons, who just

came from there;< the Grand' Canyon
4s bn tM 'square.-' 'Most travelers
who come here after looking at the;

big gully, tlsilm it
,;s a' fake and help:

spread' the one about 'it' being a
swell place to throw razor blades.
But Gibbons : never heard ; the gag,
so 'he should.be a pushover for some.
Of Hollywood's" domlcs.

:

METRO'S TWO VERSIONS

OF <L0ST,' CRAWFORD
; . f

— t

^ . Hollywood/ Sept.* .12.

Two different stories are being
written .4$ Metro to/ fit the title.

'Lost.' This will be the next Joan
Crawford picture, Clarence Brown
directing.

Story originally sold under this

title, -written by -Edmund Gouldlng,;

has been discarded. New yarns are
being concocted by Frances Good-
rich And Albert Hackett, collabo-

rating, and John Meehan soloing.

Former pair were working with
the late Paul Bern who was to have
supervised. Meehan's assignment
was made after Bern's death., ^'Ex-

pected that the production will' now
be handled by Bernle Flneman.

'

Mother Drops Suit in

Kckson-Powell Case

- Denver, Sept. ' 12.
'

'

Final' echo of thei killing o^' Her.-;

beft Powell by A. E. <i>iek) Dick-
son,, formerly a theatre owner In.

this territory, was heard . when
Powell's iriother asked dismissal o!f

her' suit for $6,500 damage^ against
Dickson. .'

. Dickson pleaded self-defense and
was acquitted of the kijling^, which'
took ' place*, in • his : honie when, he
.returned . home one night . and
<dlainied he. found. Mrs. Dickson arid

^Powell. Bte alleged Powell at-

tacked him.
Under a 'state law a parent can

sue for the death of <a minor' be-
cause ,of the wrongful acta .of an-
other, and Mrs. Powelh was suing
for $6,56o actual 'damages' and $500'

fu'rierai expenses." " :

(

'.;
: :

.
.

%
'

'

Following his acquital,' Dickson
obtained a divorce, but he and his
wife were later remarried and are
now living together. Dickson sold

his string of theatres to Fox.f

Feyq!eivGete 'Daughter*;

Test Chinese Feihme Dr.
.
Hollywood, Sept,. 12.

With. J^cqjies, Feyder assigned to

direc.C and Lupe Velez ,in the top
spo^ f.or ..'Son. .Daughter/ Dr.
Margarite . Cliiung,. Chinese

.
^mme

phys.Jcian, of San .Fraricis.co, is. >be-

,lng tested for the. part fit Dr. turn
LOW. ,

'y
:

John Fish Goodrich and Claudlne
West are adapting.

Tyler> 6 .-

;

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Tom . Tyler has been contracted
for six', .westerns by Freuler Film
Associates.';

First!' starting today (12)' at In-

ternational, is 'The For'ty-Nlners.'

J. P.'^McGowan is directing.
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CMB&M'CTXCXOTJGH EAST
1'. :' 'Hollywood, Sept.' 12v
'? £obby -;'dla>i;'.

-
.an'd.'

,

*J^ui'-' 'MAQyi ,

lougn'
(

ieave tills week for New T^rk.!
. Team Is completing a two-reeler,'
JGay . KiJlg^tles,*. under : direction . of :

jMark Sandrlch at Radio.
' '

'
.

•
' '

i

1 STTJB6ES WEST FOR U
Preston Stirges,' playwright, left

last week for the Coast to Join Uni-
versal's 'sVenario staff.'' '

; :

'

Stiirgess lias the Usual six month;
and option contract.

1

Universal
Screened his 'Strictly Dishonorable.'

• SAILINGS
Sept, .8

' (tipndon to NeSv. Xprk)*{
James Whale, .Hans Bartsch, - Gil-
bert Miller, Harry Lachman (Brem-
en). -

'

.

Sept. 10 London to New York)
Stanley S. Neal (Britannic).

Sept. 8 (New York to Paris)
Mischa Elman, Dr. and Mrs. Harry
W. Martin, William T. Tilden,
(Louclla Parsons), Katherine Hep-
burn (Europa).

Sept. 21 (Berlin to New York)
Robert. Reud (Europa)

.

Sept. '8
. (London. ,to ,.New .Ypvl^)-

Gilbert Miller . (Breinen).

.
Sept, 14 , (New York .to London)

Ben
,
Goetz^ .Jack Kapp (lie de

France).
Sept 23 (Los Angeles to Sydney)

Arthur Lpew, James Dixon (Mpnte
rey)'.

, ..

'.

Sept. 14. (New York
,
to Paris)

Baron Valentin Mandelstam (He de
France).

Oct., 7 (New. ,York to ' .Lo.nd.bn)
' Herbert Marshall (Olympic). '

'.

Equitable Wants Court

To R;ul¥ Qiit ArbitFatkmj

-wGregorVCratra^t

. t •; Lc-S' Angeles, Sept. 12.1,

to forestall the arbitration of Art
thur Gregor's contract with EquitaV
ble Pictures by the American- Ar*
bitration'As$Qciatlon,.-Equitable hfis

petitioned Superior Court here to

rule that. Gregor has, nothing ,to ar-*
bltrate.

;> ,

'

.

Following difficulties purine the
production of 'Decency,' which Gre-
gor wrote and was directing for
Equitable, the director .appealed to
the AAA to ' arbitrate an alleged
breach of ' contract. " Equitable

;
;aL-

leges' that.'there
.
is.' no point in'tlje

document that 'requires .clarification
arid ' that. rthe . contract is clear qn..
every subject in dispute. .. Ma
Gang representing Equitable.

Dnpont's Wells' Novel .:

With Karloff for H

i- ' Kbllywoqd, Sept. .12;''

Universal has taken E. Ai.Diipont,
German director/ to . do H. G. Wells'
novel, 'The" invisible. Man.' As a
picture it will star Boris Karloff.
Dupont, Svhb' -worked for U sev-

eral years ago, 'was here' making a
picture for ^atidor, German com-;

'

pany, based .on.' the Olympics.
1

,Jite

was. about'to, start home when-tj
grabbed h^m.'.', '

:i
'

. ,..
"

. ,.',Vi'.':

Three 'Panther' Winners
1

On Par Lot for Tests
Hollywood, 'Sept.' 12.

;

- Three of the seven girls picked in
the finals of Paramourit's' 'Panther

.

Wibman' contest have arrived in .

HOllywooH for screen tests: Studio
.

execs at&: scanning 'teSts'-^f' ' the
other' four to' decide whethfecr* 'or 'no't

to .bring them here.'" ''

.

'
'

-

,f

'V.'''.

Femnie hopefuls, whose 'fexpense.fr

were paid by Paramount 'ar'e 'lta'tli-

leen Burke', 1 Chltagb; BeVn'a' HillleV
Detroit, 'and' lipria ' Andre, Nash-
ville. Reni'ilnldit', quartet "is com,«
prised of Gertrudfe' Baker, 'Newark;
Lillian Hirchsdn',. Brooklyn; Maxine
Land, Atlanta, . -and Jane ' Bufgijii,

Knbxviiie. • :
'

; :

"
.'

.

'

M-G Adds 2 Writers V
.- Hollywood, Sept. 12v«y

Eve Greene and- Adele Comandirit
have been added to Metro's writings-

staff. Miss' Comandlril~ls working:
with Leonard Prasklns on adapting
and dialogirig-- 'White Sister:?' -

Miss Greene, .'formerly a "script
clerk, gets her writing opportunity
with Zelda Sears on the 'Prospertty*
rewrite.

Busy
. Columbia

i' Hollywood, Sept. 12.

With eight pictures in work at
once, Columbia is now busier than
at any time Slhce June. All except
'Cauliflower Alley,' produced ' :by
Bryan Foy l»i Culver City, are 'bel-

Ing made on the Col. lot.
'

Last four, which went irito jprjb-

ductlon last :week, are" 'Plainclothes
Man/ 'Obey the Law,' 'Sundown
Rider,' and- 'Texas Keene's Return,'

MISS HEPBUEN'S C0NTEAGT
Katherine Hepburn, given'

1 a lorig
term; contract by Radio following
completion of 'Bill of Divorcement,'
sailed Thursday night (8) for a
vacation abroad; •

Miss Hepburn's contract calls for
two pictures a»year and permlts'her
to return ' to ' the stage -D^tween
fllniy.

! GARY COOPER
won one ••'of the most' fought-over roles of tbe .scceen . season when
Paramotm^.selee.t«ja vhiriw-lto enact: the- ptdft of Frederic, the ambulance
driver,- in 'tlie plctu'rlzation- of Ernest He'rningway's great romance, "A
Farewell to Arms."

5

"It Is a swell' part and great opportunity for me," Cooper said. "I

have never been happier on any picture, what With being teamed with
Helen Hayes, one. of the. greatest adtresSes ever to come to the screen,:
and Adolphe Me.njou, who is a marvelous partner. And Frank Borzage,.
our director, well remembered fbr his 'HUm'Oresque,' 'Seventh Heaven'
and other gx-eat hits." •

.
-

•
.-. < •

1
1 -•;>;.!' - • • •• • •

Clein's B. B. for Mellers

Hollywood, Sept.' 12;
.

John Clein, who recently made

.

pno picture for Phil Goldstone's Ma-
jestic release, has a hew bankroll
for the production of three melo-
dramas.

'

! '*

Budget of J^.OOO' has been pla'ced

on each of the trio. Distribution has
not been - set. •• '

"

Kenton. Gets 'Lost Souls'

r Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Dircollon of 'Island of Lost Sou'ls,'

at Paramount,' goes to Erie Kenton
instead of Norman. Taur.og, origin -r

ally slated. i- •

Latter won't finish 'Phantom
President' in time.
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Al Jolson's "six stage weeks for
fubllx at $12,000 per and percent-
age will start on or about Nov. 1,

With Ills picture work for U.A. on
thf Coast expected to be completed
t>y then. Contracts have beeii

pigned, minus dates.

Jolson'e guarantee will be $12,000

ftll over, but the percentage splits

Will vary according to the indi-

vidual theatres. The terms make it

possible for Jolson to net $20,000

a week.

GARB0 TESTIFIES IN

STILLER WILL CASE

Stockholm, Sept. 3.

A mysterious case of claims and
counter-claims against the estate

Of the late Moritz Stiller, film direc-
tor, is occupying the. time of the
Stockholm . American consulate.
Dally witnesses of film importance
from many countries are being
bieard.

.

Stiller died here two years ago
after returning from America
Where before that he launched
Garbo. He left the principal por-
tion, of his estate to the actress* and
It is believed her testimony in the
present case will do much toward
clarifying the situation,

j... Although the case is private and
,the consulate refuses to divulge any
Information whatever, the presence
of Victor Seastrom, Garbo and Lars.
Hansen at the consulate has given
rise to much speculation. Garbo is

Icnown to be staying at the country
estate of Seastrom's when not at
her mother's small flat Jiere.
'\ Stiller's nationality has yet to be
established, and it is hot known if

fie was Finnish; Turk, Swede " or
American. It has also been stated

1 and denied that Garbo and he. were
married in- Constantinople in 1924.

!G. B. Pabst, the German director,

recently admitted in an interview in

London that it was in the Turkish
city that he secured Garbo for

'Street of Sorrow,' her first big Ger-
taian production.
Garbo may lose the entire money

bequeathed to her if deceased is

proved to have been other than a
Swede.

Plot, Legal Troubles Air

Radio's Holman Story

Hollywood. Sept. 12.

'Born Wild,' Radio story which
paralleled the life of Libby Holman,
has been called off by the studio.

Yarn was first announced as -The
Torch Singer' and the name of Miss
Holman, now under indictment due
to the death of her husband, was
printed in connection with it.

Trouble in getting a suitable plot,

and possibility of legal difficulties

with the singer, caused Radio to

stop preparation of the picture
. Arline Judge, slated for the lead,

will instead go into 'Sweepings.'

Lo, George Does It

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

A year ago George Roesner
wrote a play titled 'Grease
Paint.' Every producer In town .

read it and vo.ted it awful. So
Roesner retired to his Laguna
Beach fish market and rewrote
in into a scenario. Picture
producers also turned ' that
down.
Undismayed, Roesner went

back to Laguna and tried- to
fool somebody by making, a
synopsis of the thing and send-
ing it to the studios again.
Once more it came back. Finally
he stuck it in the typewriter
and lo, It came out a novel. It

will be published by Schulte,
Inc.
Roesner has now sold his

fish market, claiming It has
served; Its purpose as asthetic
atmosphere.

! CHAMPION GHOST

Helena Madison, Swimmer, 'Ghost
. Madonna' for John Clein

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Helene Madison, Olympic aquatic
fchamp, has been signed by John
Clein to star in 'The Ghost Ma-
donna,' Hobart Bosworth handling
the male lead.

Christie Cabanne will direct with
filming at Tec Art for the indie

market.
Miss Madison will be the first

'of the Olympic winners to reach
the screen in a professional . ca-
pacity.

TOM REED CONTRACT ENDS
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

from Reed, who is at the end of
a five year contract with Univer-
sal, leaves next week with Mrs. Reed
for a three months vacation In Eu-
rope. '

Writer joined U seventeen years
ago as studio publieitv head.

Tough Week for Extras;

Placements Off 3,000

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Drop of more than 3,000 recorded

In number of extras working last

week. Big factor^ was the Labor
Day shutdown, Total for the week
was 4,997.

C. B. DeMllle handled the great-
est yolume of day checks, using 512
people on his 'Sign of the Cross' set

at' Paramount Friday (9).

Choosey Kate Smith

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Kate Smith has turned down sev-
eral sequences of 'Queen of the Air/
her starring, picture at Paramount.
Paul Gerard Smith is n6w re-writ-
ing the script to conform with the
radio singer's mailed suggestions.
Miss Smith is expected at the

studio in two weeks.

Anna Sten Past Tutors,

Now Has Dramatic Coach
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Having passed muster, with her
English teachers, Anna Sten has
now. been assigned to Margaret
Knapp, dramatic coach. German
girl is being readied by Samuel
Goldwyn for stardom in a. picture
to be directed by King Vidor. Fol-
lowing this it is planned to place
her opposite Ronald Colman,
Miss Sten has been on the Gold-

wyn payroll for the' past four
months.

By Wolfe Kaufman
International show ' business for

the year 1931-32 wilt go down as the
first yean, in which Europe began
getting its innings in the world film
mart. And the world film mart has
represented most of the world's
show business of recent years.

Major and primary summaries re-
veal that the. picture business still

led- over the amusement field

hurdles, that; radio did not come to
any prominence of importance (from
a world standpoint) - and that the
United States still remains pretty
well ahead of its foreign com-
petition.

But several European entities

showed greater profit and much
more progress than in recent years
and the race began tightening for
the first time in history.

They called 1930-31 'the depres-
sion year'. Since show business al-

ways went In for 'bigger and better'

movements, 193L-32 rates a 'bigger
and worse depression year'.

American filmdonvopened the 1932
foreign situation by worrying about
the rapidly slipping foreign mar-
kets. Today America is almost re-
solved to let 'em slide and go along
without them. Except that such a
policy is easier proclaimed than
adopted.
The U. S: also began the year

convinced that straight shot foreign
films were no answer to foreign
headaches. They cost too much, were
too difficult to.make, didn't bring in

enough revenue and were generally
not good enough to uphold stand-
ards. For a while the beam of light

seemed to be dubbing. Engineers
and technicians' developed . the art
of dubbing almost to a point of
certainty, and most of the foreign
customers were satisfied. . Not . so
the foreign film makers and for-

eign politicians.

The taiker age was Europe's big
chance to catch on. During the past
year, what with .'America's general
financial worries and general Inde-
cision on how to handle the foreign
film trade, the Europeans actually
made the bandwagon. They're In

now and they're in to stay—if they,
can.

Britain's Best Year
It was the best year In English

film history despite that that coun-
try had to go oft the gold standard
for a while. It was pretty good
year, too, for Germany—and for
France despite its constant pleading
and crying.

.
i :

Gaiimont-Britlah, In London, had
not only its best year but today Is

possibly the strongest film company
(financially) in the world market
G-B is an Intricate labyrinth of film
and theatre companies. Included,
among others, are the Gaumont Cora-
pany, Gainsborough Pictures, Gen-
eral.Theatres, Provincial Cinemato-
graph sTh$atres, British Acoustics,

(Ph<tt» t>r Hal Phyre)

RUTH ETTING
"Glorifying the Popular Song"

Starring the Chesterfield Program.
Coast lo coast hook-up from WABC, New York, Wed. and Sat., 10 to

10:10 K.S.T.

Cute?

When making her contract
with a major studio, a femme
star insisted that she have the
right to turn down three stories

yearly. Studio granted her de-
mands. Elated, the star felt

that she had won a moral vie-"

tory. She turned tlown* the
first three stories the Btudio
suggested, thus using up, her
privilege for the year.

Later, she discovered that
the studio had offered her
stories . which they did not in-

.

tend to purchase* in order to

get the contract clause washed
up, at least for the first year.

Robinson Abroad Second

Time; Refuses New Part

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Returning from Europe only, last

May, Edward G. Robinson is again
bound for the Continent. He leaves
here Sept. 17 with Mrs. Robinson.

Actor wanted a rest and refused
to go into 'Employee's Entrance' for

Warners. He has made three pic-
tures on his four per year contract
since spring.

OUT $9,500

Wheeler-Woolsey Can't Accept N
Y. Loew 8tage Date •

'

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Wheeler and Woolsey have turned
down an offer of $9,600 to play one
week at the Capitol, N. T., Sept. 80,

because their picture, 'African
Dodgers,' will be in production/ at
Columbia before that time.

Offer, coming through Leo FItZr
gerald, also included two additional

weeks around New York:

.

Understood here that the Wheeler
and Woolsey deal has also been re
opened by Radio..

Report Is that B. B> Kahane,
president, wlU try to

.
get New York

to raise the ante a bit for the team
while he 13 east attending board
meetings.

Ideal Films, and W. and F. Film
Service. Almost all < of these con
cerns are showing profit. The <3au
mont Company alone for year 1931

showed a net profit of $175,000 and
declared a 4% dividend.

But more Important is that Gay-
mont has been strengthening its

front. An inter-producing and re-

leasing coptract with Ufa, of Ger-
many, is the most important move
along, this line., Ufa has a similar

contract with Swensk, of Sweden,
with G-B also cutting in there. In
addition, it looks as though G-B's
long standing quarrel with Fox is

tttfbut to be 'settled, giving G-B more
pictures and a better international
front than ever,' Beyond which it is

understood to be likely that a con-
tract will be concluded with Para-
mount making for an almost perfect
lineup between G-B and Ufa for
both hemispheres.

. .

G-B expects to make about 50
pictures the current season. Added
to its various alliances 'this • will

be a strong lure for independent ci-

nema exhibs in England, besides
'allowing for pretty certain and easy
coverage of all the 250 G-B thea-
tres.

Other companies in England are
naturally over-shadowed, though
not doing badly. British Interna-
tional still has strength enough to
turn out a constant supply of fairish

b. o. films, from a British trade,
standpoint. Hakim, Hagen, P. D. C.
and several other indies are holding
their own. But England's greatest
strength here lies in the fact that
budgets everywhere are trimmed to
a minimum.
American firms who made a big

splash in the London field about a
month ago are already out of the
running. Warner's, despite protes-

' tations, is apparently only out to
make quick stuff, while Paramount
has left the field altogether.
Warners, in fact, is now the only

American company producing di-

rectly In ngland. Universal made
one bad one and has laid low, Ra-

(Coutlnued on page 27)

NEWSPAPERS GO

ON BERN

Los Angeles, Sept. 12;

In the handling of the Paul Bern

suicide story, local newspapers went
sensational in their attempt to ob-

tain exclusive angles on the pro-

ducer's death.

'.. Despite Hearst-Metro connections

the 'Record,' least important of local

dailies, was the first to break the:

story here. However, its extras,

did not appear on the street untii

four hours aftep the suicide was
discovered. Hearst's 'Herald^Ex-
p'ress' followed one hour later,

though the Hearst office was the
first advised of the tradgey. 'Ex-
aminer,' Hearst am. paper, had a
reporter on the job before the ar-
rival of the police.

Police were hot advised, of Berries

death until 5:15 p.m.,, three hours
after the discovery of, the body.
Studio officials were the 'first no-
tified. After three hours of con-
ference, they called the police and,
papers.

Doctor's Cable
When the doctor came Into the

case. thiQ day folowlng Bern's death,
a studio official showed a . local
'Times' reporter a cablegram . from
him. .

"
. •

,

'

Physician, vacationing . In Hono-
lulu, stated he could throW light On
the suicide. Same cable was: shown
to the 'Examiner.' . .Later the film
exec felt that the doctors state-
ment should not be published so tie

called the 'Examiner' wh|ch "agjreed
to withhold, .the; st^temeflt. Times*
refused.- Former paper oW». .not .iad?.

vised of the 'Times' refusal and was
beaten on the story.: Chicago office

of Hearst is said, 'to have wired Ihe
•Examiner: ;,th*t it might .'• be alt

right to; -coyer/up on. the Coast but
the. least: wanted news'. From then
on everything went.

Motive for the' suicide remained
missing, t»ut> the papers kept guess-
Ing at ; all angles and bringing in
mysterious female characters) Some
papers - even reported attempt* pt
suicide by Miss Harlow. v';y

• None of Bern's . Intimate friend*
'would discuss his personal affair*.

Reporters found themselves against
a stone wall when intervfewinir
them in an 'attempt to establish 8>

motive.

30 At Services
.
Requiem for Bern was. Qf extreme

simplicity. Less than 3d ptople' at-
tended the private services at Grace
chapel, Friday afternoon (9).

Conrad Nagel spoke on' Bern'js
friendship and understanding for
those less fortunate' than himself
and Rabbi Edgar Maghin read the
traditional Hebrew Kadlsb.

Floral pieces banked on the altar
comprised one of the most decora-
tive displays of the kind ever seen
here. :

••'

' A handful of the morbidly curious
(gathered outside the chapel but rear
[entrance prevented them from see-
ing Jean Harlow, the widow, Mrs,
William Marcus, sister of Bern, or
other relatives. Bern's brother,
Henry, who flew here from tjew
York for the services, was in a
state of collapse and unable to at-
tend.

Intimate friends of Bern who at-
tended the services were Irving'
Thalberg, Louis B. Mayer, Hunt
•Stromborg, Jetta Goudal, Eddie
Marinlx, John Consldlne, Edgar Sel-
wyn; Joan Benrtett, Gene Markey,
Ramon Navarro, Ben Piazza, Walter
Wanger, Fred Pelton, John Gilbert;
George Fitzmaurice, Al Lewyri,
Bernle FIneman, David and Myron
Selznltik, Ida Koverman, Carey Wil-
son, Willis Goldbeck . and Bern'0
secretary, Irene Harrison. Follow-
ing the services, the body was cre-
mated.
Miss Harlow is due to return 19

work on the Metro lot today (Mon-
day) in 'Red Dust.*
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Selected Films From Each Co.

1'As "Exclusives,' with Repeat Runs

In Same Theatres, Dembw's Plan

J'.:

Sam Dembow; Jr., fa the father

of a plan which is deemed a pos-
sible solution to the buying and
playing of exclusive; runs. He ,is in

charge of all film buying for Pub-
lix.

Disagreeing that any distributor

should sell its entire program to

"any theatre on an exclusive basis,

Dembow holds that • each distrib,

however, could select a given num-
ber of pictures to be sold solo, the

balance to be distributed as usual.

Number would probably be a mi-
nority of a program and set aside

under trade designation of 'exclu-

sives,' 'specials,' 'road shows' or

something else. These selected' pic-,

tures would not be sold to the sub-
sequent runs, but Dembow contends
they, could be brought back . to the

same exclusive run theatre -six or

eight months later, .for a repeat and
shorter engagement.

It Is pointed out that on the re-

peat first run the pictures would
also not go- into; subsequent* at the

later date, but such repeats during
lean, months might aid. the exclusive

run theatre against shortage, at the

same time allowing the distrib to

pick up revenue in the town pos-

sibly mlsr 3d on the first play date.

if dlsU ;:jutors
:

/designated a cer-

tain numtar of .films ;for exclusive
" exhibition, then, the Vchaiii or first

run jexhjb buying, the product on
thatbasia could set aside one house
for the policy. ' Contending that ex-
clusive runs would mean need for

fewer pictures, yearly, Dembow de-
clares, it would not be necessary for

each distrib to set aside anything
but a minority of its program, pick-
ing the pictures, that deserved, ex-,

cluslves. . j : "

In this way, no exclusive run the-

atre could sew up ' an entire pro-
gram, taking it- away from opposi-
tion which perhaps has been buy-
ing that program for many, years.

In, Dembow's opinion,- - this would
rub ont the 1 general complaint now
against exclusive^'." •

"•

Publix's film buying" head, once a
.distributor hfiraelf, 5 brings up/ aiu-

other
.
important point. 'This con-

cerns the probable folly of trying

to" jilay a whole program exclusive-

ly w!>bn many of the pictures do" not
jur/irrint .'such display. But these
ep-cr.l.od 'sluffBV- would still

' be
Blul

1

;: 1 under an exclusive deal for
Van entire program,, thereby endan-
gering, the-distrjb's position: in
othe:' words, to' play pictures ex-
clusively the pictures must ' justify

the policy or both theatre and dis-

trib are in danger.
'The : exclusive £.tjrpe of -picture,.'

adds .Dembow, .'should be the , type
that does not belong in second or
third run. houses.' < „ ,.

Dembow is hopeful, as a protago-
nist of exclusive- runs; that ail dis-
tributors, * including those who fear
trying any exclusive contracts at
all, will see the practicability of the
plan. ...

Testing Excluciver
Meanwhie, neither ".Dembow nor

other film buyers or chain, heads axe
considering buying entire programs
exclusively. All are moving very
cautiously and this year will prob-
ably play only certain pictures here
and there on an exclusive basis , to
test the idea.

Full benefit of exclusives as a
policy will not be known for six
znonthB or a year, Dembow feels.

Publix has already tried 'Horse
Feathers' (Par) on an exclusive first

run in Atlanta and Nashville. In
both situations the policy was jus
titled by the results. On these At
lanta and Nashville exclusives Pub-

(Continued on page 42)

YOST WITH SCHULBERG

Off Par Story Board to Aid On
Indie Production Effort

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Robert Yost, is off the editorial

board at Paramount to become ex-

ecutive assistant to B. P. Schulberg

on the same lot.

Yost has been at Paramount
about two months after eight years

with the Fox story department.

Schulberg will make his films in-

dependently for Par release.

Technicolor Plans New

Process; Seeks Refund

to Amortize Old Cost

Los 'Angeles, Sept. 12.

; Because ft is
1 perfecting a new

color process, arid seeks to amor-
tize the $1,000,000 cost of its old

two color method over a five year
period eliding -Dec. -31," iefl3> Tech-
nicolor has "filed a' Superior Court
suit here against Charles D. John-
son, California state treasurer, for

the recovery of $6,893 paid as taxes
on profits for 1930 and 1931; This
represents the difference in tax on
the profit originally estimated and
that figured with the charge-off to

the process that is being retired.

Technicolbr filed a claim with the
franchise ;jtax commissioner which
denied arid the suit followed.
Amortization of the $1,000,000 is

based on the footage to be produced
from 1929 to 1934, estimated at.124,-

000,000- feet,, or eight mills per foot.

It is figured that 21% of the total

will. be. produced in 1932 and 1933.

Other years were 1929, 17%;. 1930,

62%, and 1931, 9%. .

Original net income for 1930 was
! 1833,712 and a tax of $5,572 was
paid. . Technicolor now wants, to

charge off 52% of .the amortization
to that year

.
c.utting the net profit

down to $313,712.

BERTHOLD VIERTEL
Who has just completed his third

directorial assignment for Para-
mount, producing "The Man From
Yesterday," with Claudette Colbert
and Clive Brcbk co-starred.
After directing sixty-five stage

plays and three pictures in Europe,
Viertel came- to Hollywood three
years ago as a director,,

Radio Installs Burch as

Plant Superintendent
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

John E. Burch, assistant to C. D
White, former Radio studio produc
tion manager, becomes plant' super
intendent in a reorganization of the
production department being made
by Sam Jaffe, new production chief,

Superintendency is a newly cre-
ated post, with duties including
some of those formerly handled by
White. Latter Is still a.t the studio
but subordinate to Jaffe.

Another change ori the lot Is the
elevation cf W. J. Armstrong to
chief estimator.

10 DAYS OF RETAKES

ON CONNIE'S KOCKABYE'

-Hollywood, Sept. 12.

After the first preview of 'Rocka-
bye,' story Radio bought from Gloria
Swanson for Constance Bennett,
studio was decided to send the fea-
ture in for about 35% retakes.
Means about 10 days more work.
Likelihood that George Cukor will

do the retakes. George Fitzmaurlce
directed. . ,

MPTOA- ALLIED

SEEK WORKING

AGREEMENT

Efforts to eatabjish a working

agreement between the two national

exhibitor organizations is the pur-

pose of a meeting Sept. .19 in

Chicago. About 12 leaders of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America and Allied Exhibitors will

be present.

Chances of the once talked of

consolidation of both bodies under.

one roof have been eliminated be-
cause, it is declared, four of the
strongest state units of the
MPTOA would withdraw if that or-

ganization physically, combined with
Allied.- ."

indications are that the two or-

ganizations may name - a mixed
committee to draft; a new uniform
contract.

' Distributors expressed themselves
as. perfectly content that they should
be omitted from the conferences.
They : actually turned down invita-

tions for a pow-wow, with the. Indie

organizations feeling that the. ex-
hibitors are better left alone during
preliminary threshings. Should the

two exhib bodies arrive at an un-
derstanding and present a contract
formula, dlstribs say they will con-
sider it but will make no promises
at this time.

Pommer Over for Fox This Winter;
* -

*
1

Report Von Sternberg Ufa Successor

Indies Hi Hat'

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

After establishing a $1,500

initiation fee last week Inde-
pendent Producers association

has gone further high hat.

During the week It turned
down several applications for

membership, claiming that the
would-be members are just

dilly-dallying in films, ' and
would detract from the dignity

of the organization.—Froin 'Variety's' Hollywood
Bulletin.

Trans-Lux and RKO

In Amicable Parting

After Two-Year Pad

Whether Major Thompson, labor

relations chief; at RKO, .becomes

president of the Trans-Lux Movie
Corp., is not yet decided. Matter
must first come before the Trans-
Lux board and so far there Is no
date named air to whan this board
will meet. Although *T-L and RKO
has spilt amicably Thompson,
through RKO courtesy, still func-
tions as an advisor on Trans-Lux
theatre operation, while Courtland
Smith retains the presidency cur-
rently. The Trans-Lux Daylight
Pictures Corp., recently reorgan-
ized its board expanding member-
ship from 15 to 21 after a stormy-
session that lacted three days.
Percy N. Furber retains control of
the company, &3 president and
chairman of the board.
Deal by which RKO pulled out of

Trans-Lux, after a two .year af-
filiation, was engineered by George
Schein, Chicago attorney, pre-
viously the legal rep ot- Mrs.
Caroline Kohl, «i major RKO stock-
holder,,.'

RKO's Loss
RKO 1b currently writing off Its

$250,000 investment in • Trans-Lux
as a loss but has conditioned with
T-L -that it receives $150,000 for
it's half of T-L Movie Corp* if the
latter company .realizes a $3,000,-

000 profit-

; Fuss at the T-L Daylight board
meeting was caueed by A. M. An-
drews, owner of around 200,000
shares of stock. Andrews, president
of A. M. Andrews Investment Corp.,
N. Y., objected to Furber's direction
of the company. The new- board
does not . Include - Andrews, how-
ever.

Complete- list of directors elected
include Percy N. Furber, William
A. Copeland, Robert L. Dalne,
Leavit J. Hunt, F. E. Keseinger,
William F. H. Koclsch, Edward
Wise, Paul C. Schnltzler, H. F>Far-
rington, W. E. Snodgrass, G. H.
Etchelberger, Robert Atkins, Kay
Hail,' Milton Cro'nkhite, W. T.
Black, P. E. Furber, A. C. Payne,
Ellery Mann, J. D. McDevit, E.
H. Unkles ' and George A. Smalnls.

U'S SEARCH PORTENDS

A WATERFRONT CYCLE

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

With Universal seeking a news-
paperman who has covered the wa-
terfront, and a studio representa-
tive talking to several such report-
ers In San Francisco last week. In-
dications point to a waterfront cycle
of pictures.

'

Fox Is making 'Pier 13' and Ed-
ward Small will produce 'I Cover
the Waterfront.'

KING VIDOR
who directed "Bird of Paradisej"- RKO-Radio production current at the
Mo.yfair theatre, New York.

Vidor is now directing "Cynara" for United Artists. He also directed
"Street Scene" and "The Champ," bot'A'of whicih were listed among the
ten best pictures of 1031. '

In Variety's recent analysis of ' njl time box .office records, "The Big
Parade," which Mr. Vidor directed, was awarded second place, grossing
over six million dollars.

Arthur Mayer West
Announcement of Lynn Farhol's

status at Paramount is expected
shortly after the arrival In Holly-
wood of Arthur Mayer who leaved
this Wednesday (14).
Mayer makes the trip to the

Coast for a general publicity ad-
vertising conference. He is head
of this department.

MARCUS VACATIONS'
Lee. Marcus- leaves this week for

a vacation in Bermuda. His breach
with Radio became official Sept. .3.

Marcus will be away two or three'

weeks.

Sidney R. Kent on his European
trip met Erich Pommer, Ufa pro-*

ducer, at Karlsbad it has just been
revealed and engaged him for Fox,
Pommer's Ufa contract expires

Jan. 16, 1933. He will leave Berlin
early in February and be In Holly*
wood shortly after to direct Lilian
Harvey |n Noel Coward's 'Bitter

Sweet.' Fox plans a big German
production schedulo for next year.
It is reported, and for this purpose
will make use of frozen American
bank capital of the Chase National
Bank (so-called stillehalte funds).
The films will be made in English,:
German and French versions. It is,

likely that Pommer will have charge
of all this foreign production.

'

As Pommer's assistant and repre*
Bentative, the French producer,
Andre Daven,.. has been engaged.
Daven supervises the French ver«i

slons of Pommer's Ufa productions..
Henry Gara^ French actor, was

also engaged by .Fox about the same
ilme. ......

Berlin, Sept, 12.

Negotiations' are reported on be-
tween Ufa and Josef von Stern-
berg looking 1 towards his engage-
ment as the successor of Erlcb-
Pommer on a 'forthcoming produc-
tion of Ufa.

Paris, Sept. 3.

Following : Sydney Kent's trip to
Paris, Harry Lachmann is going to
Hollywood to direct for Fox.
Lachmann has made pictures

. in
French and In English both here
and in London.

POLITICS NOW HOLDING

"NIGHTMAYOR' ON SHELF

Columbia has okayed national , re-
lease on 'Night Mayor,' but is hav-
ing difficulty getting it on the screen
in New York ,find Chicago. Even,
with James J. Walker's resignation,
as the mayor of . New York, there
is fear, of political machinations if

this cinematic, diatribe should offend

.

Tammany strongholds.
The Cermak Kiuniclpal regime in

Chi is believed similarly eympa-
thetio with the Wigwam's political
control of New York, hence the
film's retarded distribution progress:
there.

It was slated for the Paramount
on Broadway but on Publix legal
advice it was held back a month
ago during the ' gubernatorial re-
view of the ' Scabury findings by
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Only Regulars Will Get

Studio Stagger Plan Aid
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Hoover stagger plan of employ-
ment, to be introduced at studios
in October, Is being handled to give
work only to people who have , been
regularly employed during the last,

five years. Professional hangers-on
will get no consideration.
Studio executive committee is

now making a check of persons who
should be helped, but . each studio
will take care of . its own employ-
ing Instead of . allowing a central
group to do so. Each lot has a
waiting list of former employees
who can thus bo given preference.

Joining Fairbanks
Next for Douglas Falrbauks, Sr.,

will be a story based on Chinese
legends to be shot in China.
Tom Geraghty, who went on loca-

tion for 'Mr. Robinson Crusoe,'
leaves for the Orient In about three
weeks to join Fairbanks. Camera
crew and sound staff will follow
Geraghty by a couple weeks. '

MAYO'S STANWYCK FILM
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Archie Mayo's next assignment
for Warners will be Barbara Stan-
wyck's new film, 'Women in Prison',
it's a, yarn written by Dorothy
Mackaye.
Mayo i3 currently at Paramount

on loan.

SCHNITZER S ACADEMY POST
Hollywood, Sept. 12..

Joseph I. Schnltzer has been ap-
pointed producer alternate to. the.

arbitration committee of the Acad-
emy of M. ,P. Arts and Scicncor;. , v

He fills the vacancy created by the
death of the late Paul Bern.
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RKO Out to Save Another $1000,000

Board Meeting to Determine Another Slice

in Budget—Mark Luescher Out?

-When the RKO board meets this

Wednesday (14) tt; report will be

presented to devise means for an
additional saving of $1,000,000, in

overhead expenses, between now
and Oct 1. Overhead savings thus

far' have reached above $2,500,000

since February.

Some changes In' personnel,,
mostly minor, may include, how-
ever, the dropping from home
office payrolls of Mark Luescher.
Latter, former puDHcity chief under
the Albee regime, however, is cur-
rently attached to the "S. L. Rothafel
office.

. Inter-company replacements may
also be effected in order to work
out additional economy. One of
these considered is for Kate Blum-
berg, divisional theatre director In
New York, to replace Asher Levy
in charge of Chicago. Plan Is

known to be ready.
No severe changes generally but

all calculated to save departmental
costs along the line. New economy
plan supersedes one hitherto con-
sidered which was to slice salaries.

The latter idea, so far, is out al-
though there is some talk that execs
In the higher salary brackets may
have their pay adjusted again.
Every department In the theatre

operating is In some, way affected
by the dropping of personnel, in-
cluding the booking office where
Martin Beck will personally handle
the cutting.
Letouts take effect as of Saturday

(10) last and Include, among others,
Arthur Cleary, accountant; Bruce
Powell, concessionaire chief; two
engineers In the maintenance de-
partment and various secretaries In
New York and In the field.

Savings through these various
personnel letouts alone is calculated
to total $75,000 yearly!

Hughes, in Red

With 'Scarface,'

East Sans Plans

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
Howard Hughes, stating he has

ho~ immediate production plans, has
left for Del Monte and New York
for a three months vacation. Should
he decide to make pictures again It

will not be until next year at the
earliest.

'Scarface,' Hughes last picture,
has grossed slightly more than
$300,000 so far, on a production cost
of $625,000. With only about 20%
of this country remaining unplayed,
picture has little chance of getting
ba.^k its hut.
Hughes still has a yen to make

•Queer People/ which would prob-
ably bo his first if he resumes pro-
duction. He also has scripts ready
on 'Hi vets' and 'Zeppelin.'
Hughes' activities in pictures over

a period of five years, until the flop
of -Multicolor, had him about break-
ing fcven. Multicolor's failure, and
the excessive cost of 'Scarface,'
will probably put him in the red
wr-Jl over $1,000,000.

Hays Back in N. Y.
Will Hays is dated to arrive in

New York late this week.
This last trip has been Hays'

lonscst stay on the Coast in several
years.

J. J. BUBENS EAST
Chicago, Sept. 12.

•T. J. Rubens, head man for Pub-
li.v-Clreat States, left Sunday (11),
for Xew York.

lie will spend a week conferring
with' Publi;: home office execs.

DeMiDe's Record

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

C. B. DeMiile finished 'Sign of the
Cross' oh schedule and within his
budget Saturday night (10). Fin-
ished in exactly 48 days and within
his $650,000 limit.

Marks the first time DeMiile has
ever come in on schedule.

PUBLK TO TRY

ADV. SHORTS

AGAIN

Publix. is about to make another
attempt "-t screen advertising
through a tie-up with the Theatre
Service Corp. of New York for na-
tional and local accounts. The
means will be a one reel short in
Technicolor and ' sound carrying a
maximum six subjects each. Each
will have a commercial tale to tell,

no matter how disguised.
Project, it is believed, will be

launched Oct. 1. It is said some
reels are now ready for release.

Idea by which the circuit hopes
to swell its receipts is to be made
available to all of its theatres, with
each house to try and sell local firms
space in the reel. Following the
closing of such a contract by any
theatre, TSB will take over the
technical details of the scenario,
cameraman, etc.-

It is planned to hold each clip to
50 feet in length which, with a total

number of six subjects, will limit
the ad short to not more than four
minutes on the screen. It is also
reported that Publix is specifying
that house managers are to give this
reel preferred position.

Move marks the first effort by
any of the big film companies to
revive screen advertising since the
inception and subsequent ruling out
of the commercial shorts of which
-Publix was one of the originators.

NBC Adds Another

Wkly. 15 Mins. for

Radio's Flickers

Besides the 'Hollywood on the Air'
series (Thursdays), arid the serial
dramatization of Radio Pictures'
•Phantom of Crestwood,' NBC has
arranged to give its film, producing
running mate a weekly 15-minute
plug' on each new release as it comes
along.
No specific spot on the network's

schedule assigned for this additional
bit of ballyhoo. Time of broadcast
will depend on the . open periods
available and the best station hook-
up which can be effected for the
program..

Scripts for these ether versions
are being prepared by Radio's press
department. Casting and directing
is being handled by W. S. Ralney of
the network's producing staff.

Nick Schenck West
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

N. M. Schenck is expected here
within the week to confer with Irv-
ing Thalberg on Metro production
plans.

Thalberg was to have gone east,

but was held here by the suicide of
Paul Bern.

LEVY TUBNS MEGGEB
London, Sept. 12.

Behn Levy, author, turns director
for his next B. I. P. picture, 'The
Case of Lady Camber.'

Gilbert Wakefield is writing the
dialog.

SEE DANGER IN

Expect 2,000 of 6,500 Sum-
mer Closings to Reopen
This Fall—Claim Shoe-

string Exhibs Only Add
to Industry Problems

NO CONCESSIONS

Counting on 2flQO of ths summer's
C,5O0 dark theatre* relighting be-

tween now and November, picture

makers and distributors are issu-

ing . a double-edged warning to

prospective operators.
Primarily, the distribs say, the

man relighting a box office should
have enough capital in the bank to
figure on a reserve which can carry
the theatre for at least a month
without realizing a penny at the box
office. The distributors see a de-
cided danter in an artificial situa-
tion which would be created if re-
lighting is forced. This Is their

reason for making the Inducements
in the nature of 'charity accounts'
or markedly reduced rentals fpr
more boxoffice light..

Calculating that most of the
houses closed are in the obsolete
class, ranging from 400 to 1,000

seats, distribs feel that encouraging
theatre activity of this kind may
result only in hurting established
theatres which have been able to
withstand the depression.
Behind this "is also the apprehen-

sion that shoestring investors, figur-
ing the theatre the quickest medium
for return with any clearing of the
industrial clouds, will try their hand
at exhibiting and thereby only add
t'< the burdens of the film business.

Isolated Houses

Theatres In Isolated situations
will get the best breaks during the
revival era. which distribs, as well
as exhib chieftains,' believe Is under
way. In such competltlonless spots,
where the operator has money on
the line, there is admitted the likeli-

hood that distribs will play ball on
rental considerations.
Such 'deals,' however, will not be

made until after the important
situations within any drawing
radius of the closed house are ter-
minated. Distribs take the stand
that steady customers will be given
first consideration and that nothing
will be done with relighted houses

Lasfcy's Status at Par May Go to

Court Unless Agreement Is Reached

RKO Black on Coast

Los Angeles, Sept.; 12.

Entire Coast division of RKO
went into the black last week for
the first time in months. Houses
are those in Seattle, Spokane, Port-
land, Sari Francisco, Oakland and
Los Angeles.
This is Cliff Work's recently

combined Pacific coast and north-
west sectors.

P-P

V. P., HEADS

THEATRES

At the board of directors* meeting
of Paramount-Publix due today
(Tuesday), which may be ad-
journed, however. Until later this

month, it Is expected that Leo Spitz
will be made a vice-president nomin-
ally in charge of all PuTjIIx theatres.

John Balaban, however, will remain
the active operator with Sam Dem-
bow continuing to direct the film

buying. Sam Katz, as general man-
ager of P-P, oversees all depart-
ments.

Spitz leaves for Chicago this Fri-
day (16) to clean up his affairs prior

to headquartering in the New York
office.

Spitz was Katz's personal at-
torney in Chicago and also acted in

similar capacity then for B&K. He
figured in Publix's Great States and
Fitzpatrick-McElroy deals.

As State Chairman
Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

. Louis B. Mayer will 1 be elected
chairman of the Republican State
Committee at a meeting in Sacra-
mento Sept. 24.

Mayer has been vice-chairman
the past two years.

v.hlch would hurt the established
auditoriums.
Revived theatres which expect to

chisel on every operation angle
would do better to remain closed,

declare exhibitor as well as dis-

tributor leaders.

WILLIAM K. HOWARD
"THE FIRST YEAR"
Fox Film Corporation

Los Angeles,. Sept. 12.

Following 10 days of conferences
between Jesse L. Lasky and Sam
Katz, for an adjustment of the for-
mer's contract with Paramount as
vice-president in charge of produc-
tion, no agreement has yet been
reached regarding an interpretation
of this agreement. Expectations are
that at another meeting . this
Wednesday (14), the matter may be.
finally ironed but.
This hitch has held up all nego-

tiations on a 'new deal whereby
Lasky would produce independently
for Paramount.
Lasky has engaged Loyd Wright

as his attorney to participate in the
conferences. Report Is that If no
headway be made, Lasky will bring
suit, in local courts for the puropse
of obtaining an interpretation of his
agreement with Par. Lasky's conten-,
tion is believed to be that technically
he Is still vice-president in charge of
production. This is the main issue.

New Deal Angles
It is said that Lasky, In his talks

with Katz, has maintained that he
would not subordinate himself to
any studio head in regard to super-
vision, of his independent produc-
tions should he make them. It ig

further Intimated that in the event
of any settlement Lasky might cede
hlB rights to prospective profits ort

.

pictures made by Paramount, as
called for in his contract, providing
that some arrangements be made
whereby profits would accrue to him:
in the making of his independently *

produced films. ';

Lasky, meantime, is continuing
on his leave of absence from the -

company without his status being}

affected. ;

There is no possibility of Lasky,:
providing any of the financing for
any of the pictures he would make
for Paramount. The deal proposed

1

deal for Lasky calls for Paramount
to do the financing.
The producing agreement which.

P. P. Schulberg now has with Par.
provides that both he and Emanuel
Cohen, now in charge of the studio,,

agree on all production plans and
details before any work is started
on a picture.

TEST SUIT BY

EXEC ON CUT

CONTRACT
Test case of the cut-contract sit-

uation In the film Industry, where'
the executive has been forced to ac-
cept salary preening against hid
own consent and the terms of his
contract, is scheduled to -be—filed'
tomorrow. In New York. Salary ar«-

.

rears allegedly are In excess of .

*2,ooo.

During the past few months the
complaining exec had notified his •

company in writing,, that he refused
all three -cuts which his company:'
has effected, and claims that these >

messages have been ignored. ';

Since early summer this exec has

.

reported dally at his office despite-,

what he maintains is an obvious,
freezeout and that his organization
has made this attitude plain.

Kent's Quick Trip,

Then Sails for Europe

Sidney Kent, Fox president, left

tor Hollywood Saturday (10), tp re*,
main there until- the end of the
month. He returns to New York
about Oct. 1 to sail Immediately for
Europe. He will launch production
plans for Fox in England, France
and Germany.
Andre i)aven. who will head the.

Fox French production unit, arrived,
in New York Friday (9), morning.
He makes the western trek and re-
turn with Kent.
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^fKe" bperatbrs't union ' erluatiorf in

?>7ew York aiid the affairs of the

' Bam Kaplan local, No. 306, have

finally come under the ''spotlight of

•the I.A.T.S.E./ which last week be

gan executive board meetings to in

vestlgate conditions;

Observing the regulations which
grant local autonomy to unions
chartered by it, the I. A. maintained
a hande-off policy until the seriousr
ness of the Empire operator opposi-
tion to 306 became apparent.
'The I.A., while conducting an In-

vestigation Into 306
(

arid the Greater
New York situation, is not. appre-
hensive; oif any .final -success of . the
Epipire. to wrest the New .York
.booths of theatres from 306, among,
its sstrongest locals, and is. .taking
etepo to lay shags jin,.Empire's path,'

Contending that, the American; Fedr
ei^tion. of. Labor, does, oiot recognize,
the Empire, since, latter was state,

chartered, I.A. has . virtually issued

.

.abroad call against all .houses .em-
ploying, Empire,men. This will make
it. impossible for- union stage/hands
«r. musicians to work in any Empire
theatres should stage policies so re-
quire. Other affiliated AFL unions
are also supposedly under this .I.A'

ukase. / ,. ,';-.. •• .• - :

, No Charges

The l.A. is examining Kaplan and
officials of 3W,>'with the operator
union indicating that the I.A. may
corutinize all accounts, records, etc.

.Whether / there ' has been malfea-
sance in- office under Kaplan's re-
gime, .'whether Kaplan employs non-
union' help in his film supply house,
whether the permit system is proper,

, and whether heavy assessment of

; 30e members is justified, are author-
itatively said to be under investlga-

- tion "by- the I.A. Pending completion
ofv, trio

1 probe : there are no "direct-

charees. ' - 1 ••••••

-. 306 Contentions
It is contended by 306 that if mal-

f;x>:sanco' should exist, which is de^
inied, and the I. A. has proof, it cin'
take expulsion action against Kap-
lan 1 or others; but on other men-
tioned cottritS' it Is" c'orttertded I: 'A.1

'

does riot-have jurisdiction' except' in
an Informative investigative way:'

•;. Kap1attis'%fctin%d-'tosv ha^ihg'proof
he^lhpJoyB uhidW-teeirr in^WS supply
sti^pV/aha, iSre'^n't^d'^rispf of that,

at
(

"the:,receht
r
(p6iymVxis, .6>, cphvehr'.

.'tioijj.
.
5Bo,'',Xar.' .jw ,;30i&

;
m'emhership.,

insEessmeT»t?, , expenditures of-.- the
union,', and 1 the ' use of. the permit
fcywltm; are concerned these policies

... were not decided : by ' Kaplan and
•officials, but by a majority" .vote 6f
•the. 306^ Body;;' Overruling: Vn. such,
mitterajiy the LA;' could occur oniy;'

if is. .contended,' if -illegal or. malfea
.
tanco existed.. .

,'
'.

.
; At I.A; headquarters it Is stated

that the executive board meeting
was called not- only to - go' into the
New 'York; situation, but to con
eider .geit^ral pr6bleni's|'of thePefttife

1

country. facing unions!',. .;;

:

v . ,'7,.''V

'. ' Struggle Continues
"While its investigation is under

way, the struggle between 306 and
Empire grows more tense. Each is
picketing, the other/with chains'-af-
focted, notably Lpew.most of whose
theatrcs'are being' picketed by ;Em
pife'. Rep'pr tfe that: the; 'chains* all

of. which use "'30.6 ..operators, are
piqued over the, .operation', by 306

:
of

©peri-iJr, theatres as: .a- means of
making it tough for Empire-manned
Indie houses, are doubted by- 306
iho'ugh it is dald the- -circultB- a'p

pealed to the I.A. 11 •

The Kaplan union will go ahead
yith open-air houses at 10 anldVl6c
as well as free shows. Operating
one in Manhattan, twb in the ftrpiAx^

and 'three lh'-Brdoklyh, ' 306 points'
out that in none 'of the sections
Invaded 'are the shows close enough
to a chain house to hurt. : Nearest
dlftance of any 306-booth-operate'd
theatre to one of the Kaplan open'
air or free shows is 10 blocks.

'
. As cold weather approaches, 306

plans 'putting 'roofs up, probably
around Nov. 1. By'that date addi
tional free theatres, it is proposed
will be operating against the Cen
tury circuit in Brooklyn.
While damage, according

Loew's, was not great, the gravity
of the present 306-Empire rivalry
for control of New York booths, is

suggested by the bombing Friday
night (9) of Loew's 46th Street
Brooklyn, and the Ludlow on the
lower East Side.
•Following immediate inspection
by the Fire Dept., with okay, house
were not forced to close, down

Saturday, repairs being immediately
made. ..'

'

Loew's is investigating all phases
of the ' .union '• situation ' which' may
have .brought" about' the' bombing.
The circuit erijploys

,

'306 men under
a contract haying until next Sep'-'

tember to go. ; From ' the first,

Empire has been picketing LtJew"
neighborhood houses with the cir-

cuit ''Wfi'icn''haB
t

'n6' qudrrej whatever
wiW unipns^n ''the' middle of the
tWb

v
'6crap'pinf* factions. '

'

'' ; "'

Cy "C.' Moskpwitz' has made sev-'
•(Con'tinuea' on page My ' .'

'HOTEL' FOE McVICKEB'S
*• •' ;i'13h1ca*di Sept.'12'.

'Grand Hoter ' will open 'at Mc-'
Vickcrs' •abou't -'Oct, 16, following"
'Love

1 Me Tonight.'
Hotel' did 14a weeks at *1.60 in

the wbbdfe early in the 1 summer.'
''

to

1 st Runs on 'Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week Sept. 16

Paramount—'Night of June
13' (Par).
Capitol—'Grand Hotel' (Met-

ro) (16).
Strand—'Life Begins' (WB)

(15). -.
.

-.

;

Mayfair—'Bird of Paradise'
(Radio) (2d week).
Rivbli—'Love Me Tonight'

(Par) (5th week).
Winter Garden—'Big City

Blues' (WB) (2nd week).
RiaitOr-'Movje Crazy' (Par)

(14). ';.

:

f k •

Roxy JPaihtefi Women' :

(Fox) (15).

, . Week Sept. 23

#iiraniodirS'—.'Bldhde Venus'
(Par).
Capitol^-'Grand Hotel' CMet-

: ^tttend^'Btfe Begins' (WB)
"(2d week^. ™k -

-

Rivoli — 'Robinson Crusoe'
(UA) (21). .

Winter Garden 'Tiger
Shark' . (WB). ,(22).

RtaltOr-p'Mbvle Crazy* (Par)'
.(2jJ'\^e>k'),.':'

( , ;

:

'

1 $2 Pictures

'Strange ' Interlude' (Metro)
(Astor')"(3d week). ;

•

1 'Maadchen im Uniform* (Ger-
man) (Criterion) (19)..

.:
Foreign Films ,

, 'Cruiser Emden' (Emelka)
(German) . (Hindenberg) (2d
week)., . ..

"Zw'ei Herzen und Ein
Bchlag' (Ufa) (German') (Little
Carnegie) (2d week).

PAUL L. STEIN
Director of

Box Office. Success**

RELEASE BATE

CHANGES JUMP

Constantly changing release dates
is giving the chains more than the
usual amount of trouble. It's among
new problems which the booker-
buyers are afraid they will have to
combat ' throughout the present
(1932-'33) season.
;.There have been more changes in

rieleaee. dates lately by distributors
than ever before, say film buyers.

Their explanation is that the stu-
dios are trying to be sure that
everything is right before turning
a picture loose these days. It puts
the bookers In a spot but they have
no recourse.
Paramount's .yanking of 'Blonde

Venus,' after it had • been booked
into most all key Publix situations
pri _Bre-release',. ^eek qf ;

JSept. 16, is

a case in point. Picture is under-
going remakes and added scenes.
' With 'Venus' off the books until

an -indefinite ,date, Publix had to go
to Universal for 'Okay America' for
the Paramount, N: :Y., last Friday'
(9): ' For - other :iceys; oh 'Sept; 16,

Pdblix has 'Night of June' ' (Par)
nlshed '' through from"- the Coast;
;Venus' was to -have playfed Nevfr
YPrk two weeks, goihg into Other'

Publix -^ situations^ 'cpneurfent with
the Broadway hPldover week.

.

.
Believing- that its - studio is going

in more expensively J for reniaxes or
adding new footage whenever
there's a doubt, • Publix is offering
no guarantee that release dates on
its own (Par) product will not be
held up this season.

•i *.

.... fx

Briefly rewritten extracts from 'Variety's' Hpllyvfood bulletin, printed
each Friday in. Hollywood, and placed as a wrapper upon the Wfjulaf
weekly 'Variety.' ,. ., •

v .

-.,,'

The Bulletin does not circulate other than on the Paciflo Slope.
News from the Dailies in. Los Angeles will be found In that customac^!

department; " " "'

Morris Adapting Own'
F. Brewster Morris sold; *Roap pf

the Jungle,' his original tp Freiiler
Film Associates and will . also
adapt and dialog.

FlOod at Par'
James Flood has- a Paramount

directing contract, set by Edward
Small office. First assignment
'Under Cover,' featuring George
Raft.

. Mary Carlisle borrowed from
Metro by George Weeks for 'Her
Mad Nitrht/' Coriway Tearle and
Irene Rich split the billing with'her.
E; Mason Hopper directing.

j
KBS will start 'Uptown New

M-G Script Buy*.

; Metro has closed for 'I Lpye An
Angel', . Hungarian play . for] which.

Paramount aiid Peggy ' Fears hayo'

been, bidding... iilss Fears )s ..after

the American stage rights. .
.

. .

Metro also, picked up another
foreign property In 'Night JFiight,'

a current French npyel by St.

Exupery. Borry Osso agented both
deals.

York' next ^feek with Victdjp
Schertzlnger ' 'directing. Warrfeh

'

Duff adapting from the Vina Del*'
mar short story.

"

Lackey Vice Burr
'

William Lackey replaces C. G»
Burr as producer for Monogram re«-
lease with two more to be made,
Trem Carr negotiating with Flfl
Doreay to star in three for Mono-
gram.

|

Bancroft' Accused ' •

*

: Clyde Flarmigan, .'-.clarinetist at"
B. B. B;'s cellar, guing George Ban^"-
croft for $86i-' Says actor broke 1

his instrument.- u- ti <

f -.-'Hays'. East
Will Hays goes. :to New . York,

Wednesday .(15) , .after being, here
since June 1.

Contract of „ Charles Behan, .U-'«„,

New York story editpr, renewed tot .

a year.

WALKER'S MPTOA EETtTEN
Frank Walker returns to. the Mo>

tion Picture Theatre Owners'. Asso-
ciation as Its attorney immediately
after Election Day. ' '

Walker resigned Beveral weeks
ago to devote the greater part of his

time to his job as treasurer of; the;

National Democratic Committee.

L. A. to N. Y.
Tom Reed.
Sam Briskin.
Lew Golder.
Chas. -Mentz. . .

Nat Goldstone.
Fanchon Royer.
Jack Gallagher. . i

Howard. Hughes. ' •

Jimmy Durante. ,
.,<.

S. L. JRbthafel.
'

Chas. Fayne., .
,

Edward G*, Robinson.
Sue tiarpli

v

Nick. Stuart.

'

Sid Skols'ky;,
. ..

'i i

N. ; Y. to L. A.
Jos'. ^.'''Scheiiiiji.

:

,

'

Joe Mosko'^itz.
S.R.'JCentV'.

;
' ",'

v
Andre Daveii.

.

Joe ToplltzTty.

RUBIN O F F
And Hit V4oKn

Chase &. Sanborn Hour
W E A F, .

88th Week

Paramount-Publix
Nvw York ThieatMs

Mh Year

, Ben Holmeg writing an original,
for Walter q^tlett which Radio will"
produce. '."

"

John L. 'ClaSjk, western dtvlBioti
manager, and' Herman Wobber, In
charge of special sales, left here by
plane for Oklahoma City and New.
York on a tour, of- Paramount ex^
changes. .. .

J. J. Milstein;: Metro exchange;
manager, left-- fcr New York .by
plane to consult, with home . offica.

officials on new Fpx^-West Coast,
product deal.

Archie Marshek promoted, from
film editor to assistant supervisor
to Merion C. Cooper at Radio.

Leo.. Morrison's,
.
Superiq^Cflurt.

suit. • against'v Spencer TraojKiilj>ibp

$7,600 in commissions settle^ out
Of COUrt. '

•' ' :' '-.'• '-<% a:-

Paramount theatre sued for $2,000
by Russel Plummet, dancer, whose
ankle was.- ; broken.-: . while ... working
here. ;.v' .iv. v: .'. '"'\>uj

Gary .. .Cooper jback . at Paramount,
for ,'Farewell. to Arms' after nursiiiygj,^ •

a. bad knee, at Ixpmp for three d'aiya^

, David Manners arid Edward Vail
ploan added

, to Universal's'
imhotep.' .in; l.u:-:

Option of Harriet Hageman at
Radio not takeh' up.-

:

- Played In one
picture, 'Thirteen! Women.' '

Irving Aarorisdh's band in. Colum*
bia's 'Plain Clothes Man.'

Kahn Dialpga Shorts.. ,

Four two-reel travel pictures
made in Ceylon,. India, for Conti-
nental Pictures^'are" being dlaioged
by Gordon Kahpv . ..

.

Col's Undersea Tale
'Bottom of the?"Sea,' under watef

story, has been bought by Columi
bia. Robert' ' tfiskiri and Keene
Thompson on the' script.

Margaret t .Fttzpatrlck, Panther
girl contest winner from Birmlng-:
ham, Ala., w)ll .be. renamed Gai^
Patrick by Paramount.

Colmah in 'Masquerader'
'The Masquerader,' Ronald Col* :

man's next- for' Sam Goldwyhv will
he/ directed by\King 'Vldor. Wil* ;

liam Anthony McGuire is adapting*

Retakes on 'Troubles'

,

Returning
, from .their European

vacation, Laurel'land Hardy started
off by making.,rptakes on 'Pack Up
:Your

.
TrpubT^g,''',.. Roach feature.

Film will be released' this month.' ,

.

Wax Political Blurb8-W ' ;

Associated' 'Broadcasting' ' Com'-'
pany, with Pasadena ' money 'back
of it, Is .headquartering at Tec-Art,
with plans to wax political drivehi..-..

.1 nactjve Three Weeks.
World Wide will be inactive three

weeks, and then, start Edwin Ca-
rewe's 'Tarnished Youth* and Bennie
Ziedman's. 'Alimony Racket.*

Fulton Story Rewrite :,,.„., ,.

Maude Fulton, hag been . recalled ;

by Fox to rewrite her story, 'Broad- ':.'

way Bad,' halted three weeks 'ajfd.

Lachman Arriving
Harry Lachman arrives here

Thursday. (16) 'fr.p:nv England with
a contract to direct at Foxi HEe
has been a directpr for British. In-
ternational.'

'
:

l
-

Bailey, Wuerz Shift
.Reopening of : the Hillstreet this
month is causing RKO to bring

^ (Continued on page 44)
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UNION DEALS

NOT SO TOUGH
Difficulties with labor unions In

many parts of the; country where
contracts expirod Aug. 31, are not
as serious nor. In as great a number
as anticipated by .the theatre chains.
In the majority of instances where
new contracts have been or are be-
ing negotiated, chains have found
locals very cooperative according to
•Sam Dembow, chairman of- the clr-

.cult labor committee;
Dembow has instructed labor men

and managers In Publix to take, into
account the cooperative attitude of
most unions as lately evidenced and
to avoid any strained relations. Mu-
sicians' trouble in Newark, operator
dlfflcultlea In Youngstown and de-
mand for higher scale in Miami
which has forced Publix to close
live houses there, and one or two
other spots, are the only one ap-
proaching seriousness.

, .W. B. Paschall, who took over op-
eration of the Publlx-Dent houses
in Texas, is experiencing . trouble

through turning houses non-union.
Bombing last week resulted from
this move In Tyler, with two houses
damaged and five patrons injured.

In Waco, the operate s are also try-
ing to give Paschall a mean fight.

A committee of chain labor men,
Including Harry Sherman (Publix),

Major L. E. Thompson (RKO), and
-Wlllard Patterson (WB), left Sat-
-tirday (10), for Ybungstown, in an
attempt to straighten out difficulties

there with operators. William El-
liott, IATSE president, is assisting'

toward a settlement there.

In the majority of Instances where
negotiations for new contracts were

:

not completed on expiration of the
old, the men are continuing to work
in the theatres. When a settlement
is reached, scale will become retro-
active, it "is agreed.

Gruesome Tag Stays on

CoFs Tflerry-Go-Roimd'

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Harry Cohn claims that Colum-
bia's 'Washington' Merry-Go-Round'
will not be softened for the screen.
Studio grew leery of the feature's

ending, body of a lynched politician
being thrown oh the Capitol steps.

A new and milder ending was made
but has been discarded.

Leniency Petitions Being

Circulated for Horwitz

Houston, Sept. 12.

Fighting to keep him out of
-prison, friends of Will Horwitz, exhib,
are circulating petitions, requesting
the court to suspend an 18 months'
sentence assessed recently for vlola-

' tlbn of federal lottery laws through
his radio- station across the Mexican
border.

Petition's appeal principally 'on
the grounds of Horwltz's extensive
charity program here during the
past year. Estimated that during

• 1931 his free soup kitchen fed at
least ,100,000 people and currently
is taking care qt 325 dally. Defrays
all costs.

'Crusoe/ 'Night' and

'Rain' for N. Y. Rivoli
United Artists will assume ope

ration of the Rivoli, New York, Sept.

21, tentative date for priemier of 'Mr,

Robinson Crusoe.' UA plans to fol

low this up with 'Magic Night' and
then 'Rain.' Eddie Cantor's 'Kid
from Spain' Is then probable.
John Wright, brother-in-law of

Harry D. Buckley, v.p. of UA, re-

mains as manager of the Rivoli.

,
Slated to come in as publicity-ad
director is Bob Long, UA exploiteer
in the field.

Ralph Stitt gave up the Rlv pub-
licity post Saturday (10), leaving
for Chicago and B. & K. to ^ handle
the Chicago and McVlcker's.

:
.Charged with Assault

New Haven, Sept. 12.

Alfred C. Bartell being held here
In $5,000 bond for alleged assault
oil Louis M. Sagal.. Latter had re
fused to interview Bartell in regard
to proposed business deal.

For a number of years Sagal was
general manager of the S. Z. Poll
theatrical interests and until that
circuit was taken over by Fox.

Receivership of

Yesterday's Prices

Sales.
809
GOO
100
800

6,000
700

12,300
400
200
no

19,500
1,800
1.000

45.000
1,200
800

18,200

$0,000
8.000
5.000
3/000

23,000
1.C00
1,000
13,000

000
COO

Am,. Seat.
Col. Plct..
Cons. F...
Con. P. pf,

East, K...
Fox
Iipew .....
Loew pt. .

.

M-G-M pf . 21
Orph. pt. . 1314
Par-Pub
Pathe ..

Pf

High.

12
3
T
08%
5
SCT4
80

V*
1%
4V»
12%

... 7%

... m

... 4%
BONDS

41
86%
38y4
3G£
04%
4%

3714

CURB
Tech 4%
Trans-L . . 3

Tatha
RCA
RKO
ShUb
W. B,

Gen. Thr.
Keith ...

Loew ....

Par-F ...

Par-P ...

RKO deb
Snub ....
W. B....

Low,
3

11
3
0%
C3
4%
34
70<A
21
lav*
0%
1

8%
OH
0
1

3%

Net
Laat.chge.
3- - %
11 -1%
3 •

0%- %
6414—

4

4% - U
35 -1%
80 + Vi
21
13« - 14

o-r* - <%

.

1
3% - %
1014-1%
0V4-1
1 - %
4 —2

*% 4H-1H
44 44 —1
85% 85% - %
38% 38%—

2

35 85 —1
04% 04% -5%
V/i' 414-m
35 35 -2

3% 3% - %
2T4 2% - %

Kansas City, Sept. 12.

Alleging .'^violation of contracts
and the failure to meet some $200,-
000 past due obligations, Para-
mount-Publix Corp., asked for a
receiver for Publlx-Dubinsky Broth-
ers Theatres, Inc., which has* gen-,
eral offices .here.

'•.»'
It was filed last Thursday (8),

Judge Brown, of circuit court, ap-
pointing Cornelius Roach, receiver,
with fixed, bond' at $50,000.
Edward Dublnsky, general man-

ager of Publlx-Dubinsky, stated
that, he had not been ;advlsed of
the action and a restraining order,
prohibiting transfer of funds and
property, remains In effect untli
Sept. 20 when a hearing. is set.

Petition for the receivership
names as defendants the Publix-,
Dublnsky . organization,.. Edward
Dublnsky, Irwin Dublnsky, and
Barney Dublnsky. Edward Dubin-
sky) general • manager, is charged:
with mismanagement.
Involved in' the suit are 22 the-

atres in Kansas City, Joplin, St. Jo-
seph, Fulton, Jefferson City,
Springfield Mo., and Leavenworth,
Kara. . .

<

Organization was founded last
year with eight Publix theatres
ahd 14 Dublnsky houses. The. eight
Publix theatres, and the annual
rental P-D was to pay for them,
are. Newman,. Kansas City, $108,-
000; Royal, Kansas City, $29,844;
Electric, Kansas City, Kans,, $44,-
268; -Paramount, Joplin," $41,926;'
Paramount, Springfield, $42,888;
Missouri, St. Joseph, $40,000.

Peiltion states that Edward Du -

blhaky failed to assign control of
the 14 theatres to the new corpora-
tion and that he has threatened to
withdraw his houses from the
grjup; also that the new corpora-
tion owes plaintiff approximately
$200,000 past due. Also asserted is
that Dublnsky has paid $60,000 on
the $100,000 loan from assets of the
corporation, and that he has reim-
bursed, himself from assets, of the
company contrary to. the.- contract.
It is?, further charged that he had
preferred himself as a creditor,
paying rentals on the 14 theatres
controlled by him'.

Friction between Publix and the
Dubinskys had been '..reported, but
it was believed that efforts being
made tc patch the differences would
be ; successful. '

•

'

GOV. OF CONN. WRITES

ARTHUR ON EXCLUSIVES

Hartford, Sept. 12.

Following representations against
exclusive film sales policies made
to him by a delegation of the Con-
necticut MPTOA, Gov. Cross, of that
state, has written that the situation
there seemingly 'calls for legislation

of some kind, perhaps an adjusted
further tax oh exclusive showings.'

Letter is to Harry Arthur at
whom the MPTOA complaints were
aimed. Arthur's theatres have con-
tracted for exclusive Fox and Metro
product in three towns—Bridgeport,
Waterbury and New Haven.

In a written reply to the gov-
ernor, Arthur has called attention
to the opinion that any such le'gis-.;

latlon would be unconstitutional and
be classed as 'class legislation.'

Market Breaks Wide on Volume;

Low Priced Amusements Slide

Late Covering Brings Fair Rally

53 Par Writers

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

: Paramount's writing staff cur-
rently carries 53 names:

It's the biggest scribbling staff at

this studio in two years.

Exhibs Demand

A Showdown on

FRISCO CONCESSION
San Francisco, Sept. 12.

Stagehands' union granted a con-
Cession to RKO for the Golden Gate
by eliminating assistant prop man
and putting electricians on split
shift.

Cut went Into' effect Friday (9).

BONUS ARMY FILM
Ed Hurley, Itinerant publicity and

production man, is throwing to-
gether a film based on the bonus
army.

It will be called 'Spirit of '32' and
is being made on Powers' Cinephone
equipment in New York,

Tilt in Scale Forced
,

For 1st Run Rating
Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.

Product worries of Fulton; • Shea-
Hyde first-run site downtown, will
end next week when house tilts its
scale from two' bits to 40c. :

Due to complaints of nabe houses
and

. indie exhibitors on the out-
skirts, major exchanges have been
passing, up the Fulton all summer,
claiming their admission price, in
some cases lower than that of sec-
ondary runs, didn't entitle them to
first-runs and protection. As a re-
sult, house has been forced to get
along for the greater part of the
summer with Independent pictures.

First under resumption of the old
policy will be Fox's 'Down to Earth,*
opening Sept. 22.

CORCORAN ON 'CRAZY'
Harold Lloyd Corp. is putting a

man of Its own on the advertising-
publicity campaign for the run of
'Movie Crazy' in New York. Eddie
Corcoran, formerly with Paramount,
has been obtained by Les Whelaii,
Lloyd representative at the h. o.

,

Corcoran will work with Lou
Smith (Publix) at the Rialto where
the picture will probably, open Sept.
\2.

Mgr. Delivered Home by

Thugs After Robbery

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Spencer Levfe, manager* of the
Rite theatre,, was stopped by two
burglars at his home early Sunday:
morning. (11), and forced to give up
the combination to the theatre safe.
Burglars then bound and trussed
Leve and his wife and went off to
the "theatre,' only to return when
they found the combination wrong.
They then took Leve with them and
forced him to. open the safe. '

.

Burglars got away with $950 but
took Leve home before driving off

and bound him up again. Police
were notified five hours later.

Asch on Radio's 'Ace'

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Nathan Asch, recently oft Para-
mount's writing staff, has been en-
gaged by Radio:

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Failure of a special investigator

of the U. S. attorney-general's of-

fice. . in Washington to arrive here
Friday (9) has some indie exhibs
worried, who want action. Investi-

gation was to begin a federal in-

quiry into alleged contempt of

court charges preferred ty the In-
dependent Theatre . Owners of

Southern California against, Fox
West CoaBt and distributor sena-
tors to the 1929 consent decree.
Exhibs' agitation is over the long

delay .in starting the investigation.

They have demanded that their lo-

cal attorney, Major Frank L. Hutr
ton, appear before the board of di-

rectors of the organization today
(Monday) to explain why no definite

steps are under way toward secur-
ing booking and zoning relief.

A federal emissary is known to be
on his way here and is now ex-
pected to arrive early this week.
On arrival, he is expected to confer
immediately with U. S. District At
torney McNabb and. Hutton regard
Ing . the affidavits taken to Wash
ington .'two weeks ago by the .indie

attorney and submitted to Attorney
General Mitchell at the latter's re
quest.'

Meanwhile, officers of the indie
organization are continuing to ad
vise their members that it would be
a good policy to close

,
their houses

where evidence is had that unfair
booking tactics are being used by
distributors or product is being
withheld. Indie execs contend this
action, if forced, would pave the
way for heavy damage suits and
would afford additional evidence of
violations of the . Sherman anti

trust law.

MAE CLARK
Under management of Leo Morrison; was one year with Fox, appear-

ing as feminine lead in 'Big Time,' 'Nix on Dames,' 'Men on Call/ 'The
Fall Guy' and 'The Dancers.'
Played in 'Front Page,' and starred In 'Good Bad Girl' for Columbia.

Then contracted by Universal for 'Waterloo Bridge,' 'Reckless Living,'
'Frankenstein,' 'Impatient Maiden,' and 'Night -World' and borrowed by
Columbia for. 'Three Wise Girls' and 'Final Edition.'
Just completed 'Breach of Promise' opposite Chester Morris, directed

by Paul L. Stein for WORLD WIDE PRODUCTIONS.
Now a free-lance artist. Originally appeared in New York Musical

Comedies, Drama and Vaudeville*

By Al Greasori
Yesterday's market went Into a

wide open break on volume in a ses-
sion that had many of the ear-
marks of . an old-fashioned shake- ...

out.' From a steady opening, air

leading shares sold off in Increasing
volume until the last half hour,
when a covering movement brought
on a rally of fair proportions. Even
with that, however, the close left

practically all pivotal stocks oft
more than a point and many spec-

1

ulatlve. mediums down as much a4 1

4. Turnover was around 4,000,000
!

,

shares. •'.!

The low priced amusements' like '

RKO, Warneirs and Par got the full '

force of nervous liquidation, prob- '

ably mixed with the retreat of 'the. \

cliques that have been trying to at- ,f

tract a following. Some of the',
shares selling just over $5: dropped '*

as much as a full point, a drastic v

markdown on price ratio. '

''

Loew's tried to resist the break '

until around noon; Offerings were '

taken with a show of confidence at '

and above 35, but' when the decline >

gathered speed just after the end *

of the second hour, it gave way
with the rest, sinking to 34, low on
the movement and below the pre* •

vious resistance point around 34%. •

Bonds also were lower, although •

the losses here were inconsider*"
able compared to share declines and
trading was much quieter. - Widest \

wark-down was in the RKO deben- .

tureSj off. around 5,. as was to be -

expected in
.
view of its sensational

gain of about 20 points last week.
:

'Dope' on the .street -was that in
all probability the sponsors of the .-'

new bull market would probably >

let it drift lower as a matter oC •

tactics, in order to put It in a posi-
tion -for another;. October rise that
would be useful on the eve of elec- ,

tion. . , .

Cotton •broke badly .yesterday,, be* i

ing off $2.50 a bale at one time.,

i

Wheat generally was. about 2 Cental'

t

a bushel lower. Other commodities^
showed similar, reactions.

.

AmuMment's Hold Own
:

In a week; marked, by .the..nrat. ,

.

touch of real uncertainty since tfxai
turnaround of last July, the amusew

jment stooks presented a steady
front. Influences were rather mixed.' 1

Theatre attendance -did. fairly well*
over the country and in New Yorfc -

although there was no speoial spur
to attract theatregoers in. outstandi-
ng pictures. .. .

Loew declared its regular, dividend, \
of 76 cents, as expected, develop-
ment that was 'amply forecast in th»

'

performance of the stock

;

:

para-*'
mount made good' the sinking fund

'

requirements on its older 6% bond's
by delivering to the Chase Nationtt? 1

bank as trustee $800,000 face, value-'
of the issue. These things -were ,Jii-.

the' normal course of business an<(

.

would, not occasion comment in
ordinary times, biit after the ham-
mering the picture stocks have
taken in the last 12 months; they
call for recording as : constructive
items. ..

•
•

Paramount perhaps responded less i

to bullish promotion, probably be-

!

cause it has to take a high jump,
in the near fu.tnre in the publication :

of its half-year statement which is
expected -to show riet loss of major

''

Croportions. One estimate puts "

it'
1
,

around $7,000,000. . Under the clr-

'

cumstancea- it was favorable that'
the issue about held its own. • >

Warners
, was given the needle i

(Continued on page 23) »
,

N, J. Musicians Cut -

.
Settlement with the musicians "in ,

Hudson County has been made at
figures reduced from last year's. In

'

the smaller vaude houses, such as
the Fabian, Hoboken, in place of
nine men total at $90 each, with, the
leader getting $130, there will be
five men at $70 with the leader at
$93.50. .

,

In the larger presentation houses
there will be a minimum of 12 men
at $75, with the leader receiving
$95. Former terms were . 19 men at
$80, with the leader paid $110. '

''

HITCHCOCK FOR RKO, ST. X,
Eddie Hitchcock, accompanied by

Mrs. Hitchcock, left yesterday
(Monday), for St. Louis, to assume

-

charge of publicity and advertising'
in that key for RKO.
Hitchcock just finished up a spe« :

clal assignment for Harry Arthur
in New England on pub -ad and'
union matters. ;

v
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Ham Has $8,200 L A. Premiere;

3 Linger with 2-Week Totals for

Ton^ht' $4Z,500-'Event' $28^00

Los Angeles, Sept. 12,

Reopening of the Chinese with

$8,200 for the premiere ($6.60) of

"Rain' makes it looks as though the
picture, on its initial: week, will

run away with the town.

On first three days $16,100, with
take for Saturday (10) topping
Strange Interlude' its first Sat. by
1160.

Three houses have holdovers . cur-
rently, with 'Love Me Tonight,' at
the Paramount, showing the most,
encouraging patronage. 'Blessed
Event,' at the Hollywood, is run-
ling fairly in lingering, while 'Bird
»f Paradise,' at the Orpheum, is do-
ing big on the extension.

'Speak Easily' seems okay at
the State on its six-day stay, house
witching Thursday (16) to one day
earlier openings. - Pantages, on final

. week of its present policy, didn't get
much with 'Horse Feathers' as the
picture has played all around the
house after its two weeks at the
Paramount.'

; ,Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Fox) (2,028; 55-$i.65)—

Wain' (UA) and stage show (1st
. week). Great preliminary campaign
with public taking up two-thirds of
-the premiere seats at $5.60. An
18,200 opening,and looks good.

;

Criterion . (Fox) (1,600; 25-65)—
Igloo* (U) (2d-flnal week). Six-
lay finale was $3,200, house passing
>o, new management and grind pol-
icy. :

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 25-70)—
Two Against World' (WB) and
vaude. Cutting no big capers here.
Stage show quantity' will help
toward around $8,200. Last -week
"Big City Blues' (WB) way off at
7,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 25-75)—
Blessed Event' (WB) -(2d-flnal
w<feek). . Holdover week maybe
around $11,600, all right, . First
week was 116,800.

Orpheum (2,270; 26^65)—'Bird of
Paradise' (Radio) (2d-final week).
Second lap big $8,000.. First week
couple of grand below expectations
•t $11,400.

Puntases (Fox) <2,70<Jl; 26-90)—
BTofse Feathers* (Par) and stage
•how. When they play them around
before this house gets them It's just
MlQ bad; $6,5.00 here. House goes
lark Wednesday (14). Last week
•Bring 'Em Back Alive* (Radio) did
fairly, $0,860. .

Paramount .. (Publix) (3,596 ; 35-
$1.10)—'Love Me Tonight' (Par) and
atage show (2d-flnal week). Stage
show also held over for.around $16^-
000, okay. First week a fine $26,500.

State (Loew.iFoi) (2,024; 36-75)—.
•Speak Easily* (M-G) and stage
show.. Beat. 'Blondie of Follies' $200
on opening day; maybe $20,000 for

.
«ix days, very good. .Last week
•Blondie' (M-G) better than hoped
for by house on $23,700.
Western (WB) (2,500; 35-70)—

•Mart Called Back* (W-W). With
house in first run division again
lodks as though healthy week in
store, around $7,100.

13th Guest' Plus 'Rita'

Tab, Big $27,500, Cincy

Cincinnati, Sept. 12.

Cool weather and close of season

for parks are b. o. aids for leading

screen emporiums, whose combined
gross 3hows neat advance for third

successive week. Of late there has

been a tumble In lower floor biz,

but the slack from this source has

been more than ' overcome by in-

creased sale of the cheaper priced

balcony seats.

RKO started
,

operation of the

Grand, . former home • of Erlanger

legit attractions, Saturday (10).

This theatre takes the place of the

Strand, which has been dark for

several months, in RKO's downtown,
chain, .

Ace draw this week is condensed

'Rio Rita' on Albee stage, with 'Mr.

Robinson Crusoe' as the top pull , in

the straight flicker stands.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-80)—'the

13th Guest' (Standard) and 'Rio
Rita' on the boards. Stage lineup
breaks into run of Fanchon & Mar-
co units, and Is acclaimed as '$6.60.

show, at pop' prices; 80 people; 90
minutes of gorgeous glamour; six
scenes; 350 costumes;' Early rush
indicates $37,500, neck and neck
with recent take by Mills Brothers,
which was best week for house in
iiast year. Last week 'Passport to
Hell' (Fox) and F-M "World's Fair-
est' Idea, extraed" with . Ted Healy,
got a fair $20,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-55)—'Mr.

Robinson Crusoe' (UA). Fairbanks
drawing $16,500, very good, with
heavy juve trade. Last week 'Down
to Earth' (Fox) fetched $13,000.
Lyric (RKO) (1,285; 30-55)—'Age

of Consent' (RKO). Another college
love yarn and no names. ' May reach
$9,600, fair. Last week 'Bird 6f Par-
adise* (RKO) drew a hefty $11,000
for its second week.

Capitol (RKO) (2,200; 30-55)—
Doctor X' (FN). Mystery melo-
drama, good cast and all-color film
combining for fairly good $9,000.
Last week *Love Me Tonight*. (Par)
registered "an excellent .$15,000.

Keith's (Llbson) (1,560; 26-40)—
'Tiger Shark' (WB). Edward G.
Soblnaon and nature thrills streak-
ig for a good $6,000. Last week

'Blessed Event* (WB), $6,500, bene-
fitting from added advertising.
FamHy (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—

"Beyond the Rockies' (Pathe) and
'Escapade' (FN). Split week. Very
pood $3,200 indicated. Last week
'Radio Patrol* (U) and 'Gorilla Ship'
(Fischer) $3,500; dandy.
Grand (RKO) (1.550; 15-30)—'The

First Year' (Fox), a .repeat, and
'Brown of Culver* (U), first run;
split week. Should reach ' a fair
$3,000. - .

Mills Bros. Help 'War

Corr'dV 115,000, Big
New Haven, Sept. 12.

Paramount should top the town
this week, with attendance credited
to break-in of Gus Edwards' 'School
Days' unit plus Mills Bros, personals
rather than the film.
Roger Sherman cuts to 46c plus

tax in wake of recent Par and Poll
drop. Par reports Increased biz
since price slash.
Paramount drops. Sunday .policy

of previewing incoming film on
double feature bill and fills in with
preceding week's picture.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Publix) (2,353; 40-60)—'War Correspondent' (Col), unit

and Mills Bros, in person. Terrific
$16,000. Last week .'Love Me To
night' (Par) and unit, $14,000, tre-
mendous.

Poli (Arthur) (3,040; 36-60.—
'Down to Earth' (Fox) and 'Night
Club Lady* (Col). Should pick up
an okay $7,000 to equal last week's
'Bird of Paradise* (RKO) and 'Di-
vorce in Family' (M-G).
Rooer Sherman ,(WB) (2,200; 35-

50)—'Bring 'Em Back Alive' (RKO).
Held to moderate $4,600 by compe-
tition. 'Unholy Love,* originally set
to double feature this bill, replaced
by shorts. Last week 'Doctor X'
(FN) and 'Big City Blues (Wfi) got
same figure.

Weather Break Is B. 0. Break for

PhiDy; Boyd $20M* Earle, 18 Gs

LOEWS MET BIG SHOWS
NO WOW, 25 CS, B'KLYN

Brooklyn, Sept. 12.
Paramount with the Marx Broth-

ers' 'Horse Feathers/ although the
stage show this, week boasts.no big
names, is drawing a nice better-
than-$35.000.

, .

Loew's Metropolitan's first week
of big name presentation policy,
with Morton Downey, Phil Baker
and Leon Enrol heading the show
and 'Blondie of the Follies' as flick-
er attraction, should do in vicinity
of $26,000, which isn't wonderful.
The downtown area is getting

more competition with the arrival
of Billy Minsky's burlesk at the old
Werba house. Two shows daily,
20c to $1.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (4,000; ' 26-3f6-50-75)—

Horse Feathers' (Par) and stage
show headed by Eddy Duchih's or-
chestra, Georgle Price. Entertain-
ing bill with local citizenry getting
plenty 'guffaws from the Marx
antics. Strong at over $35,000. Last
week '70.000 Witnesses' (Par) okay,
too, under $40,000,
Fox .(4,000; 25-35-50)—'Down to

Earth* (Fox) and vaude. Nothing
to brag about. Stage attraction also
weak; $12,000, bad. Last week
First .Tear* (Fox did extraordinary
business, $27,000.
Albee (3,600; 25-35-50-75)—'Bird

of Paradise* (RKO) and vaude.
Grace Hayes heads the .vaude bill,
Not bad, $25,000. Last week 'Age
of Consent' (RKO). and Kate Smith
in person did a brodie; $13,400.

Loew's fyietropolitap (2,600; 25-3S-
0-60.-76)—'Blondie of the Follies'
(M-G) and stage show with Morton
Downey, Phil "Baker, Leon Errol,
Aileen Stanley. First week with
new big show policy, $25,000, so-so.
Last week 'Last

,
Mile* (M-G),

$16,000, bad.
Strand (2,000; 25-35-50-65)—'Big

City Blues' (WB). Weak $11,000
Last week "Blessed Event' (WB),
good $14,700.

Will Rogers' $13,000

About Cleans Out B'ham
Birmingham, Sept. 12.

Business continues on the up-
grade. 'Down to Earth* is going up
and thus, proving still further that

comedy is what they want In these

times.

Ritz this week is playing double
features to catch up on bookings
and is doing only fair, despite past
success of twin bills here. Other
houses are also continuing oh the up
and up.

Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Publix) (2,800; 25-36-

66)—"Down to Earth' (Fox). Dandy
$13,000 in view. Last' week 'Love
Me Tonight' (Par) good at $10,000.

Ritz (RKO) (1,600; 25-40)—'Age
of Consent' (Radio),, and 'Holly-
wood Speaks* (Col). Two mild pro-
grammers and nothing to brag
about; $4,600; Last week "'Back
Street' (U) clicked for heat $6,600.

Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 25-40)—
'Winner Take All' (WB). Fast mov*
ing action picture good for $4,200.
Last week 'Miss Pinkerton.' (FN)
okay $4,100.. .

•
:

' . *

Strand (BTAC) (800; 20-30)—
'Molly Lovtvain' (FN). Not much
to hope for in this one, $1,600. Last
week 'Congdrilla' (Fox) surprised
for a neat $2,000, best week, in
months.

:

Galax (BTAC) (600; 15-26)—'Con-
gress Dances' (UA). Nobody seems
to care whether Congress dances;
$860, mild. Last week 'Downstairs'
(M-G) pretty fair for $960.

ST. L EASES OFF DUE

TO PK, BUT IT'S FAIR

St. Louis, Sept. 12.
1

•After a week of rather astounding
business, • the film houses are ex-
periencing a drop in grosses this
week, although the descent lis by no
means to former levels. All but
one of them are likely' to' be fairly
well satisfied with the week's totals.
• Programs less attractive than the
previous week appear to be the only
reason for the decline, the weather
and other factors remaining in favor
of the theatres.
The three In the running, Loew*:-

State, Ambassador and Missouri,
are making a fairly even split of the
business, with the Ambassador in
the lead by virtue of the beet film.
The Fox alone stands to do poorly.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (WB) (3,000; 35-55-•5)—'Successful Calamity' (WB) 1

Arllss drawing nice $14,000. Last
'

week 'Crooner' (FN) and Thurston
on stage, $16,000.
Fox (Fox) (6,000; 25-35-56)—'Un-

holy. Love* (FD) and Allan Jones,Muny Opera tenor, on stage for sec-
ond week. No draw in either and
so gross is cut to poor $9,000. Last
Week 'Down to Earth* (Fox) $10,000.

Loew's State (3,000; 26-35-56)—
•Divorce in Family' (M-G). Jackie
Cooper may help in this one to get
good $12,000. Last week 'Blondie of
the Follies* (M-G), $11,000.

Missouri (RKO) (3,500; 26-35-05)
p-'Back Street* (U). Good $10,000
In view. Last week 'Love Mo To-
night (Par), $11,900, very nice.

JAMES BERNARD PAGAN
DRAMATIST AND DIRECTOR
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TttB IMPROPER PUCHESS," "AND SO TO BED •• "THH

Doug, Sr., Draws Kids

While Elders Partial

To Tex, $23,000, K. C.

Kansas City, Sept. 12.

The first Friday after schools
commenced brought the youngsters
out in droves that night and all. of

the downtown first runs enjoyed
plenty of;

:

trade. Loew's ' Midland,
with the. swashbuckling Douglas
Fairbanks in his 'Mr. Robinson Cru-
soe' caught their fancy and they
gave it a. strong play, although the
rest of the week was but fair.

Down , the street a block where
Tex Guinan and her gang of bare-
beauties were the primary draw,
things were hot-ch'a. Opened to ca-
pacity and kept it up. Guess the
grown-ups were wise and sent the
kids to see Fairbanks while they
stepped out with New York's chief
night life attraction.

At , the side-by-side Publix-Du-
binsky's Newman and Liberty with
'Doctor ' and 'Passport to Hell'
business was Just fair, although the
Liberty enjoyed a nice play with its
bargain prices.

Last week the Malnstreet with
/Back Street' held strong. Picture
drew extra strong reviews, which
helps a lot here.

Loew's Midland slipped again with
'Divorce in the Family.' Following
of the house hot* so strong for kid
stars; and the takings at both New-
man arid Liberty jus* fair. All
houses hit by loss qt matinee, busi-
ness on account of schools opening
and heavy play at the running races
across the river.

. Estimates for Thiji Week
Liberty (Publix-Dublnsky) (860;

15.^6)—'Passport to Hell' (Fox). At-
tractive title" for this grind bbuse
and likely to draw fair $4,600. Last
week "70,000 Witnesses' 'CParV nice
$4,900. -

: '' \ • • • '

Loew's Midland (4,000; 26-35-40)—'Mr. Robinson Crusoe' (UA); Fair-
banks pic; looks only for $13,000.
Last week 'Divorce in the Family'
(M-G) pretty bad, $10,800. House
Is expecting some real business with
'Grand Hotel', starting the 16th, at
popular prices and protected against
any other local showing.

Mainstreet (RKO) (3.200; 26-35-
60)—'Okay America* (U). Picture
merely a part of the show as far as
the publicity Is concerned/as Texas
Guinan was given just about all of
the space, and how she is drawing.
Newspapers gave her front-page in-
terviews with pictures upon her ar-
rival and the advance stuff had
been strong and plentiful. Manage-
ment sure sold her for good cash.
House In for another of those big
v.eeks, which have become the habit
in the last six weeks. Countup will
:>hoW near $23,000, Dig. Last week
Back Street' (U) very good at $21.-
000,

Newman (Publix-Dubinsky) (1,-
860; 26-36-60) — 'Doctor X' (FN).
Another mystery, but they seeni to
like 'em at the Newman, and busi-
ness held fair over the week-end.
Indications are for about $6,000, fair.
Last week 'Two Acrainst the World'
(WB), good at $8,000.

Philadelphia, Sept. 12.
The Stanley-Warner people have)

evidently decided that Philly's pres-
ent quota of downtown film houses.
Is qnough for the present. At any
rate, the reopening of the Aldlne;
recently reported as taking place
some time this month,, has been In-
definitely postponed, and at the
same time there has been nary a
yip about the Mastbaum's relight-
ing.
Cooler weather boosted some of

the grosses last Week and a couple,
good b. o. draws are expected to
have the same effect this week.

Chevalier's 'Love . Me TonlghtA
which opened Saturday at the Boyd,
has had plenty of advance attention
here. All of . the film critics who
attended Par's party in Now York,"
were especially strong for t,h is one.
and have been touting it to the
skies in their . Columns. Certainly.
'Love Me Tonight' ought to make.'
the grade fop a two weeks* stay at,
the Boyd, and .that's something the
house hasn't been able to boast of
for a long time.
Speaking of holdovers, the Stan-

ley finally found a picture that held'
up beyond a week. The Mars :

Brothers* 'Horse Feathers,' althpugh
not exactly in the smash class, is
sticking along . for a second week
and should get at least $13,000.
The Fox has 'The Last Mile,* and

although the critics all praised its
artistic qualities, they also called
attention to its terrific gloom. Au-
dience attitude first two days em-
phasized the qame thing. Looks
like a scant $16,500, Whispering
Jack Smith, radio favorite, on the
stage bill helping some.
The Earle 'has a fairly good com-

bination with . Buster West, Lee'
Morse, Fred

.
Keating and Alex-

Morrison on the stage side and 'The
Devil and the Deep' as film feature.
Latter got special attention aa
marking screen . debut here of
Charles Laughton. Week ought to
see an $18,000 gross.
'Two Against ,the World' .moved,

from the Boyd to the Karlton.and s>,

$4,000 gross is Indicated. The Jlt+
:

cadia grabbed 'Red Headed Woman,!
with Jean Harlow plenty , in the
news, but this house doesn't pet the,
curious ones, and move doesn't look
so good. About $2,600 Indicated.

'Guilty as Hell' opened at' the..

Stanton Wednesday, and melo-
drama will probably be good for at
least a part of a second week.

Estimates for This Week
Boyd (2,400; 36-55-76)—'Love Me

Tonight' (Par). Chevalier film got:
plenty of advance boosting here.
Looks cood for $20,000 or close to it,

.

in first week.' Last week 'Two
Against the . World' (WB) only
$14,000.
Fox (3,000; 35-60-76)-^'The Last

Mile' (Wide World' and stage show.
Praised for artistry, but believed too
morbid to win popular support.

'

Maybe $16,600. Last week 'Down to
Earth* (Fox)'i 'Rogers picture dis-
appointed after good start, $18,000.-.

Stanley (3,700; 36-55-75)—'Horse
Feathers' . .(Par). • Held for second
week, although not exactly in smash
class. Lucky if it gets $13,000
against last week's $17,600.
Stanton (1,700; 35-40-76)—"Guilty

as Hell' (Par).' Good notices and
nice trade; $11,000. As predicted,
Unashamed' (M-G) couldn't make
grade for full . second week; only
$5,000 in four days.

Earle (2.000;. 36-40-66)—'Devil
and the Deep* (Par) and vaudeville:
Good for about, $18,<I00. Last week
Crooner' (FN) and Fatty Arbuckle.
oh stage pulled a disappointing
$15,500.

Karltoh (1,000; 30-40-56) — 'Two
Against the World' (WB). Moved
from Boyd and should get satisfac-
tory $4,000, ; ;Last week 'Doctor X*
(FN),, also second showing, got
$4,300.
Arcadia ,(>600; 30-40-60)—'Red

Headed Woman' (M-G); Booked, in
suddenly when Harlow story, broke.
Lucky to get- $2,500. Last week
'Scarfac.e' (FN) also misplaced and
got weak $2,200. v.

Tacbitia Better

Tacoma, Sept. 12.
Tacoma getting better.
The town seems to like being

chilled and thrilled, as evidenced by
Doctor X,' building last week a sur-
prising $3,000 at Blue Mouse.

Rlalto is hitting a. nice pace this
week with Will Rogers In 'Down to
Earth.'

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (650; 26)

—'Big City Blues' (FN). With Joan.
Blondell. in, the light, only fair,
$2,000. Last week 'Doctor X* (FN)
oke campaign and evidently the
chills being liked, built this one to
i:nexpectcdly big $3,000.

Rialto (FWC) (1,200; 25-35)—
Devil and the Deep' (Par) for two
days, and 'Down to Earth* (Fox)
for five days. Corking $4,000. Last
r/eek 'Speak Easily' (M-G) and
Love Mo Tonight' (Par) big at
$3,600.
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'Calamity/ Chicago, $28,000, Poor;

Only One Stenog s Film in Loop

Chicago, Sept. 12.

. A cluster of weak or exhausted,

attractions will make the current
grosses In the loop considerably lees

Impressive than the Labor Day half-
fortnight.

' Last week saw at least two stand-
outs, both RKO houses; Palace
Boomed through with $31,000, which
Is altitude Indeed for a house
Which, through the summer, seldom
topped $18,000. 'Bird of Paradise'
(Radio) was the reason. The other
was the State-Lake with a girl tab
the draw.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 40-65-86)

ti-'Successful Calamity* (WB) and
stage show, George Arllss in the
.wrong , house for Chicago. Stenogs
staying away this week and a
scanty $28,000 seems unavoidable.
Nice stage show with jimmy Savo
and Everett Marshall can entertain
but not fetch patrons. Last week
'Down to Earth' (Fox) was around
138,000. .

McVicker's (B&K) (2.000; 40-66-
75)—'Horse. Feathers' (Par) (4th,

final week"). Extended to a month.
Last week will be down to $10,000
but engagement still okay. 'Love
Me Tonight' (Par) due Friday (16).

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 40-65-86)
•^-'Doctor X' (WB) and stage show.
This one outhorrors horror. Has
ecientiflc cannibalism for Its theme
and not on the flappers 'must' list.

House will stay In the cellar . of
$18,000. 'Speak Easily' (M-G) was
liked last week but business was In-
different under 20 G's. ,

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 40-64-85)—
'Age of Consent' (Radio) and vaude.
This title is actually the best for
luring the younger generation of
the pictures now in loop. Seml-
obecure youths in the roles give lit-

tle to sell except the vaudeville
headed by Ted Healy. That ought
to give the Palace an okay $24,000.
Last week 'Bird of Paradise' (Radio)
necessitated five shows on three
different days and the crowds finally
counted up at. $31,000, smashlngly
good.' Expensive- vaudeville bill

costing around $8,000 kept the mar-
gin of profit small, however.

< 8tafo-Lake (RKO) (2,700; 25-35-
40-55)—'Night Club Lady' (Col) and
Vaude, First of the Thatcher Colt
mysteries from Columbia. Set for
around $17,000. Last week Marcus
tab show gave house 54 people for
$3,000 and helped business to reach
$19,000, very nice. ' Picture was
Pox's 'Passport to Hell.'

-
N

United Artists (B&K)-, (1,700; 40-
fc6-76)—'Mr. Robinson: Crusoe' (UA)
<2d, final week). Extra weqk prob-
ably just killing time as. product for
house not plentiful and season still

young. Next comes Harold Lloyd's
'Movie Crazy.' . 'Crusoe' around $7,
000 second week.

ALL'S WELL IN DET„

CHEV LEADS, $30,(

Detroit, Sept. 12.

The Michigan with 'Love Me To
flight' is up front, and will make
honey, but not as much as expected
The United Artists with Doug Fair-
banks getting a lot of the kids. The
RKO Downtown led the town in in
terest with 'Back Street.' After a
record breaking opening picture has
them coming and looks for a big 10
days..
The Fox continues to struggle

without its stage shows. This 6,100
Beater can't seem to make the grade
as a straight picture grind. Stage
thows will go back as soon as tho
union troubles are settled with the
temporary disagreement costing the
bouse and unions plenty.

Last week 'Rhapsody In Black'
was the. best draw in town with the
.exception of the Monday opening of

. 'Back street.' Playing a return date
-at the Michigan the colored tab
was only $4,000 less ithan the good
$38,000 it drew the first time. Tho
Fox struggled with Will Rogers in a
n.s.g. picture, and. got a poor $11,000.

.
(The Downtown in four days of 'Bird
of Paradise,' following a full week,
wound up with $5,000 over the
Week-end, with 'Back Street' pend-
ing Monday.

Estimates for This Week
Michigan (4,046;' 15-35-72-75)—

•Love Me Tonight* (Par) and stage
enow. Good $30,000 for Chevalier.

' Last week 'Devil and the Deep'
(Par) with 'Rhapsody in Black' got
a huge $33,900.

Fisher (2,665; 15-35-72-75)—'Di-
vorce in the Family' (M-G) and
stage show. Nice $12,000. Last
week 'Speak Easily* (M-G) just dou-
.ble house's average. $18,400.
Downtown (2,750; 15-25-55)—Back

Street* (U).. Paced for a nice $12,000.
Last week 'Bird of Paradise* (RKO)
got $5,000 In four days and 'Back
Street' $10,000 in four. days.
Fox (6,100; 16-25-55)—'The Palnt-

• ed Woman.' Poor $10,000. Last
week 'Down to Earth* (Fox), poor
$11,000. '

L'ville Up a Little But

No Wows; Tamily,* $8,300
Louisville, Sept. 12.

With competition here higher
than it has been in months, Loew's
announces that it w^ll have the ex-
clusive showing for Metro and UA
pictures In this city. Fourth Ave.
retains rights to paramount, War-
ners, Fox, and Brown gets RKO-
Pathe and some of FN, Columbia
and Universal, although latter prin-
cipally go to Fourth Ave. if that or-
ganization wants them.
Fourth Ave. got good start on fall

season by inaugurating its 'Greater
Entertainment Season' campaign
late in August.
A generally small but noticeable

increase in patronage has been reg-
istered at most box offices since
Labor Day, but belief Is that the
public is so tired of weak films it is

willing to splurge for few big ones.
Estimates for This Week

Loew's (3,400; 25-46)—'Divorce in
Family' (M-G). Fair at $7,000. Last
week 'Blondle of Follies' (M-G) up
at $8,300.

Rialto (2,800; 25-55) (Fourth Ave.)
—'70,000 Witnesses' (Par) and
vaude. Off, $7,200. Last week, "Devil
and Deep' (Par), $7,800.
Strand (1,780; 26-36-50) (Fourth

Ave.)—'Love Me Tonight* (Par)

.

Good notices but $5,800, off. Last
week 'Down to Earth' (Fox), $6,300.

Brown (2,000; 25-36-40)—'Bring
'Em Back Alive' (RKO). Fine $3,-

600. Last week 'Dr. X' (FN), $2,-

200, n.s.g.

Alamo (1,000; 16-26-40) (Fourth
Ave.)—'Big City Blues' (WB); Weak
$1,600. Last week 'Okay America'
(U), $1,600.

DOWN TO EARTH,' NICE

$14,000; SEATTLE ZOOMS

Seattle, Sept. 12.

'Down- to Earth' is getting the
Will Rogers following which Is con-
siderable, while 'Blonde Captive,'
well exploited on exotic angles, is

due to oke play at Orpheum. FWC
managers popularity contest result-
ed In some publicity, .breaks in the
papers, especially for Jim CJemmer,
comparing to politicians clamoring
for Votes. ••

All Fox houses up in air due to
musicians deal for opening of Par-
amount hanging fire, Frank New-
man; Sr.; now in N. Y., and Secre-
tary William Douglass of the union,
and the executive board, had agreed
on new scale about 15% cut, with
six c? eight more band and organ
players to go to work, Paramount
to open Sept. 16. Then the rank
and file of Union voted down the
now 'agreement. So Newman was
wired from N. T. to keep Paramount
closed; also notices given all musi-
cians, in Fox houses. Unless settle-
ment ;made In meantime, /means F
& M out after 'Follow Thru,' thus
'Irene,' 'Whoopee* and 'Sally* don't
look to make Seattle unless change
in battle front transpires.

Fall 'biz seems to be at hand. New
pix policy at Orpheum getting nice
play, due to oke run of plxes, in-
cluding 'Bird of Paradise,' 'Back
Street,' 'Blonde Captive' and then
Wheeler and Woolsey. Still ru
mors, though, vaude to come later
on-

Estimates for This Week
Fifth Ave. (FWC) (2,300; 25-66)—'Down, to Earth' (Fox). Entire

Paramount theatre show set for
next week, with pix, '70,000 Wit-
nesses' coming to this house next.
Great $1.4,000. Lost week,. 'Love Me
Tonight*. (Par) proved a winner, al-
though dropping a little toward the
end, but $13,200 very nice.
. Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-50)
—'Blonde "Captive* (Col). Holding
up unusual features of story in ad-
vertising, helping to strong $6,600

take.. Last week 'Back; Street* (U)
liked and reached a very good $7,-
2(M>. .

'

Fox (FWC) (2,100; 25-56)—'Love
Me Tonulght' (Par). Extended run
from Fifth avenue, : weak at $3,500.
Last week, 'Divorce in the Family'
(M-G), with John Spargur's sym-
phony band, ditto.
Liberty (Jensen-von Herberg) (2,-

000; 10-16-25)—'Range Law' (Tif)
and 'Discarded Lover' (Mascot)
.double header. Not bad at $4,000
for these indies. Last week 'Sigh
of the Four' (World Wide) nothing
out of the ordinary, doing around
$3,300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (900; 25-

55)—'Successful Calamity' (WB).
George Arllss drawing excellent $5,-

000. New top of 56c. Last week,
'Crooner; (FN) just didn't, harmon-
ize at the' b. o., no name draw, and
crooning on the wane, a terrible
$2,000.
Cbliseum (FWC) (1,800; 15-35)—

'Devil and the Deep* (Par). Good
1 3,000. Last week, 'Blondle of the
Follies' (M-G). Extended run from
Fifth; nice biz at $2,800.

WILL, NORMA, GE0RGIE

UPS BUFFALO, $25,000

Buffalo, Sept. 12.
Biz looking up currently.
Buffalo with the Will Rogers and

Talmadge-Jessel on. stage Is headed
for a corking $25,000.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Publlx)—(3.600; 30-40-

65) 'Down to Earth' (Fox) and
Norma Talmadge and George Jessel
stage show. Strong at under $25,000.
Last week 'Blondle of the Follies'
(M-G-), fair, $19,500.
Great Lakes (Publlx) (3,400; 30-

40-66) 'Back Street* (U). Fair
$8,000. Last, week 'Love Me To-
night' (Par), huge $13,600.
Century (Publlx) (3,400-, 25-35-r

65)' 'Washington Masquerade'
(M-G) and stage ehow with Wesley
Eddy. Strong $11,000. New m.c.
policy. Last week 'Speak Easily'
(M-G). good $9,200.
Hipp (Publlx) (2,400; 26-35)

'Bachelor's Affairs' (WB). Bad
$6,000. Last week 'Jewel Robbery'
(WB) very good for $9,600.

Lafayette (Ind) (3,400; 25) 'Radio
Patrol*. (U). Strong 8,600 in view.
Last week 'War Correspondent'
(Col), nice $8,000. .

Women Fight for

'Congorilla' in

Denver, $15,000

Denver, Sept. 12.

More loges have been reserved for
first night shows this week at the
Orpheum than any time since Huff-
man took the house, over. Two wom-
en fought for a place in line Satur-
day morning and had to be parted
by cops. Personal appearance of
the Martin Johnsons with 'Congo-
rllla' boosting Intake.

Rialto is doing capacity business
and will finish strong. Paramount
fair, but ' Mme. Schumann-Helnk,
backed by/ a weak picture, is drawr
ing big at the Denver.

Estimates for This Week
Denver (Publlx) (2,500; 26-40-66)—'Skyscraper Souls' (M-G) and

stage show .with Mme. Schumann-
Helnk. Will do great $14,000. Last
week 'Love Me Tonight' (Par), as-
sisted by a farewell week of Ted
Mack, did a huge $15,800.
Orpheum (RKO-Huffman) (2,600;

25-40-66)—'Congorilla' (Fox) with
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson in person and
RKO vaude. A very good $15,000.
Last week 'Down to Earth' (Fox)
did over $17,000, a' record for the
time Huffman has been. managing
the RKO-Huffman pool here.
Paramount (Publlx) (2,000; 25-40)

'Divorce In the Family' (M-G). Fair
biz; $6,000. Last week '70,000 Wit
r.esses' (Par) $6,600, average.

Rialto (RKO-Huffman) (900; 20
25-40)—'Roar of the Dragon' (Ra
dlo). Nifty $3,260. Last week 'Pur
chase Price' (WB) turned in best
gross in two months, $3,200.

. Green Adapting Tear*
•

. Hollywood, Sept. 12.

George Green will do work on the
adaptation of 'Men Without Fear,'
Universal's next for Lew Ayres.

.
Tay Garnett directing.

; BlondieV H. 0.

S58.000 Okay; 'CrasK/ $.^0000

Also Nice; Par's Poor $40,000

Labor Day has passed, marking

the beginning of a new season,

cooler weather Is around and peo-

ple are starting to trundle back into

town from country tnd shore, but

with a few exceptions the box office

does not reflect especial benefit from
it all. On the other hand, a good
sign, too, business Is bad nowhere.
The Boxy, New York, which goes

up and down according to the mag-
netism of film stars, is only slightly

behind* the Capitol, which will lead
theatre row at $68,000 on the second
week of 'Blondle of Follies' and a
name-studded stage. Roxy has a
good chance for $60,000, a nice profit

for the house from Ruth Chatter-
ton's 'Crash,' first, of the Warner
films to play the epot first run.
The Paramount Is away behind

with not a chance for more than
$40,000 unless building surprisingly.
House is holding over Will Mahoney
currently along with Donald Novls
(fourth week), Mildred Bailey and
Roslta Moreno. Picture is 'Okay
America.'
WB beat Universal to Broadway

with a. columnist picture, 'Blessed
Event,' which goes out of the Strand
on its second week at maybe $20,000,

ARLISS, $26,000; 'OKAY'

$20,000, FOR BOSTON

Boston, Sept. 12.

. Biz but fairish.
Arllss* draw at the Met, with only

$26,000, is seven grand under last

week.
Olsen and Johnson are holding up

'Okay America' to a nice $20,000 at
Keith's.

Estimates for This Week
Met (Publix) (4,300; 35-50-83)—

'A Successful Calamity* (WB) and
vaude headed by Mitchell and
Durant and Trixie Frlganza. Busi-
ness fair only, $26,000. Last week
'70,000 Witnesses' (Par), with Jessel
and Talmadge exploited, big $33,000.

Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 30-
56-66)—'Blessed Event' (WB) and
'Zane Grey's South Sea Adventures.'
Heavily featured but suffering from
keen vaudeville competition and
lucky to get $8,000 even with good
weather. Last week, second, 'Love
Me Tonight" (Par), $8,900; •

Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 36-50-83)r-
'Okay America' (RKO) and Olsen
and Johnson heading stage bill

Should do $20,000, nice. Last Week
'Bird of Paradise' (RKO), $22,700.

,

Boston (RKO') (4,000; 25-35-66)-
'Back Street' (U). Second on popu
lar demand idea, with the Rimac
Rumba Orchestra featured. Looks
off at $10,000. Last week 'Thirteenth
Guest' (Monogram), $9,600.

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
Is among that small coterie of actors whom every director in Hollywood
wants in his pictures, because of their competence, experience and ver-
satility. Years of stock training, culminating in several important
Broadway leads, led to Armstrong's movie career. When talkies arrived,
Armstrong was in an enviable position because he was one stage actor
with modern technique and who had also acquired screen experience.

Armstrong is under contract to RKO-Radio Pictures, for whom he
recently finished playing the male lead in "Kong." He is jiow working
with Edna Mae Oliver in "The Penguin Pool Murder" under George
Archainbaud's direction.

oke. Opening its run a day ahead
of the usual change day, on first
eight days it managed $30,000.

Both Chevalier arid the Marxes
are washing up. Former's 'Love Me.
Tonight,' at Rivoll, will do around
$17,000 but stay until Wednesday
(21) when 'Crusoe* replaces it. Tho
Marxes take their 'Horse Feathers'
out of the Rialto tonight (Tuesday)
after a fifth $16,000 week. Picture
went into the Paramount, Brooklyn,
Friday (9), day-and-dating with Ri-
alto for balance of run at latter.
'Movies Crazy' slides into the Rialto ..

tomorrow (Wednesday) for what is
figured by Par as a five or bIx
weeks.' tenancy.

'Life Begins' closed suddenly at
the Hollywood Sunday night (ll);
house closing with it, after doing
$20,000 on its final eight days.
Flicker moves into the Strand
Thursday (16) at pop prices. WB
wanted to hold 'Blessed Event* a
third week here, but Loew's, play*
ing it second run, demanded avail-
lbility.

'Tiger Shark' does not enter the
portt.'.s of the Winter Garden. the
same date as planned, 'Big City
Blues,' whose pace is $12,000, hold-
ing over.
RKO points with pride this weeki

to
.
its two Broadway amusement

centers, Mayfair and Palace. Both
are in the money. Mayfair is find-
ing 'Bird of Paradise' a big bet
It'll touch $26,000, while the Palace,
which has 'Back Street,' second run,
and Pola Negri in person, is look-
ing toward $20,000.
'Blonde Venus,' which was pulled

from many Publlx and other pre-re-
lease dates for additional fixing at
the Paramount studio, is expected
to be available for the Paramount
Friday (30). It was to have been In
currently, 'Okay America' coming In
Instead, with 'Night of June 13'

.

rushed through for" Friday (16).
Originally 'Venus' was slated for
two weeks here.
First Fox picture second run for

RKO In New York Is Will Rogers'
'Down to Earth,' which was last
week at Roxy. It ambles Into the
Palace Friday (16) for a week.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 83-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)*

—'Strange Interlude' (M-G) (2d.
week). Afternoon and evening bus-
iness good. 'Smiling Thru' may be-
pulled from -general release and
saved for this , spot on a $2 try, foL.
lowing 'Interlude.'

Capitol (5,400; 35-72-83-$l.itt>
$1.66)—-'Blondle of Follies' (M-G)
(2d week and stage show. Holding
up to good $58,Q00, the stageful of
names (Lllyan Tashman, Sophie
Tucker, George Olsen, Jack Benny,'
qthers), taking a big bow. First
week a very big $77,000..
Hollywood (1,563; 56-$83-$l-$i.l0-

$1.65-$2.20)— 'Life Begins' (WB)..
Closed Sunday night after two-
weeks and three days. House dark
again. Did $20,000 on final eight'
days.
Mayfair (2,200; 35-72-83) — 'Bird

of Paradise' (Radio). A winner,
looking to run up a very nice $25,-
000. RKO In hopes of three weeks
for picture. Last week, second of
'Back Street' (U), $19,700, good.
Palace (1,700; 30-40^66-88)—'Back

Street' (U) (2d run) and vaude.
Fine $20,000. week in store, meaning
an okay profit for house. Picture
and Pola Negri (on stage) probably
dividing the draw. Last week "Age
of Consent' (Radio), $11,400, bad.
Paramount (3,664; 40-72-94-$l.lO)

—'Okay America' (U) and stage:
show. Going ftoppo currently; pos-
sibly $40,000,. poor. Last week $62,-
900 on '70,000 Witnesses' - (Par) andWM Mahoney, held over , currently,,
plus other names that weren't^
among them Stoopnagle and Bud,
Four Mills Bros, and Georgle Price,,

Rialto (2.00O; 40-55-72-92-$140)—
'Movie Crazy' (Par) opens here to-.-
morrow (Wednesday) after a fifth.

$16,000 week for Marxes' 'Horse
Feathers' (Par). Last week (fourth)
for 'Feathers* $18,000, mild but oke.

Rivoli (2,200; 40-55-72-94-$1.10)—
'Love Me Tonight' (Par) (4th week).
Likely to attract around $17,000 cur-
rently and stays a fifth week, 'Mr.
Robinson Crusoe' (UA) taking over
house Wednesday (21). Third week
for Chev $20,000, all right.
Roxy (6.200; 35-55-33-$1.66)—

'Crash' (WB) and stage show. A
little more money is flowing into
coffers here; indications are for
$50,000, a profit. Will Rogers in
•Down to Earth' (Fox) failed to
elicit much attention from the fans,
who deposited only $40,000 to look
him over during the past week.

.

Strand (2.900; 35-55-83-93-$i;i0)
—'Blessed Event' (WB) (2d week).
Maybe $22,000. nice. On first week .

(8 days) ran up good $30,000.
Winter Garden .(1,419: 35-55-83-

94)—'Big City Blues' (WB). Will
do around $12,000. Maybe more, and
holds a second week. Last week
'Passport to Hell' (Fox) on second
week, $7,000, low:
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Mpls Very Hey-Hey; 'Back St,'

I; State, Big $17.

Minneapolis, Sept. 12.

Prosperity still refuses to relin-

quish the reins -which it now has

been holding uninterruptedly for

quit 2 some time, and' in consequence

local show houses continue to drive

on to'more profitable grosses. Arid,

of course, everybody's happy.

There, wag a brief- time early in

the summer when even outstanding

attractions could, not click at the

box office herei' But public response

lately has left no' cause for com-
plaint. Exceptional product and
stage shows seem to be the rule,

and there's a bear market in red

ink.
This week's pullers are Fanchon-

Marcb's splendid stage show, 'The
Desert- Sortg,' at the State and 'Back
Street/ at the Orpheum. Both are
doing great business.
. 'Desert 'Song' is the second stage
show at the, State since the Minne-
sota's closing (the other comprised
the' Mills Brothers and Lou Breese
and his orchestra), and it bids fair

to prove a sensation. Advertised in

great style, it opened, bigger than
the Mills, but the length of the

show; precludes the likelihood it has

COOt WEATHER MAKES

PROV. HOT AT THE B. 0.

{>

a chance to equal the colored lads'

$20,000. If has the screen aid of a
first-rate picture, '70;000. Witnesses.'
" Plenty of • raves, too', for 'Back
Street' . a£ the Orph, helped by a
good vaudeville bill.' Manager Emil
Prank© did a fine job- exploiting this
attraction, which, for Minneapolis,
lacked cast drawing names and a
pulling title,;.a'lthough the popularity
of the: Fannie Hurst novel didn't
hurt any. "-'.' '•

''

•Love' Me Tortlgiit' did sufficiently

well at. the State'last week to war-
rant' being sent directly to the Up*
town, Publlx'a ace riabe house, for a'

second consecutive week.
• Even the .recently ropened .15 ,and
20 c. grind -houses, <the ;Pantages and
Seventh St.,' are prospering might-
ily.' • P&ntages; operated' by , -Harold
.Rqjuerii sori.of the late I. H.; is prov-
ing a.gold mine; \

The Gayety. (stock burlesque on a
co-op plan) already Js in operation.
Because of the .illness of A'. G. Bain-
bridge the.reopening of the. Shubsrt
(dramatic stock) .. has been post-
poned from Sept., 18.to 25. fCynara',
starts things going at the Metropol-
itk'nlthis month. •

Estimateij for This Week
- • State t (PubU*) (2,200'. .65)—'7o,ooo
Witnesses'; ' (Par) and- 'Desert.- Song*
on stage. Picture good/ butF&M tab

'

•the: BJg'atJtsactlori. First F-M-show.
to play here since. Minnesota's clos-

.

•ingarfd second stage attraction at!

-.this >HouseV! , .With c''Grand Hotel,*'

•Strange Interlude' 'and 'Prosperity")
booked,. ttovynext ithree- weeks, 'no;

• stage"Bhow^Tieeded.r -Prices boosted-
.this- w.eek ftfbni 36 'to 40c atmatlneesi
.and:6.5c'to''.CBc atnlght arid in 'effect;

. front 5 p, nv onward, instead "offiiSOj

-pv? .'in.- , Opened : nicely- and, .should
.milnfain fatit initial clip throughout

-<~wtfeki Looks"like very big $17,000.
Last week I'Love'Me Tonight' (Par),
big '$l'3,600.f

Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 55)—
•Back- Street'-. (U) and vaUde. Pic-;
-ture and. stage show' llkedi Sueces-j
slbn of strong shows here has helpedj
to jump . business •' surprisingly.

i

Prospects are for a huge $30,000:'

Last week 'Hold 'Em Jail' (RKO),'
$14,000, okay.

Lyric= (Publix) (1.300; 36)—'Pur-
chase Price*' (WB), Stanwyck and
Brent fahv:box ' office and picture'
well' received; 1 Around $5,500, fair.'

Lait ;week,' : 'Blondie ' of FolIieB' (M-
'• G)< $'6,200, okay. '

:

'
-

'
-!

. Grand- (Publix) (1,100 ; 35)-#-'FIrst
Tear' (Foxfc second loop run, and'
•Weekends .'Qnly-' (Fox), split, maybei
•$2;400, "oke'H, Last week, 'Madam

, Racketeer'' (Par) and 'Unashamed'
(M»G), $1;800; light.

- Aotof (Publl*) (900; '
25)—'What

Price Hollywodd' (RKO); 'Washlng-
tofa"Masquerad'e' (M-G) and 'Million
Dollar Legs' (Par), split," second
loop runs. About $1,100, fair. Last
week "Man About Town' (Fox), 'So-
ciety " Girl' (Fox) and 'Man froih
Yesterday' (Par), second loop rune,
$900,' light.

'EVENT,' CHEVALIER

BOTH $10,000, NEW'K

. Newark, Sept. 12.
No question about Chevalier at

the Newark leading off this week
with about $10,50.0. But it will be

^ on the strength of 'One Hour with
Yo.u,' as 'Love Me Tonight' will not
appeal so much her^, 'Blessed
Event' will come in second at the
Branford.

; Skciuras' Terminal will reopen
-dec l.ahd maybe a week sooner
It will'.play first-run Fox features.
The Little will start its next pic-

tures' on Thursdays and Loew's
Staite opens this week on Friday.

* leaving no. • house -with a . Saturday
'" (Continued on page 65)

Providence, Sept. 12.

All picture stands in optimistic

mood. Cool breezes from the north
had fans flocking into the theatres

over the week-end, and if frisky
weather continues everything points
to big things.

Biz started on the up-grade last

week when chilly winds suddenly
hit town and had all the houses on
the run to shut off the cooling sys-
tems.
RKO Albee in the. lead «again

with the combination of 'Age of
Consent' (Radio) on . screen and
Rudy Vallee Jn person. Valine booked
only five days, and house packed
live shows daily over the week-end,
and four shows until Wednesday
when the radio star malces his exit.

House sure of crashing $15,000.

,

It's a toss-up which spot will

lead this , week as biz seems to be
pretty well distributed.

.

Estimates for This Week
RKO Albee (2,300; 15-55-65)—'Age

of Consent' (Radio) and vaude with
Rudy .Vallee headlining. ' Theatre
benefited through front page pub-
licity ,on Rudy's -marital troubles-
Feature picture getting plenty of
comment, and helping a great deal
to push.gross to $15*000. class. ...Last

week 'Back Street' (U) had the edge
on vaude arid plenty responsible for
the nice . $13,400.

Fay's (2,000; 15-55)—'Big City
Blues' -(WB) and vaude.. Fairly well
balanced bill: ' Most likely house -will

tilt at least $6,000- for a fair sec-
ond week of its new season'. Last
week 'Painted Lady' .(Fox), was.. un-
able to. go, over $5,000 on opening
week splurge.

Loew's State (3,700; 15^55-75)—
'Robihson . Crusoe* (UA). Manage-
ment - made almost heroic efforts to
sell this: one as a straight picture
with no tr.avetog interest, but so far
there 1 seems to- be little reward for
its work. House ppttrii'stlc of get-
ting $8,500 on strength of Dcag Fair-
banks, which, is -fairly good consid-
ering what spot has been garnering
for weeks. Last ;week 'Divorce in
the Family' (M-G); $9;500, okc.. .-

1

Majestic (Fay; (2.20Q; 15-55)—
'Down to Earth' (Fox) arid :'Pass-
port to Hell*' (Fox). . Drawing, nicely
and there seems ' to be "no; barrier
to house hurdling $9,000. Last week
'Two Against the World*" (WB)' and
'Beauty Parlor* (Chesterfield) good
at $8,500.
Paramount (.2.-200;- 15-55)—70,000

-Witnesses* :(Par). ' Nice publicity
putting this one over" .for 'at . least
$.7,000; good. Last" week -.'Love. Me
Tonight' (Par), very good at; $9,900.
.RKO Victory. (1,600; , 10-25-40)—!

.'The Stoker' (Allied), and 'Aveng-
ing Seas' (Monogram)..' Fairly
good bill doing nicely; Should have
no trouble' in catchlrig" $2,000, oke
Last week 'Hell Fire Austin' (W-W)
and 'Midnight Morale' so-so at
$1,900.
' Metropolitan (3,400; 10-25-30)—
'Latin Love' and vaude. Keeping
fairly steady pace since . opening
three weeks ago. Possibly, a little
underj. $3,000 for first ha]f.- Last
half of last week 'Dynamite' Denny'
so-so: at $2,400;

H.0. S DON'T HEP PITT;

BENNETTJKDLD $11,04)0

Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.

With .holdovers predominating,

nothing beyond an ordinary stir

looked for this session. Last week,

with cooler weather and a holiday,

bfist of season everywhere save in

one spot, but town currently is set-

tling hack into what has come to be

regarded .
as the average of semi-

normalcy. . .

Biggest thing this burg has seen

i'f some time, . 'BAck Street,' sticks

at Davis for second week, making
third downtown week inasmuch as
(J film had previously played six
days at Warner to great trade.
Should wirid up with nice $4,000
after gathering, pretty close to 20
grand on previous engagements.
Another h. o. is 'Horse Feathers' at
Warner, with nutty Marxes sailing
llong to an okay $7,000 after more
than doubling that figure in opening
session.

Stanley, with 'Two Against the
World,' is paced disappointingly,
considering the Bennett naihe, and
will be lucky to approach $11,000.
At the Penn, '70,000 Witnesses,' de-
spite good notices, Is falling below
that figure, maybe around $10,000.
Fulton running below $3,000 with
the indie-made '."jrnlrteenth Guest'
while Enright, slipping away from
split-week policy, last week to get
a great week, with "Back Street' day
and date with Davis, ^is keeping
'Blessed Event* for full week" this
sesslori due to presence ' in cast - of
Diclc Powell, who got his stage start
as m. c. at this site, it's Powell's
screen debut. .

'

Estimates for .This. Week
Davis (WB) (1,700; 10-15-25-35)

^'Back Street' (U). Film cleaning
up locally, and should wind up fort-
night session at Davis with nice
?4,000. .That's okay, considering $6,-
000 last week day and date with En-
right in'East' Liberty, In addition to
excellent trade in its original down-
town run at' the Warner, '

Fulton -(Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 10-
15^25)—'Thirteenth Guest' ./(Mono-
gram).- . Indie-iriade murder mys-
tery pretty flimsy fare for a weekly
change first-runner and will be
lucky to scrape together $2j750. Last
week 'Hearts, of Humanity' poorest
showing of the summer at $2,400.
Penn . (Loew-UA) (3,300; 25-30-

40)—'70,000 Witnesses'. (Par). Good
picture and excellent notices, but
lack of a femme draw expected to
make the mat: trade almost negli-
gible. \ Nife , ; business alone not
enough to.;bring takings above' a
poor $10,000. Last week 'Blondle.'of
the Follies'. (M-G), surprise of .sea
son. at plose .to $21;000, topping all
itraight " . picture ' takings around
here. •

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-30-40)-^-
"Two Against the ' World' (WB).
Constance' Benriett; still -just another
actress localljr sirice they took her
away' from those tear-streaked, ma
ternal mellers; Here, - in a weak
programmer; no rno;re :than tepid
$11,000.. looked:- for. . :i^ist.

> week
'Blessed Event'. (WB) great at $20,-
000 on .strength of .campaign hailing
Dick. Powell's screen debut; Powell
having left this site :is rii.c. to take
a WB terihe<r qh the coast. '

'

Warner (-WBV X2.000; 25-30-4.0)—
'Horse Feathers' (Par). Marxes held
-over for second session after top-
ping recent takings around hero
with swell $17,000 in first week. H,
O.'s. however, rarely profitable local-
ly-and this one will be no exception,
winding up with ordinary. $7,000 ln:

second week.

Indianapolis Bullish;

'Witnesses' Nke $18,000

Indianapolis, Sept. 12.

Exploitation methods returning

to straight picture selling, with

greater picture season as the argu-

ment. Grosses in general are up-

pish. 'Love Me Tonight* at the Cir-

cle was somewhat of a disappoint-

ment. '.

Circle and Indiana, both Skouras-

Publlx houses, announce .that two
WB pictures have been booked.
irst pictures in these houses, both

forriverly having used Paramount
and Columbia.

Grand Hotel' has been booked for

the Loew's Palace with the an-
nouncement that this is the 'first

showing at popular prices anywhere
in the country.' Picture played this
city at the Ohio for one week sev-
eral months ago.
Indiana is in line for big grosses

with Thurston's stage unit and
'70,000 Witnesses.' Circle also should
be up 'witir 'Bii'd of Paradise* and
Apollo good : with 'Back Street.'

Prices at all houses except Loew's
Palace kicked up to .60 cents. No
announcement as yet as to the re-
opening of the Lyric, vaudfllm
house.
Tom Devlne, Skouras-Publix

dance maestro, is again opening the
Indiana roof,' which is good adver.\
tisemerit for the show house. Two
bands booked, Earl Hines and Fred-
die Bergin. •

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 25-

35-50) 'Back Street* (U). Should
click • for $3,800'; good^- Last wpek
'Down .' to Earth' 'Fox) around
$4,000.

Circle (Skouras-Publix) (2,600;
25-35-50) 'Bird of '.Paradise' (Ra-
dio) . : Fair $.6,200. Last week * 'Lovo
Me Tonight' (Par) around $7,000,
not as good- as expected.
Indiana (Skouras-Publix) (3,300;

26.-35-50) :70;000 Witnesses* (Par)
and Thurston on the stage. Around
$18,000; extremely good. Last week
'Bring 'Em Back Alive! (RKO) good
for $8,200.

Loew's Palace (Lbew)- (2,800;. 25-
35) 'Divorce in the Family' (M-G).
Okay $5,500 in view. 'Last week
'Blondie of the Follies* (M-G) good
for. $6,000j

"WITNESS AND TAB

RUN UP FINE $15,000

Portland, Ore., Sept. 12.

Main trade of the w'eek goes . to

the Paramount with ^O.OJVO? Wit-
nosses'-and the tab; 'Follow Thru.*
" Fox-^»ai:ker . has opened ;the dark
Liberty as 'a? new grind, and ' the
Broadway

.
will, also start. Goperal

biz seems on the up and lip..

- Estimates .'for This Week
Paramount (Fox-Parker) (3-.OO0;

25-fi5). • • '70,000 'Witnesses* (Par).
.'Follow Thru' -tab' chiefly : exploiteld,
but swell- coniTbo in-line for splendid
$15;000;' Last -\veek 'Down ito -Earth*
.(Fbx).'to strong $13,000. .

'

' Orphoum.(RKO) (2,000; .25-40)
-'Hold 'Em Jail'

; (Radio). Getting a
faip $6,000. Last week 'Back 'Street'

(U-) $5,800: -.

United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,-

OftO; 25.-35)—'Blondie' (M.-G). All
right with $5,500.' Last week 'Down
stairs* (M^.G) $4,0.00.

Oriental (Hamrlck) (2,500; 25^-35)
—'Stranger in Town' (F-N). Hitting
about ^average . $3,500. Last week
'Igloo* (U) $3,300.

Rialtp (Gamble) (1,500; 25)—
'Madame Racketeer' (Par). A poor
$2,500. Last week 'Love Me To-
r.lght'- (Par); $3,400 after ah $11,500
first week at the Paramount.

'Event' Good $13,000
;

As All Balto. Shows

Profit; 'Street' H O,

Marx' $15,000 Best Midst

Montreal's Strong Trade

"GIVE MY REGARD$ TO BROADWAY"

EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF

Montreal, Sept. 12. , ;

Last, week seenis_ to have turned
the Corner for pictures here, almost
snow weather, and dearth of outside
attractions doing .: the trick. Cur-
rently it looks as though this will
continue, with the Palace again in
the .lead -and the other main stems
probably, showing increases. 'Horse
Feathers' ".(Par) is a good bet for the
Pialace, and Capitol and Loew's
have Constance "Bennett and John
Gilbert, locally popular.
His Majesty's repeats 'Faithful

Heart' . (British) on. fair gross, and
will cater to children in a short' sea-
son thereafter. Children are barred
from theatres hero, and this will, not
cut into main stem's grosses. Nabes
have shown, general upturn last
week and are pretty sure to main-
tain It currently. Tex Guinan is

here for a return engagement at
the Frolics cabaret.

. Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT)' (1,600; 50-

$1). 'Faithful Heart' (British) (2d
week). Grossed about $8,000 last
week and will likely get $7,000 cur-
rently.

Palace (FP) (2,700; 75).- 'Horse
Feathers' (Par). Should hit around
$16i000. Last week Chevalier -piled
'em in for 'Love Me' Tonight' (Par).

.Baltimore, Sept. 12.

Weather is cooling off and that's a,

general break for 'the box .office,,,

though this town normally contln-.

ues within a narrow gross range?
arid on the profit side of the ledger.

"Vaude is the big gossip of thei

arteries, due primarily to the neat
results of the vaudfilm policy at the.
indie Hippodrome and Loew's Cen-
tury.

;
Schanbergors are once more-

discussing a return to vaude at the;

Keith's, figuring on a 10-week try..
If and when, will be booked out of
the RKO office, with Fred Schan-
herger, Jr., doing the act supervis-
ing', while

.
Uaurence Schanberger-

continues in general charge of the>
theatre.
Len McLaughlin is talking*: vaude-

possibilities
: at the up-th^streot.

Auditorium; though1 this deaths still1

largely talk. If it goes through:
would likely-mean a lower tariff ire.

order to attract the customers- out.
qt the main stem, for the matinee,
bargain group at least.
New theatre finally cooled oft

from the bank scare of last month*
and brought back 'American Mad-
ness,' which had. been yanked in two
days when- the flicker paralleled a,
real case locaUy. However, it looks
like that yanking Injured the gross,
possibilities of that picture In this,
town, since many now think it's are.
old film. House is running in low
gear as is, and: needs a bit. of shak-
ing to arouse it from a certain leth-
argy that surrounds it. .

'Back Street' drew the hold-over-
assignment of the new season at
the Keith's, due to the way the.
flicker, built. It started out slowly,
on its opening, and at first seemed
a one-week film only, but on the.
final two days of the initial stanza .

the plck-Up tendencies prompted'
the additional stay. House has de-
cided to stick to its Thursday open-
ing data, thus beating the town to
the barrier by one diem.

Estimates for This Weak.
Csntury (Loew-UA) (3/000; 35-40-

55-65-75)—'70,000 Witnesses' (Par)!
and vaude. ' -Benny Merofi band'
headlining, and " the week looks to
touch" satisfying; average of $14,000..
Last week 'Successful. Calamity"
(WB) drew powerful support from,
the Abe Lyman orchestra to hold',
gross, to $16/200^.^ . ; r -

Hippodrbrno .'(Rappapbrt) (2,600 ;l

35-60)—'M,ost Dangerous Game"
(Radio) and vaude. Nap Halperin
in the lead on the stage. Maybo
$8,000, okay. • East Week 'Hold 'Em.
Jail' (Radio), took a terrific, climb
to finish at smash total of $10,900i.

Keith's (Sohanberger) (2,450; 15-
25-4fr)—'Back fitreef (U) (2d week):
Femme picture de luxe< and spotted,',
right in ,the heart pf the shoppinsr:
thoroughfai'e; " thus finishing' first',

week to riiffy
.$7,200 . and likely to

hold-to $4,000- currently. First, real-
money this' housed has made inr.

months, indicating 1;hat the spot is
starting to . vibrate . once • more..
'Hprse Feathers' (Par) follows:
Sept. 15. - '' •" '.-...•
- -N«w (Mechanic) (1;800;. 25-40-50)]—'American Madness' (Col). A re-
turn > for", this ' flick after belne.-
yanked., previously.- Must have;
been negatively on the minds of the-
public, because they're not hurry-
ing to, get a ylew on this second op-
portunity. In spite of good notices,-,
indications i are for not more than.1

,

meaningless $4,000 at the front gate..
'Down to Earth* (Fox) was one of
weakest of the Rogers series last-
week at $4;400. •

Stanley (Loew-UA) (3.C00; 35-40-
P5-05-75)—

'

:Blessed Event' (WB)..
Not iexcitlng .gross .Indicated, due ta'>

a dearth- of' names "in a town where'1

names courit.'Perhaps $13,000, which-
will' be happy enough. Last week
Chevalier

, delivered his first dis-
appointment <ln 'Love Me Tonight*'
(Par) at $12,800. Under previous
Chevalier grosses, and conceded to
he due to ultra-smart treatment of.'

the story. '

. ,

'"',.

for an exceptional $16,000, easily
topping the town.

Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60), 'Two
Against the World' (WB) and "'The
Crooner' (WB). Constance Bennett
a sure bet- and should hit $12,000.
Last week 'Speak Easily' (M-G) and
'Westward Passage' (Radio) did
good biz at $12,600. •

Loew's (FP) (3,200; 35-60); 'Down*
stairs' (M-G) and vaude. John Gil-
bert and above average vaude may
realize $14,000. Last week '70,000

Witnesses' (Par) and vaude clocked
$13,000.

Princess (CT) (1,600; 35-60),
'Magic Night' (UA) and 'Self-Made
Lady' (UA), House doing well and
may maintain last weeks gross of
$9,000 "made on 'American Madness'
(Col) and 'Secret Witness* (Col).
Imperial (France-Film) (1,900;'

25-4,0), 'La Petite de Montparhasse'
(French). Maybe $2,200. Last week
better at $2,200 on 'Mom de la Loi*
(French).
Cinema do -Paris- (France-FIm)'

(600; 25-50), 'La Fortune* (BYcnch).
Looks like ^1,750.- Last weelt 'Rev«
d'Amour' (French) about $1,500.
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'Get this chariot moving.
Paramount 's breaking
records everywhere-and
my competitor's in line."

"I says, 'Lissen, baby
doll/ I've had a gr-r-and
time. You've got every-
thing but Paramount

Pictures, and
I'm oft to buy
them now.'"

"Lissen, Louie, here's .»

the opposition. Make C$
a Paramount deal for
me, and I know I'll)

buy you a new car.';

"It doesn't mat-
ter who's elected,
with Paramount
making pictures
like these, every-
thing is hunky-

dory/'
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"Yeah, my gal says, 'Never
mind New York—you slay
homo, it's either me or
Paramount/ an* I fays,
'Nerfs, I love you, but 1

gotta have Paramount, or
wo don't eat/"

"Hey, Elmer, watt! I'm
going In to sign away
my red Ink, too.'

"C'mon, get off your* g //
puff and on yourfeet. (/ j
You an* me'f got our-

y*LA*
selves a date with
George Schaofer/'

/'Iff the first time I've

boon out of day County
In years, but I fur*)
aimed to get myself
this Paramount group

*'lf I get the Para-
mount group, we'll
throw the chair
away, and you'll

be chauffeur to a
big gas-buggy."

/'Come on, Jim,
get back with
HORSE FEATHERS;

MovieCrazyand >

LOVEMEtONK3Hf,|
or they'll lynch

you.

"Iff a cinchl Nobody
butParamount has given
us pictures in.August and

September/

A
jlxjt'flv'vy

SfeS

% NOTE; 141 Exhibitors last
week visited New York to
buy the new. Paramount
group. This Is a new recercf
in the history of- Paramount-*
Publlx.
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Foreigns Losing Pull For U. S. Screen

Past year saw: a considerable
drop-ore in the earning possibilities

of foreign language films in the

United States. There are still about
200 possible play dates for, German
talkers and that many, more : scat-

tered among: the other languages,

"but the novelty vogue that these

pictures enjoyed 18 months ago is

waning; . A lack of outstanding,

product from abroad in the past

few months is not helping.

German pictures continue to lead

the foreign film Held. Russian talk-

ers come- next in b.o. importance
and Spanish third. From that point

on they rank about ' even, with
French, Yiddish, Scandinavian and
Italian lighting it out.

Foreign language films present a

different problem in each section of

the United States. A survey of the

entire country has been made by
•Variety' through its. correspondents

in various cities arid towns and with
the aid of various Chambers of

Commerce in key spots. With the

states listed alphabetically it shows
the' country to be about as follows:

" State By State
. Alabama—State, has" no foreign

theatres or foreign film possibili-

ties. Population is about 86% na-
tive American, with no strong art

groups interested in the foreign put-

put.' '

Arizona—Nothing doing here. One
small sure-seater in Phoenix tried

Spanish films for a while and died.

Arkansas—Conditions not right

here. One German film wandered
Into Pine Bluff about eight months
ago, with almost Immediate regrets.

• California—JToZIJ/toood: Fllmarte
shows German and French talkers

regularly, with 'Spanish':' sometimes
thrown in, fait' results.

Oakland; Several unsuccessful
attempts to show foreign films

here in the past couple years. Ger-
_mans seemed to. do best of those

attempted. Italians would .seem to

have a good chance here because of

the large Latin population, but none
has been tried.

Los Angeles: Alhambra, Cali-

fornia and Blltmore, all have tried

foreign talkers . of all languages.
None outstanding,' and none suc-
cessful, though German seemed to

do best.

Sah Diego: Spanish talkers, when
and if there are any, stand a good
chance here. There is no regular

.
foreign house. :

San Francisco: Fllmarte theatre,

two-a-day, does quite well with
German and French, pictures, for-

mer being best at the b.o. Italian

pictures have cleaned up regularly
In the Italian neighborhood houses,
and there are plenty of these.

Colorado—Not much foreign film

biz in ; this State, though towards
the South, where* the Mexican, pop-
ulation Is heavy, Spanish pictures
have fared .satisfactorily. Denver
has tried German pictures several
times, latest attempt being at the
Aladdin theatre, but results not too
good. German:Dramatic Club some-
times books pictures In its own lan-
guage and a Swedish organization
shows :up regularly, with" films for
that tongue's .compatriots.
Connecticut—Hartford: "Warner's

Princess theatre tried-' foreigns un-
successfully, but two other houses
in this city have made out okay
.Art Cinema', a ritzy house, best,

with German pictures; ftivoll,- on
the fringe of the biz sector, also
olcay. Jewish pictures have regu-
larly made money and Italians do
fairly. French have flopped.
New Haven: Art Cinema 1s the

only house exclusively showing
foreign talkers. French, German
and Russian is about the order of
things, though a Russian film' is the
only holdover in the house's history.
Regular weekly changes is the pol-
icy. Howard, a naborhood, general-
ly satisfied with second runs, is

doing exceptionally good biz With
almost anything booked in.

Westpoit: Fine Art theatre uses
.German and French pictures and
likes them.
Georgia^Not much In this state

because of the large native Amer-
ican population. In Atlanta last

Winter the Atlanta Women's Club
showed three Russian, two French
and one British pictures. Made
money, but doesn't intend, to repeat,

indicating a possible chance for an
art cineifta group.

Illinois—Ought to be foreign film

biz here, but it has been mishandled
in the past. Punch and Judy and
Cinema Art are the best houses in

Chicago though the Monroe and the

Castle are doing satisfactorily with

second runs. Balaban & ,Katz use

Yiddish talkers, when they can find

any, at the Alamac, Biltniore and

Central . Park. Other houses that

have played foreign in the past and
may be interested again are the

Studobaker, Lincoln, Bugg, Orchard,
Music Box, Adelphi and Argniore.

German and Russian films have
done best at the b.o., though Polish

and Italian are satisfactory when
showing up.

Indiana

—

Evansville: Grand played

one German film to good results;

but never took a chance again.

Fort Wayne:, Occasional Ger-
man films wander into the nabes
and generally do pretty well. No
regular house.
Indianapolis: Circle and Ohio,

Publix houses, take German films

occasionally for novelty purposes..

Generally okay biz.
*

Corn Belt Colleges

Iowa—Spensley theatre in Du-
buque shows occasional

. German
films for good results. Good pro-
motional prospects are the Univer-
sity of Dubuque, Columbia College,

Columbia Academy and Clark Col-
lege. ;

'

Kansas—Foreign talkers haven't
strayed this far yet.

' Maine—RKO has shown a few
French pictures at its name house
in Portland to fair results. Augusta,
with 500 resident French families,

has no French film house: ' French
ought to do fairly well throughout,
the state.

Maryland—Europa in Baltimore,
run by Max Goldberg out of New
York, has done pretty well with
German and Russian films.

'

Massachusetts — Mostly French
films for this state, with Germans
okay if not repeated too often, arid

carefully placed. FIn« Arts (Loew)
in Boston is the only foreign house
in that city . and plays anything,
though preferring French. Avenue
in Springfield goes for an interna-
tional policy, while the Bijou, Holy-
oke; RKO, .Lowell, and Strand,
Fitchburg, like French films. . Ger-
man pictures, are the rule at the
Colonial, Lawrence.
Michigan—Large foreign popula-

tion throughout the state that has
never been properly organized for
foreign films. Avenue and Black-
stone theatres in Detroit do fairly

well with anything they can get,

mostly German. Polish films, when
available, clean up,

,

Minnesota

—

Minneapolis: W. A.
Steffes tried German pictures for

a
.
couple months at the Shubert.

He cried about bis losses after
that, but began promoting a modern
400-seat house to be built espe-
cially for a foreign policy. May go
through this fall. This is a prepon-
derantly Scandinavian neighborhood
with talkers in that language doing
well, RKO tried foreigns at the
Seventh Street with indifferent re-
sults some months' ago.

St. Paul: RKO tried Germans
at the President, but gave it

up as hopeless. Seems a chance
for these films and Scandinavian
talkers fn this city, despite that.

Missouri

—

Kansas ' City: Apollo

tried German pictures with Indif-

ferent results.

St. Louis: Capitol (Skouras)

chows German films from time to

time. Good opening here for an
Indie art house.

Nebraska—Lincoln: No foreign

film houses here, but a good chance

seems to exist for German and Rus-
sian films.

Omaha: Victoria got off to a
good, start with German films, but
couldn't get product enough.: Lyric

tried Ufa pictures exclusively but
flopped, due largely to bad house
equipment. Roseland and Maryland
have played several Bohemian
films to smash results. Large Czech
population here eats up what little

home stuff shows up.

:

New Jersey—Not much in this

state with the exception of German
nabes. Little, Newark, has struggled

through and still going pretty well,

despite several management
changes, with a mixed policy.

Mostly German, though occasionally

other language ._ films. Warners'
National in Jersey City , and the

Little, Trenton, like German .films.

Unity Church in Montclalr is a
French film customer.' Rialto, Pas-
saic, goes for second run Germans,
arid RKO State in Union City uses
Germans. In Trenton the State
runs Yiddish or Italian talkers once
a week, when obtainable.
New York—Best state In the

country for foreign films, with most
bt the, bte in New York City.

Albany: Two ' German ' films

and one Italian were booked in by
the Van Curler theatre, and that

ended that.

Buffalo: Erlanger tried German
pictures with mixed results and
gave up. Hollywood,- just down
the street, still goes for occasional
German and Russian films.

New York Lineup

New York: . First run houses

ore the Little Carnegie, the Europa
and the Hindenburg, all for Ger-
man films with the exception of

some French at the Little Carnegie.
Cameo (RKO) grabs off all the Rus-
sian films for first run, and the
Fifth Avenue, open, winterr only,

tries to : stick to a French and
Scandinavian policy. Italians here
and at the Cameo have died, though
finding about 85 nabe spots in the
New York vicinity for second run
purposes. Yiddish talkers have never
found their way to first run houses,
though having about 60 possible

playdates In the New York area and
doing well; German films do most
of the- foreign -business, French
struggling along except when of es-
pecially high value, artistically.

There are about 20 strictly German
nabe houses In and near New York,
most Important being the 72d Street
and 79th Street Playhouses, which
occasionally get a first run Germari
or Czech film. Their prominence
comes from the fact that they're in

the heart of Yorkvllle, German,
Hungarian and Czech center. Loew's
book German pictures into about 10

German Feature Ust

Of 14 for U; 16 for Par
Berlin, Sept. 3.

The German Universalfllm Co.,

under Max Frledland, held its an-
nual convention, while Paramount's
convention was under Gus J.

Schaefer and G. P. Vallar.

Unlversal's production for the.

German market will amount to 14

pictures and Paramount's produc-
tion to 16 pictures.

CHINESE, INDIAN FILMS

DENTING U. S. IN ORIENT

Singapore, Aug. 6.

Singapore, always a bad spot
from the censorship standpoint,
seems to be headed for even more
difficulty. New regulations have
gone through making passage of
American films harder than before
and a tough time Is looked for this
winter. Largely this is due to the
fact that Chinese and Indian -films

are coming in in bigger 'numbers
than before and are making con-
siderable headway with the native
audiences.
British films are also doing very

well here and taking some of the
play away from American pics. One
of the biggest grosses in the past
season was 'Sunshine - Susie'
(Gainsborough). Among the best
American grossers were 'One Hour
With You' (Par), "Shanghai Ex-
press* (Par), 'Mata Hart" (Metro),
'Private Lives' (Metro . , 'Dr. Jeky 11

and Mr. Hyde* (Par), and (Doomed
Battalion' (U).
General business conditions are

pretty bad and seem to be getting
worse. Ordinary program pictures
simply die, with the only hope com-
ing from stage shows. Capitol The-
atre currently has Beth Berl, for-,

mer Ziegfeld dancer, doing a per-
sona], and drawing nicely. Attempt
is being made by Joe Fisher, man-
ager of the house, to interest acts
in Australia to return via Colomo
with a stop-off here.

'SHANGHAI' ; PE0TEST VAIN
Lima, Sept.. 12.

Governmental red tape almost
held up the premiere of 'Shanghai'
(Par), last week. Chinese Legation
protested the showing of the pic-
ture and assured the Peruvian gov-
ernment that the film lias been
banned In several other sections of

the world because it is allegedly
derogatory to China.
Cable to the. State Department In

Washington resulted irt some, more
cabling:, to Lima, with, the affair

straightened put satisfactorily at

the last minute.

Aping Hollywood Idea

Endangering Foreigns'

Chance in U. S. Market

European films are likely to lose

their chance at money in the Amer-
ican market if the European pro*

ducers ' don't take a- look around.

That's the opinion of Leo Brecher,

distributor of Ufa and other foreign
films in the United States and oper-
ator of the Little Carnegie Play«.

house. He's sailing for Europe with- .

In the next ten days, he says, to tell

his European producers what is

wrong and why the local market for
foreign films is slipping.

'Greatest trouble/ says Brecher,
'lies in the fact that Europeans are
prone to copy Hollywood. Americans
don't want to see gangster pictures
in German. . They can do that just
as well or better in Hollywood.
What the American audience ..asks
in foreign films ia. native color,, and
novelty and originality..

'Sous les Toits do Paris' because
of . its natlye . French background
meant something In box offices on
this side. There, are other similar,

examples. But the minute they
wander from their home ground they
lose out, .,

'It's not only the Americans, that
ask for the native European Color
and background, but the Europeans
resident in America. They want
their memories revived.

'There was quite an important
market in the. United States for for-
eign films. Almost before it got
properly, organized it began slip-

ping. That doesn't mean it's lost.

There are still several hundred the-
atres playing foreign films here and >
there could be more. But the Eu-
ropean' producers will have to be
more careful about what they send
over.'

MERVYN LEROY
who has just completed "I Am- a Fugitive" and "Three on a Match" for
Warner Brothers- First National Productions, his 22d picture for this
company. .

LeRoy has to his credit such box-office hits as "Five Star Final,"
"Little Caesar," "High Pressure," "Two seconds," "Local Boy Makes
Good," "Tonight or Never"1 and many others.

-

In the recent "Variety" analysis LeRoy was selected as the leading
box-office director of 1031. He is now preparing "42d Street," also for
Warner Brothers-First National.

naborhood houses for special per-

formances.
Rochester: Little Theatre plays

foreigns about every other week.
Mostly German with an occasion-

al Russian and Italian. All three

languages do fairly well In nabe
showings at the Empress, Palace
and Cameo.
Syracuscs Occasional Italian

and German films show up at the

Avon or the Turn Hall. Italians are

best; doing quite well at the b. o.

Utica: Family tries to have
Italian films once a week. Rialto

plays some Germans.
North Carolina—Carolina Theatre

at Chapel Hill likes French films on
occasion.
North Dakota—Capitol in Bis-

marck uses occasional French and
German, though nothing exciting

results.

Ohio

—

Altron: Tlvoli is the only

foreign house here.

Cincinnati: Erroneous impres-
sion' exists generally that this is

a i preponderantly German city,

which is not true. There are quite

a number of Germans here, but In-

sufficient tc sustain the German film

avalanche that has started here for

a while. Ufa is the best house, run
by i>r. Franz Wlttc, former editor of

the local German daily. ' Does okay.
The Grand (Erlahgcr), Europa and
Cameo (Loews) tried foreigns with
none too happy results.

Cleveland: Loew's Alhambra
tried German arid French films,

and didn't do very well. Lyceum
now shows. German pictures three
times a week and does turn-away
biz. Looks like a good spot here,
though public has been hurt by sev-
eral previous badiy managed at-
tempts. Customers will have to be
carefully coaxed back.

Coldioater: Columbia uses occa-
sional foreigns.

Columous:' Southern uses Ger-
mans for good results. RKO Ma-

'Continued on pagp 74)

BOOTLEG DOLLARS BIG

ARGENTINE HEADACHE

Buenos Aires, Sept. 1.

• Position here getting worse for
show business, with month of Au- :

gust stated to be . worst on record,
worse than

1

July, which was bad
enough, and with takings less than
the mid-summer month ot February,
Slight break in situation came with
Government loosening up on ex-
change, film firms getting a small
percentage of what they want. Most
film men have pesos piled up in
banks here, with no possible outlet
at present. New industry is boot-
legging dollars. Every day dollar
salesmen visit offices and. offer ex-
change at a premium, but when it'

comes to brass tacks the deal's off.

A few stray lots of dollars ar«
around, with office, managers pick-
ing up what, they can.
Moving picture business here

now consists of selling the product,
exploiting it, and then lobbying
government bureaus to get ex-
change to home offices.

As for individual productions,
nothing clicks, public seeming to

have less and less cash and only
to come out on week-ends. Takings
about 50 percent of last year, if

that. *

Stratosphere Film
Berlin, Sept. 1.

The Deutsche Universal will dis-
tribute a film made by Professor
Piccard during his last expedition
into the stratosphere.
Professor riccard estimates that

he has attained an altitude of &CC.0O
feet, which is about a mile higher
than he went on his first trip.

Mandelstam to Paris
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Baron Valentin Mandelstam,
French government representative
at the studios, and who until re-
cently was on studio payrolls as
well, left yesterday (Thurs.) for
Paris.

He will return here In February.

LION CO. ACTIVE?
.
'Munich, Sept. l.

A general meeting of the Leo Film
A. G. will take place at Munich
Sept. 1C. .

Vote will be taken on a proposal
to increase stock capital from ?195,-

239 to $238,095.

This considerable increase is

taken to indicate a stronger activity

vf the undertaking in the future.
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Studied Spurt

Ends Shortage

Paris, Sept. '3.

Shortage of pictures much feared
ft few months back; and acute dur-
ing the' summer because releases
we're held up, Is not" likely to last

-loner;. Apart from the fall releases,

production is now active, and dls-
trlbutorr anticipate that sufficient

pictures will be on the market this

winter to supply -ari exhibitors'

wants. .'
-"•'••

.
'Apart -from the majors, Natan,

G.FiF.A.,:
- Paramount'; Osso and

Halk,- a : considerable liiimber of in-

dies'have sprung iip, and some of

their Alms are even more ambitious
than those of thev majors. This Is

Instanced by Comptoh? Cinemato-
graphique filming 'King Pausple" in

French' and English at a total cost
of about $300,000y wtilchMs way be-
yond the normal schedule here of

IB'O.OOO tor French versions.

Also Vandor Film Is making 'Don
Quichotte' in both' English and
French at an . advertised cost of

1400,000; but difficulties, are antic!
pated for the company as evidenced
by already changing directors three
times, before shooting, and some in

decision, in clarifying, schedule. Last
selected director is G. W. Pabst.

Solid Financing
.. Contrary to the usual method of

sketchy. •. financing of production
here, two companies': have been es

tablished on a very sound basis.

One is Oompagnle du Cinema, or
ganized by Henri Ullman, ' formerly
with Paramount, producing features
for Fox local distribution. Ample
capital has been raised.

Another cprRprat^idn^has been or
ganiie'a by Alexander' Korda, with
pfBc^sV l^ Paris, an^Iidnddn, who
.Will 'produce live features In Paris—
first being 'Coup de Vent' by For
zano, V^ith Raimu in, the French
.version,, .and Menjpu In the English
.version, In England,, Korda's com
pa^y. will produce five pictures for
Paramount, and six for Gaumont
British, .with. English management
under Roland Lee. and, Lagos Biro.

Writing 'staff of the ' company In-
cludes Wimpers, Eshway, Jeanson,

' etc.
\

.'.'", /
Elizabeth Bergner for the same

company will make the German
versions In London of two pictures
under the direction .of Czenner.
Next French features . will .- be

•Train de 8 : 47,? 'Controlleur des
WagoiiB .LIts'.—both popular come-
dies. London financiers interested
In the. company include Captain
Dixie, M. P., and Sutro, Korda him
self will direct the films, which he
will make here in. studios rented
Etlennp Pallos, who had been con-
nected' with the Braunberger organ
lzatipn, is managing the French end
of the corporation.
Only class of film which cannot

be. prpduced locally is . .Westerns,
but Emile de Ruelle is over with
the idea of dubbing some Hoot
Gibsons, so as to fill this deficiency
of production.

METRO'S CARD INDEX OF

FOREIGN STARS' TESTS

Berlin, Sept. 3,

Metro-Goldwyn'-Mayer's casting
manager, Ben Thau, has left for
Vienna without having engaged any
players here. Thau got in touch
with many German film stars and
had tests made by his cameraman
Feist.

Thau's intention seems to be to
get a file of German film stars
Which will be completed at Holly
Wood with other European film
players.

Negotiations are pending between
the Hungarian film director, Geza
von Belvary, and Metro, for engage
ment to Hollywood.

... Ufa Sold for Orient
Berlin, Sept. 3

International Films, Ltd., of
Shanghai, represented by F. C. Mll-
lington, has purchased the total Ufa
production for 1931-32 and that of
the coming season for. China, Man
churia, Hongkong and the Philip
pines.

,

. Deal includes films produced by
Ufa in conjunction with Gaumont-
British.

Norse Film Entente

Stockholm, Eept. .2.

Svenska films is stepping out
with their first Norwegian version
of one of their new season's prod-
uct. A troupe from Oslo has been
brought over and will make a num-
ber of versions for Norway if this
proves a success.

It Is another mark of the big ef-
forts being made by local producers
to tie up the Scandinavian market
and, it Is believed, that a Danish
company will' also be brought up.
for Danish' versions in Jhe future.

Pathe Head Finds, Fair

British-Mades Outsell

U. S. Films in

American films have lost some of
their customer prestige in England
during the past year. A fair Brit-
ish film can now get better 1 grosses
in Britain -than a good American
picture.. That's according > to J. C:
Jones, head of Pathe who is in New
York to. look over local conditions
and possibly tie up for British, dis-
tribution of American independent
product.' . ,

'Not since 1914,' Mr. Jones says,
'have British films held the power
in the: II. K. market- that, they do
today. Pathe, the oldest of the ex-
isting film renters In Britain and
one of the very .first in the business,
has watched the ebb and. "flow of
business, so that we' know, pretty
well ' the background. .- And I can
say quite sincerely that we (mean
Ing British Aimers) are-stronger to

day than has been hoped for In

years/
'This isq't entirely due to the

quota regulations, which, of course,
helped. There's just a general build
ing up of morale due to the fact
that we learned to make pictures
for our own market. While Holly
wood was worrying abbut making
pictures for the world, we studied
making pictures op a budget suf
flcient to our own market. We'seem
to have succeeded.'
Here, Mr. Jones felt lie had to

point out that his pride was largely
a trade matter, since his

;

owri com-
pany ' does not go in for production
of feature films, '

^
;

:

'.

'Thdre are several difficulties ' we
find with American product/ lilr,

Jones pointed out. 'Subjects are not
always sufficiently carefully chosen.
Your films are quite often too short.

That's one of the biggest worries
from* a . renters' standpoint. . But
most important probably is' the fact
that British producers today are
making films of sufficient audience
quality which, when linked up with
the 'buy home product' spirit makes
for good box office.'

Mr. Jones expects to remain In

New York several weeks.

TWO PLAYS BY SIERRA

FOR FOX SPANISH PIX

Berlin Theatre Taxes

Far Below Estimates
Berlin, Sept. 2.

Estimates of the Berlin' treasurer
of the entertainment tax for the
fiscal year April, 1932, to March,
1933, amount to $2,266,190.

During the four months, April-
July, receipts amounted to $495,071
as against ah estimate of $755,238.

TONS DEAL SET WITH

ONE RIVAL; MECH0 NEXT

Berlin, Sept. 3.
.

An agreement has been arrived
at between the new, sound film par.
Jent group, Kaesemann, and the,

Tobls interests. Kaesemann, the in-,

ventor of a new patent-free appara-
tus, .seems to!. be one of the few
who actually would have presented
a serious competition to Tobls.

.

' " At present negotiations, are;/ still

being carried on with the Dutch
banker and producer, Harp vpn
Peskl, who with his . patent group
Mecho Is operating with, a ridn-in-
fringing..on. a. sound recording ap-
paratus. "

, . . .

In spite of statements Jo the con-
trary on., both sides, chances for an
agreement with. Tobls also exist as
regards the Mechp. group.

Still No Canada Film

Tariff Action Hinted

Ottawa, Sept. 12.

The film trade of Canada is en
'joying a between-seasori's rest in

the. matter of. legislative activities—
what with the Imperial Economic
Conference a thing of the past and
the opening, of Canadian Parliament
still a month away. , It will be the
middle of October before the film
brigade knows what the new taxes
are to be—if any.
Government officials are working

on the agenda for the ooming ses-
sion, and whether there will be any
measure directly affecting picture
distributors or exhibitors or not is

not known and probably : will not
be ascertained until Parliament acts.

There never has been a leak with
regard to Federal tax or tariff pro-
posals.- v '

-.

In the meantime; Prime Minister
R. B. Bennett is- on vacation in Al
berta, his old stamping ground.

Ufa Stock for Sale?
Berlin^ Sept. 3.

From well Informed sources it Is

reported a strong tendency prevails
within the Deutsche Bank to. sell

its Ufa stocks, representing a ma-
jority.

"

." The total block of shares held by
the bank is Bald to amount to about
$5,000,000 In face value.

Par Shaping Its Foreign Policies

To Meet, Not Fight, Quota Imposts

French Town Cuts Tax
On Native-Made Ratio

Paris, Sept. - 3.

Attempting to promote French,
films, the mayor of provincial Bay-
Pnne has abated the municipal tax
on pictures in the same proportion
as French footage is shown In the
picture houses in his town. ..

Bayonne itself Is not important,
but local mayors in France, having
considerable power within the city

limits, such steps, If carried faf
enough, might damage American
business. .

U'S German Production

Of 12 Set; Friedland

Now Commands Field

Berlin, Sept. 12.

Universal Is building a .much
bigger organization here than was
at first suspected, with the outlook
now that the American company
will shortly be started in a quite

important production - project.

Max Friedland, who was recently
appointed to head the local com
pany in place of Al.' Sleekier, it de
•velops, Is actually iri charge of all

Europe for U and working' pretty
much as a separate entity from the
American Universal Co. First hint

of what was in line was given when
he called a European conclave of

all Universal men on the Contl
nent. All met In Berlin and were
given hints as to what was in store.

Instead of producing only three

pictures, as was at first announced,
Universal will . probably do eight to

twelve films here during the com
ing year. Paul Koliner Is head of

the 'production end, with the first

two picture already in work. What
the other pictures will be is not
certain, but probable that they will

•be in German and English versions,

though the German language will be
primarily employed.
If ' any French versions are made

they will be made in Paris by a
subsidiary company.

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Two plays by Martinez Sierra will
be used as the basis of - the two.
direct-shot Spanish pictures Sierra
will make for Fox here. , >Flrst will
be 'Spring In Autumn.' Second is

not yet determined.
The Spanish playwright is writing

dialog and will supervise filming of
his. first story. His wife, Catalina
Barcena, will play the lead In both
pictures.
On the Fox direct shot.,program

are also 'The Last Man on. Earth,'
for Raul Roulien, and .'The Gypsy,'
for Jose Mojica. James Tailing
will direct both. Studio is also
preparing to dub 'Chandu, the Ma-
gician,' in Spanish.

German Exports Jump
As Imports Fall Off

Berlin, Sept. 3.

Statistics for exports and imports
of films into Germany for the past
month show that exports have risen
to 56,706,000 feet as compared with
43,953,000 feet in May. •

Imports were only 6,903,000 feet

as compared with 8,151,000 feet iri

May.

Carstairs Back Home
London, Sept. 3.

Paddy Carstairs, son of Nelson
Keys, returns to London early in

September under writing contract
to Associated Radio Pictures.

He lias completed some script

work for Columbia, in Hollywood.

GITETTA HOME, ILL
Hollywood, Sept 12.

In 111 health, Rene Guetta writer
on French syncs at Metro, will re-
turn to Paris .this week.
Sudio is paying him In full al-

though hlsv.co.iitrttct has several
weeks to. riin.'\ • >• -' -

Tonight' with Titles ;

Talk Out for Italy

Hollywood. Sept. .12.

Paramount's music and sync
staffs are busy on 'Love . Me To-
night,' for which they're providing
an entire musical score for Italy.

English dialog is banned in Italy

and Par feels that dubbing for that
country is too expensive, hence the
complete musical score plus cut-in
Italian titles. . w : . »i

Picture's already being about 80%'

musical Is helping considerably,
Same orchestra playing in the film

originally has been assigned to the
work of filling In. v - • •

:

'Foreign governments frame quota
and contingent law's from their own '

standpoints always. The laws art
intended to safeguard the various
local Industries. For outside or for-

eign firms—such as American pic-*

ture companies are in Europe—to
to resent these laws is away from
common sense and common facts
Foreigners must adapt themselves
and their plans to local laws and
conditions; That applies to Euro-
peans in America .and Americans
in Europe. If we are hit more in

Europe than Europeans are hit here;
that is just our tough luck.' • .»..

This is the opinion of Jos. Seidel-
man, head of Paramount's foreign
department, who has just returned-
from a s-everal month's European-
survey.. He visited every impor-"
tant capital ih^Europe and set plaits

for his company's activities abroad;

Fit Local Situations
'Paramount will attempt in every

European and world spot to fit its

program around local conditions;''

Mr. Seidelman said. -'In France the
Jolnville plant will go ahead on full

scale. The staff has, of course, been
trimmed down to . what we hope IS'

a paying basis/ but we will produce
about 12 pictures there in the next
six months, all In French. Besides
'that there will be a number ot-

American films dubbed there and a-

•few Spanish films are probable.
'In England we will go ahead

with the arrangement set with Brit-
ish and Dominion, who are to make
all our required quota films. The
B. & D. distribution deal with
United Artists/doesn't interfere with
our arrangement, the films B. & D.
is making for us not bearing the
official B. & D. stamp.
'Germany , is the hardest problem

for the moment. We are waiting
for developments there. My • per- -

sonal impression is that there will tie

more' serious political consequences'
in that country than, have yet been
seen. The new quota law in -Ger-
many is the toughest of all and-
makes producing or showing Airier--

lean films there pretty, hard.- ' Ger-
many oiever was a. good market' for
U. S. films even at the best. Maybe
the smart thing is to stay away.
We haxfiuaome possible moves herd
in mind, but prefer to wait for a-

while yet and see what happens,' ;

General conditions in Europe,
Seidelman says, are not bad.
'England and France,' he says,

'impressed me as being in< pretty
fair shape arid facing a definite up*
turn. • Germany is in very bad shape
in every way; with the political

muddle uppermost, of course, Swe-
den and some of those other north-
ern countries are also In exception-
ally bad shape, but as a general
thing, speaking fdf the entire Con-
tinent a feeling of optimism seems
to prevail.'

RGUBEN MAMOULIAN
andDirector of "Porgy," "Marco Millions," "Wings Over Europe"

other productions' on. the stage.'
'

Director of "Applause," "City Streets," "Jokyl and, Hyde" and "Love
Me Tonight" on the screen.

FRENCH FILMS EASING

INTO INDIAN MARKETS

Calcutta, Aug. 9. .

Mons. E. Levy, representative in
the East for La Societe Des Films
Osso, Paris, is making his head-
quarters at the Taj Mahal Hotel,
Bombay. He has six of these with
him, 75% silent and 25% talker.
Titles are English.
The first film released in India,

'Un Solr de Raffle'. ('Night Raid'),,
has been very successful at the>

"Empire, Bombay.
The proprietors of the New Em-

pire, "Calcutta, are. specializing in
British pictures from September,
and after a first showing there will
distribute throughout India, Burma
and Ceylon the products of British
International Pictures, Elstree.
Current films In Calcutta are

'Careless Lady,' 'Plunder,' 'The Be-
loved Bachelor,' 'Polly of the Cir-
cus,' 'Cuban Love Song,' and 'Tem-
ple Tower,'

McDonald Possible

Fox Rep in Australia
Harry McDonald, former RKO

divisional manager in Boston, may
go to Australia for Fox as that
company's rep on the operating end
of Hoyt Theatres.
There hart -been recurrent rumors

of Fox's probable pulling away from
Hoyts. But that the company Is

thinking of sending McDonald there
lends to quash the pullaway rer
porta.
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IS DUPLICATING IN NEW
YORK ITS SUCCESS IN MORE
THAN 50 CITIES THROUGH-
OUT THE COUNTRY WHERE

iSN.

w
Hi*-'?. m

BROADWAY A BLAZE O'GLORY AS
THE BIRD"SWEEPS TO NEW TRIUMPHS!

...a ttaining pageant of forbidden /oVef

. . • white man . . . native girl. . . caught in the

torrid drama of life on a moon-drenched

isle as the raging god in the Mountain

sunders the
|

earth, splits the skies and

hurls the seas to a Bottomless pit because

they broke the savage taboo! A glorious

revet in unforgettable thrills!

WITH

DOLORES DEL RIO
JOEL McCREA
John Halliday Creighfon Chanoy
Richard'W Gallagher Bert Roach

RKO

David O. Selznick; Executive Producer

, ' >

SSS*

H

From the Matchless
Stage Production by
Richard WaltonTolly
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EVERY
LIVING

MAN A
TARGET 1

RICHA RD

V

DAVID O.SELZNICK
Executive Produced ..

With TOM BROWN
and Rochelle Hudson

Sugar Coated? Hell, No! It's Real! Brutal and

True ! The clank of leg irons I . . the swish of the

snake whip . . the crack of rifle shots aimed at

men witti targets on their backs ! Drama big as

Life itself, this blistering story of the Chain

Gangs and of a man with hell in his heart

death in his powerful arms . . and a girl, wait

ing, praying for his return. You will say, "CAN
THIS BE AMERICA?"

DIRECTED BY ROWLAND BROWN
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HiaRedHotSmash!

HAS

D/ALYN KNAPP-EUGENE PALLETTE
BARBARA WEEKS -WARREN HYMER

Slovy by SAM MARX
Directed by BEN STOLOFF

Available rigfht now-
Play it at once —
Go after it for a I

tremendous cleanup •

YOU NEED 'EM HAS 'EM

•'
i X (j JIT.'":
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OKAY AMERICA
Universal production and roleoso, starring

Lew Ayres,.and. featuring Maureen O'Sulli-
van, Directed by -Tay Oarnett from story
and. adaptation by William Anthony Mo
Outre,. Continuity by. Scott Pembroke: cam-
era, Arthur Miller. Running time, 80 min-
utes; at the Paramount, N. Y„ week com-
inenclnff_Septi 0.

..'..Lew Ayrea
Maureen O'Sulllvan

Louis Calhern.

Larry Wayne
Miss Barton....
Mlleaway Rosso
City Editor....,
Jones,

,

Alsfctto
Joe Morton.,,,.,.
Ruth Drake......
Drake............
Mrs. Drake...;,..,
President.........
Commissioner.

.

Mrs. Wright......
(3am . ;

Obituary..........
Jerry. Bobbins....
Phyllis.....
Baron.
©'Toole

•Walter Catlott
.............Allan DIneliart

Edward Arnold
.. . . ... .Hollo Lloyd
.Margaret Lindsay
..... .Wallls Clarke

Nance O'Neill
. , . .Frederlo Burton
... .Frank Sheridan

, . .Marjorle Oatcson
...'.Henry. Armetta
.George Dow Clark
. ..Emerson Treacy

. ..... . .Ruth Lyons
. ..Berton Churchill

.Frank Darlen
Also Onslow Stevens, James Flavin.. Al

Hall, William Daly, Neely Edwards.. Caryl
Lincoln, the Three Cheers, the Bluettes,
find Everett Hoagland's Band.

<A lightweight picture. Ayrea is

stilted as the columnist and, follow-

ingspr7inchellesque personations by
Fairbanks, Jr., In 'Love is a Racket,'

Cortez In 'Is My Face Red?' and
most notably, the corking perform-
ance by Lee Tracy In 'Blessed

Event,* not only does Ayres suffer

in comparison, personally, but the

sum total la eclipsed, by what has
preceded It, particularly the last

preceded It.

'Okay America,'* With perhaps ,the

best picture title of any of them, Is

ft sluggish proceeding: at best. Mc-
Guire, the author, sought to cram in

everything, including the Lindbergh

kidnapping—in this case it's a cabi-

net member's daughter—and the

Capone mob's bargaining with the

President of the United States

along with the usual underworld

and mob stuff. It's too much for
one picture.'
What almost every Dim maker has

lost sight .of) in this columnist cycle,

seems to have been the necessity to
concisely characterize " this new
journalistic upstart. Either he's a
snooping buttlnsky whom everybody
resent3.- or there should be' some

,
sorlpt compromise for "his noBlness,
for < benefit of box office sympathy.
In ah '.'endeavor to too literally ad-
herd,' to what is believed to be the
authentic, real-life

v
Columnist's ex-

istence, his- becomes ' a vacillating,
chameleon-like "character • of -many
hues, and moods. ~

The . actual Broadway columnist
Is a more or .less innocuous person.
If he becomes.invblved in too much
hot water with the 'mob,' he .knows
what to forget, or else. - After all;

in. a city like New York, it's the
mob that dominates in the control
of most of the spots where congre-
gate the personalities who make copy
tor the town's gosslpers. Stepping
on the corns of any jfseudo-rltz
playboy or girl is fraught with hone
of the headaches: entailed in cross-
ing the mob, and,, with perhaps one
exception in the past, all the col-
utnnlzers know where to draw tho
line.
The snooping and the chit-chat

that is the supposed whyfore and
wherefore of the new type of col-
umnist is In the main innocuous, for
all the propaganda to. the contrary.
It's chiefly concerned .faith' public-
ity-hungry or seeking, personalities,
and with the stock few about whom
almost anything can be said, and
who, by that very fact alone, ' have
been blown up into names that look
good in print,

.

However, under Hollywood influ-
ence, inspired in a measure by the
eastern 'dramatic and fiction slant
on the central character, the Win-
chell type of cOlmunlst is a hybrid,
at times a cross-between a Rover
Boy and Deadshb^ Dick who always
gets his man, or,' when the situa-
tion warrants, a rascal who stops at
nothing to' tear .reputations to
Bhreds.

That's the rather vague hue given
Ayres' characterization of Larry
Wayne, and Jus as uncertainly col-
ored by the player. At first he's alto-
gether dull, although something a
softie in suppressing one story, and
atrthe same time an egoistic by-liner
who ribs his city editor and is surly
to his m. e„ knowing he has a four-
year contract and nurturing a yearn
to tie up elsewhere. That djgtall, too,
is . so peculiar to one or two indi-.

vidual columnists that it's not illus-
trative of the field and, what's most
Important, for cinema-dramatic
purposes, it only confuses the whole;
Not much disguise at the Winchell

thing, with the 'Okay America' salu-
tation and WEF the station in lieu
of the NBC's major link, WBAF.
Once the story gets under Way,

it's all rather fantastic. Ayres hands
opt buck tips like a drunken sailor
and is slipped hand- and type-writ-
ten messages surreptitiously by
cigaret girls, hat checkers and other
stooges.
His bucking a tough mob, plus the

development of this theme, which
takes him into their stronghold and
up aga}nst the Big Fellow (an ob-
vious Capone suggestion), plus the
r-ai'terin? for the girl's release.'after
$100,000 had been paid over, is cine
of those Hollywoodish scenarip
nightmares. Once the verities are

assailed, it's difficult to reconcile the
little good that preceded it, or what
follows. .Let one false note of irh-
plausiblity creep into a script anO
it'll tear down the entire: structure
for. that phase Is the keystone of the
whole. Such is the case in hand.<
'• Maureen O'Sulllvan 'as the moon-
ing, wide-eyed sec, is rather sappy,
offsetting the several good impres-
sions she has given of herself in
recent releases. This 'un sets her
hack to almost her innocuous Fox
novitiate days. Ayres is vapid and
with the negative impression of
what should be the two principal
sympathetic characters, goes an in-
verse stance/to the rest of it.

The proposition of the columnist
going t6 the White House to barter
with: the President of the U. S. to
ease up on the Big Fellow on Fed-
eral Indictments In exchange for
the kidnapped girl's release, cannot
even be whitewashed by the Amer-
ican flag speech it prompts-rto wit,
Hell those hoodlums that the sacred
government of the United States
will never be party to or barter with
criminals of that calibre,' . etc., and
that 'we have other forces to drive
all such undesirables but of this
country.'

Garnett, the director, did all he
could with a script that lacked in-
trinsic punch and power of convic-
tion.'

Film, at the Paramount,, -on
Broadway, needs all the stage show
strength possible. Abel.

Blondie of the Follies
M-G-M production* and release. Starring:

Marlon -Davles and- featuring Robert Mont-
gomery, Direction, Edmund' Gouldlng; con-
tinuity, Frances . Marlon} dialog:, Anita
Lobs'; ,photography, George Barries. At the
Capitol, N. Y., .week Sept: 2. Running
tlmo,"91' mlns. .

Blondie..,.
Larry. • ... • • • • •

Lottie.'..,
Jimmy.
Fa McCtune...
Gertie. . .......
Pete......;....
Murchenson. . .

.

Ma McClune...
Ma Callahan...

, .......Marlon Davles
.Robert' Montgomery

Bllllo- Dove
, . . . . .Jimmy Durante
. . . . ; .James Gleason
.V. .. Zaau Pitta
.....j... Sidney Toler
. .Douglass Dumbrllle

Sarah Padden
. ... ... . . .Louise Carter

Instead of the sock rating it might
hav3 attained, 'Blondie' will have to

be content with so-so returns, Just
about .on the good side, in the major
ity ' o'f theatres it plays. While on
straight merit it wavers at the edge
of ' non-profit, there are accompany
lngr- elements that ought to shove
the picture over the line and into

the profit class. -

" Marion Davles* long established

following still is sizeable and the
names of Robert Montgomery, Billie

Dove1

, and ' Jimmy Durante in the
cast should mean something; plac-
ing marquee quality first among the
angles' in 'Blondie's' favor. An ex-
tremely attractive, title; promising
mucn* Tn the way of entertainment,
ratejf -with the names if not. above
therjnVas a likely b. o. stimulator..
Also-,of exploitation value wherever
rendered, this talker is getting the
customary lavish Help in the Hearst
papers. Latter may mean extra at-
tention, but it can't be given all

over, so 'Blondie' -is the type of film

that will show wide variance in Its

grosses in different' localities. Where
that; extra plug is missing; so Will

that extra attentIon.be missing.

Durante is rushed into a house
party scene for his first and only
appearance after the picture .has
gone 70 minutes. That's the best
evidence that this picture's big
weakness was analyzed by the pro-
ducers, •

. The question, however, is
whether after making the analysis,
the studio carried through with the
proper treatment. .In the five min-
utes that Durante is on, his Barry-
more-Garbo takeoff with Miss' Da-
vies easily becomes the bright spot
on the picture. On the other hand,
it. accentuates the talker's inherent
slowness of pace. The 70 minutes
up ahead are draggy, while the 16
following are none too speedy in
comparison with the Davles-Duranie
bit, either. In a livelier .Aim this
scene would hardly , stand out :

In
such:' clear relief. The result is a
break for the one scene, against a
handicap for the picture as a whole.

At the -Capitol 'Blondie' goes 91
minutes. . When , the film moves
slowly, like this one. that extra
footage hurts. 'Blondie' isn't -padded
out'; it's just flatfooted.

The story is simply the rise of
two New York girls of the poor
class to 'Follies' girj status^ their
temporary enjoyment of the luxuri-
ous fancy living and then their re-
turn to. normalcy. At least one of
them settles down to domestic bliss.

The other's windup isn't clarified,

but it doesn't make much difference.
Quite simple, and frequently told
just as simply. Sometimes too
simple.-

It won't kill the popular belief
that most 'Follies' gals grab oft

millionaires when matrimony calls,

because Blondie (Miss Davles) gets
her man, and he appears to have
plenty. But the story must be pre-
deprcsh because her boy friend does
nothing but dabble in the market,
yet he still holds heavy at the finish.

Situations are scarce, forcing the
story to progress in slow fashion
toward a natural climax. Chief situ-
ation is love rivalry • between the
two girl pals, with Blondie finally
winning out. They open fighting on
the stairs of their tenement home

Mimatnre Reviews

'Okay America' (U). Bit late
for a columnist story and suf-
fering tn comparison to its

predecessors. Ayres and O'Sul-
llvan also lacking in lodestono.

'Blondie .of .the .Follies'

(Metro). . Marlon Davies back-
stage picture that fails to ful-

fill promise of the title. Not
bad, but hot very good, with v

chances that it .
will just about

,

get by. Length and slow pace
the drawbacks.

'Bird of Paradise* (Radio).
The old tropical romance
nicely, done. A strong per-
formance by Dolores Del Rio
of a standard part. Joel Mc-
Crea has matinee idol possi-
bilities. Spectacular and fine

scenic surroundings lend
punch to' peppy romance,- O.K.

:

for the main stem stands and
a natural for general release

for the lesser spots."

•The Crash' (-N). A lame
and stumbling story which will

get little beyond the personal
following of Ruth Chatterton,
its star. George Brent, her
new husband, heads support,
lending release some topical
interest for the women. Stun-
ning clothes will help,' but gen-'
erally it's a weak sister.

'Big City Blues' (WB). Not
eligible for. fast company, with
both storjr and lack of strong
names against it. Joan Blon-
dell and Eric Linden featured.

'Fast Companions' (U).. Well
made race track: comedy. Good
enough for some of the A the-
atres. Plenty, of laughs and an

.
unusual thread in the story. A
cinch entertainer for the minor
houses.

'Santa' (Mexican). First
Mexican 'made by and for
Mexicans. . Technically, very
poor and story sloppy , from
U. S, standpoint, but undoubt-
edly good b. o." stuff for Span-
ish markets.

.

'Zwei Heraen und Ein Schlag'
(Ufa). Excellent German musi-
cal and the .

best Lilian Harvey
picture to date. Not too com-
plicated for- non - German
speaking audiences, though
they may not get tho gags.
Sure b. o. where Germans are
to t>e found.

ductlon end, while between thorn the
Misses Davles and Dove, especially
the latter, show enough new duds
to catch the feminine eye. Picture
looks good at all times without al-
ways playing that way.
At the Capitol 'Blondie' is running

with a $19,000 stage show of stage
and radio names, For that reason
the New York figure cannot be taken
as criterion on the picture either
way. Bige.

BIRD OF PARADISE
Radio production and release. Directed

by Kins; Vldor. Featuring Dolores Del Rio
and Joel McCrea, Based upon the famous
stage- play of the same name by Richard.
Walton Tully. Adapted by Wells Root.
Additional dialog by Leonard Prasklns and
Wanda Tuchock. Musical score by Max
Stelner. Camera, Clyde DeVlnna.' Assist-
ant directors; Lucky Humborstone and Fred
Fleck.' At the Mayfair, New York, com-
raenplng Sopt. 0,. Running time, 80 minutes.
Luaha... .Dolores Del Rio
Johnny Baker. Joel 1 McCrea
Mac ................... .John Halllday
Thornton Creighton Chancy
Chester:..; Richard 'Skeets' Gallagher
Hector , .Bert Roach
The King . ...:Pukul
Medicine Man. .......... .Agoatlno Borgato
Old Native Woman... .Sophie Ortego

and the same situation Is repeated
with new trimmings . three or : four
times. Gradually it loses Its kick.
Final scrap la over the same' fellow
in a crack-the-whlp ensemble, num-
ber of the show. Blondie ts on the
end and Lottie lets go accidentally
on purpose, hurling Blondie Into the
Orchestra: pit. . From Whore thft

scene was photographed it ' looked
like a musician got hurt, if any-
body, but it's Blondie who's crippled.
The docs say she'll be all

..
right at

the finish,- which takes the sting out
of a sad ,

semi-climax to a -sort of
femme Flagg-Quirt friendship.

Misses Davles and Dove are both
real life 'Follies' grads, so their
backstage conduct in this picture
probably is authentic. Of the two
Miss Dove is more the show girl
type in looks and manner. Her
rather unsympathetic role is a de-
parture for Miss Dove, who has be-
come accustomed to the lead her-
self, but she' makes the change with-
out effort and*turns in a good per-
formance. As usual Miss Davles is

best in her few comedy chances, but
on the whole this try is under par
for her.

Of the. men, Montgomery has no
corapetish,- wi_th both girls chasing
him and jiiobody else all the way up
to the finish. No flaws in his hans-
elling of the playboy assignment.
Like Miss Dove, Jimmy Gleason was
also forced to turn About in a role
that's unfamiliar for him In' pic-
tures, and also* quite a switch for
the audience. As the father of
Blondie, he's sent but ..after sym-
pathy instead of the usual laughs.
Gleason Is a real

,
trouper, which

makes the. change a cinch for him,
but therels always the chance that
audiences Will be waiting for a
laugh from him. They wonlt get It

In 'Blondie.'

Apparently the production's basic
slowness, precluding chances for
speeding things up in any other
way, forced the insertion of the
Durante interlude at the tail end.
It does help, but the sagacity in
tossing a potential star picture
comedian and draw Into a spot like
that is questionable. This is the
second such incident involving Du-
rante. They slipped him Into 'The
Wet Parade* previously on a re-
make. It makes Durante the champ
pinch hitter of the Metro lot, for he
got , on base both - times. But it

look's like waste, besides taking
chances on injuring valuable film
talent by catch-as-catch-can spot-
ting.
There was no stinting on the pro-

The old Richard Walton Tully
stage perennial stands the test of
time remarkably well. It stands the'

test equally of the Innumerable
South Seas pictures that have been
done since its stage production way
back yonder, although the belated
screen version will by ho manner of
means equal the furor of its. foot-
light presentation. It will Just make
a moderately successful picture, but
no sensation.

'

In the intervening years the pic-
tures have taken the edge off tropi-
cal romance. The pioneer in that
field comes as an aftefthought. Pic-
ture's production quality, is first
rate* It was canny move to. give it

a spectacular twist and .soft pedal
the more serious stage angle deal-
ing with the unfitness of a child, of
nature for civilization.

Outside of its romantic side, the
subject's greatest asset is- the tculy
fine performance of Dolores. Del Rib
as the savage princess Luaha, a role
made to order for this electric young
Mexican, and one that Will go down
In the archives as among the best
things she has ever done. . That and.
the. possibilities for spicy billing are
enough to put the picture over..

On the romantic side the punch
of the Del Rio performance is aid

irilrably supplemented by the play
Ihg of the Stalwart joel .McCrea,
handsome

. young giant of the
Johnny .Weismuller order, whb. plays
simply and: with' -natural ".grace -a

romantic role that .has bQen tested
by the years for its baslp appeal,

Spectacular side pic. the produc
tlon has received, handsome treat
ment by . Vidor. Possibilities for
stunning^trpplcal Hawaiian scenery
have bee>h realized to the fullest.
In Jik'e rtianner the screer* possibili-
ties of the hul& as a screen display
have been "employed. MlaiV Del Rio's
version of the stimulating South
Seas callsthentlcs will be the sub-
ject of much talk hither a^nd yon,

Adaptation Is a workmanlike job
-Story gets into motion promptly by
a strictly camera technique, as dis-
tinguished from .its stage original
Scene is aboard a pleasure yacht
carrylnug a group of Americans on
a jaunt, . with one of the amateur
skippers driving the ship .under full
canvas in - a stiff, wind through a
tricky channel into an atoll. Camera
angles give a stirring passage full

value. ;

"

'. Yacht co'mes safely to anchor and'
the natives come ; out to greet it,

opening the story neatly. Use of
the American party is neatly worked
for purposes of contrast and also as
a literary scheme to provide the
contrast for the romantic situation.
John Halliday does another of his
impeccable bits, and 'Skeets' Galla-
gher contributes a neat Juve type.
Ceremonials of the natives are

used to serve the purpose of spec-
tacle, notably the passage given over
to tribal dances which are emphat-
ically, very oo-la-li. ' in the wild
abandon of the hula girls and the
not less eloquent- Wriggles of the
men Kanakas. Wholesale love-
making of these natives gives .the
sequence plenty of punch. With Miss
Del Rio, an eyeful of undraped sym-
metry, occupying' the center of the
picture. ••

Another neatly handled sequence
early in the action has the two
lovers disporting in the sea, much
of the footage being under-water
shots of their trim figures innocent
of coverings.
Screen treatment is wise in de-

voting itself principally to the de-
velopment of the artless romantic
angle and merely suggesting in the
sketchiest way the bizarre, native
superstition which ultimately parts
the lovers—^the native belief that
Liiana is the 'bride of Pell,' the vol-
cano, and, when the mountain be-
comes active, demands that she be
sacrificed to appease its diety.
Picture follows the unhappy end-

ing of the play, but treats It in a
rather remote way, and not with the
same emphasis whidh the stage ver-
sion used it for a crudely theatrical
climax. Effect is an improvement.
South Seas romances are timeless

and staple, and this one, which pio-
neer the subject, is still one o£ its

best.. It promises well and d^orves
to prosper. Rush.

Zwei Herzen und Ein

Schlag
A

(Two Hearts That Beat as One')
(GERMAN MADE)

(With Songs)
Ufa production. Leo Brocher release tor

U. S. Stars Lilian Harvey and features
Wolf Albach-Retty. Supervision, Guenther
Stapcnhorst-: dlresHSn, ... Wllhelm Thlels;
scenario, Franz Schulz, from the play by
Blrabeau and Dolley ; photography. Carl
Hoffman; music, Jean Gilbert. At. the Lit-
tle Carnegie, N. Y., on grind run, beginning
Sept. 8. Running time; 80 minutes.
Jenny. .Lilian Harvey
Victor i ......... . .Wolf Albach-Retty
Aunt Adele......,.............Ro3a Valettl
Uncle Morltz. . .Kurt Llllen
Duke d'Aurlbeau, ............Otto Wallburgr
Dr. Epstein ................. .Herman Bias*

A splendid German musical, per-
haps the best Of the Lilian Harvey

;

features to date, and almost certain

box office in German territory. For
a change the Germans take a hand
at high comedy here,' and do it WelU
the. usual elephantine pace being
conspicuous by its absence and the
usual Teutonic flufflness being suffi-

ciently down to earth to get solid
laughs.
There's not ar great deal of sub-

stance to the story, but it's nicely
handled thi/oughout. ... Miss Harvey:
is Jenny Mueller, cabaret girl with
opera ambitions. She 'goes down-
stairs to get . her handsome young
hubby's breakfast and fails to come
back, her aunt going along with her
to nurse the ambition. . Couple years
later she's almost made the grade
and. is about to' be engaged to a
marquis, so she wants & divorce.
Hubby, how a waiter iji- .a hotel,

won't give it to. her, and the rest of
the film consists of attempts, on her
part to .coax him Into treating her
cruelly as • grounds for it divorce.
By the' time he gives in. «f course,
she. doesn't' want a divorce any
^nore. '•-

Whoever-, fs responsible tor the
situations and dialog lias done a
splendid job, and Mlsa Harvey's
miming helps . no little. ,. She still

makes faces And mbuea a "bit too
often for everybody's happiness, but
you can't help liking -fter. Wolf.
Albach-Retty is new (or . seems to
be) to pictures. . He's never ap-
peared opposite Miss Harvey, at any
rate, but is altogether okay. He's a
handsome lad that know* how to
sing and dance. Rosa Valettl as the
crabby, aunt turns in ai^. excellent
performance, and Otto Wa)burg as
the Duke ,1s more exagg^fltted than
necessary;,' perhaps, but gets more
laughs than he ever has before. He's
a fat fellow with a funny^inanner-
lsm of- sputtering his - words fn a
ludicrous manner. . ProbAWy among
the first- 1n9.it dpzeh comioli • in Ger-
Wany today; .>:"•

. •
.

Music is excellent though, ho out-
sttthdthgt' songs. One tuji«? a fox
trot, may ; catch oh. .Photography
and direction first rate, -ihoMgh no.
attempt at trick angles. ^J^fluf. ;

;Ahe CRAsil'
\'t \

First -National production ; and release,

starring"Ruth Chatterton, featuring George.
Brent, Her new husband. Directed by
William DIeterle. Made from •T.aAy Bar-
rfttto's novel, and first called- -'Children
of Pleasure.' Cameraman, Bnnest Haller.

At the Roxy.- New York, Sept. . 8, Run-
ning time, 00 reins. V-J .

Linda. '.
. .

.

'. . . .'. . . .RuwYiChatterton
Geoff George Brent
Ronnie »:..Paul Cavanagh
Celeste Barbara Leonard
John Fair .Henry .Kpllwr
Marcla Peterson <Loi« Wilson
Hodge ? . ... ....... .Iran- Simpson
Esther Parrlsh, Melen Vinson
Artluir ; Hardle Albright
Landlady . . . .-. > «»....... '...UMen Klngdon
Frank Parrish. . • . '.Richard Tucker
Kadtne. ......... . .^Virginia Hammond

This Is the first of; the Warner
pictures Involved in the product deal

for the - Roxy, " A weak picture, its

principal merit is that it at least

commands the personal following of

Ruth Chatterton, which Will be at-,

tracted to the Cathedral while they
might pass up the star In a lesser
stand. .'

'The Crash' may arouse mild in-

terest, among femme fans, .but for
others it makes dull entertainment.
It's an ambling narrative of . how a
parasitic Wife With philandering
habits, .reacted to the stock market
panic. It ends about whe~re it be-
gan,: -at both .'of\ which points it. is

indefinite and in ' the meanwhile it

meanders * vaguely. ' Admirers; of
Miss • Chatterton will find in her
playing nothing to add to her pres-
tige.

' Indeed, as a part, it is prin-
cipally distinguished by an impres-
sive parade of sumptuous clothes
and little else. George Brent's rple

Is still less attractive.'

Picture release is timely anyhow,
coming oh the heels, of the Chat-
terton-Brent nuptials and the Chat-
terton divorce, which was abun-
dantly aired in the public prints.

Circumstance that Brent has the
lead opposite his bride may be, the
occasion of a flutter of feminln; In-

terest, although at the Roxy open-
ing Thursday evening attendance
didn't promise much in this direc-
tion.

Seems reasonable to look for the
picture, to bring indifferent returns
and go down In the records as an
in-and-out Chatterton, which means
less than that star's average, but
better than the run Of program ma-
terial, due to her marquee poten-
tials.

Picture is a medley of Inconslst-

(Continued on page 29)
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50 men risked bloody death to

make sureYOUwouldn'trisk a
pennywhenyou bought"Tiger
Shark!" The most ferocious

animal action of the year, in

a setting never filmed before!

The jungle holds no terrors

like these bloodthirsty white*
bellied cannibals of the seat

"One of the thrills of your
life."-M. P. Herald Preview

Packed with punches,"

— Variety Preview

Whoframe^^ company

!

"*»AO«A«l. MC, OlSTtUVTORS
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No-it's not "The face on

the cutting-room floor!

"

Our trailers are not made up of the scrap

material left over after the picture has been

cut. National Screen Service trailers show

actual rootage rrom the feature itself!

Those talking scenes your audiences see

and hear— those little flashes from the

heart of the picture that thrill your patrons

with their big moments, and tease them

with the promise of other thrills to come

—those appetite-creating scenes you get

in National Screen'trailers are picked with

utmost care from the entire length of the

feature advertised; and picked with a

purpose!
'

Showmanship is the guiding principal in

making this choice — showmanship that

will bring results at your box-office

through increased ticket sales.

Trailers build business! You can prove it

= check your audiences!

A Message
from the Makers
of the World's

Finest Trailers

National
Screen
Service

Ad-Vance Trailers

National Screen trailer*

give your patrons fair

samples of the picture to

come—and give them in

suchawayastocreatede-
sire to see the advertised

feature. Trailer cost is a
trivial cost in operation.
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TEAR your town wide open for 'this exploitation

piishover. HERE'S whatyouVego^

broadcast blanketing your town to iet you for a

smash opening, i LOCAL tie-ups :with thousands of

distributors of Beech-Nut products in the East and

White King Soap in the West. COMPANIES that

^pent a fortune in car card and billboard advertising

of the broadcast THEY will go the limit to help

l^ou boom the picture. A READY-MADE national

^u^iwih the society of American Magicians—

Jlbpn^e? ever^Wfe. iA $>r spectacular

iiid 6m display.

iesV DYNAMIC ads^ VIVII> paper* A
SHRILLER that far exceeds any promises you

p^ee..; THE BIG chancy of die season for every

showman woi^

itt a ptp

weU••<*# adults!

. . ..J ,P|\; . . ;. . i.

/»»' ft

MAGICIAN

EDMUND LOWE BELA LUCOSI
IRENE WARE HENRY B.WALTHALL

Fro* the radio anuni byHmy ATBiilriw; Vet. M. Oldham, R. R. Motpri, ^Directed by MarcelVarael and waitaS C. Meniies

Another reason to WATCH WOX THIS YEAR
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Stock Market
(Continued from page 7)

early in the week, being marked up
to a new top for the. year at 4% on
heavy operations

. amounting; to
nearly 150,000 shares. Nothing came
out to back up the gains, but the
campaign was impressive in its de-
termination. Stock ignored mid-
week recessions in leading stocks
Jike Steel and Telephone, and held
to its best price to the Saturday
close. Perhaps the progress being
niade with the company's bonds had
something to do with the boom in
the stock. ' Liens led all the amuse-
ments in volume and advanced 5 net
on the week to 38, within a- point or

' two of the best level of the year.
; For the first time also RKO was
trotted, out for a spin and was
pushed up aggressively to 7%, also
a new peak for. this year, topping
the best of last March by nearly a
point. Campaign here appeared to
have a solid backing, for all the RCA
allies took part in it.

I RKO Debs Soar
.

RCA' itself surged ahead to a new
top at 13%;'tne old Keith preferred
jumped nearly 9 polats .net in one
small group of transactions; Or-

. pheum preferred topped its previous
best at 16, up 2, and as a climax they
let • off a whole Paine's display of
fireworks in the new RKO deben-
tures, running that loan up In minor
dealings a fraction' less than 20
points to 100. W,ftat lay behind this
pyrotechnic exhibit did not reach the
trading community* . /which v set it

dowh as a market .maneuver. These
RKO debentures 'have .now doubled
In price from the'-SQ quoted a few
months ago, a performance almost
unmatched in the. bond list.
:' RCA of course, holds the bulk of
the debentures, having taken ft al
most in. its entirety . when the old
stockholders backed away from sub
scrlptlon last autumn. They have
toeen extremely quiet since then and
the sensational market movements
have been characteristic of inactive
issues which often lie quiet for days
and then leap to life with wide flue
tuatlons.
Radio preferred B was another

senior stock that, behaved well,
.market interpretation being that
something was being done with it to
discount probable seasonal improve
xnent over the forthcoming Christ-
mas buying season. .The RKO semi
annual statement is already pub-
lished and more or less out of the
way, despite the substantial deficit
It showed, and the way apparently
Is cleared for a price mark-up to
discount the usual improved autumn
business in the theatre.
By one of those -puzzling market

twists the two bonds that should
have attracted? ah investment fol
lowing on th^ developments of the
week, sold oft instead. Loew's 6's
and the.newe.r .Paramount-Publix
6% 'a went against the.' general trend,
Loew's losing mora than a point to
85 and -the Par-Pub; loan backing
away precipitately from the, 40 level,
closing the week s at 86, oft 2% net,
.With Par making; good the service
on the. old bonds^-it /would be log
leal to look for 'strength in the sira
liar description; Y£blle the company
position of Loew Which justified
maintenance of common stock divi-
dend-rate ought ' to have reflected
favorably on the bonds. Loew's pre

' ferred prospered, touching 80 for a
trade or two and creating the un
usual situation of a senior stock
selling only 5 points away -from its
liens. :.«-..'

In the. case of Fox, Warners, Par
and RKO, it is' probable that a
considerable outside following was

attracted by" the low price of the
issues, all. below 10 and two under

A speculation can be carried for
a small outlay and it gets the. player
aboard ah amusement which busi-
ness has a good immediate outlook
for seasonal betterment.

Film Stocks Buck Trend.
Indeed, during the week' just

passed, most of the picture shares
vent ahead in spite of recessions in
the main list. The active issues
came to

1 Saturday with a prepon-
derance of net gains for. the week,,
while the whole industrial Hist was
lower, as revealed by a decline of
1.79 in the Dow-Jones Industrial
index.

Traders take the attitude appar-
ently that for the next four or five
months the picture business is

bound to witness at least a season-
al Improvement over the • period
from the end of last year to Sep-
tember and- they figure that by Jan.
1 next business improvement may
have gone far enough to carry on
through the spring. In other words
the play is to discount the approach
of the stocks' good season.
The general market found itself in

a critical spot. .
Prices had already

discounted an Important fall Upturn
in business and with the coming
and passing of Labor Day, every
body began to look around to ob-
serve' what tangible evidence there
was

:
of autumn betterment.

The- purvey in some respects wa3
not so heartening. Mid-week gov
ernment estimate of the «otton crop
was very bearish and .that staple
promptly dropped about

. $5 a bale
Predictions of a .bullish .estimate
had. been broadcast In speculative
circles ;and the reality was a wet
blanket' in more ways than- one. It

suggested among other things that
the soaring of cotton in August had
been, largely speculative and from
that it ;was only a step to the pre
sumption that- better wheat- prices
were speculative, likewise. /Anyway
the slump : in . cotton brought on a
decline in grains and the stock mar
I'et gave way sharply.-

>

At this juncture the market spon
scrship gave a remarkable demon
stration of its skill and resources.
Although it did not attempt/to stage
a rally, it was strong enough to hold
prices, to a minor, .orderly retreat, a
campaign handled with such con 11

dance that it carried conviction that
'theyj. could stage a new upturn at
any time. For the time being it

seems likely the downtown, powers
will' be content to let prices drift
for a time, for before the setback
there was evidence-that the boom
speculation fever was . getting- .out

of hand, and that probably is the
last, thing the bull leaders want at
this" time.
Among the amusements a few

stocks were brought to the fore as
newcomer,] in a belated drive
Among.them was American. Seating,
which got a whirl after long inac
tien, on publication of a few fair
sized contracts taken on. The Radio
campaign took on new aggressive
ncss 'as witness the volume of 400,
000 shares in the week, while the al-
lied shares like RKO trailed the
bellwether. - Columbia ' pictures,
which had skyrocketed from 4 to 15
began to look a little 'tired.' Con
sOUdated film Industries gave way
on fair volume. The big -electrics,
were inclined to weaknoss, especial
ly Westinghbuse, off nearly,4 net,
probably .a kickback from its too
rapid advanca from 15% to 43%
Kodak lost ground, suggesting,

with the retreat of Consolidated
Film, that picture company drastic
economies presage no special good

Lights Those Eyes

Palace, New York, used corner

paintings for 'White Zombie' that
were more- helpful than the stunt
of a coffined Zombie in the lobby,
which was withdrawn after a couple
of hours.

Clicker was a pair of corner
boards, done in black- on at deep
pea green, showing the face of
Murder, the hypnotist* The eyes
were cut out and backed with sign
paper on which were painted the
eyeballs. Lighted -by -flasher lamps
with a rather long period of il-

lumination; . yet not so long that
even the rapid walker did hot get
the impression of the flashing eye.
Probably some poster will supply

the requirement, but if there is no
suitable face, it would pay to throw
up a smaller face to the sheet size
and put it to work. It is simple,
but highly effective.

to outside units they deal with.

Summary for week ending Saturday, Sept. 10:

r 1032
High. Lou-. Snles.
Wt %

4>,i

8,400
14% 2,800
C% 1 1,100
11% 2%. 2,000
87%. 35% 20,700
r>% 1 10.000

814 308,400
28 7 200
37% 1314 47,000
.80 80 1,200
•4% 2H ooo
2214 14 100
15 avi 520
U'A i% 100,700

' l'/* % 7,000
0% VA 12,100.
1314 2H 403,300-
7% - IV, 43,400
1%. % 2,000

CO 23 ' 40
4% • H ' 05,500

20 4 • 200
43V4 15% 142,200

STOCK EXCHANGE
Issue and rate.

American. Seat
Columbia P. v'tc

Consol, Film
Consol. Film pfd
Eastman Kodak (3)
Fox, Class A.'
Gen. .Elec. (40c.). .,

Keith pfd....
,

Locw (3) . . ;

,

Do'nref. (OVi)
Madison Sq. Garden......'.,...,
Met-G-M- pref.. (1.80)
Orpheum pfd. .'.

. . ... ."•
. . . . .,

Paramount ;.,

Pathe Exchange
Pathe, Class A....
.Radio COrp
RKO ,.

Shubert .'.

Universal pref. (8)
Warner ' Bros
Do pfd....'., i.

.Westlnghouse

Net chg.
High. Low. Last, for wlc.

3V4 .
1%' 314 +1%

14>i i2y4 . 1.214 -1%
314 .3

1 3 . - 14m
.04%

014'
. .7 — Vi

50% • 5WS —2
a% 4% 5 + %
23% . 20>S 21

" - %
28 . 28. ' '28 '• +8%
37.14 30% -+ %
80. 78-

. 79%
414 414 414

'

21 • 21 21
15 13 14 +1
7% 0% 714 - 14m 1 1 -

4%-. . 394 4
. + %

1814 10% 12% +1%
7% 5% t% +1%
1V4 % 1% . + %

37 35 * 37 . +2
414 314 . 4% + %
12 12 • 12 +114
4314 38% 39 -3%

CURB
15 4V6 ..... Columbia Plcts
1% % 11,200 De Forest Radio.... ..

214 % 400 Gen. Thea. E. pfd
4% % 3.200 Technicolor
314 % 0,200 Trans Lux

.%
%,
4%
3%

%
ft

%
%
4%
3V4 +1%

BONDS
. 7% 1

. C3 24
90 04
8014 49
00% 13
55 10%

10414 30
0 • 114
40 914

$100,000
40,000
82,000
28,000
04,000
74,000
9,000

•Gen. Tliea. Eq. 'JO
KeUli-O's, '46

Loew 0's, '41

Pathe 7's. '37.

Pdr-Fa'm-Lasky 0's,

Par-Pub 014's, '59. ....
RKO debs - 0's

1.000 ' Shubert 6's
237,000 Warner Bros. 0's, '39.

.

'47,

5% 4% 5% + %
45% 40% 45 +4%
86% 85 80 - %

04 00% +1%
41% 39% 40% - %
40 38 30 -2%
100% 94 100% +19%
n 6 0 4-2'

'38 31 37 +5

Bid. Aslcod.

Over the Counter, N. Y.

Ro'xy, Class A (3.50).

.

Geo. Theatre cfs of deposit, sale*, $2,000. at 4, down 1%.

EXPLOITATION * **« w. s«rge«t

Coverage
Now. that it is going into general

release, Metro has issued its press
book on 'Grand Hotel.' - It differs
from the usual Metro book in size
and completeness, being 16 pages
and cover, newspaper size, with not
only a full layout of press and other
material, but a five-page section in
which W. R. Ferguson gives the
cream of the stunts which* put the
picture over on its road showings
practical stuff which paid and
should pay again.
One of the best suggestions is the

establishment of special box offices
for ticket sales. Not. new on this
picture, but particularly ' indicated
for this release. "Works best if the
special offices are away from the
theatre, playing up the saving in
time by not having to stand in line.
Should be opened three or four
days in advance. Worked properly
it will give a sizable sale before the
lobby boxofflce .opens.

Getting the Femmes

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

They're now' giving love

birds as prizes to patrons,

Ralph Gruneau, managing the
F-WC Balboa, distributes one
dozen pairs, cages included,

one night weekly. ;.

His femme biz has built sub-
stantially.

Beer Glasses

From the way the limited speak-
easy front at the State, N. Y., pulled
for.' 'Speak Easily,* it, is apparent
that some sort of brass rail fit-up
fa Indicated for the picture.

State display was confined to a
cabinet cf liquor bottles; two cov-
ered jars of pretzels and a dozen
glasses of near beer. Beer soon
goes flat and loses its effect. A
better scheme is to use rosin for
the fluid and paraffin for the froth.
This stays put.
Small pretzels will make good en-

velope stuffers,' on the lines of the
kiss and l'fe-saver distributions,,
and it should be possible to work up.
from, this to free, beer and pretzels
for patrons If the beer can be pro-
moted.
Display should not be sufficiently

emphatic to irritate the drys who
might' come to see the comedy in
spite Of their disapproval ' of the
theme.

Mothers No Like

. E:ihtb who thought he had a
natural when he offered free admis-
sion to 'Scarface' to all kids who
had a scar above the neck, still

thinks so.

But a dozen irate mothers came
down -to register complaints against
their children being exploited.
Some of them were sensitive- about
their offsprings' disfigurements, but
one mater hit a -' new angle. In-
sisted that she didn't want her .kid
being given ideas. Bad enough to

have him running - around with a
Lunch of tough boys without in-

stilling the idea, the scar qualified

him for leadership.

New Radio Gag
Peoria, 111.

L. C. Worley,. of the Madison,
sprang what appears to. be a new
gag when he gave station WMBD
25 tickets for 'Downstairs' to . be
awarded those who handed in the
best program suggeslon for the
station's pet hour.
Took off the advertising tang and

made it look as though the- station
Had picked the. picture as a worth-
while prize. Station, gave four to
six plugs dally for a week. Worked
well here.

Free Fireworks
Tacoma.

Manager Gillis, of the Fox Rialto,
furnished free fireworks lasting 20
minutes from the top of his house,
packing the streets with people and
cars. Occasion was opening of
Fleet Week. Filled his house and
gave it heavy additional publicity
plus good will acknowledgments
from Chamber' of Commerce; etc

Passports
Exhib who felt that a little kidding

might help 'A Passport to Hell,'
created a display In his lobby ot
passports. Display was in, a glass
caso and included a number of
liquor. bottles, a set of poker dice,'

lipstick and rouge, silk undies (not
too' clearly

1

displayed), ah old prize-
fight ticket, a pack ot playing cards
and a novel with a risque title.

Carol announced that there were
persons in town who regarded some,
or all, of these articles as a direct
passport to hell, and offered prizes
for the best letters in defense, Con-
testant was to select only one of the
numerous . item8 and tell why that
particular article was riot properly
classed.

,

Worked as a lobby display, and
went so well he's sorry now he
didn't put it in a conspicuous store
window.

Up, Then Down
Gooc! kidding, if done right; fre-

quently helps. One exhib who
wanted to stress the value of a. bet-
ter than usual picture came out
with a straight type display ad an
nouncing: 'This picture is really of
roaOshow quality, though the pro
ducers did not see fit to give it a
roadshow trial. In view of the
quality of the production all tickets
will be priced at $2.20, including the
tax.'

He let it run and he let them rave
for ar week, but three days before
the opening he came out with a sec
ond display which announced that
'Tickets are still priced at $2.20, but
to give everyone a chance they will,

be sold for 65 cents each.' At that
price he did a knockout business at
a comparatively small cost for the
extra advertising.

Letter from Governor .

Birmingham.
"" For use on a card in the lobby,
George Steele, mgr. Rita, Secured a
signed letter from Gov. Miller. :

.'

Epistle commended the theatre on
doing its part' toward unemployed
relief and - helping better birslness
conditions in general. ' /

Rebates on Accessories

Los Angeles.
To spur sale of accessories on

Paramount pictures, Par coast ex-
changes have made a deal with -Fox-
West Coast allowing a 25% rebate
on advertising material purchased
between Aug. 14 and Nov. 12.
Condition is that theatres buy

'50% more accessories during that
period than they did during same
three months last year. .

Cadets for -Brown*
Now that the schools are opening,,

and if you have 'Brown of Culver'
booked, to line up 'the cadet organ-
izations and.R.O,T.C. units with a
competitive manual of arms drill if

you can get some army .or militia
officer to Judge. Considerable in-
terest can be worked up if there are-
two ob more organizations.
' In default of

,
cadets, try Legion

members.- They do hot fit as well,
but are worth a try.'

kcorporatioiis

CALIFORNIA
Sacramento, Sept. 12.

Equity Prodactlons, Inc. City of I.os
Angeles. Capital stock . 100 shares, none
subscribed. Julius Llppman, M. B. Howe,
Bernard D. Lane, Issac J. Leavltt,
Josephine Trlplett.

Plaza Amusement Co. County of Lob
Angeles. Capital stock $10,000, |400 sub-
scribed. C. L. Langley, L. H. Wilson,
Helen Horsman, Jefferson W. Ashcr.
Permits to sell stook Issued to;
Stacy-Ryan Maynn Picture Corporation.

Motion picture production. 'Capital 40,-
000 shares, no par. Permitted to Issue
30 0(0.
Ad Schulbergr-Cliafl. Kenneth Feldman,

Inc. Booking agents for motloa pic-
tures. . Capital 100 shares, no par. ' Per-
mitted to issue, all. :

Dignity in .Giveaways
Baltimore'.

Squeezing all the good out of a
give-away stunt without having to
take any of the bad elements Is the
basis of a tie-up made by Bill Sax-
ton, city manager here for Loew's.
Give-away is a couple of frigid

,

aires in a tie-in with a local depart-
ment store. The theatre is getting
free- ad space in the- dallies and
placards in the. store, without 1 hay
lng to mess up its lobby or screen
advertising copy or product display.
House merely hands out 'treasure
keys' with each ducat, the patrons
taking the keys to the department
store to try to fit the lock of the
refrigerators.

Huskies Helped
Spokane

State theatre had local help in
putting over 'Igloo.'

.
Capt. Earl

Hammond, explorer, loaned his team
of 10 huskies (dogs) and . his
pledge, which was drawn all over
town before show time and held at
the theatre when the sale was on
• Hookup' was made;, with the
•Press' to give a sledge ride to all
kids' who turned in a six months'
subscription. Paying off the kids
heightened "the ballyhoo effect.
(For a side. line a 400-pound cake

of ice with an 'Igloo' poster frozen
in was placed In the window of a
florist with the usual offer of prizes
to those who most closely estimated
the time required for the block to
melt.

Padded Publicity
Padded press work is no novelty

To the contrary, but George Brown,
of Columbia Pictures; takes a new
slant on the pad idea.
He had the cream of the crltl

cisms and editorial comment on
'American Madness' reproduced, and
instead of sending it out with the
usual more or less permanent bind-
ing or in clipped loose sheets, he
had the stuff sent over to the pad
binder and padded so that each
sheet can be torn off smoothly.
This is the first really new idea

in format to come.alone? in a month
of Sundays. Most preys books are
made to be torn apart, but the
Brown pads make the separation a
thing of neatness as well as ease.

'

-Cumulative;
Most managers work purely for

stunts to be worked in the house,
feeling that ,not raubh else counts,
but a manager -who looks into things
has been cleaning up on a stunt that -

has been worked over, a large terri-

tory. :
'. :

lie draws from a number of small
towns,, only one of which has a
minor picture house of its own. In'

this location he worked with the
manager of the local theatre, but In
the other places he staged a beauty
show in whatever, suitable audi-

'

torium he could find. Stunt was to
determine an entrant for a central
beauty contest to be held In his own
theatre. With the exception of the
small house, admission was free and
the entire community turned out.
Result was that instead of draw-

ing only a handful from each, of the
small communities, he drew, them In
by the score and played to a packed
house. Stress was placed on the
fact that larger town girls. would
not compete. Figured It would be
easier' to get the local-entries.

Earned Puses
Some years ago' the ' late Ralph

Ruffner had a custom of sending
passes tc those whom ,the local
paper . praised <. for - meritorious
actions. If a citizen stopped a run-
away, discovered a Are, 1found a lost
child or did anything else .out of the
ordinary, - Ruffner sent him a pass
for two for the following week..
Rather ornate passes were specially
printed with the heading, fIn recog-
nition.'

Still seems to be a chance to work
this stunt In, small city, or large
town;- with a little fuss. made over
the visitor if he accepts and comes
to the theatre. It will tie-in the
newspaper since the paper will os-
tensibly make the award. ' It should
be understood that the number of
admissions in any one week is

limited to j>reyent. abuse; though It

should be presented to the paper In
a more diplomatic form.

Tipofl

Exhib Is prep^rlhg a. card to be
handed all who take out marriage
licenses at the -

v
local bureau the

week In advance of hiff. showing of
'Blessed Event.* Copy reads, 'You
don'c. have to wait long for a blessed
event.- ipresent 1 this L

.ticket at the
Globe " theatre next week (date)
and witness our own . blessed event*
This card will admit two.'

Similar copy, but without, the
offer of tickets, will be placed above
the wedding notices two weeks in
advance and a single 18-point .

'Blessed Events' will top the social
engagement calendar, sports an-
nouncements and wherever else It

can be slipped in. May be some
question as to whether boxing bouts
nnd bowling club meets come under
the heading, but it will get a laugh
and refer to the picture.

Paint 'Em
If you use boards away from the

theatre, slap a coat of paint on to
mark the opening of the fall season.
Chances are that the frames look
pretty dingy after the summer.
Same thing holds good for frames

in store windows and hotel lobbies.
Freshen them up.

Remember Chris

Columbus Day Is not a general
holiday, but every theatre can use
the event to make a little extra fuss>

If schools can be interested Inighfc

be a good plan to holA a special
mr.tincc after school for; observance
of the event, with talks and per-
haps an award for the class which
urns out the largest attendance or
tor the pupil whose essay on Co-
lumbus Is deemed best.
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FIRST popuiar-prieea-engagement
IS an event for the historians

OF this industry—

,

READ the telegraphic report

;

"Qrand Hotel opened at the Strand,

Theatre, Ocean City,NJ. Saturday and
broke the house records for all time.

Admission prices were increased to 55^
afternoons and 750 at night It is the

fourth day of the run and the gross is

beyond anything imagined possible for

this theatre"

YOU will read many such telegrams
ABOUT "Grand Hotel" at popular prices
IN the weeks ahead/
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— and ROBBINS leads the
way with THREE BIG ONES I

THE VOICE IN THE OLD VILLAGE CHOIR
GUS KAHN, - Dean of Great American Songwriters - and past master in the art of creating

human songs of heart-stirring qualities, achieves his masterpiece with this inspired song classic

I'LL EVER BE THE SAME
Lyric by GUS KAHN Music by MATT MALNECK and FRANK SIGNORELL

I

The Class Ballad of the Year - Sets a new high in Torch Song
|

L O V E ME T 6 - N I G H T
Words by BING CROSBY and NED WASHINGTON Music by VICTOR YOUNG

From out of the West, Bing Crosby brought you "I Surrender, Dear" and it swept the Nation.

History repeats itself again, for LOVE ME TO-NIGHT, written and sung by him, looks like a

positive song eclipse.

ROBBINS MUSIC
7 9 9 SEVENT H A V EN U E

New York - Arthur Pianradosi Chicago - Willie Horowitz

NEW YORK, N. Y.

San Francisco - Dick Arnold



CROWDS-
RECORDS-
PROFITS-
keep box offices busy
wherever they play !

FOLLOW THRU
Breaks two year record at the Paramount, Portland, Ore.,

topping even "Desert Song's" previous great showing.,

Fanchon & Marco de luxe show starring . • . 1

TED LEWIS
So big at Orpheum, Omahay that manager requested extra

appropriation for cops to handle milling crowds,
;.••„..•:,.. (,<x\ ; v /- t ,,-:; v •

.
.

.

- - =
.
-

.,

..:r:.:
r
yj ; with : cast of 63, headfrning Mary
:9'w\mwmm

: Eatoii, T. Roy Barnes,Jack Wdldron

Glorification of Ziegfeld production on premiere date beats

tremendous business of "Desert Song" at Manchester

Theatre, Los Angeles.

J
GEORGIA MINSTRELS

:|
Sensational all-colored aggregation of 50 people stands town

i
l

on eat; with Old Fashioned Street Parade. Stunt brought

biggest biz of season to West Coast Theatre, Long Beach, Cal.

F. &M. super stage shows—the new profit builders in show biz.

FANCHON & MARCO, inc.

HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE • MILWAUKEE • NEW YORK
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International Resume
(Continued from page S)

jfll© has a link with Basil Dean
which keeps It supplied with quota
footage, some of which la above
average, and Paramount la now de-
pending on British and Dominions
land London Film Productions,
which company, has Alexander
Korda at Its head and Is the most
cosmopolitan galaxy in the English
trade. On the other hand, Fox is

said to be starting up over there
and has signed contracts • with a
jstrlng of potential production execu-
tives.

Germany
Germany's picture position at the

moment Is none too enviable. It has
had a tough struggle, despite a pret-

ty good year.!

The general depression that left

the picture business alone there has
finally about caught up with It Ufa,
of course, Is still fairly solid. Com-
pany let go about a dozen or so
of its on-the-fence theatres and
cut down expenses in other ways.
'Also the company released a lot of
reissue pictures rather than bear
down too heavily on the production
budget.

Tobls had a tough time. The.
mother company In Amsterdam,
K uechenniels ter Internationale
MaatschapplJ voor Acoustlec, got
Into hot water and had to liquidate.

Liquidation, however, allowed the
Tobls companies in France and Ger-
many to continue, as well as the
Asfl companies In France and Eng-
land. The American branches were
curtailed as much as possible, as
also several other losing tangents.

Trouble wljtb Tpbis came fronvthe
same source as with'.'ijStljk for a time
attempts at globe-girdling. Both

Tobls and Ufa tried to break into

America at the' [beginning ,of the,
year with theatre chains, but found
it a costly venture and gave up.
These companies, still want to obtain
world trade, but are going about It

In a different way. They're tying
up with companies in spots they
.want to reach. Witness Ufa's tie-

lngs with Gaumont-Britlsh of Lon-
dan, Swensk of Stockholm, Hunnla
of . Budapest, . and Sacha of Vienna.
And Tobls has affiliated with Cesare
of Rome, Radio of New York, and
several companies in other sections.

Germany is ,etlll after a world
toarketr-^more 'atytthta eyer?—bu^ in
a. new way. '"'.

"'';'

Dubbing Decision
Germany also had' to make a

quick decision on the subject" of
dubbing and did it America was
heading too easily into box office

assurety with dubbed product so
Germany decided against dub-
bing, and, though having the art
pretty well in. hand, turned against
it. Laws were passed barring
dubbed films not treated within the
country.

Ufa's Paris branch, Alliance
CInematographique Europeehe, then
began circularizing France about
the ills of dubbing, and France

passed an anti-dubbing law—antl
for product not thus treated within
the French boundaries. Other Euro-
pean countries followed suit

It was a Teutonic victory. Geo-
graphically, Germany is so set as to
be able to make straight shot ver-
sions In foreign languages, a trick
American companies cannot easily
accomplish. Ufa simply, moves' a
production unit into Paris, hires
half a staff of second people there,
and. makes a French picture. It's
only overnight between Berlin and
Paris. Or even nearer to Buda-
pest, Vienna, and Rome.
There were some serious casual-

ties, of course. Emelka and Terra
were the most Important Terra,
with a record of having produced
some of the finest films In Europe,
couldn't make a go of It and had to
liquidate. Outside money was ar-
ranged for and the company Is now
well on the way to reorganization.
Emelka, with a strong theatre

chain/ got Into serious trouble
mostly because of meddling in pr._ -

ductlon. Reorganization helped here
and most important aid was given
by Pathe-Natan of France. That
firm also now seems on the way to
recovery.

France

In France the greatest gains were
made by Pathe-Natan and. Adolphe
Osso. Gaumont-Franco Film-Au-
bert held its own; Haik lost on the
theatre end what It made in pic-
tures, and Vandal and Delac did.
pretty well in a smaller way.
Osso spread his wings. He opened

up Budapest's silent Hunnla and
Minerva studios

(
and also, made

SfuS&ftieiipS with.Ufa wh}cfe.turned
out well. He broke into Belgium
successfully, too.
* Pathe'-Natajnl went' akmg with as-
surance. T. Natan, at its head, still

remains one of the leading powers
in European Aim capitals though
not mixing (officially) in any of the
politics. His Alms did well by them-
selves and his theatres satisfac-
torily. He began to spread on book-'
ings, gobbling the entire Haik the-
atre chain. He took over the Em-
pire, Paris' ace vaude house, and
turned It to a profit. A booking
agreement with Paramount which
gives him all the Par product for
France, and makes him easily the
mos^imiportant Aim merchant from
the?, standpoint, of

1
' French' ' exhibs,

was another Natan move.
• Brauberger - .RIchebe - were the
only serious casualty. They^are* the-
atre men who turned producers and
halted with a jerk when showing
liabilities, of $2,200,000. Here, again,
a reorganization seems to have
been effected that may, -put them
back into the running again 'shortly
although the Idea Is to in future
avoid producing as much, as -possi-
ble-

Most Important gain olNthe year
was made by a new company, For-
rester-Parent Jack Forrester, an
American legit actor In Paris,

WALDEMAR YOUNG
Veteran screen author, who has Just entered into a new contract with

Paramount/ has seen the position of the staff writer grow steadily in

importance, over a period of fifteen years. He is himself the author of
nearly one hundred screen plays, all -written 'for the major companies.

"The' technique of the screen play," he say's, "Is not learned overnight,
by anyone. It is in a state of constant development, growth. It includes,
In its best form, certain more or less tricky nuances from the silent pic-
ture, with a free borrowing from the stage, which is not altogether a
borrowing, in its newer and much more fluid form."

joined forces with Parent for a new
company to dub films. They got
Columbia interested and were al-
lowed to treat -Dirigible' and a
couple of others. Films came out
okay so they produced some film3
on their own and obtained contracts
from several sources for dubbing.

Less Tax Talk

There wasn't as much talk of
taxes during the past year as pre-
viously. Sweden upped taxes on
pictures about 1,900% and the Ar-
gentine tried a stiff tax raise. Also
Czecho-Slovakla, Yugoslavia- and
Mexico. It wasn't terribly impor-
tant U. S. company managers and
staffs, folded their Gladstones and
simply walked/ Argentine quickly
changed Its mind, also the Mex-
icans, though there is a ohance of
a new tax attempt here. Sweden is

still holding on, but the market Is

pretty well crippled and a serious
lack of picture product impends.
Neither was there so much cen-

sor trouble as in past years. Para-
mount seemed to get the brunt of

the censor banging around. Eng-
land barred 'American Tragedy.'

Hungary followed suit but changed
its mind. 'Broken Wing* was
barred in Mexico and several other

South American countries. 'Jekyll

And Hyde' got into trouble in Swe-
den artd Hungary, among other,

places and -Shanghai Gesture' la

China and France. Universalis

'Frankenstein* had trouble In sev-

eral parts of the world and Radio's

'Girl of the Rio* irked the South
Americans : and Mexicans.
China was -'worried about War-

ner's ^Hatchet Man* and Italy ts

currently 1 raising a rumpus about/;

_Par"s 'Farewell to Arms.* Host
prolific fllm-barring country in Eu-
rope still remains Belgium with
Australia, New .Zealand and some
of the fair eastern countries" not far

behind.

^
' Italy and Austria .-

Italy went through the year
quietly but seems to be rearing its

head a bit Topoly-Cesare In-

dicates renewed activity and def-

inite competition for Plttaluga.

Slnce?'th,e,
. SP141* 1

'. ot General
:
. Pit*

\taluga that company has not made
too much headway but shows , new
signs of interest Announcement
has boen made that the concern
is after names and' b. 6. power. G.

W. Past, German director, and
Sergei Elsensteln, the Russian lion,

have been requisitioned for direc-

torial work, in Ron>e.s Maybe one of

the two will show up.
Austria is definitely slumbering

as to. pictures. It doesn't dare fol-

low Germany's lead on quotas, and
has officially announced that there

will be no new Viennese quota/ laws
for the next year at least.

Spain and the Latin American
countries are still enigmas. Nobody
knows what they want or how they
want it They don't want Spanish
talkers, that's definite. They don't

want them in any form, dubbed, or

direct shot
It's the language difficulty here.

Too many variations of Spanish .ex-

istent with each group resenting

the other's dialect and nobody
seemingly can afford to make the
pictures over for each section of the

Spanish market
Back to Titles

Almost all 'American companies
are now satisfied to ship simple
story pictures, as made, with super-
imposed titles to these markets. The
natives seem satisfied with these,

too. Occasionally , some straight
shots are sent oyer. Fox and Co

t
-

lumbia make most of these. Para-
mount wants to dub for Spain and
super-Impose titles for the rest of
the Spanish speaking territory. Met-
ro, America's! biggest bear on the
dubbing matter, is satisfied to leave
Spanish countries out of the reck-
oning altogether.'

• Meantime, no production activl- 1

ties of Importance have developed
•In Spain. The Argentine, with gov-
ernmental aid,

1has just formed a
new company to make . pictures for
its own market. Several Mexican
companies have been formed from
time tp time, maybe with a half-
dozen talkers emerging there.

Russia
Russia continues its independent

course, making mostly propaganda
films. These are titled educational
Alms in Russia, but are making fair-

ly good progress from a money
standpoint in the U. S. Two of the
pictures turned out by Moscow the
past year, 'The Five Year Plan* and
'The Road to Life,', got wide release
and pretty healthy returns. Most
of the others appeal strictly to Mos-
cow sympathizers, but there seem
to be enough of these in the various
world, centers to mean profit in most
spots.

In Berlin, surprisingly enough, the
Russian film releasing company
went under for a while, but else-

where the Soviet film exchanges
have held their own.
Russia is planning multi-linguals

now and figuring on spreading its

film making, but it can't" be consid-
ered competition to the rest of the
world because of the insistance of

sticking to a similarity of subject
matter and material.

Film Talent Imports
America made its usual raid on

the European market for talent, Ufa
being the company hit the hardest.

Lillian Harvey was grabbed by Fox,
which means that Ufa loses its big-

gest b. o. personality* Charlotte
Susa was handed a long-term paper
by Metro, so Germany loses one of
Its finest dramatic actresses, and
Anna Sten was rushed over by Sam
Goldwyn. Fox has also taken Henry
Garat, French ace, which means he
has torn up. his Paramount-Ufa
contract. He was working for Par
in Joinvllle and Ufa. in Berlin on a
mutual agreement paper. Even In

francs Garat's salary ran over $2,000

weekly, - .';
.

'•"'

Legit Rough Time
Legit had a tough time all over

the world the past year. It was
called New York's ' worst season,

same going for London. .
Budapest,

came somewhat more into promi-
nence than In years by providing
several of the more interesting

prospects for the •: world's ' legit

stages. Most of these won't be seen
until the current season. Some have
already fallen by the wayside. ~1
Married an Angel' and 'Angel' seem
the most promising. . Both are due
on Broadway this winter. .

. Quite a number of 'British plays
made the hop across; the Atlantic,

though few Americans plays made
the trip east That's -a reversal.

'Barretts of Wimpole Street' and
'Cynara,' both from London, were
ainong ithp best box office plays of
the year in New York. 'Payment
Deferred,' another British play,

made a nice impression. 'White
Horse/Inn,' a musical, and 'Caval-
cade', a pageant are promised for
the coming season. Also there's talk
of- 'Helen' with 'Evelyn Laye com-
ing over.

'.Curious is, that the British stage,
turned to the Continent for its big-
gest smashes. 'Helen,' 'Cavalcade,'
'Dubarry* (also promised for? New
York, this season), 'Waltzes from,
Vienna,' all came from Vienna, Ber-
lin or" both. ' : '- '

Only one American musical was
taken to London, 'Cat and Canary.'
It- 4id fairly well. Several shows
with American leads were tried,

notably one with Joe Cook. They
didn't do too well. The Cook show,
'Fanfare,'" was a distinct failure.

Berlin, though it seems to have
supplied the world with musicals,
almost saw a complete legit collapse.
Very few plays paid to any extent.
Almost all theatrical companies
went co-op. Governmental aid was
withdrawn in a number of cases
and the subsidized %tbeatrea were
practically snowed under because of
weak economic conditions.
Max Reinhardt, the most impor-

tant German theatrical figure, had
his usual newspaper successes, but

he gave up a couple of his theatres.
And b.o, figures weren't as healthy
as they might have been before his
retirement. . . .

.

. French "stage tottered along. Most
successful plays were 'Mademoiselle'
and 'Domino'. Latter was picked as
a success anywhere, and was a
quick flop in New York. Adapta-
tion is blamed in New York, always
the excuse for a foreign play that
fails on this side.

Vaudeville
Vaudeville, although It suffered

badly in New York, had a comeback
year abroad especially in England.
First half of the year was quiet
but a freak attraction in a 250 sea*
sido street house suddenly , woke
London up. Windmill theatre put
In something new, continuous
vaudeville. It clicked and somebody
else decided to try it in the ' West
End. The Phoenix, the Prince of
Wales, the Duke pf>York's, the Vic-
toria Palace tried it Some of them
have fallen by the wayside but most
of them are finding it profitable.

Also the Pavilion decided to open
up in -oppositon to the Palladium,
though on a - four-a-day basis.

House clicked, and both theatres
are making money. It opened;' the
vaude field in Britain and this is

probably the best angle fn British
show biz today. How long It Will

last . is of course the. question:
Parts 'seemed to go stale on vaude

but Is showing signs of picking up
interest while Berlin's music halls

went along as usual. In Paris the
best boost to vaude seems to have
been the taking over of the Du-
frenne and Varna ace vaude spot,

the Empire, by Pathe-Natan. Pa-
vlllicnj Paris, has just opened for
continuous vaude in the London
manner. If it clicks a revival may
be on the boards.
Berlin was troubled through dif-

ficulties of Parenna, the govern-
ment talent agency. Continuous
complaints that vaude was stifled

by governmental operation, and
considerable dissatisfaction finally

resulted in a recent breaking up of
tho agency. Field there is back to
Individual agentlng now and a mat-
ter of time to find out whether
things get better. The Scala had
a fa(r year, and Kabarett der"Komi-.
•ker was rather better than usual.

Radio Minor Abroad
Radio is still stymied around the

world;' Despite the fact that its to
the fore in America It Is a minor
operation abroad. Lack of commer-
cial development is the answer. In
most European countries commer-
cial advertising on the air is ver-
boten and in one or two spots
broadcasting of any sort is not per-
mitted. There seem to be occa-
sional pick ups and improvements
but Importance is still a long way
off.

Even in Europe, however, radio
has become important enough to
choke the phonograph and music
industries,

.
Gramophone companies

everywhere had a tough time.
Music publishers weren't far be-
hind, although in England they
didn't do as badly as might be ex-
pected. >

PHILLIPS HOLMES
Who has just completed another leading screen role in "70,000 Wit-

nesses," football mystery.
Although one of Hollywood's youngest actors Holmes has had stellar

parts in a long list of productions which would bo the envy of any vet-
eran. A notable work is in "Night Court," recently released.
The former Princeton collegian Is remembered for his work In such,

pictures as "An American Tragedy," "The Criminal Code," "Broken.
Lullaby," "Two Kinds of Women," 'Her Man," 'The Devil's Holiday" and
"Stolen Heaven." Holmes conies from a theatrical family, his fathos>
being Taylor Holmes, noted light comedian of stage and screen.
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THE CRASH
(Continued from page 19)

encies, matching-:;, the character of

its heroine", who..- never makes up
her mind whether shb's a Becky
Sharpe for clever Intrigue or a loyal

wife for self-sacrifice. Even the
author doesn't take any clear at-
titude toward the character. It Is

presented just as an Inconsistent
woman type and the audience re-
action gets to the point of bored
indifference.
At the beginning she Is the but-

terfly wife supported in luxury by
an apparently doting husband, who
makes a living by playing the mar-
ket on tips she gets from a rich
man, who to all appearances is her
lover. She discards the source of
her information because she's tired
of him and then Invents a bull tl;>

just before the market crash. Hus-
band goes broke by playing It and
she walks out on him, departing for
Bermuda on her husband's last

funds to wait thejre. until he gets
on his feet.

'

In Bermuda she -..grabs herself a
new admirer, a djbeep rancher from
Australia, upon .learning that the
husMnd has gone, irreparably broke
and^returns to the^States to div-
orce., her. mate. Hn,. .order to marry
the hew prosp«icV
Confronted wittv^thls situation,

the husband raises a new stake by
blackmailing the«,formeirsugar papa
and the final passage of this tangled
history la the Contest of 'the. two
men for the woman; The fadeo.ut
is a triumph ofu^ncOnsistency, the
woman deciding, for no clear reason,
to abandon the Australian and re-
sume life with h^sif- legal husband,
although she learns of the black-
mail coup. She tears up the black-
mail check but Is quite complaisant
about the blackmail itself.

The heroine appears to be en
tlrely made -up of '.author's whims.
There may be women who flutter
from Inconsistency;,' to .contradiction
and the character;-may be true to
life, but it doesn't make interesting
drama and neither the author nor
the- aqtressthas endowed- it with in^
cident or vitality.to give it verity.
All you get from the screen is a
blurred personality whose next
move or ultimate fate evokes no
strong sympathetic emotion.

Story falls down, then, because of
the^fallure of its people to evoke
anySjjympathetlc spark. Production
ha$>been given sumptuous technical
accessories. Atmosphere of ele-
gance is extremely well conveyed in
settings and the general tone of the
Picture. -The surroundings are flaw
leaa, but nothing happens in them
to pique Interest, or capture sym
pathy or evert provoke hostility. .

..
v

. Rush.

BIG CITY BLUES
Warner production-, and release. Joan

Blondell and Eric : linden featured." Di-
rected by MervynXoiWFj - Story and dialog-
by Ward MorehotjWi ojifl .Lilllo Hayward.
James Van Trees;,' photo*. At the. Winter
Garden, ' New York, "ggmmenclng . &eph 8.

Running' time, OB.jnJnutea. .

' '

i

VIda ............ ..».'..;,.',. . . Joan Blondell
Bud i'. ...........' . .Krlc Linden
Faun. .... .V. .Vi j> .» . .

.

-I . .Ine* Courtney
Jo-Jo. ........... A . .'/sV. . . . .Ev"alyn Knapp*
Hummel .', •.,.,>....:.. -Guy Kibbee
Glbbony ; ......... '. .'i. '. Walter .Catlett

Serena.. .Jobyna Howlaml
Adklns . .Humphrey Bogart
Jackie ;. . .-;v.°. . i .Josephine Dunn
Station Agent Grant Mitchell
Stickhouse Ned Sparks

The first point " that appears to

stand against *Blg; City Blues' Is a
lack of strong individual or' collec-

tive cast names In a box office way.
After that comes the question of

whether a more compelling troupe

would have been wasted on this

ventuie. Outside of the enjoyment
they might derive from seeing Joan
Blondell tur:t in another smart per-
formance, the customers are liable
to. fijid themselves being crooned to
sleep rather- thawentertained.
Ward Morehouse wrote the story,

in conjunction with Lillie Hayward,
but the gags cluttering Up the dia-
log don't sound like Morehouse. In
fact, the gags' author or authors are
not mentioned on the credit sheet,
because they were written long be-
fore anybody who had anything to
do with this picture was born.
But for the dissolves, fades and

other photographic tricks, with at-
mospheric shots of New York that
picture a country boy's confused
first impressions of the .big town,
the title covers more territory than
the subject matter. 'Big City Blues'
should have meant a lot more than
it does herein.
This country boy, from 'way out

in Indiana, crams more thrills into
a three-day visit than, the average
native New Yorker or permanent
resident will get in a lifetime. He
drinks wine, shoots dice, falls for a
chorus girl, loses his bankroll and is

pinched on and freed of a murder
charge before he takes the train
back home 72 hours later. The sta-
tion master back in Indiana had
advised him to buy a. round-trip
ducat,

. because the s. m. had been to
New York once himself.
Eric Linden was a suitable selec-

tion for the country boy role and
probably would prove fine under
other conditions, but in this case he
doesn't mix well with the rest of
Iho players. There's no doubt that

a boy like this one would take a
first-sight fall for a girl like Mjss
Blondell. But the latter plays a
hardened chorus girl, and the twain
don't meet for believable romance
purposes. If she took the kid over
it would sound logical, But from a
wisecracking lady she turns moth-
erly. In view of the sap on the
other side, the situation is implaus-
ible.

The .murder Is an accident during
a drinking party in the boy's hotel
room* with a girl killed by a stewed
bottle thrower's wild pitch. Every-
body flees, including the boy, and it

looks bad for him because it hap-
pened in his room. He's arrested
but cleared when the real culprit is

identified. The hotel dick, also
stewed, finds the murderer's body
hanging in a linen closet when dip-
ping around the towels and sheets
for a nip. The murderer had hung
himself.
At times Linden suggests Jimmy

Cagney (in appearance, only), and
at others he resembles Lew Ayers.
He's the wistful boyish type in man-
ner and method; and maybe he'll get
somewhere in . the right parts. But
just now his name is no balance for
Miss Blondell's. They're featured
equally in this picture's billing, but
it couldn't bo for box office purposes,
because there's no comparison . be-
tween them in that respect.
Cast is full of standard film names

and most of them are . confined to
brief bits. Evalyn Knapp, whose
featured player status doesn't date
back'more than a season, has about
two lines, while another established
ingenue, Josephine Dunn; does noth-
ing but act stewed and;, pose on a
couch with her head bleeding from
the -bottle wound. Inez. Courtney,
Guy-TClbbe, Jobyna Howland, Hum-
phrey :

Bogart, Grant Mitchell,

Thomas Jackson and Ned Sparks
are all on vacation as far as work
is concerned in this script. That's
quite a. flock of 'extremely capable
people- for minor roles 'in one cast,

and: all in for no good reason. Wal-
ter Catlett has an exclusive on most
of the bum- gags, whkJh isn't his
fault; and he makes the best of it,

besides managing to snatch a few
laughs.
Those small town boys and girls

with a yen for the big town may
find it tougher to get away if the
folks happen to stumble into this
picture. As far as 'Big City Blues'
is concerned, New York life, is com
posed mostly of guzzling boo^e and
socking chorus girls 6ver 'th« head
with bottles. Bige.

CLOWN GEORGE
(RUSSIAN MADE)

Ukralnfllm production and Amklno re-
lease. Direction. Alexander Sclovlev;
scenario Whiting and Voldo. At the Acme,
N. Y., for two weeks, Running time 73
mips.

,

Oxana..... Z. D. Kourdlumova
Secretary...... , P. P. Repnln
Clown Car.rse. .N. Z. NaCcmsky
Chief of Staff ...N. N. P.ilr.lUofT

Commander of Brigade, .N. V. Kouclilnsky

Fairly interesting story (as Sov-
iet stories

.
go) sets this one a bit

over the level of recent Russian im-
ports. Some nice acting and good
photography ' help.

.

It's still the good old Russian
propaganda, but somehow not ter-
ribly - annoying as dished out here.
It tells of an episode in the war be-
tween the Red and "White armies,'

with the Reds losing -out be-
cause their beloved commander is

wounded.
.

A company clerk, nicknamed
Clown George because he's always-
playing the jester, finds out that
the Commander has died and rea-
lizes that the' news will demoralize
the army. So he makes up to re-
semble the Commander and, on the
q. t. leads the lads to victory. He's
killed just as the army wins, that
making him a great hero to be bur-
led side by side with the actual
commander.''
No sound to . this one, the theatre

playing records for sound effect.

Kauf:

SANTA
.
.(MEXICAN MADE)-

Companla Naclonal Productora Fellcnlas
production. Jack. Lustberg distribution.

Starring Luplta Tovar. Direction- Antonio
Moreno; story, D. Frederlco Qamboa: adap-
tation/ Carlos Novelga Hope; camera. Alec
Phlllipsr sound, Bodrlgues Brothers; assist-

ant director. Ramon Peon. Cast includes
Carlos ' Orellana, Ernesto .Guillen, Mima
Derba, J. Martinez Casado. At the San
Jose, New ' York, week Sept. ». Running
tUne, 70 4n!ns. .

Here's Mexico's flrBt-born pride

and joy. Made in Mexico by Mexi-
cans smd-for all the Spanish speak
lng markets, if you please. That it's

a bad picture probably doesn't mat-
ter/ It's Mexico's first and has been
cleaning up in the foreign market
and will continue to.

It cost about $60,000 to make this
one, which is a good 5C% too much
for. this type of aim. They'll make
a good deal of money on this first

production, but they'11.have to trim
their production budgets down
about half if they want to do any
thing with the rest of their prod-
uct. And they'll have to make bet
ter pictures, too.

Several things In the picture's
favor, from a b. o. standpoint. First
the yarn (though hard to believe) Is

almost a classic. It's one of those
wishy-washy silly '"yarns about the
gal that was done wrong by a cav
airy officer and ends up in ruin and
eventually * death, but seemingly
everyone who reads Spanish has
read it and loves it. That, anyway,
is the report.. And to watch the
handkerchiefs fluttering at the San
Jose, and to listen to the sighing
and weeping of a goodly portion of
the audiences, you begin to under-
stand where the appeal Is. Latins,
fieemlngly; like this sort of thing,
and' like It spread on thick, as it is.

Antonio Moreno, having a Holly
wood background, should have his
head bowed low over the job he
handed in as director. It's -con
tinUityy doesn't follow, Illogical - in
spots and never showing the slight
est use of imagination. Photogra-
phy is very fine. Acting all around
is just acting, though the star, Du-
plta Tovar, impresses as being
really beautiful girl.

New York showing isn't helped
nuch by the fact that the,New York
censors didn't like the film— and
chopped out about three reels.

There's an entire surgical operation
(for cancer) performed oh the girl

tcward the end, with that out en-
tirely in New York. Also some
earlier love scenes.
Worst thing about the picture is

that the sound is exceptionally bad,
making the dialog at some points
almost Impossible to hear and at

other times ground noises annoy
Excuse given Is that it's the first

made in Mexico. Kauf.

keeping the homeless kid away from
his dice and out of fights, plus
Andy Dcvino as the dumb tipster
who knows everything. Love in-
terest is secondary and poorly
played by Maureen O'Sullivan.
Direction doesn't waste anything

and has taken full advantage of' the
comedy involved. Gleason, in pic-
tures such .as this . one, is always
a valuable asset, while Devlne is an
able .second. . Yo.ung Itooney, the
kid, is outstanding in a set-up part
A' well made little picture from

all angles. Good enough for some
of the 'A' houses in a pinch and
surefire for- any spot below that
classification. Sid.

QUICK
(GERMAN MADE)

Paris, Sept. 1.

A UFA-Erlc Pommer production. Re-
leased by A. C. 13. M9dc in BerMn. From
the French play by Felix Ganders. Directed
by Robert Dlpdmak. Supervised by Andre
Daven. Lyric by Bernard Zlmmer. Music
by Werner U. Heymann. . Recorded Kltng-
fllm. Running time, S3 minutes . Collsc:,
Parts, Axiz. 20. Cast Includes Lilian Har-
vey, Jules Uerry, Armand Bernard, Pierre
Brdsseur, Marcel Andre.

FAST COMPANIONS
' Universal production and release. Fea-
tures Tom Brown, James Gleason, Maureen
O'Sullivan. . .Directed by Kurt Neumann
from 'Gerald • Beaumont's story. Adapta-
tion by Barl S'rteU; additional dialog. C. J.

Marks: cameraman, Arthur Edeaon.' At
the Playhouse, Larchmont, N. Y., as ohe :

half of double bill, Sept, 0. Running time
71 mine.
Marty Black..... Tom Brown
Silk Henley . James Gleason
Sally. Maureen O'Sullivan
Information Kid.... ....Andy Devlne
Mldgc ...... v ............. . .Mickey Rooney

Race, track .picture having a re-:

verse thread in its story. Well able
to stand - by itself in the smaller
houses, v It's main bid is comedy,
which ia punctuated rather than
dominated by the action in the
script • A second, night show audi
ence went for it in this suburban
house wholeheartedly.

'Fast -Companions' ia not- a new
picture for U. It was released late

last spring; :but. 'Variety' has no
record of it in its picture review
file,

' hence this belated salutation.
Featuring Tom Brown it was made,
and released, prior to 'Brown of
Culver.'" Nice looking youngster,
this boy, who . plays capably but
4s somewhat overshadowed here by
other cast members.

.
Story takes a chance in present-

ing Brown as a jockey who is the
piloting end of a racket steered by
Jimmy Gleason: With one • fast
horse between them, the bulld-up
is a small town routine of minor
victories to an entry in a big race—with Gleason supposedly, betting
all the local money in sight on
Brown. The jock then pulls his doer
to lose, Gleason never putting the
money down on the big race. And
so to the next town.
This poison for Brown is , over-

come by having him more or less
adopt a tough little waif, going to
the post to lose after determining
to return the local coin following
the race, but suddenly discovering,
through accident, that the coin is

down and he must win. . All with-
out Gleason knowing the situation,
which gives the race a laugh slant
every time the camera picks up
Gleason. Prior to this Is the trouble

Hardly worth H ting homo about,
except that Lik \ Harvey -gives a
very good performance. The stage
play was good, but loses a lot In the
plcturizatlon. Technically photo and
sound are good, but the show busi-
ness story with the love angle might
have lent itself to more snappy con-
tinuity.

,
It's all' about a girl who

falls in love with a clown, but takes'
a' lot of persuasion before she can
also love~him offstage. :

Jules Berry, who does 'Quick,' the
clown, is the matinee idol type, and.
brings to the screen little manner-
isms and overacting, which- fetches
the femmes across the footlights.
Armand Bernard is okay, as usual,
but the man who .acts with most
naturalness and gives a really good
performance in a secondary nart is

Marcel Andre. '
... Maxi.

CRUISER EMDEN
(GERMAN MADE)

Emelka production. World Trade relcas*
In U. S. Direction, Louis Ralph; story by
Alfred Halm and Louis Ralph; music,
Frlcdrlch Jung. At the Hlndenburg. N. Y.,
on grind run beginning Sept. -. Running*
time, KG mlns.
Captain von Mueller. ......... .Louis Ralph
Uretc. Renoo Stobrawo,
Adjutant .Hans Schlenck
Aniusrhka Frau Forstcr-Larrlnago.
Petzold , .Werner Fuetterer
Mertens Fritz Greiner
Russian Captalii. .Will Dohm
Australian Captain. ..Kaiser Heyl

MIDNIGHT MORALS
George Weeks production ' and Mayfalr

release. Directed by E. Mason Hopper.
CIlfT Brougliton, supervisor. Story and
continuity. Norman Houston. Jules Cron-
Jager. camera. -Arthur S. Black, asst. dir.

Byron Robinson, editor. O. B. Mills, sound.
Cast: Beryl Mercer,. De Witt Jennings.
Chas. Delaney. Alberta Vaughn. Gwen Lee,
Rex Lease. At Loew's New York theatre,
one day, Sept. 0. as one halt of a double
bill. Running time 64 mlns.

Just another. Indie, grind without
distinction, or particular interest.
Fits best on the tail of a double bill

and small chance for solo booking.
Story of the love of a police'

rookie for a. taxi dancer. His father
disapproves. Another girl puts some
stolen Jewels in the dancer's purse
and she takes six months in the
reformatory, .

feeling that she has
been framed by the father. When
she comes out she . and the. rookie
rehew their romance. He quits the
force and His father. She- tips him
off to' the big murder mystery and
thai squares . her' into- the family.
Here and there there is a flash of
good -work, but mostly it is pretty
dull.
Alberta Vaughn does the best she

can as the dancer, but the opportu-
nity is not there. De Witt Kinnon
and Charles Delaney as father and
son, labor In vain and Rex Lease
has an occasional chance. Beryl
Mercer, whose name tops the cast,
appears only in one scene as the
matron of the reformatory. In
purely for the name.
Photography is fair in the in-

teriors, but some poor outdoor
scenes In night effects. Sound av-
erage. Will need plenty of sup-
port even oh a double bill.

Psychology of the folks bringing
this film into the United States (or
for that matter any of the Allied
countries) is a bit hard to under-
stand. But there's no gainsaying
the fact that it's a dramatically
constructed, tensely thrilling picture
that ought to be extra strong box
office wherever Germans are to be
found. Trouble Is that unhappy re-
sults may ensue where the custom-
ers are not thoroughly Teutonic or
where customers nave attitudes that
this sort of thing will jar.

Cruiser Emden was one of the
Fatherland's favorite raiders. Ran
around taking pot shots at other
boats,, with or without warning,
with or without passengers, and
scored up quite a toll of boats Bent
down. Eventually, of course, an
Australian boat knocks off the Em-
den, and then you are asked to feel
sorry for the heroes who ran the
Emden but lived to see it sink.
Maybe there's ho political intent
there, but It does seem a bit too
much like rubbing salt Into old.
wounds.

Picture is somewhat overlong and
occasionally strays. Couple of times
the -director, part author and chief
actor, Louis Ralph, wants to show
originality so he wanders off the
main course and has a bit of a story
written in and acted out. These
portions are rather stupid and poor-
ly handled. But the film- as a whole
has. power.. Photography and direc-
tion are good, and imaginative and
the actual" sea fight scenes are all
of them well -handled.
Acting probably doosn't matter.

. There- was a silent German film
some years ago on this dame sub-
ject entitled 'Raider Emden.' Not
the same film. * KaUf.

STUART WALKER
Now directing 'Evenings. For Sale' with Sarl Maritza at Paramount.
Mr. Walker is considered the greatest discoverer of talent for Hroad-

way. Seven male stars were picked in one year for the Theatre Guild.
Under personal management of Bren & Orsatti.

COGNASSE
(FRENCH MADE)

Paris, Sept. 1.
A Paramount Joinville production. Para-

mount release. Directed by the late Louis
Mercanton. From the play, by Rip. Musics
by. Raoul Morettl. Lyric* by Rip. Re-
corded Western Electric. Running time 06
mlrie. Paramount, Paris, Sept. 1;

Cogn&aee .Tramel
Mme. Cognease Therese Dorny
Tbd Nurse Marguerite Moreno
Paul Fargeot.. Andre Roann*

Louis Mercanton, veteran French
director who had been connected
with the Zukor organization from
the beginning of motion pictures,,
died suddenly Just as this produc-
tion was completed. As is, it. shows
no trace of unevenness, and is one
of the best turned out here.

Rip's play has been exceedingly*
well adapted to the screen, and
though the treatment" is entirely
different, there are times when the
satire in 'Cognosse' Is somewhat re-
mindful of Rene Clair's 'Liberte/
This is a political satire, not of the
rich, but of the masses, showing
their distorted point of view toward
the upper class.
Idea lends Itself to much comedy

treatment, and Tramel as the ex-
ponent of the masses is an excellent
-bet. He is very well supported by
Therese Dorny, one of the best
comediennes of the French stage,
and equally good In films. As to
Marguerite Moreno, she Is only do-
ing a bit, and Andre Roanne has a
secondary part made necessary by
tho building of the story.
This shows Tramel, a common

workman In a wallpaper factory,
given charge of it by Roanne, the
young blood who owns it, and dem-
onstrating how quickly the work-
man's red tendencies fade when he
gets power and money. One line
especially drew tremendous laughs
from the house, which Is a play on
words—translation of which Is, 'One
becomes a conservative when sav-
ing, money.'
What really makes this comedy

go so well with the audience is the
fact that it is real comedy, but with,
a touch of subtlety which the
French like. This is supported by a
snappy tempo, and good technique,
and excellent photography by Strad-
ling.
With Tramel's name and proper

exploitation, It should be a big
money-maker. Maxi.

Near-Hold-Over Spot
Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.

Davis, WB first-run site down-
town, resumed operations last week
after being shut down for six weeks.
House ' wiU play first-run pictures
save when films that do just short
of hold-over business at nearby
Warner aro brought to Davis for
downtown second-runs. ';_ t

J. A. McDonald, house : manager,
hasn't yet fully recovered from a
serious auto accident. Kenny Ken-
fleld, mgr. of the Stanley, ia pinch
hitting.
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"TOO MANY COOKS"
*(MlXJHT PLASTERED"

DIRECTOR OF

«
WAY BACK HOME
PEACH 0' RENO
GIRL CRAZY
FOR RADIO PICTURES

>»

"YOUNG BRIDE"

IS MY FACE RED

In Preparation "HOT SATURDAY" for Paramount

' M

THE TRESPASSER'
'DEVIL'S HOLIDAY' .

'REACHING FOR THE MOON'
•GRAND HOTEL*

'

•BLONDIE OF THE FOLLIES'
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Personal 9ttatwgemmi

IrvingMte*
Columbia

Broadcasting

System

liis-itockwei INC
ARTISTS R E P R E S EN TAT IV E S

700 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW VORK CITY
'' CIRCLE 7- 2584 '5 •© ' '
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IN
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i

In This Corner

KALMAR and RUBYj
In This Corner

HERMAN J, MANKIEWICZ

(Positively Last Resignation)-

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER "HORSE-FEATHERS"
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MIKE ELLINGTON H CAD'CALLOWAY
1$ EVERTO BE MAINTAINED EY OUR ORGANIZATION

rn this-our new otfering-we stress
the intrinsic merit of the musicd

headline proportionsfthe entertainment

monocled monarch of melody
' AND HIS 9

UAZII46 TONW TUN**

Edgar Haye^>
&m2* 00NOUDI1& 14 W££K5 AT THE fA/AOUS

COTTON CLUB
Iheygarneredtheapprovalofthepublic

and the commendation oftheshowworld,
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY BRUNSWICK RECORDS

Personal Management
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CHIPSO
915 PM. MON. THUftS
msc - coast& coast
COUJMWA BRQNKAST1N0 SWTtM

THOMAS G ROCKWELL
or

I

a. S. IliS-fcOOTeiHNC, .

,

A RJTJ STS R E P RE S E NT A ;T,I V E £ '

^
•. '..OO SEVENTH AVENUE,? NEW VORKClTy'l "
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ROBERT Z. LEONARD
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIOS

DIRECTOR

'LIFE BEGINS*
'THE MOUTHPIECE'

WB-FN Productions

NoinPretiarine

'WHISTLING IN THE DARK'
M-G-M

Management EDWARD SMALL Company

Hollywood

FOREIGN FILMS

'1932 and 1933

THE
FOREMOST
AMERICAN

DISTRIBUTOR
OF

FOREIGN
LANGUAGE

. FILMS

GERMAN PRODUCTIONS
of OUTSTANDING MERIT

«55» "J.
B" web-bbebbt bebi^-i»»4-«itta

fS7^f55I-iltSJ,,J!"I-*« WMHWim it«-UMI ABBEBP1ATZ — BE! BTBLZ BEB III.
KBOTAMIE^-FBAEVLEIN-FALBCN IIINWUrABWAff FOBMMW YIUI ATTRACTIONS

—XIHTI AYK~ NBff XORK

VERA GORDON
" AND HER DAUGHTER

NADJE
NOW SUCCESSFULLY PLAYING

FOR

FANCHON AND MARCO
IN

"Hearts of Broadway"

LEON LEONIDOFF
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTIONS

, CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO
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"HELL'S HIGHWAY"
"THE CONQUERORS"

: \
' •:».•

Josef von Sternberg

Distribwdora
of

As Well as
Other Leading

German
and

French
Productions

•

in

U. S. A.

Send for Complete
Liat of Attractions!

There's
M-O-N-E-Y

in A-R-T!
Mr. Exhibitor :

—

You will find box office satisfaction

in the presentation of stars known the

world oven

EMIL JANNINGS
ANNA 8TEN WILLY FRIT8CH
KAETHE VON NAGY HANS ALBER8
LIANE HAID WERNER KRAUS
RENATE MUELLER CONRAD VEIDT
ANNABELLA ALBERT PREJEAN

LILIAN HARVEY

ROTEX
ICTURES

CORPORATION
IXO BKECHKK, Pm

32 Ka*t B*th St., N. T. C.

PICTURES ACTUALLY PRODUCED
IN

SOVIET RUSSIA
Sound and Talking Picture* with English Titles

Sound Newsreels Sound Shorts
Every Picture Has a Sensational Theme with Exploitation Angles

Address : AMKINO CORPORATION '

723 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

POLLY WALTERS
LATE FEATURED COMEDIENNE WITH R-K-0 — RADIO PICTURES
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COTTON CLUB

The Most Amazing Personality in the World of Music 9
.

He's home again—the happy, hilarious Highness of Ho-De-Ho—

back in the famous Cotton Club, where he originated the wild new

jazz cry which has swept the entire country with its lively enthu-

siasm—back from the fresh triumphs of his twelve weeks tour of

the key cities—back to fresher triumphs on the radio and on stages

of New York Theatres !

EXCLUSIVE

COTTON CLUB, NEW YORK
September 18

BRUNSWICK ARTIST
N« R» C«

PARADISE THEATRE, NEW YC
September 2i

Personal Mafutg*me*it

IRVING MILLS
OF

liis-itocicwe •INC
.ARTISTS. R. E P R. E S E N £Ajrr l V E S,

.790 SEVENTH. AVENUE^NEW yORn.CITy

/ / 'CIRCLE 7-25M-5-«,' /' '
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Forbidden

American Madness

Bitter Tea of General Yen

UNDER LONG-TERM CONTRACT
RKO-RADIO PICTURES

-

1

NOW STARRING IN

"WITHOUT SHAME
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production

FROM

K.

CAREY WILSON
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

HORACE JACKSON
Latest Screen Plays

"ROCKABYE"
"ANIMAL KINGDOM"
THE SUN ALSO RISES'

Radio Pictures

MUSIC DIRECTION

NINTH MONTH
GEORGIE STOLL

STAGE PRODUCTION

PARAMOUNT THEATRE, L. A.

JAN RUBINI
WORLD-FAMOUS VIOLIN VIRTUOSO AND CONDUCTOR

- 10TH TRIUMPHANT
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
LOEWS STATE THEATRE

LOS ANGELES
INDEFINITE
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yUBLISHERJ
A RECORD IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS NEVERBEFORE ATTAINED BYANY PUBLISHER

Established only three month; our publication* have been sung and played by the greatest atom

of the stage and radio.

The following list of Brunswick, Victor and Columbia record*

is the moat auspicious ever achieved in the music industry

(LISTED ALPHABETICALLY)

Paramount

Super Picture

'The Big Broadcast'

MILLS BROS. Siaffinc

"OLD MAN OF THEMOUNTAIN"
and CAB CALLOWAY Doing

"REEFER MAN"
"HOT TODDY"

PaTMMHlt

JUmutal Cartotn

Presents

CAB CALLOWAY
Featuring "OLD MAN OF THE
MOUNTAIN"

the trtorl talked ofrong in the

count

OlDMAN

tnuxic ay \
uiordx by..

VICTOR GEORGE 7

YOtNC s BROWN

BILLY BANKS
"BALDHEADED MAMA"
"SPIDER CRAWL"
"OH, YOU SWEET THING"

BEN BERNIE
"OLD MAN OF.THE MOUNTAIN"

MILDRED BAILEY
"LOVE ME TONIGHT*

BOSWELL SISTERS
"OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN"
"OLD YAZOO"

CHICK BULLOCK
"SYNCOPATE YOUR SIN8 AWAY"
"OH, YOU SWEET THING"

CAB CALLOWAY
"OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN*
"REEFER MAN"
"YOU GOTTA HO DE HO"
"ANGELtNE"
"HOT TODDY"
"THIS TIME IT'8 LOVE"

CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
"MANIAC'S BALL"
"SMOKE RINGS"
"WHITE JAZZ"
"BLACK JAZZ"
"BLUE JAZZ

BING CROSBY
"LOVE ME TONIGHT"

DORSEY BROTHERS
"SOMEONE STOLE GABRIEL'S HORN"
"TROMBONE TRICKS"

DUKE ELLINGTON
"BLUE TUNE"
"SWANEE LULLABY"

EARL HINES
"BLUE DRAG"
"OH, YOU SWEET THING"

CLAUDE HOPKINS
"MUSH MOUTH"
"MAD MOMENTS"

ART JARRET
"THIS TIME IT'8 LOVE"
"LOVE ME TONIGHT"

THREE KEYS , . ^.
"SOMEONE STOLE GABRIEL** HORN"
"WAHiDEE-DAH"

HARLAN LATTIMORE
"REEFER MAN?
"STRANGE AS IT 8EEM8"

BARON Lee and BLUE RHYTHM
BAND

"THIS TIME IT8 LOVE"
"PAGAN PARADI8E"
"BLUE CHINA ROSE"
"HOT TODDY**
"REEFER MAN**

MILLS BROTHERS
"OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN"
"GOTTA BE GONNA BE MINE"
"DIRT DISH IN' DAISY"

! ; "YE8, SUH**

OZZIE NELSON
"YE8, SUH"

DON REDMAN
"HOT AND. ANXIOUS"

. "IF IT'S TRUE"
"AIN'T I THE LUCKY ONE?"
"DIRT DI8HIN* DAI8V*
"GIT ALONG?

SONG-CLFATERS
"OIJD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN*

ARTHUR TRACY (Street Safer)
"MY ROMANCE"

WARING'S PENNSYLVANIANS
"OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN"
"OLD YAZOO"

ANSON WEEKS
"LOVE ME TONIGHT"

VICTOR YOUNG
' "0. K. AMERICA RECORD"
"SHE WAS JUST A TARTER'S
DARTER"

"MY ROMANCE"
"OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN"
"LOVE ME TONIGHT"
"STRANGE AS IT SEEMS"

"LOVE ME TONIGHT"
Tamed Over to BOBBINS MUSIC CORP.

CAMPBELL & CONNELLY
Have Secured European Rights to

"OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN" and "LOVE ME TONIGHT"

^ "^Nfc' ML 5 1 ( PUBLISHERS
ji f,..-„!> A.- .. .v..

f

V
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INTERNAT IO NALLY
V'

19 32-1933

Be a

KARL
FREUND

Directing

"IMHOTEP"
for

UNIVERSAL

ALBERT LOVEJOY
New Talent Director

for

RADIO PICTURES

Vembow's Plan

(Continued from page 4)

I llx estimates the increase in bus!-.

1 ness at fully .20%, even with many-
in each' town' mot realizing the pic-

ture would be shown in only one
house. The public will have to be-,

come educated to that before the

full- . benefits of exclusives are

known, thinks Dembow.
Solo exhibition idea may be tried

by Publix in a dozen other cities'

from time to time, but not as a
regular policy anywhere. Nor will

the chain sew up any single pro-

gram in totb for exclusive exhibi-

tion.

Metro's Tests

Loew's will experiment with ex-

clusives in around a dozen cities,

says Felix Feist, Metro's sales head.

Kansas City's Midland has just been
set to experiment with 'Grand Ho-
tel' under the plan. Loew theatres

do not intend to play all of the

Metro product exclusively.

Some Indies, notably powerful
chains among them, are trying to

buy product exclusively for spots.

Partnerships of chains doing their

own buying are similarly negotiat-

ing.

Kincey & Wilby, Publix partners

in the south, are negotiating with
several dlstribs for exclusive runs.

They are after such deals only for

certain pictures.

Radio, on the fence on exclusives

for some time, may sell a few pier

tures solo to test out the plan. Jules

Levy, Radio's general sales manager,
is planning to run down to Char-
lotte and Atlanta this week to con-
fer with Kincey-Wilby on exclu-

sives.

Atlanta, Sept. 12;

Distributor representatives from
New York were among those at

tending a hurriedly called conven
tion of the Southeastern Theatre
Owners' Association to protest

against exclusive runs here. Ses
sion opened Sunday (il) and is

terminating today (Tuesday).
Independent action 1 was precipi-

tated when Paramount inaugurated
the. show-here-only "policy with
'Horse Feathers' at the Paramount,
Loew's has for some time been re-,

ported considering exclusiving in

its own key house here.

SAM JAFFE

+ + +

RADIO STUDIOS HOLLYWOOD

"BLESSED EVENT" •THEY CALL IT SIN"

Howard J. Green
SCREEN WRITER

WARNER BROS.-FIRST NATIONAL

*I AM A FUGITIVE". "RADIO GIRL"
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I JITIMATE^ DANCETBANDS
mm

RCHE/TRfl

i

ost concluded a second record - breaking
season as the feature attraction at steelpier.
atlantic city^,74000 mid a0mbsk5ns sunday
sept. 4"* breaking all-time attendance records of
3S YEARS

Thirty five college promi playeo ourino
THE \°fi\'\Qfbl SEASON MORE THAN ANY OTHERMNCE
ORCHESTRA

Scclusivt Brunswick Records

Jflersonal tJftanaqemenl

r.c.o'Keere
OF

Rodeiiiis-itocKwe INC
AR.TISTS REPR.ES E NTATIVliS.

SEVENTH AVENUE NEW. VORK CITy

CIRCLE 7 2564 5-ft'7/
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MR. RICHARD RODGERS MR LORENZ HART

Enjoyed writing the songs and musical rhymed dialogue, for

Mr. Mamoulian and Mr. Paramount in

"LOVE ME TONIGHT"
They thank all of the cast from Mr. Chevalier down to Mr. Remus, the

deer, for their magnificent co-operation.

IN

"Winner Take All"

Holly* Kin: i

I

Lee Tracy
IN

ssed Event"
7

Both Directed By

ROY DEL RUTH
Warner Bros.-First National Productions

(Continued from page S)

Harry Bailey from Milwaukee to
manage the house. Charles Wnerz,
an P&M company - manager, will
manage the Orpheum, San Fran-
Cisco, reopening Sept. 28. ^

Millen Adapts 'Exile'
'Exile Express" is oil the Univer-

sal story shelf. James Knox Mil-
ieu is doing. a treatment.

8tephen to Hollywood .

William Stephen has been shifted
by Edward Small agency from New
York to Hollywood.

Payne Checks Theatres
Charles Payne, Universal Pictures

Corp. treasures, is here for studio
meetings and to inspect U theatre
properties.

Rayco to Goldstons
Distribution of the Rayco 16mm

talker set, which includes camera
and projection machine, will be
handled in Los Angeles territory by
Phil Goldstone. RCA outfit sellB
for $150.

. N«w Academy Members
Membership drive of the Motion

Picture Academy garnered 26 new
names this week. Among producers
who joined' are. Sam Bischoff, Sam
Briskin, Henry Ginsberg, Merlan C
Cooper and Iieon Schlesslnger. Di-
rectors joining included Harry
Beaumont, Charles. Brabinr David
Howard and Harry Pollard. Among
new players were Anita Page, War
ren William, Wallace Ford and Fay
Wray.

DICK POWELL
Under Long-term Contract to Warner Bro: Pictures

STAGE—Three and one-half years as M.C. at Stanley and Enrlght

theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.

RADIO—Three and one-half years on World's Pioneer Station,

KDKA, Pittsburgh.

PICTURES—"Blessed Event." Now on loan to Fox for Will

Rogers* "Jubll©." More to follow with WB starting Septem-

ber 1.

My Grateful Appreciation to:

JOHN H. HARRIS, HAROLD KEMP, RUFUS LeMAIRE
* and ROY DEL RUTH

Durante'* Stage Yen
Jimmy Durante left for 10 days

in New York Saturday (10) and
hopes to get the consent of Metro
to

.
remain there for 'Forward

March,' the Brown-Henderson musi-
cal, if he has no immediate assign-
ment.

MARK. SANDRICH - - - RADIO PICTURES

DIRECTOR
Clark A McCuHough Series—Chic Sale Series

Roxy Returned
S. Li. (Roxy) Rothafel left for

New York by rail Friday (9) to con-
fer on finishing plans for Radio
City's music hall.

Seiriirmonthly meeting of casting
directors revived by Producers' as-
sociation.

Warner Underwriting
Electrical pageant honoring Gov-

ernor Roosevelt costing $50,000 1b

being underwritten by Jack Warner.
Will be staged at the Olympic
stadium. Sept, 24.

MICKEY ROONEY
ORIGINAL MICKEY (Himself) McGUIRE

Featured Player with ^Universal Studio and Darmour RKO

NOW Touring RKO Circuit of Theatres

Direction: WEBER-SIMON AGENCY
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JXe Out

TH«€ mOST V€HSATIL€ Of ALL mODCRJI mUSICIAflS

COriDUCTOIL * COmPOS€H * ARRAnQ€R,.

CONDUCTED
THE FOLLOWING
COASTTO COAST

RADIO
PROGRAMS

Goo<

Hart, Schaffner

& Marx

Maxwell House
(Electrical Transcriptions)

Hind's Almond
Cream

Crisco

Studebaker

Maytag

Peter's Shoe

RECORD CORPORATION
I77e BROADWAY" NEW YdRKCTTY

0, 19B£

Mr. Victor lonag
799 Seventh Avenue
lew Xork City

Deer Victors

Before going abroad, I went to take this oc-
casion to toll yoo that I think yon perforata one of the
greetoet anginal feate of your career in the production of
oar SBOWBOAT alba*.

lour anwwnwl presentation of thla glorlooa ecore -
plus year orcheetratione and arohestral accoapenlaente to each
ertiete aa BELOi NOBGAB, PAUL BOBBSOV, JAMES IBLXDI, the 00011838
ALBAH and HUB MM la Indeed worthy of the coaaendatlon of
the entire ansic world.

Good luck.

Sincerely,

BBiaSilCE BBGOBD

Booordlng Leboretorloo

JItPZ

COMPOSER OF

Old Man of the

Mountain'*

Love Me
To-Night"

South In My Soul"

Can't We Talk It

Over"

"Lord You Made
The Night Too
Long"

Too Late"

Sweet Sue"

"My Romance"

"Was I To Blame

And Other Hits

n

GeweAai. ^ktuAicaf 3)i?ieefat\ of
AnteMCAn and BHUnSUJICIC RECORD CORP.

Milis-Roclcwell-iNc
A RTJSTS RE PRE SEN TAT J VI; S

700 SEVCNT H AVENUE NEW VORH ClTV

»' ClRCLt 7 ate. 5 »l ' '
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LA COMPAGNIE DU CINEMA
36 Avenue Hoche, Paris, France HENRI ULLMANN, Managing Director

A NEW FRENCH PRODUCING ORGANIZATION
with Firmin Gemier and Saint-Granier

AND OTHERS

S.A

SOPHIE

Playing to Capacity Business

This Week (Sept. 1)

CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK

Direction WM. MORRIS

/. A, Inquiry

(Continued from page 6).

eral efforts to have the Empire
pickets removed, without avail.

' Subpoenas for appearance before
the Bronx Grand Jury today (Tues-
day), were served yesterday after-

noon on Sam Kaplan and Jack
Winnlck of 306, and Arthur Farkash.
They are to testify concerning re-
cent bombings in Manhattan, Brook-
lyn and the Bronx. .

During the past week no addi-
tional 3C6 houses have switched to

Empire, but on top of the picketing
Empire is charged with duplicating
poster, box-office plate and other
methods of its rival to gain public
good will. 'Safety crew' gag is now
being worked by both sides and,
alleges .306, some of their posters are
!?eiri£ ''demolished. .

'
\

\
.

<

Permit Men
During the past week a meeting of

306 permit members was; held, at
which, it was declared, thai; many of
its ' operators had been approached
by Empire to swing their' allegiance.

To date not a single .306 man, on
checkup, has flown the Kaplan coop,

jt is claimed. Meanwhile, permit
members offered Kaplan and 306

access to its savings fund, amount-
ing to around $300,000. This fund is

built up by the permit men In evi-
dence of their good faith until be-
coming card members. Kaplan re-
fused the offer.

On Thursday (8) 306 Inserted ads
in Brooklyn 'Eagle' and 'Times/
offering $5-00 reward for information
leading to proof as to who threw
chemical bombs in the Farragut,
Brooklyn. This is one of the A. H.
^Schwartz .houses which -recently

Swung, over 1 to Empire. Motive is

apparently inspired by!the!hope that
proof can be uncovered showing that
306 operators had nothing to do
with this bombing, which occurred
while its men were in the theatre's

booth

Rogge
Late Ballet Mistress of the Roxy, New York

Who Has Been Chosen for the Post of

Ballet Mistress of Radio City

"VARIETY," JUNE 14, 1932

"The Bolero has boen done many times on many stages, but not
until Its interpretation at the Roxy this week has its mounting ex-
citement been so much as sensed. . .Simply, dlreotly, Florence Rogge
has sought to' depict its fierce but restrained passion, Its throbbing,
slowly, crescendo theme. Directing the combined forces of the ballet
corps 'and the Roxyettes, she has set them to providing variety In
dance formations .for a number whose baslo monotonous repetition
receives here at last the diversity of treatment it demands and war-
rants... It ends all at once, almost too soon, an ecstatic, frenzied
triumph, a triumph for the crew, the staff, Gomez and Winona and
Miss Rogge."—CECELIA AGER.

After Four Years of European Triumphs
FRANK HABION

BERNARD and RICH
NOW DANClNd OUR WAT THRO PARAMOUNT-PURLIX THEATRES

IN AMERICA

DeLuxe Picture House Representative, SAM BRAMSON—WM.
MORRIS OFFICE. Foreign Representative, FOSTER AGENCY
Thanks to MR. LEON I.EONIDOFF for a Pfoosant Engagement mt

Chicago Theatre, Chicago

BING BANG BING

In

'-STEPPING AROUND"
With the WHEELER TWINS and BARBARINA and PAL
Have Opened Our 1933 Season at Palace Theatre, Chicago—With A BANG

Thanks to My Adviser*

?£y£.5!A1,

,yCS LEW and AL WERTHEIMER
i?la?l?J55K - ROSCOE "FATTY" ARBUCKLE
JACK NEMAR LOUIS LIPSTONE
BURNY TOPLITZKY LEO MORRISON

JOHNNY SIMON AND MY COMPETITOR WALLACE BEERY, "YOU RASCAL"
Contracts by—RKO, Foster London Agency, Wm. Morris, Loew and Warner Bros.

International Film Distribution
1540 Broadway, New York City

Cable: Autenrep, New York and London
Tel. BRy, 9-9883

London Paris Berlin
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iC^Sl^l We are pleased to announce that

R- K-O
and its subsidiaries have just signed a

long time exclusive outdoor,

advertising contract

WITH

ALFRED E. FIECEL

Outdoor Advertising Everywhere

Bowery Savings Bank Building

New York City CAledonia 5-8588

<4>

SPECIALISTS IN THREE-SHEET POSTER ADVERTISING J
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HELPING PARAMOUNT TO MAKE
HIS PARAMOUNT^ &ammtm*t YEAR J

M>» An'ngin; Bac*V That

Good Old Box-Office Smile

The Screen's First

Football Mender Mystery;

"70,000

WITNESSES"
By CORTLAND FITZSIMMONS

"WITH

PHILLIPS HOLMES
DOROTHY JORDAN
CHARLIE RUGGLES
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
J. FARRELL MAC DONALD

Directed by
- RALPH MURPHY

Ready

Soon

T1W Romance of the

Worlds Pla^Spot

"MADISON
SQUARE

i
"METROPOLITAN

By THOMSON" BURTI&

WITW

JACK OAKIE
THOMAS MEIGHAN
MARIAN NIXON
ZASU PITTS

LEW CODY
Directed by

HARRT JOE BROWN

Filming.

The Year's Most

Unusual Melodrama

(TCMPORAV TITLE))

B/ FR^DK MITCHELL JDAZHY

WITH

EDMUND LOWE
WYNNE-GIBSON
JAMES CLEASON
LOIS WILSON
DKX1E MOORE

AND 5 OTHER SHOWMANSHIP SPECIALS

CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
CHARLES R. ROGERS; President HARRY JOE BROWN, Vice-President

PRODUCING AT THE PARAMOUNT STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

TAURENCE
(Tes, Mr; ThalbergT

STALLINGS

r
Ahvays with M-Q-M

CASEY ROBINSON
WRITER — DIRECTOR

RKO-Radio Pictures

THE PARAMOUNT
in Orchestral Direction

LOU

FORBES
NOW AT THE

PUBUX-11CH1GAN
DETROIT

"Variety," Aug. 2nd
"Lou Forbes with the over-

ture turned in the outstanding
applause getter. . .Sticking to his
previous routine he tops hla two
week* previous effect with this
one and doing: it with the added
handicap of only 14 men."

FANCH0N6 MARCO
• featured Acts •

PHIL HARRIS
AND HIS

AMBASSADOR HOTEL COCOANUT GROVE ORCHv,

LOS ANGELES

FULFILLING TWO YEAR CONTRACT TO MAY, 1934

H mi 1 1 t» WHT

FANCHON & MARCO Present

SYLVIA CLARK
In "HER BIRTHDAY PARTY"
BOBBIE KUHN «1 "UNCLE BOBBIE"

PERCY HEATH
Paramount

WILTON CRAWLEY
'The Thunder Storm of Jazz'

With HOT L1PS-T-HOT HIPS
'NIGHT CLUB' Idea

Now BooklBB—'Harry Rlohmio In 'I Lev* P*.
ra«V' Ths Juttrt, "Pi», Vim an* Vl|*r,"

rwt fMtnttav RBtfl* S»lM.

STANLEY aSnnSutiim
n 7t» S*VMth Avmin, Htm Y«rk

Stanley Distributing Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue

IRA H. SIMMONS
President

Now Releasing
RADIO SERIES—13 one-reel subjects. First two releases

HARRY RICHMAN in "I Love a Parade," and The Jesters, "Pep,
Vim and Vigor." Sure-fire box-office attractions with exceptional

: audience reaction starring Royalty of Radloland. Third subject,
starring SOPHIE TUCKER, ready this month.

CINELOG FEATU RETTES
Series of six subjects made with Western Electric wide-range

portable equipment. Travel reels that will set a new standard in
the short-subject field!

WATER GIPSIES
All-talking feature production adapted from novel by A. P. Her-

bert, featuring SARI MARITZA and distinguished cast.

ANN PENNINGTON
THIS WEEK (Sept. 9)

LOEW'S PARADISE
NEW YORK



HAS A HOUSE TO HOUSE CANVASS—IN THE FRONT DOOR AND OUT
THE BACK—REVEALED ME AS THE GREATEST INTERNATIONAL SIN-
GLE HANDED LOVER THAT EVER HA-CHA-CHA'D ACROSS THE CELLU-
LOID?

AM I HAILED THROUGHOUT CONTINENTS AND SUBURBS AS THE SEC-
OND DON JUAN—AND TWICET AS GOOD AS THE FOIST?

DOES GARBO GET DIZZY SPELLS—DIETRICH GO PIECE-MEAL—WHEN
I TAKES OFF MY COAT AND STARTS GIVIN' 'EM THISA AND THATA
UNDER KLEAGLES?

AM I THE TOAST AND PET OF THE DEBUTANTES OF TWO CONTINENTS?
I KNOW I'M NOT GOOD LOOKIN', BUT WHAT'S MY OPINION AGAINST
THOUSANDS OF OTHERS?

Itlllllii

%

25,000 in Prizes for the best answers to the above questions!
Very small type (No Prizes 11 No Answers Arc Best)

First Prize 16,000 Third Prize . . . . 7,000

Second Prize . 3,000 Fourth Prize 9,000

AND TM LOSING MONEY!

JIMMY SCHNOZZLE DURANTE
The Man Who Puzzles Scientists as Much as Scientists Puzzle Him!

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO:

SIR CHAUNCEY UMPCHAY THROCKMORTON, Jr.
Secretary to Mr. Durante and a Man's Man in His Own Right

!

OR TO MY SOLICITORS:

REISNER, VON TAUROG & MacARTHUR
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M-G's% Demands

As First Coast

Slap at Doubles

Lios Angeles, Sept. 12.

First concrete step to end double

features out here is Metro's deter-

mination to insist on percentage

splits on all bookings for the . new
season regardless of rental price,

run or zoning restrictions. Distri-

buting organization has set a fixed

policy of a percentage sharing ar-
rangement based on a split figure.

High rentals, on a par with last

seasons prices, plus the percentage
demand will make it almost pro-
hibitive for exhlbs to; double. This
practice is poison to Metro, although
It realizes that neither it not other
fllstrlbs . can take any definite ac-
tion against use of dual features.

fM-G takes the stand that its prod-
uct entitles it to share in any box-
office averages which may accrue
from the booking.

. It insists that
the exhibitor who buys M-G-M pic-
tures under the new arrangement
will be no worse off in the event of

a flop at the b.o. than if he were sold

on a straight price basis.

Another definite stand by M-G is

its refusal to share with exhibs in

the cost of give-aways. On the

contrary, It will demand
.
the full

rental price as contracted. Some
other distributing organizations aro

permitting circuits, notably Fox
West Coast, to deduct the cost of

give-aways from the gross before

arriving at a percentage sharing

basis. Case is cited where F-WC,
giving away 100 Essex touring cars

is deducting the net cost per car,

$425, from the b.o. gross on the

night the car is" given away, or from
the total gross of the current fea-

ture.

Percentage demands of TH-G-M
will preclude , the possibility of the

theatre men using another distrib's

feature on the same night, Unless

it be' a straight-buy independent
release/cost of which will have to

be figured in with M-G-M's sharing
split.

Rodney's Look
San Francisco, Sept. 12.

Rodney Pantages was In- Oakland
last week looking over the dark
Paramount there with intentions of

taking It over from F-WC.
Theatre was hullt by Publix last

year and assumed by Fox under an
operating agreement. Closed two
months ago.

Not Interested

Littleton, N. H., Sept. 12.

J. B. Karnes, theatre man-
ager, was In a quandry the

afternoon of the eclipse when
his matinee audience consisted

of one woman. Eames wanted
to see the eclipse, so did his

employes, but not this one
woman.
Eames finally persuaded his

lone patron to take back the
admission price, closed shop
and the staff went out and
took a look.

BALTO. ALLIED PICKS

UP SOME AD SHEKELS

Baltimore, Sept 12.

Though Allied nationally may be
still trying to figure some scheme
for merchandising their screens, the
local Allied group is adding to its

treasury by selling its silver sheets
to various commercial accounts.
In a deal with the Max company,

local department store, the Allied
tin-box added almost $1,000 by giv-
ing the store 40

1

screens on which
to advertise its fifth anniversary.

Congratulations

. and

Best Wishes

"SILVER DOLLAR"

(WARNER BROS )

WB Mgr. Pleads Nolo

On Larceny Charge
Worcester, Mass., Sept. 12.

Henry T. Nayor, former manager
of the Warner theatre, and two of
his employees appeared in court
here, pleaded nolo to charges of
larceny, and their cases were filed.

Nayor indicted on a charge of con-
spiracy to steal and the larceny of
more than $15,000. James J. Foley,
doorman, and Viola Malm, cashier,
charged with the larceny of $510
each.
Court was told by Asst. Dist. Atty.

Hoban that restitution had been
made in full. Officials of the com-
pany which bonded Nayor caused
his arrest. Hoban said that about
all the information he had obtained
had come from Foley and Miss
Malm, and that the other evidence
was in the New York office of War-
ner Brothers, but there was no law
by which the company could be
forced to produce it.

American Seating Co. in

New Suit Against H-F
Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

American Seating Co., through an
assignee, has filed another suit In
.Superior • court against Hughes-
'Franiclin Theatres to collect prom-
issory notes that have come due.
Five notes, totaling $2,810, are

basts for the new suit.

N. S. 8. Moves
National Screen Service Corp.

now in the Film Centre Building,

New York, occupying two floors.

Service department's on the sec-

ond level with executive offices on
the 14th.

Suffering Exhibs Seek

6 P.M. Border Closing

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Hit by the recent order from

Washington permitting the Mexican

border, at Port San Ysldro, to re-

main open nightly until midnight,

San Diego theatre owners, particu-

larly the indies, are waging a con-
certed fight to have 6 o'clock clos-
ing restored.

Indies, headed by Gus Aarons,
president of the local organization,

say that since the midnight closing
order patronage has dropped to al-

most nothing. Many face closing if

the situation, is not remedied.
Tia Juana and Caliente, over La-

bor Day, drew thousands of visitors,

with approximately 10,000 cars
checked in and out.

BLUM BACK IN BIZ
Baltimore, Sept. 12.

• After being out of the busincsss
for about 18 months. Herman Blum,
president of the local Allied group,
is once more an exhibitor.
Has again taken the lease on the

Idle Hour, main stem subsequent
grind spot, which he had operated
for years before turning it back to
the building owners.

Al Kite Grind's Fire

.Kills One and Panics

Undressed Audience

Oakland,. Sept. 12.

Film explosion In the Broadway.
downtown all night grind, killed
Monte Crankhlte, an assistant oper-
ator, critically injured E. J. Gomez,
head projectionist, and seriously hurt
four others, one a visitor in the
booth. Royal Cooler, relief, is not
expected to live,

Robert Helms owns the theatre
which is used by derelicts as a flop
house. About 100 patrons in the
house at the time, many ' partially
undressed, who milled around lit

panic.
Pamago estimated at $25,000.

Ass't Mgr. Confesses a
Year After Robbery;

Denver, Sept. 12.

After oyer a year of freedom, Bert
Vought, formerly assistant manager
of the Capitol theatre, Scranton,
Pa., confessed to local police that
he stole the $600 payroll and $400
receipts during July last year.
Vought came to Colorado and waa

working on a ranch near here when
he p">v? himself up.

GARY GRANT

Happy to be with

PARAMOUNT

JUST COMPLETED

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT"'

Now Playing in

"HOT SATURDAY"
Featured in

ZANE GREY'S SERIES

For

PARAMOUNT

Best Wishes From

Motion Picture Machine
Operators9 Union

LOCAL 306
SAM KAPLAN, President

MOR
Under Contract to FOX FILMS

rsro
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PERSONAL

EFFECTUAL

MANAGEMENT

In our management of artists, writers and 'directors, we
pledge complete and individual service to further their im-;

mediate and future interests.
•

• I ; :

jWe supply a personal contact between client and repre-

sentative which has so far been lacking in artist representa-

:

tidn.

And, withal, an essential dignity and . position worthy of

everyone concerned.

AD SCHULBERC-
CHARLES K. FELDMAN, Inc.

LAURA D. WILK
Story Dept.

JACK GORDEAN
Associate

MARGARET ETTINGER
j

Publicity

Taft Bldg.

HOLLYWOOD
Phone:

HILLSIDE 4151

Cable Address ; SHUFELD
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HOLT MARVEL1
AND

GEORGE POSFORD
Writers of 'GOOD NIGHT VIENNA,' (to be released in U. S. A. under the title of ''MAGIC NIGHT)
Extend Their Appreciative Thanks to MR. S. VAN LIER, MR. HUBERT MARSH, MR. HERBERT WILCOX

FOR HAVING HELPED THEM TO ATTAIN INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
,

P. S.—Hoping shortly to announce Stage and Screen arrangements for their latest collaboration 'Imperial Eagle/ A Drama With Musioi. .

^

Under Contract to Paramount

ORIGINALS

"Shanghai Express

"Passport to Heir

"The Devil and the Peep"

"Destroyer"

"Corigai"
In Collaboration With Carleton Hildreth

ADAPTATIONS

"Madame Butterfly"

"The Wiser Sex"

"The Cheat"

l

Kincey-Wilby Add

15 PdbBx Houses;

Total b Now 61

Klncey & Wllby become the most
extensive theatre operators In the
south through the addition of 15
Publlx houses. Acquiring a minor
interest In this group, stretching as
far west as Nashville, Tenn., R. B.
Wllby and H. P. Klncey become
Publlx partners In full operating
control over these houses effective
Friday (16).

Together with the 35 houses In the
Klncey North Carolina group, and
the 11 in the Wllby Alabama group,
both long under partnerships with
Publlx, K-W wlU be operating for
Publlx In Alabama, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Florida, Tennessee,
Georgia and Virginia. A week ago
the 15 houses turned Into the Kin-
cey-Wilby partnership, were trans-
ferred to the division manned by R.
J. O'Donnell. Previously they had
been under Dave Chatkin. O'Don-
nell will handle the balance of the
south for Publlx.
Theatres going to K-W are Para-

mount, Atlanta; Tlvoll, Rlalto and
State, Chattanooga;; Alabama;
Strand and Galax, Birmingham;
Tennessee, Riviera and . Strand,
Knoxville; Paramount, Nashville,
Paramount and Strand, Bristol, Va.;
Paramount, Charlottesville, Va.;
Paramount and Strand, Lynchburg,
Va., and Paramount, Newport News,
Va.
Of the three in Birmingham, two

(Strand and Galax) were previously
in the Frank Merritt partnership,
Merritt operating. Merritt remains
a partner of Publlx in those opera-
tions. It thus becoming three-cor-
nered on control.

L A. Theatres, Bandmei^

Still at Odds on Scale

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Musicians 'and theatre circuit ex-
ecs are still far from reaching an
accord as to wage scales and work-
ing conditions for the new season.'

Several conferences have been held
in the past two weeks -with the
band men showing a disposition to
males certain concessions, but these
have failed to meet the theatres' de-
mands.

Contracts for all local deluxers
expired Sept. 1, musicians continu-
ing at the theatres on the old scale
pending a new agreement.
Managers want a sliding scale

based on number of pit men used,
longer working periods per shift;
and no restrictions as to the num-
ber of men employed.
Differences will probably be

worked out before the end of the
month.

Alexander Bankruptcy-

Excludes Film Firm
Denver, Sept. 12.

Alexander Industries, Inc., owner
of most of the stock in the Alex-
ander Film Co., has been granted
voluntary bankruptcy. Move does
not affect the film company, which
will continue In business.
Companies- moved, to Colorado

Springs from here several years ago,
parent firm manufacturing aero-
planes.

Chasing 'Giant Swing'
Radio is dicker! :rv /or W. R.

Burnett's newest book, 'The Giant
Swing.' Story Is laid In an amuse-
ment park.

Tex. Back to Normal •

Galveston, Sept 12.
Now that the Democratic pri-

maries are over, and Mrs. Miriam A
('Ma') Ferguson, slated for the gov-
ernor's office on the first of the year
with her husband, James E. Fergu-
son, impeached governor, as chief
adviser, show biz in Texas returns
to normal.
Hectic campaign preceding pri-

maries had cut theatre attendance to
some extent at many points.

Closing Hollywood Pah;
F-WC Takes U.A. Site

Los Angeles, Sept 12.

It Is definitely set that Fox West
Coast will close the Pantages, Holly-
wood, Wednesday night (14), house
remaining dark possibly three
weeks, or until the return of Charles
Skouras from the east with a new
policy setup.

California, San Diego, dark for
several months, reopens Friday (16),
with a policy of weekly changes on
straight sound. Day preceding the
California reopening, the Fox, San
Diego, resumes Fanchon & Marco
stage units, for a Thursday to Sat-
urday (3-day) run weekly.
.
The new United Artists at El Cen-

tro, 1,600 seat-deluxer completed last
spring as a part of United Artists'
theatre building campaign, has been
leased by F-WC and opens Sept. 21.
This provides the Imperial Valley
district with its first refrigerated
picture house. John W. Paoli, man-
ager of the Imperial there, will also
supervise the United Artists.
Previously announced as closing

this week is the circuit's Criterion
here in L. A., which passes to Prin-
cipal Theatres, Inc., a second run
grind.

WE BROUGHT YOU

'Two Hearts'
IN WALTZ TIME"

(Now Available with English
Super- Imposed Titles)

For the Coming Season
We Will Repeat with
TWO SMASH HITS

'Comradship'
("KAMERADSCHAFT")
A Gigantio Achievement-

Europe's Raging Film
Sensation I

Awarded the Gold Uedal.br London
Faculty of Arts as the world's finest

film of the year l

—ALSO—

'Queen Louise*
(Luise, Koenigen von Preussen)

with HENAY PORTEN
Europe's Greatest Dramatic Actress

A natural I A predeatined box
office success I

Both Available Now
AS WeU as Other Established

Jlox-Office HHm -

ASSOCIATED CINEMAS
OF AMERICA, Inc.

154 W. 55th St., New York

Cable: "Cinema—New York"

DIRECTOR OF

"BAD GIRL"

"YOUNG AMERICA"
"FAREWELL TO ARMS"



iiimy from Broadway
WHh Apologies h Walter WmchM

Portrait of Ted Lewis Talking To Himself

Wish everybody who is crying box office depression could be with me on my

Jour of the [West . . . Maybe I ought to reprint in "Variety" what some of the critics

have been saying about the new act . . I'd have to buy up the entire paper to print

only part of them . . .The business we've been drawing wherever we go says a

>vhole high hatful for our pulling power ... I always knew my boys and myself

could play blues, drive away blues from our audiences . . . But the way the man'*

agers came around to us and gave us the glad hand for filling their houses, boy,

was that a thrillHJ , . .We drove the blues right out of them, and tKey began getting

&e real idea behind that "Is Everybody Happy" slogan of mine

.

, •• {Hope folks don't

think we're braggin', for we're not. . .records are records.)

'And we got a whole lot to be thankful for, too. . .Those managers everywhere

were great to us (that ought to go in Variety, too) . . .And then we owe a debt of

gratitude to the way Fanchon 6c Marco co-operated with us. . .There's a fine or-

ganization and we're proud to work with them. . .They have left nothing undone

.

And there's the William Morris office, our agents. . . (Isn't that Abe Lastfogel a

great. guy?) . . .And H. Harold Gumm, our personal representative. . .Great help

they all give us, and we are grateful to them all . . . (Am I getting too sentimental?)

.»- * . Well, anyway, we want to give credit where credit is due.

Here I am rambling around like a columnist when I ought to be thinking up new1

numbers to put in the act. . , That's the way with us all. . .We think we ought to be

something we aren't . . .I'm a p^former (by this time that's not immodest) and here

1 am trying to pull a Walter Winchell ... 1 guess 1 owe Walter a few saxophone les-

sons for stealing his style . ... . But 1 guess he wouldn't lay claim to this as being any-

way near his style any more than I would say it was me playing a clarinet if he was

trying to imitate me . . . But where was 1? . . . Oh, yes . . . I was thinking it's about time

to bring this to a close and go back to the things for which I'm best fitted . . . agree?]

l, , ."'S Everybody Happy?".,....S* long!
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Over-Done, Misdivided, Non-Stop

Revue-Vaud on Wane in London

London, Sept. 1.

The continuous varlety-revue

loom in the West End is compara-
tively over. The public having sat-

isfied its curiosity regarding this

new form of. entertainment is now
concerning itself with the merits or

demerits of competing: spots.

At present there are eight houses
• In the West End devoted, to this

type of entertainment, with the Vic-

toria Palace and Vaudeville ready

to Join the throng shortly.

The houses and their activities

jire:

Daly's Theatre, a low cost lay-

but, comprising mostly number 2

. acts, and a still cheaper form of

cabaret This sort of thing .might

satisfy Louis J. Seymour, the pro-

moter, formerly a performer and
now In the real estate business,

where he Is reputed to have made
4 lot of money. Attendance on de-

cline.

Leicester Sq.

Leicester Square Theatre, under

the regime of the ' Aga brothers,

felves a much better entertainment,

although it is far from high class.

The boys, being carried away by
the press eulogies, are beginning to

kid themselves theirs is .the' best

show in town. They mostly rely on
•presentations,' which are not over-
flowing with ideas, and acts. "Some
bf these acta are ordinary, with one

ifv two favored ones,' who, for .some
reason have, long contracts. It is

understood the Aza brothers have
an eight weeks' contract with Sir
Walter Gibbons, the^wnet of the
house, and what will happen after-

wards is difficult to foresee."
' 'London Pavilion ii"about the only
Ihouse that is taking this continuous

.variety idea seriously, "and: e_Yen.It.

Is having difficulty' getting attrac-

tions. They know they .need acts

and they are trying hard to 'get

them. And they are likely to suc-
ceed.

;

, The Phoenix theatre started but
yrith an idea, and looked, like get-

ting ' away with it, with Lucten
Bammett working hard.' But lack of

finance and Internal bickering,

coupled with the intense heat, killed

. the project temporarily. Sammet is

not licked, has already found a new
/backer and reopens the middle, of

.
September, under -a new ^arrange-
ment with the owner, Victor Luxen-

, bourg, who gets a flat rental "of

$1,000 a week.* The policy, of the
' house will be four shows dally, with
hew

.
talent, presentations and . one

•name' attraction.
.

Revues at Prince of Wales

.
• v, the Prince of Wales theatre, now

'' being operated by the lease©, Charles
Clore, specializes In so-called Inter-.

•" national revues, which are 'really

. girl parades In extreme undress,

.
However, ttiey are finding It pretty
difficult to make ends meet, are

- encountering plenty of losing weeks,
and it they break even they con-
sider they have had a good week.
Tom Arnold has now leased the
house from Clore, and opens Sept
19 . with an English version of one
of the Fplles Bergere revues.
.• The Windmill theatre,- which
started the vogue, goes; merrily
along, and is not losing. Its' over-
head is very small, . Its capacity is

ihe same, and its salaried aire, on
k par with both. A place,like this
can keep going without losing or
making much.

Vie Palace

. Victoria Palace, .which, goes con-,
tinuous varlety-revue, Oct. 10, will
khave special presentations to be
lcreated by Charles Henry, always
'a favorite of Charles Gulliver, in
the days when revue was' the dish
at the Palladium. The continuous
Idea for .his place was originally
suggested to Charles Gulliver eight
aonths ago, when the boom was in

ila infancy, but whether it has a
chance now is debatable, as there
are too many In the field already.
However, Victoria Palace has one

advantage the others lack, Its lo-

cation, being right next to Victoria

Station, one of the biggest railway
terminals in England, and must,

therefore, reap the benefit of tran-

sient trade. But It aU depends on

t£e quality of entertainment.

Lack of talent, lack bf Ideas in

presentations, the sameness of en-
" tertalnment In most of these houses

are the main handicaps.

The short experience has revealed

thaV continuous variety cannot be

If- .

Trailer Wins

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Veteran two-man comedy act

fared badly at its opening show
at a local combo house. Team
rushed out immediately after

the initial stanza and ordered

a trailer for use Just prior to

their act.

Trailer announced they - were
the oldest comedy team in' con-
tinuous service. It had the de-

sired effect, and the pair drew
liberal approbation after the

screen apology.

RUDD WELCOMED BACK

BY FRIENDS' $650 AD

Minneapolis, Sept. 12.

When Al JRiudd .resumed his .post

as musical director at the RKO
Orpheum, 109 of his friends and ad-
mirers, including three district

court Judges, chipped in for a $650

full page newspaper ad to -welcome
him back, •

Rudd was supplanted as director

of the orchestra two years ago after

20 years at the post for Orpheum
theatres here. When Carl Johnson
took his place as director Rudd re-

mained with the orchestra as a
violinist and continued in.%that ca-
pacity until he received the leader-
ship back again.

TexY$4,500

Texas Guinan Is getting $4,500

and all transportation expenses for
her company' and 'self for six more
weeks of RKO time. The extended
bookings include the current week
in Kansas City.

The deal was direct between RKO
and Miss Guinan, with Ez Keough
and Jack Fine representing the
latter. ~

EDDIE GARR
Week Sept. 3, RKO Albee, Brook-

lyn, New York.
The New York 'Evening Journal'

review of EDDIE GARR'S . Palace
appearance:
'The show, crowds into some fif-

teen' minutes the comedy of ED-
DIE GARR who literally, wows his
audience

:
with his imitations of

Jimmy Durante and others.'

Management, HARRY YOUNG
Room 1111A, 1660 B'way, New York

1 RKO, PHIL OFFIN

Office Comedy

Head of a booking depart-

ment recently called the pro-

ducer bf a vaude act to his

office and asked him what he
thought of the former, femme
picture name featured in the
turn.

'Well, it's not a great act,'

admitted the prpducer. 'Stilt,

we made a pretty good turn
but. of it. And that's plenty
considering we had to work
with that bustoroo. You ask
me what I think of her 7 Is

she lousey, and—

'

Whereupon the exec looked
down saying, 'Come on out,'

and from under his desk
emerged the woman In the
case.

'Blackout,' snickered the
booker. And he walked out of
the office leaving the producer
and actress flat.

RKO TO LIMIT NBC AIR

CONTEST IDEA IN N. Y.

6 MONTHS AFTER TIP,

CLEVE. PALACE HELD UP

Too many applications for, that
RKp-NBC radio talent contest in

towns where tried, has' decided RKO
to reduce the number of its the-

atres, to tie up with the idea, around
New York! Additionally RKO asked
NBC for clerical reinforcement to

take- care of . the applications.

There will, be only four RKO
spots around New York in the tle-

. .up. These are -stilt to be -deckled
. Cleveland, Sept. 13. and NBC will furnish extra help to

Just six months after the theatre handle the auditions,
was tipped that it was on the spot - RKO has called "off Us radio tal-
for a robbery, two gunmen walked ent contest in Seattle after the mu-
into the RKO Palace and copped a slclans. unlon there threatened to
*3,000 -pay roll after holding nine out stase hands if non-union
employees prisoners for halt ah accompanists were used. The union
ho
~
r
: .

'.. , insisted an orchestra be employed.
_ Stlckup. was pulled - Friday (9) AuditIon, by arrangement with
with matinee, audience never get-

1 NBC> was to nayo been held this

12 LOEW SPOTS

PLAYING HIGH

COST BILLS

Cleveland and Rochester open
Sept. 23 and Pittsburgh Sept. 30,

adding three more weeks to Loew
vaude theatres playing its high
priced variety bills. All three will
start off with $10,000 or over stage
shows and .continue playing them
as long , as they, the houses can
stand it, or the available attractions
last
Added trio of theatres increases

the number of Loew Bpots playing
fancy cost"*

1

shows to 12 including
the Broadway, deluxe picture house,
the Capitol. Those already in the
policy are the. State and Paradise,
New 'York; Metropolitan, Brook-
lyn; Valerfcla, Jamaica; Jersey
City, Baltimore, Washington, and
Boston.
-Last to go to the heavy salaried

stage shows was the Brooklyn Met
which started this week with a bill

comprising
t, Morton Downey, Leon

Erroll, Phil Baker, Alleen Stanley
and the DeMarcos previously play-
ing the Bronx Paradise.

MORRISON WITHDRAWS

FROM RKO AGENTS BD.

ting an inkling of what was hap
pening. If robbers, One ' a Negro,
had appeared only two hours earlier

they might also have nabbed $7,000
more paid out to actors
' Yeggs sneaked into the manager's
office when it was empty and cor-
ralled employees as they came In,

looking for one who knew the safe's

combination.. Only one who knew
the combination was persuaded by

week, the talent to play- RKO's OrT
pheum, Seattle, next week.

More Irene' Shifts

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Additional changes in the cast of

Fanchon & Marco's 'Irene,' has Wal-

Unit Confusion in Cleve.;

Rube Wolf with Ideas'
Cleveland, Sept, 12.

Rube Wolf will come hi from Los
Angeles to ' m.- c. at Keith's 105th
St. when the house starts a Fanchon I

& Marco stage policy Sept. 17, re-
placing RKO acts.

Wolf. Is moving the orchestra on
the. stage for the unit, although Ray
Steck continues to lead band in pit.
~ Theatre rah into some confusion
by having 'La.. Vie Paree,* an A. B.
Marcus tab, booked in for. week pre-
ceding new Fanchon & Marco pol-
icy. Similarity of producers' names

guns to open it up. After getting *er Regan replacing Eddie Feather-

the" money robbers calmly walked stone, and BMy Carsens going into

out of a side door. the Karren Wood part George

Theatre was warned about a I
Dobba has Hegan's former spot

planned stlckup months ago by an I
Dale Winter is now In final week

imprisoned tipster. For some time °« the name part with Catherine

detectives were stationed In the or- |
Crawford replacing at Portland,

chestra pit on pay days, but police

were, totally unprepared for this
, j^y^ Kjfcaft $250

Suit Over Cancellation

Lens Tack Sam's lone Hon I

cialmin« Bho> waa dropped"w"» *~"« "t> r| ?ut of a unit after the first day

without being reimbursed for theHollywood, Sept 12.

Making a record jump" for a five

weeks contract, Long Tack Sam ar
rived in"San Francisco from Shang;
hai with his family and company

got some newspapers bawled up in I last Thursday afternoon. (8) and I

their copy, besides throwing' the opened
t
following evening in the|

public off.
' House wanted to leave l

in the 'Rain* prologue at the
Marcus' name off the marquee, but
producer wouldn't consent

Chinese.

full amount of her week's salaYy,

Madelyn Kileen has filed suit in the
Municipal Court against Publlx.

She is asking $250.

In her complaint she stated that
after she had been .billed .at the
Paramount Brooklyn, as 'the girl

who- taught Rudy Vallee how to

The Oriental performer had one dance,' the unit's director told her

$2,000 Suit Against Par

Theatre for Split Ankle
|

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Russell Plummer, dancer, • has
|

rehearsal .
Friday morning with

Eddie Garr, who also arrived
the day after she opened (July 8)

that the show was too long and
Thursday afternoon from New York I her. services wouldn't be necessary.

First of several threatened with-
drawals by members of the RKO
agents association's board bf gov-
ernors occurred last week with the
resignation' of 'Charlie Morrison.
Pressing business matters that re-
strained' him from giving enough,
time to the board duties was the
reason given. \
Other board members have been

discussing quitting for some time
on the grounds that the association

has not been given as free a hand
as the booking office promised.
Charges that booking office influ-

ence was Involved in decisions have
been made several times.
The board is operating, without

Morrison for the time being, with
his spot to be filled this or next
week. i

Five pases were up for arbitra-
tion at last week's -session, four
concerning acts' requests for re-
lease' and one over commission.
Claim of Harry Ward of the Max

Gordon office for commission on the
emergency -booking Sept 3 of Ro-
gan and Trigger In Minneapolis was
denied. Booking was through the
Chicago office. •

Gus Edwards* request for a re-
lease of Armlda by . the Charlie
Morrison office was granted, but
commlsh on the dancer's current
Palace, New York, engagement was
awarded to the latter.

Requests from Radiolltes and
Grugel and Robles for release from
Aaron Kessler and Morris & Co.,

both granted. Similar request from,

Marlnoff's Russian Canines for
transfer from ROger Murrell to Jack
Hart was. denied, With act or-
dered to remain with Murrell.

by air. Garr is m. c'ing the show.

MRS. BERGER BETTER

Also claims that all she was of
fered, after rehearsing two days,
was one-seventh of the salary
agreed upon.

brought a $2,000 suit in Superior Booker's Heroism in Child Attempt
court against the Paramount the
atre for injuries , alleged to have
been sustained when scenery fell on
his ankle, breaking it. He was work
log at the house at the time.-

He asks $1,000 for time lost at

Real Cause of Fatality

Willie Berger's heroic .attempt to
rescue his seven-year-old daughter
from a • flaming automobile near
Newcastle, Pa., was the real cause

$100 a week, $5 for doctor fees, and | of the former RKO booker's death
$995 compensatory damages.

Publix-RKO Issue

Denver Ultimatum
Denver, Sept. 12.

Stagehands 'have been notified by
Publlx and Rkb-Huffman that if

the means of developing acts. Four-
a-day has proved ruinous. Most I

acts become mechanical.

After rescuers had dragged Berger
| contracts are not negotiated by Sept,

and his wife, Addle, from the
wrecked auto, a broken ankle and
collarbone did not deter him from
stumbling back for the child.

Mrs. Berger had recovered suffl-

2 the Fanchon-Marco units will be
|
out at the Denver and vaude at the
Orpheum
Stagehands concede to a 5% cut

but want added hours to make up
The Windmill, the diminutive spot clently last week to be moved from for loss to men. Musicians and

off Piccadilly, the first place to give I Newcastle to Chicago, where she Is

London non-stop, Is still filling its now confined at the • Garfield Park
360 seats In comfort
This theatre has a system where-

by one company rehearses one week
while the other appears on the
stage. They are now introducing a
third company, which will tour non-
stop stuff through' the provinces.
The first stand was at the New

theatre, Northampton, the boot
town, and good business was re-
ported. Dates are being sought
eagerly by managers of flopping

1

provincial legit houses.
Windmill people Intend to extend

the number of road companies as
the demand permits.

hospital. She escaped with a broken
kneecap and superficial burns.
A double funeral for Berger and

his daughter was held in Chicago.
The fate of her husband and

foster-child was kept from Mrs.
Berger until she was sufficiently re-

covered to stand the shock.

booth operators all set except for
signing and no trouble looked for
there,

DOWUNG-DOOLEY, $3,000 :

Eddie Dowllng and Rae Dooley
start five weeks for RKO Sept 17

at the Palace, New York.
Salary is $3,000 double. Danny

Collins agented.

BKO'S SOUTH BEND F-M
Extending the Fanchon & Marco

time over RKO, circuit has booked
another F-M unit for South Bend.
No dofte set, but likely to open

there this month.

JACK CUBTIS BACK
Jack Curtis arrives in New York

today (Tuesday) on the Bremen.
The RKO agent with his family

spent the summer on the other side.

NBC Now Disposed to

Work With All Agents
NBCs disposal to work in con*

junction with any agent Is manU
tested by the William Morris agency,
hookup In ' spotting Mildred .

Bailey
and Three Keys with Lpew's and
Donald Novls at the Paramount
New- York. In all Instances, NBC
splits with Morris office.

On Three Keys, Harry Lenetska,
who Is 10%'lng the colored trio.

Is splitting with Morris in turn.

ALLABD'S UNIT
Dallas, Sept 12.

Jimmy Allard, former P-p nuc. Is

recruiting a vaude unit from local

talent for barnstorm, of Publlx
smalltbwn'ers in Florida, beginning
this month.
Allard routed similar show for

P-P's Dent loop (now Paschall) In

Texas last summer.

ALEC FRANCIS' BREAK-IN
Hollywood, Sept 12.

Alec B. Francis opens at the
State, Long Beach, Sept 16, for a
week's break-In before going east.

This is Francis' first vaude ap-
pearance. Meiklejohn office Is han-
dling. .
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RKO'S NEW LOW

19 WEEKS; 3

MORE OFF

RKO's vaudeville route, now the

vanishing American of the show

business, takes another three-week

dip at the end of this month, when

Kansas City, Omaha and Denver

go straight pictures. The ex-route

will thereby rest on a new bottom
of 19 weeks of playing time on what
has been, up to now, the principal

vaudeville circuit.

Labor trouble is given as one of

the reasons for the three western
drop-outs. Business Is the* major
cause. The closing dates for Omaha
and Denver are Sept. 22 and 21, re-

spectively, while the current week
Is the vaudeville finale In K. C.

At this time last year RKO'a
books contained 70 weeks, and con-
ditions were "considered bad then,

too. The decline to 19 weeks in a
year by gradual stages will have
been at the rate of 73%.

Cai't Draw last Hakes

Oat of a Hat, Magician

Back to Paperhangmg

' Buffalo, Sept. 12.

Ray D. Hartman, actor and ma-
gician, known professionally as
'Chau Tung, Man of Mystery,' was
confined to the Erie County Jail by
Chief " Judge) Wolt in City Court
here to make up his mind whether
be wanted to go back to his trade
of paperha'nglng and support hjs
wife or stay in jail here indef.

The Mrs. complained that Hart-
man, who does a magic and mind-
reading turn and who has recently
been showing with carnivals, failed

to support her and their three small
children .because he preferred to
tick to his profession, though not
working, rather than go back to
paperhanging.
Hartman testified that his share

of his last engagement after paying
off his assistant was $1.20.

Auto Victim Identified

At Arthur Spizzi, Agent

Struck by an auto while" cross-
ing the street Thursday (8), Ar-
thur Spizzi, vaude booking agent
and at one time manager of bands,
died In Reconstruction hospital two
days later from a fractured skull.

Spizzi lay dying with his iden-
tity unknown to the hospital au-
thorities until traced there by
friends who 'had appealed to the
police. Woman who drove the car
claimed that

,
Spizzi stepped sudden-

ly Into Its' path. There were no
other witnesses to the accident and
she was hot.held../

Failure of Spizzi to show up at
his office for an appointment caused
Dewey Barto, .of. Barto and' Mann,
to inquire at".the agent's hotel.
There Barto was. Informed that
Spizzi had gone out early Thursday
evening but hadn't returned. Barto
subsequently got in touch with the
police and learned that an accident
victim of his description had been
removed to the Reconstruction hos-
pital.

Ex-RKO District Heads

Frisco Hoofing School
San Francisco, Sept. 12.

Len Browne, ex-RKO district
head here, has gone into

t
the hoof-

ing school by grabbing a partner
and opening a studio across the
street from the Golden Gate thea-
tre, where he formerly directed
RKO's activities.

In addition to teaching jigging,
Browne tried public dancing, but it

lasted one night.

A Leading Question

An extremely embarrassing
questiqn, and almost identi-
cally worded everywhere, has
to be answered almost daily
by the three RKO booking of-
fice scouts now on the road
seeking indie theatres. The
scouts are Ray Hodgdon, Er-
ille Forrest and. Fred De-
Bondy.
Nine out of 10 indie exhibs

and managers approached ask:
•If RKO's vaudeville is so

good, why is RKO throwing it

out of its own theatres?'

COMM. NOW HAS

FULL CHARGE

OF NVA

NVA's .finance .committee com-
posed, of .Moe -Silvers of Warner
Bros,,

: Major Leslie Thompson of
RKO, and Sam Scrlbner, has taken
over complete charge of the. NVA
fund .and ...club operation. . The trio

supervises , .all disbursements and
represents the fund on all financial

matters under the new arrangement.
The committee's original assign-

ment, as the reason for its appoint-
ment, was to find means to reduce
the NVA's operating expenses. Al-
though the slicing on the social and
clubhouse end in New York' has hot
been completed, the committee will

leave for Saranac next week to look
for possible.economy chances there.

Added duties of the committee do
not affect the status of Henry
Chesterfield who continues as sec-

retary of the ;NVA. club.

Warner Houses Moving to
46th Street for Bookings,
Dissolving Own Office-
Kemp to WB Picture End,
Trilling as Loew Contact—Loew Staff Unchanged
—19 Weeks at Start

6 MOS. DEAL

VALLEE'S $6,000 NET

FOR SHORT 5-DAY WKS.

RKO is paying Rudy Vallee. $6,000

net for five days of the current week
in. Boston, He plays the Palace,
Cleveland, the week of Oct. 1, also

for five days: only, for the same cir-

cuit at $7,5.00 regular. . Both are
NBC bookings.
Vallee Is limited to five-day en-

gagements) excepting in New York,
by the refusal of his ether sponsor
(Fleischman) to permit remote con-
trol broadcasting from out of town.
Account islsts on a rehearsal of the
program Intact at the New York
studio before each broadcast.
With the Fleischman hour falling

on Thursday nights, "Vallee must
close Wednesday at the RKO out-of-
town houses. • He misses Thursday
and Friday .performances,- necessi-
tating substitution by another act.

Engagement at the Albee, Provi-
dence, which started Saturday (10)
is on.a five-day basis.

Baltimore, Sept. 12.

Rudy Vallee and band Come into
the indie vaude; Hippodrome late

this month,, but for six days only.

Show at £he Hipp the week fol-

lowing will run' for eight days in

order to bring" the house back to a
Friday opening; -

i :

Marie Eline, Joe Reems,

Secretly Wed Since Dec.
Marie Eline and Joe Reems, both

of vaudeville, were secretly married
last December, It has Just been re-
vealed.

Bride Is of Grace and Marie Eline
and groom of Reems, Rio and
Kitchell.

Crosby's 20 Direct
Bing Crosby is currently at the

Paramount, San Francisco, starting
another 20 weeks for Publix at the
same figure, $3,500, as his last tour,

only booked direct this time. The
crooner isn't under CBS manage-
ment anymore.
Following Frisco, Oakland, Los

Angeles, Denver, Crosby will go to

New York for broadcasting activi-

ties in the engt.

Loew and
. Warners are together

on a .vaudeville booking deal that
will send Warner stage show-play-
ing theatres into the Loew office

for bookings. Two circuits are un-
derstood to have a six months'
agreement , which can be extended
if the arrangement proves satis-

factory within that period.

With, the . Loew-Warner agree-
ment .closed, and the RKO-Fanchon
& Marco .booking deal still being
talked, over, it la likely the major,
vaude .booking offices will be reduced
to three this season. Only Publix,
with its eight picture house weeks,,

will remain unaffiliated.

Loew will book the Warner houses
along with Its own, dissolving the
present Warner booking office. In

New York. What the status of the
Warner booking head, Harold Kemp,
will be has not been established,

but WB is reported as being de-
sirous of retaining him.
One conjecture is that Kemp will

transfer to the picture end, that be-
ing based oh Warners' recent ex-
tension 1 of his scope to cover the
eastern field for possible film talent
and material in addition to his stage
booking duties;

The other Warner booker, Steve
TrilHiigj handling the Warner
houses under. Kemp, probably will

go oyer to Loew as WB's direct

contact
,
with the LoeW office.

Expect. Additional Weeks
Warners' present stage time is

down to two and a half weeks—full

weeks in" Washington and Phila-
delphia and a split in Elizabeth,
N. J. It is expected ' to increase
considerably if current labor die

putes are settled.

Loew's stage show book currently
amounts to 12% weeks with three
more weeks to be added at the end
of this month. Plus the WB houses
now open, without, conceding an in

crease, the combined Loew-Warner
time wiH reach 19 weeks at the
start
Under the proposed amalgamated,

set-up the Loew booking staff re-
mains unchanged with J. H. Lubln,
as general manager; Lou Sidney, di-
rector of stage houses, Marvin
Schenck as booking manager, and
Sidney Plermoht, booker. Trilling
will be added to this line-up as an-
other booker.

Details are expected to be
straightened out in time for activ-
ity around Oct. 1.

COMBINED
Texas Biz Men Will Buy»

Tickets if RKO Restores Vaude

Sympathy

Chicago, Sept 12.

Hearing of the fire raging
. backstage at the Garrlck thea-
tre Thursday night (8), Richy

. Craig mentioned it during his
;

act at the Palace. ''!'"

'Balaban and Katz just sent
their ushers over to put the
Are out with blow torches.'

Craig declared.

RKO BOARD MAY

DECIDE F-M

THIS WK.

Overtures between RKO and
Fanchon & Marco may reach final/

negotiations this ,week as the 'RKO
directorial board goes into session

Wednesday (14). Believed the RKO
board must approve before formal
negotiations can be opened between
parties but that the talked of F-M
deal will be one of the subjects to

come, before the board. "
.

• - •
" 1

Mike Marco is still in town!
Whatever negotiations are " entered
into SpyroB" Skouras, as operating
head of Fox West Coast may sit in

as an Interested party since FWC
.owns, one-half of F. & M. Prospects
late that any future connection rF,,

;& M. may make will include Fox
•West Coast because of this setup
junless Marco can arrange a release,

j
. Marcd Is reported as likely to step

into the RKO office as active book-
ing, head of both the F. & Mi and
|RKO books, George Godfrey either

igolng out or remaining as a booker.
Martin! Beck, who would retain
nominal charge of the RKO office)

Is said to be agreeable to the pro-,

posed arrangement.

Loew theatre executives . deny
overtures by them towards a part-

nership arrangement with F. & M.

An F. & M. unit will play the
New York Paramount for the first

time when . 'Desert Song* goes in

there late this month.
On Oct. 1 Keith's, Akron, and

Palace, Youngstown, Bhift to a
combo policy on a split week basis,

one half vaude and one half Fan-
chon & Marco.
With the Ohio week added, the

total RKO time played by the F&M"
units will reach 11% weeks.

Elimination of. vaude oyer the
summer in . about 20 RKO houses
has been bringing a steady aval-
anche of complaints from business
people. As a result, in at least one-
spot, and directly attributable to
the demands of the business people,'

RKO Is putting back vaude. This
is Ft Worth, Texas.. ",' 1

Ft Worth merchants having had
time to consider the advantages of
vaude,^pro arid con, are so strongly'
in favor of bringing it back to their
telty, that they Have offered to buy
$5,000 worth of admission scrip
when RKO revives stage entertain-
ment there. The merchants will

distribute the scrip among their own
employes.

Additionally, RKO's landowners
have agreed to make' alterations In
the RKO house as an inducement.'
When these alterations have been
fixed; RKO has agreed to put In
vaude, which will happen around
the second week In October, from
present Indications.

'

Many Letters
. In other spots Where RKO took
vaude out; letters of complaint have
come in variously, but' ail of a unj-r
versal tenor; that elimination of
vaude is detrimental to the business

'

life of any town. Many intimated'

^

they might remove from ftjtfp.-.-

buildings as a result as the elimina-
jtiori of vaude affected their busl-
inessesV
' ' Most of the letters are from mer-
chants' and shopkeepers who are.
either tenants of RKO or have
stores in the vicinity of RKO thea-
tres where, vaude has, been elimln-.
ftt^cfc; Some of these have' asked
torrent reductions as a consequence
olf the vaude elimination.

SGUANBERGER GIFT

Baltot Showman Gives Historical
.Theatre Collection to Library

Baltimore, Sept. 12.

When the new block-long Enoch
Pratt Free Library, opens for busi-
ness new year, it will contain a
theatrical room, the principal ma-
terial of which is being supplied by
Fred C. Schanberger, the dean of

local show business.
Wlll.be known as the Schangerger

Collection, and will contain price-
less scrap-books relating to show
business of 20 to 30 years ago.
Also ail the NVA annuals.

MASTERS AN AGENT
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Harry Masters of Masters and
Grace, has dumped the grease paint
to Join the William Meiklejohn
agency.
Masters will act as studio con

-

'tact

TfMBERGS, R00NEYS,

PLUS SKEETS, REVUE

The Rooneys and the Tlmbergs,'
with a father and son representing
each clan, will place their book mu-4

sical into rehearsal next week. Just
so it won't be an 100% family af-
fair, they're after Skeets Gallagher
tip. help them top the cast.

Pat Rooney and Herman Tlmberg
are writing and producing the show,
besides proposing to star in it with
their respective sons* Pat, 3d, and
Herman, Jr. .'Jammy Tlmberg, Her-
man's brother, is doing the music.
The Tlmbergs and the Rooneys

have been playing a combination act
in vaudeville. That served as the
inspiration for the mutual legit
venture.

Just One Left
Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.

Angelina Queen of' the . Three
Queens, vaudeville dancing trio, be
came the bride here last week of
Mike Cappy, Pittsburgh band
leader.

. Marriage was the second among
the three girls this summer, Jean
Queen having hooked up earlier

with Ned Dobson, Loew booking
agent.

Stale's Mkhfters

}-;May Be General en I

He Loem Circat

Midnight showing of the vaude-
ville bill as well as the picture,' In-
augurated at the State Saturday
(10), may be tried in other houses,
depending on how It works at the
Broadway vaudfllmer. '

In order not to increase the five

shows dally on Saturdays for the
acts, State will pad out Its running
time on film. Seldom has it played
shorts in the past.

Every other night in the week
State, as usual, will play midnight
shows of the picture alone.

Dance School Kids Act
1 Jams Up Schenec. Mgr.

Schenectady, Sept. 12.

Robert Ungerfeld, manager of the
RKd Plaza, was arrested on com/,
plaint and warrant sworn out by
local branch of Humane Society. He
was charged with allowing children,

under 16 to perform on the stage.
Ungerfeld had arranged with a

local dance studio to have its stu-
dents appear in dance recitals at
several evening performances. Al-
though he had secured permit from
city commissioner of public safety,

Ungerfeld neglected to secure neces-
sary permission from Humane So-
ciety and mayor, as required by
law. '

Arraigned in court the RKO man-,
ager pleaded not guilty and was re-
leased in $50 bail. Ungerfeld will

be examined in police court Satur-
day 17), when decision will be made
by judge.

Back to Frisco
San Francisco, Sept. 12. ):

Johnny Beck takes over the RKO •'

j

booking office this week, coming i

j

up from Los Angeles to replace Ken '

Dailey, who returns there.

Office books Golden ,Gate here anil

will handle Orpheum when that
house goes presentations Sept. 30. .



THE SENSATION OF TWO CONTINENTS

HYDE
and his

NEW MUSICAL CHARMERS
13 Truly Beautiful, Versatile, Talented MusicalA Uniaue and Extraordinary Feminine Mutical Aggregation of 13—Count 'E

PERSONALITIES

SIX WEEKS OLD AND NOT A LAY-OFF YET (KNOCK WOOD!)
BOOKED SOLD) WITH LOEW'S AND RKO

For Special Attention of Radio Broadcaatera

ALEX HYDE and HIS MUSICAL CHARMERS offer for the Ether the only genuine RADIO NOVELTY—««• FIRST and ONLY All-Girl Orchestra of Competent Musicians

•nd Novrfty Entertainer*.

RUTH BURNS of the personnel is an UNQUESTIONABLE RADIO FIND VOCALLY.

and v

ALEX HYDE'S " 'Cello Fiddling? is likewise DISTINCTIVE.

Gentle Words from Gentlemen of the Preaa

"Alex Hyde and his Charmers as he dubs the 12 girls

with htm, had smooth sailing all along, with the house
strongly his way. Early In the proceedings, he brings
forth Ruth Burns who does numbers with, a touch that
has enough appeal for anybody.
"Hyde himself, a little dynamo, wastes no time. He

has one of the fastest novelty entertaining .orchestras
around. Nothing seems to 16© overdone. It sent Hyde
over high enough to have warranted an encore, which
he deigned after doing 30 minutes." "VARIETY."

"It's the most beautiful girl band extant. . .Alex rHyde
makes a violin sound like a 'cello."

. . *r. V, "AMBRKAM."
f

A curtsy to the following for their many kindnesses:—Messrs. J. H. LUBlrf, LOUIS K. SIDNEY,
BENIS, HARRY W. SPINGOLD, and JOHNNY and VICTOR HYDE, my big brothers.

' "Alex Hyde and his twelve girl band, 'The Musical
Charmers,' prettily dressed in yellow and himself in
bine coat and white trousers, rode the wave of popu-
larity at the midnight" show. Saturday. Hyde, who has
just returned from the other side, has arranged a nice
routine for his pretty girl musicians with vocal, instru-
mental, whistling, dancing numbers, all finding their
place in the twenty-eight minutes they stayed on. His
girls play well, and Hyde directs in a well thought out
dynamic manner that Is at once attractive and a big
help in putting-'the act across, for it reveals him as a

. very .clever showman who knows his stuff and what to>

do with it. Of course, there Is a mike on stage, through '

which Ruth Burns projects three numbers and which. .

also serves to carry the voices of a trio of the girls. The
act closes with Hyde in the pit directing a big instru-
mental number. All In all, the act is an attraction that
will please ninety-nine out of every hundred of those

.

who view it. And how many are there which can do
that." "BILLBOARD."

MARVIN H. 6CHENCK, BORROS MORROS, BORIS PETROFF, DAVE

Direction JOHNNY HYDE
(WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY)

PAUL SPADONI
Berlin

HARRY ROGERS
RKO

Greetings from Great Britain

"The Somnolent Melodist

Just Concluded Two Weeks
Palladium, London

Direction WM. MORRIS

International (greetings

FROM

GEORGE JESSEL

Something New In the Gymnastic Line

6 AVALONS 6
A THRILL A SECOND

Booked Solid:

RKO CIRCUIT TILL 1934
Direction:

BILLY JACKSON

ADA BROWN In

"Southern

Syncopation

BOOKED SOLID

RKO Circuit of Theatres

Dir.: MARTY FORKINS
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In these days when the excellence of stage attractions is

so vital a factor in the success of extensive theatre opera-

tions, the.RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM CORPORATION,
through its Theatre Companies, is exercising all possible

care and ingenuity in developing/ to an even finer de-

gree, this important phase of its activity,

Cognizant of the demand for only the highest type of

attractions, it is our intent and purpose to continually

meet that demand. Thus, we seek the services of the best

that the Theatrical, Film and Radio Worlds have to offer.

Our managers over America are drilled to properly

handle whatever we may send them. Being members of

the RKO organization, the word Vaudeville has great

meaning to them.

RKO, the combination of those great institutions which

gave Vaudeville its standing and prestige in America, is

following the course of success in its insistence upon

Vaudeville which is at once Standard, Modem and of

Highest Quality.

ORPHEUM
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Skoiiras, Publix Step

Into Open Syr. Spot

Vacated by RKO, Loew

|
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept.. 12.

! With Loew's State committed to

an all-fllm program for the new
• season, and RKO Keith's likely to

follow suit, two other downtown
i first runs are experimenting'

,
with

' stage as a box office draw-
Eckel, Skouras-operated, has Otto

; fray's Oklahoma Cowboys, radio
- ««t, on the current film, 'bolstering

^kay America,' while Paramount

brings in the Mills Brothers on Fri-

day to supplement 'Devil and the

Deep.'

INDIE'S 6 ACTS AND FELMS
Worcester, Mass., Sept. 12.

The Plymouth, playing five acts

and films on a twice weekly change,
has increased its vaude to six acts,

and also enlarged the orchestra.

UNION DEALS RELEASE

STYMIED F.&M. UNITS

ROT ARRIVES ,

. Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Harold Roy, who has been Coast
bound for Lyons & Lyons for sev-
eral months, arrived last week.
Roy will be attached to the Holly-

wood office.
,

WE ARE READY TO BOOK
THE BEST ACTS
AVAILABLE

It yoii have, opentime, communicate immedi*
\

ateiy with 4. E. Chapman, Managing Director

Fox Brooklyn Theatre
FLATBUSH AT NEVINS

Brooklyn, N. Y.

A-

Aiindyed by JEAN CARROLL

RKO Circuit Direction. CHAS. MORRISON
1 j -

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Resumption of Fanchoh & Marco
units by four of the Harry Arthur
houses in New England, Sept. 9, and
at New Haven Sept. 16, paves the

way for consecutive routing of sev-

eral shows which have been held
here, pending settlement of union
troubles in the eastern houses.

.

It is now set for the Teddy Joyce
unit, 'Hollywood Comedians,' fea-

turing Ben Turpin, Snub Pollard
and Walter Hlers, to resume its tour
at the -Paramount, Des Moines,
Sept. 23.

Opening, of Worcester, Hartford,
Bridgeport and Springfield (Arthur)
last week necessitated rushing of

two additional shows by Marco
First of these, 'Big Top,' circus unit,

went into Hartford Sept. 9, with the
second, a Chester Fretnklln unit,

opening Friday, in NeV Hayen. ..

Marco is building a unit around
Frank and Milt Britton and their

band, -to open at the Fox, St. Louis,
Sept. 23. This follows a one week
stand of the comics, at the Oriental,

Chicago, Sept. 16, "to Augment the
F&M 'Ubangl* unit, feSCurlng Gilda
Gray.: :' rV

. M. p.- (Doc) Howe; -JP&M .booker,

Is working. o^ several;i"ftooklng re-

arrangements' for thtf•'• northwest
and inter-mountain .territory to per-
mit spotting of 'Follow Thru' and
'Irene' in Publix houses in Boise,

Idaho, and: Salt Lake City.

Mme. Schumann-Helnk goes -Into

the Chicago, -Chicago, Sept.- 16, for

the week, in conjunction with the
Monte Blue unit, .'Movie Circus.'

'

v A'. Weater-Guter ;

.

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Acts playing the local Palace last

week had an exhausting week of it

due to the business for 'Bird of

Paradise' (Radio). Five shows
were given Sunday, Monday and
Wednesday.

Bill consisted of Xols Torres,
Mickey McGulre, Tom Patrlcola,

Richy Craig, and Jack Dempsey.
As a result of the crowded sched-
ule the usual Wednesday night RKO
quarter hour over WENR was can-
celled as Dempsey and Richy
Craig couldn't make the mike In

time. \ 'r. '• ,

"

AGENTS' SUITS

Weber- Simon vs. Bentham for Old
$600 Commish

I'

TO ALL MY FRIENDS IN AMERICA

I AM NOW PRODUCING AT THE

GAUMONT PALACE AND OLYMPIA, PARIS

PAUL
See Me While Here

THANKS TO MR. SAM KATZ, MR. JOHN BALABAN

TOM

Suit for commission dating back
about four years, when the Simon
boys were still in. Chicago has been
filed In New York by the present
Weber-Simon agency, against M. S.

Bentham.
While in Chi, the Simons handled

Bentham's acts, for the west under
a commlsh split arrangbment. The
Simon complaint is that commlah on
three Bentham acts for Chi book-
ings has not been paid.

Acts involved are Three Sailors,

Bud Harris and Talent and Merit.
Commish'claimed amounts to about
$600. :

b. & k.'s stage shows'

double Attractions

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Balaban & Katz is strengthening
its stage shows in many Instances
by using two. separate attractions
instead of ' just one presentation.
This,1 Is : a jnatter of individual ex-
pediency rather than a general pol-
icy, butj the; tendency Is ^ bolster
the stage eftd. That wlll\apply to
the $tvoll and Uptown in the; neigh-
borhoods as well as the Oriental and
Chicago In the loop.

Duke Ellington band, which here-
tofore has been a solo attraction
at the Oriental, is one-half of the
stage bill for the week of Sept. 9.

Other half Is a Fanchon & Marco
-unit, Gus Edwards', 'RadioY Imita-
tors,' '::•'"{:

;./•;":.;

At the- Ghlcagb Madame Schu-
mann-Helnk. is booked separately
from the Monte Blue unit, 'Movie
Circus/ for .the week of Sept. 16,

and the same week the' Oriental
will again have a double-jointed
stage show. First part is the Gilda
Gray unit, Ubangl/ while for an
added and separate attraction there
will be Frank arid Milt Brittqn's
hoke orchestra.

I

'Georgia Minstrels' Set

At State After Break-In
.. . .. .Xos-Angeles, -Sept;. 12. ~

-Road-shew- break-In of the Rich-
ards and Prlngle 'Georgia Min-
strels/ In anticipation of future
Fanchon & Marco unit time, ends
next week, with the colored standby
going into Loew's State there week
of Sept. . 22.

Mipstrijlfoutfit wm be augmented
for the dp.wntown and possibly other
unit stands by The Three Gobs and
other acts. :

'Whoopee' plays the Fox, Long
Beach, week of Sept. 22, and fol-

lows the minstrels into the State
(29).'

SHEA'S PRESENTATIONS
Buffalo, Sept. 12.

Shea's Century (Publix) last sea-
son's RKO vaudeville stand here,

which has , been operated since

spring on a straight picture basis
this week goes Into a new policy of

pictures and stage presentations.
Current presentation Is headed by

Wesley Eddy, m.c.

Marshall Held Over

Chicago, Sept. 12.

. E_Y€r£tt>.MarshaU, the baritone, Is

held over for a second week at the
Chicago -DjrB&K."
Although he missed the first two

performances opening day, produc-
tion department saw him later and
decided on the retention.

"vera

DOWN EAST STOCK GOES

VAUDEt-AND 2-A-DAY

SomerviUe, Mass., Sept. 12.

For several years one of the lead-*

ing stock stands in the country,
Vlano's Someryille,theatre last weelt
changed to vaudeville.
Five acts and a picture twic*

weekly, now presented. It's two-a*
day, with performances at 2; IS
and 8.

'Strutters* at 'Frisco

With 'Lucky Day' Leads
;Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Darktown Strutters/ comprising*
the principals of the .'Lucky Day*]
stage show, Eddie Anderson and.
Alma Traverse, who will head"/ a
company of 28, has been booked by;

Bern Bernard,, for- the Golden Gate!
'Frisco, week of Sept. 16. , }•

Horace Heidt band lays off thai
week, due to the union requiring A
one-week layoff in six* House will
substitute a Pit band for the seveni
days. '. i'

ROBBINS
and his

BERMUDIANS

Now Playing Hamilton Hotel

Fourth G>nsecutive Year

All Bermuda Says

"HE'S GOT RHYTHM"

Direction VYM. MORRIS

Just Finished Sept. 1st with

"REFLECTIONS" IDEA

and JERRY
Opened Sept. 2d

Loew's State, Lot Angeles

Pilot HARRY LA VINE

DeVITO and DENNY
JM DOT STEVENS

"Listen Ryan untl Noblel*o, the!
Steam Roller Men ronio to u* when
the office nslted us fur cnto smart
reportee."'

RYAN Md NOBLETTE
Talkina—"Hello, DeVITO 4

DENNY and DOT STEVENS—.

"What ever gave you the Idea to

put a steam roller In your act?"

JOAQUIN GARAY
Second year ..slnsinff. for Fox West

Coast In San Francisco

Now—FOX EL CAPITAN
80 Weeks at Uie Foi, San Francisco

"ENGLAND'S STANDARD COMEDY ACT—Vide Press

ALWAYS WORKING, AND ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW
Thanks to GENERAL THEATRES, MOSS EMPIRES. STOLL CIRCUIT. Etc.

FRED SANBORN
SAILING OCT. 13, 1932

RKO Rep., BLONDELL 65. MACK

With JUDSON COLE
Paramount-Publix Rep., WM, MORRIS

"THE BOAT SAILS WEDNESDAY"

OPENING OCT. 27, PALLADIUM, LONDON
Foreign Rep., DICK HENRY
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WITH OR

WITHOUT A SPOTLIGHT

EDDIE
is still

KING OF THE BANJO
Following a Most
Successful Tour
of Great Britain
and the Continent

Now
Booked Solid

with

Fanchon and Marco
For 1932

i
v

BUDDY ROGERS

And His

CALIFORNIA CAVALIERS

I may be

but I am still

INTERNATIONAL
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NEW YORK

Day by Day
By O. O. Mclntyre-—

Diary of a New Yorker:

So working a while and with

my wife to see for the fourth

time the breath-taking fight be-

tween a cobra and tiger in

Frank Buck's picture.

Among Tenderloin gents, who
treat" 'hair ladies rough, black-

ing an eye Is known as "bltmp-

ing a peeper,"

Personal nomination for the

most" finished stage performer—
Cardini, the magician.

• *. • -

Cardini—the title la doubtless a

pseudonym Inspired by his ;
calling—

, is a card roanlp-
; ulator. He takes
j
this rather cast-

i oft hocus -poous.
! and makes of It

| a many -• splen-

|
dored art, "On

|
the stage he Is a
monocled English
swell "in-- f;wil
dress and whlte-
Hned ' 1 n verness

J cape.' His mystt-
rfylng e v -a nlsh-

] nients - are done
I wearing w H 1 1 e

1 kid .gloves. Not
J a single effort is.

I lor> laugh. , He
lhaq about him
Jan (norm oiis

earnestness that
1 grips his audl-
hence—and -Is- .the-

1 exponent o f ' a
. brand ot' ..Imper-

sonal enowmanahlp—even the name
I* Impersonal-r- that -la uniiapplly
partac..-'

-

THANKS
To Everybody

CARDINI
wishes to express his gratitude

to everyone who was instru-

mental in making his 7 years on
the American stage an unquali-

fied success.

Thanks In particular' to

. HARRY FOSTER
of London

for postponing my European
bookings so that I might appear
In

"George White's Scandals

of 1932"

"Many may copy him, but

none can excel himV*

*r-Says the Missus.

• * *

Direotion, WM. MORRIS

Productions, HARRY BESTRY

San Francisco Features

For Fox West Coast

JESS

Authorized RKO Artist*'

Representative* and
Officially Franchised

Agents and Associates

On an Indefinite Run as Master
of Ceremonies

WARflELD THEATRE
With his own

MASTERS OF MELODY
After record engagements

.

WABNEBS, HOLLYWOOD
PARAMOUNT, S. F.

MEL

"The Community Sing King"

FOX EL CAPITAN

"A Couple of Swell Guys
Believe Me"

O'NEILL
: Producer of Revues

WARFIELD THEATRE
FOX EL CAPITAN

THE MAX RIVERS
STUDIO OF

STAGE DANCING

WEST END HOUSE
(over Rlalto Theatre)

J, 4, S and 6, Bupert Street, W. 1,

LONDON, ENG.

Phone: Qerrard 4413

LICENSED BY THE L.C.C.

SAMUEL BAERWITZ

151 West 46th St., New York

Tel. Bryant 9-4614-5

M. S. BENTHAM
and JACK WEINER

Palace Theatre Bmlhllnff, Mew York
HABKT LANG. FRANK MUFSON
PAUL DURAND, DENNIS DuFOR

BLONDELL & MACK
1560 Broadway
NEW YORK

GUS EDWARDS
PRODUCER
(Star Maker)
Suite 140-42

ASTOR HOTEL, NEW YORK

J ENiE JACOBS
1674 BroaUway

NEW YORK

EDWARD S* KELLER
Palace Theatre BHIg., New York
CHARLES S. WILSHIN

Affiliated Member.
Bert Wlubnew, Associate

. Tel. BRyant S-4648

CHARLES MORRISON
- • Salt* lOli Bond Bid*. -

1560 Broadway,'. New York
' - LARRY PUCK, Associate'

JAMES E. PLUNKETT
SAM TISHMAN

MAX TISHMAN. General Manager
THOMAS CURBAN, Associate

1564 B'way. New York. Flione Br. 0-0071

LEE P. STEWART
and EDWARD RILEY

Vaudeville—Badlo—Plcturea
904 Palace Theatre Bids.. New York

BRyant 9-0551

HarryWeber-SimonAgency
'. Salts M3 !• .

Palace Theatre Bide, New York
and Equitable Bid*., Hollywood, Calif.

LEON ERROL
Loeu) Theatres Now

CECIL WILLIAMS
Colored Radio and Stage Artist

Singer of Soulful Songs
A Feature Single on Any Bill

Dir., EARL KEATE—FAXCHON ft
. MARCO

MarcusLogw
BOOKINCAOENCY
General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDINGAN N EX
ISO WEST 46thST*

BRyant 9-7800 NEW YORK CITY

J. H. LUBIN
GENERAL MANAGES

MARVIN H. SCHENCK
BOOKING MANAGES

To
r
All My Friends /

Throughout the 'World

BEST WISHES

ADOLPHE OSSO
PARIS

73 "Avenue Je$ Champs Elysees

For the First Time in the History of the State-Lake
Theatref Chicago—^Played to Five Show*

MARCUS
GREATER SHOWS

CMP 193*
"LA VIE PARSE"

(PARIS LIFE)
,

Breaking Box Office Records ait RKO Key Houmi

Return Engagement* Now Being Booked

Address All Communications to

»• NED ALVORD

Z EL AY

A

International Pianist and Humorist
AT LOEW'S STATE, NEW YORK
"VARIETY'S" COMMENT (SEPT. 6th)

"Zelaya proved a hit all the way—he's a showman, In the way he sells
Ma piano efforts and monologue. It's an agreeable personality the hefty.
Zelaya owns, and It . counts ' lots in the sale of gab. State audience went
for him 100%."—CHAR'. *

RKO VAUDEVILLE INTACT 88
(Week Stpt. 10). Alto*. B'fclyn.

THE GENIAL ROTUND

LARRY
R I C H

with

CHERI
"Miss Pert of Paris"
TOMA GENARO

South America's Newest Dancer
TOMMY LONG

"The Elongated Express of Comedy"
AL HODGES

"Oklahoma's Ambassador"
ENGLAND ONG

The Chinese Helen. Kane
JOE BELL

"The Voice with a neart"
GILBERT LAWRENCE

and His Snake Hips
And the

RICH RHYTHM BAND
(Direction of Blonde)! & Mack)

HEADLINING PARAMOUNT
PCOLIX THEATRES

Jack

"-MITCHELL-
and

FRANK

-DURANT
Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo
This Week (Sept. 3)

Dir.: WM. MORRIS

K.
0.

CARL
FREED

Material by
EUGENE CONRAD

Dlrectlpn

CURTIS * ALLEN

WEEK SEPT. 22
DENVER, COLO.

JUNE
WORTH
"The Symphony in Motion"

Acrobatic Dancing to Perfect Rhythm
liold Ovor for Big Second Week,

Sept. 8th

PARAMOUNT, LOS ANGELES
RKO Circuit to Follow

MEREDITH WILLSON
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

Transcontinental "Concert In Ilhythm," Friday. 9 P. M., P. S. T.

Road Show, Monday,. 8 P. M. Waltz Time, Tuesday, 9 P. M.
National Concert,. Sunday, G:1G P. M.

N»0 SAN FRANCISCO
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PERSONALITY MUSIC!

AS OFFERED BY

PHIL
FABELLO

Thankg to

Harold B. Franklin, Herschel Stuart,
Charles McDonald, Harry D. Goldberg

NOW IN OUR SEVENTH WEEK OF
AN INDEFINITE STAY AFTER FOUR
YEARS AT RKO COLISEUM, NEW YORK

AND HIS

VERSATILE ORCHESTRA
AT THE

ALBEE THIS WEEK
AND

EVERY WEEK
BROOKLYN

IS HELPING TO MAKE

New House Records

KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

REPAID BY
CONFIDENCE

STANLEY W. WATHON
THE BEST CIRCUS AGENT IN EUROPE

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY FOR

7 -r CIRCUS MANAGEMENTS - 7

For Periods of 4 to 22 Weeks in One Place

USING 100 ACTS YEARLY
ALSO BOOKING BIG VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTIONS

With Leading Circuits

For Quick Action Write

STANLEY W. WATHON
33, Queensborough Terrace, London, W.2.

Greetings to My Friends

On Both Sides of the Atlantic

OWEN McCIVENEY
Murder Manor Mystery

Touring RKO Circuit Direction, BERNARD BURKE

CHAHEYanoFOX
"International Dance Favorites"

Held Over for Entire
Season m
BERMUDA

Ben., Johnny Hyde
RKO, Curtis & Allen

BETTER THAN EVER

o&w
Restaurant

148 W. 49 St., New York

DINNER 65 Cents

PALACE THEATRE
LQNDON, Aug, 18.

HAPPY LABOR DAY
IF ANY

Gina Malo

JOE MAND1S FOUR
in HUMAN ELEVATORS

v Direction
RKO, J. E. PLUNKETT, 1564 Broadway, New York

Loew, MAX OBERNDORF, 160 West 46th Street, New York

European Representative
J. H. HENSCHELL, 26 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 2

THREE ST. JOHN BROS.
GYMNASTS DE LUXE

RKO CIRCUIT WAYNE CHRISTY

NOW PLAYING RKO THEATRES

AND HIS NEW ENGLANBERS
(The Band with the Bottles)

Direction PHIL TYRRELL
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MARY HAY (9)
Dancing and Songs
14.Mina.; Full Stage
Metropolitan, Brooklyn
Formerly of legit musicals, bat

more recently a night club dancer,

Mary Hay has built a new act

around herself. Turn Includes Paul

W. Keast. and Ben Cutler's band of

six pieces. "All worked on a blackr

draped stage, with occasional props
shoved on or taken off in the Chi-,

riese fashion. Only a table and
. chair In one bit; and two chairs in

another, but shlrt-Bleeved stage

hands do not help the effect.

Opens with the orch,. followed by
the star and her dancing partner

in a drawing-room ".bit. Man' .on

for a song and a gigolo .number

by the dancers. Another song and
a comedy single in which she,makes
ibye to the bass player. Closes with
a song-and dance about a prize fight.

Clever dancing, but. the act is not
framed to get the best effect. The
comedy Is inept 'and. the"' general
staging lacks smartness. .Nothing
the matter with the dancing, find

that over to nice applause.

GERTRUDE BERKOFFi& CO- (7)

Singing* dancing ../
,

20 Min.; Full " 1

G. O. H., N. Y.
;

Gertrude Berkoff was/loir'.'Year's', a
member of the. Berkoff Troupe,, one
of the ace standard dancing acts,

though not billed as importantjty as
her brother Xbuifl ' or slater Frieda.
Here she Is In a tuW of her;own
and' using the vfamily name which
may cause some confu'6l6ja of the
Acts*' * 1 ^ i

Miss Berkoff
.
haS^^contpWhed

little 1 in'thls turn. .Vhlng .starts pit

banally ; wfth i>he of
1

th'pse fluree #9H
teams going 4n for modified ni^y,-.

henS lit the Mills, Klrfc,#nd 'Mar&v
manner, though tioWnere near, as'

acceptably, Getting to be too much
*»»"f (his sort of thing in vaude now,
anyway. FoUdwed by' twoV little,

girls who sh^ liadlr and dance only
fairly* ' Then a' blojjde torch; plqger
who reached^ bajok In the. .files,

for; 'Teh- Centstv
a. parice' and the

three 'boys ctoirie' back with a little

blonde - girl "for ' some amlwlng
adagio takeoffsi This .Is' pretty

. good Btuff, -though 'drawn put. .too

muchf the girl -Impressing 'by -Me
whirls and toe work; as k>owm)?
what it's airaboiit: It'tf -Mtss;Bef]c-
6fP» first appearance and not. .too

conspicuously; ' 1 but " she"- stands out
.byHer ability.-

"': ''

:
"'.

:
Boys do some more alleged clown-,

tag, sister team' does 'another weak
number, Miss Berkoff comes on for
a- finish with thtf whole' troupe again,
impressing withi he*;twirls.

,

. Using ordinary house drops, or
what look like that,' is no help to
the turn; Miss : Berkoff ought . to
leave' less of thg'work to her com-
pany. Also she could strengthen,
her supporting cast. '

.

" Kaiift

GRACIE 8CHENCK and Co.

Dancing, Music, Acrobatic*
9 Min.; Full (Special)

Palace •

Grade ' Schenck and Co,, a four-

people novelty act, Is among the
Martin Beck Importations from Eu-
rope; signed for RKO time by Beok
while abroad a couple months ago.

It will do all right> finding its niche

in present-day vaude to open bills.

In some places, depending on the
structure of shows; it might suffice

as a later selection.

Miss Schenck's act Is not as Eu-
ropean-looking as most that come
from the other side* Probably, hail-

ing from Germany, the two Juve-
niles look a little Teutonic, but Miss
Schenck might have been an Amer-
ican product from her manners and
personality:

She's a lissome young dancer who
wears simple costumes and in her
routines displays training that must
have started with acrobatics. Her
two male assistants, while they also

dance as! well, as play Instruments,
doubtless started the same way.
Fourth member of the act is a
matronly, woman who acts as an as-
sistant, carrying instruments, etc.,

on and off.

The act Is nowhere near a whirl-
wind.. It must satisfy Itself to re-
main an opening number. A piano
and a chair dress the fullstage set,

trio opening; as a musical combina-
tion, First hint of dancing comes
from the violinist, who proves pari
tlpularly.' agile.

,

* Dancg routines are a mixture of
teipslchore. and . acrobatics, . well,

blended,., in one. bit, a head to, head
combination, 'the girl, topmounter,
kicks a tambourine with effective
flourish.' Thls ' dreMr a hand here
Saturday; afternoon; - Another stunt
meriting applause attention, la the
two boys walking on their" hands,
kicking splits in. the air In unison
while crossing the stage. Later one
of the boys Juggles a crystal sphere
While peregrinating on the mitts.

Girl's falling- split from a high-
kicking position also off the beaten
.path.- • • ,

Building up to the finish; the boys
are - playing violin and guitar, the
girl returns to do a dance-acrobatic
routine with the' violinist. For the
getaway the team' goes into a fast
double. Act -a good-sized : hit for
an opener here.Saturday- afternoon
v. .... vV .

; . .
•• .

•
., Char,'"

JACKIE HELD
Boy Conductor
With House 8ymphony
Chicago, Chicago

Jackie Held Is eight years old,

and reported never to have previous-

ly appeared outside his native St.

Louis where he got experience

leading the Fox theatre orchestra.

As he stands and wherever he is

booked or allowed to work he's a
sure-fire entertainment novelty.

He could .be built, up in the trade

through exploitation as an attrac-

tion but pending that he makes a
good selling point for any press

agent's layout. Balaban & Katz
gave him about one-sixth of the
Chicago theatre splurge space. Af-
ter all, an eight-year-old symphonic
conductor is out of the ordinary.
Jackie is a natural musician. He

had a pretty clear notion of what he
was doing and seems, as claimed,
to read the score. In a Lord Faun-,
telroy velvet suit with his bushy
hair askew his directing made an
irresistable appeal. - It perhaps
doesn't matter much exactly how
real his musicianship is or. how
much attention the. musicians pay
to his conducting. He looks, sounds
and Is great, he knows 'Orpheus'
if nothing else and he tosses his

head, his arms, and signals lntelll-

After the overture, which wowed
em, ' Jackie showed his versatility

by a- couple of solos on the xlophone.
He handles the mallets ' like a vir-

tuoso and his nonchalent self-cOn-
fldence is amusing, .

If Jackie' doesn't get plenty of
dates it's because he has > to go to
school. He's natural for show biz.

....... Land.

LESTER IRVING TRIO (3)
Acrobatics
6 Mine.; In Full and One
Grand O. H. /

It used to be Lester and Irving, a
couple of muscular young fellows
with a fine, assortment of push 'era

up by the hand;* Same snappy, fin

ished hand balancing assortment is

there, with the Old act substantially
enhanced by the induction -of the
third party, a young woman. Girl's

presence, at least was responsible
for the new piece de resistance/ a
stunt that is far more spectacular
than that which formerly wound up
the turn. Revised curtain feat ell

maxes with .the undermounter bal
ancing both partners by theft* feet
in the palms of >his hand arid doing
a smooth walkofi with them. Not so
much the stunt Itself as the show
manly

; way he. does. it. -

Brief but' Impressively carried
ou,t ail ; through. .: :Palr - ;open- with
gracefully executed littsiond swing
from various positions. Top mounter
turns , understander . in a * series of
ground rolls with- the glrl>perche*
afoot in h'ls' hands. Then cornea the
act's . -climactic bit and for an en-
core the men return for an offside
balance that -brings ' the muscles
straining and rippling at their vlv-
idest. An ace opener for any me-
dium time bill. Odec.

'BLACKFACE' EDDIE NELSON
Singing
17 Mins.; One
Qrpheum, N. Y.

.

Eddie Nelson, .billing, himself as
'Blackface' to avoid confusion with
Sunkist' Eddie.' Nelson, is now de-
Voting

.
hlmaelf almost entirely, to

song numbers. The little talk in
between Is more of an alibi against
talk than . anything else. Nelson
points out he, like others, does one
thing well, and he ' thinks that's
singing. He's right..
New routine Includes an opening

of 'Sole riio' offstage, followed up
by 'It Was So Beautiful.' From
there he goes into *We Just Couldn't
Say Goodbye,' which is a little- long,
following with the three others
'Round the Bend of the Road' is a
hard one for Nelson to handle and
might be displaced, except that It

lends variety to the routine. 'Shanty'
exceedingly well done, but as closer
didn't warrant encore up here
Thursday night.
Audiences may logically ask Nel-

son why the blackface? Therb
seems no apparent reason for it.

'•

Chan

STATE,.N.Y.

PARK SISTER8 and DeMARR
Singing, Dancing, Comedy
13 Mina.; Full and One . .

Grand O. H.

That vaudeville budget Increase to

$.8,000 or thereabouts at '
Loew s

Broadway vaudfllnt house' makes a
big difference. It means only W.OOO
more weekly on the overhead of this

usually steady grosser and, if prop-
erly spent, the extra mazum can
guarantee against bod stage shows.
Such assurance from the stage end
is comforting when the screen goes
democratic. '

;

'

Backing up WB's 'Two : Against
the World* this week is a' layout of

mostly standard vaudeville acts; in-

cluding three or four names that
mean something on Broadway. Be-
yond what it may attract at the box
office, It will more than satisfy those
customers already in.

Despite a cold noon audience &t
the first show Saturday; Blossom
Seeley and Benny Fields have never
looked better. Herb Williams and
Clifford and Marlon drew more
laughs than there were customers,
and that made things seem a lot

brighter than they generally do at

an a. m. grind. >

Isham Jones' orchestra, billed as
presented by CBS,' Is the only one of
the six current turns under New
Acts. And In Jones'- case, the new-
ness Is in the act and hot the name.

The uninspired, but probably safe,
booking pattern is followed current-
ly on the front end- of the bill, with
the customary acrobatic a,nd.hoofing
turns opening and deucln£, respec-
tively. They are Joe Fantqh' ahd
Co., veteran flying ring entry; ahd
the Four Step. Broff., fo'ur ^Colored
boys whose name is more' hovel than
their ' routine, though energetic"buck
dancing. This one-two arrange-
ment works out well when,, the acts
stand up\ arid they do lit. this in
stance.
. Clifford and- Marlon, Seeley and
Fields, Williams and the.Jones band,
fellow.in that orders Latter- does 22

Girls have the looks and singing minutes, carrying 17 musicians fae

personalities, the lad packs a neat sides Jones and two femme sjJddlal-

taleht for dancing and a good sense ty items, onesingle and the -Other a
of comedy and the turn has tune, trio, and. both singing. ^The^spe-
dash and direction, Sbapea up aa at pities aren't exceptionally helpful,

SodelTutttoT^act of its'Jilnd for^he «^*^«^^T^V^?^
family circles until the finale is tension, nor. Is the act' tastefully

reached. Here it flops miserably,h^^i' Sf^,,S!!
rel,r

Bi««
Those prolonged osculating clinches |

excellence of the music. Bige.

and the boy's flopping around .the

pass for comedy at this cinch spot,| 4p .
, .

*

S tS?t ^ g Orpheum^ N. Y» • .

>

JSE!$£^U£*t2?n,imw - A showmanly light comedian who
•.fJuShM

^

PA«mS«Sl0~S fh^tlselhr what he has for best ^ffecv

iJfcl wi??VffiJ feu a Jack Usher won't have any trouble

f.°„
ln
5 S^tom^li^ mrfLfnLv >»th his newest- sklt He calls it

SwfP^K^ffinfiil^SwhS 'Romances' and then proceeds to^!^ U^ri^-^^^^WhSUoto up scenes and bits having a
^i-U^«~-bf2i^^Twith : romantic background, Act,>;tfteitiy

^L^&Jnnt^^i^mart in presented and having looks, is *kay
2Sffl^'J^^tfr^iSr^£' -««' the bettor class riCighbs.,-' - ',

1

«t,?™w '££
ft novftnv^ne;iJh i^ Usher goes into talk Oft romance,

returning for a novelty tap ricn »n . °
t , t +h onefalri* a: cac

mixed rhythm and style. Girls' next. ma
.

irlage, etc., at
l
0*^™?'^3*

number brings the act's pace to an wlth ft girl shoeing tob much of

*£ZiTL ir«n«;fl„ if« th^Btenoe her knee, breaking it up for'a'laugh
effective crescendo. It a the stenog|

Flrat s
^

cehe ls . that 6£ a civil Woi-
soldier returning to his light' 6' love;

Here Usher' does dialect that' adds
much to the action. Later in full

Its the ' Pocahontas-Johh' .
Smith

lament written to the refrain of
'Boots' and attended by the pound
ing of the drums, the .walls of the
brasses and reeds and the ringing

June%a?k°*^ wlth man^ Present-day terms
JUne "arte give-, -n Weu ..CUU.l-l.cu

| nn>q nfnnnlnp fnr ln-iichn.
drama and harmony.ama ana narmouy.

.
-.
*nd

H^r"
h
k
ft

S^^L l Sine
Piece obviously went over the A

u
d
t
a
„
n
i
6r

rt , LXt^S?ASor
heads of the Grand Opera House .^^^^^V'ffiL^tf tS
?acTth^hey'rrnTa^ aSeS ff tJSS;%L

girl's lament would have been more ^IL^i '££

PALLADIUM, LONDON
London, Sept. S,

Not a duU itfoment, In the. bill , at
the ' Palladiulh this week .(^tartlrig

20) . The nearest to it was the .hew
ventrlloqulal act pf A. C, Astor, but
the entire .act .6nly runs 10 minuted
and tells a fairly good story, tt
Is certain that in a very short time
It will be whipped Into sufficient
speed' to make* -a worthy successor
to his previous offerings.
The show opened with' Peters and

Billy, Continental barrel Jumpers;
excellent of : their' kind. While' the
straight man is a bit ponderous, the
comedian Is really funny. They have
all the appearance of being Ger-
man; were followed by Astor, and
in turn, succeeded by Geraldine and
joe, who .were a riot.

G. S. Melvln, one of England's
best character comedians, -offered a
new characterization^ that of a po-
licewoman, the monolog of which
Was plentifully-studded -with 'blue*
remarks. He .only did two numbers-;
the second ofi which was his mas-
terpiece—the Stoker, in which , he
does a sailor's hornpipe, second to
none. '

'

Hutch (Leslie Hutchinspn) the
colored plahologlat, rendered his
conception of ,"a .few popular num-
bers and earned a share of the
general appreciation being handed
out. V

Closing the first half was Joe
Morris & Cp.,: who got away splen-
didly with' /plenty of laughs.
The Houston, Sisters did another,

new act, Wherein Renee burlesques^
a Spanish' ^r6n>an posing for an,
artist who want's.' to' paint her in
the nude. ' She "is,;dainty and when,
called upon id strip, she almost docs;
It. This teanj' "will some, day gai

to America nhd^ show them some-
thing new. JHe straight one gives
the most perfect characterization of
a boy imaginable. Teddy Brown,
xylophonist,

.
etc.,

'

, was his
.
usual

surefire hit,^'
1

.'. .....
r Dick and Edith Barsto'w, on theiitj

return here, were an even bigger
hit than bofflt'e, and deservedly so.
Their staircase Joe stepping is mar-
vellous. . As the' act ' was found to.

be five minutes 1

too long
. for the

running time of the. big bill, It was
considered necessary tfc revise vari-i
ous features of their act, and ajso
to delay the presentation of Lovjis.
Splro, 'Confidential Songster,' kriowrt"
for his radio,r

afVd 'recording work,
whom theV J inte"«ded fitting into,
their act. »!"*' ''

;; .

Next to Closing were Flanagan. -

and -Allen;' ' cross talk comedians,
who are prime' favorites at the Pal-
ladium. They''opened with a new
routine of ba:ck chat and then went
into a revival what theV alleged'
was -their orlglriar^aot 30 'years ago,
which began"1

'with *Whb was', the
lady. I saw you with' last night?'
Gags of this sort were received with;
hysterical outbursts.' The OthanisV!
acrobats, closed Jthe . show!
After all; the American acts on,

the bill are' the backbone of the'
entertainment-, and were Ingeniously

1

,

interwoven in the program to get
the full effect, Jolo.

DOWNTOWN, L. A. !

up their alley.

Alice frohman (1)
Singer

,

12 Mint.; Two (Special)
Academy, N. Y. ,

Miss Frohman is a brunet looker,
who with proper stage . direction
should come along. Wears good
clothes. She suggests, Lillian Roth
In manner of presentation and ges
tures, but possesses a. stronger
voice.

ALEX MELFORO AND CO. (4)
V** Acrobatic

8 Mins.; Full ...
G. O. H., N. Y.
This used to be the MelCord trio.

Now it's four men and a cinch
elther^endor, though a bit more ac-
ceptable as tha opener (as current).
There's a bit of everything acrobatic
in the turn, but not too much va-
riety to be dull and sufficient action
to hold interest at all times.
Opens with the four in a juggling

bit, then into some rlsley and from
that to hand-to-hand. One lad then
does his stuff on hand skates, some
more rlsley and a fine finish in the
understander, by a special head rest
supporting a second understander,
•yvbo supports a circular mat for. the
hand skating lad. ., Kauf. .

MADY and PARTNER (2)
Tumblers
7 Mins.; Three (Special)
.Academy* N. Y.

, Short girl and tall boy In comedy
tumbling.., Start out as. if shuffling
to a danoe, but fall into, tumbling
antics aimed to ,be funny. Hits the
middle grade that way. However,
opening here on.a five-act program,
act[m'ote' t)9'an satisfied. . The Acad.r.
jemy may thus represent the, type,
of houses best suited to the turn.
•Mady evidently is the girl. A cute

parcel with a flair for comedy, tum-
bling worth watching and develop-
ing. There is a moment when she
speaks out and her stuff sounds
foreign. Shan.

WAYNE and CALLAHAN
Talk, Songi Dance
11 Mins.; One
G. O. H., N. Y.

Something wrong here, though
hard to spot it". Probably it's in the
man's lack of enthusiasm or ability
to wear clothes. It's the usual boy
and girl turn at first, though turn
lng to pretty nice comedy at the
close. Some' nice material in the
act and the girl is a winner. She:
a tiny creature, full of pep, not
afraid -to work and ought to make
the grade.
At this house the reception was

.pretty cold,, and that , despite some
rough stuff from the gal which
ought to have taken. ' Kauf.

winds it all up
Usher's act got across nicely . at

this house Thursday night. ' It's a
good m'iddle-of-the-bill selection.

Char.

BERNARD and FERRIS (2)
Singing, Comedy
11 Mins.; In One
Grand O. H.
Pair seem to have come out of

SSJSf^JS^^^^L^\^y SuV, witn s^. %$&
likely responsible for any rise It

ciently weak entertainment to tip Iaflr^"^^ aeo
off he shouldn't try to sing either. KS-^KK^t.^mi^^/w^^*
His attempted singing dlsadvdn- the 8t

V»u
b^ltt

i2i!S^i^?ili%rf;
tages Mies Frohman. Deuce on ^? 2f2^
flve-acter and over ble1 lust the act with the garb of a cher .ahd a

same
:

| waiter. Now it's an Italian tojr ped-

•Sta'ge seftlng is Usual, draped f^^J?1"^ wh° haa,«M
piano. Accompanist enters first;

loT*l hi™ S««f *Am«*i, Wt
does a key announcement for Miss ^^^^^^i^&^l
Frohman. who steps down front for ^r that does^nt get where, the

fli-st number, the chorus of which «e™ale
>

impersonator
^
of dR^W-

she repeats too many tlmeB. lnto a" opef^icJSwW^-i^^ii
Then Interpolating song bit withkivea th

,
e ^"^M0^

the' accompanist under a%aby spot, steP out
°f

character and for the

Hertfs where the accompfSlst acts grand moment he announces
breaks down the act. His voice a travesty on theJMtaewre/. Ho-
does it. Piano solo follows, and kum »>e»

,
wa* £°rced and trans.-

Miss Frohman is back for a final Parent, but got the laughs and a
song, but does an encore at the hearty mitt from the Grand Q. H,

behest of - the Academy's enthusi- mob-
uaec

astic customers. Her -accompanist
|

announces' she sang it in 'Scandals.'
Bad selection regardless. Shan. CAITES BROS.

Talk and Dancing
7 Mins. in One

MORRIS and EVANS I Metropolitan, Brooklyn
Blackface Calces Brothers have dropped the
12 Mins.; One impersonation specialty they did
G. O. .Hi, N. Y. M last year In favor of their straight
Two men in an old-fashioned talk and dancing,

blackface act. Nothing new, orlg- 1 Talk is mild, but some of the.

inal, or good about the turn, though hoofing, particularly the . double
the audience liked it. Pipes are

j
specialty, gets over nicely, with the

okay, which probably Is the answer, one Who looks like the late Louis
One of the boys strums a guitar I Wollhelm making no capital of that

a bit .and one clogs, neither point fact, but trading on his mugging. .

being important. The Jokes are all Nothing sensational, but a satis-,

of the 'Boy, is you dumb,' type. • factory deucer, and the few . Jokes
Turn probably okay for what's are clean by any house's standard;

left of the small, time, Kauf. I which is something.

Los Angeles, Sept. 9.
"'

Back .to seven acts this week and
budgeted at $1,000, it's a real pop- :

priced vaude show taken from any
angle. No outstanding names, but
a diversity of stage fare that gave
the capacity lower floor plenty for
their 26 -cent- admission at the In-'

ltial performance. Standard some-',
what above the • average, but hoW^
they can get the services of 23 per-',

formers to do foUr-a-day for a week
for a total of -one grand is a book-
ing mystery. '.-:'
Three Melvlns (two original,

brothers and a femme assistant)
opened .with a snappy acrobatic'
routine Including some difficult bal-
ancing. Cecil )WHllams, colored
warbler, had the - deuce spot and
clicked, especially with the spirit-

uals. He works . on the order of
George Dewey .>;Washington, but-
minus the dramatic touch and the'
rich voice.
Registering . solidly .were The

Remys, brother) and sister juve-;
nlles, who provide a. varied assort-
ment of stage fare, including turn*-

bllng, balancing, dancing and other
routines. They!fe\a clever pair of;

youngsters who. If properly handled/
should get places. :

;

Pair of pld-timeus, Rice and Cady,
German comics, followed with com-
edy dialog and a patter song for a
wlndup. 'Dance Fablee,' comprising
two boys , and two girls,' revealed
some entertaining broken-rhythm
stepping, with one of the femmes.
proficient in balancing. Girls lbok
like sisters and are lookers, as well
as talented.
As a prelude to Bobby Gilbert's,

act, boys in Cliff Webster's orches--
tra do solo specialties in the pit,

Gilbert makes a noisy entrance with
the bandsmen, and after some ar-
gument goes oh stage for his violin
specialty. First it's comedy and
then straight classics, both of
which were favorably received.
Closing spot allotted to 'Spanish

Nights,' a dancing, musical novelty i

act of 10 people. Outstanding Is .

one of the six men in the orchestra*
who provides a one-man.' band rou-
tine that includes playing a dozen
different instruments. It's a neat
flash act and -fitted nicely In the
closing position.
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' PALACE, N. Y.
pola Negri and 'Back Street' (U)

will draw business to the Palace

pox office this week, notably Miss
Negri. The mobs were clamoring

for seats Saturday afternoon, with
house at 2 : 3D having: many standees,

". Miss Negri has only the sugges-
tion of an act, "and it's on third,

but she satisfies the • average fan
Who comes only to glimpse her any-
how. Aa gracious on the stage in

person as she was; exotic on the
screen] la Pola makes a fine show-
ing even if her song and dialog
routine carries no great appeal.

They must have slapped the act
together, after picking a song to

'

fit Miss Negri's possible vocal ac-
complishments; and, turning their
backs on - it, figured Miss Negri
doesn't, need an act anyhow. The
ecme was done In picture houses.
It- is easy, to realize that fitting
Miss Negri for vaude is no push-
over a :d it's as easy to see why
she hardly has' to be fitted Just
right. •

''

'"'Tho once-topline star among
. dramatic vamp actresses on the
,
screen still has enough charm and
dramatic ability to carry her across
the ordinary audience pitfalls. •

'•'Turn is around 'Paradise' (from
Negri film. 'Woman Commands,'
Radio), which hooks in along with
dther lyrics with, " an engagement
that's been broken' OW between her

\ arid the boy friend. Unbilled man
assisting her does what he has. to
do satisfactorily: enough without
creating special notice.

•

'": Sat mat's audience particularly
. free with applause,, according all

, the attractions good mlttfuls, not
. excluding the opener, Grade
. Schenck and Co. (New Acts). This
. is one of

. the Martin.Beck importa-
tions, the . road ahead for which
won't be hard. Turn is a novelty

:
opener -with several original tricks.

.
It has. booking for 20 weeks in
JtKO houses.
'.'•With Miss Negri on third, Gus

. Van followed her. In finest fettle,
the .former half ,' of the 'pennant
.^inning battery.of songland/ topped
lils predecessor on applause, and

• in turn was out-louded on a hand
by SI Wills arid Joan Davis.

. .

l.!Van might . have done an encore
ort 16 minutes, but Wills and Davis

, vfrflre. nearly forced to it. Latter
iff. a great little hoke act. Always

. the-, clown, Miss Davis works her

.
audience up to a highly apprecia-

• • ttye .point, finally threatening to
.
hold up the show with, her dancing.
She goes into some swell spills, one

,
series on the Will Mahoney 'Off

,
t*> Buffalo' type, winding up legit.

.
Wills stands by playing the guitar
aha singing. He. contributes much
to .the act, working gags, mugging

„ and in. other ways - strengthening
the

.
response,

. but it's. Miss Davis
Who makes the, a,c't big.
.Gold, arid Raye, second, hoofed

their way through a; fast routine of
numbers, straight

: and .otherwise,
;
getting over right , at . the ; matinee.

• Some, of the buck work on a chair
lenge, closing their turn, is very
worthy. Doing no sleeping; the
boys kept their act within eight
minutes running time. There
should be more like . them.

: Sixth and last on the generally
effective show are the Russian
Revels. This is like many other
acts of its type which neither dis-
appoints ,nor thrills. For variance
from the usual, there is. a dancer
as a Chinese temple statue, iwho en-
tirely in bronze, does a novel num-
ber employing her supple arms and
hands for effective results.
The flash also boasts other

dancers who score In a big way,
• making one forget about the fa-
miliar background on this sort of
Russian revue. An acrobatic dancer,
working barefoot, arid another,
working on her toes, are both un-
usually adept. The hock stuff by
men, though good, is no novelty
by now. An eight-piece string or-
chestra, plus dlreotor, serves as
background, with two of Its mem-
bers, girl violinists, stepping down-
stage for a duet.
.
Entire Stage portion is only 72

minutes lone, and there is no film
filler except, the newsreel to go
With the feature..
..Front of the house this week is

dressed up a little dlffereritly. It's
getting to look more and more like
a picture theatre than a vaude
house. Played up are the picture
and Miss Negri. Char. •

ACADEMY
"There's no middle path in 14th

street's entertainment. Got to be
either rough or sweet. Currently
its a little down on quality, but
still sugary and thus drawing.
With Ariatole Frledland's colorful
flash, 'Show Boat,' as the stage bar-
rfcader and the

. .Gaynor-Farrell
combo's 'First Year' (Fox) it
looked enthusiastic eriouglv when
caught Saturday, change day, eve-
ning.
Although the program was booked

by RKO into this .Skouras strong-
hold, as per arrangement, It was
done okay.. Not a..strong bill, be-
cause the Skouras budget of $1,800
per split doesn't allow much leeway,
but fitting on the whole.
. ,Mady and Partner,, girl and boy
tumblers, - opened « and rippled for.
•©me laughs for a good beginning.

(New Acts.) Then Alice Frohman
(New Acts), hailed by her accom-
panist as a legit 'star,' deuced for
the blues, and Wally Sharpies
tripled: These three were over
easy, but on the day caught any-
thing pleased.

Marty May, whom the barker an-
nounces outside as being 'here in
person,' does his two-act with Jean
Carroll in next-to-closirig in 10
minutes of pleasarit and nonchalant
fun before the pair shove into the
'Show Boat' flash for. another 25
minutes. 'Show Boat' finishes weak,
but here didn't hurt. Maybe it's
because the act looks for too many
bows.

Sharpies and his two helpers, one
of Whom is a blonde, parade in 'one'
and 'three' for a series of blackouts.
Old gags brightened by the capa-
bilities of Sharpies and his sup-
port.
Currently the Academy is plenty

placarded. While a framed sheet in
the lobby points to Local 30G's okay,
outside, the house is! being picketed
by a. silencer from the Empire State
operators* local. Only on 14th street
would they fix and prepare signs in
the lobby,.
And the stage

.
drops used by the

house look to . need plenty of dry
cleaning. Big spotches on two of
them are an eyesore.
Fact that the shops are currently

open again on Saturdays helps biz,
but pity the poor

. Jeff, with . the
Academy the only vaude spot now
and using, the RKQ trademark on
the marquee for its vaude notice,
that Jeff may be getting b.o. goose
pimples, Shan.

FOX, LYNBROOK
Lyribrook. L. I., Sept. 10.

This Skouras house, the Fox Lyn
brook, right. on the. Merrick road at

Lynbrbok, L. I., about an hour by
motor from Times square, has been
playing two days of RKO-booked
vaude Fridays and Saturdays for

several, weeks, and doing all right

by itself, although paying off. the

five acts in buttons. Strictly a
break-in stand, top money for the

headljner is 35 bucks for the two
days and the stage show budget
never exceeds $100 gross. It's an oke
business-getter for tho house, and
while not the best of rostrums for
acts, it's a convenient breaker-inner
for new turns.
A nice five-act layout on tap this

Friday and Saturday, headed by Ted
Claire & Co., with the Keller Sis-
ters and Lynch sub-toplining. Since
it's still all in the embryo, detailed
new act notices are . being, reserved
until a later date. ...
Ace, King and Queen open with

energetic taps, which are too stren
uous in. th,elr. .presentation

.
an.d .thus

nullified for , best : audience effect,

The two boys, and the girl should
tighten up and they'll :gpt their real
l'y difficult legmariia over, tp .better
effect. One is •so....intent on regis-*

tering'he logks scared and; In over-
zQalousriess,^.t'6ok. a fall. that, was
not in the. script..

H*p Favrell, stew performer, . has
a nice and somewhat different openr
ing, but becomes conventional with
the rest when a rotund femhie'vls
r.-vis eriters as foil. "Routine evolves
into overly punny gagging.
Keller Sisters and Lynch now

have a pianist officiating for them
Heretofore one of the .threesome
presided at the Ivories. Theirs Is a
nice presentation as always and the
Lynbrpok reaction evidenced that
the trio's radio build-up hasn't been
for naught. They're still sustaining,
but It's done them some good per
scnally for their stage work; so
oven If they haven't connected on an
sir commercial as yet, their inten-
sive microphonic application —
they've been on as many as five
times a week—hasn't been In.vain.
Ted Claire, erstwhile Loew m. c.

favorite with some record runs in
Baltimore arid Cleveland, where .he
stayed over a year, now has a larger
oct, including stooges, '"etc., that
promises well for big league com-
edy purposes. The Three

.
English

Boys in support are the former
Three Maniacs. They're adequate
comedy, stooges, in the foreport and
finish very dapper with concerted
iegmania for okay results. There
are also a heavyweight fat boy
stooge whose size alone gets at-
tention, and Beebee Mills, the latter
the 17-year-old daughter of Irving
Mills. She does her dance specialty
in satisfactory manner. Claire is, of
course, the entire act. pacing it, as
he could an entire show, effectively^
besides clicking with individual s.

and d. specialty work. The dope
number, long a Claire standby, has
been lightened and ' to better effect.
Act in toto works clean and, with
groonvng, should get into Important
company.

Allen Corelli with a resistance act
of the Miss Reslsta School closed.
Local talent, Including Lynbrook
high gridders and a Lynbrook pugi-
list of no mean stature, sought to
overcome Corelli's gravitation. The
act depends considerably on the
f'.toogei'y, which should be built up.
The basic idea of Corelli being able
to resist being lifted off the floor by
one or several people loses ltd punch
once that's established.

'Million Dollar Legs' (Par) was
the feature. .House has the pick of
product for the situation. Abel.

STATE-LAKE, CHI
Chicago, Sept. 10.

State-Lake and Palace are run-
ning three or four amateurs per
performance during the current
week in the semi-finals of the
NBC-RKO 'radio quest' which lo-
cally is tied up with the 'Daily
News.' Saturday matinee there was

baritone, a- violinist and a girl
harmony foursome spotted in the
middle of Paddy Cliff's orchestra
turn. The violinist didn't bother to
select a melody. He staked his all
on some . elaborate finger exercises
arid pulled that horse's tail across
the cat gut with increasing inac-
curacy. State-Lake audience was
politer than would be expected.

Bill was oddly mixed and
triumphed more on tolerance than
booking sagacity. Kenneth Harlan
and Al St. John would have trouble i

in the Palace or houses more ex-
'

acting than the State-Lake. Here
they got by okay arid furnished a
fair . number of laughs through a
mechanical kind of comedy; Har-
lan looked fine, but never quite
could, talk above that, husky throat
of his. They occupied the next-to-
closing niche and escaped without
possibly realizing they were, pass-
ing through a danger zone. ".'

Baby; Rose Marie, who will soon
have to drop the 'baby' blling, has
left her small self - behind. She is

now on the threshold of adolescence.
This is her last week of vaudeville
for the time being, as she starts
back to school. Her 'aplomb Is un-
surpassed by anyone of her years.
She has enough left..over from the
energy of vocalization to develop
style and mannerisms, ' while most
stage kids are too stiff and preoc-
cupied remembering lyrics. State-
Lake voted her a hit*

'

Rest of the bill Included Joe
Kelso's hoke magic, Large-Morgner,
one-leeged hand-balancers, " who
were heartily endorsed; Cole Broth-
ers, and Perry Twins and Eslyn
Tarls, who opened the show, but
were not caught. Coles were tardy
in getting grooved, but V; finally
whipped the State-Lake .'into a
froth by sheer physical work and
lightning fast - crossfire of gags
which were riiostly ' puns.

.
They

were* old-fashioned, but they made
them :i laugh, kept them laughing,
and after a whirlwind final five
minutes made them ' say it with
mitts. They '. succumbed to the
temptation and made a foolish
speech.
Paddy Cliff's singing, skate-danc

ing, calm assurance and the novel
beginning " put his turn oyer and
made people ask who he was and
whence he came. - Musically, the
orchestra is"- undistinguished and
sticks .' to 'negroid numbers over
much. "•• " "* *

Columbia's 'Night Club Lady is
the- feature'.'-' '

• Land,

hit it off famously with this au-
dience on the cross-fire exchange,
taking the bill's second applause
honors. Lots of funny business and
a mirthsome. assortment of gags.*

Johnny Tyrrell and his four in-"

genues polished off the occasion
with still more comedy and some
flashy hits of versatile dancing.
Rotigh-and-tumble adagio katzen-
jammer Tyrell puts, on with Helen
Tejarii clicked big, while the Three
Rhythm Girls in everything from
the buck and wing to spinning
hoes collected liberally, on- their
own. Odec.

,

ORPHEUM
Exceptionally good turnout for'

a

Saturday 'afternoon, in Ybrkville-,

with the • Loew stand - unveiling
quintet, of applause, candidates that
appeared not so hot collectively 'but
nevertheless' strong' in -a couple' of

the -spots: •'. ':?'"

For a nabe- show and .a Saturday
matinee to boot, the kid attendance
wis' light. Price obviously couldn't
have had - anything to do with it

Only thing left to attribute the
fall-off to is the current screen
leader, 'The Last Mile' (World.
Wide); To overcorrie the heaviness
of this prison epic the house took
the precaution to book In a Mickey
Mouse, but evidently this didn't
suffice to inveigle the kids.
House is one of those where they

still respond in voluminous meas-
ure to the call to" sing from screen
slides. Way ' the pit maestro, Milt
Frariklyn, goes ab&ut it principally
accounts fpr the.vocal reactiori.' .

'

Task of getting the footlights pa-
rade, under way fell to ' Vernon
Rathburn and his . ensemble of sup-
porting sax. tboters and "dancers, Lad
looms as a real, virtuoso of the first

.order arid perhaps would" fare: best
as an attraction were his actuh-
emcumbered by so much incidental.'
Turn . would likely pack^ .a heftier,

punch were it to cut out ;the black -

art introduction and move right in
with the saxes.

. .
Dancing bits -4»y

a couple .61'. girls in the troupe
means just so much time passing,
and It wasn't until . the younger
Rathpurn unloosed that 'St. Louis
Blues,' with the accompaniment of
his father, Torii, and the three
femme sax choristers, that the cus-

f

tdmers sat up and took notice.
Caites Brothers gave the deuce

spot a cascade of mirth and their
tap stepping proved par excellence.
Boys have cut down soirieWhat on
the dancirtg routine and are going
in for more comedy. Proved oke
here, with the older brother's mug-
ging and jibing.

Southernaires, colored
.
quartet,

that followed, let "down the pace.
Quartet comes out of the NBC
ranks, with a .lengthy run as an
early morning sustaining program
to its credit. Failed to make any
headway with their harmony here
until they went into an army-and-
navy -forever number, and brought
the American flag into play. Boys
are personable but their voices
away from the mike lack the carry-
ing power;
Maude Hilton and" Mildred Garon.

HIPP, BALm
Baltimore, Sept. 9.

For the first time in; many weeks
this house lacks a radio headliner,

although the deuce spot is occupied

by the Delivery Boys, who are

known to the ozone.

Instead of - radio, the two . main
positions on the current billing are
held, down by two standard vaude-
ville acts, and the difference in per-
formance between radio acts and
stage-trained performers is at once
noticeable.

Nan Halperin gets the big billing

and- the next-to-closing rung. Miss
Halperin walked into the only re-
ception of the first show and pro-
ceed to draw heavy palm returns
from her three characterizations,
two of which are rather new, While
the third, the Harlem bit, though
older, remains a walloping clincher
to a fast, neatly-written and ex
cellently-executed routine.

Preceding were Seed and Austin,
Who " have also grown up with
vaudeville and who know where to
start and When to quit. The
clowning was smoothly paced, and
as ever was best from the comedy
business rather than from, the
lines.

After these two turns are noted
there's little that can be said about
the lineup. '. In the initial spot the
Four Queens present a routine
dancing drill. What these girls, are
doing, has been done many times,

Applause was plentiful throughr
out the Delivery Boys' act, but It

Wasn't for the ; Boys. It was for
the many impersonations—rof Mor
ton Downey, Bing Crosby, Kate
Smith, Rudy Vallee, Al Smith
Benny Rubin, Helen Kane, etc
even Governor Roosevelt. The
only thing the Delivery Boys left

out was the American flag.

Closing came Al Tucker and his
society comedy orchestra. At least
the act is dressed": nd costumed for
lowdown comedy. But it turns put
that every

.
now, . and. then Tucker

changes his mind about that com-
edy and: sends the act into straight,
Should make up his iplrid What his
act is going to ;be. Result ' now isi

a jumbled, impression'.-
1

'

'It so happens that the. best re
suits are from the straight singing
iriumberg. That's because' {he 'com-
edy attempts here are ' wide' bf thd
|
mark and ; without ' punch* . After
the bgening- laugh pri sight, .there'
little around to drag' a 'giggle.

In order to get another- name for
its ad the house has spotted a Radio
shprt '1

.
Loye a ' Parade/ one

those . follow-the-leader. songfests;
with. Harry Richman doing, the
vocalizing.. But. the short failed in
this . town. . They Just won't sing
in Baltimore.

Final release of Fox newsreels in
this, theatre; next week the house
.starts wlth -Pathe. 'Most Dangerous
Game' (Radio) feature. In the
overture the competent Lou Schra
der led his orchestra through
number of 'moon' songs as a plug
for • the anniversary festival next
week, which brings in Kate Smith
for her first indie booking.

ORPHEUM, DENVER
'

• Denver, Sept. 7; .

»

; Jlmmie ; Burchell and his four
blondes open the stage show. He
sings about blondes and he arid two
femmes - do novelty numbers' and
dance," Voices are weak. - Fair for
an opener. ' '

•

• ' Johnny Perkins, hefty coriiic, acts
as m. C, doirig fat man comedy.
Went only fair.
' Three Neal Sisters, more blondes,
sing a cycle of novelty and pop
numbers. Could "stand pepping up.
The Rath Bros., two limber acro-

bat's, do feats of strength with ap-
parent ease. >

Ruth Petty, who could double for
Sylvia Sydney, carries on forced
chatter with Perkins and sings a
few songs In an agreeable voice.
Richard Montgomery, colored, whom
Perkins says he picked up in ah
Omaha shine parlor, has a first rate
voice. He does 'Two Hearts' In
perfect German, and finishes with
.'When Irish Eyes Are Smiling.'

The Hilton sisters, Siamese Twins,
do the usual specialty^ Use two
boys for dance finish and sing
politely.

A 'Back to School' revue, put on
by a locai store and using several
youngsters is well received. Geral-
dine O'Neill staged the revue nicely.

With 'Down to Earth' (Fox) the
gross wds excellent, with holdouts
regular.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.
. Minneapolis, Sept. 8.

.

With such sure-fire and superior
entertainers as Al Trahan and Bar-
ney Rapp and his orchestra, not to
mention Jack and Kay Spangler, the
current bill of five acts couldn't
fail in its entertainment mission*
It provides standard vaudeville
along routine lines, but when varie-
ty hits this high level it seeriis to
be just what

v
the custoriiers want-

In themselves, Trahan's knocka-
bout comedy and the Rapp or-
chestra's diversion afford a big 55c.
worth. There can be no complaint
regarding the amusement fare that
RKO has been sending this way. in
ecent weeks.
Rogman & Trigger, young men,

who ; essay comedy gymnastics in
the usual fashion long familiar to
vaudeville devotees, open the show
effectively. There is nothing ex-
ceptional here, but some of the
balancing feats are really .difficult
and win greater audience approval
than the clowning which could be
curtailed. Their funmaking corii-
prises the regulation faked mishaps,
falls and stunts going wrong.
There also is an amusing burlesque
on classical dancing. .

'

Personable Jack and Kay Span!-
gler, still using the. clever theatre
ticket agency idea as a setting for.
their always-pleasing dancing, deuce
it well. They are assisted, again
by Jack Oberman, hot piano player,
who also possesses comedy talent
and contributes to the sprinkling
of fun that ruris through the agree-
able offering. Miss ' Spangler's
high-kicking and whirls are among
the act's high lights.
Baby Rose Marie, -billed as

'Radio's darling t>f the air/ is a tiny
tot who. manages .her pop song-
numbers with all the showmanship
and skill of an adult. For a child
of her apparent i youth her voice is
unusually strong and firm. She
do€8 not employ any microphone.
In the rendition of a. sentimental,
ballad arid the dramatic 'Hallelujah
Blues/ Baby Rose utilizes the usual
stock gestures. Plenty of audience
applause returns.
Al Trahan, aided by the Juno-

esque .•Lady Yukon Cameron/ scores^
as. usual with his" comedy and mu-
sic. Some of the '.clowning is pretty
rough, but Trahan's skill at putting:
it over .disarms criticism. Even the.
ancient wrestling, bit in which Trafi *
han and 'Lady Cameron* do the love;
embrace clinches. 'and' osculations
succeeds, in arousing the audience
to high hilarity. • 'Lady Cameron',
hides-, her vocal talents throughout
much of the act to serve as a foil
and. butt :for Trahan's slap-stick
comedy. Trahan, with all bis tom^
fooler^,- manages ,to impress: -plenty,
by his piano playing and -even -puts <

oyer a song, number Jn'
:siick' style.

Capital pext-torcloser here arid - a,
:show stopper! r

"
.

•'

-..;.''i : f

Barney |tapp brings one of • tjbe •

best orchestras arid acts. of its kind-
to grace an Orpheum . stage in many
a moon. There are nifty arrange-
ments, novelty numbers, clever ef-
fects and: specialties galore. More-
over, tbe. l2-ipi£ce aggregation dis-
penses really good, music, . For the .

second successive week, however,
the same number crobs up fn two
acts' on the same. Wll;• "Thlls time
it's' 'Hallelujah Blues/ which both
Baby Rose Marie and the Rapp
band do. The three young women
in the Rapp act are easy to look at-
and each has her, own specialty.
Edna Segwlck and Kathleen Picture
are hot. dancers and . Babe- Miller is • '

a radio singer .who croons nicely'
.through a mike. Thei*e' also are

'

Shine Moore, speedy Negro tapper;
a stoutlsh musician who sings ac-
ceptably arid furnishes some ~corir-
edy and several members who do
solo bits. ,

'Lies' is an amusing number in
which the orchestra, by- means df
placards, spoofs such aversions as
Volstead's prohibition and' Hoover's
prosperity. 'Hitting the Bottle' finds
the musicians, doing that very thing, .

extracting- music .-from' glass con-
tainers suspended froiri the flies;' 'A

"

tropical and hula finish sizzles.
With AKRudd back as director of

the pit orchestra everybody's happy.On the screen, 'Hold 'Ein Jail'
(Radio); Pathe News and a bne-
reel detective mystery yarn. Near-
capacity at this supper show.

Reet. .

MORRIS-ROSE SPLIT

But Agents Continue Individually in
8am« Office

Maurle. Rdse. and Hugo Morris,
who amalgamated while the recent
cutting of the RKO agency list was
going on, have split.' With the part-
nership off, each, retains his own
franchise and will operate individ-
ually put of the same office.

.
Rose and Morris were on the

committee composing the list of
agency mergers and outs.

Publix' Dekalb Sunday
Chicago, Sept. 12.

First of the Publix-Great States
houses to rey ogle. vaudeville. is the
Egyptian, Dekalb, Illinois. Popu-
lation 13,000. .

Dick Bergen will spot book four
acts every Sunday.
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PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
New York, Sept. 9.

With 'Okay America' (U) on

screen, and with a lightweight mar-

quee cinematic pair In Lew Ayres

and Maureen O'Sullivan,. the Par

will need more stage strength than

it manifests currently to get over

. that break. Looks like a slow week

for the house.

Stage portion is satisfactory

enough, but lacking in that electric
' wallop which has been the keynote

of the presentation bills, of late,

at the Capitol and this, house.

Will Mahoney, holding over. Is

repeating his last week's routine,

merely adding a 'Sandy Mahatma
Ohandl' number. Otherwise It's a
dupe. Roslta Moreno is satisfac-

tory enough with her Spanish and
taps terp but she's not b.o. Mil-

dred Bailey, on her own -now, away
from Paul Whlteman who released

her in order to facilitate her Pub-
llx tour, does oke with three num-
bers, but she top hasn't manifested

any b.o. lodestone. Hence, in this,

. the principal stage trio, .
there is

not evidenced sufficient drawing
power in view of the feature film.

Donald Novls, the tenor who's
. suddenly become somewhat of a
local fav, ought to break up his

Irish routine, last week he did

'When Irish Kyes Are Smiling* and
'Shantytown' is current. He socked
'em unquestionably in the 'Mas-
querade' production flash which
Boris Petroff has mounted so hand-

. Bomely. It's Indeed a beautiful vls<-

uallzatlon of the waltz song favorite

-which lends itself handily to. pro-

duction embellishment. Miss Mo-
reno. the Instrumentalists, Herman-
dez. Bros, (3), and the David Bines
ballet, all participated- in this

mounting.
Lowe, Bernoff and Wensley were

. the true outstanders with their ex-

. cellent comedy conception of ballet

hoke. They do threesome ballet

stuff in conventional two-man-and-
glrl combination and then go into

burlesque business and prattfalling-

. that is undeniably effective. They
are possessed of a fresh comedy

- style, doing their adagios with suf?
* flclent quality to qualify straight,
'" and then panic 'em with the com-

edy business, In a revue they'd

Miss Bailey's opening, loud speak-
. er Introductory, gives billing to

Whlteman, and she then thematlcs
with her 'Bpoldng Chair* number,
the ether trademark with which
the rotund songstress Is identified.

.

: •' She has an impressive accompany-
ing backup, of four instrumental-'
lets, two pianos, torrid fiddle and

, guitar. ;
.

• '

Rublnoff maestros. : 'Chanson
Russe,'- a medley of familiar, vodka

'. airs, in his usually impressive' and
effective -manner. Jesse Crawford's
organolog of 'Student Prince' ,

with
. the dlfflcult lyrics flashed .on an or-
nate mammoth screen was good
showmanship, Intriguing the eye as
.well as the ear. It was, per his
; usual wont, a completely competent
. musical interlude, Usual Para-
mount news and trailers rounded
out. Abel,

'

for 18 minutes and lavishly grants

request numbers from audience.

Flash finale has traveller parting

on drop-lighted flies behind stage
band, gigantic cross-stage banjo as
major set piece. Company round-
up on neck of instrument and twirl-

ing lights In head make for a color-

ful flash finale that's novel and
reached, a high point in audience
reaction.

FISHER, DETROIT
Detroit, Sept. 10.

Title of the show Bhould be 'A
Bookers Mistake.' . They- didn't do
right by the Fisher theatre this

week.. There have been lapses be-
fore, but this week It wasn't a slip;,

it was a landslide. Boner to book
In two character, motion picture ac-
tors in Hobart Bosworth and George
Sidney. Placed a handicap on the
acts as well as the audience:.
Both actors have the same back-

ground and draw on the same sit-

uations for their talk. Luckily, both
are veteran troupers and as such
get over on their own. But only
by overcoming the handicaps.
Another er£pr this week was .

to
book the Stanley Twins for a re-
peat at this house in about three
months time without a change in

act Wearing the same costumes
and doing the same routines.

Iii order to separate the, two per-
sonal appearances, It was necessary
to put Bosworth right after the
overture, with the organ solo im-
mediately following. Bosworth in
his 16 minutes gives a brief resume
of • his life history with a series of
lantern, slides to illustrate. Going
way back to his first activities in
pictures, he held the interest nicely
and got a hand at start and finish.

George Sidney has his own type
of routine as well, including a
screen sequence that means little.

He gets over nicely with a few well
chosen gags and a closing dance
routine that got him an encore. .

In addition to the Stanley Twins,
The Porcelain Romance' is another
adagio foursome with two Blngers
gone a little arty but pleasing.
Benavle pleased with a nice pit

arrangement, 'River Melodies.'
Siegel also went way back to 'Bar-
nacle Bill,' but the old time tunes
seem to get across plenty here.
Picture 'Divorce-In the Family'

and business fair. .

IMPERIAL, TORONTO
Toronto, Sept. 9.

Lack of girl line this week might
have sent the Imperial stage prez
into a nose-dive but for the clever
m.c.'lng of Eddie Peabody, who con
solldated the six vaude acts into
a closely-knit bill that sent the cash
customers into the. open pretty well
satisfied.

•Horeefeathers' (Par) was set for
a holdover, but last-minute switch
sent this into the Uptown, with.

'Tw<£ Against the World' (WB)
trailing; Pit band this week Is

doubling from trench to stage. In
the pit they do an 'If I Were King'
overture,1 not to be contused with
the 'Vagabond King* arrangement.
Jack Arthur takes the baton.

Colorful stage opening has band
before a permanent set of chrom-
"fum pillars, glass trees and spangles.
Band boys are in black costumes,
Russian motif, with silver banjos
embroidered across the Jackets
Peabody is on in red coat and white
trousers for a hot rag-time finale
with band and Introduces Jessie
Draper for slow acrobatic high-
kicks. Blonde is in blue gown and
scores On perfomance and person
allty.-

Each Peabody entrance sports <

different costume. On Draper's exit,
he's back in Highland costume and
bag-pipes as introduction for the
Joy Boys, nut pair in full dress
going Into a double eccentric that
.has a nice recepti6n. M.e. back In
Spanish costume for Martha
"Vaughan who does two Spanish
warbles with Peabody In back
ground for guitar accompaniment
Tom and Hank trail for rope-spin

-

nihg with Peabody in cowbody out-
fit for anothefc rope-spin, using two
hemps.
Mary and Marge open second half,

tail and short pair, blonde and
brunet, strong on the comedy end
.and scoring in song and dance
Pair are in. sports ensembles. Pea
body, back in red jacket and white
trousers,' goes Into 'St. Louis Blues'
and 'Poet and Peasant.' It's his
first appearance here and natives
can't get enough of him. • He's on

CHICAGO
.
Chicago, Sept. 9.

There were morbid opportunities,
not neglected, for trade wisecracks
anent the title of the feature pic-
ture, 'A Successful Calamity' (WB).
This is not the right spot for a
George Arliss picture and it soon
became apparent that 'business for
the week was . going to make the
title equivocally pat
As for the sta^e show it Is di-

verting but not box office. Everett
Marshall is. the headliner, holding"
over from the previous week, part-
ly for want of any other headliner.
He appeared last and did one num-
ber, the often beaten and mistreated
Mandalay' for which the production
department gave , him marching
troops and wlnd-s'wept palms be-
hind a scrim. That got over nicely
but made rather an abrupt ending
of the presentation. The audience
expected' more but got the main
title of the feature Instead.
Marshall .does well In the pop

houses and possibly he is working
harder than appears. He. played
the Palace

.
hardly more than a

month ago and then, as now, rather
impressed as slumming in the va-
rieties and being a little conscious
that he was a long way from the
Metropolitan opera. His manner
and bearing are not typical of sing;
ers who appear regularly in pop
houses. He has an odd failing

-

over-frotitwards posture and a
clipped •' embarrassed, style,

;
His

voice, of course, carries him easily.
Jimmy Savo of the 'soft singing

and the limpid manner weaved his
magical lunacy into a bulls-eye.
Quite a task if anybody should
doubt it to put pantomime over in
a public terminal like the Chicago,
Savo was the smash of -the show.
Another salient was Jackie Held

(New Acts), who is eight years old
and a musical prodigy certain to
wham any audience. He led the
symphonic oyerture.
Leonidoff was ably • seconded by

set-builder Leo Stahr and costume
designer Francis Palllster . this
week. They put together, eye-fill
ing production numbers, first a
clown ballet, later a jewel tableau,
Effective showmanship all the way.
Four Golden Blondes started un-

certainly but pounded away and
ended with everybody's good will,
even though the applause did not
swell into any tidal wave. Girls
have .been smartly equipped with
modern; comedy but are muffing
more than a few of their chances
Perhaps the bigness of the hall had
something to do with it. Anyhow
they seemed like an act that had
something and was going some
whero but was still a long way from
winning

.
any sinecures in a highly

competitive business. A little ex
pert stage direction on their ma
terial is needed.
Noree, a contortionist, also par-

ticipated in the presentation and
did as Well as contortionists, now
overplentiful, generally do. Land*

PARAMOUNT, PARIS
' Paris, ' Sept 1.

September la the end of the va-
cationing season here for - the
masses, which partly explains Para-
mount being packed the opening
day as it has not been, for a long
time. Also feature, 'Cognasse,' stars
Tramel, a very popular comedian,
and the stage play from which it Is

drawn had general appeal.

After a newsreel ' showing clips
selected from Paramount, - Natan
and Fox, and an .animated' cartoon,
comes the stage Bhow, titled 'Old
Operettas.' The band is not in the
pit, but on the stage with white
coats in a setting of drapes with
a painted balcony running all 'round.
General idea is to Introduce num-
bers selected: from half a dozen
popular old operettas. Some num-
bers from •Veronique* are sung .by

Andree Vavon and M. Sauvageot,
both of the Opera Comique, the
show being generally supported by
various steps and poses of the line

of the 25 Mangan Tlllerettes.
Show, as. usual, is staged and

lighted by Francis A, Mangan. The
whole thing is exceedingly simple,
with' practically no sets except for
one painted backdrop; but due to
local love for favorite old numbers,
and general neatness of the pres-
entation, it gets a hand.
This is followed by the feature,

'Cognasse,' the -last work
. of the

late Louis Mercanton, and one of
the most .amusing productions
turned out in Franco In a long.
While. Maxi,

ROXY
New York, Sept. 9.

Roxy is operating on a reduced
budget arid its stage dieplay shows
It plainly. On the other hand there
is In evidence the shrewdest kind
of showmanship in making the out-
lay go as far as possible in produc-
ing striking effects.

This week the house cried for a
strong layout to compensate for the
weakness of the screen feature,
-The Crash' (F.N.) . Names for the
stage show that would mean some-
thing; on the marquee were -out of
the question, this being no time for
the Roxy to go into competitive
bidding for ' personalities against
the Capitol and the Paramount.
So they did the next best, thing

in buying a couple of celluloid items
that were susceptible to billing,
Items being, a Mickey Mouse short
and a Laurel and Hardy two-reeler,
couple of promising laugh features
that help sell the show.
That left the stage to be attended

.to and Frank Cambria did hand-
somely by a trying assignment. The
trick was. to give a strong- play to
the Rpxyettes and bolster up an
otherwise thin group of people with
a neat splash of pictorial staging",
[f ' you know the trick It's, possible
to make a little money' deliver a
lot of stage picture and this the
stager accomplished.
Scenic feature is a first rate bit

of trick lighting for. a posed panel
representing1 a colorful group of
Spanish atmosphere framed, in a
massive gold frame as though an
art gallery exhibit At first the
lighting gives it a flat tone as
though all but the forward'' figures
were painted canvas, while chang-
ing lights gradually give It depth
and reveal the figures as real peo-
ple. Change In character, takes
place bit by bit to the accompani-
ment of the Roxy choral group as
spots pick out soloists in the group-
ing. Reverse process marks the
end of the effect, with the people
again fading back to similitude of
painted canvas.
Baritone solo by Titto Coral Is

backed up by a bright line number;
there is a brisk Royette routine and
a vigorous drill by the ballet, with
a dance tango-adagio by Florence
and Alvarez, latter a highlight
Rome and Gout were billed, but
were out- for this early evening
performance, while a four-girl acro-
batic and tumbling troupe appar-
ently substituted. Rome and Gaut:
comedy grotesques, would have
been sadly out ' of place, but the
circus-like girl quartet was riot
much more appropriate in a Span-
ish ensemble, though their tumbling
is quite remarkable. Costuming
more in line with the surroundings
than full tights might have helped.
Opening display is a novelty line-

girl number. At the rise, of the
curtain the floor of the full stage Is
carpeted with the prone girls
dressed In rag-doll clothes, one leg
and one arm. fluttering with multl
colored ruffles and other leg and
arm bare. Lying-down leg and
arm drills make odd effects, while
the precision legmanla for the fin
ish is not less Interesting.

Others in the program are a so
prano, apparently Mata " Cora, a
principal dancer vaguely identified
on the program as Margo, and
Miriam Lax. Soprano got a bad
break in a solo number done on a
cold stage and with no production
background following the overture,
which was heavy enough in itself
without weighing it "down with the
singer's coloratura aria. Overture
by the way was from the operaH Guarany,' which Is devoid of
popular quality, though the music
loving Roxy crowd hailed it with
acclaim, tiWK .

TRANSLUX
Luxer is packing them In on Sat-

urday. AH the mats last Sat were

SRO, with center aisle cluttered

halfway to screen.

And there's a reason. Although

in scoops it is behind the Em-
bassy,, it is taking the Embassy's
place for color and human interest.

Strangely, the staid qualities which
were conspicuous in Luxer policy
and audience have moved over to
the Embassy. And a lot of people,
if - empty chairs which used, to be
filled mean anything, have moved
with the policy oyer to the Luxer.

Pathe isn't going in for those
blah-blah interviews Just because
the subject, has a rep. ' He or she"
has got to say something at the
Luxer or the clip doesn't show. An
Illinois representative, for Instance,
definitely promises beer ; at a nickle
next March. Down In a Massa-
chusetts gutter a 'street cleaner is

interviewed about fighting to retain
his Job and at the same time as-
piring for a chair in the Assembly*
In the same New England a 101-
year-old lady just doesn't prattle.
She says something that gets seri-
ous attention one - moment and
laughs in the next
Oddities like those picked up by

Universal such as the duck who
hatched her eggs in a tree and girls

with' wooden bathing -suits up in
Oregon are valuable to lighten and
brighten a program.
Overplaying the heavy stuff Is

worse to a newsreel audience than
reading testimony to -a jury. The
Embassy knew this and* forgot
about it. The Luxer Is just taking
hold. That's the answer.
In the Don-Wood race Pathe did

'

what Fox -usually does and got a
better picture. It followed the
boats with a plane.

Another subject that any of the
reels could have picked up, and
which got applause in the

4
Luxer,

was the Ink lab run by two Penn.
boys.* Dallies used columns on this
subject when the youngsters came
to New York to market their prod-
uct. The address that one; of the
kids, not yet in his 'teens, delivered
on the economic situation -carried a
greater kick than many by men of
Importance.

Pathe Is - developing a bad habit
that looks like an effort to sneak
over an ad now and then. The one
about the Ford car might have been
excused, but when other makes,
with emphatic sales talks arid fre-
quent allusion to ' the trademark,
come along why—It looks, like, only
one thing. .

'
.

Joe, the chimp, pulling lion cubs
around by their tajls delighted the
kids in the house. Inctdentaly,
those Sat mats are getting to be
regular family affairs: ' Luxer has
got to -watch the quality of shorts

EMBASSY
While both" houses covered tho

.wreck- of . the . 'Observation,' Fox-
Hearst scooped on -the angle of inl
tervlewlng three of the survivors^
Embassy also did something differ-
ent in getting in a dead victim into
the footage. This is shot from a
distance '-and adds a graphic but.
not distasteful touch to the subject.
Pathe allowed its camera to take .

In more at the waterfront. Inter-
viewing a ferry captain, it trav-
eled to the roof of the shed on the
pier and to nearby tugs on which
bodies of victims were disposed;
While Mayor McKee seems gen-

erally available to cameramen, F-K
records, a scoop in getting him to'

speak on economic reform. This
clip, incidentally, was the only one
which a thin Sat. .'mat. audience
applauded.
For the first time Gene Tunney

glves.a confused Impression on the
screen in the latest interview. The
exrehamp stammered, stuttered and
did not seem at all certain why he
is stumping -for Roosevelt. Clip is
very poor and should have been
vetoed.

Doplittle traveling at 295 miles an
hour In the Clevelaid air pageant
is of sufficient merit to record a,
scoop for F-H, since it was not at:

the Luxer.
F-H stepped ahead 'as usual on'

foreign material. It was the only,
one to show Italy's king and Mus-.
solini in conversation while review-
ing troops, and it covered com-

i

pletely the christening of the Haps-'
burg infant
Address of Von Papen doesn't

mean much to Embassy audiences
because It is in German. . Para- '

mount's idea of lettingtiuoh speeches
get barely under way when the rest
is translated by the talking reporter
Is better, especially if the clip
takes any footage. .

One of the. best records of a col-
ored baptism brought to the
screen is that caught by F-H in.

Hampton Roads, Va. Many of the
women exhibited are so hysterical
after the dip. that -they get women
audience sympathy.
Other Embassy subjects Include

Columbia getting ready for football,

,

Canadian swim marathon, Brook-
line golf, Pike's Peak, auto race,
Roosevelt at Bridgeport Riviera tan ,

contest. Labor. Day in Washington,.!
D. C; a burled city near London.
Richard Tauber singing in Berlin,';

tourists ascending Mt. Blanc. French./
Inventions. .. Waly.

it uses, although no complaints
have, been registered as yet. •

.

'

Both theatres had the Wildwood •

national, beaut contest Schmellng- -

Walker, L. A, rodeo,'. Londos. v

Important from the athletic view-'
point was. Pathe's interview

.
with

.

West Point's commander and the
announcement of the army-navy
three-year pact. . Waly.

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE
Hollywood, Sept. 9.

Current prolog put on by Sid

Grauman with 'Rain' is stupendous
in atmospheric embellishment. Tal-

ent Is not expensive, still in includes

four punch acts which, when re-
routined, will give a well-blended
and satisfactory stage entertain-
ment.
On opening night . prolog ran 72

minutes and caused Eddie. Cantor,
ni. c. of the evening, to remark that
Grauman was The Eugene O'Neill
of the West' However, -as two of
the acts did not hit town- until 24
hours before- the opening,. Grauman
need not plead guilty to the Cantor
Indictment Show going oh without
preliminary pruning, can be nipped
here and there, and will easily come
in under the tape in 46 to 60 min-
utes,., It lends itself to the prunnlg
process,- and value will not be im-
paired.

First section of show is- presented
in 'Frisco, Chinatown settling; open-
ing with a New Year - celebration
and an authentic Chinese wedding
ceremony. Paul Jue, Chinese hot
rhythm stepper, gets the entertain-
ment portion under way with his
Harlemesque terpslchorean move-
ments, while Same Lohk, dubbed as
the 'McCormack of China,' chants a
couple of ballads.
This paves the way for Long Tack

Sam and his troupe. Sam has been
touring the world and submits a
radically different type of entertain-
ment than he did before he parted
from these shores. Has a troupe of
10, including his two daughters,
Ml-na and Nee-Sa, which submits
a variety of fast action feats, in-
cluding juggling, dancing, equilib-
rium and gymnastics. He has
pared the magic portion of his per-
formance to the bone, and turned
comedian. Is perfect m. c. for the
act, is an apt showman arid meas-
ures his conversational quips in va-
rious tongues, bo that they come as
high spots which are most effective.
With first section of prolog running
42 minutes opening night, the
Oriental turn eon be tightened, and

pared for seven to eight minutes,
and no values would be lost;

Closing .this section was LaFay-
ette and Laverne, with a modernis-
tic knockabout and toss around un-
derworld dance, that had a wlndup
of the man tossing the woman into,
a crowded chop sucy joint, with the

]

cellophane window giving way
easily and the audience awed and
thrilled at the daring finish.
Using the' moving stage idea simi-

lar to the . one he employed with .

'Gold Rush,' In twenty seconds 1

Grauman transformed the optical 11-
,

luslon to the exterior of the general
store on Pago-Pago island. There
the setting was typically atmos-

1

pherlc to the action of the pletur$. ":

It had a colorful back and fore--,'

ground, with the native Polynesians
providing entertainment on the eve

\
of the rainy, season. Types of the

,

picture were assembled in the back-
ground, while The Royal Samoans
did their stuff.. Then came a trio of I

native dance characterizations, by
Lelnoala. Lana and Avonne Gaylee,
as a prelude to the 'Tabu' dance of

Gomez and Winona. This duo, held
,

over from the 'Interlude' prolog, had
;

a remarkable Interpretation of Pol-
ynesian dance rhythm, and present-
ed the barbaric pantomime move-
ments In exquisite, tasteful and en-
tertaining style, which gave the
final section its first punch vahie.
To close was Eddie Gar, a newcomer
here, with his impersonations of no-
table stage characters. They were
a panic. The audience went daft at
ills portrayal of Jimmy Durante; he
had It down to a 't' and the stiff,

shirts fronts in the auditorium
gulped every word and movement
they saw with enthusiastic relish-

ment. Closing, he gave his concep-
tion of Jim Barton's characteriza-
tion of the drink moocher, which
establishes him as a Hollywood fa-
vorite. Looks as though the pic-

ture gang will say 'come on around,
we want to make a test,' and the
boy may land, too. Finale, of course,

had to be rain effects that wound
up what will be a meritorious stage
offering, after the surgical process
is completed. 'King Neptune,* a

(Continued on. page 76)
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NEXT WEEK (September 17)

THIS WEEK (September 10)
Numerals In eonnectloh with bills below ind.cate opening day •#

show, whether full or split week

1IBW IOSK CITT
Palace (17)

Mady Co
Nan Halperln
Barry ft Whltledge
Dowllng ft Dboley
(One to fljl)

(10)
Oracle Sohenk & B
Gold & Bay
Kola Negri
flue Van
Wills & Davis
Russian . Hovels

'

Academy
.let half (17-20)
Joe Bell ft Sister
Donatella Bros Co
(Three to fill)

. ,

v;2d halt (21-23) •

A & P Lake
v
(four to fill)

»'2dv half (14-16)
Swan Lucille & C
Jean Qranese

Bobby Flncus
Landt 3 ft White
Warlngs' Orch .

' .

. . (10)
Meyakos
Radio Rogues
Tom Patrlcola Co
Mel Klee
Jack Dempsey

lOSth St. (10)
Marcus Rev-

. ,

: DALLAS
Keith's (17)

Harris' 2 ft Loretta
Weaver Bros

DAYTON
Keith's (10)

Gillette & Richards
DENVER

Keith's (17)
H'.ward fl'dello ft B
Jackson ft Gardiner
Blackstone

'•• (It))

Dainty Ann Howe

TOM KENNEDY
i> (VORKoV

offers .
..

v
•

DING DONG DELL
RKO Prospect (First half Sept. 17)

III
Jack. Ushfir:^^^;
Bobby piBeW^T**--
Nell Golden' .Co
...BROOKLYN
* Albee (17)

Grace Schohlc ft B
Bvans 'ft Mayer
Sue- Carol
Nick Stuart
(One to All)

(10)
Bredwlna

'

Grace Hayes
Vlqtor Oliver
Larry Rich Rev

Prospect'
1st half (17-20)

Model Bakers
D|ng-Dong--Dell
Jarvls & Harrison
Morton & Russella
Bett Nagle Co
;2d half (21-23)

E .Gordoxtians
Belle Halne Co
Resay ft Harrison
,Bd half (14-16)

Mady Co
Roy Lee ft Dunn
Juice' Frohman
Bill Telaak
Bernard Granville

ALBANY
j.

' Palace
1st half (17-20)

Welch ft Hill
Loulne Groody Co
Radio Rofruos
Tom Patrlcola Co
(One to All)

2d hair (21-2?)
Bobd & Bood
Cele ' Bros
B..& R Goman
(Two to All)
2d half (14-16)

N T G Rev
Fors'the S'm'n ft P
Eddie Nelson

' '.: BOSTON •

Boston (17)
Alice Frohman
Davis ft Nowton
Mae ' Usher
Steel Sis Co

(10)
Phyllis Tlno ft H 2
WJ11 J Ward
Regay ft Hamilton
WelBh ft Hill
Rlrhnc's Orch

< Keith's (17)
Dawn Sis ft C
Radio Rubes
Eddie Nolson
R..W Kahn Orch
(Two to fill)

(10)
Olsen ft Johnson R"r " CHICAGO

Palace (17)
' Meyakos
Mildred H Chaplin
Mel Klee
Texas Gulnan Co

(10)
Ann- Prltchard Co
Landt 3 ft White
T^d.Healy

.^an :

ft Noblette
yWJiltS ft Manning
Leon Jannoy
Mr ft Mrs Johnson

GLEN PALLS
2d half (8-10) :

Horton Spurr •

Frances White
Harrington ft Prye
Olsen ft Bingham
KANSAS CITY
Keith's (16)

Mr ft Mrs Johnson
Daphne Pollard

(9)
Jordan ft Woods
Texas 'Gulnan Co
LITTLK ROCK
. Pulaski (10)

Weaver Bros
LOUISVILLE
RlnKo (17)

Vanderbllt Boys
Fred. Sanborn
(Others^to All)
XYNBROOK

Keith's' (16-16)
Alexander Sid .

Bessie Remple Co
MINNEAPOLIS
Orphenm (17)

Lake Hnrrls ft H
Paddy Cliff Orch
.Harlan- i ft St John
Hilton. Siamese 2
St Clair Sis ft O'D" ' (10)
Joan Jerry ft B
Sheldon, ft. Frayne
Neville Fleeson Co
Brltt Wood
Beeh'ee ft Rubyatte
.NASHVILLE

.. Princess (16)
BcrtaJlno
Lou Cameron Co
Cliff Wayne Rev
(Others to All)
NEW ORLEANS

. Koith's (17)
Franltenborgs
Sibylla Bowan
Wally .Sharpies Co
Jo.e B Howard Co
Joe Browning

(10)
3 French Misses
Vanderbllt Boys
Raymond Wllbert
Chafe Chose
Plckflrd's Co

• OMAHA
Keith's (17)

Dainty Ann Howe
Ryan ft Noblette
White ft Manning
Ola Lilith
Barney rtanp Or

(10)
Jimmy Burchlll Co
Neal Sis
Rath.. Bros
Johnny Perkins
Hilton.' Siamese. 2
'PROVIDENCE

- Keith's (17)
Kani 'Tal 3 .

Harrison .& Elmo •

Chas King

George Beattp
Great Huber

TRENTON
Capitol

1st half (17-20)
Regay ft Hamilton
Victor- Oliver. ;

Rlrriac's Orch
2d half (21-23)

Mailne & Bobby

Tqm Patrlcola
2d half (14-16)

Bood & Bood '

Allen Roger Co .

Geo Broadhurst Co
Raynor Lehr Co
Bert Nagle Co

WE8TWOOD
: Keith's (17)
Burrough & .Berko

Loew

JACK POWELL'S
Remarkable Rhythm
forces audience to .'

*TAPPIN' TIME'
. to the Tempo "Jaelde" seta

Via LEDDY & SMITH

' Stevens Bros ft S
Ingenues
State Lnke (17)

Murand ft Girton
Brltt Wood
Leon Janney
Seller ft Wills
Hill ft Hoffman
Princess Wahletka
Ray Shannon Co
„ ' < 10 >
Perry 2. ft T
Cole Bros
Joe ' Kelso Co
Baby Rose Marie
Paddy Cliff Orch
Harlan ft St John

.
Large ft Morgncr

CINCINNATI
. Albee (17)

Bthel Waters
'Rhapsody In Bl'ck'
_ . (10)
RI6 Rita

CLEVELAND
. Palace . (17)
« Whippets
Golden Blondes

Wills ft Davis
Horllck Dancers

(10)
Joe Bell ft Sis
Honan ft Arden
Roy. Sedlcy Co .

Rudy Vallee
ROCHESTER

' Keith's (17)
Marcus Rev

• (10)
Lya ft Wolf
Boyce ft Marsh
Warlngs' Co

ST. LOUIS
Keith's U7)

Rio Rita
TORONTO

nipnodrOme (17)
Lya ft Wolf
Mickey McGuIre
F'reythe S'm'n ft F
Vanessl Co
Rosetta Duncan

(10)
B ft R Goman .

Walter Dare Wahl
Smith ft Puck

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (15)

Benny
. DaVlB. Co

(Others to -All)

Boulevard
1st half (17-19)

'

Mine Pompadour
Jack Jan|e Co-
Chas Kemper Co
Robbins 'Fam'

'

(One to All)
2nd.half (20-22)

Swanee. ft. Daly
Nick Verga Co
Gaudschmidt' Bros
Phyllis Rae &"H 2
(One to . All) .

Orphenm
1st half (17-20)

Monroe ft Grant
'

Pickens.. Sis-.

Zelaya
Jack. Randsall Co
2nd half (21-23)

Great Johnson '

Jack Janls Co
Chas Kemper Co
Chas Ahearn Co
(One to All)

Paradise (16)
Jack Benny
Ethel Shutta
Lilyan Taahman
Sophie Tucker

.

Geo Olsen Orch
State (16)

Van Cello. .& M
Caltes Bros
White ft Agnew
Leon Errol
Singing Sam
B Meroff Orch

BROOKLYN
Gates Ave

1st half (17-19)
Mac/ ft Smalle
Primrose Semon ft D
Robey' Gold -

"

Chas Ahem 'Co -

(One to AIL),
2nd half . (20-22)

Case Bros, ft M
Wilt. J Ward
Eddie Leonard
Paber ft Ford .

Robbins Fam '

Metropolitan (16)
Paul Nolan Co.
Zingonl,,

June Carr
Mills Kirk ft M
Buss Colombo Orch

Valencia (16)
Winnie ft Dolly -

Cookie Bowers '

Harriett Lee Co'
Harry Savoy
Buddy Rogers Orch

ABTORIA
Tribor©

1st half .(16-18)
Fid Gordon
Eddie Leonard
Faher ft Ford
Dave Jones Co •

(One to fill)

2nd half (20-22)
Sis Franz 2'

'

Primrose Semon &-D
Picken Sis'

Zelaya'
Jack Randall Co '•

BALTIMORE
Century (17)

Crystal 3
Nice, Florlo ft L
Jack Mulhall .

Rae Samuels
B Minnevlch Orch

BOSTON-
Keith's (17)

Armand ft Perez
Brems, Fritz ft M B
Prances -Williams
Pennington & Judels
Alex Hyde Co
JERSEY CITY
Loow's (17)

Lester ft Irving 3
Ruth Ford
-Valentine Voa
Roscoe Arbuckle
Isham - Jones Orch

MONTREAL.
Xoew's (17)

Duponts
Croel ft Allen i

Jean LaCosta Co- .

Leo Gellls
Rita Royce Co
WASHINGTON
Palace (17)

4 Casting Stars
Belle Blanche
Edmond -Lowe
Billy Glason
Billy Wells ft 4 P

Lasslter Bros
Morgan ft Stoat
Bobby Kuhn
Sylvia Sharp
Sanklst Ens
MILWAUKEE
Wisconsin (17)

'Desert SongV
Perry Askam
Tansl
Earl Askam
Nennette Valloa
John Merkyl
Chas Boyle 1

Betty Wllle
John Wagner
NEW HAVEN
Paramount (17)

'Girl Trouble' I
Chester Fredericks
Art Franks -

NEW ORLEANS
State (17)

'Chicago Fairest'
ayes ft Speck
Nadlne
Russian Canines
Beth Lewis'
Carylye -Bennett
Lucille ft La Verne
Chicago Fairest

OAKLAND
Oakland (16)

On the Riviera'
Conchlta Mon'nogro
Red Donahue ft TJ
Edwin George
Lottie. Mayer Jr
Louise Glenn
Agnes Knox
Suiikist Ens
PHILADELPHIA

Fox (17)
'Hello Parree'
Ghezzl Bros
Lynn Cowan Co v
Ramon ft Virginia
J Roshler ft Shags
Sunklst Ens

WARNER
ELIZABETH

Rlts
1st half (17-20)

Venita Gould..
Ray Hughes ft P
(Two to All)
2d half- (31-23)

Whltey • Roberts
Ben Marks , Co. .

•

Peaches Browning
(One to All)
1st half (10-13)

4 Vespers
Ruth Sherry
Smith ft Smith"
Chas Masters Co
2d half (14-16)

Tracey & Hay
Dalton ft Craig
Chas Ahearn Co
PHILADELPHIA

Enrle (16)
E Saltles- .

Billy House Co

Adelaide Hall
Hilton ft Garron
Bob Hall

. (9)
Eno Tr
Fred Keating
WlOBt ft Strnton
Leary ft . Craven
Alex Morrison .

Lee Morse
Blister West Co
Dave Harris Co
WASHINGTON

Earle (16)

Wallace Sis
Medley ft Dupree
Welcome Lewis
Whlsper'g J Smith

(9)
Audrey Wyckoff
Adelaide Hall
Portunello ft Clrlll
Billy House Co

Fanchon & Marco

BROOKLYN
Fox : '(17)

'Tahiti' T '

Rerl..
Bernard o de. Pace
Celine Lescar - -

King Bros,.' ft C<
Park ft. Clifford.

-Gus Elmora .

Llovd Rob,ert Miller
Sunklst Ens ''

bfidAeport
PollPatare (17)

'Edwards-' School D'
.Milton Douglas
O'Connor 2

BOSTON
Metropolitan- (17)
H Rlchman Show

BUFFALO
Boffalo. (17)

'Hanplness Show*
Eddie. Peabody
Jessie Draper
Jack A Jorry
Joy Boys
Mary ft Marge
Martha Vaughn
Tom A Hank

CHICAGO
Chicago (17)

'Movie Circus*
Monte Blue
Monroe Bros
'Realtor
Paco Moreno
•Chick' Kennedy
Freethy Ens

Oriental (17) -

•Ubangl'
Gllda Gray
Roy Cummlngs
Fields ft Bell
3 Crosby Bros.
Sunklst Ens
Brltton Bd

Tlvoll (17)
Duke Ellington Bd.

Uptown (17)
Radio Stars
Eddie Bruce.
4 Albee Sis
Bill. Aronson
Leota Lane
Key Fayre

Tony PagliaocI
John Tlo
Peggy Wards

CINCINNATI
Albee (17):

Rhapsody. Black S
CLEVELAND

lQOth1

' Street (17)
'Mystery' I-
Mlchon Bros-
Du Val ...
Wynn Wayne
Sunklst Ens'^

'

DES MOINES
Paramount (17)-

Nevllle Fleeson- Co
Beehee ft Rubyatte

. DETROIT

'

Michigan (17)
'Jubilee Show'
Ted. Lewis

,

Dixie 4
'Snowball'. Whlttter
High Hat Beauties
Esther Pressman
Elsie McLeod
J>orls Deane
Baby Jane
Mildred Gaye
High Hat Bd

HARTFORD
Capitol (17)

'Nfeht Club' I
Jack Holland
June Knight
F ft J Hubert
Wilton Crawley
Rudy Kayo
Petch ft Deauvllle
Jaiil^o Walker
Sunklst Ens
LOS ANGELES
Loew'a State (16)
'Desperate. Sam'
KANSAS CITY
Main Street (17)
•Bombay' I
Flo Lewis
O'Connor Family
Gayleno Sis
Pasnunll Bros
Sunklst Ens

MADISON
Orphenm (17)

'Birthday Party'
Sylvia Clark

Topsy MoMann
Myrtle Lyman
Torney Ens

SEATTLE
5th Ave. (10)

•Poliow Thru*
Joe Penner
Olive Olsen
Eddie Tamblyn
Mao Harris
Helen Wright
Bill Halllgan
Franklyn Farnum.
Jerry Ross
Dee Loretta
Madeline Sheffield
Allta Duncan .

Earl Maestro
SPRINGFIELD
PoU Palace (17)

'Discoveries'
Trlxle Frlganza
Moro ft Yaconelll
Stadler, Rose 3
Ina Ray
Victor Griffin
Paul Howard
Bunny Bronson
Mark Pepper
Keene 2
Ken Syner

ST. LOUIS
Fox (17)

•Bughouse'
Charlie Foy
Maxine T^ewls
Olga ft Mlshka
Balalaika 6
Flaschette
Tudy'
Virginia Peck
La Verne

TORONTO
Imperial (17)

'Mickey ft M Mouse
Arnaut Bros
Buster Shaver
Olive ft George
Monty ft Carmo

Pktire Theatres

PLACED

THIS WEEK
MILTON DOUGLAS
CHARLIE MEYERS
EDNA SEDGEWICK

For FANCHON ft MARCO
By LEDDY & SMITH

NEW YOBS CITY
Paramount (ft)

Will Mahoney
Mildred Bailey
aoslta Moreno
Donald Novls
iubinofr
'Okay Amerioa'

Boxy (ft)

-Fiesta' •
,

-lata Cora
Adrian Lax
rito Coral
Florence ft Alveres
Home & Gaut
\indango .

The Crash'

BROOKLYN
Paramount (9)

Georgia Price
Eddy Duohln
Mills Bros
Stoopnagle ft B -

Sylvia Frooa .

'Okay America' '

BUFFALO

.

Buffalo (0).
Norma Talmadge
George Jossel
'Down to Earth'

DETROIT
Fisher . (9)

George Sidney
Hobart Boeworth
Stanley 2
Allene Fourier .

I 'Divorce Family*

PORTLAND
Paramount (15)

'Town and .Country'
Brpx Sis

,

Nlles
'

Novak ft Fay
Mildred Perlee ..

B ft D Lewis
Sunklst Ens -

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox (16)

•Hearts of B'way'
Vera Gordon
Sidney Page
-4 Juggling Normans
Max Leraer
Nadje - Gordon
Peggy Earle

Toots. Novelle
-Minnie Mouse Ens

VANCOUVER
Orphenm (16)

'Star Gazing'
Wally Vernon
Athenas
Wallin & Barnes
Muriel Gardner
Collenette Ens
WORCESTER

Poll Palace (17)
'Big Top' I
Jack Sidney
A Nelson Elephants
H Harrison's Clr -

G Victoria Girls
Cooper, ft- CUfton
Karoly ft Swanson '•

"larrbn Judeth
alth Bacon
\ndre 4
I Climax's
I'heo Thane
John Walsh
Hunter - Isle Inn

Jeo Owen Orch •

:

Uuddy . Kennedy
tierr R'usseaus ft K
ISdlth .Griffith
Kentucky 2

Nut Club
l Eton Boys
Nutsy' Fagan
Vic Dunne.
Joan Sennett
Walsh Bros
BlUIe Lane
La Belle Rose
3 Crane Sis
3 Taylor Sis
Casper ft Lake'
Gobble Tremaine
Cook Sis
\,a. Belle Rose -

Enoch. Light Orch

Paramount Grill

Beth Challls
H'ly*w Collegians
Melba Mason

; Oscar Grogan
Julie Jenner

.

FavilUon Royal
,Guy Lombardo Orcb

Rainbow Ina
Chris Pender
Selma King
Rudolph ft Chlctta
Al Goldman ;

Honey Mays

Frankle Freda Or

Riviera
Harry Fox
Dorothy Dell
Llta Lope
Val Vestoff
Jane Dunlap ..

Eileen Clewley
Helen Sheldon
Mildred ft Maurice

. Russian Arts

Joe Morantz Orch
Renee- ft Laura
Nickplas Hadarlck
Barra Blrs
Mlsha .Usanoft

Taft GriU
Geo Hall Orch

Village Barn
Reilly ft Comfort
Pope .ft Thompson
Bernice Short'-
Elmer Turner
Jimmy. Baskette
Bobby Sawyer
Norman Astwopd .

4 Blazes

'

Alma Smith
Crockett M'tneers
Ted Faith ft Kris
Emily Day
Babs Perkins
Sh'rlff J'sh MedderE
B'shf'l H'k Warren
Teddy Black Orch

- Woodmani>t«n Inn
Will Osborne Orch
Ronald Brooks
Bobble Moss
Enters 'ft Borgia
Mardle Romm

CHICAGO

Week of Sept. 12

Victoria Palace
Bower & Rutherfd
Max Miller
Derek Oldham.
Regal ft Ptnr

,

Kirks
Buckleys
Geraldlne ft Jos •

'

Brio - Mabon
Andre 3
Morris ft Ryan
FINSBURY PARK

Astoria
•Chu Chin Show*
Hughes Macklin
Graham Crawford
Co as booked

- Empire
Lucille Benstead

Stewart's M'ba Bd
Billy Kay .

Donald McKay
Marlajonos
Blllle Reeves
Gordon Ray Girls
Leslie Pearce
Renaldo ' Singers
Morris & Connor
OLD KENT ROAD

Astoria
Anita Lowe
Freddie Fox
Co as booked

-STREATHAM
- Astoria '

Will Hay Co .

Mito 3

College Inn
Paige Sis .

.

Guylas ft Reeta
Bobby Meeker Or.
Edgewater Beach

£ Hotel
Irene Stanley
Stanley Jacobson -

Dusty Rhodes
Bmil DeSolvl
Harlan Hassburg
Marshall Sosson
Chas Agnew Orch

Lincoln Tavern
Andrea Marsh
'Red' -Ingle
Country Washburn

PROVINCIAL

Week of Sept. 12
BIRMINGHAM

Empire
Ramon ft Nada.
Lowdlni
Nell ft Doon
Houston Sis
Fred Sylvestre
Howard - ft King
Ethel Hook
Naltto Tr

CARDIFF
Capitol o

Grade ft Roth
DUBLIN
Capitol

Roma ft Romano
Coleman ft D'Arcy
Daimler ft Eadle

GLASGOW
Alhambrta '

Harry Lauder -

Georges Camp.o.
Kstrlna & Valerie
K M B 'C 4 •

Gllssons "

Tan Dock
Empire

Kitchen Pirates -

•Meanest Man .on B*
Sllyas
Johnny- Jones-

Dan Frazer
My Sisters ft I
Dixon ft Pal
Collls Bd

LEEDS
Empire

Anna Rogers
Murray ft -Mooney
3 Fratellinls
Hutch
Brick's Lion
Belfont ft Toko
Byron & Byron
Harum Scarum Co

LIVERPOOL
.

- Empire
Esther Ralston
Louis Armstrong
Leslie Weston
Carr Lynn
Allen ft LeVole
Mlcket ft Arnova
Hlntonl Bros
Bostons
NEWCASTLE
Paramoont - .

Dave Anollon Co
SOUTHAMPTON

'
- Empire

Fred: Lindsay Co-'
Strobl . t

OFFICIAL- DENTIST TO THE N. : V.' A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1360 Broadway

ThIsTWk«< Paul Draper—Arthur Cliarmton

Cabaret Bills

NEW Y0EK CITY
Central PTt Casino
Veloz ft Tolanda.'
Eddie Duchln Or

. . Club Calais

Joan Malln
Low GHfclb Orcb
Francis Dunn
Arthur Budd
Colleen Adams
Enters & Borgia

Connie's Inn

Baron Lee Orch
J'zzllps Richardson
3 Little Words
Alice Joyce
Cora Green
Baby Cox

Glennle Checsman
Paul Meeres
Lois Deppe
Willie Jackson
Bon Bon Buddlep

. Cotton Club
A Ida Wn rd
Henri Weasel
Swan ft Lee
Anise Boycr
Roy Atkins
Peaches ft Duke
Brown ft McGraw
Nicholas Bros
Leltha Hill
Don Redman Orch

HHyw'd Reslnur't

Tommy Tucker Or

Parker Gibbs
Elmo Tanner
Weston Vaughn
Ted Weema Orch

The, Dells -

Dennis -White Co
Bernard ft .Henry
Grade Barry
Maurice ft Edith
Gus Arnheim

Vanity Fair
Jack Russel .

Earl Rlckard
3 Blue Flashes
Ercelle . Sis
MacLean Sis
Mary -Duntley

p. m. matinees were hitting It oft

In swell fashion.

The ferns are flocking; to the Fox,
where Blng Crosby is crooning In
person. It's an all round show for
the women, with Jackie Cooper
screening in TDivorce in the Family,'
and biz headed for a possible $38,

-

000, biggest in months.
'Back Street' hit such a healthy

$18,000 at Golden Gate last week
that RKO prematurely reopened
the Orph for a week of that picture
House on straight pix diet for two
weeks prior to a Sept. 30 Inaugura-
tion of presentations.

'Street's' second week brings total
of local holdovers to three, moro
than there has been in some time.
Chevalier's 'Love Me Tonight' Is in
for.a third stanza at the Paramour/,
while 'Blessed Event* is deuclng i'

at Warners.
Warfield and Golden Gate hur-

ming merrily, former with 'Blondie
of Follies* and plenty publicity, l.i' -

ter with Wheeler-Woolsey in 'Hole!

Em Jail' and Josephln^ Dunne on
stage.
Sam Harris' President openp

Thursday with first run pix ahd
stage shows, Tlvoll planning vaudo
and pix, and United Artists due to
reopen about Sept. 22, bringing . to
life entire 'Frisco field. .

Estimates for This Week
Fox (6,000; 50-70)—'Divorce in the

,

Family' (M-G) and Bing Crosby on
stage. Crooner drawing business,
especially ferns, and possible $38,000

.

will top records of past several
months. Last week's '70,000 Wit-
nesses' (Par) and tab version of
'Irene' got fair $29,(WO.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40-

65)—'Hold 'Em
.
Jail' (Radio) an'\

stage show with Josephine Dunne.
Gross of $13,000, very good, Laf
week extremely heavy with $18,()C'.

on 'Back Street' (U) and film moved
to the Orph.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.000; 30-40-60)

—'Back Street' (U) (2d week).
Moved dowh from Golden Gate-
film doing quite well at $7,000 In
reopened house. . , »
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 66-65)—

Xove Y9 Tonight* (Par) (3d-last
week).. Forced into trey week while
waiting for 'Blonde Venus' (Par).
Fairish at $9,000, while second stan-
za got $11,500.
Warfield (Fox) (2,672; 55-66)—

'Blondie of Follies' (M-G) and stage
show, Take looks like big $19,000.
'Congorllla' (Fox) okay $17,500 last
week, but disappointing.
Warners (1,365; 65-65)—'Blessed

Event' (WB) (2d week). Okay $7,-
600. . First seven days pulled good
$11,000.

NEWARK
(Continued from page 10)

opening. The raising prices Idea

has died.

Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 16-26*25

30-40-55-66)—'Blessed Event' (WB).
From big opening and good word
cf mouth ought to . come near a
fine $10,000. Last week Bennett in
'Two Against the World* (WB) n
s. g. at $7,900.

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-25-36)—
•Tom Brown of Culver* (U), and
'Washington Masquerade' (M-G)
Should beat $5,000. Lionel Barry-
more a draw here. Last week
•Crooner' (WB) and 'Dr. X' (FN)
great at $5*600.

Little (Cinema) (299; 60)—•Ras-
putin' (Ufa). Will hold over if pos
slble. Heavily advertised and should
get a nice $1,600. Last week Diet-
rich in 'I Kiss Your Hand, Madame*
(.Superfllm) passed out with $800.

Loew's State (2,780; 15-20^26-30-
40-56-65)—'White Zombie* (UA).
Will do mildly with $7,000 on six
days. Last week 'Last Mile* (WW)
okay with over $9,000. .

. .

Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 16-
20-25-30-40-66-66)—'Love Me To-
night' (Par). Word of mouth hurt-
ing but Chevalier's rep will pull him
through with : a fine $10,600. Last
week '70,000 Witnesses' (Par) not
tad at $8,600. . .!

Proctor's (RKO) (2,300r : 16-20-26-
30-40-66-65)—'Night Club ': Lady'
(Col). Opened weak and doesn't
look strong with $7,500. Marquee
still completely blocked on one side
by the Capitol. Last week 'Back
Street' (U) splendid with over $12,-
000.

EVERYTHING NOW OPEN

IN S. F • BEAUC0UP H. 0.

San Francisco, Sept. 12.

Tear's Hottest weather is doing
little good to the picture houses.
Thermometer has been hovering
around the 90's, which is plenty heat
in. this town.
Houses got an unexpected break

On Friday, which was Admission
Day, legal holiday In California.
Natives sons staged a three-hour
parade on Market street, breaking it

about 2 p. m. Managers expected
little business, but intense; hont
drove mobs into houses, and by 1

COLUMBUS CHEERING;

CHEVALIER'S $11,06T

Columbus, Sept. 12. ,

For the third . consecutive week
town is piling up grosses which are
guaranteed' to make all burst into
cheers. It's good to see standees at
all major houses again. .

Last week, with biz plenty heavy,
the Palace bumped its scale five
cents all around. This week Loew's
Ohio . and Neth's Grand did the
same and Loew's Broad' stepped
back into the elite class by bump-
ing from 25 to 40c. And the. crowds
keep coming nevertheless.
Ohio with 'Blondte of. Follies'

and the Broad with Chevalier's lat*
est, will top the townJ 'A Successful
Calamity' at the Grand, fs also get-
ting plenty due' to Arliss' popularity.
For the second week in a row the

Palace feature has been shifted to
the Majestic for a second downtown
run. This time it's 'Back Street,'
last week it was 'Bird of Paradise.'

.

Both proved good Judgment by
RKO.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (3,074; 26-40)--

'Devil and Deep* (Par) and fashion
revue on stage. $7,500, maybe better.
Last week 'Back- Street" (U) mighty
nice $10,000.
Ohio (Loew-UA) (3,000r 26-40)-^

'Blondie of the -Follies' (M-G)-. Do-
ing well enough with strong compe-
tition and will get $9,000 easily.' Last
week 'Divorce in the Family' (M-G)
not so forte- at close and took fair

$7,600.
Broad (Loew-UA) (2,600; 25-40)—

'Love Me Tonighf (Par). Good bet
to smash late record set by 'Zombie'
with at least $11,000 assured. Last
week 'Passport to Hell' (Fox) nice
enough at $7,100.
Grand (Neth) (1,100; 26-40)—

'Successful Calamity' (WB). Should
get extra heavy $8,600 at least. Last
week 'Doctor X' (FN) nice enough
at $6,300.

Majestic (RKO) (1,100; 15-25)—
'Back Street* (U). Held over after
week at Palace on way to nice
enough $2,600. . Last week 'Bird of
Paradise' (RKO), also a holdover,
did big $3,700 with strong play on
Hawailans appearing as lobby ad.

'Interlude's' $1.50 Try
Metro will road show 'Strange

Interlude* in some of the keys. If

getting over Idea will be extended.
Company is waiting until cooler

weftther before arranging bookings
and dates.
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East

Scenes from 'Trovatore,' 'Aida'

and 'Cavallerla' to. be given in

Coney Island stadium next Sunday
(18) for benefit of sufferers In re
cent lire.

Guy Phillips, dramatic teacher of

Woodmere, L. 1., being sued for

$50,000 alienation by J03. J. Seltzer.

Latter, traveling salesman, charges
that in his absences Phillips won
the affections of Mrs. Seltzer, and
brings suit in Mlneola Supreme
Court.

Georges Lewys, woman play-
wright, who sued Eugene O'Neill

for plagiarism, in second hearing
to determine her ability to pay the

$18,000 costs assessed, against her
when she lost the suit. Told the'

judge she could write a book -in

three months, but that getting it

published was something else again.
Had plenty of talent, she explained,
but of no commercial value. No
decision.

:TTn IT) U:L.!I :
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News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical heivs' items a» published during the week in the

daily papers of Nem York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no

credit for these neD>s items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.
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that element Labor Day when she
j
with a Mrs. McCoy who can't be [to title to the. house, she asks judg-

became caught in an undertow at I the real McCoy. Married in 1915 1 ment on the note.

Atlantic City. Rescued by life-
|
and split in 1927.

for sole custody of ' the child,
whereby actor will have custody of
his daughter two consecutive
months each summer and on alter-
nate Incidental school holidays.
Thomasina may not be taken from
the, state without mutual consent
pf both parents. .

guards.

Wallace Milam gets the job as
producer at the New York Riviera.

Marine and Farragut theatres,
part of the Century, N. Y., string,

which has just cut away from Pro-
jectionists Local 306, stench-bombed
Labor. Day (5). In latter theatre
seven persons were»slightly burned.

Plea for Irmai May Weltzerikorn
There will be 85 players in ' 'The I for $1,000 temporary alimony from

I

Good Earth.' Of these 75 will play her husband, Louis, id denied in Su-
two or more parts. Fourteen scenes.
Six assistant stage managers.

Earl Carroll brought oyer 14.playr
ers for his 'Vanities/ but can only
find spots for eight. '.

perloV Court, Los Angeles. " Early
trial of her separate maintenance
suit, however, is recommended.

Fon du Lac, Wis., revived .'
'its

curfew for minors when, news leaked
out of an alleged bootlegger, .aged :

16, doing his stuff. From how oh.
the boy bootlegger must work" only

,

during the day.

Schwab and DeSylva
Apollo theatre, N. J.,

George White. Lease
run of 'Humpty Dumpty,' with op
tibns.

Bandit nicks the box office of the
Fox Criterion, Santa Monica, Cal.,

of $1,133 when he flees with two
Frank Mandel may come back money bags being taken to the bank

with an operetta by Romberg and by-D. ? Waddell, messenger,
take the I Harbach. Not intended as an elab

over from, orate production,
j I After Superior Judj?e Wilson, L.

Is for the
I

' — •

.. _ I A., had refused to restrain Sheriff

Giovanni . Martinelll will give a
special recital- at. the West Side
Stadium, Chicago, Oct. 23. Maurice
Frank promoting the- affair, first of
its kind.

Lee Shubert spotted . Harold
Johnsrud with the Scarborough
summer players and gave him a

|
Sept. 19.

contract to stage 'Amerlcanna*
That got htm a writing contract
with Metro. He leaves ' for the
Coast.

Ticket - seller for a Coney Island Wm. Traeger and Wllllajn- J. Say.
sideshow, Henrietta Diamond, fooled hor, Ltd., New York importer, from:
with a snake ysed as a bollyhoo. attaching the furnishings of the

Lawrence Weber's 'Manhattan rHandled it successfully once, but in home of Gloria Sw'ansori for alleged
Medley' will tryout in Newark, • attempting to repeat the • snake bit failure to pay for some of the .doo-

Edna Ferber back from London
and raving about. Francis Lederer

]

of English 'Cat and Fiddle' cast

New New York apartment house
tossing in privileges at a golf
course and country club free to

tenants.

her index finger. Not venomous, Idads, a $7,500 surety bond was
and Miss' Diamond returned to posted, thereby deferring attach'
ticket selling after cautery.

I ment until after trial. No date has
been set,

Mrs. Josephine Smith, working on
a carnival at Mentone, ' Mich:, was
bitten while: feeding a rattler Fri

Cleveland had a major, theatre
robbery when, two gunmen boldly

'

corraled nine employees' of the Pal-
ace theatre. Staff, including Man-
ager Frank 'Hines; were looked in
a wash room. Bandits then waited '

26 minutes for Assistant Manager,
Howard Higley to show up. He
knew the combination of the safe,.
Booty was. $3,000 in cash. .

Federal court denies motion of
_ I j„„ '/o\ o««i r»»7mi* k« .i,„i<in. I

Gerhard Pinnen, ex-butler fdr.
Rudy Vallee pinched in Rye N day ^^'^'^^nd^ti^^Sl'^^^Boriage, to, vacate an order

Y., for speeding. Booked as Hubert
]

^Jreatoent^
former's. $45,000

. Dr. Elben J. Carey, of Omiiha»
has assembled medical exhibits
from 10 European countries and
will exhibit .'them: at the Chicago
Fair in 1933; *

George Baxter , flew in from the
Coast last week to start rehearsal

|

in 'The Other One.' ..;

P. Vallee.

Mrs. Rudy Vallee announces there
.will be no divorce.

Mrs. Alice. Fox, wife of Aaron
and sister-in-law of William Fox,
advertising for . information as to
the whereabouts of her husband.
Has hot ' been seen
Last month N. Y.

pronounced 'temporarily serious.'
Marathon dancer in Detroit col-

|.lapsed after 564 hours. Fractured d
|

vertebrae, and ; in danger of par-
I al/sis.

damage suit against' the director,
Pinnen charged he had been poi-
soned as liquor tester by Borzage,
who had denied the allegation. '

.-.

. .

•

;
— - T . „„ . x „u r, „ i

Alleged haymaker to the .chin won
lh six weeks', Barker,, singer, a divorce

, _.. Supreme: court .
player, gets a -contract from U and |lhm^ r«v Lavne in Sunerlor

It's a girl at the Ray- Perkinses, awarded her $160 weekly and $750 will fly to the coast to do dialog. ™om ^.A*.y m »W™T
-

By adoption. • Mother liked; Perkins' counsel fees pending trial,'' but she . — 1

voice over, the radio.
;
Could, not can't And him to collect. Aaron LOuls Brock, producer of shorts. Rent due d no monev-was thesupport the child and asked them fox surrendered himself last July for RKO, tells a N. 'Y. Court he is *5* 5n,SZ« v!-' -~ " - — on the charge of abandonment. In unable to pay his first wife, HelenJ.^

iu her petition Mrs. Fox charged that any alimony because his socond wife cifPk JtoMt^iS
theluiB brother had kept Aaron in a gets $325 a month. Mrs. Helen „uh nni««n

Walter Sadoski was dead from a
bullet fired into his - body at the
Majestic theatre, East St. Louia.
Mrs. Inez Bernard who left her third
husband to live with Sadoski did
the. shooting . and had a - nervous
breakdown , immediately thereafter.
He gave her • ozone after three
months she said and she ambushed
him in the theatre.'

to take the infant.

Thais Kisleff ' Blazer - tells

court her 'husband, .Alfred, 'desired sanitarium to prevent him from
only her. body.' She insists that he testifying in the Senatorial invest!
knew of her past when he married gatlon of the Wm.' Fox stock actlvi
her, but his annulment petition says I ties,
he didn't She once sued Karl Dane

Brock, who divorced him four years I

ago, ' did not ask for alimony then,
but' .recent, developments in . her I

for breach ^of promise.

* w Hi - . , , , I
an unofficial point in her

Marie yffm, professional, known agajnst the City of New York for

The $20,000 estate left by the late

Judge Schmuck. May have to go to to^ ******** slPce 1929
'
"»at

Margaret Mayo, playwright, wins |
California to sue. |

-dUors win.g^.mo™^
a final accounting filed in Su-suit

Justice Steinbrink in Brooklyn re- Ito

off. stage, as Mary Bdthwell, noticed curtailing the flow of the Oroton fused the appllcatloA of the Empire perior court, Los Angeles.-,Jty his

-f^^l^w^^^'0,*11^?^'^!?" river which damages her property. State projectionists' union to enjom ^5?^^ executor, Edward Rob-

l
s^^at ^e -c^dllI*c ,*8t *u,jrv s?9 Justice in White Plains reserves H. H. Kay Amusement Cbrp. and ?rta "iggins.
telephoned Laurette F. Moss, who decision but ihtiniates appointment Crystal theatre from' dismissing .

•

.

- -.

is Mrs,. Reuben,when she is.not
,
a o£ a commission to determine dam- members, of that union.' Latter Falling to agree, on a verdict for

play broker, came - around with I agea and adds he cannot conceive claims violation of . contract. Jus- Douglas Hertz, promoter of the
James DeGIovanni, an, orchestra that stoppage of water does not tice held that affidavits did not war- turtle racing plant in Vine street,
^aaer, and the -trip paid a ,call. -on d^mage property below the point : rant . a temporary injunction, but Hollywood, jury in Municipal court
Reubehj Last week Justice^ Bleak
ley granted ' hipr a :divorce when
.Reuben admitted , the- truth of her
statements.' • :

of flow; ordered an early trial of the motion acquitted 16 other defendants, all

for permanent restraint. | arrested for alleged violation of the
. state lottery laws. Hertz case, will

Eddie Duchln gets a two years'
| be retried

contract for his band at the Central
Park Casino. •

Suit in Municipal court, Los An-
_.,„ • .„

, , , , Igeles, charges that Sara Coslow,

nnti ' "
i#A"*«ii I

"""'^ i ...^. UWl ..u»m1,,i.aw-|
1
William Albert Grew, playwright, composer, and his wife owe $160

'SSSST
501801,9 on

,

a V°'m ington Blcentennia.1. Originated 30 in bankruptcy. Liabilities $27,842. on balance of lease on horn? they
payroll. years ago to extend what had been [

No assets.
|
occupied, and $121.84 for repairs

« . „ . « i- a disastrous season.
qeorgla..pUs,.* prof«aatoiia1. : wan* |

. — I Al Woods announces he will pro- 1 Vlora Daniel Casady, actress, Is
Daniel Frohman may produce a |

duce four plays this season. Others suing her ex-husband, Wayne A.

RKO announces purchase of 'The
I Monkey's Paw^' mystery story by

v- . . , ? „•.»• Jw. W. Jacobs/ British author.
-

. Plans made for a $2,600,000 brew-

^n'^^iln ?f
lLylien

•
Vov4 1 Coney Island's Mardi Gras has

I

ffi®"* a
;y^E^l opened.

t
Pc.r^de ties, into the Wash-

to court last week to demand that
the Essei.House giye uD her cloth- i Prench farce this season.

i
n&\n,* PS!0 S<3~ t

Albert \u??ter :
taUs available

told that the effects were held to"
assure payment for a damaged car-
pet. Her dog chewed a rug. it is, wiu open ln Newtirk 0ct. 17 in

.» \

No de- than. 'The Stork Is Dead' are 'Water Casady, in Superior Court, Los An-
Front,' 'The. Siren' and *Lost Horl
zon.'

Elizabeth Risdom and Lee Baker

claimed. 'Strange Interlude.' .V. After a week

. Asbury Parkin the red for 1931 • |S6
B
c
°
i

0
l

"
t
yn coia»*ny will head for

baby parade and the auditorium. 1

Deficit is $1.063,686.
I 'Sinsanore' spotted at Jackson

'Madchen ln Uniform' will not ^ehts Oct. 3 for tryout. Due on|

open at the Criterion until Sept 19.
Bway about two weeks later.

Waiting for a new master print . . ,

from Berlin. Philip Barry has written the
|

. . 1 book of a musical show, 'The Wild
John M. Stahl in town

;

to consult Harps Playing.' In consultation
Wlth'thp author oh 'Only Yesterday.'

r

w_^h several composers for score
May make some scenes in
and Washington. -

Coast

igeles, for $2,69&.65, which she
charges Is due on a $3,400 property
settlement entered into at the time
of their divorce.

S. L, Rothafel initiated into the
Los Angeles Breakfast Club;

Betty Arlen, actress, granted a
I divorce from Louis J. Golden, thea
tre manager, ln Superior Court, Los
Angeles. .

Second story workers take jewelry Alternate writ of prohibition ob-

and clothes valued at $250 from the talned by Uta Gray Chaplin in her
nomo of M. F. R. Strayer, Universal.

'-.
' «

Mrs. Peggy Daniels, wife of Wal-
ter Daniels, Hollywood film director,

unsuccessful attempt to get court
approval of film careers for her two
sons, Charles, Jr., and Sidney, was
dismissed by the District Court of

N. t. May ptoduce. this season, possibly wafi sent to a hospital following alAppeals in Los Angeles.: Dismissal
on his own. 1 ' - - - 1 — J - "— J *-

police report that she had attempted
suicide by. drinking a poison cock-

Down in Brazil Lily Pons scoffs I
Billy Rose has switched from. aU[ tail,

at the Idea of getting a divorce, but revue to 'The Great Magoo' 'as r his
her husband, -AUguste Mesritz, re-: first venture. Can't get the people ! Two suits in Lbs Angeles Muni
tired lawyer and publisher, admits he wants for the musical. '.„ Mclpal court are directed at
'a little domestic difficulty. '

|

v -—
•

'

|
('Ukulele' Ike') Edwards

was on grounds that the Issues in
volved had been settled by other
procedure.

,

Mrs^ Helen McLoughlln, mother
Cliff I'

in-law of Sam Goldwyn, has sued lh

One, filed I

L- A; Municipal court to recover

Peggy Fears' 'Nona'' Is sjjotted for M. Cohan will not make a produce
Now seems probable that, George by Schwabs, Inc., charges Edwards $2,112 for damages alleged to have

the Avon Sept. 26. tlon until spring. Going to Europe
first

Hunter Klmbrough, brother-in-
law of Upton Sinclair and business I

manager of the company Sinclair
]

formed to finance Eisenstein's Mexi-
can-made picture, .arrested last

|

been done to dishes and furniture
being shipped from New York to
the West Coast,

Stratford, Conn., using public ad-
dress system to. control: traffic.

Edward Canavan, head of Mu-

|

owes $660 oh an open book account,
and the other, filed by Watson &
Son, alleges the actor owes $260
for 'labor, materials and : services.'

,

Alexander. Pantages in Superior
Action /for .'divorce filed in Su- |i court, Los Angeles, is seeking to

rerlor Court Los Angeles, by Lala ['recover. $.5,000 which, he alleges he
|
Claire . Margolles against her hus- I

paid Le. Compte Davis, attorney, as
week on a disorderly' conduct I s'icians Local 802, announces thatlbs.nd, .Lionel . Remington .Vernon 1 expenses for taking of depositions
charge. Held up a Lackawanna $150,000 has been paid to distressed Margolles,..who,'-she complains, ne- in the $l,000,000 suit brought against
ferryboat for 10 minutes ' arguing musicians out of the local's funds elected his finances and borrowed the theatre man foy Eunice Prlngle,
about the rescue of his hat which

I
the past year. There are 12,000 |

money
' from her relatives. In a |

dancer. Pantages contends the suit
had blown off. musicians in N. Y. of whom about crofs suit the art director charges was settled before the depositions

• Word received from Italy that
Volpl, formerly of the Metropolitan,
has squared his differences with the
FaCists and will sing at La Scala,
Milan.

9,000 are Idle. his wife ridiculed him. were taken.

Supreme court justice signs an
order for the sale of the Globe the-
atre . ln the mortgage-foreclosure
suit brought by the Spear Securi-
ties Corp. on a second mortgage,
Mortgage is subject to a prior lien

for $1,100,000.

Philip Goodman back after a year
abroad. Has a play under his arm.

Clarence Derwent will stage
'Madamoiselle' for W. A. Brady.

Petition ln voluntary bankruptcy I . Write of mandate ordering Har
filed in Los Angeles by William old Menjou's acquittal on a charge
Ashley, Jr^ son of the evangelist.

|
of murder being written into the
records of the trial is issued by the

New season of the Community District Court of Appeals, Los- An
Players, Claremont, Cai., is under geles. Superior Judge Charles

Lillian Gish announces in Ger- way with three plays scheduled. Burnell had refused to allow the
many that she is coming back to » acquittal to be written into the
America to do 'Camllle.' Through Pauline Starke, actress, has filed records,
with the screen, she says. suit in Superior Court, Los An-

>t a
'

.
k^es, against her former husband, I Agreement has been reached byMr?'-Am3

a M?Cov-
concert singer, Jacic White, seeking title to the Tom Mix and his former wife, now

Mid-West

Lottie Kroll was designated a.

heroine for continuing- to sing her
song over and over while the stage
of the Garrlck, Chicago, was getting
hot under- her feet. Fire broke
out during the performance, and,
while Warren - Irons had all the
exits opened, and the all-stag aU» ;

dience got safely - out, the singer
kept singing and the musicians
kept playing.
Firemen ripped out seats, stage

and scenery to get at the fire.

Judge Joseph Davis advised Tif-
fany, to take the case of 'Party Girl'

.

to the 'Supreme court. But mean-
while/ when Corporation Counsel
William , Sexton showed the prece-
dent of several other cases the
judge ruled he could do nothing but
sustain the Chicago police in barv
ring of the film.
Judge 'says' film was innocuous

and there was.no sensible reason for
the police ed,lct.

Highwaymen

'

; appeared outside
Joliet and halted a St. Louis-Chi-
cago Greyhound bus. They frisked
ihe passengers of $200 cash and
$1,000 In jewelry.

A dancehall girl and her 24-year-
old husband were in jail charged
with child abandonment. Chicago
dailies were playing up the moral
angle. 'Prefers dancing to being a
mother' was the gist.

Jack Dempsey .laboring at . the
Palace, Chicago, for $4,000 was gar-
nisheed on behalf of Harry Hayes.
It is alleged' that Demosey hired
Hayes in 1929 at 15 cents an hour
to* act as chauffeur, barber and
valet, and didn't pay off. Sum de-
manded Is $369~.

1

Admiral theatre, 3940 Lawrence
avenue, Chicago, was visited by
armed gangsters who stuck a pistol
in the cage at Miss Glna Davis.
But .business was bad that night
and arbund $20 was all the till held.
Three bandits escaped with $6.3,3

each. i

Otto Metzger, in Chicago as man*
ager for 'Cynara,' has been in-
formed that , the American, adapta-
tion of Max Reinhardt's 'A Trip to
Pressburg* has been cojripleted. He
controls the rights.
William Drake, Hollywood writer,

made .the Yankee version.- Metzger ,

stated the
,
play would be produced

in October.

awarded $35 a week temporary all-
Percy Grainger now professor of mony in her suit for divorce against

music at N. Y. U. Jay Thurston McCoy, broker. Claims
.

'•'
.

'
—

- that . he spent $90,000 in night clubs
, Jean ' Lowell, who writes sea In one year, but not on her. Also
gtorles, got better acquainted with

|
alleges that he Is living at a hotel

Beverly Hills home in which she Mrs. Victoria De Olazabal, whereby
has been living. Complaint, oharges the two will divide the custody of
that at about the time of their dl- their daughter, Thomasina. Su-
vorce, White gave her a promissory perlor Judge C. L. Shlnn, Los An-
note. tor $22,000 with mortgage on geles, apprdved an arrangement, fol-

. their home as security. In addition
|
lowing' testimony on Mix's petition

Slot machines were ordered con-
fiscated by Commissioner Allman
of Chicago police. Money gadgets
were getting numerous in the breezy
burg.

Charles Hammlll, in an interview,
gave his opinion that would come
a time when audience support did
not warrant endowment support of
a symphony orchestra. If the pub-
lic was lethargic wealthy people
pouring out money for deficits year
after year were just saps.
However, the Chicago symphony

Is okay and until the depression
was 80% supported by ticket saies»

George Cohan passing through
Chicago said he would run

r
for

president on the 'Re-elect Jimmy
Walker' ticket.

'
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GARRICK Di 1ST WK.

PACK TO WORK—IT CAN'T BE
TRUE. .

•

Cincinnati, Sept. 12.

Dear Variety: ,. .

:!
Don't think I've dented' you but

I'm back with my ' flirst managers,

the .Messrs. Shubert. Thoy sent for

me to join 'The Passing Show*, I

think it's '32, and I opened told Sat-

urday night (10) in Detroit. Mister

Bhubert is still talking to me so I

must have been all. right.
' This comes' from Cincinnati and
you'll be happy to know that Lester

Allen and your reporter -were given

the honor suite at John Horgan's

Bintbn hotel.' On the' door are tab-'

l«s, reading that O., '.O^ Mcintyre

occupied these rooms. Notification

Jg so large -that, iyeuprobably the

spot where O. O.' got hia idea for

Thoughts While fitrolling.' and the

rooms are so big thafc.while Allen

arid myself, have 'tiberr; Jiving to-

gether for two days;we
-

;haven't met
ea^h. other yet. ...

A. C.'s Record

. Atlantic City, Sept. 12.

.
A record crowd 'of 75Q.000

visited this resort over the
Labor Day weekend.. Previous
attendance record at any one
time was 600,000.

Aa business had been off all

summer up to the. final holiday,
it was locally figured that many
people who -usually. Visit A. C.

several ' times each summer,
confined their boardwalk play
to one trip this time. And most
of them • picked Labor Day.

T ^the folks In the troupe have only

y$bearsed. for five;weeks, po natural-

ly when I hopped in without a re-

hearsal, they were very happy to see

me.: . Uh-hub, about <,as, glad as a
ghost columnist when the original

ghost returns. a:

•"-'^Florence Moore and1 hbr new hue
band are. in • the .'sbiowv ' She looks

jfrrell, ..And in .case'- if means any
thing to you, bellboys^ a,t. the Book
Cadillac, Detroit, , aria, not allowed

to go out for food after midnight

JBut they have ..-'contact: with tele-

graph messengers who deliver it. .]

tailed up for a nigHt '. letter ham-
burger with a 10-word pickle.

. Am. sending this collect. You'll

understand. I
.
never missed a cue

and- I'm not going, to miss a column.
• Are you reading?' -

;> .< . Jackiei

Asthma Club Lowbrow;

Now 'Baftim^ 100^
V:---- - ' .- • ..-irio:.: psKa

• r: < ;• ^oftyjf^W.'iii.
,

Reeling tfyt lth/,hiayoQe.,of. their

organization ',wa3
v !
a-.b^lt ,-hJ^fH hat, 'tjie

•West Side Asthma' jittiQ Hiding club'

^11 hereafter destgnatjiwiitself as the
"Baltimore Lunch' clUb^NHeadquar
ters have been swltch'e^frbm Levy's
Tavern to the Roosevelt hotel.
'' ' Club's two;- ^Ve^id^if^*; Grbucho
jl&arx and James ^.Gl^ftn./.wlU car'

ryVthe title, of.: 'courit^BQ$ri.'
: i

Meet
ings will be prealdedeUover by a
TBusbby.'
- there's a lot of squodwfclng around
*her ^ ^Baltimore* h'etfdquttrters over
Members being1 dellhq&en't:

.Chicago, Sept. 12.

Fire broke out backatage Thurs-
day night (8) at the Garri.ck (bur-
lesque), destroying $15,000 in scen-
ery and theatre property. House
was forced to close.

Warrens Irons opened his bur-
lesque venture at the

,
Randolph

street house last week.

Air Meet May Migrate

to Detroit; Cleveland

Prize Com Soars Aces

Cleveland, Sept. 12

The next National Air Meet will

probably be , in Deiroit, the flyers

being pretty . sour over the- money
angle'ut the local affair just closed

Air lads are-friendly to the Idea of

Detroit with automobile and Cham-
ber of'Commerce backing: Reported
guarantees already have been posted
for the' Michigan metropolis,
Prize money here was cut in half

after the first ballyhoo and the pilots

were on the verge of a walkout. The
racing, men,, however, had their last

dollar 1 staked on speed arid, stunt
jobs and had to carry through!
Event; : however, had its bright

spots, Some of the commercially
sponsored foreign flyers were sen
sational. ' Flight' Commander At
cherly of the. Royal Air Forces was
outstanding .With Zotti, Facist army
pilot,: rujiner up. Atcherly has
real (Oxford accent, specializes In
hlghv=' comedy • clothes >and does
ground wlnj^-draggitig knd screwy
flying right under your nose.

Poorly Staged
-Cleveland show was badly staged
There'' wV#e' r,;16yig .waits between
events! a^^tHfv fa%s*V,«J

,e
1

,^gg^d'to
d^i^^l^B^es^t^s .'for iliot, dogs

c^nival^ Junlii , -Alice ; Joy,and-

Report Motor . €6^. Share

! Harmsworth V

''$M& Costs
1 D^trieift.'Sept.. 12.

.

I
' The Harmswbr'th

(

!/Races here
^topped anything of a .like , nature in

the history of sporty ,'foi} attendance.
Only price the audience had to pay
was losing some sleep due to early
A^jn. racing hours* .., ;,r,; Y.

i..
Contest marked a high for free

"•publicity. Understaod>ihere,that the
costs of running' this race are un-
derwritten or shared l by'' the Arms
manufacturing the meters ' for ' the
contending boats; Pac1kalrd Car for
Gar Wood and Rolls-Royce for Kaye
Don.

radio...singer,:.announced: •on: -.the.air

that she brought a picnic -lunch
along and the last heard of her she
was t in lEoungetown i nine yards
ahead Of irate concessionaires..- At
rarigements' - for — newspaper; ^meh
gave eftfeH1 tfiree

i
separate,' card's and

they *Ha;av 'tb
<

show' each
:

in turn be
tween .filing telegraph, reports.

Wbi^pi[i's event was^jratjier dizzy,

with],i)fie gjpls confused .about the
rules.

, j:Winner, ;of one race got an
auto, . 'She tried to chisel a bill of

sale, but was blocked by the.manu
facturer. Next day she turned the
bus in for cash.'
' Thri'Njwy 'Hell Divers' groujnded
themselves., pronto upon ^earning
they would have to refuel then)
selves and generally the. spectators
were

; , plenty : peeved over boxofflce
and. transportation charges arid ar
rangements.

. Coffee Da^V Troubles
San Francisco, Sept. 12.

Alimony has JbhiWijr^.Coffee Dan'
Davis on the jump- With' his former

. "wife, 'Ruby
;
Adams,', crippled ex-

chorus girl, haling him into' court
this week on charges he hasn't paid
her the $200 monthly alimony or-
dered when she divorced . him
May 16. . ,A ,. ... .

. Davis hasn't been active since
$2,000 overdue rent forced the clos-^

ing of his noted cellar night spot,
€bffce Dan's, several- months ago.

Ed SulIiVati's flu
Ed Sullivan, New- York 'News'

.Broadway columnist, is recovering
from a bad flu attack at' Suyderi-
ham liQspital, New York.

Sullivan was stricken while va-
cationing at Lake MOhopac, L. I.

Fever of 106 had the docs bellev-
ing it was pneurno'nla, so they

• rushed .him to New . York in an
ambvilance.

Herk Without B way Site for fc!

Shows as

EMPIRE'S ROUTE

15T(PSFdR
1

Fifteen towns, comprising 10%
weeks of playing time; are 'on the

new Briipire wheel's: route book as

the season starts. At present the

trip Is minus a Manhattan date,

nearest to this being the usual week
at the Star, Brooklyn.

Philadelphia ...(Trocadero) is the

opening stand followed by a six day

week in Pennsylvania split among
five towns —- Easton, Alleritown,

Johnstown, Altoona, all one-day

stands, and . Reading, two days.

These five townB are called Route

No. 1 as were the one and two-day

dates on the Mutual wheel last sea

son.
Following the ode rilghters, shoWs

go into four full weekB, at Balti-

more (Palace), Washington (Gayi
ety), Newark (Empire) arid Hud
son, Union City. A three day lay-

off at this point precedes .- a three
day lost half in Albany, N. Y
(Capitol), with four more full

weeks following and completing the
route. Final fbur comprise Spring-
field, Mass: (State), Boston (How
ard), Worcester' (Worcester), and
Brooklyn' (Star).

:
.

It the .additional towns- which, axe
expected : arrive, 1 the. route will

stand" at around' IK weeks ' by
Ocf. 1. '

;
- . '• . '';;

Because of' the short' season re-

quired under this basis of time, and
If the wjteel! ^itipjddS''lis tinie,. most
of the shows will have to repeat..

In that . event they'll be recast and
changed, around between trips, ..

MINN. MAYOR FINALLY

abSES TALKATHON'

AimeeV Ads

Los Angeles, ' Sept. 12.

Aimee Semple McPherson
opened a branch church two
weeks ago at Ocean Park, the

west coast's Rockaway. First

Sunday she distributed hand-
bills, which found their way to

the beach, with the church
doing no business.

. Second Suriday the handbills

were again distributed, this

time in Hebrew.

Minn. Gayety Can

Reopen, Win Play

On Co-operative Plan

Minneapolis, Sept. 12.

Reversing a previous action, ,
the

city council has issued a license to

permit the Gayety theatre to reopen
with stock burlesque. The vote was
13 to 9. The Women's Co-operative
Alliance, leading local reform or-

ganization, and Mayor W. A. An-
derson's own comrhittee of 1,000, a
Citizen's purity squad, had vigor-

ously opposed the issuance of the

license.

Sponsors of . the- license argued
that the theatre's -reopening will

give employment to. a number of

people. • • >

The house will be operated on' a
co-operative basis uhder^ the direc-

tion of Axel Herman, scenic artist;

A permanent chorus will be em-
ployed, but principals .

will be al

ternated with those of a burlesque

stock company to be operated by
Harry Hirsch, former Gayety les

see, In Des Moines and with . other

companies.

M$&;Divorce Industry

I

:" IsVNot So Bullish
Mexico City, Sept. 8.

Notion obtaining abroad that
Mexlfcjb ^ •is'

.'
i

.a
,

'

i
\.big divorce,, mill,

bDin^on
"

(

Ihsp^ed' by'
;

. easy matri-
monial smashing laws

;
existing in

Chihuahua, ^Yucatan , and Moreios
fitatftsiv is-.-upset' 'by figures: of De-
partment of National Statistics
showing that of the 6,099 divorce
application's made last •year to the
512 ' Judges and civil '.registrars In

the country, oriljr
:

1,600' decrees were
granted'..

Data also disproves theory ob-
taining abroad that foreigners sup-
ply most , trade for Mexican divorce
authorities. Of applications filed

last year, 3,314 were by Mexicans

—

1,179 by wives, and the rest by
hupbands.

, Foreign matrimonial bonds sever-
ance; Contingent was headed by
American wives. Spaniards were
next' with 39 applications and
Britishers third with 29.

MAX HART DIVORCED
Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Adele Forest Hart has obtained

a divorce from Max Hart, agent, on
t. charge of desertion.

Decree was issued in Reno, re-

cently. Couple were married in the

.-ame.city two years ago.

Minneapolis, Sept. 12.

Long a storm center as a result

of newspaper denunciation, and an
unsuccessful move to revoke Its;

license following its exposure as a
stamping ground for bootlegging
activity, the' 'Walkatrion* (dance
marathon) in the local municipal
auditorium was flrially closed by
Mayor Anderson as a 'public nuis-
ance.' Action taken despite that
the city itself was. a partner in the
enterprise.

.

-

His Honor, stepped in when the
'Walkathon' had but six more days,
to run!. It started July 8. Required
a federal court order to back .up

the mayor's police order and halt
the affair, a temporary injunction
to. restrain interference having been!
obtained by the management. .

-'.

TPetty L-aroeny Charge
Charge of • petty, larceny was filed,

by the police' against W. E. Teb'-j

bctts, Portland, Ore., theatre man,!
the attraction's promoter, and it

was clalme'd by newspapers here:

that ho hod left town without pay-
ing the $500 prize money per per-
son to five contestants.
Tebbetts and the head of his

spocial police, Dan Harding, were
charged in the petty larceny war-
rant with having seized motion pic-
tures of 'Walkathon' scenes shot by
the Rev, H. J.

,
Sbltau, member of

tho mayor's 'purity committee' and
sent to the auditorium by His
Honor to obtain evidence relative

to its' alleged disorderly aspects.

Rev. Soltau was detected shooting
the pictures, his camera was seized

from lilm forcibly and he was taken
to police headquarters and held for

an hour.
Later, upon the mayor's demand,

tJie minister's camera Was returned
but the films were missing. A $20,-

000 damage suit has been filed by
the Rev. Soltau against Tebbetts
charging false arrest.

L A. Dog Racing Back

Despite Refowpi Threats

Lbs Angeles, Sept. 12.
'

,. Dog, racing; at
;
Cujver^. CItarare

aumed Friday (9.) after- four,- weeks'

layoff - despite- -threata.-*! setorm and
church elements which are pressing

the D.' A.'s. offibe for action against

,the: option systerii of "b^tting^at tWe

houri^' triaekj .
'

.

' •
,

,".'.
.. .

.

'Horse-rabing plapit. Is
;

b,elhg. con,-

structed at Arcadia for a February
opening...^ . . ..

SPOTTING STRIPPER

Empire Will Jump Ann Corio

Around for Top Billing

Left high and dry for a Broad-
way

:
outlet •' for his new Empire

bui'lesque wheel show, as the re-

sult of a last minute runout by the
Mlhskys, I. H. Herk is looking for a
theatre. The Gaiety was closed last

week by mutual arrangement be-
tween Fmpire and the Minskys
pending consummation of what was
to have been a booking deal in-

volving the Herk shows and the
Minskys' New York houses.
What prompted the sudden

Minsky blackout is not given, but
the report was that the stock bur-
lesque brothers' chajnged their minds
on the day set 'for the paper sigh-
ing oereiriony. it ruffled Herk'a
New York plans considerably, since
It was all set for the new wheel
shows to play Minsjiys' Central,
with that. 'firm, retaining its stock
troupe at the. Republic and with the
Gale.ty. dark. .'.;...<

Now the Minskys want stock at
the Central, too. The nearby - and
opposish stock at the Gaiety was
conveniently closed meanwhile;

that Minsky Feud 1

As It appeared In the first place,
that riiuch Lallyhcoed family feud

.

between Abe 'Minsky and Herbert
Kay Minsky, which had the Gaiety
and Central stocks opening against
each other on , the .same day, has
been revealed as the nerts. It had
the required exploitive effect, how-
ever, and everything went along
nicely until ' Herk got the queen of
spades after darkening the - Gaiety.
Abe • Minsky; • Hbrk and the Rayr

monds had the Gataty, while the
'oppositiori* Central project was In
the hands of .Herbert Minsky, Joe
Weinstocki and the -rest of the
family. . ..

In addition to the Central, the
Empire shows under - the Minsky
deal were to have gone into
Minskys' Apollo in Harlem. Abe was
set to move one block uptown to
ttfariagb tb£ Central; 'against' '^bibh
h'b had opeHed the Gaiety. It looks
like he'll^get' the job" regardless. ,.. .

Minskys. .will play stock .at the
Central in addition to the Republic,
on . 42d; street, :Mmskys' . Brooklyn
{formerly .Werba's') and the. other
two 1

? houses^' iwhlch were to'- have
gene Bmpire. •• •

'!

1 NoW likbly that ' the wheel's only
other New York house ' besides
a Broadway stand, if landed, will

be ttie fridle Irving
.
Place:, ' B|?bokr

lyn' agalri'^efsjttii wheel eiltertajft-

MWnt!-^ t<ke
K
du«,' ' .'

.:!.,','..

Instead of spotting Ann Corio in

,any particular show ..this season

^Empire will.
.
Jump ;

Its, principal

stripper, around the wheel several

times as a solo attraction with the

regular shows. She'll be billed on
top of the traveling companies.
Since coming out - of- burleBque;

stock in the' west three- years ago
Miss" 'Corio, up to this season, Was.

been in 'Girls in Blue.' '
'

!

Hinda Wassau is also paying, thej

Empire houses on spo)t 'boo.kings,l

,iwf'. leaves,' burlesque ,,ne*t, mbijth-.

for the 'Billy Rose legit muaieal..'

Show Boat Sink* ,

•Clnclrittatl, Sept. 12/
:

Sogged in Licking River mud* is
1

T\ie. Valley, showboat, Whlph plied

tW 6hio between ,ner.e'
' and Pitts -,

burgh.
[

Floating opry house was recently'

tied up, with biz off, and went to

the bottoriii Thursday (9). Authori-

ties of Newport, Ky., blamed sink-

ing on rats gnawing holes in craft's

hull. Harry Hart, owner, and his

family were asleep aboard when
dive occurcd. All escaped.

PITT'S OWN LINE
Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.

Dark for four months, Academy,
local burlesque site, will reopen
Sunday (18) with Empire wheel at-

tractions. Regular shows will be
augmented by- a Pittsburgh-re-
nruited chorus of 20 girls, doubling
as a runway line in addition.

Earlier plan to resume stock

burly here this fall was dropped at

»ast minute when manager George
Taffe decided to stick along with

the wheel.

Lake ftlpt Closings ftat

^oyi Back m CircidaUdn

•. r Reno, Sept. 12.

Closing of several resorts in the
Lake Tahoe district during the next
few days' is .going to place "several
nitire' gambling

; ffpm* ^dealers an^
bartenders in circulation again and
add to. Reno's; unemployed popula-
tion. '..

- The Lake Tahoe resorts on the
Nevada side, swanky places with
large overheads, did .not roll up any
dough lor their owners dur/rig .the

past season. ', Pickings weVe,.so 7thin

that 10c b^ts were -belng'gratefuliy

acknowledged in the highest class

places, -whereas last year' customers
would get 1 rio- abtlbn on' anything
srriajler' th'anW" \

'

: . , T . .

Liquor raids- at' a po.upje', ot the
lake resorts* ateo : put' in a tempor-
ary .crimp Jthere. and dried up two.

or three previously . Very damp
places.

^
:
Jobs Go Begging

.Topoica, Kans., Sept. 12.

.Promoter of night show for Free
Fair at Topeka Sept 11-17, wanted
chorines who could sing and tap
dance. . - Asked local radio station
to supply themi Asked as to sal-
ary, promoter willing to pay eight
bucks a week. '

'
.

..
.

'
."'..

' Station . 'referred hirii to local

dancing school. Dancing school
referred him to competitor.

UNITED'S K. C. GAYETY
Kansas City, Sept, 12,

Gayety will open Sept. 24 as pari

of the new United Burlesque asso-

ciation, which is headed by Arthur
damage. Regular road shows, play-
ing week stands, with two shows •
day, will be offered.

Arthur Moeller, formerly with
the Columbia wheel, will be th«
local manager.
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Broadway

New home fad is tropica! fish.

Harry JGs33x back after summer-
ing stylishly.

Merrltt Franken p.a.'ing for

Dmitri Ostrow.

Barney Klawans is limping
around with athlete's foot.

Fish tank front on 'Tiger Shark'
by Warner Bro^. is now cold.

Charles McCllntlc blame3 the
summer sun for his slivered hair.

Pete Woodhull doing Broadway,
wildly gesticulating a point to a
pal. .-•

Bertha Kallsch back form a year's

rest on the coast with no show
plans.

An Atlantic City club is billed

as 'the little house with the shade
oJ lavender.'

Margaret Perry, sight-seeing in
Europe, declined invitation to enter
cast of 'Madamolselle.'

Al Selig soon starts work, on his

book,' on which he did 40,000 words
before summer's heat. ;

Leblahg's Hellraisems* outing at
Long Branch dated for Sept. 26.

Post depresh indication.
Jimmy Johnston, the ticket spec,

not the fight promoter, back from
his home town, London.
Mary Nolan invited Irving Hoff-

man to act in her playlet, doing the
novelist role. He declined.

Picture ''Madison Square Garden'

C H A T T E

Jew York Theatres

1 * 1jAAJTcooledJ

"BIRD OF
PARADISE"

An JRKO Radio Picture, with

DOLORES DEL RIO
JOEL McCREA

To 1 P.U., Mc—II P.M. to Clon, BSe

On the 8togt

F0LA
NEGBI

IN PERSON .

GTJS VAN
* Other RKO AeU
Complete .Midnight Show Every Sat.
Mltlalalit Hlto* 1'oitura Picture Dally

On the Screen

Faanle Hunft

"BACK
STREET" .

Irene Donne
John Boles

Wad. te Frl.

»0Pt 14-10

ADOLPHE MENJOU in

"NIGHT CLUB LADY"
and

"Hearts of Humanity"

has an exact reproduction of the in-

terior of Billy La Hiffe's Tavern.

Dr. Harry Martin with his wife,

Louella (Parsons), flew in from the

Coast, tarried a day and sailed for

Europe.
_'opular Times Square cafe pro-

prietor has stack of rubber checks
totaling 65 G's, amassed in the last

five years.

George Banrion, manager of .Pub-
llx's. Majestic, Grand Island; Neb.,

oh Broadway wearing • heavy corh-
husker's tan.

Dorothy Spero has swung from
the distribution to the publicity de-
partment in United Artists after a
vacash between.

Hot weather premieres last week
saw a number " of those tropical

English mess jackets on the men
as a formal compromise in lieu of a
dinner jacket.

Walter F. Eb'erhardt, of Erpl,

back from vacation in Wisconsin;
Walter and the missus made the

trip in three days each way with-
out a flat or a ticket.

Peggy Greene of 'Of Thee I Sing'

beat appendix operation at Mt.
Sinai hospital. Barbara Smith out
of same show with damaged leg.

Fell off horse. Both show girls.

Joe Schrode, animal impersonator,

who has. been doing Ed Wynn's
horse this season, is in the French
hospital 1 " with trouble with his

spleen. Undecided at first between
a veterinarian and a regular doc.

mas In the Midlands and the Opera
House, Buxton.
Winnie Melville renaming her cot-

tage 'Happiness,' coincident with
serving her husband, Derlck Old-
ham with divorce papers.

Waltzes from Vienna,' provincial
tour, opening at Streatham, a Lon-
don suburb, drew a queue circling

around the entice theatre.
Billy and Elsa Newell came from

Birmingham for the day to cele-

brate Elsa's 'birthday at the Tro-
cadero. Val Parnell was in the
party.
Frances Day, Andey Gibbons and

Gordon Courtney in animated dis-.

cusslori outside of Cafe Anglais,
with likelihood Mies Day will play
at Leicester Square theatre.

London

Wed. la Frl.
Sept. 14-16

ADOLPHE MENJOU in

"NIGHT CLUB LADY"

TIMES SQUARE

iyoxy
R
in

SEVENTH avenue
AT EOtf STREET

RUTH CHATTERTON
GEORGE BRENT

" THE CRASH"
On the Stago—"SPANISH FIESTA".

Fox Movlotone >.'oivs l,o0rel St llarily Comedy
Beginning Thursday—"PAINTED WOMAN,
with Peggy Shannon and Spencer Tracy

CONSTANCE
1U5NNETT in

Against the World'
I I sham Jonoi ft. Oreh.—BIomow Seely

& Bonny Fletdt—Herb Williams, othJ.

MARION DAVIES
cdol ROBT. MONTGOMERY

Imuiv 'BLONDIE of FOLLIES'
|BWAV. ON THE STAGE IN PERSON I

Al K lack Benny—lack Penr!—
|rt«,_H «w Lllyan Toshman
1 ™ ^ Goo. Cliscn

Ethol Shutta-
.

Coming ThUfi., "GRAND HOTEL"

"One of the finest plays ot

the year, subtle, beautiful
and tender."-^-Atfc<Hao)i, Times.

"Another Language"
wltn Glenn) Andon. Margaret Wyeherly,

Laura ,Stra*b*, J»fm Beal .

nn/iTTT TMafca. .4JM» Si, W. al B'way.awin Cn. j;ao. Mat*. w«d. asm., 2H0

Max Milder proud of hls
:
baby

boy. .

Sean O'Casey writing a new play,

despite failing sight.

Joe Henley celebrating his first

wedding anniversary.

Matt McKeague lunching with the
Lord Mayor of Dublin,

Tommy Long ballyhoolng on stilts

for the Syndicate Halls.

Sir James Barrie busy on a new
book, due at Christmas.

Stage bands definitely in for an-
other boom in vaudeville.

Chiswlck, a London suburb, has
Its own news reel theatre,

Henry Kendall now oft the B.I.P.
lot, and working for indies.

Dave1 Apollon thinks Paris won-
derful, but no place for a rest.

Kit-Cat Restaurant putting on a
non-stop cabaret, starting Oct. 19.

John Murray Anderson likely to
do still another revue in the . West
End. •

'

Adele Astaire at 'Firebird' prem-r
iere, says too happy to return to
stage. » '.'

Harry W. Crull, . the new Empire
manager, acquiring a liking for
London.
Gordon Michie debating with

friends whether he should talk to
the press.

Reports from the provinces is

that Babe Egan and her band are
cleaning up.
Joe O'Gorman, pere, looking al

most as .sprightly as the O'Gor
man brothers.

Charles McGrall, manager London
Pavilion, marrying Alice Jane Ward,
non-professional.
Ronald Whelan, eon of Albert

Whelan, getting to resemble Sir
Thomas Beecham.

Cecil Humphreys going to New
York early October to produce
show on Broadway.
Arthur Jarrett's hobby is playing

the piano, with Rachmaninoff's
Prelude his favorite.
Joe Morris' changing his hotel for

the third time in one week, finally
picking, the Piccadilly.
Fred -.Karno out' of retirement,

and staging rovue for Moss Empires
opening in December.

.

Leicester Square theatre back
stage becoming, known as the Bed
lam of the West End.

Jack' Hylton-. and Mrs. just ac
quired a racehorse, Bonanza—now
being trained at Epsom.
One of the boy dancers at the

'Casanova,' Coliseum show, does
knitting between, shows.
Mrs. Dick Burge, boxing promo

ter, and Claire Romalne, former
vaudeville star, inseparables.
Myron, Pearl Quartet, likely to

be in Sir Harry Lauder's unit on
his next round the world tour.
Fred Bulck with J. C. Dohada

picture circuit, to supervise the Re-
gal Golder's Green opening; Sent. 10.
Metropole Picture theatre, a

Hyarhs Brothers house, supplies Its

queues with umbrellas when it

rains'.

George Fontana, with his new
partner, Anna Ludmllla, due at
Central Park Casino . sometime in
September;
Joe Morris intends to make a

talker short in England of hU cur-
rent act, U3lng the company he
brought over..

Sir Gordon Craig back again, as
exhibitor, having acquired Ave. cine-

Paris

The Peem Taylors shopping.

Kajthleen Key changing her apart-
ment. '

A new bar at the Chateau Fron-
tenac. '.

Alexander. Korda favoring open
collars.

Mrs. Lawrence Tlbbett buying
clothes. ':'>

Harry Leasam expecting Bo
Dowling.
Dave Soufaaml; talking to Henry

Bernstein.

Virgil Thompson complaining of

Paris heat. .

Valery Boothby hostess to her
sister, Helda.

Constant Remy to embark on a
directing career.
Jeanne Helbling at/the Ermitage

de Longchamps.
Camllle F. Wyn hunting props for

Five Star Final.'

Mrs. Joe Seidelman '. regrets she
doesn't piay golf. .••.'-

Ruth Putnam . Mason resuming
theatrical activities.

Andre Daven kissing good-bye to

the Champs Elysees.
.

Madeleine Miller of Beverley Hills
motoring to Cannes.
The young bipods of the Tobis

company very sporty.
Rudolph Siebert in

,
the American

hospital for observation.
Jennie Dolly taking real rest cure

in her Fontainbleau estate;
Krueger's life to be filmed by Al-

bert Dieudonne In Germany.
Maurice Chevalier appearing at

a gala at Cannes Palm Beach.
Adolphe Menjou practically the

only man in tuxedo at
.
Fouquets.

.Rene Clair says he la dbihg.
nothing with Maurice. Chevalier.
* Chaliapin's other dates complicat-
ing fllmizatlon of 'Don Quichotte.'

J. Carlo Bavetta catching opposi-
tion pictures even in hot weather.
Mildred Syer from blonde to

brown, after sunbasklng on the
Riviera. ;

Jean Nougues, composer of 'Quo
Vadis,' and one of the fattest men
in Paris, died.
Emile de Ruelle here with Eddie

Newman to introduce horse operas
on a grand scale.
Casino at Cap Breton in the Biar

rltz district, was entirely destroyed
by a night blaze.
Judge Eugene O'Sykes and the

American radio experts from Paris
to Madrid by rail.

The Volterras to go to the Riviera
after they open the rehearsals of
their new Verneuil play.
Lora Hays' friends congregating

around her during the two days she
spent in Paris before sailing.
One newspaper man rushing back

from the Riviera to meet Pauline
Garon before she sailed, but too
late.

Suzy Vernon telling the Riviera
hotel keeper his bill will have to
wait until she makes her next pic-
ture.
So many pretty girls in the cast

of ,'Rol
. Pausole' that public inter-

est is aroused before it is even
.
pro

duced.
'Studio Etotle' giving a 'Harry

Lachmann week,' with- .one of his
films every day on the occasion of
his leaving for America.

Santa Barbaraing with the Raoul
Walshes.

.

Universal studio publicity staff

serves soft drinks Instead of tea
at 4 o'clock.

Carmen,' In Spanish, at the Cali-

fornia Saturday night, with Rodolfo
Hoyls asl Don Jose.

Lester A. Welnroot, Chicago p.a.,

has
:
gone into publicity work with

Charlotte Rogers here.

Leslie Howard goes to England
on completion of his current 'Ani-
mal Kingdom/ at Radio.

Al Rogell will make a plane tour
of United Air. Lines to get footage
for Columbia's 'Air Hostess.'

New members of the Academy's
-halation committee: Victor Milner,
Emery Huse and Max Parker.

Hal- Roach will stage a christeri-

lng "party to "fix 'Spirit of Fun' as
handle for his now nameless plane.

Warners . are offering a free trip
to Catalina, and meals to employees
who want to appear as extras, next
Sunday for 'You - Said a Mouthful.'
Cast of 'Twenty Thousands Years

in Sing Sing* , at Warners, auto-
graphed a copy of the book and
sent it to Warden Lawes, its author.

Leo Morrison and Leo Carrlllo
hurled a barbecue Sunday at the!

Carrlllo ranch iu Santa Monica can-
on, at which a monument was un-
eiled by Chic Sale.

Berlin

Riviera
By Frank Scully

Peggy Joyce just thinking.

The Menjoua expected at Antibes.

Sir Hugo has another Lady de
Bathe.

Insiders . pronounce Majorca 'Ma
Yorker.'

Riviera.had a better summer than
winter.

Chevalier singing for his self-
plugged charities.

Gwen Harrison of Cagnes has
been Holly-wooed. >

Edna St. Vincent Millay no like
the new hobohemla.
Harry Lachmann having his first

vacation in six years.

Martin Brown entertaining, but
not very, as the old gag goes.

Chaliapin now planning to shoot
his 'Don Quixote' pic in Nice.

Rex Ingram's car always gets the
only shady spot at La Grande. Bleue.
The shack Mary Dahlberg has

George Sand and Chopin, shared.
Fannie' Holtzman doesn't want

anybody to know she has gone to
Vienna.
Kay Royle back from her month's

trek among the pretzel and spa-
ghetti benders.

Prince of Wales bought some red
shirts in Cannes, setting Emma
Goldman wondering.

Gabriel Domergue, Armand Ber
nard and Jean Kay at Monte Carlo's
'Can Can de la Marine.'
That night Roland Hayes and Bob

McAlmon . spent in a can in Ma-
jorca was for talking back to cops.

Pilgrims back from Salzburg re-
port Reinhardt's festplel played ca-
pacity all month, despite bank-
rupt country all around him.
WelNnourlshed Richard Tauber

no like Riviera, preferring Bad
Relchenhalr*where scales are rigged
five to ten pounds in his favor.
Maurice Maeterlinck forgot to go

to .Brussels for his 70th birthday to
get tapped as a count by his king,
oversleeping past train time In his
Nice chateau.

Loop

Benny Thau, off to Vienna.
Carl Goetz, actor, died, 74 year*

old. ...
Willi Forst had serious motor ac-

cldent. ' •

Marcellus vSchiffer committed
suicide.

Siegfried Arno goes with a revue ~

to Basle.
Lillian Gish takes a rest at Bad

Nauhelm.
Victor Vacconi taking a cure at

Karlsbad.
Martha Egget for picture work

In London. • . .

Fritz Kortner with offers from
Scandinavia.
Rod la Roqiie here to visit his

wife, Vilma Banky.
Guenter Mamlpk appointed artis-

tic . manager of Tonalfllm.
Charlotte Greenwood and . Martin

Broones sight-seeing in Berlin.
Richard Elchberg will direct the

Universal film. 'Invisible Front.'
Benjamlno .Gigll Intends making

.

a concert trip .through
.
Germany.

'

'As You Desire Me' by Pirandello
will be done at the Deutsche Thea-
ter.' '

. V
Walter F. Fichelscher becomes di-

rector at the Schauspielhaus,
Zurich.
Hermann Zimmer, lawyer of Ufa,

drowned in the Wannsee while
bathing.

'

Gerda Mueller, actress, married
the mayor of Koonigsberg, Dr,
Lohmeyer.

Berlin's! broadcasting system is
more bad politics than good per-
formances.
Hans Albers' hot any longer with

Ufa, will now do a film at the
Clnemafllm.
Emll . Jannings would do a film

with Emelka, but the backing still

has to be obtained.
j

Gerhart-Hauptmann will be in
Berlin on the first night of his play, '

'Versunkene . Glockc.'
Stanley Scott will engage Gitta

Alpar and Richard Tauber for the)

next London season.
Paul Wegner la reported to ba

about to revive at the Richard Os-
wald Co. the 'Golem.'
Clown Grock intends giving a

whole evening program in the
Grosses Schauspielhaus.
Jack Campbell passing through

here to Stockholm. Will seek an
interview with Greta Garbo.
Max Re^nhardt negotiating with

Franz Lehar regarding the first per-
formance of his operetta 'Gulletta*
Annabella, Albert Prejean, Jean.

Murat, Fanny Hale, Heather Angel,
Gravey and Lady Tree here for film
work at .Ufa. «

The Theater' am Kurfuersten- 1

damm will open on Sept. 1, with
a combined program, night club, va-
riety and revue...
Karl Tschuppik, biographer, of.

Emperor Franz Joseph and chief
editor of the Viennese 'Stunde,' has
been apnointed chief editor of the
•12 Uhr, Mlttagsblatt.' -

HoUywood

Garnett Weston home from
Canada.
Employees title Cor Universal's

'Imhotep' is 'In Your Hat.'
Mary Sharon, , fan

1 mag writer
added to Roach p.ublicity office.

Last Sunday marked the closing
of. a majority of the Mallbu homes.
Bob Collier mothering a ring-

tailed monk which he has adopted.
Fanchon Royer and Jack Gal-

lagher driving the old bus to N. Y.
Ike Hope, resting after piloting

F&M's 'Cleanup' unit out and back.
Jack Chafe guested by Inez

Courtney and Sergei Arno in Fr'aco.
Mark Sandrlch is super-',

"'

He won't bid, even his best friends,
goodbye. ;

Joan Bennett and ' Gerte Markey

Cool enough for vests.
Harry Marx gope to Europe.
Charley Kurtzman likes Toledo.
Harry Faber has a new straight

eight. .-
"

Ned Holmes ahead of 'Another
Language.'
Harry Lustgarten a visiting dele-

gate at B&K.
Charley Kohler, old time cafe pro-

dtif.er, -back in town.
Billy Elson a pauser between

Minneapolis and St. Louis.
Ticket sales started at the Apollo

for 'Passing Show' but had to be
discontinued. -

Evans Plummer doing special
publicity for Hays McFarland ad-
vertlslncr agency.
Hal O'Halloran gets a silver cup

from the Chicago 'Times,' winning
its 'best

. announcer' contest.
Charles Freeman back from his

scouting trip with a trunk full of
mss. for the Ihstltute Players.
Senator Murphy writes from Iro-

land in green ink to ask his Chicago
friends to light candles for h'lm.
Ray Calver will become a bene-

dict Oct. 26. Bride-to-be is- Agnes
Sciuilman, whose uncle is a judge.
Anno Jecselson who hesitatingly

admits having been" press agent for
the Y. M. C. A. Is handling Fritz
Blockl's 'World Between.'

MARRIAGES
Constance . Blnney to - Henry

Wharton, Jc» in , New York Sept. 6.

Miss Blnney divorced Charles E.

.

Cottlhg; Boston banker, lh Nevada
last July.

Sabra Worth to Paul Douglas in
New York, secretly, Aug. 2. Groom
Is an announcer on the CBS staff;

'

bride is employed as a hostess at
the same network's New York stu-
dios.

Christine Rockwell, Culver City,

to Althonsus Bell, Metro studio
employee, Sept. 5, at Riverside,
Calif.

Betty Lou Webb, actress, to H.
Warden Wilson, Sept, 3, at Ocean
Grove, N. J. Bridegroom is nori-.

pro.

Mona Content , to William M.
Mentzer, Aug. 22, in Ventura, Cal.,

Bride is a piano soloist on KHJ,
Los Angeles. Mentzer is a radio

baritone. .

Georgette Guy, non-pro, to Andy
Rice, Jr., in Tia Juana, Mexico,
Sept. 4. ! Groom is In vaude. .

Doris Wolfe Gilbert to Allan Feit

in Los Angeles, Sept. 11. Bride is. a
daughter of L. Wolfe Gilbert, com-
poser. Groom is a N. Y. attorney.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Cohen, son,

Sept. 5, at Williamsburg Maternity
Hospital, Brooklyn. Father is of the
New York 'journal of Commerce.'
Mother is the former Ethel Dallon

of the stage.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Spah, known in

vaudevilie as Ben Dova, boy, Gil-

bert, at Parsons hospital, Flushing,.

L. I., Sept. 5.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Daniels,

daughter. Women's Hospital, N. Y„
Sept. 8. Mother (Helen Rowland)
is with Sound Studios, Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. Lou Kozal, twin
boys, in Cincinnati. Father is ad
artist for RKO there.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Berry, son.

Sept 8, at Weymouth, Mass;
Parents are in yaude.
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15 YEARS AGO
• (From Variety' and 'Clipper*)

- Freeh talk- about a giant merger

jot' film cos. J. P. Morgan & Co.

supposed to be supplying $100,000,-

000. for the deal. Declared to be
pipe this time, but it .wasn't.

Fifth Avenue theatre, was staging

a war song contest. All pubs to be
permitted to have a representative

to sing a number and audience to

judge. BeBt three held over for a
second deciding contest, . Every pub
had at least one 'beBt.'

Eva Tanguay was given the first

no-cancellation contract ' by the
UBO. . Rah for a ; full, season.

.

'Variety' published report Ous
Edwards had decided to give up acts
aiid 'place the future of aspiring
Juveniles in the hands of others.' Oh
yeah!

Agents were holding .out contracts
on acts playing. N. Y. time. Not de-
livered to ..the act until the second
day. Figured to ease .up the. scraps
over, terms.

Hotel agency men were offering
odds that no five current" shows on
B'way would be in the same spot by
mas. Bettors could name their own
choices. Screwy list of opening
shows.

Flo Zlegfeld was trying to
.
get

Geraldine Farrar for the Century
theatre, but her contract with the
Metv , prevented. He took Anna
Case.

labor Day .saw the official start-
ing of the burlesque season with the
grosses breaking records: in almost
every house. .< •;

Bookers were moaning over the
•cant supply of orie>act plays for
vaude. No bill complete without
one then. . ..

Stock companies were oft to a
line start.

SO YEARS AGO
(From 'Clipper')

Joe Levy, who was, agent for Law
rence Barrett, all aflame. He had
located the girl who posed for Lib-
erty on the old trade dollars and
had her signed for a. starring tour

Thless' music hall on East 14th
treet opened Sept. 7. Feature was
an immense 'orchestrian.'. Later
house was converted into the chapel
of Grace Church, and- reconverted
into; the Dewey theatre.- Now the
site of Fox's Academy.

A transparent headed baby was
being shown in Indianapolis.

-Relatives of Chas. Dickens sup-
pressed London publication of hi?
early plays.

.Brand of gypsies had been en-
gaged for 'The Romany Kye.* They
went Into camp at B'way and 59th
street. Mostly open lots in those
days.

Ba'rnum show was to close Oct. 14.

It was announced that all contracts
for lots, etc., for the following sea-
son had been closed. First time a
circus was ever fully routed and
contracted a year in advance.

Dramatization of the 'Limekiln
Club' .feature of the Detroit 'Free
Press* by M. Quad (,C. B. Lewis),
was floppo. Gus. Frohman offered
to pay $1,000 for the second act to
use it as an afterpiece in his min-
strel show, but Lewis refused.

James Lackey was listed as an
usher at Albaugh's Opera. House,
Washington. Brother of the late

Wilton Lackaye and . later a well
known stage cornedIan Was one

•of, the fat troupe at Vitagraph . at
the time of his death, .a -few years
ago.

Inside Stuff—Pictures

Home offices of New York producer-distributors and chains are evinc-
ing interest in the campaign of tne Chicago 'American' (Hearst) to build
up Its film critics. Credit is given Bill Hollander, BAK, for the paper
on the Idea.

So far the 'American' has printed three full page ads, aU of which, in
verbiage and tenor, deliver a boost for the picture business as a whole
that is interesting film officials and publicists. One ad read off in large
type 'Movies Lead the Way/ going on to say that 'out in the forefront of
better thing are the pictures already here marking the start of the 1932-
*33 movie season. For six months the great film companies have been
working together to make these better pictures. They lead the way to
new prosperity,' etc., etc.

Inside Stuff-Vaude

A 'quote' stunt on a picture was put over to get Arthur Brisbane to
write a plug on 'Life Begins.' Charlie Einfeld, Warner, publicity-adver-
tising head at the h. o., rode a hunch hard on the Brisbane idea. After
failing to get in touch with him in New York, he finally wired Brisbane
at the Hearst ranch in California.

Special showing of the picture was arranged for Brisbane, the Hearst
commentator going for it and providing a plug line which WB used as
an answer to a blast from the Denver 'Post' against the picture.

Declaring that exhibitors are getting into a better frame of mind on
business prospects this season, Felix Feist, Metro's, dlstrib chief, is try-
ing to sound a cheerful note through a slogan: "Be prepared for : better
business.'

Exhibs are being bombarded with this phrase through Metro exchanges
around the country.

'Fox Dynamo,' weekly house organ, starts up again this week after
having been suspended the past three months.
Roger Ferri continues as editor.

'Rain' is the first feature completed which has used -Western Electirlc's
higher frequency system known as 'wide range.'

;
Before it opens at the Rivoli, N. Y., according to present plans, addi-

tions will have to be made to the present booth equipment.
'

. . * ^

Max Lief and Gordon Kahn have consulted their attorney. Max Chop-
nick, on a claim for infringement of a college football story they wrote
and allegedly submitted to Paramount.

'Horse Feathers (Marx Bros.), is the alleged infringement, kahn is

still scenario writing on the Coast; Lief is back and doing Broadway
musical comedy librettos.

With the Broadway columnists .now 'recommending*
; books, plays, pic-

tures, etc.,. in -their columns, they're invited to all the picture- premieres
with the frank Idea to 'Give us a good line we can quote in the ads.'

The columnists then extend themselves in their papers, hoping to get
some extra cinematic ballyhoo, and some even visualize, their names in

lights in front of the picture palaces. It s like the old Shubert "Winter
Garden, habit, • < .. ...

"World Wide has not yet submitted its treatment oh 'Jaraegan' to Hay.B
codlsts; There will be no" objection to the Jim Tiilly storyr.play, it the
screen

:
adaptation conforms ' to the code. At the time of the play

Hays company member^," 'according to the present record, agreed to

ignore 'Jarnegan' but did'nbt officially ban it.

If the screen treatment emphasizes that the action is associated with
the early days of Hollywood, it is stated there will'be no squawk on
the story. -W-W comes under Hays jurisdiction through its. affiliation

with Educational.

'

Publix'S reason for turning over the Rivoli rather than the Rialto to

United Artists in New York seems ito be that it deems the Rialto is the
more elastic spot.

Contention of the theatre circuit is that the Rialto can house any
picture, regardless of type, and if the film holds anything at all to. do
business with it. The Rivoli, according to this opinion, is prone to react
more kindly to 'class' celluloid. Hence, Publix clinging to the Rialto
despite that the Rivoli is physically rated by theatre men as the better
theatre.

.

An arrangement for international publicity was tried by United Artists
and British' arid Dominions when they tried phone hookup between Lon
don, Washington, New York and Hollywood.
Newspapermen in New' York and London Bat in on Joseph Schenck

talking from. Washington to the other three points, with execs in each
place also listening. Hookup cost $6,000.

In exchange for a postponement of their bookings at the Palladium,

London, the Three Diamonds last week agreed to accept $350 less than

their contract calls for when they eventually fulfill the dates. That will

be $525 a week. In addition to the salary cut, the Diamonds' original

four-week booking will be. reduced to two weeks.
The Diamonds asked for the London release to enable them tc go into

Schwab & DeSylva's "Hiimpty Dumpty' musical in New York. It's their

first show chance. .

After a series of cables had failed to move George Black, Palladium
director, to release the American' act, his consent to a postponement was
obtained by the' Diamonds' manager, Charlie Morrison, via trans-
Atlantic phone call. Morrison represented the.Diamonds in the 'Humpty
Dumpty' booking, while the, London dates were arranged by the William
Morris office. Latter has collected its four weeks' commission from the
act in advance.

Condition- of the postponement is that the Diamonds shall, play the
Palladium no later than six weeks after termination of their engagement
in the New York show.

Sonny Lamont, formerly of the Lamont Family, offered himself for the'

blood transfusion for Eva Tanguay on the Coast because his family had
been a friend of the vaude headliner for years. He was accepted.

Irene Franklin back from Lake Charles, La., where she was on vaca-
tion, is to play the lead in 'The Torch. Bearers' at Skowhegan, Me., Sept.

17. She is slated to appear in a new Broadway show later.

Her husband, Jerry Jarnegan, who appeared with Miss Franklin in

vaudeville, will remain in Lake Charles, his home town, where he has ,

established a music school. He has recovered from a serious illness.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Ben Hecht, batting for himself and Gene Fowler,, suites their new, show/
'The Great Magoo,' has not been offered to pJcturerproducers as yejt. Re-
ported the latter had turned down the script • i": v

Institute Players who hold the Edith Rockefeller McCormick. cup, . to

.

prove they're the best little theatre in Chicago, have an unusualiy am-
bitious repertory for the coming season.

They -will produce *Meriy Go Round,* 'The Goad Fairy,* 'Half Gods,'

'Street Scene,* 'Left Bank,' 'Meteor* and 'Peer GyntZ .William BoHtho'«

'Overture,' postponed from last season, is also anticipated."

Herbert Benze Norton and Jay Romano, students at DePaul Univer-
sity, Chicago, make their professional debuts as actors with 'The World
Between* at the Adelphl. in Chi.

Their performance in the. little theatre .tryout last spring won them
their original parts in. the professional versionTieided by DeWolf HOppeh

Rod La Rocque whose legit, debut in 'Domino* was an unfortunate

break because the critics picked him out for a panning, has gone abroad

to forget it. Reviewers not only slapped La Rocque in their, criticism

of the show but followed -up with further comment unfavorable to him.

William. A. Brady states - that if ther$ was an error in the casting of

the show It wan. his fau.lt, not La Rocqutfs. The producer was Jin evidence

at last -week's premieres, explaining that his wife (Grace. George) , told

hinv^hat if he went to shows- and noted,"the work of alj, artists, •Domino'

would 'still be playing' instead of being yanked off- after one week. 1

George Oppenhelmer, 'the new playwright, who authored 'Here Today,'

current at the Barrymore, N. Y., is a partner in the Viking Preset booh
publishing firm, which explains his familiarity with Manhattan's literary

crowd.
Possible that he and George S. Kaufman will collaborate on stage

material. They teamed, on a skit inserted in Ma* Gordon's 'Flying

Colors' last week in Philly.

At an intermission on the first night'of 'Here Today,' Sam H. Harris,

Its producer, was corralled by those autograph hounds. Morrie Ryskind
approached and remarked: 'I never knew the giiy could' really write.'

Inside Stint-Music

United Artists sold its picture rights in 'Barretts of Wimpole Street'

to Metro, which explains how that studio came into .possession. UA
had hoped Katherine Cornell would do it, as she did on. the stage, but
the actress remained cool to pictures. UA then wanted to borrow Norma
Shearer for the parr, but that couldn't be arranged either.

Since which time it is understood that Metro has promised. 'Barretts'

to Marion Davles,. although some doubt is expressed on the Coast that
Miss Davies will ultimately do it.

Just i'2 hours after Radio's 'Bring 'Em Back Alive' had concluded its

second, run in Los Angeles territory, at the Pantages in Hollywood, the
picture topped a double feature bill at the F-WC President, downtown,
where a 15 cent tariff i.3 In effect daily until 1 o'clock.

Animal picture hod its first L. A. showing at the RKO Orpheum, one
block away, six weeks ago.

Paul Whlteman, while in Detroit conferring with the General Motors
bunch on a radio-music deal, was dining with Larry Spier, g. m. of Fa-
mous Music, in Spier's hotel room, when the maestro. Switched the dials
and got some band on.

It came through terribly and Spier made no bones about' panning the
combination, whatever it was. It turned out to be Whiteman's own
orchestra from the Biltmore, New York, on an NBC hook-up.
Whlteman got on the phone, pronto and squawked to the NBC control

ropm about the poor transmission, which was the actual cause.
,

Incidentally, Whlteman, by the same nervous-dialing, picked up the
Three Aaron Sisters from Natchez, Miss., that evening and wired the
girls to hop the next cboo-choo to N. Y. and do their stuff with his
orchestra.

"

The late Paul Bern, during the last 16 years, devoted much time and
money in an attempt to obtain the freedom of Tom Mooney. Last spring,

in Los Angeles, lie financed the production of 'Precedent,' which cost
him close to $5,000, in. the hope that it would attract public attention to
the Mooney case.
Governor Rolph shortly after denied a pardon to the prisoner whose

case was presented to him by James J. Walker.
Bern was bitterly opposed to Walker's coming to the Coast, feeling

that his presence at the pardon hearing would be resented by
Californians.

Getting an advance Showing of 'Most Dangerous Game' (Radio) and
having no company trailer ready in time, Izzy Rappaport of the Hippo-
drome In Baltimore manufactured his own talking advertising reel with
the assistance of his manager, Ted Routson, and Harry .Knhn, Radio
exchange rep. Routson recorded the advertising spiel on a phonograph
platter, timed to certain scenes clipped out of the picture, the clippings

being run silent. .

Was particularly effective because of the specific mention of the ihe-
atre, city' and the date of the .showing, the talk relating, that the scenes
wora niahAd by air-trinil direct from Hollywood for the initial showing.

From a music publisher's angle. Warners, in all its pictures, is 100%
cooperative with Witmarks. Even in a cafe sequence, the studio eees
to it that the band is playing some current Witmark plug. In a measure,
Paramount dittos with' its music pub affiliate, Famous, but Metro is the
least concerned about its Robbins Music Corp. association. Metro studio
doesn't bother whose song is played. If there's a sequence In a ballroom
or cafe, they don't stop to inquire, and Robbins has often felt that a good
plug has thus been wasted;
On the other hand, Robbins is equally meticulous about the stuff it

publishes. It turned down the 'Song of the Red-Headed Woman' from
the Metro picture of that name, and also didn't think another number;
from 'Blondle of the Follies' (Metro) and for which Edmund Goulding,
director of that picture, wrote . both words and music, was worthy of
publication. Feist differed and has issued, the Goulding song from
'Blondle/
WB has even gone to lengths to plug a Witmark song as in the cur-

rent 'Blessed Event' release where 'Too Many Tears' is suhg by Dick
Powell, who personates a crooner. In a somewhat inconsistent sequence,
Powell is shown singing 'Tears,' the radio 19 turned off, for what is about
a half hour of, dramatic action, and when turned on agaln.:the same song
is still permeating, through the.loud-speaker, almost exactly at. the same
lyric spot where the tune was previously broken off.

Jacques Renard has plans of spending the major part of his .time this
season around Boston so that he can keep an eye on the Mayfalr club.
In which he is a third owner. Last season when the baton juggler did;A
lot of personal.. appearance wandering with the Camel unit, Renaud's
share of the nitcry's loss tipped $12,000. Spot reopens in three weeks.
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Gallery First Nighters 36 Years Old

Club Contends Booing Is Permissible

By Leslie Bloom
(President Since 1924)

London, Sept. I.

What la the Gallery First Nlght-

ei-5' Club? asked John Barrymore of

me when we met in London some
years ago. I can quite understand

this question being asked by most
.American performers who have

never played this country.: Our in-

stitution is an unique one.

• The club was oAVially founded

Jn 1896 'to maintain the right of

playgoers to give free and inde-

pendent discussions in the theatre

and to afford facilities for social in-

tercourse among Gallery First

Nighters.' vThis is an extract from
.the original book of rules,

. Most of the members consider

$hat- if 'people are expected to ap-
plaud a play it should also be per-

missible for them to do otherwise,

i.e., 'boo.' . Personally, I do not favor
booing, but would prefer to see an
inferior received In absolute silence.

This actually happened the; first

jlight of 'Timothy,' written by David
Belasco. when not a single person
In the house applauded. It was the
most terrifying experience of any
first night I had ever attended: This
procedure would happen after many
ft first night, but people in the stalls

(orchestra) will applaud anything,
with, the result we have audible dis-

approval in other parts of the house.

.
Started, in Pub

' Actual founding of the club has
a "romantic ' flavor. " In the late 80's

and early 90's a certain number of
gajleryltes -used, to get together after

a show and retire to the nearest pub
Jtc refresh and discuss the merits of

the playj This went on for a few
years, and as they found their num-
bers growing, and they had to leave
the premises by 12:15 a, m , it was
(Suggested forming a regular club so
that they could meet and discuss
the theatre at leisure.

. After the club .actually came Into
being, the first .big row was over
'The Man About Town.' .One of our
members was arrested, and fined $25
for creating a disturbance. This was
a fortune to a Gallery First Nighter
In those days, and It seemed he
would have to go to prison. But
other First Nighters pooled and
paid the fine, This incident strength-
ened, the position of the' club enor-
mously. We then managed to ob-
tain almost all the . regular gallery-
Ites,

. It. is not .so easy to,become a
member of the club as it is run tor
the love of the. thing, and not as a
money-making concern. ..Actors,
actresses and managers are not eli-
gible for membership.
Every prospective member has to

be proposed and seconded and has
to prove his Interest in the theatre.
It is only since the war that ladles
haye been admitted as members..
The subscription today for a man

Is what it was when the club
Btarted,. $2.60 per year. Ladles are
admitted at $1.26. This we fixed
to make the club within the reach of
everyone,

. Members' names and
numbers are kept a secret.
We hold debates at fortnightly in-

tervals arid members, authors and
actors come up and Join . in the dis-
cussion. Four dinners are held dur-
ing the season. At the annual af-
fair our guest's consist of native or
foreign players and authors consid-
ered to have done good work during
the preceding year. These dinners
are informal, evening dress is not
favored.

,
The club; claims to be the most

democratic playgoing club In exist-
ence. Its presidents, etc., have al-
ways been genuine gallery boys, the
club having a rooted objection to
honorary figure heads. Apart from
all this, the club's main object Is to
create interest In the theatre and
therefore add to the number of peo-
ple who attend theatres.

It has been our honor to have en-
tertained every leading actor, act-
ress, author and producer connected
with the theatre in the past, and we
boast that we were early In discov-
ering talent, Inasmuch as many a
guest whom we entertained in their
early careers have since risen to the
top;

Favor Unreserved Seats

The club favors the unreserved
gallery, for experience has taught us
that as soon as a gallery becomes
bookable, up goes the price and peo-
ple who generally go to more expen-

.
sire parts of the house make for

Players Hurt in Crash

Of 'Colors' Stage Prop
Philadelphia, Sept. 12.

When 'Flying Colors' left town
Saturday night after a three-week

engagement at the Forrest, there

was no crylnfe: It had been a tough

stay all around. The bad opening

hurt plenty; so did the notices..

The final blow came last Monday
when several members of the cast

were hurt, two of them seriously,

in a back-stage crash Just before

the finale.
,

As the Negro chorus was dancing
in front of the curtain for the first

part of the finale, the full set, con-

sisting of three sets of stairs on
which the chorus was standing,

ready to be pushed down stage, col-

lapsed. To cover the accident, the

principals of the show went out In

front in an abbreviated finale.

Most seriously hurt were Teddy
West, of West Chester, broken leg,

and Virginia Whltmore, of this city,

fractured ankle. Vllma and Buddy
Ebsen, featured dancers, were also

injured, but were treated back stage

as were June Blossom, Carol Ren-
wlck

r
Irene McBrlde and Ruth

Gormley.
During the" rest of the week no

attempt was made to put on this

same finale, one of the first act

.drops being used. . An entirely new
number is being . readied for New
York.

YEAR 'ROUND STOCK

McLaughlin's Cleveland Troupe-
Leaves Hanna. Only Available

Cleveland, Sept. 12.

Robert McLaughlin Is taking up
a new five year lease on the Ohio,

intending to run his stock com-
pany the year around.. Loew owns
theatre.

McLaughlin's Cleveland-produced
•Mourning Becomes Electra/ with
Clara Joel, goes on tour, opening
this week in Detroit. Ben Trues-
dale' p. ai-ing it. Current revival

o£. 'Merry Widow,' held for second
week . with . Donald Brian, also

slated for road. Bevlval of 'Pina-

fore,' with Fay Templeton, is next
musical to be tackled by McLaugh-
lin-Manheim combine.

With Ohio definitely committed to

winter stock the Hanna, opening
this week with 'Of Thee I Sing,' will

be the only road legit house in

town. Latter is managed by John
Hale, who succeeds Ansley Whit-
tendale.

Chagrined Chkagoans See $90,000

Gross Go to Producer from Norfolk

FREE AUTO PARKING

IN LEGIT, FIRST TIME

• Chicago, Sept. 12.

R. G. Lydy, parking station owner,

who Is Qije pf Fritz Blockl's two
angels for 'The World Between,'
will give free parking at any of his

stations to patrons of the Adelphl.

It is the first instance ,of a legit

house making any provision for its

patrons' convenience, although idea

is an old one In picture houses.
After parking the car and getting

a regular claim check the car-

owner simply gets the check
stamped at the box office.

Opening has been set forward one
day to Sept. .17 to avoid conflict

with 'Of Thee I Sing' at the Grand
Sept. 18. .

WANT PEGGY WOOD
Lester Fuller and Ben Kamsler

have begun casting on a new un-
titled play by John V. A. Weaver.
To start rehearsals Oct. 16, with an
opening in Philadelphia three weeks
later and New.. York two weeks
after that.

Peggy Wood, closing in London's
'Cat and' the Fiddle' this week, is

under negotiation for the lead.

BAINBRIDGE TURNS TO

PICTURE HOUSE BALLY

Minneapolis, Sept. 12.

'Buzz' Bainbrldge Is calling his

Shubert theatre 'Balnbridge's Show
Boat*, this season. A portion of the
basement has. been converted into

the replica of a ship's deck with a
large bar where beverages will be
served free between the acts.

The show boat idea will be car-

ried out in the 'auditorium proper
by means of various decorations and
sailor uniforms on ushers. An enor-
mous steamboat siren atop the the-
atre will blast as a prelude to the
start of each performance.

Grace Troy, Mlnneapolltan and
former ingenue, will be leading
woman and Gordon Rhodes leading
man of the dramatic stock. The
company also; will Include Elinor
Harriott, Kathryn Card, Fred Sulli-

van and Kermit Rowe. John Dllson
will direct. The season opens Sep-
tember 26 with 'As Husbands Go.'

Serious illness of A. G. Bainbrldge
with heart trouble, is postponing the
reopening of the Shubert stock
from Sept. 18 to'the 25th.

The other local legit, Metropolitan,
playing road attractions, reopens
later in the month with 'Cynara.'

the cheaper bookable seats. There-
fore, the genuine gallerylte, who can
only afford a certain amount, is shut
out. In the case of a success, booked
gallery seats are known to have
been purchased in blocks and resold
in the street at a profit.

Some of our founding members
are with us today, and there are
some remarkable playgoing records
in the club. . I have seen about 3,000

plays myself. •

Founders of the club were re-
sponsible 'for free distribution of

programs or. first nights. On other
nights a fee is charged, as programs
are not free, as in American, the-
atres. The club, In its early days,
also did considerable work In secur-
ing as much comfort as possible In
the gallery. We killed the 'Packer,'
a most objectionable gentleman who
squeezed two people into the place
of one.

There is a tendency nowadays to
dispense with the gallery. This Is

a serious error, as every actor and
actress of experience will tell you;
It Is the gallery and pit which are
the backbone of the theatre. The
day they disappear from the English
theatre will see the end of the
drama, for without enthusiasm the
theatre cannot live and real enthu
siasm only comes from the popular
rrlced parts of the house.

It is our contention that it is In
these locations that you find real
love and interest in the drama
Surely if one waits for hours in a
line to see a play there must be a
reason.

,

Eight in Play's Cast

Bat 22 in Stage Crew
* }• ^—^^^^

There are nearly 70% more in-
visible persons concerned with 'Here
Today' than actually appear In the
play, which Sam H. Harris opened
at the Barrymore theatre last week.
Cast has eight players, Inclusive of
a servant bit, while backstage there
are 22 stage hands.

Show has two sets, an interior
and an exterior. Latter apparently
necessitates the numerous crew. It
is a section of a private beach at
Nassau. Sand Is used weighing
three and a half tons. Scene is the
second act and sand is removed for
the last act. house Interior, same as
at the play's start.

'Black Water* Deferred;

Needs Script Fixing
•Black Water' a melodrama which

Earl Carroll announced to reopen
the Manhattan was postponed fol-
lowing its try-out last week in
Brooklyn. Understood the show will
hot come In until later in the sear
son. Slated for script revision.

Carroll made an arrangement with
the Manufacturers' Trust to present
shows in the Manhattan which the
bank took over from Arthur Ham-
mersteln through foreclosure. It
was intended to spot the new 'Van-
ities' there,

; but the manager
switched the revue to the Broadway
theatre. Understood Carroll has an
option to buy the Broadway former-
ly controlled by B. S. Moss. Man-
hattan has no immediate attraction
In sight. _

.

Fisher, Trebitsch Debt

Tilt Over Coast 'Hat'

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Arthur Fisher and Paul Treb-
itsch, Who produced 'Hang~Up
Your. Hat,' musical, - which folded a
week ago at the. Muse Box, each
Is clisclaming responsibility for
debts incurred. Fisher filed a Mu-
nicipal court suit against his for-
mer partner, seeking $1,742 he
claims to have advanced for the
production, and $200, wages as gen-
eral manager.

Trebitsch sent the labor commis-
sion, which is trying to collect

$1,129 in unpaid salaries, a state-
ment that he was brought here
from New York by Fisher, who was
to provide his living, expenses and
pocket money until he landed a film
Job. When this didn't materialize,
pair put on 'Hat, , with Fisher- as-
suming all financial responsibility,
Trebitsch alleges.

ILLINOIS WANTS $2

PLAYS FOR LAST TRY

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Deal for the Illinois theatre is cold
between Harry J. Powers and the
Christian Science church. A bond-
holders committee meeting last

week endorsed Powers' ,idea to try
cheap legit scaled at $2.20 top in
the theatre originally built In 1900.

, Powers and Rollo TImpont are
expected to visit New York for the
purpose of lining up attractions in
line with the new policy. Ultimate-
ly the Illinois will be torn down and
the property converted to commer-
cial purposes but pending an up-
turn in" the depression the make-
shift policy was decided upon.
Bondholders committee reduced

the issue from $760,000 to $650,000
on a legal point not involving cash.

Tryoul Spot Reopens
Boulevard Theatre in Jackson

Heights opened last night to again
present legit attractions for North
Shore of Long Island.
Louis F. Werba again handling

house. New play presented by A.
H. Woods 'The Stork Is Dead," was
the opener.

Coast's Intennissioii
9

Scheduled for BVay

Los Angeles, 'Sept. 12.

Harold A. Berg has put 'Inter-
mission' lii rehearsal at the Bllt-
more here, with the comedy sched-
uled to play the Lobero, Santa Bar-
bara, Sept: 23-24, and a two Weeks'
run in San Francisco at .the Colum-
bia, beginning Sept. 29. Play then
comes here for the Biltmore.
In the cast are Madge Bellamy,

Judith Voselll, • Donald Keith, Jack
Trent and Selmar Jackson, with
other players yet to be selected.
Pat McCoy is directing the play by
Irving Kaye Davis.
Following the L. A. run, Berg

plans to take the attraction to Den-
ver, Chicago and into New York for
a Jan. 2, opening.

Jack Osterman Joins

Shubert Show in Detroit
. ... Detroit, Sept. 12.

Jack Osterman hopped In from
New York on a hurry call from the
Shuberts last week to fill a gap in
the new 'Passing Show.' Troupe
went to Cincinnati after opening
here.

Oclerman stepped Into Ted Healy's
spot which the producers figured
could be filled wthout adding to the
cast ufter Healy had walked, dur-
ing rehearsals in New York.

'Passing Show,' a revived title
dropped by the' Shuberts some
years ago, was, 'Greenwich Village
Foilies" when it started rehearsals.
Much of Its material has been sal-
vaged from the New York summer
musical, 'Hey, Nonny Nonny,'
which ran about three weeks there.

Roof for Tent Troupe
Dover, O., Sept. 2.

Kdlth Ambler Players concluded
Its summer season under canvass at
the fair grounds here Sept. 10, a
total of 18 weeks.

Equipment will be stored at the
fair grounds until next spring, and
the company will open in an Ohio
city soon for a winter engagement
Ambler Players played 30 con-

secutive weeks at the G. O. H. here
tor the union stage hands and mu-
sicians.

Chicago, Sept. 12.
Local showmen, theatrical pro-,

moters, and men who have been in
the theatrical business all their
lives have stood around in the past
fortnight and watched with envious
eyes a rank outsider run up a
bankroll in four operatic perform-
ances at Soldiers' Field. That out-
sider Is H. H. Fisher, a department
store owner of Norfolk, .Virginia,
with no previous knowledge of show
business.
Grosses on the four performances,

two more than originally scheduled,
were approximately:

'Alda,' $36,000.

'Trovatore/
. $10,000 (rainy).

\

. 'Carmen,' $25,000.

'Rustlcana,' $20,000.

As a result of this . click, Fisher-
and his impresario, Alfredo Sal-
maggi, have taken the Studebaker
theatre on a flat rental basis for
10 weeks starting Oct. 11 and will
present a season' of opera at $2.50
top. _ Studebaker has 1,300 seats.
There will be a repertory of .20

operas and about 24 principal sing*
era plus the chorus formerly at-
tached to the bankrupt Civic Opera.
Five performances a week will be
given at the Studebaker and on the
sixth night, Monday, one perform-
ance will be given at the Pabst
theatre, Milwaukee.

Frisco Galvanized by

'Fiddle's' $100,000 Rao

San Francisco, Sept. 12.

Marathon run of 'Cat and Fiddle*

which may be lengthened to 10

weeks at the Curran, Is deemed re-

sponsible for snapping local legit

field back Into action.

Gross of approximately $100,000

on 'Fiddle's' past seven weeks has
delayed Los Angeles showing of the
piece and decided Belasco & Curran
upon a roadshow company, for

which audltldtiB are currently "being

held here.
'

Meanwhile,..Ralph Plncus Is lin-

ing up a flock of dates for Erlang*
er's Columbia, first' of which, 'In*

termission,' bows In next Monday
night (19) . With a cast including
Madge Bellamy, Alberta Vaughn,
Judith Voselli, Pat O'Malley, Gay-
lord Pendleton, Donald Smi^h,
.George Harris and Jack Trent. A
revival of 'The Bat,' a Coast presen-
tation of 'Mourning Becomes
Electra' and a Walter Hampd.en
season are other tentative Columbia
bookings.

Henry Duffy signed Blllie Burke
last week for 'The Marquise' which
she will do at the Alcazar here and
El Capltan in Hollywood. Though
not definite, Duffy probably will

bring Pauline Frederick in 'A3
Husbands Go' from El Capltan,
where it's currently showing, to

Alcazar, reopening O'Farrel street

house which Is now dark after a
week of 'G-2.'.,

:

Co-op" group, ActorB' Club got
under way at Community Playhouse
this week with 'Officer 666" to fair

business.

Balto. Musicians Snub

Legit's 4-Man Demand
Baltimore, Sept. 12.

While the musicians locally have
settled next year's contracts with
every ether theatre in town, they
are still in warm discussion with
Ford's, the legit house, with some
hint of a break over terms, par-
ticularly those concerning the min-
imum number of men in the pit.

Musical Union, through its chief,

Henry Mayers, has rejected the
legit spot's offer of a four-man
minimum in the trench. Outline of

contract as submitted in return by
Mayers calls for a nine men .basic

roster, with the rate to be one and
one-half times regular scale If the
house runs less than 25* shows. If

the spot gets more than 25 shows
through the season the scale auto-
matically reverts to the standard
salary.

Alabama Rep. Co.
Birmingham, Sept. 12.

Jack Crawford is recruiting a rep
company for Gadsden, Ala., where
he operated last year before bring-
ing a show to Birmingham.
The show will probably be at th«

Gadsden theatre.
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Harris, Chicago;

as to How and Why

Chicago, Sept. 12.

A surprise move sent a Shubert

'House staff into the Harris theatre

'nine days' before the 'opening of

-.Another Language/' /Hdrry Rossr

'nagle; manager/ and Manny Ker-
'wein, treasurer, both attached to

the Harris under the' former Shur
"bert" /arrangement' returned," dis-

plaqing non-Shubertltes who. had
'started to work.

'

Situation on the twin theatres Is

very complicated. Dickey Estate

was reported as incensed when dis-

covering that the Sh'uberts ' were
'Crosby Gaige's partner 'in the latest

operating setup. I' ^ 'understood

the Estate did not. know fhe Shu-
: berto put up cash deposits for Gaige
or would be associated- in the op
eration of the houses although ap-
parently the Estate was willing to

'take' SRubert attractions. '

'.''

When th.e former 1 three-way deal

•ietween the Shuberts'; Crosby Gaige
' and Arch Selwyn- was' ;cancelled by
'the owners, Dickey Estate accepted
a new operating compromise which
''was supposed to exclude 'the Shu-
-berts; -. Or at least -!it 'waa gener-
ally thought to mean Lee and Jake

^Would" have no ' voice- in the man
agement.

Mix-Up
"*. "|t is still boHeved; ideally that

Col. William Roche V will handle
both houses and' tile Shubert
staff ; was ' given to understand
that ' their connection was purely
temporary. ."''I^or^.a' ifine it . seemed
that 'Another Language' might

'^Wiake '•' a ldst .minutd^oifWltch to1

an outside theatre. Mlxu'p was by
report partly due to the Dickey
Estate's wrath- at the turn events
were taking and partly due to Ar-
thur Beckhardt's claiming the Shu
bert-authorlzed contract . for. . the
Engagement was. glminlcked. One
of the provisos reputedly, excused
.the Shuberts from sharing on ad-
vertising except Thurs&ay,'.. Friday
,and Saturday. Beckhardt is a hew
producer.

.
Tempprary, ' diplomatic

,
treaty was Anally, patched up be-
tween all parties i^>r jthe' duration
of 'Another Language.

'

(

Meanwhile the Chicago' end of the
't/.B:0; doesn't < make ' i&n&i ' Shu
•h'er'te seem to be negotiating as in
'cjivlduals and nobody- 'k'tioWs what's
"what. Apollo lost its first' booking,
-•The .Passing Show",* wliibh proved
to' be n.s.£. in Detroit.- Although
^promised for later 'it^'may never
arrive and meanwhile "the Apollo
has nothing. '••>'•"", :

'

^ ^Cynara' got nowhere at the Grand
and there will be a week's darkness

' until 'Of Thee I Sing' barges in
'Sept. 18; Locally it IS thought Sam
Harris diverted his musical to the
<Jrand to help George M. Cohan out.
Musical was originally -mentioned
for the Harris or Selwyn.
• -Question of musiolans union and
the signing of house- orchestras
through Shuberts at the Harris and
Selwyn is also Involved in the
Dickey Estate angle from report.

'BOAT' GIRLS DESERT

Quit $30 Jobs for More Pay I n
Other Musicals

Many switches in the 'Show Boat'
chorus at the Casino, N. Y., have
resulted filnce Earl Carroll and others
have been taking away the Zlegfeld
girls. r

. .

Matter of coin, the 'Boat' revival
paying $30 with Carroll and the
other musical producers going $50
up to $100.

PROMOTING MONTREAL

AS KEY TO CAN. TOUR

Montreal, Sept. 12.

Hector Dutrisac, former manager
of His Majesty's theatre, has taken
over the lease of the,house and has
plans for bringing legit shows in
and prompting them for tours
through Canada.
Dutrisac spent last

. week in
New York talking over with book-
ing and producing offices, Bruce
Noble, head of the Canadian Pacific
theatrical department, and with
Bert Land, who represents several
Canadian theatrical Interests.

Ottawa, Sept. 13.

No move has been made to re-
build the Embassy theatre, partially
destroyed by fire last July. Hence,
any hope of legit attractions for the-
Canadian Capital this"*-season has
been dissipated.

WIRE COLUMBUS' LEGIT
Columbus, Sent. 12.

Hartman theatre, sole legit spot
here; ,1s being wired for sound.
Lessee, Great Lakes Theatres, Inc.,

claims that shows heajJed west this
reason will remain ,the principal
fare, screen being ' used only for
fill-ins. •:

E*ut it looks bad to the locals' who
ponder where they'll' h£ve t0 Bp to
see a stage show of any. kind.

Wife of 'Hotel' Ang?l

Another Addition to

Femme Legit Invasion

. Mrs, Harry .Moses will direct her
husband's

. .next production, 'Dan-
gerous Corner,' the., , new'. . G. B.
Priestly play. Mrs. Moses is the
latest femime recruit to a steadily
growing ' contingent " of women ac-
tivity ih:legit; ; \

:

-
••> •>''

Beginning-with the production- ac -

tlvitles - of ; Katherlne
1

Cornell last
season, starring herself in 'Bar-
retts

t

of Wimpole Street,' the num-
ber Of worrien producers has, grown
steadily; ' Jtosalie Stewart" has again'

announced"she will produce on. her
pwn.

f

Peggjy ' Fears
[
(WJrs. A. .C.'Blu-

menthal't .produced oiw play.,and'has
announced, a. half-dozen; .others, ;'ahd

several; plaits. P-go Elizabeth.' Mjlele

produced "Best Years,* '.'..,.

. Eve Le Galllenne is an old hand
now. at producing, as is also. The-
resa Helburn, one .of the Theatre
Guild executives. Ann Ayres has
announced her intention to .produce
a play within several .weeks,. :and
Margaret Hewes ,is an active mem-
ber of,the>Doran, Ray & Hewes pro-
ducing firm, which swings into ac 7

tlvity. within ' the next . fortnight.

Pauline.Frederick last season staged
a play, and for some time Ethel
Barrymore considered the advisa-
bility of, produclng-Jier own.,plays,
with tiiSt-'Btiff '^pcmbUiiy^'i '-

;

. Mre-j Moses, Abe latest recruit, has
hot been' previously connected witlji

legit in any official way, although
she Js. generally given credit In le-

git plrpZes fpr having foupid. 'Grand
Hptel'

l(
arid, urged .her. husband, -then

a manufacturer, to, back. Hai-mpn
Shumlln.;is ,' production./;; Jt i .was
largely vdue to , the success of this
play that looses decided, to try.pror
dUCllig ph l>iS OWn. -

; i:cp : . :

HEALY BEFORE

IN SHUBERT WALKOUT

Ted 'jKeal'y is ordered to appear
before. fHe Equity' counpil,.on Sept.
20 to expialn' his signing of an \ unr
approved contract 'wih the Shuberts
prior to- his walking out of the
'Passing, . Show' during rehearsals:,
In a ruling already made, Equity
refused tp -censure th6 comedian for
his walk.
Equity charges that Healy's con-

tract was signed jvlthout 1 being sub-
mitted to the association for ap-
proval, With this constituting : a
violation.- '

Healy 'is playing for RKO over
the Shuberts' protest. RKO'. was
sustained by Equity in- its conten-
tion that the legit firm has no claim
on the ' comic. .'Passing Show'
opened laSt week In Detroit minus
Healy arid with nobody In his place
In the cast.

Chalfonte Orphan in

Chorus of 'Show Boat*
The late Lucille CThalfbhte's 17-

year-old daughter, Willi Loo, Is now
in vthe chorus of Ziegfeld's 'Show
Boat' at the Casino, N. Y. .

The diva, who committed suicide
In Paris recently, was a friend of
ex-Mayor Jimmy. Walker, who sent
Willi Loo to ; 'A-,C- Blumenthal for
a berth In the line.

11 Weeks Before Showdown, Shuberi

Receivers Have to Speed Production

OPERETTA AUDITIONS

'NONA' AT 70-30

. 'Nona,' which Peggy Fears is pre-
senting with Leoaore Ulric starred,
will arrive- on i Broadway at the
Avon (formerly tthe KIaw>. Show
first slated for-Henry Miller's, but
tHe deal fell through. Show will
play 70-30 straight sharing terms.
That is the highest percentage foj*

a straight sho-w yet to be booked on
Broadway.

; Some musicals have ref
ceived that split, but ho drama has
heretofore.' 'sjscUired

;

..sucTi "terms.
House is independent without afj-'

filiations with either Erlahger's or
Shuber.ts, • which, majr explain th>
high percentage favoring the show.

EQUITY'S FILM-TABLOID

HOOK-UP IS ABANDONED

Propfise^ picture 'iouse-Jegitj con:-

nectlon , on . a; joational .scale, using

tabloid versions of -dramas and
comedies', •'

:

has' '• 'beieh'
; ' subjected to

considerable' change,'^ particularly as
to sponsorship. Equity planned to
assist In the launching of the proj-
ect, known as the National Players,
Inc;, b.ut has severed- all connections
with it. :'•>:«'(:'«•- -.i

'''•-'.
.

- Frank Gillmbre explained that
because' th*! policy '6f picture houses
could nbjt

v

be'' . reconciled with
Equity's limit of • 10 performances
weekly- for ! stock (which the tab
showd would approximate In rating)
he •and 1 Paul ' Turner, -Equity's counr

.

sel< had withdrawn from the board
of goverhbris/' 1 '• Latter • aTid Mrs1

.

Emily Holt also: .of. Equity's legal

staff are amongitlve incorporators.; :

Equity thoughttthe tab' Bhow Idea
would work out by giving perform--
ances lasting an hour and a half,

six nights: weekly, and , four matlr
nees but no' Sunday performances,
picture pepp/le said/ that couldn't b^
done, that the i performance could
only run one hour, .and that each tab
would .haye

M
to p}*y" in *&ch

.
:

showl,

meaning ^hree.;'or
. fbur times daily.

,
It was. stated. Monday- that Er-

ward Turner, $r6tl»er of the -Equity
lawyer, and- Jame.s ..Thatcher, well
known stock manager, would .carry

on the .dramatic,,tab ijdea.-..

Equity, it is declared, hadno in-

terest in the scheme other, than to
put. actprs to..work,and to sit in an
advisory capacity .qii the legit end
of the scheme,. ,-,..,'.

National Players (starts Oh its tab
project, this week. 'First production
is 'Ghost Train,' .opening for a try-
out at the Staten Island Paramount
this Wednesday (14). . .

Marshall Sailing; Joins

Wife in 'Language'
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Finishing 'Evenings for Sale' at
Paramount, Herbert Marshall leaves
here Oct. 1 for New York, to sail

on Oct.' 7 for England.
He goes to appear with his wife,'

Edna ; Best| in the London:.produc-
tion of 'Another Language.'

WM. GREW BANKRUPT
William Albert Grew, playwright,

has Died, a, -voluntary petition i^i

bankruptcy with the United. States
Court.

,
Gives his liabilities ab

$27,8.42 and assets hope.'' Most, of

the obligations involve' loans and
tradesmen debts.

.

Two B'way Offers for

'Km St,' Warf Tryout

• The Shuberts' and John D. Wil-
liams, among others, are. bidding for
'9 Pine Street,' a new play by W1U
li.im Miles and Donald Blackwel^,
which was tried, out last week by
the Warf Players in Provlncetbwn.

Play, basedon the notorious Lizzie
Borden murder case> is by Miles, a
Minneapolis newspaperman,; and
Blackwell, .who's an acor. Sylvia
Field was in the Wharf summer try-
out and may be retained for the
Broadway, productions.

Rochester, N. Y., Civic Music Ass'n's

Quest for' Eastman Theatre .

Rochester, N. T., Sept. 12.

Rochester Civic Music Association
is conducting auditions to discover
hidden vocal talent, idea is to get
new voices for light opera produc-
tions in the Eastman theatre. -..-'

Four light operas are . scheduled
for the Eastman, which is now un-
der the direction! of the Eastman
School- of Music; They will Include
'Merry Widow,' 'Robin Hood,'
'Naughty Marietta/ and 'Red Mill,'

Talent is not paid as -training is

considered recompense. Hence need
of newcomers in each production.
Alonzo Pr^ce is the producer and
Paul White and Guy Fraser Harri-
son assist, in the auditions. <

Last year similar operatic efforts

packed them at $1 top.

Davis Could Angel Few

More ladders' on His

Latest Tex. Oil Strike

Brockton, Mass., Sept. 12,
. Edgar B. Davis, .who. angeled 'The
Ladder', and -kept- this . flop .going
withi-ifree • shows on. Broadway,, has
added to his millions by a rich
strike in oil at Buckeye, Metagorda
county, Texas.
DaVis' latest comes iafter 26 fftJlf

ures, two of which cost hiim fl,50tf,-

000. -
-

UNION WAGE PACT FOR

KEYS; N. Y. DEADLOCKED

. Stage . hands .
>wage . scales have

been adjusted in all the -key cities

except New. York. New •agreements
calling for reduced wage? were ef

7

fpcted.-jby .Leonard E.. Bagman of
Erianger's and.. David

;
;Fbjiestpne of

the Shuberts, who . . made. . . a, , two
weeks'

.
tour and. conferred wit^ .the

various locals.. .Bpston agreed , fo. a
1,0% jCjjt,. with ,the. brqken time ref
duct'ion^

.

:";'
,

:

';

. ,, The -.itfeyr York situation is.' still

deadlocked. Hoped for conference
was held up last week because of
trouble In the picture operators orr
ganlqation which is part of the stage
.hands', ufllon. '.

'

^,

•

;

'. .'';,'.'

.j.

Tearle Back to Stage

fa 'mg's' Successor

After many dozen years, in plcf
tures . Conway , Tear.lo. -returns' to
Broadway to lead the cast of 'Din-
ner at Eight/ the George S.' Kauf-
man-Edna Ferber comedy which
Sam H. Harris, will produce. Other
prinolpals Include Ann. Andrews and
Paul Harvey.

•
,

Show calls for 11 scenes and 34
speaking parts, It is aimed for the
Music Box early next month, when
'Qt.Th.ee. I Sing' is due ,to .move tp
Chanin's 46th Street.

Billie Burke Repeating
;

In,
:
Marquise' on Coast

Hollywood, Sept. 12;.
|

Opening at the El Capltan' Septl.

25, Billie Burke will do -Noel Cow-
ard's- 'The Marquise* for Henry
Duffy.
David Burton, who directed the

play at
: the Ambassador, New York,

again staging.

, The receivers for the Shubert
Theatre Corporation have just 11
weeks, in which to better .the finan-
cial standing ot the business, other-
wise the receivership will face
liquidation. The end of the budget
period is Dec. 1, at which time the
receivers will appear before federal
Judge. Francis Coffey and outline
their activities.

: The receivership period, however
Is dated to expire.Dec. 2. If at that
time sufficient progress . can be
shown it may be extended througli
the season,

.

The chances for. or against the
receivers building Up the estate'wlll
probably

.
not be clarified for an-

other six weeks. ' . To date tKey have
little to show although the' receiver-
ship Is Interested in four attractions'
in part or wholly. ' Two of the quar-
tet-are of last season's production,
One being- 'Smiling Faces,' panned
at the Shubert! 'Best -Years,* whlchi
opened at the" Bijou last week, does
not figure for better than moderate,
money.- Receivership has a 50% in-
terest in the show.

]
Staff Recalled

1
• 'Cyrana' 1 (also Of last season's
product) which -has been, playing
Chicago' is, looked upph as a Bure
money,' playing- stands .where the
Erlanger - Shubert * Theatre . Guild
subscriptions' are counted om - Next
new -show for .the receivers ;Will be'

•Cairt'S: : Sister^.- That will probably
be followed by the- musical? 'Cyrano
de.Bergerac', first presented by the
St. Louis Municipal Opera, directed
by . the ,.§hubertq. Receivers . first

musical this season , is, 'Americana'
.which .opens in' Phila. this weeW^.

In addition to shows, the receiv-
ers look , for revenue ..from, ^produc-
tions of other managers whlph have
been and will be booked ,lrito, re-
ceivership theatres. As forecast I^ee
3hubert ,is. the most actijve', iri

(

re-
ceivership, productions witfi ' Joiseph
Galtes his chief ' aide. Galtes, who
as a producers specialized' on mu-
sicals, Is handling 'Americana*
Which will probably follow. 'Smiling
Faces' 'into '.the;':Shubert. '

, . .

.'

'. The' .' Shubert office hiafl reas-
sembled its 'general staff,'.' most of
yhl'c^ was^ 6ra6r'?a"to td)c'e' Ibng'Va-
pa^dns iast &f&.' 'The few' depart-
iients' heads who were" retailed
over tlip"'summery"had their salaries
slash

1

ed'.
:<

Clerks and other ofllce'nelp

will be engaged when production Is

more' active." '.'•.;-
'•••"'•'-*•'•'"

' 1

:

HeaifihgB''
1

before. Cihetrles.' EVana
Hughes," Jr.; named'by the'ebu'rt' to
recommend. one way or another on;
the appilcatio'n of the independent
'Shubert bondholders for an' audit of

the books' since 'the ' inceptloii of the
cbrporatlon; are expected to begin
soon. Should - the' audit be - ordered
it will mean an"investigation of the
Shuberts and their method?' of do-
ing business'; '

;

BOSTON MCRS -DAlUES

WANT CASEY TO STAY

Jitters for. t,. A. Specs
. -LPs; Angelesj Sept. 12.

Downtown and Hollywood ticket
agencies are at lowest ebb in years
with only, one legit attraction cur--

rent. ' Personnel
:

has been reduced
to skeltoh creivs^'. , Aside from As
HUsbands Gfo,' 'current at El Cap*
i.tan, Only pasteboards being handled
by the agencies are for the twice
weekly

,
boxing shows. »

Situation not expected to pick up
for 30 days at' leas t'.

McOwens Inside
Ottumwa, la., Sept. 12.

Hazel McOwen players, tent ag-
gregation that has been drawing in
a spot on Church street, under-
cover, opened the: fall season of the
New Grand with a musical comedy
policy.

In for indef stay.

^Bbston, Sept. lb,

City Censor John Casey's im-
pending compulsory' retirement' as a
municipal employee, Under the Pen-
sion Act! Is being bought by , local

.

theatre ' m4nag'er& ,'whp,. want him
rctairieoV •• " •• -

'

;

Cas^y, despite the rigid censor-
ship wlilchi. has jmade him nationally
knPWn^ has, SUch a . reputation, for
square'' ;dekl'liig

;

that the. managers

.

have ' nd ileslre' 'id lose hlni.
"'

Casey is a former showman and
despite his reputation has a record
of having only barred tiyo . shows
from Boston in' 20 years. His' re-
tirement in November may be
averted by creating a special com-
missioner's berth to get around the
law.

Local newspapers have Joined
with the managers In the move to
retain Casey as censor.

Smith Case as Play
A. H. Wpods is considering a

script of a melodrama said to have
been inspired by Libby

.
Holman-.

Smith Reynolds affair.

It Is ' a mystery play written by
John' Montagu.

Bond Okay ; 'Flanders'

Resumes Rehearsals
Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

iAftcr being postponed two months
through, lack of chorus Equity, bond,
'Rose of Flanders' goes Into 're-
hearsal again this week with the
backing of Joseph Finger, operator
of the California, Spanish film and
sex show stand.
Show Is slated for either a May-

an or Carthay Circle, opening early
in October.
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Plays on Broadway

BALLYHOO OF 1932
Revue featuring Willie and Eugene How-

ard, with Jeanne Aubert and Lulu McCon-
nell sub-featurod. Muslo by Lewis E.
Qensler; boolr, Norman Anthony; dances,
Bobby Connolly; scenery and costumes by
Russell Patterson, which quartet is also the
managerial combination credited for stag-
ing and supervision, Lee Shubert. also has
a pieco. Lyrics by EJ. T. Harburg. 6am

• Oirskl's Ballyhoo orchestra directed by
Max Meth; orchestrations by Hans Splolek;
additional dialog, Slg Herzlg; book directed
by Ous Shy. ' „ ,

Principals—Bob Hope, Florence. Eorle,

Oar Hebrew Friend—

JULIAN ROSE
u If

Delineator of Hebrew
Eccentricities

JULIAN ROSE — Royal Com-
mand Performance, May 22,

1930—Before their . Majesties
The King and Queen—Palla-
dium, London. .

-

JULIAN R08E—Engaged by Mr.
Basil; Dean as featured, come-
dian In Oracle Fields' Bis Film,
'Looking on the Bright Side,'
for 'Associated Radio Pictures,
Lt&, London, NOW.

JULIAN ft08E—Engaged by Mr.
John Maxwell to Star in a big
Comedy Film, 'Grand Hotel
Blumberg—for British Inter-
national.Pictures, Elstree, Lon-
don, In AUGUST.

-JULIAN ROSE—Now negotiate
ing to star In a big comedy
film, 'Lerlnsky'v ' Wedding,'
with Regal ' Film Co., . Ltd.-,

.
LONDON, NOVEMBER.

JULIAN ROSE—Booked One
Week in Every. Sis at the Lon-
don Payilibn till the end of

:

IMS.

slULIAN ROSE — Solely Repre-
sented by and how— '

JUUIIS DAREWSH'S

AGENCY

18, Charing Cross Road

London, w. c. *

Cable- Address

Juldarski Westrand London

Paul Hartman, Lucille Clay Osborne,

Ralph Sanford, Milton Lcroy, Donald Stew-

art, Vera Marshe, Jack 6tlllman and^Prle-

cllla Qurriey (specialty dance), Tom Horty,

Billy Marvll, Hugh Cameron, ^Nlna Mae
McICinney, Edna Pence, Alice Carloton.

Dancew-Marjorle Baglln. Flrley Banks
Mildred Borst, W"', Br»Jlv

MC
Forbes, Barbara Coswell, Dorothy'

J>*J.
GIrI Gilpin, Gloria Olennon, Rosalind

Golden, Irene Hamlin, Helen Hannan, Ann
Hardman, Pearl Harris, Jane Lane, Con-

stanoV Madison, Evelyn March, 3onny_ Nel-

son" Catherine Reynolds. Bernlce Roberts,

Rita Stone, Ruth Tar* Dorothy Van Hest,

^X'i-ZX^r. Patricia Brooks,

Ethel Brltton. Phyllis Carrol. Teresa Cor-

dova, Pat Dolan, Irene Stevens.. Ruth

Relter, Olivia Scevloure, Frances Sinclair,

^"entlSml'n^of the Ensemble-Lwd Alton,

Al Bloom, Jack Coogan. Ray Dawtey, Jack

Douglas, Buddy Hertelle. Dock Kennedy,

Dill Meuder. Gbrdon Merrick. John Peters,

jick Row, Sid Salzer, Dan Weyler, Joe

C
Sl^ers-NUon Ore, Todd Clarence,-Sim-

mons Gro, Felix Douglas,. JoeiW Ills,. Mau-
rice^Willis. Lloyd Mitchell, Paul Johnson,

F^deHck Whleldin. E. N. Broodnor. Juane

Hernandez, John Ricks.
, v. .„„,,.

Albertlna Rasch CMrls-rtorissa Nelova.

(leading dancer). Helen Carson. Vlda Mc-

Laln Margaret' Durande, .
Ruth Fischer

Josephine Robert, Inga Anderson, Mary
Brook, .

Marguerite Slattery.

•Ballyhoo' is a bad show. It has

an indifferent first act and a poor

second stanza. It's In poor comedy
taste in the main and. what s worse,

lacking the saving grace ,
of being

funny. , _
In Willie and Eugene Howard the

revue lacks sufficient iodestone, even

at 13.85. The rest of the sub-fea-

tured people mean almost nothing,

taking in Jeanne Aubert, who is

next most prominently underlined,

with Lulu McConnell, Bob Hope,

Vera Marshe, Hugh Cameron, Gloria

Gilbert, Tom Harty and Donald

Stewart, plus nine Albertlna Rasch
specialty dancers, also prominent.

Of the principals, Hope is the most
engaging as a light comedian and
quondam m.c. and the sensation-

ally ballet-whirling Miss Gilbert Is

a sure-fire show-stopper.
The show lays ,

itself wide ooen
with Bob Hope, in a stage box, fea-

turing "a 'complaint dept.' as the

opening scene. Later, on there's au-
dlence-stoogery crossfire which tag-

lines • that 'I can't get my money
back; I came in on a pass.' It's not

as bad as that, but both quips too

literally-suggest themselves as pain-

fully appropriate.
The multiplicity of artificers has

produced a totally Indifferent en-
sembles Lewis E. Gensler's score is

bright and possessed of a -couple of

possibilities, but you'd never suspect
'Thrill Me' by the manner in which
Jeanne Aubert didn't sell it; nor
'Riddle Me This,' by the Blurring

delivery; nor 'How Do You Do It?,

although that was the best. sold.

Norman Anthony's book is very
•Ballyhoo'. Mr. Anthony has a
funny, If ribald monthly in the pub-
lication which skyrocketed up to -a,

2,000,000 circulation, (from reports),

but has leveled oft to 600,000-600,-

,000 copies a month, but it's one
;thlng to be privately edified by
'bathroom fixture comedy of a du-
bious quality, and' another to take

;the Crane .
plumbing company's fix-

tures on to the rostrum and build a
scene about it.

Mr. Anthony, as an astute hu-
morous publication editor, might
also see much that's amusing In

nudist colony comedy, but It's some-

BILLY ROSE
announces

BILLY ROSE'S
REVUE

thing else again to do a nudist strip

on the stage and have Florence
Earle tagllne, as her daughter's
swain doffs the undle, 'Beautiful!'
That may be great stuff; perhaps
after a session at Tony's, but cold
sober in a Shubert house which
still boasts a distinction from Mln-
sky's, it's, out of place.
Of the. quadruple entrepreneur-

artificers, Bobby Connolly alone on
his dances and Russell Patterson,
with his designs for scenery and
costumes, did themselves justice.
Potterson displayed a flair for a
novelty school of decor; and Con-
nolly's terp mounting was, per usual,
wholly professional although not
particularly distinguished, and suf-
fering further from eclipse by the
Raschites. \

'Ballyhoo' starts out as a house

-

organ for the magazine and winds
up that way, with an antl-ollmax
the first half in 'Ballyhujah,' the
finale of the Initial stanza.
Through it all there was an ob-

vious striving for the same satlriza-
tion of advertising.' which Is the
keynote of the publication; and,
while it could have paved the way
for a sparkling burlesque of com-
ternporaneous American modes and
manners, it missed fire completely.

Indifferent impression concerning
Jeanne Aubert, as first gathered
when she went.French:collegiate In
'Bonne Nouvelles' ('Good News' at
the Palace muslo hall, Paris, three
years or so ago), still obtains in
het- transplanted American theatre.
She alone had her moments in the

'Hollywood Training Camp' scene
when she love-wrestled with her
sundry vis-a-vis. Her Initial en-
trance in .'Thrill Me,' with Milton
Leroy opposite, was more calls-
thenic than vocal.
The rowdy street car scene with

a plumbing fixture (not a bathtub)
as a prop whereon Lulu McConnell
sits and engages in double entendre
of very poor taste was next.
The wedding number had a

'Bromo Seltzer, and You* number
which may substantiate a report the
Emerson, bromo company has Na. few
bucks in the production which,
however, is mainly 'Ballyhoo Maga-
zine*

.
money (meaning . George T.

Delacorte, Jr. and Anthony), along
with Lee Shubert who also has a
piece.
Don Stewart led 'How Do You

Do It?' with the chorus- In strik-
ingly sensuous terp formation back-
ing up. Jack Stlllman and Prls-
cllJa Gurney here contribed a spe-
cialty. .'

The 'Talker Backer' radio scene,
with the recalcitrant microphone
that rebutts to the radio speaker,
has Its moments. Willie Howard
led 'Man About Yohkers,' stronger
lyrically than anything else.

- The nudist scene and then 'Bally-
hujah,* the finale, Including the Beri
Hur stables' horses on a treadmill
in a typically trite Shubert finish.
Nina

.
May < McKinley, . .colored

srake-hipster, led off 'Love, Nuts
and Noodles' on resumption. A
Scotch blackout, sd-soj next The
'Big Business' skit was a complete
wearer-outer, with Its longwinded

-

ness to get over an obvious point.
The Rasch dance speciallstes re-

prised 'How Do You Do It?' to plug
a wait for the Pincuses-at-home
scene, with Willie Howard and Miss
McConnell first touching the satiri-
cal promise of what the 'Ballyhoo'
skits might' be. This is one which
razzes .the ads as the worrisome
wife, after a load of the sundry
slogans, sees in Pincus, who is oth-
erwise feeling fit from a session on
'the golf links, a multiplicity of
maladies.
In the roulette wheel number,

Gloria Gilbert tied it up cold. Sunny
O'Dea didn't have the promised op-
portunity in this number wherein
she was also featured.
The Howards with Ray Halberg

and Billy Marvil as Hebe hillbillies,

in front of a scene featuring Gold-
berg's Shamrock Rest, reminded of
Lou Holtz's hillbilly number he did
at the Capitol.. A hoke 'Rigoletto'
operatic scene flnaled a sluggish
second half and a blah evening's
entertainment.
Show holds 26 girls, 11 showgirls,

14 boys and a Negro choir of 12 be
Sides the nine Rasch girls headed
by Dorissa Nelova (nee Doris Nel-
son).

Perhaps under Shubert nurtur-
ing in their own 44th St. the show
will be prolonged but it looks like a
short existence otherwise. Abel.

HERE TODAY
Comedy ta three Mta presented at. tbe

Ethel Banrmof* theatre Sept. • by Sam
H. Harris; written by Georwe Oppenhetmer;

Ruth Gordon starred; staged by George 8.

Kaufman.
Jeffrey Windrow..*...^...Geoffrey Bryant

Gertrude .Bllxabeth Taylor

Philip araves. .......... .Donald Macdonald
Claire "WJndrew. . .......... .....Sally Bates

Mrs. Wlndrew .Charlotte Granville

Stanley Dole......... ....Charles D. Brown
Mary Hllllard..*........ ......Ruth Gordon
Spencer Grant, ............. . .Paul McQrath

Sam H. Harris got a double break
for his Initial production of the new
season. Cool breezes replaced a two
weeks' beat wave and the first-

nighters laughed easily. 'Here To-
day' is a show for the more or less

Initiated New Yorker, and although
no wonder boy of a play, looks like

money.
The author, George Oppehhelmer,

is new, but touches on the source of
bright remarks that are, generally
associated with a certain group of
writing folk. The comments may be
regarded as wisecracks or gags, but
they are funny.
Central character is supposed to

be Mary Hllllard, an actress; but the
personality really suggested is that
of Dorothy Parker, brilliant, tem-
peramental novelist, The manner
in which Ma-y affects the lorgnette
a foot away from the nose Is typical
of that member of the literati.
Mary wan wed and divorced from

Philip Graves, a novelist, who has
just been smitten by Claire Win-
drew, of the Boston Wlndrews, who
winters at Nassau. She Is a nice
girl, reserved and the reverse of
people like Mary. Graves and their
friend, Stanley Dale, who like to get
fun out of life, but In Claire's eyes

are merely people here tqday and'
gone tomorrow.
'. Stanley and Mary have come over
from Miami, having heard that Phil
is rushing a glrL They had, been
drinking for weeks, and In that con.
dltion often wandered about; Am
Phil tells it, once when on a bender
they came to In Slam.
They decide to help Philip realize

his new matrimonial goal upon
learning that Claire is already en-

(Obriunued on page 76) ' .,'
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A GREAT WAR!
(1014-1918)

A GREAT PESTILENCE!
(Fla^-UM)

A GREAT DEPRESSION!
(1980-m8)

All wlbhla twenty yean. Coold
there be > more gruelling teat?

Yet Lin INSURANCE STAINDS
SUPBBBOD! During that whole pe-
riod. It paid every obligation prompt-
ly and fully—as it has always done» :

:

In Prosperity, UTB INSUBANCK
is valuable; m Adversity It Is In-
dispensable. The proteotlon of borne,
the

. security of business, the com-
fort of old age, depend first on ade-
quate IXF3S INSURANCE.

For further Information see

JOHN J.

KEM P
y t

INSURANCE
.

•
.

^

561 Fifth Ave., New York

Phones! Murray Hill 2-7838-7839,

And a New Play

THE GREAT MAGOO'
by

BEN HECHT and GENE FOWLER

ARTHUR J.

BECKHARD
PRODUCTIONS

"ANOTHER LANGUAGE," now
at Booth Theatre, New York

—

and at Harris Theatre, Chi-
cago.

"CARRY NATION," opening in
October.

"GOODBYE, AGAIN** opening
in October.

"THE COMIC ARTICrTr* open
ing in November,

COLONIAL THEATRE, BOSTON
LABOR DAY, Sept 5

Indefinite

The
World's Finest

Play

"THE GREEN
PASTURES" By Merc Connelly

PLAYJ"

New York : Capitol Theatre Building

1639 Broadway

Cable AddreM : "HabarUch, New York"

'TELL HER THE TRUTH'
SAVILLE THEATRE

LONDON, ENGLAND

HELEN GRAY
Thank* tot—HfiNRY SHBREK, RICHARD PITMAN AND

DICK HENRY
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'Ballyhoo,' $19,000, Leads Six B way
1

Newcomers; Stones Weak a

LOOP NOT PROMISING

' Six new shows have been pre-

sented on Broadway this young sea-

son without a stand-out among
them, although of last week's four

tfresh productions two are figured

icr moderate success. A brace of

openings this week and a repeat

give the legit list a total of 14

chows.
Corresponding week last year

there were 19 attractions, Including
seven holdovers, so that double the
nqmber of new shows had arrived.'

Last season was backward in get-
ting started, but currently the legits

are much slower.

'Ballyhoo' Best Entry

Best money among the premieres
was drawn by the revue, 'Ballyhoo
of 193?/ at the 44th Street. Al-
though the notices were unfavor-
able, the gross was around 119,000

In the first seven performances;
'Here Today,' a short cast comedy
atthe Barrymore got mixed reviews,

. (but with an approximate $9,000 in
seven times should make the grade;
opening later In the week were 'Best
iTears,' which looks like small money
at the Bijou, and 'The Man Who
•Reclaimed His Head' at the Broad-
hurst, which was panned after be-
ing touted a good thing. First full
week of 'Smiling Faces' at the Shu
cert the gross around $10,000 Indl
cated the initial musical's chances
are doubtful.
Half a dozen shows which were

in rehearsal moved to the oat of
town try-out spots and aTe expected
on Broadway by the end of the
month. At least eight productions
will start rehearsals this week.
No closings last Saturday and

none are slated for this week. Next
week's incoming premiere card will
have: 'Lilly Turner,' Morosco; 'The
Budget,' Hudson; 'Old Man Satan/
Forrest; 'Triplets,' which was post-
poned, no houee named; 'Black
Water' also set back at the Man-
hattan will stop for revision.

Estimate* for Last Week
'Another Language,' Booth (21st

week) (C-708-$3.30). Best gross
since early summer, last week at
$11,500; played extra matinee
(Labor Day) and thereafter good
weather counted.

'Ballyhoo of 1032,' 44th St. (2nd
week) (R-1,325; $3.85). Better busl
ness than expected after notices; In
first seven performances the take
was around $19,000.
'Black Water.' Was elated for

Manhattan; postponed with opening
indefinite.

'Beet Years,' Bijou (2nd week)
(CD-615-$3.30). Opened middle of
last week; notices so-so and doubt-
tuli'of click; about $500 nightly after
premiere.

'Bridal Wise,' Cort (16th week)
(C-1,043-$3.30). Goes along to mod-
est money with both sides apparent-

(Contlnued on page 87)

Three Shows Next Week—'Cynara'
$7,000 2d Week

Chicago, Sept; 12.
'Cynara' at the Grand has been

doing poorly. Piece has been dip-
ping into the red since opening.
Quoted $11,000 for the second week
was erroneous. Nearer $7,000 was
the right figure, with last week
about on a par, with a good sale
Labor Day night.

. 'Another Language' started very
slowly at the Harris, although first

night was fair. Little advance sale;
Coming week-end will swell the

list to three. . Adelphi relights for
'World Between' Saturday (17), and
'Of Thee I Sing* succeeds 'Cynara'
at the Grand the next night

PASTURES' LOOKS GOOD

FOR 2 BOSTON MONTHS

'Colors' Phik Finale

A Doll $13,000 Week;

'Americana' Delayed

Boston, Sept. 12.

Optimism is creeping Into the
local legitimate picture baaed on the
early business at the Shubert with
Eel Wynn in the 'Laugh Parade' and
at the Colonial with 'Green. Pas-
tures,' which now looks good for two
months.

Copley reopens on September 17th
with E. E. Underhill backing tho
venture and with E. E. Olive, the
former manager, featured in the
ons't of Edgar Wallace's 'The
Squeaker.'
A. G. Munroe, in charge of Shu-

bert affaire in Boston, says Ameri-
can Theatre Society subscriptions
nro heavy at the Plymouth box
office.

The Majestic will be dark until
October and the Wilbur, the Hollis,
the Trfemorit and the spacious Bos-
ton Opera House are apparently go-
ing to stay dark untH the other
houses are . on a paying basis.

GILBERT MILLER'S
ATTRACTIONS IN LONDON

ST. JAMES'S THEATRE M#iw,
"BEHOLD WE LIVE"

A Play by .

JOHN VAN DRUTEN
. •with

MISS GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
and

SIR GERALD du MAURIER
Northumberland
AvenuePLAYHOUSE

(In Association with Gladys Cooper)

"THE FIREBIRD"
Adapted by Jeffrey Dell

From (he Hungarian of Lajos Zilahy

with

MISS GLADYS COOPER

Telephones
Regent 1241

1242
1243

Telegrams: "CocLranus, Pkcy., London."

Charles B. Cochran

49, OLD BOND STREET

LONDON, W. 1

Philadelphia, Sept. 12.

Another legit house opens tonight
(Monday), but there is still but one
show, the Forrest being dark until
Friday due to three different post
ponements of the new McEvoy re-
vue, 'Americana,' which Lee Shu
bert is presenting.
Tonight's newcomer is, 'Nona,'

which relights the Garrick, now an
indie with Samuel F, Nirdlinger,
formerly local general manager for
Erlanger, as the head. Engagement
is for two weeks, with next_attrac
tion not set, but a good line-up
thereafter.
Chestnut joins the active ranks

with 'The Good Earth,' first Amerl
can Theatre Society offering. For
rest has a dark period" In sight and
'Americana' may hold until next
booking, which is Eva Le Gallienne
Oct. 10 (single week). Chestnut
solidly booked up to December and
Forrest too with one exception.
Shubert still reported as opening

within a few weeks, semi-independ
ently; i.e. getting TJBO bookings
when shows are available and
Chestnut and Forrest have been
taken care of. Broad also reported
with show in October and plenty of
bookings thereafter.
' 'Flying Colors' never did get going
during three weeks here. Bad open-
ing and adverse notices plus very
hot weather couldn't be overcome
In last week, no more than $13,000
if that.

PABST'S MIXED BOOKINGS
Milwaukee, Sept. 12.

Pabst opened its season with a
German picture Sept, 9. Theatre
will show Teutonic films last halves,
except when other bookings are up
for the house. Margaret Rice re-
mains as manager.

LA. SOLITAIRE

FAIR AT $6,300

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Fall season got started with a dull

thud, only one house, El Capltan,
being open. 'As Husbands Go* com-
pleted a fair opening week with
slightly over $6,300 in the till. Paul-
ine Frederick is starred.
House is getting a break from

theatre parties, getting in motion
after the summer inactivity.

Henry Duffy has gone slightly

overboard in casting this one, with
a number of strong, local legit favs,

Including Kenneth Thompson, Jane
Grey, Bramwell Fletcher and
Georges Reneva'nt In the cast.

At the bargain prices, with extra
advertising and strong cast, Duffy
probably broke even on the first

stanza.

Real Names of Authors

Elswyth Thane, author .
of 'The

Tudor Wench,' is Mrs. William
Beebe, wife of the scientist-scrib-

bler. Margaret Irwin, who wrote
'Rcyril Flush,' Is Mrs. J. R. Mon-
seil. Elsie Slngmaster, who did

'The Young' Ravenals,' is Mrs.

Harold Lewars.
,

Season 1932-33

September 26th

PEGGY FEARS
will introduce

COAST TIDDLE'S' BIZ

ENOUGH FOR 10 WEEKS

San Francisco, Sept. 12.

Business which has piled up for
Belasco . & Ourran's 'Cat and the
Fiddle' at Curran will hold show
here for total of 10 weeks before
it's finally shipped to Los Angeles.
Musical has .been packing 'em in
consistently, figure for the sixth
week remaining right around the
$15,000 mark, with current and sev-
enth stanza starting equally well.
B. & C. will do a roadshow of the
piece as, a result.

"Fiddle' was only piece on local
boards, but Erlanger's Columbia will
light up shortly,, when Ralph Plncus
brings in Intermission,' with other
pieces penciled on the calendar.
Henry Duffy, too, planning an at-
traction for his Alcazar shortly.
Geary still dark.
Legit field depleted by two houses,

both President and Tivoli going
vaudfilm this month.

Atlantic City Apollo,

In Red, Closes Season

Atlantic City's legit theatre . the
Apollo closed for the season sud-
denly last Saturday. . It was open
for attractions but six weeks, the
house running in the red for that
short season. Final booking there
grossed $3,600 on the week, on top
of which the house had to supply
more than *20 stage hands.
Several new show bookings were

cancelled, the try-outs being spotted
elsewhere.

LENORE ULRIC
AS

NONA"
A New Play by GLADYS UNGER

With

ARTHUR^MAHGETSQN
And a Noteworthy Supporting Cast

In October

"MUSIC IN THE AIR"
A Song Play by

JEROME KERN and OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2d
Composer and Author of "SHOW BOAT"

In Ptepairalion

"SAINT WENCH
by JOHNT, COLTON

with HELEN MENKEN

n

"The Establishment

of Madame Antonia''
A Dramatization of

' the Famous Story by

LEYLA CEORCIE

HERMAN SHUMLIN
SELWYN THEATRE BUILDING NEW YORK CITY
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England Climbing Out of Slump

By JOLO
IiOndon, Sept. 1.

"We've not been- doing so /well over

hero theatrically, but. there are

signs of improvement, and the op r

tiiriois are talking glibly of very

fa\orablc reactions to come. That

is what makes this acting business

go interesting. It is always re-

act fng.
Meanwhile, the survivors of the

slump are reaping a comparative

harvest from the non-survival of

the unfittest, and the consequent

reduction in the number of counter

attractions. On the other hand,

some ,'.;oi the : ta)l
} ;

fjgures .' we are

given -.by the survivors: ite a; little
:

fantastic, and- Jft ariyi'-Casff do'iriot

always mean real business,, but

business lbst by speculating 'Li-

braries.' Of the shows claimed to.

be 'sold right out' blocks of seats

cau bo obtained on demand at any
ticket agency, because; the specula-

tors had not bargained for the lean

time.
One - inevitable .result ^of the . un*

usual : trade ;debreasion; - is-' a heayy,

fall in certain ^nfjalted series.; .We;

have very -few-. perform%^/left.5w*6f

can draw/really, hlg: flg^iSs^ Oiji;th£

other hand, there are still several

die-hards - who refuse 'to realize

their '; constant :,
unemployment is

dut- to their b^n" i^hlbitl^vte/Jms.
Some time agd . / young; woflftan

mSide a bit of*»;-'iiiSine.jH.^uslcai.

comedy. She complained''bitterly of

the trouble she had ,in finding, a
job Asked what salary she ex-

pected, she replied her minimum
Was £100 a week. - How many,
weeks had she been in work at.

>that figure .in the previous 12

months, she was asked... 'Six/. she.

said. That makes . £6QG for the
year's work. : In other' words' her
salary Is £12 a week,

i Theatre Rental Problem
,

iAlmost invariably, when things

are bad in show business, the first

hue and cry is always for the actor

to reduce his salary. Until' now,
the main bugaboo cf West End
theatrical, production has been the

heavy rentals oi the,,.theRtc?3.-.With,.

in some cases, half-ardozen sub-
lets, .the original, weekly hire has
been topped five' times. At- this writ-

ing (midsummer) you can have all

th6 theatres you want n the. West
End if you- will only^Ut'^nra^o-^
and agree, to give the. landlord. '20%.

of; \ the gross, the latter "figuring
tliit whatever he gets wifl be that
much toward the carrying cost.

.It won't 'belong how . before many*
of?the old style^theatres wlil have
to • be razed; Perhaps' .one - should'
say uprooted, for " the reason that
the old bhes^ were bulit; '.into'. .the;

ground with the first, balcony, -and"

sometimes; the ' gallery, ,on a "level

wijh the street. At the time they
were built (or rather excavated)
the London Fire Department' was
not equipped for handling conflag
rations in tall structures and, if

memory is correct, there was a tax
on; the heigh*, of buildings.

'

If the actors ^re
.
exjpected to cut

their salaries, "why not' a'^-reduced

senile of prices for seats? ; In order
to^compete with the modern picture
palaces erected, of recent years, and
the inauguration- of

, >;;c6jithiuous
vajriety af..popular prices,, the cqm;

petlton iav,sp- "keen ' that .fceople af-
fected bjy ;the .depression-:are. prone
to -.patronize less, expensive forms of
amusement. ' As a result; many of
the West End leglfc-'fheatrbs are de
voting a considerable portion of
their advertising to calling - atten-
tion to the cheaper seats which, in
many cases, have reverted to pre-
war prices.

No More Spectacles
Recently producers, and -

theatre
managers have discussed the feasi-
bility of a general cut in theatre
prices. This will mean a curtail-
ment of production costs. Big pro-
ductions, on the whole, do not look
so Impressive when compared with
the larger Alms; therefore the ros-
trum bid for entertainment must
appeal In a different way.

, Either the play must entertain
dramatically* or the appeal made
through the medium of music or
comedy. A felicitous blend of' ar-
tistic production, music and comedy,
with a strong sprinkling of drama,
or a straight dramatic show, with
an appealing plot, will in future
bo the; only type of entertainment
in the legitimate theatres possess-
ing commercial value.
The small investors here, who

have drawn a certain income from
war bonds yielding 6%, are now
looking around for an investment
thu will return more than the 3%%

Malinconi a Suicide

Over Business His

Paris, Sept. 3.

Charles Malinconi, manager of

the Theatre Monceau, committed
suicide, by jumping from, a third-

floor window.
Malinconi had organized a legit

circuit of jiabe legit theatres, which
included the Bouffe du Nord, the
Monceau, the Montparnasse, the

Gjbellns, the Montrouge, the Ternes,
Bataclan. the Nouveau Theatre, and
Lyi ique of 16th. Talkers' opposi-
tion and circumstances had already
compelled him to part with most
of the circuit,; with^the Ternes, 6utr
rerily. ^qing-vjpi^ctuwis^ ;.,:'_,.'•

'•'«

' I

;>.'
^
All vt'iat remained. un4er his. cph-

trjl of his previous organization:
was the Monceau, Lyrlque, Bouffe
du Nord and Noyeau. Situation be -

came still worse, resulting in his

suicide. .

LEHAR'S NEW OPERETTA

MAX REINHAROT'S NEXT

^ Berlin', Sept; 3.

M[ax Reinhardt" is working on: his
plans for the next theatre season.
The chief item will be the^iew

t
op-

eriftle/J; 'Guile'tta,'.' of Franj^ Lfehar,

whicb^wlll .betglVeh at th£}Grosse
Schauspielhaus.

"I
Richard'S^a^er

and Jar'mlla Nqvotna are satd'to^act
in r.the'.chief parts/^,

. ; •>

Reinhardt is' still In touch with
Warner Bros, and negotiations are
being carried on regarding Max
Heinhardt's direction of Karl Voll-
moeller's playj 'The Miracle,' with
Lillian .Gish in the leading part.

It is reported- that Miss Gish has
a contract with Reinhardt, accord-
ing to which 'he "cannot make his'

next film without her;

GIL. MILLER DUE HOME

Lands Tomorrow and Stages 'Fire-

bird' Immediately .

Gilbert Miller is due In New York
tomorrow (14) and will start work
Immediately on his first New York
production of the season, 'Fire-

bird' from, the Hungarian of

Zllahy. Piece was started by Miller

lri. :London several weeks ago and
immediately established itself as a
hit.. ..

Henry Stephenson will head the

male contingent in the cast. 'Actress

who will handle the role played by
Gladys Cooper' in London not yet

chosen.

Swedes Turn to Farce,

Aftermath of Kreuger,

Tastures' at National

London, Sept, 3. ^
Cecil Ayres, American roller

skater, married Belle Avalon, an
English girl, also a skater, in Lon-
don, Aug. 31. Both aged 29;

. New 'Fanfare' •

Over the Page,"; the re-written
Fanfare,' had its premiere at ' the
Alhambra, Aug. 27, presented this
time by 1 Home- Again Co;, Ltd.,
which is said to be a company for
which Violet Loraine arranged, the
finances. . ... .

;

;

' '"•
•

•

With a bunch' of new sketches,
the use of the house's revolving
stage, and a brisk quickening Of the
action, it is. ah improvement on the<
Prince Edward presentation.

Film Title for Play

Wins in Dutch Court
: The Hague, Sept. 3.

German all-femme film: 'Maed-
chert In Uriiforni' which' " had ''a'

record run " in"Holland (20 weeks in
Amgterd.am;. alone, and . still; ;str.pnj^)^

got extra publicity in Holland.
Case was that a .Dutch legit com-

pany' ob^midr;trbht.:'iblv»: 'aTutubf^e*

W&~MP#'-'4<**\ 'Holland M- her
original • plfjy 'Geste^h '•

itj$. 'flCeute*'

bh
;

which Him i? Paped.- .Legit.^cpm-
n'ariy cliose .the' film-title- insteapV'ot
verbal t,rlpslation of Ge

r
nnan play?

t^tte," • impprtera of . .film objected
ana Went ^o court, alleging the play
by ~a company rpf no standing under
same tl\)e'ifl*fllm was harmful -to
their business. .

:
'

Judge ruled against plaintiff bas-
ing judgment on practice with for-
mer films and plays', like 'Ghost
Train; Abie's Irish Rose* where
film and play titles were alike.

Stockholm, Sept. 2-.

: 'The Green Pastures' is the next
.new production- for the Swedish
National Dramatic theatre with re*

hearsals .already in progress, Lar^.
-Hanson,

.
formerly in' Hollywood as

leading man, will black up for the
show and play one of the saints. .

V This will be followed by a na-
tional pageant' dealing with Gusta-
VU3 Adolphus, on the 300th anni-
versary of this Swedish royal hero'.

«T.he'. inspector General' .was the
first piay. of the . season and though
praised for new treatment,and pro-

duction, receipts are light.

. Despite . their sepairate bankrupt-
cies, Gosta Ekman and Ernest Rolfe
are going ahead

,
with productions.

Rolfe is producing 'The White Horse.
tmV- at the "small. Vasa

.
Theatre,

seating 780 with'Ekman in the lead
along with Liliebel Ibsen and' Tutta
Berntzen, Rdlfe's • wife. " Show has
been held up for a year in litigation

and everyone is surprised that the
spectacle should be done in so small
a house; -

Ekman will then do .'Grand Hotel'-,

and follow this by a month of ,re-

•vlyals to. celebrate, his 26th anhi.-

versary . on the stage. , He will do
the 25. most popular, parts he -has
played In this period, - changing
ightly: 'Rolf* will -do his' annual

reviie for Xmas.
'The Desert' Song' is headed for

theAOscar Theatre
;
:.while /Waltzes in

Vienna' is coming tb'the Cirkus. Tho
rest of the houses will offer-.Bppu-.

lar.: farces, as the • average Swedtf
wants !to' laiigh plenty and trjr- to
forget the ;Kreuger business.
' Inexpensive :

little, revues are
springing -up all over following thV
success, of 'Harry's " par* at '-the

Blanche jaind *Karl-Gerhard's Folk-
icpk' at the Kdmedle. Latest Is

Naima Westman's show which*came
In.modestly on .Sept. i-at her own
theatre,

"

Phoenix Reopenino
The Phoenix reopens with non->

stop vaudeville Sept. 26, again under
th.e ;; management of Luclen Sam-
njiett.

: Grossmlth Quits Drury
j
George Grossmith says he will

probably resign from the managing
directorship of. Drury Lane when

Fossil Reported Recalled ail,, Pres.
•'" - German Body %v

'

Berlin, Sept. 2.

President Fossil of "Variety Art-
ista' Association! is about tct be re-

called, it Is reported. The reason for
this action is not differences within
ti\e' association, but In the;- personal
attitude of the presldeht.~

"

The name of Crpe has been men-
tioned as new president of the or-
gaiiization., .There is ^tiil aipossibjl-,

lty -of Fossil remaining in the lead-
ership.

r \ VEIDT 'IXTEHS' LEAD
. . . London, Sept. 3.

The English .legit producer H. S
Scott, now in Berlin, has' engaged
Conrad Veldt for the chief role in
the English version of the drama
'Fiyejrs' bi£3Iermann Rossmaii, to be
presentedrih- London.

The^Beer-lVIartin theatres at Beri
Jin will, aipo -produce the 'play - With"
:

Veldt during the coming seasbh.S'-

Czech Mimical Hit '-,

-v Prague, Sept. 1.

Vlasta Burlan, the. Czech, come-
dian, has, a new hit. in his theatre

1

,

a highly amusing c6medy,: 'Real and
False Knight/ by V.: -Kllpiire
Burlan is cast as a Don Quixote
condottlerl type. Music and lyrics
are by E/ Fiala.

Kreisler Work for. Berlin
Berlin, Sept. 3

Fritz Krcisler's operetta, 'Sissy,
will first be produced in Vienna
with Paiila Wessely in the leading
part. It is planned to give the play
with the same cast in Berlin.
The book deals with events in the

life of the young Empress Elisabeth
of Austria.

which the 'conversion' will yield
herraf ter.

.
An a result the London stock ex

change is preparing a list of gilt
eclced freference bonds, and when
the public goes in for these, as it

is confidently expected they will,
it will mean the launching of many
big' commercial enterprises, with
consequent Increase in general pros
pcrJty rind good times for the thea
tre.

Fofeigri Films

.
(Continued from page 14)

; estlc books German occasionally
for satisfactory results. •

Oberlin: Apollo sorrietlmes Inter-

ested in forelgns. .'.'.'
Oregon—Studio in Portland tried
foreign policy .' that flopped

There's no regular - foreign house
now, but Russiari.and. German films
show up ihterinitte'ntly

s
here and

there, doing"pretty well.at those
times. German's.

v
;s0em like a good

prospect if properly developed, there
are enough ^T&uto.ns-here.
Pennsy IyaniA—AUehtoicn : Town

theatre uses occasional forelgns, but
not much now. "

Easton: Occasional. Italian and
German films wander , in.; Italians
do best. There's r.b regular house
Philadelphia: Max Goldberg's

Europa theatre did best with
Germans and French for some time,
though now temporarily dark. Some
Russians did good biz. World likes
German films also. In the nabes
Italian and Yiddish are the best.

Pittsburgh: Avenue and Erlanger
both have tried German films, Ave
nue making out -best Italians okay
in the nabes.
Reading: Wilmer &. Vincent tried

a foreign policy unsuccessfully,
at the Capitol. Park and State also
tried It, but" couldn't make it pay.
German, Polish and Italian films
show up now and then. Ought to
be room for a regular Italian house
If films enough are available (and
they aren't).

Rhode Island—Uptown theatre in
Providence tried Italians, but noth
Ing much realized.
South Carolina—Nothing attempt

cd or likely here.
South Dakota—All quiet. Norwe

London Show World

ARTISTS' CHIEF OUT?

of

Revivals Crowd Paris
Rar|s,. Sept, 12. ..

Paris show season Is preparing to
reopen fully in October, with be-
Klnni.ng of September r^Ught^ng. a
: lew houses. Empire is , reopening
immediately. Gaite Lyrique .'is re-
viving 'Black Tulip' before, opening
Land of Smiles,' which Is g/olrtg into

rehearsals.
Dejazet- - Is reviving 'Madame

L'Ordinance' and the Gymnase re-
viving. ;'Route ^des -indies.^

;

,

;
Michel

will" revive "''Ludo,' ''and the "Saint

Georges : 'M&demolselle.'

——

—

'—
I'v'-"'

the. run pt, 'Cavalcade' endB,
. Ho.

sayp he wouldjliave lilied to produce
a play written around Clive of India,
but his directors voted . In favor of
'Wild Violets,' .with music by the
Viennese composer Robert Stolz.
Lcuis Dreyfus' recent election to,

the directorate . may figure/

Old - Farce -Scores
' 'Night ' Of -. the Garter,' the old'
Avery . Hopwbod-Wilsoh . Colllson-Al
Woods 'Gertie's Garter,' revised for-
Englltih consumption by Austin Mel-
ford, -received probably more laughs
•at its -English -premiere than it was
accorded ..when given its pre-war
New York, "production. - The ' me-
chanics creak rustily, but a sophis-
ticated.

(
audfehce,. with, a heavy,

sprinkling of theatrical celebrities,
;

screamed with laughter. !i

'Cavalcade' Screen Pepple :|:'

Georg>r Had^h7 of 'the Fox Flim j
-

Co., whcTrcamevjover to London from.]
Hollywood to iwigage English play- 1

}"

ers for the screening; o£ 'Cavalca^(ie, ,
'

if

sailed,- ..on the" Europa Sept-l- 2.'k
Ainong those engaged are Una j

;:

O'Connor, Irene Brown, Merle Tot~i I;

tehhami Frank Lawton. . .
• i;-'

r
. -Juljan Rose Film Cast

Norman , Lee is engaged in
, se-

lecting th'e cast for the filming of
'Magenta' Street,' in which Julian'
Rose is to be starred. It is a com-
edy with ,all Jewish characters, to-
be produced *by British, Interna-

.

tionul. <: !'
! !.

'

.
-

!

Tor,y Labrlola, the piano accprd- ji

ionist ' in they Jack ;
McLalleh act,

,

!

will marry Myrtil Engert, pro'fes-i

p

siono.l diver, in October, when hoj*
returns to New York.

•
i .^PaplTOutter' Cast .

Gus Yorke, Robert Leonard, Ann|
'

Lowenworth and Frank - Allworth; :

sail.from. l^ew York on the Beren-I

I

;

garla. Sgpt. 23 tp open in Edwardl !

'

Lauflllard's' 'Potash and Perlmuttei*' ;
revival.. Show opens out of tpwrt -

Oct, 17, coming to the Piccaddllly. '

arouhd r Nov. '
8: '' W. T. Ellwangerj!

1 '

who created the -part of Feidmanjj'i
tho lawyer, in England, Will be iii^

cast,,xas.,w.ell as - Joe Haymanj j'tthe
old vaudevilllan here,
and Franklym \

of Haymani''
I:!

gian Society |n Sioux Falls books 1

In

some native films once in awhile.
Tehnea^ee — Little In Memphis

tried forelgns, but no go. Nothing
doing in the rest of the state.'

Texas — Mostly Spanish;', films

stand^a chance- heriB.v.(hpugh jsome
Germans s " have pulled but nice
grosses. In between San Antonio
and the Rio Grande are about. 25 to
30 little all-Spanish houses, but re-

cording them almost , impossible.
They change hands and move about,
frequently, paying very little rental;

All are "there for Mexican trade
solely..:. Azteca i» Houston has a
steady Spanish policy that pays
regularly. International in Galves-
ton does fairly well with Spanish
and German films. Spanish and Ger-
man is also the rule at the Na-
tional, . Saii Antonio. The Dixie in

Glddings, uses Germans. In ; Fort
Worth the Gayety uses some Span-
ish films. ... .~ . . ».

Utah—Nothing doing in Salt^Lake
City, but a Greek picture, cleaned
up„ This film also did well in Og-
den. In Ogden a Danish group gets
together for native product »nce,in
awhile.
Washington—Not much in this

state, though considerable Interest
hay been stirred iip through 1 efforts'

of Professor Glenn Hughes of the
University of Washington. Profes-
sor Hughes sponsors 'unusual pic-
tures' one day a week at the Egyp-
tian theatre in Seattle. That means
mostly French and German, with
the former okay and the latter fair.
Frofessotf Hughes' brother runs the
same sort of policy to fair results at
the Blue Mouse, Tacoma. In Tacoma
again Scandinavian pictures are
ehown by groups of compatriots,
and do satisfactorily. These show-
ings.are usually at Valhalla Hall.
West Virginia—Nothing doing.
WiseonsM —Appleton: Warners

uses some German films.
Mayville: M-.y theatre uses, occas-

sional forelgns.

Milwaukee: Pabst theatre does
very well with straight 'German
policy. Davidson plays Germans
and Russians to fair results; Yid-
dish very good in the nabes.
Sheboygan: The Sheboygan thea-

tre goes in for German films from
time to time.

No'ri-Stop at Vaudeville f-

Geoffrey Hope and Vivian Palmes ;-.

are behlnd.ih.a.- continuous variety^'
venture at ^the * Vaudeville theatre-
Boys. arp.aucpUBle.Pf agents, Palmer.,
being at 1 one^trme manager for Ai--,'

feert.
;
4fl vGjp,urviUe> . Vaudeville ..is

u
..'

goipg inv:fpfe further- .redu.ctlfcn.^in-
j

prices; thtflrfcr^ngipg from 20 cents
to 80 cehtsJ^stead of $1. Uping;
the housfejlot^xploltirig new discov-
eries..' Tjheaiir? ^ue to :open Sept. 29,
With Emly. Thoraas and his band asY,

the malri attraction.
.

Peer as Show Promoter !

UnlversaJL Enterprises, Ltd.,, is the
'

latest company floated to promPtoi ••'

show producing in the West End.
;

Chairman of the concern is Vis.;ount;
.;

Molesworth, and Richard Lynn,:}
member of parliament, is vice* ;.

chairman. J. L. Sachs is the gen* 1

-

eral manager, .;

'

i-
i

••

—— .i

Impossible Jumps
Dick and |EdJth 1 Barstow opened !.

atjthe Palladium Aug. 29 for a fort- i-

night, doubling' fet the Savoy' hotel. . !.

After two days the kids found it
j

impossible to make the times, with .

neither the Palladium nor the Savoy
j

wishing to alter the times. Barrows \

sacrificed'th^ SSvoy, but will play
f

there at a-latfif date. t
• ^ .>(;. ;-. ,' ' -. t
* ' 'Wldd'w^ Revival Off
More headaches at Moss Empires.

Latest' deciflloii is not to revive
'Merry Widow/ which means the
Hippodrome will close through lack
of attraction unless a last-minute f

change is fn'k^. . -Understood. Hip- >

podrome staff, both' back and front,.

have been given notice.
;
:

f
Latest to leave the Moss Empires!

|

Is R. S. Chambers, William Evans' i

right-hand man. !'

Newejls. in Revue )

Billy and Elsa : Newell are added
to 'After Dinner,', revue sponsored .

by the Marquess of Donegal and
Gwen Farrar, with the latter ap-
pearing in the show.
Show opens out of town Sept. 19

for three weeks, coming to the
Gaiety, London, around middle of
October.

Murphy's Bargain
Senator Murphy was introduced

to a Serbian nobleman, who sold
him a real Turkish rug for $500/'
which he had valued at $1,000,
Murphy Is how doing a monolog
before the American consul to pre-

;

Vail upon him that he is taking it

home to his wife as a gift, other-
wise he is liable to a. 60% duty.

Fox" Films In
Confirmatory strength is given to

the reported settlement of the Fox-
Gaumoht British suit here by the
generally 'accepted belief in the
trade of the cancellation o£ pen-
ciled bookings of other pictures and
the substitution of Fox releases.
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HERE TODAY
(Continued from, page 72)

raged to Spencer Grant, a, Bean-
town Insurance man, favored by her
adamant mother because he 'came
over when we_ did and his people
fought in the Revolution, too.'

Their comic intriguing had Grant
having an . affair with a 'Vanities'
girl, and he finally admits it was
true, scandalizing the old lady.
Then, when everything is fixed for
Phil to wed the girl, Mary discovers
she loves him more than ever, and
ihey have to undo the antic work.
Partly the action is within the
house and partly on the private
beach adjoining the home.
Lying on the grass adjoining the

beach, the half-mulled Dale sings
a chorus of 'Mama don't want no
peas, no .rice, no cocoanut oil.'

Wolfle Gilbert introduced the num-

ber in the West Indies last winter
and , arriving boats were greeted
with natives singing it. Idea was
novel, though the nut ditty didn't
get very far.

Ruth Gordon glides through the
comedy as the seemingly irrespon-
sible Mary Hilliard. Hers is splen-
did acting, toying with the laugh
lines enjoyably. Seemed like a
natural for her. Donald Macdonald
is Philip, who thinks he has a genu-
ine new love, but slips out of it

easily. Solly Bates handles Claire
well, Charlotte Granville is excellent
as old lady Wlndrew, and Charles
D. Brown, with a dead pan, is well
chosen as Dale.

Pace of the first act was a bit too
fast on the opening night because
laughs came at unexpected points,
yet George S. Kaufman's direction
counted in the making of a gener-
ally . smooth performance. One

B B
HOPE

"BALLYHOO OF 1932"

44th Street Theatre, New York

DAILY "NEWS':
.. ."Appearing regularly and amiably is Bob Hope monologlst."

N. T. "EVE POST":
. . ."We enjoyed him as much as anybody.-. . .Mr. Hope has some

amusing gags of his own."..

"EVE. SUN":
..."But Bob Hope was amusing as an impromptu master of

ceremonies."

' Material by AL BOASBERG

R«p for Production, BILLY GRADY
RKO—LEE STEWART

oddity has Americans drinking
highballs without ice. That fault
has been noticed in other plays.
Limited cast in 'Here Today' is in

its favor. Early indications were
that the draw would be mostly
lower floor, but that will be enough
for a satisfactory engagement.

Ibee.

BEST YEARS
Comedy drama in three acts presented nt

the Bijou Sept. 7 by Elizabeth Mlele In as-
sociation with the Shubert receivers; writ-
ten by Raymond Van Sickle; Katherlnc
Alexander and Harvey. Stephens feulured;
staged by Priestly Morrison.
Emma -Davis........... Mary Home
Mrs. Davis............. Je.-.n Adair
Madge Davis.. .Marjorle Lyteil
Milt Stotter. Thomas Reynolds
Floss. Reynolds..... Leona Powers
Cora Davis. .Katherlne Alexander
Tommy Craven Fred Sherman
Fred Barton Harvey Stephens
Dr.. Grams...; .Thomas Flndlay
Mr. Craven .Daniel Poole

There is plenty of homely truth In
'Best Years,' a well-acted Broadway
entrant last week, but as stage fare
It. falls between the diverting and
the monotonous. Doubtful of catch-,
ing enough patronage to last for
more than a limited engagement.
The theme of an exacting mother,

demanding the attention of her chil-
dren to an unreasonable degree, has
been the topic of a number of plays.
Most recent example is 'Another
Language,' which, however, is

treated more lightly and more ef-
fectively.
Widowhood is a tragedy in count-

less homes, especially when there
are maturing children to be guided,
and slender finances necessitate
skimping. In 'Best Years' there is

that situation in the Davis house-
hold, where the burden falls upon
Cora, the eldest of three children,
and slim, small-town thoroughbred.
Not only does she carry. the finan-

cial burden of the household, leav-
ing nothing for her personal spend-
ing, but her mother clings to her
like a parasite. . Cora passes up
parties with people of her age, stay-
ing at home most of her evenings
to read to her mother, who is well
able to see, but pretends to be a
chronic invalid. Mrs. Davis' un-
spoken dread foresees a time when
Cora will marry. When Fred Bar-
ton, a young engineer, returns to
town and stirs Cora's heart, the op-
position of the mother becomes a
barrier.

Mrs. Davis is the kind of woman
who is critical of everything and
everybody, including those who do
the most for her. She believes that
Cora's sacrifice is the least to be ex-
pected from a dutiful daughter.

The family's plain-spoken doctor,
although admitting the mother, has
high blood pressure, warns Cora
that she is spoiling her own life,

wasting her best years, and declares
that pity had caused more unhap-
pinoss than any other human qual-
ity. He also says there are many:
women like Mrs. Davis in many
small towns, where Cora-like vic-
tims, afraid of what the neighbors
will say and instead of striking out
for themselves, end up in spinster-
hood. He advises her to be a bit

stern, and in a hysterical scene the
mother has a stroke.'
Previously Fred had insisted they

wed and she go away with him tm
Siberia, where he has a fine chance
to make a mark. He insists that the-

younger sister and a brother, who is

still in college, assume some of the
responsibility in caring for the
mother. Cora, deeply in love with
Fred, sees that way to freedom.
Then comes the stroke, just as she
is about to attend a country club
dance. In her party dress she reads
the paper aloud, Mrs. Davis on the
sofa making almost inaudible com-
ment:?. The doctor's assurance that
she may live for years impelled
Cora to dismiss her fiar»ce. But the

(Continued on page 76)

LEW RAY
]

BROWN-HENDERSON
Present

A New Revue

"FORWARD
M ARCH"

Opening at

SELWYN THEATRE
NEW YORK

IN OCTOBER

DOROTHY STONE
ONE OF THE "STEPPING" STONES

AND

CHARLES COLLINS
IN

"SMILING FACES"
A MUSICAL COMEDY

.CURRENTLY AT

SHUBERT THEATRE, NEW YORK
NEW YORK "TIMES," AUG. 31, 1932

Dorothy Stone is adding to the modest grace of

her personality a singing rolce that has greatly
improved. Now that musical comedy is; almost
destitute of singers, it is refreshing to know that
songs can be well sung if the performers are wil-
ling to study. Dorothy Stone has a slender, girlish

delicacy of manner, and she is an admirable dancer
into the bargain. Most of the responsibility for
the liveliness of "Smiling Faces" is placed on her
shoulders. As the principal male performer,
Charles Collins, who is Dorothy Stone's husband,
abides by the genteel traditions of the tribe. In
addition to being a racy dancer, he is a thoroughly
agreeable young man.

NEW YORK "DAILY NEWS,"
AUG. 31, 1932

Daughter Dorothy is a happy co-
star for Father this season. And
she brings in Charles Collins^ her
recently begotten husband, who is

also an asset. They dance beauti-
fully together, as last Summer's
Palace Theatre patrons will recall,

and are a great help to the enter-
tainment. They were the favorites
last night and deserved to be.

SUNDAY GRAPHIC and SUNDAY
NEWS

London, Eng.

"While as for 'Dorothy Stone and
Charles Collins—those who have

memories of I^etty Lind and Fred

Wright prepare to bury them; the

one for grace and the other for

agility have them beaten to a fraz-

zle."
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Distribution Troubles

Financial difficulties ' besetting

TSaotci-u Distributing: Corp., among
ihe liireest distributors of maga-
zines in the east, is endangering

;;ome 40-odd mags handled by that

organizn tion.

Creditors of the distributing or-

ganization have been holding a
Merles of meetings to determine

what is to be done as regards con-

i.lnuanto of the concern. No agree-

ment o i rived at thus far;

Majority of the mags handled by.

Eastern are minor, depending al-

:no«t wholly on sales for their sub-
sistence. Most of these have r.ot

received accounts from Eastern for

month?, and if the distributing con-
cern is unable to pay off the mags
will have to fold.

.Most recent of the distributors to

go floppo was General Distributing

Corp., which carried a number of

mags down with it. The debacle

in thai, case was not as pro-
nounced as that which may happen
should Eastern fold, however.

Adds Novels
Another outlet for the flctioneer

in Greenberg, Inc., which after years
as a non-fiction house has added
the novel to its output.- ..Formerly

issuing around 25 volumes a year,

Groenb:srg has increased its list to

around 40 per annum, almost half

of which will be fiction.

Action follows that of a number
of other publishing concerns which
have rather taken on Action or in-

creased the number of novels is-

sued. Reason is that fiction is cur-
rently selling way out of propor-
tion to non-fiction.

Lake's Express History

Btuart N. Lake, whose.best seller:

of - the year's, biographies,' 'Wyatt
.Earp, Frontier Marshal,' established

Jhlra as one of the outstanding au-
thorities on. the early west, and
whose several series of western

. stories appearing In the 'Satevepost'
' within the last few- years elicited

Interest, is working on 'a history of

Wells, Fargo & Co., the pioneer . ex-
press carrier of the American fron-
-tier. Publication has been.'under-
-taken, by Houghton Mifflin Co. of

• Boston, with the date contingent
-upon completion of the wide re-

search, necessary.

Lalce'a 'Earp' biog, which won the
•distinction Of being the most ex-

v -tenslvely reviewed non-fiction vol-

ume of the year, is reported to have
' persuaded the Wells Fargo inter-

eats to entrust the old flies, reports
" and other material to him. The

"Welle Fargo people havo made no
stipulations or restrictions, And
-there will be no submission of

-manuscript before publication. Sev
•oral magazines are negotiating for

the serial rights.

Economics to Bridge
A new mag on bridge, sponsored

by the Amateur Bridge Association,

with Eugene Clifford its editor, has
entered the field. Known as "Bridge

Forum,' the first issue appeared on
the stands last week, totaling 36

pages, and in a two-color Job.

Opposition to it are 'Bridge Mag-
azine' and.' Bridge World,' latter

Ely Culbertsori's property.

Formerly in show business with
De. Foract.Phonofllm and other in-

terests, Clifford lately was a finan-

cial writer on New York 'Times.'

Clunk Reappears
H. C. Bailey's Joshua Clunk is

the real hero of 'The Red Castle

Mystery' which- is the Crime Club's

volume .for September. Story starts

with a murder which involves

Clunk, on suspicion but drops to a
sluggish pace for about 160 pages
while the material is planted for a
rousing finish in which Clunk again
outsmarts Scotland Yard.
Readers who demand action will

find It difficult to retain interest

through the middle portion, but
there's action a plenty in the last

100 pages.

Century's New Deal
'

Century has made a deal with the
"Williams and Wilklns Co, of Bal-
timore, by which Century will mar-
ket W-W's non-technical books.
•Century publishes nothing In the

- matuic-cf the volumes gotten out by
the Baltimore book house. The
latter, in turn, does not maintain
-a salos staff.

. As a starter Century takes oyer
About GO titles from Williams and
Wl'kink, the books to carry here
-after '.he joint imprint of both
houses. Not all of the Williams and
"WUkins books are to be marketed
by Century, however, some of the
W. and W. volumes being too tech-
nical for popular consumption,
These Williams and Wilklns will

issw as heretofore.
Its deal with Willams and. Wil-

klns. does not affect the Century
regular lists In any way, the new
series being merely an adjunct.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Real Folks' (NBC), Chelsea
Hotel.
'Forward March' .(Brown and

Henderson), Selwyn.
'I Love You Wednesday'

(Crosby Gaige), Lyric.
'He Takes Possession' (Jos.

De Mil t) , Vanderbllt.
•The Other One' (Henry

Myers), 49th Street.

'Music in the Air'. (Peggy
Fears), Casino.

'The Absent Father' (Ken-
salt), Rltz.

'Singapore' (John H. Mears),
Hudson. v

'America naV (Shuberts),

Bijou.
'Manhattan Medley' (I* Law-

rence T.reber), Longacre.
'The Good Earth' (Theatre

Guild), Guild. .

'Humpty Oumpty,' 'Lilly

Turner,' 'Nona,' 'The Stork Is

Dead.' 'Of Thee I Sing* (road),

'Vanities,' 'The Budget' open-
ing out of town this week,

Guild Acquires League
Jugr;iing by the Literary Guild

and the Book League of America
for top position among the book-
of-th:-month clubs has ceased,
with the acquisition by the Guild
of the Book League.
Thomas. L. Stlx, who founded and

beaded the Book League; steps out.
Stlx, who has been putting on a
weekly literary radio feature under
Leon ue auspices, will continue that
for the time being, but without a
tie-up. No other plans made by
Stix.

Intention of the Guild to drop the
Book League of America name, add
ing the League's subscribers to the
Guild list.

Doll's Secret

A new detective, fiction mag to
sen at a 'startling' price is being
prer-ored by Dell, first Issue to
reach the stands early in October.
Chain mag publisher is closely

{guarding both price and title which
won't Id made known until the
ttmg is actually placed on sale.

Definitely asserted, however, that
{the content of the publication will

be detective fiction. May revive the

vofc-.ie for that type of tale, most of

the .detective stuff having gone 'true

atovy* latterly.

Carson Mowre, who edits a numr
ber of the Dell mags, will hold the

re'ns for this one, too. .

.Chatter
Ned Brown busy writing a book.
Miriam Howell has joined the Lee

Hayward-Bill Cowan agehoy.
American Weekly, Sunday maga-

zine section of the Hearst papers,
has increased Its capital stock from
$10,000 to $1,000,000, according to

papers filed at the Secretary of

State's office in Albany.
Trend of the Times: W. W. Nor-,

ton bringing out only one novel this

fall.

William Feigenbaum back from
Europe.
Kathleen Norrls' 'Blind Youth'

gets a new title when It goes be-
tween covers.

Johannes Jensen once lost the
Nobel Prize for Literature by one
vote.

:
Edna Ferber back.
Stanley Rinehart's dad dutifully

endorses the books published by the
younger Rlnehart.
Nathaniel West backing Bob

Brown's campaign for the return of

beer.
. .

Beverley Nichols getting mellow
via that garden book.

Isabel Patterson has lent herself

to that conspiracy by which a
number of femme scribbling names
will take a rap at the male sex In

a collective worl:.

Viking has discovered an unpub-
lished piece by D. H. Lawrence and
will place It in print soon.

The Zone Grey books are second
only to the Bible in number of cop-
ies sold during the past 15 years.

Janet Lewis, the wife of ' Ivor
Winters, the poet, has written her
first novel.

George Novack, whose "Who's
Hooey' will be published by Dutton,
is the advertising man for that
book house;

Harper's, which acquired Harold
Bell Wright recently, now has Louis
Bromflcld, too.

Martha Ostenso here.
Francis Hill likes the Spanish

sheep country.
Clarence Darrow modestly refers

to himself as an author
;
in the

preface to his 'Farmlngton.'
The Archibald Henderson biog of

Bernard Shaw finally got a release
date.

"Ving Fuller free-lancing again.

Helena Grose's first novel is out
called 'The Marrying Kind.'

W. Adolphe Roberts is the most
scholarly-looking of the scribblers
Edv/ard Pickens Rappblee, author,

explained that he had written under
the name of Ward Carroll Pickens
Robinson for years, so a Denver
judge allowed him to adopt the pen
identification.

Hy Goldstein, doing a column for
the N. Y. 'Democrat,' going to every
Democratic club in the country,

takes over the dramatic department
of that weekly.

BEST YEARS
(Continued from page 75)

old lady expires, and the problem of
the grief-3trlcken girl is' sol/ed.
Understood that in the original

script the mother lived on and the
girl faced a barren future.
The ' ap iearance of Katherine

Alexander as Cora gives 'Best Years'
its best chance. A fine actress. Miss
Alexander, in a part' that seemed
too heroic for the middlfi-clac s at-
mosphere. Hr.rvey Stephens makes
a good Fred. He Is featured, too,

but has not. a weighty -.part. Jean
Adair is the whining Mrs. Davis, a
type she plays convincingly. Thomas
Findlay is excellent as the doctor.
The -comedy relief is given to Mary
Home as Aunt Emma, the house-
hold drudge, and Thomas Reynolds,
deaf widower who proposes, to wed
the unlovely Emma.

'Best Years' may be a good thing
as a cut-rater, but hardly in the
agencies. Ibee.

Man Who Reclaimed His

Head
Drama In three acta. Presented at the

Broadburst fJept. 3 by Arthur Hammenteln
and Xi. Lawrence Weber. Written by Jean
Bart. Claude Raina featured. Staged by
Herbert J. Biberman,
Jean .Richard Barrows
Feroand Oe:aoncey Bomalne CaUcader
Patil Verin. .v .Claude Rains
Mnctte Veri.t. ............. ..Bveljm Baton
Cur)y .' '.. .Carleton Young
Mlral , .Janet Rathttnn
Marmot ...Bnrll/ towry
Pierre.', ' ..Paul -Wilson
Jack.. ........>. AUsn Nonxse
Adele Verln ..............Jean Arthur
Henri Berthaud... ..Stuart Casey
Baron de Montford,, . . « .Uonel Brabant
Chsncbon.. • • ..... • .'...'."Dennta Moore
Maid.. . ..... . . .» ; .... . .i. .IiOellle Lortel
Chariot ~ .......>;... .Alexander Cross
Maniac «,.... .Marshall Hale
Maid.... Kay Miller
Beppo ...Edward T. Colebrook
Old Lady Marie Hunt
Statlonmas.ier Daniel Hamilton
English onicer.. ......... .v.Davia Hughes
Nlchette ...Kny Miller
Sleter Sophie ......Marjorie Daltqn
Sister Rose... .Mo.ia Moray

People attending a special per-
formanca of 'The Man "Who Re
claimed His Head' given the night
before the premiere were positive
that this rambling drama was
cinch hit. But the first-nighters did
not think similarly, Including the
critics. Indications are for a limited
engagement.
The big thing about the.new play

Is the acting of Claude Rains, the
little Britisher, recognized as
splendid actor, who never had

real opportunity over here until
the Jean Bart play came along. The
story of the piece is not especially
interesting, but the performance be
comes tense under the spell of
Rains* portrayal of Paul Verln.
Verin is a little man, warped in

body ar d made still uglier by. a
grotesque nose. He is so ugly that
he is fascinating, says one of the
characters. But he has a brilliant
mind and manages to win and wed
Adele, a French peasant, blonde and
beautiful. ' Although they have little

money, while Paul writes books
about tlie new Socialist order, they
are consent, and Llnette, their little

daughter, completes their happiness.
Play opens with Paul and the lit-

tle girl calling upon a famous law-
yer whom he knew in school. He
carries a black bag with gruesomD
contents—the head of Henri Ber
thaud, the French prime minister
whom he had slain. Verln tells hies

story, and a revolving stage switches
tho action back to Verln's modert
apartment on the Boulevard Clichv
in June, 1911.
Berthaud, the French Deputy, is a

caller. He Induces Verin to write
editorials for the 'News,* a Social! t

paper he had just taken over. Verin
had aided Berthaud politically be -

fore and takes up the work again
for the money it assures. The tin e
comes when Verln tells Berthav.d
that he must declare for war with
Germany. By sO doing the deputy
will be chosen the French Premier,
otherwise he would be destroyed po-
litically. The plans of Paul Verin
work -as he predicted. ,

As a French stait captain Verlti

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE
(Continued from P*g« **> •

Silly Symphony in Technicolor, 'was
the entree offering. Though house
was slowly filling, the slx-mlnute
uovelty got great take ;oft reception.

David Broekman, new conductor
here, got off to good start with his
overture of the tropics. It was
punchy throughout and only lasted

four minutes, which- is a miracle for

the two-a-day house, where the or-
chestral portion generally runs 10
to 12 minutes. Mr. Grauman might
do well in keeping this master in

the pit, as he at least knows what
a sufficiency is for an audience in

his line* Unff.

MICHIGAN, DETROIT
Detroit, Sept 12.

Anniversary show with most of
the. usual hokum. Trouble is too
much production. With show run-
ning 63 minutes the acts will prob-
ably be cut plenty. Usual for. this
house to cut the acts instead of the
production numbers, leaving the
audience tired out. with the routines
and not sufficiently entertained.
With the makings of a good show,
this one misses. On papet. it shou! :1

be really a anniversary gala affair,

but it never arrives completely. >

Mltci Mayfalr, Fred Sanborn, Sloppy
Wallace and James Stevens spell en-
tertainment. Show.would .Have been
better with complete absence of pro-
duction, and laid out in vaude
fashion.-

Front part of the show with Lou
Forbes and orchestra in the pit,-Lee
Mason singing and Merle Clark at
the organ, Is easily the outstanding
part. The orchestra sitting behind

banquet table in the pit in two
tiers and doing an appropriate , trio

ot numbers,,. With the organ and
overture running 20 minutes it has
to be- good to get over,, and it did
plenty. Forbes continues to top his
previous weeks here to the extent
that he is beginning to be a draw.
In the stage show Mitzl Mayfalr

seems much, grown up since she
last played here. Seventeen years
old and an ex-'Follies' star, she is

dressing like a young lady and has
dropped her . childish appearance
and manner. She' gains by it and
shows definite s. a. That will more
than replace the former childish ap-
peal. As for her dancing*? it ia ae
phenomenal as ever.

Fred 'Pansy* Sanborn has been
here before and always stopped the
show. Sanborn carries his own
straight now instead of relying on
the m.c, if any. Sanborn has a
routine of hoke and smart business.
He tops it With xylophone* playing
that can compare with the best'mas-
ters of the instrument.

.James Stevens does' some foot
juggling that is well thought up but.
more for vaude than picture house.
His top. is; balancing a prop bed on
the pedal extremities. The Inevit-
able reaction Is the wonderment
caused of how he happened to learn
a stunt like that.

Sloppy Wallace, working alone as
a tap dancer, surprises in that he
is alone. Practically the only other
colored dancer -to attempt -it single
nowadays is Bill Robinson. The
novelty hero makes it worth while.
Dancing is of high calibre and gets
over. • •

Of the production numbers by
Fred Evans, one is outstanding and
can be embellished somewhat. It is
called 'Angles.' The girls are. in a
set built with angles and doing a
angular dance that might almost be
called a 'mechanical' routine. Well
done and received.

Picture, Chevalier's 'Love Me To
night' (Par), with business fair.

Lee.

SAN JOSE

overhears a group of men in a rail
way station tell how Berthaud is
carrying on an affair with his wife,
Adole. He rushes from the front,
finds the minister in his apartment
and decapitates him -with a bayonet
The deed is done in the dark, during
an air raid. As for Adele, she had
already broken with Berthaud, real-
izing her error, and declaring her
love for Paul alone. Back swings
the stage, to the attorney's home, the
counsellor dissuading Verin from
committing suicide and promising to
win him freedom.
Rains brings to the stage what

the late Lon Chaney gave to the
screen. His Paul Verln is something
of a nightmare, but it should lure
audiences. Repulsive in appearance,
the unfortunate scholar wins sym-
pathy.
Jean Arthur as Adele is a most

attractive actress. : She has the
bloom of the fields, pretty and sweet.
Miss Arthur is from Hollywood, an-
other of the coast's contributions to
Broadway. Stuart Casey is & 'hand-
some fellow, well chosen as tho
crafty Berthaud. There are numer-
ous other people, but these three are
the- Important players, and because
most of the dialog is between them
the play lags at tlhies.

'The Man Who Reclaimed His
Head' is the first collaborative man-
agerial venture of Arthur Hammer-
stein and L. Lawrence Weber. It
may not . make some money on
Broadway, but picture rights should
net a neat sum. Ibee.

,

" Now York, sept, %*

It's a gala week In Harlem's Span* r

ish colony. The San Jose, only-
Spanish theatre in the East, has re-
opened with a completely Spanish
stage and screen policy and a fairly-

heavy attraction both ways, Open-
ing night the little theatre was
jammed and with standees for both
night shows, which is quite some-
thing for this .theatre, considering
its various difficulties and past ex-
perience.

Hard to say whether the draw
was the film - 'Santa' or the stage
show. 'Santa' is the first Mexican

.

made picture, based on a generally
known Spanish story, and with con-
siderable rep in that colony. Stage
show is headed by Adolfd Otero, es-
pecially Imported from Havana, and
evidently a lpcal favorite.

Otero, for many years, headed the
Alhambra theatre in Havana. Al-
hambra is what might be called a
burlesque house except that it's a
bit too rough eyen to bear that tag.
Women can't buy their way in. For .

New York, seemingly, Otero has
washed his- ears. He has several
members of his Alhambra theatre
cast and the show is comparatively
clean. . That

,
is, It's" no dirtier than

the ordinary Minsky show and (ex-
cept that there's no stripping) in
pretty much the same taste—or lack
of it, "

'

Difference is that the Minsky au-
diences sit Impatiently through the
stage comedy Waiting for the girls
to throw their clothes off. At the .

San Jose the - audience thinks the
Jokes .are the funniest ever heard
and really prolong it as much as
possible. Also there's a . moral
thrown in toward the end. A nice,
clean preachment, which makes all
the audience hearts want to live
better, cleaner, more useful lives.
It's okay. The San Jose audiences
eat it up. .

'•

There's a vague sort of story that,
runs through the entire stage unit.
The young boy is cheating with a
wicked woman and papa bawls him
out. So the youngster Introduces
papa and the latter falls for the gal
himself. Son catches him in an em-
barrassing position and then .the ex-
planation that papa was just trying,
to show the youngster what a wick-
ed woman the gal really was.

All, this is. highly hoked arid at
any minute the various company
members break into song or dance
or both, with all the dances, of
ccurse, bearing a distinct rhumba
flavor. Also, with no explanation or
reason, the 10 chorus girls hop in
and out. About a half dozen scene
shiftings and the entire thing runs
about 70 minutes,
Otero Is quite a capable comic

He is cast as the gallego, that be-
ing a sort of mythical fall guy that
appears in all Spanish musicals or
rovues. Mtml Cal is featured with
Otero and she might as well be for-
gotten.' . Then .there's a lad named,.
Gilberto Delfino. who* has a highly
ingratiating baritone and who may
be worth considering for radio use
generally fav this country. Leo-

.

poldo Fernandez is the black faced
comic (that's another ' traditional
character in- Spanish musicals) and
seemed to be well liked by the audi-
ence. He's a holdover from last
year's San Jose company and can
dance, v Rosaura Andreu is a pretty
little creature who handles the In-
genue role. She has a pleasant lit-

tle voice and a nimble pair of hips
for dancing purposes. If she knows
any English and can unlearn the
hand-waving tricks, she ought to be
able to make headway In show biz
in America.
Gonzales (he doesn't seem to have

a front name) is the director artls-
tico of the theatre, translates all the
American pop tunes into Spanish
for the chorus to Bing, writes, most
of the dialog et cetera. He doesn't
know too much about staging, but
bandies the company -with sufficient
purpose. Billy Maxey is the maes-
t:o coreograflco, which means the
dance stager, and has managed to
imbue into 10 surprisingly pretty
Spanish girts a notion of real
rhythm and movement.
As a novelty American trade can

drop in and enjoy the show for a
half hour or so any time. As a reg-
ular thing it is a swell show for the
Spanish, South American, Cuban
bnd other Spanish-speaklnp resi-

dents of New York, Kauf.

FOX, BROOKLYN
Brooklyn, Sept. 9.

'Hello Paree' Idea is the current
Fanchon & Marco contribution to
the Brooklynites. Rates .

about
average on construction and tal-

tnt, but offers a number of nov-

Main set shows a fanciful Pa-
risian street, with tho 12 chorus
girls and the stooges in Lynn
Cowan's act as Frenchmen, with
the exception of two of the men,
who impersonate Americans. Snappy
and rather noisy vocal and dance
ensemble at opening, with the line
girls going can-can for a routine
with flouncy underskirts and rib-
boned lingerie. Closes with a pa-
rade of four hucksters' barrows
perambulated by huge dummies.
Four men make love to the girls,

and are left holding the dummy
torsos, while the actual girls, who
are bent over into the barrowe,

(Continued on page 86)
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Charged by KNX in Broadcast

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

(Taking a business argument Into

the open, KNX, local Paramount

station, .Instituted si. novel way of

bitting back at RCA, •which, station

officials claim, is. trying to monop-
olize, the field of radio transmission.

•Editorial' aio'ng'thbse'lin'es was read

Monday (5
1

) as part of the station's

news broadcasts. •

: Excerpts from the broadcast fol -

low:
'There has been considerable talk

concerning governmental investiga-

tion and prosecution, concerning the

Badib 'Corp; of America^'.
'

..This cor-

poration is trying to monopolize the

field of radio transmission through

the National Broadcasting Co., and
,the business itself through' its' ef-

forts to control the manufacture
and sale of transmitter^.

*w!hen we decided .to ;build a
60,000, watt transmitter we«sked for

bids,' ,but''found we coul<jk erect bur
transmitter ..for about $100,000 les6

than-the price, asked 'by; this cor-

poration/ RCA did' not 1 get "the con-

tract.
1

•They then asked if we could

arrange our contract to. ^et them
furnish part of the .material. We
gave, them orders for . part of the

tubes. •

/
••' '•

'Our equipment arrived. But there

was delay by RCA. Explanations
we're peculiar. We 'checked up
through third parties, who' had not

committed the unpardonable sin of

failing to buy their equipment
through RCA. They could get this

equipment at once. We couldn't.

It has been things of this kind
that have shaken the public faith In

large corporations. This self con-
ceit makes them overlook the fact

that their success depends.upon the

good will of the pubiic.-
(

They fail

to realize that boycotts often result

from' abuse of power.
.'Tfyere are other manufacturing

companies making, receiving sets;

there are other manufacturers and
exhibitors of motion picture equip-
ment than RCA and there are other
programs on the air ^h(ih those of

the National Broadcasting 1

.Co. sta-

tions..
.

... / '' ..[

'It is not until the dbg bites you
that you realize he is really mean.
In our case he missed the mouthful.'

Coast NBC Keys Get

%e Monday' Account

Los Angeles,. Sept. 12. ^

Don Lee's CBS coast chain loses
the Golden State creamery com-
pany account, which for three years
had the Blue Monday Jamboree,
first of the air revues in this ter-
ritory, and considered the best in
Its field. -

Golden State's account now goes
to KFI, Los Angeles,, and KGO, San
Francisco, the NBC coast "key sta-
tion's, for a half Hour small town
comedy dramatic serial, emanating
at the former station.
Jamboree is continuing on KHJ

as a' sustainer.

28 for 26 Wks.

Dr. Miles Laboratories,, makers of

Alkaselzer, has allied itself with
Columbia for the new season. Ac-
count, after dropping off NBC a.

couple of months ago, goes back on
the air Oct. 16 with a quarter-hour
show Sunday afternoon using Fred-
erick Landls, the news commentator,
an eight-piece studio orchestra, the
Four Norsemen, and Gertrude Lutzi,
eoprano.

Contract with the network runs
for 26 weeks and calls for a lineup
of 28 stations. Landls is a brother
of the baseball czar, K. M. Lahdis.

DUTCH BAR SOVIET TALE
The Hague, Sept. 3.

Communist members of parlia-

ment protested to Minister of Pub-
lic Works because he forbade lis-

tening in by subscribers upon 'wired
wireless' programs sent out by
Soviet Russian broadcasting sta-
tions.

Receiving sets of 'wired wireless'
are by this decree warned against
tuning in on Moscow. Reason is to
stop Soviet propaganda in. Holland
by air, of which there is plenty
through pamphlets and communist
papers

00H! THAT VOICE

Burns Cigar Finally Signatures the
Singer It Wanted

Phil Regan, tenor, makes his de-
but on the Robert Burns Cigar show
Sept. 21. Entry into the program
had been originally scheduled . fqr

the week before.
Contract signatured by the cigar

account last week guarantees Re-
gan 13 weeks. . Warbling assign-
ment of the show has previously
been held exclusively by men; iri the
Guy Lombardo band. Burns and
Allen continue as previously. ..

'. Berlin, Sept. 3. .

For the last couple of years the

Moscow Broadcasting station has

included -In its program every night

a section in . German. Into' this

broadcast a new item has been in-

troduced. It is" ' intended now to

broadcast in German a theatre re-

view from Moscow.
Plays especially successful on the

Moscow
.
stages" will" be ' translated

into German andrvlll be produced
in miniature, by German actors at
the Moscow. <microphone. Russian
actors having command of the Ger-
man language, will also be used for

this work. '

. The Stanislwsky theatre will also

take part and well known directors

will . attempt to give at the' micro-
phone in . German a description, of.

the stage settings. . Features on
Soviet films will also be given in

German over the air. 'Film studios

in Moscow under the management of

Egon Erwin Klsch, will send reports
which wilt explain to the -German
radio audience the work done by
the Soviet film studios. In a special

section modern Soviet music will be
broadcast together with explanatory
lectures in German.

Tax High, Programs Bad
'Stockholm, Sept. 3.'

Local press and stage shows are
taking digs at Swedish radio pro-
grams. Cpmpla'.nt is that despite
the government takes 12,600,000 kr.

almost $1,0/00,000) in license fees
for Swedes to own radios, the pro-
grams are terrible with phonograph
records and dull talks predominat-
ing.

The wealthy have American sets
powerful enough to listen in to
Germany, France, and England.

1-Sheeting CBS

Minneapolis, Sept. 12.

WCCO, local CBS link, is

using one-sheet posters, and
snipes to advertise the return
to the air of the March of Time
program.

It's the first time that any
station here has gone in for
this type of advertising.

NOW OK ON CBS

Lid on the mentioning of prices

over the network goes off CBS this

Thursday <15). New ruling laid

down by the chain' will permit ad-
vertisers to quote figures any time
of the day provided thoy limit the
number of quotations and the length

of the commercial copy as a whole
to the scale drawn up by the Colum-
bia sales department. As a protec-
tive measure against criticism from
the' public arid the. press, NBC and
CBS a couple of years ago got to-
gether and adopted a rule banning
any form of price.mentioning,what-
ever. Several weeks, ago NBC
lo'osened the ban .. by permitting
sponsors to do price quoting on the
morning hours, with the move by
Columbia coming as an expected se-
quel..

Under the scale - set down by the
CBS sales department an adver-
tiser on for 16 minutes will be al-

lowed' two price mentions, provided
he keeps his plug matter down to a
minute and a half. On the half hour
program the limit will be three
mentions and three minutes of blurb
copy, and for the hour session the
advertiser may make it five price
quotations as long as the pr-odncting

boosting stuff doesn't exceed six
minutes. ; .

' It is expected NBC will follow
ifuit. ..

CBS' $250 SUS. OFFER

NIXED BY BING CROSBY

Blhg Crosby' has nixed CBS' $260
a week sustaining salary offer, pre-
ferring to free lance and take his
chances on catching a commercial.
Crosby's last figure with CBS was
,fl,600, but all the network wants to
obligate itself for, right now, is $260
until

. such time when it spots a
crooner at bigger aough on a com-
mercial.'

CBS and Morton Downey are simi-
larly on the outs, although Downey
is committed until next February
with the chain. CBS collects 20%
commlsh on Downey's vaudfllm
dates, currently getting. $4,000 a
week from. Loew's. This is in line

with a managerial contract held by
CBS when it was first building up
the singer.

Ralph Wonders, head of the CBS
artists' bureau, states Downey is

tied' with the network until next
September, but the artist contends
It's only until February.

ERNO RAPEE
General Musical Director

National Broadcasting Company

No Newspaper Ads to Plug Radio

Programs, Say the Natl Advertisers

MORE PETROL

Amoco and Tydol to Gas Up the
Ether Waves

Two latest petroleum brands
slated for a network splurge are
Amoco and Tydol. Both are curr
rently looking over available enter-
tainment material before putting the
scrawl on Columbia time contracts.
Show that the chainls particularly
interested in selling Amoco takes in
the Arthur Pryor band with Jay C.
Flippen doing the m.c. '

With these two gas and . oil re-
tailers joining the netwoi'ic brigade,
the petroleum trade will take third
place as the biggest users' of chain
facilities, leaving the automotlves
as a class away in the rear.' Cur-
rent classification gives foods and
beverages the- lead and the drugs
and, toilet goods not far behind, with
auto and tire makers filling the
third spot. °

'

Of the oils and gasolines NBC
leads the opposition chain by a wide
margin, listing Moblloll, Sunoll,

Texaco, Cities Service, Conoco, Sin-
clair and Socohy for cross;Country
hookups. For , regional broadcasts
there are Gllmbre, Richfield', Stand-
ard OH of New Jersey, Standard Oil

of California and Union Oil of Cali-

fornia.

MUST CLICK IN

6 WKS. ON AIR

OR OUT

New buildup policy In effect at
the NBC studios iri New York limits

the candidates to a six weeks run.
Either the aspirant td ether fame
clicks sufficiently within that period
to warrant continuance or off.heroes
to make room for the next in line.

Network feels that
, the. ;

drive-rit'g

now making on stage talent will
keep the waiting queue lengthy.
To recruit standard vaude acts as

well as musical comedy names for
its booking office, network is using
the offer of six weeks of sustaining
time as the main sales argument.
Nothing, is said about the number
of chances per week the newcomer
will be given on the air during the
prescribed trial, unless the per-
former gets down to particulars and
insists upon knowing how many.
He's- then told it depends on the
open time available and the re-;

sponse his program gets as it goes
along. As for the coin angle, while
on the brief buildup, that's some-
thing the act Is urged to regard as
incidental and of minor import
to the opportunity afforded. Around
$10 per performance for a single
and $25 for a trio are high figures.

Many Conditions
But the real rub doesn't come

until later. Before the network as-
signs it to a sustaining schedule, the
act is told it will have to signataure
an NBC Artists Service manage-
ment contract the time clause stip-

ulating a minimum of one year and
an option for an additional year.
Under the terms of the contract the
booking office guarantees nothing
but to do its best to obtain work
for the artist while the latter con-
sents to pay through this period, to
the artists' service, a commission
on all earnings as an entertainer.

Obligation applies whether the
bureau effects the booking or the
turn, gets it Itself or through an
outside agent. In the case of a
vaude date the performer would
thereby be loaded down with three
commissions, i. e., one for the cir-

cuit booking office, another for the
agent that regularly represents, and
a third for the NBC Artists Service.
That's the price asked for a six-

weeks opportunity on. the air.

As a result of the management
contract twist the ranks of standard
vaude acts has divulged few takers
for the ether buildup chance, par-
ticularly since the NBC artists' ser-
vice decided to go into the business
of theatre booking on a big scale.

These vaude boys and girls, wise
to the ways of representation agree-
ments, are asking they be guaran-
teed, a definite income or else the
contract contain a clause permit-
ting the act to step, out upon a
month's notice. i

.Regardless of what may be the
attitude of their agencies on the
subject, national advertisers are
turning thumbs down on the prop-
sltlbn of spending money for spot-
light, advertising in the newspapers
this season. Of the raft of com-
mercials scheduled to unveil their

shows on the networks this , month
and next, . only a rare exception
nere and there has set aside an ap-
propriation- to cover this newsprint
phase, say the advertising agencies.
Policy of eliminating the com-

mercial name from radio program
listings has '. been . pretty well
adopted by newspapers through-
out the country. ,.' Same goes for
mention of the sponsor in the pub-,
licity blurbs. Spurred on by their
trade associations, newspapers have
taken the position that such men-
tions come under the heading . of
free advertising, .and if the . ether
merchandisers are interested in
calling special attention to their
programs the space is available at
so much per inch. • >

Advertising agencies as a rule
are In favor of the paid newsprint
ballyhoo, particularly for programs
making their debut, and are still

urging their clients to buy up a
lock of space' prior to and for the
first few weeks of the program's
release. Accounts retort that they
can't see the sense of using adver-
tising to plug advertising, and they
would ratheri let the program build
an • audience ' slowly by word of
mouth than yield to what they de-
scribe as the shortsighted view-
point taken by the newspapers.

Pros and Cons
Agency rejoiner to this is tha^

the reaction of the program bank-
roller is equally shortsighted. What
the account, overlooks, say. the
agencies, is the fact . that the
moment it undertakes . to sell a
product through entertainment it

is in an entirely new field of ad-
vertising, and. that the paid space
nerves a twofold purpose. It brings
the product before the attention of
the reader and at the same time
gets the reader to tune in on the.
program, thereby expediting the
creation of a listening following for
the show. •

To contend with the newspaper
ban on commercial labels in the
program listings several paid- space
ideas were tried put last

..
season.

One had a group of commercials on
the came evening pool their spot-
light copy in one ad, with the
placing of the boilerplate among
newspapers being left to one of the
group/ About the most prominent
group that used the spotlight pool-
ing plan was that made up of
Mobiloil," Halsey Stuart & Co., Coca
Cola and Jack Frost Sugar. " But
this pool, like all others of its type,

petered out* the past summer, and
there is no indication of the idea
being revived this season. 1

Couplo of advertising firms also
popped up in New York with the
purpose of operating this pooling
plan on a big scale. Paid for
column would include the net-
work, customers wholesale. Copy
would be prepared from a . central

office and placed with the news-
papers throughout the country.
Because of the large number of
sponsors allied with the project, as
the promoters had it figured out,

the cost to the individual advertiser

would be comparatively insignificant.

But neither firm even got started.

One dropped close to $35,000 in

missionary work, and the other

.'(.round $15,000.

Boasberg Moves Over
Al Boasberg has split away from

the Boasberg, Livingston & Rocke
radio-management firm and gone
under Mills-Rockwell's direction.

Livingstone and Rocke continue

with their own radio artists and
radio program plotting depts. Ben
Rocke, erstwhile Broadway clothier,

who
,
is disposing of his Times

square business, will devote all his

time to that field.

HARRY SOSNICK RENEWED
Chicago, Sept. 12.

'

Phoenix hosiery has re-ticketed

Harry Sosnlck for another six radio
discs. With him will be Tom, Dick
and Harry and Madame D'Orsay, ft

fashion commentator.
The madame will journey to Chi-

cago from Manhattan for the lab
Job.
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JACK PEARL and FERDE QROFE
Orchestra

Commercial- '•*•"

WEAF, New York
Lucky Strike's program Thursday

night (8), 10-11 p. m., EDST, Intro

duced Jack Pearl as a permanent
comedy feature and Ferde Grofe as

one of the Magic Carpet dance mu-
sic purveyors. No fault to find with

Grofe's staple music; , a stability

that is a natural heritage from a
long career of scoring for Paul
Whitemari and the premier Ameri-
can dance maestros.

The signal feature of the L." S.

hour was Pearl :
with a new 'Baron

Munchausen' routine, seemingly
fashioned for hini by Lord &
Thomas and not of his own choice
or contrivance: It didn't show up
Pearl to advantage.

This script evidences anew the
psychology which must obtain when-
ever a Broadway comedian crosses-

Fifth[' avenue and goes up against
one of those conservative program
boards, either at the studios or from
among, the advertising counsel -of

the agency, not to mention the v.p.'fl

of the sponsored product. . For .one
'

thing, this here radio business has
gotten to a point where everybody's,
anxious to hop aboard the* ether
bandwagon and collect that fancy
dough, not forgetting "the limitless
opportunities the mike affords for a'

quick Jiational rep. vlt may be that
Pear.) wasn't that anxious.-; He really
doesn't have to be. Economically,
the,Dutch comic Is more than hold-
ing .his own witn'i'concurrent stage
work; and at fancy"lucre, If 13,600

for a' week at . theK Capitol means
anything. '"!

But. it's a certainty 3Pearl must
have made some compromise with
himself to O. K. that material for
the 'Okay America* program.

' The Idea probably sounded rich,

with all sorts of opportunities for
Pearl to evidence what a funny fel-

low^.he is. There always xhas. been
.a psychologically humorous .quirk
rabout, ah exaggerated-jffar/p'rovidlhg
the' exaggerations;:;are ."grotesque
enough. Pearl.tried tftftt; 'and didn't'

do badly with htfl^ownidflivery, but
theumaterlal was hltrand-miss.. He
needs an author, >r ,;ratper Monte
Hackett of Xord' &rThoma5s;- whose
particular headache 'Is - the -Lv B.
program, should .-"see t'o» it that the'
scrlfctists do better by PearL .

' ^
;'•

Blliy Wells la said ito > have' au-
thored, this series^Ifcniay be that
after" establishing the "Character it

Will, become funnier lnJ lttr: develop-
ment. The first of the'aeries; how*
eveifc did naught but s^t Jtoe' mOtltf-
arid/radio 'audiences' haves littl^Pft-'

tience with motifs, eepe^aUjr; If,

laughs have been prointeed; th,epft,rt

The formula for the- " rest; bt -It

remains the same, with ; Walter-
O'Keefe piloting the •magJO'e^rpet"
from Grofe's orchestra (or >what*
ever the band), to the';,feature, to
Howard Claney, for th6$e dfopllrig
ad Bpiels, and then an Over aj^aiii;

The "hour has become totff'atyfizedr-

It's been slipping for weeks and ohly
when there's something In' the" way
of ;a. personality, such/ as •> Capt.
Mollison (as recently), to highlight
It, 4oea It overcome the .formula
dullness. ' .";„*".,.

' .,;

The Magic Carpet ought to' go
back.: to Bagdad In camphor for a
while and permit Lord & Thomas
to bring something new to the air
waves. From its position as the
biggest radio hour, L. S. has slipped
and,-, been eclipsed by Ed Wynn's
T6xaco and Chase & Sanborn's
Suqday night hour, among others.

Abel,

WILFREt* GLENN
Songs
15 Mine.
Sustaining
WJZ, New York .

The basso of the Hevelers is de-
buting.as a twice-weekly soloist on
WJZ, doing his stuff Monday and
Thursday evenings. He mixes up
pops and specially written numbers,
such as 'Tomasso Rotundo, the

Basso Profundo/ which he an-
nounced as having been dedicated to

him by Geoffrey O'Hara, the com-
poser, along- with 'Strange Interlude'

and kindred type songs. 'Voice In

the Old "Village Choir*- Is a fitting

thematic: - • • .

There have .been all sorts of ten-

ors^ baritones and crooners on the
air waves, hence a good old-

fashioned booming basso, especially

if he knows how to change his sons
pace as . Glenn evidences, is some-
thing different, at least
His Revelers' antecedents are an-

nounced, as Is the invitation for an
autographed photograph upon re-
quest This should be the best au-
dience test for whatever purpose
NBC is priming' Glenn. Abel.

L6VE OF JOAN CHRI8TOPHER .

15; Mine..
Commercial
WOR, Newark

Retails the_adventures of a new-
comer from Beaver Dam, la., in the
big city, with, Keeker's Flour releas-

ing it three - .evenings a week for
the divertissement of the housewife.
If '.the flatter ' Is one of those in-

veterate .readers of the confession
mags the program ,

will serve its

purpose. \ If -not, the commercial
is shooting wide of its mark, ' and
the chances seem strongly, that.way.;
Second episode (9) had. .^6 girl

jammis'd
:,

-lh 'a
1 speak brawl, ' and .

it

was only the day after her^ arrival..

Within that time she goti a pickle
1

salesman %6 pay her room rent and
to line up a young songwriter, priVy.
to the lo.wdown of all that graces a
Broadway columnist's dally stint as
a likely -meal ticket For the eth^r
$he dialog frequently went rough

id rowdy, and not so nice for priin

fai
rust before the fadeout the author

had- the:girl from Beaver Damage
rhapsodical over the "beauty of the
great ;«ifcv/.the.."mystery and adven-
ture that lurked,around each corner
and the grip that the town gets, on
thfr young, imagination.'
: 'Lots of action in the plot and ^9ts

bfi color in the dialog". But not so
much comedy. Commercial ..credit

could stand clipping. •' Sandbags .It-

self by rambling to the; points it's

trying to make and over-'wordage.',

O. G. VAN KAMPEN
Talks
Paiffchology Talk* ' ' ^

Sustaining
WGY, 8chenectady

Van Kampen, described as a 'con
suiting psychologist to some of the
country's largest industrial con-
cerns/ talks for 15 minutes one
afternoon a week over an NBC red
network. Speaks on how one's per-
sonality can be developed, effloiency

increased, outlook On life broadened,
and Individual well-being generally
promoted. Concrete cases, presented
in letters from listeners, br~ uncov-
ered by Van kampen. in his .Outside
contacts, are discussed. ;

"

'

,The aim here is to bring directly

to the attention, of thousands of

people problems that are consid-
ered by writers in magazines of the
inspirational, self - improvement
type and in business publications.
How successful are these psycho-
logical air clinics remains for the
individual listener to say. There is

plenty of common sense and some
practical suggestions' on self-im-
provement in Van Kampen's talks.

While, the patter is familiar to
anyone who has read psychological
articles of this type, It is delivered

.

In a manner that sounds impres-
sive and authoritative. Some of the
terms used are so general that a
definition—if they can be defined—
would make the discourses clearer.

However, it is doubtful whether
in 15 minutes Van Kampen can ac-
curately 'diagnose' a case that has
come to him via letter, the sender,
of which 13 unknown to him. Thus
his attempt; on a recent broadcast,

,

to; explain the discharge by a large
corporation of . a ,listener,i a man
Who:had been a faithful employe,
for .'30 years, was not entirely suc-
cessful. •"'.'.

:'r "..
'

"'

,
;i|Van Kampen's "talking styje. Is .aj

cross between that of .a teacher and
a lecturer. Copies of his addresses
are- offered. It might be that a
supper-hour or Sunday-evening
broadcast would reach a larger in-
terested audience. Feature is edu-
cational. Joco»-

1

TO THE LADIES
With Leon Belasco's orchestra*
Evan Evans, David Ross

80 (Minutes
Commercial
WABC, New York
Woodbury Soap hopped back on

the .'ajrlanes Friday evening (9) with
a show nlftily framed for its pur
pose. Appeal is directed exclusive-
ly toward the women and what it's

got- here is perfectly motivated to
associate the program with the
product Music is soft soothing and
dreamy with the romantic ditty ana
waltz dominating the repertoire]
and the baritone of Evan Evani
lends inself adroitly to the atmqs-l
phere Intended and the poetic interf
hides by the resonant Voiced.David
Rosa blend themselves Into the pro-
ceedings with a touch of the old
•v &

this revised affair Ross of the
CBS announcing staff and 'Poets
Gold' note, doubles both as m.c. and
redder of the commercial copy.
Poetry recitals here are brief and
weft chosen. For the initial session
KoSg picked on 'My Love Is Like a
RedjRed Rose,' with this twist most
probably an innovation for spon-
sored spasms on either of the net-
works. — ....
Makeup of the instrumental en-

semble Is strong ion the. reeds and
strings; with the Belasco violin fre-
quently weaving itself- In for the
solq intervals. Initial show revealed
a neat balancing of musical num
bora, despite the exclusive special!
zatlon-in ballads and waltzes. If
it's 'charm, softness and allure' that
the - commercial is trying to convey
through the entertainment phase of
the program, it's picked a nicrh per-
fect mode, of expression, Qdcc.

KIDDIE HOUR '" ?;

Daily.
SustaininQ'Commeroial
KECA; Lois Angsles'
Three, idlstlnot and varied kiddle

programs, emanate from this station
daily '/between , 6 and 6 p.m., -fol-

lowed ;at - .6;46 by a more mature
Tcjvlidreiit's. broadcast, featuring Mor-
to LeaA^the 'bad'-time story teller/
First of the shows aimed directly
at the youngsters is the Big Brother
Ken half

. hour,, a1 sustaining pro-
gram; njade up almost exclusively
of vocal and 'instrumental numbers
by amateur Juve talent Perforpters
are. usually of tender ages, a fact
that is reflected in their attempts
to entertain. - Program. has been on
the air for many months, and un-
doubtedly, has its following.
Next 15 mlns. is an NBC network

pickup, the Kellogg Pep Brand
Flakes program, which features the
'Singing Lady* In rhymes and lul
lables. This program smacks of
merit, and overcomes many of the
faultB pf the preceding 30 mins.
Final quarter hour is a commer-

cial for the Peerless Laundry, fea-
turing the exploits of Al, Tommy
and Mac, and the mystery ghost
ship, stranded : on Elephant Island.
There's a monoplane tieup with this
one, with free air trips to San Fran-
cisco for the best models submitted
in the Peerless World Flight club's
contest. .

Leaf's /bad-time' stories are more
suited for adult ears, but he has a
considerable kiddie following local-
ly, and most of the youngsters keep
the' radio tuned in for his nightly
nursery rhymes In dialect

BIRD OF PARAD18E'
Playlet, Music, 8ongs
30 Mins.
Commercial
WEAF, New York

Tabloidizatlon of 'Bird of Para-
dise' hit the WEAF chain of the
NBC Thursday night (8) at 9:30
p. m. EDST for a half hour, as.an
institutional builder-upper for the
RKO Radio picture which premiered,
on Broadway at the Mayfair the
next evening.

This Is one way not to- ethereally
plug the NBC's affiliated RKO film
product. Dialog at best Is difficult

to center listener Interest, and* as
sketchily done. It's a double -de-

terrent. The primary fault is ' the
sketching of a story which is bound
to react against the picture's draw,
and, after all, that's, the primary
purpose of this Institutional bally-
hoo. This is all in line' with the
M. H. Aylesworth scheme of things
—as prez of both RKO and NBC

—

to extend the radio facilities to films,

for mutual advantage.
This halt hour was introduced by

Richard Walton Tullyt ' the .author^

who paid tribute to the cinematic
treatment by the studio, mentioning
Del Rio, McCrea and others by
name, and also the past stage and
screen interpreters of hflJ famous
play. Then followed 'Out of the
Blue/ the thematic furnished by
Max Steiner's musical score, which
George Brabin further vocalized.
Next came the .dramatic tabloidiza-
tlon, a very dull exposition, topped
off by a finale vocal chorus.

'

It lacked all the elements to at-

tract and center the focal interest

for which this half hour was pri-
marily designed—1. e., as a; bally for
the film. Abel.

RADIO CHATTER
iHiimiuiiii mimyiiummu

Atlas |
Broadcasting' Corp., Fort

Lee: N. J, Is applying for a license

to erect a 600-watter, limited to 10

hours operation a .day.
; . _

" Sheila Murphy cOmes to WHEC,
Rochester, from Buffalo and brings

feature;- -«HappInesB
v HOuse/ BUI

Adams will take the part of the hus-
band. '

.

1

Friends are booming Gunnar
Wlig, baseball announcer over
WHEC, for World's Series: Job.

Lawrence G. HIckson, president

of WHEC, has smallest radio set.

Janette Segalla and Raoul Bou-
squet, both of Woonsocket R- L,

were married there, Sept 3. Both
sine: together on radio programs
broadcast by Station WPRO, Provi-
dence, arid . they 'blame' the radio
for their romance.
jBeri Grauer, NBC announcer, on.

New York staff, emulated' the bus
driver, etc., by visiting out-of-town
studios on his vacation.
Wesley Barry, former film Juve,

goes on the air over WGY, Schenec-
tady, as leader Of an orchestra next
week (Sept 18-25) from the New
Kenmore hotel, Albany.

{

Harry Bronson, radio writer \for

the' Chapman publications^ of Long
Island, was killed In a motor crash
in Brooklyn. He wrote a weekly
feature, 'Behind the Mike/

• Ed. Harvey, production manager
at Ki>KA; Pittsburgh',::tia

:

f». gone to
WOAE,; - •Hearsfr-controlled, •. station,

in a,' similar capacity.-; "
;

j

Stephanie Diamond, announcer at
WCAE,*had a screen test.'made by.
RKO-Radlo while in New1 STork on a
vacation.

Darrell Martin, ex-radio ed of
Pittsburgh 'Sun-Tele/ ^IU have the
first issue of • his

:
air mhg, SRadlo

Revfew/ on- the newsstands -Sept. 24.

Billy James, now with the Radio
Rubes, slated for an NBC buildup.
Tommy Rockell trying to think

of a new name for Jean Boafe, "war-
bler Import from WLW, Clneyi • 1

Lahny Ross, digging back for old
ballads, unearths one called 'The
Code of the Hand Squeeze.' .:.

Butt McMurtrie, CBS pomiherclal
program, director,' arrlVe'(!f(> bjjr ,iW.ay

of newspaper work, .
vatide, stock

and pictures.
Ann Roberts, of vaude, learning

aboiit the mike over WRtfY, N. T. '

.

iiiririiaiiiiiiHiiiiiiiimi»»iim»imT.^S

who is King of Jazz. Dispute among-
the station's listeners, so the Mil*
waukee 'Journal' radio column la
balloting until Sept 13 to solve th&
problem.
Emerson Winter, announcer}

WOC, Davenport and WHO, Den
Moines; - both owned and operated
by .the ..Central Broadcasting CO.,
now. business manager of station at
WHO,' succeeding' Charles Denny,
ouv

.

Mid-West

-v.WT.M;J'
t
wfts cut oft fromvJtfJuMfl-

teners.focan hour and a'half labor
.Day afferhbon when an'"lnf,erurban
jumped* the track after "hitting, an
automobile and pulled; down the
station's power lines running Into
th|e. plant.in. Waukesha''county/,;,
WTMJ is going to find out again

KFWI, San Francisco, denied ap-
plication to Increase day power from
500 to 1,000 watts oy FRC.
Radio commission will hear plea

of KTFI, Twin Falls, Idaho, to
double present power of 500 watts,
A. P. Miller is seeking permission,

to assign: the license ot KPJM,
Prescott Ariz.,., to M«: B. Scott anil
Edward C. Sturm.
KGPQ, municipal police station

of Honolulu, - is granted permission
to use station for communicating"
with mobile Are units. .li

KMTR, Hollywood, is after an iri*

crease of power from 500 watts to
1,000.

, r
;The Denver Musicians' Union ara

co-operating with KOA in an effort
to interest more people in the cause'
of music generally. The series will
be broadcast three 'times a week;
on Wednesdays oVer KOA, Denver,
and on FMidtays .and ' Sundays over
the Orange'NBC network. Local oii«;

.

chestras wilt;rotate and .will include
groups playing at hotels, theatres
and danciriSV

i

Julius Lelb, commuting between
Kansas City and Topeka, conducting1

Salon orchestra and two half hours
for.KMBC and keeping up with his
duties as ihusic director of WIBW.

:

David Runyan, new addition to
WD3W, Topeka, announcing staff.

,

".

Uncle Dave, children's entertainer
of WD3W,' to celebrate his sixth
continuous year on the air Oct. li.

South

Arch McDonald, sports announcer
for WDOD, Chattanooga, was re-
cently presented with a Ford sedan;
by baseball . fans f,et Chattanooga
and viclaUy, Jor hisTbroadcasting o,f
gamed" plriVed;-by cthe Chattanooga
Southern Association team. ';

FRC has denied the Tenneseeje
State "Pressj-Knoxvllle, a license for
a new 1,000-watt" station. Company
failed to appear during the allotted'

time... :

\. .. — .
.

!'.-.

A hew 5,000-watt station, called:

letters KOMO, . representative ot
Oklahoma and .the. southwest will
be on the air -about Oct. 20, replac-
ing kjjf:

am
Periods on the air for the first time, or resuming commercially

BATTER UP
With Allen Joeolyn, Peggy Allenby

16 Mins.
Sustaining
WJZ, New York

It was obvious after the first two
or three chapters of this one that
the author was running short of sit-
uation ideas.. The succeeding' epi-
sodes were beginning to smack of
repetition, with just a minor item
here and there revamped.
But fundamentally - it was the

same thin?, an egotistical, loud-
mouthed, boasting mug from the
baseball diamond putting on an ex-
hibition of crass dumbness. Good
piece of characterization, but the
dialog, like the situations, lacks that
sparkling and varied touch.

Show's been getting a nightly re-
lease, with the exception of Satur-
day and Sunday, and spotted at
10:30 p. m. Both Jocelyn, as the
ball player, and Miss Allenby, as
the ; wife, fill the parts snugly. Way
they handle" the characters and the
situations register them solidly as
seasoned troupers of the mike. In
most chapters these are the only
character* Odea

TAPESTRIES OF LIFE
Singing, Talk, Instrumental
Commercial
KFI, Los Angeles
Sponsors (Forest Lawn Memorial

park) of the revival of this- .45 min-
utes of radio entertainment chose
an unfortunate initiator in a pro-
gram interspersed with Scotch di-
alect, which is probably the most
difficult to understand over the
ether.

Barring this one deficiency, pro-
gram was thoughtfully constructed,'
with the well-seleoted . music and
the talk shading smoothly, one Into
the other, through the monolog of
Don Wilson. Sponsors' plug was
uded judiciously. Unless < dialect
clouds the reception in ' future
broadcasts, the program will stack,
up well with local, and many* na-
tional airings.

Program, on each Tuesday night,
from 9 to 9:45, is woven around
some historical feature of the ceme-
tery by means of atmospheric music
and dialog written in the mood of
the period. With 'Oh, Sweet Mys-
tery of Life* as the theme tune, the
first broadcast used such selectlons-
as 'Bonnie Brie/ 'Annie Laurie' and
'Oh, My Darling/
Jerry Cady arid Glenn Dolberg

prepared the program, with Bernlce
Foley, Robert Sherwood, Eva Mudge
and Harry Lonsdale handling the
dialog la the broadcast, •

TUESDAY, SEPT. 13

Ben Bernie (NBC). Resumes his
half-hour weekly stunt for. Premier
Malt Sales Co., but now on the op-
position network. Originates from
WEAF, N. T., 9 p. m., EDST. .

.. fLaChoy Serenaders' (CBS). Spon-
sored !by LaChoy Food Products,
Inc. Originates Tuesdays and
Thursdays from WABC, N. T., 11

to 11:16 p. m., EDST.
'Aunt Jemima' (CBS). Tess Gar-

della resumes for Wyeth Chemical
Co. (Jad Salts) on a. Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday slate. Orig-
inates/ from WABC, N. T., 2 to 2:15

p. m., EDST.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 14

'Sweetheart Program' (NBC).
Sponsored by Manhattan Soap Co.,

with orchestral combo, tenor and
beauty expert yet to ;be selected.
Originates from WJZ., (N. H :' 45
to 12 noon, EDST.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 15

'Barbara Gould' (CBS). Resumes
series of beauty talks on behalf of
Barbara Gould, Inc., originating
from WABC, N. Y., 10:45 to 11 a. m.,
EjDS-X
'Mouth Health* (NBC). Sponsored

by the Calsodent Co. String music
and talk oh mouth care by Marley
Sherrls. Originates from WJZ.,
N. Y., 9:45 to 10 a. m.. EDST.

'Frigidariana' (NBC). Sponsored
by the Frlgldalre Corp., over WJZ
network; taking in the basic blue,
northwestern, southeastern, south
central and mountain groups, and
also Orange, west coast, link. Origi-
nates from WLW, Cincy., each
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 5 to
6:15 p. m., EDST, with dance band
under Floyd Schaffer and Charles
Alien, speaker.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 23
'Christy Walsh's Football Show'

(CBS). Sponsored by General Foods,
combinging- gridiron guest ' stars,
dramatic episodes from football
history and musical interludes.
Originates from WABC, N. Y., 9 to
J;JO p. m„ EDST,

SUNDAY, SEPT. 25

'Big Ben's Dream Dramas' (NBC).
Sponsored by Western Clock Co.
Resumes after summer layoff over
basic red, KSTP, WTMJ, KOA^
KSL; KPO and KECA. Originates
fronvWJZ, N. Y., 6:30 to 5.46 p. mV
E^T

MONDAY, SEPT 26

'Easy Aces' (CBS). Lavoris
Chemical Co. resumes Goodman Ace
and his wife, Jane, with the bridge
table patter, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. Originates from Chi-
cago, WBBM, 9:16 to 9:35 p. m,
CST
•H-Bar-0 Rangers' (CBS). Cow-

boy script show sponsored by Heck-
er -H-O . Co., Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, with separate program pro?,

duced on coast for western stations'
Originates WABC, N. Y., 5 to 5:1$

p. m., EST. . .,;

'Dromedary Caravan' (NBC). Kid
script show dealing with desert life

and 'sponsored by Hills Bros. Co.,

Monday, Wednesday, Friday. Origi-
nates from WJZ, N. Y., 5:15 to 5*30

p. m^ EST.
'Fu Manchu' (CBS). Campagna

Italian Balm introduces the Sax
Rohmer series on the air. Orig-
inates from the network's Chicago
studios, coming through WABC,
N. Y., 8.45 p. m. EST.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 27
' 'Seketary Hawkins' (NBC). Spon-
sored by Ralston Purina Co. Juye
script serials, Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday, originating from WEAF,
N. Y., 6:30 to 5:45, EST. '.

'Kraft Phenlx Table Talks' (NBC).
Kraft Phenlx Cheese Co, presenting
Mrs. A. M. Goudiss, culinary expert,
and instrumental ensemble. Origi-
nates from WEAF, N. Y., 11 to 11:16
a. m., EST.

.

'Abe Lyman's Round-the-Town'
(CBS). Sterling Products, makers
of -Phillips Magnesia- Toothpaste, re-

turns the Lymari hand and Frances
Langford oh a Tues., Thurs. and.
Sat. slate. Originates from WABC,
Nj Xn 8.1u. to 8,30 p, m. EST,
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THE MOSTA OF THE BESTA

BLUE RIBBON MALT
(GOOD OLD BLUE RIBBON MALT)

has the honor of announcing
that

The Old Maestro

Benbernie
and all the lads

will resume broadcasting

September 13

ON THE BIG NBC
RED NETWORK
WEAF and Associated Stations

9:00 P.M. Eastern Day. Sov. Time

8:30 P.M; Pacific Coast Time

The Old Maestro and oH the lads, as well as

the "Alma Malta" Blue Ribbon Malt—good, old

Blue Ribbon Malt, take this opportunity of thank-

ing the Radio Editors of these United States

for their courtesies and kind consideration.

Opening October 1/1932

Good Old" College Jnn', Hotel Sherman, Chicago

DIRECTION
M. C. A.

CHICAGO

Personal Representatives

Herman & Jeff Bernie

1619 Broadway, New York
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Tubbs, Wringing Wet Making

U. S. Senate Bid Via Air Route

Hollywood, Sept. 12.

-TaUant Tubbs, who won the Re-
publican nomination for the United
States Senate on a wringing wet
platform defeating the veteran
Samuel Shortrldge, will wage his

flgl't for. election mostly with radio
records. He intends to work on
the theory of 76% entertainment,
and only 25% political spieling.

His campaign managers are now
trying to line up a recognized night
club or picture studio orchestra for

the musical end, and figure on using!

outstanding picture names on each
broadcast as part of the entertain-
ment.
Tubbs decided to

.
rely on radio

for hi? campaign because of the
strong showing made in the pri-
maries by the Rev, Bob Shuler,

.

L. A.'s radio-spieling cleric, who,
following an extensive air. cam-
paign, won the Prohibition nomi-
nation, ran third on the Republican,
and second on the Democratic
ticket.. He polled a total state vote
higher than that of any other can-
didate.

Tubbs' radio wax campaign calls

for 15 r rain, programs six nights a
week, for a month before election.
His opponent on tho Democratic
ticket is William Gibbs McAdoo.

Tom, Dick and Harry's Chore
Chicago, Sept. 12.

Bo-Peep Ammonia will make
Itself known in a big way over
WGN. Starting Sept. 29 and con-
tinuing for 26 weeks, they will
sponsor a 15-minute program six
nights a week at 6:30 p. m.

DROPS WAX SURCHARGE

TO ENCOURAGE SALES

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

To catch more record business on

its smaller stations, Don Lee CBS
coast system has removed the sur-

charge from wax programs going

cut over KDB, Santa. Barbara, and

KGB, San Diego.

Removal of the former added
charges cuts the commercial rate
about 25 to 50% and figures a $7.50

slice from each 15-minute period.

Surcharge, which .had been added
on disc bi!ls as a means of meeting
the overhead on staff talent, idle

during record periods, remains on
at the network's larger stations,

KHJ, here, and KFRC, San Fran-
cisco.

4 Marx Bros, on Wax
For Radio Commercial

Chevrolet has decided to wait a
couple of weeks before making a
decision oh the Four Marx Broth-

ers. Reported, however, that the
possibility of an okay from the
sponsor's end looks slim.
Columbia had the team record .a

half-hour program on the coast,
which stencilling the network sent
on to the auto maker's 1

' home of-
fice In Detroit, a fortnight ago.

S. A. in Radio

The radio editor on one of
the New York dailies called the
CBS press department and
wanted to know who the 'new
girl singer' was on a dance
orchestra program coming out
of the Chicago studios. Col-
umnists vouchsafed she sound-
ed swell to him and said he'd
like a picture of her. Wired
the press department to the
networks p.a. In Chicago,
Steve Trumbull:

' 'Please send leg, picture of
new singer on so-so program.'
Came back the answer:

'Singer refuses to take leg
picture.' '•.

.

Said the next wire from the
New York end: 'Please insist

upon leg picture. Will make
good publicity break.'
'Okay about that picture

how,' telegraphed Trumbull,
'Do you want his Paris gar-
ters to show?'

MAXWELL'S HOUR

Show Boat Idea, With Winningor,
In Lieu of 15 Min. Programs

Maxwell House Coffee, starting
Oct. 3, will go from three 15-minute
shows to a single weekly spasm
running a full hours. Revised pro-
gram will be framed around the
showboat idea, with the cast tenta-
tively set including Charles Win-
ninger, the Hall Johnson Choir,
Jules Bledsoe, Molasses and Febru-
ary, colored comic duo; Mabel Jack-
son and a 35 -piece orchestra under
Don Voorhees' direction.

Current clocking has the coffee

account on UBC for quarter-hour
shots Monday, Tuesday and Wed-
nesday evenings.

NBC'S FREE SHOWS ON

AMS. ROOF 'SELL OUT

NBC is four weeks behind in com-
plying with requests for free ducats

to the various commercial broad-

casts in the .Times Square studio

atop the New Amsterdam theatre.

The .small: house seats only 650. Five
programs being etherized and the

requests for. seats are increasing in

numbers.
The adv agencies chiefly dispense

the cards of admission, although
NBC also has a quota for Its own
disposal.
Sunday nights the Chase & San-

born coffee nour ddes its stuff: in

front of ah audience. Mondays It's

Maxwell; Tuesday, ; Texaco (Ed
Wynn); Wednesday, Stanco's

(Flit), 'Big Time,' sketch; Thurs-
day.Flieschmann Yeast-Rudy Vallee.

Occasionally symphony orches-
tras do their stuff on sustalnings
during the afternoon .and there are
limited invitees, but primarily the
big commercials manifest_thls pub-
lic Interest.

There is no charge for the tickets

which, for the asking,, ultimately
come through to all who make re-

quest. For a time somebody was
scalping these for $1 and 50c but
that's been stopped through an of-

ficial drive outside the theatre at
radio time, which curbed that evil

pronto,

More Gossip
Hollywood, Sept. 12.

Douglas Hodges will go on the
air nightly over KNX to do a
three-minute gossip broadcast on
Hollywood for "Motion Picture
Magazine.'
Feature will be spotted .In con-

nection with the station's evening
news program.

Liberal Time for
\

Politics Urged by

Fed; Radio Chief

Washington, Sept. 12.

Broadcasters, in a communication

from Harold A. Lafount, acting

chairman of the Federal Radio
Commission, are urged to allow

political spellbinders liberal use of

their facilities during the present

campaign.

In replying to queries from trans*

mltter owners on FRG's stand re-

garding airing? of candidates, La-
fount contends that radio should
prove a big factor in moulding the
vote, and that to aid. in this should
be construed as the highest form,

of public service.

Radio act permits a broadcaster
to refuse the use of his station to

any and all candidates, but the
commissioner frowns on such a pol-

icy as short-sighted.

Law -also provides . that if a
broadcaster grants time to one can-
didate he must do the same for any
other aspirant to the same office

who may apply. Only right of cen-
sorship is to see that no obscene*

Indecent, profane or defamatory
language is etherised.

With: both major presidential

candidates on the big cbalns, that
means that a

.
Socialist, Communist

or Prohibitionist opponent can de-

mand facilities If he has the cash,

to command the layout.

MEYER
Complete Radio Studio Facilities for Auditions, Rehearsals and Programs

AT NEW YORK
18 EAST 48th STREET

PLAZA 3-8520

AT PHILADELPHIA
THE BELLEVUE STRATFORD

rENNYPACKER 8144

MAINTAINS EXECUTIVE OF-
FICES IN NEW YORK, PHILA-
DELPHIA AND WASHINGTON
TO SERVE THE PATRONS OF
HIS ORCHESTRAL, RADIO AND
OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EN-
TERPRISES.

AT WASHINGTON
ONE THOMAS CIRCLE

DISTRICT 8311

EN E U S T I N
BROADCASTING DAILY—

N.B.C. STUDIO — CHICAGO BACK IN ACTION AGAIN
RKO THEATRES

ED MORSE, STATE LAKE BLDG., CHICAGO

Now
Touring
RKO

a •

I

Radio*s Foremost Humorists

ED DIE a n d R ALP
"Sisters of the Skillet"

THE ROMANCE OF

Back On
The Air In

September

DAN and
4TH CONSECUTIVE YEAR W.M^A.Q.—CHICAGO—N.B.C.
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iWHITEMAN AS

AIR ADVISOR

FORM
Good possibility of Paul Whlte-

ipan taking over the assignment of

advisor on radio activities for Gen-
eral Motors. Bandman spent several

days last week In Detroit discussing

.
Me,stey.

,

Without
Ceremony

' on the
M. 3. n.

Demi Tnsfic
Retao

* N. B. C.
.Stations
• Coast
Network

• 4 Boy»
ona o Guitar

COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
JttfrmnUtti*
«.fcMKWIU.

1
TUOtlu

Mill. -IUkKmII. Int.'

7W SmtnlhAvt HnVnt

0:15 P.M.. Mu-Tlnrt

the proposition with the auto com-
bine's execs. Understanding Is that
AVhitcman will undertake the task
with the proviso that he retain hie
identity as a band leader, which
wouM keep his present organization
intact and permit it to go on play-
ing dine and dance spot engage-
ments.
Role would give "Whlteman super-

vision over " any and all programs
bankrolled by General Motors. Under
the r-ans, that the GM execs have
In mind, the Whiteman Friday night
half-hour would be retained to plug
the Oakland cars, while the band-
man would organize another tri-

weekly program to take the place of
the 'Parade of States' session whose
contract on NBC expires Oct. -17,

Also under his direction would come
o separate show ballyhooihg Chev-
rolet.

Prairie Grande Dames

Guests on WGN Program

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Mandel Bros. ~ department store

will sponsor the 'Bridge Club of the
Air* over WGN every Sunday after-

noon for a half hour between 1:30
and 2. Some local society matron
will 'be invited to talk on each pro-
gram with Edward LeDron, bridge
expert, also figuring.

On Mondays and Fridays 15-min-
ute programs with LeDron alone will

be broadcast at 6:45.

Arzen on WIS
.

Chicago, Sept. 13.

Arzen, good for sniffles in the
nose, will go after the farmers
starting Nov. 15 over WLS. Late
starting date Is to give the germs a
chance to get around for the winter
season,

Phil Kalar, baritone,, will supply
'song portraits' to arrest the farm-
er's attention. .

Atmosphere

Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.

Ono of the local air ; sta-
tions, scouting high and low
for a place of vantage from
which to broadcast the recent
American Legion parade here,
finally picked a"' novel locale,
to say the least.

The temporary sending out-
fit was rigged up in the men's
room' on one of the upper
floors of a department store. :

NBC Makes 'Em Believe It Weeps

Because They're Too Lousee to Click

$100,000 RADIO LIBEL

SUIT VS. WEEI BY M.D.

Salem, Mass., Sept. 12.

The owner of a Boston radio stu-

dio faces a suit for $100,000 as the
result of. the broadcasting of news
items. Dr. James C. Rowley of
Lynn has brought suit for that
amount against the Edison Electric
Illuminating Co. of Boston, owner
of "WEEI. The physician charges
that his reputation was injured and
his business damaged as the result
Of a news item broadcast from
WEEI last June 19.

WEEr broadcasts news items sup.-

plied by the Boston 'Globe' five

times daily.

HI THERE!
says

RAY PERKINS
Tncs.-Thm, 7.SO T. M.

BAKBARSOLOIST
Management NJB.C.

From Mills Bros, to Dr.

Anspacher—Vick's Idea
Vick's Vapo-Rub comes back to

the ether "by way of. a network hook-
up the early part of next month.
Medicinal account is doing its ne-
gotiating for time with NBC. Last
season it was on a Columbia web
with the Mills Brothers.
Among those already given an

audition for the program have been
Mark Warnow and a ^10Tpiece or-
chestra, Philip Steele, tenor, and
Dr. Louis Anspacher, playwright
and lecturer on the theatre.

Listening to Advice
Ray Knight threw a preview of

his 'Wheatenaville Gazette' show for
the trade ad critics, and as a result
of the latter*s comments, the ac-
count agreed to restrict the. plug-
ging.

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Four officials at RKO and four at
NBC did practically nothing last

week except hear auditions for the
nation-wide NBC - RKO 'talent

quest.' They whittled about 1,100

would'be professionals to 175, who
get a run-off this week in groups of

four and Ave at each performance
of the Palace and State-Lake the-
atres.

Majority of the candidates were
handled at NBC and given the big
institutional flash with Alex Robb
acting as the 'break it to 'em gently'

diplomat. Speed with courtesy is an
auditioning problem that show busi-
ness proper . never solved. L. J.

Fitzgerald, Charley Gilchrest and AI
Williamson helped Robb persuade
the yokels that NBC was really

PRESS MUST OK RADIO

ON GRID BROADCASTS

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Local radio stations asking for the
privilege of broadcasting Univer-
sity of Southern California football

games, have .
been notified by the

university that only those stations

recommended by the newspapers
will be allowed the broadcasting fa-

cilities;

This does not include the two
chain stations, KHJ, the CBS out-
let, and KIT, the NBC spot here,

which already have been granted the
privilege for the coming fall games.

Situation baa further widened the
breach between stations and news-
papers, which was brought about
over the alleged discrimination at
the Olympic games against the
ether In favor of the press.

"With three stations, KFAC,
KFWB and KRKD, tied-in with
newspaper connections, other sta-

tions see In the latest stand an ab-
solute shut-out and a proof to them
that local newspapers are trying In-
directly to control the air.

heartsick because they were too"

lousy to qualify.

Instrumentalists were auditioned
by RKOers at the Erlahger, hired
for the occasion because musicians*
union doesn't permit instrumental-
ists to be auditioned at a broad-
casting studio except with stand-by
musicians duly compensated. Tom
Carmody, Tom Powell, Ed Beck and
John Joseph took care of this de-
partment. Ingenues at the Palace
and Paddy Cliffs band at the State?-

Lake made natural, openings for the
run-offs. Two winners from each
house 'will be eliminated down to
a city champion at the Friday show.

J ABE I

LYMAN
AND HIS

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA.
Columbia Broadcasting . System

PHILLIP'S DENTAL MAGNESIA
Tncs., Tliars., Sat. 8:15 (East)

COAST-TO-COAST

TED WHITE
SINGS THE SOCIi OF A BONO

They Say at

NBC, San Francisco

JOHN

-8HEVLIN
. <TENOR)

After 18 weeks ob WOR, am tab-
la* at vacation. To icaacaa my
activities m Use air labor Day.
Fermaaent Address t 729 Amster-

dam, Avit, Ncrav x*orti

J*

*
Wishes to convey his

most sincere thanks to

•II those who so kindly

aided in making the

past season the sreatest

he has ever enjoyed.

PERSONAL MANAGER

JAMES DOANE
PHONE BUTTERFIELD 8-6797
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SEVENTH YEAR ON THE AIR

THE OLDEST CONSECUTIVELY RADIOCASTING COMMERCIAL CHAIN FEATURE

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

Presents

AND HIS

CLICQUOT CLUB ESKIMOS
WEAF "Red Network" Every Friday at 9 P.M. (E.D.S.T.)

A "NATURAL" FOR PERSONAL APPEARANCES
VAUDEVILLE PICTURE HOUSES

ROOMS 1201-2, 1S1 W. 46TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

LEGIT

RUTH ETTING
GLORIFYING ^POPULAR SONG

jUJMBIA^milMDASTNmWtK
vvco. /at. i0jR> k>: in £-s.t,

. Management .

THOMAS G. ROCKWELL
1P» Seventh Ave., New York

The World's Record Record Makers

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

COLUMBIA RECORDS
Just Concluded 52 Weeks .

Comtess D'Orsay Hour WJZ

CLIFFORD SOUBIER
as "OLD PAPPY"
IN NEGRO IMPERSONATIONS

N.B.C. and Affiliated Stations

— CHIC AGO

—

Monday to Friday, 4:30 P.M. to 4:45 P.M. C.D.S.T..

Isham
Jones

This Week (Sept. 9)

Loew's State,> New York

. Opening Oct. 1

Hollywood Restaurant
New York

Radio's Five Feet of Melody

Touring RKO Houses Direction, BILL MeCAFFREY

JACK DENNY
AND ORCHESTRA

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Victor Records

Gem Safety Razor
Program '

Lucky Strike Dance. Hour

Management M. C. A.

SCOTT SANDERS
Broadcasting for British Broadcasting Company,

Recording for Columbia Recording Company and

Sensational Success at the
.
London Palladium.

Headling on Stoll Circuit.

Opened >London Pavilion, and immediately Booked for

Ten Return Dates
English Representatives:

REEVES, LAMPORT & SHEREK, Ltd.

American Representatives:

MEYER NORTH
Loew's Circuit

K U ZNEtZO F

F

•»< N I C O LIN A
" 3TTII CONSECUTIVE WEEK

• STEERO Program, Wednesdays, 10:15 a.m., WEAF

V
A
N

"THE TWO PROFESSORS"

NBC'S PET PEDAGAGAS
THOSE MASTER MINDS OF RADIO
NOW CONVULSING THE WEST

SOON TO HAVE CONVULSIONS IN THE EAST

D
O
N

DUMB
CRACKER8

ROBERT
- BURNS

"

PANETELA
WABC
Every .

Wednesday
Evening1

at a

RHRNS s ALLEN
- Dir.: ffSf. MORRIS AGENCY

JIMMIE GRIER
and HIS ORCHESTRA

Garden Room, Los Angeles, Biltmore Hotel

Presenting the Greatest Array of Entertainers in the West
Lucky Strike Hour—Monthly

M. J. B. Demi-Tasse Revue—Weekly
K.F.W.B.—Nightly
Victor Records

RAYMOND PAIGE
Musical Director KHJ, Los Angeles

GUEST CONDUCTOR
HOLLYWOOD BOWL SYMPHONY

July 20th
Directing Gershwin's "American In

Paris" and the Belcher Ballet

EDDIE MILLER
CARDINAL HAYES—"A real he-man's voice."
PAUL WH ITEMAN—"Possesses artistic inter-

pretative ability."

A. HAMMER8TEIN—"Ideally suited to radio."
IRVING BERLIN—"An artist of first calibre."

WARNER BROS. PICTURE—"The one-man
quartette."

For Radio, BEN ROCKE
1778 Broadway, New York

GENE and GLENN
(JAKE and LENA)

QUAKER OATS CO., Dally B- A. M., N.B.C. Red Network
ITAimABT» ATT Pfk Dally 6:46 P. M; EST. WTAM — ClovelandaxaaXIJUW VUi trU. t»ally 7;16 p. M> EgT. WLW — Cincinnati
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Analagous

of Radio, as in

SWEDISH MUSIC BOOM
•Stags Production Stimulates Sheet

Music and Disks

'London, Sept. 1.

>'
.The summer season has given

jSngllflh pop music publishers plenty

pf> opportunity to think about con-

, -^(tlons. Formerly the season' lasted

from Sepetmber to March, begin-

ping to pick up again about July

,\Bhen the effects of the summer
campaign at seashore resorts began

make itself felt, but now it starts

jo. October and finishes at the end
lpjt January, and the publisher who
doesn't land a good-sized hit in that

time looks forward to a dreary nine

months wondering whether it's go-
: Jng to be his turn next time,

'.Sl'lillo some of the executives

ride around in Rolls-Royce and
other luxury cars, a close-up re-

veals most of them are of somewhat
aljclent vintage bought , in.- 'more
flourishing times, whereas -the cur-;

ref.t models are more' in circulation

among opulent radio manufac-
turers, radio stars and orchestra

leaders, which seems to indicate the

t?do of prosperity has- shifted from
tfte creator and purveyor of song
hits to the user.

'.. If. sheet music sales ; have not
(alien quite so badly here - as in

America, the simple reason is that

tney hadn't got so far to fall. Three
yjjars ago a hit of the size of 'Sonny
J8oy,' *Rambna' or. the 'Steiji; Song*
would have been good fpr\. 250,0.00

copies ;In the BOc edition;;, tpday a
pop publisher starts to celebrate if

he gets a sale of 50,000 in a 25c edi

tion. So, making allowance for the
difference In price, the decline is

about 90%.
Disc sales, in top price records
re off about 76%, but there id some
t>mpensation still in the popular-

ity of very cheap' brands, anit aver
aging the income all round the pub.
llsher'e end of the royalty is about
5% of his receipts two years ago.

Anti-U. S. Grievance
The ; Increased 'Income1 Anticipated

irom performing and radio fees, and
poked upon as a potential life

aver, has so farsnot materialized to
iy great"-extent, arid owang tb^the

l&creaslng tendency to lyfee olijijpop

Spngs and ballads the bulk of these
tees is going to the older estab-
lished houses.
3 In this connection the houses who
Represent American catalogs have.

4 grievance against! the. i^nierlean
{Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, due to the fact that the
American Society put oven ^an
agreement which enabled them to
first take 50% on fees received, for
performance by the British Society,
paving the other 60% to be>. split
Between the British and American
Publishers, and as the British pub-
lisher had advanced considerable
sum's for certain American catalogs,
his description of the deal is usually
Iffrid!

'

i The decline in. receipts from all

these sources Is haying a- definite
reaction ' 1ri deals- with. American
publishers. • The English represen-
tative looks painfully at the flg-

lires in red and finally decides to

write off most of it, but mentally
decides not to be caught again.

J
As the American executive has

Ijeen looking to . these .'foj-elgw -.'re-

ceipts to enable him to balance his
financial budget, this is going to be
decidedly awkward and starts an-
other "found in ' the . vicious

.
circle. .

jThe plain truth is that, specula-
tion in catalogs must be limited', .be-

cause, with the exception or but-
sjandlng hits such, as 'Hpme,' : 'Auf
Vy ledersehen,' 'Paradise' and 'Lulla-
by of. |he Leaves' there }s >

np
>
.sale

for the just pretty mushy ballad,
and English publishers ar« today
depending more for material on na-
tive arid Continental writers.

i Successful Germian, and even
Fjrench, film productions have es-
tablished hits here like 'Live, Love
and Laugh' ('Congress Dances'),
'Today I Feel so Happy' ('Sunshine
Susie'), 'Under the Roofs of Paris'
("Sous Les. Toits de Paris'), . while
33hglish films have produced 'Good-
hipht, "Vienna' and 'Sally in Our
Ajley/ arid the current pop number
is'. 'Round the Marble Arch.'
The graft for radio artists and

orchestra leaders, despite ba.d con-
dttions, is still as big arid the figure
ranges froiri $5 to $15 each time a
PttJg goes, over the air.. Qnce.-in a
while the professional managers get
tcfeether and decide to cut 'ft 'out
aijd the decision' lasts Juist ; long
«riough'fqr on© to get away and tell

• .• radio
... leader, 'Of course,, that

doesn't go for you, old man; I'll

take
,
care of you.'

The/ British Broadcasting Co.
knows all about it; but being a- gov-
ernment corporate body decides not
to worry unduly unless somebody
Writes to the papers and wants to
know why they get 'A Lemon in
the Garden of Love* five times a
night. The publishers receive a mild
reproof and are asked not to sub
sldize artists under contract, and
the B. B; C, feeling it has done
everything possible in the circum-
stances, gpes to sleep again;.

The. business- executive, all the
same, is ' really getting tired of
handing out checks, and he is be
ginning also to kick at the increas-
ing demands for special orchestra
tions from leaders who are on the
air or who have contracts for gram-
ophone discsi •

'Time was ; when > a
leader who wanted a special ar
rarigement employed his own . or-
chestrator, but now, with few ex-
ceptions, he orders what he wants
from his favorite arranger and. in T

structs him to send the account to
the publisher. Jack Hylton Is one
of the few Who "carries his own or
chestrators, gets the best, there Is

and pays for it himself.
The older houses, with plenty of

reserves arid established catalogs,
will pull through provided they can
adjust overheads, but for the new-
comer with limited financial back-
ing, depending upon the lucky hit
the outlook is distinctly not rosy
and he stands a much better chance,
and will certainly get a bigger thrill

following the tips of any sporting
paper.

Stockholm, Sept. 2.

Sales of sheet music and disks

are picking up here with local com-
posers getting busy and supplying

theme songs for 25 productions be-

ing made by local producers. Big-
gest local hit with American possi-
bilities is 'Om alia yachra drom-
mer vora sanna' ('If Our ^Dreams
Came True') from a new film. It

is already being sung all over town,
and plenty of homes have it for the
piano, although tho accordion is the
national instrument.

! American songs are off with only,
the old favorites sticking. German
numbers are big and Josephine
Baker started the Swedes humming
'Two Loves' when 'she was here
with a revue.

Aati-Warpage Helps,

But Disc Cos. Still

Growl at Hick Radio

Kress, Music Sales Co.,

End Price Cutting War
Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Three month battle between Mu
?slo Sales 'Corp- and Kress-> music;
counter has been ended by the
friendly intervention of De Sylya,;

Brown and; ;JjIenderson
,

Ajjjisic Co.;
Bobb,y .Crawford, p^ldeht^f D. S.f
B:,

v
i^t.y iaupdled • the ; eastern, or

MSG, end," and Beri Berman, local;

rep, convinced Kress that it was
useless to go on selling music at
cost. ; -

;

..

Sheet music goes back to 26c a
copy this week at counters of both,
companies. Kress, whose stock has;
been depleted because of not or-

;

derlng during the past month, Is-,

buying again.

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Phonograph companies have re-
cently solved the problem of warp

-

age. A new ingredient added to the
waxing compound now keeps the disc
from bending in the automatic ma-
chines which have become a very
lihportant part of what's left of the
mechanical business. With special
needles that list 2,000 piayings and,
the warpage straightened out the
mechanicals In looking around for
another obstacle to remove seem to
unite in making wry grimaces at the
small radio stations.

What the mechanicals dislike Is

the type of one-lung station that
uses phonograph records exclusively
and encourages listeners to call and
make requests. Station buys one
record at 75 cents and if it's hot may
play it 30 times on 'request.'. To
the mechanicals that's exactly 30

(tames 75 cents lost to them, not to
mention those who hear a hit tune
..so often on the radio all desire is

dissipated. ' These conditions are
glaring in the smaller towns rather
;than" in , the papulous centers, me
chahicaia s

assert.
...

Dues, as
•Reports » ©f*\,Harold Leonard's

j-leath are dispelled "by; his having
.'recently pald-diie's 4n the musicians'
union;

'

For a time Leonard, dropped out
iof sight when he. 'was', away taking
;a rest cure fplloVing; a. nervous
'collapse' suffered In"Montreal where
he was playing the Windsor hotel.

ifs and Jokers in Musk-Radio

Pad but Tin Pan Alley Figures

ItH Come Out All Right on Yield

AUTOGRAPH HOUNDS AS

AIR GAG TO SELL TUNES

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.

Having song writers at a radio

station to autograph copies of sheet

music is a new gag that is proving

strong with local tunesters. They
see in it a scheme to sell some of
the sheets that otherwise might stay
on the counter.

it will be worked on KHJ in con-
nection with a quarter hour after-
noon singing program by Jack and
Grace Stearns. Plan is to have a
different song writer at each pro-
gram, and invite the autograph
hounds, with copies of that tune-
ster's music, to visit the station
while bill is on.

Boyd Postpones

. Philadelphia, Sept. 12.

The engagement of Milton Charles,

singing, organist who starred at the

Mastbaum theatre, which was to

have begun last yreek at the Boyd;
has been postponed. Reason given
by the Stanley-Warner was that
the Boyd organ, which had not been
used for public performance since

the house opened four years ago,
could not be rigged up in time, with
Charles' complicated amplification

system.

It is believed that the idea of an
added stage attraction to the Boyd
has been quietly dropped for the

present at least.

Coast Pubs Follow Mike

Ufr to San Francisco
San Francisco, Sept. 12.

'

Still another music publisher to

move Coast professional hea^quarr
ters here . from Los . Angeles' is

Shapiro-Bernstein. Carl Lamont,
western rep, plans on changing his

address to* 'Frisco, within next few
weeks', joining the Donaldson, Rob-
bins and: Berlin Coast offices/ which
are now located here.

Important radio programs eman-
ating 'from here are causing, the
publishers'' shifts.

Since the National Association of
Broadcasters put its signature to

the new music, tax deal, Tin Pan
Alley has had its pencil busy try-

ing to figure out just about what it

Could expect to collect on the first

year of the contract. Until
,
the

American- Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has closed
its contracts with the individual
stations any estimate would be
highly theoretical. Even after the
contracts are all in it would be dif-

ficult to arrive at something ap-
proaching an approximate figure, •

though certain figures available
make it possible to make some sort
of an estimate.

It is not expected that all the sta-
tions will agree to make it a three-
year contract, which allows the
music nym a 3% cut on all com-

'

mercial money collected by the sta-
tions the first year, 4% for 1934, and''

6% for the following year. It may
'

develop that a large percentage will
elect to commit themselves only for
one year on a flat basis of 6% and
take a chance of getting far more
favorable terms than -prevailing for
the three-year, contract ' holders
when next summer rolls around:
Local conditions may turn out such
that many of these will be iable to
prove by their ledgers that they
can't shbulder both the tax on com-
mercials and the sustaining -fee.

Computations are further compli-
cated by the fact, that the society
has expressed a willingness to make
the rate for stations, shooting .500

watts or less lower than that es-
tablished for the larger outlets.

T. P. A. Disappointment
In any event > if the society, m

working put its agreement with the
NAB, based 1

its probable Income
upon the gross .taken . in . by: the
broadcasting business as a ' whole

(Continued on page' S4) '
-

MILLS MUSIC NOW 100|

OPERATED BY
_

'.^1
'

- With.Mills Music's removal fcp. the
'

Brill building, New York, Jack Mills,

president of 'the firm, assumes fall i

management of the business. His ?

brother, Irving, is bowing out of the

»

publisliing' house's direction to de- -,

vote himself to his. >Illls-Rockwell !'

managerial Interests.
Irv Mills; Tommy Rockwell attl !

'

Victor Young, the radio' band leader;'
'

also have their own recently formed
Lawrence Music Corp.,. which spe- ;

clalizes in publications authored of 4

featured by. their artists. '

-

8-YEAR-OLD CONDUCTOR

St. Louis Prodigy Directs Chicago
,

Theatre Symphony

Chicago, Sept. 12.
jj

Chicago theatre (B. & K.) over- !•

ture is being conducted this week by h

au eight-year-old boy,' :Jack Held, i

from St. Louis. Lad is playing his ;•'

first, engagement outside his. native J

town, ^h^.%0V^,%aMr 'lD^of««-

slonal appearaiie'es at the Fox th'e-'*

atre.
. Kid is hailed, as a ;nrodigy, plays

_

tout instruments and-;is ' reputed td >

fcV ahle to "actually,fpftow'the score!
|

:

of 'Orpheus/'whlch he is directingJ

}

,

.

'

—
. \ x

'

'

'

•

•' tiAETfc kftJlil SET
; |

Los Angeles, Sept 12.

Slim Martin and a 16 -piece, dane'e

band go into Royal Gardens, former ':

dance spot at Vine and Selma, when
,

it opens as a riorcover night club

Sept. 17. .

(
.

Jack Lester Is training a line ^pf

14 girls, and will work in the floor

show, with eight other principals.

FERDE GROFE
Dean of Modern American Musicians

Mr, Oroff
:

K recent "Grand Canyvjn Suite," his "Mississippi Suite," the "Three Sli-idob in Blue,"

orchestration, of ."Rhapsody in Blue" hove. been universally acclaimed. by. music critics.

And his

$10,000 Fire

Eawton, Pa., Sept. 12.

Large dance hall at Edgemont
Park, near here, was destroyed by
fire.

Damage estimated at about
$10,000.

Local Boy Makes Good
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 12.

Ken Rparnon, local boy, becomes
conductor of RICO Palace orches-'

tra, '.succeeding Russ Kahn,- who
has had ifre job two years.
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Disc Reviews

By Abel Green

Roger Wolfe Kahn
Back in the field again as an ac-

tive dance maestro, Kahn hasn't

taken long to reassemble the .same
crack aggregation of dance musi
clans with whom he's been identified

in the past. He evidenced this on
Columbia Nos. 2695 and 2C97, where
'Palm of Your Hand' and T Can't

Believe It's True' are coupled on the

former, and 'Another Night Alone'

and 'Sheltered by the Stars' are

backed up on the latter disk.

All four fo:c trots are purveyod in

big league manner, intricately or-

chestrated and excellently inter-

preted.

Rudy Vallee

Columbia is emulating the Bruns-
wick idea of lining up name artists

arid has Vallee, with a special auto-
graphed label 'n' everything, cutting
fancy capers on No, 2700 with 'I

Guess I'll Have to Change my Plan'

and 'Maori.' The latter Is the Tyers-
Creamer tango of yester-decade,
which, as Vallee explains in a brief

spiel on the progress of 'Maori,' was
a popular tango until, at a college

prom in 1916, a young orchestra
leader arranged it as a foxtrot. He
was the said No. 1. It's a peach tune
—always was—and la as Bturdy a
4/4 number as a tango. •

'Change My Plan' Is a currently
pleasing class foxtrot song conv-

posed by the tuneful" Arthur
Schwartz.

Frances Langford—4 New Yorkers

Both radio singing specialists,

Miss Langford and the 4 New York-
ers are teamed for 'Having a Good
Time, Wish You Were Here' and 1
Can't Believe It's. True,' combining
Into a novelty instrumental-singing
disk,', okay for parlor: vaudeville.
Columbia 2696.' ..

j,
.". - Harry Richman

'-Can't dispute RIchman's ability to
sell a popular song, whether on wax,
via the ether or in person. He
manifests it fujly. with 'I Love- a
Parade' and It Waa So Beautiful'
oh "Columbia 2701. . Again, < this is

one of those special-labeled auto-
graphed records, a distinction • ac-
corded signal artists by Columbia,
and pkay for sales showmanship.
Columbia does it with the Vallees,
Richmans, Ted Lewises, et al., as it

did if with the special label accord

-

ed Paul Whiteman when the nines-

tro was on that brand.

Savoy Orphoans
Columbia 2698 is an imported

disk, from England, ; by the Sayoy
Hotel Orpheahs of London, doing
medleys of the Kem-Harbach 'Cat

and the Fiddle* score. It's a -well-

fashioned melange of the tuneful
Kern score, Raymond Newell and
Binnle Hale dueting on the first half

and Jessie Matthews arid Jack Plant
officiating vocally on the second
half.
Recording, because of the selec-

tions, has lots of charm and is one
that will su.rylve in the usual weed-
ing out process in anybody's : disk
library.

Donald Novis
The tenor has 'Somewhere In the

West,' his radio theme song, oh Vic-
tor 24071, coupled with 'As You De-
sire Me,' inspired by the Garbo pic-

ture but otherwise not 'officially'

associated" with it. This is because
of an intra-trade wrarigle.

'Desire,' Incidentally, Is one of

those sophisticated lyrics which has:

inspired some captiousness from the
moral mentors of the ether, causing
Allie Wrubel, its author, to have a
denatured • lyric ' version on tap, in

case.
Anyway, Novis knows how to

handle ballads of this type and
shows it plenty. .

' Waring's Pennsylvaniant
'Old Man of the Mountain' and

Old Yazoo* are of the slriging -or-

chestra school of composition which,
for a time, was so popular with the
dancehali type of orchestra. Fred
Waring's Pennsyltes have been par-
tial tb- this and the scat school of
foxtrotology of late, and their sales
must be the guide to them to con-
tinue. •

They!re both swell rhythm num-
bers and will get more attention
from the dance-hounds than many
of the prettier foxtrot songs extant.
Frank Zullo and the entire band
combo cut Up vocally.

Larceny Charge Against

Hal Tmax Dismissed
Schenectady, Sept. 12.

Hal Truax, for years one of the
officers of the Musicians' Union in
this city, who was arrested for al-

leged misappropriation . of union
funds some weeks ago, has been
discharged.
Complaint was withdrawn when

It was announced the matter would
be taken care of by officers of the
union in a civil charge, or. suit
against Truax.

WHTTEMAN-WOBLD'S FAIR
Paul Whlteman's present oontract

with the Biltmpre hotel, N. Y, can
keep him in that spot, providing a
certain figure on the cover, charges
and beverage sales 'is reached -each
week, until next May.
After that NBC has a proposition

for him involving the Chicago
World Fair.

Anti-Depresh Note

Publishers' reps making the

road right now report back a
decidedly improved impetus in

sheet music sales.

The girls behind the count-

ers report that they've never
seen so many people, around
the music racks as lately, and,

what's more/ they're buying.

This is true particularly

around Cleveland, Detroit and
Chicago.

HERE AND THERE
Murray Peck's orchestra now at

Venice, Calif., ballroom.

Ople. Cates is now purveying the

dance music at the Mayfalr (for-

merly Calais) roadhouse on Merrick
road, N. Y., with Mary Nolan and
Al Shayne as co-attractions.

George Herth'a orchestra, Nelson
Cathrall conducting, goes into the

Walton roof, Phllly, for the winter,

commencing Sept. 10.

Michael. Ca1eo and Jack Miles, re-

spectively, . Utlca, N. Y., and Chi
musicians, wrote 'Moon,' their first

songwrlting effort ' which Harry
Bloom is publishing.

Jack Kapp, Brunswick recording

head, to Europe Sept. 14 for a
month's vacash.-

Earl Burtnett orchestra may fol-

low Anson Weeks into Hotel Mark
Hopkins, Frisco, early in October
when Weeks bows out for three
months, at the St Regis, New
York.

Jack Denny pulls out of the Wal-
dorf Astoria the last week of this

month. Will doubie from the Ward-
man Park hotel, Washington, D. C,
Into the Fox theatre there for a
week arid then takes three-weeks
vacash in Bermuda. Due back at
the New York Waldorf after that.

Harold Morris, composer-pianist,
tabbed as soloist for the N. Y. K.
of C. band concert at Carnegie
Hall, Oct 12.

Jokers in Music-Radio Pact

Harry Barris playing the Nut
Club, N. Y. F with Johnny John-
stone's orchestra; In on four week
agreement with options.

Harry Stride, guitarist with
Jimmy Carr's orchestra, has sold
'Someone Else Is in Your Heart'
to Remlck.

Jules Von' Tilzer has quit Nat-
trass & Schenck, music publishers,'

to rejoin his brother Will in the
Broadway Music Co.

Harris Band in Short

Hollywood, Sept..12.
Phil Harris, and bis Cocoanut

Grove orchestra will be featured In

a Radio short
It will be included In the 'Head-

line' series.

(Continued fro.m page 83)

last year, roughly around $60,000,000,

the music men, it Is predicted, have

a big disappointment in store .for

them when the final count up takes

place. Indications are that these fig-

ures will shoot up around $76,000,000

for the current anrium. But even

at that, the portion that Tin Pan
Alley will have a right to share in

will be comparatively small.

Represented in that $75,000,000 is

the $44,000,000 that the two big

chains are calculated to roll up be-

tween them. But only a small part

of that $44,000,000 is really tax-

able by the society. Under the ar-

rangement prevailing between the

networks and their affiliate stations,

the latter- get only a small portion

of the fee collected for the station

from the advertiser. Network may
charge a client $500 for the ffrctrr-

sion of a particular station in the
link but all going to the outlet out
of this half grand, unless it has a
special block time agreement with
the chain and these are. very few,

is the established sum of $2.5. And
the agreement made by the society

definitely states that chain com-
mercial programs will be paid for
Individually by the stations, in-

stead of by the networks. This
was the one big point insisted upon
by the chains through all the nego-
tiations with ASCAP, and when the
latter's negotiating committee, ob-
viously unaware of the above ar-
rangement between network and

HPPA-ERPI SETTLEMENT

DUE; FILM FIRMS H. 0.

Music Publishers' Protective As-
sociation and ERPI are scheduled
to get together this week on the
final settlement of the 'bootleg' seat
tax suit Claim put in by the pub-
lishers tallies $1,900,000 and the
settlement figure tentative agreed
upon is $825,000. Both groups are
also talking about entering into a
60day interim agreement covering
synchronizing rights but as yet few
of the picture firms have agreed to
designate ERPI as their agent in

drawing up a new contract.

Among the picture firms that
continue to hold out against let-

ting ERPI deal for them and who
are considering limiting their sync
neeide to the catalog's of. their own
music house affiliates are. War-
ners, Metro and Fox. ,WB still declares that under no
circumstance's will it permit ERPI
to ' do business for' it with the
M.P.P.A., while Metro says it fig-

ures on depending upon Bobbins,
Inc., and Fox upon its affiliation

with the Sam Fox Music Co.

JACK CRAWFORD FOX
JOY

'The Qberttuffed Maestro' BOYS
Now in 14th Week—FOX Theatr

WINIFRED RENW0RTH
Organiste

-Seattle

Flannagan's Toothache ,

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Pat Flannagan, WBBM sports
announcer, who has been on sick
leave for the past week, rejoins the
Chicago Cubs today (Monday). In
the east.

Flannagan has a commercial
sponsor, Minute Rub, and recom
mends thei. product .for, everything
from flea bites to insomnia. But
two bad teeth brought Flannagan
low and Ted Heusing had to pinch
hit for him.

individual station, yielded to this
demand, the chains had little more
to argue about

Mathematics

For its basic red network of 2i
stations, on a basis of a, half hour,
NBC charges $3,268. Out of this
each station gets $25, making the
aggregate of $625 going into the
coffers of the affiliates, or just
about 16% of the total. So that
in the event NBC and CBS come
through 1932 with that combined
gross of $44,000,000, the share netted
by the affiliated stations will figure
$7,040,000. Assuming that all sta-
tions agree to the three-year con-
tract, the ASCAP cut on this total,
on the 3% basis, would come to
$211,200. That alone is close to the
$260,000 increase over the 1931-32
music tax aggregate which the so-
ciety had originally agreed to, but
which the broadcasters reneged
upon later. Even if the gross from:
spot broadcasting for all stations
through the 1932-33 only comes to
another $30,000,000, oh the basis of
3%, the -additional kickback to the'
society would come to $900,000,
making the theoretical tax total
over $1,OQO,000.

Other source of revenue to be>

taken into account here is the sus-
taining fee. Last year's collection
was $980,000. But the society, has
agreed) under the terms of the new
contract, to shave this way down,
for the' smaller stations. Assum-
ing that It is sliced in half, the,
remainder, added to the $1,000,000
theoretically collected on the com-
mercal tax, will make it a total of
$1,490,000, which Is still a quarter
of a mlllon better than would have
obtained had ' the society closed
on the .basis of the original $250,-
000 increase offer. r?'-

KEIT& ENGEL, Inc.
719 7th Ave., New York .

"We Just Couldn't Say
Good-Bye"

"M You Desire Me" r

?«Pink Elephants"

"Bebjde the Sunset Trail"

"I Found You For Some-

body Else"

s

- V INTRODUCING
"TEtJi :ME; WITH TULIPS*
- (That You'll Forget Me Not)

'

By tMi Jttk LltUe' Md J. Fred C*et»
- - Ahotlier "Miller" Hit -Sons'

• 'Wr Prof, tutorial Ready)

MIDLER MUSIC, Inc. :

12 Weft: 40th Street, N*w York -City

HAL BECKETT
Fox,, Brooklyn, New York

. , INPEFINITELY

« FOR RENT y
Large hall suitable for dancing: ,

prominent
;

thoroughfare: . ownors' will assist tenant. . J, B. .

Friedman,- Inc., 522' 5th Avo.; New Tot*. •

BENNY MEROFF
and HIS ORCHESTRA

Now Appearing at Castle Farm, Cincinnati—Broadcasting Nightly Over WLW—NBC Chain Hookup
Many Thanks to Eddie Cantor Who Hat Selected Us to Appear With Him on Mia Extensive Tour

Personal Management
GEORGE WOOD

1560 Broadway, New York

Dance Representative

GUS C. EDWARDS—RUNAWAY,
64 W. Randolph Sfcj Chicago

INC.
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>yers' 6-Day Week

Rule Aids Layoff

Bako. Musicians

Baltimore, Sept. 12,

Henry Mayers, head of the local

Musicians* Union, is pressing into

; service a new rulings which will

call for a one-seventh lime layoff

for all regularly employed musi-

cians- "Which means that the ree-

nter workers will take a vacation

one day in seven, or if otherwise

^arranged, every seventh week off.

Mayers is pushing this through

despite rumblings from- the lesser

members of the union ana several

of the theatres, in order to give em-
ployment and some chance to earn
money to. a larger number of union
musicians. In this move Mayers has
the backing of the favorable- atti-

tude of the A. F. of L. and tlie Fed-
oration of Musicians in regards to

providing employment for idle labor

members. -' -.1.

Malin's Floor Gang Set;

Wayne Band at Christie
Hollywood, Sept.\ 12.

Floor .show for Jean Malik's spot

in the Christie hotel, oponing Sept,

J 5, fs siet with Julanne Johnston,
Rockcy Twins,. Mona Ray,. Eddie
Adams, Dooley Twins and the Three
Ambassadors supporting Malln.
Hal Wayne's band will supply the

music.

Tend's 2d Sot

Cleveland, Sept. Ml
Bankruptcy suit was filed against

Charlie Tend, owner of Lotus Gar-
dens cafe, last week by three
creditors, making second action
against him in four months.
Employees of Bamboo Gardens;

one of Tend's holdings that went
Into bankruptcy recently, first sued
him for back wages. Present suit
was brought up by company of ar-
chitects, claiming $6,476 duo them;
a provision company for $620, and a
towel firm for $1,702.

TEXAS B. B. B/S DRIVE

FOR AIR CENSORSHIP

W/ TM A PL f< S
H I T M A &XS
IN A SHANTY

IN OLD SHANTY TOW

THREE' S A CROWD
! SWEETHEARTS
!

FOREVER

j

QLF-SSE.O EVE.NT"

Tm making hay
in the moonlight
iHOW CANYOUWNO'

j

SAVE A RAINY dfci

|

FOR ME
!l MAY NEVER PASS
YOUR WAY AGAIN

SHE WENT ;T0

OLD ST. MARY'S
AND I WENT TO

NOTRE DAME

BLACK fuWMITE. SERIES

Dallas, Sept. 12.

First effort at radio censorship in
Texas was launched by the local
better biz bureau in a drive to clean
up shady ether advertising. BBB
goes on the air for "a daily five-
minute a. m. spot over WRR, muny
station, with series of educational
tips against various fraudulent
schemes.
Besides that, bureau installed re-

mote control connection with WRR>
to be used as a cut-in on tabooed
advertisers. Seems that bureau's;
idea is to keep close tab on all pro-
grams and warn studios immedi-
ately of any fake, same time ex-
tending warning to dialers via the
remote niike. However, no mention
of station's partial blame in accept-
ing questionable plugs.

Just how far, idea will click de-
pends, especially, ^as all local adver-
tisers are not BBB members, pres-
aging a couple "pf squawks, any way.
Furthermore, ' stations are - taking
chances on losing a lot of accounts.

M . WITMARK L.SONS

More Mystery for Kids

Mystery, fho> current vogue for
children's program?, will form the
bait in a new 15-minute program
for 6:13 every night except Sunday
over WGN. . It gets going Sept. 14

and will be sponsored after the first

week by Five Minute Oat Flakes, a
new cereal,

Ben Flyke and .Junior McLaln .will

carry on the plot - of 'The Seore.t

Three.' . .

Alan Jones/ Bankrupt,

Owes $3,000 ; Has $500
Voluntary petition in bankruptcy

filed by Alan Rankin Jones, pianist

with and one of the heads of the
co-operative California Collegians

-vaudeville rxnd, was filed last week
through Julius Kendler. Principal
liability, among the $3,000 total

debts, la $2,348 as a balance on an
$8,000 ring he bought from Bert
Satz, the Broadway jeweler. He
had paid -over $5,000 on the bauble.

Apart from ' the $2,343 due Satz,

there is $143.4(5 due the Hotel
Croydon, $146.20 due the Park
Crescent hotel, and similar minor
debts to various- hostelries. •

Jones* sole' asset is a piece of

property at Laguna beach, Calif.,

valued at $500.

HED3T S ADDED 8
San Francisco, Sept. .12.

RKO has extended the contract
of the Horace Heidt band at the
Golden Gate here.

Boys get ah additional eight

weeks. "
%" "''

.

' :

THE "INTERNATIONAL" LYRICIST

L WOLFE GILBERT
AT

HOLLYWOOD
Watch for "HER IHGHKEfiS" an ERIC VON STROHK1M Storj

Made by I. B. Kornblur.i with "Wolfe" Gilbert Lyric Idra*

rcrsonnl Direction Keep Ears Penled for

HARRY WtKTZEL "JRACKETJf RAX' Songs

ACE BRIGODE
And His VIRGINIANS

Now Playing at Merry Garden ltall Room
'

'•'
• vnieAor •'•'* "

CANADIAN MUSIC SALES

CORP. CHANGES HANDS

Canadian Music Sales Corp., of
Toronto, has passed out of the
hands of H. D. Golby and is now
under the control of a three-way
partnership comprised of William
St. Clair Lowe, John W. Harper
and A. M. McDougall. Lowe is

currently on a visit to New York.
"Warner Brothers found the Ca-

nadian Music Sales Corp. on their
hands when they took over the Mu-
sio Sales Corp., distrib an .1 chain
store unit controlled by Witmark,
Remick and Harms. "With the sale
of the Canadian firm to Golby went
tho right to print the Witmark,
Remick and Harms works. Take-
over of the CMSC by the Lowe,
Harper-McDougall partnership" left

a balance of $3,000 due Warner
Brothers from Golby.

Picture producers have agreed to
waive payment of this providing
the other Golby creditors are paid.
Immediately upon taking over the
business the new owners paid off

20% of the $30,000 left outstand-
ing by Golby and gave, assurance
to. the American music publisher
creditors involved that tho balance
would be taken care of after a pe-
riod of six months.

Frisco Clubs Hurt by
Dog Tracks; Off 50%

San Francisco, Sept. 12.

Heaviest kickers at the duo of
nearby dog tracks are local night
clubs and speaks Whose business is

.literally going to the dog.3. Thea
tres aren't noticing the influx of
natives to the greyhound circuits
nearly as much as the dine and
dance and drink emporiuns where
grosses have fallen off 60 Vj.

Belmont and Baden deg tracks
are drawing combined approximate
gates of 20,000 nightly with current
warm session upplng then- attend-
ance measurably,
j
But all 'Frisco entertainment

spots, theatres and cafes alike, are
breathing easier now that plan to
inaugurate dog racing within a few
blocks of the downtown section has
been balked.

Tax Contest Bandsmen
At Toronto Fair Gate

Toronto, Sept. 12.

For the first time. in the history
of the Canadian Exhibition, bands
me n were refused free admission to
the grounds for the annual band
contest sponsored by the Ex.
Action was a sequel to the econ

©my program launched by C. N. E,

executive and in line with the par
ing down of ducat allowance to a
third of what It was in former
years. Demand for $1.50 admission
drew heavy squawks. Prico money
to units of Ontario Band Associa-
tion totaled $4,800 with Expo, put
ting up this amount.
Boys claimed they were an at

fraction and a b. o. draw. Sudbury
Ban J paid $860 in transportation
Bearosville Band, $1,475 ; - North -Bay
Banc, $985.

New MDS Musk WMesafag Pha

Already Honing Indie Jobbers

%\ Question of 100% Service

Chevrolet Is Willing;

It's Up to the Programs
Chevrolet is trying to fret itself

?. :t with a program so thrit it can
g) on the air by tho second week
in October. Account has cations on
tii.ie with both NBC and Columbia,

'

leaving itself open to hop aboard
the network that furni.hes it with
the better program idea.

One program' NBC auditioned for
the auto maker had on it Helen
Morgan, Donald Novls, a Gus Hens-
chen orchestra and Frank Crumlt
doing an m.c. Another session fea-
tured Willie and Eugene Howard,
Fannie Brlce and an Ernp Rapee
rymphonie ensemble.

It took only the first week of
operation of the publishers* central
distributing unit, Music IJca'.ers

Sei^Ice, Inc., for the jobbers to feel

tho project's annihilating pir.ch.

Jobbers all along the lino, reported
that the competitive combine had
already made terrific inroads upon
their business, with the fall-off in

orders for popular music for the
three leading middlemen firms

1

in

New York striking an average of

around 60%.

The jobbers admit that they're in

a panic and that if a substantial
number of publishing bouses asree
to throw in their distributing lot

with the 12 publishers controlling
the MDS the chances of continuing
in business will be exceedingly
slim. Several of the jobbers last

week consu'ted legal authorities on
trusts and monopolies, with a view
of finding some means of bringing
the Sherman anti-trust act to bear
against the combine. . There was
also talk among the jobbers of pe-
titioning the Interstate Com rierce

Commission, with the com; laint

asking for- an investigation oZ the

MDS on the alleged grounds that it

was operating in restraint of. trade.

Members of the combine had' an-
ticipated this very move during the
process of reorganization. To this

end they had taken th,e precaution
of having all the incorporation pa-
pers and proposed methods of oper-
ations scrutinized by one of New
York's leading legal firms special-

izing in trust and monopoly cases.

Trade Precr.v.tions

To protect itself alcng these lines,

the MDS, for instance, has taken
the precaution to mr.ke all deliv-

eries to itself a matter of- consign-
ment. Its records will in no- event
show that it bought anything to re-
sell, but that it i6 merely serving
as the central distributing agent for
a group of publishers.
First cataios put cut by the MDS,

with the cor.tents limited to the
publications of its 12 charter mem-
bers, set the price for new music at
16c. and the previous-to-Sspt. 1-

hit publications at lSc. Orchestra-
tions that are supposed to be 're-
tailed at 50c are being sold by the
central bureau for ZlVzc, and the
75c arrangements (a nev/ high)
billed to the dealer for 46c.
First week found the unit flooded

with orders from dealers ; all over
the country. Many ,of the'lists car
rled numbers published by firms
outside the combine. These lists are
being returned to the dealers, with
the items filled out of the MDS
stock checked off. Publishers "who
are not in the combine feci that it

would be more ethical and business-
like on the part of the MDS to relay
these unfilled portions of the order
t'iirect to the publishers concerned
so that the dealers could bo imme-
diately served and avoid any pos-
sibility of the order going astray.

No 100% Dealer Service

Observers of the publishing in-
dustry point out that the treatment
accorded these unfilled parts of the
dealers', orders may turn out the
very crux upon which the distribut-
ing combine will make or break

itself. If the MDS makes it a pol-

icy of scorning to service dealers
with requests . outside their own
copyrijrhts there is a possij'l-

ity of tho dealer in time turning l-.is

back to the indie jobbers, if the lat-

ter 'are able to hold out until that
turning, point arrives. Of the 157

known publishers of pop music only
.12 are in the combine, although this

dozen controls around 60% of the
output.

To date not a single publisher
outsile of the charter 12 has signa-
tured a contract giving the MDS
partial or exclusive right to dis-
tribute his sheets. Among . the
holdouts are Harry Bloom, 1: t-

Engel, Joe Morris, Bobbins, Miliar
Musi? Co., E. B. Marks, Mr.;.!ow
Musi 2 Co., Bibo-Lang, et al.

Fo:* the purpose of finding a way
out of the dilemma created by ilia

operations of the combine, 18 indie,

publishers got together at a lunch-
eon last Wednesday (7). Irving
Bibo of Bibo-Lang sat in as chair-
man and had Max Mayer of Rich-
mond-Mayer in to tell the group
why the jobber can continue to best
serve tho Interests of the publish-
ing trade.

Mack's Hotel Date
Denver, Sept. 12.

Ted Mcok, Denver (Publix)tli tr-

ot -

6 m.c, ,-joes into tho Brown Pa'-
ao hotel here Oct. 1. He is -r--

cr;iit:ng a 14-piece band and a gi-'l

vc 2al trio. Engagement is for t
; x

v.ecltr;. Mack will broadcast daily
over IN£C through KOA.

Becker Prov. Mgr.

Soringfield, Mass., S Tt. 12.

Irving Becker of New York has
been appointed manager of the

Sta:e, which opens torlay (12) with
Empire circuit burlesque shows. .:

Jimmy James owns the house.

\ REMICK^ HITS

I GOT MYSELF-Bp
BEING TOO GOOD™!

U

SOMEONE
TO (PARE Fdi

JAPANESE SANDMAN
CHINATOWN MY CHINATOWN

PUT ON TOI/Rcrfy BONNES

CANADIAN CAPERS

shine on Harvest noof

SWEETJEQRGJ A BRO^N
^emFokTmusi 0 CORP.

Max M. Steiner
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

and

COMPOSER

"BIRD OF PARADISE"
•'SYMPHONY SIX MILLION"

for

RADIO PICTURES
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Radio's TopMoney
(Continues from page 1)

bia's booking: office should clear

1750,000 on the year.

Summer Slumps

Last month (August) gave Co-
lumbia $534,083 on time sales as

against a tally of $774,618 accumu-
lated for August of 1931: This de-

crease figures 31%, but this '32 item

is above the 1930 level of $347,498,

Both the red and blue links of

NBC last month drew $1,745,338 as

compared to the previous August's

$1,892,427, or a difference of 8%
downward. NBC's August, 1930,

total came to $1,612,284.

Both networks had been piling up
substantial monthly Increases until

they struck July. At the end of

that month the Columbia ledger

showed a 21% drop under the pre-

vious July level while the revenue
clip for NBC amounted to 8%.

Up 19% and 18%
Comparative accumulated totals

for the first eight months of the

year gives Columbia an , edge of

19.1 over last year and NBC a mar-
gin of 18%. First half of Septem-
ber 'is considered, in the broadcast-
ing business, a summer hangover
period so that neither chain is ex-
pected to do better through the
current month than Just maintain
this lead.

It is generally agreed that the

condition existing financially on the

two major networks may be ac-

cepted as an index for the spot

broadcasting field; or the business

done locally by individual stations.

Hence, whatever increase is shown
by NBC and CBS for the year, their

percentage figure can serve as a

measure for the broadcasting busi-

ness as a whole. If between them
the networks show an increase of

around 25% for '32 (and last year

the entire industry showed an in-

crease of around $60,000,000), the

cumulative total for 1932 should hit

in the neighborhood of $76,000,000.

Actors Investing

RKO STATE-LAKE
CHICAGO

- 7—BKO VAUDEVILLE ACTS—

7

BABY ROSE MARIE, HARLAN *
ST.- JOHN. JOE KELSO, PERRY
TWINS ft TARIS and PADDY CUFF
and OBCH., and ethers,

-^-Oh the Screen

—

"NIGHT CLUB LADY"

DOROTHEA ANTEL
116 W. 72d 3tr Ntw Yerk City

The Sunihine Shoppe
New Assortment ot

GREETING CARDS
For AH Occasions

(Continued from page 1).

endeavor is placed at 65, which gives

the rest of the world a 15-year edge

over actors.

Trust funds and annuities are the

latest development in the progress

of financial acumen among stage

folk. Since the show business en-

tered the big business realm on the

basis of the earning capacities of

its Individuals; the money spent by
actors in investments has. run in

cycles, thusly:

1. Jewelry.
2. Wildcat securtles (oil stocks

and such).
3. Real estate (Long Island, Cali-

fornia, homes, etc.),

4. Wall street speculation.

6. Trust funds and annuities.

The jewelry has mostly turned

green;, the oil stocks were worth-

less in the first place; the Long Is-

land and California homes are still

there and they're a place in which
to live, although hot worth as much
now as the purchasers paid for

them, and the Wall- St. stocks are

lower than a last half in the base-

ment.
It was the market crack-up that

socked the actors, the hardest, and
that seems to have provided the in-

vestment concerns with their chief

sales angle. That plus the 60-year

limit are given by Investment
houses as the principal reasons for

trust fund and annuity buys by ac-

tors lately.

Among the big buyers of future

provlsons during the past year have
been Chic Sales, John Charles

Thomas, Bsrt Wheeler, Vivienne
Segal, Will Rogers, W11116 Howard,
Jack Dempsey, Morton Downey,
Harold Lloyd, Evelyn Herbert, Mary
Boland and Bettlna Hall. They're

putting it away on a compulsory
plan and start to collect when
they're around 60.

Buys of plain life insurance by
actors are also taking a big rise,

probably with the same, motives, the

insurance companies, report. One
theatrical insurance specialist sold

$549,600 In policies during the first

half of 1932 and is running toward
$400,000 during the current half,

which would bring his total to

$1,000,000 or more for the year. Of
that 90% was purchased by the-

atrical people, and mostly actors.

•> .*• MtUER
I KIT I T V If ION fjfo I NTE ft NATION At. 4, *

n <§boei for the Stage and Street

I
.W SHO WFOLK'S SHOE3HOP - 1 552 BROADWAY *Jk

FOX, BROOKLYN
Continued from page 76)

furnishing the motive power, quit
the. stage.
Jack Roshler exhibits a remark-

ably •well-trained dog which can
go either limp or rigid as required.
Save for the blinking eyes, the dog
suggests a stuffed animal. Exhib-
ited in statue poses and an act out
of the ordinary. A couple of hand
balances and a skipping rope close.

Latter takes, the act out of charac
ter. -.

';

Then Lynn Cowan pervades the
stage with an armful of stooges,
including a couple of clever dancers
with big soled shoes, a singer and
pianist. She comes out of the
audience for a none too convincing
plant idea and is entertaining when
not trying to be kittenish. Act fills

about 15 minutes.
Next is a parade of the wooden

soldiers, backgrounding the work
of Ramon and Virginia. Notable
because it does not use the hack-
neyed tune from Chauve Souris
Team works with the girls in a
drill routine and Interpolates acro-
batic and adagio features, with
some good: catches and holds
Close in one for Ghez2l Brothers,
who do some excellent hand-to
hand work, and closes In three with
the third line number done with
huge ostrich fans, white and span
gles on one side and prismatic on
the other. Cowan troupe pose on
a huge set fan which backgrounds.
A rather slow finale to a previously
rapid show. After the necessarily
slow work of the <Ghezzis there
should have been a whoop-la finish
to pull the crowd up. •

Sam Jack Kaufman goes In for a

couple of monologs, one on the lone-

someness of his hotel life. Rosa
Reo, organist, billed, but not on the

supper awing. "Down to Earth'

(Fox)' and the newsreeL Business
improving.

EL CAP1TAN, FRISCO
San Francisco, Sept. 7. \

Peggy O'Neill's revues still going
strong at this ace naborhood house,

one of the- Pacific Coast's prime
business-getters. With Jay Brower
as m. c, shows are getting over as
well as if not better than they did
when first started over two years
ago. And Brower's popularity hasn't
waned ah iota.

As shows now stand they're near-
ly the same as when staged' at the
downtown Warfield week previous,
where Miss O'Neill also produces.
Acts of Norman Thomas quintette,
colored group; Jue Fong, Chinese
tenor, and Lucille Iversno, toe
dancer, are duplicates of their work
in last week's Warfield show. Line
of 16 girls does ditto routines.
Brower, with a fine musical combi-
nation, adds several bright moments
to the frolic when he does a pair
of hoke band numbers, both pips.
Benay Venuta, blonde local radio

singer, with Mel Hertz at the organ,
is warbling a pop tune as part of
Hert's highly popular weekly br-
ganlog. Both over big and hold over
next week.
Dan McLean, El Cap manager,

has taken to dramatizing his trail-
ers, too, as is done at local Fox.
Next week's pix, 'Winner Take AH,'
neatly sold with bag-puncher work
Ing back of the screen, under a
spotlight, as trailer for the film un
reels.

'Red Headed Woman' (M-G) on
screen. Big biz. Bock.

STATE, L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 9.

Best business in months greeted
F&M's 'Sally' with Mary Eaton and
'Speak Easily' (Metro), with the
credit for drawing holdouts open
ing mat split between

,
stage and

screen.
No doubt that the almost-hal-

lowed name of the Zlegfeid show,
and the fact that Miss Eaton has
never worn out her welcome In
these parts, will do much to at
tract patrons. This, will do a lot

to balance the vintage production
of what was once a great must
comedy, but today creaks with age
in lines and plot.
Following 'Follow Thru/ which

was fast, smart and modern, 'Sally
will suffer by comparison, but
treated as a revival of the cream
of a decade ago, It probably will
do biz because of sentimental at-
tachment and a widespread reputa
tion.

'

More judicious cutting and injec

Murder As a Gag
(Continued from page 1)

Poor Joe* she broke down, Im-
promptu like. But a soubrette, by
coincidence, was up in the song
and rushed oh to pinch hit for the
overcome widow. Soubrette sang of
her great sorrow while Mrs. Pol -

lak, dressed in the latest style of
fashionable widowhood, sat down
and watched.
And burlesque men want to know

what's the matter with burlesque.

tion of fresh comedy lines would
have wiped out the veneer of age,
but Larry Ceballos and Miss Eaton
have done considerable as it is.

Dances were snappy, and the star's
performance means everything,
Wild Rose* number clicked best,
with Miss Eaton backed by 16 boys.
Jack Waldron, in the Errol spot,
borrows nothing from the "other ex-
cept the trick knee, and hits a
high spot in his interpolated radio
broadcasting bit.

Jack Duffy, a.k. character who
starred In shorts, is almost thrown
away in a bit. Surrounding cast
does well. T. Roy Barnes is a little
too wild with his antiquated set of
gags, but is ably foiled by Miss
Harriett, opposite. Hal - Young
makes a satisfactory leading man.
Others are George Guhl, Lela Bliss,
Jack Eagan and Harry Stafford.
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' PAUL BEJIN...'.,.

'•vPaul .-Bern,-... 42, producer for

Jfetro-Ooldwyh,-Mayer; killed" him-

self .with a " gun. Sept',
(
' at -iil's'

nVfrhV It Behiidict Canyon,",'Beverly
jtflls'r <Jalif;- 'B^day'.was .cre'mate'd at

IngiewoOd cemetery, ''

ing^ewo'ed,

dalif. .'Widow, JeUn 'ftarlojir';' ;a'' /sla-

ter;'"'Sirs.'. " William Marcus ; and a
brother. Henry, survive. .

"
'

.

i(
Born 'Jn Wandaheck, Germany, in

1889, Jiern was brought to.Ameriea
when Jiine-years-olcU Later; fol>-

lowlng a brief commercial 'career,

he" ' studied at the - American Ac'ad-

emyyof Dramat'ic:

'.Arts. ' fie'fbre. 'en-

tering pictures 'with
.
\he' .'C^nh'^s^"

Ti^'
1

' ^ilni Co.", 'in* ' Tpr^t£ Bjerii

pjjpi'e,^
:

;ip, and,„was...ata1g6|,manager
<jii, i,6t,bpk; companies in: the *ast and
inlddietcwest. He also toured with
•Too Many Crooks/. •

' «" •~*:; -1 "' <•••'•'

...In pictures, Bern. progressed from
cutter to; producer, the 1 greater part

of his •• career having -been s^peftt ' in

writing, directing? ah'd.^BufterVs'ihg

with:^Para'hiQunt, Fath'e .-Mettra.

«rVu" beaded' Wonian/,.
1

,The.)JCfii'f^
:
-'

AigjZ 'J*el£.ved
.
Rog'ue/,^Thp. poveV

•Dress^.k.er .#rom. Paris/) -'The-.Dir

voroee/.and 'Romance'i. were.'ttmpng
the pictures he. adapted,- -directed

r supervised,
. .

.. ,
;

' Arthur- c Splzzl, .55, v_a.u£ie\:bap.klng

Agent,- died, Sept;. lO-'-in Kedbn'struc-
iion Hoepftai-'NeV ^ork^'pf afrac-.
jturod^'eiJdxil "r'ec'elyg^\itf aVito ac-
cident. Detailed account is in the.

Vaudeville section of thisM^sup.^,.,;'

Splzzl '.'started out in itSe (business
as an . opera singer, coming :over

here from. Italy as the manager,.of

an'.o*JJerdtitf touring venture about
15 years ago. After several years
as a -booking agent in ..Chicago,

Splzzl came to .New York' •Jn'
,

;19j26

to ;SReei«,lize in.the boo'Uin&'-pf icts
for picture house presentations,'

later obtaining . .a Loew^.jfraij^ise^
Under his management at . one .time

.were a flock of ace, bam|s -"g^the
jo'untriv these including"-i)uJ$e;;F,l;-
Jingtoni ; IshamV: Jones;- t^?J>jQmy
icj^tetensen and Fredv^ajliiR'^or

jCh$$e£ ...living Ih-^N.ew; A^grgC:.

CAMILLE d'ARVILUE.
Cainille d'Arvllle Crelin, 69, one

of the foremost light opera stars of

a. fra'st' generation; 'died' -'in
" San

Francisco Sept. 10.

I ; Born in ' Holland, she made her
American debut in 1889 in 'The
Queen's Mate/ dividing the honors
wTlh Lillian Russell,..Mn in her
prime. She went over "Sip the Ca-
sino, later joined', the ii^ostonians,
find was the original 'Maid Marian
jn 'Robin Hood/ She held a lead-,
|ng place iri opera for maqy^years
fttad played one or two s^scwia ijri

Vaudeville after her retirement
from opera in 1901. Her first hus
pand was Andrew W. Lyons, a
jrapeze performer. Her second was
Ernest W. Crelin, of Oakland, Calif.

:j Survived by her husband, a son;

ft sister and two brothers.

I SIR GILBERT PARKER
i Sir, .Gilbert Parker, 69v. C^Hadian
fcovelist, many of whose b,ooks were
translated to stage and screen, died

in London, Sept. 6, of a heart at-

tack. Survived by a sister»,and- two
brothers. l

His first novel, 'Seats of the
Mighty/ ;wlth an historical' back-

* ground, was one of the best sellers

of ;lts day. This was followed by
others, .mostly with an historical or
Canadian northwoods background.
He" was for 18 years a. member of

theJBrftlsh Parliament andi directed
war publicity for Great Britain" in
the. United States during the World
War.

.

He'; was knighted in 1902 and
raised to a baronet in 1915. He had.
spent about 10 years in Hollywood
in connection with the filming of

some .of his stories.

land for years.. He entered the
business as ,a lawyer . in 1914, buy-
ing the . Alhambra theatre,

.
later

building the. -.old Mall with .Mark
Greenbaum" and Ed Strong as his

partners. Also handled all of Loew's
merger's here in 1916, planned play-
house square district' and . half a
dtfzen new Lpew houses.
Survived by widow, two sons arid

a daughter. .

MAY MERRICK BALL
May, .

MerHpk « Ball, 64,
' died in

Boston Sept. ; 6, after an illness of

several months.
As May Merrick she was' well

known as an actress half a century
ago, appearing in 'Michael Strogoff/

'The
; World' ' and;

similar, plays, was
a member, of the. .summer opera co.

at the Bppton M..MS.eum, and played
for

.

' five, seasons with Denman
Thompson in -.'The Old Homestead/
She had also' appeared with Marie
Janseri.- " '" •'•••''•

'

. .
. . VICTOR ELLMAN

'.'Victor EHmih;', 17, brother of
Eve iyllmaii,^ /bjf ; Publix

;
Theatres,

JJai. Aiijjjfele^-:^]^; kilted* in .an air-,

phine.' cfas^.Thyrsday (8) en route
froni.El .Paso/pTeK., -.to St.: Louis
Another sister, Florence, is on the
road wiib-'a Fanchon & Marco 'unit.

Tourig Ellman's mPther- lives' "Ih

Lop Angeles and his father is in
St. Louis; v

,

.' .••."•' •

L. A. Landlords Give In

To Midway Pitch Stands
Los Angeles, Sept. 12,

Large number of vacant stores on
Los Angeles' and Hollywood's more
sedate business streets has caused

an influx of the dime-catching

gags familiar along Main Street

and at carnivals. Broadway,

Hollywood blvd., Seventh street and
other better class thoroughfares are
acquiring the midway, atmosphere
with pit shows, marine exhibits, war
Walk throughs, fortune tellers, ball

games, wax works and other carney
and fair attractions.

• Three gilly. shows have been
touring the city all summer, but
say business is at starvation level.

Chi Fair Quotes Concessionaires

DIVING GIRL HELPLESS

FOR LIFE AFTER MISHAP

65-35, but Boys Need Bankrolling

SLUMP IN KING COTTON

CUTS SOUTHERN TOURS

Birmingham, Sept. 12.

Sells -Floto and John Robinson,
merged for the South, will probaMy
close next Tuesday (20) at Lcjois-

ville.; Show playing here Friday
(9) did pretty good evening show,
but the matinee Was poor. Other
stands In Alabama not so good.
The big Ringling show will prob-

ably close one. day this week at New
Orleans.

,
,:...... . ".'JiQHtf H. FINN. . i

• <John-HS ; (MtbKey) Finn, 71, former
hewspap>r ^aii' and theatrical pfo-
dticeT, dlfe'5 ifl'Socih^ster,' ^J. "Z.

f
. Sept.

8." He went 'to Ribchester In 1908 to
manage the J. H. Moore theatre and
remained there. Not the more cele-

brated 'Mickey;Finn,' who was Ern-
est Jarrold. Survived by a widow
and two 1

'sisters'.'' •

HENRY. C; FROELICH; fi

Henry1

C.
:

^r6elich,/.76, .music, dir.

rector lor,
(

past
v30 .'.years 'of .Grand

O^era I^QUse^jErianger ,unlj;;.ln, Cln-
clnhatijt.'dleslrSept. 10 of a heart at-
tack at his horn*' there; ••: i

:

j

• The. day; ©f his Jdemiiae 1 marked
switch ! of theatre's le^ft:

.;

:
t>oift$ to.

pd^^prl'cefdf" pictures sans 'a
f

n' 'or-

chestra,.
. . ,. , , . , ...

Mrs. Mildred E. Jones, once with
the Chicago opera co.i who retired
whe n she married. Dr." T, Hampton
Jones, died in New- York Sept. 7.

Survived by her husband, two chil-

dren and her father.

.Toronto, Sept. 12.

Striking the rim of the tank

While doing, a practice 'dive at the

Canadian National Exhibition, Belle

Lichman, 23-year-Pld; Toronto girl,

Is lying in hospital, here, doomed to

paralysis for life, 'doctor's' say.;

.

,

;
Suit". has been brought against the

Canadian National Exhibition;
Ruben Gruberg, proprietor of Model
Shows of .America; Lew . and Cleo
Hpffman, who lease the .water car*
nival -attraction, from Model Shows.

-t

.

\ Sole wage-earner of- 'the family,
tfie girl was practicing ,a neck dive
Wlien ]she reputedly lpst. her bal»
ance, .dropped .across; the. steel rim
and toppled Into •

.the i water. Jack
McBride, clown :ofk the troupe; dove
in and brought th« girl, to the
surface. • '•• t: --

Affidavits allege the girl was be-
ing, coached by Cleo Hoffman, wife
of the show's, lessee. It is ' sworn
that Mrs... Hoffman, seeking to aid

the girl 1 during instruction-- period,
pushed Belle's feet to gain the
necessary flip' for the backward
dive. Counter claim 'is that ' girl

was not employed and was simply
being given a' tryout,.. Counsel for
plaintiff says: 'She.', was. seeking
employment and. Cleo Hoffman, was
showing ..her . how :to • <lo what is

called a neck roll divfe/ ••

\ -Otto £imrterm.ann» 72, - president
of .the OttoiZi^riirmanh:& Sons
rjjjb., sheet;hius?c publishers ofrNew-
port, ky.^ dlebj'.ih. Cincinnati Sept. '8,

following ah operation. Survived by
his widow-

f

' —r-
.

.-'(
Margaret 'E; McClung, wife of

Robert MpClung, character actor,,

died Sept. '3 :

aX 'their home in Fair-
haven, Mass.
\

Cy Reinhart, 57, orchestra 'leader
and one time minstrel, died In Lou-
isville Sept. 6, after a long Illness.

<!
•7.-J, -FRE.D DESBERG .' ' V

Fred> pesberg, 49, Vploneeit ^Cleve-
land- showman and lesa^ adviser of
Lo'few's" Ohio, Theatres, Ihc./ dlied of
a heart attack in a Columbus,, O.,

hotel Sept. .7. Burial in Cleveland
the following day.

. ( Although warned by physicians
and advised to .take a complet^ rest*,

DeBberg Ignored orders Jt» -attend a
dinner given in . . C^ohmibus " for
Ado^iph Zukor. -•

f>
5

1

. pesberg was former igeneral man-
ager 'of" Loew interests.. in. vCifive-

' -; ••
•

. .-..i. •--.'J J*; :• -

E; R. LoYe, 61, publisher o^ 'iDen-
ver -theatre programs, died' there
last week.

Jasper
1

Co/s Jam

N.e.wton, la., Sept. 12.

James R. Rhodes, publisher and
director of the Jasper county fair,

shut down the works with an after-
noon crowd, -of. over 4,000 within the
gates, Jle .attaphed.$B6b. on: advance,
ticket sales under a printing bill in
like amount. Other creditors, wip-
ing to wait until the eid of the fair,

did likewise.
Rodeo performers refused to do

"their stuff until a portion of the
salary contract was' paid. And the
crowd waited. Things were ironed
out when some .directors personally
guaranteed a portion of the rodeo
salary -contract.

"

Pete ' Adams, for the rodeo per*
formers, made possible a night per-
formance by agreeing to go through
with the; show even it entire salary
amount was not forthcoming.

St. 'John Returns

Ivan St. John has resigned as'

western editor of 'New Movie' to

assume a similar position on 'Photo r

play/ which he previously held for

five years. ... . ;

GABNIVAL TAXED OUT
" Dubuque, la., Sept. 12.

Royal American shows, spotted
here for week, of Sept. 12 to 17,

ducking date and Is in Sheboygan,
Wis. '

. -\
Believe city fee, fpr first carny

to break in on the white way of
Fourth street extension in years
was loo' 'stiff,'-: $325 ."for ' use ' of
grounds and $175 as license fee.

B'way Grosses

(Continued from page 73)

ly .satisfied; cast shares: around
?4',00'0.

.

'

'

'Cat and Fiddle,' Cohan (49th
week) (MTl,400-$3.30). Goes to rPad
after another week; house may be
-dark until:'The Du Barry' is ready;
'Cat' around $11,500 last week.

'Clear All Wires,' Times Square
(1st week) (C-l,067-$3). Presented
hy Herman- Shumlin;. written by
Samuel ;arid Bella Spewack; vari-
ously reported at Newark try-out
last week; opens-Wednesday (14).

'Flying Colors,' Imperial (1st
week).' (R-i,446-J4.40). Presented by
Max Gordon ; J)ietz -Schwartz revue
tried out three weeks; in Phila.;
opens Thursday (15).:

'Here Today,'. Barrymore (2nd
week) (C-1.115-$3.30). Mixed opin-
ion among critics but has chance
for class draw; in first seven times
about $9,000; should stick through,
autumn.

v
•

•' 'Man' Who Reclaimed Hi* Head/
Broadhurst (2nd week) .(D-1,118-
?3.30). Opened late last week; no-,
tlces disappointing; agency buy wili
help for a time, moderate date indi-
cated. .

'Of thee I Sing/ Music Box (38th
week) (M-l,000-$5.50). Labor Day
matinee added pushed takings to
$26,000.; little, change in pace other-
Wise, despite good weathen'
'Smiling Faces,' Shubert (3rd

\vet»k) (M-l,395-$3.30). Looks doubt-
ful;:" first full week approximated
$10,000; not enough for name musi-
cal; 'Americana' figured to follow
soon. 'Triplets/ Postponed; no
house chosen.

. Other Attractions
'Counsellor at Law,' Plymouth;

repeat date; limited engagement be-
fore touring.

'

,. 'Shpw Boat,,' Casino; -revival (18th
week); still profitable; date indefi-
nite.

'That's Gratitude,' Waldorf; re-
vival; cut-rater.

Ringling second-string shows
were scheduled to close earlier,

around Labor day, but the August
rise in pride of cotton encouraged
a. further attempt.' Rbotlhg 4 was
kept In ' tentative' shape

1

and when
cotton slumped again last "toeek It

Was a simple matter to cut travel

short.

Coppery Step In on la.

Fair and lid Snaps Shut
.M^son City. Ia.t Sept. 12.

. . The lid, -went ', on tighlt! ait the

Nortb^ ipw.a free fair w^th eight
concession, stands under . a ban
tbroygh ' a, ho gambling, edict iss^fd
by^' the ' county attorney .and 'ha^Jied

'by^'sherif^.
!

., J

"^..'..

Japi
.

(
came„ wben the. 10c; limit,

.seemlfag tame to' tthe pperatprs, yreht
inip the ..discard and. capper? started
to perform' for the yokels.

.
..* _

. With the easy .money boys biting
and cpnseauently.^squawking over
losses, thejaw. stepped In.

Peftcit for Neb. State
...... . Lincoln;- Neb., Sept.- 12;

The Nebraska State Fair closed
Friday (0) adding approximately
$55,000 to last' year's ' deficit, of . 87,

grand by recording a 40% drop in

attendance. •
.

.

' . • « ';

"

.Attractions were only partially,

paid and premiums handled on the
basis of 20%. v

Winter Playground Idea
Talk is current that the new city

bathing at Jacob Rils Park in Rock
away, L. I., will be turned Into a
winter sports haven.
Simon Linz, who heads the syn

dicate running the. concessions at
the park,! is ready.^to

;
spend 'monejjr

bii- the
1

project If the city o/'k/S the
plaiii':) It;would be' the ' only '.winttir

playgfPund around" New 'York..
:

;

Duchess Fair. B.ig
" Rlihiebpck, N. T., Sept. lfc, .

The Dutchess County Fair proved
a sucpess in excess of the hopes of

the backers.
Gate showed 40,000 paid admis-

sions- for the week.

CIRCUSES
{[Week Sept. 10-17)

-Ringling Bros.
Sept. 10,° Enid, Oklti. ; It, Oklahoma

City; 13, Ft. Worth; 14, Dallas; 15, Tyler;
10,- Waco; 17, Austin.

Robinson-Sells Floto
Sept. • 10, Klo'renoe, Ala..: 12, Bowling

Green,- iKy.; 13, • Hopkinsvllle, ; Ky.';' 14,

Henderson, Ky.; 10, Owensboro, Ky.; 10,

Frankfort; 17, Lexington,
4 Ky.

Hagenbeck-Wallace
>8e'pt°. 10, Evansvllle; 12, Paduach; 13,

Cape Glradeau; 14. Blythevllle; >16. Joneg,-
boro; 10," tittle Rock; 17, Hot Springs;
•10, El- Dorado-.- • '

'

Chicago, Sept. 12.

Eagerness of concessionaires to
crash The Century of Progress Ex-
position in 1933 has been lessened,
by the stiffness of the terms and
the size of the bankroll needed to.
swing deals. There are quite a
number of promoters in town with
contracts in their pockets and de-
posits Ih the Exposition's. These
chaps are doing some tall worrying
how to meet their next payments.
Trade expects to see quite a flock

of forfeitures in the next few
months.

Concessionaire with a soft drink
put up $38,000 to cover, the post of
building 60 stands' scattered through
the Exposition grounds.- He saw a
blueprint and got a contract de-
fining his rights and waits until

next summer before getting a; re-
turn on the investment.

Fair Takes 35%
Standard, terms appear, to be

aroupd ?400 forlan ordinary wooden
kiosk. Concessionaire advances all

co?ta ijnd the Fair apparently thinks
in wholesale terms and expects all

concessions to have dozens of
br<inclioff. Concessionaire gets his
money back first from income- and
after that shares 65-35 with the
Fair.
As presently outlned all booths,

etc., will be operated by
;
employes

of ••tiio' Exposition and the Exposi-
tion will do. .the bookkeeping ~ln
partnership', with concessionaires.
No money will be' passed at con-
cession bobths;"" ' Exposition- will
maintain numerous scrip-selling
stations and only, such/ scrip .' can
be passed In payment... Exposition
gives the various concessions, cash
credits for .the scrip they take In. i

A* far as known any kind of a,

concession will 'be, -accepted provide
.

ing the ' 'financial 'terms are right
and -the fiscal' responsibility Is at«
tested. Early fear that the Ex-
position

.
would - be fastidious and

not allow synthetic beverages and
corri' 'syrup • products seems not 'to

have been borne out. c
;-

Ohio fW Sets Mark,
'

350,000 Pa^ at Gate
Columbus, Sept. 12.

With the 82d Ohio State Fair setT
ting an all-time attendance record,
with 350,000 present and money b^r
ing spent freely by all, the National
Guard had to be called on FridajyV'

night, when, concessionaires pre-
pared to'- walk '4;aC.j»n^%ti«. proceeds
lag?. )

: •?!'." V",r
i'^; - %k

With the , official clp'slng set fpr
Saturday Jhijsr^t '('&'. av fist fight be-
tween one .eohcessionaire and O. "v^»

Feely,. contact man for Fair Man-
ager,. Charles Beer, led to an all-

around strike by operators of the
booth's.

A squadron of guardsmen was
called after the fight, and all ope^
ators were forced to remain open
and on the grounds until noon er
later Saturday, as called for In their
written agreement. " \'~

- CARNIVALS -

-."-(Fo'r-current" \we'el< Sept. 12-" 17)
i3ach, Oi 3.', Elmira.
Uee, F.' IT., Lebanon,. Tenn.
Bernard, Greater, Brockton, Mass.

. Blfr State. Henderson.
Blooms, Gold Medal, Kentland, Ind.
Coleman Bros., South . Paris-Norway.
Conkllns, All Can., Pcterboro, Ont.
Diamond Sis., Kpojc .City. Mo.
Empire City, I.cakHVllle, N. G.
Endy, flrldfjetoK, N. . J.
Ealrly, Noljle, C, Marked Tree. .'

UJiirlda Expo:, Mulling.'
Gibson Blue Illbbon, Converse.-
GreenbUTK Amni.," Junction City.

'

Hanlcs, Bill H., Athens, Tex.
' Happyland, Cadillac.
Henry, f-cw, Matthews.
Kaus United, Sh.imokln.
Keystone Attr., Waynnsburg.
•Lnndes, J. L., Wa.shlheton.
I^nnB's Dee, Olnoy.
J.efe'Bette, C. It., Brislow.
MJncr-S Model.. Newport.
Pearson, C. E., Bn-ese.
Ttoland Expo., . Vvoodstor k.

' Itu'bln ("berry, Huron. P. T).

Syl'>i Liberty, Jackson, Tenn.
Valley. -Shows, 'Flalonla.
AVado, AV.'. fn.slnaw.

. Wecr, .1. C., Muskrgoi.
, West Bros., Poplar Bluff, Mo.

• JHefteVi : C£"F., l"ueblo. -

Big Show Enters Tex.
Dallas, Sept. 12.

Ringling-B.B. top opens the' circus-

season in Texas this week with
seven day jaunt. Towns scheduled.
Ft. Worth (13), Dallas (14), Tyler
(15), Waco. .(i6)/,Au8tln (17), and
Santone (18), latter only one draw-
ing double header!
Show .skipped Dallas last year

due to Conflict with Texas state

fair dates.
r . •:

••

.

Receiver for Akron Park
. Akron, O, Sept. 12.

. Summit Eeach Park was placed
in receivership, this week by action
of note holders. C. Ai Sarc'het,

manager of the park, and Attorney
PonaJd Reichert were named re-
<:'eivcrh. Recel vership applys only
to amusement devices and the zoo,

Park closed Labor Day, being the
most disastrous season, In many
years.

IOWA STATE FAIR OFF
Des Moines, la., Sept. 12.

Attendance at the lowd state fair,

just closed, was off.

Figures of the Register, official

state; publication, show • the 1932
gate to be 261,370 paid admisslbps
as against 297,011 for the- 1931
season.
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AND H IS BAND
RKO PALACE THEATRE, CHICAGO

One Additional Show Daily to Accommodate
Heavy Patronage

GATEWAY CASINO
ATLANTIC CITY

Turned away 2,000 people

WOODMANSTEN INN
PELHAM PARKWAY, NEW YORK

Most Successful Westchester Engagement

RKO PALACE THEATRE, CLEVELAND
Established new House record and compelled to

stop selling tickets

RKO KEITH'S ^SeATRE
BOSTON

Capacity Business

LOEW'S PARADISE THEATRE, NEW YORK
A» "Variety" goea to proas

—

"Largest house attendance since the inauguration
of Vaudeville"

With appreciation to

JOHN ROYAL GEORGE ENGLES EDWIN SCHEUING
for their heartiest co-operation during this, my' first year

VICTOR RECORDING EXCLUSIVELY

Management N. B. C.. ARTISTS' SERVICE 711 Fifth Avenue, kMew York City

\
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KILLS ACTORS
Mlicity-Mad Radio Goes Sexy;

r Torrid Art (or Cold Newspapers

;; It didn't used to matter, but now
'tt's becoming increasingly helpful

'Cor girl candidates for radio honors
jfto have s. a.

With this change it is also notable

that radio has gone In for lots of

lees in its photographic art. Radio

Isn't far behind Hollywood in posing

comely radio artists In a yard or

two of gauze. Radio editors were
pop-eyed last week by a set of stills

'sent out by Columbia on a miss

named Dearie Janla that nobody had
heard about Earl Carroll's tech-

nique had been lifted bodily by the

(radio network.

Networks are simply supplying a
ioemand, they point out. It was
.quickly apparent that the Deane

series was going to get an

unheard-of 80% placement in the
{tallies.

Ship news photographers never
'got more co-operation on limb-dls

-playing than the publicity channels
are getting from radio's ingenues,

Xadies whose eagerness for free

space grabbing Is overwhelming
have seen how the editors grab the
eez appeal poses to dress up the
otherwise drab radio pages. Accord
Ingly, they are changing their tac-
tics.

Girls Say, 'Me, Too'

One radio ingenue who last year
rejected with outraged dignity a
suggestion that she pose in a bath-
ing: suit is now. looking coy a la

Dietrich In much less attire.

Girls get jealous of each other
.and seek to out-sensationalize their

rivals. Nobody seems to mind and
.many unquestionably enjoy the ad-
vent into the workaday statistical

.«rlnd of radio of this note previ-

ously, missing.
Radio fan mags have, of course,

fostered and encouraged the pre-
mium on undraped femininity. Faced
with the problem of boosting cir-
culation, legs . were the immediate,
universal, and easy answer. Radio
.Juts been conspicuously free from
pcandal, and It was hard to dig dirt.

, It seems quite likely that 'home
and fireside' programs intended to
reach family elements may in the

|
end recoil from the splashing of silk

hosiery, lingerie, or outright bur-
lesque queening in the name of an
unseen art suddenly rendered
breath-takingly visible.

Advance Dope

In order to better gauge the

film possibilities' of a play, by
a couple of name authors, a
Broadway legit producer re-

cently had the script credited

by phony names as authors and
submitted it to several picture

companies.
Reaction was favorable,

wherewith he withdrew the

script, put the original names
back and began casting. His;

idea is that he now has definite

picture offers to bank on.

Saved by a Comma
, The comma saves him and
snakes the copy come within the
•advertising code,' ruled Frank Wil
•tach on a Lady Godiva exploitation
Stunt last week in Wilkesbarre.
Exploitation of 'Ashamed' in

• Boded an ad for a young lady to
.Tide through the town on 'a white
horse stark naked.' The Haysian
Hading Is that had there been a
Knma before 'stark,' then the nu-
merous complaints filed would be
Justified.

Unbelievable Sponsor

Pays $1,100 Monthly

To Gratify a Whan

Chicago, Sept, 19.

NBC's Chicago neadquarters con-
tinues to receive $1,100 monthly in

advance from the 'unknown spon-
sor" of Irma Glen, organist.' This
unusual situation has been going on
since May with very little comment.
Most newspapers have disbelieved
the story as sheer publicity fabri-

cation but vice-president NHes
Trammel confirms the facts.

A ' wealthy woman gives herself
this eccentric and costly pleasure,

15 minutes every Wednesday night
over WENR. She insists that she
shall remain unknown. Program is

simply designated as 'Lovable Mu-
sic,' a title which expresses the
sponsor's sentiments.
Arrangements came about as a

result of corespondence between the
patroness and Miss Glen who was
being taken off the air to make way
for a commercial. That displeased
Lady Bountiful who suggested that
she would pay the costs. NBC, when
the proposition was first broached,
was just as skeptical as newspaper-
men have been since.

But; meanwhile Irma Glen con-
tinues to play on the most power-
ful station in Chicago and during
the cream hour of the evening.

HEART DISEASE

TIKES BIG TOLL

Statistics on Actors' Mor-
tality Reveal 134 of 598
Dying of Old Age Within
Last 3 Years— Cerebral
Hemmorhage a Danger

—

Tuberculosis Not as Prev-
alent or Fatal Among
Performer* as Generally
Thought

24 SUICIDES

Heart disease is the major obstacle
to a long life for actors. Life in-

surance statistics covering the last

three, years show that of 496 per-
formers of all types who died within
that period but 134 passed away
from the infirmities of old age. Men
in this group averaged 74 years of
age with 17 over 80;° women aver-
aged 77 years with one actress hold-
ing on until she reached 107.

Heart discease Is the most per-
sistent cause of death among play-
ers according to these figures.

(Continued on page 54)

That Toddhn' Town, Chicago, Slows

Down to an Old-Fashioned Waltz

The Bleacher Biz

Detroit, Sept 19.

Forest Freelund, former p. a.

of the RKO Downtown, had a
circus this year and when it

folded he was stuck with 2,000

bleacher seats.

At the Harmsworth (motor-
boat) races he put up the
seats on the shore and charged
36 and 60c each for the two
days the races were run, and
cleaned up. Last week he took
the seats up to Imlay City and
rented them to the fair there."

He's making more money
with the perches than he did

with the circus.

SUnONPLAS

NIGHT CENTER

Band Leader Democratic

Nominee for Lieut.-Gov.
Seattle, Sept. 19.

Vic Meyers is the' Democratic
nomiiiee for lieutenant governor of
Washington. In a field of seven
men, including some seasoned poli-
ticians, the orchestra leader was the
winner. He polled around 30,000
votes, more than 3,000 ahead of his
nearest rival.

Meyers attracted national atten-

tion last spring when he ran for

Mayor of Seattle, finishing fifth in

a big field. That campaign was
along humorous lines, with reams
of publicity.

This tbne his slogan Is, 'No cam-
paign promises I'll do my best' His
main platform is announced in

three words, 1 am wet'

Sutton Place, New York's fash-
ionable East River residential de-
velopment. Is slated to become a cen-
tral spot of de luxe nlte life this fall

and winter. Quite a few spots are
being planned for that restricted
residential sector. Last year, Mrs.
Coblna Wright's Sutton club did so
well that now Mai Hayward of the
old Lido has new spot and there's

another one opening up opposite the
River House.
This apartment hotel, with its

Venetian gondola dock fronting on
the East river, also has the promo-
tors wondering about a showboat
Idea in the East river. The real

dents of River House dock their

water taxis on their' front door-
steps, literally, which conveys by
water to Wall street and all around
Manhattan.
Locale also has a 299-seat theatre

in a hotel which will present plays
and opens this week. Idea is a try-

out for scripts.

Maternal

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

A fan magazine writer, in-

terviewing Ethel Barrymore,
asked her, . 'What do you: con-
sider most interesting about
the Barrymores?*
She answered: 'The Drews.'

Hollywood Yachting

Na^y Sfannlcs 300, to

80 in Yn; High Upkeep

Hollywood, Sept 1*.

Hollywood's yen for yachts ' has
chilled with the passing of summer,
Past yachting season, due to bud-

get clipping, has been tough on the

yacht brokers who saw little of

their stock go Into deep water dur
ing the season.
Majority of the yachts at the San

Pedro, anchorage are for sale. Prices

are low. Boats which originally

sold for as high as $36,000 are on the

block for as little as $3,000 now.

Upkeep of boats in this section

is extremely high due to water be-

ing infested with termites.

Picture names who went boat
crazy two years ago have discov-

ered that the job of being a skipper

is expensive. It's much cheaper to

have a yachting cap and sail on some
friends' boat. At the height of the

yachting craze, over • 300 picture

people were members of the Holly-
wood armada. Currently there are

80 boats owned by picture people.

'

Coast Woman Pastor

Goes From Air to Vaude
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Rev. Ethel Duncan, pastor of a
local church and for two years on

KItfX with a mixed radio program of

religion and mysticism, is being

booked for personal appearances in

northwest picture houses.

Miss Duncan built a following

through her church and radio work
by answering questions as to miss
lng relatives, etc. She left KNX
when that station decided to drop
telepathlsts.

FLEIflCHMANN'S GRANDSON
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Charles Fleischmann, grandson of

the late Henry Fleischmann, yeast
magnate, has Joined KHJ's singing

staff.

He's a baritone, six feet, two
Inches talL

Chicago, Sept. 19.

Paris nlte life Is shot, eh? And
things are dull in Vienna? Shang-
hai isn't Itself and Sydney stays

home and plays poker with
matches? Well, the International

picture Isn't complete' without a
birds-eye view of the world's

fourth largest city, burnt-out,
cooled-off, Ar-'K. Chicago.

Chicago has 18 legit theatres, two
open, four more with attractions In

sight two playing pictures, 10 of

them closed and apt to stay that

way. In 1927 Chicago had seven
full week and five spilt week Vaude-
ville houses and dozens of lesser
dates. Now there's the Palace and
State-Lake and nothing else: At
the same time there were 13 to IS
weeks among picture theatres for
vaudeville performers: Now there
are four.

North side, west sldej south side,
(there ain't no east side) the town
was dotted with nite clubs, cabarets,
million' dollar- ballrooms. And tt

was tough to find tables where
nothing was too big as a coyer
charge. The cafes are still there-
some of 'em. Counting the waiters,
sometimes 25 or 30 people can. be
seen throwing care ' to the winds.
The million dollar ' ballrooms are
also present ' but the' Same people
don't own them. The gambling pent
houses remain open but they don't
sneer at a 26-cent chip any more.
The- mirrors, the mahogany, the

polished brass and ornate brlc-a-
brac of Chicago's once-famed bars
may still be seen. They are now
devoted to corned beef sandwiches
and near-beer. North American
cafe is a cafeteria, DeJohnge's is a
stenographer's tea room, Tip Toe
Inn liquidated, St Hubert's Old
English Grill burned down, Rainbp
Gardens is as dead as the cemetery
across the street, Petruska Club s
a memory," ' Friar's Inn; Moulin
Rouge, Town ' Club are padlocked.
Rendezvous was . razed for a hotel,

and the list could be multiplied
endlessly.

Radio

Blame it all on radio. Everybody
does and' radio doesn't mind.
But it's more likely that radio

simply intensified the stay-at-home
habits that have been growing
steadily for* years. Chicago is a
city of modest per capita wealth.
They party in ' small cliques or
family groupB here, sending put for
ginger ale or ice cream. It's safer

and cheaper to drink 'at ' home.
Oddly enough, even In the boom
days Chicago was never much of a
.spot for swank speakeasies' of the
New York type. The typically Chi-
cago drinking place was . a road-
house, cafe or beer flat.

Not generally understood by visit-

ing showmen is the bad transporta-
tion handicap out here. It's too
touprh getting to the Loop and tn

consequence neighborhood cinemas
are unduly prominent at the ex-

(Contlnucd on page 37)
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Cloud-burst of Blurbs at Mike as

Filmdom Attends 'Rain' Opening

'Yes. You should; see
Thank you.'-

...... ... Hollywood, Sept. 19
Scene (Just a fragment} before

the microphone at the 'calcium
op'enlrig of 'Rain' at - the Chinese;
•theatre: • •

• >

"

. .Peggy Hamilton (fashion expert) :

'Myrna Loy" Is wearing a beautl-

fvii- .... \. ,

Jimmy Durante: . 'Hello, Moiha.
You look swell,, Moiria. How' are
you, Molna? That was Moiha.'
- Anita Stewart: 'I know 'Rain'

will be a success. Every picture
that 'Metrp-Gbldwyn'-Mayer- makes:
is a great picture.'

Hamilton: 'Miss Anita Stewart:
looks loyely^ She is wearing—-'

Freeman Lang (one of the many;
mi' c's): 'I take great pleasure in

Interrupting—'
"Hamilton:. ^'There's Claire Wiiid-.
sor. She's wearing—'

(
.

Lapg: 'And now here we have-
none other than 'Art Stebbins. Mr,
.Stebbins Is-^'

'

'

' James GJeason: 'Oh, Mayoy:
Porter. ' Won't

,
you say something;

about 'Rain.'

» The Mayor:
this wonderful crowd

' Gleasbn:. ''And' how...Mr /Leslie'

l^ow^rd, wbh't you say 'something ?'.

^Toward; ' 'What are all theSe'

p4oples doJng here?'
;
/

']

.; Hamllton: ' 'jirid now, Mary Pick-'
ford

1

. She's wearing 'a gorgeous:
^6y;'blU6-^v-';..

•'i<vi •
;

Lang:
. 'Ladies and gentlemen, let

ink 'introduce; Moss jjiart.'

.;\\ij&frt: "i understand this la God's
.-country.. He can have It,'

"

:

Gleason: .1 take ' pleasure in In-,

troducing Charlie Ruggles.'
'

Ruggles: 'I forgot my umbrella.
Thank-ypu.' ,

Lang: 'Oh, . ah, oh. - She's more
ravishlngly, beautiful than ever.
-'•Ladles and '. gentlemen; Thelma
Todd.' ' '

.
'

'

i

Todd: 'Thank you. I wish— "

.•Lang: 'Oh, boy, .oh. boy,.
:
oh boy,:

X'd .like, to "See, more of -Thelma.',

s *Gleaspn: /Td. like to- ^Bee more ..off

her,, too.' •; »;'!

;(-.
;
Lang: 'And,.now I- wan.t :to Intro--

duce. Mi;,
: Ike St. John.' . ; ,

.

St. John: 'Good evening, every-:'

body. ..." Thanks .-.• ladies -and -gentle-i
.men.?,.,- '. V' •.-;' -.='.

..
-1

' •••-,•
i

u A-Tleaso.n-:
; i 'Ladies and.

!
gentle-!

men...-.I; ^want s to.
. , introduce. ,-.lj

,«varitj>>I am glad. ,,,I have a gentle-;
man here... Mr., Harold Lloyd.' -

;

,
- Lang: ,• !M-r.. Xloyd won't. talkA

:

,; Hamilton:' /And-. ; here . corned
Dolores.;Del Rlo.;i;,She's .gorgeously,
gowned. She's wearlng-V .

. Gleason: 'I take pleasure, ladies!
and gentlemen, to introduce to you.J
Misd- polpi^B Dei R^o.' . -y \

';' (sile'nce)

. (crowd noises)

,
(street, car bells)

..(inore. silence) \

,
Lang: '

'Atiss Del Rio can/ 1 talk
- over, the mike.'

Hamilton.: 'Miss Del Rio 1b wear-
ing—'. • ."

•; ..

Lang:.. 'And now I want t'o intro-'
duce—

'

Mae West Finishes First

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Mae West has completed her Par-

amount picture,. .'Night After Night.'
.; No deal .*ao far made for further
•assignments.

.

:

r
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Dieting for Contrast
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. Back from their European
trip, Laurel and Hardy - find

themselves 16 and 17 pounds,
respectively, heavier than when
they left.

Babe Hardy is trying to
nurse along the added pound

-

-age, but Stan Laurel is dieting
in order to obtain the team's
contrast before starting an—

1 other picture.
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Aspirants for Writing
:

Fame Give Scenario

Agency the Co-Bye

Hollywood, Sep. 19. •

Investigation into the activities

of' the Hollywood' Scenario' Agency;

by the 'Belter Business Bureau' and!

the Hollywood Chamber of Com 1

-!

merce, due to numerous requests:
received for information, revealBi

that few aspirants for screen . story]

writing haye
.
fallen for the wide-j

spread fady.ertlsing campaign thatj

has been underway for.the past two
j

months. '

'
|

Agency, in such , publications as;

Writer's Digest' and other literary!

journals, advertises Itself as es-j

elusive representative for 11 Holly-

wood studios, and guarantees that

stories submitted to it will be read
by a studio, producer or a director.
•Agency is 'operated at the Metro-;

polltan studios by J.- F. Reich, who^
figured in a South Seas picture-,
making excursion several months
ago, in which several prospective
partners- -in the proposed cruise
fllefd charges that they had been
mulcted out of their investment.

;

Inquiry by the BBB into Reich's;
newest venture reveals that : so'fai<
it has not been financially produd-!
tive; in • that a chart prepared by,
the agency shows expenses to date!
have exceeded returns. Revenue tip
to the time of the investigation
came -frbm a $10 ' fee "charged "for
copyrlghtlftg scenarios or mariu-i
scripts,- with the figures showing ia

$10.67 expenditure for each saw-;
buck received. '

' Agericy* hasT
submitted a list ofj

the" 11 studiba' or picture producers
to' whom st6rles ! are ' submitted.' iti

includes: Griffith Productions, In-|
ternatlonal Recording Engineers]
Ltd., : Hollywood Studios, Craig-!
Hutchinson, Productions; inc., Con -I

gress Pictures, Ltd., John Incej
Productions (United Studios), dari-i
fprd Prbd-uctions1

, Symington-O'Dalri
Productions, Radiotone Co., Na-'i
tional. Sound Production Corp., andl
Television Pirbductions, Ltd.
Another angle in the BBB in-

!

vestigatlOn. is that Jack ErwinJ
prosecuted several months ago fon
alleged selling of motion picture
jobsi is also said to be identified
•with the. scenario agency. Reich
was a former, business broker,. enJ
gaged .In the. 'selling, of. partner •!

ships or one-half
:
interests. . He

switched to motion pictures early iii

the summer.

Backers Seek Out

On 75G Tied Up in

WILL MAHONEY
This week, Buffalo Theatre, Buf-

falo, New York.
"Variety" said: "Will Mahoney is
super-comedian who panics an

audience from the very first mo-
ment he appears. He, is headlining
this week - with business capacity
plus.. This Mahoney boy zowed
'em Into the aisles. He had 'eni
raving. What a comedian."

Direction .

RALPH G. FARNUM .

1560 Broadway ,

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

"Viva Mexico/ ' made by Sergei
Eisenstein in Mexico, reposes in a
vault at Consolidated laboratory un-i
til the backers can get an expert
qualified to edit the 200,000 feet of
film. Femme film cutter went to
work on the negative a short time
ago, and separated It into six parts
to conform with- the six episodes in
Eisenstein's .

. hand-written and
roughly outlined script;. ' "'. !'

Picture is surrounded by so much
political dynamite that girl's name
was kept secret. •

]

Figured .only out is to get Eisen-i
stein back here, from, Moscow to un^
ravel the film himself. He took most
of it off his cUff, and there is no one
here alJle to assemble the scenes in
s'tbry order. Footage is silent.

1 Wealthy Pasadena liberals, aided
by Upton Sinclair, who backed Eis-
enstein, would Jik'e to get hini to re-
turn,: but this is extremely doubt-
ful. ; ',

•
:

,
;

" •

Around .$76,0W ' Is. tied up In "the,

picture, ' with
-

backers 'still; hppeful
of getting back at least some of
their investment. .

'

0 figures Torch IRsim •

As Holman Cash-In

Legit-Pic Actress, Peg

Entwistfei Coast Suicide

Hollywood, Sept. 13.
Peg Entwistle, legitimate ac-.

tress who had slight picture experi-
ence, was found dead In the hills
back of Hollywood this morning by
a pedestrian. According to the po-
lice, she had evidently Jumped off
the letter 'H' on the 'Hollywood'
sign. With her was found this
note:

'Afraid -I am a coward and I am
sorry for many things. If I had only
done this long ago I could have
saved a lot of pain.'

Deceased was the former wife of
Robert Keith, leglt-plcture actor.
They were divorced three years ago;
She appeared with Billic Burke on
the Coast in the play 'The Mad
Hopes.' It was during this engage-
ment that Radio Pictures put her
under contract.- Recently, however,
that company did not take up her
option.

Hollywood, Sept. 19. '

-Although Radio shelved its Libby
Holman story, Universal is strong-
ly considering 'The Torch SingVr/
another yarn

' based on the Broad-;
way singer. Studio execs are read-
ing galleys on- the -unpublished
novel, by Cha rles - Grant, and dis-
cussing possibilities With writers on
the lot. '.. '

'"

Radio - ' owned 'Born Wild;' an
Original, but story difficulties, And
chances = of legal entanglements
with Miss Holman, ca'used studio
to shelve it. Original' label was
'The- Torch Singer.'

Pict Rzl Talks Showmanship but
'

Doesn't Know What It Is-Fontanne

Page Will Hay*

1
' HollyWodd, Sept 19.

" Newest taartiuAe abbreviation
lamped at a vldtal nabe house:

'Rebecca of S. B. Farm.*

Pigskin Trinias' Amdiig

Stodio^

TV a Minor University

Lbs Angeles, Sept. 12.
Prima donna attitude of Univers-

ity of Southern California football
Stars working In pigskin , pictures
has about washed them' up at stu-
dios, and thrown a majority of the
film jobs to their rival institution
U. of California at Los Angeles.

U.S.C., larger and more widely
known than U.C.L.A., has -always
had the call from the studios be-
cause of their more prominent and
nationally known players. Names of
players, however, can't be used in
advertising without making them
professional, so any scrub who can
pack a ball in good form is oke for
the camera.

U.S.C. boys were too ' tempera-
mental, say the studios. They
walked off the set, showed up late,

turned deaf when the. assistant di-
rector;' called, generally displayed
little co-operation.
During the Aiming of 'AH ' Amer-

ican* at Universal, several of the'

1 17.60 per day pigsklnners walked off

the set when ascertaining they were
to get only two days work, instead
of an expected four days.
The U.crL.A. boys were used

throughout in
;

'70,000
,
Witnesses,'

with their coach, Bill Spauldlng, in

charge. Studio reports everything
went smoothly. The players worked
hard, and incidentally got in a few
days of summer conditioning.
U.CX.A. players .were also used by
Norman Sper in a sport short/
Football,' and have been getting the
call over the U.S.C men regularly.

Two local universities are football
rivals in the same conference, but
U.C.L.A. so far. hasn't had a chance
against U.S.C. It's particularly

gratifying to them, therefore, to be
the fair haired boys when pigskin
extras are needed.

Rapf to Europe
.

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Harry Rapf, Metro associate pro

ducer, sailed from San Pedro Sat
urday (17) with Mrs. Rapf for LOn
doh, on the S. S. Damsterdijk.

Rapf, convalescing from a four
month illness, will visit all European
capitals before returning to New
York Nov. 26. He will then resume
his duties at Metro.

Clocks Go Back

All clocks revert to standard
time next Sunday morning
(26), finishing the daylight
saving period. .

At 2 a.
.
m, the olopke gmove

back one hour.

Historical Yarn Taking

; Burke to N. Y. for Fox
Hollywood,. Sept. 19.

Edwin Burke leaves here in three
weeks for New Tork", where he will

gather, material for the first picture
oh his hew writer-director contract
with Fox. .

.

Story Will be a history of New
York from 1860 to the present. With
Burke megging, picture, will prob-
ably get started around the first of

next. year.

SAILINGS
Oct. 19 (New York to London)

Jack Robbins, Matt Malrieck
(Bremen). .'

Oct.' 5
: (New York to Hamburg)

Mrs. Tom Terrlss, Mildred 'Terriss
(Manhattan). .

Sept. 26 (Berlin to New. York)
Adolphe Menjou, Katharine Carver
(Bremen).

Sept. 21 (London to New York),
Dick, and ,Edith Barstow (Jle- de
Fra»ce>.v i ,i .

September 18 (Paris to New
York); Ike Blumenthal (Europa).

Sept. 17 (Buenos Aires to New
York) Molly Picon (Northern
Prince).

Sept. 17 (London to New York),
Frank Lawton, Herbert Brenon,
Binnle Barnes ( Berengaria).

Sept. 17 (San Pedro to London),
Mr., and Mrs. Harry Rapf (Dam-
sterdijk).

Sept. 16 (New York to London)
Sidney Fox (Olympic);

Sept. 16 (London to New York)
Sax Rohmer (Majestic).

Sept. i.4 (New York to. London)
Albertina Rasch, John Steele, Julian
Street, Jr., Mrs. Charles Laughton
(Bremen).

Sept. 13 (London to New York)
Chick Endor, Charles and Virginia
Farrell (Paris). .

September 12 (Paris to Van
couver), Prince and Princess Ghika
(Llane de Pougy)) (Wisconsin).

'The picture industry is ruled, by
business men who talk showinan.^

ship and don't know what they'£«»

talking about.'

Precise, to the point: Lynn Fon+
tanne's opinion of the art of Holly«
wood, a verdiot • that cost Mr. and
Mrs. Lunt a. tidy $1,000,000 contract.
Miss Fontanne's refusal to return

to pictures was not the result of ia.

personal peeve. The Lunts have
pleasant memories of their work "on.

'The Guardsman*. They encountered
none of Hollywood's famed ineffici-

ency and interference. They fo^irhd

the . cinema a stimulating, new ex-
perience.
That being as it may, the Lunta

are back on the stage this fall, -and
plan to stay there. They'd rathdr
troup 'Reunion in Vienna' through

.

the key cities, than surrender their
artistic convictions to a million dol-
lar salary.

Hollywood wanted them back to
do eight Alms, two a year. . The
Lunts refused to sign away : that
many .years along -with, the authority
of selecting their own vehicles.
MGM argued that a. contract^that
called for ; Jess than eight releases
would be a, loss, to -the studio—only
through that number, could it pay for
the expensive publicity necessary to
put Lunt and Fontanne over as pic-
tures stars.

There was the rub. Hollywood,
says Miss Fontanne, makes a ritual
of ballyhoo.. The. Lunts have thus
far done pretty well without sen-
sational publicity. They rely on the
careful selection of plays that are
polished off with Immaculate care.
Pictures planned as painstakingly

as plays, says Miss Fontanne, are
sound studio investments. 'The
Guardsman' was made in . seven
weeks. Its. last scene was shot at
five minutes, before twelve on the
scheduled day. -There was no ex-
pensive re-takes, no studio over-
charges, no temperamental walking
oft the lot. A job that had been well
assembled, was well doner

Decries Ballyhoo

'Any film that is carefully chosen
for its stars, one that is sensitively
aware of the purpose, of plot dialog,
requires no mammoth publicity
campaign. It finds its audience on

.

the basis of its own merits. The ex-
travagant propaganda that Holly*
wood prescribes is an admission of
doubt in. its production methods.'
Except for the common require-

ments of selection and preparation,
the Theatre. Guild, star finds no pos-
sible comparison . between screen
and stage work.
.'Might as we)l. say that salt is

like sugar; that cheese Is like a
sweet,' explains. . The screen is

a satisfactory; medium. It makes
possible those scenes, sometimes
delicately , significant, that cannot
be reproduced on a limited platform.
Nothing in stage work exceeds ue
thrill of inspecting' the dally rushes.
The stage actress experiments with
many effects before she gains the
one she's worked for. At times, it

may completely elude her. The
screen's own comment is brilliantly
enlightening and instructive; -

'But, a performance that runs
seven weeks isn't exactly a. swift
flight of fancy.' As she smiles over
the Improbability, Miss Fontanne
weighs her million dollar bid against
the prospects of life in California,

long hours at the studio and scripts

not to her liking, and rushes back
to" rehearsal for fear she'll change
her mind.. '

>->ii

_ .— ••,)*

.

'
' r-

'

Stolen Fur Racketeers ^

Nick 'Names' at Studios

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

The stolen fur thing is being
worked overtime around the studios,

with plenty falling. Among those
going for it a/e well known picture
names.
Glmmiekers approach prospects

with the info that they haye been
given seven furs to deliver on an
order for half a dozen. Starting*Jit
a high figure, after showing - the
order bill for $150 a skin, the work-
ers can be bargained down to ins
low as $25 for a genuine Pata-
gonian Jack rabbit that wholesales
for $15 a dozen.
Apparently the studio people have

not yet wised to the modus oper-
andi, which also flourishes around
New York;
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Utile Theatre Grads Win Screen

Recognition Despite Studio Chill

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

' Despite the major studios' lack of

'"ifiithusiasm towaYd the subsidizing

''or' establishing of dramatic stock

companies, or little theatre for the

development of young players, 10

ac'tOrs and actresses and one di-

rector* from the Posftdena Commun-
ity Playhouse have received screen
contracts during the past year!
With the

,
exception of Douglas

Montgomery,,who changed his name
ufcp Rent Douglas, air the players who
bonded in pictures were developed
Htfider the direction of Irving Plchel.

ifcfttter has left the Community Play-
..Jtouse for an acting-directing con-
tract with Paramount.
i-.inMontgomery stepped out of films

band a Universal contract because
iha did not like the screen. Recently,
•ih*' has been staging and appearing
;.in:a number o£ plays at his stage
alma mater.

Several film directorial contracts
have been offered Gllmor Brown, the
•'Playhouse's ace director, all of
•which he has turned, preferring to
c&dhere to the theatre. Occasionally
Brown takes a fling at a professional
'staging job in Los Angeles.

Those who have hopped from Pas-
x&dena td Hollywood and contracts
are • Karen Morley and Robert
Young,- both at Metro; Randolph
Scott, with Paramount, and Onslow
Stevens and Gloria Stuart at Uni-
versal. Radio also recently con-
tracted Mary Mason after seeing
Heir in a Playhouse production. Mar
ib.ri Clayton, at Warners, is another
Pasadena grad.
Almost all of these graduates went

directly into featured parts on their
picture debuts.

"WIDOW UP AGAIN AT

M-G WITH MAGYAR WVA
. Metro is again toying with the
notion of making a sound version
Of 'Merry Widow.' Company has
Ordered Irene Blller, • Hungarian
^'trig'e star, to come to Hollywood

' Immediately for tests for the part
which she played in every part of
^Europe.

Metro's Idea as regards Miss
Blller seems to be that the title -and
background of the story can carry
the film in the U. S. without an im-
portant stellar name. Miss Blller
left yesterday (19) for the Coast.

'

;
At one time Metro wanted

Je&nette MacDonald for the lead.

WB Options 2

Hollywood, Sept 19.

i^iKarner3 took up options of Helen
Vinson and Sheila Terry, stage ac-
^eipses,' brought from New York six
Months ago, for another half-year
period.

Restrains Fox Holding Up
Allan Dinehart Pay Check

V Hollywood, Sept. 19.
'vA temporary order was granted
• 'Allan Dinehart Thursday (15), in
•Superior court restraining Fox Film
i Co., from paying his salary to his
-iltormer wife, Mrs. Louise D. Diner
•hart.

WNow in New York, Mrs. Dinehart,
'Attempting to collect hack ali-
mony, has attached his salary of
$1,000 a week through the Fox Film
Co. there. Dinehart; who did not
receive three weeks pay because of
this action, claims that, he was con-
tracted by Fox In California, has
done all his work for the company
here and has been paid here. There-
fore, he charges, the N. Y. office
.had. no. right to hold back his wages,
#nce the company was not served
here by his former wife.

Actress Asks $115,000
•i:»9(l

: Los Angeles, Sept. 19.
Ettnore Flynn, film actress, who

was injured in an auto accident at
3?opango Canyon several months
•affo* has filed suit in Superior court
^to& $115,000 damages against Rich-
•«Fd: K. Bennett, driver of the other
"ttioohlne.

It is charged by Miss Flynn that
. flhe was scarred by flying glass, in
Addition to other injuries, and spent

•**1<J>00 for doctor's services.

Fifty-Fifty

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Just what kind of a break
Governor Roosevelt is to get
during the' electrical pageant
reception . here next week/ Is

still troubling the Republican
wing of the studios.

Latest blue pencilling was
on the intended banner for the
parade that was to read:
•Welcome Governor Roosevelt.' '

G. O. P. boys say they'll play
if banner reads, 'Welcome
Governor Roosevelt and Gov-
ernor Rolph.'—From 'Variety's*

Hollyioood Bulletin.

Jean Harlow Has

Weathered Press

Hollywood, Sept. 19

General picture opinion out here
how Is that Jean Harlow will

weather the publicity tempest re-

sulting from the suicide of her hus
band, Paul Bern. For a

;
few days

after the tragedy local belief was
Immediate that Miss Harlow's-
screch career was over.

Cause for the change In the. the

orlzlng by the studio groups seems
to hinge on statements Issued by
the late producer's brother, Henry
Bern, which reflected favorably upon
Miss Harlow. Besides which there
was the later discovery of Bern's
former common-law wife, and her
subsequent supposed suicide. This
filled the papers and directed at-

tention away from the actress,

These factors are deemed and hoped
to be sufficient to quash any an-
tagonistic reaction of the public

toward the screen player.

Changing attitude of the public
is manifest by an avalanche of

sympathetic letters and telegrams
that have since come to the actress
from all parts of the country, from
theatre-goers and fans.

Noticeable in this territory waB
that directly the story of Bern's
death broke 'phone calls poured into
.theatres and film exchanges asking
where 'Red Headed Woman* could
be Viewed. Those housed which were
playing the picture at the time held
it over for extra days.
Bern is credited by Hollywood as

having conceived the idea of placing
Miss Harlow before a camera under
a red wig. This was before their

marriage and it wlll .be remembered
that Metro spent months looking for
a girl to play 'Red Headed Woman!'
Bern supervised that picture- and
it is said that he is the one who
submitted the Harlow test for the
part to Irving Thalberg for final

approval. Much of the credit for
Miss Harlow's performance in this
feature is also alloted to Bern, the
film's resultant popularity .rushing
Miss Harlow's name up

,
amongst

those,recognized as true boxpffice by
the trade.

Miss Harlow is currently heading
the cast of 'Red Dust' (M-G) which
is now in work and listed for late

October release.

Fan magazine writers are re-
ported endeavoring to dig out
stories of a sensational " nature
dealing with Bern's past life, but
studio gates are closed to them in
procuring this material. Writers
are mostly affiliated with the' film
mags that recently have been turn-
ing toward scandal-mongerlng in
most of their copy.

HABLOW'S 'OTTOMAN'S MOLL'
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Metro has selected 'Gunman's
Moll' as the next picture for Jean
Harlow.
Goes into production about Nov. 1.

Clark, McCullougli East
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Clark and McCullough are due In
New York this week to pick up
some vaude dates, having just fin-

ished six shorts for Radio.
. Paul McCullough left here Sat-
urdayC 17). and' Bobby Clark leaves
Tuesday (20).

JESSEL'S IDEA

Trymfl to Sail Self, Talmado* and
German -Wunderbar'

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

George Jessel is trying to sell

Norma. Talmadge and himself to
studios for a picturization of the
original German' version of 'Wun-
derbar.' Jessel owns screen rights
to the musical show.
Ivan Kahn is negotiating for the

actor.
'

WB BUYS FATS

PIC; TO RENEW

STANWYCK

.
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

- Warners has purchased Frank
Fay's 'Fool's Advice.' Pays $70,000
cash with a sliding scale of per-
centages. There have been differ-

ences between the studio and Bar-
bara Stanwyck, who is Mrs. Fay.
Actress probably will sign a new

contract this week for two yeard
with four options. First pair of op-
tions lie with the. studio. Last two
belong to Miss Stanwyck. Initial

contract calls for six pictures dur-
ing the two year p~erlod.

Miss Stanwyck had refused to re-
new her contract,, alleging that the
studio was 15 days late in notify-
ing her of its intention to extend.
Purchase of the Fay picture is be-
lieved to have put her in a new
frame of mind, assuring her signa-
ture to the paper.

Skokky's Yarn Is

Cause of Colman's

Goldwyn Lawsuit

Hollywood, Sept, 19.

Ronald Colman's damage suit,

filed against Samuel Goldwyn, was
inspired by! Sid Skolsky's interview

in the New York 'Daily News.' Ar
tlcle inferred that Colman obtained

his romantic flair from the neck of

a bottle and that he photographed

better when moderately dissipated.
Yarn was written and handed, to

Skolsky. by Lynn Farnol, Goldwyn's
p. a., after the columnist had tried
to connect with the actor. Skolsky
made several trips to the studio
without success and on one occasion
was taken on the Colman set but
the player would not see him.
At other times almost the same

story has been given to different
papers. Helen Hayes, in. an in-
terview printed in a fan maga-
zine, stated that the actor needed
liquid bolstering before doing a
love scene. Colman is said to have
been a tribulation to various Gold-r
wyn p. a.'s, insisting that the studio
give him publicity of the same 'hard
to get' type as Garbo received.
In his damage complaint, Colman

declares that Goldwyn has issued
the offending publicity in order to
take advantage of him in the 'slgnr
Ing of a new contract. In this re;-

"spect Colman's option does not come
up for six months.
Actor is currently working In

'Cynara.' ' His next picture, sched-
uled to start in four weeks, is 'The
Masquerader.' Leading character lh
this play la a narcotic addict. In
the Goldwyn picture this has. been
changed, the character indulging
heavily In liquor.

Following Colman's filing of the
suit, Farnol issued a statement of
his own In which he takes the rap
for the Skolsky article and absolves
Samuel Goldwyn of any implication.
However, Farnol, in the coverup
declaration, claims, that Skolsky dis-
torted certain facts in the article,

thus presenting an unfriendly pic-
ture of Colman.

Ballooning of Boom Yarns Prompts

Muffing "Em to Stop Job Haiders

So Unusual

Hollywood, Sept." 19.

Story of an eastern boy and
his picture career carries a
grin with it.

Kid came out here, hung
around for months and nothing-
happened except odd bits, some
as a double, here, and there.

Suddenly a producer cost him
in a part of importance only
secondary to a star. Another
studio grabbed- him after 'flash-

ing this effort and is so sold
on him .that It has ordered an
extensive build-up for the lad
by the press department. . The
p. a. attaches have been going
at it night and day.':Meanwhile,
the youth has only been as-
signed to one or two pictures.

.
His inactivity in view of the

press campaign is rather sur-
prising but is explained thusly
hyhim who Is concerned: 'Lis-

ten,' he says, 'it's reached the
stage now where, they're afraid
to put me in a real part for fear
of making a chump out of their
publicity department.' And
he's hot kidding.

Selznick s Aide

Goes to Agents

To Square Boss

Hollywood,. Sept. 19. .

M. G. Whitman, Radio studio em-
ployee, is acting as emissary for
David O. Selznick in visiting agents
and' endeavoring to set his producer
boss right with the 10-percenters,
Whitman is telling the agents that

Selznick is aware they have not
been treated right in the past, with
regard to writers and story mate-
rial. Hereafter, he promises them,
.they will be accorded the fullest co-
operation, and will be able to see
him whenever they come to the
studio, rather than have to deal
through sub.ordlna.tes. Also that
prompt action would he acoorded
any names, submitted to avoid any
belief on the part of the agents
that stalling was taking place.

This is the first time that a stu-
dio producer has used a second
party in an attempt to set himself
right with agents.

ALICE WH1TE-WB MAKE

OP-WITH CONDITIONS

Hollywood, Sept.' 19.

After three years of peeving War-
ners and Alice White have adjusted
their differences. The blonde ac-
tress will go back to work in 'Em-
ployees' Entrance.' Options on fur-
ther pictures provided.
Contract contains a gag clause

which prohibits her* gossiping to fan
mags and all outsiders about her
work or studio conditions.

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Kick-back at the studios from
those whoTiave flocked there for

work following 'prosperity just

around the corner' stories in the

dallies has brought an agreement

between the majors to soft
,
pedal

boom publicity yarns about the
number of persons getting employ-
ment on the lots.

,
"

Quietus on this type of material
is also due to the blowing up of the
p.a. articles by papers in their eag-
erness to show that business is on
the upturn.
Hinterlanders, taking the stories

seriously, have besieged the studio
gates every time such a yarn was
printed, only to find disappointment
when it was explained to them the
newspaper articles had been exag-
gerated.
While production is currently at

a high peak for the year, the engag-
ing of help in the mechanical and
laboring departments has been nor-
mal, with the studios taking care
only of the unemployed previously
working there.

Some of the blame has been laid

at the doors of the studio's own
p.a.'s, who, eager for publicity
breaks,, have - grabbed every piece
of news of this nature and, by
doubling and sometimes trebling
the number engaged, have been get-
ting copy on the front pages. In
many cases these figures have got
a further multiplication by the pa-
pers, especially those hot to show
an Indication of a return to pros-
perity.

MARILYN, 0AHE DUO

FOR B'WAY MUSICAL

Newest musical comedy in the
making would co-star Marilyn Mil-
ler and Jack Oakie on Broadway.
The Warners are reported consider-
ing backing the show but they are
not planning any additional legit
activities.

Understood the Warners are fa--

vorable to the show because it

would provide an attraction for
their Broadway Hollywood theatre.
Plans for another vaudeville try
there are apparently off. •

.
The musical was written by Cole

Porter and Herbert Field*. Miss
Miller has not appeared on Broad-
way for several seasons.'

Loew's Air Plans

Hollywood,
. Sept; 19.

Arthur Loew, accompanied by Jo-
seph Rothal and Major Dixon, pilot

for Hal Roach, leaves for Australia,
talcing Roach's plane on

.
boat. '

''

From there Loew will fly to Paris,
arrlvlrig there early in November.

Vaude Act with Her Son,

Mrs. Wallace Reid Idea

Hollywood, Sept 19.

Mrs. Wallace Reid plans to do a
vaude act with her son, Wally Reid,
Jr. .

Young Reid has been playing blti
In pictures for the past year. Mrs.
Reid has been professionally inac-
tive for the past three years'.

Three McCrea Starrer*
Hollywood, Sept(.r-49«

Radio will , star" Joel McCrea In
three pictures in the next 12 months,
and. Is combing the 'flies now tor a
suitable opener.
McCrea will also be used in other

productions, where he fits.

No N. Y. for Durante
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Jimmy Durante has had to post-
pone that 10-day trip to New York,
Metro having decided to start 'Pig
Boats' this week.
Robert Montgomery and . Walter

Huston are set for the cast, with
Jack Conway megglng.

Joan's Sister-in-law to Wed
Los Angeles. Sept. 19.

Stanley E. Little, 'cameraman, and
Jessie LeSueur, actress have ap-
plied for a' marriage license here.
Miss LeSueur was formerly mar-

ried to Jack LeSueur, brother ef
Joan Crawford.

Sherman, Horton Nibble

At RKO Vaude Tours
Hollywood, Sept; 19. •

Lowell Sherman and E. E. Horton
are both flirting with vaude. Their
names, have been submitted to the
RKO office in New York for possi-
ble routes. ;

If set, Sherman will go out as a
single. Horton is planning a three !

people sketch.

,

Carroll-Raft, Co-Stars i

Hollywood. Sept. 19.''

Nancy Carroll and George Raft
will be co-starred In 'Undercover
Man' by Paramount, James Flood
directing;

Yarn is an original by John Wil-
stach. Garrett Fort and Ray Harris
are adapting.

;

DOROTHY JORDAN'S DATES
Dorothy Jordan is coming east

for stage dates in the LoeWsplcture
houses on a Metro studio booking.
Miss Jordan opens Oct. 7 at the

Capitol, New York, with the rest of
the Loew time to follow.

Sally O'Neill pn 8tage
Sally O'Neil, of pictures, yes-

terday (Monday), joined 'Man-
hattan Med U-.y' currently at Broad
St., Newark, for a week before open-
ing at thp Longacre, New York. ;L>
Lawrence Weljcr is Us producer.-.
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GTE and Duovac Suits Vs. AT&T,

WE and ERPI May Break Open

Warner and WE Relationship

Business relations between War-,

ners and Western Electric, already

very much strained, may result In a
clear breakaway of the two Anns
from each other. A- Warner com-
pany relationship is seen In the

present monopoly suit filed in Wil-
mington against the A. T. & T.,

Western Electric and ERPI by Gen-
eral Talking Pictures (DeForest).

Not only are the G.T.P. com-
plaints basically identical with the

complaints filed by Warners In

their monopoly suit against West-
ern . Electric and ERPI, ' but both

G.T.P. and Warners employ the

same counsel, Darby & Darby,
prominent patent lawyers.

By these facts, observers see a

break-oft coming between W.E.
and Warner's which may result in

Warners shoving, ERPI. equip-
ment, valued at an estimated $15,-

000,000, out of Warner theatres and
Warner studios and replacing same
with General Talking Pictures (De-
Forest).

Open Up Industry
Suoh a move which is open to

conjecture, -as contractual obliga-

tions may prevent the move, would
throw the entire picture ' biz rela-

tions, as regards to equipment,
wide open.
What gives the legal action unus-

ual significance are indications that

other producers are reported close-,

ly watching the present monopoly
suits against the electrics.

It will take many months before

litigation, Is finally determined.
Former Judge Hugo Morris, who as
a Federal District judge, sat in the
original Ries patent suit against
ERPI by General Talking Picture's
•(DeForest) some two years ba«ilc,

is now the attorney of record for
both Warners and G.T.P; in their

separate actions.

Skeered?

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Fox is having lots of diffi-.

eulty getting players to accom-
pany Clyde Elliot to India and
the Malay states for a six-

months' trip where the director

is to shoot 'Man Eater.'

Wilmington, Del., Sept. 19. -

General Talking Pictures and
Duovac Radlp, Corp., fifing separate
U. ..' S. District Court suits . liter**

tumbled a, load of legal .timber on
top of the intricate talker-patent
license web built up since 1919 by
A. T. &'T. through Western Electric

and ERPI.
'

" 'DeForest angle bf attack (through
OTP suit); this 'time, 1b not patent
infringement, as before, but mo-
nopoly and trust charges. Bills of

complaint lh both suits are in iden-
tical language, except for one or
two omissions In the GTP "paper.

Duovac filed Friday and GTP Sat-
urday. A. T. & f., W. E. and
ERPI are co-defendants in each.

Suits' Details
After DeFbrest's court victory

here over W. E. on the Reis sound

-

on-fllm patent, present suits are re-

garded as a second broadside at; the
. electric alignment in effort to weak
en or end its dominance in the talk-
ing picture equ'pment field. Each
paper charges defendants control
90% of production and 50% of re-

production, in the picture industry
. - Doth .suits attack ERPI's agree-
ment of Sept.. 5, 1027, with Edwin

(Continued on page 25)

M. S. Market Must

Shoulder Burden

Say the Distribs

Declaring they are depending
more upon the U. S. market this

year than any other, arid that In this

they have to contend with the losses

of major circuits, distributors insist

they will hold Out for better rentals,

even though niahy exhibitors .before

the Wst of -the;year may be forced
into a famine of good pictures.

The slump in the foreign market
is claimed now 'to be at its height.

From a slight profit the fpreign field

is now a heavy loss for most major
companies.
From the' exhibitor organization

standpoint, the MPTOA is nearest
to accepting the producers' pro-
claimed. It is not demanding any fiat

or general reduction but is asking
distributors to be lenient with the-

atres which can prove by their books
that they cannot stand the increase
gaff.

:

Independent producers, mean-
while, are capitalizing the stand-off
attitude, of most of the major com-
panies. Several of the largest of the
Indies are considering a discount-

when, the deal with a theatre in-

volves most of its product.

HAL LE ROY
Now appearing ROXY, New York.

Week Sept. 15th.
Robert Garland said, "For young

Mr. LE ROY is a dancer among
dancers, a, lad who knows how to
co-ordinate his body and his brain..

Arid as he co-ordinates them he re-
minds you of the late lamented
Jack Donahue.

. Direction

M. S. BENTHAM

Author Financing. With

U to Refund Neg. Cost

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Gordon Wong Wellesley has sold
a second story. The Pagan River,'

to Universal, and will produce it in

the Malay peninsula for that com-
pany's release. Writer has ar-
rangedfor over half of the $125,000
necessary to make the' native story.

Universal has agreed to refund
the negative cost and give Welles-
ley a percentage, but it will do
no advance financing. Preserit ar-
rangements call for an- all-native

cast; with the company shoving, oft

for Malay in November.
Wellesley, Englishman, with

Chinese blood, sold 'Shanghai Inter-
lude' to Universal, and was on:the :

payroll a month adapting it. Studio
later, decided against doing the
story. '

. ..

MG, WITH 48 FEATURES

DUE, HAS 24 MEGGERS

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Although' making only 48 feature
pictures this year, Metro has cur-
rently 24 directors on its roster, the
greatest number of any of the ma-
jor' studios.

In 'few cases are these directors
on straight contract salary, but are
being paid a flat sum per .film. .

The director list comprises Rich-
ard Bbleslavsky, Tod Browning,
Harry Beaumont, Charles Brabin,
Clarence Brown, Jack Conway, Wil-
liam Cowen, Jacques Feyder, George
Fltzmaurice, Victor Fleining, John
Ford, Sidney Franklin; Howard
Hawks, George Hill, Edmund Gould-
ing, Robert Z. Leonard, Lothar Men-
des., Elliott Nugent, Harry Pol-
lard, Charles Riesner> Edward
Sedgwick, Edgar Selwyn, W. S. Van
Dyke and Sarin: Wood.

RUSHING 'VENUS'

Airmailing Par Film' to Dodge An-
other Postponement

In order to meet the booking of

'Blonde Venus* into the Paramount;
New York, Friday (23), the pic will

be shipped ale mall from the Coast.
Studio is rushirig completion of re-
takes' and reshot scenes so that
Publix will not have to again defer
playdates.

Picture is slated to day and date
between New York and Brooklyn
Parambunte.

Hays Frowns Upon Exclusive

Booking; Distribs Deem It Oke

Absentees

Hollywood, Sept. • 18.

, Sign at! . the Paramount
studio reads:

'No person shall be admitted
to Paramount studio unless
bearing a pass signed by one
of the following executives: I

B. P. Schulberg, A. A. Kauf-
man, M. C. Levee, D. O. Selz-
nlck, Sam Jaffe or E. J. Mon-
tagne.
With the exception of Kauf-

man, none of those named are
now working on the lot. .

;

Radio Opposish

Is Heaviest on

Tuesday Nights

Tuesday night will provide the
most' formidable competitive clash
this season between radio and the-
atres; Both sides recognize Tuesday
as the focal point, radio boasting
of

:
its own big audience and the the-

atres .probably explaining their

meager atendance for that night; on
that "basis. i ...

_ Deluxers probably won't be laf,-;

fected; so ' much, but the . neighbor.-

hood. houses and small town cinemas
^ylll' feel the counter-attraction of

dials plenty.

In sequence from meal time until

late evening Tuesday nighta^hbld

:

The Goldbergs. „

Frank Cruhiit-Julla Sanderson;
Wayne King Orchestra.
Ben Bernie Orchestra.
Ed Wynn.
Lucky

.

Strike..

. Amos 'n' Andy. .

Hov. many .theatres have shows
that can be stacked against, that

free all-star bill?

$100,000 Rights?

Metro has closed for 'Another
Language*'"at : a reported purchase
figure close to $100,000. Negotia-
tions had been going on for some
time, due' to the author. Rose
Franken, and producer, Arthur
'Beckhard, holding out for an Im-
portant price, despite the fact that
before production late last fall the
play was offered around for very
little and turned down' all around.
Understood .Metro has Helen

Hayes in mind for the central role.

Fear of a Federal probe and cost*

ly litigation is causing the Hays
organization to put a quietus on the

spread of exclusive booking policies.

The Industry's overseers have not
the same confidence in the irifalllblU

ity of copyright protection as some
of the distributers' legal mentors.
They point out that there is a very-

debatable question which would
come within the jurisdiction of the
courts as to whether copyright
privileges can be used to an extent
where they may constitute monop-
oly and restraint of trade.

Modification Is Oked
Belief in the Haysian 1 ciicle is

that a modified exclusive policy is

bound to come. This, however, would
retain ail of the subsequent runs in
their present foririatldn arid would
Ignore only : the lowest admission
theatres. Under such a plan, Hays-
ites feel, there Would be 'ri'b 'likeli-

hood to inspire any trade restraint
chofgesi'

.

Litigation over the all-exclusive
experiments now; being made in
various pa.ts 6f the country is ex-
pected.to break but first in cither
Kansas City or Connecticut. ; At-
lanta, .one of the spots, to have the
one-theatre demonstration, .decided
against .going into, the courts at Its

exhibitor convention last, week, ac-
cording to reports. Wilmington- in-

dependents, the. first to raise ,the ls<
sue when Metro introduced the pol-

icy., as 'the outcome of a local fight

with the Warners, have let the. mat-
ter lapse and.reports in New York
reveal, also plan no retaliation.

Laemmle Leaving Cedars;

Others' Condition Better
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Carl Laemmle is out bf the Cedars
of Lebanon hospital after undergo-
ing treatment.

Mrs. Taft Schreiber, wife of the
MCA coast manager, is recovering
from an operation at the same hos-
pital following birth of a son. Mrs.
Chester Morris is doing well, fol-

lowing appendix operation, Wednes-
day (14).

Arthur W. Stebbins is recover-
ing from a minor operation, per-
formed ut Cedars hospital, Sept. 14,

to Remove a bump on his head* in-

curred in an auto accident two
years ago,

Leo White is recovering' from leg

Injuries sustained in an auto ac-
cident.

Extra Spots Jump

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Extra, placcriients were up again
the past week, going to 5,588 day
checks for the week. ,

Top day was Sept. 10, when 1,134

people were used, 588 of them for

C. B. DeMlJle's 'Sign of the Cross'
at Paramount.

Lasky, Charging Contract Breach,

s Par; Report to

WB Renews Lyle Talbot

After He Clicks in Indie
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

On the strength of his perform-
ance in the independently produced
'Klondike,' Lyle Talbot has had his

contract renewed by Warners.
Talbot came here from, the stage

six months ago.

WB Borrows Baxter
Hollywood, Sept. '.19. .

Warners are negotiating with Fox
to borrow Warner Baxter' for '42rid

SWeet.* WB tried to get him for

•Employees' Entrance,' but Baxter
refused to play the part.

Par Wants Montgomery
Hollywood, Sept. 19;

Paramount is trying, to borrow
Robert Montgomery, from Metro as
the star of 'In For a Penny,1 orig-

inal by Sophie Kerr.
'

jullen Josephson and Brian Mar-
low assigned to the dialog!rig . .and
adaptation'. -

... Hollywood,. Sept. 19.

Charging breach of contract, Jesse'

L. Lasky, who terminated his affilia-

tion as. first, vice-president in charge

of production for. Paramount, last

week,- will' probably file an .' action

for a settlement and accounting on
his contract with that organization
in Superior Court this week.
Lasky, who felt it necessary tb

terminate; < his contract after 18
vears with the company, due to a
breach of the agreement will prob-
ably ask for around $400,000 in sal-

aries due him until Dec, 1934, as
well as an accounting on all prod-
uct. It is understood that he also
had a holding deal with other mem-
bers of the directorate, which will

be aired in the courts for the pur
pose of determining- his equity in

the proposition.
Though Lasky is reluctant to dis

cuss his future, outside of the fact

that ho will make independent
productions under the corporate ti

tie of Jesse L. Lasky Productions,
Inc., he will probably make a deal
with Joseph M. Schenck to make
three pictures 'a year for United
Artists' release. Sh.erick Is now
here, and it Is expected that within
the' next week an agreement Will

be consummated.-' ' 1

.

• There_j(vero reports current that
Lasky might, join the Fqx organize

Distribs' Stance
On the other hand, among die-,

trlbutors as to the legality issue
there is a consensus of opinion that
exclusive booking on any basis is

soundly legal. .

The fact that the picture is a
copyrighted article, according to the
Interpretations of film ' lawyers,
makes its salable at what price and
with whom the producer ; desires to
transact business. >'.
Thus, It is declared, distribs can

keep their better pictures for their

own theatres, the same as an auto or
sewmg machine company can jtame
its own ' agencies in territories

thoughout the country.

Fox Picks Marion Burns

For Part in 'Man Eater*
'..'"' jjollywood, Sept. 19.

Marlon Burns, who received her
initial break in 'Golden West/ at
Fox, has been picked for the girl

part in the three member cast which
will be used in the 'studio's animal
picture 'Man Eater,' to be filmed in

Malaysia.
,

Picture will be made by James O.
Spearing arid . Clyde E. Elliott',; who
leave here the end of September,
with a camera and sound crew for
Penang. .

• Carl Berger^ who photographed
'Bring 'Em back Alive,* will .handle

the cameras.

tiori, but Sidney R. Kent, president
bf the. company, stated no deal was
in 'c'oritemplatipn, or 'would there be
any likelihood at 'this time of add-
ing outside prbducers' to the Fpj;

personnel.
The Lasky breach is said to have

taken place following trie' failure'of

certain 'compensation from" .the
company tb teich him ait noon last

Thursday Xli). He had been trying
to iron, but his. Paramount deal, but
balked on making a new ope where
he would be subservient to Eman
uel Cohen, v.p. in charge of the stu
dip. Lasky is said to have con-
tended that he . was first v.p. in
charge of production, had not relin-
quished the post, and therefore
would not work under Cohen,
His attorney, Lloyd Wright, is

expected to return from San Fran-
cisco the middle of this week, at
which time, it is understood that suit

will be' filed. It is also likely that
an-.action will also be filed in the
New York courts by Nathan Bur-
kan, who is functioning as New
York attorney for ,the former Par-
amount. executive, i

Both Sam 'Katz and Emanuet Co-
hen refused to comment on Lapky's
termination of his affiliation iw'itlt

the company, In his retiring 'state-
ment, Lasky said he regretted the
conclusion' of his pleasant relations
with Sam Katz.

Stalling* Back to 'Sun'
'

. . Los Angeles,' Sept. 19.

Finishing. ,. his . assignmeh.'t on
Metro's ,'Pig Boats,' Laurence Stall-

ings has returned east to . resume
book, reviewing for the New York
'Sun.l'

"
'

;.
'.].

Under his contract, the studio

still has dn option on the writer for

part time, work, with .the possibility

he will dp some adaptations' in the

east.

More Waterfront
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Having completed the adaptation
of 'Destroyer' at Columbia, Max
Miller has been given a similar as-
signment on 'Bottom of the Sea.'

. Novelist is on a six weeks' con-
tract with options.

DR. WM. VOELLER OUT OF PAB
Dr. William "Voeller, assista-nt to

Eugene Zukor in the maintenance
and construction department at
Publix, has been dropped. No sue-'

cessor.

Weitze.nkorn Trial Set
Los Angcle*. Sept. It1

.

.'The divorce : case of -Mrs. Inna
May Woitzenkorh against Louis
Weitzenkorn will go to trial tomor-
row (20). in Superior court:
• Erand, Zagbn & Aaron, five rep-
resenting the writer's wife.
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THEATRE SHUTDOWN PLAN
Loew Heads' 4 Day Confab; Metro

Hollywood, Sept. 1ft.

. Nick Schenck, Bob Rubin- and
Irving Thalberg have been In con-

ference since last Friday night (16)

*t the Ambassador Hotel.
Thalberg aha Mayer are protest-

ing against the. methods used' in

-making Metro salary cuts and then
having Loew, Inc., declare a divi-

dend. Their contention is under-
stood to tte that this hurt the morale
of the organization. . .

.

Thalberg also wants his studio
'duties ' curtailed, .claiming " the re-
sponsibility should be divided
Among others as 30 to 40 pictures a
•year is a big load for any one. He
also proffers the angle that for his
present Income, - which is in the
high six*-figure brackets, a year, he-

'im working for the Government
-through his surtaxes.

Belief is that Thalberg'would like

to make pictures with his own unit,

turn put but four to six a year and1

. have ' an arrangement whereby he
would get salary, and stock so that
his taxes would, not be so heavy. He
also objects to release schedules „on
the theory that no picture should
leave the studio unless it is right,

rand that the company should not go
Into quickie production With its

-present setup of costs.

Schenck is arranging to leave for
Mew York tonight (Monday) with
his wife released from the hospital.

Decisions reached at the pro-
longed conference are not known at
this time.

LEMAIRE'S 'GIANT SWING'

Doing Burnett Story as First for
Fox—Dunn in Cast

, Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Rufup LeMaire is; due here from
New York, tomorrow. (Tuesday), to

embark on his first picture for Fox,
'Giant Swing'.- Lemalre is an as-
sociate producer and will select his

cast and director.

Story is by W. R. Burnett, author
of 'Little Caesar,' and will go into

production- about mid-November.
Jimmy Dunn is among the players.

LeMaire will make five pictures
for l?ox, two of which must be com
pleted by Jan. 16.

CENSOR JOINS

HAYS AS JOY

GOES FOX

Reade, Plunkett

After Hipp; RKO

Is Hot and Cold

It was on and then off for RKO
. to take over the Hippodrome, N. Y„
after. the circuit had already begun

. to remove, equipment and seats.
- Now it's still off, for the time being.
Looks like. RKO hopped in to make
a deal after it was learned Walter
Reade and Joe Plunkett figured on
taking the house ov«r when RKO

;

decided previously to relinquish the
pot.
The equipment and seats will have

to go back, and, in order to take over
the spot again, it would cost RKO
around $1,000 putting the Sixth ave-
nue auditorium into condition.
House was expected to reopen for
RKO first week in October as a
straight film grind, playing pictures
after Loew's New . York, on Broad-
way.
RKO can have its usual three

months' option clause with the spot,

and a reported reduction in rental.
' Previous rent was $2,500 weekly.

SCHEIN, EX-KOHL ATTY,

NOW ON RKO PAYROLL

George Schein, Chicago lawyer,
ia on the RKO real estate depart-
ment payroll as ah adjuster of rents
and leases.

Schein represented Mrs. Cather-
ine Kohl during her leadership of
the Orpheum stockholders' opposi-
tion to the RKO stockholders' plan
Which was ratified in Baltimore last

year.

COL. EXECS EXCHANGE
Sam Brislcin, visiting Columbia

studio manager in New York, re-
turns to California, probably by
boat, arounl Oct. 1,

At that time Harry Cohn and
Walter -Wi-ntvor come east for a
board meet-in? of that company.

Like his predecessor, Col. Jason
Joy, who is having his salary

doubled by moving over to Fox,
Dr. James Wingate, by quitting the

New York State Censor Commis-
sion and joining the Hays Organ-
ization, as its production code over
seer, is doubling his own earning
power. Irwin Esmond has been ap
pointed by the State Board of Re-
gents to succeed Wingate's. cen-
sorial post.

With the entrance of Dr. Win-
gate, the first big time censor to

join the industry on an almost sim-
ilar scale, the production code maybe
due for a rigorous tightening up
Already, it is reported, the general
and loosely worded clauses in the
code, which are admitted to have
been allowed, in some cases, an ex
treme elasticity, are being denned
in the form of a glossary.

Wingate! Sympathetic
Dr. Wingate was selected by the

Hays organization after several of

its own employee-members had re

fused the production Job, figuring it

the toughest in the association
Haysites are satisfied that Wingate,
a seven letter man including the
title of Doctor of Pedagogy, is ideal
for the job. It is generally known
in the New York trade that Win-
gate has been in sympathy with the
code and that since its. introduc-
tion, eliminations of scenes in pic-
tures submitted to the review board
have been markedly reduced over
those in the average year before
the code.
At - Fox, Joy's new Job is gen-

erally classified as that of 'special

ambassador to Wlnfleld Sheehan.'
They maintain that while Joy will

function as a story overseer he will

also participate in all phrases of
production in which Sheehan is di-

rectly concerned.
As production code overseer, Joy

is reported to have received $15,000
a year.. His contract with Fox is

said to call for $750 weekly the
first year
Joy was one of the oldest mem-

bers of the Hays personnel, joining
it in 1922 din a public relations ca-
pacity. He was assigned to the
Hollywood office in 1926 arid placed
In command of code activities when
the production formula was adopted
in October, 1928.

No Sub. for Montague
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Radio contemplates making no
addition to replace the late Edward
J. Montagne, story editor, who died

from a paralytic stroke last week.
His duties will be divided between

Charles Sullivan, Kenneth McGowan
and Pandro Bertnan.

MORATORIUM TO

WHET PIC TASTE

Summer Siesta Proposed to

Sharpen Public's Appetite

for Pictures—8 Weeks at

Virtual Standstill — Esti-

. mated $10,000,000 An-

. nual Saving

TRIAL IN '33?

Fiimdom will be asked to consider
a plan for the general shut'down
on exhibition during the summer
months.' This shutdown is to be for
an 8-week period during the entire
months of July and August. - Its ad
vantages, as given by its sponsors,
are many and estimated to save the
industry a minimum of $10,000,000
annually. H. B. Franklin is the
sponsor. .

Advantages as construed in such a
plan include the elimination of po-
tential seasonal losses which the in-
dustry's theatres incur, every sum-
mer. Additionally it is aimed to
alleviate and guard against a pos-
sible shortage of product annually
encountered. Thirdly, it means' the
absorption of practically all film
playing time within a 10-month pe
riod.

Full details of the plan are not
yet worked but. It is to be presented
to the industry through the Hays
office, where in all likelihood M. H
Ayiesworth, as president of RKO
will submit the idea for consldera
tlon. Such a plan has been pre-
viously conceived at Paramount
Reasons for Par not pushing the
idea have never been known.
Otherwise the idea smacks alto-

gether as having been evolved
originally by financial mentors
within the major companies who
saw in such a plan the elimination
of many evils of exhibition arid gen-
eral film company operation.

Summer Resort Exceptions
It is likely that under, such a plan

the only spots which will be kept
running will be only distant subse
quents and houses in resort Ioca
tions. It will be aimed to have no
effect on studio work other than to
eliminate the hurried effort to pro
duce extra pictures to ward off pos
sible exhibition shortages, and
which Invariably adds to general
company costs and wasteful produc
tion.

Production will continue during
the two months of the shutdown, al
though exhibition will be eliminated,
Distribution, however, may come to
a practical standstill, the facilities
and personnel of this division in
fiimdom being applied toward care-
ful and deliberate planning of sales
and ad campaigns on new season's
product.
On the exhibition end, there is

the saving in operating costs besides
a certain psychology angle. This
psychology thing is to give the the-
atregoers a vacation from the thea-
tres which may dedound to the the-
atres' advantage. Customers being
deprived of screen amusement for
two months may be hungry to a
sharp desire for film entertainment
when houses reopen in September.
As discussed, the plan is to be

prepared and submitted with a view
to seeing it blossom into fruition
by the. summer of '33.

Plan is aimed to include every
type of operation for, with distri-

bution down at the beginning of the
summer, films will be unavailable
even to indies, who will thus fall

In line on the vacation idea for

exhibitors.

RKO Only East of Mississippi

In Newly Launched Theatre Plan;

Selznick Contract Is Unsettled

SP00R-BERGGEN APART

Experimental Lab, in . Chicago
Locked Up

Chicago, Sept. 19. :

Spoor-Berggen third dimension
film has been In abeyance for the

past six months. Laboratory ex-
periments to lessen the cost of the
equipment were in progress for over

a year after the State-Lake trial in

1931, which resulted In RKO drop-
ping the innovation.

P. J, Berggen, Swedish Inventor,

is now working on entirely different-

projects in Bath, Me.

Cohen East Two Weeks
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Emanuel Cohen leaves here Sept.
24 for New York, to spend the Jew-
ish holidays with his father.
Expects to be gone two weeks,

according to a studio announcement,
with Sam Katz taking over his du-
ties at Paramount during his ab-
sence. Katz expects bo go east upon
Cohen's return.

BLUMEY'S RECK.

SWT WOULDN'T

AFFECT PAR

Pending the legal disposition of

his suit against Paramount and
Film Productions, Inc., Par subsld.,

A C. Blumenthal, owner df $25,000

in Par bonds, has asked the N. Y.
Supreme Court to appoint a re-

ceiver for Film Productions, inc.,

and an order to restrain Par from
making payments to several New
York banks on a $9,600,000 loan re-

ceived by Par through Film Produc-
tions, Inc.

Justice Irwin Untermyer signed
art order Thursday (15) for Para-
mount to show cause why such a
receiver for Film Productions, Inc.,

and such an injunction to restrain
the loan payments, should riot be
made. The order is returnable Sept.
21. Blumenthal is being represented
in his action by attorney Nathan
Burkan. Louis D. Frohllch, of the
latter's office, is handling the case.

No Effect on Par
The receivership, if granted would

not affect Paramount itself. In es-
sence it would amount to a trustee-

ship for Film Productions, Inc., by
the court, sequestering all Income to

be received by Film Productions,
Inc., for payment on the loan, until

the Blumenthal suit is Anally de-
termined by the court.
Blumenthal's suit is aimed to de-

termine the legality of Par in the
latter's creation of Film Produc-
tions, Inc., and in Par's assignment
of a, number of negatives to Film
Productions, Inc., as collateral for

the $9,600,000 loan.

According to the Blumenthal suit,

26 negatives . were so assigned to
Film Productions, Inc., by Para-
mount. Blumenthal maintains that
such assignment violated . a condi-
tion of the guaranty under which
Par-Publix bonds were issued, in

that such bonds are stipulated to be
a prior Hen over everything. As-
signment of negatives, and income
thereof to Film Productions, Inc.,

'according to the Blumenthal com-
plaint, makes the bonds a secondary
lien.

KENT OK'S FOX STUDIO-

EDMUND GRAINGER OUT

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Sidney R. Kent expresses himself
as content with studio conditions at
the Fox studio and will head back
to New York about Oct. 1. He will

go to London after a brief stay at
the home office and expects to be
back here before Xmax holidays.
Likely that he will settle the con-

tract of. Edmund Grainger as as-
sociate producer for Fox before his

return. Grainger is now on varia-

tion with full pay. He is the sun
;

of James R. Grainger, Fox. v. p. in

charge of sales.
'

A plan ; by which RKO wi|l

eventually only operate theatres

east of the. Mississippi is reported '

to have come out of last week's di-

rectors meeting. Steps to this end
have already commenced and con-

cern the giving up of the Orpheum
Realy Co., and its six theatres,' and
also to jettison Orpheum pircult

houses through deals.

Other matters before the board
are said, to have been the sanc-
tion of staff deletions, instead cjf

another general 10% salary cut, and
the matter of Dave Selznlck's con-
tract as production head at the
Radio studios on the Coast. ..

On the theatre end report is. that
decision regarding the future dis-
position of Orpheum, Inc., remains
in abeyance under provision.. Stip-
ulation is that H. B. Franklin, as
theatre operator, has' until Jan. 1 to
work Out the- Orpheum problem as'
to relieve.- hiihself of these house's
via deals. On that date the RKO
board will, again review the situa-
tion and then come to a decision.
Franklin's immediate answer to
this

. verdict is to designate, Nate
Blumberg, New York divisional
head, to take over active charge
of the Orpheum houses though re-
taining headquarters in New York.
Circuit consists of 36 houses of
which Blumberg will operate is,
until the first of the year, with.
Cliff Work, on the Coast, handling
Orpheum's Pacific eight. Blumberg
is expected to depart for Chicago
late this week.

Selznick's Proposition .

As to the Selznick situation it

is understood that the producer,
whose initial six months' agreement
expires' next month, desired a

. new
one year contract with a raise in
salary

. and a percentage arrange-
ment on any profits accruing, from
Radio pictures. The main purpose

'

of B. B. Kahahe's trip, east is be-
lieved to have been to present also
recent cost sheets to the directors
and the Selznick proposition. It

is known that Kahane, president
of Radio Pictures, favors the reten-
tion of Selznick as in charge of
the studio.

Report is that the board coun-
tered with a proposal to Selznick
that he continue as at present until
December at which time definite
action is promised. It is further
authoritatively said that H. B.
Franklin was suggested to sit on
the Radio (picture), board. Frank-
lin is president of Keith-Aibee-
Orpheum, theatre operating sub-
sidiary of RKO, KAO, Radio Pic-
tures and Pathe News also held
board meetings the samo day.

.
In respect to condensing its the-

atre operating territory^ belief is

that RKO is considering plans
whereby "It can turn over its Pa-
cific houses to Fox West Coast as
far east as Salt Lake City, make
a combination deal for St. Louis
arid Kansas City, an arrangement
with Publ Ix for all Iowa, Minne-
apolis and St. Paul, with J. 'J: 'Ru-
bens for the Great States small
towns in Illinois, and an agreement
with either Balaban & Katz, War-
ners, or Skouras for Chicago, Mil-
waukee and Fort Wayne.

It is said that over a period of
the past three weeks KAO, with
all rents on, has shown a profit arid

during the past six months a loss

of around $300,000. For the same
six months period Radio Pictures
Is supposed to have shown a profit

of $800,000. RKO, on these two
companies, would then show a bal-
ance sheet of $500,000. until Orph-
eum circuit losses are applied
.against that total.

Further details as to the disposl-
. iun of the Orpheum Realty. Co„
nil its affiliated theatres, appear in

i !:^r story on page 7 of thia
ib.'jue.
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Chicago Circuits Say 'NiceLW
Films Becoming Too Numerous;

OK for Nabes But Tough on Loop

Chicago, Sept; 19.

General consensus of opinion

among local theatre circuit men is

that the impending crop of pictures

lacks wham.
Executives who have been pre-

viewing product for the past three

weeks declare that they have 3een

few bad pictures, a great many
•nice little' pictures, but hot much
Eocko product.

As a result of this conviction,

which appears to be shared by all

local theatre men, there will be an
Increasing emphasis upon added
stage attractions in. the loop if the

prognostications are borne out in

the next two months.
Showmen point out that .there are

favorable omens In that outstand-
ing pictures are doing outstanding
business, but claim there may not

• be a "half dozen surefire pictures

from all the companies In sight at
present. To date the new season
has produced two strong films so
far as Chicago 1s concerned. They
are librae Slathers* <Par) and
•Bird of Paradise' (Radio). Marx
film Is staying four weeks at Mc-
Vicker's, while •Paradise' is click-

ing to $30,000, sensational, at the

Palace.
Those Budgets

Local showmen believe they are
now getting the full effect of the

curtailed production budgets In

Hollywood. This has,' they feel,

brought out a series of pleasant,

agreeable, mildly diverting pictures
that satisfy but leave no memory
or word-of-mouth behind.

It is still too soon to get the full

reaction to the fall product or to

see if grosses corroborate the local
' showmen's fears. The nelghbor-
hoods and subsequent runs won't

': feel it until later.

'

Frank skepticism of the circuits'

ability to keep double features from
returning later In the season, with-
out the aid of stronger pictures or
vaudeville, is being expressed here.
Duals are slated for oblivion Oct. 2.

Other showmen, however, point out
that the 'nice little' picture Is gen-
erally accepted in the. family sec-
tors without squawks, but the de-
luxes and larger 'B' houses feel
moderate screen material at the till

immed'fltely.

RCA's New Smmd Head

For Higher Frequency

In the race for higher frequencies
fn sound reproduction, RCA Photo-
phone.within a month will announce
a new sound on film method. It
claims 3,000 degrees more than the
disc method experimented with by
Western Electric.

Photophone invention, the work of
the Camden laboratory, requires the
purchase by exhibitors of a new
sound head considerably smaller
than In current use. The Photo-

- phone head is no more expensive
than the present equipment, execu
tlves ^declare.
Mass production of the device was

started by Photophone this week.

Kelly's Shorts' 0. 0.

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Jack Kelly in Radio's short sub-
ject booking department in New
fork is here looking over all short
subject production available.
Remains one week.

ALA. BELIEVED SLATED

FOR BLUE LAW REPEAL

Birmingham, Sept 19.

.
Two bills are now pending in the

legislature which will pave the way
for Sunday showB In Birmingham
and Alabama as a whole. Repre-
sentative Godwyn, of Montgomery,
has drawn, up a bill which if passed
would repeal blue laws and author-
ize Sunday shows in Alabama, re-
gardless of municipal laws.

'

Sunday pictures are operated In

a number of Alabama towns, in-

cluding Montgomery and Mobile,
and the Godwyn .bill would merely
prohibit the enforcement of ancient
blue laws which can be invoked at
any time and close the theatres.

In Birmingham a city ordinance
prohibits the showing of pictures on
Sunday,, but if the Godwyn bill

passes the ordinance would be au-
tomatically suspended.
The first bill, to be Introduced In

the special session of the Solons
was by Rep. Manasco, and it is be-
lieved that when the bills are
brought to a vote one or both of
them will be passed.

Wanger's Suit Due
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

With Walter Wanger's breach of
contract suit against Paramount
probably going to trial Oct. 3, the
Columbia exec plans to leave for
the east Sept. 21 or in the course of
this week.
Wanger has been ordered to sub-

mit to examination, before trial.

L. A. to N. Y.
Mick Qrinde.
Joe Simmons.

- Lucy Beaumont
Maurice Ostrer.
William Gell.
Arthur Lee.
Mary Doran.
Paulette Goddar<"
Benny Rubin.
Sam Fischer.
Samuel Ornltz.
Paul McCullough.
Bobby Clark.

N. Y. to L. A.
James Whale.
Harry Lachman.
Irene Biller.

Rufus LeMaire.
Virginia Smith.
Charles Skoura*-.

Frank Newman.
Joe Moskowitz.
Arch Bowles.
Al Hanson.
Mike Rosenberg.

1st Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week Sept. 23

Paramount— -Blonde Venus'.
(Par).
Capitol—'Grand Hotel' (Me-

tro) (2d week).
Strand—-Life Begins' (WB)

(2d week).
Mayfair— 'Hell's Highway'.

(Radio).
Rivoli—"Robinson Crusoe*

(UA) (21).
Winter Garden—'Tiger Shark'

(WB) (22).
Rialto—'Movie Crazy* (Par)

(2d week).
Roxy—'Successful Calamity'

(Fox) (22).
"

Week Sept 30
Paramount— 'Blonde Venus'.

(2d week).
Capitol— 'Downstairs* (Me-

tro) (29).
Strand—'Cabin In the Cotton'

(WB).
Mayfair—"Bill of Divorce-

ment' (Radio).
Rivoli—'Robinson Crusoe'

(UA) (2d week).
Winter Garden—<Tiger Shark'

(WB) (2d week).
Rialto—'Movie Crazy' (Par)

(3d week). .

$2 Pictures

'Strange Interlude' (Metro)
(Aster) (4th week).

. 'Maedchen in Uniform' (Os-
wald) (German) (Criterion)
(21),

Foreign Films
'Cruiser Emden'

:
(Emelka)

(German) (Hindenburg) (3d
week).

'Zwei Herzen/und Ein Schlafl'
(Ufa) (German) (Little Car-
negie) (3d week).

'Great Jasper' for Dix
Radio has purchased Fulton

Ouraler's The Great Jasper* for
Richard Dix. It will be the star's

next picture.

Book has been around practically

all the studios and was previously
turned down by Radio. Oursler Is

now on the Radio lot In Hollywood
as a writer on a three months' leave
of absence! Oursler is also still

reading stories and doing other edi-

torial work for 'Liberty' and the
other Macfadden publications.
He is working at -home, which is

a concession, as the rest of the
Radio writers do their concocting in

studio offices.

Hollywood
Briefly rewritten extracts from "Variety's' Hollywood Bulletin, printed

each Friday in Hollywood, and placed as • wrapper upon the reflwai
weekly ^Variety.'
The Bulletin does not circulate ether than on the Pacific Slope.
News from the Dailies in Los Angeles will be found in that custom***

department.

Mrs. Wally Reid on Air
Mrs. Wallace Reid will be on the

air Sept. 24, over KTM, in an orig-
inal radio drama, 'The Red Dawn,'
by Edward Lynn.

Whale on $500,000 Film
James Whale is back from New

York to start work on .'The Road
Back,' which Universal estimates
will cost $600,000.

Glasmon-Brackett Team
Kubec Glasmon, who bought off

his Warner contract, has been
paired with Charles Brackett at
Radio to do an original for Con-
stance Bennett.

Marx With Goldstone
Bert Marx has arrived to head

the story and writers' department
for Nat Goldstone.

8idney Fox Shifts Agency
Sidney Fox has settled her con-

tract with the Lyons & Lyons
agency for $1,600, and becomes a
client of the Schulberg-Feldman of-
fice. Deal was put through 'before
her departure for Paris.

Seeks Prison Atmosphere
Max Trell has gone to Folsom

prison to get atmosphere for Uni-
versal's 'Out on Parole,' which will
pan existing parole systems.

Comedy Pair Set
Shaw and Lee have been spotted

in Universale 'Birthday Blues/ a
Warren Doane short.

Cowboys Sue
Seven cowboys, led by Brit All-

brltton, have filed a wage claim for
$138.75 with the State Labor com-
mission against Henry Goldstone.

,

Eastbound
Joe Simmons, head of Tower Pic-

tures, Is eastbound with a print of
Red Haired Alibi,' produced by
Premier Pictures. Nick Grlnde left

yesterday (18) for New York on
vacation. He last megged 'Van-

ity Street' for Columbia.

PuMix Hints at Decentralization;

ProposalMay Send Div. Mgrs. to field

Theatre plan said to have been
presented last week to Paramount-
Publix board of directors by
Leo Spitz, and reported approved,
at the brief - session, is one that

can almost class as a decentraliza-
tion move by Publix. Additional
partnerships may be made and the-
atres turned' back to former part-
ners and managers on a full au-
thority basis.

Should the plan go through it will

send all Publix division directors
back into the field and possibly re-
turn John Balaban to Chicago to

take over theatres in that city and
Detroit for Balaban & Katz.

Already Involved in a maze of
partnerships, with partner interests
ranging up to 60%, the largest group
of wholly-owned Publix houses that
may be Involved in a hew setup is

the Saenger chain. Other groups
which may be turned , into partner-
ships would be much smaller setups
In sections of the country that are
remote from the h.o.

In no case so far where steps
will likely be taken toward local

operating setups, has Publix dis-

cussed the question of partners. E,

V. Richards has been mentioned as
the possible operator-partner for
the Saenger circuit, but the Publix
home office vigorously denies this.

At present, the Publix partner-
ships, giving operating control to
the other side, number a dozen, em-
bracing slightly over 300 houses
This is onerfourth of the number of
theatres in the complex Publix
chain, balance (900) being wholly
operated by Publix whether con-
trolled 100% or hot.
There are many partnerships in

Publix .which Publix itself operates,
such as the Comerford chain, Mike
Shea of Buffalo, Netoco in New
England and others.
At one time official count of Pub-

lix theatres was 1,660. Since then
the company has brought the list

which It controls in whole or part
down to around 1,200.

Div. Setups

Home office div. directors are
Milton Feld, Dave Chatkln, Martin
J. Mullin and R. J. O'Donnell. Lat-
ter*s territory already cut through
the W. E. Paschall partnership in
Texas and the Kincey-Wilby addi-
tions, around 65 theatres, would be-
come further reduced by removing
the Saenger group from active Pub-
lix operation.
Chatkln would probably shift to

Boston and Mullin to Minneapolis
under any breakup of the divisional
director scheme. Whether Feld
would continue over Greater New
York houses or switch to Chicago
is a question. John Balaban, from
some accounts, might return to Chi-
cago to direct B&K there himself,
but no confirmation so far on defi-
nitely planned moves in that direc-
tion.

One reported plan Is giving J. J.
Rubens operating control of Indiana
and Illinois over the Great States
setup which Is controlled by B. & K.
Rubens has been division manager
of this group under home office su-
pervision of Harry katz; brother of
Sam, who recently became an op-
erating assistant to John Balaban,
but still maintains supervision over
Indiana and Illinois.

'Rasputin' at Biltmore
Foreign made film, 'Rasputin,'

opened at the Biltmore theatre
Saturday (17) as a dubbed English
version. Booking was made through
U. BY O. in New York. Film of
same name how In production at
Metro.

KBS Buys 'Kiss'
KBS has bought The Death Kiss'

from Gordon Kahn. Barry Bar-
ringer is adapting.

Brings Alaskan Film
Herbert Brownell, who made

'Camera Adventures,' Is back from
Alaska with 10,000 feet of film tak-
en there.

Binyon-Mankiewicz
Claude Binyon and Joe Mankie-

wicz have been made a writing
team by Paramount. Pair's start-
off is to adapt and dialog 'Interna-
tional House/ original by Nell
Brant and L. E. Helfltz.

'State Fair* Delayed
Fox will hold up 'State Fair* three

weeks until Will Rogers and Janet
Gaynor finish current pictures.

Colleen Moore Out
Colleen. Moore is out of 'Flesh'

at Metro, shift delaying start on
production.

'Wild Horse' Rewrite
Paramount has decided on more

western action in 'Wild Horse
Mesa,' and has ditched the finished
script for a rewrite by. Frank
Clarke..

Gene Sarazen's Bid
Gene Sarazeh is here offering to

do a series of shorts for $50,000,
with the number of subjects not
specified.

Rubin and Publix
Eddie Rubin, son pf the late I. H.

Rubin of the former Finkelsteln-
Rubln circuit, is in New York ne-
gotiating with Publix.

Rubin's reported purpose is to
take over some of the Publix houses
in the northwest. He currently Is

operating the Pantages. straight
pictures, in Minneapolis.

Coast 'Journey's End'
Coast company of 'Journey's End,'

organized by Attorney M. J. Her-
bert, and with George Pembroke in
the lead, opens Sept. 30 at the Civic
Auditorium, Los Angeles.

Radio Holds Ratoff
Gregory Ratoff is staying at Radio

on a free-lance basis, his next being
'Sweepings.'

Wright -Promoted
Mack V. Wright slides up from

assistant to director on 'Haunted
Gold/ a Schlesinger-Rogcll western
for Warners. Sheila Terry has the
top femme spot.

'Glory' Team Again
'What Price Glory' trio—Edmund

Lowe, Victor McLaglen and Dolores
del Rio—will be teamed again by
Fox in 'Hell to Pay/ night club
story.

Walker at U
H. M. Walker, last at Roach, Is mi

Universal writing an untitled waj
comedy for Andy Devlne and Vines)
BarnetC

'Cavalcade' Imports
Three English players imported!

by Fox for 'Cavalcade' arrive In
New York today (19). They ara
Una O'Connor, Merle Tottenham
and Irene Browne.

. Frank Lawton
and Ursula Jeans coming later.

Pete Smith Doubling
Pete Smith, Metro studio's advert

Using head, will again dialog nov*
elty shorts in connection with hla

.

other duties.

Fleming on Revival
Revival of 'White Sister' will be

directed at Metro by Victor Flem*
ing with Helen Hayes starred.

Cukor on Loan
Radio has loaned George Cukor

to Paramount for a week to meg a
scene of 'If I Had a Million Dollars.'

Corrigan Quitting
Finishing eight years at Para*

mount, Lloyd Corrigan leaves after
directing 'Book Worm TurnB.'

Metro's New Buy
•Girl Delinquent—Age Sixteen/

Harpers' magazine story by A. Del-
ford Pitney, has been bought by
Metro.

Next for Powell- Francis
William Powell and Kay Francis

will go Into 'The Adventuress,'
original by Alice D. G. Miller, for
Warners.

Foster in 'Prison'
. Preston Foster, Warner contract
player, gets his first lead In 'Women
in Prison/ opposite Barbara Stan-
wyck1

.

Suit' Against Maritza
A $1,99.0 damage suit has been

filed In Municipal Court against
Sari Marltza by Helen Lee Barrie,
charging the actress with destruc-
tion of furniture In a subleased
apartment.

Opera UA with 'Venue'
United Artists theatre will reopen

Oct.. 6 instead of Sept. 22, as first
planned, with 'Blonde Venus' going
in for an indef run.

Switching Meggers
Ben Stoloff replaces Ralph Mur-

ray, who goes on 'Glri Without a
Room/ In megglng "Metropolitan
Garage.' Harry Joe Brown pilots
'Million-Dollar Scandal/ Charles
Rogers prod.

Seitx on Jones' Films
George B. Seitz goes In as super*

visor on the balance of the Buck
Jones westerns at Columbia, with)
Ben Plvar transferring to the ac-
tion series. 'Reckless Romance' IS
Jones' next.

.'Rasputin' Finishing
•Rasputin' will be In the cans

within a week if Metro's present
plans carry through. Ethel Barry-
more then leaves for New York td
do a play for Arthur Hopkins.

Story But No Release
Although he has no releasing ar-

rangement, Larry Darmour has
bought 'The House of Chance/ by
G. .Wentworth James.

Berkeley's Dances
Dances for Warners' '42nd Street'

are being staged by Busby Berke-

.

ley. Al Dubin and Harry Warren
are writing the music; Mervin lie*
Roy directing.

Axe Falls on Cops
Four wardrobe workers and five

policemen, stationed on sets, are
busted by Sam Jaffe in an economy
move at Radio.

Janis' Spouse an Extra
Gilbert Wilson, husband of Elsie

Jariis, Is working as an' extra in
'Evenings For Sale* mob scenes at
Par.

Helen Chadwick Returns
Helen Chadwiclc is planning1 a

comeback after five years, in Par's
'Golden Widow/ directed- by Ernst
Lubitsch.

Cruze at Par for One
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

After getting a look at Columbia's
Washington 'Merry - Go -IRound/
Paramount signed its director,
James Cruze, on a one picture con-
tract.

Cruze's last Par film was 'City
Gone Wild/ released five years ago.
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RKO's Abandoning of Orph Realty

Co, May Be Forerunner to the

Scrapping of Entire Orph Circuit

Abandonment of one of its oper-
ating subsidiaries, Orpheum Realty
Co., has been okayed by the RKO
directorial board. Board held a reg-
ular session last week (14) at RCA
headquarters as the first fall meet-
ing. ;'.

Dropping of Orpheum Realty C6.,>

original nucleus of Orpheum, Inc.,

will save RKO an estimated $200,000

In yearly rentals alone and an addi-
tional $125,000 in operating over-
head costs. Theatres of ORC are the

Orpheum, L. A.; Seventh ;
Street,

Minneapolis; President, St; Paul;
Orpheum, K. C; Grand, St. Louis,

and the Orpheum,. New Orleans.

By approval of such abandonment
the RKO board signified approval of
the newly evolved economy plan
submitted by the RKO theatre end
for a saving of $1,000,000 in operat-
ing costs by Oct. 1. The desertion

of these six spots is the second step

in the plan. First was elimination

of some home office and field per-
sonnel whereby the circuit saves
around $75,000 yearly.

Elton's Houses

The St. Paul and Minneapolis
houses to be dropped are those be-
ing operated by Bill Elson as grinds.

Elson reopened ' these . houses for
RKO after they became a total loss

to the- circuit and were being kept
dark. In the few. weeks he has been
operating. Elson saved RKO two-
thirds of the hitherto .

losses en-
. countered.

Elson was also to take over the
Grand, St. Louis, but this was
kayoed by Elson himself, prior to the
board, meeting, owing to union de-
mands. He will, however, assume
the R.KO Temple in Detroit.

None of these ORC spots are owned
by RKO. They are leased from Or-
pheum Realty, in which Important
stockholders include Morris Meyer-
feld, jr., Martin Beck, Marcus Hei-
xnan, Mort Singer, Herman Fehr,
Tate and. Cella of St. Louis and S.

Laz. Lansburgh and Louis C. Brown
of Frisco.

Significance to the present aban-
donment appears to be as confirma-
tion to the recurrent report that
RKO. may eventually pry Itself

clear of Orpheum, Inc., if it can.
Orpheum is reported around $1,400,-

000 in the red so far this year, but
Interlocking subside, film product
deals, etc., may prevent a complete
RKO breakaway. Within past
months there have • been recurrent
reports, although denied, that the
financial men back of RKO have
favored a receivership for Orpheum,
Inc., but this, it Is believed, cannot
be done for the same reasons which
may prevent the-^RKO severance.
. Currently RKO is reported to

have a pooling deal with Pub-
lix for South Bend, Ind., where
RKO will turn over its spot in that
town to Publlx-Great States, with
another deal pending for Springfield,
III.

Oakland -Spokane to F-WC
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

RKO western circuit is unloading
three of its Coast houses. Oakland
and Spokane are to be turned over
to Fox West Coast for operation,
effective Sept 16, and the local Or-
pheum turned back to Its owners,
E. H. Smathers estate, Sept. 30.

Latter is one of the Orpheum Realty
Co. .group.

.

FWC has already assumed opera-
tion of the Orpheum, Tacoma, in

addition to its own two houses there,

and reports are current that RKO
may also turn back the Orpheums
in Frisco and Portland. Both these
houses were taken over from Alex-
ander Pantages, along with San
Diego and Salt Lake City, three
years ago. San Diego was sub-
leased to FWC two years ago.
RKO is not entirely out of Ta-

coma, a3 it has an interest there in

the Broadway, which is being oper-
ated by FWC; House, now dark, is

soon to reopen.
With the dropping of the local

Orpheum the only RKO house here
will be the Hillstreet, which reopens
Sept. 30 with the Orpheum policy
of straight pictures.

WB, Cagney Agree to

Academy Arbitration

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Both sides in the James Cagney-
Warner Brothers, dispute have
agreed to allow the Academy to

arbitrate their .differences. Acad-
emy's committee on arbitration

will hear the evidence Wednesday
night (21);

Cagney and the studio are per-

mitting the Academy's effort at
conciliation only on the question
whether Cagney's contract expired
Thursday (15), as contended by the
actor, or is still in effect,: as
claimed by studio.

By provisions of the producers'
agreement, Cagney cannot negotiate
for employment at other studios
until this issue Is settled.

BORROWING CHANEY
. Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Paramount is trying to borrow
Creighton Chaney from RKO for
'King of the Jungle.'

.

Gillette Case Is

Recalled in Suit

Oyer 'Am. Tragedy'

Syracuse, N. T., Sept. 19.

After a lapse of 26. years, one of
America's most tragic and public
ized murder trials, in which Chester
Gillette, member, of a prominent
Cortland, N. T., family, was con
vlcted of slaying Grace Brown, his
betrayed sweetheart, will be again
detailed in a court room In a $150,

000 suit which Mrs. Minerva Brown
of Smyrna, mother of the girl, has
filed against the Paramount Publix
Corp.
Mrs. Brown attacks 'An American

Tragedy,' filmed by Par from Theo-
dore Dreiser's novel, as making her
an object of contempt and ridicule

by allusions and Innuendoes that
she is 'poor white trash' and an un-
kempt, Illiterate, untidy product of

the hills.

The papers in the litigation, be-
gun last week through Searl & Mc
Elroy, local law firm, add another
chapter to the volume's in the re-
ports, records and history of the
celebrated case arising from the

death of the Cortland skirt factory
worker at Big Moose Lake in the
Adlrondacks, July 11, 1906.

The complaint charges specific in

tent on the part of the producers of

the picture to convey to the public
mind that 'An American Tragedy'
represented the lives of Grace
Brown and her family and were so
accepted by the public.

- Particular grounds are cited in

the complaint, having to do with
exhibition of the film In November,
1931, at the Fox Colonial theatre,

Norwich, near Smyrna, the display
in the theatre lobby of Norwich
newspaper files recounting the Gil-

lette case, and the publication of
advertising and news notices in
Norwich linking the film with the
case. Exhibitions at Hamilton and
elsewhere near Smyrna are also
cited.

The case is the second within a
year advanced by Syracuse counsel
charging libel by film production
In the first case, a conviction of

criminal libel was found against
.Perry Spencer, former manager of

Warners' Strand, as a result of the
local presentation of 'The Mouth-
piece,' Ruth Fallon, ' of Syracuse,
charged that the attorney iii 'The
Mouthpiece' was a libel upon the
memory of her father, William J
Fallon, late criminal lawyer of New
York City.

Federal Investigator in

L A. on IMPT0 Charges

Lbs Angeles, Sept. 19.

Jack Kneen, agent with the
Bureau of Investigation of the De-
partment of Justice, arrived from
Washington today (Monday) to in

vestigate the charges preferred with
the attorney-general in the Capitol

by Major Frank L. Hutton, attor

ney for the Independent Motion Pic
ture Theatre Owners, charging vio

lation of the 1929 consent agreement
signed by. Fox West Coast and
major distributing organizations.

The indie exhibs locally have be<n
awaiting action for no little time.

2 $10 Premieres

The world premiere of WB*s 'Sli-

ver Dollar' wiU be held in Denver
at $10 a head, probably at the Ta-
bor Grand Opera House, named
after the late 'Silver Dollar* Tabor,

who took millions out of a mine
in Colorado, but died broke. Pre-
miere proposes to provide - some
benefit for Tabor's widow, now liv-

ing In Denver,
Picture will not be ready for a

month or more, date of Denver
showing indef.

'Bill. of Dlvorcemenf (Radio) will

have a $10 premiere at the Mayfair
on Broadway Sept. 30, under plans,
through a tie-up with Mrs. William
Randolph Hearst's Milk Fund.

Publix- Dubinsky

Dissolution; Par

Gradual Process of Squeezing Out

Weak Trailers Goes on in Dull Day:

Averages Penetrate Low on Move

Under a dissolution of the Publlx-

Dubinsky partnership In over 22

theatres in Kansas and 'Missouri,

Publix reassumes operation, of five

and the Dubinsky Bros.
,
take back

the houses they previously con-

trolled as well as three In St. Joseph

which, prior to the P-D tleup, had

been in a Publix-Cooper partner-

ship.

Dissolution of the Publix-Dubin-

eky relations carries with It term-

ination of the receivership proceed-

ings which had been Instituted by
P-P. Agreement to separate also
involves a contract from the Dubln-
skys for the Paramount pictures in

the theatres of the brothers, now
being worked out.
Ed Dubinsky was in New York

last week on the K. O. situation,
returning Saturday night after hav-
ing reached the settlement. Mean-
while Milton Feld, divisional direc-
tor formerly in charge of K. .C. for
Publix, arrived there Sunday (18),

and, along with Louis Flnske, in

charge of the Colorado division, took
over control of houses going back
to Publix.

.

They are Newman and Royal,
Kansas City, Mo.; Paramount, Kan-
sas City, Kan.; Paramoruit, Joplin,

Mo., and Paramount Springfield,
Mo. Feld had planned going
through to L. A. but due to the
Dubinsky developments, will prob-
ably defer the L. A. visit until later.

P-D partnership was formed
about a year ago. After several
attempts to iron out difficulties be-
tween Publix and the Dubinskys
over operation, P-P brought the re-
ceivership proceeding.

Yesterday's Prices

Net
9alea. HIsh.Low.Lnflt.chBe.

100 Am. Seat.. 2>;. 2% 2%— %
800 Col. Pic. .

.

10\& .10 10 — Vi
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!i OVi.

W>k
m - %

2,500 Eaqt, Kod. 51?i do* -ly*
1,400 Fox ...... 3H 3 4 ^
4,500'Loew 2!>T, 28% 28% + %
200 Do pf . .

.

7C.4 70Vi + ',4

8,500 Par. P.... 4 Mi 3% 3%- %
300 Pathe .... % % % +

17.800 RCA ..... 8% 8 8 - %
000 RKO ..... r. 4% 4%
20 Univ. pf.. 3<i 3(1 sn

4,800 W. B 3 2% 2% - %
BONDS

$5,000 Gen. Thr.

.

3<i 3Vfc

4014
9<li + %

3,000 Keith .... 41 40V4 - %
l.~>,000 Loew 85>i 85 . 85 - V4

4,000 Par-F-L .. .27 27 27 -1
23,000 Par-P 2.T 22% 23 -3
2.000 RKO 72.'/ 7214 72V4—2V4
3,000 W. B. 30

"

30 80—14
CURB

200 Gen. Thr .

,

• V- V4 V4 + %
200 Tech. .... 3% 3% • S% + %
200 Trans-L .. 2W 2V4- %

Musical Sound Track,

Recorded in East for

Use by Majors, Is Plan

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Paul H. Bornsteln, of Irving Ber-
lin, Inc., and Gustave Schirmer, the
G. Schirmer, Inc., exec, are here to
complete a deal for the formation of
a new background music library, to
sell musical sound track to all. ma-
jor studios. The pair represent about
75% of all music publishers. Deal
is a triangle affair between the pubs,
RCA, and Phil Goldstone, whereby
the scores are to be made by the
new RCA high fidelity recording
system, with Goldstone in charge of
the selling end.
Plan ta to record music in the

east, using the best name bands and
symphony orchestras, and send the
tracks here for sale to the majors,
who would then dub the music onto
their own product. Use of RCA sound
is oke for those studios with Western
Electric recorders since WE does not
object to redoubling. RCA sound-
track on WE equipment, but will
not allow WE tracks to be recorded
by RCA

Deal, still In process of formation,

.

is up' for closing Tuesday (20),
Bornsteln and Schirmer expect to
head east a few days later.

Leo Morrison Flying In

Leo Morrison plans taking off

from Los Angeles late this week for
New York. Making trip by plane
again;

It's a regular excursion for the
agent.

U, Col and Radio Product for

Radio City on 'Open Terms' Basis

Under what Is desorlbed as the

most unusual product deal ever

made, Radio City's plotuve theatre

has first call on the Alms of three
companies, or a total of 80 features.

This represents; the pooled product
of Universal, Columbia and Radio.
The deal is the. first ever made

without terms being established in
advance. The companies have
agreed to set the price after Radio
City's overhead and a fair determi-
nation of its box office gross have
been established. There is the pos-
sibility that six, and certainly three,

months. will elapse before the com-
panies can expect to get any re-

turn on the cream of their product,
which will also have its first run
on Broadway sacrificed under the
agreement

Elaetio Deal

While executives in the pool say
that the unusual agreement is more
a gesture toward aiding a theatre
which may possibly be an asset
later on to show business, it is also
admitted that RKO used the velvet
hammer of its circuit buying
strength to effect It.

Executives for one of the com-
panies stated in this respect that

were it not for their heavy booking

relations with the circuit, their
company would not have entered
the Radio City feeding arrange-
ment.
Bookings were effected directly

through regular Radio booking
channels and negotiated by Phil
Relsman.

Colby Harriman Sued (or

Diyorce by Secret Wife

Washington, Sept 19.

Colby Harriman, former manag-
ing director of Loew theatres here,
is being sued for absolute divorce
in the District Supreme Court by
his secret wife, Mary Davis Harri-
man. Charge is misconduct.

Harriman's marriage to Mary Da-
vis, 24, took place in Warrenton,
Va., in 1929 and was never an-
nounced because, plaintiff says, her
husband asked her to keep it a sec-
ret, because of his theatrical con-
nections. ..

Previous to her marriage, Mrs.
Harriman had appeared in an over-
ture presentation at one of the Loew
theatres. She had only been ap-
pearing professionally a short time.

By AL GREASON
Slow process continued yesterday

(Man,) of easing out the remainder

of the belated longs who make a

weak element in the market. It was
a dull and featureless session, with

turnover considerably below 1,500,-

000 shares, with a brief flurry on the
down side in the last half hour when
a number of pivotal stocks broke
through their reaction lows. Dow
Jones closed at 65.08, compared to
last week's low of 65.88.

Notable in the number was U. S.

Steel at 36%, new low oh the move-
ment, and Telephone near a double
bottom at 108 flat. Picture stocks
suggested by their ticker perform-
ance that they were approaching
stability, with Loew listless slightly

above its Saturday low, high at

29%. low and last 28%.
i

Prices had been well sustained all .

day under the influence of improve-
ment in wheat and cotton. Cotton
was up around $2 a bale and held
fairly well through to the gong, but
wheat gave way In the early after- .

noon, finishing the day about a cent
off. Small volume was spread out
evenly over the five-hour session.
Market plainly Is in a waiting at-

titude. Feeling is that It may drift

around five points lower in the

averages before there is a resump-
tion of activity and a new attempt
on the upside.

Next Move Vague
Not In a long time, has the specu-

lative element in Wall Street been
so thoroughly at sea as to the prob-
able next move of prices. . Market
worked into an equivocal position
during the six sessions of last week.
First it had moved up to a peak
approximating price levels of this

time last year, that Is to say around
80 in the familiar averages. Then a
reaction set in with a wave of ur-
gent dumping of stock. Decline was
checked about midway of last week,
at 65.88, just short of the level
where the market would have re-
traced half the gain from July.
This point of. resistance was in-

terpreted as a favorable sign by the
chart readers, experience generally
Indicating that reactions to the half
way mark may be characterized as
'corrective/ rather than a reversal
of trend. When the decline was
checked on Thursday there was a
minor rebound, but thereafter prices
drifted back toward Wednesday's
bottom and the week closed with
trading relatively dull end the In-
dex at 06.44, dangerously close to
the bottom, which looked as though
it might still be in for a. new test.

Point the market commentators
make is that there still Is an open
question whether the July-August
boom constituted a 'political 'mar-
ket' or a natural trading area based
on expectation of autumn improve-
ment in business; in. other words
whether there was on-the-level
buying or the market was being
strong-armed up by ' a controlling
clique in the interest of the admin-
istration's poll of votes. If it. is a
controlled market, its sponsors
would use the tactics of supporting
it somewhere around this level for
the effect that would have upon
sentiment, and then, when the tech-
nical situation favored, would re-
sume the advance at least until
Election, day.
That appears to be the view most

accepted. And It follows that the
general expectation is that October
will see another upturn reaching the
September top and probably exceed-
ing it On view that the market is

under control, the setback was al-
most Inevitable. Prices had dou-
bled and more in about two months
and there was still nearly nine
weeks to go before election, at
which presumably such a market
would be aimed.

It would obviously be a terrific

feat to keep alive a bull market for
two more months after it had risen
100% or more in the previous two
months. Equally obviously the stra-
tegic thing to do was to beat a tech-
nical retreat arid, after a rest, re-
sume the campaign on the basis of a
new technical position. The reces-
sion so far lias just about reached
the proportions to be expected from
a 'retreat according to plan,' now it

remains to bo seen whether the set-
back was a deliberate r.iove, or tho
market broke because it wasn't a
political market in the first place
and traders sold stock because they
were disappointed in real hopes for
a fall recovery.
Worst aspect of the turn of events

as it affected the amusement securi-
ties was the wide open collapse of
theatre bonds. Eight issues in' that
group declined nearly 70 points in
the aggregate

1

, with an extreme loss
of 25 points net in the RKO deben*

(Continued on page 23)
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'Ram' Not So Strong on $23,800,

1st Wk. in L A.: Xhandu; $18,000:

Is Oke for 'Witnesses'

LOEW'S 'EXCL' 'HOTK'

NICE $9,000, L'VILLE

Louisville, Sept. 19.

With the showing of its first 'ex-

clusive' film, Lpew's embarked here
permanently on the new price of
50c, including ,tax, . instead of 47c.

This was done after the Strand set
custom with its 'Greater Entertain-
ment Season' introduction of the
new scale. Brown still. sticking to
40 to encourage fans to leave main
drag to view their offerings.
Remains to be . seen whether

Loew's will make money on the 'ex-
clusive' policy1

, but it's certain that
the Kentucky, principal second-run
house,: has made money more con-
sistently than any other theatre In
city.

'

. Estimates for This Week
Loew's (3,400; 25-35-50)—'Grand

Hotel' (previously roadshowed at
Brown) (M-G). Corking $9,000.
Last week 'Divorce in the Family'
(M-G), $6,100.

-Rialto (2,800; 26-35-56) (Fourth
Ave.)—'Chandu' Fox, and vaude.
Fair $8;100. Last week '70,000 Wit-
nesses' (Par), $6,500.

Strand (1,786; 26-35-50) (Fourth
Ave.)—'Back Street' (U). Fair $6,-
100. Last week 'Love Me Tonight'
(Par), nice $6,500.

Brown (2,000; 25-35-40)—'Amer-
ican Madness' (Col). Off at $2,700.
Last week 'Bring 'Em Back Alive'
(RKO), good $3,500. .

Alamo (900; 15-26-40) (Fourth
Ave.)—'Night Mayor* (Col). Good
$2,200. Last week 'Big' City Blues'
(Fox), $1,700.

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Trade not over heavy 'this week.
Sole outstander is the WB .

Holly-

wood on the third week of 'Event,'

, which looks like $12,00*, bigger than
the second stanza. Paramount
will run nip and tuck, if not a bit

ahead, of Chinese with 'Rain* in sec-

ond week. Paramount has '70,000

Witnesses* on screen and Flfl Dor-
say on stage, and got oil to a flying

start, which should mean around
. $20,000. 'Rain,' handicapped by over
length film, on first week went about
$5,000 below estimate. Second week
start only fair, with Pic possibly
running four weeks. •

'Chandu' figured as to-' o. at Loew's
State did not get off . to any spec-
tacular start. 'Blessed Event* is

held for a third week at the Holly-
wood, which gives the Western a
second successive chance at first run
pix with 'Those We Love.' 'Hold
•Em Jail' is no panic at the Or-
pheum, and will probably equal
what 'Bird' got on final week there.

Estimates for This.Week
Biltmore

.
(1,656; 35r56)—'Ras-

putin' (Capitol). Coming in on
grind this foreign, version of 'Rasp'
oft to fair start on indefinite stay.
May show to around $5,000 on first

Chinese (Fox) (2,028; 55-$1.65)—
•Rain' (UA) and stage show (2d

' week). First week of 'Rain' not so
. torrid with take being $23,800, of
: which over $16,000 was obtained on
first three days.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 26-70)—

The Man Called Back* (World
. Wide) and vaudeville. Off to. very
good start and should corral around

, $8,000. Last week 'Two Against
World' (WB) fairly good at an even
$8,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 26-76)—

; *Blessed Event' '(WB) (3d, final
- week),•'. Being stretched for a third
week which may show around $8,-
600. Second week it hit just over
$11,000.
Orpheum (2,270 ; 26-55)—'Hold 'Em

= Jail* (RKO). This W-W Radio of-
. fering will do a big $9,600. Last
: ,
week 'Bird of Paradise' (Radio)
•had no kick coming with $6,600 for

'.; Its- seoond artd final week.
Paramount (Publix) (3,596; 35-

:
$1,10)—'70,000 Witnesses* (Par) and
stage show. - With Flfl Dorsay on
stage; combination should show

,
healthy take of $20,000. Last week,

, second of 'Love Me Tonight' (Par)
did, $16,000.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 36-75)
—'Chandu' (Fox) and stage show.

.. iMight build as it goes along to
, around $18,000. Last week 'Speak
Easily' (M-G-M) for. six-day stay

,
-did. exceptionally well with $17,500.
..Western (WB) (2,500; 35-70)—
./Those We. Love* (World Wide).
Liked very much and should beat
previous week with gross around
.$6,800. Last week 'Man Called Back'

• (W-W) did far better than house
has been accustomed to, $5,900.

'OKAY' $17,000 BLAH,

'SHARK' GOOD IN HUB

Boston, Sept. 19.
No grosses in local houses to wire

main office about. Prospect for cur-
rent seven days is no better. Olsen
and Johnson, at Keith's, with 'Okay
America' will do disappointing $17,
600, a drop of over $5,000.
Keith-Boston, though not expect

ing much from 'Back Street* and
Rimac rumba orchestra, looks okay
with a comparatively fair $12,000.
Biz just so-so at Met. and Para-
mount.

Estimates for This Week
Met (Publix) (4,300; 35-50-83)—

Night of June 13* (Par) with Harry
Klcniriond heading stage show un-
likely to top last week's poor show-
ins of $28,400, with 'A Successful
Calamity* (WB) and vaude led by
Mitchell and Durante and Trixie
Fi-isranza. Met expects up-turn Fri-
day with Dietrich in 'Blonde Venus'
and Will Mahoney on stage
Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 30-

55-06)—'Tiger Shark' (WB) draw-
ing a little better than $8,000 has
been this house's limit 9 out of 10
weeks, as it was last Week with
Blessed - Event* (WB) and Zane
Grey's 'South Sea Adventures.'*
'Shark* may reach $9,500.

Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 35-50-S3)—
'The Most Dangerous Game' and
Roger Wolfe Kahn orchestra lead-
ing vaude $17,500, poor. 'Bird of
Paradise' (Radio) on screen and
Olsen and Johnson on stage last
week, $18,000.
RKO (4,000; 25-35-55) — 'JBirtl of

Paradise* (RKO) and all girl vaude
not doing more than $12,000, off

from $14,500 shown last week with
'Back Street' (U) on .screen and
Rimnc rumba orchestra heading
stage act.

SPOTTY NEW HAVEN

10,500 on 'Madness* and 'Blon-
dWC7j«M 15' 911.000, Good

New Haven, Sept 19.

Roger Sherman, running single

feature currently, swings back to

doubles, following 'Blessed Event'
showing next -week. College reports
okay plz on opening week of single

feature, five- acts vaude, split-week
policy.
Cut In scale for deluxers has dent-

ed grosses somewhat for the nabes.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Publix) (2,363; 40-60)
'Night of June 13* (Par) and unit.

Will do • $11,000 good. Last week
War Correspondent' (Col) and Mills

Bros. $13,100, big.

Poli (Artnur), (3.040; 35-60)—
American Madness' (Col) and
'Blondie' (M-G). . Fair with $6,600
indicated. 'Down to Earth' (Fox)
and 'Night Club Lady.' Same figure

Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 35-

50)—'Successful Calamity' (WB).
Drawing typical upper crust Arllss
audience. Fair around $5,000. Last
week /Bring 'Em Back* (Radio) nice
at $6,600,

Frisco Now Has 6 1st Runs; 'Chandu,
9

$28,000;W $14500; Tiger

HOTEL/ $21,000, BIG

NOISE IN WASHINGTON

THRU' TAB AS HELP

TO 70,000,' 13G, SEATT.

Seattle, Sept. 19.
Milder than expected this week

with weather the same way. On
Tuesday (20), the musicians meet
to reconsider offer of Fox West
Coast in negotiations. Theatre man-
agment is firm so musicians will be
out. next week unless.
This week the Fanchon-Marco

'Follow Thru* tab is the big bally
at the Fifth Ave., but biz nothing
to rival draw of 'Desert Song.'
Orph ups with 'Hold 'Em Jail'

as magnet. Rumors here for stage
shows later on with F. & M. in-
volved.' ' * ' "

.

Jensen-von Herberg seem , to be
launching their expansion, with in-
vasion of Tacoma, having taken
over old RKO house on long lease.
May mean reaching .into other
towns, too. Le Roy Johnson, gen
eral manager, doing. engineering.

Estimates for This Week
Fifth Ave. (FWC) (2,300; 25-50-

BLACKSTONEW
BIG $18,000, DENVER

Denver, Sept. 19.

Due to some of the best pub-
licity stunts ever pulled in Denver,
also because It's been quite' some
time since any magician has made
this town, the Orpheum is rolling

up the best gross in months. Black-'
stone is pulling plenty strong, and
with 'Bird of Paradise' on screen it

looks like old times at the Orpheum.
Harry Huffman's other house is

doing nicely on "Passport to Hell'

and seems headed for good gross.
Publix houses only fair, Denver
with medium stage show and
'Blondie of Follies' on screen down
from many previous weeks. Para-
mount is trying a new scheme for
'Life Begins' but folks don't like it-
sort of semi-roadshowing with four
shows daily, all seats reserved,
cleaning out house between each
show. Crowds try to get in before
picture starts and then ticket sell-

ers take a nap until the next show.
'Post* cracked down on the picture
in- Its review during the Warner
trade showing, but salved it over.
However, between the two it didn't
help attendance.
Stage shows go out of the Denver

and Orpheum next week due to dif-
ferences with stagehands.

Estimates for This Week
Denver (Publix) (2,500; 25-40-65)

—'Blondie of the Follies' (M-G) and
stange show.. Just fair, $12,000. Last
week 'Skyscraper Souls' (M-G) and
Mme. Schumann-Heink in person
did about as expected., around $12,-
900. Film had no draw and most
went to hear the opera star.
Orpheum (RKO-Huffman) (2,600;

25-40-65)—'Bird of Paradise' (Ra-
dio) and RKO- vaude. Smashing
$18,000. Blackstone helped the draw.
Last week 'Cohgorilla' (Fox) sur
prised everybody, and although
backed by mediocre vaude, closed
around $16,000. Personal appearance
of the Martin Johnsons also aided
Paramount. (Publix) (2.000; 25-40)

—•Life Begins' (FN). Only $5,000,

Washington, Sept, 19.

Last week 'Bird of Paradise* at.

the RKO house did so much that

everybody in town felt it. This
week 'Grand Hotel* is at the Pal-
ace and everybody else in town is.

feeling that one. The Pal. will beat
out the Fox with the latter's stage
show holding Edmund Lowe in perr

son with his own picture. Last
week the situation was the same,
the only thing keeping the RKO
house and the 'Bird' from beating
the stage show houses "was its ca-
pacity and its scale while the Pal-
ace isn't cramped in that manner.

Estimates for This Week
Columbia (Loew) (1,232; 25-36-

40)—'Congorilla' (WB). Will jump
to about $5,000 and that's good at
this scale and the best the house
has done in months. Last week,
A Man's Land,' only $1,6.00.

Earle (Warner) (2,424; 25-36-50-
70)—'Purchase Price' (Col)- and
vaude. Will better last week by
about three grand running to about
$17,000. Last week 'Devil and the
Deep' (Par) ended at $14,000.
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 16-26-35-60)—

'Chandu' (Fox) and Edmund Lowe
in person heading vaude. If it

weren't -for Lowe in person, week
would be a sad affair; $21,000, in
view. '70,000 Witnesses' (Par) last
week $22,000.
Met (WB)-'Blessea Event* (WB).

Not clicking as . anticipated though
running higher than previous take
of this house; $9,000. Last week,
second of 'Horsefeathers,' $5,600.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 16-25-35-
50)—'Bird of Paradise' (RKO).
Holdover week should bring $7|000
while last week, its first stanza, saw
the 'Bird' copping the whole town
with $16,000, great at scale and ca-
pacity.
Palace (Loew) (2;363; 36-50-70)—

'Grand Hotel' (M-G). With the
scale nothing can stop this one from
copping $21,000 or better; probable
holdover. Last week 'Love Me To-
night' (Par) did not come through
for more than $14,000.

65)—'70,000 Witnesses' (Par) and loff. Last week Divorce in the Fam-
stage show, 'Follow Thru,' F. & M,

|
ily* (M-G), $6,200

tab, getting big billing. Pulling oke
for $13,000, good, although more was
expected. Last week, 'Down to
Earth* (Fox) and stage show, okay
at $12,600, shading off toward the.
end and making Seattle look more
like a four-day town
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-55)—

'Hold 'Em Jail' (RKO). Heavy on
exploitation, looks like $6,000, oke.
Last week 'Blonde Captive' (Col)
softened toward end of week, get-
ting $4,300.
Fox (FWC) (2,100; 25-55) -r-

'Downstairs' (M-G) and ,'Un
ashamed* (M-G) in split week, and
stage show. Fighting for some kale,
but it's slow coming. $3,000. Last
week 'Love Me Tonight' (Par)
moved from Fifth, but failed to hold.
Pulled after six days. Proves again
this is not a two-week town; after
pix, no matter how big, has had a
week at top money, it Is ready to
sink into the tWo-bit second-run
classification. Of course, it gets a
certain amount of dribbles as 'hot
release,' but not big. Did a poor
$2,700 fpr the six days.
Liberty (Jenseh-von Herberg) (2,

000; 10-15-25) — 'Unholy LoVe*
(Mascot) and 'Mounted Fury'
(Sono-Art) in double-header. Head
ed to reach a steady $5,000. Last
week 'Range Law' (Tlf) and 'Dis
carded Lover' (Mascot) gave big
bargain and the showgoers bought
for a big' slice, $6,000.
Music Box (.Hamrick) (900; 25--

55)—'A Successful Calamity' (WB).
Held over second week, after great
openei-, and $3,500. fair. Last week
same film grossed top in many a
moon at $6,000.
Coliseum (FWC) (1,800; 25-50)—

'Down to Earth' (Fox). Extended
run from Firth, with outlook for
good $.3,500. Last week 'Devil and
the Deep' (Par) for five days, then
K.-igKOd, with -Rod Headed Woman'
(Had) sot in for two days, grossing
$3,100 for the pair.

Rialto (RKO-Huffman) (900; 20-
26-40)—'Passport to Hell' (Fox).
Nice $3,000. Last week 'Roar of the
Dragon* (Radio) -had a fine week,
$3,260,

THAYER GETS PAR TERMER
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Tiffany 'Thayer has been given a
term writing contract by Para

;

mount/
First assignment will be an origi-

nal mystery.

'Earth's' $3,600 Will Lead

Lincoln; 'Street' $2,400 OK

Lincoln, Sept. 19.

Biz is picking up. Opening of the
state university cheered the thea-
tres, as It brought about 6,000
spenders to town for another nine
months.
'Down to Earth' looks like the

toast of the town this week, with
'Back Street,' cramped by a short-
seat house, making a nice run
around $2,400 in a six-day town.

Estimates for This Week
Lincoln (Publix) (1,600; 10-30-40)

—'70,000 Witnesses' (Par). Should
step to mighty nice $3,000 with in-
fluence of college football practice
started. Last week 'Bring 'Em Back
Alive* (Radio), $2,700.
Orpheum (Publix) (1,200; 10-20

30)—'Shopworn' (Col). Will do so
so $1,000. Last week 'Night Club
Lady' (Col) $960.

State (Indie) (500; 10-26-35)—
'Back Street' (U). Looks plenty
good for $2,400. Last week 'Last
Mile' (WW). $1,900.
8tuart (Publix) (1,900; 10-25-35

50-60)—'Down to Earth' (Fox).
Should push up to nice $3,600. Last
week 'Successful Calamity' (WB),
$3,100. .

Brooklyn's Stage Splash

Despite Strong Screens—Means $48,00
Par, Met with 'Hotel,' Columbo, $35,<

for

Brooklyn, Sept. 19.

Big screen and stage fare at the
Met and Paramount bringing, cheer-
ful returns. Met has 'Grand Hotel'
and Rubs Columbo on stage.
Rave reviews materially helped

Par over ' weekend with 'Night of
June 13* and heavy stage

, show
makes it look like happy 'week.
Other deluxers are quiet.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (4,200; 25-35-50-75-85)—'Night of June 15 (Par) and stage

show. Belle
.
Baker, Tlmbergs, and

Rboneys on stage. Should do a
big $48,000. Picture got heavy re-
views. Last week 'Horse Feathers'
(Par) oke at $35,000.

Metropolitan (3,800; 25-35-50-75)

—'Grand Hotel' (M-G) and vaude.
Russ Columbo on stage and should
get around $35,000. 'way up. Last
week 'Blondie* (M-G) $29,500, very
good.

Albee (3,600; 25-35-50-75)—'Okay
America' (U) and vaude. Quiet and
not more than $17,000. Last week
'Paradise'^ (Radio,) oke at $22,200.

Fox (4,000; 25-35-40-50) —'Last
Man' (Col.) and stage show. Reri
on stage very dull and will sink to

$10,000. Evening balcony seats now
40 cents, but doesn't seem to help
Last week a little better with 'Dpwn
to Earth* (Fox) getting $15,000.

. Strand (2,000; 26-35-50)—'The
'Crash' (WB). Indifferent at $12,000
'Big City Blues' (WB) last week
$10,700, off.

. Sah Francisco, Sept. 19.

One opening and one temporary
closing keeps the list of 'Frisco first

runs at Six, which is more than any
city west of Chi maintains. And
when Orpheum and United Artists
reopen some time around Oct. 1 this
town will have ei,ght first run the-
atres, putting it second only to New
York.

All of which emphasizes the fact,
oft repeated by Chamber of Com-
merce . and other civic sources, that
"Frisco (it's called San Francisco
by loyal natives) hasn't felt the de-
pression as much as sister cities.
There hasn't been a bank failure,
and stores and hotels aren't nearly
as deeply in debt as those in other
parts of the country, and Solly
Violinsky's gag holds good here: .

times are so good there are two
breadlines, one for white, and one
for rye.
Theatre biz isn't bad. With semi-

decent breaks on film, most houses
are plugging along, Warfleld being
only one to consecutively maintain
high grosses after having hit a
stride about six weeks ago. Regard-
less of celluloid, and with many
thanks to swell stage shows, house
has advanced its average gross sev-
eral grand with ah $18,000 pace be-
ing about average. Fox has a huge
hut of approximately $30,000 to
crack and with third choice of pix
often finds the sledding tough, The
smartly sold 'Chandu' is helping
but only to $28,000, while this week's
type of tab show, •Heartsi of Broad r-

way,' with Vera Gordon, doesn't
portend any big aid.

Sam Harris' President started
Thursday (16) with initial run pix
from the indie field and stage shows
produced by Harris. House's main
appeal is in Its 40c. top nights and
26c. mats, with older type . of cus-
tomers who have been Sanv Harris
patrons for years in the majority.
RKO buttoned up the- Orpheum

after moving 'Back Street' down
from the Golden Gate for a week.
House is supposed to reopen Sept.
28 or thereabouts with pix and pre-
sentations at a low price. Date on
UA opening is indef but that, too,

is expected to be around end of the
month.
Meanwhile Fox Paramount Bent

Dietrich's 'Blonde Venus' into an
early opening with biz starting slow-
ly, but expected to build. Wednes-'
day Instead of usual Saturday open-
ing threw many habitual customers
off the track, but

.
ticket buying may

increase as the week progresses.
RKO's Golden Gate has Horace

Heidt and band on a union lay-off
after' six weeks' labor. Current stage
show headlines Carter, the magi-
cian, with other, acts, and 'Okay
America' on screen. Business also
okay, though' not up to past two
weeks, which has been swell.
Ed Robinson in 'Tiger Shark*

drawing to Warners and probably
will do two weeks. Warfleld good
With 'Night of June 13' building.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (6,000; 60-70)—'Chandu' (Fox)

and on stage Vera Gordon in 'Hearts
of Broadway.' Start slow, but may
build to $28,000;. Last week Bing
Crosby sent' house to best gross in
months with $40,000, while 'Divorce
in the Family* (M-G) screened.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40-
65)—-'Okay America' (U) and vaude
headed by Carter the Great.
Newly inaugurated Saturday late
shows adding few hundred iron men
and this week ought to hit . good
$16,000. - Last week was $15,500 on
Hold 'Em Jail' (Radio).

Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 55-66)—
'Blonde Venus' (Par). Dietrich
drawing good word-df-mouth but
advance Wednesday opening threw
Par regulars off and it started slow-
ly with buildup anticipated. Prob-
able $14,600, okay. Last week was
but five days, Chevalier's *X<ove Me
Tonight' getting around $6,000 for
third and bow-out stanza.

President (Sam Harris) (1.-410;
25-40)—'Man Called Back' (World
Wide) and presentation. Only indie
house in town, for ownership and
operation/ and low admish a draw-
ing power. First week probably fair
$6,700.
Warfleld (Fox) (2,672; 55-65)

—

'June 13* (Par) and stage show.
House rolling merrily along, cur-
rent show building, with good $17,-
000 expected. Last week 'Blondie of
Follies' (M-G) hit swell $19,000,
much of credit going to stage show.
Warner* (1,365; 65-65)—'Tiger

Shark' (WB). Robinson a consist-
ent draw here and $10^500 is good
business. Second and final week of"
'Blessed Event* (WB) drew $7,600;

Second for Lew Collins

Hollywood, Sept, 19.

Lew Collins has been given a sec-
ond picture to direct for Majestic.
He will meg The Vagabond,' a Jack
Hoxie film starting Oct. 1. Collins

directed the 'Pony Express' as his

starter for the company.
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London in Fall Spurt, Devil and Deep/

$16,000, Big; meels,' British-Made,

Surprise, $16,000 Week, Garbo Big

London, Sept. 10.

General improvement In West
End picture theatres la now appar-
ent. Reasons are: People returning
from summer vacations, favorable
weather,' more optimistic financial
putlook and better quality pictures.

Estimates for Week
Capitol—"Love of Wheels' (Gains-

thorough Pictures), suprisingly good,
{grossing around $2,000 dally, and
improving. Figured will gross $16,-

000 for week and good for month to
•lit weeks.
. Carlton—'Devil and the . Deep
(Par), . second week, with first

week's grosses over $16,000, thus
beating 'Shanghai Express.' Charles
JLaughton a real draw. Picture good
for four to five weeks, with Harold
Lloyd's 'Movie Crazy* scheduled vtO
follow.

. Empirt)—'As You Desire Me' (M-
G-M) clicked to $24,000, good going
for this time of year. Generally
Garbo pictures are .

pre-released
much later in the autumn. Picture
holding over, with Universal's 'Jgloo'

replacing Sept. 16, making/second
Universal picture ,at this Metro
house In last two months, the pre-
vious one being 'Doomed Battalion.'
Marble Arch Pavilion—'Congorilla*

(Fox), now in fourth week to around
$6,600, which is still good; Picture
staying another . fortnight, with
Ufa's 'The Tempest f

'. starring Em 11

Jannings scheduled to follow, but
as English censor refuses to pass
the picture, 'Jack's the Boy' (Gains
horough Pictures), will replace. This
being picture's second run after the
Tlvofl.
New Gallery—'Thark* (British &

Dominion) now In sixth week to
around $6,400, a distinct drop, 'So
This Is Hollywood' replacing, and
figured good for month.
Plaza—'Lady and Gent' (Par)

grossed $12,000, which about house's
average,^ with 'Guilty as Charged'
(American title 'Guilty as Hell')

replaced for one week. 'Horse
Feathers' then goes in for three to
four weeks' run. This Is first time
In years Plaza pre-released Marx
picture, as formerly pictures always
pre-released at the Carlton. Reason
for this action Is Paramount'^
abundance of product.

Regal — 'Jewel Robbery' (WB)
played one week to around $9,000,

fair, but not good. 'Winner Take
All' (WB) replaced- Theatre has
never been a gold mine for British
International Pictures, reason be-
ing it is off the West End map, and
Hot even In the right location to be
a family house. Understood John
Maxwell, head of B.I.P., now nego-
tiating to lease the Phoenix theatre
for pre-eleaslng his own products.

Tivoli—'Bring 'Em Back Alive'
(Radio) will gross $14,000 in its first

Week, which is believed disappoint-
ing, considering its publicity and
Frank .Ruck's personal appearance
for opening week. Reason for low
gross can only be attributed to fact
that Congorilla, which slipped In at
the Marble Arch Picture house four
weeks earlier has taken the edge off

this. However, picture may build,
and sure good for four weeks.

Cokmbns Still Sprinting,

Witnesses' $8,000, Maybe

Columbus, Sept. 19.

Another big week In sight, with
major houses playing to standees:

Just how long the pleasant spurt Is

going to last is the boys' major
topic.

Palace swings to vaude next week,
with Thurston, and. Loew's Ohio is

expected to follow almost.,Immedi-
ately, with admission scales at both
houses to be bumped to 50 cents;

Palace' showing *Hbrse Feathers,'
and Ohio, with 'Grand Hotel,' seem
best this week, although. Broad and
Grand again expected to hit a merry
pace.

Estimates for This Week
Palace— 'Horse Feathers' (Par)

(3,074; 26-35). Should top $10,000.
Last week "Devil and Deep' (PaT)
and fashion review hit fair $8,000.
Ohio—'Grand Hotel' (M-G) (3.000;

25-36). First and last priced run in
city and on way to fine $13,000. Last
week 'Blondle' (M-G) nice $9,000.
Broad—'70,000 Witnesses' (Par)

(2,500; 15-25). Should do an easy
$8,000, with $10,000 possible. Last
week 'Love Me Tonight' (Par) fine

$11,000.
Grand— 'Two Against World'

(WB) (1,100; 20-35). Gathering good
enough $6;5O0. Last week 'Success
ful. Calamity' (WB). flne,$8,200.
Majestic—'Painted Woman* (Fox)

(1,100; 16-25). Okay $2,800 in sight
Last week 'Back Street' (U), after
week at the Palace, did $3,000.

BaHyhoo Overcomes

Cricks on 'Zombie/

$9,000 Best in Pitt

INDIANAPOLIS STAYS DP;

'EVENT' A NEAT $12,000

Indianapolis, Sept. 19.

Downtown biz still upish. Things
.particularly bright at the Circle
and Indiana. This week may in-
augurate a definite run of WB pic-
tures in these theatres but no an-
nouncement, forthcoming.

'Successful Calamity* Is at the
Circle and Arllss has plenty

;
of

;
friends here, 'Blessed Event,' ,at

...the Indiana, has .the. go sign this
week because of Dick Powell who
was at the Indiana with Charlie
Davis's band, before going to Pitts

' "burgh as m. c. Powell is gettihg
the billing here.

Legit season will be inaugurated
at English's Sept. 26 with 'Cynara.'

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 25

36) 'Chandu' (Fox). Will get around
$3,200 shekels, all right. Last week
-'Back Street' (U) reaped $4,000,

good.
Circle (Skouras-Publix) (2,600;

. 25-50). 'Successful Calamity' (WB).
.

i
Looks. good for $6,500. Dessa Byrd,

.; organist, returned this week and
, has Vaughan Cornish, .

WKBF
singer, helping her. Last week

• 'Paradise* (Radio.) close to $7,000.

Indiana (Skouras-Publix) (3,300
25-35-50) T.lessed Event' (WB).
Around $12,000, good. Last week
'70,00,0 Witnesses' (Par) and.Thurs-
ton on the stage close to $.20,000.

Loew's Palace (2,800; 25-35)
'Grand Hotel' (M-G). An exception
ally okay $10,000. Last week
"Divorce In the Family' (M-G)
$5,500.

*

Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.

Plenty of indication around here

this week that the film public or the

critics are screwy. Customers are
pooh-poohing films lauded to the
skies by the cricks and buying those
spanked by the press. And exhibs
are ready to jump Into the lake,

while the newspaper boys are figur-
ing that they'd be of much better
service to the public as necktie
salesmen.
'White Zombie' is the big noise at

present at the Warner. Horror film
got the ha-ha generally, but some
circusy and gruesome ballyhoo in
the lobby, with living corpses walk-
ing in and out of a papier mache
tomb is stopping the street crowds
and bringing plenty of 'em in. Ex-
pected to hold up to neat $9,000, very
much okay.
Nothing' else is selling, though.

'Love Me Tonight,' acclaimed by the
dailies,' is limping at the Penn.
Strictly a class draw and not
enough of those buyers in town to
give film more than' a disappointing
$12,000. Arllss and 'A Successful
Calamity* is faring no better at
Stanley. Generally figured here that
Arllss Is playing the wrong spot,
inasmuch as his previous films have
hit the Warner.
Enrlght is back temporarily to a

split week policy after gathering,
best trade in a year with 'Blessed
Event,' Dick Powell's screen appear-
ance being credited locally. Powell
got his m. c. start at this East Lib-
erty site.

Estimates for. This Week
Davis . (WB) (1,750; 25-30-40)—

'War Correspondent' (Col). Just
ambling along to. average biz, maybe
$3,000. Last week, second for 'Back
Street' (U), touched' 1 swell $4,600,
only reason it was yanked was
clamoring by subsequent runs.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 10-
15-25)—'Downstairs' (M-G); • John
Gilbert cause ' looks lost around
here; under $3,000 pretty feeble.
Last week 'Thirteenth Guest' (Mon)
around $2,600.
Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 25-30-40)—'Love Me Tonight' (Par). Hailed

by press as one of year's best, but
strictly a class draw and terribly
disappointing at $12,000 pace. Last
week '70,000 Witnesses' (Par) not so
hot either, $10,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)—
•Successful Calamity' (WB). Arliss
picture figured in the wrong spot;
no more than weak $11,000 indicat-
ed. Last week 'Two Against World'
(WB) an in-betweener at $12,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'White Zombie' (UA). Despite crlt

leal panning, horror film packing
them, with ballyhoo methods given
most of credit; looks a heat $9,000

Last week, second and last of 'Horse
Feathers'. (Par), fell off about 10

grand to $7,000.

FOOTBALL GETS 'HAM

Witnesses' k Local Boy Help* for
nOOO—'Hold Em' $6,100

. Birmingham, Sept. 19.

Business shows steady increase at
most of the theatres,but first night
football game of season last week
hurt some.

'70,000 Witnesses' coming in for
attention because of John Mack
Brown's role as football player. He
was a star on the University team
here.

Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Wllby-Kincey) (2.80O;

26-35-50)—'70,000 Witnesses' (Par),
Timely picture and certain for $9,-

000. Last week 'Down to Earth'
(Fox) $11,000, fine. .

Ritz (RKO) (1.600; 26-40)—'Hold
'Em Jail' (Radio). Wheeler and
Woolsey always good for a steady
week here, $6,100. Last week 'Age
of Consent' (Radio) and "Hollywood
Speaks'. (Col) on temporary double
bill got $4,600.
Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 26-40);—

'Speak Easily' (M-G). Picture at
Ritz and this one will have to fight

it out; Keaton and Durante will

help get $4,100. Last week 'Winner
Take All' (WB) failed to click,

$3,900.
Strand (BTAC) (800; 20-30)—

'Weekend Marriage* (FN). Fair at
$1,500. 'Molly Louvain* (FN) last

week same.
Galax. (BTAC) (500;. 15-25)—

'Vanity Fair" (Allied). Mild week.in
prospect, with not a name to draw,
$800. Last week 'Congress Dances'
(UA) fair at $900.

PARIS GROSSES

UPMARZAIT

$12,000

"

Paris, Sept. 10.

Grosses for week ending Sept. 2

shows a distinct improvement. The
heat wave has abated, vacationing
is ending, and large numbers of fans
are returning to the theatre. Main
Paris grosses are as follows, all well

out of the red:

Week's Estimates
Paramount (Par) (1.900)—'Etoile

Disparait* (Par). Second week, $14,-

000. Studio detective story made by
Bob Wyler, American. Held over
from a good first week.
Gaumont Palace "~(G. F. F. A.)

(6,000)—'Rasputin* (Osso). Revival,
$12,200. Film had already played a
long time at the Elysee Gaumont,
but the title draws in nabes.
Olympia (Halk) (1,900)—'Opera

dO Quatre Sous' (UFA), $»,000. Tre-
meridoua sendoff when It was first

played, and desire to see Florelle be-
fore the stars in the Folies Bergere,
both helping.

Madeleine (Metro) (700)—'Tar-
(Metro), $12,000. Favorably

,000 Thin for Lloyd 1st

life-'HoM Kg, $36900O-$85,0Q0;

'June 1? and StageNames $65,000

Business is going to two extremes
this week. Where it's up, it's up,

and where It's down, sock. Stand-
outs are the Capitol, Paramount and
Strand, leaving Harold Lloyd's
'Movie Crazy' a disappointment on
Its first week.
New Lloyd picture won't get

much over $30,000 on its debut week.
That's a nice profit for the house,
but much more was expected. The
Marxes, in hot weather with 'Horse
Feathers,' did $58,000 in opening
stanza here.
'Grand Hotel,' at the Capitol, after

its $2 run, may reach $85,00.0. That's
terrific these days. Benny Davis
and his Gang alone on the stage this
week. Holdover certain.

'Night of June 13,' at the Para-
mount, is creating something of a
surprise. Picture got rave reviews
and is certain of roping $65,000, with
chances to hurdle that, aided by
Phil Baker, not long ago at the Cap-
itol, Fannie Brlce and Mitchell and
Durant on the stage. In- view of
business house may holdover .screen
and stage entries.

•Life Begins' is doing very well
at the. Strand. A $36,000 week im-
pends with likelihood picture may
stay three weeks if gait holds. A
reverse ad campaign, on 'Life' for
the Strand, the dignity being
dropped and the copy going hotsy-
totsy.

:

j

While the balance of the street- is

pegging along slowly, the Roxy : Is

'way down in the.mouth. Indications

zan'
commented for animal scenes, with
unanimous regrets that the girl role
was not made silent.

Cincy Albee Zooms

With Tthapsody' Tab

And 'Speaks/ $32,000

Cincinnati, Sept, 19.
Albee is scoring its biggest take

for more than a year this week with
'Rhapsody in Black,' the magnet.
The Ethel Waters colored combo is
the town's talk and came in for
rave notices from all the dallies.
Business continues good at. other

downtown houses, although the lin
gering warm weather is no help.

Estimate* for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-80)—'Hoi

lywood Speaks' (Col) and 'Rhapsody
in Black' on stage. Ethel Waters
and her troupe are the big noise.
Strutting to a tremendous $32,000.
Last week '13th Guest* (Standard)
and condensed 'Rio Rita' tab pulled'
a very good $24,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 80-55)—
•Hold 'Em Jail' (RKO). Wheeler and
Woolsey have fans roaring to tune
of $14,500, oke. Last week 'Mr. Rob-
inson Crusoe* (UA) fetched $13,500,
good. ;

•

Lyric (RKO) (1,285; 30-55)
'American Madness' (Col). Hus
ton the name and drawing a good
$9,000. Last week 'Age of Consent'
(RKO) registered ditto.
Capitol (RKO) (2,200; 30-55)

'Night Club Lady' (Col). Adolphe
Menjou the b.o. lure for $8,000,
which is no lure. Last week 'Doc-
tor X' (FN) attracted a good $9,500

Keith's (Lisbon) (1,650; 25-40)
'The Crash' (WB). Chatterton and
Brent featured above title. Heading
for $6,000, good. Last week 'Tiger
Shark* (WB) slowed off in last half
and brought a fair $5,000.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 16-25) 'My

Pal the King' (U) and 'Shop Angel*
(Zenith). Split week. Looks like a
good $3,000. Last week 'Beyond the
Rockies' (Pathe) and 'Escapade'
(FN), a fair $2,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,560; 1C-W)

'Event,' on Dual KB,

$10,000 in Providence;

Albee Dips with 'OK'

Providence, Sept. 19.

Most of the main stems enter the
new week in the wake of neat cam
paigns to offset stiff opposish. Open
ihg spoiled for every house, but the
State by torrential rain. State, with
Grand Hotel' will lead the town and
triple the gross It has been getting
all summer. 1

Both the Albee and Fay's are re
lying on Vaudeville to pull them
through this week; Albee has 'Okay
America' on the screen, but not ex-
pected to tilt $10,000, while 'The
Gosslppers,' radio team, are at Fay's
with 'Chandu' on the screen and is
confident of hurdling the red at
$6,000. Majestic is booming with
twin-bill headed by 'Blessed Event.'

Estimates for This Week
RKO Albee (3,700; 16-65-66)—

'Okay . America' (U) and vaude.
Charlie King headlining. With stiff

opposition, and fact that another
stand also is showing columnist
story, will hover close to red around
$10,000. Last week 'Age of Con-
sent' (Radio) and Rudy Vallee a
set-up at $14,700. Vallee played
only five days, Will Osborne sup-
plementing last two days.

Fay's (2,000; 15-55) — 'Chandu'
(Fox) and vaude. Radio act, 'The
Gossipers' featured. Stage show do-
ing most of the pulling for antici-
pated $6,500, oke. Last week 'Big
City Blues' (WB) fair at $6,000.

Loew's 8tate (3,700; 16-66)—
'Grand Hotel' (M-G). House spent
plenty spreading dope that this pic-
ture" will not be shown again in
Providence. Counting on $19,000 for
bang week. Last week 'Robinson
Crusoe' (UA) a disappointment at
$9,600.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 16-55)—
'Blessed Event' (WB) and '13th
Guest' (Mon). Best in town for the
money; Should see $10,000 with lit-

tle trouble. Last week 'Down to
Earth' (Fox) and 'Passport to Hell'
..(Fox), oke at $8,000.

Paramount (2,200; 15-55)—'Night
of June 13' (Par). Nothing to get
excited about. Cannot stand

.
pace

set by others, and not over $5,500,
off. Last week '70,000 Witnesses'
(Par) splurged on nice publicly for
$7,000. .

RKO Victory (1,600; 10-25-30)—
'Last Man' (Col) and 'Sinister
Hands' (Kent). First feature doing
all the Work as companion picture
has no names. Possibly $2,000, oke
Last week 'The Stoker' (Allied) and
'Avenging Seas' (Mon) $1,900.

Metropolitan (Conn) (3,700; 10-
26-30)—'Docks of San Francisco'
and vaude. Novelty of new house
seems to be on the wane. Just mov
ing along, and nothing over $2,000
for first half in prospect. Last half
of last week 'Man Called Back'
(Par) off at $2,200:

are 'Painted Woman' won't exceed
$32,000 this week.
Palace and Mayfair are both just

plodding along. Lattor, on second
week of 'Bird of Paradise,' is at
$16,000. Pal is playing Will Rogers'
'Down to Earth' on second run,
following recent date at Roxy.

Winter Garden, on holdover of
'Big City Blues,' only $9,000. Re-
viewers giving their contemporary.
Ward Morehouse, who authored the
story, a breaks helped to determine
continuance. 'Tiger Shark,' deferred
here, once, opens Thursday (22).

Last week set one new low, $32,009
at the Paramount. After house had
struggled through the : summer
pretty well, this figure proved a
blow.

Estimates For This Week
Aster (1.012; 83-$1.10-$1.66-$2.20>

'Strange Interlude* (M-G) (3rd
week). Attracting good matinee
trade. Now doubted that 'Smiling
Thru' (M-G) will be next in here;
'Rasputin' (M-G), the Barrymores,
mentioned instead.

Capitol (5,400; 36-72-S3-$1.10-
$1.65) 'Grand Hotel' (M-G) and
stage show. Unusually big as $86,000
prospect; holdover sure. Benny
Davis and Gang on stage. Last
week, second of 'Blondle* (M-G),
$68,000. Oke with big stage dis-

play.

MayfatV (2,200; 36-72-83) 'Para-
dise' (Radio) (2nd week). Fair on
holdover; $16,000 pace! First week
big at $27,000, eye-catching front
helping;

Palace ' (1,700; 30 - 40 - 65-83)—
'Down to Earth' (Fox) (2nd run)
and vaude. Eddie Dowllng heads
stage contingent and maybe higher
than $15,000.' Previous week house
did swell business, $21,300, Pola
Negri in person and 'Back Street'
(U).

Paramount (3.664; 40-72-94-$1.10)—'June 13' (Par) and stage show.
Rushed this picture from Coast
after 'Blonde "Venus' booking moved
ahead; house will do $65,000 with
possibility of beating that; stage
offers Phil Baker, Fannie Brlce and
Mitchell and Durant, a decided aid.

Last week, 'Okay America* (U),
sent house to a new low, $32,000;
Will Mahoney in his second week on
stage.

Rialto (2,000; 40-55-72-92-$1.10)—'Movie Crazy' (Par). Lloyd draw
showing weakness at around $30,000
on first week; unless Improving,
maybe only three weeks. Final
week • 'Horse Feathers' $14,500, a
little black.

Rivoll (2,200; 40-55-72-94-$1.10)— Love Me Tonight' (5th week).
Fifth week, ending tonight (Tues-
day), only around $12,000. 'Mr.
Robinson Crusoe' (UA) comes in
tomorrow morning (Wednesday).
Fourth week of 'Love Me Tonight'
was $15,000.
Roxy (6,200; 35-55-83-$1.65)—

'Painted Woman' (Fox) and stage
show. May better very poor $32,-

000, but doubtful. Last week, 'The
Crash' (WB), a good $58,000. 'A
Successful Calamity* (WB), with
George Arliss, comes in Thursday
(22), with house now to stick to
Thursday as change day, same as
Capitol.
Strand 2,900; 35-55-83-93-$1.10)

—'Life Begins' (WB). Big $36,000
In view, second week sure and
third possible. Last week, second
of 'Blessed Event' (WB), $18,000,
oke.
Winter Garden (1,419; 35-55-83-

94) — 'Big City Blues' (WB) (2nd
week). Only $9,000 on holdover;
first week $12,700, not so hot;
either. 'Tiger Shark,' once post-
poned, opens Thursday (22).

'Horse Feathers* (U), second run,
and 'The Crooner* (WB). Split
week. So-so $2,500 indicated. Last
week 'First Year' (Fox), a repeat,
and 'Brown of Culver' (U), first run,
hit $2,600.

EXCLUSIVE HOTEL' ON

WAY TO K.C. $25,000

Kansas City, Sept. 19.

'Grand Hotel* will clean up this
week at the Midland. Management
is stressing its exclusive showing
and carrying the line in all publicity
We positively guarantee: that
'Grand Hotel' will never be shown
in. any other theatre in this entire
city—Never.'

.

Mainstreet is also holding, up
nicely with its new policy.- This
week it's 'Congorilla,' with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson in person and
with the F-M 'Bombay' revue on
the stage. Sue Carol and Nick
Stuart added to show here.
Publix-Dubinsky houses don't

look so hot. 'Successfuly Calamity,'
at the Newman, suffering, as George
Arliss never has been so forte here.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (Publix-Dubinsky Broth-

ers) (860; 15-25)—'Weekend Mar-
riage' (FN). Likely hold to fair

(Continued on page 12)
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'Back Street' Plus Girinan, $27,000;

Chicago Okay $37,000 on 'Crash'

Chicago, Sept. 19:

Small profits, and uncertain ones,
continue to be the experience of
loop showmen. Conditions are
thought to be somewhat better. At
least the usual seasonal picftup of

10% or better has been noted. Still,

there's a lot Of lethargy to overcome.
Many observers believe the. radio,

the campaign and the. far-from-
ended depression will retard upward
trend until late fall.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 40-65-85)

—'The Crash' (WB) and stage show.
Mme. Ernestine- Schumann-Heinle
added attraction and a help. House
will improve markedly, this week
with Chatterton, going . to .$37,000
against last- week's unhappy • and
deficit-laden gross of $28,000 with
another Warner attraction, 'Suc-
cessful Calamity/
McVickers (B&K) (2,000; 35-55-

75)-r'Love Me Tonight' (Par). Aft-
ernoon prices lowered. Now 55. to
6 p. m. Chevalier picture a little

spotty, but will- hit $30,000. 'Horse
Feathers' last week (fourth) $10,000.

Oriental (B&K): (3,20-0; 40-65-85)
^'Night of June 13' (Par), and stage
show, Gllda Gray heading Fanchon
& Marco unit. Should do around
$21,000, fair. Last week 'Doctor X'
(WB) • scared little children and
-good business away, another warn-
ing that the horror thing has been
overdone.

. Palace- (RKO) (2,500;, 40-65-85)—
•Back Street' (U) and vaude. Texas
Guinan and her undressed chorus as
.the stage portion. House will do ex-
cellent week, around $27,000. Last
week estimated $24,000 was too
much by $4,000 for 'Age of Consent'
(Radio) plus Ted Healy;
State- Lake (RKO) (2,700; 26-35-

'40-55)—'Those We Love' (WW) and
.Vaude. Indie . picture plus regula-
tion bill, and no headlined. Looks
.like $16,000. A HUle'more than that
last week with 'Night Club Lady'
(Col). :

'

.
:

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 40-
65r76)—*MpVle Crazy* (Par). Around

' $22,000 ' as a starter. Okay but ho
' stampede. Last' week 'Mr. Robin-
son 'Crusoe,' on nine days $12,000,
off.

ELINOR HUNT BANKRTOT
' Los 'Angeles, Sept. 19.

• Elinor Hunt, film actress, filed a
petition in bankruptcy in U. S. Dis-
trict court .here.

She did . not . present a schedule
of assets and liabilities.

TARADISE' BALLYHOO

$12,000 IN NEWARK

Newark, Sept. 19.

Best this week is Proctor's bally-

hoo for 'Bird of Paradise* consist-

ing of a Hawaiian band of five-

pieces on the marquee, platform on
the sidewalk, or lobby according to
the weather. Will probably pull the
picture up to a fine $12,000 or more.
The Capitol put higher signs on its

marquee but has not entirely
blocked, the show.

At' the Paramount 'Night of June
13' is getting fine comment but the
almost flat opening' means- picture
will clean in ; the neighborhood
rather than here. But it is building
steadily.
Last week 'Blessed Event' at the

Branford not only got top gross for
house since it has .been running
straight pictures, but beat most of
its grosses as a play last season at
higher .prices.

Estimates for This Week
..Branford (WB) (2,966; 15-20-25-30-
40-55-65) 'The Crash' (WB). Doubt-
ful of $8,000. Last week 'Blessed
Event' (WB) tremendous with $14,-
500.

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-25-35)
'First- Year* (Fox). Trying experi-
ment of running one feature Instead
of two. Gross will presumably
drop to around $4,00.0. Last week
'Culver' (U) and "Washington Mas-
querade' (M-G) good at $5,250.

Little (Cinema) (299; 60) 'Schu-
bert's Fruehlingstraum.' (Capitol).
Back to German pictures and ought
to beat $1,600. Last week high price,
demanded spoiled deserved holdover
of 'Rasputin* (Ufa) which did a
fine $1,800.

Loew's State (2,780; 15-20-25-30-
40-65-65) 'Blondie' (M-G). This kind
clicks here and should pull a sweet
$11,000. Last week -'White Zombie'
,(UA)! not so strong .with $7,000 on
six days. .

. Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 15-

.20-25-30-40-56-66) 'Night of June
13*. (Par). Clicking but slow .start
will hold It back to $9,000. Last
week 'Love . Me Tonight' (Par)
crept over fine $11,900.

Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 15-20-25-
30 r40-66-66) 'Paradise' (Radio).
Should go to great $12,000 although
critics didn't seem impressed. Last
week 'Night Club Lady' (Col) fair
at $8,000. .

BUFFALO BULLISH

'Calamity' Isn't, With Big $26,000—
'Hotel' at Pop Scale, $17,000

Buffalo, Sept. 19.

Arlies and Bernie are the candy
this week. 'Successful Calamity'
and the maestro are tops over
Jessel and Talmadge with the
Rogers pic last week.

.

'Grand Hotel' at pop scale will

knock off a nifty 17 g'fl, also big
dough.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (PuDllx) (3,000; 30-40-65)

'Successful Calamity* (WB) and
Ben Bernie. May reach $26,000,

okay. ' Last week 'Down to Earth'
(Fox) and- Taliriadge-Jeesel stage
show, $23,000, fair enough.
Great Lakes (Publix) (3,400; 30-

40-66) 'Grand Hotel' (M-G), Big
$17,000 in view. Last week -Back
Street' (U), $11,000, fair.

Century (Publix) .(3,400; 26-36-

55) 'Passport to Hell* (Fox) and
stage show. May be $7,500, mild.

Last week 'Washington Masquerade'
(M-G) fair, $11,900:
Hipp (Publix) (2,400 ; 25-36) 'Doc-

tor X' (FN). ; Looks like $6,000,

average. Last week 'Bachelor's Af-
fairs' (Fox), $6,400.

Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 26) 'Hol-

lywood Speaks' (Col). Poor $6,600

in view. Last week 'Radio Patrol*

(TJ) big at over $9,000.

Knows No Depresh

'Grand Hotel' at Pop Scale, $18,<
dise' a Bird at $15,<XM

r—'Para-

Minneapolis, Sept. 19.
. 'Prosperity* . is being . written all
over the loop rialto Jn bold face caps
again this week. With such attrac-
tions as 'Grand Hotel* (for the first
time at pop prices)' arid 'Bird of
Paradise/ not to mention 'Speak
Easily,' it couldn't be otherwise.

• Attendance at the State and Orph
for the past month and longer dem-
onstrates conclusively there are still
plenty of people with sufficient funds
to expend on entertainment and who
are willing to let loose if you give
•em what

.
they

. want. That's just
what the ace loop houses have been
doing.

Outstanding product and stage
entertainment have routed the de-
presh, for the time being at least.
Of course, other factors in the im-
provement undoubtedly have been
elimination of considerable excess
seating by closing of two big loop
houses, a more optimistic sentiment
and general business tone in recent
weeks and effective showmanship in
selling the attractions.
Both the State and Orpheiim went

the limit in selling 'Grand Hotel'
and 'Bird of Paradise.* In each In
stance the campaign was most ef
fective. 'Hotel' chalked up a really
impressive gross for its two weeks
at the Century at $1.50 top last
spring, but at 55c. it looks all set
to do a bigger seven days currently
than either of the two weeks pre-
viously.

'Bird' is proving a standout for
the Orph; in fact, one of the great-
est screen magnets that theatre has
had since 'Cimarron,' The Siamese
Twins, back after a long absence,
also are bringing in some biz to the
RKO house. At the Lyric, the Kea-
ton-Durante's 'Speak Easily' is at-
tracting plenty of attention, too.

Beset by overabundance of prod-
uct, Publix this week is using its

ace nabe house; the Uptown, for a
first run, for 'Dark Horse.'

Estimates for This Week
State (Publix) (2,200; 55) —

•Grand Hotel' (M-G). Prices back

to regular scale and no stage show
with none necessary in view of
screen attraction's strength. Scale
tilted; for last week only to 65c. on
account of 'Desert Song' on stage
House went limit on advertising for
'Grand Hotel.' Picture demonstrat-
ing great box. office pull at the pop
prices; looks like big $18,000. Last
week 'Desert Song* on stage and
'70,000 Witnesses' (Par), $18,300,
stage attraction getting most credit

Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 55)—*Bird
of Paradise" (RKO) and vaudeville.
Picture sure-fire b. o. here and get-
ting dandy play. Peach advertising
campaign, featured by plenty of red
hot sex fan-fare. Customers, like
stage entertainment as well as pic
ture. About $15,000 indicated, very
big. Last week, telegraph company
error made estimate for 'Back
Street' (U) read '$30,000,* whereas
It should have been $13,000. Did
nice $12,500. .

Lyric (Publix) . (1,300; 35)—'Speak
Easily' (M-G)- Keaton-Durante
picture a corking attraction for this
pop price house and may top splen
did $6,000. Last week, 'Purchase
Price' (WB), okay $5,000.

. Grand (Publix) (1,300; 35)—'Hoi
lywood. Speaks' (Col); About $2,500,
oke. Last week, 'First Year' (Fox)
second loop run, and 'Week Ends
Only' (Fox), $2,000, fair.

Aster; (Publix) (900; 25)—'By
Whose Hand' (Col), 'Westward Pas
sage' (RKO) and 'Million Dollar
Legs' (Par), split. Latter two second
loop runs; looks like about $900,
fair. Last week 'What Price Holly
wood' (Pathe) and 'No Greater Love'
(Col), second loop runs, sr>lit, $1,100,
fair.

Uptown (Publix) (1.600; 55)^
'Dark Horse' (FN). Warron Wil
Ham building up considernble fern
following here and looks fair, $2,800.
Last week, 'Love Me Tonight' (Par),
moved here directly aCter week in
loop at State, $3,200, fair.

LEGION C0NV. NO HELP

BUT PORTLAND DOES OK

Portland, Ore., Sept. 19,

Fox-Parker opened the Broadway
With 'Mr. Robinson Crusoe* and
looks like a smash for the opening
week.- Fox houses have reneged on
all b. o. stunts and getting them in

with straight picture selling. Ex-
ception ' last week was F & M's
'Follow Thru' stage unit, highly ex-
ploited at the Paramount. Results
were okay but not up to expecta-
tions.

Currently Fox-Paramount has
Chandu' doing a strong biz and
should equal high average of pre-:
ceding weeks. .

Orpheum is bidding for a little ex-
tra work, at the b. 6. this week with
Bird .of Paradise.' House has
slipped considerably but Is in line

for a comeback with, product of
that sort.

Gamble's Rialto capitalized on
strong first week of 'Down to Earth'
at. the Paramount, and picture is do-
ing a nice second week at the Rialto.
Last week 'Madame Racketeer' got
poor results there.
Last week's grosses were boosted

some by the three-day American
Legion national convention. Day
parades helped mat biz. Drum corps
contest at the stadium proved op-
poslsh. About 50,000 visitors, in the
burg, but much -entertainment in
liquid form. The lid was off. No
mldnite mats attempted, it not be-
ing that kind of a showgolng con-
vention.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Fox-Parker) (3,000;

25-65)—'Chandu' (Fox) and F. & M.
unit. Well exploited and getting
great biz, Looks good for okay
: 114,000. Last week F. & M.'s 'Fol-
low Thru' unit fairly received but
under expectations. Picture was
70,000 Witnesses* (Par). Grossed
$12,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-40)—

Bird ot Paradise* (RKO). Getting
extra biz up to possible $8,000. Last
week 'Hold 'Em Jail' (Radio) off
at $6,500. .

Broadway (Fox-Parker) (2,000;
25-65)—'Mr. Robinson Crusoe' (UA).
Opening week, after house dark all
summer, looks, in line for strong re-
sults and should click for easy
$18,500.
United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,-

000; .
26-36)—'Night of June 13'

(Par). Getting average biz, around
$4,000. Last week 'Blondie of Fol-
lies' (M-G) strong for $7,000.

Oriental (Hamrick) (2,500; 25-35)
—'Two Against the World' (FN).
Just fairly for $3,500. Last week
Stranger in Town' (FN) $2,800,
poor.

Rialto (Gamble) (1,500; 25)—
'Down to Earth* (Fox). A fair sec-
ond week following first week at
the Paramount, $2,700. Last week
'Madame Racketeer' (Par) poorly
for $2,600.

Pbilly Sluggish; Downstairs,'

Mild $16,000: 'Chandu; $19,000

TED LEWIS-70,

35G, BEST IN DETROIT

Detroit, Sept. 19..

All houses will get by. this week,

The Michigan leads with Ted Lewis
in person arid '70,000 Witnesses,'

The RKO, Downtown is adhering, to

its custom of small but consistent

profit weeks. House has the small-

est nut in town and can make money
during a blizzard. With 'Hold 'Em
Jail' the wolf is nowhere near.

•Love Me Tonight' is at the Fisher
for a second week after a riiiid week
at the MiCh. Moving film to Fisher
may be a smart shift. '. Picture
opened weak but built to a certain

extent. Placing in a class' house
like the Fisher may get a big play.

'Mr. Robinson Crusoe' will get 11

days with 'Grand Hotel,* opening
Wednesday. Fairbanks drew' a lot

of kiddles; but school is open and
the kids only pay 16c.

Labor troubles still keep the Fox
on a straight picture policy, but the
end appears in sight, and if not
house has the nut down to grind
dimensions; Given any kind of a
break in product the house can
laugh at the unions.
Last week 'Back Street' continued

its good work and could well have
played some extra time, with the
finals day's business unusually good.
Playing 10 days, this picture made
plenty for all concerned, with a
gross, of $24,000, In this small house
and at a 60c top, figure is remark-
able. The Michigan, with 'Love Me
Tonight,* was disappointing at $27,-
000 and near to the red. Too smart
a picture for this hokum-loving
house. George Sidney and Hobart
Bpsworth in person at the Fisher
drew a few dollars extra with weak
picture, and wound up with ' fair
money. '

Estimates for This Week
Michigan (4,045; 15-35-72-75).

'70,000 Witnesses' (Par) and Ted
Lewis in person. .Very nice $35,000 in
view. Last week 'Love Me Tonight'
(Par) weak at $27,000.
Fisher (2,665; 15-35-72-75) 'Love

M« Tonight' (Par) (2nd week). Fol-
lowing Mich, date, took $11,000.
Last week, personal appearances of
two Hollywood character actors and
'Divorce in the Family' (M-G) were
mild at 513,500. -

Downtown (2,750; 15-25-55) 'Hold
'Em Jail' (RKO). Nice $12,000.
Last week 'Back Street* (U) got
$13,000 in its last seven days, very
big.
Fox (5,100; 15-25-56). 'A Passport

to Hell* (Fox). So-so $13,000. Last
week 'Painted Woman' (Fox), $14,-
000, n.s.h.

Philadelphia, Sept. 19. .

Despite, some superlative pictures;
that have won high praise fronfc
the local critics, business in the
downtown film Houses remains at
a noticeably low ebb.
' The Fox is making a' strong play
on 'Chandu* but . the start was only;
fair, with Smith, and Dale, headline
ing the stage show,

. helping consid-
erably. Gross on the week may bit
$18,000 but that will be an optimls-t
tic. top.
The Chevalier picture, 'Love Me

Tonight' got the greatest set of
notices that have .been given to any
one picture here in the last few
years and started briskly-. Attend-
ance Is fading, however, and It Is
not likely - that the film will get
more than' two weeks, with a sharp
sllding-off the last few days. Con-
sidering the first week's gross of
about $18,600 (less than expected),
a fair $13,000 may be clocked the
second week.
' -The- Earle is stressing that Gil-
bert and his new wife, Virginia
Bruce, are .in their latest picture,
'Downstairs' but it maybe $16,000
only, certainly no more.
.

- 'Horse Feathers' fell off sharply
in Its second week at the Stanley
and- just passed the . $11,000 mark.'
The - Stanton has '70,000 Witnesses'
which may. hit $11,000, but no more.
- 'The Last Mile' reached a close
$17,000, which had generally, ad-
verse notices but which benefited
by its stage reputation. » •

Estimates for This Week
Boyd (2,400; 35-55-75) 'Love Me

Tonight' (Par).. Great notices and
a swell advance- gave this one a
strong $18,600. Despite drooping at-
tendance a second week's gross of
$13,000 is figured.
Stanley (3,700; 35-55-75) 'Blessed

Event* (WB). Heavily plugged but
very doubtful If it can stay two
weeks. Maybe $15,000. Last week,
'Horse Feathers' (Par) slipped bad-
ly In second and last week, hardly
$11,000.

Earle (2,000; 35-40-66) 'Down-
stairs' (M-G) and vaude. Nothing;
exciting; maybe $16,000. Last week;
'Devil and Deep' (Par) won atten-
tion through Charles Laughton, but
$17,500 was a little less than ex-
pected.
: Fox (3,000; 35-50-75) 'Chandu
the Magician' (Fox). Looks better
than some of this house's recent
films. Might hit $19,000. Last week
'Last. Mile' (W-W), just grazed
$17,000.
Stanton (1,700; 35-40-76) '70,000

Witnesses' (Par). Good notices and
friendly word-of-mouth; ought to
hit $12,000. Last week, 'Guilty as
Hell' (Par) about $10,000, a little

disappointing.
Karlton (1,000; 30-40-55) Horse

Feathers' (Par). Moved from Stan-
ley and should get normal $4,200.
'Two Against the World' (WB);
around $3,300 last week.
Arcadia (600; 30-40-55) 'Sky*

scraper Souls' (WB). Second run;
ought to touch $2,400. 'Red Headed
Woman' (M-G) almost $3,000.

Comparative Grosses for August
Total of grosses during August for towns and houses listed as prevl--

ously reported weekly.

NEW YORK

Tacoma Bright

Tacorna, Sept. 19.
Jensen-von Herberg rebuilding

big portion of old Orpheum for
opening next week as first-run
house at

.
pop prices.

Nothing to rave about this week
on local screens except Arliss.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (600; 25)—'Successful Calamity' (WB). An

excellent $3,000. Last week 'Big
City Blues' (FN) didn't do much,
slumping back to $1,800.

Rialto (FWC) (1,200; 25-35)—
'War Corresponderit' ('CO]) and
Blondie' (M-G). House getting into
black, reaching for $3,500. Last
week, 'Devil and Deep' (Par) and
'Down to Earth' (Fox) big at $3,150.

Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27
CAPITOL

High $110,400
Low. 16,000

Washington
Masquerade

$50,500
(2d week)
Lou Holtz

War. William
Bette Davis

Skyscraper
Souls
$48,000

Abe Lyman
Milton Berle
Lillian Roth

Skyscraper
Souls
$50,000

(2d week)
Ben Bernie

Speak Easily
$63,000

Ben Bernie
Ed Dowling-

PARA-
MOUNT

High. $96,000
Low.. 35,700

Rebecca
$40,400

H. Richman
F. Williams
Jack Haley

Guilty as Hell
$48,300

H. Richman
(Final week)

War Corre-
spondent
$64,500

Geo. Jessel
N. Talmadge

Devil and
the Deep
$41,300

MAYFAIR
High. $53,800
Low. . 7,200

Tom Brown
of Culver
$10,000

American
' Madness

$14,200

American
' Madness

$11,500
(2d week)

Hold 'Em Jail
$10,100

8TRAND
High. $78£00
Low. . 8,000

'. Jewel
Robbery
$16,700

(2d. week)
(6 days)

Doctor X •

$38,000
(8 days)

Doctor X
$18,700

-

(2d week)

Two Against
the World

$22,000

PALACE
High. $00,000
Low . . 00,000

What Price
Hollywood
$22,400

Kate Smith
Stage Show

Purchase
Price
$16,700

Kate Smith
(2d week)
Stage Show

Congorilla
$12,000

Bill Robinson
Revue

American
Madness
$17,700

Olsen and
Johnson

CHICAGO
Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27

CHICAGO
High. $71,300
Low.. 27,200

Rebecca
$36,000

Radio Revue

First Year
$41,000

Stage Show

Devil and
the Deep
* $30,000

Two Against
the World

$30,000

ORIENTAL
High. $52£00
Low.. 16,000

Skyscraper
8ouls
$28,000

Ed Peabody
Stage Show

Downstairs
$30,000

Ted Lewis
Stage Show

Guilty as Hell
$30,000

Ted Lewis
(2d week)

Jewel
Robbery
$20,000

STATE-
LAKE

High. $46300
Low.. 5,000

Mystery
Ranch
$16,0.00

By Whose
Hand
$15,000

Almost
Married
$15,000

American
Madness
$15,500

(Continued on page 25)
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Distribs Drastic Freeze-Out

To Eliminate the 10c Theatres

War .
on all-dime theatres is

Starting in earnest. Finding that
increasing protection, even to the
extent of 180 days, has done little

to stem 10-centers, certain of the
major distributors are set to adopt
the most drastic freeze-but measure
ever attempted. This is. to refuse
$o seel any product to the dlmers.
Contrary to general Impression

within the trade, industry, overseers
estimate that the dime house trend
reached Its peak three months ago.
They point out, however, that there
has been no decline in that .peak
number arid estimate that today
about 6,000 theatres, in the U.S. are

operating a iOc. top admission..

Only- the most serious- kind of
. pressure is expected to reduce the
present ; dimes' total. There are
three major reasons given for the
ultimate minimizing of the' dime
houses. .

'.

Reasons For Curb .

First, the important distributor

feels that his- product, is being
cheapened and that there is &
wrong psychological effect per-

manently registered with the public

that, knows .the /best. . pictures
eventually can be seen for two

" nickle's.

Second, important, and lesser sub-
sequent independent runs, as well
as circuit houses, in these classes,

are so loud and numerous in their
complaints against dlmers.. to

branch V managers that they are
speeding up distributor action in

the .antirdime crusade.
Third, distributors have found

that protection terms do not phase
dlmers; that they are willing, in

many cases on company records, to
wait a year, after a picture has been
released.
The subsequent run theatres take

the stand that, despite difference in

playing time, there is no reason
why -they should bey charged,- say
$150' for a feature when the same
picture goes to a dime house for a
$15 rental.

Fir3t 10-centers to feel the dis-
trlb axe will be those competing
with theatres ,charging a reasonable
admission. The anti-dime war will

hot; be felt in localities where dime
houses, prevail arid where this ad-
mission does not cut into what are
considered legitimate picture prices;

Serkowich-Par?

Ben Serkowlch may rejoin Pub-
lix, which he left tw,6 years ago to

take up a traveling advertising-

operating post with RKO. His con-
tract with RKO is soon expiring.

He Is free from that organization

to make other contacts, by mutual-

consent. .

. If going back with Publix, Serko-

wlch will attach to the operating

division in an as yet unworked-out
capacity. He was with this chain
eight years and was editor-in-chiet

of 'Publix Opinion' when he left.

• Serkowlch has another offer as
director of public relations on the

Chicago World's Fair.

FRIENDLY SUIT BY RKO

TO REGAIN R0XY NAME

Birmingham, Sept.. 19.

Exclusive runs,are becoming quite
plentiful in the South and the sec-
ond - run houses are beginning to
wonder what will become of their
product, which they , have been ac-
customed to selling for 10c' ."

The Paramounts at Nashville and
- Montgomery all are advertising that
pictures playing their houses are
exclusive runs. Atlanta and Birm-
ingham are also in on the agree-
ment.

*Men Without Fear* to Be
Made Mostly in Mexico

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Universal will make numerous
sequences of 'Men Without Fear,'
starring Lew Ayres, in Mexico. To
handle certain details with the gov-
ernment of the southern republic,

Tom Kilpatrick, author, left by plane
for Mexico City last week.
Tay Garnett, director, flies across

the border this week, with Ayres
following in a fortnight.

REVIVING 'HAWS MATE'
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Warners is figuring on salvaging.
^Hawk's Mate/ an old First National
picture, and have writers, working
on a treatment.

Radio Eliminates Parks
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Jackson D. Parks has been elimi-

nated from the Radio studio pub-
licity department
Sam Holland replaced, starting

today.

Associate Pens His Next
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

James K. McGuInness, Columbia
associate producer, la writing an
original story; 'Cocktail Hour,' as
his next picture. No cast or di-
rector has been set.

. As the Roxy, New York, gets its

advertising campaign under way
this week for a ^change in name on

the theatre, RKO is preparing a
friendly suit against the house to

compel the theatre to remove the
name of 'Roxy.' ' Suit comes because
of refusal of Receiver Harry G.
Kosch to take off the name as he
must have the consent of the Federal
Court before he can agree to make
a change.
.. When. Roxy (Rothafel) resigned
as managing director of the. spot to

go over with RKO, he stipulated
that his name must be removed
from the house by Sept. 11. Since
that agreement was made, however,
Rothafel courtesled to allow the spot
to continue its use of the name for

an indeterminate period.

The suit is likely to bring out cer-

tain Interesting legal definitions,

one of which may be whether the
directors of the Roxy Theatre Corp.
had the right to stipulate with
Rothafel for removal of the 'Roxy'
name.

Fox Shunts Vis. Ediic.

Pic to Non-Theatre Dist.
• First visual education feature;

'The Cry of the World,' has been
taken off the Fox 1932-33 . release
schedule and turned over to -.the

International Film Foundation for
non-theatrical distribution.: At the
same time IFF is increasing its pic-
ture department with 'over 30 sub-
jects. Already International claims
it has 40 bookings, among which
are sotae of the smaller theatres,
for 'Cry.'

Fox took the feature as an ex-
periment in the distribution end
since professional box office return
was admitted doubtful at the start,

picture being little more than a
composite of Fox-Hearst newsreel
clips.

International is an off-shoot of
the visual education department in-
stituted by Fox during- the Harley
Clark regime and disbanded since
the entrance of Sidney R. Kent.
. Fox, Incidentally, is retaining
foreign rights to 'Cry' having found
that the picture has made money at
some of the box offices oh the con-
tinent where it has been' spotted.

$100,000 Budget Set

For 'Lost Continent'
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

, Budget of $100,000 has been set by
Franklyn-Stoner Productions for
'The Lost Continent.' Lost world
type of picture starts within a
month.
Miniature stuff of prehistoric

animals is being photographed first,

to be fitted into story later.

Indies in Final

Chicago, Sept. 19.

After several incidents which
threatened to call off the. joint ses-

sion of . the MPTOA and its. rival,'

Allied States, 16 leaders of " the two
national exhibitor organizations, in-

cluding M. A. Lightman and Abram
Meyers, got together today (Mon.)
In the Congress hotel.

Today's meeting, while termed a
sparring preliminary, wllL continue,

throughout the week, providing"

fireworks do not smash the peace
pipe.

Late this afternoon. Lightman ex-,

pressed hope that the two bodies

will be able to get together on a
constructive program. Each group,

however, has certain views and
policies which in many respects

conflict. Concessions, it is con-'

ceded, will have to be made by both
sides if the confab is to materialize

into anything.

Major Distribs Favor Agreement on

Dates for Selling rime Conformity

RKO's S. A.

They're going to have a girl

hostess in each of the RKO de-
luxers with girl unsherettes
replacing .the boys in; most of

the spots. First spot for the
hostess thing is the Albee,
Brooklyn. The Palace oh
Broadway will be the first big
spot on RKO to shift to girl

ushers.
Usherettes will not be

spotted everywhere, however,
owing to conflict with state
laws in some spots which con-
dition a six-day week for the
-girls and a maximum - working
week of 44 hours. Under such
laws RKO might have to put
on too many girls to make
the . idea suit the circuit's

economic! ideas.

NO NEW ERPI DEAL OK'D

BUY SETTLEMENT MAYBE

Leased Houses Back to

F-WC in Expansion Move

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Expansion policy of Fox West
Coast includes the taking back of

picture houses now under lease to

other operators as quickly as the.

existing agreements terminate. First
step in this direction is the Te-op-
eratlon of the Florence, Strand and
Pasadena, all straight sound, In

Pasadena. For the past two years
these houses, originally operated by
F-WC, have been under lease, to

George Haines.
Switch back will be made Oct; 1,

with the three houses operated, as -a

part of the Hal Neides district,
'

U, Col, Confabs
San Francisco, Sept. 19.

Coast exchange managers for both
Universal and Columbia met here
over the week end, for sales con-
ference at which were outlined the
high points of the new clearance
and zoning deals for the new. sea-
son's product, and selling policies

discussed.
Bill He.'neman presided at the.U

confab, with George Naylor con-
ducting the Columbia meeting.,

.

Settlement of the bootleg seat tax
brought by the Music Publishers
Potective Association against ERPI
had not been effected by. press time
Monday (19). Equipment, company
was scheduled to get together with
the M^P.P.A. last week and bring
along with if, to the meeting, a
check for $825,000 in settlement of

the publishers' $1,900,000 claim, but
the arrangement was put off at the
last minute by. ERPI.

Electric outfit, however, is fully

authorized to go uhead with the
settlement. All picture producers,
including . Warner Brothers, have
agreed to abide by any deal along
these lines worked out by ERPI
But few film companies have as
yet designated ERPI as their agent
In negotiating a synchronizing con-
tract to take the place of the one
that expired Sept. 5.

Buck's Next May Have
A Story Background

. Courtney Riley Cooper may be
retained to build a story background
for a second Frank Buck picture.

Van Beuren will release through
Radio. Title will probably toe 'Wild
Cargo,' named after Buck's second
book.

-

;

Animal picture, Clyde Elliott, who
directed 'Alive,' will produce . for
Fox, will be done around a.romantlc
story. - •

'

.

'

Ruggles, Boland Leads
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Charles Ruggles and Mary Boland
will "have the top spots " In "Para-

mount's 'As Husbands Go.' No start-

ing date or director assigned yet
Zoe Atkins is adapting the Rachel

Crothers play.

Soviets Schedule 440 Pix, 2d to

U. S. in World Prod, for 1932-33

'Imhotep' Starting, The
Warning* Being Readied

Hollywood*. Sept. 19.

With Universal's 'Imhotep,' based
on the opening of King Tut's tomb,
going Into work last week. Phil
Goldstone Is preparing his mummy-
unveiling story for early produc-
tion. Tarn, 'The Warning," was an-
nounced on the Majestic program
last month, and Is being adapted by
Louis Greenspan.
Bramwell Fletcher and Arthur

Byron, have been added to cast of
'Imhotep.' Willie Pogany, assisted
by his son, John, and Donald Wors-
ter, are designing the sets.

Sandrich to Meg Team
/

Hollywood, Sept. iti .,

Mark Sandrich will direct '[ the
Walter-Catlett-Phil Harris short'
for Radio.
No title has been selected for the-

Ben Holmes orlg.

Leaser's Brit. Film
Sol Lesser's Principal Distribut-

ing Corp. has closed for 'Diamond
Cut Diamond,' British film starring
Adolphe Menjou. Film was produced
by Eric Hakim and directed by
Fred Niblo. It was used as a quota
picture by Metro In England.

• Capt Harold Auten agented the
deal.

Year 1932-33 will see a new high,

record of films produced around the

world, .'if only a fair percentage of

the pictures announced come
through, it will mean a new high,

with close to 1,500 pictures certain

to appear, 1,150 of them talkers.

United States still remains the ace

film producer around the world.

Some 700 pictures have been an-

nounced for production during the
year, this figure Including the an-
nouncements of all the Independents.
Of this figure it is estimated in

the trade that 550 will actually
emerge including those from the
better independent companies.
Second from the point of produc-

tion is Soviet Russia, with a prom-
ised. 440 films. Of this number only
100 are to.be talkers, however, while
340 will be silents, with synched
music. Russia prefers making this

type of film because of probable
foreign value.
Germany is third with a pro-

ducing budget of 160 pictures for
the year, England coming Just under
that on a promised 140. pictures.

About 90 films will be forthcoming

from the French studios and Italy
has promised 20.

Spain, Jugoslavia, Czechoslovakia
and other small European countries
are sure to turn In about 50 films,

and an. equal number of features
will come from China, India, Japan
and South America.

1,150 World's Talkers

That makes a grand total of 1,490

pictures, though a deduction of the
340 Russian silents brings the figure
down to 1,160 talkers to be produced
for a veritable world babel.
These figures do not Include the

many dubbed versions and other
language versions to be made, stick-
ing pretty well to direct shot films,

and are also reduced from the realm
of announced product to probable
product.
Reason that the figure has never

been so high previously is the lan-
guage factor, which has never
entered Into film production .as

strongly as it docs at present. Each
of the European countries has
grown steadily stroriger and bolder
in production activities, while the
United States companies have Uo.pt

pretty much to the same groove as
before,

Aroused by what this year's sell-

ing season has brought out, the ma-
jor distributors are devoting much
time to thought and discussion of
accord on a standard date for mer-
chandising the new season's prod-
uct. Majority of the sales heads
are insisting it is time that they all

got together to decide when the
selling period should begin.

Spread from the spring to nearly

fall, some companies start out to

sell before, summer is around and
others wait until as late as Aug.
15. Most of the large distributors
are now admitting a solution of the

condition must be evolved.
The major distributors have been

discussing the need for conformity
on sales season which should not
start in summer's heat, but as yet
have formulated no concrete plans
for submission to the Hay's office.

In some quarters discussion is rife,

but doubt exists that the distribs,

by themselves, can bring about the
desired solution of the sales prob-
lem.
On numerous occasions in recent

years, efforts have been made
through the Hays office to bring
about an agreement, but in each
case one or two companies have
kicked oyer the fence. Last effort

was in the direction of two sales

seasons during the year, selling

product only six months ahead at
a time.

Drawbacks
Since that time, however, the

drawbacks of trying to sell fall,

winter and spring releases In June
or July preceding, has brought the
recalcitrants nearer to reversal of

ideas and it Is now believed some
progress may be made.
Felix F. Feist, of Metro, is of the

opinion that if the distributors
themselves do not correct the situa-
tion, the theatres will. 'Ultimately,'

says Feist, 'the account is going to,

dictate when the selling season
should occu^'
Last year and more particularly

this summer, the exhibitors have
demonstrated to distributors the
folly of trying to sell them product
in May, June or July.

.
Numerous

companies sent out their men early,

later regretting it.

It is psychologically wrong, main-
tains Feist and other distributors,

to sell coming season's pictures dur-
ing the summer. Agreement seems
to be quite general among distribs
that September Is the Ideal time in
which to start trying to write busi-
ness. A few years back nd distrlb

though of selling before then, but
gradually a company here and there
haB figured on getting the Jump on
competitors by getting salesmen to

the field quickly to pick all the open
playdates.
Ned Depinet of Radio and his gen-

eral sales manager, Jules Levy, are.
both in favor of accord on a selling

season that isn't contrary to good
sales logic, with the exhibitor asked
to buy in summer heat, his theatre
or theatres probably closed, m6ney
tight, etc.

How?
'Question Is how to get all the

companies to agree on a given pe-
riod as a sales season is the trick,'

states Depinet
The chain buyer or indie circuit

is also up against the problem of
trying to buy film without knowing
what his policies will be when dis-
tribs approach him, with the fall

season a long ways off.

Hundreds . of indie accounts are
strictly holding off on buys this sea-
son until as late as they can. Sales-
men have called on them, some
transacting no more business than
to advise account he will have to

pay higher rental.

Meanwhile, many exhibitors who
are In that position are buying prod-
uct which has been on release for
some time but which they avoided,
In order to hold out longer on new
season's pictures.

Hockey P. A. for 'M.S.G.'

Publix may enlist the aid of Jer-
sey Jones, publicity representative
for the New York Rangers, hockey
team, at the Madison Square Gar-
den, In handling the campaign on
'Madison Square Garden/ sot to
play the Paramount, N. Y., week of
Oct'. 28.

Jones is said to have good sports
writer' contacts in New York which
it is Celt would be desirable.
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PuUix Ad Reels in Minor Spots

Loophole in Hays Ban on Screen Plugs

Greater impetus for advertising

via the theatre screen avIII accrue

. under Publix's new contract with

Theatre Service Corpi, for wide ex-

hibition this year of that company's

'Screen Broadcasts,' a type of ad

film' that has evolved from the use

of Jocal slides by merchants.

During the past year Publix has

used TSC's 'Screen Broadcasts' in

smaller : houses as a , more modern
way of providing advertising privi-

leges for local merchants, hotels,

stores, etc. Since then, with re-

newal contract up with TSC, Publix

has decided that it will give much
. greater attention and extended ex-

hibition to these films. -

Out of the" local slide proposition

for TSC during the past year has
grown the possibility of greatly in-

creased revenue by support from
national- advertisers; with subse-

quent tie-ups. locally with mer-
chants handling whatever national

product is advertised.
• Thus, Publix is moving closely

-back' in the direction of commer-
cial films as produced by Para-

• mount Itself a Couple of years ago
and- then killed throughout the in-

dustry. Indications that ' the; chain

"this season' will go In stronger for

the type of ad films provided by
TSC, an independent producing*
promotional concern, has already
aroused , the. newspaper publishers,

from account. It was generally

agreed that newspaper resentment
had killed off commercial film in

theatres two years back.

Not on Broadway—At First

New product of TSC will not be
played In the Broadway or other
big first run houses of Publix just

yet, it is said, but that may come
later. Films are in Technicolor and
carry a musical accompaniment,
sound on film.

•

National accounts so far include

Borden's Milk, Dorothy Arden cos-

metics and General Electric, dis-

tributors of Frlgidalre and other
products which carry local dealers

in most all towns haying a chain
theatre.

TSC, headed by William Johnson,
now in New Orleans on an adver;-

tlsing tie-up deal, makes the con-

tract .with the advertiser, whether
local or. national. Film is then pro
vlded the theatre by TSC, with Pub
lix under its exhibition- contract
with TSC, deriving a- percentage of

the revenue.
TSC makes up stock shots on com

modities, unless something special
like Frlgidalre is called for, and
then ties up the advertiser. If it's

coal, for instance, with uses- and
comforts, of that commodity brought
ou( in the reel, the advertising
added is in the way of an Insert title

for the local merchant, 'Buy your
coal from Redhot Coal Co;,' etc.

Managers' Instructions
During the past week Publix has

issued new instructions to man-
agers coincident with its desire to

derive increased revenue from the
TSC films. It dwells on the neces-
sity of Publix manager co-opera-
tion with TSC representatives on
local tieups and in other ways, de
mands display of the ad films as
an integral part of the theatre pro
gram at every regular performance,
and, among other things, says:

'Publix has decided, after a careful

(Continued on page 44)

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page 9)

$4,500. East week 'Passport to Hell'

(Fox) $4,400.
:

,

Loew's Midland (Loew) (4,000;

25-50)—'Grand Hotel' (M-G). After
dragging through the past several

weeks with hardly enough customers
to pay for the lights,- house has
changed its prices for the winter to

50 cents top, is giving ah exclusive
showing of - 'Grand Hotel' and trade
is flowing , back in a stfeaim Pros-
pects for a . real week's business, at

$25,000. Last week 'Robinson Cru.-

soe' (UA) fell away last half, %li L9W>
poor.

Mainstreet (RKO) (3.200;. 25-36-

0)—'Congorllla* (Fox).- and unit.

Gave this, one same circus publicity

given 'Bring 'Em-Back,' but added
_ much stronger stage.' shoiy; will

get close to |i9,000, big. Last week
Okay America' . (U) $23,00.0, with
Tex Guinan on stage.

Newman (Ptslix-Dubih'sky, Broth-
ers) (1,860; 25-35-50)—'Successful
Calamity' (WB). Not enough Ar-
liss admirers here to £lve. this one
much;. $7,500 moderate. Last week;
Doctor X* (FN). $6,000..

lalto. Big and Perks;

ikbf Near $19,000;

'Shark' Oke, $17,000

Baltimore, Sept. 19.
'

Business is bustling, each week
seeing the figures on the gross-
sheets climbing higher. The sheets
will show some nifty jumps cur-
rently, particularly at the run
houses, where the hotter.new prod-
uct Is corralling the coin.

This goes double in the. case of
'Grand Hotel' at the Stanley for its

popular price run, and for 'Horse
Feathers' at the Keith's, making it

the second money-making week for
that house.

It's the anniversary, No. 1, at the
vaudfllm Hippodrome, but there's
little excitement In the business.
This is due in large measure to the
disappointment booking. After hav-
ing been exploited for weeks, the
Kate Smith revue dropped out just
before the bugle blew. Mildred
Bailey subbed, hut not strong at
the box-office. Picture is 'Night
Mayor* with Lee Tracy, who has
yet to exhibit box office potentiali-
ties in this town. Despite the fact
of performance, he appears to lack
the essential sex enticement for the
Iadiesof this- Chesapeake burg^ He
showed weakness' the previous week
In 'Blessed Event' at the Stanley,
where despite the good notices for
the picture, the box office meandered
aimlessly.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 36-

40-56-65-75) 'Tiger Shark' ; (F-N)
and vaude. Borrah Minevitch head-
ing the show, and with the Edward
G. Robinson strength locally, the
bag should rattle, to nice $17,000
currently.

. Last' . week '70,000 Wit-
nesses' (Par) was good to $16,100.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600;

25-35-50) 'Night Mayor' (Col) and
vaude. Mildred Bailey on stage, not
strong as Kate Smith sub, and the
box office looks hardly likely to
grab more than $8,000, fair, in spite
of the anniversary bally/ Last week
was also mediocre for 'Most Dan<-
gerous Game* (Radio). It appears
that the lack of a name is an almost
insurmountable obstacle in Balti-
more; nearly every, picture tnat

MONTREAL HOLDS PACE,

$13,500 FOR 'CALAMITY'

Montreal, Sept. 19,

Upswing looks like it will be main-

tained currently, although hot

weather has returned. Hla Majesty's

is again dark, and baseball- has vir-

tually . concluded. :
Cabarets are

starving.
• 'Horse Feathers' hit a new high
for the year with $18,000 at the Pal-
ace last week, and Arllss, in 'Suc-
cessful CalaCity,* while not reach-
ing that figure, is sure of a class

following that should gross around
$13,500 this w>eek. Will Rogers' pic-

ture, at the Capitol with 'Congorllla'

may see $13,000. this week. Loew's.
has better than usual vaude, and'
Adolphe Mehjou still flutters" the lo-

cal flappers, probably giving 'Bache-

'

lor's Affairs' an even break around
$14,000. .

Estimates for This Week
H is Majesty's (CT) (1,600

;

:
60-$l)/

Dark. Last week repeat of 'Faithful'

Heart' (British) folded at $6,500.

. Palace (FP) (2,700; 75),' .'Success-
ful Calamity' (WB). Arllss has.

a

following ldCaliy arid; maybe, an all.

right :$13,500, Last week- "Horse
Feathers' (Par) panicked the town
on; $18,000, best in months.

Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60), 'Down to
Earth*. (Fox) and 'Congorllla.' (Fox).
Will Rogers, and African wild, life

should turn in about nice $13,000.
Last week 'Against the World' (WB)
and 'Crooner* (WB) did fair at
$12,000.
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 36.-60), 'Bach-

elor's Affairs' ,.(Qol) and vaude.
Chance for dke $14,000. - Last week
'Downstairs' (M?G). $13,000.

Princess (CT) (1,600; 35-60), 'War
Correspondent' (Col) and "Stranger,
in Town' (WB). Looks good at
$8,600. 'Magic Night' (UA) arid
'Self-Made Lady' (UA) last week
about $7,000.[

Imperial (Franco-Film) (1,900;
25-40), 'Fils d'Amerique* (French).
About $2,000. - Last week 'Petite de
Montparnesse' (French) $1,800.
Cinema de Paris (Franco-Film)

(600; 26-50), 'Monsieur, Madame et
Bibi" (French). Near $1,700. Last
week 'La Fortune* (French) did
fairly at $1,750.

Hollywood Production

Week of Sept, 19

(Pictures how filming, or about to start, are listed below alphabetically

by studios. 8ymbols aro: D-^-Director, A—Author, C—Cameraman,
S—Star*) x

'
;

Studio Placements

Arthur Hohl,. 'Island Lost Souls,'
Par;

Sally Blane. 'Wild Horse Mesa,'
Par.
Sidney Toler, Franklin Pangborn,

'Over the Counter,' Metro.
Florence Roberts, 'Second-Hand

Wives,' Fox. .

Alexander Klrkland, 'Call Her
Savage,' Fox.
Weldon Heyburn, . 'Ranasa,' Fox,
Mitchell Harris, El Brendel, 'Cross

Pull,' Fox.
Sada Cowan, adaptation and dia-

log, 'Lover of Mine,' Edwin Carewe
production for World Wide release.
Nola Lu'xford, 'Iron' Master,*

Allied. .
[

Alan Dinehart, 'Lawyer Man,' WB.
Wallace Ford, borrowed from

Metro for 'Employees Entrance,' WB.
Ginger Rogers, '42d Street,* WB.
Charlotte Young, 'The Devil's

Call/ Acme.
Walter Byron, 'Slightly Married,'

Invincible.
Joan Marsh, '6bey the Law,' Col.
Barbara Weeks, 'Sundown Rider,'

Buck Jones- C6l.
Frank Sheridan, 'Obey the Law,'

COl.
William Pauley, 'Robbers' Roost,'

Fox.
Spencer Tracy, Marlon Burns,

'Pier No, 13,' Fox.
Leonard Sillman, 'Goldie,' Bach-

man (RKO).
Dorothy Burgess, 'The Frisco Kid,'

Talmadge.
:
Harry Woods, Erville Alderson,

Sheldon Lewis, John Prince, Blue
fails to touch"hlgh marks evidencing I

Washington, 'Haunted Gold,' Schles-
the absence of a recognized screen |

'S.lnger-Rogell westernjfor Warners.

Sparks Sparking Up
E.' J. Sparks, , recuperating in

Asheville, N. C, is showing suffi-

cient improvement to expect a re-

turn to operation of the Publlx-
Sparks circuit in Florida In a few
weeks.

Sparks, ill for some time, had un-
dergone two operations.

BOBBY MAYO LEAVES EADIO
Hollywood, Sept. 19,

Bobby Mayo has resigned as as
sistant to Fred Schuessler, casting
director at Radio.
Berth goes to H. C. Wllkerson,

formerly information desk man at
the Central Casting bureau.

East to Write Novel
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Quitting Radio as story ideaist

this week, Adela Rogers Hyland
goes to New York for a year, to

work on a novel.

Eunice Martin, secretary to

David O. SelznicU. roes with her

In a similar capacity.

headliner. Gross last week approxl
mated $8,000.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,450; 26-
30-40) 'Horse Feathers' . (Par). A
couple of hozannas are in order in
this house. It's on the upside after
having been rolling in the mud
throughout the summer. Goes into
a high pole vault to cross $10,000,
high tide here. Theatre is flatly
decided *to stick to its new Thurs-
day opening, beating the down to
the punch by one day. Last week,
'Back Street' (U) finished an ex-
cellent fortnight to $4,400 for the
last seven days.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 25-40-50)
'Chandu' (Fox). Radio exploitation
is. helping, and maybe $6,000 for the
week. -American Madness* (Col)
was brought back last week after
having been previously yanked in
the middle of a bank-run in town.
That yank hurt matters, and house
hardly covered $4,500 for the return
date.

Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,600; 25-40-
55-65-75) 'Grand Hotel' (M-G).
Will do $19,000 if it does a nickel,
in this town they've waited for the
low prices, not many going for the
road-show. 'Blessed Event* (WB)
was hardly fair previously at $12,-
700.

Edgar Kennedy, 'Penguin Pool
Murder,' Radio.
Wladek Zbyszko, 'Flesh,' Metro.
Hugh Herbert, Arthur Hoyt, Nat

Pendleton, 'Goldie Get's. Along.'
Bacliman (RKO).
.Harry Sweet, 'Loops My Dear,'
Radio comedy.
Theodore Lodljinsky, 'Man and

Wife,' Radio.
Shirley Chambers, 'Phantom

Fame,' Radio.

Balaban's Texan OO
John Balaban left Saturday (17)

to make an inspection tour of the
Chicago and Texas houses. In
Texas, the question of policies,
stage shows, reopenlngs, etc. is in
the air.

Balaban will be away about two
weeks.

Em Jo Bashee Co- Adapts
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Em Jo Bashe, added to Para-
mount's writing staff, joins, Waldi-
mar Young and Philip Wylie in
the adaptation of Island of Lost
Souls/
Erie Kenton will direct.

COLUMBIA
'Plain Clothes Man*

(2nd week)
D—Irving Cu.mminge

'

Bud Coleman
A—Keene Thompson

' Jo ' Swirling.
C—Teddy Tetzlaff
Cast

—

Jaok Holt ."'.-
Liillan. Milee ..

>"

"Walter Connolly
' Arthur Vinton •

- Gavin Gordon
Jack La' Rue '•''

'Otter the U»w* .'•'

'. ;(2nd week) '

D—D.. Rosa Lederman
David Selman .

A—-Charles Condon
C—Ben. Kline
Cast

—

• B>b Bills ...
; 'George Ernest
•• Wm. 'Collier, ' Jr.
Wheeler Oakman ;•

; Robert Bills. "..':; ..,..

•' ' 'Sundown Rider' . .

•; : X8nd «e*k)
D—Lambert Hllryer '

-

Art Black ' •

A:—Jack Neville
Lambert Hlllyer

-

C—John Boyle
Cast—

.Buck .Jones •

Shirley -Grey
• Nltes Welch •

-

: Pat O'Malley
Bradley Page
Frank LaRue

; 'Ward Bond ' .

Wheeler. Oakman .

. Al Smith .

Ford -West
..." Harry Todd

'No More Orchids*
(1st week)

D^-Walter Ldne
A—Grace Perkins

Gertrude Purcell
S—Carole- Lombard .'

FOX
'Walking Down Broadway'

.
(Oth week)

D—Erich' von Strohelm
A—Dawn.. Powell
Cast

—

' James Dunn .

Minna Gombell
- Zo.su Pitts
Boots Mallory
Terrence Ray
'Call Her Savage'

- (2nd week) -

J>—John F. Dillon
A—Tiffany Thayer
S—Clara Bow.

Thelma Todd
Gilbert Roland

. Monroe ' Owsley
Wlllard Robertson
Estelle Taylor -

'Sherlock Holmes'
(4th week)

D—Wm. K. Howard
A—A. Conan Doyle .

Cllve Brook
Miriam Jordan.
Herbert Mundln
Ernest Torronce
Howard Leeds

,

Stanley Fields
Eddie Dillon

'Rackety Rax'
.(4th week)

D—Alfred Werker
A—Joel Sayre .

Cast—

.

Victor McLaglen-
^ Greta Nlssen

Marjorle Beebe
Stanley Fields
Arthur Plerson
Nell O'Day .

Allan Dinehart
Allen Jenkins
Vincent Barnett

'Jubllo*
(4th week) -

D—John Blystone
A—Ben Ames Williams

Wm. Conselman
Murray Roth

S—Will Rogers
Marian Nixon
Dick: Ppwell
Frederick Burton
Louise Beavers
Douglas Cosgrave
'Teas of the Storm

. Country' >

(3rd week)
D—Alfred Santell
A—Grace Miller White
S—Janet Gaynor

: Charles Farrell
Dudley Dlgges
Evalyn Knapp
Ed. Pawley •

Geo. .Meeker .

Claude Gllllngwater
Matty Kemp
'Choir Thirteen'

(1st week)
Dr—Raoul Walsh
A—Al Cohn :

S—Joan Bennett
Ralph Bellamy
INTERNATIONAL

(Mayfalr)
'Her Mad Night'

(3rd week)
rj—B. Mason 'Hopper
A—John Neville;
Cast—.

Irene Rich
. 'Conway Tearle
Kenneth Thompson
Mary Carlisle
Wm.' Davidson

'The 40'ers'
(Burton King)
(2nd week)

D—J. P. McCarthy
A—F. McGrew Willis
Cast

—

Tom Tyler
-Botty Mack
Al Bridges
Mildred Rogers
Fern Emmett
Gordon Wood

METRO
'Rasputin'
(10th week)

D—Charles Brabln
John Barrymore
Ethel Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Ralph Morgan
Diana Wynward
Tad Alexander
Reginald Barlow
Louise dosser Hale
Brandon Hurst
C. Henry Gordon

'Mask of Fn Manchn1

(7th week)
P—Charles Vldor—Sax Rohmer •

S—Boris -Karloff.
Chas. Starrett :

Karen Morley
. Myr.no, Lqy

.

',

Lawrence Grant
Jean HerBholt;

.-.David Torrenc'e
.Lewis Stone' ..

•Bed Dust*.
(Oth w««k>

D^—Victor -Fleming, ..
... „

1

A—WUaqn • TolUson • •
•

S—Clark .Cables
. 'Jean1

' Harlow
.
" 'Mary. Astbr

• ', Ciene-.Raymond
.

' "Tully Marshall ' •

• Fof-re^t«p' Harvey- ' '.

:'Flea.h'

; .(1st week) -

D—John Ford . . > .

S—Wallace Beery
' MONOGRAM •"•

'Guilty or Not .Guilty"

, . (1st. week) .D—Al-Ray-'
A—ATthu'f Hoerl :

'.-. Francis .Highland.

. 'Airirbna ' Bound'
. ...

. (1st week)'

>
IV—HrtTty Kraser
A—Wellyh' Tdtman

PARAMOUNT
'Rig Broadcast'
(12th week)

D—Frank 1 Tuttlo
A—Wm. Manley

George Marion, Jr.
C—George Folsey
S—Stuart Erwln

Blng Crosby
Kate Smith ;

Leila Hyams
Mills Brothers
Boswell Sisters
Cab Calloway
Donald Novls
Arthur Tracy
Vincent- Lopez
.'Sign of the Crow' .

(Oth week)
D—Cecil B. DcMllle
A—Wilson Barrett

Waldemar Young
Sidney Buchman

C—Karl Struss
.

S—None
Fredrlc March -.

Ellss'a Landl
Claudette Colbert
Charles Laughton
Tommy Conlon
Ian Keith
Richard Alexander
Joyzelle
Ferdinand Gottschalk
Arthur Hohl
Clarence Burton
Vivian Tobln
Peggy Watts
•Night After Night'

(5th week)
D^—-Archie Mayo •

A—Louis Bromfleld
Oliver H. P. Garrett
Vincent Lawrence
Kathlyh Scola .

C—Ernie Haller
S—None

George Raft -

Constance Cummlngs
Wynne Gibson

.

Mae West
Alison Sklpworth

.

Roscoe Karns
'No Man of Her Own'

- (1st week)
D—Uasslgned
S^Clark Gable-

Mlrlam Hopkins
•The Bookworm Turns'

(1st week)
D—Lloyd Corrlgan
A—Lloyd Corrlgan

Harlan Thompson
Ray HarrlB'

. Cast-
Stuart Erwln
Alison Sklpworth
Adrlenne Ames

,

Gordon . Westcott
Jameson Thomas
'Evenings For Sale*

(3rd week)
D—Stuart Walker
A—R. A. R. Wylle

Agnes Brand Leahy
S. K. Lauren

Cast

—

Pari Maritza-
Charlie Rugglcs
Mary Boland

RADIO
•Kong'

(24th week)
D—M'erlan C. Cooper

Ernest Schoedsack
A—Edgar Avallace

Merlan C. Cooper
James Creelman

C—Eddie Linden
• Cast

—

•Fay Wray
Bruce Cabot
Robert Armstrong
Frank Relcher
Jim. Flavin

'Secrets of the French
Police'

. (7th week)
D—Edward Sutherland
A—H. Ashton Wolfe

. Samuel Ornltz
Robert Trasker

C—Al Glllts
Cast— •

Frank Morgan
Gwlll Andre
•John :Warbur}on
Gregory Ratoff
Rochelle Hudson

•Little Orphan Annie'
(8th week)

D—John Robertson
A—Harold Gray.

Sam Mlntz
Winifred Dunn
Wanda Tuchoc-k.
Tom McNamara

C—Jack McKcnzle.
Cast—

Mltzl Green
May Rbbson
tiustcr Phelps.
Matt Mooro
Kato LnWson
'Men of America'

(2nd week)
D—Ralph Ince
A—Humphrey Pearson

.

Henry McCarthy.
Samuel Ornltz

Cnsf— •

Bill Boyd
Dorothy WHson
Chic Sale
Henry Armetta
Alphonse Ethlpr
Eugene Strong

.'Phantom Fame'
;

(2nd week) -

D—Gregory LaCava . .

A—Hatry Relchehbach :.

' Bartlett C.ormack
Corey Ford;

C—Bert-Glennon.
Cast:— .

Lee' Grncy
'

:. Lupe Velez ,

'Peingion .Fool Murder'
. (2nd week)

D—Geo'. 'Archlhbau'd
A^—Stuart Palmer •

. WJlHs iGoldpeck
. Robt. Benchley .

C—Henry Gerrard
Cast—". '•

.

Edna May Oliver .

Robert' Armstrong
Donal4 Cook

- James- Gleason
. Mae Clarke*

'

Clarence' H. Wilson •

•Man and M'lfe'

(2nd week) '.

D—J. Walter . Ruben
.A—No . credits

.

C'-rrflddle Cronjager
Cast— .

..:".'
Irene. Dunne
Charles Blckford
Gwlll Andre ' .

Eric Linden .

Christian' Rub
Leila Bennett
'Animal kingdom'

(1st ' week)'
Dh—Bdw. H. Griffith
A—Philip' Barry

Horace' Jackson
Cast-

Ann Harding
Leslie Howard -

• William Gargan :

' -

Karen Morley
Nell Hamilton
Ilka Chase

- Henry Stephenson .

UNIVERSAL
'S. O. S. Iceberg*

(leth week)
D-^-Dr, Arnold Fanck
A—Lt. Comm. Frank. Wead

Dr. Arnold Fanck
C—Hans Schneeberger
Cast

—

Gibson Gowlond.
I.eni Relnfenstahl

.

Sepp Rlst
Ernst Udet

' 'Nagnna*

(1st week)D—Ernst L. Frank
A—Dale- Van Every

Don Ryan
S—Tala Blrell

M'elvyn Douglas
Onslow Stephens

- 'Imhotep'
• (1st week)

D—Carl Freund
A—Richard Schayer

Nina Wilcox Putnam'
John Balderston . .

Cast

—

Boris Karloff
Zlta Johann
David Manners
Arthur Byron
'Manhattan Towers'.

(Remington)
(3rd week)

D—Frank Strayer
C—Ira Morgan
A—David Hemstend-

.

Norman Houston.
Cast-^-

Mary Brlnh
Irene Rich
James Hall
Hale-Hainlltor. .1
'Noel Francis
Billy Dooley

_

AVade Botelef
Clay Clement
Jed Prbuty
Nydla Westerman

TIFFANY
'Tombstone Canyon' -

(World Wide).
. .

(1st week)
D—Alan James
A—Ear] Snell
S—Ken Maynard

VNITED ARTISTS
'Kid from Spain'

(8(li week)
D—Leo McCarey
A—William A. McGuIre
S—Eddie Cantor

I.yda Robertl
Ruth Hall
John Mlljan
Robert Young

.
Stanley Fields

•I Have Been Faithful'

("th week)
D—King Vldor

.
A^rlf. M. Hnrwood

Robert Goi-o Brown-
Francis Marion >

S—Ronald Colman
Kay Francis
Henry Stephenson .

Phyllis Barry
Florine McKinney' '

WAKNER-FN
•You Snld n Mouthful'

' (3rd week)
D—Lloyd Bacon
A—W. B. Dover

Robert Lord
•llolt'pn Mrillory

C—Richard Towers
S—Joe E. Brown

Ginger Rogers
Preston Foster
Arthur Byron
Sliclia Terry
Ralph Ince
Oscar Apf.ol
Walter Walker
Edwin Maxwell
Harry Grlbbon
Mia Marvin

. Richard Tucker
Wm. Burress
Harry Seymour
James Eagles
Anthony Lord
Bert Morehouse
Nat , Pendleton
Farina

'Lawyer Mini'
(2nd week)

D—Wm. Dletcrle
A—Wilson Mizner

Rian James
.In mos Sr> moui-

S- -Wlllliim l'<i»' II

Joan Itli.hilell .
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By Eric Gorrick

Sydney, Aug:. 18.

: From Victoria comes .. the story

that certain members of the Vic-

torian Exhibitors' Association de-

cided to- ban the picture 'Tomorrow

and Tomorrow' (Par),; despite the

fact that the picture had been re-

leased for: exhibition by the Com-
monwealth Film Censor.

• The picture was withdrawn from
every theatre in the State, and from

all Hoyt theatres^ The Chief Secre-

tary told a deputation - that a de-

partmental inspector had reported

the picture was objectionable.

'Tomorrow and .Tomorrow' was
shown all over New South "Wales

and other States, of Australia and

met with general approval.

Recent "developments strongly
point to the fact that British pro-?

ducers are making a strong bid to

capture the Australian market.
Alan Williamson, representative

of Gaumont-Gainsborough, stated
that as the result of a centraliza-
tion scheme already achieved, a pro-
duction quota of 30 or 40 pictures
per year had been arranged. Wil-
liamson said he felt sure that the
next year would see British pictures
at the top of the "tree in Australia
and New Zealand.

F. W. Thrlng,. managing director
and producer of Efftee Films, will

Boon take a trip to'England to nego-
tiate for the marketing of his firm's
products in that country. Whilst in
England, Mr. Thring will endeavor
to interest leading producers in the
making of pictures in Australia on
a co-operative- basis. It is reported
that both Gaumorit-Galnsborough
and British Dominion Films, Ltd-,
are interested in the idea.

- British pictures have been booked
lately by Hoyts, Greater Union, and
the Fullers. 'Sunshine Susie,' 'Blue
Danube' and 'Sally in Our Alley*
have all enjoyed extended seasons.

•Williamson-Tait
;
recently brought

. suit . against British Dominions
Films, Ltd., seeking to restrain de-
fendants from showing the picture
'Oh Arrival' in Australia. W-T
claimed Australian . rights to the
play, and asked for damages for air
leged Infringement.

• -Justice, Macfarlane decided that
British Dominion Films had hot in-
fringed on the right, of W-.T to pro-
duce Lonsdale's '. play by living
actors.

Business is still' very brisk with
the majority ofSydney houses. 'Bit-"

ter Sweet' goes into 50th perform-
ance this week for W-T. • Opera
season success in Melbourne. Dame
Sybil -Thorndike opens Sydney with
'Saint Joan' and rep.

' 'Whistling in ihe Dark' did a
quick .flop in Sydney, and 'The
Patsy* (revival) will follow. 'Au-
tumn Crocus' will open in Melbourne
soon, as also will 'Dr. Pygmalion.'
Jack Russell and his revue okay in
Melbourne.

- In the picture field current hits
Include 'Blue Danube* (7th week),
This Is the Night* (5th week), 'On
Our Selection'. (2d week), 'Arrow-
Smith' (3d week) 'Letty Lynton'
(4th week), 'Wet Parade,' 'Woman
in Room 13/ 'Sunshine Susie,'
'Arent's We All,' 'The Man Who
Played God' and 'Alias the Doctor.'

G-B MEN FAIL IN TRY

FOR U BRITISH SALE

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Unable to put over a deal with
Universal whereby Gaumont would
take over the release of U product
in England, Maurice Ostrer and
William Gell, Gaumont execs from
London,- and Arthur Lee, American
representative, left Friday (16) for
New York.

Trip fpent two weeks here and
had held several conferences with
Carl Laemmle.

Three More Off Foreign

Versions at MG Studio
Hollywood, Sept 19.

Metro this week dropped another
director and two more writers from
its foreign production force.
Megger is Arthur Robisoh, who

directed several German pictures
and one domestic. Recently r has
been supervising dialog on syncs
in German language. Writers are
Maurice Lauzin. French, and Marie
Antinore, Italian.

Lauzin, at Metro two years, Is

being forced to return to France
because of the .government's re-
fusal to further extend his immi-
gration permit

Can. Performing' Rights

Test Case Due for Trial

Ottawa, Sept. 19.

The copyright test case in Canada
in which ,the Canadian' Performing
Rights Society is suing William
Brady of the Madison theatre for

damages for alleged breach of' the

Copyright Act of Canada, is slated

for early hearing. The society com-
plains that Brady played a picture

in which the incidental . music was
•Little White Lies,' and . it claims

to have control of this composition
in Canada.

If the society is successful in this

action, all exhibitors in Canada may
be required to take out licenses on
a" seat-tax basis for 1 copyright
privilege.

22 Harlem Boys Left

Flat in Russia; Negro

Film Epic Is Ditched

By EUGENE LYONS
Moscow, Sept. 1.

• Twenty-two Harlemites ranging

in shade from light tan to ebony-

black are in a boil Of indignation

In the - Soviet capital. The great

Negro film epic in which they were

to star has been . suddenly • and

mysteriously called off, the
:
weli-

advertised 'Black and White,' trac-

ing the American. Negro, problem

from the African jungles to modern
eruditions.

The Negroes undertook the trip

to Russia—paying their own fares,

too—for the cause. They, under-
took it, moreover, against the voci-

ferous advice of less radical Negro
circles. The whole enterprise was
conducted in the broad limelight of

a NegrO press discussion. The coir

lapse of the business is therefore
a blow that has staggered most of

them.
.Official explanation, offered by

the Mezhrapomfilm company which
was . to produce the picture, is that
technical troubles caused the aban-
donment of the project. The scen-
ario, they say, was bad beyond hopis

of repairs; the necessary actors
were not available; the Negro types
drawn out of Harlem did not. fit

into the proletarian setting planned
for the film.

But Moscow, is full - of- doubting
Thomases. The story got around
that certain Americans sojourning
in Russia had, hinted to the proper
officials . that the projected film

would hurt American feelings ' and
therefore interfere with the chances
of recognition.
The interests of the world revolu-

tion were thus, pitted squarely
against the immediate political in-

terests of the Soviet government.
The latter won out.

A militant minority . of four
Negroes—one of them, McNairy
Lewis, a member of the Communist
Party—decided to protest. They
did, in a document as sizzling as
any of those the Communists them-
selves produce. Besides Lewis the
signatories were Theodore Posteii,

Henry Lee Moon and L. O. Al-
berger.. Posten and Moon-are news-
papermen.
This foursome sciuarely. accused,

the Russians of 'sabotaging the
world revolution,' 6f

.
having 'be-

trayed the trust of 12,000;000 Ameri-
can Negroes' for the sake' of 'poli-

tical expediency.' They, said that
the Communists, like the Christian
church, the. Socialists and the Fas-
cists, were buckling under .to race
prejudice.

Needless to say, the- Soviet news-
papers have said not a word of all

this. There was lots of publicity
for the starting of the film but
none for its abandonment. The
same four have now carried their
case to Joseph Stalin the virtual

ruler of this country, in a letter.

They are at this writing waiting
for an answer,

Soviet attempts to film American
life have never yet been successful.

This Negro episode is only the lat-

est in a chain. The picture 'Pros-

perity* recently completed, dealing
with the American economic crisis,

is not so bad in some ways. Its

chief defect is that it doesn't in

the slightest resemble America. The
producers seem to have garnered
their local color from Pravda edi-

torials.

U. S. Sponsored, Mexican

Made. Film Is a Smash
Mexico City, Sept. 16. .

Current local cinema smash' is

'Alma Mexicana' ('Mexican Soul')
at Cine Olimpla, Par's show wln>
dow here. Picture is all-Mexican
.and features Alicia Ortiz and Don-
ald Reid.
Theme is exposition of fortitude

of the Mexican people during the
revolutionary period which lasted
nearly 20 years. Picture was pro-
duced in Mexico by Mrs. Juliet Bar-
ret Rublee of Washington, D. C,
wife of a former attache of the
American embassy here.
Mrs, Rublee is said to have spent

$30,000 producing the picture 1 with
the object of making known to the
world the beauties of Mexico and
its romantic traditions.

N. Y. EXHIB PRODUCING

TALKER IN HUNGARIAN

J. R. Whitney has started work
on a Hungarian talker to be made
entirely in New York. Film will

be entitled 'Marcsa in Amerika' and
will have a cast including Irene
Blller and Ilona Thury, both Hunr
garian stage names currently in

New York. Leading man will be
ah American actor yet to be se-

lected, story having to do with the

visit in New York of a Hungarian
girl. .

^

Whitney is owner of the 72nd St.

Playhouse, New York and expects
to export his picture to Hungary
as well as roadshow it in the United
States. It'll be the first direct shcjt

Hungarian talker to be seen here.

Ufa, BIP Cutting Into

U. S. Far East Trade
Shanghai, Aug. 19.

During the past year pictures in

this territory were divided about as
follows: ~: American 60%, Chinese
32%, French 3%, British 2%,
Japanese 0.3% and Russian 0.1%.
Considered certain, however, that
the entire table will be revised
within the next 12 months, so that
the, countries, will rank American,
Chinese, German, British.

. Associated British, Picture Co.
has just concluded a contract- with
Gaumont British for distribution of
all the G-B product here, and Ufa
has signed ' a- 100% product deal
with International Films. . 7
Certain to mean that the product

of those two companies will be
materially, boosted locally, meaning
that the two countries represented
will gain local prominence. •

••

Pudovkin Leader of New Russian

Film Regime, Old Clique Ousted

U. A. Leases Dominion,

London, as Show Case
London, Sept. 19.

United Artists has closed for the
Dominion Theatre as a West End
showcase. Deal is only temporary,
being for three months.
Understood U. A. has its eyes on

severaV other houses and may even-
tually go in for two West End thea-
tres: Recent product deals with
Columbia and British and Domin-
ions give United Artists about 50
pictures or more a year, in which
are included at least a dozen pic-
tures figured able to stand runs.
Therefore the need of more than
one house.

.

Patriotic Forger of

Hungary Turns Up as

Angel of Picture Co.

Budapest, Sept. 8.

'Souls in Storm,' Hungarian indie
picture now being shot at Tlhany
in four language versions, has for
production

.
manager and- backer

Imre Nadosy, one-time chief of na*
tlonal. police force and head of ro-
mantic franc forgery plot which
created a stir six years ago.
Nadosy, then highest police au-

thority in this country, and his ac-
complices figured that by forging
enormous quantities of French franc
notes they would ruin the value cif

French currency, France being held
as at the bottom of Hungary's- post-
war national misfortunes.
Plotters— had no selfish objects,

scheme being inspired by .madcap
patriotism. The forged notes, pre-
pared in a governmental printing
plant, were perfect,' 'and two exl-

offlcers who tried to pass them . in

Amsterdam were only, pinched, be-
cause they omitted to insert the
marks of. pins by which packets of

French notes are always, held to-
gether. •

Threatening diplomatic : conflict

blew, over, but plotters; ; among
whom' were a ^rincei. several aristo-
crats, churchmen and. politicians,

were convicted;- Nadosy. served a
three years' term of prison. .

Romantic criminal now blossoms
out as film producer and is on
friendliest terms with French actoris

and actresses employed in picture,

which is to be released in Paris
with the title 'Coeurs Dans l'Orage.'

South Africa

By H. Hanson

Capetown, Aug. 16.

No Improvement in business.
'

Optimists express ' 'opinions that
there are signs of the depression
lifting, but nothing definite so far.
Apparently the. South African

office of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
takes the optimistic view, as busi-
ness is good with them. South
African managing director Carl J.
Sonln says he has placed some ex-
cellent orders over here, but the
duty of three pence per foot on films
has now 12%% added to it, and this,

he considers, is a powerful obstacle
to business.

.

Charles Raymond arrives in Sep-
tember to take' over the manage-
ment of Metro-Goldwyh-Mayer new
cinema in Johannesburg.

The. tragic; death of Howard
Glover, scenic artist for African
Theatres, caused by a fall in Johan-
nesburg, aroused a sensation when
his son, Desmond, was arrested and
committed for trial on a charge of
culpable homicide, it being alleged
he pushed his father, who fell and
struck his head. The Attorney-
General has now decided not to
prosecute Desmond, who goes free.
The Government Public Service

Department has issued a circular
disapproving of public servants
playing in orchestras or acting as
Comedians, etc., in a music hall dur-
ing their term of office. This has
been done through complaints made
by bona-flde musicians and artists
out of work.

Johannesburg is turning purist.
The Customs Department has noti-
fied booksellers and news agents
that, all photos of naked- figures,
unless they are of natives, are
banned. The ban does not apply to
nudist magazines. Well-known so-
ciety papers ahd illustrated week-
lies are to be scrutinized for 'un-
chaste' pictures. The Customs have

marked for special attention Ameri-
can and English physical culture
Journals, which will undergo a
stringent censorship.

Looks like listeners-in are fed up
with the African Broadcasting Com-
pany apd lukewarm promises to im-
prove their station. Petitions are
being signed for the Postmaster-
General either to call upon the. Afri-
can Broadcasting Company to pro-
vide better' service or permit an in-
dependent enterprise. Wireless deal-
ers complain that with the poor sta-
tion outfit they cannot do trade with
cheaper sets, while the more expen-
sive sets are rejected in the' present
bad times.

Moscow, Sept. ,1.

Vsevelod Pudovkin, director of

Last Days of St. Petersburg' and-

Other pictures known to America,

has been chosen president of a
newly formed Association of Cinema
Workers. The new organization re-

places a. former association .restrict-

ed to 'proletarian* producers and
actors only. Like its corresponding

proletarian groups in the other arts,

this was dissolved at the instance

of the Communist party..

In years of undisputed control of
the arts the co-called proletarians
became a little oligarchy which
issued ukases and stepped on- other
people's work without doing any-
thing, brilliant itself. End of their
reign has brought some fresh air
into the cinema world here, as in
the theatre and other art domains.

International Crop/
: Pudovkin himself is very .opti-
mistic about the outlook for the new
cinema year. Personally, he- is put-
ting the finishing touches on his
film, 'Deserter,' for early release. It
is one of a crop of 'international'
pictures made last year. He . tells
the story of a. German who deserts
his fellow workers. By accident he
is employed on a ship which goes to
the

.
Soviet Union, There he sees

the progress of socialist society, is

sold on the idea and returns, home
to rejoin, the radical labor move-
ment. The theme does not sound
top thrilling in outline, but.Pudov-
kin's experimental genius may be
depended on to put it over.
Even greater expectations are

held out for 'Ivan,' directed' by '

a

gifted Ukranian named Dovzhenko.
This Dovzhenko . has to his credit
one of the best things Russia has
produced In a decade-^-the film
'Earth,' which was suppressed' here
fp-; political reasons, but was recog-
nized as a fine piece of work all' the
same. 'Ivan,' unlike 'Earth,' will" be
a sound film. • '

.

'
' '

-

:
;

.

' Nikolai Batalov, the Moscow Art
Theatre actor, who played the role
of teacher.-

:
and leader in 'Ticket to

Life,' which woi ' attention in -New
York, plays the" lead ift a new pic-
ture, 'The Horizon/' by Le"o Kule-
3hov. -N. Ekk is at Work on' ai color
sound film tentatively titled 'Woman
of the Soviet Union.'
Sergei Eisenstein, back frdm

Mexico with a grudge against Upton
Sinclair and the vaguest notion of
what will liappen to his unedited
film, striking out along new lines
with his first comedy. Taking his
cue from a recent change in politi-

cal tone in favor of more human
and less propagandist films, he de*-
;ided to take a plunge into laughter.
He mobilized a leading scenario
writer, Victor Shklovsky, to work
with him, and Nikolai Erdman,
playwright, has undertaken to do
the dialog.

COL CHILLS ON COAST

PRODUCED F0MGNS

Schlesihger. still closing down
cinemas and dismissing managers;

Calcutta Film Trade

Goes to Lowest Ebb
Calcutta, Aug.^ 16.

Conditions In India are unbe-
lievably bad for show business of
all kinds. Only live shows in ' the
country are a six-piece concert
group working regimental theatres;
a conjuror and his wife, working In

schools; the Grant Anderson com-
pany, playing Shakespeare in Indian
theatres and Rex Storey, Rose Lee,
Len Mantell and four girls in a
sort of revue at whatever theatres
they can find that are not show-
ing pictures.

Only film houses here doing any-
thing to speak of are the Globe
showing Metro films; the Madan
with Fox pictures and the New
Umpire with an assortmont of

I'nitefj Artists and Fox.

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Columbia is cold on local foreign
production, despite it has been con-
templating a program of direct-shot
Spanish pictures for some time. Un-
settled condition of the foreign mar-
ket has scared the studio off.

Company will continue to super-
impose Portugese, Dutch and Span-
ish titles on films, and. an occasional
Chinese job, but no others, until
quota and tariff laws have been
modified, and a higher exchange. rate
prevails on foreign money.

Alaskan Show Biz

Seattle, Sept. 19.

Eric Paulson, who manages the
Capital, Juneau, the swellest ou.se

in Alaska, seating 1,200, reportH
that Capt. Lathrop, Fairbanks,
Alaska, showman, has just been
appointed by C}ov. Parks, of Alaska
to the board of regents of the. Uni-
versity of Alaska.
Only one organist is working in

Alaska theatre show, Don Adler, at

the Empress, Fairbanks Houses set
55c gent-rat adrnish.

Bob Bonder, i?x-Kox West Coast
N:W.dlv. mgr.. making good urn

'

editor of th* Alaska 'Empire,'
daily paper in Juneau.
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Talking Shorts
'STRANGE AS IT SEEMS'
Color Novelty
8 Mins.
New York, New York

Universal No. 20
This is one of the John Hix of£-

screen talker series, is not theatre
matter and has the added disadvan-
tage of being in bad color stuff.

Altogether,- four clips are projected.

These are serious camera studies

of uncommon items.
Includes a badly colored clip de-

picting: 'water cowboys of Hawaii,'
meaning cow wranglers that swim
cattle to lighters, which serve the
regular shipping vessel. Finale clip

is on the Braille system for the

blind and how it's made is most
interesting. Shows how the Braille

books are printed and set up. Also

shows J. Robert Atkinson, the blind

sponsor of the Braille Institute for

the Blind.
For Just color effect, the clip

showing how vegetables crystalize

under polarized light through a
strong microscope, is the best, but
still hard : on the eyes. Another
shows' a couple of scenes in a.Mor-
roccan town, where Christian wom-
en.are barred altogether and Chris-
tian men can only travel through
in daylight. Freak stunters among
natives get closeups, such as a glass
eater and other, torture bearers de-
scribed as religious fanatics.

Bhan.

'RADIO GIRL1

Terry-toon Series
Cartoon
10 Mine.
Academy, N. Y.

Educational 2869
Just a cartoon filler, and not too

good, though It starts off like a new
idea. Begins as a kid on. radio,
with the morning exercises sent out
by a decrepit old man, a nance an-
nouncer.
Good that far, but veers quickly

to goofy and unoriginal stuff of the
central character falling in love
with the voice of the radio singing
girl. Fire breaks out in the studio,
so he jumps Into his radio set,

swims through the ether and saves
her, all the time singing- 'My Radio
Girl/
Sounds like a pop tune, though

may have been written,specially for

the short. Kauf,

THE MUSICAL DOCTOR'
Rudy Vallee Subject
10 Mins.
Rialto, N. Y.

Paramount
Rudy Vallee is the 'musical direc-

tor* who prescribes a croon, a hot
tune, a waltz or a tango to cure
certain ills as he does his stuff in
the Vallee hospital. Mae Questel,
the 'Betty Boop' girl, is given bill-
ing as first assistant. She pouts
and talks like Helen Kane, Miss

.
Questel being the winner of a Kane
Imitator contest.
Sammy Timbery arid Sammy Ler

ner are billed for the somewhat
laborious plot. They also wrote the
songs. Ray Cozine directs. 'Keep a
Little Song Handy' is one of the
thematic numbers.
A fairish one-to-flll. Abel.

MAGIC CARPET SERIES
'Ricksha Rhythm'
10 Mine.
Embassy, N. Y.

Fox Movietone
With the thousands of feet that

have been taken of the Bund and
inner corners of Shanghai, even
during the past year, it would seem
.difficult, to get a fresh 10-minute
subject on the town.
.'Rhythm,' however, records anoth-

er accomplishment for the Carpet
series. It

.
gets into the spirit of

Shanghai days . and nights as few
Chinese travel shorts have. It
makes of the . Far Eastern center
fully as good a job as it made of
Manhattan. Waly.

BETTY BOOP FOR PRESIDENT
Cartoon Comedy
10 Mins.
Rialto, N. Y.

Paramount
'Max Fleischer Nominates* is the

Introductory title to this 'Betty
Boop' short, with the cartoonic non-
sense very funny and withal ef-
fective. 'Miss Boop' does Hoover,
Coolldge and Al Smith impressions,
the thread of plot illustrating what
she would do 'If I'm the President.'
That's the theme s6ng.
Lots of funny business and the

usual Fleischer ingenuity on the
cartoon animation. Abel.

«l LOVE A PARADE'
Merrie Melodies series.
Cartoon.
10 Mins.
Orpheum, N. Y.

Vitaphone No. 5383
Nice cartoon built around the pop

tune. Line drawing is satisfactory
and there are several fairly hearty
laughs, plus a few good tricks.

In this series some of the animals
do some singing, riot always a good
Idea, but bke as handled here to
build up a song. ' Words of the
lyrics are not thrown on the scree:

for the audience, as in other similar
oborts. Kauf.

'YOO HOC
With Jimmy Gleason
Comedy
22 Mins.
Cameo, N. Y..

Jimmy Gleason saves this short.

But even with him it's secondary
entertainment for the straight film

subsequents. On a combo bill the

average vaude skit would outshine

it. It's a mediocre attempt at com-
edy drama. Photography and re-

cording okay.
,

Has to do with Gleason as a line-

man . bumping into a runaway
orphan. He adopts the kid and
keeps him against all odds, with the
girl friend falling for the infant
also, to make' a happy ending. The
kid is good. Hollywood Idea at
comedy is injected in the opening
sequence by showing a tough-look-
ing hombre do a pansy wrist wave
at Gleason. That's the only clue in

the film for the title it bears;
That first laugh is well enough,

but trying to build on it and on
other stuff by. stretching it" out
makes the piece lag. Looks like bad
handling of an idea that has possi-

bilities. Shan.

MOVIE CRAZY
Harold Lloyd production and Paramount

release etarrlng Lloyd j Constance Currf-

mlngs featured. Clyde Bruckman directed

from story by Agues Christine Johnson,

John Grey and Felix Adler; "creen play

and dialog- by "Vincent Lawrence. Camera,
Walter Lundln; assistant director, Gaylord

Lloyd. Running time, 85 mins. at the

Rialto, N. Y., commencing Sept. 14 lor e,

run. .

'

Harold Hall... , .............. Harold Lloyd

The Girl. ConBtance Cummlngs
The Gentleman..... Kenneth Thomson
The Director Sidney Jarvls

An Asst. Director Eddie Peatherstone

The Producer Robert Mcwade
Producer's Wife. ..... .Louise CloSBer Hale
Spencer Charters, Harold Goodwin, Lucy
Beaumont, DeWitt Henninge, Mary Do-
ran, Noah' Young, Constantino Romanoff,

•Movie Crazy* is a 100% click.

Sure-iflre belly laugh-getter any-

where, and if It's laffe they buy,

Lloyd'll get plenty of box-office at-

tention. It's his first in two years,

which, in tne case of a Lloyd or a
Chaplin, is no deterrent, where
otherwise it would dim the public's

memory as regards almost any
other star.
While still of the familiar syn-

thetic school of Lloyd cinemania,
with its cannily constructed bits,

gags and business, there's more plot

to 'Movie Crazy' than heretofore.
Vincent Lawrence as scenarist and
dialog -writer,, insures that although
there aire still three mechanical laff

contributors in Agnes Christine
Johnson, John Grey and Felix Ad-
ler (the latter a Lloyd comedy
stay), not to mention the several

others who must have donated bits

and biz.

•Movie Crazy* wisely skirts the
Merton of the Movies' motif (re-
talkerlzed recently by Par as 'Make
Me a Star'), although it -almost
leads into the same hokum as Stuart
Erwin's dead-pan ambish to make
good in Hollywood:

Lloyd's resourcefulness not only
circumvents any suspicion of same-
ness, but develops along a new tan-
gent—although this must have been
an lntra-studlo headache right
through production—and emerges
with some brand-new comedy wrin-
kles.
The film starts a bit slow in the

Kansan locale of the Lloyd family
group, but once the screen-struck
tyro gets off, the Chief at the Santa
Fe station In L. A. and messes up a
location scene, the rest rides on a
crest of comedy waves.
The rorhantlc element Is well

planted, with Constance Cummlngs
doing an effective job as the girl
who is smitten with this new oddity—a male who hasn't made a pass at
her in the first five minutes. Har-
old's too naive for that, but he's
otherwise a complicated mess, well
sustaining the nickname of 'Trouble'
which she gives him.

.

Kenneth Thomson is the light
heavy and again discloses himself
as a player who possesses that
something which the ferrirries go for.
He's orie of those semi-sinister male
brunets who, if more sympathetl
cally cast, has a good chance for
femme appeal.

Action isn't all in the studio,
There's a big formal party scerie in
a Los Angeles hotel which Lloyd
gums up through the hired magi-
cian's props being erroneously
donned by Lloyd as their coats are
exchanged in the washroom. That's
a succession of wows.
The big dramatic punch' Is the

fight on the set which Is not in the
script, but which intrigues the pro-
ducer regardless. It ultimately gets
him a contract. Against this back-
ground is Lloyd's complications with
the studio manager.
The star comic's celluloid artifices

have given him a series of cork-
ing., situations which he mllkB
to the utmost. The answer Is that
the 90 minutes' running time doesn't
seem as long. It's another picture
that holds so much it'll get a modi-
cum of repeat trade, which about

tells everything. Abel,

Miniature Reviews

'Movie Crazy' (Par). Harold
Lloyd in a corking comedy,
replete with wow belly laffs.

Sure-fire.

•Lily Christine' (Par-B. &
D.). Paramount quota feature

starring Corlnne Griffith. A
poor, slow, and therefore tedi-

ous unwinding of a Michael

Arlen triangle story. A second
selection for minor double-bill

houses over here.

'The Painted Woman' (Fox).

Weak story and not much pull

in the cast. Routine south sea
isle material that registers neg-
ative.

'Night of June 13' (Par).

Murder trial motif absorbingly
worked out with fascinating

character study and a touch
of satire. Mary Boland in a
comedy character role that will

make her talked about.
'Dynamite Denny' (Mayfair).

Fairiiliar pattern railroad story

best suited for double bills.

Light weight.
'Beyond the Rockies' (Pathe).

Tom Keene in a familiar

story which is given material

help by author and director.

Should please.
'Midnight Morals' (Mayfair).

Unimportant . night club story

that is best as the lower half

of a double bill. Sub-standard
in its class.

'Cruiser Emden' (Emelka),
How the German cruiser sunk
half a dozen enemy ships.

Well done, though subject is

problematic for this country.

German, customers will go for

it strong. .,

'The Vanishing/) Frontier'

(Far). If first line , associate

producers turn out stuff like

this one, the lowlier grinds will

have a surfeit of product.

'Goona Goona.' (First T>iv.).

Originally released in Europe as
'The Krlss* this feature, a little

late In the Bali cycle, must be
exploited by all booking it in

the U.S.
'Two Fisted Law* (Col.). Tim

McCoy in stereotyped western
of stencil plot. Poorest of the
recent lot In the Col. series.

'The Last Man' (Col.). Ex-
pensive and highly pictorial

production with not enough
plot to back the other angles.

In the money but not a big
grosser. >

Those We Love' (W-W).
Good program picture for the
lesser first runs and beyond.
Some capital bits and a win-
ning finish.

LILY CHRISTINE
(BRITISH MADE)

Paramount British production and release

Stars Corlnne Griffith; features Margaret
Bannerman and Colin Cllve. Directed by
Paul Stein. Based on Michael Arlen's novel rr"";;„ Z. v v.,

»«•-

of same name; dialog by. Arlen. At the I
tractlveness which is hers cannot

Playhouse, Mamaroneck, N. Y.'.-as halt, of

double bill.

Lily Christine........ .Corlnne Griffith

Rupert Harvey Colin Cllve
Mrs. Abbey.. Margaret Bannerman
Ambatrladl.. Miles Mender
Ivor Summerset.... Jack Trevor
Muriel Harvey .Anne Grey

situation, and this Is what will

drive audiences to audible irrita-

tion. The blarho can and should be
accepted by Paul Stein, the director,

and Michael Arlen, the author, who
did the dialog. Both men. have ap-
parently tried' to imply more

,
than

the camera could register. Result is

a series of sequences which merely
hang in the air, with no definite

objective in view. It will make wit-
nessers wbrider what it's all about.
So, In trying not to be too obvious,
those in charge have leaned so far

the other way that they've almost
succeeded in evolving a mystery pic-
ture from a simple enough triangle
story, said to have been thoroughly
enjoyable in book form.

Holding dialog which is produc-
tive of little or nothing, and unre-
lieved by action, the cast method-
ically emit Just so many words in a
continuity of unfinished scenes. And
they talk so slowly. This complete
Ignoring of pace is a barrier for the
entire cast to the point where it re-
flects credit on no one. Colin Cllve
is not without reputation on both
continents as an actor—his 'Jour-
ney's End' performance was enough
—but they've managed to keep his
ability a dark secret in this instance;
Likewise Margaret Bannerman, a
prominent name in the British the-
atre, who nevertheless doesn't even
come to mind for what she does in
this film. Jack Trevor screen as a
No. 2 Ralph Forbes and plays unin-
terestingly, while Miles Mander may
be said to have salvaged more than
the others in a secondary part as
the roue friend of the tiffing mar-
ried couple. Trevor is the husband
and Miss Griffith the wife. Cllve
and' Miss Bannerman are the 'other
people' in the case. Anne Grey,
portraying Clive's wife, is a sure bet
to lose him to Miss Griffith, which
happens. Even the direction has
been incapable of disguising this
despite the dilly-dallying on the
way.

It all starts oyer a pair of broken
glasses while Miss Griffith is out
driving. She can't see without them,
Cllve can't pilot a car and it forces
her to an overnight stop in his
house with the wife "away. Of-
course, Miss Griffith is lady-some-
thing-or-other. • Arlen wrote it.

*

The night's lodging is Innocent
enough, although Stein has at least
had sufficient perspicacity to flash
Miss Griffith in scanty attire, but
the incident Is enough for Ivor to
intend Paris divorce proceedings
against Miss Griffith. He'd been
looking for an out for four reels,
and this seems the big opportunity,
regardless- of what It does to his
wife's good name. Hence, that
places Ivor on the shady side of
being a gentleman, and the final
presumption is that there's a double
divorce after Miss Griffith has
walked in front of truck as one, if

not successful, way out of it all, but
leading to . the presumed eventual
marriage of the Lady and Cllve.
Miss Griffith has -obtained two fa-

vorable breaks from this picture,
Irrespective of its texture as a feat-
ure. First is that the camera work
is favorable to her, for she is
beautiful woman. Second is that
few if any of the first line Yankee
dally critics will apply their fingers
to 'Lily Christine,' for the simple
reason that over here it -will hide
away. But even the physical at-

PAINTED WOMAN
Fox production and release. Directed by

John Blystonr. Adaptation by Guy Boltoq
from A. C. Kennedy's 'After tho Bain.
Dialog by Loon Gordon. Peggy Shannon,
and Spencer Tracy featured. At the Boxy,
Now York, week of Sept. 15. . 'Running
time, 73 minutes.

Tom Brian Sponccr Tracy
Klddo, Peggy Shannon.
Boynton William Boyd
Robert Dunn. ....
Jim...

overcome in this day the flatness of
voice and inept delivery that also
remain with Miss Griffith in this
film. Bid.

i
Irving PioheJ ,

....... .Raul Roulien

With a story that offered small
possibilities in the first place an d,

:

a production and casting follow-up
that couldn't cope -with such a liter*

ary handicap, 'Painted Woman' was
doomed before the first turning of
the camera crank. It's hard to see)

how the studio figured a good . pic* \

ture would result from the material
at hand.
Beyond flattering scenic and pro* -'

Auction effects, this story received,

little help, although It needed plenty* :
'

As far as cast is concerned the?!

players deliver in the acting way, -

but the best the list has to offer in
'

names are Peggy Shannon, Spencer •;

Tracy and William (stage) Boyd. •

The picture, with a big story handl- >

cap to begin with, called for much
stronger marquee representation.

It's a white girl on a. south sea
isle again, and she goes through the
usual paces. She's as near to Sadie

'

Thompson as it is possible to get
without being a duplicate, and that",
goes also for other characters, be- -

sides the locale and the phonograph.

'

She conks a guy in. a, Singapore '

dive, accepts a hardbolled sea
captain's proposition for a getaway,

'

and Is dropped off on a pearl fishing
isle, with the Capt. making a com-

'

blnatlon promise and threat to pick:
her up on the return trip.

Her marriage to an ex-marine
who's in the pearl bz is based on
real love, which is a novelty for this
lady, and the complications that,
follow result from her attempts to

.

keep the burning Capt. away from
friend husband after the Captain
finds out that she crossed him by
getting married. They just won't
let a girl go straight in the tropics.
Sadie had the same trouble.

Tracy, Boyd and Miss Shannon
try hard to make the story almost
believable and don't succeed, de-
spite creditable work on their part.
Their respective roles were walks
for the two men. Although showing;
an improvement in looks, Mies
Shannon is basically much too In*,

genue for the roughhouse part. Irv-
ing Plchel does more than anyone
to keep things moving by convinc-
ingly playing the No. 2 vlllian
through most of the footage. Raul
Roullen as a native diving boy is as
impressive as Coolldge in an Ijidlan,
suit. The makeup and dialect don't
fit.

They dragged in—and dragged 1st

the word—several side issues that
have little or nothing to do with the>
plot In an effort to bolster up the)

story's Inherent weakness, but noth*
ing helped. The pearl diver's bout"'
with an octopus should thrill but
doesn't, while a native girl with
lung trouble dies at the half-way'
mark for no reason.

Wheri the occasion calls for smart
repartee, Leon Gordon's dialog la
okay. Otherwise the talk isn't above*
the groundwork In quality. Bige.

This Is the picture which reput
edly convinced Paramount last

spring that, for itself, making Alms
in England Is a waste of a good
many things, including money. The
deduction, if based upon this result,

can hardly be said to be misplaced

The Woman 9
s Angle

'Strange Interlude' (MGM). O'Neil. interpreted by Norman Shearer
and her three Hollywood men. Adaptation preserves the psycho-analytic/

There is no compromise here, for I novelty of the original and enlarges upon basic box office situations
Lily Christine' is a bad picture
Even British audiences have prob
ably stamped it as a bore, and
there's

.
nothing tolerant about

American patrons where their
screen fare is concerned, regardless
of the source. A Westchester sub-
urban gathering . grew very impa
tient with it.

Besides marking a detour point
for Paramount, 'Christine' is other
wise notable for defining Corlnne
Griffith's return to the talking
screen and her first effort abroad.

with principal players who have great popular appeal. A significant
matinee entrant that will be discussed, but not rouslngly acclaimed^
over ribbon ' counters and bridge tables.

'Bird of Paradise' (U). Melodramatic make-believe, diverting but too
obvious to occasion great concern over the welfare of its characters*
Entertainingly spiced with naive, primitive love scenes and an ingrati*
atlng performance by Joel McCrae, as a civilized Tarzan of the South*
Seas. • \- % '.

The Crash'. (FN). Fanettes, eagerly patronizing the first co-starring

„„„„ release of Hollywood's publicized newlyweds, are bewildered by unsym.<

Of the "film's ^edeemrng^attrTbutes. I
Pathetic performances and a much-adb-about-nothing, stock market plot.-

Miss Griffith's appearance is the
most Important. The other, though
minor, is a splendidly orchestrated
and rendered conception of a popu
lar song used as a musical back-
ground to some of the scenes. How
ever, it is the star's lens Impression
which will mainly

Miss Chatterton's lavish but recklessly unbecoming wardrobe merits only
adverse comment.

American trade and be the intrigu-
ing factor for the limited public it

will reach over here. Miss Griffith
remains very lovely of face and fig'

ure. But not so her ability to han-
dle dialog. She has yet some way
to go before the microphone ceases
to be an Impediment to her. Still,

that appearance continues so cap
tivating that few will argue that

'Movie Crazy' (Par). Hilarity riding rough-shod over the glamor of
Hollywood, with Harold Lloyd as the calamitous bull in a movieland
china shop. Evokes no sympathy for a stolid-faced hero whose excel-

interest
D
^th^ I

lently developed predicaments are solely the result of his own insane
blundering. Awfully funny in spots, but primarily for matrons who shop
for clean fare for the kiddles.

.'Painted Woman1 (Fox). A cabaret girl wins redemption and likeable

Spencer Tracey in the . South Seas. Tale has been told too many timed
to arouse interest in a starless cast and a disjointcdly routine recital.

'The Night of June 13th' (Par). . A lesser 'Grand Hotel' wherein mur-
der slowly involves the residents of one street in a suburban town,

further study on Miss Griffith's part I Drawless beyond a piquant title and all-around, utility cast, and vague
can deny her a place in the ranks
of the film players should she wish
to prolong her screen career.
The picture's screaming deficiency I

is a complete disregard of tempo.
It drags and it drags. No effort in
direction or cutting to relieve the

I

in love interest,

program rating.

Relics on tardily presented comedy to earn average

'Big City Blues' (WB). Joan Blondell, , Eric Linden, and a pungent
title, sacrificed to a hysterical description of New York's recklessness
and depredation. Even country cousins will discredit its exaggerations.
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LAST MAN

Colombia production and release featuring
ICharlee Blckford and Conitance Cummlnga.
Directed by Howard Hisgins. Story by
Keen* Thompson, Dialog by Francis Fara-

- goo. Bam Nelson, asst. dir. Benjamin
Kline, camera. Glen Romlnger. eound.
Gen* Hayllck, editor. At the Fox theatre,
[Brooklyn, one week, commencing Sept. 10.
(Running time, OS mlns.
Bannister.......*. Charles Blckford
[Marian ••*«....Constance Cummlnga
Mr. Wingate. ........... ..Alec B. Franola
Marsden. ........••»•»•»••. ...Alan Roscoe
BDngllsh Charlie..*.'.**....*.. . .Robert Ellis

HVoa-Le-Ton. ................ .Jimmy Wang
tEgyptlaa Spy.*.**....Am. .Johnny Eberts
Glbbs. ....... .....«•••.•»•*.•.Bill Williams
IHalboro. . «...«...^*„.wnn ,.i,.Al Smith
lOaptaln (Ballentyne). ........ .....Hal Price
First Mate (Ballentyne). ...... ..Kit Guard
Capt. (Blencoe). Ed Le Saint
First Mate (Glencoe) .Jack Carlisle
Second Ifate (Ballentyne)...George McGrtll

'
doctor, .....••«.. . .«.««.. . •Jack' Richardson
Swede Sailor. .. . ..w.... ..... .Bill Sundholm
Joe. ..... . •...«»....*.«. •Bob St. Angelo

Columbia has spent plenty of

money and time on this picture, but
falls to register the expected hit be

cause the story Is lacking real ap
peaL It is Involved and occasionally
Implausible, There Is no real grip
to the plot, so the feature becomes
merely a handsomely, made produc-
jtion of a spectacle spoiled by the
itrlte .development of an unconvinc-
ing: story] Probably the spectacular
side will get It over below the de
fuze rating, but It misses being a
pjmash hit.

Story starts with the denouement
p> obtain an arresting . opening and
fchen goes back to relate the nana
jtlve; a device which works well here
since it gives the only concrete ap
peaL A freighter Is seen through
the tog. approaching an apparent
jaerellct. Boarding the latter the
(crew find . 12 dead men and a luna
jtlc, the latter vehemently, protesting
that he had been tried by a jury of
bis peers and acquitted. The dead
jnen are, of course, the jury to his
jcrazed Imagination, but this is not
jnade clearly apparent.
Further search reveals a girl and

ja man, the latter wounded, but not
dangerously. He tells the story of
a crooked shipowner who wrecks
tils craft for the insurance on hulls
land freight. The narrator Is a de-
tective for the insurance company.
He finds that the owner (Wingate)
has been working with the Port Said
agent of the insurers (Marsden) to
.defraud the company. The detective
jarranged a shipment of supposed

f
old, which the conspirators planned
o land on an island before sinking

the craft Knowledge of the plans
started a mutiny between, two
cliques In the crew and all were
billed but the detective, Wingate
'and the tatter's daughter.
The ' opening scenes sound a

strong keynote, but the story drops
(to a minor key when the narrative
commences. There are long se-
Suences showing the activity of the
etective set chiefly in a dive, smat-

terings of a growing love Interest
(between him and the girl, which
never gets very marked, and a long
toerles. of walk-through scenes In
(Port Said which give local color but.
bamper the development of the
thread of the story. It might have
helped had more time been given
|o the relation of the 'plot and less
§o the introduction of color which
its expensive beyond any possible re-
turn.

Charles Blckford Is good as~ the
detective and Alec B. Francis is re-
markably able as the crooked ship
owner, while Constance Cummlngs
Hoes the little assigned her compe-
tently but not brilliantly. The others
are all well cast, but are unable to
gain the required interest because
of the lack of substance to their
roles. The direction concerns itself
too much with th6 pictorial side to
get out what little suspense the
story contains. With better writing
this would have been a big grosser.
As it stands it's a picture rather
than a play. Chic.

NIGHT OF JUNE 13
Paramount production and release.' Di-

rected by Stephen Roberts. Long cast of
Btandard names but no star. Story by Vera
Caspary. Adaptation by Agnes Brand
Leahy, Brian Marlow and William Stevens
McNutt. Camera, Harry Flsohbeck. At
the Paramount, New Tork, Sept. 17. Run-
ning time, 70 minutes.
John Curry. .Cllve Brook
Truffle Morrow .• . .Llla Lee
Phlfo Strawn .Charlie Ruggles
Herbert Morrow.., Gene Raymond
Ginger Blake...., .i......Frances Dee
Mazle Strawn Mary Boland
Elna Curry...... Adrlanne Allen
Grahdpop Strawn Charley Grapewin
Martha Blake Helen Jerome Eddy
Junior Strawn; Billy Butts
Mr. Morrow Edward Le?alnt
Mrs. morrow..... .Helen Ware
Otto...... Richard Carle

Problem play trickily worked out
as a comedy-drama, and one that
Sustains interest in spite of being
overboard on footage. No outstand-
ing marquee name to draw, but a
solid cast of personalities,, raising
the interesting issue of the potential
draw of group strength as against
powerful star billing.
On merit the picture will build

where mouth-to-mouth has a chance
to operate and in all respects is a
thoroughly Interesting and work-
manlike class product.
Strength of the story is that it

presents extremely human people
engaged mostly upon commonplaces
that become interesting because the
characters .ire flesh and blood. First
half of the footage Is slow and quiet
as it lays a solid foundation of char-

acter and atmosphere for the little
world of one street In a middle-class
suburb. A neurasthenic wife builds
up a tragedy in the self-Imagined
infidelity of her husband with the
perfectly Innocent girl next door.
She commits suicide, and the hus-
band, to save the girl, allows him-
self to go to trial for murder. First
makes the least absorbing chapter,
Story comes to life with a bang

at the trial, where the people of the
community, all well enough, lnten
tloned creatures, practically convict
the innocent man by their testi-

mony, partly waspish Inference of
small-minded people, and partly to
conceal their own trivial misdeeds,
give distorted testimony that bit by
bit nudges the victim toward the

Character here is -sketched with
shrewd and telling strokes of the
pen, character that is mostly petty
and sometimes a little mean; but in-

tensely real. Teamwork of a varsity
cast of troupers conspires with nice
writing and fine direction to produce
a notable composite.
The whole case against the bus

band is broken down when the girl

herself in all frankness explains just
what did happen, and a situation
that suggested tragic consequences
dissolves into a comedy denouement.
On the way there are touches of
keen social satire and maybe a
casual spoof at the majesty of the
law. Certainly the whole thing is a
grand jape at .

smug, prosperous
middle-class suburbia.
Out of a fascinating gallery of

portraits there stand two creations
of special note. One is the volup
tuously graphic figure, of a buxom
suburban mama done with an in-
spired sense of caricature by Mary
Boland, and the other Is a comedy
character old man contributed, by
Charley. Grapewin— that same
Grapewin of hallowed memory.
Helen Ware does a companion

piece to the Boland role, this dra
matlc veteran turning to comedy
with real trouper facility. Adrianne
Allen, English newcomer, does' ex-
tremely well with the trying role of
the wife with.the green-eyed hallu
clnations, whiie Cllve Brook plays
the distressed suburban husband in

his usual English gentleman style.

He fits in fairly well, but why the
choice fell upon him is a puzzle.

Llla Lee and Frances Dee contrib-
ute two engaging young people,
playing with sure touch that marks
all their work, and for once Charlie
Ruggles Is relegated to the back
ground as a humdrum commuter
husband with small chance for his
dry humor to register.

Production is rich in effective

slants. Capital sequence was that
in which it was sought to convey
the way sentiment In a dumbbell
community reacts to a" murder
charge made against a neighbor.
There is a swift succession of fleet-

ing shots which illuminate local

public feeling: Two men exchange
a few words in the local speakeasy;
Commuters on the 6:10 swap ideas;

a housewife makes her comment
over the gas range. They all know
the accused and always respected
him; but they all believe him guilty,

and the series of flashes are vivid
in character.
Comedy garnishing and character

revealment are what make the pic-
ture long, but these are the ele-

ments that give it distinction, and
there Is no footage wasted. The em-
bellishments are worth the time, for
once. Rush.

DYNAMITE DENNY
Like production and Mayfalr release. ' Di-

rected by Frank Strayer from the story and
continuity by W. Scott - Darling. Jules
Cronjager.' camera. Byron Robinson, editor.

C. B. Mills, eound. Vernon Keays, pro.
mgr.; Arthur S. Black, asst. dir. Cast:
Jay Wllsey, Blanche MehafTey. Wm. V.
Mong. Walter Perry, Matthew Betz. Fern
Emmett. At Loew's New York theatre,
one day, Sept. 13, as one half of a double
bill. Running time, G2 mine.-

. Strictly a pattern railroad story

which will And its greater useful-

ness on double bills or as soloist in

the C houses. Might get along on

some B programs, but won't mean
anything.

The old story of the brave young
engineer who sticks during, a strike

and gets tossed out by the union to

land a better job. The chairman of

the board does a Haroun al Raschid,

disguising himself as a boomer, or
itinerant fireman, to feel the temper
of the men. Though long the presi-
dent of the road, no one seems to
recognize him. Herb befriends him
and gets the girl and a yardmaster's
job.
Punch has the president knocked

out and alone on a runaway engine
with the hero giving chase in an-
other. Nothing new to this angle
and no effort made to alter it. They
won't start to clap and cheer until
it reaches the dime houses.
Jay Wilsey and Blanche Mohaffey

are the youthful pair .and William
V. Mong the disguised president. He
acts right out and lets you see he
Is acting. Never, once is convinc-
ing. Best work is done by Mat-
thew Betz in the bit part of a strike
agitator. At least, he's natural.
Photography often good. Sound

uncertain. Bad in the exterior shots
and in some interiors. Just 52 min-
utes of killed time.

PENSION SCHOELLER
('8choeller Boarding House')

(GERMAN MADE)
(With 8ongs

Hegewald production. George Schneider
release In U. S. Direction Georg Jacoby;
scenario, Walter Wasserman and Walter
Schlee from a stage play by W. Jacoby
and Carl Laufs; music and lyrics Fried-
rich Hollander and Kurt Bchwabach;
camera, George' Muschner and Willy Win-
tersteln. At the 72nd St. Playhouse, N.
T., oh grind, as half of double feature,
week Sept. IT. ' Running time 95 Mlns.
Pblltpp Klapproth. ....... ....Jacob Tledtke
Ulrlke ...Josephine Dora
Crete .....Truus van Aalten
Dr. Alfred Klapproth......Paul Heldemann
Ernst Ktssllng........,'..Kuit Vespermahn
Dlrektor Scholler Paul Henkels
Krau Pfelfter '..;»............ .Else Reval
Frledel ........... .Elga Brink
Bernhardt ' ......Victor de Kowa
Grober Fritx Hampers
Fraulein Kruger..... Hedwlg Wangel
Jailing* Frit* Schulz
FlOl Trude Berliner
Burgermelster ...............Karl Geppert

Good chance was lost here. It

could have been a swell satire, or

a very good comedy. It happens to

be a mediocre farce. It ought to

do fairly well at strictly. Teuton box
offices, but will cause no stir any-
where else.

Taken from a quite successful
German stage play. It must have
been ruined In the transition. Be-
cause the idea is an Ingenious one.
Starts in the banal manner with the
spendthrift city student who is
milking his country uncle allegedly
for education but actually for
amusement. Uncle comes to the city
and son has to work quick so takes
him to a boarding house, though tell-

ing uncle it's a sanitarium for crazy
people that he wants to purchase.
Inmates are not actually crazy, but
one of them meets uncle and wants
to tell him about his ambitions as
an actor. Another is an bid lady
who wants to find a suitor for her
daughter's hand., A third is a lady
who's interested in complexes and
psychology and wants to analyze
everyone she meets. They're typi-
cal boarding house folks, but the
uncle having been told they're crazy
can easily believe .they are when
talking to them.
Handled delicately this

.
could

have been very good fun, but the
director here couldn't make up his
mind whether he was doing comedy,
farce or something else. So he lets

all the boarding house people over-
do, overact, overemphasize their
fetishes and ends up with a Key-
stone comedy chase which , is. en-
tirely off key with the rest of the
picture.

Truus Van Aalten, Jacob Tledtke,
Paul Henkels, Fritz Hampers, Fritz
Schulz and Trude Berliner in the
cast are all attractive names, which
may help. Sound was very bad
when caught, but possibly due to

poor reproduction. Kaiif. .

THOSE WE LOVE
KBS production and World Wide release

from the stage play by S.' K. Lauren and
George Abbott Features Mary Astor, Ken-
neth' McKenna and Lllyan Tashman. Screen
play by F. Hugh Herbert. Directed by
Robert Florey. Arthur Edeson. camera.
Supervision editor, Martin G. Conn; editor.

Lose Loewlnger; Ralph De Lacey, art; Val
Burton; music. At Loew's New Tork the-

atre, one day, Sept. 18. Running time, .72

mine.
May ; Mary Astor
Fred ..Kenneth MacKenna
Valerie Lllyan Tashman
Blake Hale Ham llton

Ricky Tommy Conlon
Bert Parker........ .......Earle Foxe
Jake . ; Forrester Harvey
Bertha.. Virginia Sale
Daley Pat O'Malley
Mr. Hart ..'. Harvey Clark
Mrs. Henry Abbott. . ....Cecil Cunningham
Marshall: .Edwin Maxwell

Too spotty to get the attention of
the top runs, but an often good pro-
duction with a compelling finish,

that will catch the women by the
throat. Done from the stage play,
it frequently has the advantage of
the play's dialog. For the rest it is

carried over by the human touch
of the story and the good work of
most of the players. Just a pro-
grammer, but it can single in the
lower half of the A section and do
well in the family patronage houses.
Based on the familiar theme of the

married vamp who loses out to the
other wife's level headedness, but
Intelligently developed by the orig-
inal authors- and not maltreated by
the scenarist where he has to cut
loose from the playscript for picture
purposes. Once or twice the injec-
tion of , comedy relief gives some
pretty terrible moments, but t.hese
are mercifully few; and against that
there is the fine climax in which
the 13-year-old son of the protag-
onists scents domestic trouble and
demands a . showdown with the
father bravely -making a clean,
breast of his one lapse, as much for
the sake of . his own self respect as
for that of the son.

This last sequence would atone
for more faults than are found in
the early action, and here Tommy
Conlon shares the honors with Mary
Astor and Kenneth MacKenna. He
Is natural and convincing, with
never the suggestion of the boy
wonder. He's real boy and he does
much to hold up the well written
scene.- There are other bits where
a combination of poor dialog and
not always good direction sink him
somewhat, but he is there for the
finish.

Mary Astor, who does not always

get the best of the lighting, plays
the wife delicately and her sensi-

tive appreciation of the big mo-
ments does much for the play. Mac-
Kenna : gets fewer chances, but
makes the most of these, and there
are a number of bits admirably
played, notably the Blake of Hale
Hamilton, Forrester Harvey as a
Swede janitor, and Edwin Maxwell
as a publisher. Lllyan Tashman,
third of the featured players, seems
to have been over directed as the
vamp. The part Is played with too
much stress and with an entire lack
of subtle shading. She . even goes
south on costume, for her last dress
Is about the ugliest thing she has
eyer worn in a picture;
The production is well made, the

settings satisfying, and the lighting
good. Slightly overboard on the
opening Armistice event, but it cost
money to make this and they prob-
ably wanted to get their money's
worth. The photography is almost
uniformly good, and the sound a
fair average, though oft once or
twice. Chtc. -

BEYOND THE ROCKIES
David Selznlck production and Radio re-

lease, Btarrlng Tom Keehe. Associate pro-
ducer, Harry . Joe Brown: Director, Fred
Allen. Story by John P. McCarthy. Adap-
tation by Oliver Drake. Dialog by Bennett
Cohen. Asst. director. Dave Lewis. Ted
McCord, camera. Carroll Clark, art. R. E.
Tyler, eound. Wm. Clemmens, editor. Cast:
Rochelle ' Hudson. Marie Wells. Ernie
Adams, Julian Rlvero, Hank Bell, Tom
London, Wm. Welsh, Ted Adams. At
Loew's New . Tork theatre, one day. Sept.
13. as one . half of a double bill, ' Running
time, 55 mlns.

Basically this is the.same old law
officer parading as a bad man to
catch the cattle rustlers. But the
seedy old plot has been jazzed up
into something better than,the base
would suggest. As it stands It's a
better, than average . western and
should please wherever they like the
cow and canter cantatas.'

Tom Keene comes on tne scene
with three reckless companions, ap-
parently on mischief bent. They
chase another bunch off an attempt-
ed stage coach robbery, but in spite
of this they meet but a cold wel-
come when they follow the stage
into town. They get a job on a
ranch and fight an opposition out-
fit, eventually getting the goods on
the buxom - Marie Wells who runs
a ranch as a base for rustling.
That's one of the kinks. The boss
villain is a woman and not a man,
and an attractive woman, at that.
Keene makes a likable lead, and

gets ample support from Julian Rlv-
ero, as one of his pals. There are
times when the comedy threatens to
cut the star out, but he doesn't go
under; Ernie Adams, as another
side kick, also helps along. Ro-
chelle Hudson is the heroine, but
that means nothing in a western.
There Is one good fist fight along

about the middle, but In place of
the usual finish there is a fight over
the cows which the rustlers are at-
tempting to get over the border.
Keene and his men mill them and
head them back home. Some of
these scenes suffer from indistinct
photography, but there is enough
good stuff here to -carry it over.
In other places there Is some fine
photography which Is decidedly out
of the ordinary. Script well devel-
oped and directed for the fullest
effect. It is a sprightly and swift
moving story and not merely me-
chanical repetition.

VANISHING FRONTIER
Larry Darmour production released by

Paramount. Directed by Phil Rosen. Story
and screen play by Stuart Anthony. At
Loew's New York one day, Sept. 10. Run-
ning time, C3 mlns.
Klrby Tornell. . ....... .Johnny Mack Brown
Carol Wlnflcld;.. Evalyn Knapp
Aunt Sylvia zasu Pitts
Waco ..Raymond Hatton
Hornet J. Farrell MacDonald
Captain Kearney. Wallace MacDonald
Luclen Wlhfleld.. ...Ben Alexander
General Wlnfleld... George Irving
Dolores Joyselle

THE LODGER
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Sept. 9.

Julius Hagen production -released through
W. & F. Film Service. Directed by Maurice
Elvey. Star, Ivor Novello. In cast: Eliza*
bcth Allan, A. W. Baskcomb and others.
Running time, 85 mlns. Previewed Hippo*
drome, London, Sept. 8.

'The Lodger,' from the novel by
Mrs. Belloc Lowndes, was made as a
silent some years ago. The talkie
scenario is by Miles Mander rind-
Paul Rotha.

Over and over again we are of-
fered evidence that they can make
pictures in England, and the only
point for discussion on this subject
is why they do not make them
oftener. When a really good one
Is made here there's always a rea-
son. In this instance it is Julius
Hagen, the producer,, and Ivor No-
vello, who is starred, and who. has
had American experience.

Despite Its subject of 'Jack the
Ripper,' this is an eerie, absorbing
story without being morbid—at least
it has been so prepared and pro-
duced as to eliminate the suggestion
of ghoulishness.

Running parallel with the narra-
tion of the frightful murders of a
homicidal maniac Is a sweet love
story, gentle and poetic. Novello
plays a sensitive musician with a
sorrow so great he is unable to con- •

fide in anyone, not even the girl he :

loves, and who tells him she would
believe anything he told her. Novello -

Is an arresting personality, which
photographs romantically. Since the
advent of the talkers he has. proved
a much finer actor than when he
appeared In the silents. His char-
acterization of a dreamy musician
was relatively easy for him, inas-
much as he is a composer and in-

'

strumentallst.

Love scenes were ably supported
by Elizabeth Allan, whose depic-
tion of a working girl carried off her
feet by a romantic, soulful musician
was a fine piece of acting.

A. W. Baskcomb, principally
known to West-Enders as an elderly
lisping, half-witted character come-
dian, proved with the performance,
in this picture that he is an all-
round actor, and can secure laughs
without the lisp, and without being
idiotic.

Barbara Everest also gave an ex-
cellent performance as the. mother
of the girl, and there were half a -

dozen others worth mentioning.
Maurice Elvey's work was all that

could be desired in the matter of di-
rection; the production is artistic,
without being ostentatious; photog-
raphy generally good, but lacking
distinction, with the recording gen-
erally effective.

'The Lodger* Is a candidate for
American exhibition. Slightly cut,
to give just a little more speed for,
the development of the plot, would

,

enhance Its value. J6lo.
,

GAMIN DE PARIS
('Paris Urchin') ;

(FRENCH MADE)
Paris, Sept. 8.

Consortium Cinematographlque Franca Ise'

production and release. Directed by Gaston
Roudes. From the play by MM, Bayard
and Vanderbuch. Made In Eclair Eplnay
studios. Recorded XlangOIm. Running
time, 80 mlns.. • Aubert Palace, Paris, Sep-
tember 0. Cast includes Georges Mauloy
and Arlelle.

* Although slightly better mounted,
this type of material from Para-
mount is of an independent order
of a few years back. 'Vanishing' Is
all right for the lesser, admission
houses, changing more than twice
a week. There is plenty of night
riding. Nary a fist,, however, is
swung.
Johnny Mack Brown attempts a

cavalier, of the Spanish order In hie
interpretation of Klrby Tornell, a
type of polished bandit chief who
plays a piano and rides away with
the enemy's beautiful daughter.
There are. times when Brown, both
in voice and mannerism, does a
perfect Maurice Chevalier.

Towqell types are passe on the
screen. This hero vanquishes armies
after tying up captains to trees and
subduing generals. The whole thing
is so exaggerated it doesn't register,
even as a fable. Story goes to the
extreme of having the bandit the
honor guest at an army post mas-
querade.

Soldiers In this are strictly the
tin type. They can't fall fast enough
when Tornell and his men appear.
Even the general's daughter; played
by Evalyn Knapp, totters before the
suave killer-loyer.
With a cast such as is lined up

for this, and with the facilities at
the producer's disposal, thcro is no
reason for hike warm production
such as this release. Waly.

Film Is worth mentioning for two.
reasons. Total cost Is below $10,000,
creating a new low In French full-
length features, and is now being
even beaten in some coming re^
leases, such as Darbor productions,
about to release a $14,000 full-

length. Even if the production Is
bad—as is the case—it cannot fail
to make money. The second point
is that one of the players—Arlelle—
a young platinum blonde, who has
also acted on the stage as undcr'-
study -to Rence Devillers, is worth
a test. Photography makes her
look somewhat like Brlgette Helm,
but slimmer.
Film direction and technique, in-

cluding photo and lighting, arc so
bad that film just makes a test de-
sirable, but is not a real one.

Story is that of a war orphan,
whose sister had been seduced by a
general's son, getting . the old man
to okay the marriage of the lovers.
Treatment in all respects is ter-

rible, and except for Arlelle and
Georges Mauloy—veteran picture
actor who docs the general—acting
is in keeping with the techniauc.

Maxi.

GOONA-GOONA
('Love Powder')

(FRENCH MADE)
Produced by Andre Roosevolt and Armnnd

Denis, Released In U. S. through 1'MrHt
Division. At the Cameo, N. T., beginning
Sept. 10. Running time, 05 mlns. Native
Dallncne cast.

'Goona-Goona' Is essentially for
the subsequent run theatres. Houses
with odd policies, formerly known
as arties, should be able to retain it

profitably for a week. Everything,
however, depends upon individual
exploitation.
Abroad as 'The Krlss' the picture

is reported to have made money and
to have enjoyed extensive '.runs.
There it was the first feature -lengthy

(Continued on page 55)
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For making the "Night of June 13th'
4

an outstanding production in Para-

mount's 1932 schedule — Stephen

Roberts has been assigned the direc-

tion of "Lives of a Bengal Lancer" —
which is to be produced on a roadshow
basis. Congratulations, Mr. Roberts,

for a masterful job — well done!

'•iM^;::,.:.

-

of*

w-ttCLIVE BROOK, LI LA LEE
CHARLIE RUOGLES, OEIIE RAYMOM)
FRAIKES DEE, IRARY BOLAI1D
ADMAIME ALLEn Stephen 'r'^Us
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Works Slowly
Some , time ago It was . suggested

that a row of .wide chairs might be
installed for the comfort of persons
who were not able to fit JOosely into

the standard seats. ;. . .

'

.. Orie manager recently, reported
that the sturtt went over, but not for

a couple of mbnthsi He started the
idea off with a bang, but- so much
interest -was manifested in the occu-
pants of those seats that really fat

persons, who would be most apt to.

enjoy the added comfort, were shy
about occupying them. They were
not taking up room that, was re-

quired during the summer, so the

manager let them stay in.. Gradually
the 'seats, which were sold for a
dime more than the regulars, came
to be occupied, ' until now he sells

about two-thirds of them most
nights and all of them when the

house is full. Scheme works so. well

that he is figuring on a second row.

If you tried the stunt, and it was
not an immediate click, -this may
be the 'answer. The; gag dates back
to around the middle '90's, when
Neil Burgess put them in the Star
theatre, N. Y. About the same.time
Proctor's 23d St. Had divans, seat-

ing two, . which were, great, for the
spooners. Unlike the fat seats,

these saved .'space, since the arm
space "was saved on- each double
space.

Taper Off

Wise managers are tapering off

from the give-away stunts. Figure
that the new product and the re

turning prosperity n6 longer make
it imperative to toss in prize pack-
ages. But they are tapering and not
shutting down cold..

For the past couple of years bus!
ness has been built with all sorts

of extravagant gifts, and it is going
to be difficult to cut them off at

short notice. The average manager
feels tempted to, but the wise ones
are planning to space the splurges
a little farther apart, gradually
widening the gap until they are
practicaly out.

To help they aire refraining the.

stunts. They take out one idea and
put in another, changing again be-
fore the second becomes too firmly
established. One house which was

• giving 6ut new cars at intervals is

going to used; cars; and in this dl

vision is now down to Chevs, with
the Fords to come later. After that
there will be none.

Jt is the same way with other
stunts. Trade

.
giveaways will be

smaller and smaller until they reach
the- vanishing point.

Beady for Lloyd
Release of the Harold Lloyd com-

edy will probably mean a rush to
the laughing record which was first

Used to promote his comedies, but
Which has come into general use
since then. One man in a town
where the shopping district is only
seven blocks long has arragned to
wire a loudspeaker in at least one
spot in each block to be fed from
the theatre with the laugh mixture
during showing times. •

Police have assured him that it is

all right with them, but warn they
may have: to act on a complaint,
bat the exhib figures that even if he
has to muffle the stunt after a day
he'll still be off to a flying start
before formal complaint can be
entered. •

ILoudspeakers are to be borrowed
aijid the wire will be returned to the
electrician, with payment made for
such wire as has been rendered
useless to; him. This involves only
trie short- lengths, and cost will, not
be -very large. All to be worked from
the same record, as a lack of syn-
chrony would raise too much din.

|
- Dead Now

litis a dead stunt for some time t6
fcdme. now,' but one New Hampshire,
manager, capitalized, the eclipse with
the offer of a double pass for the'
best photograph of, the .recent
eclipse, with singles to ail who'
turned in a recognizable print.
He got about 20, which he dis.

played in the lobby, with proper
credits under each one, and the
frame attracted so much attention
that the local photographer asked
permission to repeat the showing
in his windows following the theatre
showing.
Most managers apparently re

garded the eclipse as a total loss
but in this one' instance it worked

Billing Reviews
Early reviews on pictures,, usually

critiques on film caught at previews
in California, are to be reprinted on
certain .pictures playing Publix
houses.
Reproductions, on good quality

heavy paper, can be tacked up for
lobby ; display in advance of pic-
ture's playdate.
'Ed Olmstead, special adveitisi

man on Metro pictures in Publ
Hcvlsed the review idea.

Cheering 'Em Up

Warner theatres, -are , tying

with local newspapers for a
condensation of business and
manufacturing news appearing
in these dailies, feature being
screemd under the title 'Sun-

shine News.'
Paragraphs which deal with

improvement in .the industrial

field,, are prepared by the edi-

torial department. .

In Syracuse, N. Y., Loew's
State pastes commercial, good
news bulletins, supplied by the

dallies of that city- on a. lobby
board.

Percentage Sales

Trying to make a dicker for a
percentage sale with; a church or-

ganization, a manager -found his

prospects reluctant to enter a. deal,

though they were badly in need of

the money. Through the under-
ground he found that some of the
officers of the club feared they
would be gypped on the split, as
had happened some time before

when the house was under another
management. •

He reopened the negotiations with
a new proposition. He would sup-
ply .them with tickets calling for a
40c. admission for only 30c:', with
the understanding -that the .organr

ization sold these tickets for 10c.

each. They retained all ticket sales.

It was pointed out that many per-
sons would buy the tickets for 10c.

and not. use them, in which case
the society had its dime.

Idea was promptly snapped up,

the tickets being good only, from
Monday to Friday of an indicated
week. About 900 were sold with
just over 800 coming in to! the box
office. Society made an extra $10,

but the manager figured that he got
that back in sales to people who
bought for the society and- then
spent the rest of the money to real-

ize on the dime investment.

Xmat Is Coming
Christmas is coming. Seems to

be a long -way off yet, but it is a
good time to start getting ready.
One way is to start something be-
fore ." Thanksgiving that will hold
their interest past the holiday sea-
son.

.
One idea is to start one or

more dramatic clubs composed of
well-known local young people who
will produce one-act plays once a
week or two nights a week, if your
clientele is sufficiently large. You
cannot get interest in December.
The trick is to get -them interested
in October and hold their interest
when the slump comes. If it is pos-
sible to form two or more clubs, or
to split one club into two producing
sections, a rivalry can be estab-
lished which will [ be of material
help. Rooters will come„to the per-
formances of their favorites. They
will also want to come to see how
the. rivals compare. Set the award
for week after Xraas and you can :

hold^an increasing Interest as the
slump period approaches.

If you . have a cooking school—
and you should—make a special
driye on candies and cookies and
cakes for the five weeks before, pos-
sibly enlisting the local confectioner
to supplement the teacher supplied
by the gas company.
Get in on the kid club with sug-

gestions on presents which can be
made by the members, with prac-
tical demonstrations. For this those
dealers who handle .crepe paper,
fabrics, perhaps even tools, will
supply demonstrators. The big idea
is to get them saying, on instead of
letting them drop off and then try
ing to coax them back.

Carnival Gag
One lobby gag was developed

from an old. carnival, stunt- by a.

manager who believes in keeping
his lobby lively. Back of the ticket
office he set a barrel .with a • dia-
mond-shaped hole slightly larger
than a baseball. This was placed
six feet back of a barrier,, with a
small boy to pick up the balls.

Anyone who bought a ticket had
one chance to toss a baseball
through the hole. If he did, his ad-
mission, less tax, was refunded. He
figured on paying off about one in
20 but the average was much
smallerj even when he moved the
barrier in. a little. Gag worked for
a week and he is saving the barrel
to use some other time.

Just to get all he could, the back-
ground and t£e barrel itself was
painted up for the following show.
Plenty of people stopped just to

look on, but it seemed so easy that
some bought tickets Just to try their
skill.

Hot Staff

Mayfair, N. Y., which started the
marquee display craze with 'Bring
'Em Back,' gets another stunner
with, a volcano for 'Bircl of Para-
dise.' House is on a corner with
both sides covered with a. tropical
landscape. At the corner is a vol-
cano some 30 feet tall with chiffon
flames which are. illuminated at
night with a decidedly- realistic ef-
fect. Vivid enough to -bring them
over from the 'right\s'lde.. of B'way,
half a block away. :

-; "\>~' :• ;
;
.

Idea is. within reach of the snialller

theatres on a scale to: suit the pocket
book. Volcano call be'-built-up with
roofing paper over..^^';nctting--bn
a framework, and -then"' painted, to
suit. Transparent material should:;
be. set in around the top to indicate'
lava streams. . Chiffon is red and
yellow and when lighted from below,
with the chiffon blown up by a fan,
the effect will get them anywhere.

Parading Prosperity
Nabe

. management is planning a
prosperity parade for the early part
of October. Will be confined to
children under 16, with prizes for
the best floats carrying out the idea
of the return of prosperity. Floats
are to be toy express wagons or
home-made carts, and there Is no
premium on costliness. To the con
trary, the management, wanting to
remain solid with the parents,
stresses the fact that originality
will count for more than mere
show.
Only rules are that the floats

must have been made by the kids
themselves, with adult supervision,
if desired, - but not adult help, and
there must be no political angle
Prizes are for originality, tasteful
ness and comedy, with two prizes in
each class. Girls may enter doll
perambulators instead * of express
wagorts, if desired, but this is op
tional. They can. . come Into the
wagon

,
competition, if they so desire.

Exhib figures that constant talk
at home will help the parental state
of mind, which may find reflection
In the form of more dimes for shows,
Similar parades In .the past, gener-
ally on circus pictures, have been
put over in a big way,

v ' :

New Control
Control idea, in which number of

tickets given Is determined by the
number of a particular letter or
card given out, got a new angle after
a local driye for a crowd.
Theatre advertised that on a spec

ified date a bomb of confetti would
be exploded from the roof of a busi
ness block, AH who got a set of
blue, red, yellow, green, and white
drew a ticket. About a peck of
confetti was tossed off the roof, but
there were only 100 green paper
flakes, and these were cut from
safety paper to avoid duplication;
Gag had several hundred children

searching the street for several
hours, with only 37 complete sets
coming in for redemption. Just a
variant on the balloon tossing and
similar stunts, but it keeps them
busy much longer and, because of
novelty, it's a better ad.

Real Dutch Uncle

Winnipeg, -Sept. 19.' •

John Flddes of the College
theatre here is a real dutch
uncle to all the kids in the
neighborhood of his theatre.
Flddes organizes baseball

and football leagues in their
seasons, teams being picked
out of all attenders of
the Saturday afternoon' shows,
at the College, and they all

play off for a cup which is put
up by the management for the
championship of what is known
as 'Uncle John's League.'

Straw Votes
Exhibitors are pretty generally

agreed as to: the wisdom ' of keeping
out of national politics, but there is

no bar up against straw votes. To
the contrary, it can often be used to
advantage. Have a cheap ballot
printed up with the names of the
candidates, provide a supply of pen-
cils (with strings), where the ballots

may be marked, and give one to
each patron for a day or a week.

If the latter, . post the results of
the poll daily. It may encourage
loyal partisans to buy in again and
swell the vote or try to overcome a
lead. Get the dally papers inter-
ested, and play it up like a circus.
Might even pay to advertise in ad-
vance with transparencies such as
they use in political parades.

It would not hurt to stage, a bi-
partisan political rally the night
before election. Put it on after the
last show, with the house open to
all, but those in the seats permitted
to retain them, if they desire. Give
each side a chance to make three
10-minute speeches each, and hold
the watch on them. Run off some
cartoons or comedies between
speeches, and if you are going to
receive the election returns, that's
the chance to sell the announcement.

Don't play politics, but play . for
the politicians, giving an even break
to all.

Billboard Work
With the coming of cooler weather

and better grosses, there are indica-
tions that, managers are giving more -

thought to .billboard campaigns.
For .a time it wai^argued that bill-

boards did not pay, largely because
there' had to be some economies.
This seemed to be the most obvi-
ously easy. Word came from the
home offices to lay ,off billboards,
and this form of advertising took a
black eye.
A posted bill is worth while only

when the cost of the board plus the .

paper used, is more than offset by
the value of the ticket sales. It is

not' merely a- mathematical formula
that a board can sell, so many tick-
ets and that ten boards should sell

ten times as many. The Ideation of
the board is of greater importance
than its cost. And the value of lo-
cation is determined in part by the
character of. the offering. :

It stands to reason that a board
for a cheap melodramatic play can-
not sell well in the finer residential
sections unless the board must be
passed by other than residents, and
of the class who. go for melodrama
in a big way.. Similarly it would be
absurd to advertise a. picture like
'The Guardsman' or 'Strange" Inter-
lude' in the slum 'section. Since It

is not possible; as a rule, to select
the stands' each week, the wise
course is to select such stands as
will' appeal to those who will best
patronize the type of play most fre-
quently booked, remembering that a
cheap location may be the most ex-
pensive considering the number of
possible patrons reached. If boards
are contracted, they should be se-
lected only after a most careful sur-
vey of their possibilities/

Changed Names
-Manager who got tired of the

usual watermelon, pie and ice cream
eating contests figured a new one.
Advertised a spinach -eating con-
test with the usual prizes and an
appeal to the parents to come and
see their, offspring eat spinach and
like it.

Splhach was made into a puree
and a measured half-pint placed in

each soup pate. As usual the boys
had their hands tied behind them
and the plate had to be licked clean
and no fair slopping it over onto
the table. Each plate was placed oh
a square of white paper, and any
spinach oh the paper disqualified

the contestant.
Made more of a hit than the usual

contests, and can stand repeat. :

Quintet Splits Price

1,0s AngeleB.
'.Circuit-wide contest for the most

effective lobby, display,' prepared at
a minimum cost, staged by Fox
West Coast for a single week's ef-
fort, resulted In a five-way tie for
the first award. George Sharp,
Wilson, Fresno;' Lev Clarke,. Dome,
Ocean Park; A. M. Miller, Fox State,
Oakland; Garey Carr, Granada, On-
tario, all In California, and Jim
Clenmer, 6th Avenue, Seattle, Bplit

the prize, each getting $35.

Heated Igloo
Manager who was counting oh its

staying hot through September had
a nice 10-foot cutout Igloo facing up
and down the street for 'Igloo.'

Looked like a lot of money until
the playdate, when the weather sud-
denly went cold and the ice didn't
look so hot. Manager sensed the
situation on bis way downtown and
shortly after he got there the Igloos
blossomed out with large signs ad-
vertising 'steam-heated apartments.'
Got a laugh and saved the day at

the b. o.

Fought for a Flag
With school opening, a theatre

management hung up. a flag for a
prize to the grade school bringing
in the largest attendance the second
week school • was open.- Three
schools competed.
Each was given cards which car

ried the name of the school and. de-
tails of the offer. These were given
the children to distribute, with the
understanding that each card turned
In with a paid ticket would count as
one vote for that school. Manager
permitted one girl from each school
to stand in the lobby to supply more
cards where additional tickets were
bought, and to act as checks on the
balloting. ,

It had a fair effect on the attend-
ance during the week, but the man-
ager was shooting higher than that.
He figured that the approach of the
children would bring the house- to
the minds of returned vacationists
and establish contact through .the
season. Children contacted practi-
cally everyone in that section, per-
forming a service which could not
have been bought In any other way.

A Long Bridge
- Appealing to the bridge craze, .an
exhib has announced a 10 weeks'
bridge contest open to all. Session
will be held each Wednesday morn-
ing for 10 weeks, which will bring
the pontest to a close just before
Xmas. There will be about a dozen
prizes for the largest total scores
for the series, with small prizes for
each session, but only three of these—a first arid second and the booby.
Gaines open at 1L with the show:

starting at one. There will be an
hour and a half of play, with , half
an hour for a. light lunch, which the
house will promote frbni various
grocers, who win supply tea and
coffee, email cakes and sandwiches
made from filling it is desired to
promote by sample.

All who attend pay the regular
matinee admission, and are free to
remain for the performance if they
desire. Figured that once the wom-
en start coming they will keep on.
Two girls will keep the scores and
all scores will be counted, hot
merely those Of the day's' winners.
Argued that a small score this week
may be offset by a larger one the
next time, which will keep the con-
testants interested. Score is kept
by. the theatre and also on cards
which are to be obtained at the first
game as entry blanks.

Flower Fiesta

Seattle.
Orpheum promoted a leading

florist firm to bank the lobby with
flowers and to give a flower to each
woman attending the theatre the
opening day. Packed them in with
practically no cost to the house.

Local Prints
One of the best lobby pulls Is a

.

showing of prints of local happen-
ings, provided that these can be
gotten quickly, Prints should be
riot less than 5x7 inches . and the
sooner they can be gotten into the
frames, the better. People will'

drop in daily to look at the hot
news and throng", the place when
some unusual event happens. .

It may be necessary to contact
some amateur with a proper sized
carr.ora,. but in some spots the local
professional contributes the prints
in return for a credit card and an-
nouncement that' duplicate prints
may be ordered.- Photog also has a
scurce of revenue in the "sale of
prints to a large city daily, where
-the house, is located in a small
town. ,

'
. . . /

Some developing papers permit a
print to be made without waiting
foj> the plate to-be dried. Other
papers require a dried negative in
which case alcohol can be used to
displace the washing water.

.

Sometimes it is possible to ar-
range to work with the local paper,
but generally the paper wants ex-
cluslves, though it may be willing to
give tips.

Handles Papers
Here's a very small-time stunt,

but it works on, the small , time.
Exhib found, that .the people had no
place to obtain the city papers. The
stationer was more or less of a crab
and declined to be bothered,- and the
only way was to hang around the
station and buy copies' from the
train news butcher, which was not
always convenient.
Exhlbs established a small boy in

a route, sending him out to take
orders for" daily delivery, and pro-
viding for a few extra copies for
emergency calls. People have to
come to the theatre if they "want
an extra paper. Those , who take
the paper, regularly are also supplied
with the house program.: House is.
too small to print one, but gets nice
results with a duplicator, and that
does; just as well. They, are bound
to take, in the advertising when
they take In .the paper,- which the
exhib figures

, is his angle. Now
he's trying to get .the" .correspond-
ence appointment: for local items.
Just to help along. '

Wilby's Copy
R. B. Wilby, who with H. F, Kin-

cey has just taken over the Publix
theatres in the Southwest, is the
author of perhaps the most widely
used theatre advertising copy, ever
written.

He was then operating in the
South at a time wheri producers
had just developed the trick of ask-
ing more money for special pictures
and managers were hard put to
boost the price to the patrons.
Wllby wrote a local advertisement

pointing out that phonograph users
paid more for red seal records than
they did for the black label variety
because they were worth more. He
drew a parallel with these specials.
Copy was reproduced in a trade

paper and was used .ail over the
country, always with good results.
That was some 15 years ago, but the
old timers still remember the sen-
sation it made.
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;
Rochester, N. Y.

Three theatres in Rochester
jppened last week after summer clos-

ing:. Capitol continues in Comer-
ford string after settlement of rental
dispute and will show WB Alms in
double-feature policy at 35 top.
."William H. Cadoret of Scranton, Pa.,

came to open the house and picked
Kenneth Cobb, former ueher, as as-
sistant manager. Former . Empire,
nabe, opens as the Broad, and the
Dixie Is taken over by Shine inter-
ests, making six neighborhoods for
this chain here.

Burlington, la.

Rialto reopened after summer
close. Iowa lias started new fall

policy. Grind from 1 to 11.

!~ Los Angeles.
New United Artists, Berkeley,

Cal., will be opened by F-WC Sept
21 as a first rim deluxer.
Richard Romo has resigned as in-

formation clerk at RK0 division
offices here to take up a course in

athletics. The lure of wearing a
uniform proved more of an incentive
to him than worrying about grosses.

. Los Angeles.
Eddie Meek replaces Ernie New-

man as poster clerk at Columbia's
local exchange. Latter moves over
to Educational. Meek was formerly
with Pathe, and also in the Bullock
Dept. store adv. dept. .

Easton, Pa!
The Transit, new picture house,

opened here on Friday (16). House
formerly known as Third St. theatre.

Council Bluffs, la.

Paramount-Publix has leased the
Strand, formerly operated by Fox
"West Coast, and will, reopen the

house Immediately, Ray Kelker. lo-

cal manager, announces.

Birmingham.
A vgeneral promotion of ushers

was held at Montgomery last week.
Tom McConriell, manager of the

Strand (Publix-Klncey) was made
assistant city manager, for. Kincey
at Tuscaloosa. He started two years

ago as usher.
Leon Copeland, also an ex-usher,

Is to become assistant manager of

the Paramount. Milton Newsome,
doorman at the Paramount, is to

succeed Copeland as assistant at the
Strand.

Los Angeles.

Fox West Coast supervisors for

Los Angeles are now located in the

former divisional offices at 1824

South Vermont, moving ever from
the cramped quarters in, the home
offices on Washington blvd.

Los Angeles.

David Hillman has joined the

Paramount theatre press depart-

ment.

San Francisco.
,

X. Tavolara hew assistant man
ager at Warfield, succeeding Emer-
son Jackman, transferred to Fox
Paramount as treasurer.

Lansing.
Frank Butterfield, building man

ager of the Strand-Arcade, will also

serve as manager of the Strand
theatre here. C. W. Bedel being
transferred to some other. Butter
field point.

Tacoma,
W. J. Conner, new manager for

Temple (Hamrick), 1,700 seater,

second run, will also assist Ned
Edris, city manager for Hamrick,
at Blue Mouse.

Washington, la.

Sunday question to be voted upon
Sept. 21. Result of petition filed

with city council bearing 1,176

signatures. Proposition voted down
in 1930 by a margin of 100 votes.

Believe populace, according to peti-

tion, has change of heart and will

sanction Sunday shows.

Dubuque, la.

W. O: Galloway now managing
Spensley, coming from Des Moines,
where he was with Educational
Pics. . _ .

. Lebanon, Pa.
The Capitol, owned by Samler

Bros., reopened after extensive im-
provements. J. Luke Gflng is the
new manager; Wilfred S. Binder,
organist. ,

. Rockvllle, Conn.
Erwln Clechowskl has been trans T

ferred from the Palace here to man-
agership of the Bradley at Putnam.
He is succeeded here by Robert
Beattie.

Flushing, L. I., N. Y. .

Vaude
L
complex again hitting

Island houses. Queensboro, Elm-
hurst, now has variety Friday,! Sat-
urday and Sunday.: Playhouse,
Great' Neck, uses vaude on Sundays.
Indie bookings.

Springfield, Mass.
Return of F&M shows to Harry

Arthur's Poll . here arid Palace,
Worcester, has brought increase in
admissions to 60c and 65c.

Bert Green re-engaged as orches-
tra leader here and Dol Brissett re-
turned to the Palace, Worcester.
Both houses are advertising that

some of their feature films will hot
be shown again lh any other theatre
. in the city;

Sioux City.

Joe Kinsky has assumed manage-
ment of the Capitol, succeeding W.
C. O'Haie, called to New York by
Publix for a new assignment. Kin-
sky was manager o£ the State-Lake
and other RKO houses in Chicago
previously.

C. W. Peterson is new manager of
the Princess, succeeding Lionel. H.
Wasson, transferred to Council
Bluffs, in charge of the Strand.

Canton, O.
F. E. Wadge, manager of Proc-

tor's, .Newark, N. J., named Warner
Bros, manager for Canton, in charge
of the Palace and Alhambra here.
He succeeds George RIester, who
resigned to become associated with
Skouras Bros. Palace, still dark,
may "reopen soon/

RKO MGR. CONFESSES

$1,030 ROBBERY HOAX

Greenwich, Conn., Sept. 19.

Harry. Cohen, manager of the
RKO Pickwick theatre, has con-
fessed to faking a $1,030 robbery.
Cohen, who had been manager of

the house for about two weeks, re-
ported to the police that a man
and woman entered his office and
after binding him to a chair,
scooped up the theatre's receipts
for Sunday and Monday, which he
had been counting, arid fled. He
claimed that a short time later he
managed to free himself and then
call the police.

After long questioning Cohen
confessed to the hoax and took
police to the theatre attic and dis-

closed where he had hidden the
money. AH but $85 was recovered.
Cohen was locked up, with no

bail set, pending a court hearing
next week: He succeeded' Baker
Sheldon as the local RKO manager.
Sheldon was demoted- to an. assist-
ant manager's berth after he was
reported to the home office as hav-
ing smoked a clgaret in the theatre
lobby. .

'

Council Bluffs, la.

Lionel Wasson to manage Strand.
Coming here from .

Princess, Sioux
City, succeeding Ray Felker.

' Lexington, Va.
I. Weinberg has returned to active

participation of ' all Warner Bros,
theatres In this section. Weinberg,
former owner of these theatres, con-
tinued after their sale to be Identi-
fied with the operation in an ad-
visory capacity, but now he is again
at the helm as an active operator.

• East Liverpool, O.
' After several months of alternat-
ing two weekly operation, the Cera-
mic, State and American- theatres
here, all straight pictures, are now
"open seven days a week.

Leipslg, O.
The Mystic reopened under man-

agement of R. M. Harris; straight
pictures.
Jack Armstrong, manager of New

State, Napoleon, O., named assistant
manager of the Rex, Jackson, Mich:
James Cagney resigned as man

ager of. the Columbia, WB house at
Portsmouth, O.; succeeded by John
Seamon.

Hamilton, O.
The Lyric, independent, subse

quent run house operated by L.
Zost, recently closed, has been pur
chased by newly-formed local com
pany, remodeled and reopened as
the State. John Gregory, operating
houses at Springfield, O., will man-
age.

Birmingham.
Birmingham Film Exchange re

ports, reopening of three houses in
Alabama the past week^—Frolic,
Bessemer; Communty House, Sllu-
ria, and West Blocton at West Bloc
ton.

Galveston.
Dixie theatre, seeona best of the

•Martini string, has reopened; was
closed since early August.

Actin.T under local option law,
Bro\v;iY.:>r..l, Tnis, city oE. 15,000 in
central pa-t of st:>te. voted 710 to
645 against yuutVij shows.

Pine Bluff, Ark.
Announcement made by M. S. Mc

Cord of the Malco Corporation, oper
ators of local chain, of the appoint-
ment of Sam Kirby as city manager
of the three Malco theatres in Fort
Smith, succeeding Wally Walling-
toh, Jr., who died last week.

Press Book by MPIOA and Hays

Office on How to Rim a Theatre

weeks leave. - George Roesch, who
batted for Harvey, moved to Oak-
land as p. a. of Fox.

Los Angeles.
Sam Cohn named .division ex-

ploitation head for RKO. .Takes in
alt Coast houses.

Baltimore.
Bill Saxton, city manager here for

Lpew, doubling the past few weeks
as town overseer and publicity di-
rector, draws Lew Brown, formerly
at the Fox in Washington, to handle
press.
Brown replaces George Stoltz,

switched by Loew to New York.

Memphis.
Howard Waugh now manager of

Warners, Cecil Vogel being trans
ferred to Loew's Palace; Bernard
Thomas transferred from Orpheum
(RKO) to Loew's State; L. R. Pierce
returns to Orph as manager; Herb
Jennings, general manager- for
Loew here, will transfer to another
Loew unit.

Des Moines.
Strand, Council Bluffs, formerly

operated by Fox West Coast, leased
by Publix. Ray Felker is manager
for Publix there, house opening im
mediately.

San Francisco.
George Boles, out two months, Is

back as house manager at the Gold
en Gate.

Los
1

Angeles.
Dick Prltchard, former fan mag

writer and press agent, appointed
manager of the F-WC Alcazar at
Bell, Cal.

Los Angeles.
Jack Daly, p. a. at the RKO Or

pheum, goes Fanchon & Marco in
publicity department. Replaces
William Boyd.
Boyd has become the Pathe stu-

dio p. a,, replacing Len Boyd.

Glens Falls, N. Y.
Rialto Amusement Corp. an

nounces that Frank C. Cronkhite
will manage and operate the Park
theatre this coming season.

Denver.
Bryce Loveless and Jack Krum,

Qlm salesmen, back at U and UA,
respectively.

Montgomery, Ala.
Richard Kennedy, for past year

city manager for Publix-WIIby,
named district manager for Wllby
theatres with headquarters in Bir-
mingham. Leon Copeland, assist-
ant mgr. at Par, moves to Strand
as manager, while Tommle McCon-
nell, Strand mgr, goes to Tusca-
loosa as assistant for Wllby thea-
tres In that city. L. R. Towns, for
past 10 years mgr. Academy, Selma,
Ala., succeeds Kennedy here.

Los Angeles.
Continuous picture policy now at

the F-WC Figueroa and Westlake,
houses opening at 1:30. For past
several years both have had after-
noon shows only on Saturdays and
Sundays. Bargain adniish of 15c.
Is in force until 6:30.
Other spots in district being fig-

ured for a similar policy by George
Bowser.

San Francisco.
Harry Franklin named . manager

and Pat Casey p. a. of local War-
ner house. Franklin, former assist-
ant, succeeds Ed. Fitzgerald who
has left for New York to enter the
WB office.

Robert Harvey back as head of
Fox-West Coast's northern Cali-
fornia ad department after six

Guthrie Center, la.
George Schwenneker, former own

er and manager of the Garden, has
repurchased the house from G- T.
and G. R. Allen.

High Court Sustains

Decision Favoring' J-S
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

In upholding the decision of Su-
perior court awarding Joyce & Selz-

nlck judgment against Samson
Raphaelson on a Par writing con-
tract, the Appellate court coincided
with the trial court that there was
no discharge of the agency by the
client, and that it was not neces-
sary for motion

:
picture agents to

comply with the California private
employement agency law.
Attorneys for Raphaelson have

petitioned the Appellate division for

a rehearing.

'Rasputin' Delayed
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

'Rasputin' was held in in pro-
duction for. three days last week,
with the studio trying to get an
ending. Story was being written
as it went along and on account
of the Paul Bern death writers
were handicapped in getting ending
approved through Thalberg. being
absorbed in straightening out the
Bern matter.

Brabin Gets /Wheat'
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Charles Brabln will direct Metro's
'Wheat.'
He is now finishing 'Mask of Fu

Manchu.' ...

JOSEPHSON'S UFA PIC
Gilbert P. Josephson, former gen-

eral manager of the Consolidated
theatre circuit, has purchased the
American rights to the Ufa, produc-
tion, 'By ROcket to the Moon.'

Picture was shown In a few
spots around New York two years
ago. Josephson will dub in sound
effects, as the picture was made
silent.

ZION MYEBS' N. Y. JOBS .

A few scenes to serve as the open-
ing of 'Phantom of Crestwood* (Ra-
dio) were shot in New York "at the

NBC broadcasting ,-tudios. Graham
McNamee In these Introductory
scenes.

SSion Myers, director, came east
to do. the 'Phantom' opening and
also to direct the Culbertson bridge
series for Radio.

HOYT, FINEMAN MEGGER
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Harry Hoyt will direct the first of

Al Flrieman's six features for the
state right market. It is an untitled

mystery yarn.

M. A. Chase, former Buffalo ex-
change man, is associated with
Felnman In the venture.

Campaign within the industry to
build up theatre attendance over the
entire U. S. is being launched via a
17-page press book, the first of its

kind. How to acquire arid retain
maximum patronage Is revealed in
the book under .13 sub-heads in
which virtually every problem of the
theatre owner in dealing with his
community is presented and an-
swered, •

The campaign is being p'.otted by
leaders in all departments of film- .

dom, especially the theatre. The
book, copies of which, next week
will be forwarded to every exhibi-
tor unit head in the country and
will be available to. all individual
theatre owners upon request, is the
combined work of Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of. America and' the
Hays organization.

In the order listed are the con-
tents of the 'boost American b.o.
movement':
"Who Are the Xon-Cuslomera?'
'Can They Be Interested in Cur-

rent Pictures?'
'What Sort of Advertising. Will

Reach Them?'
'A Sound, Practical Way Out.'
'A Sound, Practical Plan to in-

crease Patronage.'. .

'Preliminary Steps For Exhibitors
to Take/ .

.'Family Night Programs an Effec-
tive Beginning.' .

'What's Behind Censorship?'
'Oganlzed Groups: :

Schools,
Churches, Public Libraries.'

Avoiding. Censorship

If the instructions, as outlined are
followed the, campaign' leaders
maintain that ah increase in theatre
patronage, without additional - ex-
pense will be. realized, also an
avoidance of arbitrary local cen-
sorship, and to make the theatre the
real center of community interest.
Theatres in towns up to 10,000, of

which there are over 6,000, should
get the most from the campaign, it

is believed.

. Under the plan to increase pa-
tronage exhibitors are urged first to
discover a 'mutually acceptable for-
mula' In contacting local organiza-
tions. Methods by which the In-
fluence of such groups can be mul-
tiplied are listed as:
Speeches, sermons, notices' on

their regular bulletins, discussions
at club meetings, etc.; organized
telephone ° messages, radio broad-
casting, newspaper accounts, in?
eluding speeches, reports of. club ac-
tivities, and lists of recommended
pictures.

In summation, the. exhibitor is re-
minded that in many cases he has
overlooked

. .
'highbrows, .

;

children,
families,, clubwomen, youth, church
people, school teachers ' and book-
worms,'

Spencer, la.
James T. Stroud named manager

of the Spencer and Fraser theatres
here. Succeeds F. C. Crosson. The-
atres operated by Irikelstein, Inc.

'

Savannah, Ga.

'

T. L. Anderson sent on from At-
lanta by Lucas Theatre interests to
manage • the Lucas theatre here.
Started Sept. 1.

MAE CHRISTIE HAY
Mae Christie, society columnist-

writer on the New York .'Journal,'

may go to the Coast to typewrite
for pictures.

She has negotiations oh through
Joe Rifkin, acting as her ' agent,
with Fox and Paramount.

.
Hogan's Short Dramas

,

Hollywood, Sept. 19. .

James Hogan, former feature di-

rector, will produce a series of two-
reel dramas, with the Canadian
Mounted Police as the background:
Jack Perrln, Josephine Hall and

the horse,
.
Starlight, will be used

through the series. M. Pivor han-
dling the distribution.

'Here Today'—Favorable
'HERE TODAY' (Comedy, Sam H. Harris, Batrymyre).

bright lines that should lend Itself to pictures.
A comedy of

Ibce.

'Best Years'—'Unfavorable
'BEST YEARS' (Comedy Drama, Elizabeth Miele, Bijou).

Theme of an exacting mother in a small town family hardly good
screen material unless show, clicks. Ibrc.

'The Man Who Reclaimed His Head'—Favorable
'THE MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS HttAD' (Drama, HamrriPtst -in

and Weber, Broadhurst).
Should make a feature strong on draaia. Understood two pic

t

ducers bid for the rights immediately ctL.'r the premiere.
Urc ])Vn-

Ihrc-

O'Brien in 'Canyon Walls'
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Next George O'Brien western at
Fox. will be 'Canyon Wall3,' by Zane
Grey.
Story is being adapted by Gordon

Rigby and Sidney Mitchell.

COL SHELVES 'DOUBLE'
;

. Hollywood, Sept. 1?;
Sensing a fadenut for the cycle

of Hollywood stories, Columbia has
shelved 'The Double.' .

John Weld was on the story,
which did not go beyond the syn-
opsis stage:

Seward, Keefe Stay
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Warners has exercised, its option
on Edmund Seward and Warren
Keefe, writing team, for an add!-,

tional- period.

They are currently working on
an untitled original.

Montagu's New Title

Abe Montagu has been given a
new title of manager of distribu-

tion of Columbia pictures. Charlie
Rosenzwclg continues as head of
sales.
' Montagu was formerly assistant to>

Jack Cohn and continues his owner-
ship of the Boston exchange.

'Clear All Wires'—Favorable
'CLEAR ALL WIRES' (Comedy, Herman Shumlin, Times
Comedy based on the activities of a licll-ralsing American c.o

dent in Moscow should make amusing picture.

Square').

ITT' 'l Ml -

Ibce.

'Romance' Editor Tries Films
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

:

Allowing himself four months . to
i make the Hollywood grade, Wlll-
I iain .J. French, former editor of
I'-Movle P.om.'inoos,' is here to writer

t (
'

ill'>.'

j At I'.f- ;-.it lioV fret-lancing.
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customers. .

.

A NILE OF
MIDDIMINT
5874 feet (to be exact)

of fast-paced fan . . • with

sweet Sally Eilers as a ha-

cha hat check miss who

misses

nothing. This will make

her mote popular than

ever., .not to mention

your"theatre.

t«W:¥:fi:-SS>iS:^i<:::Si

"1 •• I-
-

1

WATCH FOX
iijililHiiliijiii!^

>.k.«i*i«il^.;i; : i.i 1 :/.-.;i:.-.'.t..Vi:

HAT CHECK
GIRL

SALLY EILERS
BEN LYON

Ginger Rogers • Monroe Owsley

Arthur Pierson

From the twicl by

Rian James

Directed by SIDNEY LANFIELD
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Majors Fight on

Duals Delays Indie

Production Plans

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Independents are delaying pro-
duction plans for 1932-33, while they
await the outcome of attempts by
major distributors to put an end to

double-billing . .
through continued

high rentals, plus stiff percentage
splits. Facing a ^curtailment of

product demand if the campaign
makes headway, indies are arrang-
ing future schedules with this in

view.
Independent features have been

used largely for the added picture

oh double programs, exhibs taking
advantage of the lower rental

charges in their efforts to provide

a surfeit of screen entertainment.
A sufficient number . of the new

season's buys of major product will

be in effect by the latter part of this

month, and early October, to give

Indies a basis upon which to figure

the number of features the market
can handle.

Indies are optimistic over the out-
come, contending that double bills

are so firmly intrenched that it will

be a tough proposition for exhibitors

to abandon the practice, even though
some of the major diatribe are set-

ting up stringent regulations to

prevent it' The indie pictures, the
producers figure, will be in as big

a demand during the new season as
they have been for the past 12

months.

PAR CONTRACT L£T 2

BELOW 1ST HALF OF YR.

,
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Paramount now lists 113 players,

directors and writers under contract

to the studio. Number is two less

than carried for the first half of the

year. .

Currently there are 54 writers

contracted on term tickets. Five
are on the lot for one picture. First

half of the year, studio had 36

writers.
Directors are down to 17 on con-

tract, and seven in for one picture.

Earlier list had 27 with tickets.

Players are down 10 from the pre-

vious list, only 42 being under con-
tract at this time.
Approximately 50% of the con-

tracted writers are on on three

month contracts, with longer term
tickets to follow if they make good.
Players, with one exception; all have
six month optional contract

Sennett Resuming with

$50,000 Par Financing

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Paramount has decided to fl

nance its short subject releases to

be made b> Mack Sennett, following
the latter'? failure to obtain outside
money. To start the program, Par
will advance $50,000. One two reeler,

with 30 on the schedule, will be
made each week.
Becauae he could not get proper

financing, the comedy producer had
to delay production several months.
Five of the subjects have been com
pleted, but are being held on the
Shelves until others are in the can

Charles Murray is set for the
series, with W. C. Fields and Ford
Sterling likely to appear in one or
more of the shorts.

Absconding Ass't Mgr.

Tesses—Not Prosecutec
Denver, Sept. 19.

Bert Vought who says he em-
bezzled $1,000 from the Capitol the
atre at Scranton, Pa., while he was
assistant manager, has been or
dered released by orders from
Scranton. Vought gave himself up
to police hero after confessing the
theft. The order to release carried
no explanation of the refusal to
prosecute.

Vought said he would return to
Scranton at once and arrange to pay
back the money.

Financial Troubles of

Nomad Travel Producers

Closing Angels Purses

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Travelog companies are having a
difficult .time getting a bankroll be-
cause of past financial troubles with
backers. Regular . angels of indie

Arms Bidestep when one of the no-
mad producers is seeking the where-
withal.

In most cases where a stay-at-

home financier has backed a trav-

elog outfit going out of the United
States, the company has run short

of money, and the financier has had
to put up extra dough or lose

everything.
Phil Goldstone has been backing

a good many of these outfits, but
he has practically gone out of the

field.

Frequently, travelog producers
have already made one suocessful

adventure film on their own money
They hope to duplicate the first suc-

cess, but usually end up with a
more expensive negative, and
grosses less than the first.

James Off 'Mind Reader*

For '42nd St.' Revamp
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Rian James has been taken off

^The Mind Reader* by Warners; to
do a three-day rush revise on, con-
tinuity of '42nd Street/

Bradford Ropes, author of the
novel on which musical will be
based, is also on the story. He
arrived here last week.

6 Majesties at Sennett
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Phil Goldstone has made a deal
to produco six of his scheduled 12
Majestic pictures at the Mack Sen-
nett studios.

Remainder of the program will

be made at the International studio,

which is Goldstone-financed,

KLEIN WITH S-F AGENCY
Hollywood, Sept. W.-

Arthur Klein, who left the Lyons
and Lyons office, has Joined the
Schuiberg-Feldman Agency.
Joining the same office is Laura

Wilk, who has given up her New
York Agency to headthe S-F story
department.

U Cuts Down on Still

Prints to Save $5,000

Hollywood, Sept. 19 i

Budget slicing at Universal has
the studio reducing the number of

stills printed on all pictures. Prints

cost U 10 cents each. . By cutting

the number of prints oh each fea-

ture film stilt from seven to five,

saving will amount to around $40

the average feature using 200 stills,

Two reel comedies will get only
three .prints of each still instead of

four. Serials are cut from five to

three. Saving will amount to

around $5,000 on the year.

Try Kenton Comedy in

Fantastic Par Story
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Paramount is having trouble in-

jecting comedy into 'Island of Lost
Souls,' fantastic yarn in which a
dog's soul becomes a man.

Original directorial assignment
was given to Norman Taurog.
Studio took him off, figuring the
story wasn't his type. Later, Erie
Kenton was assigned, Kentoni Is

also a comedy director, but studio

figures he will supply a more sub-
dued type of comedy in his direc-

tion.

Femme Tarzan

A female Tarzan will occur
on the film horizon if plans
to produce such a film by the
Freuler Associates, lndte, carry
through,
N. Brewster Morse has com-

pleted the story, "Roar of the
Jungle,' production slated to
start in the east Oct. 10.

Fix Starts Four

Days After Yarn

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

'Man and Woman,' which went
into production at Radio this week,
sets at least one record for major
production. Cameras were turning
on the film, four days after work
was first started on the script.

Adaptation and preparation gen-
erally require weeks, and sometimes
months.

'

Studio decided to make the pic

ture when the Llbby Holman story

went into the discard. Based on an
old Eugene Walter play, 'Man and
Woman,' script was started by
Wanda Tuchock and Bernard Schu
bert, and, when only a third finished

filming was begun. Production will

continue just a leap ahead of the

scenarists' typewriters.
'Man and Woman' will have Irene

Dunne in the feature part, with J.

Walter Rubin directing.

U, Contending 92 Westerns Flood

Market, Drops Beery, Jr, Plans

FILMING OLD PLAYS

Goldwyn Buys 'Masquerader' and
Metro Takes 'Sun Daughter'

Two ancient legit plays have been
picked up for pictures. Sam Gold-
wyn has bought "The Masquerader,'
which Guy Bates Post has played
for years. Metro also has. taken
'San Daughter,' in which David
Belasco starred Lehore' Ulric ' some
years back.
Goldwyn is said to have paid ?50,-

000 for the rights to 'The Mas-
querader' and will have the story
adapted for Ronald Coleman.

NAME LEADS FOR THREE

WORRIES M-C EXECS

WW-Sennett Deal for

All-Name Pix Depends

On /Hypnotized' Showing

Hollywood, Sept. 4 9,

Joe Brandt, president of World
Wide, and Mack Sennett are dis
cussing a deal for additional fea
ture comedies with ah all-name
cast, similar to 'Hypnotized.' Deal
hinges on showing made by "Hyp^-
notized,' shortly to be released in

key cities.

Picture will not be roadshowed,
as contemplated, but used to stim-
ulate other World Wide product. It

goes out in eight reels, instead of

15 as first announced, and probably
with a new title.

Charles Mack, playing a promi-
nent part, has a one-third interest

in the feature. E. W. Hairimons
and Sennett did the rest of the
financing. Mack received no salary
for playing. ._

Hollywood, Sept! 19.

Casting difficulties in getting the

proper types; for 'Flesh', 'Sun
Daughter' and 'Whistling in the
Dark' will probably hold up start-

ing dates for the trio at Metro.
'Sun Daughter' is .the toughest

problem, with the studio doing nlp-

ups trying to get .players who lend

themselves to Oriental characteriza-

tions. 'Whistling' also presents dif-

ficulties. Roland YOurig has been
the lead choice so far, but the execs

figure •' his 'name isn't sufficiently

strong for the top .spot.

All three pictures are scheduled
to start within the next 10 days.

DuPont Will Complete U
Term After Film Abroad

' Hollywood, Sept. 19.

E. A. DuPont is returning to Ger-
many, where he will finish a pic-

ture based on the Olympic Games,
before resuming his Universal con-
tract. On coming back here Dec.

1, he is to -direct 'The Invisible

Man.'
Director left Universal several

years ago, to go to Germany, with r

out completing his contract, which
will be picked up where DuPont
left off. It has several years yet
to run.
Preston Sturges is adapting in-

visible Man' as his first film job.

Wirkus' 4Voodoo' Pic
Faiistln Wirkus is due back in

New York Oct. .3 with film on a
picture he shot on the island

?

of 'La

Gonave, off the coast of Haiti. Pic-
ture is alleged to show actual voo-
doo and human sacrificial scenes
and will be tagged 'Voodoo.'

Principal Pictures Corp. will re-
lease.

SHEA'S 2D FOX SPLIT
Joe Shea, former eastern scenario

editor for Fox, left the organization

for a second time last week.
. During the past two months Shea
had been pinch hitting for Joel

Swenson in the advertising depart-

ment. Swenson has returned from
his European trip.

Swenson was formerly at the Fox
studio on publicity.

'Collusion/ 'Little Women
Being Readied at Radio

Hollywood, Sept. 19. ;

Radio is preparing two novels for

production. :. One Is' 'Collusion,' yetr

to-be-published book by Theodore
B: Irwin, dealing With divorce fixers

and framers.
Other is Louisa M. Alcott's 'Little

Women.' 'Collusion* slated to go
into work next month, under super-
vision of Kenneth Magowan, asso-
ciate producer.

Rogers Sews Up Garden

Footage; Radio Loses It

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Radio finds that it cannot use
footage filmed of a six day bicyle

race at Madison Square Garden for

'Sport Page/ It's because of a prior

arrangement between Garden- of-

ficials and Charles R. Rogers which
provides that no company is allowed
to utilize any material filmed there
until after- the release of 'Madison
Square Garden' made by Rogers,
Radio's

.
footage was obtained

through Jack Connolly, of Pathe
News. Although the material will

not exploit the Garden in 'Sport
Page,' Radio is holding off awaiting
decision from Rogers. If latter will

not agree to its use, Radio will ob-
tain bicylin'g scenes elsewhere.

Hollywood, Sept 19.

With 92 western features sched-
uled for production hero this sea*
son, Universal believes that market
has reached the saturation point,'

and has abandoned plans to make
a series of horse operas starring

Noah Beery, Jr. Studio execs feel

that the Tom Mix westerns will take
care of the company's cow counr
try melodrama needs.

Columbia has the longest western
production schedule of the majors,

with 16 to be made this year. Buck
Jones and Tim McCoy will star In

eight each.

Radio will make six with Tom
Keene in the top spot. Leon Schles-

singer is making six for Warners,
starring

. John Wayne. Paramount
will release four featuring Randolph
Scott. ':^IIx has six on the current
program for Universal, and Fox will
produce four George O'Briens.
A total of 50 will be produced in

the Independent field. KBS has
eight scheduled for Ken Maynard.
Monogram will make 16, with Bob
Steele and Rex Bell in eight each.
Allied has Hoot Gibson for eight,
and Majestic will release a similar
number starring Jack Hoxie.
Burton Kin? will produce 12 for

Freuler Associates. Six will have
Tom Tyler as the star, with no play-
er yet selected for the remainder.
Western market has been the

mainstay of the indies for a num-
ber of_years. Recently the quickie
westerns have been unable to get
much better than indie theatre
bookings, the circuits laying off
them except for Saturday and Sun-
day mat

:
dates as kid attractions.

Through theatre affiliations, ma-
jor studios have been able to show
a profit on their westerns when the
hard riding star has been backed
up by a good cast and story. How-
ever, the present production ow Is

deemed about all the market can
stand.

Defer 'Kingdom' for Week
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

-Animal Kingdom,' set to start

last Monday (12), was put back an-
other week.

Studio was unable to get Myrna
Loy earlier in the week, due to' her
being held at Metro in 'Mask ot Fu
Manchu.V

Par's Second for Harris
.Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Ray Harris at Paramount to write

one adaptation, 'Book Worm Turns."

has been retained, for a second. N'->

new assignment yet

First Schulberg-Sidriey

Is 'Madame Butterfly
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

First of eight productions that B.

P. Schulberg will make independr
ent^y for Paramount release will be
'Madame Butterfly,' starring Sylvia
Sidney, directed by Marion Gerlng.
Joseph Moncure March and Jose-
phine Lpvett are adapting the story.
Robert M. Yost is production as-

sistant to Schulberg, with Jesse L.
Lasky, Jr., story aide and Dan Keefe
unit business manager. Schulberg
is already in his new quarters on
the Paramount lot.

Chadwick Drops Allwyn
. Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Astrid Allwyn has settled her
contract with L E. Chadwick. With
a delay in production there was no
spot for the player who had a three

picture agreement She made only
one picture.

Allied has spotted Miss Allwyn
in 'The Iron Master.'

Bennett's Next
Hollywood, Si'pl. 19.

'Always Wrong,' original by Adele
Holers St. John Hyland iff next for
Constance Bennett at Radio.
Kubec Glasmon and Charles

P.raH<ctt are doing the adaptation
with George Cukor to direct.

Slow-Pay Indie Producers

Are Now Being Checked

Hollywood, Sept 19.

Collection service to work on slow
paying independent producers has
been established by the Motion Pic- •

ture Industries Credit Association.
Department will be : handle*! by H.
K. Batchelder, who Is also in charge
of the credit end. ;

.
•

This Is an expansion of activity
for the association, which has up
to now devoted itself solely to in-
vestigation and reports for its mem-
bers on indie producers seeking
credit
New members of the association

are Dunning Process, Sun Lumber
Co., Behrendt-Levy-Rosen Co., Agfa
Raw Film Co., and Bell & Howell
Camera Co.

Fitzpatrick's Russian

Pix; Renews with Metro
First pictures taken out of Rus-

sia by an American producer, pic-
turing phases of activity in the
Soviet Republic that are forbidden
to the . camera unless the camera
belongs to.', the U, S, S. R., have
been brought back by James A.
Fltzpatricki Material will make
two short subjects and be released
through Metro, which has renov/ed
Its deal this year, with Fitzpatriok
to distribute a scries of 13 travelog
one-rcelers.

Fltzpatriek spent two weeks >n

Russia, going in more or less as a
tourist and getting most of his
stuff, he believes, on the presump-
tion by the Soviet government that
he was another sightseer.
Metro has opt.Ions as distrlb of

Fitzpatriok Travel-Talks for three
yen rs.

Orniti's 6 More RKO Months
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Radio studio has given Sam Or-
. •'.<'/. a n'«w «ix -month writing con-

1 UMCl.

RALPH STITT IN CHI
Chicago, Sept. 19.

Arrival of Ralpt Stilt from the
Hroadway sector alters the publicity'

department setup somewhat for
Jialaban & Ic.itz. New assignment*
are

:

Dave Liplon, Chicago; Ralph Stlt,

Oriental: Kddie Levin. United Ar-
tists and MrVirkers: Archie Horz-
oft, Tivoli -arid Uptown.
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RKO-RADIO has the honor

of presenting as fine a

d ra matic p rod u c t io

n

as the screen has seen.

BARRYMORE
in

rA Bill of Divorcement

with Kothorine Hepb u rn

Billie Burke, David Manners
Directed by George Cukor
From the play by Clemence Dane

David O. Selznick, jExecuf/Ve Producer .

A ptoud achievement by

RKO*RADIQ*,a triumph

for the motion picture art.

WORLD PREMIERE
Friday Evening September 30th)

at the

RKO -M A Y FAI R
NEW YORK

P r© ie'h t ed~uride r^/ie^ujpfc e s*o f

MRS.V/ILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST
For the ^eneffT of jffie fit* M7fe}

Fund &f &o6/es> Incorporated
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Stock Market
(Continued from page 7)

tures, undoing: most of the sensa-
tional gains that lien showed during
the boom. The RKO's broke from
above par to around 75 on minor
dealings, the down drift being as
mysterious as the remarkable zoom
pf two weeks ago: In one case it

peemed that nobody wanted to sell
them; in the other nobody obvious-
ly wanted to buy them.
Paramount bonds also presented a

pad spectacle. At one time the 6's
were down 17 points—from 40 to 23
—while the-SVfc's crashed from 36
to 18, a perpendicular drop of 60%.
At the lows support came in and the
close was materially Higher, up 5

from the bottom for the 6's at 28
and up 8 for the 5%'s at 26. War-
ner Bros, obligations took .» a nose
dive early, , but steadied around 30
and -were able to hold that price.
Fluctuations here were less violent
and the trading appeared to. be in
better control than in the cases of
others where urgent sellers seemed
to be able to find no near-by bids.
Warners dropped 6% to 30. and flat-

tened out there, buyers apparently
being available at that level, which
is materially above its bottom
around 9 for the year.
Keith bonds felt the collapse of

the RKO debentures, giving way 4
points to 41 on trifling sales; while
for some reason the buying in Pathe
bonds was resumed with a great
show of vigor, that bond moving
alone against the, trend and gaining
yearly 5 on the week, the only
amusement bond—or stock either
for that matter, with one trivial
execeptlon—to end the week with a
plus sign.
Shubert bords registered the re-

markable slump, of 4 points net, a
markdown of 66%% in a few trades.
Dealings were small, only significant
thing about it being that, whoever
staged the recent run-up from 1 to 6
was now backing away from offer-
ings in any quantity. With the re-
ceivership due for a show down in a
couple of months the security, of
course, is altogether a toss of the
coin gamble. Loew bonds made a
good showing, coming through the
week with fractional declines and
thereby being distinguished from
the same company's stock, which
was conspicuously weak Friday and
Saturday.

Loew's Significant

Behavior of Loew as leader of the
group was extremely disappointing.
Previously Loew's common had
shown determined resistance at 30.

It went through that level early in
the week,, but only for a few minor
trades, and then it rallied hopefully.
During the mid-week break it

slipped again, but in a minor way.
Friday it went ex. dividend and for
the first time gave way conclusively
on volume to 29%. Saturday the
former resistance point was pene-
trated again, registering a new low
on the movement at 28%. This
slump was not apparently in re-
sponse to any general condition in
the market as a whole, and there
was nothing in the news to explain
It. Nevertheless the ticker picture
seemed to signal lower prices ahead.
For whatever it's worth the chart

danger point for Loew ought to be
around 26, which would mark the
half way point between the low of
about 14 and the high of 37. Form
players would regard penetration of
26 as a signal further down. .

~ Paramount quotations were cut
tn half in a week of boiling trading.
High for the week was 7% and low
hit 3%, closing at 4 for a net loss of

3%. There was plenty in the news
to account for that precipitous re-
treat. Income statement for the
half-year to July 2 disclosed a net
loss of $7,690,000, of which operat-
ing loss amounted to $5,900,000,

after making allowance for profit of
$535,000 'on purchase of bonds for
sinking fund requirements.' Re-
maining charge against surplus was
$1,790,000, designated as 'special

write-offs.'
Additional unfavorable news came

in the suit of A. C. Blumehthal to

test the .company's deal with New
York banks by which it pledged its

negatives for a loan, adverse ele

ment Here being the prospect of
costly litigation.
Out of these two developments

there came; a flight from Paramount
stock. Stock was thrown on the
market all. week long in blocks of
large size up to 5,000 shares in one
deal and the price sank rapidly un-
til around and below 4 there seemed
to be some support offered. Total
dealings in the issue amounted to
204,000 shares for the six days; c |n-
pared with 166,000 the week bel\?e,
when, apparently, the selling began,
Nothing, escaped in: the week's

shake-out, with the single exception
of Unlversal's preferred, which sold
20 shares 1 point up. Twenty
stocks in the amusement group lost
an aggregate of 42 points, not count-
ing Gen. Electric and Westinghouse.
Widest break was the 7% decline in
Loew's. This, however, was on re-
duced volume. Last week's total
was 13,000 shares, compared to the
previous week's turnover of 47,000
shares. "Latter volume may argue
clique distribution, while reduced
sales of last week suggests the pos-
sibility of belated, outside selling.
In any event smaller turnover would
be favorable rather than otherwise.-
If it was tardy sales of weak strag-
glers, it might clear the way,, for a
resumption of bullish clique opera-
tions.

Selling of Fox seems to have been
prompt and of no great significance.
Stock lost nearly 2 net, which is

pretty wide for a $5 issue; volume
was around 20,000, slightly up from
previous week's 16,900.
Eastman Kodak held relatively

well, putting up a good front at 50.

Company recently cut its dividend
from $5 to $.3 and since that drastic
action the stock has ceased its wild
gyrations. Directors' conservative
policy may in the long run prove
a market asset, contrasting with the
procedure of other companies which
declared higher rates, than -. they
could afford in order to put on a
front—and suffered severely.
Fireworks in Warners and RKO

came to a sudden end. Prices wore
retraced with great speed. RKO
lost 2% of its 7 level and Warners
backed down from 4% to 2%. Of
the big trading mediums, Westing-
house was especially

, weak, losing
more than 10 points on the week.
Gen. Electric lost 4 on the dizzy
turnover of 308,000 shares.
Columbia Pictures, one of the

first film stocks to boom, and one
of the first to slide, indicated it may
be the first to rebound. After touch-
ing a low on the movement of 9%,
it gained about a point Friday and
held most of that through the Satur-f
day last hour slump.
.Trading generally waf- on a broad

•scale. Only two issues failed to
show on the tape, old Keith pre-
ferred and Warners; senior stock,
prevailing bits on which were dras-
tically down.

Summary for week ending Saturday, Sept. 17:

STOCK EXCHANGE
Issue and rate. -

American Seat
Columbia P. vto
Consol. Film
Consol. Film pfd
Eastman Kodak <3>....
Fox, Class A
Gen. Elec. (40c.)
Keith, pfd
•Loew (3) I

Do pret. (ftV4>...

. Madison 3q. Garden . .

.

Met-a-M pref. (1.80)...
Orpheum pfd...........
Paramount
Pathe Exchange.
Palhe, Class A
Radio Corp
RKO
Shubert
Universal pref. (8)
Warner Bros.....
Do pfd...' v.

Westinghouse
.

less
High. Low. Sales.
8% % - BOO
14% 4% 3,800
0% 1 1,200
11% 2% 8,000
87% 86H 41,600
6% 20,000

2fl!4 808,200
28 7
87% 1814 lslioo
80 30 ' 1,300
4% 2H 300

2214 14 400
16 314 180
11% Itt 240.000
Ifc K . 0,300
694 114 10.600
13% 214 428,000
7% Hi 22,400m % 1,200
60 28 20

J* 4* 82,700
20
43ft 1694 228] 000

I • • t *

>•«•(•

Net ehg.
High. Low. Last, for wk.
3% 3 S - %

12
. m 10% —2

314 2% 3
7 0% 0% - %
68% 49% 62 -6%
5 3% 3% -1%
20% 16% -*%

18 bid
36% 28% 28% -7%
80 70

.
76 -3%

4% 3% 3% —1
21 10% 10% -1%
13% 10 10 —4
.714 3% 4 -3%
1% .% % - %
414 3 3 —1
12% 7% 8% -4%
7% 4% 4% -2%
1% % % - %
30 36 30 +1
4M, 2% 2% -1%

6 bid
30% 27% 28% -10%

16
1%
2%
4%
814

7%
03
00
80
ooyd
05
104%

0
40

Bid.
1

4%
%
%
%
%

CURB
. 300 Columbia Picts
3,700 De Forest Radio......
1,600 Gen. Thea. E. pfd....
6,100 Technicolor .....
4,200 Traits Lux..'..;..

8% 7 8% -1%
% % % - %
% % % - %
4% 3 3% - %
3 2% 2% - %

BONDS
1 $38,000 Gen. Thoa, Kq. '40

Keith G's, '46.
.. 4% 4 4 -1%

24 80,000 .. 14 41 41 —1
04 . 28,000 Loow G's, '41. .. 85% 80% 8514 - %
40 22,000 Pathe 7'e, '37. 72 00% 71% +4%.
13 07,000 l,ur-l'

,am-Lasky 0's, '47

Pnr-Pub 5%'.s. '80.
.. 28% 23 28'' -1214

10% 200,000 .. 38% 18 28 ^10
SO 10,000 RKO debs 0's ... 04% 76 75 -23%
1% 7,000 Shubert fl's.. .... , 4% 2 2% -3%
0% 200,000 Warner Uros. 0's, '39......'.' . . 37% 20 30% -0%

Over the Counter, N. Y.
Produce Exchange, N. Y.

For 15c

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Following is what the patron
gets for 16 cents, day or night,
at- the Los Angeles theatre,
Bill Pox's grind:
Two-hour show, with single

feature and shorts.
Daily change of program.
Free checking privileges.
Free ear phones. It you're

hard of hearing.
Free scales.
Free soundproof crying

rooms for babies, where moth-'
ers may have an uninterrupted
view of the screen, as well as
enjoy sound through special

. transmitters.
Loge seats at general admlsti

prices.

Children's playroom.
Nursery, three maids in at-

tendance.
Makeup room.
Luxurious lounge.
Radio program.

... Electric cigarette lighters.

Hot air hand driers.

Refrigeration.
Soda fountain and . lunch

room, operated as a part of the
theatre.
A three-chair shoe-shining

. parlor.

Average daily attendance at
the house exceeds 4,000 people.

Asked.
1% Rnxy, Class A.

Gen. Theatre- effl. sold 4%, 3, 3 net off 1.
• Loew common ex dlv. Sept. 10 (Frld.)

YANKING OF SEX FILM

RESULTS IN TWO RIOTS

Empire Picketing B way Houses

Move to Force Emp.-306 Merger?

RKO May Take Another

Col. Spot; Dropping Maj.
Columbus, Sept. 19.

They'll be eating soon where the
Majestic theatre now stands, as the
owners of the RKO spots are re-
ported figuring to convert the loca-

tion into a restaurant. From pres-
ent account RKO is to turn back the
spot, to the owners on Dec. 31.

RKO, . however, may not abandon
Columbus but try to make a hook-
up for its trademark in another
house.

Cleveland, Sept. 19.

Two theatre riots were staged by
600 burnt-up women when pro-
moters of a local sex lecture obeyed
police orders by pulling out the
scheduled talk on 'Married Love'
and instead put on an old Garbo re-

vival. Spiel got the official frown
only a few minutes before the first

matinee, with the 'for women' only'

house already jammed. Emmanuel
Lewis and Frank Lorenzo, its man-
agers, yanked down lobby posters
on talk but apparently forget to
notify the crowd inside about the
change:

Silent Garbo pic, dubbed 'Streets

of Sorrow,' was okay, but when no
sex gabber appeared and Garbo came
on again, the women smelled some-
thing rotten in Denmark.
Warhoop started 400 irate seek-

ers of sex knowledge on a rampage
to the b. o.; nearly tearing it apart.
One promoter scrammed out a side
door, but femmes ripped up all

lobby posters before a carload of
cops appeared on the scene. Pro-
moter's partner agreed to pay 'em
back, but after paying off he dis-

covered that he gave back $62 more
than he took in.

Despite publicity given the mat-
inee fiasco, 200 women staged an-
other riot during the evening show'
when optimistic managers added
'Party Girl' to Garbo film bill—but
still no sex talk. Managers refused
to pay off this time, claiming that
all 'Married Love' ballyhoo had been
taken down and each ticket-buyer
warned of change in bill. It failed
to stop femmes from squawking.

Skouras Managers to

Handle Own Pub.-Adv.
The Skourases have eliminated

their publicity and advertising of-
fice In Topeka, Kans., over local
Fox-Topeka Theatres, of which M.
P. Wear was director. Similar elim-
ination may be made in other spots,
with publicity and advertising to be
handled by the managers them-
selves.

Wear has come on to New York.
His plans east are indef.

rations

Iowa
Cedar Raplda, la., Sept. 1ft.

Palace Theatre Co. reincorporation ar-
ticles filed with count? recorder; capital,
$15,000: A. J. DIebold. president and treas-
urer; Elizabeth M. Ford, vice-president and
secretary; Joseph Menz, director.

Wisconsin
Plattevllle, Wla, Sept. 1»,

Gem Amusement Corp., Plattevllle,
have been filed. Capital atock $10,000,
In shares of $100. Incorporators are
Milton M. Cdhn, H. J. Sanvllle and A.
W. Stclnmesch, all of Milwaukee. Au-
thorized to acquire, purchase, rent and
lease theatres and carry on other
amusement enterprises'.

California
Sacramento, Sept. 10.

Howard Hheehan Corporation—County
of Los Angeles. Capital stock, 1,000
.sharos, none subscribed. Howard Shoe-
han. James Farrahor, P. fftoeltor.

Mnrion' Davles Foundation—County of
Los Anpeles. No capital stock. Frank
F. IJarham, George C. Toungr, Joseph
Wlllicombe, Ella "W. Weristrom, Alex-
ander T.Sokolow.

Certified copy of Reliance ' Pictures,
Inc.:—City and State of New York.

Certificate of Dissolution o* Whirl-
wind Dipper Corporation—County of l/os
Angeles.-

PfflLLY PROPOSES 5C

AND S% ADHISH TAXES

Philadelphia, Sept. 19.

City council's proposal last week
to levy a 6c. admission tax on mo-
tion picture theatres met with a
long and loud protest from theatre
owners today.
One of the five new emergency

tax measures approved by council's

special committee on additional
revenues, the tax would take form
in a Be. levy on all admissions be
tween 26 and 99c, and a 5% tax on
higher-priced admissions, which,; of

course, would effect the legitimate

theatres.

In a statement issued by the
MPTO of Eastern : Pennsylvania,
South Jersey and Delaware, it was
protested that this action would vlr

tually amount to a closing order for

all of the smaller cinemas In the
city, while the. larger houses, most
of .whom have already absorbed the

Federal tax either directly or by
price, reductions would' find them
selves precariously situated.

It was set forth that the exhibit
ors could not pass the tax on to the
general public, already heavily bur
dened with taxes, and yet could

hardly operate with the profit mar-
gin cut down by the additional levy.

The theatre owners are organizing
their campaign against the measure,
though no plan of action has been
formed yet. There will be no "for

mal protest until the new tax meas
ure comes up before council for

action.

Another of the taxation points

approved in the same committee
meeting which will affect amuse-
ment enterprises was a tax on bill-

boards, which will also face op-

position from amusement interests.

Par Summons Peacock

To N. Y. on Clearances
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Acceptance by MGM of the F-WC
clearance demands allowing only 14

days' protection following downtown
first runs, leaves only Paramount,
among the major distributors, so far

not in line.

In an effort to get the Los Angeles
Paramount 'buy' cleared up, Claude
Peacock, Par's local, branch man
ager, received instructions from the
home office Friday (16) to leave for

New York at once. He left that
night by plane, with indications he
will be away 10 days.

No Mich, Allied Cony,

this Year—Depresh

!

Detroit,; Sept. 1,9V

There will be no Allied State
convention this year says- H. M.
Rlchey. Departing from the past
custom of a three-day business and
social get-together, the organlation
Will hold a one-day business meet-
ing instead.

Shortened program has been sub-
stituted' in an effort to cooperate
with exhibitors who are suffering
from general business conditions.

WHITMAKSH STABTS SERVING
Newark, Sept. 19,

Stuart I. Whitmarsh has given up
his appeal on his sentence of a year
for defrauding, and has started
serving his term.
He has no connection with the

present organization of the Little
theatre.

Judgments
Oral* Theatro Corp.; U. S. Rubber Co.,

trustees; $17,2"27.
Hon*; Hit Oulld", Ine.: Bethlehem Prop-

erties, Inc.; $527.
Morris Gest; Clntelab, Inc.; $897.

Picketing by Empire of chain the-
artes employing Sam Kaplan's 306
operators will spread, from inside,
taking in all circuit houses in New
York, including de luxers on Broad-
way. Plans had been to start sta-
tioning Empire protest-bearers in
front of all big Broadway theatres
Saturday (17), but they , appeared
only at the Roxy, Mayfair, Para-
mount, Capitol, and State.
Within informed union circles. It

is stated that the Empire picket-
ing of chain theatres, unionized in
employment of 3-06 men and at the
mercy pf operator rivalry, is de-
signed to bring about pressure by
chains looking toward a merger of
306 and Empire. That appears to
union officials to be one apparent
way out of present difficulties from
the viewpoint of theatre men.
Intimations are that if the Em^'

pire picketing and other trouble, in-
cluding bombings, become obnoxious
enough, chains will insist on a
merger. But 306 will vigorously re-
sist it, it Is known.
Meanwhile, the I.A.T.S.Ei investi-

gation . of 306 and the entire New
York operator situation continues
without any inkl.ng as to when a
decision will be issued. IATSE ac-
countants are now going over, the
306 books thoroughly, questioning
any item of expenditure that isn't
clear to them.

Kaplan Resign?
Insistence that Kaplan resign as.

president of 306, whereupon all

houses which swung to Empire will
swing back to 306, is expressed in
some quarters, but doubt that Kap-
lan will step out, even under the
greatest pressure, unless forced by
IATSE, is at the same time stressed.
The Kaplan union is clocking; the

Empire-manned houses, around 76,
which it is picketing, reporting the-
atres are suffering loss of attend-
ance ranging from 10-36%. While
having no check on how Loew's is
suffering through picketing by Em-
pire, the same average probably ap-
plies..

During the past week the Bronx
Grand Jury questioned Kaplan
(306) and Arthur Farkash, president
of Empire, as well as numerous 306
operators, in an investigation of
Loew theatre bombings in the
Bronx, Manhattan and Brooklyn.
Case was brought in the Bronx spe-
cifically as the result of finding an
unexploded bag of dynamite in the.
battery room of one house.

It had been lowered by a string
from one of the ventilators on top of

.
the theatre and was discovered by
306 operators on goint. into the bat-
tery room to throw the switch that
recharges the juice, last duty before
going home.
At the Friday (16) • hearing, the

Grand Jury also began to inquire in
operator assessments by 306 and
other matters not bearing directly
on the bombings. Meanwhile,
Loew's, a neutral party thrown be-
tween the flying fists of the two
unions, appealed to the newspapers,
asking them to play down stories of
any further bombings or danger to
patrons in .theatres.

Reports that the papers had.
agreed ftot to.print the names of any
theatres endangered in future was
denied by Loew's. So far this cir-
cuit has taken no court action in the
way of injunction to stop picketing.
The past week all Loew managers

In Greater New! York have been do-
ing full time under orders to leave
their posts only when necessary due
to the bomb scare. Following dis-

covery, .of .the , dynamite, managers
are under orders

;

to inspect their
houses from top 'to bottom every
few hours'.

,
While the N. Y.,Court of Appeals

recently ruled one union can picket
another, difficulties with local police
are being encountered by 306 pick-
ets. Friday night, after 306 said
Commissioner Mulrooney had prom-
ised their pickets would not be mo-
lested, 20 were arrested in Brooklyn
and six in the Bronx. Among them
were wives and mothers, of 30 G op-
erators who have been pressed into
service,

When some of the pickets were
arraigned in night court Friday (1C)
before Magistrate Irwin, the latter

discharged them, saying that the
right to picket theatres had been
established by court and as long
as the pickets were not creating a
disturbance, blocking entrance to the
theatre or otherwise becoming a
nuisance, no crime was being com-
mitted.
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THE PHONE
AT i

TO THE TRADE PAPERS—
Reserve your Headlines, boys!

TO THE FAN MAGAZINES—
Tell the fans the Big News!

TO VARIETY, M. P. DAILY—
Qetyour Box-Office Reports Section ready I

TO M. P. HERALD—
Hold Top Spot in Box-Office Champions!

SHEARER does it again!
We have just seen it in the Projection Room. And
we're telling the cockeyed world

!

SMILIN' THROUGH
is coming to bust your favorite house record high

wide and handsome. One of the greatest productions

we've ever made—bar none! Is it sweet? Is it romantic?

Is it tearful? Is it thrilling?Oh boy, and how!

makes the Best Pictures? You said it!

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER
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tamparauve brasses tor August

(Continued, from page 10

>

SEATTLE

PORTLAND, ORE.
, Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 . Aug. 27

PARA-
MOUNT

nign. sr^ouu
Low., 5,000

First Year
$11,000

Guilty as Hell
$16,000

Mint, Schu-
mann-Helnk

Devil and
ths Dssp

•A AAA '

Horse
Feathers
• 1 A AAA

Blanche
Sweet

RKO
ORPHEUM
High. $24,000
Low . . 2,000

Roar of the
Dragon
$6,100
Vaude

The
Mouthpiece

$4,000

American
Madness
$6,500

Age of
Consent
$4,300 .

Ann A Ann 1*
.
MUy. I» Ann PA Aug 27

FIFTH AVE.
Hiflh. $26,000
Low.. 4,600

First Year
. $12,000

Monte Blue

Skyscraper
Sauls
$7,400

Guilty as Hell
$11,800

Gilda Gray .

Horse
Feathers
$16,000

UNITED
ARTISTS

High. $13,000
Low.. 2,500

Week Ends
Only.
$4,000

.
- Congorilla

$7,000
Washington
Masquerade

$4,000

Speak Easily
$4,000

ORPHEUM
High. $32,000
Low.. 3,400

Roar of the
the Dragon

$6,600
James Hall

Tom Brown
of Culver

$4,700
(Final week,
Vaude)

American
Madness
$5,600

Age of
Consent

.
$4,200,

KANSAS CITY'
™ MUSIC

BOX
High. $17,000
Low.. 2,500

South Sea
Adventures

and
Many a Slip

$3,800

War Corre-
spondent

- $2,500

Jewel
Robbery
$3,600

Stranger in

Town .

$3,000

Aug.. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27
MAIN

STREET
High. $32,000
Low.. 8,000

Molly
Louvain
$24,000

Ted Lewis

Tom Brown
of Culver
$11,000

American
Madness
$12,000

Roar of ths
Dragon
$20,600

Desert Song
^LIBERTY
High. $12,000
Low,. 3,900

Hound of
Baskerville

$4,200

The Stoker
$4,300

Avenging
Seas
and

Sunset Trail
$4,100

Man Called
Back
$5,100

LOEW'S
MIDLAND

High. $36,000
Low. . 7,000

Whits
Zombie
$11,600

Downstairs
$11,500

Speak Easily
$11,100

Blondie of :

ths Follies
$10,500

DETROIT
NEWMAN

High. $33,000
Low. . 4,400

First Year

.

and
Panther
Woman
$10,009

Jewel
Robbery
$7,800

Devil and
ths Deep
$8,000

Horse
Feathers
$15,000

Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27

Michigan
High. $53,100
Low.. 16,700

Washington
Masquerade

$23,600
Stage Show

Skyscraper
Souls
$27,900

Blondie of
the Follies

$35,100 .

LIBERTY
High. $13,400
Low. . 2^00

Purchase
Pries

.v.

$5,000

Madame
Racketeer ,

$4,200

Guilty as Hell
$5,000

.

Love ! Is a
Rackst
$3,700

FOX
Hiflh. $50,000
Low.. 9,000

First Year
$40,000

Stage Show

First Year
$16,000

(2d week)

Purchase
Price
$9,000

(New Low)

BIRMINGHAM
Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 ' Aug. 27

ALABAMA
High. $00,000
Low. . 00,000

First Year
$10,500

Skyscraper
Souls
$8,000

Guilty as Hell
$9'i000

Horse
Feathers

. $14,000

FISHER
High. $29,000
Low.. 9,400

Stranger in

Town
$13,300

Stage Show

Guiliy as Hell
$16,500

Horse
Feathers
$17,000

(2d week) RITZ
High. $00,000
Low,. 00,000

Strangers of
the Evening

and
Tom Brown

$3,600

War Corre-
respondent

$4,000

American
Madness
$4,700 . ....

Blonds :

Captive
$3,500BUFFALO

Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27 EMPIRE
High. $00,000
Low.. 00,000

Man from
Yesterday

$2,900

Washington..

.

Masqueracle^,
; $fcooo

' —. —H*
MakswMs a -

Star"
$3,200

Two Seconds
> $3,400BUFFALO

High. $42,000
|ow.. 13,800

First Year
$23,300

Stage Show

Guilty as Hell
$19,000

Skyscraper
8ouls
$18,000 STRAND

High. $00,000
Low.. 00,000

Night Court
$1,600

' Vanishing ..

Frontier .

$1,500

Dark Horse
$1,600 ,

Passport
to Hell
$1,400

HIPPO-
DROME

High. $22,000
Low.. 3,900

Winner
Take All

$7,400

Week Ends
Only
$6,600

Unashamed
$7,000

LOUISVILLECENTURY
High. $21,000
Low.. 4,700

Westward
Passage
$7,100
Vaude

Roar of
the Dragon

$6,300

Madame
Racketeer

$6,500

' Aug. 0 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27
LOEW'S

High. $28,000
Low. . 4,900

Skyscraper
8oulo
$6,700

Zombis
$7,600

Downstairs
$7,100

LAFAY-
ETTE

High. $16,000
Low.. 5.000

While Paris
Sleeps
$7,000

Young
America .

$5.5Q0

The Menace
and

Probation
$7,500

STRAND
High. $12,500
-Low.. 24)00

First Ysar
$9,000

First Year
$4,100

(2d week)

Jewel
:. Robbery

$5,200

WASHINGTON
RIALTO

High. $16,000
Low.. 1,900

The • Expert
$2,300

(3 days)

Week End
Marriage

.

$2,700
(3 days)

Passport
to Hell
$6,100

(4 days)
Hobart
Bosworth

Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27

EARLE
High. $25,000
Low . . 6,000

Love Is a
Racket
$17,600
Vaude

Jewel
Robbery
$16,000

War Corre-
spondent
$16,600 BROWN

High. $14,000
Low. . 1.700

Is My Faos
Red

$3,300

Roar of ths
Dragon
$2,800

Miss
Pinker-ton

$2,300PALACE
High. $29,300
Low.. 6,500

First Year
$15,000

Guilty as Hell
$11,000

Blondie of
the Follies

$16,500
ALAMO

High. $11,600
Low.. 1,700

Madams
Racketeer

$1,900

Texas
Bad Man
$2,600

8tranger
in Town
$2,300COLUMBIA

High. $19,000
Low.. 1.500

McKenna of
Mounted
$2,200

Dynamite
Ranch
$2,000

Isle of
Paradise
$6,000 TACOMA

FOX
High. $41,500
Low. . 11.000

White
Zombie
$17,500

Stage Show

Downstairs
$23,400

'

Speak Easily
$24,400 Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27.

RIALTO
High. $04000
Low.. 00.000

Purchass
Prioe
$2.t0i

First Year
and

Vanishing
Frontier
$2,800

Passport
to Hell
and

CongoriHa
$3,100

Madams
Racketeer

and
Horse

Feathers -••

$3,400

KEITH'S
High. $20,000
Low.. 4.600

Tom Brown
of Culver

$7,600 .

American
Madness

• $7,600

Aoe of
Consent
$5,800

PHILADELPHIA BLUE
MOU8E

High.. $8,300
Low... 1.400

Purchass
Pries
$2,300

Hound of
Beskervilles

and
South 'Sea
Adventures

$2,100

Miss
Pinkorton

$1.90t

Jewel
Robbery

.

$2,000Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27

EARLE
High. $27,000
Low.. 11,500.

Man Called
Back
$16,000

Jack -Mulhall
Vande

Million
Dollar Leg*

$16,500

Make Ms a
Star

$17,000

CINCINNATI
FOX

High. $41,000
Low . . 10.500

First Year
$23,500

B. Compson

Passport
to Hell
$17,000

Painted
Woman
$20,000

Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27

ALBEE
High. $36,500
Low.. 14.500

Washington
Masquerade

$22,600
Vaude

Man Called
Back

$19,600
Hal Leroy

Make Me a
8tar

$28,500
Mllla Bros.

Madams
Raeketeer
$17,000

"

B. Compson
8TANLEY

High. $37,000
Low.. 8,000

Lady and
Gent
$9,000

(5 days)

Bring 'Em
Back
$8,600

(5 days)

8kyseraper
. Souls
$12,000

PALACE
High. $28,100
Low.. 7,200

Bring 'Em
Back Alive

$9,000

Guilty as Hell
$12,000

Speak Easily
$12,500

Horse
Feathers
$22,600BOSTON

CAPITOL
High. $22,000
Low.. 4,500

Unashamed
$8,700

Jewel
Robbery
$9,000

Devil and
the Deep
$8,000

Two Against
the World

$10,000

' Aug. 6 Aug; 13 "Aug. 20 Aug. 27
METRO-
POLITAN

High. $66,000
Low.. 16.200

First Year
$44,000
Bio Rita
(8 days)

Guilty as Hell
$18,000

Devil and
the Deep
$16,200

(New Low)

Doctor X
$18,20* LYRIC

High. $23,900
Low. . 5,000

Red 'Headed
Woman
$9,600

(2d week)

First Year
$15,000

First Year
$7,700

(2d week)

Skyscraper
Souls
$6,000

RKO
MEMORIAL
High. $41,200
Uw.. 6,140

War Corre-
.

spondent
$16,200

Stage Show

American .

Madness
$20,000

Ted Healy

'.' Age of
Consent
$28,000

Kate Smith

Hold 'Em Jail
$18,100

Prod Waring
. PIROVIDENCE

KEITH'S
BOSTON

High. $23,000
Low. . 4,000

Hollywood
Speaks
$6,700

Blanche
Calloway
Vaude

Igloo
$4,000

(New Low)

American •

Madness
$8,300

Hilton Sistero

Unholy Love
$13,700

TexasGuinan

Aug. 6 - Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27
STATE

High. $28,000
Low.. 6,000

Whits
Zombis
$9,900

Downstairs
. $6,000

Speak Easily
$11,100

Blondie of
ths Follies

$10,600

RKO
ALBEE

High. $20,000
Low.. 3.000

Tom Brown
$8,700
Vauds

War Corre-
spondent
$8,700

Ameriosn
Madness
$10,200

Hold 'Em JsH
$8,700

SAN FRANCISCO
Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27 PARA-

MOUNT
High. $18,000
Low. . 4,000

Man Called
Baok
$4,300

Guilty as Hell
$6,300

Devil and
the Deep
$6,200

Horse
Feathers
$11,600FOX

High. $70,000
Low.. 18,000

8kyscraper
8ouls
$30,000

BlancheSweet
Stage Show

First Year
$31,000

Passport
to Hell
$30,000

IAL Tashman
Ken Murray

Painted
Woman
$27,000

Follow Thru MAJESTIC
High. $1&\000
Low,-. 6,000

First Yes*
and

Bachelor's
Folly
$T,10O

Jewel
Robbery
and

Almost
Married
$6,000

(New Low)

Purchase
Price
and

Illegal

$6,000

Doctor X.
and

Crooner
$8,600..WARFIELD

High. $48,000
Low.. &\200

Madame
Racketeer
$19,000

Stage Show
Rosco Ates
Qeorge Raft

Guilty as Hell
$20,000

Crooner
$18,000

Chlo Sale

.Big City
Blues
$17,000

RKO
VICTORY

High.. $2,800
Low~* 1*400

Drifting Souls
and

Bring 'Em
Baok AMve

$2,100

Hell's Angels
and

Skippy
$2,400

AliM
The

Trespasser
and

East Lynne
Ladies of the
Big House

$1,500
Split "WVek

Hollywood
Speaks
and

Wild Women
of Borneo

$1,400

PARA-
MOUNT

High. $36,000
Low.. 5.000

Washington
Masquerade

$7,500
(2d week)

Devil and
the Deep

$8,000

Horse
Feathers
$21,000

Horse
Feathers
$11,000

(2d week)
GOLDEN

. GATE
High. $19,000
Low.. 7.000

Bring 'Em
Back Alive

$21,000
:

Vaude

War Corre-
spondent
$11,400

Hor. Heidi's

American
Madness
$11,700

Ags of
Consent
$11,000

- "iUlillLi I (Continued on page 27)

GTP-Duovac Suits

(Continued from page 4)

C. Mills and Music Publisher* Pro-
tective Association for control

.
of

extensive copyrights on music and
subsequent excluding agreements
with exhibitors and producers, pro-
hibiting use of music with any but
ERPI apparatus, and controlling

producers as to number of copy-
rights used In production of films.

This agreement, complaints charge,

tied up the music supply and was
made possible only by the defend-
ants' dominant position in the pic-

ture industry.

Feature of the Duovac complaint,

not included by GTP, is an attack on
ERPrs regulation of apparatus
leased to exhibitors. Duovac
charges ERPI exacted exorbitant

fees for inspection service that was
not rendered, or under the guise of

additional royalties, with a large

staff of engineers maintained to ...

der unwarranted replacements » of

parts oh apparatus at the expense of

exhibitor.

This was. made possible, Duovac
charges, by a restrictive leasing pol-

icy. Duovac manufactures photo-
electric cells, headquartered at 360

Furman street, Brooklyn, T.

Complaints, each a 40-page print-'

ed. book, say the ERPI license en-
tanglements grew out of operations
starting in 1919 when' A. T. & T.
acquired wide talker patent rights

from WeBtinghouse, General Elec-

tric, Radio Corp. of America and
other companies, sufficient to dom-
inate^the field. >

-Most of these, bills charge.; were
turned over' ,to. Western Electric.

ERPI entered in the scene prior to

Deo. 81, 1926, both complaints
charge, when A. T. & T. and W. H.
turned over to ERPI enough pat-

ents and. ..license rights to. control

the Industry.

Clayton and Sherman Aots

Plaintiffs then allege the three
'conspired' on. or asoitf Jttrt. 1. 1927,

to violate .' Clayton Anti-Monopoly
and Sherman Anti-Trust acts by an
agreement with Vitaphone to fur-
nish equipment, with that firm
agreeing to use no other apparatus.
Agreement with Vitaphone was
dated April 20, 1926.

Agreements on exclusive use of
apparatus were then made, bills

charge, with Hal ' Roach. Studios
(May 18, 1928)., Christie Film (June
20, 1928), Universal (July 18, 1928),

Columbia (Sept 26, 1928), .Fox and
Fox-Hearst (both Nov. 14, 1930).

Previous agreements; were made
May 1L. 1928, with Paramount,
Metro and United Artists, .

Muslo Tax Phases

Complaints charge a, subsequent
'contractual letter" bound leasees to
install ERPI equipment in theatres
controlled by them and to promote
installations' elsewhere, also gov-
erning use of reproducing' apparatus
to show films of producing compa-
nies licensed by ERPI and affect-

ing at least 26% of nation's theatres,

representing at least a third of to-

tal picture house seating capacity.
Mills' agreement on music copy-
rights followed this.

Charge Is then that W.E., before
Dec 31, 1926, Induced Vitaphone to
sub-license Fox-Case; agreeing that
W.H. furnish Fox-Case with equip-
ment on terms similar to ones im-
posed upon Vitaphone. Inspection
fees and regulation of replacements
figured after this.

"

Effect of this cross-licensing and
agreements, complaints charge, was
that, by May 11, 1928, defendants
had brought under their control 90%
of producing and 50% of reproduc-
ing, virtually tying up the industry
and forcing independent producers
and exhibitors out of business, par-
ticularly in view of the Mills agree-
ment. '

Plaintiffs in both suits ask tem-
porary and permanent Injunctions
against enforcing agreements, also

that the original agreements with
WIS. and ERPI be declared illegal

ab initio and damages or other res-
titution be ordered at the discretion

of the court Plaintiffs give dam-
ages as 'in excess of $2,500,000/ In-
junction against the Mills agreement
is asked in both.

Duovac suit asks Injunction
against ERPI's regulations on re-
placements of parts and exaction of
inspection fees.

GTP complaint is signed by M. A.
Schlcssinger, president, and gives
Samuel E. Darby, Jr., Ephralm Ber-
liner and former Judge Hugh M.
Morris, who presided in tire DeFor-
es't-Western Electric patent suit, as
counsel for plaintiff. Morris and
Darby are also counsel for plaintiff
in the Duovac suit, which is signed
by Nathan Goldman, president
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Weary River

BARTHELMESS
CABIN IN THE

••v.

ANGLES
that will bring
out the misers!

With Henry u. Walthall,

Berton Churchill, Walter
Percival, Tully Marshall,

Edmund Breese, Dorothy
Peterson,Hardie Albright,
David Landau^ Directed

by Michael Curtiz.* A
first National Picture.

ARE SOUTHERN
GIRLS LOVE

EXPERTS?

Do pixie's beauties

"have it all over"
Northern girls in

love-making? Could
the girls you know
match the flaring ex-

citement and reck*
less abandon of a

(laming southern
LOVE' THIEF?

MODERN
SLAVERY

EXPOSED!

A titanic struggle for
FREEDOM from
• new kind of slavery
. . . Stealing, burning,
killing ... a feud to
the death between
white slaves and
masters! A tumul-
tuous drama of tan-

gled loves, lives and
loyalties.

DIXIE'S

OWN
STORY!

The North had its

machine age and
gang war films, the
West its covered
wagon, now here's a
heart-throbbing epic
of Dixie. Romance
under a plantation
moon, feuds that run
the gamut of human
emotions.

VtTAORAfH. INC, OlSTftllUTOtt
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Comparative Grosses for August

(Continued from page 26)

LOS ANGELES
A'llM ftAug. D Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27

LOEW'8
STATE

High. $48,000
Low.. 10.000

•First Year
$26,000

Stage Show

Skyscraper
Souls
$18,600

Bachelors' •

Affairs
$18,000

Passport to
Hell

$16,700

PARA-
MOUNT

High. $57,800
Low.. 8,000

Madamo
Racketeer
$14,000

Stage Show

Guilty as Hell
$17,000

Horse
Feathers
$32,000

Horse
Feathers
$16,200

(2d week)
WARNERS'
HOLLYWD
High. $37,800
Low; . $,900

Jewel
Robbery "•

$9,100

Crooner
$10,000 ,

Doctor X
$8,500

Big City
Blues
$7,000

WARNERS'
POWNVWN
High. $38,000
Low.. 7,000

Purohass
• Price ',

$111000
Vaude

,

: Stranger
• in Town .

$9,700

Jewel
Robbery
$10,700

Crooner
$9,800

NEW HAVEN
Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. 27

PARA-
MOUNT

HignV $21*000
Low. v 8,300

Madame
. Racketeer

$7,500 .

. Stage Show

Guilty as Hell
$8,100

Devil and
the Deep '

$9,V00

Horse
Feathers

' $14,000

FOX-POLI
High. $28,000
Low.. 4,000

First Year
and

By Whoso
Hand
$7,100

Congorilla
$5,500

Tom Brown
and •

.

Passport to
Holl
$5,000

Zombie
and

Speak ' Easily
$8,000

SHERMAN
HiOh. $16,000
Low.. 1.500

Is My Face :

: Red •

and
Cross

Examination
$3,300

Man Called
Back
and

Purchase
Price

_^ $5.0.00

Jewel
Robbery
and

Stranger
.

in Town
$4,800

Blonde
Captive
and

Crooner
. . $4,000

DENVER
Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug; 27

DENVER
High. $27,700
Low.. 7,000

Man from
Yesterday

$9,500
Ted Mack

Washington
Masquerade

$11,000

Guilty rs Hell
$19,000

Desert Song

Hor3e
Feathers

'

$16,000
Fred Schmitt

PARA-
MOUNT

High. $22,000
Low. . 2,200

Dark' Horse
• $2,200 •

(New Low)

Miss-'
Pinkerton

$3,800

Downstairs
$5,900

Doctor X
$6,000

ORPHEUM
Htgh-.- $20,000
Low.. 10.000

First Year
$16,000

Mltzi Green

Jewel
Robbery
$13,500
Vaude

American
Madness
$12,000

Back Street
$14,000

Jack Dempsey

RIALTO
High.. $4,500
Low... 1,900

Rider' «f
Death Valley

$2,700 .

. .Almost

.

Married
$2,500 .

Stranger in

.

Town
$2,500

Igloo
$1,900

(New Low) •

(6 days)

MONTREAL
Aug. 8 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug. .27

LOEW'8
High. $18,500
Low... 7,500

Man from
Yesterday
$12,000
Vaude

Unashamed
$13,000

Lady and
Gent

$12,000

Bring 'Em
Back

$13,000
Gene Dennis

PALACE
High. $32,000
Low.. : 7,000

Rebecca
$11,000

Washington
Masquerade

$12;000

Bring 'Em
Back

$13,000

First Year
$12,000

CAPITOL
High. $30,000
Low.. 5,500

Life Goes On
•

. and
Million

Dollar Legs
$10,000

Miss
Pinkerton

and
Dark Horse

$10,000

Two Seconds
and

Madame
Racketeer
$12,000

Gene Dennis

Guilty as Hell
and

' Forgotten
Com'dments

$10,000

PRINCESS'
High. $25,000
Low.. 4,600

Monte Carlo
Madness
and

Honor of
Press
$8,000

...Roar' of
the Dragon

and
Roadhouss
Murder
$6,500

White
Zombie
and

Aren't We All
$6,500

Man Called
Back
and

Strangers of
Evening
$6,500

IMPERIAL
High.. $8,000
Low... 1JB00

Vieux Garcon
$1,800

. (French
made)

Paris Beguin
$1,800

(French)

C'est Beau
L'Amour

•

... $2,000
(French)

Dairy Change
of Program

$1,800

MINNEAPOLIS
Aug. 6 Aug. 13 Aug. 20 Aug! 27

RKO
ORPHEUM
High. $25,000
Low." 5,000

. Winner
Take All
$11,000

Alice Joy
Vaude

Roar of the
Dragon
$10,000

American
Madness
$13,000

Blonde
Captive
$11,000
Hobart

Bosworth
STATE

High. $28,000
Low; . 3,000

First Year
. $17,000

Guilty as Hell
$8,500

Devil and '

the Deep
$7,000

Horse
Feathers

; $17,400

LYRIC
High:. $7,000
Low. . . 1500

Million ...

Dollar Legs
$6,000

' Miss
Pinkerton

$4,300

Skyscraper
Souls
$3,000

Rich 'Always
With Us
$6,900

Publix Favors New Ad
Manual for All Big Pix
The special ad manual designed

by Ed Olmstead on 'Prosperity'
(Metro) for Publix, first of its kind
ever used by any chain, is to be
placed in use by Publix on all its

important pictures. Outstanding
feature of the manual, as pointed'
out, is that a manager can manipu-
late the ad material provided and
not Ipse what Publix is trying to
sell on its pictures.

•

Angle of the manual, as mana-
gers and advertising men in the
field have been advised, Is that it

'gives us a unique character of dis-
play which will positively dominate
every page where it appears.' :

Sample layouts of every type and

Overhead Slash

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

. Manager of the Alcazar, Bell,

Cal., was informed by Fox.West
Coast home offices that in the
future, house's rent would be
'48c. less each week,

After conferences with the
building owners, circuit suc-
ceeded ir. getting a rent re-

duction of '$25 a yeary-

'site. and..an assortment of^-display

units which can be easily grouped
or assembled either by themselves
or. with portions- (Jf the regular press
sheet, exchange mats, etc.-iire pro-
vided.

Moik

Oklahoiiv.

.
Allegations of

Shawnee, Okla., th

that - major motion ..-

panics 'Have conspired, ..crain

trade' were attacked an\ defended

In federal court hero Thursday in

argument on defense motion to

make charges 'more definite.'

Momand charged Pavamount-
Publix and certain other film com-
panies are monopolizing 95% of the

picture, business and are violating

federal anti-trust laws.
• Federal' Judge Edgar S. Vaught'
took the case under advisemeint.

Can. Gov't Rules 2d Man
In Booth Unnecessary

Ottawa, Sept. 19.
;

A government ruling has given

100 theatres In Ontario a real break.

According to a new interpretation

of the statutes covering the film

projection in theatres, there is no
further necessity for the employ-
ment of a second qualified operator
In any house having less than 750

seats. In place of this second
operator, the theatre manager Is at
liberty to make use of an usher,
doorman or other employee for the

re-winding providing the helper
has a Government Class 'D' license

card which is anybody's for the
price of $5 per annum. Even the
manager or the owner himself can
do the re-winding under the rul-
ing because of a decision that no
law prevents a man performing
work for himself for which he is

qualified. There is no examination
tor the *D' card. The qualified man
must remain in charge of the
machines.
Seventy-five independent theatres

identilied with Allied Exhibitors of
Ontario and 27 houses of the :

Famous Players' chain are bene-
fited by the new Tuling which has
been established by the authorities
without one change in the wording
of the regulations. The order Is a
blow to union operators because
many of the second men in a booth
were members of organized labor
and they are no longer necessary
under the interpretation which
came about as a result of confer-
ences between the Government and
representatives of the independents.

IDENTIFY BANDIT
Cleveland, Sept. 19.

Four employees of the RKO Pat-
ace here identified Mike Romano,
arrested in Akron as one of two gun-
men who stuck up the theatre two
weeks ago and got away with a
$3,000 payroll.

Frank Hines, house manager, and
three of

.
the nine employees who

were imprisoned in his office while

gunman's partner forced the thea-

tre's treasurer to open safe, picked

Romano's mugg out of the rogue's

gallery.

APPRECIATION

To every m»mber of the Paramount

Publix Corporation; fo^the fellow work-

ers of my twenty years in the motion

picture industry; to my friends among

exhibitors/ distributors, producers,

actors, directors, writers, and every

other branch, and to my friends of the

press— '?

I wish to extend my sincere thanks

and grateful appreciation for the fine

loyalty, friendship and support that have

kept me supplied with the inspiration

so necessary to progress.

The termination of my affiliation with

Paramount Publix Corporation enables

me to fulfil my ambition to return to

the field in which I started—independent

production.

JESSE L LASKY

609 Ocean Front

Santa Monica, Calif.
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"Hfe use LUX Toilel Soap"
say these famous M.CLM. stars

|-^RIUMPHANTLY these irresistible stars

win the hearts of thousands!

Each enchantingly individual, but
they all have the most appealing charm of

all . . . flawlessly smooth skin.

And each and every one of this glamorous

array of M. G. M. stars relies on Lux Toilet

Soap to guard complexion beauty. For
they've found that this gentle, delicately fra-

grant soap is soothing to every type of skin.

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use it

"For the very smooth skin required by the

close-up," says Marion Davies, "I find Lux
Toilet Soap is wonderful."

And Joan Crawford says: "Hollywood
directors found out long ago that a girl

simply must have ravishing skin to win her

public. I've never found anything like Lux
Toilet Soap for keeping my skin lovely."

Nine out of ten screen stars are devoted

to this very white, fragrant soap! They love

its matchless whiteness . . . its instant abun-

dant lather, even in hard water. . . its sooth-

ing, caressing effect on the skin. They like,

too, the fact that Lux Toilet Soap is made
just as the finest French soaps are made.

Lux Toilet Soap is the official soap at

M. G. M.'s famous Culver City studios and
in all the other great film studios.

For, of the 694 important actresses in

Hollywood, including all stars, 686 use it

regularly.

You, too, can have the charm of tempt-

ingly beautiful sl$in. Begin using the stars'

favorite complexion care today.
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INDUSTRY BAN

ON PREMIUMS

IMPENDS

With more than 5,000 theatres

throughout the country being esti-

mated as utilizing the premium
route to stimulate biz, further ani-

mosity against premiums and give-

aways is being aroused throughi-

out the Industry generally and
principally by the major circuits.

All of the latter, with the excep-
tion of Fox West Coast, are in-

dicated to be definitely opposed to

giveaways. In the east certain indie

chains are. using the schemes. How-
ever, from the furore that has been
aroused and the complaints which
have been made . to distributors,

FWC will probably eventually fall

In. line with the stand of the majors
and ban giveaways.
From what can be gathered

through inquiry among the circuit

operators, the giveaways, and pre-
miums on b.o. admissions tend to

hurt business' rather than aid the
houses in the loner irun. The gen-
eral, .estimate is that the giveaways
only- provoke a kind' of : temporary
and sort of artiflcal stimulus which,
6nce-s begun, must be continued.
That's because customers become
accustomed to expect the premiums
before they would consider paying
admission.

Confession of Weakness
Instances are cited and the majors

.
are pointing a ' strong finger

1 against those who may utilize
giveaways and premiums as inef-

, flclent operators of theatres and
who may not be able to properly
^aandle houses otherwise. The ma-
jors take the attitude that utilizing
premiums, to

. stimulate ; the b.o.- • is
akin to' a confession on inexpert
theatre ,b

:

pefatiqn.'

Besides which the' premiums are
paid for by the theatres and as
suchi gives' the general' admissions
charged as these giveaway houses
an aspect 'pf a price, discount on

Watchful Waiting

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Although F-WC district su-

pervisors' moved .
into their

new quarters a week ago, no
names have as yet been painted

on the doors of the Individual

offices.

Probably waiting for the .10

weeks drive to end Sept. 24,

to find out if the grosses will

warrant putting the' painter to

work; one supe speculated.

PUBLIX DETROIT MUSIC

WALKOUT AVERTED

Detroit, Sept. 19.

A walkout of musicians at the

Publix Michigan and Publix Fisher

theatres was averted, when' Joe
Weber of the A. F. M,. wired the
local board to. give an additional

week for negotiations. Publix had
been stalling the settlement of the
yearly . contract negotiations since

the last year's contract expired Sept.

It was agreed at that time that

all changes in terms would be re-

troactive to Sept. 1.

Before Weber asked the postpone-
ment the union officials demanded
that Publix agree to 24 men for the
present season using only 21 of the
men with three having a day off

every day. For this the officials

agreed to cut the scale to $72 from
the present $86. In their final ulti-

matum the union, stated that either

the terms be given or a walk.after
the show" oh Thursday (15).

Understood that Publix offered $70
for a minimum of 18 men.
The .

Michigan and Fisher, are the
only houses still using, stage shows.
The Fox has been playing straight
pictures since mid-August due to

labor troubles.

tickets. Basically, the majors have
pointed out, this amounts to a low-
ered, 'admission price and as such
violates' the protection

'.
angles of

film booking contracts.

That's how the dlstrlbs come into
the picture but, so far there Is no
concerted ..movement . by the dis-

trlbs.
'

ire

ice

age Dynamite

New Broadway

of the Future

Once Again
AT THE

CAPITOL, NEW YORK
(SEPT. 15)

Thanks to

. K. SIDNEY and MARVIN SCHENCK
for Their Confidence in Me

Direction

JOHNNY HYDE
WM. MORRIS OFFICE

Exhibs Who flaj Deals

After Others, Court

Chi Film Row ChiC

, Chicago, Sept. 19.

Balaban. & Kata 'B* houses are
now slated to drop double features
Sept. 50. Affected are the Ma-bro,
Granada, Riviera, Southtown, Hard-
ing and Tower,, Rest of circuit is

expected to follow suit within a
week or two, or as booking con-
tracts permit. Suburban houses of
Publix affiliation have> . already
stopped duals.
There will be little said officially

when the extra picture is cut from
schedule. Change will be cased
across by all circuits with the hope
that the public will not be unduly
aroused to any feeling; of reduced
quantity for their money.
While the movement Is supposed

to be universal and affect everyone
in the Chicago area there is no
guaranty that there won't be hold-
outs who will continue with duals
in a hope of attracting bargain
trade and capitalize on the change.
Against, this menace the weapon to
be used will be a new form of pro-
tection whereby the double feature
house will be denied playdates t^o

long as the picture has not played
every other house in the neighbor-
hood.

Pittsburgh, r Sept. 19..

Film exchanges here are under-
stood to have vetoed any two-for-
ones at the Fulton, Shea-Hyde
house, this . year. Site operated
under Uils policy all of last ,season,
drawing plenty of Are from nabe
houses, who contended two-for-
ones put first-run scale below that
of subsequent run theatres.
Fulton has- been on a 25a scale

all summer, making it necessary to

play chiefly indie product,' but- goes
to--a 40c top Friday (23).

Des Moines Would Run
Loeal Film Delivery

'. Burlington; la., Sept. 19.

Curtailed , train connections • and
possible bus transportation .service

cuts has led C. A,, Gatchell, Des
Moines,. to.make application to the
Iowa state railroad commission for
a certificate of convenience to es-
tablish a- motor vehicle route solely

for - the transportation of picture
film. Sept. 27 has been fixed for
the hearing.
Proposal would connect, the cap-

itpl city and- towns of Ainsworth,
Columbus Junction, Grandyiew, War
pello, Mediapolls, Burlington, Mid-
dletown, DanvlUe, New. London, Mt.
Pleasant, " Donnellspn, Farmlngtpn,
Bonaparte, Keosauq.ua, Cantril, Mil-
ton, ' Bloomfleld,." Moulton, Center-
Srllle, Mystic and Albia.

Indifferent Horses

Crowd was so unmanageable
at the opening of 'Strange

Interlude' at the Chinese, that
Robert Collier decided to use
mounted police to handle the
mobs at the opening of 'Rain.'

T|ils time it was the horses
that became unmanageable,*
—-arid was Collier's face red?
—Fronik 'Variety's' Hollywood
Bulletin.

BIG VAUDE, PIC HOUSE

WAR IN TOWN OF 18,000

Glens Falls, N. T.. Sept. 19.

A vaudeville and motion picture
war is in progress in Glens Falls, a
little city pf 18,000 with a drawing
power of 40,000 from a radium of
20 miles. Two vaudeville houses,
also featuring first run fllms.are bat-
tling It out in the vaude field, while
the picture opposition includes a
Paramount first run abuse and
three second rung, making six thea-
tres in all.. . •

The RlaUo, which was given tip

several months ago by William Ben-
ton, chain theatre operator of Sara-
toga Springs, reopened Sept. 10,
with five acts of RKO vaude and a
first run Aim under the management
of Fred Colburn, who owns both the
Rialto and Park theatre properties;
J. A. Fitzgerald, owner of the
Strand, Hudson Falls. N. Y., and
Kenneth Sheldon. House plays
vaude onlv the last half.

. The Empire, . .opposition to . the
Rialto, is operated . by Peter Dana,
who' ran through the summer with
pictures and' .tabs, and, beginning
last Saturday, opened with seven
acts of vaudeville and pix for a full

week. Dana is booking indepen-
dently out of New York under the
title of 'Paramount Vaudeville.'
L. J. Clarkey operates the Empire
for Dana
The Paramount, a new house, is

first run under the management of
Milton Schosburg. The State is

running, second run ,owned and op-
erated by Fred Mausert. The Strand
at Hudson Falls, three miles south
of Glens Falls, Is second run. .

Labor Settlements Made;:

Par Reopens 6 in Miami
Publix resumed operation of its

theatres in Miami and suburbs
Thursday (IB) after settlement of

the operator difficulties there by
telephone from New Yorki Men take
a substantial cut, new deal calling

for four men at Olympla, Miami,
at' $66 a week; 'four at Paramount,
Miami, $^2.50,; two at Rex,.. $5.6; and
one each, at ^65,' at Rosetta; Com-
munity (Miarni Beach), and . Coral
Gables. '

. ,

"Men last year were getting $85.

Demanding same figure . this yjear,

Publix countered by closing down
all its Miami and suburb houses.
: Harry Sherman, Publix labor con-
tact, and W. P. Rapul,. IATSE spe-
cial rep, worked from the New York
end on. the settlement.

Tacoma Dynamite

Tacoma, Sept. 19.

Bombed by vandals, < local . nabe
theatre, the Community, was badly
wrecked last week, its front walls
and boxofflce completely demolished.
Loss estimated at $1,600 but nobody
hurt. This '.s the second time .in

two years .this house has been
bombed with h!gh explosives. Stench
bombs were frequent.
Three suspects were arrested but

later released. J. Richard Porter,
operator of the house, was

.
of the

opinion that labor disputes formed
the .only possible, solution for the
crime. 'He said that for some time
four pickets have annoyed patrons.

STEFFES SUES

PUBLIX N. W.

ON ZONING

Minneapolis, Sept. 10.

. Alleging restraint of interstate

commerce and conspiracy to create

a monopoly in theatre exhibition for .

Publix Northwest theatres, a test
to determine the validity of zoning
and protection agreements has been
filed in federal court here In behalf
of independent theatre owners,
members of the Northwest Allied
States association.

The plaintiff Js the Peoples The-,
atre Co., owned by W. A. Steffes,
president of Allied States and busi-
ness manager of the Northwest sec -

tion, operating several neighborhood
theatres here. In his complaint,
Steffes names all the local film ex--

changes and their- managers and the
Minneapolis Film Board of Trade
as defendants. He claims the lat-
ter are fixing, regulating and con-
trolling the prices which the public
in the territory shall pay for thea-
tre admissions.

Steffes asks the court to annul
and enjoin the further carrying out
of the zoning and protection plan,
the restraining of the plaintiffs 'from
interfering with the: free exercise
by this petitioner and other ex-
hibitors similarly situated of their
right to contract for pictures with-
out regard to prior exhibition, in
other places and towns,' enjoining
of the exchanges from inclusion of
objeotionable 'restrictive provisions'
detailed. in the complaint and 'such
other further and general relief as
may seem just to the court.'

Minneapolis, Sept. 19.

Thrown by unknowns for an un-
determined reason; stench- bombs
emptied a capacity house at the
State, Publix ace loop house here.
-Bublix 1 has no labor trouble here

and its officials cannot comprehend
the motives.

Golden at RKO, St. Louis,

After 13 Yrs. with F-WC
.
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Lou Golden, with Fox West Coast
for the past 13 years, has resigned
and joined RKO in St. Louis. He
will manage the St. Louis.
Hi Peskay - transfers from- the'

F-WC LaBrea- to the Golden Gate/
Belvedere Gardens, Cal., to replace
Golden.

EDDIE STANLEY
4th Week Paramount Theatre

Los Angeles

tfom BoaMat—Horry Rloamaa la 'I Lov* a Pa-
rids." The Jeitart. "Pep, Vim aad Vigor." oaf
ml featurettM, Radio Serin.

(kTAMl FY DISTRIBUTING9IA11LLI CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

FANCHON & MARCO Present

SYLVIA CLARK
In "HER BIRTHDAY PARTY"
BOBBIE KUHN a* "UNCLE BOBBIE"

Pan, L. A , Will Reopen
In Three Wks., First Run

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.
The Pantagcs, which went dark

Wednesday (14), is being redecorat-
ed and will be ready to reopen in
three weeks.
New policy will be first run pic-

tures, with Loew's State, downtown,
having first cnolce of product.

2 L. A. THEATRE STICKUFS
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Burglars blew open the safe of
the Fox Lyric theatre, Huntington
Park, L. A. suburb, Sunday night
and got $700.
Opal Porter, cashier of the Main

St., L. A., was held up by gunmen
Sunday night at the box office and
$70 was taken from her.

LONG TACK SAM
AND DAUGHTER—MINNA NEESA

AFTKR SEVERAL CABLES TO SHANGHAI, CHINA.
PERSONAitY ENGAGED BY MR. SIP GRAUMAN FOR

SID GRAUMAN'S PROLOGUE, "RAIN"
CHINESE THEATRE, HOLLYWOOD, INDEFINITELY

My Representatives: WEBER ft SIMON

S I ST ERS *>* an n
FAMOUS EUROPEAN DANCING STARS

Toarlna; Successfully In United States

THIS WEEK, CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO
WEEK SEPT. 28—'UPTOWN, CHICAGO

Completed Pictures for M-O-M, Universal and
RKO Sluillos

SPANISH-AMERICAN NOVELTY

NIGHT IN SPAIN
Featuring

NKNA arid ESCOBAR and
SonsMlonnl Tango-Rhumba Artist .

Versatile Musical Gonitis
MARVIN HATLEY

Playing 20 Instruments (4 at
one time), nnd his orchestra

HEADLINING WARNERS' DOWNTOWN, LOS ANGELES (WEEK SEPT; »>
i Direction

'
JOSEPHINE CANNELLA. 720 .8. Normandle, Loh Angeles
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BECK SETS BACK

FOREIGN ACTS'

RKO's. vaudeville time shrinkage,

leaving the booking office in a spot

on advance engagements, has forced

the circuit to request nine European

acts to postpone their sailing dates

for a month, at least. The foreign

turns hold contracts and will have
to be played or paid eventually.
Martin Peck booked i2 foreign

acts during his European trip a few
months ago, three of which aire al-

ready here and playing. They are
Grade 'Sclvenk, who has 20 RKO
weeks,' Bood and . Bbod, "and Mady,
and Co., booked for 10 weeks each.

The , nine acts that will have to

wait until RKO finds a way to play

them arc Gampo and Partners, G.

Triovanni.. Mania's Marionettes,

Kirkwhlte and Addison, Dolinoff and
Raya Sisters, Ike Freedmand, Scar-
lett's Chimpanzees, Claudia Alba
and Fransky. :

RKO Vaude Into Troy;

Maybe 86th and 58th

St., N. Y., Later On

. The vaude situation at RKQ is

having its ups and downs plenty,

currently. Each week brings new
complications, what with the unions
and conditions generally besides a
persistent feeling of disappointment
entertained by the theatre division
in the booking office.

• However, RKO will chance vaude
on a split week basis at Proctor's,
Troy; in upstate New York, begin-
ning Sept. 24, with changes Wednes-
day and Saturday. In Boston, RKO
has the problem of having Its two
ace spots playing simultaneous
vaude, one house with, five acts and
the other with seven. The houses
are across the street from each
other and in direct competition this

way.
After Bill Raynor got there he

looked over the situation and ad-
. vocated a change. One of the spots
originally was to get Fanchon &
Marco shows but the fact that F.
& M. shows are spotted at the Par's
Metropolitan precluded them from
showing for RKO In Boston. The
tesult muy ,be that the RKO-Bos-
ton may go in for specially designed
stage shows if RKO can find a
suitable producer. The RKO Keith's
"Will stick to a combo program with
yaude.

In the meantime, RKO has been
handed a petition from Schnectady
citizens signed with 1/600 names,
asking the circuit to reinstate vaude
lii that town, but RKO suspicions
that it was Inspired by unions and
so are traipsing easy on the thing.

In New York the question of put-
ting vaudo back into the RKO 8Gth
St. and the Proctor's 58th St., is

being held in abeyance because un-
der a straight.. Aim policy both
houses are showing okay. However,
if a elo,ugh period comes .along,

yaude may go in pronto.

$2,000,000 Bookings

Probably a record of some
sort is- the $2,000,000 worth of
bookings which one agency has
for its group of artists. They
include Duke Ellington, Don
Redman, Casa Lotna, Cab Cal-
loway and Baron Lee's Blue
Rhythm Orchestra, along with
Belle Baker, Victor Young,
Mills Bros, and Ruth Etting.

• Agency is Mills-Rockwell.
Activities embrace picture

houses, radio and disk records
with all of these artists tripling

proliflcally, plus nlte club work
for the Calloway, Lee, and El-
lington bands.
The high- total o,f bookings

is computed on $4,000 and $5,'-

000 salaries for such , attrac-
tions as Ellington, Calloway,
Baker, Mills Bros.,' Etting, et

all, chiefly from Loew's • and
Publix.

NASH SISTERS IN

IMMIGRATION JAM

HONORED AT LAST

Sidney Schallman Get* War Medal
After 14 Years

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

After 14 years the War Depart-
ment has recognized Sidney M.
Schallman, junior vaude booker for

Fox West Coast, as a hero of the
world conflict. - Schallman has been
awarded the Order of the Purple
Heart for meritorious military ser-

vice. It's a medal originated by
George Washington.
Schallman . has been active in

Coast vaude circles for. the past 10

years. He is one of the Schallman
brothers of Chicago.

RKO-Fancfcon & Marco Deal Oftbut

Booking Relations Will Continue

Theresa and Fran Corrlgan known-

professionally as the Nash Sisters

were queried at Ellis Island last

week for overstaying the six-

month period permitted Canadians.
The dancers hail from Toronto. The
sisters were ordered" home but will
be allowed to return.
The Nash girls came to New York

primarily to learn dancing but also
appeared professionally in shows
aboard liners which .made vacation
cruises. It was charged that an in-
structor introduced the girls to an
alleged immigration inspector, Tvho
they say, accepted a $500 diamond
ring to 'square the rap'. They failed

to identify the man at an Ellis
Island line-up.

KALCHEIM-PUBLIX

Former RKO Booker Goes Over as
Stage Booking Head

Harry Kalchelm, former RKO
booker, is giving up his agency
franchise this week to go with Pub-
lix as stage booking head. He will

do the act buying for the eight Pub-
lix picture house weeks.
Publix has been operating without

a booking head for the past six
months, during which time the
booking was supervised by Boris
Morros, the producing head. Latter
continues as supervisor but not
booking.
Kalcheim was a Keith and RKO

booker in Chicago and New York for
years. He turned agent last spring:

Cardini Complains

Against Keith Clark
Cardini, the vaudeville sleight of

hand artist, has filed complaints at
the V. M. A. and Equity against
Keith Clark over the latter's alleged
use of Cardini's material in the new
'Vanities.' Clark was imported from
England for the Carroll .musical.

Cardini has a contract .
with

George White for the next 'Scan-
dals.'

Holtz (or Loew

Lou** Holtz, who closed with
9Jumpty Dumpty' in Pittsburgh
Saturday night (17), opens for Loew
fttept. 30 at the Paradise, New York,
at 16,000 net.

Metropolitan, Brooklyn, is booked
to follow, with further Loew time
¥»iciled In at the Capitol, New
ork, and the rest of the Loew pic-

tore houses.

Bobbe Arnst—'Whoopee'
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

' Bobbe Arnst has been added to

Vanehon & Marco's 'Whoopee.' Le-
ttoy Prins is staging. Leo Flanders
In drilling the singers and will han-
dle the baton on the road.
Virginia Lee Bolton, Carter De-

Baven, Jr., and Pietro Gentile also
fsdded to this tab's roster.

FEWBEREY-EANDALL TEAM
Barbara Newberry and Carl Ran-

dall are teaming as a new combina-
tion for vaudeville.
They open for Loew at the State,

New York, Sept. 30.
^

Dora Maughan's Club
Dora Maughan, back from Lon-

don, plans to open a class cafe on
New York's east side. A couple of

show offers in view for Miss
Maughan, too.

Miss Maughan has brought over
Eve Beck and another English girl

to assist in her act, be it finally

nlte club or show.

Tisbman as Exhib;

Vaud Booker-Agent

Takes Illinois Spot

.
Sam Tishman, former Keith and

RKO booker,- will become a picture
exhib Oct. 1, leaving the vaudeville
business. He's taking over the
Paramount theatre, Wheaton, 111.,

from Publix-Great States' on a lease

and will operate with straight pic-

tures.

In turning theatre operator, Tish-
man relinquishes his RKO agency
franchise. He became an agent last

year upon leaving RKO after more
than 20 years with the same circuit

as a booker , in Chicago and New
York.

RADIO SONGSTRESSES

SWITCH SPOTS IN BALT.

Baltimore, Sept. 12.

After having spent some $1,500

on pre- exploitation on Kate Smith,
Izzy Rappaport had to get a new
show in a last-minute rush for his

Hippodrome.
. CBS warbler can-

celled on account of illness.

According , to the contract, how-
ever, Miss Smith will show here be-
fore making another personal ap-
pearance. Now slated to make her
personal debut in Baltimore Sept.

29, in for eight days.
Booking for the house this -week

on the replacement brought in Mil-
dred Bailey .

1st N. Y. Daily's Reviews

Of Stage Presentations
The New York 'World-Telegram'

started yesterday (Monday) giving
regular reviews to stage shows in

Broadway deluxers. Film houses
have been after newspapers for a
long time in an attempt to gain
recognition for their stage policies,

but have never succeeded previously
in getting more than a few lines of

cursory mention.
George Ross, Broadway column

ist for the Telegram,' has been as
signed the reviewing task and will

have a report on! the three Broad-
way houses,., plus the State and
Palace, vaude houses, every Mon-
day:

Lowry's Loew Route
Ed Lowry goes over to the Loew.

picture house time for 10 weeks
commencing Sept. 30 at the Capitol,

New York,
Lowry will, m.c. the Loew biils

on. a week's stand basis. .

Collette Lyons' Renewal

Publix has picked up a four-week
option on Collette Lyons,, from
vaudeville, following an original two
weeks' booking.
Miss Lyons starts the added

month Sept. 23 In Chicago.

Mitchell- Durant on Road

Mitchell and Durant are set for

the road 'Vanities' which goes out

next month.
Vaudeville team will AH the game

pet they held in the CarroH revue's

New York ran last season.

Pearl-Loew Split
Loew and Jack Pearl failed ' to

get together on a salary dispute, re-
sult being that the comedian's fu
ture Loew dates are off.

Pearl played the Capitol, New
York, last week and the week before
at $3,500 per. Pearl wanted the same
sum for the; other houses but Loew
wouldn't agree.

RKO LET0UTS

Ass't Bookers, Vet Contract Dept.

Members and Stehbgs Go

George Oberlander . and Jimmy
Kane, assistant bookers, and Charlie

Moriash and Ay T. Sherman, of the

contract department, in addition to

a half dozen stenogs, were, the let-

outs in the RKO New York booking
office last week. Monash and Sher-
man were each with the circuit for
more than 20 years.

Stenog leiouts left only Martin
Beck and George Godfrey with pri-

vate secretaries, the four bookers
now splitting three stenos between
them and. minus the former privacy.
Beck denied reports that one or

more of the first-string bookers are
on the out list.

4 COMMISH CLAIMS

BEFORE AGENTS' ASS'N

Four commish claims1 'were among
the. half dozen cases arbitrated by
the RKO agents' association board
last week. Others weire acts' re-

quests for release from their agents.

Wayne Christy and Nat Sobel's

dispute over commish rights to the
act of Rae, Levan and Murphy was
called a* draw when both agents
failed to produce an authorization
from the.turn at the meeting. Later
Christy produced the necessary
proof and was awarded the act.

Both agents had requested Jeff
Davis to book the turn for them
with the Boston office.

In another action Sobel's claim
for commissions from Bobby Ran-
dall Co., on Boston bookings ar-
ranged through Davis, was disal-
lowed.

Curtis & Allen took exception to
Milt Lewis' booking for King Brawn
at the Prospect, Brooklyn, but lost
the decision.

Charlie Morrison entered a claim
for commissions from Ted Lewis'
Fanchon & Marco unit engagements
in RKO theatres, Board would not
arbitrate on the grounds of no jur
isdictlon.

Boyd Senter, and Carr Bros, and
Betty requested releases from Web
er-Simon and Billy Jackson. Sen
ter was turned down, while the Carr
case was tabled pending testimony
•from Jackson.

RKO's proposed 50% buy into

Fanchon & Marco, under which

Mike Marco was to have become the

vaudeville circuit's booking head, is .

cold. RKO and F. & M. will con-

tinue relations on a.straight booking
basis, with the circuit playing the ."•

S'-M units in several theatres. ..

The RKO-F-M deal was hot for
over a month and appeared to have ,'

been practically" closed. ' early last ".'

week-, but was declared definitely off
'

following- the RKO board .meeting
last Thursday (16).

Sentiment at RKO was divided
with the theatre department foster-
ing the deal and the hooking de-
partment- entering obJectiorisVF-M ;

previously had opposed the report--.

'

ed RKO demand' that the unit pro- :

ducing film dispose of its other con-
:

nections, including the Fox West 1

Coast-Skouras, and any booking
deals F&M may have made or la

about to make with other circuits
for the.playing of its units.'

F&M is now likely to remain an
independent- producer of stage* shows °

with its units playing all circuits.
Martin Beck yesterday (Monday

>

denied a report that, the opposition
from the RKO end to the deal was •'

led by Mrs. Katherlne kohl and
supported by the Orpheum circuit •

faction.

STRICTLY RKO

RKO Agents' Ass'n Won't Arbitrate
On Outside Or Legit Bookings

Murray Follows Bing
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Ken Murray will
,
top the. Para-

mount stage show opening Sept. 29,

following Bing Crosby.
Latter, currently at the Fox,

Oakland, plays there six days;
opening here Sept. 22.

RKO agents' association will re
main strictly RKO and will not ar-
bitrate, or, discuss the disputes of
any of its agent-members when the
dispute concerns a booking with
any other circuit, or with legit.

In a dispute between Harry Romm
and Lee Stewart, RKO agents, over
the signing of Bob Hope for 'Bally-
hoo' (musical), the association ruled
it could not render a decision.
Romm claimed he had the .'In' on
the musical engagement and went
to Stewart to arrange to take Hope
around for the job, which he got.

Arbnckle Sooth for

RKO at$l,500 Wkiy.

Roscoe 'Fatty' Arbuckle, on coutf
pletion of his second short for WB,
will go south lor RKO. at $1,600 a
week. He: opens Oct. 28 at Dallas
and follows in to San Antonio,
Houston, New Orleans and Meihphls
with three additional weeks being
worked out. Leo Morrison agented
through Joe, Rifkin in New York!

.

Arbuckle's first WB short will be
released around Oct. 1. 'The stage
dates are to- take up the time .War-
ners will use to determine the re-
action to the comedian's screen re-
turn. If satisfactory he will make
additional shorts. ;

Rubin at $2,250

Benny. Rubin is hooked for three.
Loew weeks in New York. Starts
Sept. 30. at the Capitol at $2,250.

New salary is a $260' raise for
Rubin over his previous Loew fig-
ure, also at the. Capitol, early in
the summer. Al Melnick agehted.

HELLER WITH MAESTRO
Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.

Little Jackie Heller, Pittsburgh
youngster and for several years
with the Benny Davis act, goes with
Ben Bernie this season, opening at

the College Inn, Chicago, with the
band Sept. 28.

Heller closes this, week at the
600 Club in Atlantic City, where he
has been stationed all summer.

Stafford Leaves Warfield
•San Francisco, Sept. 19.

Jess Stafford bows out of Loew's
Warfield at end of sixth week as
m.c. and director.

Band man dickering got several

Jobs, among them the Palace Hotel.

No successor set for the Warfield.

Jack Hodgdon's Franchise
Jack Hodgdon, former booker,

has received an agency franchise
from RKO and starts on the floor
this week as an act rep.
Hodgdon is a son of the late Sam

K. Hodgdon. Latter was organier
of the Keith vaudeville exchange
which is the RKO booking office of
today. Jack Hodgdon was released
a couple of months ago after more
than . 20 years in the booking of-
fice. His brother, Ray, is on the
road scouting theatres for RKO.

MURRAY-OAKLAND RETURN
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

John T. Murray and Vivian Oak-
land are reunited as a vaude act.

They will play the RKO Golden
Gate, 'Frisco, week of Sept. 23. Fol-
lowing week brings thorn to the
liillstrect here.

Team has inieiniiur n.tl.v played
in pictures and in jiielure bouses
the past five yesirs.

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Benny Rubin leaves here tomor-.
row (20) for New York to play three
weeks for Loew. He opens at the
Capitol; N. Y., with a week each at
the Valencia and Paradise to follow.
Comedian must be back In Holly-

wood in five weeks^ to do a feature
for Phil Goidstone, and also work on
story. Sam Fischer, In" Rubin's act,
accompanies him.

BARRIS' VAUDE ACT

In With Nut Club Outfit—$12,000
Settlement from N BC

Harry Barris is going vaude with
his.Nut.Club frolic. He's now at the
Greenwich Village spot getting an
intensive after mldnlte radio bally-
hoo on several stations.

Barris and NBC have split fol-

lowing a tiff with John S. Royal of
the broadcasting company. Barris
received around $12,000 in settle-

ment on an 18 month contract call-

ing for $350 weekly.

Francis, Morgan, Dunn
Set for RKO Routes

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Alec Francis, Gene Morgan and
.To.sephino . Dunn have been givert

RKO vaude routes through the Bill

Meiklejohn office. Francis opens at
the State Lake, Chicago, Oct. 1,

while Morgan and Miss Dunn start

at the Orpheum, Denver, the. same
date.

Kela Lngo.sl is also framing a
vaude act with an Rko route in
view; He's penciled to break -in at
the State, Long Beach, Cal., this
w*ek.
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4 Frisco Spots Reopen,

3 with Stage Shows

San Francisco, Sept. 19.

By October there will be more

film and vaude houses open here

than in some years. Reopening of

Orpheum, President, Tivoli and

United .
Artists, former three with

stage talent, means a boost for

Coast talent and film exchange's.

Sam Harris, former partner in

Ackerman & Harris, opens the

President Thursday (15). He'll op-
erate Duffy's old legit house giv-

ing 'em first run pix, largely in-

dies, and a stage show. His son,

Herbert, will manage and Ella

Weston will book. Harris has Nell

Harding framing chorus numbers
and Joe Livingstone as conductor.

Union gave him a temporary con-

fession of five musicians.
RKO unbuttoned the Orph last

Friday (9), moving *Back. Street'

In after ' playing the Golden Gate.

Picture does one week, followed by
first run of 'Okay America' and
then house darkens until Sept. iJd,

when hew stage show policy will

be inaugurated. Tiyolt is to be re-

opened about end of this month by
E. J. Norman; whose identity has
been something of a- local mystery.
Announced that he'll put in vaud-
film.

United Artists will light up about
22, although definite date not de-
termined. < •

Publix-RKO Drop Shows

Denver; Labor Trouble
Denver, Sept 19.

Publix and RKO have agreed to
cut out stage shows here begin-
ning Sept. 22. Matter of union
conditions.. The RKO house is

ported* with the Huffman theatres.
Huffman operates for both himself
and RKO.'

Publix spotted Fanchon & Marco
shows here at the Denver. If the
ynlons and circuits can get together
©n scale the shows may return.

Gag Feud

Chicago, Sept, 19.

Ray Mayer of Evans and
Mayer, declares that the feud

between Milton Berle and
Richy Craig over, material

turned out to be a civil war.

Both were fighting over 70-

year-old gags.

Jackie Cooper in $250

Balto. Commish Battle

Baltimore, Sept. 19.

Who pays the commission, is the
problem tc be debated before the
local courts shortly because of a
suit filed for Jackie Cooper against
the Rappaport Theatres, Inc. That
latter means Izzy Rappaport and
his indie vaudfilm Hippodrome.

Suit asks for |260, which is the
difference between the $5,000 salary
agreed upon- for the showing on the
week of May 14 last, and the $4,750

actually- paid. Mrs. Mabel Cooper,
mother of the boy, is now seeking
to collect that extra coin.

But it's claimed that the $260,

which is 5"% commission, was duly
and properly deducted, according to

the contract.

Saranac Lake
By HAPPY BENWAY

SL Louis Back
St. Louis, Sept. 19.

RKO's St. Louis reopened Sept.

17, with Loew's 'Rio Rita' tab and
•What Price Hollywood' (Radio) on
the screen.

1

Norma Talmadge and George
Jessel will follow, with '70,000 Wit-
nesses' the picture, week of Sept.

24. Following that this house will

revert to weekly change with vaude.

'Hoot Mon' Readying
Los Angeles; Sept. 19.

Under the working title of "Hoot
Mon,' Larry Ceballos started rehear-
sals Tuesday (13) of a new F-M
unit that will feature Dick Hender-
son and Miller -»nd Mack.
Walter Sachs will manage the

unit.

Mr; John Maxello,
.
EI Capitan Theatre, ,

$an Francisco, Cal.
Deat John: ;

I am sending ybu this token of
my great appreciation of your
wonderful act Not only is this
medal intended for the great merit
of your attraction, but iny friend-
ship and admiration- for you and
your organization!
Kindest regards. .

Sincerely,

(Signed). Sid Grauman.

Gold Medal Awarded by
MR SID GBAUMAN

TO JQHN MAXELLO
FBOM SID GBAUMAN
In Appreciation of Your

Wonderful Act
HOLLYWOOD

1932

THE MAXELL0S

Put I«w Act' Over fat a Bltr Way with mn Attractive Stage
Settln* SkultuUr .Kmented wtttt Character and Individuality

LOS ANGELES SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.

Modern
Creation*

LOS ANGKLJE6, CALIFORNIA

SCENERY For the
Stage

Saranac Lake, Sept. 17.

Vaude road shows, booked via

Mrs. Merrill, of the RKO ° Boston

office, playing one nighters In this

territory. Now shooting up a lot

of standard turns, ylz. : Al and

Fannie Stedman, Turner Bros., Don-

avan & Lee, Bozo Snyder, Joe

Roberts, Earl, Jack & Betty, and

McGarry and the . Swan Sisters.

Larry Kelly and Butch Kanabe
are entertaining at the Overlook

Inn. Eddie Casey, ex-producer, is

managing same. Big biz.

Russ Kelly, who has seen plenty
of years in the curing service, wont
French hospltaling In New York for

a general look over. A preview to

an operatlqn.
—

Mrs. Ruth T. Leith, now Lake
Placiding, ogled .the lodge and liked

It. .

t

Chris Hagedorn made happy by
visitors who gave him the come-
back spirit galore.

Monthly Passing Show' .

Dr. Edgar Mayer dishing out good
reports right and left. . . .Betty Sisto

has left the lodge with an official

okay, and was she tickled! ... .Rita
Nolan, Raybrook, N. T., ready to

leave. . . .Jeanene LaFaun back from
New York with added . .weight . ...

,

Danny MUrphy returns after .two
weeks with the family in New
York. . . .Fin Climas a newcomer.

.

Jack Girard another new arrival,

but will make the grade okay. , . ..

Tom : Creamer, I. A. T. . S. E. boy,
back! here at the lodge after two
years of Broadwaying, just a. little

run down. . . .Tommy .Abbott knifed
by Dr. Woodruff, one boy who didn't

mind the cut. .. .Phyllis Milford. in

New York for three weeks, having
received an bke report. .. .Jack
Nicolls has left and may Vermont
It for a few days.... Dr. George
Wilson pinch hitting for Doc Mayer
over WJZ, voice all right, too ... ..

Marion Greene at her best at the
Broadway Saranac cottage, gets
good report .... Mr; and Mrs. Charley
Bordley both on the right side of

that report sheet, just returned from
a vacash. . . .Dan Astella back after
three weeks of farming. . . .Murray.
Salet left for Manhattan after a
summer of warbling here:, . .Joseph
Parker improving and got a big
kick out of his mother's surprise
visit; what those '.visits mean to a
patient! . . ...Dr. Tabershaw the pride
of the San and showing up patients
on the oke; side... . .Mannie Lowy,
musician,, new In the hill top city,

doing . well under
.
observation ....

Jack Flaum has permission for
added exercise. .. .Natalie Feldman,
a new arrival at the lodge : under
Observation. . . ,Bobby Graham, that
Toronto • boy, doesn't forget . the
show folk here, via the postal route,
weekly. . . .Elsie Johnson out motor-
ing for the first time. . . .Thelma
Meeker anticipates an Arizona trip,

may try it out there for the cold
months; she has staged a great

Can't Fool Him

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

A local vaude house man-
ager caught Ward arid Van,
standard comedy musical

,
act,

at- a. showing date. When
asked how he liked the turn
he replied:

'If that one guy would get a
new pair of suspenders the act
would be allrlght. Last night
he had to stop playing his

fiddle a dozen times to pull up
his pants.' •

come-back. . . .Cecilia Hafermann is

taking the cure at the ft S. S., Rut-
land, -Mass., and reported on the
mend.
Write to those you know who are

HI.

SARANAC ADDRESSES
N. V. A. Sanatorium

Tommy Abbott
Dan Astella
Fred Bushman
Stella Barrett
Happy Benwar

.

Charles BloomOeld
Fred Buck
wmiam- Canton
Mire Carman
Fin Climas
Ethel Clouds
Edith Cohen
Tom. Creamer
Mae Delany
John Deropser
Frfscp DeVere
Harry English
Natalie Feldman
Tack Flaum
Olga Qaler
Jack Girard
Chris Hagedorn
Dorothy -Harvard >

George Harmon
James Hicks
Ida Howard
Millie Jasper
Elsie Johnson
Jeanene LaFaun

.

Vernon Lawrence
.

Lilly Leonora
Charles Libcape
John Louden
Joe McGreevey

Mike McNamee
Lawrence McCarthy.
Thelma Meeker.
Phyllis Milford
Alma Montague
Richard- Moore
Danny Murphy
Harry Namba
George Neville
Loran Newell
Helen O'Reilly
Gladys Palmer
Angela Papulls
Joseph Parker

.

Louie Relngold
Annamae Powers
Nellie Quealy
Ford Raymond
Fred RIth
Ben Shaffer
Tonl Temple
Tommy Vlcka
Catherine: Vogelle
Eddie Voas
James Williams
Xela Edwards
Dorothy Wilson
Lillian Zelgler
James Hicks
Jack Girard .

Flfl Climas
Louie Relngold
Tom Creamer
Mannie. Lowy

Harry Barrett, 302 Broadway.
Charles Barrett, 302 Broadway.
Charley Bordley, Riverside Hotel.
James Chambers, Raybrook, N. Y.
Marlon Greene, 68 Riverside Drive.
Margaret Groves, 16 Marshall street.
Dave (D. D. H.) Hall, 76% Blooming-

dale avenue.
Russ Kelly, 19 Broadway.
Mannie Lowy, 24 Helen street.
Marilyn Moran, Raybrook, N. Y; .'

Andrew Molony, 26 Front street,
Rita Nolan, Raybrook, N. Y.
Joe Rollly, 54 Sheppard avenue.
Jack Nicolls, care 901 Taxi.
Freddy Stockman. Raybrook, N. Y.
Teddy Lorraine, Sunmount, N. Y. .

H. L. Pecn, Sunmount, N. T.
Jack Altree, Sunmount, N. T.
Jack Kroos, Sunmount, N. T.
Jack Bocksmlth, Sunmount, N. T.
Francis Dugan, Sunmount, N. T.

RKO Acts CaB Now Pick

Their N. Y. or Chi Agents

' Objections from numerous acts
have resulted in a change by the
RKO agents' association of the ar-
rangement by whioh the New"York
and .

Chicago agents book each
other's turns on a spilt commish
basis. Under the new deal

. acts
have the right to select their own
eastern or western rep.

The old system sanctioned exclu-
sive deals between New York and
Chicago agents with their respec-
tive acts compelled to abide by
their • agent's eastern or western
connection.

New York agents' acts now can
pick their own Chi agents, provid-
ing the Chi rep splits the commish
with the acts' authorized N. Y<
agents.

Prize Unit in Oct.

Bobby Connelly and Gorge Lib*
bey will produce the RKO Oppor-
tunity Revue which Is .slated for
the Palace sometime In October.
Cast will be composed of prize

winners of similar revues put on by
RKO in the litter's out-of-town
theatre's.

'

Materal is being prepared by Ar-
thur Swanstrom.-

Century's Vaude Solo
: Rochester, N. Y., Sept, 19..

Century theatre is bringing in the
Mills Bros, as single stage act.

First ' vaude try by Publix here
in two years and not likely to be
policy at present.

VALYDA AS WOLF FOIL
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Fanchon & Marco has sent Rose
Valyda to Cleveland to support
Rube Wolf at the 105th Street

(RKO) for two weeks.
Upon her return, Miss Valyda will

again be featured in an F&M unit, .

H&M theatrical
Trunks

NATHAN TRUNK CO.
IS* W. 4Mfc St, (Nr.B'wey) .

1,004. Used Trunks Always on Hand
Tel. Bryant 9-0651

ATTRACTIONS WANTED!
The South's finest theatre is now booking feature spot
acts; singles, or teams, but MUST be names!
New policy with 40 piece pit orchestra, 20 pieee. stage
band; 24 girls in line.
If you're headed for Florida this: winter get In touch
with the undersigned and break your Jump in the finest
de luxe theatre in the South.

ADDAESSl

N. EDWARD BECK, Managing Director
Fox Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.

KEEPING UP THAT INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION !!

blC K
AND

EDITH
"EDUCATED FEET"

OPENED LONDON PALLADIUM AND SAVOY HOTEL AUG. 29, AND
IMMEDIATELY HELD OVER AT BOTH PLACES FOR SECOND WEEK

Thank* to the Following:

GEORGE BLACK and VAL PARNELL for offers to play Holborn Empire, General Theatre* and Alhambm, Paris.

JOHN SOUTHERN, for London Pavilion dates.

R. H. GILLESPIE and CHARLES GULLIVER for Victoria Palace and Moss Empires dates.

It Is Nice to Be Remembered. After cm Absence of Nearly Three Years

European Representative** POSTERS' AGENCY.
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Empire Wheel Casts

Complete casts of principals of the

pew Empire wheel's 12 starting

phows are as follows;

'Follies of Pleasure'
• Bube Bernstein, producer; Billy

Fields, Chuck Callahan, Sam Kline,

Bobby Leonard, Dot A'Hearn, Jean-

jiette Alabassi, Bower Sisters, Bert
Grant.

'Merry Whirl'

Rube Bernstein, producer; Russell

"frent, Lillian Murray, Ritzie Phil-

lips, Rosemond May, Bert Saunders,

Xforothy DeHaven, Palmer Cote,

Harry Stratton, Happy Hyatt.
'Girls from Pixie'

. James Lake, producer; Jean Wll-
Jiams, John Barry, Evelyn Brooks,

Irving . Witt, Chas. Bimbo Davis,

(Continued on page 37)

.Floq.r.-Show on Stage
Montreal, Sept. 10.

Phil Maurice's floor show, from
his Chez Maurice, is playing .Loew'

s

here this week in place of the reg-

ular Loew vaude bill.

Winl Shaw heads the 20-people

troupe;.

LOEW POSTPONES VAUDE

Holds Off oh Cleveland and Pitt Due
to Unions—Rochester's $10,000 Bill

Loew has postponed its vaudeville
return in Cleveland and Pittsburgh,
pending adjustment of labor prob-
lems in both towns. Rochester, N.
Y., opens Sept. 23, as planned.

Rochester's opening bill, head-
lined by Pola Negri, and priced at
nearly $10,000 in salaries, will also

comprise Alex Hyde's girl band, Con
Colleano, Zelaya, and Barto and
Mann. •

KKO VAI'DEVH.LE INTACT M
(We»k 3«pt.'IO), Alboc. B'Hyn

THE GENIAL ROTUND

LARRY
R I C H

Willi .

CHERI
"Miss Pert ol Paris"
TOMA GENARO

South America's Newest Dancer
TOMMY LONG

"The Elongated Express of Comedy"
AU HODGES

"Oklahoma's Ambassador"
ENGLAND ONG

The Chinese Helen Kane
' JOE BELL

.'The Voice with a Heart"
GILBERT LAWRENCE

and His Snake Hips

. And the

RICH RHYTHM BAND
(Direction of Blonde)) A Mack)

Shows Back in Syracuse;

Nat Robbins Takes House
Syracuse, Sept. 19.

Burlesque, either Empire wheel
or stock, will return to Syracuse
within the. next fornight. Date de-
pends on completion of changes at
the Syracuse theatre, a 20 -year lease
on which was acquired last week by
the Rismore Corp. from the Albany
Sayings Bank. With the reopening,
the house will become the Ritz.

The new operating corporation
has Nathan L. Robbins, of. Utlca,
former head of Robbins Enterprises,
and one-time lessee of the Temple
here, as Its active exec. A house
manager will.be designated.

Alterations Include .enlarging of
the stage, construction of new dress-
ing rooms, refurnishing and instal-

lation of Western Electric sound.
Split week changes and a scale of

10-20-30 are contemplated.

WANTED
6 PONY CHORUS GULLS

for vaudeville a<ot. Must do acro-
batic dancing., Not over 6 tt. In
height, not over 100 ponds lit weight.
Apply JLUUET HEATH. 201 "West
49th street, New. York, Room 301.

Three Society Steppers
CLARKE, GRATIS and GREER
Opening RKO Golden Gate,

San Francisco

Bepreeentotive. ABE SUGARMAN

LEON ERR0L
Loew Theatres Now

RYAN m N0BLETTE
Comes Ba«k With

"Let. 'Variety' worry. No use of
us aJl worrying.''

Numerology

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Fanchon & Marco's 'Georgia
Minstrel' unit is top-heavy
with numerical billing.

In addition to the Three
Gobs, unit has the Three
Georgia Browns and the Five
Crackerjacks.

n

Pitts. Academy's Stock

With Local Runway Gals
Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.

Academy will not play Empire
wheel shows this season, but Will

revert to stock, which it played
during the closing months of last

season.
Company, recruited in the east,-

Includes Eddie (Nuts) Kaplan, Hap
Fryer, Happy Hyatt, Roy Butler,

Jo Ann Dare, Mary Walton, Mildred
Cozierre, Olga Petrone, Lew Petell,

Lew Lewis, Al Baker, Eddie Aiken,
Marcel Newberry, Peggy Hill, Alice

Ritchie, Ann Mitchell, Boots Rush,
Naomin Mitchell and Louise Baker.
There's also a chorus of 20 and a

runway ensemble of 12, all of the
latter Pittsburgh girls.

WB's 4 Weeks

Warners' vaudeville book goes to

four weeks at the end of this month
by the addition of three last halves
In Hartford and Waterbury, Conn.,
and Lawrence, Mass. The Conn,
houses start Sept. 23, and Law-
rence Sept. 29.

The additions will bring the com-
bined Loew-WB time, when the
booking merger is completed to 20

weeks.

DOUBLE SPLIT

Lafayette Bills of 3 White and 3

Colored Acts Twice Weekly

Lafayette, Harlem, back to vaude
last week, will play three white and
three colored acts on each bill with

changes twice weekly. The Dows aro

booking.
Same agency has been instructed

to prepare bookings for the Willis,

Bronx, starting Oct. 1. This is a
Consolidated chain link which hasn't

played stage shows in three years

Policy six acts on a split.

Band Blizzard
Baltimore, Sept. .19.

Bands are coming, back Into
vaude popularity here. Loew In

sending in heavy-money r. .usical

outfits starting next week with
Duke Ellington and running Buddy
Rogers and Jack Denny in that
order.

Over at the rival and indie vaud-
fllm Hippodrome, Rudy Vallee ar-
rives next week to try to out-moan
Ellington.

Non-Union Music at

Nichols' Balto. Gayety
Baltimore, Sept. 19.

Hon. Nichols, the vet burlesque

operator of this burg, has broken
with the Musical Union, Amor. Fed -

eration of Musicians' affiliate. His
Gayety stock spot is now- employ-
ing seven men in the pit, none
members of the union.

On the other hand, Izzy Herk's
local stop, the Palace, is con
tracted for union men.

Fay's Radio Names

Providence, Sept. 19,

Fay is going after a radio name
policy to bolster his vaudfllm house
here, Fay's. Ether personalities will

be the special booking.
Vaughn DeLeath is the first,

opening here Sept; 24, at $2,750

which includes wire charges for the

CBS songstress,

>th 42d St Burlesques Ordered

Closed Immediately by Mayor

BALTO. VAUDE MINDED

Schanbergers Mull 10 Week Act Try
Due to Hipp and Century

Baltimore, Sept. 19.

Vaude-miridedness of the indie

Hippodrome (Izzy Rappaport) and
Lcew's Century has the Schan-
bergers figuring on at least a 10-

v.eek try of RKO Vaude at Keith's.

Len McLaughlin is also talk'ng

stage show possibilities at the up-
the-street Auditorium.
Fred Schanberger, Jr., would do

the act supervising, with Laurence
Schanberger in general charge of

Keith's, if that house goes for the

vaude idea.

$39,611 Gross Returns,

KNX Wranglers to N. W.
. Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Arizona Wranglers, KNX radio

act which recently played 31 Wash-
ington and Oregon picture houses

for a gross of $39,611, has been
booked to go out in October and
November and hit northwest towns
previously ignored.

Second tour will run five to six

weeks. Act will open in Paso
Robles, Cal., Oct. 8^ and continue

north through the Sacramento Val-

ley. Will play Reno three days.

OFF THE SHELF

Friedland's 'Frenchmen' Into B'klyn

Par—F-M Interested

Anatble Friedland is taking his

'50,000,000 Frenchmen' tab off the

shelf for a week (Sept. 30) at the
Paramount, Brooklyn. Salary there

will be $5,500. .
Fanchon & Marco

has an option on the musical fol-

lowing this Publix week.
Friedland Invested $21,000 in the

tab last season and shelved it for

the summer when failing to get ac-

tion.

Following a conference yesterday
(Monday) with License Commis-
sioner. Geraghty, Mayor Joseph V,

McKee of New York ordered the
immediate closing by revocation of

license of the two burlesque thea-
tres on West 42d street, Minskys'
Republic and Max Rudnick'e
Eltinge.

In explaining his drastic action,

the Mayor stated: 'I am not being a
censor of the theatre, but as long
as I am In office there will be no
filth on the stage.'

The usual warning to clean up or
else was not received. Revocation
action was demanded of Commis-
sioner Geraghty early in the sum-
mer by religious and business or- ,

ganizations. The license hearing at
that time brought no immediate re- .

suit, but renewed protests received
lately caused Geraghty to take the

.

matter up with the Mayor. The
latter conducted his own investiga-
tion and the closing order followed.

Protests Renewed
Among the protesting groups were

the 'Catholic. News,' church paper,
and the 42d Street Property Owners
association. Business people on
what was formerly the principal
theatre thoroughfare objected to the
presence of the burlesque houses oh
grounds that they were detrimental
to business, and . asked that the
neighborhood be cleaned up.
Both houses have been operating

with stock burlesque for the past
couple of seasons; the Eltinge fol-
lowing the Republic after the late
Billy Minsky had brought stock
burleycue down from Harlem and
the Bronx to Broadway.
The Minskys are running another

Times Square stock, the Central, at
Broadway and 47th street. It was
reported at City Hall that while n»
formal complaint has been filed

against the Central, It is under in-
vestigation.

BUBLESQTJE 2-NIGHTEES
Wllliamsport, Pa., Sept. 19.

'French Frolics,' billed as Empire
burlesque, opened at the Majestic,
the only legitimate theatre in the
city.

Business was not good. The local
theatre Is on a district 'circuit'

—

Easton, Williamsport, Johnstown,
Altoona and Reading, two days.

FSISCO CAPITOL'S COMBO
San Francisco, Sept. 19.

Capitol reverts to burlesque Sun-
day (18) after six weeks of vaude.
House using a line of girls, di-

rected by Lillian Hunt, specialties

and three acts booked by Bert Levey
office.

WE ARE READY TO BOOK
THE BEST ACTS
AVAILABLE

If you have open time, communicate immedi-

ately with A. E. Chapman, Managing Director

FOX BROOKLYN THEATRE
FLATBUSH AT NEVINS

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jacobs-Oz Agency
. Jenie Jacobs and O. L. Oz have
formed an RKO agency partnership.

They start operating on that basis

this week. "
'

Oz's former partnership with Phil

Morris was severed during the last

agency cut. At .the same time Miss
Jacobs was doubled up with Aaron
Kessler. Latter will make another
connection.

BZ. 0. H.'S PRESENTATIONS
Manhattan Playhouses, struggling

through the summer with vaude at

the Mt. Morris, New York, only one
of its 30 houses not straight film,

is now trying a presentation policy

at the Harlem Opera House, 125th

street. First show went in Satur-
day (17).

Changes will be twice weekly with
stage shows working around a band.
Formerly house played regular
vaude.

PALACE, BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Sept. 10.;

- This is Izzy Herk's contribution
to show business in Baltimore, and
once more gives the city two burley
arenas. Herk, in taking this house,
split a long-standing relationship
with Hon Nichols, down at the
Gayety. And Nichols, irked at
Herk, has gone. into stock, with 'Pro-
gressive Burlesque,', and stacking
headliner and stripper against
Herk's Empire shows.
And because Nichols is long es-

tablished here and his house recog-
nized as the one burley spot in town,
Herk is going to have trouble at
this off-the-stem spot. This, despite,
the fact that the house many years

(Continued on page 37)

Cincy Burley Non-Union
Cincinnati, Sept. 19.

Empress, only burlesque stand
here, reopened non-union yesterday

(17) as a spoke in the new Amer-
ican Burlesque Association..

Meyer 'Blackne' Lantz, manager
of the theatre, is offsetting unions'

bannering with a three-sheet lobby
sign reading: 'This theatre Is will-

ing to employ union stage hands and
musicians and offered. them a salary
of $60 and $75 per week for six

hours' work a day.'

Ceballos Adds Ballet

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Bdnnies Joe and Olga Chalmers
ballet added to the new Larry Ce-
ballos unit for Fanchon & Marco.

HEADLINING PARAMOUNT
PUnUX THEATRES

FRANK

LMITCHELLJ
JACK

r
DURANT
Paramount, New York
This Week (Sept. 16)

Dir.: WM. MORRIS

DeVITO m DENNY
JM DOT STEVENS

Yetting- «t RYAN and XOBXBTTE
. . . "Where are yoo going to get.
the money to pay for. your adver-
tlNement?"

MarcusLoew
BOOKINCACENCY
General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDINGANN E X
160 WEST 46th ST-

BRyant 9-7800 NEW YORK CITY

J. H. LUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

MARVIN H. SCHENCK
BOOKING MANAGER
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PALACE. N Y.
Those noon opening performances

after an 8 a.m. rehearsal and a
sleeper Jump coming in must be a
pleasure. And audiences like Sat-
urday's don't make things easier.

The actors outnumber the custom-
ers.

A, not so bad lineup deserved more
than the silence with which it was
greeted at the matinee. But empty
seats can't applaud. The few cus-
tomers that "did show up seemed
there for the purpose of catching up-

on lost rest. Balance of attendance
was made up of agents from the

booking office, but agents don't ap-
plaud either, unless it's for their

own act. Six agents applauded Sat
urday, ' or one per each act on the'

bUL
Eddie Dowllng is the headliner,

running through as ', m.c. besides

holding down his own spot. Rae
D'ooley (Mrs. Dowling) steps into

Eddie's spot for her kid number, the
twosome doing about the same,
thing thev did recently at the Capi-
tol, and faring Just as well. Fred
Coots is again at the piano.
Excepting the dance flash opener,

Violet West and Co. (New Acts),
and the Neil Golden radio band,
closing, it's a bill of standards, with
Herman Hyde, Grace Hayes and
Arthur and Morton Havel second,
third and fourth; in that order:

Hyde, a young comic with old'

Ideas, carries a flock of breakaway'
instruments and apparel props, but
the real novelty, of the act is his

unbilled girl partner. Her forte is

a combination cooch dance and
violin solo, which is a new. one for
the. book. Hyde. iS;.a fast-moving
fellow and gets the limit out of the
prop stuff. . Act would, have, been
typical No. 2 in the old days, but
right now it's fresh material and!
flexible enough for most any spot,

on the average bill.. • ,.

Accompanying.Miss Hayes now In'

her singing act under CBS. sponsor-;
ship Is her son. Whether he's In-

herited . his mother's talent Isn't

dearly ' shown . In . this act, for he
specializes, in radio Imitations and;
some of them strain the imagina-
tion. But he's a nice-looking boy.

and his voice shows possibilities li-

the few chances it's given, outside
the Imitation scope. To see the.

» clever and handsome Grace Hayes
and this boy standing there side by
side it's hard to believe that they're
mother and' son after the relation.-:

ship Is announced to the audience.
The youthfulhess of this lady who
admits her age will interest the
women"in all theatres. On top of
tfaat, the act can take, care of itself

in any company.
It was Just a buggy ride for the

Havel boys with their revised ver-
sion of their familiar full, stage
flirtation skitv They've been read-
ing these lines, or their equivalent,
for a long while now, but somehow'
the Havels have managed to avoid
going stale. Nothing mechanical
noticeable in the turn, ho matter
how many times' one sees it. They
snared their quota of laughs here
and got oft without any trouble.
The Golden band when around

last season carried its commercial
radio billing into vaudeville, with
Golden, at that time plugging a
Jewelry, firm. Now -jit's Just Neil
Golden and still a good stage band,
and vaudeville act. Band shows Its

• antecedents by using a mike all the
way. Orchestra itself comprises 11
musicians, almost all. doubling in
specialties. Only soloist is an. ec-
centric dancer. Instrumental work
okay, but the vocal end stands out..

Golden tops the help with his pleas-:
ant barltdnlng.
After a profitable $21,000 last

week, it looks like another box office'

relapse here this week. At the noon-
show Saturday, it was pretty early
for heavy attendance, but the trade
was far under normal even for that
performance. Will Rogers' 'Down
to Earth' (Fox) is here . on second
run. The Roxy. had it first. Bige.

ACADEMY, N. Y.
Nice show here, with the cus

tomers getting plenty for their
money. It's somewhat irking
though to have to wade through all
the trailer and exploitation stuff
at- this house, including three or
four types of giveaways, but when
the show; gets going it's there. .

•

' •

Five very nice RKO acta, though
not too well chosen for purposes
of blending a bill, Swan, Cappo and
Lucille (New Acts) in a very nice
dance routine open the show fairly.
It's too early for their type of act,
really, and they should have closed,
but closing spot was needed for
Neii Golden's band.
Jean Granese, deucing, also Is

stymied by a too early spot. Italian
"« 'dialect comics can't get going urt

til the turn is well on its way,
despite which they stopped the
show. It's the home territory angle,
of course, Academy being on the
fringe of the Italian colony.
Jack Usher and Co., the company

meaning two luscious eye-fulls,
center the stage show with the very
amusing satiric turn 'Romances.'
Bobby Plncus has things all his
own way in the next turn. Soon as
he got started one of the gallery
crackers shouted out 'he's punch
drunk.' Which is not tod inaccu
rate a description. This lads goes in
for football practice on himself plus
a Durante manner and song
throughout. A female foil who

knows how to dress, but doesnt
mind taking a kick where it hurts
most helps the act considerably.

The customers ate it us.

Nell Golden closing kept the cus-
tomers Interested. It's a fairly

smooth band act which depends a
bit more than necessary on the
microphone.

•Night Club Lady* (Col) got a
band at this House and two short

subjects filled out the program, with
biz on the last show Friday night

satisfactory. Kauf.

STATE, N.Y.
So far the vaudfllm film race on

Broadway between this Loew house

and RKO's Palace has been a walk-

away for the State. Neither oppos-

ing combination grind is strong on
the screen end currently, which
leaves the battling up to the vaude-

ville. The State's wins by a couple

of miles.
'

This week's stage layout sustains

the pace set here by the recent

budget increase. It has Leon Errol

for a headliner. Whether, it was
Errol, the picture, 'Blondie of the

Follies' (Metro), or Just the com-
bination, something was drawing
because the State was packed and
they -were standing in the rear into

the last stage show Friday evening.

Errol, doing one of his scenes

from a past musical, is the chief

-laugh grabber oh a bill that's quite

heavy on comedy for a six-acter.

There's at least one giggle in every

turn, from the juggling opener to

the band act closer, although only
Errol specializes in comedy.
Although the title of the picture

may cover it. up, the stage show's
flaw Is a lack of femme names in

the billing. Thelma White, part-

nered with Bobby Agnew, is one
woman against ft flock of men on
the boards: The. femme shortage
Isn't so

:

great inside, with four wom-
en on the show minus billing,, al-

though the masculine preponder-
ance prevails both inside and out.

At this house it probably won't
make much difference, since there's.

Blondie' for marquee display, but
in the average, vaudfllm spot where
the stage draw is more pronounced,
the slighting of the so-called weak-
er sex would be a drawback.
Van Cello, the" foot juggler, opens

the show. It used to be Van Cello
and Mary; with Mary still there
as mistress . of the props, but ' hot
billed on account of the: depression.
In actual footwork Van Cello
doesn't depart much from standard
barrel stunts, but his superior
showmanship" 'gives him a big edge
over the field. He can get a laugh
or two with pedal manipulations,
and that's something.

Caites Bros;, among the steady
workers of a dance act sohool that
dates further'back than the present
break-a-leg hoofing era, are No. 2

and a cinch all the way.
White and Agnew had the only

struggle of the evening and finished
fair to middlln'. They're more
suited to the deuce spot and could
exchange with the Caites for pos-
sibly better results. It's only one
position^ down the scale, but the
difference between second and third
can be large at times, especially In
this instance. The show was off
to a flying start with Van Cello and
the Caites boys and the letdown in
pace with the third entry hecessi
tated a rather late recovery. Fur
ther down it mightn't have been so
noticeable. The only benefit in
spotting the mixed team third is
that it splits up a couple of two
man combinations.
Agnew, who has' been a juve for

a., good many years, has managed
to retain' his youthfulness, which is
more than Jackie Coogan has done.
His continued juve appearance
serves Agnew in good stead, for
after a lengthy film career, he still

looks young enough to do a youth
act In vaudeville. On appearance
alone Miss White and Agnew
should, make ' a good impression.
Their material is something else
again and the burden is all on the
dancing..

Errol, using the full stage and
carrying a company of oner—a-
straight man who equals the star
In effectiveness—is , fourth and
Slrigin' Sam from the airwaves fifth
and next to shut. Sam's stage
presence, belies, the warmth of his
microphone voice, but he squares
that by using the mike throughout
the aot. They applauded heavily
upon his entrance and appeared to
like the act all the way, overlooking
a mechanical routine and an af-
fected blackface dialect that doesn't
jibe with the whiteface singer.
Community singing, which hasn't

been around since the organ solo
fad passed out, is revived by the
radio single and the State audience
responded exceptionally well for a
Broadway crowd. Sam's commer-
cial signature song is used for en-
trance music, but the lyrics are
omitted.
Benny MerofC's band closes.'

There's some new incidental busi-
ness out in 'one' at the start of
the act and two specialties, both by
femmes, have been added. Other-
wise it's the same act Meroif
brought in from Chicago last sea-
son and just as satisfactory. The
additions are Mrs. Meroff (Florence
Gast) in a buck dance and an un-
named blues singer. Bige.

LONDON PAVILION
/ London, Sept. 6.

Current Pavilion bill looks like

costing around $4,500, which is $500

cheaper than usual, with the man-
agements' instructions %o the hooker,
Henry Sherek; to keep the bills

down to $4,000, practically impossi-
ble, if importations . are to be . the
theatre's strong suit.

Only Importations this week are
Al and: Ray Samuels, who were
originally booked to open at the
Palladium early this year by Dick
Henry, a deal which the boys repu-
diated (they are .now oyer here
through Jeanle Jacobs), and Rolf
Hansen, continental comedy con-
juror, not counting Jack and Jill, a
team of ballroom dancers, which is

half. English.
'

Show opens with the 16 Sherman
Fisher Girls and then Rolf Hansen,
with a string of the usual tricks,

with clocks, etc, and a bit of paper
tearing. Act worked very speedily
for a continental prestidigitator, but
has nothing fresh, and is just an
opener.
Frank Varhey and Teddle Butt, a

typically English man-woman team,
who could put comedy over if they
had any, but they have not, which
is the fault with most English
comedy acts.
Five Sherry Brothers (there were

only four when caught) do 15 min-
utes of violin playing,- bird whistling
Imitations and dancing. Team used
to do around 22 minutes, and even
now is much too loner. Eleven min-
utes Is their limit, and they would
have a good act.
Dixon and 'Pal;' the pal being a

seal, has played at the Palladium,
Victoria Palace arid Holborn Em-
pire, but still sooked them here.

Rigoletto Brothers, are doing tho
same act they have been doing in
years, with a few 'minor changes.
The big number at-the finish is the
'One Man Band,' in which they are
assisted by a couple of girls (not the
Swanson Sisters), who seem out of
place.
Second part of the bill, as usual,

is taken up .by the cabaret section,
with the Sherman Fisher Girls doing
another number, followed by Jack
and Jill, another pair of ballroOm-
ers. Chick Endor and Charlie Far-
rell, playing final week in London,
and doubling, for this week only, at
the classy Monselgneur night club,
after a long stay at the Cafe de
Paris, are great favorites..
Al and Ray Samuels put over good

dancing, despite handicap of their
music not arriving in time. The
bill running short, another act was
brought in from Collins', a theatre
operated by the same management,
the Horsburgh Brothers, a couple of
comedy

.
acrobats, with small-time

written all over them, but funny.
Harry Roy and. His R. K. Ollans

oblige, with Roy singing a couple
of numbers. Boys work well and
are favorites here. Naunton Wayne
is still the host at this house, which
is another name for compere. 1

Bill is not the best the Pavilion
has had since its. opening, but busi-
ness is pretty good. Rege.

PICKENS SISTERS (3)

Singing .

14 Mint,; Two (Special)
Orpheum, N. Y.

A tastefully presented, very enter-
taining act the Pickens Sisters bring
to vaude. They come from radio,

where they've been doing sustaining
for NBC. To the radio they came
less than a year ago from Georgia
with pleasant personalities and a
flair for trick harmony:
Vaude can use the Pickens girls

to advantage, but first vaude or
someone had better advise them to
get their pianist to put on a tux,
white flannels -or something. He
wears an ordinary business suit and
looks out of place with the Pickens
trio stylishly dressed. Those girls

are lookers, and class at the piano
won't hurt.
While in some cases the diction

Is poor, the harmony work and the
instrumental stuff a la Mills Bros,
proves highly effective. Girls do
five numbers, varying them in a
showmanly way. One number,
Paradise,' they do from a garden
bench with the mike apparently,
hidden in a bunch of flowers.

'Shanty' is led by one of the girls,
center stage at the standing mike
while the other two provide a hum-
ming background at the bench.
Closing number is a special ar-
rangement of 'St. Louis Blues,' im-
pressively sold.
Act . closed a five-act bill here

Saturday afternoon, doing very well.
'' Char.

neat,
turn.

ORPHEUM, N Y.
Substract Zelaya and the Pickens

Sisters from the show and there's
virtually nothing left. These two
acts, .. good but not in themselves
exceptional standouts, are riot cap
able of making up for what the
balance of the bill lacks. Result is

Orph has a pretty spotty and, on
the whole, unexciting stage enter
talnment.

Zelaya, comedian-pianist, Is fifth

and the Pickens girls (New Acts),
the closer. Ahead of them are three
turns, Monroe and Grant, Leary
and Craven and the Jack Randall
Sextet, none of which succeed in
eliciting more than, casual notice.
The No. 2 act, Leary and Craven,

mixed team, is a particularly weak
entry. Their material is poor, the
girl's singing indifferent and the
showmanship conspicuous by its ab
sence. The first order this team
must put in, If it expects to escape
audience slights, is for better ma
terlal. What is carried now hasn't
a chance.
The Randall Sextet turn, an

adagio hodge-podge ln_a pirate ship
setting with background of Clouds
and moon, la along conventional
lines. Three men and twO' women
take part in a series of routines
broken only bjr the exchange of
girls. The splits in the air and
other

.
acrobatic work in one stanza

stand out, but the finish is exciting
The men cross swords on a dark
ened stage so that the flash of
electrically charged ' blades will
light up, then go in for shooting,
fire finally resulting.
The Monroe and Grand trampo-

line act opens the show, but, while
getting a few* laughs found the
response Saturday afternoon weaker
than usual.
Up here Zelaya varies his routine

a little, opening with 'Valse Bluette 1

and inserting a pop ahead of the
Herbert number for the finale. Se
cret of this pianist's success is the
Intimacy and friendliness he estab
llshes with his audience. .

The Pickens did equally as well
as Zelaya, which made two pianos
in a row.
Feature is 'Two Against the

World' (WB).
Biz only fair. Char

HAL SAND'S. HOLLYWOOD
REVUE (10)

Girl Dance Flash
23 Min«.; 'Full (Drapes)
Orpheum, N. Y.

Nine girls and a boy in a
fast and entertaining dance
Turn shows taste as well as speed
and ought to please most any audi-
ence.
Hal Sands appears in the 'Va-

riety' flies as having produced a
girl act with himself as the center-
piece several years ago. Review
mentions that his own work could
improve for vaudeville, but that

.

there is taste shown in staging and
costuming. Evidently he's put that
taste to work. He's not in the cur-
rent act.

*

Starts in a slow manner by eight
of .the girls in a line, with silly
lyrics about being flops in Holly-
wood so on +o stage work. A boy
and girl team in a neat dance bit
follow and then three girls in a
really beautiful semi-classical dance.
Three more girls follow in a so so
harmony song and still another
group of . three girls in a neat clog
number.
A tall, good looking lass now

does a control number that tied up
the show night caught, the boy and
girl team work again and the first

trio of dancers are on for another
beautifully staged dance. Finish
with the whole mob, and noticeable
that though everybody got a nice
hand,- appearance of the control
dancer started almost an ovation.
Closed the show here with a dis-

tinct purrch. Kauf.

RADIO TEXAN8 (4)
Quartet .

10 Mint.; One
C O. H* N. Y.

If the Texans have been on radio
it probably has been local station
work, for the male quartet fails to
measure beyond the lesser standard.
Men do not go In for crooning or
close harmony of the pep ether type,
but they do not use microphone
either.

Quartet opens with a pop medley
wearing flannels with black tux
stripes and tux coats. 'St. Louis
Blues' is their second number;
'Egyptian Ella,' with comedy biz,
their third. Diction on latter is
poorest, with some of the comedy-
lyrics of song missing.

With canes as old men, they do
another comedy novelty, 'I've Got
the Rheumatlz,' closing with 'Crosby,
Columbo-and Vallee.' plus imitations
of Singing Sam, Morton Downey
and the Mills Bros. Final number
won act a hand Thursday night
strictly on the imitations. Char. .

'IN THE BAG'
Flash Novelty :

16 Mins.; Full (Special)
Q. Oi H., N. Y.
More smalltime in basis and idea

than in the execution of some of
the numbers by specialty people.
Destined mostly for the smaller in-
dependent houses or those off the
path of the 'A' runs.

Setting is a studio where an old
man zealously guards his talent
treasures, stored up in bags as gold
would be. When a lady enters look-
ing for donations to a vanishing
natron fund, he quails at turning
over anything, but shows the lady
What he has. Thereupon the first
bag opens, a sister team going Into
a fencing dance. This one not
nearly so good as their snakehlps.
on toes farther down the routine.
Other specialties out of the bag are
a Russian violinist-dancer, below
average in possibilities, and an ac-
robatic girl dancer who's there on
class and technique.
Old man and lady caller stand by

watching all this, latter finally go-
ing Into a hot number together with
vamp biz, old man countering with
a banjo try.

At this point sis twain beg old
man for release to do stuff before
vanishing patrons, others following
for a finale In which each contrib-
utes bits.

'In the Bag' may have been an
effort to present a flash a little dif-
ferently, but it's still a cumber-
some idea.

. Char. •

SWAN, LUCILLE and CAPPO
Dance Act
9 Mine.; One and Full (Special)
Academy, N. Y.

Nice, diversified dance act that
will look better on smaller stages
than the Academy has. Apron here
is so big that the three performers
seem a bit lost. Also the fact that
they had to open the show didn't
help them; they ought to be good
closers.
Idea back of the turn is to pre-

sent all possible types of dancing In
one act Two boys and a girl, and
they start' by each doing singles of
a different tyne. One of the boys
and the girl then double Into ball-;

room and adagio, bJapding it well,

and finally Into some hot numbers;
also mixed with adagio. Other lad
sticks closely to taps. .It's'*'
enough worked out to 'satisfy.'.•'

'•' .-. Kauf.

LE VAN AND WATSON
Chatter, Songs, Dances
14 Mins.; One
Orpheum, N. Y.
Just a boy and girl act and not

too good even for the Intermediate
time, but worth watching because
of the girl. She's peanut size, blondo
and with . a nice sense of humor
that if developed will get her
places.

Some of her mannerisms are ex-
aggerated a bit tdo much and she
has a few stage tricks to unlearn,
but there's no doubt about It, she
has the goods to deliver. Kauf.

HOMER ROMAINE
Acrobatic
5 Mins.; Full
Orpheum,' N. Y.

Romaine has been around for at
least 15 years. Still swings on bar
and rings, but better now than,
ever.

' Romaine's turn is distinctive from
others of the type because of his
shatter. While doing his singing
(and good, fast work that is, too,
with ho stalling) he gags. And gags
well.' A slow drawl helps and he
really manages to uncork a few rie.w

lines. "Which is no mean accom^.
plishmeht. Kauf.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.
Minneapolis, Sept. 14.

Chalk up another first-rate bill

for the Orpheum. They're coming
good every week. More power to
the booking department.
The current layout is standard

vaudeville, offering nothing new in
the way of entertainment; but ac-
ceptable in quality and affording
sufficient' variety. -Neville. Fleeson
provides the class. Another old
stand-by, Britt Wood, shoulders the
comedy burden. And still another
favorite, the Beehee and Rubyatte
troupe, puts plenty of pep into the
proceedings with 'a whirlwind acro-
batic offering. Thus, three of the
five acts stand out.
Joan, Jerry and Bill are two

young men and a good-looking girl
who open the show with an accept-
able, i£ hot exceptional,, exhibition
of tap dancing along routine lines.
The' trio are smartly dressed and
they execute a number of difficult

steps skillfully. One of the boys
ctlso 3Iris's.

Deucing' it, Gene Sheldon, former
Minnesota theatre master of cere-
monies here, and later seen in a
Fanchon-Marco unit at the same
showhouse, is assisted by the statu-
esque blonde, Miss Terry, in an act
in which there is too much comedy
and too little music. Sheldon's con-
tinued efforts at boob pantomime
funmaking, a la Harpo Marx, seem
forced. But while Sheldon is not
so funny he plays a banjo well
enough to win an enthusiastic audi-
ence response. Miss Terry sings,
but her principal worth to the act
is decorative.
With the aid of three stunning

young women who scintillate as
dancers and singers, Neville Fleeson
contributes a series of interesting
'musical episodes.' It Is a well-con-
ceived, smartly dressed and. staged
and attention-compelling act. The
young women, another man and

(Continued on page 36)
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ROXY
New York, Sept. 15.

: Looks like they reached deeper
Into the poke this week, giving the
producer more of a change to bol-

ster up the regular staff stuff. Four
specialty turns from the outside are
on the bill, lh addition to the full

staff, and the result is a far more
diversified entertainment than is

customary at . the Roxy. 'Th«i

•Painted Woman' .(Fox) Is the fear
ture, making the| outside help timely
'and welcome.

With two visiting singles, "Mai
LeRoy and Eleanor Powell, both
'dancing, plus the usual ballet and
Roxyettes interludes, which form
the foundation for all Roxy shows,
-the current layout is; very much on
the gam. it would be too much so
'anywhere else, but at the Roxy they
probably • don't expect much other
than sight .entertainment. William
'and Joe Mandel manage to break it

tap with some laughs, however^..and
that should point the way. to at least

•one comedy interlude for this thea-
:tre. weekly;'

'Steps' is the title of the first of
' five stage, items on'.' the program,
It'3 attractively mounted with eight
sets of steps scattered over a triple-

decked ' stage and the Roxyettes
doint a Bill' Robinson, four on each
flight.

'C"---mentine,' second of the three
production numbers, sounds Frenchy
in motif, but its looks are deceiving.

The Roxyettes have a rest period
during this one while the. ballet

girls do the Work. A song for which
•the scene is named, or vice versa,
Is reprised a half dozen times or
more. The mixed house chorus

; plugs it In robust fashion, then two
members of the male vocal crew

, follow, each other on the apron for
,solo choruses. The. boys do dialect,

,French and.. Dutch, respectively,
while each has 50% of the ballet
.corps' in illustrative costumes for
'background.

At- this point Hal LeRoy makes a
rather abrupt entrance and goes
right into his dance. Coming in un-:
,announced and following the pick-
out bits up ahead, it looks like an-

; pther specialty by a. chorus boy in-
stead of a workout by the foremost
'member of the present younger
'dancing set. LeRoy. is almost half-
way through his dance before it's

'clear that he isn't kidding. .

, Another awkward piece.of staging
"has LeRoy sing a chorus of 'Clemen-
tine' after his dance is completed,
"With no rest in between. So instead
'of singing the number the LeRoy

. kid has to gasp it, which isn't his
fault. The windup is another solo

-•dance, this one by a midget girl who
.-looks, like the midge from Henry.
Bergman's full stage lunch wa~on
sketch.

Although LeRoy's stepping makes
its usual strong impression once it

gets under way, the boy is practi-
cally wasted during the first half of
his time on. Instead of burying him
underneath a flock of ' scenery and
people, considerably more value
could have been obtained from the
LeRoy specialty through spotting
out in one, or alone on the stage.
Under the proper lighting his loot-
Work might have sparkled.

Miss Powell drew a better break.
She's on during 'Black Hussars,' the
.'closing presentment., and they draw
the drapes for her. Miss Powell's
eccentric buck work, upon closer
analysis, seems based on a cleverly
masked revival of an old-fashioned
essence. She dances like, a man.
Joseph Griffin introduces and

leads the hussar number in front of
the male chorus, after which the
Roxyettes and ballet . line bring
about a rousing finish with forma-
tion routines. The troupe, as usual,
is strikingly costumed throughout
the show, but in the militaristic
closing sequence the week's color

. -and lighting effects reach their peak.
• The- performance is never bad to
look at, even when it drags.
The Mandels' interlude is billed as

/.the. 'Dance, of the Poison Kiss,' but
.It looks as if the boys' burlesque

. adagio, which would have explained
the title, was kicked out by old man
turnover and his younger brother,

; .
running time. With that out of the

' Way, and the opening talk elimi-
nated in this big auditorium, the
brothers are sticking to hoke acro-
batics only this week. Despite that
the Mandels' many imitators have
just about ruined the idea in the
regular variety houses, the comedy
acrobatics are a novelty in this
usually dead, pan picture house. Ap-
parently everything looked new to
•this audience, which didn't make

• • Willie and Joe sore at all.

. The fourth specialty booking is

called 'Illusion,' with lengthy under
lined billing reading 'George W.
Lattimore presents Harry Wills in
V European Novelty.' This is its

. first performance in America, ac-
cording to a note in parenthesis
Two men appear to be pantomiming
In silhouette fashion behind a paper

..screen, but at the finish the curtain
rises to reveal that it was only one
man and a mirror. That's the illu

slon. Only fairly interesting, while
chances are that audiences won't

• believe it even after seeing the re-
flector.

Ah arrangement of Fri'ml co.mpo
sitions is the overture by. the large
pit Orchestra, David Ross conduct-
ing. Music is rather light for an
orchestra of this size and type, and
while the Roxy symphony' plays the

score beautifully, the flattery doesn't
work both ways.
Preceding, the overture and start-

ing the show a turbaned yogi does
a monolog with a reading crystal.
It looks like the beginning of an
oriental prolog, but develops Into a
living trailer for next week's pic-
ture, 'Chandu.V It's a new idea that
for the time being has an edge over
the customary screen announce-
ment.

. Instead of alternating with the
stage numbers, the screen fillers are
grouped together Immediately after
the overture, this time. They are
Fox news and a Mickey Mouse, .'The
Musical FaTmer.' Latter , is project-
ed here on the big screen.
Light week indicated by Thursday

nisht's business. Bige.

CAPITOL, N. Y.
New Yox-k, Sept. 15.

Benny Davis and his Gang alone
occupy the Cap's stage during the
run of 'Grand Hotel' (M-G), which
will stay two weeks at' least': and
doubtless do good business. Due to
its length, the stage portion is re-
duced to 25 minutes, about what
Davis ordinarily does on vaude
bills.

While the Davis revue does not
possess ' extraordinary sock quali-
ties, it fills the current demand
well.

Several of the specialty people
carried rate strong enough in their
numbers to be able to stand spot-
ting on a picture show as acts in
one, if they ever broke away from
Davis. Troupe is billed as 'Future
Broadway Stars.'

The mixed acrobatic dance team,
the Roberts, who with a few others
get their names mentioned, stand
out boldly on chances for the future.
They wind up the march of special-
ties, trotted out one after' another,"
and at the Thursday night show
got across , strongest. Bemis and
Brown, another mixed combination,
working as collegiates in dance
routines, also is out front among
the participants, while a blues
singer and a hillbilly trio (names
not given) are close for third.

Set standing throughout is the
deck of a boat, with effect of mov-
ing water on the sides. It's attrac-
tive even though not as well lighted
as it might have been.
Tables are in the foreground,'

partly masking off the Davis bapd,
with the specialty people and a few
supers around them. They all add
to the general spirit of the thing
with rattles of the night club
whoopee type. Davis also con-
tributes his bit to the- noise-making.
. Davis in a vocal way hasn't much'
to offer. And probably realizes that
by staying away from sirtglhg as
much as possible. His medley ar-
rangement of songs which he has
written .or contributed to, is a
novelty rather than anything else
and gets by on strength of that.
He brings the revUe up to'' near

its close With this, little bits by the
specialty artists, in amateur fash-
ion, for hands, serving for the fin-
ish. It was here the Roberts twain
rated far ahead of anyone else.

The fern hillbilly trio, doing two
numbers about the middle of "the
show, ought to go great on the
radio. It might be the place they'll
eventually make a name for them-
selves, it fortunate on breaks.

-

The Davis revue seems the ideal
booking for the Capitol along with
'Hotel.' House was playing to
capacity at the first de luxe show-
ing Thursday night. ' Char,

IMPERIAL, TORONTO
Toronto, Sept. 19.

Despite the assured b.o. draw of
the Chevalier-MacDonald duo. in
'Love Me Tonight*

.
(Par), Knevels

has gone ahead with a stage prez.,
the idea of which should have
struck him sooner. Whether or not
the Imperial maestro has been lack-
ing in timeliness is open to argu-
ment. He has here assembled a
show that pleases, the only flaw
being the re-engagement of the Ar-
naut Brothers, a standard act that
has played here too recently tp be
brought back.
-i It's a Mickie and Minnie Mouse
motif that scores on the reputation
of the famous Disney cartoons.
Monty and Carmo, a pair of midges,
play the name parts, with the line

girls on in kid costumes for an in-
troduction of the diminutive pair
who trail with an acrobatic. It gets
a nice reception. Turn is done in
full-stage set before a typical Dis-
ney background of hills, foliage and
gigantic mushrooms.
Arnaut Brothers next for a short

guitar bit, and Toots Novelle as the
dog in the cartoons on for leaps and
cartwheels. Olive and George Bres-
Iau, the midge pair that aren^t
billed, follow in evening dress for
a song and dance act that goes over
nicely, audience not knowing that
this is the Minnie-Mlckie duo.
Drops fly for an eccentric set,

huge cat's head with illuminated
eyes, 10 line girls in front, 4 at rear,

all in Disney animal parts. Acro-
batic routine is followed by the Ar-
naiit Brothers still doing their bird-
whistling act.. Nothing new here,
but applause reaction still en-
courages. Finale is a Mickie-Minnie
wedding scene with entire company
on, Just a so-so tfres?., but the pic-

ture is a draw.

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
• New York, Sept. 16.

Paramount has a strong lineup
this week to greet the first chapter
of the new season, getting off on
the right foot and drawing to itself
the attention of the homecoming
metropolitan fans. A first impres-
sion for the season like this ought to
provide momentum that would be a
distinct asset. .

Smart comedy-drama on the
screen in 'Night of Juiie 13' (Par)
and a first rate laughing show on
the stage began to draw from the
opening day of the week. Friday
evening there was no holdout, but
the house downstairs, was 100% ca-
pacity and the mob enjoyed the en-
tertainment thoroughly.
Fanny Brice is the mainstay of

the presentation, making three ap-
pearances (four times a day over
the week-end), running the gamut
from her. sumptuous spoof in the
'Dying Swan' ballet, which is the
last word In low comedy clowning,
to her identifying 'My Man'' num-
ber at the other end of her artistic
scale and making a grand bit of
trouping of the whole business. In
between she and Phil Baker, func-
tioning as m.c., conspire in a trav-
esty on the bedroom scene from
'Strictly Dishonorable,' three . ses-
sions rich in solid laughs, and the
backbone of the entertainment.

Mitchell and Durant with their
assault-and-mayhem session made
another Gibraltar of laughs for the
comedy frolic, probably one of the
few pure Specialties that could fol-
low Miss Brice and carry on the
pace to a laugh crescendo.

Phil Baker, fitted in neatly for the
other comedy interlude, holding-
down the m. c. assignment suavely
and climaxing his efforts with a dis-
tinct click in his own specialty, mob
going in a big way for his cross-
fire With the stagd box stooge, rou-
tine shrewdly worked out so that
Baker himself takes most of the.
comedy socks on his own chin.
So much for the laugh side of the

layout. For change of pace and
vocal embellishment they have Pettir
Higgins, who has taken on suave
stage manner to go with his.appear-
ances in the picture de luxes; blend-
ing in with the others for informal
bits of business that help to give
these thrown-together shows a cer-
tain intimate air. Here he con-
tributed something more than a
class musical element by helping
out in the comedy team work with a
hilarious quartet bit with Baker and
Mitchell and Durant, built on atro-
cious rendering of 'Sweet Adalino.'

It's altogether a de luxe program
with these specialty people grouped
and representing: a pretty impres-
sive figure on the pay roll. They, of
course, are the meat' of the attrac-
tion, while the presentation has
enough of scenic flash and Bines
girl line ensembles to serve as ap-
propriate embellishment. Girls are
used with telling effect to back-,
ground Miss Brice's ballet travesty,
doing an utterly, straight bit of
choreography as a prelude to the
burlesque and adding vastly to its

humor.
. The Four Emeralds are a four-
some of girl, acrobats, worked Into
one of the ensembles for an attrac-
tive detail, girls doing astonishing
ground tumbling and table falls and
making a nice appearance, being
uniformly of the squab type.

' Instead of having a niche to him-
self, the Jesse Crawford organ num-
ber js worked Into the show's run-
ning, with an introduction by Hig-
gins and a trick organ arrnagement
of 'Paradise.' Spotting may have
been for time-saving, purposes, for
the show is overboard on time, run
ning close to three hours, even with
the news reel cut to a minimum.
Reason is the length of a stage show
that gives four top features an op-
portunity and that added to a pic-
ture that runs 77 minutes.
Rubinoff overture groups a medley

of Romberg melodies, with the lead-
er soloing a ballad highlight on
the violin. Extraordinary response
for this, testifying to the growing
following of this showmanly pit vir-
tuoso. Rush.

NEWSREELS
EMBASSY

A marked partisan spirit is be-
coming manifest at the two news-
reel houses. Where the. Luxer
ignored Roosevelt and gave the Re-
publicans the stronger boost through
Ogdeh Mills' Maine speech, the Em-
bassy led off with what seemed the
governor's entire address in Topcka.
Embassy gave the Republicans

some space which reacted with the
audience as a piece of burlesque.
Senator Hastings' comment that the
election of the Dems would be a.

'great disaster' got only the laugh
with the Bronx intonation.

The whole Embassy program this
week Is like one long speech. .The
Roosevelt beginning takes up fully
five minutes; probably more, if

clocked. Then there is the confer-
ence of the governors ori the mid-
west farm Situation with ' another
speech. Both houses have this as
well as the landslide prediction by
Campaign Manager James Farley.

Worthwhile clip, Which gets lost
in this bundling of talk, but' which
is a decided news scoop for F-H,
is the quick interview with Louis
Brd'nn, Maine's new Dem. governor.
Where the Luxer broke up the

Cermak subject by catching him in
conversation with Mayor McKee,
the Embassy made the Chicago
mayor record another, one of those
direct to the audience comments.
Another barrage of speeches,

which got divided applause and
laughter came from an anti-saloon,
group. Three of the leaders spoke
one .after the other.

Still more speeches of the halting
kind were projected on the three
fliers to Rome. Each was intro-
duced and each talked.

After all the gab, came a flock

of racing. Trotting in Mineola,
horse racing in London, outboard
careening in Pehnsylvaia, bike races
in Rome—all of it in the same man-
ner as seen time and again; not
a new camera angle; not an original

contact gesture.
Good clip, and the only one In the

Embassy program suggesting • hu-
man interest, was that of a marine
boxer talking to his former boss,

General Butler.
Other Embassy, clips included:

Bavarian child chorus; Hoover re-
ceiving Washington etchings; troops

Garfield, Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Sept. 19.

Milwaukee nabes are responding
to the idea of having something ex-
tra to look at for. the same admis-
sion price. Particularly something
like Blackstone, whose magic is

drawing crowds. Heretofore Mil-
waukee, strong for magic for these
many years, has had to' await the
coming of Thurston to a loop thea-
tre."

There are certain handicaps to a
smooth magic show in a neighbor-
hood house. They are, for the most
part, a moving, seething mass, In-
tent on missing nothing.
But Blackstone does not seem to

mind the tumult in the audiences.
The show Itself proves very good

entertainment, running about an
hour and 20 minutes. The sets used
are adequate and the entire produc-
tion first rate. It might be a good
idea to eliminate the spirit expose in
the nabes because of the turbulence
of the youngsters. The idea in itself

is interesting, coming as it docs
right on the heels of Blackstone's
story of his experiences In exposing
spirit fakers in various parts of the
country.

'Is Mx Face Red?' (Radio), Para-
mount News and a comedy com-
pleted the three-hour show.

TRANSLUX
In the same time that it took the

Embassy to run off 28 cHps the
Luxer projected 26 news subjects,
a cartoon and two shorts. All of
which gets right down to editing,
because, if anything, the current
program at the Luxer is the newsier
of the two.
As an instance, Pathe covered the

American Legion convention in
Portland as adequately as the Em-
bassy, but made room by eliminat-
ing a lot of repetitious matter. In-
stead of going into a long gabfest
with the anti-saloon league, Luxer
got - a brief summary from. Canon
Chase.
Just enough time was allowed

Norman Thomas to speak for Rus-
sia and identify his own political
position when Craveth Wells, au-
thor, returned from the Sovleti was
introduced as the spike. It is this
quick meaty, one-two change in the
Luxer program which is enabling
them to show that much more than
the Embassy.
Both houses had the same views

of Germany's ex-prince reviewing
troops. Where the Embassy burled
it Luxer played it for the lead in
accordance with its policy to, match
headlines in the dailies;
Important scoop of general inter-

est was Paramount's. views of the
recent flood in Manchuria. Subject
was completely covered.
For the first time in weeks pro-

hibition, enforcement got a little at-
tention on the newsreel screen.
Pathe took In the haul made aboard
a yacht in Boston, even to the- point
of close-upplng the labels.

Jeff Davis, hobo king, got some
laughs with his definition of the
differentiation between a hobo and
a bum. Incidentally moral twist
was provided when Jeff addressing
the youngsters in the audience ad-
vised them to hold on to the. apron
strings until they grew up to Inde-
pendence. .;

'Terribly, terribly happy,' said.
Mrs. Valle, in a voice and manner
that mildly recorded her reunion
with Rudy. Waly,

in Dublin; Japanese girls worship-
ping Buddha; German field mass;
A. C. Blumenthal and some of the
Ziegfeld principals; Oregon rodeo.

Waly.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 16,

It's 100% stage entertainment at
the Par this week, with a little too
much fare if anything, Fifl O'Qrsay,
from pictures, is topping a strictly

vaude show, plus an m.c, and the
house's permanent line girls. Open-
ing stanza ran 57 mins., and, pruned
down eight or 10 mins., will provide
additional speed to an already fast-
moving program.

.

Miss D'Orsay gives the punch, the
Norman Thomas colored quintet
adds the. finishing touches, and the
pay customers eat it up. The
French screen actress is a bundle
of energy. She overlooks nothing
in the way of showmanship, and
puts her comedy and song numbers
over In a way that stamps her as a
natural. Working in the hext-to-
closing spot, Miss D'Orsay did
nearly 16 mins., and then had a hard
time begging off. Three of her
numbers are solos, with Roland
Baker accompanying. For her finale

she does a comedy number with
Eddie Stanley, m.c, that went oyer
exceptionally big. First song is

•Sweet Nothings of Love,' which she
sang in 'Hot for Paris.' Then an-
other number from one of her re-
cent pictures, titled 'Please Take a
Walk with Me.' For her third, a
French character, song about two
elephants which are madly in love,
Miss D'Orsay gives an English ex-
planation In advance that Is very
amusing. Closing was : 'Cute Little
Things You Do,', with Stanley, and
terminating in a kissing blackout.
As a deluxe /picture house head-
liner Miss D'Orsay has everything.

A pretentious setting—black and
silver—was used throughout, with
Stanley clowning constantly. He's
held, over from last week, which
looks like good judgment. Dorothy
Dayton does a fast tap routine on
her toes, followed by Virginia Karns,
from radio, who revealed a fine pair
of pipes In a soprano solo. Previ-
ously Miss Karns vocalized in the
nit as an interlude to the .Georgle
Stoll band overture.

Art Ward, comedy juggler, does
some difficult hoop manipulating,
with the line girls assisting in part
of the routine. Miss D'Orsay then
on, and followed, for closing spot,
by the Thomas quintet. Here's a
sensational musical, dancing and
singing act that mopped solidly.
Piano solo, while oke, could easily
be eliminated ,as the stepping, bari-
tone spiritual and the comedy antics
of the drummer are more than suf-
ficient. Closing has everybody on
for a hot stepping finish.

On the screen '70,000 Wltnesff.-s'
fPar), News and cartoon. Capacity
lower floor at first mat. U'day.

CHICAGO
Chicago, Sept. 16.

.

Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Helnk
as a sentimental box office attrao- .

tion seemed sure to earn her keep
at the Chicago this week. Elderly
diva still can pack a vocal punch
in the middle registers, avoids high
C as a doctor avoids night calls, and
was bringing Into the house a fringe
of oldtimers who seemed not to^be
the regular film-goers.
For a second name the Chicago

has Monte Blue heading one of the
most effective Fanchon &

' Marco
units to come through in some time.
There's compactness and trlmness
about the whole affair. Blue him-
self fits in gracefully, although no
song and dancer and never attempt-
ing a specialty. He. plays ring-
master in a unit appropriately laid
out and run in circus motif.
Thus, at the start he puts , the

dancing-acrobatic 'chorus through a
clever routine in simulation of
trained horses. Again he captains
the girls, who, standing upon their
toes, do military gyrations. Blue
speaks up for himself, talks so he
can be heard, and displays that
poise that film actors ought to have,
but lamentably do not, when thrust,
unsupported, Into the spotlight's
cynosure. .

Those Aerial Beauties, as they are
billed, are a remarkable galaxy who.,
forced belated recognition from an
audience not disposed to demon-
strativeness. Girls do many things
and well. The military toe number
was the highlight, although the
concluding session on the aerial ap-
paratus was naturally a flash.

Several individual acts, all meri-
torious, helped the unit deliver.
Sisters G, whose ideas are of
Broadway production calibre, pushed
across two bizarre dances with
faelle grace. Realtor Freethy on
roller skates attained a velocity and
an endurance that built the finale
up strongly. There was a cute dog
early in the proceedings that stayed^
Just long enough to delight without
tiring the payees. Monroe Bros,
trampollned to plenty Of laughs.

Slate Brothers fared Indifferently.
For reasons too obscure for analysis
their knockabout comedy fell pretty
flat. Scattered giggles was the best
they could obtain. They got off re-
spectably, thanlcs to. their straight
hoofing.
Current film attraction is Ruth

Chatterton in 'The Crash.' which is

Warners' follow-up to 'The Rich
Are Always with Us' and the ex-
pected beneficiary of the latter. Chi-
cago will have a middling-to-good
week.
Meanwhile the formula of doublo

strength shows is being Increasing-
(Coniinued on page 36)
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ORPHEUM, MPLS.
(Continued from page 34)

several drops are all that the com
poser-pianist requires to dramatize
his songs. Helene Denlzon dances
superlatively, and Charlotte Murrel
sings torch songs effectively. The
incidents depicted are those of a
gigolo (portrayed by Fleeson) who
earns the scorn of his fair dancing
partner, a society wedding followed
by the entry of the spurned other
woman, and an 'epilogue' to 'Grand
Hotel,' which shows Miss Denizbn
impersonating Greta Garbo and
doing a dance of death when she
receives the ill tidings about her
sweetheart of a night.
The 'Grand Hotel' bit is" the act's

best bet, thanks to Miss Denizon's
dancing ability. For a hot finish

Fleeson takes the auditors to Har-
lem; giving- him an opportunity to
introduce a new song and two of
the girls a chance for some mean
and daring body shaking.

Brltt Wood returns with practi-
cally the same act he has been doing
as far back as memory goes. But
the delighted audience eats it up,
and Wood easily stops the show.
Roars of laughter and abundant ap-
plause, punctuating the proceedings,
are his reward. His boob comedy
harmonica playing and pleasing
personality are apparently always
surefire. He relies on all his old
stand-bys, including the old soldier
bit, the rendition of *My Hero' on
the harmonica and the attempted
yodelling, and they still Btand him
in good stead. Ideal next-to-clos-
ing. '

,

The Beeh.ee and Rubayette troupe
of Arabian acrobats and tumblers
furnishes just the right snappy
finish. Clad as Roman gladiators,
they make a picturesque appearance
and their usual whirlwind tumbling,
handsprings, somersaults and bal-
ancing feats, presented at cyclonic
speed, hold a never-falling audience
appeal.
On the screen "Back Street'

(Radio); a real drawing card and
very well liked; Pathe News and a
comedy Bhort, and Al Rudd and his
orchestra In the pit. ReeSi

C5>; CENTURY, BALTO.

she's learned how to deliver lines.

Act tied a knot in the show In next-
to-closing.
Opening was the Crystal skating

trio, smooth and graceful. But they
miss their real opportunities by a
punchless close. Redistributing the
routine and placing a whirlwind
finish at the curtain would help
matters. - .Nice, Fiorio and Lubow
were dressed smartly and showed
'em how to garner laughs In a
dancing comedy tiU. They ma-
leuver neatly between straight hoof-
ing and their knockabout clowning.
Suited to the spot and earned their
feed of applause at the finish.

'Tiger Shark' (FN) on the screen.

Baltimore, Sept. 16.
While Loew's may be piling up

heavy names on their stages, both
in New York and In their out-of-
town spots, they have, nevertheless,
kept their heads and are not over-
running themselves. The bills in
this house In the past three weeks
and those which are carded to fol-
low are more expensive and 'namey'
than the presentations and units
previously entrenched here. But
the costs of the present shows are
not out of line with the potential
grosses. Business has been build-
ing In response to the name bait,
enough and more than enough to
cover the additional outlay.

It now becomes a neck-and-neck
struggle between this spot and the
vaudfllm indie Hippodrome. Both
are spreading the costs on, and in
a town like this the battle looms in
importance. The way these houses
are going out for big talent is ex-
emplified by the remarks made by
these acts when they arrive on the
local stages—that they haven't been
around this town for years; Whlch,-
in most cases, means since the
Maryla 1 dropped Its two-a-day
vaude. y'ars and y'ars ago. Nan
Halperln made the crack last week
at the Hippodrome; this week Rae
Samuels has the same thing to say
at this house.
Current layout marks the third in

the stretch of big talent since the
theatre went Into its present vaude
policy at the beginning of. the sea
son. it is the first without a stage
band as headliner. Abe Lyman,
Benny Meroft formed the artillery in
the past two weeks, and after the
present session will come Duke
Ellington, Buddy Rogers and Jack
Denny, This town has always gone
for stage bands ever since Waring*s
Pennsylvanians scored a long-run
stay seven or eight years ago at
the off-street Rivoli.
The Loew's city manager, Bill

Saxton, can enjoy his vacation in
peace with the news that the show
here currently is aces, and business
isn't doing so bad either. The
closest the show gets to band music
is the Borrah Minevltch harmonica

• group. Minevltch drew applause on
the first show for an oversized allot-
ment of encores >and bows. It ap-
pears that Minevltch is not carry-
ing as many mouth-blowers as be-
fore, his present aggregation num
berlng 10 men.

Billed under Minevltch was Jack
Mulhall. Admitting there are diffl-

^ cultles in a screen feature player
arranging a suitable personal ap-
pearance routine, at least Mulhall
could have tried for a better written
vehicle than this present one. Mul-
hall has added a stupid encore to
the turn about the wandering boy
who meets his a.k. dad after many
years. It's out of place and a waste
of time.
For a study in performance

there's Rae Samuels, the acme of
showmanship. Garbed in a modern
gown and a gay-nineties pancake
lid, Rae Samuels had 'em begging
for more. And this with her stand-
ard turn. The girl she's been car-
rying around with her for the en-
core bit is improving at each ap-
ppn-a»c a

. Sh°'s. a neat little hoofer
with hinges in her knees. And

empire; PARIS
Paris, Sept. 6.

Beginning of this -month saw the
reopening of the Paris show sea-
son, with the Empire opening the
list. The house, which is now fully
under Natan

.
management, has been

renovated. Backstage considerable
modifications have taken place, and
a revolving stage has been built.
The work Has been done by a French,
company on plans made by the
Natan engineers, contrary to local
practice so far as importing.German
apparatus. Due to Natah's. real es-
tate purchases of . surrounding
ground, a new backstage opening
has been made, permitting animal
acts and the big props to be brought
backstage direct from the street.
General modernization of the house
and of the electric equipment has
also taken place. Though the front
of the house has not been changed,
Natan's efficiency pervades the
whole place.

First bill of the season Is com-
paratively ambitious, and is draw-
ing business. If the house keeps
on : this Rolicy, it will permit vaude
actB to consider Paris a worth-while
playing spot; . The usual local
yodlers and entertainers have been
omitted, and only brie animal act
is shown, though two had been
slated.

After, the usual orchestra opening,
show begins with The Wyplo, a sat-
isfactory trapeze act. Next The
Nagel Trio—one man and two boys—doing acrobatics and getting con-
siderable applause. Eric and Part-,
ner, eccentric dancers—also okay.
Daley Trio, jugglers. Blssi and Re-
mo, musical clowns, made a decided
hit with their entertaining specialty.
They are followed by Casa and
Lehn, burlesque adagio. After which
comes Boulicot and his stooge re-
cordier. This is the clown working
before the curtain who has for a
long time been a feature at the
Empire. Closing act for the first
part is Falls, Reading and Boyce,
dancers and acrobats, who get
must applause.
After intermission, Mary Lee,

contortionist dancer, draws enor-
mous applause. Then comes the
animal act—Jose Moeser—shows
two horses.- The Three Sailors, who
top the bill, next, and click. After
them the stage revolves just for
an audience demonstration, and the
Babe Egan orchestra of 10 girls
play Jazz numbers. For their finaleMary Lee and other acts on the bill
come in and support them, with en-
cores permitting more display of
the functioning of the revolving
stage.

Orchestra of 25 In pit had at first
some difficulty of giving the acts
the right tempo, but this is now
adjusted.
Best program shown in Paris

vaude for a long while, and justify-
ing resuming the old scale of $1 60
top. Maxi,

DOWNTOWN, L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 16.

A sock magic act tops the bill of

seven turns, and makes up for what
is otherwise ordinary spot-booked
vaude at this grind house. Jack
Gwynne and Co. is the illusion act,

and his tricks, mainly of a small
production nature, are handled
cleanly and with a touch of comedy.
Three Society Steppers rank next
with their unison tapping and after
beat wings, but are handicapped by
the poor impression made when the
boys participate in decrepit gags
previously with Charlie Leland, m.c.
Jimmy and Kathleen, wire work-

ers, open nicely, building to the
girl's blindfold string-stepping. Ben
jamin Amosh, who combines acro-
batic dancing with fiddle playing, is

In deuce spot, with enough novelty
to hold attention.
Rock and Stock, mixed singing

team, are best when Miss Stock is

warbling her semi-classical song
cycle. Has nice wardrobe and
fine set of soprano pipes.
The Gwynne magic act follows,

with the illusionist getting laughs
by almost exposing his tricks, but
giving each a nice twist at the end
His goldfish stunt, best in the rou
tine, should be moved back to clos
ing, since it is much stronger than
the present finale.

Leland, who does little as m.c, Is
next-to-closing, with his familiar
monolog, and scoring average tit

terB. Terrell and Fawcett, closing,
have a strong amateur tinge as they
get into their brief knockabout aero
batics, and should either get some
good dialog or remain silent.

'Man Called Back' (World Wide)
Is the feature. Business middling
second day matinee. Vaude lasted
an hour.

. GRAND a H, ML T»
They've got a*' m*' have this

veek, barging on and off at frequent
Interval* and doing an exuberant
job at helping keep the customer*
awake. Sort of newfangled for this

spot, bnt it took big with the
gathering on hand for the unveiling
of the new bUL Said the m.c. on
Introducing himself: 'Folk* we've
got a great little show for you, and
we want you to applaud whenever
there's anything about it you like.

Now don't alt on your hands; you
know, you've got something else to
sit on.' With that kind of talk no
show could do other than go over
with a bang, and this one proved no
exception.

Anyway, they liked the m.c, Cliff

Whlenhill, the seedy gags he fed
them between the acts, his own
regular routine when It came his
turn on the setup and the rest of
the stage fare of the afternoon In
general. Along with Whlenhill and
four other acts there's a two-hour
screen bin comprised of the fea-
tures, 'Congorilla* (Fox) and 'The
Man Who Came Back* (Tiffany), 1

and a roll of news clips. Three
hours and 10 minutes of entertain-
ment wrapped up for two bits dur-
ing the matinee and a dime extra at
night; Kids on the opening show
gave the balcony almost capacity.

With WhlenhlU's introductory
plea for generous receptivity out of
the way, the Dionxo family took
over the opening frame for a neat
display of toe balancing} Act's bill-

ing, Thelma Dionxo & Co., accords
spotlight honors to the elder
daughter, and It's her session all

the way through. Besides that keen
sense of distance and balance the
girl can fling off a fast terp. Pa
Dionzo also shows he's still there
on the balancing hop from pinnacle,
doing a rope jump that makes the
feat the high point of the act. Kick-
ing contest between the father and
the. two daughters provides a. di-
verting afterpiece for the family
time spots.
Whlenhill's regular turn had the

next slot. No trouble for him here.
They gave Me gags, most of them
of tried and true variety, lots of
hilarity and got a kick out of his
'Kings' Horses' broom and shovel
version. Warming up Whlenhill
gave them made it so much easier
for Joe Mellno, who followed. In
Harriet Townes Mellno has a part-
ner who packs standout dancing
talent plus a standout figure and
personality. Much of the Melino
nonsense came in for mild returns,
but the bizarre getups seemed to
tickle them noisily here.
Winding up of the stage session

was left to the Mexinoes Entertain-
ers, a sextet of balalaika players
grouped around a Spanish dance
team. String plunkers scored
strongly with their individual num-
bers, but the real attraction in the
act is the girl shuffler. Her sinu-
ous figure and torso tossing Would
click any place. Odec.

MET., BROOKLYN
Brooklyn, Sept. 16.

No Btinting here this week; Even
though 'Grand Hotel' (Metro),
booked day and date with the Capi-
tol in Manhattan, is on view. Fea-
ture plus the news clips runs a full
two hours, but that didn't stay the
Loew office from booking in the
usual five acts and including among
them a headliner of Russ Columbo
coin proportions ($4,000). Start-off
makes It look easily like the record
stanza for a row of moons. Mati
nee had them in to capacity, and
the 1 two night-time shows told of
substantial holdouts.
Borough's pioneer deluxer seems

to be coming along nicely under the
careful tutelage and nursing of the
circuit's

.
keepers of the booking

ledgers. Ifa a strongly grouped
quartet of standard vaude turns
topped off by a solid name from
radio or pictures every week. Day
and dating with the Capitol has also
its attractive point, with the tab at
the 35c level mats, and 65c, tax in-
cluded, for the evening goers.
Clocking of the stage retinue was

kept down to an hour exactly. Show
started slowly and quietly and re
mained that way through the first
two; acts. Paul Nolan, with simple
and fancy, juggling, and Luis Zln
goni giving added weight to the
adage about the hand being faster
than the eye, had the opening and
deuce spots, - respectively. Just
enough comedy about the Nolan
affair to round out a smooth feper
tolre of ball and silk-topper antics.
Nolan's piece de resistence, flipping
with the foot a saucer, . cup and
lump of sugar, successively, to his
head got him a well-merited spe-
cial vote

. of approval. It's ele
mentary stuff that Zlngonl uncorks,
but the personality and patter hold
the attention consistently. Got
generous reaction both on the ap-
plause and giggles from the last
evening show congregation.
Cyclone pace of the June Carr

turn that followed somewhat took
the edge off the Mills, Kirk and
Martin bughouse revel in the next
to-shut slot They were all with
the sprightly little tapster comic
from the start, giving her the top
sendoff of the evening. Mixed up
with those rough-and-tumble antics
of hers there's an extraordinary
sense of acrobatic timing and grace,
Dan Harden, her personable partner,

i helps by not getting too obtrusive.

ffn-nrrr*—* taction of the aUUa.
Ktofcaaa Martam Ana * 15*1
usual unanlmooo ripple after ripple

of merriment. But the impression
was there that theboya were letting

down on their customary pace. Bven
the plump little stooge waa limited

to two entries, one of these a flnle
badly because, of poor timing.
Hefty palm ot welcome went out

to Russ Columbo on the parting of
the curtains. Nicely diversified rep-
ertoire shows off the Columbo larynx
and the corking little instrumental
combo surrounding him to all pos-
sible advantages. Neat piece of
routining all along, with the light-

ing cues deserving, of a special note.

Latter also goes for Columbo's
gyrating drummer. Judging from
the unspotlighted act he puts on,

the lad must be an Albertlna Rosen
alumnus. Odec

OLYMPIA, PARIS

PALACE, CHICAGO
Chicago, Sept If.

Standees filling the foyer to ca-
pacity and spilling over onto the
sidewalk answered any opening day
criticism of Texas Oulnan as an
attraction. ' She must be credited
for much of that first day turnout
since the feature, Universal's 'Back
Street/ although rated exceptional,
had nobody more magnetic than
John Boles and Irene Dunne and
word-of-mouth would need a day or
two to get around.

Guinan did 65 minutes. Regard-
less of how that fits into the run-
ning schedule there being only four
acts this week, the fact is Inescap-
able that the undressed brigade
stalls for a good 26 minutes. They
start especially slow and through-
out the marathon of so-so special-
ties and Intermittent

.
interruptions

for gagging purposes there are
minutes and whole gobs_ of time
that would never be missed.
Several of Guinan's gags, notably

that Wyoming wheeze about virgin
wool and shepherds, can provoke
more trouble than laughter in a
vaudeville house to which mothers
have been known to bring their
daughters. At that it's a toned-
down and classed-up Guinan that's
on view. Her girls are, of course,
gorgeous even If their routines are
more elemental than elegant. In-
terrupter Cook when finally getting
out of the box and onto the rostrum
batted out .

the home run of the af-
ternoon with his eccentric routine.
Here the applause was uncued and
uncoaxed. Couple of the other spe-
cialists got over en their own
steam.
As an entertainment the present

Guinan act is affable faking in great
measure. First 20 minutes elicited
comment from several payees as
to its demerits. In any ordinary
time allotment the Guinan turn
would have goose-egged. It stayed
long enough to overcome and par-
tially alibi the yawns.
Rest of the bill consisted of the

familiar Meyakos, opening, Mildred
Harris Chaplin, and Mel Klee, in
that order. It was indifferent
vaudeville, but capped by Guinan
good box office draw.
Mrs. Chaplin has two male co-

adjutors and in combination they
did okay.. In a rather graceful cur-
tain speech she apologized for her
song, stating the music had been
lost and she had been improvising
with a substitute and that she really
could do better. She speaks up
and out, and, while not overly ex-
perienced -at the sort of thing she
Is doing she is relaxed and poised
sufficiently to render some amuse-
ment to go with the name value,
the' primary reason for the book-
ing,
Mel Klee, still, effective exponent

of the dwindling horde that used
to be, continues to work blackface
for the same reason all his con-
temporaries did. Simply because
it's expected and they always did
Any negroid' aspect apart from the
wearing of cork is utterly absent
Neither accent nor material sug-
gest or require makeup. One
bludgeoning assault upon Hoover's
Incumbency was a gag immediately
ordered out. . For the rest he was
within bounds and carried off a
good workaday quota of giggles.

Land.

CHICAGO
(Continued from page 35)

ly employed by B&K. Next week
they will merge 'Desert Song' on the
stage with 'Blonde Venus' (Par) on
the screen. 'Venus' in former sea-
sons would probably qualify for Mc-
Vickers extension course. Trailers
on the new program were particu-
larly arresting using decorative
framework for the advance samples
and a background of exotic scenery
in tints for the puffs about 'Desert
Song.'
Speaking of house exploitation,

the loop Is draped in every conceiv-
able kind of festoon, cut-out and
whatnot. At present the Chicago
has eight hanging pieces and one
giant sidewalk portrait leaning
against a lamp post. Across the
street the State-Lake is aflame with
exploitation that becomes luminous.
Roosevelt, Oriental, McVlckers and
Palace all have their fronts thick
with big-lettered memoranda that
drip from marquees like icicles,

i
Land.

. Parle, Sept ».

Olympla show this week; which Is;

the beginning of the Natae regime,
has a Paul Oscard production oh
the stage, and this shows a consid-
erable improvement on previous,
Olympla presentations. However.'
Olympla presentations still run well
over 20 minutes, and could be made
more snappy and remain as effective
by being cut nearly half. Local
audiences are beginning to appre-
ciate a fast show. Business at the
Olympla Is improving.
Show opens with a newsreel with

clips of mixed origin, during which
Is shown a trailer of a soon-to-be-
released production titled 'Epavea
Vivahts," which is the French
dubbed version by Jack Forrester of
the English sunk submarine pro-,
ductlon. Due to the recent loss of
a French submarine, the French
government had requested the film
to be held some time before release.
After the newsreel comes the or-
chestra with 'Roses in PIcardy.*
Orchestra, . under George Bailly, is
very good in the concert, but during
the stage presentation tempo of the
orchestra Is sometimes irking to
acts, as is frequently the case with
local orchestras. Then comes the
stage presentation by PauLOscard,
titled 'Marlonnettea de Jazz.' Star
of the show is Georgle Hayes, who
is thus reopening in Paris, and does
her usual toe lap and stair tricks
with great success. Girl is likely to;

switch soon Into revue, thus per-*
mitting her to avoid the over-,
exertion of five a day.
The other, act in the presentation,

Is the Andree adagio and fancy
dancing trio, much appreciated
here, and next booked for England.
The Mersey girls, previous to their
Italian trip, are vacationing in Eng-
land, after having done the line at
the Olympla for several months.
They have been replaced by a line

of 16 Olymplettes, who are satisfac-
torily

;
broken into teamwork.

Drapes have been substituted by
Paul Oscard for the former painted
scenery, and also use of lighting
shows modern ideas. Presentation
clicks with the audience.

After this comes the feature, 'Ma
Femme—Homme d'Affaire.' Maxi.

.

FOX, BROOKLYN
Brooklyn, Sept. 10.

Rerl, who starred in Murnau'a
'Tabu' and was brought to the
States by the late Florenz Zlegfeld,
only to go more or less floppo in
the big production, heads the 'Tahiti'

Idea current at the Fox, and on the
strength of her billing is bringing
them into the theatre for a look.
There is plenty to see. Rerl has
a beautiful body, a smooth hip
movement, a mercifully minute
voice and a nice smile, but she
lacks the ability to project her per-
sonality. She is unable to build up
with the tricks of showmanship on
her physical advantages, .though
given every opportunity by the Fan-
chon & Marco stagers.
Departing from custom the open-

ing is in one showing native huts
from which emerge 12 line girls as
male warriors with shields In red
and green flitter which are manipu-
lated for nice effects. The girls are
dressed in brown lace full length
tights, with cloth masks to avoid
the necessity for making up. Do a
tribal dance to good effect and give
way to a comedian who announces
himself as a missionary come to
civilize the place. That's as far
as the plot ever gets. He has an
interlude with Gus Elmore,, whose,
chief contribution is a tail which -

wags. Cleverly manipulated for
laughs, but only good 6nce.

"

Displaced by Benardo de Pace,
mandollnist, who works in a French
Clown make up for some good pan-
tomime with Celine Lescar, who
does a little singing, a little danc-
ing and plays a freak stringed in-
strument. Act has good points, but
lacks a sock.
Drop flies to show a massive altar

before a volcano, with the girls
seated for a dance evidently staged
by Rerl. Only accompaniment is
a. couple of large torn toms beaten
in savage rhythm. Effective, Reri
enters in a litter in the form of a
silver shell and accompanies her-
self in a song on a stringed freak.
From there she goes into a dance
which .is nicely done, though ap-
parently under wraps for a family
audience. Almost any line girl In
a burley show can cooch as well,
the difference being the utter ab-
sence of effort in Rerl's work, and
her graceful waving of her hands,
which even her own support Is un-
able to. copy.
She sits on the altar steps while

Lane and Bellit do some hand to
hand work clad only in trunks and
brown paint. Both are finely
formed and the understander has
a remarkable physique. The ptay
of" his muscles is quite as interest-
ing to watch as the tricks them-
selves, though the latter are not
to be slighted. Make up Is spoiled
by the use of pink and white for
the faces with brown for the rest
of the body. Should have been
uniformly brown. Act suffers from
the fact they are following another
top notch push-and-pull pair on
last week's bill. Lift and luggers

(Continued on page 54)
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (September 24)

THIS WEEK (September 17)

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

. yew TOME CITY
* Palace (84)
Radio Rogues
Vara Patrlcola
Bverett Marshall
(Three to fill)

(17)
Violet Weat Co
Herman Hyde
Grace Hayes
A & M Havel
Bowling & Dooley
Nell Golden Orch

Academy
let half. (24-27)

Armlda
George Beatty
(Three to nil)

3d halt (it-30)
Balph Olsen Co
Blaokstone

Landt 8 ft White
Bobby PIncus
Warlngs* Orch

COLUMBUS
Keith's (24)

Thurston .

DAIXA8
Keith's (84)

Jimmy Burchltl Co
Jackson & Gardner
Hobart Boaworth
Barney Grant Co
Ingenues

(17)
Harris 2 ft Loretta
Donovan Sla & B
Weaver Bros .

DENVER
Keith's (17)

H'ward S'delle 6 B
Jackson ft Gardner

A BHYTHMATTC RIOT

JACK POWELL
. Presenting; a

SURE-FIRE
Show-Stoppln* Specialty

4 LEDDY A SMITH

Sd half (11-23)
Jane Purlane Co
Audrey Wyckoff Co
Hanlon Bros ft W
Tom Patrlcola Co
Olsen ft Bingham

BROOKLYN
Albee (*4)

Dawn Sis Sl C
Will - Aubrey
Dowllng ft Dooley
(Two to nil)

(16)
Grade Schenk Co
Evans & Mayer
Welst & Stanton
Nan HalperIn
Harold Stern Orch'

Prospect •

1st half (24-27)
Brems Pits ft M
Bradoaux Dancers

'

Daltou ft Rose
Jerome - ft Ryan

2d half (28-30)
Harrison & Elmo
Dolly Kay
Paul Fetching
(One to All)
2d half (21-28)

Reems Rio ft K
Pablo
Re(fay ft Hamilton
Glenn ft Jenkins
Sllvert'n Cord Orch

ALBANY
Palace

1st half (24-27)
Slackstone

. 2d half (38-30)
Mady
Hill & Hoffman
(Three to fill)

2d half (21-2S)
BoOd ft Bood
Colo BrosM ft A Skelly
Cookie Bowers
Armlda
Fred Lelghtner
B ft R Qoman

BOSTON
Boston (24)

Marcus Co <

(17)
C ft J Preisser

Blackstone
GLENS FALLS
Keith's (17)

Sunshine Sammy
Terry Parker Co
KANSAS CITY
.Keith's (23)

A ft F Lake
Barney Rapp .Orch

(1«)
Mr ft Mrs Johnson
Daphne . Pollard
Carol & Stuart
MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheum (24)

Texas Qulnan Co
(17)

St Clair Sla ft O'D
Lake Harris & H
Paddy Cliff Orch
Harlan ft St John
Hilton Siamese 2NEW ORLEANS

Keith's (24)
C Bennington Bd
Jones & Rea
Dbo Baker Rev
Scgar Ellis

(17)
Frankcnberge
Sibylla Bownn
Wally Sharpies
Joe Browning .

Joe E Howard Co
OMAHA

Keith's (24)
Radcliffe ft Rogers
Carl -Freed Co

(17)
Dainty Ann Howe
Benny Ross Co .

White ft Manning
Ryan ft.Noblette
Barney Rapp Oroh

FATERSON
Keith's

1st half (24-27)
Billy House Co
C ft J Preisser' '

Mady Co
2d half (21-23)

Clemen Beltings Co
Irvln O'Dunn
Smith ft Puck
Eddie Han ley Co
Grey Fam

ANOTHER
"LEDDY & SMITH

STAR IN

THE EMBRYO
ANNETTE AMES

Boxy Theatre, This Week (Sept. 16)

Alice Frohman
Davis ft Newton
Nell Kelly
8tecl . Sis Co

'

Keith's (24)
Grade Schenk
Nan Halperln
"Wills ft Davis
Pearce A Velle
(Two to fill)

' (17)
Dawn Sis & C
Eddie Nelson
Radio ' Rubes
Barry ft Whitledge
Hoger W Kahn Bd

CHIOAOO
. JPuhvse (84)
8 Whippets
Bobby. Plncus
Daphne Pollard
Carol ft Stuart
Warlngs* Penne

.

« ,
(17 >

Meyakos
Mildred H Chaplin
Mel Klee
Texas Qulnan Co
State Lake (84)"ward S'delle ft B

Sibylla Bowan
Vanderbllt Boys
JJi'ton Siamese 2
Ryan ft Noblette
Jas EvanB Co

Mu,ra»d; A Glrton
grltt Wood
«ay Shannon
Jjcon Janhey

Ml 1 & Hoffman
Princess Wahlctka

CINCINNATI
-^.AJoee (24)
Schumann-Helnk

Ether Waters
""apsody in Bl'ck*
CLEVELAND

_ , Palace (24)
Bthel Waters
KhapsMy In Blaok'

• TVhlppctV.

FROVIDENCB
Keith's (84)

Clemens Belling Co
Alice Frohman
Radio Rubes
Eddie Nelson
Rose's - MldgetS

(17)
Kam Tal 3 .

Harrison ft Elmo
Chas King
Wills ft Davis
Horllck Dancers
ROCHESTER
Keith's (84)

Forsythe S'm'n ft P
Grace Hayes
Chas 'Slim' Timblln
(Two to nil)

(17)
Marcus Rev
SAN ANTONIO
Keith's (24)

Harris 2 ft Loretta
Donovan Girls ft B
Weaver Bros

ST. LOTJIS
Keith's (24)

Norma Talmadge
George Jesscl Co

(17)
Rio Rita

TORONTO
Hippodrome (24)
Audroy Wyckoff
Fred Lelghtman .

Landt 3 ft White
Buster West ft J
(One to nil)

(17)
Willie Ritchie
'Himself McGulre
Forsythe S'm'n ft F
Vancssl Co
Roeetta Duncan

TRENTON
Capitol .

2d half (21-23)
Morgan ft Wiser
Gordon ft Reed
Earl Lindacy's Rev
Victor Oliver
Wallace's Co

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (22)

Benny. Davis Co
Boulevard :

lBt half (24-27)
Ben Dora
Rosemarle & Frazler
Yorke & Goldle
Faher ft Ford
Jack Starnes Co

2d half (28-30)
Waller ft Lee .

Flcken Sis
Frank Mellno Co
Countess Sonla Co
(One to nil)

Orpheum .

1st half (24-27)
Larry Rich
2d half (28-80)

Armand ft Peres
Jack Mulhall
Hunter ft Perclval
Violet . West Co
(One to nil)

Paradise (23)
Cab Calloway Rev

State (23)
Gordon's- Dogs
Bill Telaak
Lillian Roth
Lllyan Tashman
Jack Benny
Rosette ft Luttman

BROOKLYN
dates'

1st half (24-27)
Armand & Perez
Waller ft Lee
Pickens Sis
Jack Mulhall
(One to nil)
2d half (28-30)

Osaki ft Taki
Cliff Crane Co
3 Keys ,

Billy Glason
Anne Prltchard Co
Metropolitan (23)

Paul. Nolan Co
Zlngonl
June Carr
Mills, Kirk ft M
Riiss Colombo Orch

. Valencia (28)
Bob Rysa.
Delivery Boys-

Whlte ft Agnew
Roscoe Arbuckle
Isham Jones Qrch

ASTORIA
Trlboro

1st half (24-27)
Osaki ft Taki
Swanee & Daly
Hunter & Perclval
Billy Glason
Valfy. Pastfne ft K

. 2d half (28-30)
Larry Rich Co

BALTIMORE
Century (23)

Van Cello ft M.
May

.
Joyce

Hilton ft' Garon
Cass, Mack ft O
D Ellington Orch

BOSTON
Loew's (23)

Archie ft Gertie
4 Step Bros,
Herb Williams
Harry Green
Joe Fejer Orch
JERSEY CITY
Loew's (23)

Royal Uyeno Japs
Betty Jane Copper
Lathrop Bros
Bob Murphy
Morton Downey
Billy Welle & 4 F

MONTREAL >

Loew's (23)
Ben Franklyn -Co
Boyd Senter
Bell Waters ft 8
Emll Boreo
Virginia Bacon Co

ROCHESTER
Loewts (23)

Con Collcano
Zelaya
Pola Negri
Barto ft Mann
Alex Hyde Orch
WASHINGTON

Fox (23)
Crystal 3
Gosa ft Barrows
Irene Bordonl
Jim Barton
B Mlnnevlch Bd

Mary Miles
Cathleen Bessette
Joyce ft Gary
MILWAUKEE
Wisconsin (24) ,

Ubangl' I
Gtlda Gray
Roy Cummlngs
Fields ft. Bell
3 Crosby Bros

'

Sunktst Ens
NEW HAVEN
Paramount (24)

Night Club' I
Jack Holland
June Knight
Fritz ft J Hubert
Wilton Crawley
Rudy Kaye
Petch ft Deauville
Janice Walker
Sunkist Ens

OAKLAND
Oakland (28)

'Hearts of B-way".
Vera Gordon
Sidney Page
4 Normans
Topsy McMann
Max Lerner
Nadje Gordon
Torney Ens

PORTLAND
Paramount

.
(22)

Irene'
George DobbB
Walter Regan
George Ball
'Billy' Carsen
George Fox
Kathryn Crawford
Sydney Reynolds
Anolyn Arden
Ruth Fay-
Betty Farrlngton

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1660 Broadway .

This Week: Eileen Mercedes, Arthur Downing

WARNER
ELIZABETH

Bits
1st half (23-26)

Montague Love -

Jack Pepper
Natacha Nattova
(Two to All)
2d half (27-10)

Don Rlcardo
Hugh Skelly Co
Billy Holbrook
(Two to fill)

1st half (16-19)
Ace King ft Queen
Don Santos
Venlta Gould
Ray HugheB & P
Mamie Smith Oroh

2d half (20-22)
Whltey Roberts
Ben Marks Co
Burns ft Klssen
Peaches Browning
(One to nil) -

PHILADELPHIA
Eorie (23)

Burns ft Kissen
Colleano Fam
Medley ft Dupree
(Four to nil)

(16)
6 Salties
Adelaide Hall
Hilton ft Garron •

Foley ft LaTour
Billy House Co
Bob Hall
Calif Collegians
WASHINGTON

Earle (23)
Tracey ft Hay
Grade Barry
Olsen ft Johnson R

(16)
Wallace Sis
Medley ft Dupree
Welcome Lewis
Whispering J Smith

Fanchon 4 Marco

BROOKLYN
Fox (24)

'School Days'
Milton Douglas

BOSTON
Metropolltaa (24)
'Mallbu Beach' I
Raquel Torres
Bernle ft Walker
Renee Torres
Henri Therrlen
Tom, Dick ft H
Anderson ft Allen
Sunkist Ens
BRIDGEPORT

Poll (24)
'Girl Trouble* I
C Fredericks
Julia Curtis

BUFFALO
Buffalo (24)

Mickey ft Minnie M
Arnaut Bros
Biister Shaver -

Olive ft George'
Monty ft Carmo
Toots Novelle
Minnie Mouse Ens

CHICAGO
Chicago (24)

'Desert Song"
Perry Askam
Tanzl
Earl Askam
Nrnnette Valton
John Merkyl
Chas BoylO
Betty Wllle
John Wagner

Tlvoll (24)
'Radio Stars*
ISddlo Bruce
4 Albeo Sisters
Bill Aronson
I-cota Lane
Kay Fayre
Tony Pagllacel
John Tlo
Peggy Warde

Uptown (24)
'Movie Circus*
Monte Blue
Monroe Bros
Realtor
Paco Moreno'
'Chick' Kennedy
Frcethy A Ens

CINCINNATI
Albee (24)

•Mystery'' I
Miction Bros
Dw Val

Wynn Wayne
Sunkist. Ens

CLEVELAND
105th St. (24)

'Hello Parree'
GhezzI Bros
Lynn Cowan ft Co
Ramon ft Virginia
J Roshler A Shags
Sunkist Ens
DES MOINES
Paraatount (24)

'Stttch In Time' I
J ft J McKenna . .

Tommy McAullffe
6 Decardos
Harriett Mortimer
Ben Omar
Torney Ens

HARTFORD
Capitol (24)

Tahiti' I.

Bernardo de Pace
Celine - Lescar
Bellet ft Lam*
Park ft Clifford
Gus Elmore
Lloyd R Miller
Sunkist Ens
LONG BEACH
West Coast (22)

•Whoopee'
Buddy Doyle
Jack Rutherford
G Gerungeddie A
Jane Leo
Pletro GentileWm Dyer
Howard . Nugent
Va Lee Bolton
Carter do Haven Jr
Bobby Arnst
Juan VIHasana
LOS ANGELES

:

Loew's State (22)
'Georgia Minstrels'
Tommy Harris
Lasses Brown
Chick Beeman
Billy Mitchell
Nay Bros
Jimmy Miller
Norvelle Reese
Georgia Browns

MADISON

.

. Orpheum (24)
'H'wood Comedians'
Teddy Joyce
Ben Turpln
Walter Klofs
'Snub' Pollard
Lambcrtl
Blossom Sisters

Edna Errlco
Madeline ' Sch'mld
Merna Fortune
Sunkist- Ens

SEATTLE
6tn Ave. (tt)

Town and Country'
Brox Sis
Nlles
Novak ft Pay
Mildred Perlee
B ft D Lewis
Sunkist Ens
SPRINGFIELD

Poll (24)
'Happiness Show'
Eddie Peabody
Jessie Draper
Jack ft Jerry
Joy Boys
Mary ft Marge
Martha Vaughn
Tom ft Hank

ST. LOUIS
Fox (24)FAM Britton Bd
TORONTO

Imperial (24)
'Jubilee Show'
Ted Lewis
Dixie 4
'Snowball' Whlttler
High Hat Ens
Esther Pressman
Elsie McLeod
Doris Dea'ne
Baby Jane
Mildred Gaye
Ted Lewis Bd

VANCOUVER
Orpheum (22)

'Follow Thru'
Joe Penncr
Olive Olsen
Eddie Tamblyn
Mac Harris

Picture Theatres

NEW YORK CITY
Parasnoant (16)

'

Mltchel ft Durant
Fannie Brlce
Phil Baker
Peter Hlgglns
4 Emeralds
Rublnoff
'Crawfords
'June 13'

Boxy (16)W ft J Mandell
Hal Le Roy
Annette Ames
Albert Downing
Jacques D'Avery
Harry Wills
Joseph Griffin-
Eleanor Powell
•Painted Woman'

BROOKLYN
Paramount (16)

Belle Baker
Pat Rooney -3rd
Herman Tlmberg Jr
Pat Rooney
Herman Timbers
Roslta Moreno; .

June 13'

CHICAGO
Chicago (16)

E Schumann-Helnk
Monte Blue
Sisters 'G'

.

Monroe Bros
Paco Moreno

CARL
FREED,

pt. 22, Denvct. Colo

Dorothy La Marr
BObby Watson
Wanda. Allen

SAN DIEGO
Fox (22)

'Desperate Sam'
Bert Gordon
F X Bushman Jr
Enrico ft Novello
Bee McNaniee
"Eunice Quedens
John Locke
Virginia Crawford
Bob Shaffer
SAN.FRANCISCO

Fox (23)
•Veils' I
Zelda Santley
H Conrad's Pigeons
Russel, Marconi ft J

Helen Wright
Bill Halllgan
I'mnklyn Farnum

.

Jerry Ross
Dee Loretta
Madeline Sheffield
Allta Duncan
Earl Maestro

.

WORCESTER
PoH (28)

'Discoveries'
Trlxle Frlganxa
Moro ft TaconelH
Stadler, Rose 3
Iha Ray
Victor Griffin .

Paul Howard
Bunny Bronson
Mark Pepper
Keene Twins
Ken Syher

Week of Sept. 19
Victoria Palace

FratenelUs
Brick ft Lion
Sam Mayo
Tex McLeod
4 Buds
Stetson
Jack Edbe
Hetty King
Natto

BRIXTON
Astoria

'Chu Chin Chow*
Hughes Macklln
Graham Crawford
Doris Afihton '

Alfredo Compoll 3
FINSBUBY PARK

Astoria
•Saucy Nineties'

'

Harry Taft

.

Moron ft Elof
Rosle Lloyd
Renee Sutton
Alec Hardy

Jack Desmond
Can Can Girls

" NEW CROSS
Empire

Lucille Benstead
Stewart's Bd
Billy. Kay
Donald Mackay
Maria Janos -

Gordon Ray Girls
Billy Reeves
Leslie Pearce
Renaldo Singers
Morris ft Connor
OLD KENT ROAD

Astoria
Mlto 3
Leon Rogee
S ft B Franklin
STREATHAM

Astoria
Max Miller
3 Bonos
Anita Loew -

Freddie Fox

TOM KENNEDY
"VOBJKO"

Offers

RADIO RUBES
(This Week Sept, 17th)

KEITH'S THEATRE, BOSTON

PROVINCIAL

Week of Sept, 19
CARDIFF
Capttol

Alt Campoll 3
DUBLIN
CapitolW Waldsn Co

Co as booked
LEEDS

Paramount
Dave Apollon Co
NEWCASTLE
Paramount

Stralsky's Cossacks
NOTTINGHAM

Empire
Blether .Ralston
Bobby Henshaw
Gilbert ft Frenoh

Dare ft Tatea
Chris Charlton
Valllere Co
Power ft Pace
Bd Lawrence
SOUTHAMPTON

Empire
Danny Llpton I
Helen Blnnle

STRATFORD
Empire

Alma Victoria
Shaw ft Stanton
Norman Carroll
Bl Ray ft Lady
Van Dock
Klraku Bros
Payne ft Hllllard

Cabaret Bilk

NEW YORK CITY
Central P*k Casino
Veloz ft Yolanda
Eddie Duchln Or

Club Calais

Joan Malln
Lew Garcia Oroh
Francis Dunn
Arthur Bu*9d
Colleen Adams
Enters A Borgia

Connie's Inn

Baron Leo Orch
J'zzllps Richardson
3 Little Words
Alice Joyce
Cora Green
Baby Cox

Glennle Cheesman
Paul Mecres

'

Lois Deppe
Willie Jackson
Bon Bon Buddies

Cotton , Club
Aida Ward
Henri Wessel
Swan ft Lee
Anise Boy or
Roy Atkins
Peaches A Duke
Brown A McGraw
Nicholas Bros
Leltha Hill .

Don - Redman Orch

nilyw'd Restnur't

Tommy Tucker Or

Slade Bros
Realtor
Freethy Aerial Co
'The Crash*

Oriental (16)
Gllda Gray
Roy Cummings
Florence Roberts
Fields A Bell
3 Crosby Bros
F ft M Brltton
Gene Gory ..ft Tito
'June 13'

TIvoU (16)
Burns & Alen
St. John Bros .

Mark Fisher
'Blondle of Follies'

Uptown (16)
Everett Marshall
Eddie Bruce
Albee SIS
Bill Aronson
Jackie Held

BUFFALO
Buffalo (16)

Ben Bernle
Will Mahoney
'Successful Cal'ty'

Century (16)
Wesley Eddie
Eddie Peabody
'Passport to Hell'

DETROIT
Fisher (16)

James Evans
'Love Me Tonight*

Empire Wheel Casts

Barron Judeth

.

Faith Bacon
Andre 4
4 Climax's -

Theo Thane
John Walsh
Hunter Isle Inn.

Geo Owen Orch
Buddy Kennedy
Kerr R'usseaus ft K
Edith Griffith
Kentucky 2

Not Club
4 Eton Boys
Nutsy Fagan
Vic Dunne
Joan Sennett
Walsh Bros
Blllle Lane
La Belle Rose
3 Crane Sis
3 Taylor Sis
Casper & Lake
Bobble Tremalne
Cook 61s
La Belle Rose
Enoch Light Orch

paramount Grill

Beth Chaltis
H'ly'w Collegians
Melba Mason
Oscar Grogan
Julie Jenner

Favllllon Royal
Guy Lombardo Orch

Rainbow Inn
Chris Pender
Selma King
Rudolph ft Chlclta
Al Goldman
Honey Mayo

Frankle Freda Or

Riviera
Harry Fox
Dorothy Dell -

Llta Lope
Val Vestoff
Jane Dunlap
Eileen Clewley-
Helen Sheldon
Mildred ft Maurice

Russian Arts
,

Joe Morants Orch
Renee & Laura
Nicholas Hadarlck
Barra Blru
Mlsha Usanoff

Taft Grill

Geo Hall Orch
Village Barn

Rellly ft Comfort
Pope, ft Thompson
Bernlce Short -

Elmer Turner
Jimmy Basketts
Bobby Sawyer
Norman Astwood
4 Blazes
Alma Smith
Crockett M'tneers
Ted Faith ft Kris
Emily Day
Bubs Perkins
Sh'riff J'eh Medders
B'shf'l H'k Warren
Teddy Black Orch
Woodmansten Inn

'Will Osborne Orch
Ronald Brooks
Bobble Moss
Enters & Borgia
Mardle Romm

(Continued from page 33)

Joy St. Claire, Bee . Keller, Lew
Denny, Dot Alexander, George Levy.

•Girls from the Follies'

Ed Ryan, producer; Sara Raynor,
Lee Hlokman, Ray Parsons, Reld
Sisters, Charles Dane, Anna Smith,
Elinor Walent, Garrlgan & DeMutb.

'Big Revue*

Henry Dixon, producer; Wen
Miller, George Murray, Eddie Lloyd,
Charlie Cole, Wilrna Horner, EWber
& Marvin, Jim & Genarb, Buster
Phillips.

'French. Frolics'

Issy Hirst, producer; Pacific Four,
Harry Harrlgan, Evelyn Cushway,
Mitzle Parks, Betty ' Colton, Irving
Selig.

'Empire Girls'

Sam Micals, producer; Sam
Micals, Joe & Ernestine, Lou
Powers, Ruth Bradley, Snookle
Woods, Virginia Muzzlo, Minor
Reed, Bob Sandberg.

'Facte and Figures'

Al Raymond, producer; Mike
Sacks, Fred Binder, Alice Kennedy,
Harry Connors, Gladys McCormack,
Johnny Cook, Adeline Parks, Harry
Ryan, Tiny Huff.

'Gaietiea of 1«3y

Isay Hirst producer; Jack Ryan,
Kenna Bremier, Marlon LaMar,
Chick Chandler, Marty A Nancy,
Kitty Ellifl, Lola Bartram, Sammy
Clark.

'Laffin* Thru'
Al Golden, producer; Al Golden,'

Betty DuVal, Sammy Spears, Joe
DeRita, Madeline LaVerne, Frances
Sisters, Gladys Smith, Milton Ham-
ilton.

'Rarin' to Go'
, Ed Ryan, producer; Harry. BenV

ley; Billy Hagen, Charles Harris,
Stewart & Gardner, Milton Branson*
Connie Fanslau, Mary Joyce, Tan*
gara, Mary Noel.

'Legs and Laughter*
Chas. Leroy, producer; Jim

Walker, George Monefred, Angeles
Lee, Al Anger, Al Taylor, Vera Suk
livan, Pearl Kaye, Billie Holmee,
Boob Meyers.

CHICAGO
The Dells

Ted Healy
Blossom Seeley
Benny Fields
Gus Arnheim

The Tavern
Sammy Walsh
Joan Blair
Chas Baron •

Dorothy Ras

Craig Leltch
Elinor Sherry
(Hal Redus
Frank Trambaosr

. Vanity Fair
Clyde Snyder
LaHae ft A L
Beebe Moffett
Madelon MacKensle
Page Sla

That Toddlin* Town

(Continued from page 1)

pense of show business generally.
Great areas of Chicago can only
reach the Loop by slow, patience-
trying trolley rides. Classic boner
oh the transportation end was, of
course, the Civic opera house, now
a 910,000,000 white elephant. Samuel
Insull Insisted on building this
edifice in the warehouse district
west of the loop so that taxlcabs
were a necessity. And taxi meters
are ruthless in this burg, another
contributor to the prohibitive costs
of going out for an evening.
What has happened to the old--

time Chicago is, of course, a transi-
tion from a restless, half-wild me-
tropolis feeding and fed by the ex-
panding west into a conservative
family town. Tight money, hard
times and hoarding simply make
the change more conspicuous.
The so-called: 'carriage trade' Is

unimportant here. Sophisticated
entertainment cannot survive over
two weeks in a legit theatre. Chl-
cagoans who self-consciously rate
themselves as bon vivants and men
about town are simply wealthy
provincials.

Palace, Baltimore

Carmody Out
Chicago, Sept. 19.

Tom Carmody is reported out as
local booker for the Western Vaude-
ville Managers' Association.
Carmody has been in this post for

25 years.

SKOITEAS' SYEACUSE V0DE
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 19.

With both Loow'3 and RKO cool
to vaudeville, the Skouras-contrblled
Central New York Theatres Corp.
is reported set to install vaudeville
in the Empire whon the refitted
house, formerly the Dewitt, reopens
in October. Comei ford, npreney will

p'upply the .«tage bills.

(Continued from page 33)

ago was -the haven of the old Co*
lumbia wheel. The reason is that
much has happened to burlesque
since the old Columbia circuit
flourished.
This house used to play to a good

sprinkling of women, and Herk Is
admittedly trying to recapture them.
Ifs going to be a slow process.
Burley has gone too flatly honky-
tonk to get many femme patrons In
a town as gossipy as this one.
But Herk has toned down on the

'

stripping. The chorus has 16 girls
and a more shapeless lot of girls
would be hard to find. They can't
dance, but they're out on the ros-
trum every few minutes for fake
stepping. They can't sing, and yet
they Insist on exercising their tonsils.

There's only one performer who
rates attention, probably the only
hew name developed in burlesque
In a decade—Hlnda Wausau.
The gal has been obviously influ-

enced by the heavy exploitation
she's been getting since she crashed
Publix In Minneapolis and got a bid
for legit production. Miss Wausau
has gone more modern than ever.
Anyhow, she stands out In burlesk
as the one gal who can satisfy a
mob without getting down to the
last ribbon. More than ever, she's
insisting on keeping her clothes on.
She leaves the Empire circuit in
two weeks to start rehearsals for
the Rose show.

There's no . need to discuss the
rest of the show. It has been re-
viewed and panned many times pre-
viously, under various names and
guises. While the stripping Is.

down, the dialog has ho qualms and
stalks right into the outhouse for
its humor.
In the cast of this 'Follies of

Pleasure Company,' as staged by
Billy Fields, are Fields as chief
clown; Chuck Callahan, Sam Kline,
Berg Grant and Bobby Leonard.
Doing the tame strip was Jeanette
Alabassl; also there was Dorothy
Ahearn, while Florence and Marion
Bowers were principally notewor-
thy for being the first sister team
seen in burley in many a day.
Like the Gayety, this house is

running twice daily at 75c for top
orchestra seats and running down
to two-bits for the. benches under
the ceiling. Of course, there's the
.Saturday night gala at higher rates.
Houses figure that they Can grab
more returns at the 75c figure for
two-a-day than at a less figure on
a grind policy.
Kor its special play for the femme

trade, house is offering 'ladies' mat-
inees' at a straight two-bit tap,
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East

Emil Boreo over hero .to start a
new type of show. Vague as to
where, when and how.

Police after slot machines. De
strojed 470 and then went out after
more under the new Mayor's urge.

. Weber and Fields present N. T.
Public Library with 11 albums of
old theatrical photographs. Most
of them scenes from their old pro-
ductions.

New Jersey
. police convention

again declaims against gang pic-
tures- Surefire for the newspapers.

Dimitri Tiomkln. turns producer.
Glass-Jarrett comedy will be his'

first.

RKO Pickwick theatre, Green-
wich, Conn., shy $1,030. 1-lckcrt up
by a bandit and a girl companion,
Harry A. Cohen, manager, hound
and stowed in a pack room. Cohen
later confessed it was a fake. All
but $85 recovered.

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical netos items as published during the Week in the

daily papers of Nov York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no
|

credit for these netvs items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

Dilllngham-Erlanger note in court
again last week. Case reopened to
permit Dillingham to file an answer
because of defects in bank's com-
plaint. Bank also given permission
to file an amended complaint. Got
a; default Judgment against the pro-
ducer for endorsement on a note.

Mrs. Adolph J. Bauman, answer-
ing her husband's divorce complaint,
offers "that ' he had two pianos, two
radios, accordion, banjo and xylo-
phone/and tried to keep them all

going: at once.' Sympathetic -judge
put the case down for Immediate
trial. —
Anita Corbin and Dorothy McCoy,

dancers, in the Iron Gate nitery,
arrested on a New Jersey hit-and-
run warrant. Charged that they hit
and injured Dorothy Belmanle,

. 8,

in Rldgefleld, N; J., Aug. 25'. They
contend neither was driver of the
car.':

.
. :—

.

.Alexandra Carlisle to return to the
stage for Guthrie McClintlc.

' Broadway Association again asks
the police to clean things^ up.
Wants to kill off burley . pictures,
picture house marquees and restore
the alley to 'an. atmosphere com-
mensurate with Its importance.'

- Government men raid 200 cordial
shops in- N. Y., making one or more
arrests in each instance. Whole-
sale action due to organization of a
racket which threatened " a war.
Store owners were lined up on
promise of police and Federal pro-
tection. In return they bought 20
gallons of alcohol at 26 cents over
the market and paid $3 in cash.
Each week someone tipped Wash-
ington land raids followed.

:Wllda Bennett settles with ' the
AUenhurst,- N. J., police by paying
$14,75. .costs. Took :a suspended
sentence for disorderly -conduct.
Aug.. 16 she wandered into the po-
lice station to report an alleged dis-
turbance at . her home. Broke a
window in the station and arraigned
on a disorderly charge.

No. tax on opera tickets, accord-
ing to , the U. S. . Treasury . Dept.
Held that opera is educational and
that Metropolitan is now a non-
profit organization.

Abbey theatre Irish Players set
for the Martin Beck theatre, New
York, Oct. J7. > Four weeks of rep-
ertory.

Walter Reade, theatre owner, sued
for $250,000 alienation of the affec-
tions of Mrs. Helen Paul Fields.
Mrs. Fields, who runs a gown shop
as Frances, is suing Fields for a
divorce on the grounds that he will
not let her models alone. Fields'
answer is the- charge, against
Reade, revealed when Reade's attor-
ney asked for a bill of particulars.

but the suit had been withdrawn on

his promise to pay her $100 weekly

and repossess for her more than

$20,000 worth of jewelry and two fur

coats. On this basis papers were
signed that neither was to sue the

other so long as the payments oc-Tir

tlnued. Now Mrs. Rabinowltz is

telling him that Unless he makes it

less difficult for her to obtain her

weekly allowance it's all off . Get-

ting tired, she says, of the weekly

same of hide and seek.

Sammy O'Dea; of •Ballyhoo,' has

entered the dramatic school at the

Washington Sq.' branch ' of N. Y. U,

Walter Hampden will drop

Cyrano' after this season in favor

of 'Ruy Bias,' with adaptation by
Brian Hooker.

Olive Borden- will sue for the anr..

nulment of her marriage, to TeWy
Spector on the grounds her already

had a wife in Buffalo. Case has

been in the courts and the news-
papers several times the past six

months.
;

Rita Ross, former chorus girl, quit

the stage to round up stray cats

for the S. P. C. A. Not on the pay-

roll, but she and seven others get

funds from animal lovers.

Guthrie McClintlc announces that

'Barretts of Wimpole Street' is

taboo for stock and amateur pro-

ductions. Reserved for Katherine

Cornell, who may revive it for the

road later on.

General Electric is completing

work oh the Thyratron system of

light control for International Music

Hall In Rockefeller Center. 'Will

comprise 314 control panels, all

operated from a console in the or-

chestra pit.

Mrs. Richard Mansfield (Beatrice

Cameron) advertising in the dailies

to dispose of the Mansfield home at

New London, Corin.

NY. Board of Fire Underwriters

announces that the Coney Island

flre of last .summer caused a loss of

more than $3,000,000, of which only

$2,000,000 was covered by insurance.

Biggest of resort's three fires.

Kate Smith cancels all stage dates

on account of illness. Going to Lake.

Placid.

joined from making payments of
upward of $300,000 weekly to the
banks on the loan of $6,500,000.

Blumerithal's action is as one of the
bondholders of Paramount. He con-
tends, it was agreed that the assets
of the company .could, .not be divert-
ed without their consent. Order re-

turnable Sept. 23. :.'

George .9. Kaufman and Qehree
Oppenheimer reported to be work-
ing on a new drama for Sam Harris.

'Bill • of • Divorcement/ Billie

Burke's first film, with. John Barry-
more, will, get its prerijler at the
Mayfair Sept. 30 as a benefit for
Mrs. Hearst's coffee and sandwich
fund. Katherine Hepburn also film
debuts, in this picture,

' Rudy Vallee in more auto trouble.
This time the car slid off the road
near Island Pond, Vt., Saturday
(17). Car slightly damaged, but
the crooner okeh.

Courtney Burr fishing for Ina
Claire and W..C. Fields for his new
revue, 'Stop That Clock.' . If he
gets 'em the show goes right into
rehearsal.

. Department of Sanitation band,
which always has been used in city,
welcomes, ordered on .full time. Mmv
have been getting one day a week
for rehearsal.

Rita Martin, showgirl,- was ar-
rested Saturday in Rome, N. Y;,
where she was working in a night
club, and brought back to N. Y. as
a material witness against her
brother, Philip Mastrocio, who Is

charged with robbery. The girl met
David Levy, manager of the Nat
Lewis stores, in - 1928, according to
the police, and he gave her broth-
er a job. Charged that - Mastrocio
stole goods from the store and turned
them over to Howard Walker. Last
Jan. 12 he was given $1,140 -to de-
posit and this also went to Walker,
it is alleged, Mastrocio falsifying the
books and then disappearing. He
was located by the police' last week
and he and Walker were arrested.
A

:
third man, Sam Margot, was

picked up with them and held on a
charge of possessing opium and an
opium pipe. The men revealed the
whereabouts of the girl.

Fox Film Corp. was - fined $2,048

last week for. contempt of court by
Supreme Court Justice McGeehah.
Based on failure to comply with the.

court order to pay to Mrs. Alan
Dlnehart the salary of her husband
In alimony arrears. Tine will be
turned over to Mrs. Dlnehart.
Some time ago the court made

Mrs. Dlnehart the receiver of her
husband's salary until the arrears

were paid. Justice McGeehan said

that it appeared that Fox had torn

up the actor's contract calling for

$686 and gave him , one for $6

weekly. At the same time he was
loaned to Warner Bros for $850.

Curley Fisher, representing Ed-
ward Fiaher's western vaude cir-
cuit, in town trying to spot a house
for straight vaude. No film of any
sort:

Westinghouse demonstrates
_
an

electrical cooker which uses radio

rays and predicts that the home
radio will be able to sing and grill

a steak simultaneously.

San Carlo Opera company coming
into the New Amsterdam, New
York, Oct. 10.

Edison & Burton to produce four
plays this season starting with tfn-

eubator.'

Francos Alda to broadcast a
series of hints to radio singers over
NBC.

Special traffic regulations In the
New York theatre district went into
effect Sept. 14. Same as last year
with no turns in the congested dis-
trict.

Elizabeth Miehl engaged to make
the adaptation of Pierre Wolf's 'La
Belle de Nuit.' For the Shuberts;

. Zoobu, baby elephant at an At-
lantic City resort, is dead from indi-
gestion. Same animal got drunk
last April on whiskey administered
for colic and broke Its leg.

Jed Harris considering 'Present
Laughter,' by Charles Brackett, but
no decision yet.

'

Katherine Cornell expected back
from Europe Oct. 15.

Miles C. Rabinowltz was beinsr

sued by the former Marie Cunning-,
hftm for divorce, papers namin?
We actresses as co-respondents,

Loew theatres in Manhattan com-
plete change over to Friday open-
ings.

Vihe-Glo does a brodie in N. Y.
Office closed and fixtures sold to
satisfy a salary claim. Grape con
centrate which turned to. wine if the
buyer was not careful.

Gutrie McCUntic changes 'Case of
the Frightened Lady' to 'Criminal
at Large.' Mystery drama by the
late Edgar Wallace.

Hebrew Actors' Union reports em-
ployment up, though five fewer
houses than last year. Nine house's
in N. Y. use .125 players. Only 89
of Union's 344 members now seek-
ing jobs.

William Harris,- Jr.v takes 'Spring
Song' from the Spewaoks. Not for
Immediate production. ..

Acting Mayor McKee to start a
drive on burlesque.

Xoyce Whlteman joins
Barrls at the Nut Club.

Harry

Ruth St.. Dennis staging the
dances in 'Passionate Pilgrim.' Her
first try at legit staging.

'He Takes Possession' changed to
'Bidding High.' Lois Howell's play.

"Woman's Home Companion' takes
Sam Warshawsky's 'Woman of
Destiny' in novelized form for
serialization. .. .

Konstantin Shayen is compiling a
Russian revue from material used
in 'Chauve Souris' and 'Bluebird.'
May be brought in next week.

Olive Bell Harmon, professionally
known as Loma Worth, took out a
license to- marry Forrest- <3. "Cross
on Thursday (15). Next day she
was back to take out a license to
wed Pedro- Llanuza, sports cartoon-
ist. Divorce papers of Llanuza were
incomplete and the license held up.

Ruth Hathaway,' of vaudeville,
broke Into the DuBois murder Case
when she denied the husband's
story, that his wife had been killed
while autoing with the actress. Her
denial is credited by the police with
haying shaken DuBois" morale
which resulted in his suicide.

Stork Club, Valley Stream, L. I.,

raided Friday (16) in the crusade
against gambling. Sixteen' patrons
held for examination but names
withheld.

and Field's anniversary. Rabbi
Titner of the Temple, whq Is chap-
lain of the Jewish Guild; Gerald
Griffin, of Catholic actors, ' and
Percy Moore, of the Episcopalians,
made the addresses.

Walter . Damrosch will stage a
pageant illustrative of Beethovenfs
Ninth Symphony in Mad. Sq. Gar-
den Jan; 25. Will utilize about
1,500 •' yolunteers, '

. singers and
dancers. One of the benefits for the
musicians' fUnd.

Lina Basquette has been granted
a divorce from Teddy Hayes in No-
gales,. Mexico. Until the divorce it

had not been definitely known that

the two were married.

Mrs, O. N: Craft, wife of the head
of the Craft Carnival Co., injured

in. an airplane crash at Visalia, Cal.

Alexander Pantages denied refund
of $6i000 by L. A. Superior Court In

his suit against Attorney LeCOmpte
DavlsV
Pan alleged he had paid that

amount for a deposition in the civil

action brought by Eunice Prlngle

but which had not been taken when
her action against the theatre man
ended.

Hurry Lachman leaving for Hoi-,
lywood on a term contract, for Fox.
Has directed' talking pictures ' in
England, but not over here.

Alky n'^lut raided in the Timed
Square .serto.'. • Two stills with a
combined capacity of 5C0 gallons a
day found by the police nt 137 W.
52d. Nobody -home.

A. C. Blumenthal oliiains from tli'.-

Supreme Court fin oi-fier directing
Pai'runount-Pu'olix, it;; l'ilm Pro-
duc lion's, Inc.. riiul b:,

ii'.:e:
, :<

'
inteiv

c.:ted in the laUor t > u'urs: cause
why Paramount ahmi'.U not be en-

Gerald Griffin again nominated
as president of the Catholic Actors
Guild. Election next month.

Navy Department announces that
it will riot lend the fleet to any pic-
ture firm desiring to use the ships
with a foreign locale. . Must be tn
the U. S. or the studios- can build
their own.

HOpe . Hampton, back from
Europe, . tells that Paul Longoh . is

signing operatic artists to form a
company to compete with the
Metropolitan and include some of
the former stars of that organiza-
tion.

Coast

Mrs. Mildred Seydell, novelist and
columnist on the Atlanta 'Georgian,'

is In 'Hollywood to interview the
stars.

Santa Clara, Cal., police arrest

Charles Unser on a vagrancy charge
following contention that he had
been sent from the east as a body-
guard for Jackie Coogan, now at-

tending Santa Clara university.

Sentenced to 10 days in Jail- Coogan
family denied the man's story.

Damages of $1,766.87 Is asked of

Phillips Holmes in a suit filed in

L. A. 'Municipal court. Actor is

charged with having failed to ob-
serve a boulevard stop, auto crash
resulting.

Virginia Bruce's contract with
M-G suspended by mutual consent
to permit the player to devote her-
self to her home, arid to being Mrs.
John Gilbert.

. In an amended complaint filed in

Superior Court, L. A., for divorce
from Seraphlme Davldoff, Alexis
Davldoff,. technical director, charges
his wlf© associated with a man
identified only as 'Romanoff.'.

Fire of - undetermined origin on
the back lot at Universal City de-
stroyed several property sheds and
old scenic sets. For a time < the
flames threatened the studio zoo and
the corral where Tom Mix keeps 50

horses;

District court of appeals, Los An-
geles, denies motion for dismissal of

the appeal of Dolores Del Rio from
a $16,000 judgment in favor of Gun-
ther R. Leasing, attorney. Latter
had won a judgment' in a suit
against the actress in which he al-

leged wrongful discharge and
breach of a retainer contract.

:

Countess Riria de Llguoro, concert
pianist and European film actress,

and her 12-year-old daughter have
been threatened with death unless
$200,000 is turned over to extortion-
ists.

Genuii..- imported likker valued at
$20,000, according to snoopers, . was
confiscated in a raid in Hollywood.
Place was the old Paramount film
laboratories.

Anthony Vieller, son of Bayard,
has authored a play, 'The D. .A.,'
which will be tested by the Hedge-
row theatre.

Carnival company moves onto the
site of the American theatre re-
fently razed. Benefit for Dyer Post,
Veterans of Foreign Wars.

Joint eulogy of the Jewish, Epis-
copal and Catholic theatre guilds
given at the Temple Of the Cove-
nant Friday (16) to honor Weber

Muriel Pollard, film cowgirl, fined

$50 in L. A. Municipal court on a
charge of disturbing the peace.

Mrs. Anna King has filed suit for
divorce in Superior Court, L. A.,

from William ft. King, brother of
Mae Murray. Charge is made, by
Mrs. King that when the actress
stopped contributing funds for their
livelihood her . husband failed to
support her.

Restaurant arid church interests
in San Diego are campaigning to
have the International border closed,
at 6 p.m. instead of at 9,.

Glenn Tryon owes $449 for clothes,
and Bert Roach $460, according to
charges filed in Los Angeles Munici-
pal Court by a Hollywood apparel
shop.

Ari alrdale belonging to R. M. .

Byrne, Hollywood, which prevented
the destruction by flre Of a film
studio through giving a'' timely,
alarm, arid -has performed other
feats, has been awarded a medal by
the Humane Commissioners of Los

'

Angeles. :•
..

Nov. 8 set for trial in. Los Angeles
of Duncan Renaldo. Government
charges him with falsely claiming
American citizenship in applying

for a passport. U. S. complaint al-
leges the actor was born in Ruma-
nia and deserted a French ship on
which he was a sailor , In New York.
Passport charge reverts to his trip
to Africa on location with a Metro
company.

Mrs. Chester Morris improving
following an appendicitis operation
in Hollywood;

Suit " for. divorce from George
Jesse! will be filed In Nogales, Mex-
ico, instead of in Reno, the actor's
wife having- changed her plans after
spending some time m the Nevada
city; She is now in Nogales.

Bobbe Arnst has filed suit in Su-
perior Court, Los Angeles, for, a
divorce from Johnny Weissmul'.er.

Jury, • deadlocked in the trial of
Doris - Kenyon and Edwin Garewe,
Is discharged in Superior -Court,
L. A. Pair were on trial In the suit
of the California Standard Finance
Corp., which sought to compel therii

to make good on their Indorsements
of a" $10,000 promissory note fOr
Cornelius' Cole.

Mrs. -Grace Black, said by her at-
torney to be a sister of Daisy
De Boe, former sec to Clara Bow, is

occupying a .cell adjoining Miss
De Boe's in the county jail, L. A,
She was arrested' on suspicion of
violation of the -liquor laws, police
charging they found a still, whiskey
and mash in her home.

Charged with being intoxicated on
private property, Abry ' Keney, film
director, was sentenced to five days

.

in L. A. jail. Keney. paid a $100
fine the day previous for a similar
offense.

Suit for $500,000 against S. ,S, Van
Dine (Wlllard H. Wright) and Vita-
phone Corp., has been .filed in U. S.
district court, L. A., by A. C. Eding-
ton and Carmen Edlngton. Pair
allege that their book. 'Studio Mur-
der Mystery,' previously produced
by ' Paramount; was released by
Vitaphorie under Van Dlne's name.

Leonard Hicks, veteran Chicago
hotel man, who used to own the
Grant and Lorraine, actor hangouts,
won - the golf tournament of the
Chicago bonifaces with a nifty 86.
Hicks Is ' now employed at the

Morrison hotel.

Seger Ellis, 28, went to WLW.
Cincinnati, last year to baritone.^:
His wife, Vivian, 24, put thumbs ,;

down on the town and returned tor;

(Continued on page 54)

MARRIAGES
Kitty Gordon to. Ralph Ranlet,

New York, Sept. 15. Bride is a
former musical comedy actress,
noted for the perfection of her
back. Groom a stockbroker.
Lauretta D. Haney to Ezra Han

-

naford, New York, Sept. 15. Bride
is musical comedy actress; groom
a musician.

.

I
Elsa Peterson, former Ziqgfeld

'Fames' girl, to E. J. MIley, Jr.. non-
pro, at Tia Juana, Mexico, Sept. C.

Helen Peterson. . dancer . and for-
mer, member Chicago- Civic opera
ballet-, to Dr. Max Brandt, both of
Couricil Bluffs, ia., announced, elop-
nient to Tarkio, Mo., taking place
a year ago.
Myrtls Grinley, actress, to Gordon.

S. Mitchell, writer, Sept. 17, Glen-
daie, Calif.

Marion Miller to Harold Knettles,

film editor at Paramount studios, at

Hollywood Sept. 16. Bride is a non-
pro.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard L; Levihson.

daughter, at Cedars' of Lebanon hos-
pital, Hollywood, Sept. 14.

t
Mother

.

Is Ruth Keller, stage; father is on
^Variety's' Hollywood staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Erwin, son.

Sept. 14, LOs Angeles. Mother Ms

June Collyer.

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Connolly in
.

New York,. Sept. 17, son, their sec-

ond child. Father is the producer
and stager. Mother was profession-

ally Blanche Mixle.
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C H ATT E
Broadway

John Monyhan lias moved into

town.
Lora Heys In town and looking

krpund.
Val Lewton spent hhi vacation

.writing a book.
' Harry Sherman has a daughter
he's pretty proud of.

Princess MatehabelH off to Ger-
tany for Him work.
.Rita Welman'e daddy, who's been

ailing, muoh better now.
Franklin Ardell around again

after a three months' illness.

Virginia Smith hied to the Coast
]ast week. To visit her sister.

Park Central hotel goes into the
banking biz, or vice versa, this week.
John Balaban still hesitates using

planes, but it's R. J, O'Donnell's
passion.

- Maurice (Will Hays) Mackenzie
back at his desk after an illness of

aix weeks.
Max Tlshman broke 120 and is

pow trying to cut down to four

putts per green. ' .

D. W. Griffith has finally checked
Wit of the Astor after living there

a long time now. :

Van and Schenck Club, Glendale,

J* I., held its annual carnival and
bazaar last week.

J. Albert Hirsch is in Quebec
complaining about the quality of

the French wines.
Jack Curtis looks like a Juve in

the English cut suits he carted tack
from the other side.

Hal Home was deluged by adver-
tising sign men -wanting the Rivoli

M>ot on its takeover by UA. ,

Florabel Mulr, former Hollywood
columnist of the N. T. 'Daily News,'
around town on a literary mission.

. Broadway film .house managers
have cut out the pass reciprocity

for muggs who check all the houses.
Jack Meredith Is making .300

miles a day covering every theatre
In the Saenger circuit down south.
Monte Prosser, the cafe p.a., has

opened his own eatery, calling it the
Clam Houae and serving everything
but clams.

Sid • Skolsky back Saturday (17)
morning and getting the lowdown
on Broadway from Winchell the
same night.
Ed Sullivan, recuperating from

flu, is punching the bag up at Gus
Wilson's .training camp at Specu-
lator,. N. Y,
. Marian . Coles has one of those
signature-writing machines for
signing thousands of checks on pay-
roll day in P-p.
George Glvot shaved his month-

ipld. beard, when the Yankees
clinched the American League pen-
Bant. It was a gag bet.
Wayne Plersen is the father of

twins who have separate birthdays.
Explanation is that the boys arrived
on both sides of 12 o'clock midnight.
A guy on the emergency wagon

©t the East River Gas Co., Long
Island City, is a ringer for Jimmy
Durante. And does he smell gas
leaks fast!
Bobby Connolly, dance director,

has a small daughter named after
her mother, who is of French par-
entage. A family acquaintance
asked the tot If she knew any
French words, the child chirping:.
'Only naughty ones.'

London

George Re-beys' name is George
Wade...
Marion Harris back at the Cafe

de Paris. '

ParamOunt's Plaza has ' resumed
•tage band policy.
Jack Curtis. Interested in Gretl

Yernon for America.
Sir Oswald Stoll. and Brio Woll-

neim not sofrlendly.
McQueen Pope offering GIna Malo

lead in straight play.
Metro inaugurating big publicity

campaign in London dailies.

. Williamson-Tate bought Austral-
ian rights to 'Cat. and the Fiddle.'
Albert de Courvllle producing

•Midship Maid' for. Gainsborough
Film.
Elmer Rice trying to get Basil

Rathbone to play lead in 'Left
Bank.'
Syd Roy changing practically his

entire band at the Leicester Square
theatre.
Wife of .John Baird, of television,

gave birth to daughter in London
ept. S.

Frederick Volpe, character actor,
recently deceased, . left around
160,000.
John McCormack giving farewell

concert at Albert hall prior to Afri-
can' tour.
Harry Foster winner of Cinema

Challenge Cup of the Screen Golf-
ing Society.

Frolics, London's latest nfght spot,
special opening, with Delysia as
guest of honor.
Richard Weinlnger negotiating

With Cochran for German rights of
'Bitter Sweet.'
Mr. Duchene, for 12 years man-

ager at the Rltz, became manager
of Carlton hotel Sept. 5, and was

succeeded by B. Hilbert, chief re-
ceptionist.
Clarkson Rose will be the Com-

pere when Victoria Palace-goes con-
tinuous Oct. 10.
Nervo and Knpx offered $2,000 to

do specialty bit in British musical
film, and considering.
John Hyman, one of the oldest

and most respected theatrical cos-
toumlers, in hands of receiver.
Frederick Blackman looking over

'Cat and the Fiddle,' which he will
produce for the Williamsons In Aus-
tralia.

Water Rats throw a party in
honor of Dave Apollon, with Georgie
Wood making the best speech of his
career.

' Raymond Massey here, but. due
back in New York Nov. 1 to start
rehearsing in 'Allen Corn,' Katherine
Cornell's venture.
Acts opening London Pavilion re-

sent Henry Sherek's bulk In the box
during the opening show. Claim it

makes them nervous.
Muriel Barron likely to play

Peggy Wood part in 'Cat and the
Fiddle' when Wllliamson-Talt pro-
duce show in Australia.
New program of Continuous

Grand Guignol, with only holdovers
the two nurses posted at the doors
in case something happens—but it

never does.

Bill Collier I. Back

Willie Collier, Sr., back from
Hollywood after being away
from Broadway for two years,
attracted a gallery at the
Friars for lunch in snapping
yarns with Jim Corbett. Club
matters came up and Jim be-

.

moaned the financial troubles
of the theatrical social organi-
zations.

Willie soothed him by saying
he heard that although the wolf
may be running the biliard
room at the Friars, the animal
not only invaded the Lambs
but brought along the whole
family.

of the WB-FN coast exchanges,
after being recalled here by the ill-

ness of his wife.
Universal couldn't get Sidney

Franklin to train Lew Ayree to be
a bull fighter, so imported Samuel
Soils from Spain instead.
Sandy Roth, who divides his time

between acting and assistant direct-
ing, leaves on the 25th for Europe.
He will be gone three months.
Favorite couple of Warner Bros,

execs, Judges in a prize waltz con-
test at Catalina Island Sunday (11),
was rnoo-ed down by the Casino
crowd. Public guessed the fav
couple were attached to the studio.

Tm Telling You"
By Jack Osterman

Democrats' Show Due
For Yankee Stadium

Democrats will repeat their Coast-

stadium spectacle, or one along sim-

ilar lines, at the Yankee ball park,

New York, Oct. 12 (Columbus Day)
for matinee and night shows. Pur-

pose is to swell the party treasury.

Governor Roosevelt will be pres-

ent but no speeches are scheduled.

The night display will climax with

fireworks prior to which acts from
the Ringling circus and elsewhere

are programed. Probable top is $1.

Wayne Pierson and Bddle Dowl-
lng are in charge.

BACK TO WORK—IT WASN'T
TRUE.

Hollywood

Babe Hardy's molars kicking up:

Lou Maren is a sucker for palm-
ists.

Creighton Chaney in the High
Sierras.

Rochelle Hudson to Reno. Oke
she's single.

Eddie Buzzell dug down for a new
16-cylinder hack.
Annette Margules, of N. Y. legit,

in town on spec.
Arthur Lubin tried his Hungarian

cook on the Barrymores.

.

Dick Arlen off to the High Sierras
for a two-week fishing trip.

Joe Polonsky in Hollywood hos-
pital for a minor operation.
Freddie Fralick back after a! va-

cation tour of the northwest.
Lin Bonnej now a sports pro-

moter in New Rochelie, N. Y.
Ted Cook Is trying to get Groucho

Marx interested in lawn bowling.
Fred C. Curtis still talking about

his first trip across the Mex border.
The Freddie Marches (Florence

Eldridge) are going to adopt a baby.
. Samuel Ornltz away from Radio's
writing staff on a four-week vaca-
tion.
Name the reason one femme star

is called 'the balloon smuggler' and
why.
Mrs. Paul Lukas leaves for Buda-

pest, where her father is serious-
ly ill. .

Leon Levy and the Missus
motored to 'Frisco for a week's va-
cation.
Jack

,
Lyons, old-time circuit

agent, here from St. Joe, Mo., on a
vacash.
Alan Pitt Robbins, publisher of

the London 'Times,' lamping the
studios.
Georgie Raft calls himself 'Night-

After-Night Raft.' You'll have to
ask him.
Members of the Dufwin Stock Co.,

which played 11 weeks in Honolulu,
are back.
Preston Sturgess brought his sec-

retary, Bianca Gilchrist, here from
New York.

Bill Perlberg won a cup for play-
ing handball. It isn't big enough to
hold a drink.

Bill Thomas and Dallas Dexter,
actress, wondering where to have
the ceremony.
Gwill Andre knocked out by an

overhanging branch while horse-
back riding in the hills.
Mann Sisters, Ethel and Marion,

formerly in vaude, are conducting a
dancing school In Denver.
Mary Doran gone to : New York,

with her husband, Joe Sherman,
being :a bachelor for a month.
. .
Eunice Martin, Dave Selznick's

sec, is leaving to hold down same
job with Adela Rogers St. John.
Margaret, Widenor, secretary to

Hunt Stromberg at Metro, will be
married Sept. 26 to Frank Lindsay.
The Baltimore Lunch Club has

eight bucks In the treasury, and the
members want to stage a cut-rate
orgy.
Jack - Moflltt, former U writer, is

back in town reporting the Bern-
Harlow story for the Kansas City
'Star.'

.

Troy Orr, ad and pub man for the
Chinese, tried to inject so much
'Rain', into his copy that he caught
the flu..

Jackie Cooper celebrated his ninth
birthday Thursday by having
around 100 kids at his. home for a
blowout.

: Andy Callahan, Jr., son of the
Technicolor head, interscholastic
220-yard swimming champ, has
.entered USC.

Irving Starr's broken arm is suffi-

ciently mended for him to supervise
'Tombstone Canyon,' next Ken May-
nard at Tiffany.
Jack Brower has resumed his tour

Paris

Paul Robeson here.
. Reopening of Empire.
The Guitrys talk of divorce.
Betty Compton back in Paris.
Odette Florelle in a motor smash.
Bob Kane joining a local picture

club.
The three Hakim brothers now in

Paris.
Dubbing experts waiting for 'Sky

Devils.'
Paris, girls going Johnny Weis

muller.
Princess Ghika to introduce Lan

vin dresses in Vancouver via Pan
ama.

Charles K. Gordon's family in the
country.
Yvonne Printemps slipping back

to Paris.
Mary Heaton entertaining at the

Raphael. .

Marie Glory to end her cure on
the Riviera.
Three femme Astors in one bulld-

(Contlnued on page 44)

Reno Lawyers Get 'Em,

Merchants How Want

To Hold 'Em, Take 'Em

Reno, Sept. 19.

Nevada's six-weeks divorce law
which has piled plenty of dough into
the pockets of attorneys during, the
past 20 months has not been so hot
for Reno merchants and talk of set
ting the residence requirement back
to three months is now being- heard;
The legislature at its January ses-
sion

,
may be asked to consider

amending the law<
The attorneys, however, will use

all their influence to prevent any
change in Nevada's gift to the
marital misfits because, they say,
the six-weeks law doubled the' di>-

vorce business of Reno.
The merchants assert that when

the. divorce seekers were compelled
to remain here three months they
spent money In the stores.

FALL THEATRE DEMAND

FOR WORKERS SETS IN

300 Friars Get Gate;

MJ\ Club After Dues;

Merger Talk Heard

The Friars' ' Board of .Governors

ordered the names of approximately

300 members dropped from the lists

on Thursday (15) for non-payment

of dues. Acton followed warning

sent by the. club last month. Mem
bers were permitted to pay any

amount convenient, even weekly re-

mittances being acceptable.

Some talk is heard of the Friars
absorbing the Motion Picture club,

the latter moving- from Its Bond
building quarters to the Monastery
should the merger eventuate. No
negotiations have started but the
boards of both, clubs regard the idea
in friendly way. The Picture club
had a membership of 400, with the
present list totalling about 200. It

has a lease on its present quarters
which has six years more to go,

while the furnishings have a book
value of $90,000.

The Friars membership totalled

1,700 several years ago, with about
800 in the rolls the past year.

Counting the new' letouts a paid Up
membership of 500 remains, but that

is sufficient to operate without loss

That is possible because . of a new
budget adopted by the club recently,

A new membership, drive is due to
be started shortly.
Delinquent members of the Pic

ture club may have to account to
their bosses for failure to pay their

club bills and dues, if the club has
its way, and if the bosses give a
hoot. .

Last week several picture men
found that an officer of the MP club
had informed their superiors of who
owed for what and how much. The
bosses weren't asked to collect for
the club, of course, but just notified
that their employees were a bit lax.

Dear 'Variety' Muggs:
You all knew we couldn't bear

being away from you all, so here we
are right back where we started
from. They put 'The Passing Show'
in an envelope and mailed it back
marked 'Opened by mistake.' Any-
way it was nice to see Detroit for a
day. •

The Book-Cadallac has a great
idea against depression. They
haven't guests to stand around the
lobby so they put automobiles in-

stead. While I was there two Lln-
colns and a Buick checked in.

Cincinnati is a jolly little job, too.

They still think they have a ball

club. But there is a guy who Just
bought a new car and was driving
across country, when he broke
down in the middle of the night.
Luckily there was a man on the
road who informed the owner of the
car that a man who worked in that
particular auto factory lived down
the block. After much persuasion
they got the man out of. bed and
virtually dragged him to the car.

He took one look at the motor and
(Continued on page 44)

flNeu; York Theatres!

M COOLED 1

2ND
WEEK

"BIRD OF
PARADISE"

An BKO Radio Picture, With
DOLORE8 DEL RIO

JOEL McCREA
To 1 P.M., SSe—U P.M. to Clow, as*

N. Y. PRESS HAS GROUCH

AGAINST FLYING FAMILY

During the past three or four
weeks, business for the employment
agencies has picked up seasonally to
the extent of about 20% on calls and
placements.
The Marku's-Birman agency, han-

dling help for theatres' from janitors
to managers, reports an increase of
around that percentage for this
type of employee.

Hollywood Turtle Tracks

Go Boom; Best Night $25

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Turtle racing as a regular amuse-
ment did a quick flop in Hollywood.
Vine street track stayed open only
three days and the Fairfax track
two days, with the best single
night's gross only |26.

Douglas Hertz, promoter of Vine
Street arena, and 16 employees were
arrested- on lottery charges after
operating two days. Employees
were freed, but jury disagreed on
Hertz and he is awaiting a second
trial next month.

Attempted cross-Atlantic flight

of the Hutchinson family seems the

first to arouse antipathy of the

press.

Newspapers appear particularly

resehtful over the reported tie-ups

Hutchinson made with advertising

accounts, following what was sup-

posed to have been an exclusive

NBC radio contract. Hutchinson

made a connection with Cocoa-Malt
and a doll company, among others,

and in his first radio messages men-
tioned these advertisers fori plugs.
Papers got wise to this and im-

mediately clamped down on space.
Meanwhile, NBC's ire Is also re-

ported to the front.

Even after the Hutchinson family
was found in Greenland, New York
papers played the story- down, sev-
eral putting everything on the res-
cue on Inside pages. By that time,
some also appeared with stinging
editorials. While these dealt mostly
with Hutchinson endangering the
life of his wife and two children,
underneath the papers were also
burned about, the ad plugs Hutching
son was trying to put over.
New York 'News' probably was

the most vitriolic. 'News' expressed,
the hope that when the flying fam-
ily of Hutchinsons' return there
wouldn!t be any cheers, parados or
receptions.
Paths had the Hutchinson flight

exclusive for newsreeJs.

On the Stag*
Eddie

Dowling
and Ray
- lev

Ha
4 Otnar BKO Attl

Complete MIdolght Show Ererj Sit.
Midnight Show Featura picture Dally

1 Dooley
Grace Hays

On tAs Bert—

WILL
BOGEBS

Jb. .
•

"Down to

Earth"

"ACE OF CONSENT"
With

;

Dorothy Wilson—Erie Linden
and

"Condemned to DeatK"

WaflVta Frl.

Sept. 21-23

DOROTHY WILSON

"ACE OF CONSENT"
with

Arline Judge—Erio Linden

R
SEVENTH AVENUE
AT BOtr STttBET'oxv

The PAINTED WOMAN
with Spencer Tracy, Peggy Shannon
On Stage—Frank Cambria's International Revue
Mickey MtHte Carton • - Fax -. Movietone New»
Coning Friday—GEORGE ARLI&S In "A SUC-
CESSFUL CALAMITY."

'GRAND HOTEL'
Grata GARBO. John BARRYMORE.

B\WV
BAWF0BD

'- w • 1 • •
BEERY, Lionel BARRYMORE

,

On Staae:
Benny DAVIS A Revue

at Popular

Price*AhTOt

Marlon DAVIES
Robert

MONTGOMERY
j

in "Blondie of the Follies"

In Person—Leon Errol. Thelma Whlta
A Bobby Agncw, Slngln' Sam. Ben-

ny Mcrotf and Oreheitra, Otbere

"One of the finest plays of
the y'-ar, subtle, beautiful
and tendor."

—

Atkinson, Time.').

"Another Language"
with Glenn Andort, Margaret Wycherly,

Laura Straube, iohn - Beal

PrtfiTW Theatre. 45th St, W, of B'way.wuln Evt. 8:50. Mate. Wed, «t Sat., 2:40
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'Variety' took nearly two pages to

criticize the reviewers on N. Y-

dailies. Maintained they were two

flippant and printed extracts to

show their wide diversity of opin-

ions on any given show.

New Winter Garden production

being readied with 107 chorus girls.

Comment was made that Tampa,
.Fla., was the only city of Its size

in the U. S. without vaudeville. Pop-

ulation then 25,000.

Lillian TaShman (she spelled it

that way then), Gladys Loftus and
Dorothy Leeds Were taken to Bos-

ton1 to •start the 'Follies' on the road.

Leona LaMar, - mentalist, was
about to complete he? : tbur : of the

Orpheum circuit and start - right

over : again, a' total of 43 consecu'-

tlve -weelcs' /"on that circuit.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

- Scientists of the National Research Council of. the Canadian .Govern-

ment have, gone cinematic. The study of theatre film projection has

been taken up as a. major project for the next couple of months at the

request of the Provincial Governments of Ontario and '. British Columbia

which have submitted a number of questions, regarding; the necessity of

two operators in a theatre booth.

, The Canadian savants have an up-to-date theatre in! the new research

laboratory building in Ottawa which cost the country something like.

$2,000,000, and this theatre^ is to be used for experiments: after the sound

equipment is installed. The theatre, in the center of the new building,

follows the amphitheatre style of architecture and it was originally In-

tended for the. screening of scientific flints, but will now.be employed for

projection tests. It has seats for 600 people on tiers. >

The conclusions of the Federal scientists will govern the decision of

the Provincial Governments in the adoption of new theatre regulations-

or in revising. the present statutes.' The work has been undertaken as a
result of complaints by exhibitors, particularly the independents, that a
second man in the booth means nothing with regard to the safety factor

and is only considerable added expense, at union wages.

Western cities Were adopting orr

dlnances making more strict • the

federal laws, against the use of the

flag. To suppress' vaude acts.

. New "act bragged about Its big"

salary. Other comics applied for

raises and the new act lost its route
' as a lesson.

Jack Warner has gone in for politics on all four. Not missing a trick

to become in the ranks of the Democratic national organization what
Louis B. Mayer is to the Hoover administration. There is no train that

comes in with a visiting Democrat not met by Warner and his staff

including Norman Manning, his political contact manager.
When Mayor Curley of- Boston hit town Warner took him in tow and

held fast during the entire visit. A luncheon was held at the Burbank
studio with all stars, directors, writers and executives in attendance.

Two hours' was taken off from production as the mob listened to Curley

lace it. into' Hoover, while Jimmy Greir's band supplied the music for

the entrance and exit of Boston's chief magistrate. Warner joined the

party while it visited Radio studios, and Will Rogers later attended a

political dinner given to. Curley.

Warner is also aiding Wm: G. McAdoo, candidate for the U. S. Senate

and the Roosevelt leader here- To impress his efforts on Roosevelt,

Warner, will be in charge of the picture division welcoming group when
the :

Democratic presidential candidate arrives on. the Coast Sept. 24.

It is understood that Warner's political activities to date stand him
around $50,000.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Disappointment of Arthur Hammersteln oyer the New York
.
press

reception of 'The Man Who Reclaimed His**Head' was double edged.
Show was tried out early In the summer in Philadelphia, where it was
acclaimed, and at the dress rehearsal here, there was a similar reaction.

As a producer Hammersteln specializes on musicals. His interest in

this drama came about during his illness last year. While in the
hospital he Acted as sort of a play reader for managerial friends and
perused some 60 scripts. L. Lawrence Weber sent oyer- the 'Man Who
Reclaimed His' Head' arid. Hammersteln agreed to take a 50% interest,

explaining the current collaborative presentation.
""Play was written • by. Jean Bart whose only other Broadway work was
•The Squall/

The adaptation of the star system of rating Broadway shows by. Burns
Mantle in the 'News/ indicates- that the idea came from the publisher
who probably figures the . stunt a circulation builder. The tab is owned
by Col. Medill McCormlck, publisher of the' Chicago -Tribune/
Understood that picture producers protested the star system of rating

films by Irene Thirer for the past several years, although making gen-
erous ad use of the rating when their product was given the several stars
that mean high merit. Instead of ruling out the system the publisher
extended it to include legit shows. .

Feud between the Lyceum theatre, Rochester, N. Y., and Hearst's
'Journal-American' resulted in no advertising in that, sheet for 'Another
Language,' initial legit show of , the season. First time in years that a
local newspaper has been entirely eliminated from the ad budget for a'

show. '
'

'

Battle started when Manager Hattie Lutt refused . to give all releases
to the Hearst sheet first. Operators of the Lyceum also took exception , to.

what they interpreted as a nasty crack in Ralph Williams' column iri

the 'American/ Later, friendly; blurbs in the 'Journal' failed to placate.
'JournaUAmcrican* has about half as much circulation as each of Its

opposition sheets.

,

Of*' Marx Brothers responded to the

draft call but all failed to pass. One
had bad eyes, another flat feet while;

s a -third was getting over an opera-

tion. Fourth just didn't match up.

A summary judgment tor $15,452.60 was directed by Justice Rosenman
in favor of Jacques Kopfsteln against Albert Herman and the Al Herman
Productions," Let. oh a 16-plcture deal which Kopfsteln allegedly pro-

moted. He was to receive. $1,000 per picture, and was paid for the first.

He sued for the remaining 15.

Promotion involved distribution of Herman's indie plcts through

Peerless Productions, Inc., which company is now in bankruptcy.' Her-
man allegedly made three pix although claiming that the last two of

the trio were made under another company and another deal;

Attorney Harold M. Goldblatt for Kopfsteln believes that the U. S.

district court will rule that the three negatives must, revert, to Herman,

now that Peerless is In bankruptcy, whereupon the attorney will endeavor

to collect his judgment by attaching the negs.

Dramatic desk situation on the N. Y. 'Mirror' (a. m. tab) is a curious
one. After A. J. Kobler, the publisher, took on Bernard. Sobel, ex-Zleg-
£eld p.a., as first string critic; with Robert Coleman as dramatic editor
and reviewer, Walter Winchell came back and superseded both. Winchell
has been catching all the first nights with Sobel and Coleman, the other
two by-liners, merely doing the follow-ups.

Sobel's leniency to almost everything- has also, been a matter of
comment. . . • >

Some title confusion exists on 'Angel' and 'I Love ah Angel/ both
Hungarian plays but separate properties.

'Angel' is being prepared for Broadway production by Crosby Gaige,
with Metro rumored financing the venture. Report may have started
ttirough the fact that Metro owns the picture rights to the other Hun-
garian 'Angel/

Manager from. Patchogue, L. I.,

passed up Jake Lubln-s booking of-
|

flee as his prices were too high.

He had been getting acts for $3.60
|

and board.

Shortage Of women 'names' for

musical comedies and managers
didn't know what to .do.

Stagger plan has been put into force for the studio publicity depart

meht of Radio pictures. One group starts at 8:30 a. m. and finishes

before 6 p. m„ with lunch, at noon.. Second group starts at 10:30 a. m.

and finishes after 8 p. m. with lunch at 1 p. m.
Reason for the change Is the heavy production schedule now in force

at the Radio studios. The stagger plan is aimed to enable one shift at

least to be on the Radio lot until all work is closed down at night. Also

enables the department to make two air mail; planes daily out of L. A.

for N. Y., one of which closes at 5 p. m. and another at 9 p. m.

The Joe Weber and Lew Fields 'golden jubilee celebration' which has
been given considerable attention in the press, will be climaxed Sunday
evening (26) when a dinner Will be tendered the comedian* stars at the
Astor. The occasion marks the BOth year since Weber and Fields joined

as a team.
Their most recent performance together was over the radio, doing

'Meyer and Mike' for commercials. '

50 YEARS AGO
(From 'Clipper')

Harry Montagu got a job at
Parker's American theatre on 3rd
Ave.,' New Yorfc He had come on
from the Coast where he Had writ-
ten and staged innumerable produc-
tions for the Bella Union. Later he
was Sam T. Jack's right hand man
Had . a- trunkful of . scripts

ciever and all raw.

Although there are American leads in 'Clear All Wires/ at the Times
Square, New York, cast Is predominantly Russian. Play's set In Moscow.
There are at least 16 of the players who were born in the land* of the

Soviet and their names on the program makes It a strange. Broadway
document. The dialects are strictly the McCoy.

Warner Brothers has been and still is amassing a rep on the Coast for
consistently turning out features cheaper than any of the other Impor- the border week-ends can make up for this difference by their attend*
tant lots. It's been going on for some time. lance. Acceptance of Canadian money at face value is calculated to

,An example is that of three recently made WB features, two of which stimulate this
are considered out there to have splendid ^oxofflce potentialities and
not any of the trio running over $270,0.00 and two under $250,000. Cost
sheets on this threesome are commensurate with 'Life Begins' reported
to have been turned out for $146,000, purchase price of the play only
being $6,000

Paramount feels that it has the picture reviewers' picnic in New York

Some |
30 wel1 identified with' Its own organization that no other picture com-
pany can crash in. Parites are confident that managing editors won't
let their' scriveners attend more than one Manhattan party yearly. The

|

Sam P; Cox, contracting agent for I' organization is taking its time about extending Invitations for the '33

-Bacheller &-DorrIs' circust was In three-day picture and dining festival. Determination of sales and pro-

a spot In Clarksvllle, Tex. He was ductton policy will have to be set before the out of town writers will get

assigned to a room in the hotel I official invites

generally , occupied by the city mar-
shal, That night a group of Negroes

| Despite, the fact that there Is no connection between the two actions

New York theatre men yesterday (Monday) were certain that revisions

to the city's building laws will not include the right' to construct over the
roof of any Manhattan theatre. Report of the Building Code Committee,
including representatives of the picture industry, is expected to be filed

within the next two weeks.
Theatre men several months ago, when the study of revisions began,

were hopeful that new theatres could carve into office buildings so that
the maximum return for the real estate ' investment couTd be realized.

Manhattan is the only city iri the country which restricts theatres ,.to

an individual building with an unobstructed house roof.

hurt.

fired Into the room, supposing the the arbitration proceedings between Western Electric and Warner Bros
marshal to be there. Cox was not

| probably not be resumed until after the trial of the suit being] woricTs out of doors!
brought by WB, through the Stanley theatres, against WE on the terms

. of its reproduction license. Warners this week is making -application

.,n^!?i
Se M°ntagu

'
Porepaughs £or a dat0 t0 be for the trlal ln the Wilmington court.

$10,000 beauty, suing- him for 10
1 Earliest that the arbitration end can be taken up, as expected in

Warner quarters, will be around Oct. 1. .

Hysian advice to realty promoters in Florid^, is-r^lf they want the
truth—that there isn't a chance of the picture industry ever taking: any
other spot except the original Hollywood seriously.
Haysltes have been flooded with a new cycle of this Florida tempta-

tion stuff, including about six new projects. The answer is: Why go
to Florida or any. other place when today not more than 10% of film

grand. Claimed/she didn't get it I

though promised that sum for rid-
ing in the street' parades for 30

1

weeks. Later went on the stage with
|

fair success.

U. S- Shows were sold under fore-
closures in Louisville, Ky., for about
$26,000. Bought in by the mort-
gagee.

Numerous independent exhibitors around New York are beginning to

use in their trailer copy on coming pictures excerpts from reviews in
|

New York dailies, printed when the films were getting first run . on
Broadway.
While in the past an indie here and there has tried the idea, the prac-

tice is spreading to the point where the trailer companies themselves
may try the idea. Indies mention only the papers, not quoting the names
of the reviewers.

General manager of .a major studio with a rep for being hard boiled

softened .up on hearing that a kid, working as a porter in, a barber shop
near his studio, was unable to pay the rent.. Youngster is the sole

support of his mother.
Exec told the lad to drop over to his office and gave him a check for

$25, amount of the house rent.

,

Annie Hajt, now with 'Show Boat/
was with a touring combination.

|

John L. Sullivan was the big at-
traction.

Picture men not concerned in the production but who have seen the
tests of Clara Bow for 'Call ' Her Savage' sfcre of the opinion that her
screen qonieback . is. assured.

'

Boys say that the Bow is down to' 119 pounds, looks swell, .and lias

found out how to read lines. Their idea is that if the picture is any-
where near okay, Clara will be it again'.

Arthur Loew and Hal Roach will exchange private planes over the Hays' office has halted the plans of a femme authpr who was seeking
weekend. Loew flew west Thursday (15) in his own plane," and will studio co-operation, in getting screen celeb endorsements for herbook

The Frohman brothers so Well
pleased with the results of Cat-
lender's minstrels they were organ-
izing another troupe.

remain in Hollywood about two weeks. During this time he will borrow
Roach's aerial barge, a larger amphibian, and let Roach use his (Loew's)
smaller one.
With the bigger Roach plane. Loew will start about Oct. 1 on his

globe-circling flight. Roach's pilot, Capt. Dixon, will guide the plane
Roach was originally scheduled to accompany Loew on the trip but
bowed out.

on magnetic personality.
Chief opposition to the intended selling arrangement was iter offer- of

a free voice and acting test for every purchaser of the book.

Season not off to a good start and
several troupes were in from the Warren Doane . and H. M. Walker, former executives at Hal Roach,
road by the middle of September, are still drawing a percentage of the profits on pictures made during their
Commercial failures were hurting last five years on this comedy lot. Execs, who left about the same time
show business. |

after each had served more than a dozen years, had clauses in their

Sid Skolsky's cynical stance on Hollywood, as evidenced in his N. Y.
'Daily News' Hollywood letters, probably makes the Coast defenders
happy that the tab's columnist ahd,tintyper is back, in N. Y,
Skolsky went out originally to cover the Olympics and perhaps pick up

a few tintypes on the studio celebs'..

'Mankind/ an important melo-
drama, opened at Daly's but was a
bit too strenous for that house.
'Clipper' raved over the scenic ef-

fects one of which was the Thames
embankment with several real lamp
posts,' lighted by gas.

Secretary and English coach of Anna Sten is Sophie Boyd, wife of
Alexander Barlowski, former editor of the New York communist news-

contracts dating from 1927 giving them 5% of profits on company's I paper, "Novlmir/
shorts. On previous occasions she held similar, posts with Sei:gel M. Eisenstein

Pair, now at Universal, will continue to collect as long as films made
| and Boris Pilynak.

during that period are exhibited.

RKO *is. after a uniform, opening day. for RKO houses w.oekly. RKO
RKO houses in Detroit are again accepting Canadian money at face I managers in the New York metropolitan district favor Saturday instead

value for admissions. Theatres lose six to seven cents on the dollar of Friday. openings, Out-of-town,; the majority of. managers favor Friday,
owing to :rate of exchange but the large number of Canadians who cross | Indications are that the, Friday . Opening plan will win out. . .
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As Holtz Trouble Stops Show

' Eddie Cantor may go into the

Jead role in Schwab & DeSylva's

Uumpty Dumpty,' .replacing Lou
Holtz. Cantor, who Is in Holly-

wood, received a wired offer prior

to . the new musical's closing Satur-

day (17) after its break-in week in

Pittsburgh.
'

_ According to S. & D.'s present
plans, the musical will be placed in

rehearsal again in about two weeks,
With the original cast, excepting
.Holtz, intact. The others, including
the second lead, Ethel Merman,
have promised to stick. for the re-
vival. In' the meanwhile they are
permitted to play any. vaudeville or
picture house date they can ob-
tain.

•Hnmpty Dumpty,' which failed to

Jive up to advance reports, was the
first production in whioh Larry
Schwab and Buddy DeSylva were
associated: that failed to reach New
York. Although 'Humpty's' cast
was heavy, the production invest-
ment was reported to have been
held down to $75,000. Additional
money was - tossed m for the jump
to Pittsburgh for a break-in and
the flop week there, besides two
weeks' salary for all the players.

These incidentals would bring
•Humpty's' cost thus far to around
$90,000, with the bill to mount
higher if and! when work starts on
the revised version.
. Among other ' difficulties during
the Pittsburgh week was the fact
that the show wasn't ready to open.
The producers attempted to post-
pone as late as the afternoon of the
opening- day, but the Nixon theatre
management declined to call it .off

so late, due to an advance sale.
,

Hqjtz had trouble with the pro-
ducers > all week oyer handling of
his role. Schwab and. DeSylva
wanted the part played in dialect
but Holtz, from reports, preferred
to do* it straight. Another source
of! friction was Ethel Merman's
tilling complaint.
As a result of the Pittsburgh

closing, two r more preparation
weeks,, in "Washington and. New-
ark, which would have preceded the
New York opening at the Apollo,
had to be cancelled.

Penn. Bus-and-Van Tour

For Mary Nolan Et Al
A road company including Mary

Nolan, Jack Squires and Fred
Hildebrand is going out on, Pennsy
one- and two-niters booked by
Willie Edelsten. Five weeks are all

set and guaranteed, the players to

travel by buses and the scenery in

moving vans.
Edelsten is also sending out a

colored show headed by Stepin
Fetchit to . play the same Pennsy
territory. ...

'PASSING SHOW GOING

OUT AGAIN DOUBTFUL

Cincinnati, Sept. 19.

'The Passing Show,' curtain-

raiser at the Shubert last week,
drew a sorry $5,000, a record low
for a musical in this town for many
seasons. The revue had advances
only for live days, the local booking
being of an emergency nature.
.' Clncy ' critics were kind in. their

notices. Admission scale' was from
50 cents to $3.30. „

That 'Passing Show' will again
go out Is reportea" as doubtful. It

folded here after one week and a
previous .. stanza in Detroit. The
producers attempted to whip it into

shape, their efforts including .the

importation of Jack Osterma.n from
New York, but the show wasn't con-
sidered ready for Broadway. It was
a revival in several respects, the
title coming from the Shubert shelf

after a lengthy layoff and much of

the material having been salvaged
from 'Hey, Nonny Nbnny,' a flop

New York musical of last spring.

Famine in DuBarrys -

. Unable to secure an actress to
play the lead in 'The Du Barry,'
the London musical hit which Mrs.
Joe Leblang will present over here,
production of the show has been
net back. 'Du Barry' was slated
for . the Cohan for which another
attraction will be sought.

Morris Green, who will produce
the operetta for Mrs. Leblang, will

first put on 'Tell Her The Truth,'
also an English import. That mu-
sical Is booked for the Cort." Lat-
ter theatre and the' Cohan are be-
ing operated by the Leblang estate:

Reviving 'Fatal Wedding'
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

P.L.T. Productions, Inc., organized
by Abe Pelton, will do ..a revival of
'Fatal Wedding' at the Music Box
here, opening Oct. 1. Old-time melo
will be played straight for laughs.

AN ERLANGER 0. 0.
Chicago, Sept. 19.

Sam Harris, Leonard Bergman
and Marcus Heiman arrived here
today (Monday).

It's the first local survey by the
Eilanger half of the newly formed
United Booking Office.

Neil O'Brien's Farewell

Binghampton, N. Y., Sept. 19.

Neil O'Brien will say good-bye to
minstrelsy with an appearance in a
personally-directed amateur min-
strel show in Port Dickinson, his
bhtiiplace, next month.
Then, ..after 40 years of trouplng,

he will go Into retirement to put
<he finishing touches on an autobio-
graphical volume,

White for Book Show,

'Scandals' Next Spring

.After, some indecision over ' his
production, activities, George ' White
has decided to present 'Melody' the
Sigmund. Romberg-Otto Harbaoh
operetta, shelving the proposed new
'Scandals' . . until next spring. It
will be White's first try at this type
of musical..

'Melody' may go into the Apollo
which was slated to get 'Humpty
Dumpty,* the Schwab-De Sylva
musical .which was brought in for
revision and recasting.

Al Lewis Drops 'Magoo'
Hollywood, Sept. 19:

Al Lewis, installed as an asso-
ciate producer last week at Para-
mount, has dropped his Intention of
staging the Ben Hecht-Gene Fow-
ler play, 'Great Magoo,' in New
York for Billy Rose.
Lewis was to have cut in on the

piece.

• This is the play Rose will do first

before mounting his revue. Latter
was postponed because of dearth of
star names.

FINESTONE A CASUALTY
. David Finestone, general manager
for the Shuberts, Is confined to .his

home with an infection of both eyes.
Although reported improving, he is

not expected in his office until next
week.
Finestone is one of the few de-

partment heads retained by the
Shubert receivers over the summer.

Albert Piece . Halts
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Production of an operetta for, Pin -

cus & GOttlob at the Columbia, San
Francisco, has been postponed by
Lillian Albertson for a month, be-
cause of the approaching grand
opera season here.
Felt that both attractions would

appeal to same clientele, and that
the operetta would not draw against
the more serious warbling.

75 P. C. OF

Control of Competitive
Booking May Bring Re-

turns Above Pre-Depres-

sion Year^—-N. Y. List

Pared to 54—U. B. O.

Working Better

BRIGHT SPOTS ON ROAD

Fresh indications favorable to

legit this season are seen here and
in out of. town spots. Looks like

worth, while attractions will receive

better road 'business than even the

pre-depression seasons. There are

encouraging signs on Broadway, too;

While • the season is slow in get-

ting started, 76% of the main stem
theatres have, been allotted bookr
ings—mostly, shows Which are in

the making or due for try-put soon.
The total number of theatres on

Broadway, available or acceptable
for legit has been pared down to 54.

At least 38 are "to get new produc-
tions or will retain current attrac-
tions, mostly of recent arrival. The
earlier prediction that there will be
a generous number of dark houses
during the season still holds, but
others are expected to flourish.

Broadway's bookings up to this
week are

:

Guild: .'The Good Earth.'
Alvin: 'Music in the Air* (tenta-

tive).

Apollo: 'Melody' ('Humpty Dump-
ty* withdrawn, temporarily).
Avon: 'Nona.'
Barrymore: 'Here. Today* (cur-

rent).
. .. ...

Beck: Abbey Players followed by
'Chrysalis.'

Belasco: 'Criminal at Large.'
Bijou: 'Best Years' (current).
Booth : 'Another Language' (cur-

rent).

Broadhurst: 'Man Who Reclaimed
His Head' (current). /
Broadway; 'Vanities.'

Forty-sixth St.i .'Of Thee I Sing'
.(moves from Music Box)':'

Casino: 'Show Boat' (current).
Cohan: 'The Du Barry.'
Cort: 'Tell Her The Truth.'
Elliott; 'Success Story/ -

.

Empire: . 'Dangerous Cornier.'
St. James: . 'Dark Hours'; new

musical, also, slated..
Forty- Fourth St.: 'Ballyhoo of

1932' (current). . .

Forrest: 'Ol' Man Satan.'
Fulton: 'Singapore.' '

~

Royale: 'When Ladies Meet.'
Hudson: 'The Budget' (current).
Imperial: 'Flying Colors' (cur-

rent).

Longacre: 'Manhattan Medley.'
Manhattan: 'Black Water."
Masque: 'Triplets" (current).
Miller: 'Firebird.'

Mu6ic Box: 'Dinner At Eight.'
Moroaco: 'Lilly Turner' (current).
New Amsterdam: San Caro

opera.' •
•

•

Playhouse: 'Mademoiselle.' *

Plymouth: 'Rendevouz' (Counsel-
lor at Law*, (current).
Selwyn: 'Forward .March.'
Shubert:'• 'Americana' (Smiling

Faces* (current).
Times Square: 'Clear All Wires'

(current).
Vanderbilt: 'Bidding High.'
Waldorf: 'That's Gratitude' (cur-

rent),
> Still to be supplied with shows
are: Ziegfeld, Golden, Ritz, New
Yorker, National, Mansfield, Ma-
jestic, Lyceum, Harris, Glo'je,
Gaiety, 48th Street, 49th Street,
Craig, Biltmore, Ambassador. Sev-
eral houses on the dark list have
been virtually closed for several
seasons and others are in receivers'
hands or bank-controlled. Theatres
such as Jolson's, Liberty and Bayes
(roof) not considered having much
chance for bookings.

Good Road Spots

Last week looked important in
several keys for legits starting the
season and it proved that the bet-
ter shows will do well on the road.

In Fight Over Walkout on Show'

Leblang-McBride Buy
Alliance at an End

The dual ticket buying arrange-
ment entered into last season be-
tween McBride's agency and Postal

-

Leblang is off. Both agencies are
making individual deals for the new
shows. Whatever advantage there

was in the combination buying ap-
pears to have been over-emphasized.
When the combo was first an-

nounced, other brokers let out a
squawk/fearing they might be shut
out from . a share of the best loca-

tions. It was quickly discovered
however, • that the plan was not
monopolistic. Understand there was
disagreement between McBride's
and Leblang's office oyer the amount
of tickets to be bought for various
attractions, with the result that
both . agencies elected to use their

own judgment. -

OPERA TAX EXEMPTED,

MET REDUCES SCALE

Under a ruling from the Internal
Revenue Department tickets for the
Metropolitan Opera performances
are exempt from

.
admissions tax. It

is the second recent, change, super-
seding the official regulations,' first

having ruled out tax on tickets used
by critic.3 and other newspaper peo>
pie reporting shows and events..:

The regulations state that where
subscribers lease boxes for the sea-
son, tax is to be paid as thbugh
single tickets were issued for each
performance during the season. On
that basU It was figured put that a
box holder at the Met would pay
$600 yearly admissions tax.

The exemption covers ali classes
of tickets for regular operatic per-
formances at the Met, on the ground
that they are educational and be-
cause no profit is distributed to

stockholders. Same concerns sym-
phony orchestra concerts, latter,

however, noing set forth In the reg-
ulations as • npn-taxable tickets.

Other events than opera at the Met
are not Included in the new ruling.

Top priced ppera tickets will be
reduced by 10% of the announced
scheduled, $10 being, the box office

charge Instead of $11 for grand tier

box seats! Orchestra was priced at
$8.25, but the new scheduled drops
the charge! to $6,50.

Helen Flint Broke
Helen Flint, actress, of. 160 Cen-

tral Park South, has filed a volun-
tary petition in bankruptcy, listing

the liabilities at $3,227 and no as-
sets.

Liabilities for the most part are
tradesmen's bills. . "

.

Coast 'Show Boat'?
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Currari and Belasco are trying to
obtain coast rights to 'Show Boat.':

They want to do it following 'Cat'

and'
.
.Fiddle' In San Francidco and

Los. Angeles.

Chicago company of 'Of Thee I

Sing' was acclaimed in Cleveland
and drew excellent business, which
was hot expected.

In Boston 'Laugh Parade' and
'Green Pastures' Continue to flour-
ish. 'Another Language' regarded as
doing well in Chicago; where it is

indicated the Loop will perk . up
from now on. In Philadelphia
'Nona' although panned drew sat-
isfactory business In the face of an
infantile paralysis epidemic which;
has the schools closed, with offi-

cials warning the public away from
public gatherings.
Road business is figured to stand

up under the program of the
United Booking Office which will
hold to one attraction in the week
stands. U.B.O. now reported work-
ing more smoothly, the new le^it
circuit having its test between non-
and the holidays

Chicago, Sept. 19.

Legal pressure was applied locally

last we»lc to force Ted Healy. to.

work for the Shuberts and in lieu

theeof to keep him from working
for anybody else. Shuberts failed

first to halt Healy's week at the
RKO Palace and . second to prevent
his opening for a 12-day engage-
ment at the Dells, road house.
Healy walked put on 'The Pass-

ing Show' of which ho was supposed,
to be a 28% partner. Healy didn't
like the financial setup of the pro-

;

duction claiming it was too vague
and ambiguous and that it made
him a patsy. As a 1 partner he was
entitled to know and to have some-
thing to say about the money deals.

Shuberts didn't care to be explicit

with him he said, Healy saw no
reason in particular for J. '.jr.. Shu-
bert drawing $500 a week salary

from a production in whose met
profits Healy held an interest.

.Healy not only accepted the
Palace and Dells dates but booked
three weeks with Loew's opening
Sept. 30, at Rochester. Shuberts at-

torneys argued before Judge David,
iii Superior Court that 'The Passing"
Show' had been built around Healy
and that he should be restrained
from working for anybody else.

Healy had to. post $25,000 bond to,,

fulfill the Dells engagement.

One- Sided

Attorney Ben SJhrlicli represent-,

lng Healy pointed out that Healy
could earn upwards to $1,000 weekly
in vaudeville and that it.was unfair

to ask him to work on the Shuberts
unsatisfactory terms which merely
'provided • $500 drawing account'
against a percentage, a deal: over,

.whose bookkeeping Healy had no
control. Ehrlich claims the Shubert
contract is inequitable in several

clauses notably that there was no
opening date specified and the Shu-
berts could call upon Healy to act,

but Healy could not call upon the
Shuberts to produce.

'

Benedict Ginsberg, . Healy's New
York attorney, is in Chicago to tes-

tify, , in the, subsequent hearings'
which have been, scheduled for. this •

week , before Master in .
Chancery

Harry- Smitz. .
.

..

College Co-Eds Stage

Dept. Store Playlet

Minneapolis, Sept. 19.

Loop department store presented

.

a playlet as means of staging a
fashion show of campus and coun-
try club clothes in a new way.

University of Minnesota co-eds
were the performers and the play-
let was directed by A. Dale Riley,

director of dramatics at- the Uni-
versity. Admission free.

Job Is to the Swift
. Poughkeepsle, Sept. 19.

An actress Was the cause of the
first night court ever held in this
city. Special session was called to
enable Katherlne O'Bryne, St. Louis,
to continue on her way to Albany,,
where she hoped to secure a part in
a play.

"

Miss O'Bryne, arrested for speed-
ing, alibied she feared the role she
was after might be taken if she did
not hurry. About midnight Judge
Harcourt opened court, suspended
sentence, and girl went oh her way.

DARK THEATRE BURNS
Waltham, Mass., Sept. 19.

Fire of mysterious origin swept
through the Waldorf theatre block,
causing damage of $) 5,000. A fire-

bug is suspected.
The blaze started in a closet of

the theatre, which has been closed
for two years.

Burr Trying Again

Courtney Burr who figured anuiiy-
mounly in the promotion and fl-

nanclng of The. N'cw Yorkers' haB
another new musical in prepara-
tion.

The former ri'vun was nominally
presented by K. Ray (Joetz.
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Glanders' Musical Again

In Work; 'Bride' Into

Rehearsal at L A.

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Edward Royce and Joseph Fin-
ger, the latter operating the Cali-

fornia (foreign pictures), have
added Samuel Gelberg, downtown
merchant, to the production firm

that is reviving 'Rose of Flanders,'

which goes into the Mayan, Sept;

23, for its world premiere. Rehear-
sals of the operetta, originally

staged by Royce for the Los An-
geles Theatre and Music Guild, and
scheduled to open, at the Mason
three months ago, have started,

with Royce again directing.

An augmented orchestra will be
directed by John Brltz, with a. cast

of 66, including Russell Scott, Had-
ley Hall, Marianne Mabee, Helene
Heine, Arthur Clayton, May Beatty,

Naomi Myrlc, Earl Couvert, and
male and female ensembles.

Cast and musicians are in on a
co-operative deal, with the chorus
on regular salary. Inability to raise

a bond to protect the Interests of

the chorus halted the original pro-

duction, and Anally brought the

severance of relations with the

Guild, and the ousting of its pres-

ident, J. F. McClellah.
Rehearsals start Monday (19) at

the Belasco for 'The Bride the Sun
Shines On.' This follows 'Cat and
the Fiddle' at the Curran, 'Frisco,

when the musical moves here to- the

Belasoo. Cast of 'Bride' Includes

Laura Hope Crews, Kenneth Mc-
Kenna and Irene Purcell, all from
pictures. Gordon Davis will stage.

Wm. GUI agency provided the play-

ers.

Stock 'Widow* on Tour;

^ Road <Ekctra' Folding
Cleveland, Sept. 19.

.

Bob McLaughlin's Cleveland-re-
vived 'Merry Widow,' with Donald
Brian in lead role he created 20

Shows in Rehearsal

'Rendevouz' Arthur Hop-
kins), Gaiety.. .

'When Ladies Meet' (John
Golden), Royale. _
'Mademoiselle' (W.A.Brady),

Playhouse. ,

'Criminal at Large' (Wil-
liam Harris, Jr.), Belasco.
'Black Sheep' (Elmer Rice),

Plymouth.
•Real Folks' (NBC), New

Amsterdam.
'Forward March' (Brown and

Henderson) , Selwyn.
'Music in the Air" (Peggy

Fears), Casino. ... , . ,

'I Loved You Wednesday'
(Crosby Galge). Lyric.

'Bidding High' ('He Takes
Possession') (Jos. De Milt).

Vanderbilt.
The Other One' (Henry My-

ers), St. James.
'Singapore' (John H. Mears),

Fulton.
•The Absent Father' (Ken-

salt), 49th Street.
'Cain's Sister' (Elizabeth,

Mlele), Rltz.
Incubator' (Eklison and Bur-

ton), Booth.
'8ucces« Story' (Group Ther

atre), Elliott.

'The Good Earth,' 'Manhattan
Medley/ finished rehearsing
and open out of town this week.

UP-TO-DATE BOOKS FOR

OLD STANDARD PIECES

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

A revival of the three light op-

eras/The Merry Widow,' 'Madame
Pompadour1 and 'Nlghtblrds/ In

modernized book and settings, will

be staged by Karl Hajos and Her-

bert L. Heidecker, with a San Fran-

cisco bankroll.

Casting is now underway on

'Pompadour,' which is scheduled to

open at the Columbia, Frisco, bet.

30, with Ruth Gillette in the lead.

George Manker Watters Is doing
the modern book of the musical.

the Blltmore here.

years ago, is opening a 10-week tour
in Detroit Sept. Following definite which will play at $2 top. Following

bookings are Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, I
the 'Frisco run, the piece will play

and Chicago.
With exceptions of Roy Cropper

and 'Ruth Altman, who are being
held here, McLaughlin's stock com-
pany cast travels. It includes Nat

ENGAGEMENTS
Geoffrey Wardwell, Richie King,

Burns, Detmar Poppen, Fred Reto, I Kathlyn Comegys, Marcella Swan-
Audrey Bowman, Virginia O'Brien, son, Elizabeth Robinson, 'Finale.'

Howard Qulgley and chorus of 60. I Suzanne Caubaye, Betty Lindley,

•Mourning Becomes Electra,* also Lo«l3 Tanne, ^lngapore.' .

stocked by local Ohio's producer and , ^SSJSjf* ° NeI"'

sent on road, opened In Detroit last *™ L*tot£5 fee Tapps,
week, but Is plated to close Friday Anan Mann, 'Amerlcanna.'
there account of poor biz. Lester Crawford, John Hale,

'Pinafore,' with Fay Templeton in I 'Vanities.'
'

her famous role, is McLaughlin's George Baxter, George Nash,
latest attempt in reviving musicals Florence Vroom, Fuller MeUish,

In stock, and clicking with them. _M.
cM

Hl
an

' ,
Walter Sc0tt-

wSt1S^U d° ,Mlkad°*' WldrldMc^od. Nedda Harrlng-Fay Templeton. ton Mary Edna Hall. King CaldlrNew angle in selling tickets Is and Carleton Macy, 'Jimmy Takes
also being promoted by producer in Possession.'

'

hovel tie-up with a close-by tony 1 Jack PearL Lyda Robert!, Aarons
restaurant. Cafe owner throws in & Freedly*s untitled musical,

a $1.50 ticket to Ohio's stock shows Marguerite Earle, Vida .McLain,

with each S2 dinner whll« Me- Mabel Barry, Ruth Fischer, Inga
L . w 1« Anderson, Noni Dale, Josephine

Laughl n catches 'em by putting on Roberts, 'Wild Violets' (London),
each ticket a courtesy ' tax large

| Chas. Eaton, Claire Devine, Alfred
enough to make It profitable.

- Stock getting more breaks I

through temporary closing of rival
Hanna, the town's only road legit I

spot, which hasn't • any definite
|

bookings up to Oct. 10 date for Wal-

Webster, 'Incubator.'
Dorothy Waller, "Gay Divorcee."
Ann Lee Penman, 'Absent Father.'
William Frawley in 'Music in the

Air.'

Anna Appel, Yiddish Art Theatre.
William Harrlgan, Alexandra Car-

ter Hampden's 'Cyrano.' Hanna hyie, Emlyn Wifllams, 'Case of the
started season with 'Of Thee I Sing' Frightened Lady,
which, with $3.30 top, drew S.R.O.
crowds and nearly $30,000 for week,

Oakland Stocks Tried

William Challee, Group theatre.
Miml Jellerman, Tashamlra,

Jimmy and Nora Bell, Carolyn
Nolte, Aber Twins, Raymond Paird,
'Forward March.'
Marie Shotwell, Edda Von Beau-

Aa Gamble Show Profit low> Frank Collins, Vincent Yorke,xmi Wdliiuic onuw Jrrwu»' Edward Broadley, Larry Elllnger,
Oakland, Cal., Sept: 19. Henry Howard, George Offerman,

Dramatic stock seems to have en- James^Dunmore, 'Incubator/

trenched iselfin Oakland again with 19f2
endal1 Capp3

'
Passlne Show of

two projects-the Fulton and the WaUy Hall( Maryon Dale, Diane
Moulin Rouge—originally opened on Andrew, Gustavo Carrasco, Bill
a gamble developing into money- Sunderman, Charley Kenny, Vlr
makers. ginia McNaughton, Leo Hennig,
The Fulton Is doing stock at 30c Lita Lope, Lucien LaRiylere, Jo

for matinees Sunday, Wednesday sePh Pope, Marlon Young, Roy

U. S. Interest Revives

In Canada on Better

Money Exchange Rate

Toronto, Sept 19.

American producers will once

again invade the Canadian field this

season. Last season the 20-26%

discount on Canadian funds left

too great a margin of risk, theatre

revenue being what tt was. Within

the . week, Canadian exchange has

improved 5 points, the discount on
the dollar being 10%. Close on the
heels of this development American
producers talk of bringing In attrac-
tions.

Philip Merivale and Guy Stand-
ing will be"here In 'Cynara' ; Walter
Hampden in 'Cyrano.' Other offer-

ings are the 'Show Boat* revival,

O'Neill's 'Electra'; a Ruth Draper
program; 'Cat and the Fiddle'; 'Of

Thee I Sing* and the San Carlo
Opera Company.
George Keppie Is understood to

have secured the Canadian rights
of recent Broadway successes. He
will open at the Empire here, prob-
ably the first part of October, with
Jack Norwood, Herbert Rawlinson,
Frances Dade and Delrdre Doyle as
the nucleus of the company. Miss
Dade, prior to her film work, played
stock at this house for two seasons.
Cameron Matthews opens at the

Victoria here on Sept. 19 with
'Good Fairy,' Jennifer Dante doing
the Helen Hayes role. 'Strange In-
terlude,' second time here, and
'Enchanted April' will follow. Cast
also has Allan Conway of British
films, Edward Rlgby, Isabel Baring
and Claire Maynard.

English Troupes, Too
Colbourne and Jones, who grossed

over $60,000 in four weeks in On-
tario and Montreal last season, will
do nine weeks here, . opening in
Montreal on Oct. 17 and. in Toronto
Oct. 24, with Shaw's 'Too True to
Be Good.'

Aldwych Theatre Players will also
be over with 'Rookery Nook* and
'Plunder* for a trans-Canada tour,
starting the end of September.
'Thark' will probably be given on
the return jump. Sir Harry

.
Lau-

der will come to Toronto next
month and go right through .Can-
ada to the coast, where he will en-
ter the United States and remain
south of the boundary line for his
eastward tour. 'Cinderella' will also
be produced in Toronto with Brit-
ish principals and a Canadian
chorus and line-up, opening. In To-
ronto during Christmas week, jump-
ing to Montreal and then across
Canada to the Pacfic. 'Dumbbells
Revue' will do 19 weeks on the road.

It is very pleasant to be able to
state that the trans-Canada facili-

ties are being enhanced to a greater
degree this season than for many
years past. Independent theatres of
Canadian ownership~are now avail-
able in Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,
Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Regina and
Calgary, to say nothing of Medl
cine Hat, Lethbrldge and Prince
Albert, and the open theatres In
Vancouver and Victoria. A health
ier situation has also arisen through
the grouping of these houses into a
workable circuit by Ernest Rawley,
who controls the bookings from
Toronto.

Stage of the Embassy, . Ottawa,
destroyed by -fire,' It is understood
will be rebuilt, so that Ottawa
will then be in a position to take
the larger musicals which now visit
only Toronto and Montreal,

Legit Star Rating

Burns Mantle, New York
'News' dramatio crltlo, Is the
first of bis field to borrow the
film reviewing system of rat-
ing by stars.

The stars are run in a box
alongside the review and af-
ford a quick opinion for those
who don't care to read the
notice.

Mdanghlm ADr Bids

For Minneapolis Spot

As Bainbridge Rival

Minneapolis, Sept. 19.

Arthur Faust, former heavy with
the Bainbridge dramatic stock and
radio performer; Is negotiating for
the Century theatre, Publlx de luxe
loop house which has been dark the
past two seasons. Faust claims to
have the financial backing of a local
business men's group for a dra-
matic stock company to-be operated
with guest stars in conjunction
with the Robert McLaughlin chain
and in opposition to the Bainbridge
company at the Shubert. During
the past two seasons the city has
not even supported one stock com-
pany adequately.
Due to the illness of 'Buzz' Bain-

bridge, the . Shubert's opening has
been postponed one week to Sept,
25. This will be 'Bainbridge's twen-
tieth season here.

'Cynara,' announced as the open-
ing road attraction at the Metro-
politan for Sept. 26, has cancelled.

No other offering is in early pros-
pect. The Gayety, stock burlesque,
opened last week. It is being ope-
rated by employes on a cooperative
basis.

^and Saturday and 49c, for nights.
The Moulin Rouge, with Hugh

Metcalf ds director, is using Gold-
tree bills. 'The Married Virgin,'
which started the run, lasted six
profitable weeks.

CAST CHANGES

Benson, Shahnl, Lahl and Allen,
'Belmont Varieties.'
Robert C. Fisher, Eva Condon;

'Pure in Heart.'
Lou Tellegen, 'The Great Lover.'
Geo. Macready, Percival Vivien,

Burford Hampden, Beverly Roberts,
Harry Standing, Allan Wallace,
Donald Wilson, Lohn Lynds, John
Bryan, Welsh Homer, Perry Kind
Peter Donald, Jr., Glen Hunter, Lee

Gertrude Short replaced Alberta Patrick, 'Passionate Pilgrim.'
Vaughan in coast produced com-
pany of 'Intermission,' now in re-

I

hearsal in Los Angeles. Glenn Tryon
in place of Jack Trent. Jean Lacy

|

and Elmer Jackson added.
John Butler for Raymond Wal-

burn, 'Bridal Wise/ latter going to
|

'The Budget.'

Evan Farrell, 'The Stork Is Dead. 1

Sam Wren, 'The Bride the Sun
Shine On' (Coast).
Conway Teat-le, 'Dinner at Eight
Margaret Dumont, Stanley Ridges,

William Frawley, Hobart Cava
naugh, 'Tell Her the Truth/
Barry McCollum, Colin Hunter,

'Singapore.'

MUSIC UNION CONCEDES

POINT TO FORD'S, BALT0

Baltimore, Sept. 19.

Settlement of the new contracts
between the Musical Union and the
legit Ford's Involving a minimum
of men in the pit came closer last

week when the union reduced Its

first demand by two men.
That chop brought the original

demand for a nine-man minimum in

the legit pit down to seven. This
stands against the house's state-
ment that It can't rate more than
four.

It appears, likely that the seven-
man rule will prevail. Rate also
set will be time and a half it the
number of weeks in the season at
Ford's is less than 26; straight time
if more than 26 weeks' work.
At the other legitey, the Mary- <

land, no deal has been arranged,,the
house at present running without
any music in the pit. Which, 'ac-
cording to Henry Meyers, Musical
Union president, will mean that if

and when the house does request
muslckers, the scale will be about
$92.50 per man. larger than.the rate
for continuously employed musi-
cians.

Ed Vail Set to Go
Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.

After scouting around for two
months, Ed Vail has finally ob
tained backing for a stock company
at the Pitt and will open a season
of repertory Oct. 3.

Vail, who formerly directed the
George Sharp stock troupe here and
later one of his own In Toledo, is
now in the east recruiting, his
company.

Detroit Stock Complete
Detroit, Sept. 19.

The company of the Penman
Players has been assembled by
Charles Penman and Is rehearsing
here.

Playing stock the company reads
Wm. Post, Doris Dalton, Carl Den-
ton Reld, Edith Gresham, Wm. D,
Howard, Owen Delaney, Ken Dun
can and Donaldo. Currle.
Fleet production* Sept. Hi,

'Cany Nation' 1st

For Balto. Stock
Baltimore, Sept. 19.

First.- play for the Theatre Unit,
Inc., stock run at the Maryland on
Oct. 10 will be 'Carry A Nation.'
Will be presented with the associa-
tion of Arthur J. Beckhard of 'An-
other Language,' who appears to
have identified himself In with this
organization, using it as a field lab
oratory.
Show is by Frank MacGrath and

is headed by Blanche Yurka. Rest
of the stock cast will be Esther
Dale, John Parrlsh, Leslie Adams,
Daisy Belnore, Myron McCormick,
Frieda Altman, Joy Hlggina, Helen
Huberth, CharleB E. Arnt, Jt.

Can't Gamble on Profits
j

And Then Collect, Rules

Calif. Labor Commission

Los Angeles, Sept 19.

Legit actors, writers and theatre/
attaches who gamble with the man*
agement by taking percentages are
not considered employees by the
state labor commission, according
to a new ruling made by Charles
Lowy, attorney for the commission,
in dismissing wage olaims against
Arthur . Fisher and Paul Trebltsch,
producer of 'Hang Up Tour Hat,"!
at the Muslq, Box. .

Claim, made by principals, writers
and, dance directors, were for Z%'
of the gross each, but Lowy aayat
that the commission will not .bon*
slder these fractions as wages due
and collectible. .

Those bringing claims Included
Bernle Grossman, Dave Silversteln.
and Eddie Ward, who wrote the
tunes and were to get 2% ; Bunny;
Weldon and Eddie Prlnz, dance dU
rectors, and Doris MacHahon, star,
each' to get 1%.
Claims of eight wardrobe women

are to be paid by Fisher, who has
sold the costumes and will use the
proceeds for that purpose. . :

Stock for Zanetville
Zanesvllle, O., Sept. 19.

The Weller, one of the best known
legit houses in southeastern Ohio,
will house Edith Ambler Players,
opening here Sept. 19. The house
has been dark account of labor
trouble. It will be the first attempt
at legitimate in several years.
The Ambler company comes to

Zanesvllle from Dover, O., where
the troupe played 18 weeks under
canvas. Owing to the Sunday stage
ban here the Ambler Players will

move each Sunday, to the Hippo-
drome theatre In Marietta for that
day.

Future Plays

The Dark Hour/ a play on the
life of Christ by Heywood Broun,
is being readied by Lodewlck.
Vroom, wlio hopes to make produc-
tion in November.
'Jimmy Takes Possession/ by Lola

Howell, will be brought Into the
Vanderbilt early in Nov. by Joseph
Milt.

'Wait For Me/ by Robert Reud,
will be among the season's offer-
ings if plans carry through. A ro-
mantic drama in three acts, which
it is hoped to sell for Garbo's use
following stage production, which
will indicate its tenor.

Men Must Fight' now being
casted by Jos. P. Blckerton. Pro-,
duction date and place uncertain.
'The Other One/ by Henry Myers;

rehearsing for Thomas Kilpatrick.
Helen Ford featured, cast including'
George Baxter, George Nash,' Fuller.
Melllsh, Florence Vroom, Lida Mc-
Millan, Frank Andrews. Harold
Winston staging. Opens In West-
port, Conn., Sept. 26 for a week,
Broadway date probably Oct. 10.

'The Great Lover/ which has not
been seen In New York since 1915,
will be revived by Jules L, Leven-
thaL No house decided on, but may
follow Leventhal's 'That's Gratitude*
into the Waldorf.
'Women Live too Long/ by Vina

Delmar, to be presented by Robert
V. Newman, who Is also slated to
do 'Storm Song' by Sidney Buchman
(announced last season) and 'The
World Does Move,' by Carrington
A. Phelps.

'Intermission/ by Irving Kaye
Davis, opens Sept. 23 at the Loberb,
Santa Barbara, and at the Colum-
bia, Sari Francisco, Sept. 26, for two
weeks, produced by Harold Berg
and Jo Arnold. Cas£ headed by
Madge Bellamy and Glen Tryon, in-
cludes Gertrude Short, Judith Vo*
selli, Donald Keith, Selmer Jackson,
Jane Reld, Gaylord Pendleton, Jean
Lacy, Jean Temple, Glen Bowles,
Frank Thornton, Edward August,
Randolph Barker, Harry Jordan, Pat
Sewell and William Morris.
'Keeping Expenses Down/ comedy

by Montague Glass and Dan* Jar-
rett will be produced by Dlmltrl
Tiomkin. In rehearsal.

'Tourists Accommodated/ which
was tried out last .summer at White
Plains, will be done by Clovelly,

Cracraft & Berkeley. It's a comedy
by Charles Divine originally called

'Home Is Best.'

'8top That Clock/ revue, will be
brought into the St. James theatre
by Courtney Burr.
'Rendezvous/ previously known as

'Master Melody,' will be Arthur
Hopkins' first production. Tries out
in New Haven and Hartford a week
before coming Into the Plymouth
Oct. 12.

'Storm Song' will be Robert I\ jw-
man's first this season. It's a drama
by Sidney Buchman which was
written for the late Jeanne Eagles.
Others contemplated are 'Women
Live Too Long/ 'A Chance at
Heaven/ both by Vina Delmar; 'The
World Does Move/ comedy-drama
by Carrington A. Phelps, and a
comedy by an unnamed author.

. 'The Clock Struck One/ which
was tried In Stamford, Conn., will be
recast and brought to town by tho
United Productions, Inc., formed by
Gertrude Sharkey and Louis Lo-
baudy*
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Plays on Broadway

CLEAR ALL WIRES
.Comedy -In three . acta ' presented at the

Times Square Sept. 14 toy Herman Shumlin;

written by Bell and Samuel Speyrack;

•Thomas Mitchell featured; staged toy the

Chambermaid. Ludrollla ToreUka
Chambermaid • • Anna. Ouzoroff

Porter ..Alexander LapteK
Pettlngwplte .Charles Romano
Benke. . . .

Brecher

Mackenzie. • .yhiiip xonge
|

Kate Nelson .Dorothy Tree

Menzles. John Hoy?"*"
Kostya... ,y

A«. -K?™1

•Lefty' Williams.. .Harry Tyler

peasant. •'. .Peter Lopoukln

Soldier. ••
\
Aaron„v"

SoEanoff...... John Melvln Blelfer

Mew Woman -A,*"* ^f^S
Buckley Joyce Thomas. . . .Thomas Mitchell

Eugenie Smlmova .Pauline Achmatova
Prince Tomofsky Eugene Slgalolf

Dolly Wlnslow. Dorothy Mathews
Professor Sverdln John Hamsa
Commissar.. ...George ErmoloK
Grfltnrteln...... Alexander DanaroK
Vokhok.. ...Alexander Lopteff

Cognn .... V Alexander Markoc
Rubinstein. .Jacques Nerodoc
Nurse • • • Nina Dolgova
Chairman : . . .Nicholas Busanovsky
Conductress . . • .Tamara Klrllltn

Conductor. Serge Antonolt

Egon Brecher made the German cor-
respondent authentic.
For those who know something of

the Continent, and especially: Mos-
cow, 'Clear All Wires' especially ap-
peals. It might have been bettei.

but has enough to stick. Ibee.

FLYING COLORS
Revue presented at the Imperial Sept.

15 by Max Gordon; words and music by
Howard Diets nnd Arthur Schwartz; book
staged by Dietz; dances staged by Alber-

tlna Rasch. *

Clifton Webb, Charles Butterwortb,
Tamara Geve and Patsy Kelly featured.

Cost: Phllly Loeb, Buddy and Viima Eb-
sen, Imogene Coca, • Jean Sargent, Alber-

tina Vltak, Helen Carrlngton, June Blos-

som,- Nonette Moore, Larry Adler. George
Kirk, Jay Wilson.

A newspaper play set in Moscow
amid correspondents of the Ameri-

can press, 'Clear All Wires* has most

unusual atmosphere. It is rather a

fable, quite laughable at times, but

slows up and, instead of a clear

dick, rang down a moderately di-

verting show. Has been clipped

since opening.

Had the pace and the comedy of

the first act been approximated for

the balance of the performance,
Herman Shumlin might, have regis-
tered something akin to his maiden
effort, 'Grand Hotel.' Unlike the
latter, the new, show is not mahy-
ecened; It has one set, but was just

as long. Seemed unnecessary for an
insistent early start and four-min-
ute intermissions.

Shumlin was adept, however, in

the casting, Most of the characters
are Moscovlte, and reaL Russians
were chosen with excellent results.

In manner and dialect the modern
Russian was authentically simu
lated. Samuel and Bella Spewack
should know their stuff, having rep
resented the former New. York
'Morning- World' in Moscow, among
other foreign capitals.

The authors treated the subject in

the vein of farce comedy, which is

probably the only effective way it

could be done for the American
stage. The central character might
be a composite as a source—Floyd
Gibbons, Walter Duranty and even
back to Richard Harding Davis.
The Buckley Joyce Thomas of the
play is the swashbuckling type of
newspaperman. He" is the Paris
man and head of the foreign service
for the Chicago 'Press.' Transferred
to Moscow, his assistant, Lefty
Williams, a sort of reformed tough
guy, kicks Pittingwaite, represent
lng the 'Times,' out of the best suite
in the Savoy, hires his Russian aide
Kostya in advance, and Thomas
blusters onto the scene like a con
quering hero.

Thomas makes a tactical error,

that of annexing his boss' 'Follies'

girl friend, sent to Paris by 'J. H.'
to.study. Dolly Winslow is the dizzy
dame, whom Thomas brings along,

and it isn't long before the pub-
lisher is wised up. Tipped that he
has been fired, Thomas frames a
sensational stunt by planning to
have an impecunious prince shot
and cabling a yarn that the last of
the Romanoffs is dying. But the
Russian Commissar of Foreign Af-
fairs'unexpectedly visits the corre-
spondent with his retinue. The
shooting comes, off, Thomas jump
lng into the line, of Are that might
have bumped off the Russian offt

cial. He becomes a national figure,

being deluged with gifts from the
peasants. But clever investigation
discloses Thomas' trick, and he is

on the verge of being Incarcerated
A twist lets him off, but he gets the
bad news that his resignation, made
as a bluff, has been accepted.
Finale has him dashing for China,
On an assignment 'from Hearst,' ac
companled by Kate Wilson, a clever
newspaper girl whom he had over
looked.

Thomas Mitchell as Buckley Joyce
Thomas gives a superlative per-
formance as the dynamic reporter
Who will do almost anything to
Create news and score a beat. From
his first entrance he is on the stage
throughout with few exceptions
One of the longest parts and one of
the most exacting in years, Mitchell
Will probably train down plenty be
lore the engagement is over.

Aside from the prince's wife and
generally ample Russian women, the
two feminine leads are well handled
by Dorothy Tree as Kate, and Dor
pthy Matthews as Dolly. Interest

Jn the Russian players is concen-
trated in Ari Kutai, as the Mosco-
vite assistant to Thomas, Eugene
SIgaloff as the prince, Alexander
Danaroff as head of the secret ser
vice, and . Peter Lopoukin as a burly
Peasant. Harry Tyler as Lefty Wil
liams, and John Melvin Bleifer as a
raging communist stood out, while

Looks like 'Flying Colors' is in.

Warmly greeted after three trying
weeks in Philly, the new revue ran
to much better form than earlier in-

dicated. If the last act . played as
good as the first business chances
would be even rosier. It's a cinch

until something comes in against it,

at which time there may be. some
worry.
Max Gordon is the presenter, but

he fell ill out of town and Howard
Dietz took over the burden of whip-
ping the show into shape. Dietz

was not only the principal author
but is in plenty oh the managerial
or backing end. Sam H. Harris
batted for Gordon in an advisory
way and has a hunk of the show.
So have the Shuberts and Dave
Loew. George S. Kaufman, who col-

laborated with Dietz on the book of

The Band Wagon' also sat in sev-
(Continued oh page 46)

Default of Tondeleyo'

Ends Equity Law Suit
San Francisco, Sept. 19.

After battling Equity for six years
Edith Ransome failed to appear in

court this, and Judge. Deaey tossed
out her suit.

Stage player sued Equity, Theo-
dore Hale, Its local rep, and Richard
Tucker for $160,000, charging a con-
spiracy to keep her out of work.
She was eased out of the Wilkes
theatre here in 1925. when doing
Tondeleyo in /White Cargo,' and has
been playing the lawsuit circuit

ever since.

Her attorney said Miss Ransome
was stranded in Seattle, but Hale
alleges she had so many lawsuits on
file in the Northwest she hadn't time

to attend this'n.

$ way List Swells to 17; Agency,

Cutrate Buying Spurts; 'Colors'

And 'Wires' Look in the Money

WYNN SELLOUT,

TASTURES' UP

IN

The list of shows in rehearsal in-

cludes the initial productions this

season of half a dozen well-known
managers, who are aiming at Broad-
way approximately at Election time.

Most showmen of the elder group
had held off and that they have
gone into action is indicative of re-
turning confidence.
The ticket brokers see favorable

signs, too. Awaiting smash attrac-
tions, there has been no heavy vol-
ume of business, but the temper of
the ticket-buying public suggests a
definite forward trend. The major-
ity of patrons are asking: for top-
price tickets rather than seeking
less desirable locations at Interme-
diate prices. There has been an up-
ward turn in cut rates as well, and
recently, with but five shows at bar-
gain rates, more business was done
than with 14 shows the same week
last year.'

With two shows dropping out and

$5,500 NO RAVE

FOR LA'S SOLO

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Only legit in town, 'As Husbands
Go,' got out of the red, but was no
rave, at $5,600 for the week. With
Pauline Frederick starred, it's get-

ting a play from the older crowd,
mats being near sell-outs down-
st&irs*
Nothing set to open locally for the

next„three weeks, with 'Cat and the
Fiddle' the next possibility, but no
date so far.

Boston, Sept. 19.

The legit theatres here, decreased
in number since the Tremont turned
to pictures and the Lyric.lapsed into

what appears to be perpetual dark
ness, are doing excellently. .

Green Pastures,' which hopes to

un ten weeks at the Colonial,

jumped $4,000 last week to $22,000

and is still going strong, while Ed
Wynn's 'Laugh Parade' did near ca-

pacity biz with $27,000. Wynn
moves out Oct. 1. Newcomers this

week are the Lunts in 'Reunion in

Vienna,' at Plymouth, which reports
sell-out for the first night, and

The Squealer/ Edgar Wallace mys
tery, put on by the Copley Repertory
Company, strengthened this season
by return of E, E, Clive.

'Fiddle' Holds $15,000

In Frisco; Three More

Producers Set to Go

langaage/ $10,000

In Gloomy Loop as

Legit Marks Time

Chicago, Sept. 19.

Chicago will • finish September
with three shows. Three others are
reasonably certain for October, viz,

'Whistling in the Dark,' 'Reunion in
Vienna,' and the perpetual 'Cyrano
de Bergerac,' with Walter Hampden.

It now appears that the Apollo
will stay dark until November and
neither the Harris, Grand, nor
Adelphi, the three houses now open,
has anything in prospect to follow
present attractions: All in all 1932-
33 starts off like the season of the
Great Emptiness.

Failure of the Selwyn, an ace
house of the town and belonging to
the U. B. O., to have even a hope
is as valid a commentary upon the
legit situation as could be made.

Estimates for Last Week
'Another Language' (Harris) (CD-

1,100; $2.75) (2d week). Got excel-
lent notices as anticipated, but first

week shy of $10,000. Using some 24
sheets and extra space in dailies in
hope of clicking. Chicago company
headed by Tom Powers and Patri-
cia Colllnge generally held as equal
to original.
'Cynara* (Grand) (CD-$1,365;

$2.75) (3d, final week). Must have
splashed into the red locally. Has
pegged $7,000 or less as season's first

invader of a deserted outpost. Goes
to Kansas Ci,ty, St. Louis and De
troit. Minneapolis cancelled. 'Of
Thee I Sing,' with Oscar Shawl,
Harriet Lake, Donald Meek, arid Ce
cil Lean opens tonight (Monday).
'World Between,' Adelphi (CD-

$2.75). Opened Saturday (17) with
DeWolf Hopper and Sally Blane
heading cast. Locally written by
Fritz Blockl, drama critic, and io
cally produced by Ben Bernie and
R. G. Lydy, parking station owner

Anita Ionise in 'Marquise'
Holly wood, Sept. 19.

Anita Louise, Radio contracted
makes her stage debut in 'The Mar
qulse,' with Billle- Burke, at the El

Capitan.
'

Alan Mobray, William Stack, Mor
gan Farley, Herbert Bunston, Cyril

Delavantl and Virginia Howard are

others in the cast, David Burton
directing.

San Francisco, Sept 19.

Local legit field Is snapping? be,

to llge with Belasco & CurrMk,

Henry Duffy and Erlanger set for

shows.
B & C planning an early October

opening for "Bride the Sun Shines
On' at the Curran, following 'Cat
and Fiddle' which bows out end of
this month after nine big weeks.
Past stanza, seventh, continued to
hold up to $16,000, which is big
money after such an extended stay,
Irene Purcell, Kenneth McKenna
and Laura Hope Crews are set for
Bride.'

Duffy will return to the Alcazar
Sept. 29 opening with Pauline Fred-
erick in 'As Husbands Go,' bring
ing piece in from El Capitan, Holly
wood. Following "will be Billie

Burke in 'The Marquise-' with Joe
E. Brown in Ixmder, Please* set to
follow still later.

Erlangefs Columbia re - lights
Sept. 26 with: Intermission,' first

play house has had in several
months. Madge Bellamy and Glen
Tryon are cast. »

Belasco A Curran's Geary with
out an attraction.

'HUMPTY'S' $12,000 WOE

SOURS PITTSB'G START

Pittsburgh, Sept. 19,

Legit season opened inauspicious

ly here, with first show of the year,

'Humpty. Dumpty,' getting a terrible

$12,000 at the Nixon at $4.40 top
First night almost a sell-out, with
gate showing around $4,000, but fell

off to nothing after that, only mats
making a fairly presentable show
ing.

Looks like Nixon will be the only
legit site operating this season
with bookings shaping up none too
well. House dark again and will
remain that way until week of Oct
10 when 'Pure, in Heart' opens as
first play of American Society sub
scription series.

Alvin, town's remaining legit

house, which reverted hack- to War
ners last spring as result of Shubert
receivership, unlikely to reopen,

ULRIC GARNERS

$9,000 IN PHILLY

Philadelphia, Sept. 19.

Three legit houses are now open
in Philly, and indications are that

this will be the average number
doing business this season, although
a couple more are figured for part
time bookings.
Latest to join the ranks of the re

lighted is the Chestnut Street Opera
House, home of the newly formed
American Theatre Society. First

offering is 'The Good Earth,' which
has a phenomenal advance and
should be a smash for two weeks,
no matter what the notices are,

Reputation of the book will do that,

The Forrest has 'Americana,' which
opened Saturday night after four
postponement. Likely that this re

vue will hold over for next week in
view of late start. House has no
other booking until Eva Le Galli

enne on Oct. 10.

'Nona,' at the Garrick, last week's
only legit, got notices ranging from
fair to very: bad, but Lenore Ulric
draw is helping, especially at matl
nees and upstairs. First week be-
tween $8,000 and • $9,000. One more
week, and then house gets Rajah
Raboid, East Indian mystic for
week prior to opening of new Kern-
Hammerstein musical show, 'Music
in the Air.'

The Broad opens on Oct. 3 with
'Absent Father,' another tryout
House being booked indie by Samuel
F. Nlrdllnger, who also has Garrick,
The Shubert is still reported as
opening soon, but no official word
has been heard.
On Oct. 3 the Chestnut gets' Ma

demoiselle,' new Brady piece, with
Grace George and Alice Brady, with
'Autumn Crocus' announced as the
third American Theatre Society
offering on Oct. 17.

'BUDGET' WEAK OPENER

IN BALT0. AT $2,800

Baltimore, Sept. 19.

Present legit got away last week
with the new play, 'Budget,' in at
the Maryland, one of the town's two
indie booked theatres. Show yras
panned by all concerned and grosses
dropped away,
While business was poor, the

booking of the show into the Mary

four oening this week, there will be
17 attractions by Friday night. A
brace of premieres last week figure
to land in the money, though neither
was rated outstanding at the open-
ing:. 'Flying Colors,' at the Imperial,
drew1

, favorable notices and has ft

good chance. 'Clear All Wires,* at

the Times Square, drew some differ-

ence of opinion, but should also
make

:
the grade. 'Counsellor at Law*

opened a repeat date at the Plym-
outh, bettering $11,000, which was
regarded satisfactory but nothing
like the original pace.

'Ballyhoo' bettered its first pace
and got $21,500, which is profitable;
The Man Who Reclaimed His
Head,' liked by subsequent audi*
ences, has not recovered from the
first-night sock, and got about $5,*
000; 'Best Years' does not appear to
have much chance at the Bijou;
Here Today,' moderate at $7,000 but
slight profit.

Best reports to date from, out of
town on the new shows pertained to
Lilly Turner,' which opened at the
Morosco last night,' and 'Vanities,'
which comes to the Broadway next
week. 'Americana' Is another mu-
sical liked (opened in Phila. Satur-
day).

Due also next week are 'Success
Story,' Elliot; 'Manhattan Medley,'
Longacre; 'Ol' Man Satan' (again
postponed), Forrest, and 'Bidding
High,' Vanderbilt. Added to this
week's openings is 'The Stork Is
Dead,' 48th Street, Friday . (23).
•Bridal Wise' stopped at the Cort
last Saturday, and this is the final

week of 'The Cat and the Fiddle.'

Estimates for Last Week
'Another Language/ Booth (22d

Week) (C-708-$3.30). Holds to prof-
itable trade; last week about $10,-
600, which compared favorably with
previous (holiday) week.

'Ballyhoo of 1932,' 44th St. (Sd
x

week) (R-l,325-$3.85). New revue*
picked up and developing agency
call; first full week gross to $21,500.

'Best Years,' Bijou (3d week)
(CD-615-$3.30). Little trade so far;
first full week estimated around $3,-
000; must improve, to stay.

'Bridal Wise,' Cort. Closed last
Saturday after playing 16 weeks un-
der co-operative plan; house slated
for 'Tell Her the Truth' (musical).
'Cat and Fiddle,' Cohan . (50th

week) (M-l,400-$3.30). Final week;
run leader accomplished virtual
year; goes to road; last week over
$11,000; house probably dark for
time.

: .

'Clear All Wires,' Times Square
(2d week) (C-l,067-$3). Opened
middle of last week with reviews
divided but. some distinctly favor-
able; business, went well over four
figures.

'Flying Colors,' Imperial (2d week)
(R-l,446-$4.40). Revue opened, late
last week with generally favorable
notices; virtual capacity Saturday
night.' '

'Here Today;' Barrymore (3d
week) (C-l,116-$3.30). Moderate
engagement indicated; somewhat
under first week, but made money
at $7,000 last week.

'Lilly Turner,' Morosco (1st week)
(C-893-$3.30). Presented by George
Abbott and Philip Dunning; writ-
ten by same; well regarded at try-
out; opened'Monday..
'Man Who ' Reclaimed His Head,'

Broadhurst (3d week) (D-1,118-
$3.30), This week will tell if en-
gagement will continue; little trade
last week; 'estimated around $6,000.

'Of Thee I Sing,' Music Box (39tJ»
week) (M-l,000-$6.60). Again drew
fine business with $27,000 gross last
week; moves to 46th Street soon at
$4.40 top.

'8miling Faces,' Shubert (4th
week) (M-l,396-$3.30). Doubtful ofland figures as a wise move for the

house as re-establishing the spot as I sticking; low gross musical around
" "* J J 1 """"

" $10,000; limited agency buy; some

DAUBER DABBLES
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 19.

Maurice Tuttle, scenic artist, will

open a stock company soon In the

Masonic Temple theatre, seating

1,044. He plans a 40 weeks' season,

Tuttle formerly was artist for the

PolJ stock at the Court Square.

a standard legit house. ,The Mary
land and the Auditorium have just
cdme out of receivership, and Len
McLaughlin is bustling to steady
the theatres.

.

It means a hearty competish be-
tween these houses and the Ford's,
the UEO spot. And already it ap-
pears that there are more than
enough pieces going on the road,
both to and from New York, to keep
all three spots almost continuously
lighted throughout the season.
Maryland Is set for six weeks of

stock with the Theatre Unit, Inc.,

opening on Oct. 10, and it's more
than likely that the run will be ex-
tended, since this same group came
in last year for only two weeks and
stuck for 18.

Estimates for Last Week
'Budget,' Maryland (C-1,900-

$1.50). , New play on the depresh
couldn't got anywhere even at the
low top, decamping with less than
$2,800.

. 'Lilion and 'Camille,' Ford'a. This
is Eva Le Gallienno's Civic Reper-
tory company, opening tonight .(19)

for. a one-week stay.

improvement claimed last week.
'The Budget,' Hudson (1st week)

(CD-l,094-$3.30). Presented by
Hugh Ford and Harry Asldn; writr
ten by Robert' Middlemass; opens
tonight.

'

'The Stork Is Dead,' 48th Street
(F-969-$3.30). Presented by A. H.
Woods ; adapted by the Hattons
from Austrian original; added
starter opens Friday.

'Triplets,' Masque (1st week) (F-
7O0r$3.30). Presented independently
by Mark Llnder, its author; opens
Wednesday (21).

Other Attractions
'Counsellor-at- Law,' . Plymouth;

last season smash back for repeat,
bettered $11,000 first week.
'Show Boat/ Casino (19th week);

revival drew around $23,000 and
still indefinite;

'That's Gratitude/ Waldorf; re-
vival.
'Belmont Varieties/ Belmont;

vaudeville revue opens Thursday
(22).

.
'Only the Young/ Sutton Show

Shop (little) ; opens Wednesday (21).
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Cowards Revue Hlfords and Music'

Promises Hit at London Adelphi

London, Sept. 19.

Noel Coward has done it again.

Hie newest show, 'Words and
Music,' a revue written and staged

by himself, with all the music com-
posed by himself, was rapturously,

greeted by the press, some of which
called it the greatest revue ever

written. Audience reaction also was
cordial and it looks as though the

show is in.

Piece, , which is at the Adelphi,

was produced by C. B. Cochran and
has no stellar names, no actors be-

ing featured either. Best known,
kctor in the show is Romney Brent,

imported from America, who made
a nice impression. Also there are

at least two hit performances by
hitherto unknown players. Dances
by Buddy Bradley, although Coward
spent' a few of his spare moments
staging a couple of these; also.

Revolving stage is used for severa'

of the stage effects. .

REVUE DELAYED

Injury to Star Impedes Folies Ber-

gere—Derval to Copyright Revue

PICCADILLY TAKEN FOR

NON-STOP VAUD-REVUE

• London, Sept. 9.

Lucleh : Sammet, originator of

.continuous variety and revue in

England, has just leaded', the Pic?

.cadilly theatre. Sajhmet has formed
a company with a. capital of $100,-

000; and his policy will be to, stage
musical and legit shows there twice
nightly, with an all West End cast.

Shows will be changed
8
every fort-

night, and prices will range from.
16 to 75 «ents, same as at most
suburban picture houses. Sam-
met's idea is to . get the suburban
trade,

.. The Plccadiliy has been a white
elephant for several years, and al-

though ft- cost' around $1,000,000 to

l^r.b.uildi is now for. sale by order of

the court for $560,000. Should a
purchaser come along at . that fig-

ure • Sammet is given preference.'
: Sammet's condition of lease is the

most reasonable ever given, to arty-
' one. 'He has' to pay .15% of the
gr'oss^takihgs. "../ ..'

., House will/Open around middle of
next month, and the company will

be known as -,
: Piccadilly Theatre

Productions (1932), Ltd.,

Guinan oh Wing? .

'.Paris, Sept. 10.

Though nothing definite has been
arranged, it Is understood Tex Gui-
nan is to take a > company of .30 of

her girls : on a European tour, for
which arrangements are under way.
Johnny Stein is currently in Paris
oh the project.

"

All concerned are- very reticent
about it in an attempt to avoid the
mistakes made on Guinan's previous
attempt to play France—which
failed. Harry Pilcer, who prompted
the idea with Eddie Edelstein, .is

keeping silent, but it is understood
that should Tex Guinan be allowed
to.play France it would probab'.y re-

sult in a hookup.

Paris, Sept. 10.

New Folies Bergere rehearsals

may be delayed because of Odette
Florelle, the star, being, in a hos-
pital following a motor crash.

Though painfully hurt actress is not
considered in danger.
Georgle Graves, American, is also

in the revue which this year will

be entirely copyrighted by Paul
Derval, no matter how many pro-
ducers contribute ideas. Previously
the. Fplles Bergere shqws were
copyrighted by Louis Lemarchand,
former producing head of the con r

cern, •

Paris

(Continued from page 3.9)

irig enough to "drive any janitor
crazy. '; >.'

Harold Smith still has to be care-
ful of his arm.
Jeanne- Helbiirig in her new eight-

cylinder model.
Clara- Kretzlnger painting in

Montparnasse.
. /Charles Heustis comparing Paris
to Quaker City.
The Kastriers getting news of

Maurice Barber.
Louise Brann to Germany to visit

her sister Esther.
'Scarface' plugging; Mayor Cer-

mak's speeches.
Jack Hobby now with Heintz &

Co., Instead of Chase.
Jack Forrester spending much

time with Braunberger.
Saint Granler busy preparing a

sketch for the Empire.
Capt. Billy Waters, a director lh

the Benwood company.
. The Marcel Achards for a long
rest in Saint Raphael.

Irene Bordini's car drawing at-
tention: fjont of Fouquets.
.
Sam .Lanham and Edwin Lanham

mistaken one for the other.
. Reuben. Mamoulian trying to use
the Cljaridge for a hideaway.

Ma.x;Laenimle inducing big French
stage names, to do dubbing.
.. ;Hajry. Laenmann. taking his Rolls
,Royce to London before sailing.

Georgle Graves to do hew . dance
in the next Folies Bergere revue.

... Pierre and Mrs. Loving helping: to
get out .'This Quarter' magazine.
Valery Boothby getting a . big

apartment in Paris for the winter.
Charles White, 93, oldest Ameri-

can resident of Monte Carlo, died
there.. ..

Kathleen Key prospecting in Mon-
tana, which. |a the name of a Left
Bank hoteL
'Cadum Soap' Mlchaelis giving up

his. apartment previous to returning
to America.
Mrs. Eddie Kline buying an um-

brella Jn Paris while her husband
sells an animal picture.
French music experts kicking at

'Carmen' opera being-shown in Lon-
don on the screen as 'Gypsy Blood.'

Mistinguett Seeking.

Paris Revue Theatre
Paris, Sept. 10.

A third revue house may open In

Paris if Mistlnguett gets her way.
She is currently touring central
Europe, but has scouts prospecting
for a suitable stand for her to put
on revues. She has parted with.

Dufrenne & Varna, who run the
Casino de Paris.
Other . revue house In Paris is

Folies Bergere. MIstlnguett's ad-
visors, especially Earl Leslie and
Harry Pilcer, have sold her the
American talent Idea, and she will

probably book plenty of It to sup-
port her if she can get another
chance to star in Paris, where, de-
spite her 64 years, Parisians', loyalty
to . their old stars makes her still a
possibility.

She is already signing American
jazz musicians.

LONDON SHOW WORLD

Asking Alimony, Comic's

Wife Charges He Wastes

His $3.75 Day on Girl

Mexico City, Sept. 14.

Idea of Mexican stage salaries is
conveyed in a complaint charging
desertion filed against Jose Pastor
Bonorls, comedian of the revue
company playing the Teatro Iris
here, filed

:
by his wife, Engracia,

chorister In the same unit.
She avers Jose! gets the equiv-

alent of $3.75, less 10% for actors'
union assessments, a day for three
shows; Complainant observes that
it only costs actor about $1.60 a day
to live.

She wants the authorities to force
him ,td give her some of bis earn-
ings, instead of spending what's
left after his personal expenses' are
taken care of, on a ' sweetie, a
chorine in another show.

Publix Ad Reels

Jam Oyer Money Bah
Budapest, Sept. 8.

. One of the 'four, Rive!s Brothers,
acrobats, . with Beketow Circus
throughout the summer, got into
trouble with frontier authorities on
leaving the country, by auto.

Acrobat had 60 British pounds in
his pocket for which he had no ex-
portation perm.it. Rivels speaks
English only, so could not explain
his ignoranc.e of local rulings when
accused of smuggling foreign cur
rency out of the country. . After he
was kept in custody. 24 hours, aero
bat was set free after paying a
nominal fine.

Loop

I'm Telling You"

(Continued from page 39)

said he couldn't fix it. The owner
went mad and yelled, 'What? You
work in the factory and can't fix

' one of your own cars?' But the man
sheepishly answered, 'I'm a book-
keeper there.'

This is going to be a short col-

umn because I'm all in from my
long run. By the way, do any of

you guys know of anybody who
wants to buy some make-up slightly

used? Your loving son,

ARK YOU -READING?-
Jackie.

(Late of 'The Passing Show'—but
not late enough).

Mrs. George Engels a visitor.
Marty Bloom in town with Green

and White.
Ben Ehrllchs moving to Kenll-

worth, nifty suburb.
Nan Dorland stopped the clock

and the clerks at CBS.
.

Archie Herzoff lias a pedigreed
pipe that an admiral once smoked.
Harlan Ware of the Sherman

hotel emblazoned in current 'Col-
lier's.'

Gardner Wilson lias rented an
office, but purposely will have no
telephone.
Lloyd Lewis, Marc Connelly and

their wives motored to Chicago from
New York.
LeRoy Alexander minus the Mel-

rose Park theatre until litigation in-
volving former lessee is settled.
Fred Gardner, New York 'Evening

Post,' while in town contracted to
supply the 'Trib' with Wall Street
lowdown.
Al Williamson and Tom Fizdale

of NBC were pinch-hitting as an-
nouncers for the amateur talent at
the Palace last week.
Harris theatre has 12 hew down

front seats where the orchestra pit
used to be. Now nobody can hear
the music which trickles out faintly
from the cellar under the apron.

> (Continued from page 12)

survey, that . TSC's Screen Broad-
casts are the most attractive ad-
vertising films of their kind avail-
able from the- standpoint of the
audience and the theatre, and they
also offer Publix the greatest possi-
bilities of revenue. Accordingly,
Publix has made, this new, contract
with TSC and has determined to do
everything reasonably possible to
aid TSC to sell Its service and get
maximum revenue for' the the-
atres.'

Ad shorts will average 50 feet in
length, with up to six of these on
as many advertisers comprising a
unit, or about 350 feet in all.

Exact amount of revenue accru-
ing to each theatre playing the films
will be credited to that theatre as
part of Its Income and will be shown
on the house's weekly report as an
income credit.

Hays Loophole
While there Is a loophole lh the

Hays ban on screen advertising
which allows a company to accept
paid space on the screens of its own
theatres, distributors are already
balking at the decision of Para
mount-Publlx'. The subject will
probably be debated at the next
session of the Hays organization
which is set for Sept. 29.

. Distribs point out that although
a company does confine such ad-
vertising' to its own houses they
are directly affected In the long run.
Should the advertising cause a de-
cline at the Publix box offices, dis-
tribs who have made booking deals
with Publix claim their percentages
will be affected accordingly r in
other words that they will not
realize as much revenue as before.
The Hays ruling, it is now ex-

plained, was made with the objec-
tive of protecting theatres from
product containing advertising mat
ter. There was no stipulation, it is
declared, that a producer could not
adopt advertising for his own
screens, however, although this step
is one admittedly not approved by
the majority of the Hays group.

London, Sept. 10.

Moss Empires is paving trouble
among its directors at every bpard
meeting over its weekly colossal.

'

The . situation at present Is that
the directors do hot know what to

do with the circuit. They, have
tried musical shows, both once and
twice nightly, pictures and vuade-
ville, and so far the pnly consist-
ency has been its losses. Shares
that once stood at over $10 are now
being quoted at around $1.60.

William Evans, Lord ' Beaver-
brook's nominee, and himself a' big
stockholder, has been the dominant
figure at most of the board meetings,
recently, It looks as > if he has been
sitting on the fence, letting, all the
other directors go ahead, knowing
full well the longer they stay the
more precarious the posltidn will

become. He has now told the di-

rectorate that he is in a position to
get new 'capital providing four, of
the present directors, who are most
important, resign.

1

There is sure to.be plenty Of Are-,

works at the next few Moss Empires
meetings, and there are bound to be
several important changes which/
will stagger the entertainment ih-j

dustry. :

Leaver's Doubleheader
Phillip L>aver is a clever young

actor and apparently a good busl-i

ness man. He has had two ' plays,

from his pen produced in .the West
End within a few days of each
other. The , first was .. 'Tomorrow
Will Be Friday,' at the Haymarket;
and now 'The Way to. the Stars/
presented at. Wyhdham's Sept, 6.

Like his first authorship efforts, the
second is nearly a good piece—but
hot quite.

Two Archies .

Archibald Nettlefold, millionaire,
whose lease of the Comedy theatre
has 17 more years to run, hus defi-

nitely decided not to finance any
more productions. Recently he pro-
duced. 'Paris in London* . at this
theatre and it was sluggged by the
critics, which Archie thought un-
deserved. .

Another Archie, de Bear by sur-:

name, who recently produced 'Savoy
Follies,' and probably wishes he,

hadn't; has been signed by- British
International to direct the filming, of
a revue by Paul England and Claude;
Hulbert.

case no permit was required, as he
does not come under the category
of a performer. Since then he has
written ..most of. the music of, An-
derson's. •'Fanfare.' i

Dwan's Studio Deals
Alan Dw^.n has Just concluded a

dear with . ZImmcrmann Brothers
and Robin Irvine to produce 'Her
First Affaire,' with Dwan to get
salary plus percentage of profits.
Zlmmermanns are head of Sterling
Film Co., but this will be done in-
dependently. : '

:

-Her First Affaire' Is a light com-
edy produced here in 1930, and was
hot a success. Dwan will later do
a film for Sterling Film Co.

,'GuignqlV Trouble-
. G. v- Bi Samuelson's continuous
Grand Guignol season at Duke of
York's theatre opened around middle
June, has been encountering tough
goingi

'

Samuelson's . . . .first 'investment, •

amounting to around $4,000, has al-
ready been used up. Newcomers,
Doctor Moss, Harold Lewis and Ar-
thur Cohen -w/ere brought in .with
a further bankroll - of $2,000, but
promoters again on the lookout for
more ready. New show-is.scheduled
for Sept. 6; with new backing.

.

Kreialer'a Opera .

The mew- Viennese operetta- -com-
posed by Fritz. Kreisler, about whiclv
the London office -wrote last week,
is built around the married life of
Empress .Elizabeth, . titled v'Sissy.'
It Is scheduled for production Dec. -

•23 at Theatre, am Wien. Kreisler
composed a musical—comedy called
'Apple . Blossoms' .which was pro-
duced.In the U. S. some five. years
.ago. . ,

-.

•'- 'Savoy Follies'
Without advance announcement,

Savoy 'Follies,' an attempt to para-
phrase 'The Coroptlmists,' folded
Sept. 3.

Arnaud Premiere
The Globe reopens Sept. 20 with-

a- new comedy, .'Will You Love Me
Always.?\,featurlng Yvonne Arnaud.

. Two-for-One Clicks .
•

Cyril, Lawrence, manager - for .Lew
Leslie in. the days of the London;
Pavilion .'Blackbirds,' has Just bit;

on the old American idea, two
tickets for the price of one.! His
touring revue, 'Beautes des Paris,'

currently at the' Hippodrome, Alder-
shot, is turning awdy hundreds
nightly. -Show due to open around
the London suburbs, and big -busi-

ness is expected.

'Beauty' as Operetta
W. W. Jacobs' novel, 'Beauty and

the Barge,' has. Just been made Into

a comic opera, with lyrics and,

music by Gordon Sherry, an Eng-
lishman. Sidney Bloch has acquired
the world rights.

Unknown's Promotion
A relatively unknown man lined

up 652 artists, mostly old members,
of the Carl Ross Opera Co., - and
formed a company calling itself the
London Opera Co. He is Charles
Brill. After rehearsing the com-
pany for five weeks . several mem-
bers beoame dissatisfied.

Neville Ravel, the musical di-

rector, has now .< Issued . a writ
against. Brill, who may be sued by
the London County Council for pro-
moting an unregistered company.

Tearle's New Play
Godfrey "Tearle, Just back from

South Africa, submitted to an
operation ort his throat. He Will

appear in the new Walter Hacketfc
play at the Whitehall theatre called

'Road House,' In company with
Marion Lorrie, Gordon Harker, etc.:

PATRIGOLA-PALLADIUM
Tom Patricola plans sailing .for

Europe in two or three weeks on a
Palladium/ London, engagement
which is being negotiated.
He will probably return to the

Coast from Europe to make a series
of shorts. He was formerly with
Educational.

'TEETH' ACT PLUNGE
Budapest, Sept. 8.

Washington Duo, acrobats, with
Beketow circus, had a grave acci-
dent on one of the last nights ot
the show.
The man of the team, hanging

from rope and holding a trapeze
between his teeth on which his wife
performed her feats, had three teeth
broken, and dropped the trapeze.
Wife sustained grave injuries, and

Is in the hospitaL

'Hotel' Advance Big
The demand for seats by the gen-

eral public for opening of Metro's
'Grand Hotel- at the Palace Sept.
21 has been so large that Sam Eck-
man, Jt„ Metro's London head, has
decided to trade and pressrshow the
picture at midnight of the same day
at Metro's own picture house, the
Empire.

5% for Drury Lane
For year ending June 30, Drury

Lane made a profit of about $150,000
and a dividend of 5% has been rec-
ommended.

Sullivan Jam Ironed Out
Henry 'Hank' Sullivan, composer,

was ordered to leave England Sept.
2. by the Home Office, but order
was rescinded, as it was proven
Sullivan is engaged In writing the
musical score for the Gloria Swan
son picture, being produced here.
The whole Sullivan case, seem

Ingly, is a misunderstanding. He
came over here to write the music
for Murray Anderson's Hippodrome
show 'Bow Bells.' for which he was
granted a permit, although in. his

BUDAPEST PLUNGING ON

NEW SEASON PROSPECTS

.Budapest,..Sept., 3.

. Preparations are being carried on
for

, the 1932-33 season with greater
intensity than they have been for
years. No ' one knows where prtf-
du'eers get the Idea from; but they
seem' t6; be' cock-sure that gopcl
plays and productions will ' pay
their way. .

First venture

.

: of the season,
'Emmy' adapted by Joseph Lengyel
from an old novel by RakOsl, makes
its bow at Vigszinhaz tonight. Story
is a' delightfully naive one of the
1900's, about the colonel's daughter
who- comes to stay with her father
in barracks, with all the smart
Hussar officers at her little feet.
Blessed pre-war atmosphere, of pro-
vincial garrison town, military band,
dancing of quadrilles and polkas,
gipsy music, and delightful acting
of Miss Dayka as the colonel's de-
mure but coquettish damsel, fas-
cinated the dress rehearsal audience
and there are signs of a long run.

.
Most other theatres opening in

another fortnight. Magyar Theatre
is rehearsing Fodor's new drama,
*A Kiss Before The Mirror,' to open
in Vienna simultaneously. It ap-
pears that Fodor Is experimenting
in a new direction, no more light
comedy .like /Church Mouse' and
'Jewel Robbery,' but in a more seri-
ous psychological vein. After this
come 'Harmonia,' Molnar's latest,

which will include vocal music. Next
on schedule is a new comedy by
Melchoir Lengyel.

' Belvarosi will produce 'Lieutenant
Comma,' authored by Rose Meller,

new to the stage. Vigszinhaz is

bringing out a new play by Vaszary,
'A Girl of Good Family,' said to be
already sold to an American pro-
ducer. Hunyady's new play, 'Adam
and Eve' is set among soclali regis-
trltes of Transylvania. New play
by Indlg, whose 'Bride of Torozko'
is to come to Broadway during the
season In a Thornton Wilder adapta-
tion, has a Hungarian historical
background and is scheduled for
early production at the National.
The operetta crop is not as prom-

ising. Fovarosi Operette Theatre
opens at the end of the month with
'Manolita,' a new one by Harmath
and Fenyes. Kiraly Theatre revives
Aiidran's 'La Mascotte,' old-time
French musical, and Pesti Theatre,
new establishment, starts with a
Lehar- operette which is not yet

cast;

It
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Plays Out of Town

, HUMPTY DUMPTY
Pittsburgh, Sept. 13.

Schwab & DeSylva present a new musical
comedy by B. G. DeSylva and Laurence
Schwab. Muslo by Naclo Herb Brown and
Richard Whiting; dancing ensembles staged
by Georgle Hale; settings by Cleon Throck-
morton; costumes by Klvlette and Charles
LeMalre. and orchestra under the- direction
of Lou Silvers. Lou Holtz feature*!. Ethel
Merman and Eddie Foy, Jr., sub-featured,
with Sid Silvers, June Knight and J. C.
Nugent also carrying top billing. Others
In cast Include Lisa Sllbert, Doris Groday,
Douglas Wood, William Lynn, Walter Ar-
mln, Harry T. Shannon,. Oscard Ragland,
Sara Jane, Vernon Blddle, Tonl' Chase.
Edith Speare, O. J; Yanossl, Mary -and
Bobby, the Admirals and . the Diamond
Boys. At the Nixon the week of Sept. 12.

Top, 14.40.

'Humpty Dumpty' looks doubt-
ful here. It's the first show o£
the new producing firm of Schwab
& DeSylva—Schwab of the Schwab
and Mandel trade name, and De-
Sylva ortce of the famous writing
trio of DeSylva, Brown and Hender-
son. Opening performance

.
ran

pretty close to four hours, with cur-
tain ringing down well after mid-
night. First act alone wasn't over
until 11 o'clock. By second : night
they had trimmed close to an hour,
but even with that' results simply
weren't there.

Idea of 'a musical comedy about
a revue might have sounded all right

on paper, but it doesn't , work out.

Plot has to do with a- dress manu-
facturer whose partner sinks $76,000
In a turkey show and 'then does a
run-out. The producers approach
the remaining partner, tell him if

he puts up $10,000 more he has a
chance of saving the firm's money.
So prospective angel decides to look
over the piece, takes along his
mother, his kid brother and kid
sister to a dress rehearsal, and the
action Is concerned with the Mosco
family's, remarks from the sidelines
and their efforts, to. jazz up an his-
torical pageant.
In the first place, the book lays

Itself wide open to a critical on-
slaught. All through, the sideline
critics, looking over the 'revue,'

comment on the 'rotten show,' the
'lousy turkey' and the 'grand flop.'

Then; late in the second act, after
the opening night, there is a screen
episode in which the audience sees
excerpts from the New York press,
including one that says .'the show
ought to get three weeks, the pro-
ducers three years.'

• A ' surefire show could get away
with this nicely, but an In-and-outer
like 'Humpty Dumpty' is inviting
disaster.
Lou Holtz, chief performer, is too

hemmed in, too confined, and he
never gets a chance. For the most
part he's sitting along the sidelines
watching the rehearsal of the 're-

:

vue' and asking.questions about this
and that, a situation that doesn't
permit him to be himself. What
laughs there are go mostly to Sid
Silvers, who's still sitting ih an up-
per tier box, a trick he learned in
the days of Phil Baker. .

- Silvers, as
Holtz's kid brother, flips some
nifties, across from his elevated
perch, but these, too, have to do
with the show's shortcomings.
A comedian like Holtz needs rapid

crossfire, a staccatoed tempo that
'Humpty Dumpty' doesn't possess.
The first act is Slow, due to those
historical pageants depicting George
"Washington, Alexander Hamilton
and Nathan Hale, which should be
reduced to a minimum. Later even
Lincoln comes in for an inning, as
does Daniel Boone, which is hoked
up for what should be a howl but
isn't.

Show needs plenty of work, but
whether spot rewriting will turn the
trick is a question.
Second act opening, which was

supposed to be a satire on stock
musical comedy situations, was
wisely tossed out after opening
night. The idea was put over before
in Max Gordon's 'Band Wagon,' and
much better. In its stead 'White
Plains' scenes was moved up from
the first act. This is one of those
Colonial things that winds up with
a nice balloon waltz by June Knight
and Vernon Biddle.

Ethel Merman, too, needs more
than she has in 'Humpty Dumpty.'
Her first, act number, 'Way Ahead
of the Game,' isn't worthy.
'Smoothie,' which she does with
Holtz, is a bit better, with Holtz
pansying it up at the finish for
laughs. Her 'Eadie Was a Lady* is

more like it, and she gets every-
thing she can out of it. It's on the
order of her 'Delilah' number from
'Girl Crazy,' set in one of those
'Diamond Li 1' backgrounds. It's all

nicely staged, too. :

Earring the 'Eadie' number, which
is strictly Merman, the Brown-
Whiting score is hardly distinctive.
One tune, 'Humpty Dumpty,' which
goes to Miss Knight in the first act,
and another, 'Turn on the Light,'
which Silvers warbles from his
upper tier, sound promising and may
get somewhere.
.For another thing, 'Humpty

Dumpty' is played too much from
the audience and hot enough from
• he stage. Characters are con-
stantly tumbling in from the aisles
and from the boxes, with^the audi-
dience getting pains In the' neck

from twisting the vertebrae. Every-
thing's too confused and the show
strives too furiously for satire that
never fully develops.
Other principals don't fare so

well. J. .C. Nugent is altogether
out of place in a musical of this
sort, his slowly paced, casual deliv-
ery slowing up scenes. Eddie Foy,
Jr., who plays one of the show's
producers, had his lone dance spe
clalty with Sara Jane eliminated
after the opening performance and
saw himself. left with nothing but
a lot of lines, and none of them any
too helpful. Doris Groday. has a
single dance that's okay; Lisa Sil

bert, as the Jewish mother of the
Moscos, gets a few dialect giggles,
and Miss Knight goes from, classy
ballroom stuff to Minsky torso-toss-
ing. William Lynn, as a fluttery
playwright of the intermediate sex,
takes advantage nicely of his few
opportunities, and doesh't fare as
poorly as the rest.

: Diamond Boys were a howl open-
ing night with their slapstick acro-
batics, but didn't do so well second
performance, ' with poor house and
those there sitting on their hands.
Mary and Bobby, dance team who
were in that Palace run with. Holtz
In the Lew Pollack act, have a
couple of spots, but made ho im-
pression.
, Georgie Hale, brought in when
Bobby Connolly had to step out be-
cause of his. own show, 'Ballyhoo,'

has done some nice choral work, his
terp stuff being pretty. Throckmor-
ton, too, has turned in an all right
job on settings. Nothing novel about
them, but pleasantly restful to the
eye.
'Humpty Dumpty' has a flock of

blackouts, only one or two of which
have possibilities. First is the 'Bos-
ton Tea Party' as Smedley Butler
and 'HelUand-Maria' Dawes might
have written it, which has its mo-
ments. Other is that Daniel Boone
skit in the closing stanza, in which
Holtz has his only opportunity for
the strictly musical comedy hoke.
Unless Buddy DeSylva pulls

something out of his sleeve, as he
did with 'Hold Everything,' piece's

chances are slim. It's penciled into

Washington and either Boston or
Newark for a week apiece after

Pittsburgh, with Broadway and the
Apollo theatre set for Oct. 4.

Cohen.

liant performances, although her
comedy scenes,1 especially the more
brittle ones, are good. Where she
falls down is in the more romantic
interludes which is strange con-
sidering this star's flair for red-hot*
love scenes. Perhaps' when, the
tempo of the performance is defi-
nitely set as farce Miss Ulric will
seem more at home in it.

Right now Arthur Margetson, as
the Quaker lover, is outstanding. He
is suave, understanding and person-
able. The women are almost sure
to flock to his standard, and when
Miss Ulric has regulated her own
performance this pair ought to click
very neatly,
Patricia Calvert, as the German

dancer's secretary,, contributes a
capital performance, notably in a
scene, of mild intoxication in the
second act. ••• Several of the minor
roles are rather badly played, but
are being changed, particularly that
of. the dancer's, manager.
Nice settings help a lot, but ..the

direction is faulty In regard to small
details.. Quibblers can find a dozen
glaring discrepancies in the me-
chanical end of the play's exposi-
tion.

• Ulric has a following; the play
has certain popular elements.. When
the two are better welded ..'Npha'

may have a chance for attention.
Waters.

LOUDER, PLEASE
.Pasadena, Sept. 13.

Produced at the Pasadena Community
Playhouse; Sept. 13, by Norman Krasna.
Directed by Morris AnkrUm. Cast: Bert
Morrison, Jean Inness, Helen Mack, Victor
.Tory, Monty Collins, Howard Harding,
Horace McCoy, Bernadlne Hayes, Sam
Armstrong. Pat Abbott, Jerome J. Jerome.
William-. M. Griffith, Hamilton Cummins, Al
Jarvls and Bruce Stone.

'Humpty Dumpty' closed in Pitts-

burgh Friday (17) and Comes -into

New York for revision. A story on
the closing appears in the legit sec-

tion of this issue;

NONA
Philadelphia, Sept. 19.

Peggy Fears, who has announced
an ambitious program^ of produc-
tions for the current" season, in-
augurated that program with
Gladys Unger's new play, 'Nona,'
starring Lenore Ulric, which opened
last week at the Garrick.
Show is getting some play here

and may elsewhere, too, from
Ulric's devoted following, but it

heeds plenty of fixing. 'Nona' is the
kind of a play that will inevitably be
panned by critics, but has Its best
chance through the star's person-
ality, and especially from upstairs
trade.
Miss Ulric has the role of a Ger-

man dancer of the temperamental
kind who has many admirers, but,
because of an unfortunate early
love affair, refuses to take any of
them seriously. During an Ameri-
can tour she engages, as accom-
panist, a young Philadelphia society
man, member of an old Quaker
family, who has long admired her
from out front. The engagement is

purely business at the time, and one
stipulation she insists on Is that he
should never make love to her.
However, during the tour Nona be-
comes much attached to the young
pianist and is piqued by his coldly
impersonal attitude. Affairs reach
a climax when their train is snow-
bound near Denver and both parties
break down and admit their true
feelings.
Everything is all off again, how-

ever, when the sassiety- boy dis-
covers what he believes to be evi-
dence that Nona is the mistress of
a rich middle western business man.
He's so sore that he walks right off
the train into a howling blizzard.
The inevitable reunion occurs in

a wayside station where Nona, the
boy-friend and the rich admirer all
'meet. The last-named, being mar-
ried, has to bow out gracefully and
everything's okay for a happy ro-
mantic finale.

'Nona* starts out as if it intended
to be one of those back-stage yarns
on the 'Great Lover,' 'Enter
Madame,' 'Romance' variety. After
that it fluctuates between the mood
of slambang farce and legitimate
comedy, with plenty of romantic
leanings. That's the trouble, with
Miss Unger's play. If it could make
up its mind just what it is to be
'Nona' might stand a real chance
of popular success* Understanding
Is that the management is going to
emphasize the farcical side, even in

program billing, and that's probably
wise.

Ulric has given much more brfl-

PASSING SHOW
: Cincinnati, Sept. 17.

Revue featuring . Lester Allen, Jack
Osterman ' nnd Florence Moore. Presented
by the Winter Garden Co. Staged by Zeke
Colvan. Music by Serge Walter, Samuel
Pokrass, Michael Clenry, Herman Hupfeld
and Will Irwin. Lyrics by Charles Kenny,
Max and: Nathaniel Lief, .Frank Sullivan
and Harry Ruskln. Dances staged by
Gertrude Hoffman and Dan CartheV Set-
tings by Rollo Wayne. Wardrobe de-

signed by Ernest- Schrops, Orchestra dl

rected by Tom Jones,
Principals -r- Joan Carter-Waddell, Joe

Cesser, Peggy Hoover, Jerry. Norrls, Jack
McCauley, Ernest Sharpe, Gertrude Nlesen,
Frank Dobson, Harold and . Lola, Kendall
Capps, Eddie Shubert, Shemp Howard,
Ara Gerald, Dot . Rotay, George Marshall,
George Anderson, Five Steppers and
Dorothy McDonald.

Expurgated of profanity and blue
dialog heard in the New York pro
ductlon, 'Louder Please* got over
nicely with a class Pasadena audi-
ence. The Little Theatre ga.ve the
play a capable production, and
though the cast occasionally . fell

down, the . smart lines carried the
action along. So much of the harsh
dialog was eliminated that Norman
Krasna, the author, at first threat-
ened to withhold permission to do
the play.
Show depicts a press agent as of

some importance, so naturally drew
numerous publicity men for the
Opening. P. a.'s left, highly pleased
after seeing one of their group play
a hero, win the girl and. kick a stu-
dio executive in the pants.
Fast delivery called for had sev-

eral of the cast in trouble during
the first act. They spoke too indis-
tinctly to be heard half-way back.
Second and third acts were an im-
provement, with Victor Jory, the
publicity man, delivering most of
the lines.

Jory, who has been in stock, did
nicely in his gabby portrayal. Part
called for little acting, but much
talk. Jory looked the part, and even
resembled the Hollywood press
agent supposedly the inspiration for
the play. Helen Mack, Fox actress,
and Bernadine Hayes, . femme lead,
well cast. Al Jarvis as a dumb cop
drew many laughs. Ditto for How-
ard Harding as a stew photog.
One set, a publicity office, looked

pretty hokey in red.
In the audience were members of

the First National studio publicity
department, whose likenesses were
supposed to be in the play, written
while Krasna was working as a p.a.
for FN.
Horace McCoy, as a studio exec;

Sam Armstrong, an actor, and Ham-
ilton Cummins, as a police investi-
gator, handled important parts oke.

WORLD BETWEEN
Chicago, Sept. 17.

Frltzi Blocki, former dramatic ed-
itor Chicago American, is author
and part producer with Ben Bernle
and R. G. Lydy as partners of this
metaphysical drama that got across
very nicely at the Adelphi tonight
(Saturday).
Piece has been drastically rewrit-

ten and speeded up since its little
theatre presentation. Interpreted by
worthy cast, including DeWolf Hop-
per, Sally Rand, Frank Shannon,
Loretta McNalr, Sidonie Espero,
David Scott, Elizabeth Day, Jack
Marco, Jay Romano, and Benze
Norton. Play still can stand some
fixing and gagging before hitting
New York. but meanwhile holds the
interest, has a number of gripping
moments and some laughs and op-
portunities for more.
Entire production built in Chi-

cago. Used celotex for first time in
scenery, construction. One set a
pirate brig floating in mythical Sar-
agossa sea with a cargo of depart-
ed souls who watch.. -a couple
wrecked in a transatlantic aero-
plane trip struggle with a makeshift
radio In the hope of rescue. Ghosts
remain invisible and inaudible to
tho

.
dying couple who finally Join

them through death.
Theme and treatment arresting,

although 'Outward Bound' is a natu-
ral comparison and forerunner. Va-
porized characters are inactive
lookers on a good deal of the time,
notably DeWolf Hopper with hardly
fiye sides to his role. Chicago is

tough on this type of play but a
second night non-professional audi-
ence was kept engrossed. Ought to
•be that much better for New York.

Land.

. A terrific flop. This so-styled
'new revue of. events of today'
opened last week, in Detroit and
folded at the Shubert Theatre, Cin-
cinnati, tonight (17), sticking' out
the fortnight to comply with Equity
and union minimum closing regu-
lations. .-

The vehicle i was originally de
signed f6r"'Ted Healy as head man,
but he walked out before the half-
way-mark . of the flye-week re
hiearsal period' in New: York. The
Shuberts, in carrying through with
their 'production schedule, -made the
sad mistake ;of not readjusting the
comedy material to the style of the
talent in hand. The principal stiff

ferer from that error is Lester
Allen.; In this forced, presentation,
the diminutive comic - was limited
to . several appearances , and then
weighted with punchless lines and
opportunities.
'• Jack ^Osterman was thrown into
the show at the end of its first week
to help out in name content. Ap
parently his Instructions were mere-,
ly to walk to the foots for an open
ing m. c. chat and at Infrequent
Intervals for the drawing of the
travelers to kill a wait. His only
spot was for brief wise cracking
and a song. 'I Want to Go Home,'
which he did effectively.

Satirical intent fizzled, the new
sketches' having an appalling lack
.of point..The skits dealt with gang
dom, Washington Square art dis
play, and O'Neill's trilogy. The best
laugh grabber was Joe Besser's
'Canadian Mounted' act, fresh from
the variety circuits. This lad, . a
burlecue grad, does an overgrown-
sissy character that in a way puts
him In, fast company.
Florence Moore is a misfit in the

niche assigned here. Hers was the
pathetic duty of supplying a too
heavy load of dirt via a profane
would-be sock, line which met with
Silence.
Besides the rest of the fare the

music and dance numbers, particu
larly the latter, offered refreshment
to the mind and eye. The girls
of the ensemble were charming, be
ing in the currently popular tall and
svelte mode, with assorted hair hues
spiced by three plat blondes. Tunes
tfcat may see sheet rack spotting
are 'Afraid of You,' 'Sing a Little
Song' and 'Walking With You.' The
outstanding chorus number is 'Bring
'Em Back Alive,' keyed on the
Frank Buck flicker. Clever and
timely, the evening's highlight.
No chorus men! -

Joan Carter-Waddell and Peggy
Hoover -were dainty in song and
dance specialties, the former also
displaying dramatic skill In a legit
bit.

. Principal male songsters were
Jack McCauley, Ernest Sharpe and
Jerry Norris. Singly the boys
wobble, but in a trio barber shop
tussle with 'Horse Car Days' they
came out on top.
The sole show stop was provided

by Harold and Lola in a novel acro-
batic dance mixed with contortion
antics. Idea is a futuristic Adam-
and-the-Serpent interpretation. The
Five Steppers are men in the ex-
pected foot rhythmania appearing
for a couple of minutes in each half.
Kendall Cappj, hot hoofer, has a
blowoff moment near the finale.

Strictly out of his metier is

Shemp Howard. One of the grim-
est stooges ever to scowl behind
Ted Healy's back, they got him with
a clean face and dinner jacket.

Dorothy. McDonald, a showgirl,
was spotted for the strip flash in a
Minsky takeoff. Out after the first
Cincy performance.
Word is around that the show

may escape mothballs by early re-
vival.

.
Process will have to embody

plenty of renovating and. repopu-
lating if the piece is to go on.

Rolling,

FOREIGN REVIEW

KATHARINA
Berlin, Sept. 1.

Ludwig Herzer and Ernst Steffan pro*
ductlon. Musical play In nine scenes.
Staged by Ernst Steffan, Presented toy

Alfred and Fritz Rotter. Music by Ernst
Steffan. Stage management by Ernst
Steffan. Sets, Professor Erich Ernst Stern,

'

Cast includes Gltta Alpar, Hans Adal-
bert von Schlettow, Hans Rehmann, . Fritz
Splra, Dora Paulen, Ern9t Wurnlser, Vlcr"

tor Colanl, Gustav Matzner, Heinz AlWar
:

and Albert Hugelmann. At Theatre 1m
Admtralspalast, . Berlin; ' •

BUDGET
Baltimore, Sept. 13.

Comedy In three acts by Robert Middle-
mass. Produced by Harry Askln and. Hugh
Ford, featuring Lynne Overman nnd Mary
Lawlor. Staged by Hugh' Ford. Pre-
sented at the Maryland, Baltimore, Sept.
12.

Betty Harper'. '.' Mary Lawlor
Peter Harper ......Lynne Overman
Calpurnla Olive Burgoync
Benjamin Kaplun ,. . .Nicholas Adams
Mrs. Kaplan- Grace Fox
Claude Knowles Raymond Walburn
Elsie Knowles Olive Reeves-Smith
Thcodoro Roosevelt Smith Paul C. Floyd
Mrs. Mullens Clara Palmer
Mr. Mullens.... ........ ....John M. Kline
Miss Mullens Virginia' Curley

This is a short coin deal all

around, as. 'typified by $1.00 top for
the first- legit attraction in this town
for the season! It is I lie first of-

fprint of r.r-fin.'irri H. M'- :

the general nuniiigcr lor this, the

Idea was to repeat Gltta Alpar'a
great success ih the operetta 'Du-
barry,' but th* result did not come
Up to ' expectations. . Certainly this

subject will not have the success
'Dubarry' ,had, although, owing, to.

the activities of- ticket Organizations,
and a generaljack of"good plays, it

may" reach lt)0 performances. ".

Like 'Dubarry,' the play describes,
the rise; of a poor girl until, she be-
comes empress. •

Katharlna, a servant from Letvia,
p,ewly married, comes to. the Bussiah
camp to ransom her husband
Snatched from -her at the very altar.

In the camp' she meets .the' fteld-

marSlial, Prince Mehdchikoff. When.
Katharlna finds .out that. 'her/.hus-
band' does hot loVe he"r but is 'in love'

with another woman, she .-'becomes'

Menschikoff's mistress. .He- takes
her .with him to Petersburg. There:
he hides her from- the Tiar; Peter
the Great,: who will, not leave .any
woman alone.' Accidentally Peter"
sees her and falls In love' w"ith hen
Katharlna gives loaded dice to her
lover so that the Tzar and Merischi-'
kbff. may decide by a throw who.
shall possess her,; but the cunning.
Tzar

,
changes the. dice and wins

Katharlna.
Katharlna' knows how to handle

the Tzar and becomes Tzarina of
Russia. Up .' to here the story: .la

good. .'

But after that the authors have no
more ideas. .. The second part is. flat..

During a fancy dress ball, Katharlna
.'eaves the Russian court and secretly
goes to see Prince Menschikoff,:
who ch her behalf enters Into a con-
spiracy to dethrone the Tzar. At
the last moment it looks as If ;

somebody had betrayed the plot.

Menschikoff believes Katharlna
was the traitor. But the plot is

successful; the Russian State Coun-
cil makes Menschikoff Tzar and
orders' Katharlna into a convent."
Katharlna confesses to Menschikoff:
thai she has never stopped loving
hiin and Menschikoff kneels in front'

of tho Council and has Katharlna
proclaimed Tzarina of Russia. This
second part Is very involved and
unconvincing. Ernst Steffan's music
reveals nothing striking; it is a pale
copy of old songs. The best, song,
Say Ic a Hundred Times,' is fine

composition, but it will never- be-
come a real hit. Gitta Alpar seeks
not only to be a singer, but also an
Actress and a dancer. And she is

neither an, actress nor a dancer.
Her acting and dancing is amateur.
Her tremendous stage temperament
can of course not. be denied. She
slngB,' dances and acts with great
energy, but she Is not the old Alpar
here. All other actors look like

'puppets, alt-hough good troupers like

Hans Rehmann and Adalbert von
Schlettow are. in the cast.

Magnus.

only indie house in town, the rival

Ford's being hooked up In the UBO
:

web.
The play is fragile stuff. The

author has taken dramatic cogniz-
ance of the depresh. But he's made
an error in merely repeating all the
vaude gags about the stock mar-
ket, jobs, politics, etc., in their re-

lation with the economic indiges-
tion.

Patterned on the general outline
of such shows as 'First Year,' 'New
Brooms,' which deal with marital
worries, the play lacks the graclous-
ness of these previous efforts and
also the freshness

Story itself, has no punch or
novelty at any point. Not a new
twist or a surprise. It's simply

,
the

staple of a married couple's dif-

ficulties with their budget when the
man of the house, gets the lay-off

ticket from his Arm. The budget,
which is planned to hold them In

line with their reduced income, is

kicked in the face when the wife's
married sister and her show-off
hubby arrive for a stay. That in-
law husband, also wrecks a scheme
to rent the house. Woven into thlp,

for no apparent reason, is a radio
slogan contest, this thread start-

ing from nowhere and ending ih the
same place.
Best straight performance is the

show-off role as handled by Ray-
mond Walburn, while Lynne Over-,,
man saves what comedy there is by
this ad lib business. These two
account for the standard perform-
ances of the piece, the first for
character portrayal, the second for
pulling the show into . occasional
flickers of hope by. his strictly
vaudeville comedy business. • Tho
rest of the cast wobbles. Mary
Lawlor looks cute and wholesome,
but she's; a musical comedy gem
pprformer who's a bit hazy about
carrying off dramatic linos, par-

( Continued on page 46>
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Uncommon Chatter
By Ruth Morris

May- December Wardrobe
When Eugene O'Neill wrote his

nine act history of the life of Nina
Leeds, he could not have known
that he was playing right into the
hands of the ladies of Hollywood.
He could hardly guess that by the
time his .classic reached the screen,

Its youth-to-old-age pattern would
At into an established picture cycle.

'Strange . Interlude', invites one
more heroine to. affect the make-
ups of increasing old age—a stunt
dear to . the .ladles of Hollywood.
For all . her tortured introspection,

Nina films as a more or less regula-
tion May - to - December heroine.

Norma Shearer makes her . yet
more familiar .with her laugh, of
rippling coquettry, zealously smart
mannerisms and experienced, artful

make-up. .

Miss Shearer's wardrobe recog-
nizes the dignity of its Theatre
Guild, beginnings. This Nina is no
clothes horse to - flaunt the Holly-
wood finery expected of every

' Norma:- Shearer release. Her cos-
tumes, .fashion noted in subdued',
form,. < are quiet and characterful.
Tweed and a wool sweater for

, the scene In the university town,
gingham, for the young wife; white
georgette, • tasteful and finely
moulded, .for - the wealthy matron;
determinedly chic black and white
crepe ' for the woman not yet re-
signed to growing old. Inspirational
in its simplicity, a tea gown fash-
ioned with bias seams translates
Into monotone crepe the poise and

power of Nina's triumphal realiza-

tion of the worship of her three

men. Sensitive details accompany
costume transitions—coiffures that

grow more precise and sleekly

groomed, authentic touches of care-

fully selected jewelry. Hardly more
than eight changes in all, each is

significant of Nina Leeds and ex-
tremely suited to Miss Shearer.
May Robson needs only one cos-

tume, a tidy household affair, for a
declamatory part into which she
pours a voice that must surely have
been trained in Shakespeare.

Energetic Behnie -

At the Capitol, Behnie Davis Is

in such high spirits that none of
his 'Future Broadway Stars' dares
to be less young and ' gay; ' That
puts everyone under a slight strain.

Mr. Davis's personnel, guests of
his cabaret-yachting party, beat in-

cessant time when freed from their

individual stints, bob tirelessly up
and down on deck chairs, laugh,
cheer and twirl tiny noise machines.
Do they have tun! Well, maybe.

The. . Mississippi Misses climb
aboard in perky pink organdies
trimmed with pastel green. Guess-
ing that they might be called on to
entertain, their make - ups are
smoothly blended perfection, their
hair undulations of deeply pressed
waves.
The girl of Bemus and Brown Is

the cut-up of the party; .She copies'
her partner's collegiate trousers,
cap and blazer to heighten the dup-

licate design of eccentric comedy
taps, Martha Ray likes smartly
hung cerise crepe and. tut, tut, tut,

crimson satin slipper*, but the audi-
ence forgives her because she's

good humored as she
.
wails a Jubll

ant hotcha.
'

Two inarticulately announced
dancers are earnest about their

sea-faring togs—one, In white flan-

nel and silk pajamas—red ac-
cessories; the other In white Patou
shorts and a silk middy.

Season 1932-33

SAM H. HARRIS
• Presents

The Pulitzer Prize Winner of 1931-32

"OF THEE I SING"
Book by George S." Kaufman and Morrie Ryskmd

Music by George Gershwin Lyrics by Ira Gershwin

with

William Lois Victor

GAXTON MORAN MOORE
Nov Playing Music Box, NeVf York

Moves to 46th Street Theatre, New York, Oct 3

Special Chicago Company

"OF THEE I SING"

Oscar

SHAW

with

Harriette Donald

MEEKLAKE

Opened Grand Opera House, Chicago, Sept. 19

RUTH GORDON
in

"HERE TODAY"
A Comedy of Bad Manners

By George Oppenheimer Staged by George S. Kaufman

Now Playing Barrymore Theatre, Ner» York

IN PREPARATION

"DINNER AT EIGHT'
A New Play

By George S. Kaufman and Edna Ferber

Opening at the Music Box, /Ven> York
Sat., Oct 15

"MR. GRANT"
An American Historical Play by

Arthur Goodrich

Oh, Those Hats
When cunning hats can be bought

so cheap why,, oh ' why. must Joan
Blondell wear the sorry little pan-
cakes that perch unhappily on her
head as in 'Big City Blues?*
A costume department that looked

ahead toward release date would
have foreseen that straw wouldn't,

be seasonable In September. But
that's unimportant. Unpardonable
sin was outfitting. Miss Blondell in

hats that are distinctly unsuitable.

Tiny Dolly Vardens^ tilted forward
by rear clusters of velvet ribbon,

are too squat for very round faces.

Hats like that are for finely chiseled

features. They must be worn with
poise and daring confidence in their

tipsy tilt. On Miss Blondell, they
look as though they'd alighted for

a brief moment and were trying

to work up courage to slip resign-

edly over o.ne ear. Resting upon
an- energetically curled chorus-girl
haircomb, they're" pretty bad.

Except for the scene In which
she addresses well chosen remarks
to a pair of galloping dice, 'Big

Gity Blues' doesn't .
need Miss

Blondell. A conventional part that

is devoid of saucy back-talk fits her
as uncomfortably as her poor little

hats.

Fannie Was Scared
Fannie Brice was scared when she

faced the large audience' that waited
to see what a vaudeville, revue and
picture star would bring-to the Par-
amount. She needn't have been.
Miss Brice is too good a trouper
not to profit by the exhilaration of

opening day nerves. Her anxiety
was dispelled when the ' first laugh
came to soften the ordeal of a pic-

ture house debut.
Response was slow at first. When

ladles clown at the Paramount they
wear eccentric costumes that have
breakaway trains and grotesque
head-dresses. This clown was
dressed in simple black velvet,

subtle and infinitely chic. '.Did she
really mean to be funny? Three
choruses of a popular song—as the
boop-a-doop girl, serious soprano
and hey-hey night ,ciuh singer—^
furnished the answer. From then
oh Miss Brice sailed serenly through,
the 'Dying Duck' and 'Strictly .Dis-
honorable.' A; medley of . old hits

brought her back in chaste white
crepe, girdled at a high waistline
with delicate green satin.

/Though applause greeted each fa-
miliar melody, the entire group did
not top the first riotous burlesque.
It would have been better to have
farewelled with something new.

Rather Unfair
:

'Night of June 13th' Is most unfair
to Adrlanne Allen. It asks her to
personify, a nervous breakdown—
and doesn't tell the audience about
her indisposition until the film has
run Itself off more than half way.
All that time, Miss Allen person-
ally -shoulders the responsibility for
being just a little touched.
This isn't exactly inspired groom-

ing for a player whose first release
showed great promise. If Miss Al-
len is to justify Paramount's hopes
for her, she'll heed more considerate
parts and make-ups not so keenly
devoted to the effects of shattered
nerves.

Otherwise, the film concerns" It-

self with the more normal misses
and matrons of a quiet suburban
towri; Mary Boland acts and dresses
fussily to characterize the town gos-
sip, Helen Ware chooses an arti-
ficial white wig and committee
woman chiffon. Frances Dee and
Xiila Lee model ingenue frocks, per-
fectly proper and uninteresting.

shade, olgarettea and * vlctroia

complete the ritual.

From this assortment Peggy
Shannon assembles her effect* for

'Painted Woman'—not forgetting to

inolude a blaok jet leotard for ap-
pearances In equalld cabarets. She
augments her equipment with a few
sensible house frocks against that

inevitable day when true love will

find the way to her heart.

Miss Shannon, shabbily treated by
harsh photography and a bitter ex-
pression, seems pretty cast down by
the whole thing,

:

Chatterton Vs. Chatterton
'The Crash! is the battlefield for

a mighty conflict , between Ruth
Chatterton's manner and Ruth Chat-
terton's clothes.
The manner, Miss Chatterton's

finest, Is delicately Incisive,
: awfly

restrained, very English ' drawing,
room with just a snifter of the cas-
ual. The clothes scatter calculated
refinement to the four winds of
Hollywood. They riot In luxury:
They wallow In extravagant concep-
tions of deluxe style.

Sables are time honored, hall-,

marks of the cinema upper classes.

Miss Chatterton's sable scarf boasts
eight pelts, throttling her throat as
glamorlessly as red flannel. Blue
fox, soft and lustrous, crosses reck-
lessly back and forth on a cap^e col-

lar. A white chiffon—just a simple
little thing for informal dining—
must have a musical comedy train
and a deep bertha of unrelated
ermine. Sports pyjamas go hysteri-
cally gay with enormous checks and
a shallow crowned sailor that settles

miserably on Miss Chatterton's sub-
dued . hair comb. A negligee- wants
to be haughty with an imperial
train and Catherine of Russia collar.

These and more like them-—a hew
gewn for every camera angle—see
the heroine through the rise and fall

of Wall Street millions.'

Roxyettes Get • Break
The Roxyettes are the prima

donnas of this . week's bill at
the Cathedral. 'Here come the
Roxyettes,' prophecies the chorus.
And there come the Roxyettes giv-
en, at long last, a real musical com-
edy entrace.
Their costumes shiny with new

satin, they march to allotted sta-

tions at the bases of golden flights

of stairs, run up and down, beat
taps on each landing and stage the
first of two applause-compelling
routines;
Their second parade celebrates the

'Black Hussars/ in effectively nude
arrangements of silver bodices,
capes, boots and short trunks of
luminous black satin. ' Enormous
black busbies tower over heads that
are carried proudly in honor, of a
spick and span routine.
Earning a gasp of surprise on her

tiny lilllputlan appearance, Annette
Ames dances herself into favor. In
spite of. the graceless line of her
turquoise satin leotard. Eleanor
Powell, In her second week at the
Roxy, chooses two-toned blue pa-
jamas for a .routine flooded with
charm and style.

BUDGET
(Continued from page 46)

ticularly when those lines are in-
herently .flabby. Nicholas Adams
tries to do a Hebe straight with an
accent,., but occasionally forgets his
inflections.
But it's the play that must take

the blame, at bottom. Mlddlemass
has descended to many hoke de-
vices for laughs, such as calling his
two negro characters 'Calpurnia'
and 'Theodore Roosevelt Smith.'

Peggy in Uniform
The screen's abandoned women

are true to the. uniform suggested
to them by Sadie Thompson.
That's one of Hollywood's strict-

est rules. If a heroine isn't all she
should be, she wears a knee-length,
snugly fitted skirt, preferably of
black satin. Over this she models
a black and white checked jacket,
with ruffled, three-quarter-length
sleeves. Hor blouse, superflously
low since it's so sheer, is frilled
with incongruously demure laces
Short vamp shoes, sheer hose, rhlne-
stone bracelets, tiny turban or an
enormous hat of rough straw, a sun

Minturn's Milwaukee Co.
Milwaukee, Sept. 19.

Starting Friday, Sept. 23, Mil-
waukee will have its first stock
company in several years when
Harry Mtnturh, once a popular lead-
ing man at the old Shubert, will
sponsor a repertoire organization at
L. K; Brin's Majestic.
Ten shows a week will be given

at 60 cents top with matinees at a
quarter.
Town ought to be ripe for stock.

The last company was a summer
group at the Davidson.

Free Red Mag
Communistic groups in Oakland

and San Francisco announce the ap
pearance in October of 'Man,' 'a

monthly journal ; of the Anarchist
Ideal and Its Movement/ To be
edited by Marcus Graham.
Announced that the mag will be

sent free to libraries and individuals
on request. To carry no ads and
may be supported by voluntary sub
scriptions from such readers as can
afford donations.
Graham may be recalled as com

pller of 'An Anthology of Revolu
tionaty Poetry/

FLYING COLORS
(Continued from page 43) .

era! times and aided. Latter show
appears to have been too expensively

hooked up to have turned an even-
tual f/TOflt. That may also have
other Gordon shows, including

•Colors/

From the curtain every bit and
number down to •': Intermission
clicked.

'Flying Colors' came in for criti-
cism over the colored portion of
the chorus In mixed numbers. Much
of that has been, eliminated; Only
with 'Two Faced Woman/ a good
tune led by Tamara Geva, are tjjie

colors really mixed, save for 'Louis-
iana Hayrlde' the first, act finale
when Clifton Webb and others are
corked up. Ride scene aided by a
motion picture which put across the
idea of a jouncing, horee-drawn
wagon. '' •.,

'

The show had not gone on long

'

before. Buddy and VllnW* Ebsen
danced into Broadway fame; Buddy
looks like a- hick and he probably
is a good hoofor, but his sweet
looking sister . Is i the works, The.
girt gives more .to, .the ,

performance
th^an. even the featured leads. She
has a way about her, little motions
with the hands, 'and the face is the
sales clincher. On in the second
act the, team nearly stopped the
show. The Ebsens were first no-
ticed around with:Benny. Davis and;
the jump to a revue was natural..

'Alone Together,' an outstanding
melody, brought, out Webb in one of

''

the exotic' dances in the twilight
that have been so effective for him;
Miss Geva was' teamed with filmy
the number being sung by Jean
Sargent, the socially known Miss
Scull

. of Philly. Lighting effects-
heightened the number and Nor-
man Bel Geddes Is given program
credit for that department.

; Webb
waltzed with. Albertina Vitak in a
costume number in the second act
•arid again scored. Although,has no
voice, he managed to put over two
solo lyrics, 'A Rainy. Day" and .'Day:
After Day,' the first having the best
chance for popularity.
The score has another likely can-

didate in 'Fatal Fascination/ sung,
by Patsy Kelly, with remarks by
Charles Butterworth.

. That duo and
Philip Loeb have most of the com-,
edy assignments. Miss Kelly In
'Bon Voyage' won laughs, but the
best comedy score ' was Butter-
worth's as a soap box orator dis-
coursing on the 'Harvey Woofter
Five Point Plan/ The, team might
have done much better in 'The •

Salesman/ with Miss Kelly as. Mrs.
McVitiy and Butterworth. trying to
sell everything from . books . to
vacuum cleaners. For some reason
the skit was twisted from its orig-
inal form and 'lost the best laugh. 1

May have been the Idea to keep the
show clean. Must -have used a
.scrubbing- brush on that act;- 'A-
doctor's bit with Webb, the come,
dlan was novel in Idea, but .only
fair in result. He. and Miss Kelly
were better in a hotel bit, all guests
checking lh for the' purpose of sui-
cide. Butterworth and Loeb got
across : with a ticket speculator skit.

-.. .'Flying Colors' has class, laughs
'

and good numbers by Arthur
Schwartz, who rates high among
the newer composers. Albertina
Rasch staged the dances and has
a corking number . at the opening
of the second act. There are peachy
choristers who not only look 'good'
but can deliver lyrics as Instance,
'Mother Told Me So—but She didn't
Tell Me About Broadway/
The show, is not given to elabo-

rate scenic effects, nor does it need
them. Production cost estimated
about $80,000 plus losses during the
try-out date. The Broadway en-
gagement should win back the in-
vestment for it is good entertain-
ment. Ibee.

DID YOU; READ
LAST WEEK'S FRONT PAGE
ARTICLE IN "VARIETY" on

ANNUITIES and
LIFE INSURANCE?

90% of, those mentioned pur-
chased Annuities and Life In-
surance through

. this office.

There must be a reason!

Let us show you how to pro-
vide for that rainy day when
you are no longer able to earn
a decent income.

For further details write

JOHN J.

KEMP
INSURANCE

S51 Fifth Ave., New York

Phones! Murray Hill 2-7838-7839
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CHAINS SACRIFICING ACTS?
THINK NBC - CBS

HAVE ANTI

RAID PACT

An anti-star raiding pact similar

to tne major film studios' agree-

ment, is inferred to be unofficially

existing between both of the major
radio networks. NBC and CBS are

reported in accord not' to steal one

another's ether headliners in order

to hold salaries down. '... That is

where commercial accounts are not

concerned.
Circumstantial evidence is seen In

Morton Downey and Bine Crosby,

both ex-CBS radio satellites,
:

being

off the air. Downey rebelled at his

$760 sustaining figure being cut to

$350 and Crosby, after getting $750,.

Was cut. to $500 on his recent Cali-

fornia visit (he is due back east in

three weeks) and now refuses to

accept $250 sustaining. Meanwhile,

NBC. has ignored both air names.
' In both these instances CBS con-

tends that it was according both

singers valuable air time, even
though sustaining periods, as a
buildup and that this enables them
to collect $4,000 a week in theatres

on personal appearances.

Singers' Plaint

Singers both squawk that man-
agerial contracts with the CBS art-

ists* Services allows for. a 20% cut

In commlsh'so that a $4,000 weekly
theatre booking means $800 in com-
mission to the network. In view
of that income, the radio station

ehoUld contribute more substantially

lor. the sustaining programs, is their

argument, inasmuch as it all reacts

to mutual economic benefit. A sim-
ilar percentage obtains when and if

a commercial program is obtained.

In the past CBS has taken such
air personalities from NBC as Kate
Smith, Boswell Sisters, Ted Husing
and Vaughn DeLeath among others.

NBC hasn't done much talent-grab-

bing- from CBS although NBC now
would be in a good position to

. grab Downey and Crosby if so .
in-

clined. It is known that Russ
Columbo has been given the unusual
assurance that NBC will hot take
on another crooner in competition
with him.

All these things go by the board,

however, should a commercial spon-
sor insist on a certain singer. Then
both networks, whose principal

business is that of selling time fa-

cilities, must necessarily accede to

any and all demands of. the commer-
cial users of their broadcasting
facilities.

Jacques Renard, who was with
Downey and Tony Wons on the

Camel period, also has his peeve at

CBS' indifferent attitude. He's
bound to CBS for six months but

can't get a commercial or sustain-

ing, hence Renard is returning to

bis native Boston where he has a

piece of the Mayfair club, a Bean-
town nitery.

Machine Age

': Staff trumpet player at CBS
on coming out of one studio as-
signment found himself down
on the callboard for a commer-
cial audition scheduled to start

in a few minutes. Rushing up
to the hostess on the floor, he
asked her where the so-and-so
audition was. being held and
she tossed him a studio num-
ber. He reached the designated
studio Just as the combo' he
found there were getting the
signal to begin.

He took his seat in the brass
section ' and

.
played right

through the half-hour session
before he discovered he was
attending the wrong audition.

Price Quotations in

'Good Taste' Okay Now

For NBC Commercials

NBC has Anally okayed price quo-
tations over the air. . It's proper on
that network now for ah advertiser

to mention the cost of product. But
NBC will restrict the sponsor to one
mention on a 15-minute program
and two for any session running a
half-hour or more.
CBS' rule on the price subject,

which went, into effect Thursday
(15), permits two price quotations
per quarter hour, three . on a 30-

minute affair and five during a full

hour.
NBC has elected to make no re-

strictions on the length of a cus-
tomer's plug copy." That, it says,

it will continue to leave to 'good

taste' and what it considers 'eftec

tive radio.'

NO SALE FOR WCA0

OR WFBR IN BALT0.

Baltimore, Sept. 19.

Deal for an outside indie network
to buy a local outlet fell through
last week when WFBR turned down
their proposition. WFBR had been
offered $16 a share for the control

ling number of papers. Previously
WCAO, local CBS affiliate, rejected

an offer from the Bame outfit for $30

per share.
Contacting has been done by a

Jack Adams, representing a Philly

and New York circuit, which is re

ported planning a radio disc net

work through the east and middle
west.

Wolf-St. Singer Agree,

Settlement Near $35,

Art Linick, Radio Old

Grad, Gets Tasty Yeast
Cnicago, Sept.. 19.

Art Linick, veteran radio enter-

tainer who dates back to 1923,

switches from WJJD where he
spent th 2 summer to WBBM where
he goes commercial for Tasty Yeast.
After this week he will be a five

sights a week program at 5 p. m.
Linick

. has done Dutch dialect

Since starting in radio's antedilu-
vian era. In his new attempt he
will burlesque bed time stories and
Pop /songs. '

""

CEABLES ON '5 AND 10'

Perry Charles, the WHN an-
nouncer and station manager, is

m.c.'ihg the disks which N. W. Ayfcr
is preparing at the Columbia studios
for 'Kresge's Five and Ten' series
of recorded programs to be dis-
tributed through the hinterland
..stations.

Bon Sclvin'.s .Columbia orchestra
and .Scrappy Lambert and Billy
Hillpot are also on the waxed
broadcastings.

Ed Wolf, who holds a four years'
managerial contract with Arthur
Tracy, and who sued the singer re

cently on the value of the contract
between them, has settled for

around $35,000.. Of this $16,000 is

reported in cash, the amount held
in escrow during Tracy's theatre

bookings when the court ruled in

Wolf's favor and decided that his

claimed one-third Interest . be set

aside until final adjudication of the
issues. ,

'.

Remainder of the settlement will

be paid in installments, Wolf re

leasing Tracy from the remaining
four years' obligation an-1 also drop-
ping all litigation.

Tracy objected to paying 48%
commission of which 33 1/3 went to

Wolf, 10% to CBS and 5% to the
circuit booking him. With his

special stagehand and .other ex
penses, Tracy claimed 60c. of every
$1 he earned went for commissions
A couple of dates booked by Wolf

for Tracy on top of Intensive stage

and radio dates involved Tracy in

damage suits in Newark and Ja
maica, L. I., when he failed to ap-

pear because of illness. These dates

were for $100 for the night, the

Street Singer complaining he had
just been doing four and five shows
that day, plus his regular broadcast

and was physically unable to ful

fill the engagements.

ON CUT PRICES

Anything to Land the Com-
mercial, Complains the

Minor Performer—No Re-

gard for the Artist—
Meeting Commercial's

Cut Bids Without a Battle

TIED TO CONTRACTS

ill Billy Tunes, Records, Drivel,

Still Predominate Coast Ether

Jr. G. & S.

Old Gallagher and Shean act
may soon be heard on the air
lanes.

Sons of the team of Ed Gal-
lagher (now dead) and Al
Shean have been giving an au-
dition by the NBC program
board with that Idea in mind.

To radio talent of non-star rating,

th* present broadcast season has

started out ..with small cheer as re-

gards salaries. Particularly is this

true for those who are trying to sell

themselves through the networks'

artists services.

These performers, bound by ex-

clusive representation contracts, are

discovering to their dismay that the

chain booking office is not only mak
ing no effort to maintain last sea-

son's salary .levels, but is inclined

to yield to a commercial's first bid,

however out of line, for the smaller

fry on the network's management
list.

.Network bureaus, complain the

contract artists, seem to have em
barked on a policy that eliminates

any vestige of haggling with the

client. It's gotten so that the mike

entertainers involved are beginning

to wonder whether the booking of
flee is representing their interests
or those of the sponsor, For in
stance, if the commercial, or its

agency rep, asks for a certain tenor,

after several of this vocal register
on the bureau's list have been audi-
tioned, and the customer, say, offers

$25 a program, the network is said

to readily nod its assent Allegedly
it then sets out to sell the artist on
accepting the two-bit bid, regard-
less of the fact that the warbler had
heretofore been getting $50 or more
per session.

No Battle for Artist

Only in rare Instances now does
the chain booker go back to the
commercial and try to Induce it to
raise the ante. Instead, he is more
likely to tackle the other available
tenors on the service's roster with
voices similar in type to the lad
originally picked and try to get
one of those to accommodate the
commercial's $25 offer.

Practice not only applies to new
accounts but to commercials com-
ing back to the network with the
same type of show they had the sea-
son before. Case in point, involving
a soap account, occurred within the
past week and gives a vivid insight
into how the chain artists bureaus
are now operating.
After this account had-signatured

the time contract, it advised the net-
work that it was in the market for
a lyric tenor. Soap maker's rep
said he preferred the same warbler
the program had last season but $50
was the most he would pay. Time
salesmen handling the deal, unaware
of the fact that the designated tenor
got $100 a program oh the previous
series, assured the account that the
figure would be okay. But when he
passed the quotation along to the
artists' service the oversight didn't
mean a thing to It and it proceeded
to sell the tenor on the idea of
taking the $50.

Burning over the network's lack
of interest in his behalf, with the
management contract it had over
him tielng him up for a year to go,

the teno/ refused to listen to the
bureau's arguments and made a call

of his own on the commercial's rep.

Visit wound up with the latter

agreeing to. make it $75, but said he
would first have to take it up with
the check signer. Before he could
do this the artists' service got him
on the phone and assured him that
It had a newcomer to the list that
would fill the bill perfectly. An au-

1 dition was hastily arranged, and the

$50 candidate got the assignment.

2 Military Schools

Using Programs to

Obtain New Cadets

Chicago, Sept. 19.

Thorpe Military Academy, spend-

ing $450 a week for a local 15 min-
utes on WBBM six nights a wee!

has renewed for an additional four-
week period. It's the first military
school to use radio to get cadets,
although St. John's Military Acad
emy of Delafleld, Wis* In following
suit.

^

One aspect of the experimental
use of broadcasting Is that the
Thorpe school has quite expensive
fees. Tuition Is $1,400 a year with
extras doubling that; Therefore, the
prospective cadets must come from
wealthy families, hot generally re-

garded as typical radio listeners.

Program is a. combined talk-action
skit written by WBBM's continuity

department with Jack Daley imper-
sonating the head of the school;

RESIGNS AS NBC EXEC

IN FAVOR OF THE HIKE

San Francisco, Sept. 19.

An NBC ban On execs doubling
as artists, was put into effect this

week and as a result Tom Hutchin-
son has handed in his resignation as
program manager for western net-

work, effective Oct. 1. Hutchinson
chose the mike Instead of a swivel
chair, preferring to do the lead in

Wheatena's nightly sketch, "Wheat-
enavllle,' which goes on the air in

a Coast edition Sept. 26 for 16

weeks.
Hutchinson's successor will be

named this week, probably coming
as a promotion from within local

NBC ranks.
Decision of NBC to limit Hutch-

inson to one job is a result of last

year's ticklish situation when pro-

gram director doubled between his

exec desk and microphone in an-
other Wheatena broadcast 'Raising

Junior,' boosting himself to one of

highest total salaries in western
radio. There were multitudinous
protests from within the organiza-
tion, hence the decision to limit the

ambitious radioist.

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Garden variety of radio entertain-
ment that has stamped the coast as
the country's best hill billy section,'

is still being handed out by local

stations, despite yells and protests
from the more sophisticated, but
minor portion of the population.
A once-over of an average day's

radio prospects discloses that rec-
ords, lectures, old time music and
hill billy yodelers are still the main-
stay of the western ether.
From early morning to late at

night, with the exception of the
chain broadcasts, radio fans here

.

have little choice of entertainment.
From six to 10 a. m. 44 radio pro-

grams broadcast from local, stations
include seven physical exercise In-
structions, five broadcasts of Span-
ish music, two 'Beautiful Thoughts,'
four doctors, nine programs of rec- .

ords, three opportunities for public
officials to tell how good they are,'

three programs of early morning,
cow barn garglers, five broadcasts
billed as 'talks,' two book reviews,
and seven orchestras.

After 10, the radio day begins to
brighten, but nothing that would
make the ether fan do nlp-ups
comes out of the loud speaker.

What—No Crooners?

Until 4 p. m. the. same stations let
the public have an assortment of
entertainment which includes lec-
tures on agriculture, farm and fire-

side, half a dozen military bands,
news flashes, organ solos, religious
lectures, Shakespearean lectures,
more public officials, more records
and more Spanish music.
After that hour the air gets

brighter, with the chain programs
coming through. However, stations
without chain affiliations still carry
on with the home-made brand of
entertainment.

. In opposition to
Paul- Whiteman, Ben Bernie,; Bos-
well Sisters, Jack Pearl and other
eastern radio names, the best the
ccast can do is a continued mys-
tery drama or an imitation Amos,
'n' Aridy or Burns and Allen.

Several times weekly, mob broad-
casts such as the 'Blue Monday Jam-
boree* from KHJ, 'Sunday Night
High Jinks' from KFWB and other
non-contlriulty programs originat-
ing here give the locals a chance to
brag about their radio offerings.

'California Melodies,' originating
at KHJ, is still the Only coast pro-
gram going all the way east.. That's
after .10 year3 of broadcasting.

Budget Cot Takes Mobiloil

Off NBC After 5 Years

NBC, FRISCO, DROPPING

SUNDRY AIR ARTISTS

Mobiloil, one of NBC's oldest cus-
tomers, drops off the network after

the Oct. 5 broadcast. Account has
been on the chain's books consis-

tently since January, 1928. Vacuum
Co., refiners of the Mobiloil product,
recently put its advertising budget
through a severe slashing and in-

cluded the radio show as one of the
items that would have to be discon-

tinued.
David \V.White, i:ad)o director for

Vacuum and . under whose super-
vision the Mobiloil show has been
since its inception, leaves the outfit

to join Nat ShiDo-et's organization

as business rep.

STOOPNAGLE-BTJDD'S SHORT
Colonel Stoopnagle and Budd have

been signatured to do a short for

Warner ' Brothers, the first screen
job for the <Hher comedy team.
Option is for two more subjects.

San Francisco, Sept. 19.

NBC will let out several chatter-
ers, singers and instrumentalists
this month.
Slated to go are the Rembrandt

Trio, fern musicians directed by Eva
Garcia, who ,also 1 bows out as piano
soloist. Sings swan song today (19).
Miss Garcie Is wife of Howard Mil-
hollan'd recently

.
deposed as pro-

gram director and now managing
KGA, Spokane. She will join him
there.

Tom Mitchell is another to get
the blue slip. He gives up his sus-
taining spots Sept. 24. Mrs. Luther
Burbank, widow of the lale botan-
ical expert, concludes her 'Garden
Walks' and Wendell Brrriheim with
his . 'Traveltalks* conclude Tuesday
(20). ;

Refa Miller, soprano, also leaving
the network in favor of KFRC's
Happy. Go Lucky hour. Mary 'Wood
replaces latter as 'Miss Associated'

on weekly Saturday, night 'Spot-

light -Revue.'

Hunt Celebs in Chi
Chicago, .Sept. 19.

Union Ceiiual program is slated'

to return to Chicago for origination
Oct; 9. Program vises stage names
awl guest stars.

J. Walter .Thompson agency will

worry about the- talent supply in a
town not over plentiful with same.
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RADIO CHATTER

A 14-year-old Amarillo, Texas,

boy, Aubrey Brown, is claimed to be

the. nation's youngest
:
licensed

|
broadcast operator. ^_

J. Leslie Fox has joined WSM,
Nashville, as commercial manager,

^ , rrt — owuiAr jr NBC I
Comes from KPA, Wichita.

Frank King f'Qgtor, /^n^ Bill Pape, WAPI, Birmingham,
announcer and

»JJog
Ĉ ^°n% | due in New York in a few days,.

Pie Plant Pete (Claude. Moye)
who hilly-billies on an NgC morn-

ing network from WTAM, Cleve-

land, worked last week despite a

bad cold, for which he and the an-

nouncer apologized

SSnivt,t'n to Parll and London Bill Young, WBRC, Birmingham,
h
?Sffi ma? the former Mary A. has given up his room at a down-

with his bride, the former Mary
town

6
hotel and la living 'way out In

the sticks.
Thomas of Syracuse

Frank Tours -has had
L
his S^£V- I

. Freddie Frledmann will replace
lng 'Gems of Ywterday^ Ray Bahr at Seville Tavern, taking
renewed by NBC for

.

four «ore
hl/spot on WHAS, Louisville. Bahr

weeks.
. I goes to Fort Nelson.

Moiite Hackett, impresario on tne
j Asher Slzemore and Jimmy re

Lucky Strike program for Lord « turned from vacation in the mouri
Thomas, making it four weeks at Ujiiha ' and goeB back on WHAS
Hot Springs.. Oct. 19.

Alice Joy, for the Fisher grocery Joe Eaton, chief announcer of

chain on WTAM, . Cleve, flew for WHAS, . Louisville, on vacation. In

a Boston broadcast -and .back the Omaha.
next day to fill her daily stint. Davidons Taylor, announcer

Richard Warburton has the hero WHAS, Louisville, working up a

special investigator assignment , in I
male chorus

the 'Fu Manchu' cast (CBS).

, James Melton, NBC tenor, Is quit-

ting his penthouse for a quiet house
In the country.

.
Donald Novls,, whose father died... ^ . 50-kIlowatt ulant nearine

recently on the Coast, is ""^LSt n
nearmg

to California next month for a toiu> I
completion.
King Sisters, KSL harmony act.

^T»wir?n^VJff ^lco^lng NBC^KO talent

y^'F*^°mi.''^^^wv^r Sail Like, long without a book

'Z^'t^SE? Probably air
lnl agency, now has the KDYL

from the Coast, .r:, : -.. = <• artists- bureau,
Horry Barrls is tielng in with Hal WOC, Central Broacastlng Co.

Home's 'Mickey Mouse' campaign hinft, was oit>theair for the first

In behalf of United Artists :for a Lyme- in eight years; due to an anna-
radio plug. ..' |ture burning out

Vance. Graham, KOA, Denver, an-
I nouncer, and his mother .were in
Mured when their car turned over,

Laurel and Hardy Spurn

Lucky Strike Air Offer
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Laurel and..Hardy have turned

down, an offer' to be a. regular a|r

feature on tk NBC Lucky Strike

program., , .
• <

Say that so far. as they. are .con-

cerned the ether is an unknown
quantity,

.

ETHERIZED OPERETTAS,

MUSICALS BY LUCKIES

Lucky Strike may turn to . ether-

ized versions of operettas and mu-
sical comedies for Its Saturday
night sessions, starting off the in-

novation with a score and book
written expressively for It.

This show, slated . to run a full

hour, is now In the process of audi-

tion, with the cast made up of Hugo
Marian! and a 14-plece symphony
orchestra, Evelyn Herbert, Robert
Halliday, Walter Wolfe, Blossom
Seeley and Walter O'Keefe. No
.chance, however, of the operetta

idea getting an .hour within the next
fpur weeks,' Svhile Monte Hackett,
the account's impresario, is spend-
ing 'his vacation at Hot Springs,
Ark. .

Jack Pearl, highlight of the
Thursday

:
evening, affair, has . had

his contract, renewed, for ' another
four weeks. Extension, came through
on the second week of a four stanza
booking,

BosweUs Take Vacash

At Doc's Suggestion

Little Bits frpih th&Air

While Ferde Grofe was making
his debut on Lucky Strike, Freddie
Rich, maestrolng- The Columbians,
the CBS' , institutional orchestra,
was ' simultaneously performing
Grofe's 'Huckelberry Finn.'
Rich's Columbians are fast devel-

oping as a CBS musical mainstay,
even to the degree that they canje«
peat such

.
novelty numbers, as 'A

Musical Tour of New York' et al,

and Impress quite favorably. Un-
doubtedly these repeats are the re-
sult of requests.

'

8aturday after midnight the 'Cali-
fornia Melodies' half hour comes
from Los Angeles via KHJ, the key
station of the Don Lee chain, which
is the Pacific slope affiliate of the
CBS. It's a. melodic popular half
hour with Ray Paige's orchestra
and vocal soloists doing their stuff
in engaging fashion, notably . Vera

Van, a songstress whose rendition
of Irving Berlin's latest, 'Say It Isn't
So,' augurs well for her microphonic
future,

j
Immediately ..thereafter, Ted FIo-

rlto from the Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco, Is , picked up on a na-
tional NBC hookup, coming through
In equally fetching fashion.
There aren't many, outstanding

dansapatora on the Coast but the
few that are prominent around L,
A, and Frisco are on a par with
any.

Playing for Loew's, tn Baltimore,
this week, Borah Minevltcb was
plckgd up from WBAL, Balto, on
ah NBC (WJZ in New York) hook-
up with his Harmonica Rascals.
This time, although billed .for 30
mine., he did only 16 Sunday night
at 8: 30 and looks as. if the studio

(Continued on page 54)

Boswell Sisters step oilt of this

Chesterfield' program on CBS Sept.
29 for a vacation, and are not slated

to return ' until Oct.' 17, During
their absence the trio's, twice week-
ly stint will be split between Ruth
Etting and Arthur Tracy.
Meanwhile, the sisters have can-

celled all their theatre dates, lncliid-

Connle

Boy Scouting and without any Tracy Gives In on
publicity, WBBM entertainers per- _
formed for the patients at Chicago's TllOSe 4 and 5 a Day
Speedway Hospital. Those ^co-oper- _ „ ~ „ 1

(iting were Myrt and Marge, the four and five shows a day Inff slx weeks for Loew,
.Four-Norsemen, Gene and Charley, has proved too much for Arthur Boswell's voice has been bothering
Frank WeetphaljfBilly White, Har- Tracy. CBS Artists Service, as a her and the doctor urged her to
riet,.Craze and- Hal Parks. .. result of the warbler's plea, is lay- take a layoff.
Flo . Gardner returns to WJJD, ling off booking him for personal ap-

Chlcago, for a mystifaction inter- pearances for the next six weeks,
lude. Tracy was set into the Para-
Elaborate auditions to prove what mount, New ,York, last Friday (16),

Instruments brought canaries' sing- but Publix agreed to the cancell-
ing out the best" proved nothing.

| tion. When the Boswell Sisters

Boost KOIL Director

For Open Commish Spot
''Council Bluffs, la., Sept. 19.

John M.. Henry, director Of KOIL
and former managing editor of the
Council Bluffs (la.) 'Nonpareil,' has
been recommended to President
Hoover to fill the fourth zone va-
cancy on the Federal Radio Com-
mission. The opening was created
by resignation of General Salzman
of Des Moines several months agd.
Members of the commission re-

ceive $8,400 a year, plus '' expenses.
With five members eligible to the
board, 1 the economy bill passed by
the last session of Congress per-
mits the President to leave the post
vacant.

CBS-WGN RENEWAL DUE;

NO INTEREST IN WHN

WAPI'. Full Time
Birmingham, Sept. 19. i

_ ^ ^ WAPI on Oct. 1 will adopt a flat

Two' groups of canaries' are* corn- 1 Vacation' 8eot.~i», Tracy wlU^tate

I

ful1 time, sustaining agreement with
merciolly sponsored on WBBM, over one of' their Chesterfield pro- NBC- eivlng the station the right

£^?°',JE ™3 ^l^Stt!*^* making it three a week for *t?"LJ™«^'^.,!?^.!M -

^

Piano-violin and plano-vlbratone , . .

combos, used reap ctively. If any?- 1
n"nseii.

one cares, a canary is said to be
aged at 10 years.
Nate Caldwell, radio author-con

aultant, has barred himself from
enjoying the football season in Chi
cago by returning . to the micro

KFRC's New 3
San Francisco, Sept. 19.

KFRC has a trio of new accounts.

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur- done by Bush Hughes with sound
flays. : effects, etc., on the air every Friday
Gerald Altfilllsh, who was radio night,

operator for the 'Flying Hutchison' I Durkee Famous Foods Co., on
family, used to be a control man at I NBC up until

offer which la not commercial
WAPI for the last several years

has been on a part time schedule
with NBC, paying the network $25
an hour for evening programs and
112.60 for day programs. Under
the new arrangement the station

a
month

Novis* Lost Weight

WBBM, Chicago.

JACK DENNY
AND ORCHESTRA

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Victor Records

Gem Safety Razor
Program

Lucky Strike Dance Hour

Management M. .C. A.

JOHN

HEVLIN-
(TENOR) '

Featured on . the Sweetheart Soap .

program every Wednesday, 11:15
. A.M., ^V<IZ.

MannKement of
NBC ARTIST BUREAU

bought two 15-mlnute

i a. _ . i Donald Novis has asked to be
last

,
month, has permltted to drop out for a week

periods at the paramount, New York, next
weekly on- Happy Go Lucky Hour week (23) , ^ to regaln

'

Bomc
dally matinee program. Pabst 1

Cheese is sponsoring Pat Frayne,
sports ed of p. m. 'Call-Bulletin,' in| 1ft

*""^
ZZ*\Tm ^« "^^""tCl

i „ „, . . . . - 10 more weeks on top of thea weekly sport chat, 1

lost poundage,
Publix wants Novls to sign for

10
I already set at $500 a week.

waid-mhton hovel
Jerry Wald, ex-radio editor of thel

CROSBY'S 2, THEN EAST
Blng Crosby, current at the Par-

now defunct N. T. 'Graphic,' has amount, 'Frisco, makes Oakland and
written a novel in collaboration with Los Angeles, in sequence and then
Paul Milton, which Alfred H. King hops east by plane to negotiate
will probably publish this fall. Title with, two olr commercials on the

I

is 'Hot Air.'
•

t
.

, tapis!

"

" ' / !

'

It's a story on Rudy Vallee, thin- The crooner has severed with CBS
ly disguished, with the lowdown on on sustaining, owing to the nominal

|

the crooner's private life.
: $250 offered him.

E0BERTS IN POLITICS I ' NBC TAKES GATLOBD
Seattle, Sept.. 19. I

" Chester. 'Giiylord, chief announcer
Joe

,
Roberts, broadcasting the j

for Station ' WTAG,' Worcester,
'Seattlite* daily over KPCB, a tea- Mass., Vhoi has appeiared -in NeW

,

ture of which . is a review of the [York and Boston as a radio ' singer,
shows he likes, with nothing said has sighed with the NBC Artists'

|

about the others, waa nominated by j
Service. '

"
'

the Democrats for representative in| He will continue with WTAG,
|

the, state legislature.

Roberts also publishes
[

theatre guide.
a local

RAYMOND PAIGE 3™J^™™>.
Musical Director HHJ, Lob Angeles

OUltST CONDUCTOR
HOLLYWOOD BOWL SYMPHONY

July 20th
Directing Gershwin's "American in

Paris" and the Belcher Ballet

BAYER'S ADDED 13
Bayer's Aspirin has taken another

13 weeks of the Sunday night
'American Album of Familiar Mu

Max Fleishe'r put his 'Betty Boop' I M°r' with Gus Haenschen's orches
set of screen cartoon characters tra

» Frank Munn, Veronica Wiggin
through the paces of an audition for ana Bertrand Hlrsch. Renewal is

NBC. effective Oct. 16

Network has a commercial look- Commercial will continue the
lng for a kid program and tried to |

same 39-station lineup
interest it in the novelty.

K UZNETZOF

F

N I CO LI N

A

Negotiations are now on for a re-
newal of the franchise contract held
by CBS with WON, the Chicago
Tribune' outlet. Agreement cur-
rently in effect doesn't expire until

Nov. 4, but the network is anxious
tp settle the matter as early as pos
sible, so that it will know Just what
its Chi release status will be for the
next year.
When NBC scooped up WMAQ,

the Chicago 'News' transmitter,
early last fall, the opposition chain
found itself suddenly deprived of Its

only full-time Chicago release,

Other Chi outlet on the Columbia
list, WBBM, is owned outright by
the network, but the station shares
time with KFAB, Lincoln, Neb. As
the result of this situation Columbia
worked out a deal with WGN
whereby the 'Trlb' ether mouthpiece
ceded three hours of evening time
for a flat guarantee of $3,000 a week,
with the contract on the year bring
IngWGN from the network source a
total of $166,000.

Columbia has dropped all interest

In taking over WHN, the 260-watte_c

atop the Loew State Theatre buildp
ing, New York. Loew circuit, own
ers of WHN, a couple of months
ago approached William S. Paley
with the proposition of his acquiring
the transmitter and using It to ex-
ploit CBS acts that looked like good
stage materia. Deal would also give
CBS first call on talent booked .by
the Loew circuit, but Paley states

he wasn't Interested.

OVEBBOABD ON REMOTES .

\ . Hollywood, Sept. 19. i

Tom Coakley's Roosevelt Hot^l
orchesjra, switches Its remote .con

trol broadcasts from.KHJ to KNX,
. Former is overboard on jcemote

controls,; with Ted Florita's p<jni

blnation
: pn .nightly from the..

.
£lt

Francis,, San Francisco, and, :Ted

Dahl's outfit locally from Grand
Hotel, Santa Monica.

4 NEW ONES, 1 REPEAT

ON CBS' NEW BIZ LIST

Four, new - ones . and a repeater
have, been added to the CBS. list.

Biggest 'money account of the lot la
the Detroit White Lead and Paint
Works with a lineup of 40 sta-
tions. Remaining trio takes in the
California Walnut Growers' Asso-
cla, Carborundum

.
Company and

Amaco Oil of Baltimore. "

Oil session, which goes on Thurs-
day night (22), will have the Ar-
thur Pryor band and Jay C. Flip-
pen sharing headline bonors. After
the first, five weeks the program
shifts to a Saturday night release;

California
, Walnut, will go out from

the . Coast , over 34 stations for a
half hour each

.
Thursday night

starting Oct. 6/ it's obligated for
a minimum of 13 weeks.

Detroit White Lead will bring
'Smiling' Ed O'Connell out of
WKRC, Cincinnati, every . Tuesday
and Thursday morning starting this

week (20). Plays seven consecutive
weeks and Is slated to come back
for nine more March 6. Account
was formerly on the NBC books.
Carborundum sponsorship will

take a Niagara Falls band over
the basic Columbia link each Sat-
urday night starting Nov. 12, It's

down for a half-hour clocking and
a 13-week stretch.

Benchley-Gargan M.C/s

For 'Hollywood on Air*

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Robert Benchley and William
Gargan will be the permanent m.c.'s

of Radio Pictures' 'Hollywood on the
Air,' alternating weekly. Former Id

under contract to ,the studio as a
writer, and latter as a player.

Gargan has been m.c'ing for the
last two programs, but Benchley hod
yet to make an air appearance on
this bill.

ABE t

LYMAN
AND HIS

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
Columbia Broadcasting System

PHILLIP'S, DENTAL MAGNESIA
Taes., Tlmrs., Sat. 8:10 (East)

COAST-TO-COAST

1 W A B CI

Investors Syndicate Back
Chicago, Sept. 19.

Investors Syndicate, which last
year presented Jack Pettis orches-
tra, starts its new season Oct. 9

with with an entirely new talent
line-up from WBBM.

« r/
—-— •- _ I

Frank Westphal's orchestra, Phil

STEERO Program, Wednesdays, 10:15 a.m.. WEAF ^terfi
tl
d

'
Thara ****** *nd the9 ii -i »T i-#-\i

| Three Norsemen are scheduled.

Gibbons for Elgin
Chicago, Sept. 19.

Elgin Watch will return to the
air in October with Floyd Gibbons
as its attraction. One-eyed speed
talker will probably draw upon his

own adventures for material.
Program was sold by Chicago

NBC but will originate In New
York. Agency is Lord, Thomas &
Logan.

Jones
This Week (Sept. 16)

Loew's Jersey City

Opening Oct. 1

Hollywood Restaurant
New York

a n d
2STII CONSECUTIVE WEEK

GENE and GLENN
(JAKE and LENA)

QUAKER OATS CO., Dally 8 A. WL, N.B.C. Red Network

STANDARD OIL CO.
Dally 6:46 P. M., EST. WTAM — Cleveland
Dally 7:16 P. M. EST. Wl/W — Cincinnati
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New Program Calendar
Periods on. the air for the flnt time, or resuming eommerctelly

TUESDAY, SEPT. 20

<8miling' Ed O'Connell (CBS).
Detroit White Lead and Paint
'Works is releasing the warbling-
- patter single over 40 stations, in-

cluding the Don Lee link. Origi-
nates from WKRC, .Cincinnati.

Coming through .WABC, N. Y.,

Tues. and Thurs., 11.30 to 11.45 a. m.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 22

'Amoco' Revels', (CBC). Spon-
sored by Amoco Oil Co. of Balti-
more, featuring Arthur Pryor's hand

' and Jay C. Fllppen, m.c. Hookup
' takes in 12 stations in east and
near south but does not include the
CBS'N. Y. key. Originates from
Network's N. Y. studios from 8.30

to 9 p. m. weekly.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 23

'Christy Walsh's Football Show'
(CBS). Sponsored by General Foods,
combining gridiron guest stars, dra-
matic episodes from football history
and musical Interludes. Originates
from WABC, N. Y., 9 to 9.30 p. m.,
EST.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 26

'Big Ben's Dream Dramas' (NBC).
Sponsored by Western dock Co.
Resumes after Summer layoff over
basic red, KSTP, WTMJ, KOA,
,KSL, KPO and KECA. Originates
from WJZ, N. Y., 6.30 to 6.45 p. m„
.'EST. '.

MONDAY, SEPT 26

'Easy Aces* (CB8). Lavorls
Chemical Co. resumes Goodman Ace
and his wife, Jane,, with the bridge
table patter, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. Originates from Chi-
cago, WBBM, 9.16. to 9.30 p. m.,

• CST. ,

'H-Bar-O Rangers' (CBS). Cow-
boy script show sponsored by Heck-
er H-O Co., Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, with separate program pro-
duced on coast for western stations.
Originates WABC, N. Y„ 6 to 6.15
p. m., EST. 1

- 'Dromedary Caravan' (NBC). Kid
script show dealing with desert life
and sponsored by Hill Bros. Co.,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday. Origi-
nates from WJZ, N. Y., 6.15 to 6.30
p. m. EST.

'Fu Manch' (CBS). Campagna
Italian Balm introduces the Sax
Rohmer series on the air. Orig-
inates from the network's Chicago
studios, coming through WABC,
N. Y„ 8.46 p. m. EST.

' TUESDAY, SEPT. 27
'Seketary Hawkins' (NBC). Spon-

sored by Ralston Purina Co. Juve
script serials, Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday, originating from WEAF,
N. Y., 6.30 to 6.46 p. m., EST.
'Kraft Phenix Table Talks' (NBC).

Kraft Phenix Cheese Co., presenting
Mrs. A. M. Goudiss, culinary expert,
and instrumental ensemble. Origi-
nates from WEAF, N. Y., 11 to 11:15
a. m., EST.
'Abe Lyman's Round-the- Town'

ANSON WEEKS
And His ORCHESTRA
NOW IN 5th TEAR AT

HOTEL MARK HOPKINS
SAN FRANCISCO

Broadcasting Nightly
C.B.8. COAST NETWORK
Lucky Strike Dance Hoar

Semi-Monthly

Exclusive Management
Music Corporation of Amerle*

DUMB
CRACKERS

/ ROBERT
BURNS

PANETELA
WABC
Every

Wednesday
Evening
At 9

BURNS ALLEN
Dir.: WM, MORRIS AGENCY

(CBS). Sterling Products, makers
of Phillips Magnesia Toothpaste, re-
turns the Lyman band and Frances
Langford on a Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday slate. Originates from
WABCj N. Y„ 8.15 to 8.30 p. m. EST.

SUNDAY, OCT. 2

'Monarch Brand Melodies' (NBC).
Reed Murdock & Co., Chicago food
packers, using .studio combo and
vocalists. Originates from network's
Chi studios, coming through WJZ,
N. Y., 2 to 2.30 p. m., EST.
'Blue Coal Revue' (CBS). Dela-

ware, Lackawanna and Western R.
R., combining script and musical
entertainment. . Originates from
WABC, N. Y., 5.30 to 6 p. m., EST.
'Three Bakers' (NBC). Standard

Brands resumes this singing and
comedy trio. Originates from WJZ,
N. Y., 7.30 to 7.45 p. m., EST.

TUESDAY, OCT. 4

'Lady Esther Serenade' (NBC).
Lady Esther cosmetics starts Wayne
King's band on a once weekly eve-
ning series in addition to the Sun-
day matinee session. Originates
from ' Chicago, coming through
WEAF, N. Y., 8.30 to 9 p. m., EST.

WEDNESDAY, OCT; 6

'Captain - Diamond' (CBS). Dra-
matic sketch sponsored by General
Foods for Diamond . Crystal Salt.
Originates from WABC, N. Y., 8 to
8.30 p. m. Hookup limited to N. Y.,
Boston, Springfield, .Baltimore,
Rochester, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,.
Detroit, Cincinnati.

THURSDAY, OCT. «

'Maxwell House Showboat' (NBC).
Presented by General Foods with
Hall Johnson choir, Jules Bledsoe,
Lanny Ross, January & Molasses,
Annette Henshaw, Don Vorhess
Orch. and dramatic cast of five.

Hookup of 54 stations. Originates
from WJZ, N. Y., 9 to 10 p. m.

'California Melodies' (CBS). Spon-
sored by the California Walnut
Growers' Assn., over 34 stations.
Originates from the coast ana clear-
ing through WABC, N. Y., 9.30 to
10 p. m.

SoMtobt Loss lis

Freethinkers' Gain
The Hague, Sept. 10.

The radio muddle in Holland is

getting worse dally. Ae if there
were not already enough different
broadcasting societies, who each for
itself wants as much as possible of
the radio-cake, * new one has put
in appearance calling itself the
Freethinkers. The minister for pub-
lic works has allotted them a few
hours per . week and the socialist

VARA has to give up part of its

time to the new broadcaster.
Notwithstanding jealousy of other

broadcasters and unfair treatment
by government the AVRO maintains
not only its popularity but also its

financial status.

Barnes' Step-Up No

Slight <m Stebbins,

Chicago NBC Avers

Chicago, Sept. 19.

Advancement of Pat Barnes to

the time formerly devoted to the
Stebbins Boys prompted supposi-
tion here that Swift was. to drop
the Stebbins program. Meat-pack-
ers were thought to be still

,
peeved

over the" Phillips Lord 'Country
Doctor' incident;

Any. such Interpretation is con-
tradicted by NBC. It only means
that Pat Barnes has been promoted
and not that the other Swift pro-
gram is being slighted.

Stebblnses keep their original'

7:45-8 p.m. time for three nights a
week and get a later scheduling two
other nights. Barnes, who has been
a noonday turn, steps into the eve-
ning class Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays.

Inside Stuff-Radio

Number of records for continuous service, etc., are held by attaches
and artists of WHAZ, Troy, N. Y., which celebrated its. 10th anniversary
last week.
Rutherford Hayner, program director and announcer for the station

since it opened, is believed to have filled, these posts for a longer period
of uninterrupted service than that of any person connected with a trans-
mitter in the U. S. Hayner is managing editor of the Troy 'Times.' One
of his jobs is the training of R.P.I, undergraduates to be announcers.

Irving Gordon's Domino Club orchestra, which furnished the first pro-
gram for the station on Sept. 10, 1922, and which played on last week's
anniversary broadcast, may be the oldest radio dance orchestra still

whipping out tunes, WHAZ is the country's pioneer college station.

Floyd Gibbons' peeve against NBC has been brewing for some time,

but the strained relations didn't come to a head until Monday (12) when
John Royal, NBC program head, shot-him a wire rebuking the corre-
spondent-announcer for the way he handled the American Legion con-
vention broadcast from Portland, Ore., the previous evening.
Royal's telegram ordered Gibbons to cut out the editorial comment

and stick to straight announcing. Network officials did another burnup
the next night when during the cross-country hookup on the Legion
banquet Gibbons slipped in his personal reaction to Attorney General
Mitchell's report on the B. E. F. riots. Opinion expressed by the an-
nouncer, the network felt, put it in an embarrassing spot with the Wash-
ington administration.

TOO MANY KEYS

Old WENR Studios Were Con-
venient and Popular

Chicago, Sept; 19.

Former WENR studios in the
Civic opera building will henceforth
be guarded against the unlicensed
use of the premises by radio acts.

Building discovered last week that
an almost continuous string of
actors were just walking in and
using the handsome studios at their

leisure.

It appears that everyone in town
had a key to. the studios and were
availing1 themselves of the conven-
ience. WENR meanwhile has been
moved to the NBC Merchandise-
Mart headquarters for over a year.

Nobody might have noticed or
cared about the free use of the
WENR halls until the rival network
actors started to show up with keys.
Columbia actors rehearsing free in

an NBC station inevitably brought
exposure.

Finally a uniformed guard, was
stationed to count the key-holders
and in the interim new locks were
placed on all the doors.
NBC has no direct connection

with the old WENR studio and at
the end of this month is free of its

lease obligation on the old 180 N.
Michigan quarters.

M-R's Trio

Mills-Rockwell has two new art
ists under its wing, Annette Hen
shaw, phonograph recording artist,

being set with Maxwell House cof-

fee's new 'Showboat' program, and
Sheila Barrett, currently at the
Central Park Casino, New York.

Also; signed is Jean Ruby (nee
Boaz), who's set with NBC.

WHO's Par Acts
Des Moines, Iowa, Sept. 19.

Central Broadcasting's WHO has
new sustaining feature in Mardi
Oras Nite Club.
Program will use acts from the

Paramount theatre here.

EDDIE MILLER
CARDINAL HAYES—"A real he-man's voice."

GEORGE M. COHAN—"One of, America's finest
voices."

PAUL WHITEMAN—"Possesses artistic inter-

pretative ability."

WILL ROGERS—"A real canary."

For Radio, BEN ROCKE
.1770 Bronilway, New Torlt

BK PROGRAM RIVALRY

FOR CHEVROLET ACC'T

Auditioning of programs for Chev-
rolet is keeping both national net-
works busy, with the rivalry for

the account getting hotter as it goes
along. Columbia's latest combina
tion, which NBC Is trying to top, is

the grouping of Morton Downey,
Col. Stoopnagle and Budd and a
Freddie Rich orchestra.
Toward that end NBC tomorrow

(21) is piping into the auto com
pany's Detroit plant an audition of
Al Jolson from Hollywood and the
Fred Waring band from Cleveland.
Four Marx Brothers' act, submitted
three weeks ago on a disc recording
by CBS, has been turned down by
the account.
Three other recent units put on

by NBC for the car maker's selec-

tion had Fannie Brice, an Erno
Rapee symphony combo and a male
chorus of 16 voices in one; Bea-
trice Lillie, Frank Crumit and an
Andy Sannella dance unit in an-
other; while the third offered an or-
chestra under Frank Tours, Jim Mc-
Williams doing the m. c, James
Melton, Peggy Healey and the Hum-
ming Birds. Still another program
NBC has slated for' a Chevrolet
hearing offers Donald Novis, the
Men About Town quartet and a 35-

plece orchestra directed by Gus
Haenschen.
Alfred Newman's UA studio or-

chestra will back up Jolson.

Maxwell's Big Cast
Maxwell House's 'Showboat' pro-

gram makes Its bow over NBC Oct.
6. It's slated for a halt hour each
Thursday night for 13 weeks, with
the cast made up of the Hall John-
son Choir, Jules Bledsoe, Lanny
Rose, January and Molasses, An-
nette Henshaw, the Don Yorhees
orchestra, and a five-person dra-
matic troupe..
In addition to the basic red the

program will get a release through
WTMJ, Milwaukee; KSTP, St. Paul-
Minneapolis; KOA, KDYL, KFSD,
KTAR, and the southeast, southcen-
tral, southwest, and Orange west-
coast supplementarles.

East-Dumke Set
Chicago, Sept. 19.

East and Dumke, 'Sisters of the
Skillet* flew into town last week
and affixed their signatures to a
term contract with Armour. Team
will m. c. a new weekly half-hour
program every Friday starting
Sept. 30.

Program will originate in Chicago
where East and Dumke first gained
radio popularity. They were with
Procter and Gamble last year,

Refused permission to broadcast U. S. C; football games this fall, KNX,
Los Angeles, went on the air on two successive nights with air editorials

in which vague references were 'made to 'telling the inside.' On the
third day station officials were called into conference by university execu-
tives and the bah was withdrawn.
KNX was one of the- stations; turned down when the college decided

only to grant the privilege to stations approved by newspapers.
Also getting football broadcasting permission are the two chain sta-

tions KHJ (CBS) and KFI (NBC), and KFAC the 'Daily News' station.

There is also a, possibility that the Warner station, KFWB, tied with the
'Examiner,' will be included. KNX will also broadcast all of the Notre
Dame games from wire dispatches from South Bend.

Paul Whiteman found himself eased out of an embarrassing spot on
his parting with Mildred Bailey by one of those last minute quirks. Not-
withstanding the strained relations existing between the pair, the war- ,

biers' p. a. so maneuvered things that the bandman could not do other

than agree to a suggested farewell party.

As the p. a, had it framed Miss Bailey; among other trimmings going

with the party, would present Whiteman with a gold cigarette case. Two
days before the scheduled party, however, the NBC Artists' Service got

a call for a quick name booking and it suggested Miss Bailey. Engage-
ment opened her in Baltimore the next day.

Ingenuous CBS build-up for the Campana Corp.'s radio inauguration

of Sax Rohmer's 'Fu Manchu' stories In dramatized form over the air, Is

a pseudo 'personal* letter—an obvious mimeographed form-rsigned by
the author and mailed from London, addressed to the radio editors. It

apprises of Rohmer's sailing Sept. 15 on the 'Majestic' for New York,

where he arrives the 22d. That night, at the St. Morltz hotel, CBS Is

staging a stag shindig for the radio eds with Rohmer present. First of

the series goes on the air Sept. . 26.

Talent for sustaining programs is good for about six months on a

specified period. This is the opinion of Coast broadcasters. Adhering

to this belief, California stations have adopted a policy of rotating acts

every six months with changes in the spring and late fall.

Broadcasters contend that the semi-annual shift builds a better fol-

lowing for commercials.

One radio songster pays off his gratitude to his barber, hotel bellhops,

etc., by writing passes for the theatre he's working at. That's in lieu

of tips.

2 Stations for Akron

With WJW Moving In
Akron', O., Sept. 19.

Plan to move WJW, owned by
John F. Welmer of Mansfield and
operated as the Mansfield Broad-
casting Co., from Mansfield to.

Akron next month has been an-
nounced by Welmer. His announce-
ment followed the. ruling of the

Federal Radio Commission grant-

ing permission, a reversal of a for-

mer decision.

WJW retains its present power of

100 watts. It has no network af-

filiation. Akron's Only station op-
orating at present is WADC, af-

filiated with CBS.

MOVING MBS. CEOWE
San Francisco, Sept. 19.

Jean Campbell Crowe moved by
NBC from artists' bureau to a post,

in charge of program traffic at local

studios. Merton Borles promoted
to Mrs. Crowe's former job.

Both are ex-KPO execs, recently
absorbed by network.

SUNDAYS « 8»
EVERY NKXtMNG

except Monday
oi10:30*m.

WTAM

KGFJ's 'Shipwreck*
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Jack Carrington is writing 'Ship-
wreck,' which will be serialized over
KGFJ as a sustaining feature.

RUTH ETTING
GLORIFYING /^POPULAR SONG

PLUMBIACOAST-TIKOAST NETWORK
WED. 10 P.M.—SAT., 9 P.M., E.S.T.

Management
THOMAS G. ROCKWELL

709 Seventh Ave., New York
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HAS THE THEATRE GONE TO
SLEEP?

Gilbert Seldes, affirmative

Hiram Motherwell, negative
Debate
30 Mins.
Sustaining
WOR, Newark

If the theatre hasn't then cer-

tainly a large percentage of the

listeners must have by the time
these lads got through having their

"say. What started out as a cross-

ing of opinion and arguments
wound up as a not very Interesting

lecture on the technique of modern
stage acting and Its^ better known
practitioners.

From the voice angle Hiram
Motherwlll, editor of The Stage,'

and author of a floclc of books on
the theatre,' ran away with the

honors. But that was only by com-
parison with the piping voice of his

opponent, who wrote 'The Seven
Lively Arts' and who off and oh
has done play reviewing for dailes

and mags. Seldes' current journal-

ist;.- connection is with the Hearst
string for whom he's doing a
column on the serious things of

life.

In his opening argument Seldes

went heavy on the wisecracks, the

quip.? and epigram. Only they
wei'en't so funny. The theatre, said

he, is not falling asleep; It's dying.

Why? Because the theatre au-
diences are either at the pictures

or at home listening to their radios.

Both of these are mechanical gad-
gets and Americans like anything
that implies machinery. Once the
theatre represented the best things

in life, but now, Seldes asservated.
the people are looking to the pic-

tures and radio for these inspira-

tions.

Gan't be so, retorted Motherwell,
when the mike finally became his.

If the theatre Is sleepy or dead
Broadway, which Is 'the' theatre,

would be dead. But Broadway has
several swell plays and to back up
his point the defender of the- stage
went on to point out several ex-
amples of good plays and acting on
tap. He cited Ruth Gordon in

•Here Today1
; Claude Rains In 'The

Man Who Reclaimed His Head' and
'Best Years,' and unreeled a brief

synopsis of each play's plot.

On the rebuttal Seldes granted
that a few good plays

:
have in re-

cent years been produced, but he
contended that these were Insignifi-

cant as compared to the mass of
junk legit has tried to feed to the
public. Trouble with the theatre,
he argued, was that It was trying
to compete with the films and radio
and had cheapened itself in the
process.

Producers, he said, have been
motivated by the thought that if

they produced a hit they could sell

it to pictures and playwrights by
the hope that if they' wrote a sue
cessful one they would be called
to Hollywood. Theatre, Seldes de
dared, . would never get far until
its people have faith in themselves
and believed in their stuff. It has
been drained of its worst elements,
averred the columnist, and It just
has to be waked up.

Next 16- minutes had Motherwell
on a lecture analyzing the acting
of such players as Katherine Hep-
burn,- Paul Muni, A. E. Matthews,
Osgood Perkins, Ruth Gordon and
Katherine Alexander. Others pre-,
vlously mentioned also came In for
an added dissertation on their
mummery talents. He couldn't be
lleve, concluded Motherwell, that
with alt this talent available the
theatre could be called sleeping,
dying or dead.
Verbal exchange was one of

regular Friday evening series com-
ing under the heading of 'The
Forum,' with S. Theodore Garnick
a New York lawyer, the chairman.
Listeners are asked to mail in their
vote on the debate. • Poll is an
nounced the following Friday night

Odec

TESS GARDELLA
Songs
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York
Tess Gardella's return to her

commercial over CBS was not so
favorably presented last week (13).

Big Tess, or Aunt Jemima as she is

professionally and better known,
dug out a couple of old tunes with
which to resume and permitted
some explanatory verbiage by the
announcer which was not only poor-
ly, conceived but also unauthentic,
to say the least.

Continuity thought nothing of rer
minding listeners that the singer
was the star of the operetta 'Show
Boat' and that she would sing her
song from that musical, 'Can't Help
Loving That Man.' Later on there
was a discussion of . just what Tess
should sing next, final decision be-
ing a tune Eddie Cantor would like

to hear. All superfluous and just a
bit Inane. To top that off, the final
number was 'Annabelle Lee.'
Tess can still sing a song. That

being the case, she doesn't need
excuses to pre-empt her selections,
whatever they may be. Those pre-
song fol-de-rols generally, sound
like "they're trying to blame it on
somebody and indicate the perform-
er is somewhat uncertain about it,

too. No kick over Tess being
termed the star of 'Show Boat.'
She was in the show, and the desig-
nation- could be a slip of the tongue
or rate as theatrical or ether license.
But it's overstepping when specify-
ing 'Can't Help Loving That Man'
as Tess' song* when Helen Morgan
sang it in the show. Not that the
majority will care, but those who
saw the stage presentation will re-
member, and Miss Gardella Is sim-
ply making a chump of herself in
allowing such announcements to go
out, on the chance of the ill-will it

might bring her,, no matter how
slight.

At 2 p. m. Tess shouldn't be hard
on the ears of the . women around
the house. Her voice continues
resonant and her interpretation of
a number usually ranks with the
best. But before she completely
gets that weight on the wrong foot,
it seems merely a matter of song
selection and more minute advance
scanning of the chatter between
ditties to straighten put where she
can again click on her ' own minus
impediments. Sid.

SYRACUSE VARIETY HOUR
With Hughie Barrett's Orchestra

Sustaining
WABC, New York
Originating in WFBL from the

Onondago hotel, Syracuse, WABC
brings this program to New York on
a limited CBS hookup for 30 min-
utes fro 9:45-10:16 p. m. Saturday
nights, thus belying the 'hour' ap-
pellation. Regardless of this cap-
tiousness, it's a satisfying enough
light half hour.
The variety part has reference to

the diversity of song and musical
specialties. Hughie Barrett's or
chestra is the mainstay, with sundry
specialists doing their stuff. Among
them were Millie and Thelma, two-
pianoing Rube Bloom's prize-win-?
ning composition, 'Song of the
Bayou,' whiclujncidentally, is get-
ting quite a radio play these days
and nights.

Barrett's music, a standard in the
profesh and a particular institution
around Syracuse and Rochester, is
expertly . transmitted via the mike.
The selections are -well paced, dig-
ging up an occasional number such
as 'Dlga-dlga-doo,' interspered with
more contemporaneous stuff.

The Syracuse Chamber of Com-
merce should, if riot already doing
so, bankroll this air plug for the up-
state city. Abel,

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
Al Pearce, Nora Schller, Louis

Evertson, Norma Neilson, Tommy
Harris

Sustaining
KHJ, Los Angeles
On the air five days a week, ex-

cepting Saturday and Sunday for
more than two years, with a com-
plete routine change for each broad-
cast, it is only natural that an oc-
casional haphazard show, from the
llstener-ln standpoint, is likely to
occur. Caught Monday afternoon
(2-3), Sept. 5, this standby program
of tht' Columbia-Don Lee (Pacific
coast only) system was probably at
ltd worst, if studio records for
listerier-ln interest may be judged.
Originating at KifRC, San Fran-
cisco, the Happy-Go-Lucky hour, on
the. basis of fan mall, has a daily
air audience of approximately 200,-
000 femmes. Recently the high-
lights on the program staged a
jamboree at the Los Angeles Shrine
Auditorium, playing to capacity,

Ii's a case of open-house at the
studio during this hour, with friends
of the performers turning out en
masse, especially on the day re-
viewed. Incessant chatter, evident
by-play by the artists, and thunder-
ous applause no doubt was music
to those taking part, but it failed to
make much of an impression with
those who heard It via the ether
route.
Program is the brain-child of Al

Pearce, who m.c.'s and handles the
assignment satisfactorily. A few
of the highlights of the hour in-
cluded vocal numbers by Nora

1 Schiller, some yodeling by Louis
Evertson, and plenty of clowning by
Norman NeilsOn.

. Some of the tal-
ent was not so forte, and the ama-
teur juveniles didn't help the pro-
ceedings. Novelty was a recital of
old-time gags and sayings, with the
date of their inception. It revealed
that some of today's pet expressions
were in use 500 years ago.

THE OCTOPU8
With El»i« Hits, John MoQovern
" and Apnea Moorehead
Serial Skit
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York
When the sponsor and the ad

agencv entrusted with the account
disagree over a program and the
check signer has his way, as hap-
pened here, the result Is usually of
interest to the trade. Here's an in-

stance where the commercial said
mystery show It shall be because
the script submitted by an outsider
had as its major virtue a title that
was closely 'associated with the
product.
Author called his series 'Evening

in Paris Mysteries,' and the sponsor,
Bourjois, Inc., mixes a perfume
labeled 'Evening in Paris.' Same
account had gone' along for four
years on the air with one of those
slow-tempoed, romantically atmos-
phered musical shows.
What Bourjois has done here Is

to bring back 'The Shadbw' to the
ether, or, rather, an extraordinarily
weak imitation of the original. As
a horror splne-tlngler this 'Octopus'
version has as much the overtone
of sinisterness about it as a tale

about Winnie the Pooh. Anyway,
that's the impression conveyed- by
the initial episode (12) of the series.

Lots of sound effects and-.movement
were packed In that Monday, eve-
ning unreeling (9:30 to 10 EDST),.
but little menace - or story punch.
Its dull stretches were many, its

dialog writing and pacing lacking
the staccato drive.
John McGovern as the hero of

the adventure yarn, looks like an
off piece of voice casting. In what
are supposed to be the exciting
highlights of the plot this lad reads
his line in the same way he would
read a passage from the tea-table
tete-a-tete. Assignment of Mc-
Govern to the role is hooked up with
another sponsor twist. Part called
for an Englishman with a strong
Piccadilly accent, but the Bourjois
powers-that-be said it wouldn't do.

To the average American, the spon-
sor: folk contended, the Piccadilly;

accent would be as tough interpret-
ing as the real Scotch burr. Other
objection was that there was a pos-
sibility that the Piccadilly accent
would take the edge off the charac-
ter's serious part in the proceed-
ings.
Better Instance' of placing with

Elsie Hltz as the bored American
visitor in Paris who craves adven-
ture. First episode introduces it to

her in the form of an Englishman
who Is on the trail of 'The Octopus,'
described as the wraithlike leader
of a criminal gang. Girl finds this
mysterious gentleman-detective in

her box at the opera. He tells her
he is there to protect her and her
pearls from the 'Octopus.'
She refuses his protection and he

forcibly carries her off in his own
car. Soon afterward the 'Octopus'
speaks through the driver's phone-
piece. He had taken the place of

the Englishman chauffeur. That
under-the-sea voice, makes its first

sinister crack: 'It is the Octopus.
Beware he does not tighten his coils'

and crush you.' The pair find them-
selves trapped in the tonneau. Gas
is seeping, in, with the girl soon
passing out. But the resourceful
gentleman hounder of the 'Octopus*
has a match up his sleeve, and
boom! goes everything. When he
comes to, the 'Octopus* is gone and
the chauffeur, murdered, slumped
under the wheel. The Englishman
gets the gjjj back to her hotel, and
thus ends the first episode.
Bnt before the curtain on the

thriller Bourjois by a long stretch
managed to hook up the name of

its product with the events of the
evening. Girl recalls the perfume
peddler who had earlier in the script
called at her hotel with a concoc
tlon that had no name, but whose
aroma had intrigued her. Now she
had a label for it. 'Evening In

Paris.'
Announcer picks up the plug from

this point with an offer of a free
perfume container, with every . box
purchased of face powder put. out
by the same concern. Odec.

HOU8EHOLD PROGRAM
With Edgar Quest, Alio* Moek,
Joseph KoMtn**

Musical, Poetical
COMMERCIAL.
WMAQ, Chicago
Edgar Guest, the Detroit jingle-

writer, came back to this program
Tuesday (18) and the season on
heart throbs was declared officially

open. Not less than a dozen times
the announcer and spokesman of

the finance company referred to Its

state of stimulation, now that the
poet is with the company again. As
the firm is paying him a healthy
stipend it's presumed that a portion

of the public shares the enthusiasm
of the sponsorship.
This program has been altered In

personnel during its year or more
on the air. It has changed people
and to some degree, policy, although
the program as picked up Is not
unlike what it was when last re-

viewed.
There appears to be a conscious

dropping of the word 'finance' In

the billing. It's now simply the
Household program where formerly
It was named after . the company,
Household Finance.

Specifically the copy mentions
workers getting $40 a week and le-

slrlng to borrow 1200 so that may
be taken as an index to the salary
and Class range of the audience
Household Finance wants to reach.'

They must be the ultimate judges
of their own success. Meanwhile an
outsider would guess that they were,

still too high brow musically .
and

tbo self-conscious poetically to fully

accomplish their designs.
Alice Mock, opera graduate, has

a splendid soprano. Joseph Koest-
ner is an able musician. Eddie
Guest gurgles, as always, sonnets In

praise of worn-out shoes and the
unwashed dishes In the sink. This
earthy sentimentalizing has paid
Guest lavishly, so It's -captious to
complain of the quality of his taste

or the direction of his Ideas. He
has demonstrably maintained con-
tact over a long period of time
with an audience responsive to

what he has to say and his way of

saying it. Land.

DEWOLF HOPPER
With Fritz Blocki, Charles

Gilchrest
Talk
Sustaining
WMAQ, Chicago
DeWblf Hopper appeared for a

brief talk during the 'Radio Chatter'
weekly program of Charles J. Gil-
chrest, radio editor of the 'News.'
He was introduced by- Fritz Blocki,
author of The World Between,' in
which Hopper is about to open at
the Adelphi.
Although simply a publicity stunt

and With probably a scanty amount
of preparation devoted to it, the
veteran legit actor quickly proved
that he was a beautifully clear and
deep masculine voice for radio and
that with the right material he
would be a clinch.
He gagged a bit in that easy way

of his. Perhaps a trifle overboard
oh sentimentalism at the expense
of more solid material, this sample
still established that the micro
phone would be no bafflement to
Hopper. Land.

'THROUGH A MARBLE LATTICE'
Sketch
Sustaining
WJZ, New York
From 8:15-8:30 EDST, this Hindu

sketch did Us stuff on WJZ, a big
league station at a big league time
allotment, but to what purpose one
wonders. 'Through a Marble Lat-
tice,' as a rather intriguing Oriental
voice In studiously phrased Oxford
English explains, takes the auditor
to Hindu-land, on the slopes of the
Himalaya. And then is re -enacted
a tale of the east.
What that tale is is a personal

mystery, as it couldn't grip the in-
terest. It was art episodic thing,
with snatches of dramatic action,
and then explanatory matter. It was
preceded by a snatch of native Hin-
du music played on native instru-
ments, a development of which
would have been more appealing
than that for which it served merely
ns the overture.

The, artists' names, as announced,
sounded like Sarat and Lota Lahlti,
and that also sounds like a yodel
Possibly the idea is to ultimately
interest some Oriental rug manu
facturer or the merchandizer of :

mystic Far Eastern «cent or per
fume, product, and while the hookup
Is a natural: suggestion, the lvisic

groundwork is weak, Abel.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN N6W8 AIR
EDITION

News and Features
15 Mins.

,

Commercial
KOA, Denver
Fbr the . first time one of the

Denver papers has an Air Edition,

and it gets over the air in great
shape. Only 15 minutes, but every
second Is made use of, and now If

the staff will only publish as snappy
a looking paper as it sounds over
the alr< there will be no question
of which local sheet will hold the
ace spot among readers in Denver
James Walsh, copy desk, Is the

announcer, probably for the reason
that he can get more words through
the mike, with every one easily dis

tlnguishable, then probably anyone
In town. He tells of news - that will

make page one the following morn
ing, giving brief outlines of the big
yarns and headlines of others.
Alberta Pike talks of editorial and

other features, and in a way that
would make even the most hard-
boiled evening paper fan want a
morning sheet, for once at least,

After that, of course, it's up to

the paper if he buys it again. If

Alberta isn't married, she is doing
her chances not a bit of good, talk-
ing so fast and clear over the radio
Jim Walsh rushes back with some

more spot news and Is followed by
Walden Sweet with a grist of local
happenings. Walsh closes with
news that is hot off the ticker.

This broadcast is made direct
from the city room of the 'Rocky
Mountain,' and is put over in the
rapid-fire manner that most people
imagine a newspaper is run. This
dally, except Sunday (must be
Walsh's night off) broadcast to-
gether with the 30,000 sample copies
the 'News' is distributing every Fri-
day morning, ought to strengthen
their position locally. r

One weakness . seen is the lack of

a boost for . ads. Give the advertls
ing department about three min
utes a day, either picking out some
outstanding bargains, or boosting
the department In general. Not all

papers are bought for the news
alone.

THE MAGIC MICROPHONE'
Sports Novelty
COMMERCIAL
WMCA, New York
A bit of hocus pocufl. Would

come over equally aa Interesting
without the- lengthy palaver about
the 'great Invention of Dr. Waverly
that takes you .back through the
ages and lets you listen In on the
great sports events of ancient days.*'
Madison Square Garden Is using
this 'sports through the ages' Idea
to whip up Interest In the SchmeN
Ing-Walker fisticuffs.

Program caught (16) started oft
with a flashback to a boxing con«
test in the time of Homer, 900 B.C»
Dialog was a mixture of Elizabeth-

'

an and Broadway argot, but that
didn't effect the fanciful recaptur-
ing of the episode. A lad by the
name of Typhoon Is framed into
challenging the champ of those
days', Theagones, with 426 victories .

to his credit and the majority of
these turning out pickups for the
undertaker.

It seems that the bruiser had in-
sulted a frail by the name of Thebes
in Typhoon's presence and there
was nothing for Typhoon to do but
to take Theagones on In combat.
Combat In those days meant fac-
ing each, other with noses touching
and .pounding away with spiked
gloves. Just before the battle a
stranger tips off Typhoon on the
frame. Thebe, the stranger ex-
plains. Is the klller-pug's hotsy-
totsy and' the pair pulled the Insult
gag as . a means of drumming up
business for the girl's father, an
undertaker. Stranger, who says he
himself had almost been put on
the . same spot, prevails upon
Typhoon to toss sneezing powder
into Theagones' face, and through
this .ruse the lad saves his life. All
of which goes to show, remarks the
station announcer on the fadeout,
what 'enormous progress has been
made in sports since then.'
Another episode recalled a Lon-

don scene In If72 with two women,
Mrs. Elizabeth Wilkinson and Anna
Hyfleld, about to swap professional
swings when the sheriff steps In
and stops it These bits are well
written and staged, but not so the
skit used toward the end of the
program to dramatize the free milk
fund angle of the Schmeling-Walk-
er bout. Thing lacked both con-
viction and punch.
Program has a giveaway, angle

offering pair of ringside seats for
the best five letters commenting on
the ether session. Odec.

ELIZABETH KERRIGAN
Songs
Sustaining
WGY. Schenectady

Singer, who has been broadcast-
ing 1G-minute programs over WGY
for several months, is now heard on
a regularly-scheduled Saturday af-
ternoon shot. If the writer's mem-
ory is good, Miss. Kerrigan was de-
scribed as a mezzo-soprano in. the
first two or three broadcasts, She
is now called a contralto.
Miss Kerrigan has a pleasing,

well trained voice. She . sticks to
bettor class ballads, both of the
popular and standout type. Does
not go In for freak stuff in sing-
ing line, nor does she strive for
showy effects. Her programs are of
the quiet, restful type.
However, she should exercise care

In the selection of numbers, so that
two as similar as 'Ave Maria' and
'The Rosary* will not follow each
other as was the case on a recent
broadcast.
While Miss Kerrigan has only

:piano accompaniment on these pro-
grams, there seems to be no reason
why she could not sing'with orches-
tral support on ' an occasional GE
after-supper broadcast.

PROF. A, R. HATTON
Address
Sustaining
WMAQ, Chicago
This is one of a series of infor-

mative talks on subjects of intellec-
tual significance. The sponsorship is

possibly . the longest that ever
tested the verbal agility of an an-
nouncer. It goes like this:
This is one of the "You and Your

Government' discussions brought to
radio through the courtesy of -the
Chicago committee of the National
Advisory Council of Radio in Edu-
cation in co-operation with the
American Political Science Associ-
ation and allied, organizations.'
Talks are conspicuous, for their

clarity, Impartial Objectivity, and
science-supported common sense. In
particular the pedagogic comment
on political matters is refreshingly
free from bunk and axe-grlndlng.
On palaver-cluttered air channels

speakers such as Prof. Hatton are
a boon to those who like to"thlnk of
themselves as over the 12 -year-old
classification. Land:

VERA DELMATOSS
With Mischa Bohr, Gregory Stone
Sustaining
WJZ, New York
Vera Delmatoss, Russe songstress,"

airing
.
authentic vodka and gypsy

airs, has a very pleasing 15 min-
utes on WJZ at 8:45 p. m. Thurs-
day nights, assisted by Mischa
Bohr, violinist, and Gregory Stone
at the piano and also arranger.

It's a. different sort of songalog,
of a type that would be a click in a
smart cafe and strongly reminiscent
of the ultra maisonettes a la Russe
of Paris, where they know how to
put It on also.
'Mme. Delmatoss' billing is the

'gypsy queen.' Okay! With a little

more grooming to establish her rep
she can take her style of vocalizing,
plus the expert musical interludlng
by Bohr and Stone, into the thea-
tres and do right well with It on
personals. Abel. -

-

o

SYNCO-THOTS
Edna Fischer- Newell Chase
Sustaining
KGO, San Francisco
NBC grabbed this keyboard twain

from KFRC recently, spotting them
on some of the choicest periods.
Current one immediately follows
Amos 'n Andy.
Synco-Thots is a pleasant musi-

cal quarter hour done by two cap-
able pianists, Edna Fischer and
Newell Chase. Former has been a
Coast radio ivory pounder for sev-
eral years.
Material generally up to minute

pop stuff with occasional references
to older numbers. Boclc.
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faiside Stuff-Music

Up at the Glen Island Caalno, Westchester, they've slipped cards on
the table notifying of a special 'music charges' It's another -wrinkle for
eeuver income.

jliaeive la to the effect that owing to the great expense of retaining
Ozzlo JJelson'B band, a 50 cent week night and $1 weekend musio charge
Is necessary to enable the establishment to serve food and beverages at
moderate prices*

Mo?c Mayer of the Richmond-Mayer Music Co. has two more months
In which to buy or sell the half Interest of his partner, Maurice Rich-
mond, who withdrew from the Arm to take over the general managership
Of Musio Dealers Service; Inc. If within that period Mayer hasn't found
a buyer Or isn't in a position to take over the Richmond stock, only
recourse left will be ,the liquidating of the company's assets. Buy, sell

or liquidate agreement was made between the partners when Richmond
Stepped out last month to go with the publishers' co-operative projoct.
Regarded as one of the most valuable assets of the M-R organization

Is its Paul Pioneer Publishing Co., With a catalog that has reaped largo
profits from the school songbook trade.

Rodgers and Hart wrote the new Jolson picture songs and Kalmar
and Ruby dittoed for the Eddie Cantor film. Jolson requested the samo
style of lyrical story as Rodgers and Hart contributed to the Chevalier

j

film, 'Love Me Tonight,' and eliminated Irving Caesar's straight pop
'song interpolations. .

Harms will publish the -Tolson film numbers by arrangement with
Rodart; Rodger-Hart's own subsidiary publishing Arm, for which Harms
Is selling agent.

Irving Mills, besides his Mills-Rockwell artists representative Interests,

doubles between two music pub firms. Mills Is a partner with his brother

Jack in Mills Music, Inc., and handles all the recordings for that com-
pany. In addition, Mills and Tommy Rockwell have their own Lawrence
Music Co, an affiliated enterprise with the M-R theatrical enterprises.

RICHMOND-MAYER GIVES

UP CHI JOBBING BIZ

Chicago division of the Rich-
mond Music Co., rated as one of

the two leading jobbing outlets In

the midwest territory, shuts down
operations the end of the current
month.; Stock and accounts will

be moved to the company's New
York headquarters, with Lawrence
Richmond, manager of the Chicago
outfit, coming into the main offices.

Distributing affair in Chicago was
a separate corporate entity, with
Maurice Richmond, president; his

son, Lawrence, vice-pres., and Max
Mayer, treasurer. It was organized
about a year and a half ago. Bad
slump In business during the sum-
mer and the anticipated effect that
the Music Dealers Service, Inc., win
have upon Its sales sources
prompted the decision to dissolve
the Chicago company.
Maurice Richmond has since re-

signed from R-M to head~the MDS
as general manager.

Flaherty as Rep
Pat Flaherty's Sterling Songs,

Inc., is no more. Flaherty has folded
hLj business and his New York of-
fice closed. Too many debts,
Flaherty Is going Into the per-

sonal management biz.

OWES FOE $100,000 0E0AH
Minneapolis, Sept. It.

The Kimball company of Chicago
is threatening to sue all members
of the municipal auditorium organ
committee and the city for the
$100,000 still due on the instrument
Installed four years ago. The com-
pany says the court action will bo
started unless payment I* made
Within 30 days.
The city- claims the company, In

Installing the organ, took its
chances on collecting, as the munici-
pality and organ committee mem-
bers did not obligate themselves to
ever pay. Several unevitieeeittlii ef-
forts were made to raise the n>c4w«
ary funds.
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Chicago Musical College

Absorbed by Loyola U?
Chicago, Sept. 19.

Chicago Musical College, a privato
money-making Institution for the
past .30 years, Is reported being ab
sorbed by Loyla University, Catho
lie-owned and operated by the Jes
ults. Understanding is that present
quarters will be abandoned and mu-
sical college possibly moved to the
Loyola campus.

Carl Kinsey, head of the Chicago
Musical College, will take an ex-
tended European tour, it is said. Ho
failed to persuade the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music to take over
the college prior to the Loyola nego-
tiations.

A dormitory for girls from out
of town was maintained in tho old
Musical college located on Van Bu-
ren street In the building of which
the Punch and Judy theatre Is a
part.

Robbins-Malneck Trip
Jack Bobbin* . and Matt Malneck,

latter a violinist With Whltemah,
are going abroad Oct. 16 on a busi-
ness trip. Robblns' new deal with
Campbell-Connelly starts Nov. 1,

hence Bobbin*' Interest to set plans
With C-C. •

Malneck, also a prolific composer
under Whltewan's tutelage, will

work on several numbers with both
Jimmy Campbell and Reg Con-
nelly..

Ribbing?

One of the most popular
vantage point* in Tim on
Squoro for ' the bootleg souk
shoot peddlers Ib in front of
the Paramount buiUUnK,
That's the '.headquarters of

tho American Society ot Com-
posers, Authors and 'Publishers
which has boon crusading
against tho song shoot plratOH.

NBC'S GOOD-WILL SHOWS

AT TRADE CONVENTIONS

In duo tlmo NBC may develop a
route for its talent that could bo
termod tho 'trade convention lifno.'

Not that thoro is any money to

bo derived from tlioso bookings dl-
roctly, but the network regards the
icloa as a good-Will bulldoc-tiptxir
and eventually productlvo of busl-
noss from appreciative sourcer that
count.
Suggestions and applications for

a personal appoaranco contingent to
play the convention come from tho
network clients who make or dlo-
trlbuto products handled by thoHo
in convention. How far tho chain
will go to take oaro of ono of
thoso trade mooting roquonts was
disclosed yesterday when NHO shot
a flock of Its Jiamo talent from Now
York, Chicago, and Cleveland to
the convention ot tho National
Wholesale Druggists Association at
White Sulphur Springs, Va.

In the New York contingent wore
Jim McWUIlams, to m.c. tho affair,

the Three. Keys and tho Rovolers
quartet. Among those roomHod out
of Chi and Cleveland wore Gone
and Olenn, Alice Joy and tho Sis-
tors of the Skillet. John Royal,
the network's program manager,
went along to personally suporvlso
the show.

ROSES AND SALAMI

Brigode Answers 'Are 8ong Pluggers
Peopls?'

Vogel's Fund
Jerry Vogel, g.ro. of Plaza Music's

popular music dept., Is again at it

with his Thanksgiving fond, which
is his pet charity and which im

largely supported by the mvnUt mea.
Yogol's' fund dwindled from |5,*M

to $3,000 last year and he'll be
satisfied with f1,000 currently. Pro- \

(letidH (to to professionals at Bar&nae
j

and Cmttrttl Islip, N, Tf„ hotvpttaf.

WHITEMAJT K&fAGEBLEfiS
Vml Whltftntan has to

<;oril\HM without * pftrw>nAt man-

(4 fit* h»ntn*niH affairs ta the If

Artists' ttervtMr
Attffc tAvifi, vVhiWntan's p«rs«m»l

tfip, v/i><> w?!fif, r>n 'nn Indrtdntt*

tifatUift Irt July, WYifi't rrtnrn.M.tius

Chicago, Sept. 19.

"We have been buffetod about by
all sorts, of bandsmen' but this is

the first time we ever got a buffet
suppor free,' declared ono local song
plugger discussing the revolutionary
conduct of Ace Brlgodo who throw
a party for the pluggers at Merry
Garden ballroom.
Boys were all soft and sentimental

ovor what they claimed was the first

time an orchestra leader ever'

treated them like members of the
human race. Not only did Biigode
fete and feed them but his orchestra
after working: hours put on a two-
hour show for the entertainment of
the pluggers, f

Willie Horowitz, In impromptu re-
buttal, wasn't too choked op with
emotion or salami, to point out that
In all this heaotlfol brotherly V/vfc

It was a shame the mtwrfc titrate

wasn't complete. 'All we rt**A n*/w
is some mtuta buyer* and the wft-
leniam has arrived,' he declared.

SI

MDS Takes in 8 More Pubs; fill

Represent at Least 90% of Music

Biz; Improved Credit Ratings

IfilKht more pviIiIImIiovm huvo tUlJed

thonvNolvefl with (lie Munliv l»eultH'P

Hervloe, live,, inuUthK « Inlol -of 30

DiiitH now (Usti'lbuiliiK IUi'vuihIi the
oentnii nhlppliiK unit, IQiU'li of Hie
now coiniM'n with llu» eneeiti l«>i» of
Itobbinn MiihIo Oo, oanio lit iimlw tvn

HRrcoinent that nlve« ll)« M1>M ex»
eliiFilvo (1l«lvll)iKliiK' pi'lvlleiion over
thrlr piiblloutlonH for a pocliMl of

two yen™.

K(il(hl/iii (ii'miiMeiiieut iiIIowm dial

corrijmiiy to m<ll Ihroiiwh <illn<i' (<)iiifi«

nelM and a)Mo (he rl/tlil to wlllidmw
from Hie piilillMliei'H' (Hi^opiimllvn

eiKtrpi'lMo ut any time, In iiddlllun

to the ehiU'(oi'«h<ildiitM dovieh, thti

fi)ll(>wln(f piihllMhlnM hounow havo
hound thoirinolves up eX(!ltiHlvei,v

with tho Ml)H: Olmon, llollon

Musio (^o., Harry Uloom, (Ireen A
White, H(ept *. VowerM, Mario, iind

Nivttra«H*Hehenok. Two other* wl(l>

whom the MI>H Im now In (H'oco/ih of

negotlntlon are 10. 11. Mnrkw mid
Kolt'lQugol.

Though without, the privilege of

a vote In the oonduot'-of the biinl-

nosn, tho firing tint,: have Joined
since tho . completion of the M1>8
organisation are being uooonlert the
samo servloo and dlNirlbiitltiier

charges as tho 12 oharter corn pan loH.

Latter take in Agor Yellon A; (lorn

»

Htelh, Berlin, Inc., J)ertylva, Urown
& jlenderrton, Jno., . VonnWmm)
Douglas & Oumble, Vanuntu, li'elNt,

Harms, Miller MiimIo, llernkik, Want-
ly Bros., fUjaplro-Uernntoln ftnd

Witmark, It Is ogUMutod that
through ltff prenerit uiomhcrnhip tha
MDS lias bpfornVi tho outlet for at
least 00% of tho popular phase ot
tho music publffttilnj? biurine**,

Uniform Trsde Pflot
Vor the start the Mtm Is p(ittln«

a penny margin to vaivm cost ot
operations ort eaoh pop tnmio sh^At
passing through It to the dMl«f, H
after a whllo this markup Is found
to be jhore than the m^tamH ot
the organljjftWon rwiMfres, & redM«-
tlon will follow. M&tnwtilfa the
dealers are gettJn*; 'their ptrp HtitM*
at a flat Ha level, rtwrAkiH* of lh»
number of copies hmitftl, fflt&t »p*
pile* to the new rtftttiMfi, wltft ihtt

older number* teliing »t the
vUmn l^/j fl((ur#. Hfafpt prodttotim
mirtm* are wholesaling at * hum*
ter and w^nnrXftMrmn ut Ztin, whff*
*rmn* from plelur* prr/4a<4if/n» #.t«

(fotntf u> the- romUi (Mintfit for
either i$ or Me.
Not only doe* the Mf>H tt»,ti<fie

every. «*gf# of the WHirM/tilUm for
it* member* htrt ft hMttnmen the oh*
«ga».tfon of. etMetMntt: the Money, to
vrotMt, it**it vKktrint Io**a* eh* or-
#3.ftf2atfoff ha* net up a etrinneni
ereAit eyetem, with * tfre/Hi iHMrti

pt>M*\t>ic ort Aet»l«r topplt'inritA,

improved Credit &y»t*M
Va/M irftMelner wt- IfArArifC th*

l

VlV& HA'frtMi, its <{re4it Uihfii of

-~\\w\ of the mlOdlu i\\»n w\w\ eitlerit

to th« «m>(lH of (he Nhmllei1 (titisld

mevohnnt.
Tliw puhM eoiieede Ihla und whllrt

not. (iiiHympulhedo with (hit JniihuiV .

pIlHht, (he ivtlUvide (m (hnl (heir own
ont'elertHueMMeH In (he )mnii' tiN Ni«"-

KaniM (limnetnl aeommilimM, hIiim

ullogiMlly uneitileiU m'tvtM lo»» m.i«*ti M
eutoi'ltig Into eontiiellllon Willi IHe
puhllwhern (in |1ie tiihtiec of re|>i'llH*i

helned to bring nhimi (hlM N*«lf |»ro«

leotlve innve by Hie ihMmIu inibMi

The feel Ior In OhU wi'iiin of Hie
jjohhoi'H who furnish rteiiU'Cw wllh
iiiiiiOI HotitlM Hiieh n« )i(i|iiil(ir lH'lo«it

phoiKiuniiili r*i<«oi'<1r*, jilKtim miMrtlnN,
iikIIo jmrlH, Hliimliii'd tmiNln mi
imiHle iKidlih, may 1i« aide to «tir«

vlve, wllh n tiilulnilHt'it nvvt\m<i,
on this )thaMe aloiiOi

The JniiliKi's am not hu 0|iUinlMH«i

HoiifCland lliuid lt«p1n<!«9

Oalllo Koldcn At iU\m
Urn AiigftleH, titwh i$i

Oallle ((oldeu's banil at th« Iteii-
denvous, liallifia, reoliu^rt try a n«W
(jornho with Wvoi-alt t1<ml*M In
«liftr«ft J irftakar*. Uuiti <MH*
tmntid M/Hh mum tout Wfteff, with
Jaokle Taylor huntUin a hM ««ot*

Georifa ifamlUon, at aiuh Aftpott
(Jnrvlen*, had Mm eouimit remwtH
for . Mix month*, HWm MafHrt'il
«ornh« wmn at His 'J^nlla* OJ«W
Kept, 20, with. tlMtjf AUnt «* M,
and ooMuuior,

turn Slave's o«*<<sifft trim Vffa
UfWMUtne Vhfk (wmrt ftt linsrtlwrtfW
varrt (Ittfe, fwmerly the MmimMtM

*<\i hy AtOA,
Dmi wt\*f«hy Mf WMdfrn w«* t$

imve eh* Miramar, nmi«, Motited,
**\<l replme tommy Mtiet'ti totki m
the nthmore, M# wme «eid mi
tMH hand* yermln in tt<ek ytwH*
HptlUt,

^*s~rr r:mWs&^z-Mt*XjaTZ-wm0

lfi#ur« Air RcytUUt*
Menie<, (My, ttevi, it,

UlemUiein tom* miler* Hti4 pluf*
wrii&M Me WuriM . wttfM M4
Me*,n* of 6heeMUm w on premfU*
tUtrm oi theit MMitMitUm ift iim*
hire*, eUMohe, reAio HlhtUm, ****
eta,, m a wieem ot fonMUig mt*#m
Vney tirein MweA on toymfm
v«A«m\ uwetMueni h*M oraetrt

opefMorn ot. radio miSm* Ut Mhk*
depoeit* wirft mttoft&l ftete*frik
Utmr wfcMi mmtvium wsh mir
tUm, tO gUMMfrle* MtiiOtff fOf&f
tie*,

T<m Call ft Lore' Writer

Calls for Her BoyaHy
GizOye TJn&ols ha* taken her Into awvir.t wh«» 'Jes* mjUft* Atai* \.

tie; , erit nzMS',* vms. tp tor wt>A>t. *(>- {

! ft<* .f^o«m(e*om« »AMmnUt (fit-W*,*4'-

ItoiC »rA tbi* fftfortmtUrt 'l*' t».kAn Yf^rAtC

Veeim, v*,,, Kept, 10/
Hewta mm ortf&etre* wttt tt§*

peer M meJey* mffl/rtUm, Mm*
unit,, me mtM/ztt whl'-tt opeiieA
to**, -wesfc with Hm fterrfa, (rtfoet
or#*tf**M *tot,1t+A ftf* WAtft #me§,

;* tAM#, Petit mAft eM <iem

roy&ty claJm on Too C&U It Istie? ,
tfc« Kas* ColamM- theia* «-i-frt*><!*, ! pr<vv*f. Os* r«wjtt .of *M /V^nt/*J f IXtfKtt* TUtKKMIL ftjTM% 6 H.
to the wort*. Am one of the f/v«ir . ktrrezxi, ptioiiefw* ztfUipaM, w»7f •'

m mm
Aathtr* carried on th* eon^e tJtJ* S fc* * h#>«r« r^^J'VTV J« 5>"»*!*a* from I

x K%
]
UA d#A*.m«**e* en **<*>t<A. *****l^i^J^^^^^^^

.« t
ere *rs, **e in ***p n,m \eM mmw m4*Or***itH( <HMfW*

f&ieen, the I* mtiipf tor her
share ot the roysiliie* ifhirt*

(fair** fa lonz QierSzue. Ar&mtit el&J. pitfAU&iern ftee tsr*
ask* of Con Conrad, ptJfcKsfuar of ' vfaere ft&y h#v* V, pel

apjK«». on th* tra* pair* a* co- 'M A**** *re *ppt*/4*s&f ete're* ,

f*««*«f

*«* :

SIel wldt CJtjr OvJrt; i X^^^ *.*'<^*.^„. ~A,. *#* * *«.
3<&* poB^fc teti&tea in Her <y,m*>

plaint putt awngft

TRACT'S COL. 2H3ZS
•Afth«r Trany (Street PS-tuznt;. ss

'S^lfAtiiifie. frw ttrnnmrUik. <Z^'\

XtmtAdk rwtfA*, ffirti Ewt 3jI7!b
pforetofiic to i?a« <i«»t *«• kfea. if

'ffM-'.-fe ff>r * Apftfof aihiiw -}f fii'ir

'

rftjrv.rAe n\A&'t} r

1 f /•<»/•/ «/<irt(y <v> .Oil
,

',1 '.t, ttp*s-'fi£.hii'A4. itfi, .

r,t,y^nff:t«t n'M tuft * rt/>*

:

f
.iiiftAn-/ Kft'i* ,

'»'/ '^Tr.'.il <Il'.M*!
':

'

',t'iif,n/,'S( IS, i'.ft 'AiU>Aa / MA >X> \

; t,if'ii'i< t,f A4 '<'.. i.'i .••':«>»l». '.f :

;if.iint<A (".tc-ttit'.M AM*.fie. MM

b«n fa ch* BKSe&ti &>r 4«r<*jr

* 7<5ar
.
AUtn't 47** revtirre &.

royaler ittaA*nwtit f«m- Conr**f

•uvrneH <irer So ru» ii#7^, -?jS*jf.V/t

St. Cfit/JhtafciJ, t5r<j awiiitiw
Zfif^'oinst Tssw&cA. * s*f,

"fy&m. tiktirtti. then. ^mct*.

the <f*rXA*H */i m*.

SfAnf* IriaxtwJi. asm. x**A >>> sr
:
, !f

^rrrt^fr/vA.^U abs'w- t, '.tins,

/>*iv>s c.ntVuvJr' w. '.•/. . - -
•

.'..iStU'/ ?f>r If'iWe. n-v*;-'. "

.fo,Jt. i',..
1 •-.«>:

o!«r ;.r^j> vy

' fr^m <wiit>A * *xt*p-4c v,rw>H"\ * ... y..

.•m* nets* ew.*x* w. <i' of

'tV*,V*/ 'si'.'*?!

'>.*'<. '',n '. n 4
./A > V,

'H, tf-Ji f*. 1. .

'"><>• p'>'.i..u> e** ffr.i /,

+r ' pt> -M
.
-» .\&

* ' '• '-<• ' '.A " r .-v*

v .f, .- y> .; :<«'>.'• '-/y,t»»4 s

< ,^» >* - • i t . * '
' '*. V-

'-.'-<--/ -,

s. .

ti*'-At *+4 ,"/>4' ft '/^ 'a 4s/ff.$

i,w/,tj% urn, oAtm
'*./.»<?<,. -V-// Iff,

' of / -,/>v- .h*f,*f
• " • »M' /r^r-'^y. iAfffori
'' ' * •/» f"r-^kA, trie-.,

' f.'-< y."s,:<i *h^y
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AUGUST MUSIC

PACE WAS UP

AUGUST MUSIC SURVEY
THIS TABLE SHOWS THE LEADING SIX SELLERS IN SHEET. MUSIC AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS GATHERED PROM THE REPORTS

f F SALES MADE DURING AUGUST BY THE LEADING MUSIC JOBBERS AND DISK DISTRIBUTORS IN THE TERRITORIES

Business .spurt, that peeked around
the July corner into August took on
pace as the month proceeded, giv-

ing both the sheet music and mc-
chanical fields the brightest August
in three years. Feeling all around

Is that the turning point has been

reached and that sheet sales par-

ticularly may look to a decided, if

not overly, substantial .upward

surge through the fall.

August gave the, previous month's
sheet loaders a severe shaking out,

leaving only one in the revised blue

ribbon set. 1 hat was Wltmark's 'A

Shanty in Old Shantytown,' which
edged up from deuce to topmost
spot. 'AYe Just Couldn't Say Good-,

by' (Keit-Er.gcl) started on all six

the middle of the past month and is

generally conceded certain to lead

the September list. It was holding
that notch, anyway, the first twe
weeks of the current lap. Also con-
tinuing to an especially lively tune

on the cash register after a steady
rise through August is Feist's 'Mas-
querade'.'

- -Tailing, the blue ribbon sexlct

Ver'e Keit-E.igel's 'As You Desire

Me,' Miller Music's 'Mardi Gras/
Robblns' 'I'll Never Be the Same,'
'Strange Interlude,' (Miller), Rob •

bins' 'If You Were Only Mine,J .'Lul-

laby of the Leaves' (Berlin) and
Feist's 'Night Love Was Born.* Ber-
lin's 'Lady I Love' gives Indication

of a steady rise, while "Every One
Says I Love YOu' (Famous) and 'So

Ashamed' (Ager) look set to wind
up the month among the first 10.

Again a long playing record fills

the ace slot for Columbia. Guy
Lombardo's unit gave .Brunswick its

-best ; coin intake for August, and
Victor rounded out the month with
Ted Blaok leading the sales parade.

6 Best Sellers in Sheet Music

Reported by Leading Jobber*

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
No. 1—SONG 'Shanty in Old Shantytown' 'Shanty in Old Shantytown' 'Shanty in Old Shantytown'

™
No. 2—SONG 'Masquerade' 'We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye' 'Masquerade'
No. 3—SONG 'We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye' 'Masquerade' 'We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye'
No. 4—SONG ' 'It Was So Beautiful' 'It Was So Beautiful' 'Strange Interlude'

No. 8—80N0 •1 Can't Bcliovo It's True' : •Goofus' 'Sweethearts Forever'

No. S—80NQ 'You've Got Me in the Palm of Your
Hand'

'Lullaby of the Leaves' 'Three's a Crowd*

3 Leading Phonograph Companies Report 6 Best Sellers

Side responsible for the major sales only are reported. Where it is impossible to determine the side responsible for the

sales, both sides are mentioned :

Chi Brisk
Chicago, Sept. 19.

. Music survey for August shows
several semi-standards among the
leaders. 'Goofus* popularized by
Ted Weems .continues among Chi-
cago's six best although not in the
running in either New York or Los
Aflgeles. Piece was number two
during July.
' Among the mechanicals the Mills
Bros, brought two non-pops into
{He heavy selling and ' a 12-incher,
'Okay America,' recorded by Victor
Young, barely missed ranking with
Brunswick's half dozen. Louis Arm-
strong and Songapators hoisted' old
tunes into the fast company for
Columbia.
Cheaper discs (3-for-$i) started

to pick up toward the end of
' August arid this was taken as a fa-
vorable omen for the 75-centers as
well. August was distinctly better
than July for the mechanicals al-
though .sheet music was merely? lop-
ping along at a snail's pace , with
nothing to get excited about.
Columbia found its new additions,

Rudy Vallce and Harry Richman,
immediate pace-setters. Guy Lom-
bardo had a two-week scoop with
'We Just Couldn't-Say Good Bye,
enormously popular overnight and
likely to ba the No. 1 song, for Sep-
tember.. It was No. 2 for August
As a result this Brunswick release
backed by 'I'll Never Be the Same,
also hot, outsold its runner-up 2/1

Victor list is hogged by three
entries, Whitsman, Columbo, and

\ Bert Lown, each with two releases.

BRUNSWICK—No. 1 'I'll Never Be the Same/ We Just
Couldn't Say Goodbye' (Guy . Lom-
bardo Orch.)

'We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye' (Guy
Lombardo Orch.)

'1 Can't Believe It's True' (Isham Jones
Orch.)

BRUN8WICK—No. 2 'Bugle Call Rag,"Old Man of the Moun-
tain' (Mills' Bros.)

'

'Bugle Call Rag,"Old Man of the Moun-
tain' (Mills Bros.)

'St. Louis Blues' (Mills Bros.)

BRUNSWICK—No. S 'Love Me Tonight,' 'Some of These
Days' (Bing Crosby)

'Love Me Tonight,' 'Some of These
Days' (Bing Crosby)

'We Just Couldn't 8ay Goodbye' (Guy
Lombardo Orch.)

BRUNSWICK—No. 4 'It Was So Beautiful' (Ozzle Nelson
Orch.)

'It Was So Beautiful' (Ozsie Nelson
Orch.)

'Love Me Tonight' (Bing Crosby)

BRUNSWICK—No. S 'Blue Jazz,' 'Don't Tell a Soul' (Casa
Loma Orch.) .

'In Old Shantytown' (Tom Gerutt Orch.) 'Bugle Call' (Mills Bros.)

BRUNSWICK—No. S 'You're Blase,' 'Hold My Hand' (Arthur
Lally Orch.) .

'Sweet Sue,' 'St. Louis Blues' (Mills
Bros.)

'Cabin in ,the Cotton' (Bing. Crosby)

COLUMBIA—No. 1 'It Was So Beautiful,' 'I'll Never.Be the
Same' (Enriquo Madrlguera Orch.)

'

'The Blue Pajama Song' (Rudy Vallee) 'Shanty in Old Shantytown' (Ted Lewis
: Orch.)

COLUMBIA—No. t 'Now You've Got Me Worryin' for You'
(Eddy Duchln Orch.)

'It Was So Beautiful' (Harry Richman)
i

'Medley Isham Jones Hits' (Franklo
• Trumbauer Orch.)

COLUMBIA—No. 8 'Hell's Bells,' 'O. K. America' (Art
Kassel Orch.)

'It Was So Beautiful' (Bnriquo Madri-
quera)

'Neopolitan Medley' (Charles Mag-
nante's Accordian Orch.)

COLUMBIA—No. 4 .'Roekin' Chair,' 'Sweetheart's on Pa-
rade' (Louis Armstrong Orch.)

'Old. Man of the Mountain' (Songapa-
tors) v

'The Lady 1 Love' (Knickerbocker's
Orch.)

COLUMBIA—No. 6 'Night Love Was Born,' 'Holding My
Honey's Hand' (Ruth Etting)

'Rain, Rain, Go Away' (Art Kessel
Orch.)

'1 Heard' (Harlan Lattimore Orch'.) ..

COLUMBIA—No. 6 'Music Everywhere,' 'Love Me Tonight'
• (Art Jarrett)

'Rooking Chair Blues' (Louis Arm-
strong)

'Roekin' Chair* ' (Louis Armstrong
Orch.)

VICTOR—No. 1 'Shanty in Old 8hantytown,' 'Rain,
Go Away' (Ted Black Orch.)

Three on a Match' (Paul Whiteman
Orch.)

'Hold My Hand' (London Mayfair
Orch.)

VICTOR—No: * 'You're Blase,' 'It Might Have Been
You' (Gus Arnhelm Orch.)

'As You Desire Me' (Buss Columbo) 'As You Desire Me' (Donald Novls)

VICTOR—No. 3 'Goofus,' 'Swamp Ghosts' (Wayne King
Orch.)

'Over the Week End' (Bert Lown
Orch.)

'Mimi' (Maurice Chevalier)

VICTOR—N«. 4 'It Was So Beautiful,' '8ongs for 8ale'
(George Olsen Orch.)

'We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye' (Paul
Whiteman Orch.) .

'Shanty in Old Shantytown' (Ted Black
Orch.)

VICTOR—No. S 'Masquerade,' 'Banking - on the
Weather' (Ted Black Orch.)

'My Love,' 'Lonesome Me' (Russ Co-
lumbo Orch.)

'It Was So Beautiful' (George Olsen
Orch.)

VICTOR—No. .« 'The Voice in Village, Choir,' 'Lullaby of
the Leaves' (George Olsen Orch.)

'1 Can't Believe It's True' (Bert Lown
Orch.)

'In the Palm of Your Hand' (Gus Arn-
helm Orch.)

Marchetti After Dates

For Orig. Biltmore Trio
Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Original Biltmore Trio, later . the
Ambassador Trio and the Eddie
Bush Trio, has been reunited by
Rober Marchetti, local lawyer, who
is dickering for air contracts and n
possible return to the Biltmore.

Trio composed of Eddie Bush,
Paul Gibbons and Charles Sekler.
was formed by Earl Burtnett, and
sang with the Burtnett combo at
the Biltmore here for several years.

Coast Ups
L03 Anjroles, Sept. 19.

Cheery prospects of July contin-
ued to remain bright during August.
Sheet music business was- a bit

brisk
Discs slightly on the upgrade,

with plenty of novelties and vocals
claiming attention rather than
straight dance stuff.

TEX'S CANADIAN RETUBN
Texas Gulnan will play a return

on the floor of the Frolics cafe,

Montreal, starting Nov. 1 upon com-
pletion of her present RKO vaude
dates.

Canadian nitery played Tex and
her gang for six weeks during the
summer. Return engagement is in-
clef as to length of run.

Merry
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FEMME BUGLEB DIVOBCED
.

Cleveland, Sept. 19.
Mrs Althea Heuman, bugler in a

Vincent Lopez femme band, was
granted a divorce from Winfleld
Heuman, non-pro, on grounds of
neglect. Given custody of a four-
year-old daughter and $5 weekly
alimony. Divorce uncontested.

ANNOUNCER MOVES UP
Des Moines, la., Sept. 19.

ln.merson Winters has been named
•manager of WHO here. He has been
oh the announcing staff of the Cen-
tral Broadcasting Co. for two years,
and will not do any more announc-
ing under present plans.

BURTNETT REPLACES WEEKS
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Karl Burtnctt's band replaces An-
son Weeks at the Mark Hopkins,
F,'iaco. Oct. 10.

tVeeks is jumping e>.i.,t for the
'iVH time to appenr a I the St. Regis,
S' f.v York.

FLOOR SHOW PLUNGE

N. Y. Hollywood Putting In OJive
Borden and Nina McKinney

A New York nlte life, running in

extremes from ultra exclusiveness
to mass turnover at bargain prices,

will be the scheme of things this

season. Lots of value for little will

obtain, even with' possibly Improved
conditions. Where a couvert is

charged, the Idea will be to put the
bargain thing on In a big way.

Paul Whiteman's 4,700 couverts
which he clocked at the Cascades
roof of the Hotel Biltmore last week,
at $1 per copy, is evidently evidence
of the three-ring type of circus en-
tertainment they want nowadays on
a cafe floor. Whiteman gives 'em
a continuous frolic with a succes-
sion of specialties in between dance
sessions.

it's proved to* be such a click that
Ben Bernle will emulate it when he
opens Oct. 1 at the College Inn, Chi-
cago, as will George Olsen when he
comes into the New Yorker next
month. Abe Frank has been doing
well with the sanle idea at the Am-
bassador Hotel's Cocoanut Grove,
Los .Angeles.-

Away from the hotels, the land-
office business which the Hollywood
restaurant on Broadway has been
doing with an elaborate floor show
to a $1.25, $1.50 and $2 dinner and
no couvert, with 1,200 capacity, and
a gross ranging up to $20,000 and
$25,000 a week, is further evidence
that the masses want mass enter-
tainment for short prices where they
dine. After theatre, a $2 minimum
check idea obtains In lieu of couvert.

Elaborate floor show going into
the Hollywood restaurant, New
York, will be headed by Olive Bor-
den, Nina Mae McKinney, Blanche
Bow. and Marguerite and LeRoy.
Harold Adamson and Jesse Greer
are writing special material.
Isham Jones band is spotted for

the cafe. Booked by CBS, which 's

also putting in a wire.

Ethelind Terry on Floor
Will Oakland will double from his

Hunter ..Island roadhbuse into his

Times, square Oakland Willow club
until . .the. roadhouse season ends,

when he will concentrate down-
town.
Meantime, Ethelind Terry has

been signed for the Oakland Broad-
way cafe, to head the floor show.
It's the. nlte club debut of the, for-

mer musical star. .

'

Harry Wilson, Denver rep for
Sherman-Clay, made manager of
band and orchestra dept. of the
Knight-Campbell Music Co.

READING'S BIG CABARET
Reading, Pa., Sept. 19.

Albert E. Zimmer, manager of

the Daniel Boone hotel, this city, , in

the Moose Temple, which Includes
also the Park theatre, has leased
the entire temple building, excepting
the theatre, and will convert it as
a dance hall and night club, to be
operated by Dick Coy of New York
city.

Architects plan a floor and . cab-
aret to accommodate 1,500.' Open-
ing some time in early November.

Lido Going for $1.25

Crowd with Floor .Show
. Lido Club Gardens, on' 52d street

and Seventh avenue, the former
Club Lido spot, is being redone for
opening as another mass turnover
spot catering to a $1.25 dinner
crowd- With It will go Noel Sher-
man's, presenation of a Billy -Arnold
floor revue.
There will be no 'minimum check'

rule after 10 p. in.

INDKSPENSA'BLK SONGS FOB
YOUR FAIX REPERTOIRE!

"MAADI GRAS"—Waltz
"STRANGE INTERLUDE"—Slow fox-trot
"TELL ME WITH TULIPS"—Slow fox-trot
"LISTEN TO THE GERMAN BAND"—

. Comedy fox-trot
"AND SO TO BED"—Lulliby fox-trot
"IT. MIGHT HAVE BEEN YOU"—FoX-tr>t
"THERE WILL BE A GIRL"—(Fred Stoat's

"Smlllni ("MM")
"DRUM9 IN MY HEART" — (Youwant'

March Song)
"IT'S ABOUT TIME"—Comedy fox-trot
"ANOTHER CANDLE ON YOUR BIRTH-

DAY CAKE"—Fox-trot

STANDARDS '

"WITHOUT A SONG"—Throe keyt (Ballad)
"THROUGH THE YEARS" — Three keyt

(Bulled)
"THEY CUT DOWN THE OLD PINE TREE"
"TIME ON MY HANDS"
"TWO LOVES"— (With Freooh text)
"KATHLEEN MINE"— (Irish Ballad)

MILUSR MUSIC, INC.
62 Wert 45th Street Nt* York City

Nate Caldwell's Kid Script

Chicago, Sept. 19,

New boys' program for thrice

-

weekly dissemination oh Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday locally over
WBBM starts Sept. 27 on behalf
of American Oak Leather Company,
Nate Caldwell authored the, script

to be called 'Rock Oak Champions.'

KEIT & ENGEL, Inc.
719 7th Ave., New York

"We Just Couldn't Say
Good-Bye"

"As You Desire Me"

"Pink Elephants"

"Beside the Sunset Trail"

"I Found You For Some-

body Else"

FOR RENT
Larcc hall suitable for dnnclnn; prominent

thoroughfare; ovmcn will ass Int tonnnl.
.
J. B.

Friedman, lac. 52l-5th- Avo.,- Now York.
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Bestsellers
Beat sellers for the week ending Sept. 17, as reported by the

American News Co., Inc.

Fiction

'Sheltered Life* ($2.50) ... . By Ellen Glasgow
'The Fountain' ($2,50) .By Charles Morgan
'The Fortress' ($2.50) By Hugh Walpole
'Peking Picnic' ($2.50) By Ann Bridge
'Faraway' ($2.75) By J. B. Priestly
'Good Earth' ($2.50) . . By Pearl S. Buck

Non- Fiction

'More Merry Go Round' ($3.00) .'........ .Anonymous
'What We Live By' ($2.50) . . . ; . ... . . . By Abbe Ernest Dimnet
'Princess In Exile' ($3.50) . <

>'. • . . .By Grand Duchess Marie of Russia
'Van Loon's Geography' ($3.75). . . .By Hendrik Wilhelm Van Loon
'Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing' ($3.00) By L. E. Lawes
'Epic of America' 4 $3.75') ...... . . . . . .... . . . .By John Truslow Adams

Dancer's Novel

•42nd Street,' novel of show busi-

ness and Broadway, Initial effort of

Bradford Ropes, dancer, reached the

stores Thursday (15). It is show
biz throughout and will appeal
strongly to the theatrical mob, but
it also should land with the masses,
Ropes displays' a

'

; close working
knowledge of showdom, particularly

the vaude and legit branches. "While
keeping pretty close to its intrlca-

' cies and technicalities, at the same
time he's made It interesting- read-
ing for non-professionals.

.'".;•• Story will 'be made Into a picture

by Warner Bros, which bought the
rights before publication, paying
$6,000. Film will be a musical with
Ruby (Keeler) Jolson in the cast in

her initial screen try.

Book mainly deals, with the pro-
duction of a musical comedy from
the point of hiring people, through
rehearsals, worries, setbacks, trou-
ble over parts, to the. .tryout in
Philadelphia and the final premiere
Jn New York. From this base it

branches out into vaude and other
{Savors, including Broadway, in-

\ trigue, etc'.
'

Ropes wrote the book while tour-
. Ing the Loew circuit and in other
engagements as a dancer. On first

..submitting-, it to Alfred H. King,
inc., the publisher, only one of that
firm's members, Wallace Dickson,
who also was formerly in show biz,

held out for acceptance. Ropes was
then asked to do some rewriting.
To those in touch with- legit and

vaude,- many characters in the book
will appear familiar. Other promi-
nent persons, are frequently, men-
tioned by name. -

Another Book -of-the- Month Club

Literary Guild, which recently
acquired the Book League, has
evolved a plan by which it hopes to

unload the returns on its past selec-

tions. Privilege
. of membership in

both the book-of-the-month clubs
is the return of those selections the
subscriber no like.

Returns have been piling up and
the Guild now hopes to dispose of

them through the Guild Dollar Book
Club, the : formation of which be-

(
ceme known some time ago, but
with' no details given out.

It's really another book-of-the-
month club by which the subscriber
gets past selections .of the Guild and

s ,Bopk League; at $1. a copy instead
of the regulation price. This also

. With a .return privilege,, of course,
and so there may be still another!

book-ofi-the-month ;.. club at . yet a
cheaper price if the dollar books

. come back In, quantity. .

- v .w. -, ,,: lockridge'e - First

Richard Lockridge, drama editor
of the N."Y. 'Sun' makes his in-
itial bow as a biographer with
•Darling of Misfortune* (Century).
Don't let the title, fool' you, it's a
biography of Edwin Booth.
Author evidently has been at con-

siderable pains to verify his state

-

. merits and to correct 'the errors ap-
pearing in earlier biographies! In
this lie has been materially aided
by haying access to the Booth coir
lection in the Players' Club, founded
by the tragedian, but he has not
rested upon that collection alone for
his data. Lockridge has compiled
a scholarly and Interesting story
which promises to become the

. standard.

Book on Magician

Harry' :L.. Clapham, ' member of
Washington Assembly 23, Society of
American Magicians, has been doing
some research in the field of magic.
Result is, a book on . the late Wil-
liam Henry Palmer who performed
under . the stage name of Robert
Heller.

There is a biological sketch of the
subject by Henry Ridgely Evans,
Litt, D., together with' reproductions
of old handbills and other theatrical
effects used by the magician before
the Civil War. Edition is limited
to 1,000 copies.

Keptee

Ruth Phillips wisely does not seek
to moke a heroine; of Ellyn Mack
in her 'Manhattan Love.' Not so
easy to glorify a keptee and Ellyn
is nothing more than that, so the
story tells her experiences inter-
estinjjly but does not seek to

glorify.

Ellyn's type is no novelty in cur-
rent literature, but Miss Phillips
hits new lights and her book holds
interest. Published by.Macaulay.

Reviving Fan. Monthly
Hollywood 'Screen Mirror, 1 which

folded i ecently, will be revived in

October by its publisher, Benjamin
Brick..

New title .'of the monthly will be
H<llywood 'Screen Flash.'

Worst Seller

Hollywood, Sept. 19.

Slowest selling volume in a
local bookstore is copy of
Herbert Hoover's tome on
mineralogy, . which has col-
lected dust for four years.

Stands next to a stack of
Casanova biogs, that are go-
ing like hotcakes.

New 'Americans'

'Americana,' the mag which had
its inception as a gag by a group
of illustrators, only to go floppo In

short order, will be revived by a
new group which has acquired the
title and other assets. Perry Jack-
son is the leading spirit of the firm

organized to reissue the publica-
tion.^

New title of the monthly will be
'Americana Magazine,' and under
the new ownership editorial matter
-will be added to the illustrations

which the former mag went in for

exclusively: Likely that Alexander
King will be retained to edit.

Original 'Americana' came into

being as an outlet for the drawings
of various illustrators which, . for

various reasons, could not be used
in the regular mediums. Too many
artists and top little business man-
agement did the mag in after a lit-

tle while.- The publication is now
to be issued on a serious basis.

Airing By-Lines

Every by-line writer on the"Balti-
more Sunpapers is destined to

switch from typewriter to micro-
phone in order to entertain the ears

of the listeners of WCAO, with
which the dailies are affiliated. And
since most of the ace newspaper
men on those two. sheets are polit-

ical oracles, it's going to be inslde-

stuff-on-Washington for the most
part. :

.

Parade was started last week: by
J. Fred Essary, chief of the Sun'a
Washington, bureau. Immediately
after the broadcast Essary hopped
for the west coast to accompany
Gov. . Roosevelt on his presidential

campaign. To follow Essary on the
air are Frank R. Kent, known for

his 'Great Game of Politics' column,
and Henry. Hyde, the general com-
mentator and literary gentlemen.

... ..Winding up 'World'

The Press Publishing Co., New
York, the corporate identity .of the
late morning and evening 'World,' is

not dissolved. Liabilities totaling

more than $7,000,000 are yet to be
adjusted, Including a number of libel

actions, one of which is a claim for

$1,000,000.

Among unexpired contracts is that
with Bud Fisher for his "Mutt and
Jeff' comic strip. Agreement calls

for $600 weekly and has another
year to run. The 'Daily News' took
over the strip but is paying only
$300 weekly, the balance being paid
by the Pulitzer corporation. Latter
never had the syndication rights.

Even Walker's' Image

Practically all the ' New York
dailies have' been going after ex-
MayOr Walker since his resignation,

the 'Times' going so far as to even
canvass the film theatres Sunday
(11) for audience reaction on the
Mayor's newsreel appearances. ' Pa-
per decided that the public was
against the ex-mayor, too, running
Its survey Monday.
"' New'sreelnriert for years have
claimed that it is their experience
that political figures' who drew ap-
plause on the screen are seldom
elected.

Look for Mergers
Competition between Paris Illus-

trated papers, especially women's
mags,' is "apt to lead a' consolida-
tion or agreement between publish-
ers. A great many of these publica-
tions are owned either direct or un-
der aliases by the Agencie Havas
and Editions Hachette which are
working in close cooperation.
A new weekly paper is about to

start edited by Raymond Machard,
the woman who wroto sensational
sex novels. Another monthly mag,
titled 'Francoise,' is also about to
spring.

Plea for Fund
Authors' League is sending out a

special plea to members for con-
tributions to its fund for indigent

scribblers. The fund Is at present
exhausted with no prospect of

revenue except what the more for?

tunate members of the League may
contribute.
Fund will accept as little as a

half, dollar. Luise Sillcox, the
League's treasurer, is voicing the
special plea.

A Dime a Copy
That new periodical which Georgo

Jean Nathan announced he was in-
terested in upon his return from
abroad,, will have an editorlarboard
rather than a single Individual hold-
ing the reins. Editors will be, in
addition to Nathan, Ernest Boyd,
Theodore Dreiser, James Branch
Cabell and Eugene O'Neill.

Title of the publication will be
'The American Spectator—A Liter-
ary Newspaper,' with the first issue
to appear around Oct. 20. Publica-
tion will be monthly thereafter.
In the first number will be repre-

sented Havelock- Ellis, Frank Swin-
nerton, Van Wyck Brooks, Lincoln
Steffens, Jim Tully, < Liam O'Fla-
her.ty, Ring Lardner, Clarence Dar-
row, Louis Untermyer, Paul Morand
and Joseph Wood Krutch. At a dime
a copy.

In appearance 'The American
Spectator1 will be patterned after,

the French 'NOuvelles Litteraires,' a
small -sized newspaper. Distribution
will be international with both
newsstands and book stores as out-
lets. .

Publisher is Richard R. .
Smith,

who, with Ray, Long, publishes
books, too. It marks Nathan's
breakaway from Alfred Knopf, who
hitherto issued all; the Nathan liter-

ary efforts; .

.
Roosevelt's Party

On the three -weeks' swing
through the west. Governor Roose-
velt is accompanied by 25 or more
newspaper correspondents and sev
eral photographers. William Don-
aldson is the Governor's press rep,

while Marvin Mclntyre is business
manager of the tour.,

The Rooseyelt party, numbering
more than 50 persons in all, is trav-
eling in a special train of. seven
cars, cost of which will be $20,000.

For reasons of party finance, as
well as for psychological effect the
train is much less elaborate than
the one in which Al Smith invaded
the west four years ago.

Kidding Pilgrims

A high pressure salesman selling

hot dogs to the Pilgrims as they
landed on the shore of what is now.
Provincetown, Mass., is one of .the.

highlights of a picture titled 'The
Founding- of Provincetown.' It's tt

burlesque on the landing of the Pil-
grim. Fathers.

. The picture, directed by - George
Bruce, writer of short stories, was
filmed in Provincetown with nu-
merous prominent artists enacting
the roles, including Maida Huneker
and Joseph Lazarovici. Morgan
Dennis, etcher, plays the hot dog
salesman.

'

Reporters and Hurley
When Patrick J. Hurley, Secre-

tary of War, gets back to Washing-
ton, the scribes are preparing to

give him a wide berth. . To date two
prominent feature writers are sup-
posed to have lost their jobs by :

'bumping into' Pat.
One Washington newspaperman

who has a hobby of collecting pic-
tures is in possession of three or
four portraits of soldiers applying
torches to the 'Bonus -huts' during
the riots of: July. Some of. these
pictures were published, at the time,
in the newspapers. This newspa-
perman was offered a sum of money
for his collection. 'Nothing doing,'

he said, 'I'd lose my Job if Pat Hur-
ley ever, got wind of who owned. the ;

originajs.' i

Foiled I

During. fiery conclusion of Egan-
Tinnin murder trial in Frisco last

week," local scribes were in. con-
stant attendance around the court
house. Rene Cazenave of p.m.
'Call-Bulletin' scooped the gang
with an interview from jury fore-
man. As he dashed to phone his
yarn to the .city desk, competing
brethren hung around him to pick
up the dope.
But their hopes were dashed

when Cazenave got Dean Jennings
on the wire and reeled off in rapid
fire French all details of. the story.

Retain Novel Right6
In their sale of 'Sucker' to War-

ners, Bertram Millhause'r and
Marie Beulah Dlx reserved the nov-
elizatlon and stage rights.

Scenarists have written the story
in novel length and are aiming for

publication following the picture'?
release,

Studios in 'Fortune'
.'Fortune' Is now going for the

.studios, Noel Busch has been on
the coast for more than a week ob-
taining data on a four page art and
descriptive layout for Metro.
This is- the publication's first ad-

vent into the picture field.

Balto 'Post' Wakes Up
Evidently the Scripps-Howard

sheet in Baltimore, the 'Post,' has
quit stalling and waiting around for

something to happen, and has taken
the business battle right into the
heart of the rival Sunpapers best
clients, the department stores.

Recently the 'Post' started a
rumpus by making a deal with the
leading stores for splurge advertis-
ing at a big reduction in rates. In

addition, jumped the size of . the

paper, added new departments, par-
ticularly full service on financial

matters.
'Post' is now continuing the battle

in a drive, billboarding the town to

boast of its hew advertisers. And
now expected that another war, this

time for the theatrical, ads, is in the

offing.

Another One '

.

Rian James, who' seems ito.writea

column with one hand and a move!
with the other, is up again. This
time with another story about a
columnist who starts, out as a
hoofer. Titled 'Loudmouth.' (King),
James does not get the breaks for

this one, coming out only five days
behind another book on the same,

topic, but he has produced an en-

tertaining volume which gives evi-

dence cf the author's growing abil-

ity to. handle plot factors. He re-

sorts to a rather forced finale in

which the columnlBt :

is killed by a
cyanide pencil tip.

This time Sardi's forgotten in, fa-

vor Billy LaHiff's Tavern, address,

'n' everything.

Two More Pulps
N. L. Pines and Marcus Gold-

smith, who issue a trio of pulp mags
Under the 'Thrilling* trade mark,' are

plotting two more to appear around
Nov. 1. Titles nor policy of the. two
proposed mags decided upon, hut to

distinguish them from the 'Thrill-

ing' mags they will be issued under
a classification to be called 'Stand-

ard.'

The three pulps now being pub-
lished by Pines and Goldsmith are
'Thrilling Adventures,' 'Thrilling

Detective Stories' and 'Thrilling

Love Magazine.'. In addition, Pines
also gets out 'College Life.'

Marcus Goldsmith, not to.be conn
fused with . Harry Goldsmith, also

a pulp mag. publisher,

Alexander Green Dead
.- Alexander Green, 52; Russia's
leading mystery and adventure
story writer, died in Crimea after

a long illness. His real name was
Grinivetzky.
Though a Russian and rarely out

of. his country, Green's' stories Were
always set outside of Russia and
his heroes, were. never. Russians. He
had never reconciled himself to the
revolution and remained, a volun-
tary exile in a Crimean village to

the end of his days.

Marian Spitzer's Trio.

Having had one story published
by the Satevepost ('Out Where, the
Blues Begin') , Marian ' Spitzer has
finished another for the same
periodical and has still another on
the way with an identical destina-
tion.

Miss Spitzer (Mrs. Harlan Thomp-
son) Is currently oh the Coast with
a bouncing young son on one knee
and a typewriter on the other.

Dance 8alon Mag
•Dance Events,' hew mag pub-

lished by J. A. Greeriberg, makes its
bow Oct. 17. Publication will deal
with dance rccitalists and promo-
tion of group ticket sales for re-
citals and bookings outside the
regular concert field.

Merritt Franken is the editor.

New Mayor as Author
Joseph Vincent McKee, New

York's new mayor, writes articles
for magazines under the name of
James W; Dawson.
His Honor once taught English

in New York's public schools.

Christienaon Moves
H. Christlenson, probably the best

known of the younger English
newspapermen, leaves London,
where he has been assistant editor
of the 'Sunday Express,' to take
charge of the Manchester bureau of
the 'Daily Express.'
Anticipation is Chrlstienson will

return to London in six months in
an executive capacity on the
'Daily.'

Rixnik Back
Joseph Q. Riznik off Paris edi-

tion of the Chicago ''Tribune' and
back in Frisco after seven years.
Arrived with his wife, Charlotte

Barnes, fashion writer and daughter
of T. Roy Barnes, and an infant son
born recently at Neuilly-qur-Seine.

Chatter
Clif Fadiman never forgets s>

script , once he's read it.

Henry R. Luce has a new donuV
cile.

Louis Berg back from Canada
with the skeleton of a novel.

Mary Austin's autobiog out soon.

Harry Lauder's book, *Wee Drap-
pies,' appears coincident with his .

new farewell tour.
*

Gil Chambers did Mt. Washing-
ton by foot and is back in Newark
with material for that new 'work of
his.

Jonas Arnold has a scheme by
which he will be able to write the
great American novel. He will call
it 'The Great American Novel.'

Harper gets Rose Macaulay's
next.

'"

Sherwood Anderson in New York,
Reed Harris, who got into . diffi-

culties at Columbia University,
takes it out on Nicholas 'Murray
Butler In his book, 'King; Football.'
Harry Freeman, of TAAS, going

to Russia for two months for local
color.

Addison Mizrier book on the many
Mizners being plentifully quoted
already.
Arty Pincus recovering from the

recent collapse of a leading pulp
which left him stranded In Canada,
Anne Putman Sanford definitely

staying in New York.
Laurence Schwab, ' musical com-

edy producer, has turned novelist
with' 'Two Maids Go to Market.'
Covlci-Frlede brings If out next
month.
'Norman Warren back from Cro-

tbii.

So that his new book will sell,

Robert Benchley calls it 'No Poems.'
Elliot E. Cohen, erstwhile m. e.

of the 'Menorah Journal,' sporting
a '32 version of chin adornment,
Donald Friede, too.

Ira Glucksman' studying the tech-
nique of the mystery yarn.
The Sussex shack in which Sel-

don Truss lives is a mere 360 years
old.

Eric Knight won't take New York
on a silver platter.
Gustav Eckstein has gone back

to Zinzinnati.
Paul Yawitz makes 'College

Humor.'
The charge that Henry Ford paid

Samuel. Crowther to write those
books on the automobile majni^e
comes out of the next edition of
'The Tragedy of Henry FOrd.'
Helen Carpenter has Actionized

'Whistling In the Dark.'
Isadore Lhevlnne back from Ger-

many.
Henry Dreyfuss, for several years

art director of the Strand theatre,
New York, now supervising art
work for McCali's.
Newly organized Long Island

Poet's Association has issued its

first quarterly mag, 'Pegasus.'
Forbes Parkhill, novelist and for-,,

mer reporter, will serve as critic in
short story clnssos at Denver Uni-
versity.

Mrs. Virginia MlUikin, juvenile
novel and short story writer, and
Mrs. Georgia Clark, free lance fea-
ture writer, have joined the staf in
creative writing at University of
Colorado.
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Yvonne Fontaine, cashier for the

Home theatre, filed a wage claim
'against Leslie Asher, owner, for % 30,

'one week's salary.

'Honest Finder,' current Ernst
Lubitsch picture (Par), has become
•The Golden Widow.'

'Second Fiddle' to 'Men Are Such
Fools,' Schnitzer (Radio).

'Kong' to 'King Kong—Eighth
Wonder of the World,' Radio.

Fred Niblo haled before the state

labor commission by. Charles Langr
ford, an appraiser, n'ho claims the

director owes him $50 for services.

MacLandow, special service repy
resentative. for National Screen
Service, and Flossy Gold, head of a

L. A. wholesale nut concern, will

be married in Hollywood Sept. 28.

Lou ' Dorn agency has .
added a

band and orchestra booking depart-
ment, to be operated by David Chud-
now and Hal Chafnoff, Pair are
musicians and were formerly at
Stark's Bohemian.

FOX, BROOKLYN
(Continued from page 36)

"should be spaced at least three or

four weeks apart. They stand com-
parison well, but the edge has been
taken off the turn.

. All off to give the stage to an
unbilled couple, a loose jointed tall

man.arid a short and snappy woman.
They stall with some weak comedy,
but come to life and wind up with
a nice loose jointed eccentric dance
from/the,man and a whirlwind acro-

batic^ from the woman. Got them
•off to .the ..best hand .at the show
caught. *•• -- •-

Girls back , in silver masks tb

do a ritualistic dance number,
which gives only one chance in

three turns to see their faces, if

that matters. . Reri back to climb
to the top! of the altar, volcano
belches yellow vapor and everyone
on for what promises to be a. strong
finish when the handstanders come
back to perform their star, trick,

a hand balance, with the under-
stander bent forward and his hands
above his back. It is a difficult

and. unusual trick, and spotted
properly would be a mitt wanner,
but it is - slow and laborious and
knocks the finale over the head.
That '^ould be the ideal spotting
for the woman's frenzied acrobatics,
which would get the' curtain down
to a riot instead of a ho-hum. Runs
32 minutes,, mostly meat.
Rosa Rio, at the organ, does four

songs spaced by a lot of slides, in-
tended to kid the audience into

. singing with her. If its any news
the way to get the customer's vocal
Is to play stuff they, know and like
to sing and cut out the slides. Sam
Jack. Kauffman stjll. beams at the
audience and they beam back at
him. Works Barre. Hill in for the
prolog to 'PagHaccl' and his concert-
master for a .

comedy interlude.
When it comes to batting them over
Kauffman has Brooklyn's number.
Feature is 'The Last Man' (Col.),
oh .flrst run,' newsreel, Magic Car-
pet arid a Sennett comedy, entire
show1 going about two hours and a
half.- Business up Friday because
the rain kept them away from the
Coney Mardl Gras. 'Chic.

PRESIDENT, S. F.
San Francisco, Sept. 15.

Dark' for the past 15 months,
President has been converted from
legit to a presentationipicture
policy with Sam Harris, formerly of
Ackeuman & Harris, operating.
House is off .the beaten show track,
being

, a block away from Market
street, but it has several elements
in Its favor.

First of these is the price of two
bits for. matinees and. 40 cents
nights. Second is its street-car ad-
jacency to the entire McAllister
street and Hayes Valley districts,
whose trolleys stop before the door.
President Is only local house

offering first, run plx and stage
shows at a price under 65 cents,

though the nearby Orpheum when
reopening about Sept. 30 is ex-
pected to inaugurate a 45-cent top
for a similar, policy.

Harris figures on plenty of indie
film product, such as his opening
feature, 'Man Called Back,' dis-

tributed by World Wide. Unions
have done right by him, allowing six
musicians and ditto on stage crew.
Harris is operating and supervising'
stage shows with son, Herbert, man-
aging house, and Nell Harding di-

recting the chorus.

President, first and. oniy. local
house to use California Newsreel,
composed . of northern ' California
shots taken • by local Blache labs.

Reel okay on. subjects, but sound
volume off at this first night show.

Stage frolic ran 60 minutes and
pretty , lengthy. Line of 14 girls did
numerous ensembles and specialties.
Acts difficult to identify, but De-
Vaiix arid Darling probably were the
baritone-soprano team with Miss
Darling also doing a pop solo. Gene
and George Bernard hoofed a Har-
lem routine. Blonde Haines Twins'
did one guitar number, a song, a
uke-song combo and a time step
while strumming trie likes.
A ballroom team, Allen and Kin-

yon and an unnamed old man char-
acter who did an extremely novel
dance, an anonymous juggler and
Dexter, .Webb and Matthew who
played the banjo while Miss Dexter
fiddled and danced, completed the
roster. Show might have been
clipped to 40 minutes with better
results.
Joe Livingstone directed the or-

chestra. Stago backed with flat
scenery, similar to that used at the
Casino- and El Capitan when Ack-
erman & Harris operated and staged
presentations similar to this;

Bock:

stage and lighting effects has the

best opportunities in the west for

better and undoubtedly more appre-
ciated music than the pop stuff

which is being done in every flesh

house in the country. Even the
dallies have registered a kick at the
current departure.

•Divorce in the Family' (M7G) and
Hearst newsreel complete the show.
Herman Kersken had another of his

swell drama trailers plugging next
week's 'Chandu,* with plenty of

added effects helping to sell the at-
traction. ' •

LOEW'S STATE, L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 15.

'Desperate Sam' is indifferent en-
tertainment. The'•• Bert Gordon
vaude act, spiced with Spanish
dances arid sent out as a Farichori

& Marco unit, has one fault. That
is Bert Gordon. Maybe it isn't his

fault, having played, the act so long,

but Gordon get's as much life, ani-
mation,, pep or zip Into his histri-

onics as the herrings he so fre-

quently talks about.
Rest of the show is. oke. Gae

Foster has provided sprightly
dances of a Spanish flavor, F&M
have costumed the unit to soothe the
eye and the lighting is the best seen
in one of their productions in some
time.
A dance team contributes an

adept bolero that scored , the hand
of the show. Plot has Sam, a
kosher cowboy, returning to N. Y.
to regale his sweetheart with tall

tales of his exploits out west, which
are revealed by fading through a
scrim. Then back to N. Y., and a
western friend knocks the story to

pieces, going back to the other set-
ting to sh&w what really happened.
Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,. does the

heavy well, and Virginia Crawford
Is sufficiently seductive as the "Mex.
vamp. Eunice Quedens and Bob
Schaffer comprise . the roiriantic
team. Florence

.
Hedges, as the

sweetheart of Sam, warbles two
numbers nicely. Tab runs 35 min-
utes.
Business less than fair opening

mat, explained by the shift from
Friday to Thursday. Feature is

Chandu* (Fox). Jan Rubini over-
ture, with a colored singer chanting
Old Man River,' and newsreel bal-
anced the bill.

News of Dailies

BOOKLET ON MOW I

> TO MAKE UP • \

STEIN C
MAKE UPU

PKO STATE-LAKE
CHICAGO

7 UKO VAUDEVILLE ACTS
Leon Janney, Hill & Hoffman.
Princess Wahletka, Britt Wood
arid other?.
; .—On the Screen

—

, "THOSE WE LOVE"

FOX, FRISCO
San Francisco, Sept. 10.

Blng Crosby is it this week. Mak-
ing his first' appearance here since
working in Whiteman's band at the
Pantages several years ago, crooner
is pulling In beaucoup business with
best week in months apparently just
around the corner. If Crosby gets
expected $38,000 he'll do better than
Jolson,; Schumann-Heink, Tashman
or any of the many names Fox has
had during spring and summer.
A Blhg with a better voice than

he's displayed in the past held Fox
stage this (Saturday) night, draw-
ing four encores, in addition to - his
previously rendered five tunes. Sang
all old tunes, breaking music pub-
lishers' hearts by the score as he
chanted 'Song iii My Heart/ 'Dinah,'
'Paradise,' 'Human Thing,' 'It Must
Be True,' 'Surrender,* and 'Some of
These Days.' More than his own
singing, Crosby also gave 'era the
ace guitaring of Eddie Lang, who
accompanied him. on all tunes,

. and
the equally hot'eha. pianoing of
Lenny Hayton, who was in the pit.

F. & M.'s 'Riviera Revue' packed
a punchy lot of entertainment. Con-
chita Montenegro, from pictures,
headlined the unit with a Spanish
dance and a panto bit from her
'Never the Twain Shall Meet,' all of
which got over okay. Lottie Mayer,
Jr., and her : diving finale with the
dozen line girls lend a sock finale
to the show. Red Donahue and
mule were on early to good returns.
F6x has tossed away those classic

overtures which have been a feature
here since house opened three years
ago. Substituted Instead are ar-
rangements of pop tunes. Currerit
is titled 'The Girl Friend,' present
Ing in story form various honeyed
expressions of love, climaxing with
'You're My Everything.' It's a neat
bit of work, but doubtful If it com
pares with previous efforts done by
Walt Roesner and band.
Fox's orchestra of 35, with a. cap-

able director, rising pit, excellent

(Continued from page 38)

New York. He would 'be a- man
with a past,' she wrote, If he got a
divorce, and girls would 'low-rate
the unknown wife to the ground and
say she must have been a hell cat
not to have gotten alorig with you.'
Letters came out in Cincy Domestic
Relations Court. Split was legal
lzed. Judge chilled an agreement
separation calling for $75 weekly
alimony.

Omaha was Introduced to two
new Publlx managers. They Vere
Joseph Rosenfleld, who will manage
the Paramount, and A. E. Ableson,
who will handle the World.

Mrs. Dorothy Pollak, murder trial
figure and temporary burlesque
queen, lost a suit against a Chicago
finance company. She alleged they
grabbed her car-eight days before
the next payment was due. . Com-
pany said they repossessed by due
process of replevin.

Cleveland was tb be the con-
verging- point for a group of sym-
phony, orchestra managers, Mrs
Adella Prentiss Hughes announced
Business managers would come
from Chicago, Los Angeles, Minne-
apolis, St. Louis, ' Cincinnati, De
troit and Rochester. These towns,
all hot for culture, maintain phil
harmonic organizations.

M.
I N S I.I T V T I O N Qjftg INTERNATIONAL!

Shoes for the Stage and St^eei

**SHOw'FOLK'S SHOESHOP— 1552 BROADWAY

Marjorle Goodman and June Pitt-
ner, kids, reported Hollywood bound
at the instigation of RKO officials
to be; tested as candidates for films.
They were discovered in Chicago.

and healthy before- the contest, but
isn't now. He claims Municipal
Auditorium was improperly venti-

lated, due to .negligence, and that
there were bugs in his rest cot.

Evanstoh has established a
•charge account' system for woirien

who get pinched for too much park-
ing or tod much speeding. It has
been found that the ladies 'have
been annoyed after spending all

their cash in shopping to be nabbed
without sufficient mazuma for fines

or bonds.

Chester, aged 6, turned up appro-
priately in the lost and found de-
partment of the United Artists the-
atre, Chicago. His parents were
quite frantic. He was asleep among
the umbrellas.

Pen arid Pencil Club breakfasted
at tho Drake hotel for the first of a
series. DeWolf Hopper was the
guest of honor.

Little Bits from Air

(Continued from page 48)

must still find a suitable continuity
for this: basically unusual musical
aggregation.

Mlnevitch's music comes through
In great style from the opening
Sentimental Gentleman from
Georgia,' right through 'Limehouse
Nights,' a corking arrangement of
'Dark Eyes' and the finale nonsense,
but somehow the NBC script dept.
ain't doing right by our Borah.
Either Mlnevitch's harmonicaists

should be sold simply, sans fanfare,
or the gab investiture needs be
more Intriguing. Just a mess of
superlative verbiage doesn't fit this
picture, regardless of whether or
not. Stanley Barrett, the WBAL an-
nouncer, dwells on Mlnevitch's anal-,
ogy to the Pied Piper of Hamlin, or
extols the ragged rascals and waxes
Longfellowish about the barefoot
trail.

Herejs a truly unusual musical
combination that merits being sold
properly, particularly, if as under-
stood, the NBC's powers are lending
Minevltch their most favorable
auspices.
Perhaps It would be better to just

let the Minevltch harmonica band
speak for itself, with a passive ex-
planation that here's something new.
in harmonics. The present contin-
uity is as inept as was the initial

half hour in which the boys did
their own spieling.

Marilyn Miller didn't sound so hot
on the Gem safety razor program
via WABC. She sang 'Who' and
other 'Sonny' excerpts, but somehow
the mike didn't flatter her delivery.

Nice pop song routine on WMCA
is 'Just Off the Press,' which, while
journalistically sounding, refers to
the hdt-bff-the-tinpan-alley ditties

which the Sherwood Trio and Elmo
Russ, the studio- pianist, purvey.

Radio Luminaries now has Milton
Rettenberg at the ivories in place
of Frank . Banta, as originally, the
latter probably officiating on some
commercial. Sam Herriian, xylo,
and Andy Sanella, reeds and guitar,
remain the others in the trio of
ether 'instrumentalists who do their
stuff on this special Sunday nlte
quarter hour, in tip-top manner.

A sparkling early Sunday a. m.
ensemble are the Sparklets, a wood
wind combination directed by
Thomas Neely which Is soothing
musical accompaniment for . any
body who happens to bo shaving at
9:30 Sunday mornings. It's on
WEAF and a limited NBC hookup,

Whoever the Cuban Tenor was on
WPCH for 15 minutes Sunday night
at 7 p. m. EDST, he airs a wicked
tonsil so far as pops are concerned.
Same goes for Jerry Baker, a
WPCH-WTMCA standby.

Goodyear balloon moored at the
World's Fair and taking passengers
aloft 'for 55 cents each broke1 away
during a wind storm.- ' The missing
bag was sighted far out on Lake
Michigan -by a steamer.

Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink
expressed to Carol' Frink, of the
Chicago 'Herald-Examiner,' her dis-
tress at the plight of opera in Chi-
cago. Drink lots of water, eat
lightly and believe in God, was the
71-year-old diva's formula for con-
tinuously robust health'. After the
interviewer scrammed, she went
back to a detective yarn that Miss
Frink had interrupted.

Frederick Stock will unlimber his
Symphonic artillery Oct. 13 at Or-
chestra Hall, Chicago.

Edward J. O'Hare, president of
the International Greyhound Racing
Ass'n, was sued in St. Louis for
divorce. Desertion alleged.

Joseph. Johnson of Anoka, Minn
sued for $15,000 damages because of
a sprained ankle and humiliation in
a walkathon coritest promoted by
W. 13. Tebbetts, John Freeman and
Pope Welton. He was able-bodied

An even sprightller combination
are the Modern Instrumentalists,
three femme specialists on piano,
sax and violin, headed by Nanette
Berr. They do the stuff at 10 a. m
EDST Sunday mornings, going in

for lighter, classical stuff.

Frankie Basch, who 'Razzes the
News,' is another who doubles be
tween both affiliated stations. She
did two different spiels ' Sunday
night, a half hour apart, first on
WPCH and later WMCA, a rather
unnecessary procedure. If they
want her type of stuff—and it's

fresh and not Unappealing—they'll
tune for her; no sense to it if the
theory is that they'll get her on one
or another station.

'

Seemingly 'Ballyhoo' isn't finicky
about restricting its score as is the
wont of almost every new Broad
way musical. Could It be that the
show is already fishing for radio
succor?

What Kills Actors

(Continued from page 1)

Causes of death as reported for the
three year period are:

134—Old Age.
105—Heart Disease,
48—-Complications (various).
36—-Cerebral Hemmorhage.
30—Tuberculosis.
30—Accidents.
20—Pneumonia.
24—Suicide. '

18—Cancer.
15—Stomach Disorders.
lS-r-Under Surgery,
6—Appendioltis (peritonitis).

3—Diabetes.
2—Assault and Murder.
2—Asthma. -

1—Joint Disease.
1—Starvation.

Tuberculosis appears not so much
a danger to actors as has been com-
monly supposed. Due to the expos*
ures and rigors of their profession,
actors, and particularly dancers or
acrobats, have generally been con-,

sldered likely to fall victim to this

malady. Average age or mortality
In tuberculosis among actors fig-

ures out statistically at 38.

Pneumonia Hazard

Pneumonia is next to tuberculosis
and appears to be a hazard of
trouping under bad weather, trav-
eling conditions -and without regu-
lar medical attention.

Several of the accidents are di-

rectly attributed to the actor's pro-
fession. Circus performers are most
numerous under this heading. Traf-
fic smashes, burns, public convey-
ance catastrophes otherwise ac-
count for those to whom accidents
have been fatal.

Suicide Range

Suicides among actors seem to oc-
cur entirely in the years between
30-50 when the first flush of youth
is gone, or going. Several stage
beauties decided upon a self-de-

struction solution. No other gener-
alization stands out; One or two
comedians found life too hard, and
a couple of highly . artistic creative
entertainers took their own lives.

Starvation

Actor who died of starvation was
well into his dotage. Although
Anally rescued from his attic, where
he had crawled to die, it was too
late. Malnutrition had doomed him
and he succumbed in bed at a hos-
pital.

Statistics as here presented are
not the full obituary roster for the
time covered. Possibly 100 names
are not tabulated due to insuffici-

ent data as to age or cause of death.
But the results are reasonably
clear-cut and unmlstkable. They
prove, if anything, that actors are
a hardy race but are increasingly
being weakened > through their

hearts. Diseases of the heart caused
59 actors to die at an average ago
of 55 and 13 actresses at an aver-
age age of 52 according to this three
year survey.
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John Quinlan vocalized 'Thrill

Me,' one of Lewis E. Gensler's bet-
ter numbers from the show, as 'an
announced tribute to the Howard
brothers with whom Quinlan was in

a . previous production. Quinlan is

of nice tenor voice and in Jack
Berger's orchestra he has worthy
backup on their Sunday night com-
mercial over via WOB.

DOROTHEA ANTEL
M6 W. 72d St.. New York City
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GREETING CARDS
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P ITU A R Y
ABE' jF^ANK'

'"

Abe 'J5rajp^„«l, •. v4cerpirertden.t of;

the Ambassador . HqteL ^orp.,,., arid

general manager of jtfte Ambassador,!
Los Angeles, died,,at; ^he .Cedars of

Lebanon hospital, Holjywpod, Sept.'

17, of a kidney ailment. He had'

been 111 for .three -weeks.
"". Frank came to jLos Angeles in

1920 , to. operate this.* hojel, iand made
the Cocoahut Grove his.bobby, tak-

ing greaf .
interest in building up

bands and singers. Among the en-;

tertalners developed there were the'

orchestras of Abe Lyman, Gus Am-

'

helm, Jimmy Grier and, currently,

Phil Harris. ; Singers who first at-
tracted national attention at i the
Grove are -Sing .Crosby, Donald
Novls, Russ- Columbo, -Harry Barrls

. and Loyce Whiteman.
Born -In Fond du;Lac( . Wie.,..Frank,i

started -his ' career i as a railway
ticket.seller there.- He then became

j

associated with Fred .Harvey In esri

tablishlng the Santa, Fe dining eys- :

tern, of which .he was superintend-:
ent from 1888 to 1903, when he be-
came managing., director and part

owner of the Sherman ..hotel, Chi-
cago,

• He was also manager of .Rector's,

College Inn and the North; Amerlv
can restaurants in Chicago. In 1908

he bought : arid managed the Oliver
Hotel, South Bend, Ind., until he ml-
grated to Lbs Angeles.

Mr. . Frank- is. survived by. his
widow*! 'two' sons, Ben and Lester
Frank, of

r
. Los , Angeles; and a

daughter, Mrs. Edward Kalisher, of
New York. Funeral services were
held at the Mallnow and Simons
mortuary, Los Angeles, Monday
(19).

of the Corse -Payton company in
Brooklyn and operated the Phillips
Co; 'at the Gotham and the Novelty
theatre, Brooklyn. "

'

;
1 '

'

Was a member of the 'Mrs. Wiggs
of the' Cabbage Patch; and 'Get-
Rlch-Quick. iWaUihgford' . companies
and played in .the Eugenie Blaire
company in- 'Madame X.' '. His last

appearance was in ''Seven Days.' :

J. F. KEARNS
J. F. Kearns, 58, comptroller and

auditor for Charles R. Rogers Pro-
ductions, died in Hollywood in his

sleep Saturday (17),. following a
week's illness with flu. He was
with Rogers in an executive ca-
pacity for seven years.

The' widow, two sons and a daugh-
ter survive.:

" WALTER T. McGINLEY

\-\ Walter T. McQinley, 63-year-old

millionaire oil man who for many
years was legal adjuster with large

circuses, died Sunday (18) from
heart trouble at his home in Santa
Monica, Cal. He made his money
through 'Lucky' Baldwin and was
business advisor, to the latter'

s

widow and daughter.

Screens Boost State

Fair Though Opposish
Minneapolis, Sept. 19.

While attendance figures showed
only a comparatively small decline
from 1931, the Minnesota State Fair
.suffered a, considerable deficit this
year, due to severe shrinkage in
other revenue* The attendance
totaled 324,685, oompared with 392J-
669 last year.
Twin City film houses advertised

the Fair on their screens gratis,

despite the fact . that it is regarded
as- tough opposition. It's the first

instance here of the showhouses
boosting a rival attraction.

GEORGE JENKINS
.
George Jenkins, 71, .

old-time min-

strel and circus' man, died at his

home, Columbus, .0., Sept, 1.4. Best
known through the act of Clayton
Jenkins and Jasper, but earlier had
toured with many minstrel troupes
and. had traveled with Sells Bros,

circus.

GOONA-GOONA
(Continued from page 15)

pictorial of activities on the Isle of
Bali. Here it is number four on
the list of Balinese topicals.

'Goona' has many points in its

favor but just enough against it,

especially that time element, to keep
it out of the key houses and, prob-
ably, the more important subse-
querits.
Al Friedlander, editor for First

Division, made a good cutting job
of the material with which he had
to work. There is a decided story
thread throughout which wins for
'Goona' the distinction of being
among the first feature length trav-
elogs with a melodramatic flavor.
The native cast , is excellent be-

cause not one of its members is

camera conscious. During the un-
folding of the story of the prince who
coveted a servant girl, and who
finally got -her through the coriniv-
ings. of his sister and' a potion
maker, much of the native beauty
of Ball, including scenery and cus-
toms, is interwoven.
Photography and sound are gen-

erally good. First Division could
greatly improve the general audi-
ence, impression, however, if it

would, standardize the lettering of
silent sub-titles which now is in
several different sizes. Waly.

TWO FISTED LAW
Columblal production and. release, star-

ring Tim McCoy; directed by D. Ross Led-
ermnn. Story, William Colt MacDonald

;

dialog and continuity, Kurt Kempler; cam-
era, Ben Kline; assistant director, 'Wilbur
McGaugh; . sound, Glenn Rorolnger; film
editor, Otto Meyer. At the Stanley, N. T.,
lesser balf of double bill, Sept. 15. Run-
ning time, 04 mlns.

Tim Clark. ....... Tim McCoy
Betty Owen .Alice Day
Sheriff. .Tully Marshall
Bob Russell..... Wheeler Oakman
Artie.:... Wallace MacDonald
Duke v John Wayne
Zlnk Tocum ....'.Richard Alexander
Beridlx ....Walter Brennon

MIDWAY WORKER LOSES

LEG IN RIDE MACHINE

London, Ont., Canada, Sept 19.

Surgeons had to amputate the

left leg of Robert Downing, 1133

Dufferln street, Toronto, who suf-

fered terrible injuries while oiling

the 'waltzer' on the midWa'y of the

Western Fair occupied by the Model
Shows of America. He was under
the ride when a fellow .employee,
not knowing' of his presence, turned
on the power.
Downing was dragged for some

minutes before the machine was
brought to a stop. The accident
happened in view of hundreds of
midway pleasure seekers.

Cardona and Bombayo
Wed Under Big Tops
San Antonio, Tex., Sept. 19.

Cupid clicked twice in Ririgling

show stand here with two mar-
riages of professionals adding to

circus Interest which was high due
to national convention of circus fans
association. Papes ate up the con-
vention and marriage stuff.

Alfredo Cardona, aerial 1st, took as
his bride Vera Bruce, team mate,
and protege of late Lillian Lietzel,

who was first Mrs. Cardona; The
ceremony, was performed by a dis-

trict Judge before a big gathering
of fans and circus personnel. News-
reels were, there.

Bombayo, otherwise ' N. P. Kunsi
Kanna, East Indian wire walker,
took the altar march in Catholic
church Monday (19) with Fllomena
Lentinl, Russian team mate. Kana
recently became converted ' to

Catholicism.

Worst Carney Season
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 20.

Bechmann - & Gerety's. shows,
senior membered by Fred Beck-
mann, dean of the showmen still in

the carnie biz, will go Into the
barns following the date, at Beau-
mont, Tex., Nov. 13, closing the most
disastrous season financially in car-
nival history, according to p. a. Hos-
mer in charge of propaganda.
The original show of. 16 rides, and

22 sideshows dwindled about - 30%
by mid-season. Stuff went Into
storage to reduce overhead:

W. J. FLOOD
W. J. Flood," ah old trouper,, once

a featured acrobat , in vaudeville,
but who gave up the tumbling to
go into' the theatre and real estate
business in the small town of Fal-
lon, Neb., more than 20 years ago;
died at Fallon Friday (16), from,
he.art trouble at the, age of

;
69,

Flood at one time, organized his
:

.own. show troupe and directed a:
traveling group of vaudeville per,-

jfbrmers. with some success,
. Jn 1912

he retired; from the road . and built
a picture theatre in Fallon, which
at the time was the largest the-
atre, in the state.

He was burled, at Fallon, Sunday
under the direction, of, the Masonic!
fraternity.. !

. E. J.. MONTAGNE
Edward J. Montaghe, 47, scenario:

writer, died in Hollywood, Sept. 15.'

The previous day he was stricken
(

by paralysis at the Radio studios.!

He was a newspaper man in
Brooklyn when he became inter-
ested in writing for the pictures
..and free-lanced for several - years
before becoming attached to the
Universal script department. Re-
cently he transferred to Paramount
and went from there to Radio pic-
tures. He. wrote upward Of 100 :

original scripts, starting wjlth the :

two-reel subjects.

CHARLES FITZPATRICK
Charles Fitzpatrick, 49, Loew

vaudeville agent for many years,

died Sept. 14 in New York. He is

survived by his brother, Tom Fitz-
patrick, RKO agent with whom he -

was associated. The close personal
and business friendship of the two
brothers had existed since child-

hood.
For the past few years Charlie •

Fitzpatrick's Loew agency business
was in his own hands. At one time
he was an agency partner of Bob
ODonnell, now a Publix theatre
exec. .

JOSE ALLESANDRO
Jose Allesandro, 37, died suddenly

in New York Sept. 16.-. He was to

have begun rehearsals in 'Dinner at

Eight' the following day.
He made his New York debut in

1922, supporting Ethel Barrymore in

'The Royal Family,' but recently
had been engaged in, the antique
business owing to lack of engage-
ments. He bore a striking resem-
blance to the late Rudolph Val-
entino.

EDWIN S. PHILLIPS
Edwin S. Phillips, retired actor,

died Sept. 12 at his home, 179-36
!53d street, Jamaica, L. I., aged 63.

Mr. Phillips was born in Manhat-
tan and_ for many years lived in
Williamsburg. He was a member

PEG ENTWI8TLE
Peg Entwlstle, legitimate ac-

tress, committed suicide in Los An-
geles Sept. 18. -Details will be
found in the news columns. .-.

Jerome Fountain, 84, father of

Lester Fountain, F-WC manager, at

S,anta Ana,. Calif., died Sept. 12 at

Oakland, Calif. Had been ill since 1

suffering a paralytic, stroke upon
the death of his wife a year and a •

half ago.

, Mrs. Alice Killeen Hurl, 32, wife

of. John B. Hurl, theatrical .manager
and. producer,, died, Sept. 12 • at her

home in Milford, Mass. Known dur-

ing1 the world war as the 'girl with
the million dollar smile.' Besides

her husband she leaves three daugh-
ters.

Charles H. .Gabriel, 76, died In

Los Angeles Sept 14. He had Writ-

ten more than 8,000 hymns, includ-

ing Billy Sunday's standby, 'Bright-

en the Corner Where You Are.' Sur-

vived by his son and five sisters.

His wife died about a year ago.

Royal Cooper, 18, died Sept. 12. in

Oakland, Calif., from burns received
in a blast which wrecked the Im-
perial there. Cooper was a relief

projectionist.

Monte Kronkhite, 21, was killed

Sept. 9 in an explosion which de-

stroyed the Imperial, Oakland, Calif.

He was a projectionist at the the-

atre. .

'

Mother, aged 72, of Charles F.

Danv'er, "Plttsburghesque' columnist

for the Pittsburgh 'Post-Gazette,'

died last week in that pity.

' Mrs. E. C. Brimer, 73, mother, of

Richard Dix, died Sept. 15, at her
Hollywood home. Survived by her
husband, another son and a daugh-
ter.

Percy Fletcher, 53, who wrote the

music of 'Chu Chin Chow,' died in
London Sept. 13.

Adelaide Louise Sullivan, 69, the
mother of C. Gardner Sullivan, died

Sept. 10 in Beverly Hills, Calif.

Fun Slide Held Blameless

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.

Suit for $25,371. damages brought

by parents of John C; Hill, minor,

against the National Anr.usement

Co., for injuries, was decided in Su-
perior court in favor of the defend-

ant.
Concern operates the Fun Slide at

Venice.

Routine western far below the re-

cent average of these Columbia-
McCoy subjects. This Is the veriest

-factory output, lacking in all effort

at plot freshness. It will do, of

course, in those spots where they
buy westerns anyhow,- but nowhere
else.

'. It had better be hooked up with
another stronger feature or the cus-

tomers over the age of 11 will feel

disappointed at the show. Story-

follows the lines of countless ' old

rancher plots so closely you con-

stantly have a feeling you've seen it

before and you wonder, if it's a re-

Issue*
There isn't a twist or an angle

that departs from the stencil. This
is the one where the local land
shark grabs the hero's ranch on a
note given to his recently deceased
father on promise to renew. Hero
goes off to seek his fortune and dis-

appears while the land shark seeks
to force the hero's beautiful girl

neighbor rancher to marry him un-
der duress.
There is elaborate counter- plot-

ting. Express agent is held up and
killed by the land shark's despera-
does and the blame laid upon: the
hero, who has to explain where he
got the $10,000 to pay off the girl's

note to the same land shark at the
last minute when hero: reappears.
There's even a kind-hearted* old
sheriff, and to make it complete the
role is played by Tully Marshall.
The whole works are there and it's

Formula No. 8739-B in all its vigor.
There : are two or three elaborate

sequences in which the heavy rides
headlong into the distance, followed
by the hero and behind him a whole
sheriff's posse, and they gallop
madly through' a world of gorgeous
scenery which is beautifully photo-
graphed. The cameraman finishes
one up on cast, director and pro-
ducer.

Stilted and blah as 'the story is, it

doesn't quite swamp the engaging,
quiet playing of such parts by Mc-
Coy. The heavy of Wheeler Oak-
man is a little hamler than usual,
and Edith Day's heroine is rather
paler if possible than the average of
western romantic Interests. Picture
stands upon the undeniable beauty
and grace of McCoy's white Arabian
horse. Marshall takes a bow for
giving the footage its sole semblance

i
of flesh and blood. Hush.

FAIR'S SUBPRISE PROFIT
West Liberty, la., Sept. 18.

Figuring only on breaking even
and at best just a shade of profit,

West Liberty fair netted $1,500.

Those lh' charge making elaborate
plans for a 1933 exposition on
strength of this year's surplus.

Miss. Fair Gate Free
Birmingham, Sept. 19.

The Mississippi State Fair, Jack-.
1

son, one of the outstanding fairs.

In the South is dropping the gate
this year in an effort to throng the
midway.
Fair opens Oct. 10 and will be

minus those fifty cent ticket sellers

at the gates.

Carnivals

(For Current Week—Sept. 19-24)
Alamo' Expo.'—McKlriney, Texas.
Bach, O. J.—Watlclos CHen..
Darker. J. L.—West Plains.
Bee, P. H.—Alamo.
Bernardi Greater—AllentowD, Pa.
•Big State—Crockett.
Bloom's Gold Medal—Falrmourtt, '111.

Bunts—Spruce. Pine, N. C,
Castle, Ehrlich & H.-Tulsa, Okla.
Cetlln & Wilson—Lexington,
Coleman Bros.—Farmlngton.
Conklln's All-Canadlah—Woodstock.
Crafts Greater—Tulare.
Curl, W. S.—Urbanai
Galler—Oneida, Tenn.
Greeriburg Amm.—Hcrrlngton.
Happyland—Ithaca. -

Indiana Greater—Montezuma.
Jones, Johnny J.—Green boro, N. C.
Kings Royal Canadian—Beamsvlllc.

.
Krauea Greater—Rutherfordton.
Landes, J. L..—Sallna.
Lang. Dee—Mt. Vernon. ,

Laget.te, C. R.—Okmulgee. •

Moder Shown of Amor.-Upper thirby, Pa.
Roberts & Itamluh—Oakland, Md.
Roland Expo.—Appomattox.
Rubin & Cherry—Nashville, Tenn.
Snodgrass—Sallna, Okla.'
Sol's Liberty—Trenton.
Spang's Greater—Gratz.
Texas Show—Beevllle.
Wade, W. G.-Mohroe.
Wcer, J: C.— Centervllle.
Xelgcr, <:. F.'—Las Anlmim.

Circuses

(For Current week Sept. 19:24)

Hagenbeck- Wallace
Sept. 10, El Dorado, Ark.;.20. .-M.x.irnliin.

T.a.; LM. Monroe; .Hhr'-vppr.ri :- L'H, LonK-
vicw, Tex.; -'•(, T<-xaik;in.'i, . T> a.-Ai h.;

j <rrt»nville, 'J't-x.
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Biz Man as Receiver

Makes Bankrupt Park

Show Prompt Profit

TJetrpit, Sept. 19.
" With the closing of the season it

was discovered that Jefferson Beach
Amusement Park made a profit this
year large enough , to open in style
next year. A departure from the
usual procedure was plan of hav-
ing, a business man as manager.
Frank' L. Kilhgenomith who was

appointed receiver for. the park last
spring was formerly vice-pres. sec
and treas. for the Ford Motor Co.
and was with- the company for 17
years.
He was appointed receiver for the

park at the request of friends
among the. bond-holders and turned
the unusual, by putting park from
the red into the black.
Making most of the money on the

beach and ball room most credit
was given by the management to
radio advertising. Prices were cut
to a minimum with the park- own-
ing air the concessions except food.
Beach prices were cut to 30c and
ballroom to 15 and 26c. Financial
situation contrasted to all other
local parks showing in the red.

Unpaid Hotel Bill Charge

Snarls Hit-Run Scheme

Dubuquee, la., Sept. 19.

Bert Moore, 31, traveling under a
string of aliases, and purporting to
operate the Ambassador attractions,
is in the county jail charged with
having defrauded a hotel keeper.
Arrest made in Des Moines where
the show angle cropped up.

'

Moore's scheme included visits to
larger towns and running a. come-
on ad advertising a part interest
sale in his attraction. With a down
payment of around $150, both he
and show disappeared. He was said
to have had his latest show and
game at the Monticello fair.

Police , checks indicate he .-is

wanted at Omaha for the fair game
racket, with authorities at Kansas
City, St. Louis, Tulsa and' Sioux
City, also in-line.

Canada Loath to Tie

Up Visiting U. S. Show
London, Canada, Sept. 19.

County Judge Wearing refused an
injunction which would tie up .the
Rubin & Cherry shows playing
Western Fair here. The injunction
would have Prevented the shows,
from moving until a $3,729.80 claim
was settled. Joseph J. Conley, a
former employee, last year brought
a similar action against the carnival
company and at that time was sue-
.cessful in forcing a settlement deaL
Conley now' claims, that the settle-

: ment was not carried out and that
he only obtained $1,000 on his claim.
He is now asking for the remaining
amount.
Judge Wearing stated today that

he did not think it fair to tie up the
shows, as they are scheduled to open
^shortly in Phlladedphla, and as all

the litigants are citizens of the
United States..

New Orleans Likely

Ringling-B-B Finale
Birmingham, Sept. 19.

The Rlhgling show is booked for
New Orleans . Sept. 24 and 25 and
will probably close the season there.

In the meantime, the ' Downie
Bhow is headed toward winter quar-
ters in Georgia and closing is Just
a matter of days.

Midway Games Sloughed
London, Can.* Sept. 19.

Two midway booth .proprietors,

operating at the Western Fair
which opened here on Monday,
pleaded guilty to operating gam-
bling devices. Fines of $100 or two
months in jail were Imposed.
The accused were Joseph Russell,

32^ of 301 w. Camden street, Balti-

more, and Charles Adams, 34, of

St. . Louis. Men were arrested by
city police after . they had been
warned to stop the games.

la. Fair Nets $350
Bldora, -ia., Sept. 19.

Out of the red and $350 net shown
by the Hardin county fair.

FJrst profit shown by the fair in
several yearB. . Xq curtailment in
premiums and entertainment on a
par with that of y^ars gone by.
Total gate was $8,001.84.-
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That big

cigarette-

who takes half-page advertisements in the news-

papers—he would pay heavy dough to be in your

boots I He's keen to advertise his wares on

your screen!

But you couldn't haveihatl Your people/ your

audiences/ come to see MOVING PICTURES not

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING. They're inter-

ested in pictures !

There you are I Your audience is all set and your

screen is in front of them: give it to them I Tell them

about pictures—in trailers—trailers which show the

actual scenes—trailers which give the actual dia-

logue—trailers which are pictures in themselves, and

which they are waiting fori

Snap to it, man I The greatest advertising force in

existence, the screen, is at YOUR command at a

cost so slight as to be negligible. Boost your pat-

ronage. TRAILERS BUILD BUSINESS I

National Screen Service
Ad-Vance Trailers
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RUSH
$1310,000 in Red on ladder,' Davis

W01 Revive It and Do 3 Other Plays

. (Edgar. B. Davis, the millionaire

jwho backed 'The Ladder' on Broad

-

Way tor two years, establishing a

World's red record for one show of

l;310,000, is not only going to re-

vive that play but plans three other

productions, and establishment of a
ttramatlo and music school. He re-

cently struck anotheV river of oil.

*- Daviir was in New York last week
tbut - did not state how much he
Would devote to the stage.

Banks recently refused to ad-

vance him any more cash for his

payroll, and the next day his drill-

ers struck oil on a newly acquired
00,000-acrft tract. Davis became
trapped -when a bank in his home
town, Brockton, Mass* closed its

doors lost winter, and he paid off

all depositors in full..

. Reason Davis will revive 'The

ladder,' rated the world's record

flop, has two. angles. First, he is a
believer in reincarnation. Second,

he still thinks he can put the show
On a paying basis because when he
took! the piece to Boston it drew
business. 'The Ladder' was sent to

Beantown so' that Davis' home
tbwners could make the short trip

from Brockton and see it. He had
fixed & definite date for its closing

and accordingly it stopped there

after two weeks. The reaction to

the Boston showing Induced him to

reject a pioture offer for 'The Lad-
der* and also a bid for the English
stage rights. He had a hunch that
he might do the show over there
himself.

'Ladder's' Five Theatres

'The Ladder' made a sort of cir-

cuit of Broadway, playing live dif-

ferent theatres and repeating at one
house. Invariably Davis guar-

(Continued on page 44)

Out of Bounds

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Four of the Detroit entrants
In Paramount's 'Panther Wom-
an' contest were men.

TAKE BIZ RED

TO DEEP BLUE

BOSTON STORE PUTS IN

BAND FOR 50c DANCING

Ocean liners appear to be def-

initely in the field for conventon

business, using the big boats for

short cruises. Five conventions

were held at sea during the sum-

mer, some boats being chartered

for such purposes, lesser gatherings

going as a party combining busi-

ness and pleasure.

It was found that meetings called

on board ship were 100% attended,

a sharp contrast to conventions
field in large cities where it, Is a
problem to get delegates together.

During meetings at sea, the bars
are closed.

CIVIC DATE CONTROL

FOR AMUSEMENTS

Boston, Sept. 26.

W. T. Grant's 5-10-26-$l down-
town store pulled a new one on the
town last week when It advertised
dining and dancing for 60 cents.
Local night clubs have had It tough
enough for two years, and competi-
tion from such an unexpected quar-
ter was a shock even if not ex-
pected to prove serious.
The dime-and-dollar store of-

fered dinner and a four piece band
playing from 5 to 8 p. m. for danc-
ing.

Cash and Carry
There is so much on the cuff that

It's strictly cash-and-carry with a
flock of country clubs and in-town
dining spots around New York.
Some of the ultra golferies state

they haven't seen checks from prom-
inent members since last November
and in order to realize immediate
cash to meet bills the request is not
to sign tabs.

Cedar Rapids, la., Sept. 26.

Conflicting dates of entertain
ments and duplication of talent will

be clarified here to some extent with
the formation of a permanent clear-

ing -house committee made up of

presidents of various organizations
Bulletin at public library with

dates well in advance will be used
to spot advance news with clearing-
house meetihgs to determine "What's
coming up in an amusement way,
when and if there is anything that
would conflict or s_erious!y affect

receipts.

More than 18 organizations to
participate In starting of organiza
tlon.

Fold While You Wait
Des Moines, la., Sept. 26.

Town is getting used to stock
companies folding while the cus-
tomers wait outside. During the
past two years three companies
have Jumped while the house lights

were on.

The latest is Western Burlesque,
which lasted three days at the Pres
ident, quickly Withdrawing when
stage hands refused to take i. o. u's

NUDIST MAGS IN ENGLISH
First attempts to peddle those

nudist mags on Broadway;
Mags are reprints of German

monthlies and plenty Illustrated.

Radio Audition Contest Win*
ners Are Counterpart of

' Hinterland Beauts with
Hollywood Aspirations-
Personality Not So Neces-
sary—HeterogeneousMob
Ranges from A. K. Hill-

billies to Polite Sopranos

EXTRAS' OF THE MIKE

Radio hat produced a counterpart
to the' silent 'days in pictures when
the winners of beauty exhibits or
local gafla took the awards as a call

to Hollywood; -

It's the mob' of auditions contest
winners, gathered from all sections

and crossroads of the country, al-

ways trying to -crash the network
gates in New -York.

With New York- the center of the
broadcasting business and particu-
larly the main feeding point of the

two major networks, -the town has
naturally come, to be .their raecca

and stamping ground. They've been
pouring into fhe city in a steady
stream, with these' brassrlng' hold-

ers of locality audition stunts mak-
ing up as. motley a collection of

types and classes as once- plied the
film studio ante-rooms and casting

offices.

Like the Hollywood hopefuls the

majority of these fame bitten ether
ites are young girls, but with one

(Continued on page 44)

Expect Chaplin's Marriage

To Hiss Goddard in Oct

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Paulette Goddard, whose goodbye^

kiss to Charles Chaplin made the

press association, told close friends

here she was going to New Tork to

buy a trousseau. The same friends

expect her to return here in about
three weeks for the ceremony.

Understood that Chaplin and
Miss Goddard plan, a Mexican wed-
ding and a six months' honeymoon
in Europe.

Disillusioned

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Secret Is out about Will Rog-
ers. He seldom chews gum
and never did on the stage.
Uses rtibbar bands.
When playing; in shows he-

always stopped at the boxof-
flce to get a supply of the elas-
tics every few days. Easier to
discard 'em.

Nixing the Torso-Tossers Out

Of Biniycue Means Final K.O.

Birthday Password

-New password system at
some of the class speaks la

one's name and birthday.
The date of birth of the in-,

dividual Is the key for open
sesame. -

CATALOGING

THE CHUMPS

The promotional boys who dig up
financing for anything, whether
theatrical* or otherwise, have a
pretty thorough index on the easy,

money bunch' from New York's east,

side. They usually are chiefly suc-

cessful via the social angle, espe-

cially If approached 'through aRela-
tive.' • *

'

. They know which' one* have a
flair for matters Broadway; ' which
like to act or direct or design cos-

tumes. Which trade on their s.a.

and which femmesi not so gifted

pulchritudiriously,' go in 'for the

more 'serious' things.

All this is handy Info for the

proper modus operandi when It

comes to digging up coin.

There is one dowager who has a
hot-cha inhibition. Another, if

shown 'life in the raw'—usually a
session at a bawdy cabaret—can be

financially Interested.

Many, of course, like to have
celebs around and throw lavish

shindigs just to get together a flock

of names who usually know each
other but barely know their hostess.

It's all catalogued by the lads who
socially excavate for bankrolls.

RASPUTIN'S DAUGHTER

AS METRO SIDESHOW

Maria Raspoutlne who claims to
be the . daughter of Rasputin, 'the

mad monk,' may appears over here.
It is proposed to use her in a pres-
entation with Metro's forthcoming
'Rasputin' film with the Barrymores.

Mile. Raspoutlne is known to the
Paris stages.. Her routine includes
Russian folk songs and dances.
Several years ago she published a
biography in which she set forth
her parentage.

Booze Hand Bills
New York cordial shops reached

a new high in boldness last week
when a boy was placed on a street
corner to hand envelopes to every
passerby.
inside was a price list of all

brands of liquors, plus a phone
number and address at whifh the
stuff could be purchased.

The. strippers and' shakers of.
burlesque have stripped an* shaken
for the last time. As a result of
Mayor McKee's closing of the two
42d street burleycue. sites, it's no^
a case of glean up or else for the en-
tire business, hot onty In New York
but everywhere 'else, with other
cities indicating they'll follow.

It means, along with regenera-
tion of the burlesque . business—If

it is to contlnue.as a business under
that name or any other—that most
of the approximately 160 strip wom-
en now employed will have to find
another line of endeavor. Of that
number no less than 75% are com-
paratively hew • faces,- with few of
the present day burlesque strippers
dating back to the pre-strip days
in experience. With the strip re-
moved from the shows, 90% of those
newcomers have' nothing to keep
them- fn " the business except as
chorus girls. Those^ few- strippers
whose ' talents '. extend .beyond dis-
robing are out of practice by now,

I. H. Herk, head of the Empire
wheel, is one 'who' sees, the finish
of the -strip 'and- the shake, -But
along with others In the biz, Herk
doesn't ' yet know what can take
the place of (Stripping, with the lat-

ter having become burlesque's
•primary appeal In recent years.
Everybody is shopping for ideas and

;the general opinion is that the ideas,

if any, must, be clean.

Another thing worrying the bur-
lesque men is whether a tame show
will hold the remaining burlesque
clientele. The 'nice' people and the

. (Continued on page 62)

FOR THE GIRLS, AND

SOME OF THE BOYS

Swank, New York east side nlteryv
in process of building, will feature
a massive gold, staircase as a frank
bid for the flash spending trade.
Figured that the femmes who

know their coutpurteres will go big
for the exhibitionism provided by a
grand entrance down such a stair-
case. '

" ''

Tris S^ker as Mgr. of

'Operetta Road Troupe
... .Cleveland, Sept, 26.

Trls Speaker, the famed ball play-
er and former -manager of the Cleve-
land Indians, is jumping into show
business for the first time to be-
come company manager, of Bob Mc-
Laughlin's revival of 'The Merry
Widow.' Show opens what is hoped
a 30 weeks' road tour this week
in Detroit.

Speaker won the job as company
manager partly due to his long
friendship with Donald Brian, who
is heading the McLaughlin's road
revival. Speaker was offered a trial
week in vaude recently, but turned
It flown for the roadshow job. Ben
'J'l Ufsfj.ilc Ik- p.a.-lng the troupe.
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Writers Pay $50475 to Have Unsold

Scripts Cameraed as 1-Reel Samples

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Ambitious embryo scribes, who
want lo see their stories .on the
screen, are pa ying Gordell Pictures
$50 and $75 to glimpse the high
spots of their yarns incorporated
In a 250-foot trailer. Short price
is silent with 'titles, while the $75
price includes a sound trade with
synopsis of the story.

Gordell Pictures advertises its

bargain in the various writers
mags. Company claims that it is a
great method of selling, picture
stories, and even, if the writer
doesn't dispose of the yarn, he
can amuse his friends with the
trailer. .Writer can also have .the

trailer reduced to 16 mms, if he
desn't want to bother about show-
ing it in a theatre.

Advertisements of Gordell state
that competent Hollywood • actors
will be used to enact the writer's
brain child, and will throw all their

dramatic ability into his various
big moments. - In case - the writer
goes into ecstasy over their 'scenes,

he can purchase stills from his
midget picture for 50c each.
Gordell service is complete. It

will even do a bit of Improving on
the yarn, with the author's con-
sent, of course. But, then, many of
the Writers' doubt the ability- of

;
GordeU's staff: to . improve,- and. re^:

fuse to have their stories, tampered
with. In a number of cases*
writers have claimed that what was
photographed by Gordell as the
dramatic heights . of their stories
were really unimportant se-
quences. ' Same, squawk has been
on for years between recognized
scribes and major studios.

Feed-Bag Double

. Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Giouclio Marx no like the

food served at the Baltimore
Lunch Club. Comedian's still

president, and in attendance at

all meetings, but he brings his

stooge In to do his eating.

Cantor 2-a-Day

nsm

ANN DVORAK AMONG

NEW WB STAR LIST

., Hollywood, Sept. 26.
:

Warners' new contract list takes
four feature players, and adds them
to their star • division.. They are
Ann Dvorak,;.Warren. William, Lor-
etta Young and Jo.an Blpndell. New,
players on,: lot added -to; feature di-
vision are Eleanor Holm, Olympic
swimming champion;

.
Clare. Dodd,.

whose.contract was- purchased from
Paramount;

. Allan . Jenkins, Glerida
Farreil.anA Harold Huber.
Also added to list of directors are

Stanley Logan and. Robert Florey,
who will direct; .'Blue Moon Murder
Mystery* from

;
S. S. Van Dirie's

story. In writers', division was
added Tom Geraghty, who will
work on 'Elmer the. Great; while
off the writers' list are Kay Davis
and Nlven' Busch,

'
.

" Hollywood,' Sept. 26.

Eddie Cantor w>h head .his own
vaude x-oad show in .12 eastern cities,

opening ..inj.tfovemfer., Tour is be-

ing larranged by the William Morris

office, which is guaranteeing trie-

comic, and sharing in a 50-50 split.

Present intention' is] for .Cantor to

use • Benny, MerofCs orchestra, and a
femme picture star not yet decided

'Onvj Show will play two-a-day, -with

Cantor ainglrie d repertory of his

bongs, plus , blackouts with . the

femme Slayer?"
Tentative opening is set for New-,

ark'^ Thanksgiving week, with Phil-

adelphia, Baltimore,. Washington;
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Chi-
cago, St. Louis, Boston and two
weeks In New York, either at the

Rivoli or Casino, to follow.
.

Outside of New York, show will

be booked in houses or auditoriums,

haying largest capacities.

Cantor leaves here by way of the

Canal Oct. 10, with Mrs. Cantor, ar-

riving in New York in time for. his

reappearance on the Chase & San-
born radio hour, Oct. 30. His pic-

*urj}, 'Kid From' Spain
-

,' now in 13,-

500; feet, Is being edited, with 5,000

feet, due to come out before the pre-

view.- .' '
•

WILL MAHONEY
This Week Metropolitan Theatre, '

Boston
The Oakland 'Post En- uirer' said:

In our opinion Will Mahone> is the
funniest man in the world. Absent
from Oakland for four years he re-

' turned yesterday to .'the Fox The-
atre and believe it or not he is fun-
nier than ever.'

! Direction.

RALPH G. FARNUM
1560 Broadway .

BUCHANAN-SCHENCK

BOW WOW FOR 2 MORE

CHAPLIN PIC COLD;

I FOX MAY SUE LITA

COWBOY SUICIDE

Ed Powers, 36, Was a Disabled War
Veteran

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Edward G. Powers, 36, screen
cowboy, shot himself to death in'

Hollywood' Sept.- '25. '

He was a disabled war Veteran.

Jack Buchanan is due from Eng-
land shortly, for a conference with
Joseph M. Schenck in Hollywood
concerning two additional British-
Dominion pictures starring him on
which UA. took options after accept-
ing 'Magic Night,' first of trio.

'Yes, Mr. Brown,' the second, has
already .been accepted by UA for

distribution in the U. S. only, while
the. third, 'That's a. Good Girl,' is

proposed for world, release by UA.
Latter goes in production in *33.

Buchanan is slated for an Aarons
& Freedly musical on Broadway
this fall, which will also have Lyda
RobertI and Jack Pearl.

I Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Fpx ' w«ll not make 'The Little

Teacher' with Lita Grey Chaplin
and her two sons, Charlie, Jr., and
Sidney. Studio, deal has been called
off ^Lfter

1

legal complications over the
rlglft of Charlie Chaplin's two chil-.

dreh to work in pictures;

Studio claims that at . the time
they madn the deal with the mother
it did hot know of-41ie_priyate agree-
ment with her divorced husband,
which stipulated,that in return for
.property, settlement and an annuity
for {he, two boys, the father was
privileged to pass on. the careers of
the two minors. :

'

. Studio expended around $25,000 in

preparing, the story, and: it is likiely

that In case it is not. used they may
bring legal action

. for recovery ;
of

this amount from Mrsi. Chaplin.

A few days prior to the calling
off

j
of tho . deal, by Fox,. Nick Gory,

who .was manager for Mrs. Chaplin,
was ordered off the lot.

.
Day later

he and she severed their business
relations,

Ijox has the story, which was writ-
ten for the Chaplins by.Dave Butler,
who. was to. have directed. Frank
Craven ,

arid. Sam Mintz
. wrote' the"

scrieen story.
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New Money Terins End

Metro<Evans Dispute

Culver City, Sept. 26.

Madge Evans, who. left Metro
after a salary squabble, returned to
the lot today (Monday) as the
femme lead, in 'Let's Go,', a motor
boat story with William Haines.

M Picture is the first on a new. con-
tract, starting,today,; that Is a com-
promise between the studio's and
Miss Evans' ideas in salary. Dur-
ing her absence from Metro Miss
Evans has been at United Artists as
top femme In Al Jolson's 'The New
Yorker.'

Johnson's Tester
Nunally Johnson, ex-N. Y. 'Eve

Post' columnist and Satevepost au-
thor, is en route to the Paramount
Coast studios on a : straight 10 weeks',
tost deal as a writer. No options. If

he clicks, a! ne\y arrangement will
be made under new terms.
Johnson's trial for screen author-

ship will be expedited by an imme-
diate assignment upon his arrival in
Hollywood today (27). The studios
have previously bought Johnson's
yarns, but others have adapted
thrm.

Layoff Newspapermen a Studio

Headache; Hays' 'Police Cards

Reciprocity

,
• HollyW60d,: -Sept. 2'6f>

! Immediately, after His Option

was taken up James Whale,
Universal director spent $1,000-.

of his own money for re-,

decorating and installing swank
furniture in his studio bunga-
low. .

Director wants to properly

reciprocate oh Junior Laem-~
riile's invitations to attend con

-

ferencesi . ) .j;.

Pix

Did

SAILINGS
Oct 12. (New York to Cherbourg),

Vicointe Alain de Leche (Europa).

<{>ct. 10 (Los Angeles ' to New
York), Mr, and Mrs. Eddie Cantor
(California):

Oct. 10 (New York to London) Mr.
and Mrs. L. M. Rubens .('Europa). .

Oct. 4 (Galveston tq Barcelona),
Richard Harlari_ (Mar . Cantabrico).

6ct 3rd (Paris to New York),
Cofette d'Arvllle (Europa). " .

. :©6f.'l (New York to L'ds* Angeles)
Safn Brlskln (California)'. •

Oct. 1 "(New '.York'' to • Paris),
Travis Bantori (Bremen); '

y

Oct. 1 (New York to' Southamp-
ton), Edward Everett Horton
(Ei-emen). '

'

. ,

Sept. 30 (New .
York to Moscow)

Boris Morros (Bremen).

-Sept.! 30 (London to New York),
Cyril VIdier (Paris). . :

'
f
S.ept; 30 <New York td Panama),

C. C. Margon (California).

September 30 (Paris to New
York), Maurice Chevalier, Max
Ruppa (Paris).

Sept. 2-1 (Paris to New York),
Georges Foritana, Anna Ludmila
(Champlain).

Sept. 24 (Paris to New York)
Jaques Deval, Arturo Toscanini
(Bremen).

Sept. 24 (Paris to New York)
Gordon Pollock (Statendam).

Sept. 24 (New York to London)
Frank AHworth, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Yorke
(Lafayette).
Sept.

.
24 (London to New York)

Mrs. Pat Campbell (Mauretania).
Sept. 24 (London to Quebec)

Harry Lauder (Letltia).
Sept. 22 (Paris to New York)

Serge Youssevitzky, Cliff Fisher,
Michel Tchernoff (lie de France),

I Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

About 65,000 ^attended the ;motJon

picture, pageant and electrical pa-

rade wlth^sport events at the Olym-

pic- Stadium.V Saturday (24) night,

total- gate "being about,
. $85,000. Of

this sum $4L6;000 net will be, split

between the M. P. Relief Fund and
the Marion Davles orthopedic fund.

Gov. Roosevelt was the sole guest

of honor, though Gov. ROlph had

been carded to share honors with

him. Rolph simply failed to show

up, as also Mayor John Porter.

Others conspicuous by their ab.-

.

sen'ce were . all the Republican^
prominent, in > picture business. , ,

',

In the afternoon a free ipolltlcai,

rally, at the Hollywood bowl to the

overflow capacity of 3q,000~'tpok .the

edg^e Off the parade, which ;'Was
;the

industry's most, specta'culiaV display

of color, lights, and floats, 'phis' westA'

•

erri and polo ' eventsV Floats were'

bro'ugrit Her.e
; from the San Frari* 1

Cisco Shriners1
' parade by1

' Jack U.

Warnef; who personally urfderwrotSe'

the entire event.'• , :
;.

li

Winnie Sheehah, of Fox; dld ;much
to put the pageant over, w'lth 'War- ;

ner also 'actively engaged ' in 'th*

Governor's behalf.' •
1

.

:

*

Every studio contributed equip-

ment and labor, with the show,cost-

ing between $35,000 arid $40,00.0, a^
against last year's fiesta . overhead
of $80,000.

Stations .KFWB arid KHJ broad
:?

casted. locally, and CBS sent the
stuff out as far east as Denver from
8.30 p. m. to midnight.
Crowd was very much pro-Ropse-.

;

velt and ate up the Will Rogers',,

very frank spiel to the effect that,

this was the biggest gathering tha£
ever paid to see a politician.

Roosevelt said he had been in pic-

tures (meaning newsreels). for <the

past three months and was heartily

in favor of the industry. •
i

• •

Only accident of the day Was- that
grand marshal Joe E. Brown lost'

his overcoat to . a chilly souvenir
hunter.

Usual 'in conference', gag for ab-
sent picture execs was, missing last

Saturday, with everyone either at
the Opening of the football season
or' attfendirig the Gov. Roosevelt
mass meeting at the Hollywood
bowl.

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Influx of newspapermen to Holly-
wood continues, following recent
staff! slashes ^iri, the

) east ,
and :fi'as{\.

brpught abbuf a'cortditlbn Where the
studios are now refusing admittance
to legitimate newjs writers.
Most of those being turned down

carry credentials from some' paper
on which they formerly worked, al-
though' they are now freelancing. So
many news.._.gatherers. are alrendjr
here on official assignments that the" .

.picture lots, deplded on the .limita-
tion,, realizing that the. recent a^.,,,,!'

rivals know their stuff and can no£
t

' v
'

:

be lagged
.
as in the, racket class^.,

1

,

.

Of 'tl^e.. fatter type. Hbliywood has,',;
always had its fill; .

'

;
Recent pests arpund .'r^e ^udlps

•"'

comprise, a ,smal)
;
regtlment.'of for- •

,

eigneVs. wiho came , . here psten sibljf .V
,

as newspapers correspondents to> the
v ,

Olympic, games,,, but , hav* sta^ pn
hoping, to cra^Jx .motion pictures. ...

. - Most of .theihansers-on were -.free; ".
",

lance writers/ who came here pn : ,

pne-way tickets i and . space assignn ....
,

ments from small newspapers and (

•syndicates, with the Olympic gameB /.
.-'.'.

as an excuse.< -They
;arrived. with anv, :

.

optimistic butloolci.as. tp..*heir tu-.''•'
:

ture in the fllni -industry. . .

Olympic) Holdovers
It - was - these, also-rans who at- •

tended the free 'feeds' given by 'the :
'•

s,tudiod and'^severail: screen, celebs ^ : -

in horibr of 'the ' Visiting foreign. '
•

press.v Few of the real- JournaiistB •• '

attended—they were top busy. cOyi"1
"1 ' :

ering the contest^ 'and, as a whole,' ' v

were riot interested in pictures;'
Hiving received a ' Welcome dur->

: ' ;

ing. the games, the second raters
expected a similar studio reception
when they called looking ' for jobs
after the tames. They all carry the
same yen—to be :

translators, technii , A "

•cal; advisers ot» writer's, ifad' 'despite-
*A

.

i-epjea'ted' 'turki^downs'. they !are: slay-'
vr±

•lng on: Tha't 'is. u'rifil' the 'inlriVrfrraW ?™
tion authorities bisgln to check" vSr.' V
R>preaer.tatiyes

l

'p
l

I• the. ^aiHea a>k inoSmagazines. Who' Have the 'stvtfo^
00*

'Pks^y will have to sh.pw credentials, .

similar td the -ipVe.^s. 'police cards,'.
'

in the future. This decision was
"

reached at a/ ineetinfg oi '.the . pub-J !

licity heads at. the Hays' 'office as a,-
1

means of keeping a horde of scribes
under, control. .Each

, card, - to be. .

.gerfuirip,
,
niust carry.' Joe Brejerii's •..

.signature. "'
1,1 "'''.' ''

Sheehan and Lollier Film

I

Chiefs Chest Drivei
Los Angeles, Sept. 30.

R. Sheehah' 'has been named
general chairman for the picture in-
dustry division in the forthcoming' 1

Los Angeie3 Community Chest drive
which gets under Way Oct IJf. Main
campaign starts Nov. 1.. '

'

W. H. (Bud) Lollier, chairman ot :

the theatre contSiigernt, will name . !

five key men, to be known as ma-
jors, who will divide between houses
and exchanges. - jA major' for each
studio will be rianied by Sheehan. 1

Goal set. for the entire Chest this
year will approximate last year's
$3,200,000:

''

Scenario on Bern

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Columbia is rushing a story based
on the life of the late Paul Bern;

Story is by George Aurbach, with
Albert Demond, former Universal
producer and writer, working ori the
treatment. .

SCREEN FLAYERS IN LEGIT
. Hollywood; Sept, 26. '

Bradley Page and Albert Conti,
screen players, are going into the
little theiatre production, 'These Few
Ashes,' at the Pasadena Comrnunity
Playhouse. It follows 'Lightriin',

opening Tuesday (27).

'Louder. Please,*' current play,
closed Saturday (24) as Victor Jory,
the lead, is up for a picture job. •

Radio Releases Armstrong

So He Can Start Scandal*
!•'''

.Hplly'wopd, Sept. 26,
:

Robert Armstrong, has, obtained a,

release , from the ,flna^ three weeks
of his contract with Radio to accept
the lead in 'Million .Dollar Scandal'
which Charles- Rogers will produce
for. Paramount. pa^ei;s; also has an
option for two more on Armstrong
who was represented in the deal by
Jessie •Wads-worth: 1 '•• 1 '

Victor McLagleni wiir play *He''-

second lead in the picture; Harry
Joe Brown is to direct.

Fox Sets Victor Jory
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Victor Jory, from a Pasadena
stock, has been signed by Fox for
six months and options.

Jory has also done, some work-'on^ ,z

the Broadway stage. '

iK Jir,L1

\\
M'LAGLENS liGHT SUIT

Los Angeles, Sept.
o
26. .

{

Entering a general denial to the
complaint, Mr. arid Mrs. Victor Mcr
Laglen filed their, answer to. a
Municipal court suit brought against

.

them by Dr. Charles, M. Fpx, for $400 ,

medical services.

Physician claims thai tunount is

due him for treating Mrx. JVIc-

Laglen's injured knee.
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Barrymore, Arch Foe of Autograph

Pests, Turns 'John Henry' Collector

Hollywood, Sept. 28.

The left wing of the Royal Fam-
ily has gone bourgolge. John Barry-
more has requested all major studios
for the signatures of their stars and
name players for ah autograph col-

lection he is starting for his baby
daughter, Diana Barrymore.
Time was, and not far back, when

Barrymore refused to have anything
to do with autograph Collectors, or

any of their 11k. Ambitious collec-

tors, who hoped to have the star's

signature in their books, are re-
ported to have suffered extreme
mental agony from Barrymore's re-

ply to their request. He has been
known - to severely criticize the
American • public In general, for its

souvenir hunting proclivities. In
the past, an autograph book held in

front of Barrymore was the same as
6howlng him a bad part.

Heretofore, his signature has been
for business purposes only, with the
exception of the short period of his
life spent as a cartoonist. In this

case,, it Is rumored that Barrymore
spent a year practicing his signa-
ture .before he started to study
drawing.
Evidently, fatherhood has softened

him, for the collector's former men-
ace has turned collector. However,
he's not the garden variety of auto-
graph, hound, who. haunts the gath-
ering; places of Hollywood's mighty.
As signature hound he's class,
having the publicity departments, of
the studios gather .the names and
deliver' them to his door minus gags;
and not in an ordinary autograph
book,' but on individual cards.

CORTEZ RETURNS TO PAR

On Term Contract — First to- Fox
Before Effective

COHAN TURNS DOWN
PERSONAL AT N.Y. PAR

George M. Cohan said 'no' to Pub-
Bx's proposition ror two stage weeks
tn person with the fortnight's sched-
uled run of his Paramount talker,
The Phantom President,' at the
Paramount, New

.
York. Picture

start's a two-week stretch on Broad-
way Sept. 30.

It.was said that Cohan could have
written his own ticket for the Par
date. . .

Denied Permit Extension,

Landi Becomes Immigrant

. . Hollywood, Sept, 26.

Elissa Landi was refused further
extensions of her visitor's permit by
the U. .S.< Immigration Department,
and has gone to Vancouver, B. C,
to get a quota number and come
back as an Immigrant. Actress has
been living In the United States
two years.

J. C. Lawrence, her husband, who
has been here several: months, left
by plane Friday (23), to return to
his London law practice. He sails
on the Europa.

Gary Takes Air

! Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Claiming 'he heeded- a. rest,
.
Gary

Cooper walked out on Paramount
last Saturday after the completion
of 'Farewell to Arms.' He hopped
a; plane; for. New York arid a three
weeks' vacation.

Studio had requested him to
stand- by in case of retakes, but
Cooper insisted on the trip.

Estelte Taylor, Beale

Bros,, Set for Vaude Try
Los Angeles, Sept 26.

'"""Estelle Taylor, now rehearsing a
vaude; act with the two Peale
Brothers,, opens for Fox West Coast
at the Warfield, San Francisco,, in
two jtfeeks. Act will then head east.
Miss Taylor will

.
vocalize, with

the brothers instrumentalizing. Ac-
tress delayed production of 'Call
Her Savage' at Fox several days
last week, due to an infected ear.

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Ricardo Cortez, who left Radio to

play the . lead in 'Flesh' for Metro,
has been put under a term contract
by Paramount. He will first com-
plete his M-G- engagement and then
go to Fox for 'Giant Swing' before
reaching Par again.

This is .the second time that Cor-
tez hits the Paramount lot having
left there three years ago after a
five-year stay.

AIR DEBUT FOR

WAMPAS BABES

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Western Association of Motion Pic-
ture Advertisers (Wampas), which
has been agitated over what to do
with its Baby Stars to be elected

this year, due to the insistence of

the producers that they have some-
thing to say about the selection, has
decided to introduce the comers on
the air, in a national hookup.

Heretofore, the 13 starlets have
been introduced at different types of

frolics, all tied in solely with the

picture industry. Plan to follow this

course at an outdoor affair In con-
nection with the Olympics was
abandoned on the theory it would
interfere with theatre box offices.

Both NBC and CBS are interested

in the baby star-air gag, with de-

tails of the broadcast to be ironed

out at a meeting of the Wampas to-

morrow night (Tues.).

Dietrich Records Three,

Each in Three Languages

Hollywood. Sept. 26.

Marten© Dietrich has recorded
three sides for "Victor at its°plant

here, making three language ver-
sions of each platter. Numbers, all

from 'Blond Venus,* are 'Hot Voo-
doo,' 'You Little So and So,* and
'I Couldn't Be Annoyed.' All were
warbled in English, French and
German.
Sam Coslow also engraved two

disks • for .
Victor here .vocalizing

songs from 'Big Broadcast*, and
'Phantom President.'

Same Garho

Stockholm, Sept. 26.

Garbp has the Pritish journalists

here nerts
London papers clamor for a story

a day on the star and she's giving
'em the same aloof routine as in

the U. S.

London, Sept. 26.

An Englishman, hard pressed
for a Stockholm story for his Sun-
day London paper with all quiet on
the Kieuger front, fell back on
Garbo and sent in a yarn that she
had not been seen around for a
week and was believed to be ill.

The story frontpaged In. London.
Other London dailies phoned all

their correspondents for the story
and the A.P. rep. was told at 11

p.m. to find out if Garbo was still

living. American legation in Stock-
holm Is complaining, as a result, of

the number of late and urgent calls

put through to them to locate Garbo.
Consulate is giving out statements
that till now star has not been in

for visa and her whereabouts is not

an American concern.

Actors Move for Fight on Money

Invested in Frank Joyce's Hotel

Picture Co. Head Committed
to Idea of Spending More
in Order to Guarantee
Theatre Results—Opposes
Slashing Too Sharply

—

Shelves Low-Cost Films

Because of Weakness

LESSEN STUDIO INCOME

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

More cash wNI betnrown' into

Radio pictures, according to B. B.

Kahane, in an attempt to build

grosses at the theatre although by

so- doing studio profits will be sac-

rificed.
.

The Radio Pictures president, who
returned here last week from New
York, is currently in daily confer-

ence with studio officials deciding

where, and when picture budgets can

be boosted, to fit into his idea, that

heavy grossing pictures although

proving a loss to the producing-,

distributing companies, are needed

to stimulate theatre patronage.

Kahane's intention Is considered
startling among studio execs who
have been trying to cut corners on
budgets. Radio, during the 10

months of David Selznlck's tenancy'
as producing head, has spent as
much as $2,000,000 on three pictures,

and has nearly doubled some budg-
ets through remakes.
Contrasting this is the lOw-cost

'Age of Consent' which is faring
comparatively as well, and in some
cases better, than 'Girl Crazy,' 'Lost

Squadron,' 'Symphony of Six Mill-

ions,' 'Roar of Dragon,' and other
Alms costing considerably higher. -

Moderate Increases
Kahane says the boosts will be

moderate oh average pictures, budg-
eted at around $235,000 each. On
stories showing better possibilities

the bankroll allowance will be much
fatter.

Radio's proxy is now having box-
office figures on 'Bird of Paradise',
assembled, . to prove his contention
that a heavy jack picture will pull.

This film cost around $800,000. Some
say more.
Compilation will show grosses on

'Bird' at RKO houses and the
amount, if any, above averages and
previous week's gross. Excess gross
will then be compared with the stu-

dio cost of the picture to see how
the RKO organization as a whole
comes out.

Kahane Is Optinm6tic
Kahane is confident the statement

will justify heavier budgets, in an
attempt to produce pictures with
grossing possibilities.

Since arriving here, Kahane has
eliminated two of three intended low
cost pictures that were to have been
Aimed this year. 'While these pic-
tures might have shown a profit for
Radio,' he said, 'they promised little

boxaffice strength.'

•With the 100-odd theatres in the
RKO string, it's good business to
sacrifice some of the studio's book
income if the theatre end more than
makes up the loss,' he declares.

Kahane will continue to make his
headquarters in Hollywood, not re-
turning to New York until late in

the year.

AirY Gross Check

Commercial radio accounts
to whom screen stars are sub-
mitted now make it a practice
of trying to check on the stars'
picture grosses before talking'
terms. . Prior to this precau-
tion, the networks also made
an effort to obtain this info
regarding the 'name' they may
be trying to sell.

In submitting Al Jolson to
Chevrolet data on his film

grosses, beginning with 'Jazz
Singer,' were turned over to
the prospect. CBS took simi-
lar steps in offering the Marx

. Brothers to the same client.

MARY'S BID FOR

CAGNEY IRESWB

Rushing Harlow

Hollywood, Sept. 2C.

Metro is rushing production on
'Red Dust" hoping to wash the pic-

ture up by the middle of this week.
Jean Harlow is starred;

Studio plans to ship the edited
picture east within' the next two
weeks for immediate release. '

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

With the Warner-James Cagney
arbitration get together set for to-
morrow . (Tuesday) night, Mary
Plckford, through her business
manager, M. C. Levee, who is pres
ident of the Academy, has been ne
gotiatlng for Cagney to play lead
opposite her in 'Shanty Town,"
which move aroused the ire of War-
ner Bros, and the Producers' Asso-
ciation. Levee says he was Instruct-
ed by Miss Plckford to open nego-
tiations with Cagney and that he
was following instructions accord-
ingly.

Miss Plckford, when told that
.Warners held a contract with Cag
ney which was now up as a matter
for Academy arbitration, declared,
'Mary Plckford mus,t look out for
Mary Plckford as she is inde-
pendent in the picture field and
must get proper supporting play-
ers for her productions.' .

'

Jack Warner Informed 'Variety'
this morning that should Miss
Plckford sign Cagney, injunction
proceedings would be instituted as
well as a damage suit. Though
Miss Plckford is not a member of
the producers association which,
two weeks ago adopted a resolu
tlon that members refrain from do
ing business with people who had
violated contractual relationship
with anyone in association, Fea-
ture Productions, which is part of
the United Artists group, Is a mem-
ber of the Producers Association
and will demand she refrain from
making any deal.

Only point at issue, to be decided

at this session, will be whether the

player's contract is still in force,

as contended by the studio, or is

non-existent as claimed by Cagney.
Until this question Is settled Cag-

ney Is barred from negotiating with
any other company, under the pro-
visions of the Producers'-Academy
agreement.

,

After the first session it was un-
derstood that a tentative agreement
had been reached between Cagney
and Warner execs whereby he would
resume, his diputed contract at a
salary boost that was to be allowed
in the form of a bonus, but not
written into the contract.
Unable to agree on the amount of

the bonus, it is said, the case was
again split wide open.

Stage 'Crocus* May Delay

Lederer's Radio Picture
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Although Radio is desirous of
having Francis Lederer In a picture
on the current season's program,
his Scheduled appearance under a
run-of-show contract In 'Autumn
Crocus,' which opens In New York
Nov. 9, may delay his screen work
until next year. Run of the show
will determine his arrival here.

Studio denies RKO is backing the
I^Sit play.

Counsel has been retained in New
York by actors with a view to

pressing claimB .against Frank
'

Joyce, Hollywood agent, as a result

of stock which was sold them in a

hotel company Joyce headed several

years ago known as Greater Hotels

of America, Inc. Joyce Is now a

member of the Hollywood agency of
Joyce & Selznlck.

Charles J. Kemlns, New York,
who recently figured in prosecution
of bucket shops, has been retained

by a minority group of the stock-
holders of the Jocye hotel project.

This group is also urging other
members of the profession, mostly
vaudeville actors, who purchased
stock in the Joyce company, to
join in the legal steps now under
way.

. The actor-stockholders - are now
scattered. Authorizations from them
are being sought to have Kemlns
represent them ' along with the
others who allege claims.

. Complaint to D. A.

Retention of counsel- grew out of

a complaint made by a stockholder
to the District Attorney's office oty

New York County. The D. A.'s office,

advised that a lawyer be obtained.
The stock of the Greater Hotels of

America, Inc., of which Joyce was
president, was issued irt 1923. Com-'
pany was incorporated In New York
state at $150,000, represented by
common of $100,000 and preferred of

$50,000.

A total of around $20,000 is said

to have been sold to actors, among
them some well-known names in

vaude. The chief asset of the com-
pany was the Coolidge hptel,. West
47th street, which was sold to the

then - owners of the . Stanley hotel

across the street. •

-

In carrying out the sale, it is al-

leged, Joyce obtained the approval
of the actor-stockholders, who now
complain, . persuading them to sign

consents based on
(
a promise by' the,

company that notes would be turned
over for the benefit of stockholders.

It is asserted neither these notes
nor their . equivalent were ever
turned over as promised.

Legally, it Is held, Joyce was act-

ing in a fiduciary capacity or as
trustee for the stockholders.

Later, Joyce went to Hollywood.
Alice Joyce, the agent's sister, James
B. Regan, Jr., her husband, and
Cllqord A. Storm were also officers -

in the hotel'company. The Coolidge,

according to a letter to stockholders
in August, 1926, was under nego-
tiation on a sale, for $68,000.

Lived Out His $1,000
One of the stockholders, Dave

Thursby, who held C1.000 worth, will

hot be Involved in any action now to

be taken against Joyce. He is said

to have lived out his $1,006 at the.

Coolidge in defiance Of Joyce, and
refusing to pay rent. Another who
isn't expected to authorize any legal

steps is David Bender, last in vaude
as Bender and Armstrong. He's now
said to be working for the Selznlck

& Joyce agency in- Hollywood.
Among some of the stockholders

and the amount of stock they pur-,

chased are Roth and Shea, $2,000;

Irving Newhoff,
;
$1,500; Charles

Senna, $1,000; Eddie Nelson, $1,000;

Bernar Heer, $1,000; George Roth,

$1,000; George Eisele, $1,000; Cissie

Shotton, $700; Ernie Stanton, $500,

and Harry Bender, $600.

On a letterhead used by Joyce,

when in the hotel business, he listed

among other members of the pro-
fession as stockholders Dick Roth,
David Bender, Francis X. Donegan,
Phil Baker, Hugh Herbert, Tom Nip,

Geprge Pierce, Mabel Martin, Bob
Eddy, Billy Glason, Frank Walters,

Jess Libonatti, Claude Anderson,
Lynn Cowan, Dave Thursby, Guy
Dennery, Joe El Bart, Tom Handcrs,
Joe Mack, Frank Grace, Archie
Hendricks, Frescott, George Libby,
Pat Levolo, Tim O'Meara, Max Sll-

,ver,- Bob Cook, Gertrude Oatman
Hob Owens, Mrs. Allle O'Keefe, Mrs.
Nan LeMaze and Robert J. Adams
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McKee 'No Censor ; To Ignore Blind

s; No Reform Wave

There won't be a reform wave
In New York City Under the regime

of Mayor Jpaeph V. . McKee. The
new chief magistrate, successor to

James J. Walker has no such in

tention, contrary to belief on Broad-

way, 'Variety' has been informed

Theatrical people with Interests

in New York went Into a panic over
events of the past week. Numerous
showmen saw indications of an im-
pending reform wave in the new
Mayor's drastic closing of two 42d

street burlesque houses . for alleg-

edly indecent shows and the sud-
den enforcement of buildings laws
regulating theatre marquee hang-
ings and front wall displays. The
Broadway "panic was caused hot so

much by the turn Of events, but by
the fact that everything happened
at the very start of the new Mayor's
tenure in office.

Mayor McKee stated: 'I am not
being a censor of the theatre, but
aV long as I am in office there will

be no filth on the stage.' General
presumption on Broadway was that

that went for the rest of the amuse-
ment business, including pictures,

as well as burlesque'.

Since that, statement was rather
Indefinite in. showmen's opinion,

•Variety' sought to have the Mayor's
policy as regards theatre, censor-
ship clarified.' A denial that a, re-
form wave impends was given.

The Mayor, it was revealed, did
not' move to close the two bur-
lesques on his own Initiative, but
the closing order was really moti-
vated by the Police department.' It

. was upon the police commissioner's
recommendation that the Mayor or-
dered License Commission Geraghty

' to revoke the Eltinge and Republic
theatre permits.

The .Marquee Cleanup
Responsibility for the order to

Broadway picture theatres to re-
move marquee displays and street

hangings which were in violation of
the law, was taken by the Manhat-
tan superintendent of buildings,
Sam Fassler. He told the news-
papers- that 'When Broadway be-
gins to resemble the Coney Island
of Bowery days and overloaded
marquees and poorly hung signs
endanger the public, it's time I

stepped in.'

That the- burlesque closings and
enforcement of theatre display rules
which had not been strictly lived
up to previously both occurred at
the same time, caused the reform
wave: scare.
An order from the building de-

partment that <the marquee stunts
were a violation .and; must stop was
issued to. the theatres two months
ago, but nothing was done about it.

What brought about Superintend-
ent Fessler's sudden, proclamation
was no£ .revealed, nor could a re
port that a' formal complaint had
been filed by a disgruntled employee
of one of the major theatre cir

cults be verified.

Mayor McKee's activities' in di
rectirig the city affairs will not in
elude personal attention to censor
ship and censoring, the Mayor's
office declared. Censorship will fol-
low only when a theatre or show is

complained of by an identified citi-

zen.

No anonymous complaints will be
considered. Mayor McKee's office
has received 1,200 unsigned squawks
from unknown sources in the past
two' weeks. None of them, it was
stated, went further than the
wastebasket

PREPAREDNESS

Advance Retakes on 'Rasputin' to

Hurry Ethel Barrymore East

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

With Ethel Barrymore scheduled

to return to New York for a stage

engagement within the next two
weeks, Metro is filming retakes on
'Rasputin' concurrently with the

production of the picture. Retakes
are in the nature of safety shots

for Miss Barrymore's scenes where
it is thought changes in action and
dialog might be ' necessary.

'Rasputin' however, is still with-

out an ending with Charles Mac-
Arthur writing scenes just ahead of

the camera. :

Summer Shutdown

Plan Deprecated

As Old Stuff-Hays

Theatre shutdown plans are an
old story at the Hays office. Each
and every one has been rejected be-
cause such a move is considered by
the overseers as too risky and too
costly.

In the estimation of Haysians
there Isn't a chance for the H. B.
Franklin formula receiving any new
treatment. Long before Franklin
;oined RKO that circuit, then spe-
cializing in vaudeville, declared
seasonal time-off on its own.
Major trouble with shut-downs of

any quantity is that all theatres
can never be brought to the box-
office moratorium point of view, it

Is declared. It Is. pointed out that
houses which remain open get the
business of the closed house and
retain a good part of it.

For a theatre of any size to dark-
en, Haysites figure it takes a good
six weeks of heavy advertising to
get people back to its box office.

There is a marked difference be-
tween opening a hew theatre and
re-lighting an old one, says the
Hays office.

Redecorating

Minneapolis, Sept.. 26..

Local showman, who papered
bis den with stock certificates

of film companies, is now try-

ing to figure how you get them
off the wall without tearing.

SCREEN BLAMED

FOR CHI'S REP

COPS BACK ON BEAT

Jaffa's Economy Zero— Directors

Must Shun P.A.'a

LeRoy's Tonsils Shift

Bacon On to '42d St.'

Hollywood, Sept. 26
Lloyd Bacon, Instead of Mervyn

Le Roy, will direct '42d St.' for War
ners. Production is expected to take
six to eight weeks.
Le Roy is in the Cedars of Le-

banon hospital awaiting a tonsil
operation.

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Universal 's 'Okay, America' was
banned in toto from the city of Chi-

cago last week . by . order of the

censors. Reason given, to exchange
was that film held gun scenes and
that this type of picture would
positively not be permitted in Chi-

cago.
Henry Herbel.ln seeking to have

the ban lifted argued that out of

385 scenes in the picture, gunplay
was used only in six scenes. Uni-
versal hopes to get the picture

through after objectionable scenes

have been removed but it Is not

yet clear that they will succeed in

doing so.

Mayor Anton Cermak Is very bit-

ter toward films which show gang-
sters or racketeers in action as he
feels that the rest of the world
immediately, deduces that it must
mean Chicago, v Mayor'* recent

European tour is understood to

have incensed him against Holly-
wood because of the impression of

Chicago which he found widespread
abroad. Cermak blames the screen

rather than the press for further-

ing the bad repute of Chicago.

• Hollywood, Sept, 26.

Sam Jaffe's first attempt at econ-
omy on the Radio lot has gone for

nought. Unable to see why uni-

formed policemen should be engaged
to keep visitors off the sets, he had
the cops fred, and ordered assistant

directors to do the work.
After trying the idea for a week,

it was found that by having a union
man keep<ng watch on the door, an-
other man had to be engaged in his
place. As assistant directors draw
more kalo than cops, the plan was
abandoned, and the policemen go
back on their Jobs;
With th«5 change also went forth

Jaffe. edif:t that oh - no condition
must any person interrupt a direc-
tor on the set. This is aimed par-
ticularly ui publicity men.

Darby Drafted

To Prosecute in

U. S. Vs. Patents

$7 HOLLYWOOD LINGO

ACCORDING TO CUES

CLEIN WANTS NORMA,

JESSEL IN 'WUNDERBAR'

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

John Cleln, indie producer, and
Ivan Kahn, agent, left here to con-
fer, with George Jessel and Norma
Talmadge, currently in St. Louis
playing a vaude date, oh a film pro-
duction of the German original of
Wunderbar* with Jessel and Miss
Talmadge starred. Jessel owns the
picture rights to the play.
During the past month, Jessel

has tried to interest producers in

the production.

Par Ditches 'No Man'

After Story Troubles
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

'No Man Of Her Own' has been
ditched by Paramount. Clark Gable,
borrowed from Metro, was to have
been teamed with Miriam Hopkins
in this picture.
Yarn has. been a long asperin

consumer. Based on the novel, 'No
Bed Of Her Own,' first treatment
was tossed out by the Hays office
as too torrid. Later washed version
proved too tame.
Freelance players engaged for the

picture received two weeks' salary
with their dismissal.

WB TAXES LAHKEN AND FLAY
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

' Warner Brothers have taken 'She
Had to Say Yes,' original by John
Francis Larkin, New York play-
wright. Larkin has been assigned
to dialog his own story with Lo.rettu
Young and George Brent to play it.

Larkin coaqthored 'Society Girl'

with Charles Beahan, which Fox
took after it was produced on
Broadway as- a play.

Myron Selznick Is Sued
On Father's $2,000 Deb

.. Los Angele3 Sept. 26,

Myron Selznick, Inc., has been
sued in Municipal Court by the Re-
liable Collection Agency for $900 to
collect on a judgement against Lewi
J. Selznlok, Myron's father, fo
?2,000. Collectors served notice on
the ilyron Selznick company to hold
all funds due L. J.

It is' charged that Lewis Selznicl
had $000 coming to liim from hi
son's firm but that it was not held
for the agency.

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

With the recent influx of eastern
executives, stage producers and
Algonquin typewriters to pictures,

the old timers are hearing a flock

Of new words, a great number of

which are not understood in Holly-
wood.
Not that the words are foreign to

anyone who has passed the eighth
grade, but a great number of them,
all multi-syllabled, have, caused the
old timers to scratch their heads
and run for a thesaurus.
One executive has been tripped up

several times by his writers, who
have sandwiched into their conver-
sations several new expressions.
However, he has fooled the Harvard
boys by having a session with
Webster, and now has the tough
words, with their definitions, on a
typewritten sheet of paper, which he
keeps in his desk drawer. When
talking to his staff, he sneaks looks
at the sheet, and throws out a big
word at the boys which has them
walking around punch drunk.

Producer's list Includes Illusory,

heterogeneous, surcease, ambiguous,
vicarious, interjection, rhetoric, os
tehtatious, nebulous, esoteric, pole
mlc, diatribe, hypothecate, lanu-
ginous, lmmethodical and. frangible.

In most cases, the producer's list

works out okay and manages to im
press his listeners. However, a
great part of his working day is

spent inventing- conversation to fit

around the words.

Extra Work Slumps

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

. Placements of extras slumped
trifle last week with a total of 4,166
day checks distributed. Muggy
weather in the mornings was re
sponsible for many big sets being
postponed.
Paramount's "Evenings For Sale'

was the most consistent user of ex-
tra talent, calling an average of 120
people a day all week.

Story Editing Just One
Of Al Cohen's Troubles

Hollywood,. Sept. 26.

On the day Albert J. Cohen, for
•riier story agent, succeeded Nan
Cochran as story editor Of Uni
versal, his wife brought suit for
divorce against him naming Corliss
Palmer, estranged wife of Eugene
Ar

. Brewster, as corespondent.
Mrs. Cohen also filed a $100,000

alienation suit against Miss Palmer,

The "Government has drafted
Samuel E. Darby, Jr., from a civil

patent law practise to prosecute its

suits on Clayton and Sherman mo-
nopolistic and . anti-trust . charges,
against the electrics, when it comes
up for Hearing in Wilmington, Del.,

Oct. 10.

Entire patent situation will be
aired. It embraces patents govern-
ing the amusement business Includ-
ing soundfilm, broadcasting and
phonograph recording. Govern-
mental action was filed in the spring
of 1931, against the alleged patents'
trust.

Government's suit is the biggest
anti-trust action filed by the U.S.
since the breakup of the Standard
oil combine some years back. Com-
panies involved in the actions In-
clude A.T. & T., General Electric,

Western Electric, WestinghouBe,
ERPI, Radio Corp. of America, and
the latter's musical accessory and
radio manufacturing subsids, In-
cluding RCA Victor, also General
Motors Radio Corp.
Darby counselled DeForest Radio

in the suit which the latter won
against Radio Corp., on the ground
of a Clayton Law violation. As
prosecutor he will act as special as-
sistant to the U. S. Attorney Gen-
eral.

Darby, coincidentally, represents
the three plaintiffs, Stanley 'The-
atres, G.T.P. and Duovac Radio in

the latter's private suit against
A.T. & T., W. E., and ERPI, al-
leging restraint of trade under the
government anti-trust laws. It was
he who represented G.T.P. (De-
Forest Phonofilm) in its original
suit on the Ries patent infringe-
ment against W.E. and ERPI.

Conway Seeks Damages
As Sequel to Plasters

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Damage suit for $4,000 has been
brought by Jack' Conway, Metro
director, against the Union Indem-
nity Co. which had put up a bond
for that amount in 1929 when Lloyd
Products Co. sued Conway and at-
tached his car, real estate and bank
account.
Subsequently the Lloyd company

lost the suit and went into bank-
ruptcy and now Conway contehds
that he was damaged because of

the loss of his car for a month and
the tying up of property.

F-WC PUTS HALT

TO SPOKANE'S

PRESS PASSES

Seattle, Sept. 26.

What appears to have been the
most drastic contract in the country
for free show passes to newspaper-
men has been broken. This refers

to the situation in Spokane.

'

Fox West Coast: theatres, in Spo-
kane, after quite a battle and many
conferences, have just emerged with
an advertising contract with the
Spokane 'Chronicle' and.

,
,.the

'Spokesman-Review,' the -town's
main papers, wherein there ls

; Wo
provision for free passes.- :

mm
A year ago RKO trledrjtb break, off

the old system there but failed. Pro-
vision In FWC ad contract rah aa
follows: 'The Fox theatre agrees

1

to
furnish

.
the ' Spokesman-Review

eight single tickets each day of
which at least four are to . be used
at afternoon performances and four
for the evening performances, ex-

.

cept Sunday; when only two are to
be used for the . evening perform-
ance and six in the afternoon. Also
to furnish two . tickets for W.- ' H.

.

Cowles (owner of the two papers)
or members of his family and two
tickets for J. F. Young, or members
of his family, whenever requested
by them. Same to be godd for any
seats' except the regular loges and
to be exchangeable for loges when
the difference in price Is paid.' The
'Chronicle' had a similar clause.

New contracts, expiring Sept.' "3,

1933, have no provision for any
tickets. Pass situation had been in
effect in Spokane for some 10 or 12
years.
Terry McDaniel, backed up by

Frank Newman, n. w. div. mgr.i-'-is

credited with putting an end .to ithe
pass headache. ; , . v. i

When 'Grand Hotel' was played.Jn
Spokane the two papers used $300
worth of admissions In. passes. uThe
Fox theatre was powerless: to ketip

out the deadheads.

PAY LESS, JOBS TOUGH

TO GET ABR0AD-GAR0N

•' Hollywood, Sept. 26:

It's tougher to get picture work
in England and France than in Hol-
lywood, and the pay check is small-
er, according to Pauline Garon, who
has returned here after 15 months
abroad.

.

She advises ' the unemployed
players here to forego the urge for
screen .work in. England or- on the
continent, just .because Sifcney Fox,
Adolphe Menjou, Gloria Swansoh,
Anna May Wong, Corinne Griffith
and others were given foreign as-
signments. .

•

".

While abroad, .Miss Garon made
two French versions. for Paramount,
and two, pictures for independent
companies in Paris. . .

Irene's New Paper
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Though her contract is not up
until .November, Irene Dunne and
Radio are conferring on a new
agreement. Believed the outcome
of 'Back Street' which Miss Dunne
made for U.
Player has been on the Radio lot

for two years.

Karen Morley-'Flesh
Hollywood, Sept. 26!

After testing 20 different possibil-

ities, Metro has awarded the femi-
nine lead in 'Flesh' to Karen Mor-
ley. Picture goes into production
tomorrow (Tuesday) with Wallace
Beery and Rfcnrdo Cor'tez also in

the cast. ' 1

John Ford will direct.

Mary Duncan Sues to
.

—

»

Break with Her Manager
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Mary Duncan has brought "'an
action in Superior Court against
Freddie Frallck, her manager, ask-
ing for declaratory relief in adjudi-
cating her contract with the agent.
Actress says she notified hini Aug.
2 that she had discharged him, but
that he contends the contract, .is

still in effect. .....

Complaint alleges that Frallck
violated the state private employ-
ment agency law by failing to keep'
a register of people he represented,
and issuing to Miss Duncan a con-
tract not approved by the state
labor commission; therefore, she
claims the agreement,, made in
March, is void.

Satirical Travelog by 11

Par with Gary Cooper
Hollywood, Sept. 2

:

iM

Walter Futter has a deal on with
Paramount to assemble a satirical
African travelog starring Gary
Cooper to take' the place of either
'Safari' or 'Lives of Bengal Lancer.'
Cooper took a lot of. stuff while he
was In Africa last year, and Par-
amount wants Futter to add ' some
of his African footage to found out
six reels.

\
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MOVE FOR ONE EXHIB BODY
PAR PUB-ADV.

TO COAST

REVIVED

WB-PUBLIX DEAL

Accord For Product Reached—-
Franchise* Cancelled

The Paramount idea of concen-

trating its publicity and advertis-

ing headquarters on the Coast Is

reported <up again. Plan was prof-

fered earlier- this summer but after

Virtually being accepted was re-

jected at the last moment.
• With Sam Katz believed to be
4>omins east next month, this time

for a prolonged stay* and with
Arthur Mayer currently, at .

the

studio, information is that Mayer
may stay we3t to direct all al and
publicity work from that point

while also acting as Katz's per-

sonal representative there. The
switch would be one of locale rather

than duty for Mayer. Latter's for-

mer theatre experience (he was" in

the middle-west for Publix) is

deemed a factor in the studio con-
sideration for Mayer.

If this arrangement is given a
final okay it is expected that either

Jack Hess or Bill Hollander will

assume charge of PrP's publicity

ad phase in New York. This would
mean a transfer from Chicago in

Hollander's case. He was publicity

director for Balaban & Katz and is

Still with B. & K.

> I 'Further plans are said to call for

Lynn Farnol, recently with Sam
• Ckrtdwyn, to step into Charlie Mc-
Carthy's spot. McCarthy was for

anerly eastern publicity head for

^Paramount. He has filed suit

against the organization for arrears

In salary, having consistently re

fused the salary cuts invoked by
P-P. Hii contract has about two
years to gc.

i An addition to the Publix pub-
licity end is Ben Serkowich who re-

turns to Chicago for B. & K. Serko-
wich was recently with RKO having

f;one there from Publix after orig-

nally being with B. & K.

ITS ALL JAKE

AGAIN AT MGM

After two months' negotiations,

WB has closed a product deal with
Publix for „1932-'38. It is a 100%
buy of WB-FN In all Publix situa-

tions with" exception; of a few iso-

lated cases where Publix is in con-
flict with Warners' own theatres.

From now on, WB and ?ublix will

work, out new product deals each
year, with the franchise system no
longer in force. WB, on its own
initiative, cancelled the existing

franchises in Publix towns this sea-
son asking for a new deal.

Hollywood, Sept. 26,

' When the Metro eastern heads left

for New York last week, perfect
harmony had been established again
between eastern and western heads,
This followed a five-day conference
on product and studio policies be
tween Nick Schenck, J. Robert Ru-
bin, Irving Thalberg and Louis B
Mayer.

Thalberg told the N. Y. execs that
class product could not be slashed
on the budget sheets and that there
was no studio' intent toward mak
ing expensive pictures. He con
vinced the eastern heads that
Skimping costs would not help the
situation and in the future produc
'tion flgureT will "be decided by Mayer
and himself,

Serkowich as Doc
Ben Serkowich left New York

Thursday (22) for a special assign
ment with Publix-Balaban & K&iz
In Chicago and Detroit. His head
quarters will be in Chi, with the job
created especially for Serkowich in
the B. & K. home office there.

He will act as a doctor for ill

houses, his first jobs being the
^TlyoU and Uptown. Works in con
junction with Archie Herzpf.

Returns from Confab
Hollywood, Sept. 26,

Frank O'Heron, vice-president in
charge o£ operations at Radio, re
turned to the studio- Saturday (24)
from Kansas City.
Rxcc'was in K. C. for a meeting

M RKO theatre auditors.

ECHO Oil

AND ALLIED PACT

Reported Retaliatory Plan

If Exhib OutBts Actually

Launch Effort for Federal

Control—Think Member*
Would Turn On Own
Execs, but Figure Distribs

Will Listen

SMALL-GOETZ

UA PRODUCERS

Hollywood, Sept. 29.

Joseph M. Schenck has closed a

deal with Edward Small and .Harry

Goetz to make two pictures for the

United Artists program.

One is 'I Cover the Waterfront*

while the other is 'If Christ Came to

Chicago.* Latter title attracted

world wide attention a quarter cen-

tury ago when first used by Jos. M.
Stead, London publicist, on a se-

ries of articles.

Product'ons will be financed by
Art Cinema, subsidiary of .U.A. Pic-,

tures being figured to cost around
$360,000 each.

Par Settles in Full

Chas. McCarthy's Claim

Of Arrears in Salary

A precedent la the matter of ex-

ecutives; who, despite contracts,

have had salary cuts forced upon

them without their consent, may
have been established by Paramount
last week settling in full: the sal-

ary arrears claimed by Charles
McCarthy.

Former publicity and advertising
head for . Paramount filed suit for

$1,750, alleging same to have been
deducted from his salary following
an organization pay cut last Feb-
ruary. Instead of filing an answer
Par sent a check for the full amount
to McCarthy's attorney, Nathan
Burkan.

At Burkan's office it is maintained
that this action is not the forerun-
ner to settling McCarthy's contract,

which is not up until late in 1934.

McCarthy has been advised to re-

port at his desk each day and be
available even though Paramount
during the past summer deprived
him of virtually all duties.

GOV'T AS WHIP?

WB ECONOMY

Dancers for '42nd ' Street.' Used
Between Steps in Other Films

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Having a troupe of 67 girls on the

payroll as dancers for '42rid Street*,

Warners is also using them in all

other pictures requiring femme bit

players. Studio does not intend

hiring actresses for bits as long as

the dancers are around.

Studio has been taking girls from
the chorus and shifting them to

other companies. It breaks up re-

hearsals but
.
it's a money saver for

talent.

DON'T BRING IN

THE GOVT. IS

WARNING

O'REILLY REPPING BIZ

DEM. NAT1 CAMPAIGN

Although Charles Pettijohn, Hays
attorney, is on the train with Gov.

Roosevelt, Charles O'Reilly, head of

the TOCC will supervise all details

of the industry's part in the Demo-
cratic National Campaign.

O'Reilly, following his appoint-
ment, moves over this week to

BHtmore quarters for the rest of the
campaign.

Thau-Feist, Jr., Back
Benny Thau and Felix Feist, Jr.,

return this week from their pro-
longed trip abroad in search of tal-

ent and material for Metro. Thau,
who was casting head when he left

the studio, took his own cameraman
across with him to insure the tests

he might make.
It is expected that Thau will

spend some time in New York be-

fore returning to the Coast,

Another exhibitor battle may be
in inception as. the- result of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America* Allied Exhibitors pact ad*
vocating Federal control of the in

dustry. '.

Within the strongest indie unit

ranks, which long have been.' di-

vorced from national associations,
there is a movement which would
establish one country*wide organi-
zation of boxoffice man-power and
dissolve, what is termed, bodies
which have been, and are dependent
upon the vagaries of strategy. In-

dications now are that if the Fed-
eral move becomes a fact affiliated

theatres may transfer their financial

support.
Spokesmen for affiliated' theatres,

which for a long time have been
known within the trade to be "the
money backbone of the MPTOA,
claim that when M, A. Lightman
agreed with Abram S. Myers to
seek Congressional regulation of
the industry, he did so without
their knowledge. This move has
not yet been presented to the
MPTOA's directorate on which the
distributor controlled houses are
represented.
That Lightman pulled a surprise

move but was not sold a bill of
goods in Chicago by Allied is be-
lieved by these affiliated represen-
tatives. Neutral indie leaders re-
fuse to accept this theory and con-
tinue to place credence in reports
that Lightman bolted.

Lightman is also credited in high
film circles with skilful maneuver-
ing of the rival organization into
almost an exact parallel with the
policies of his own association, the
MPTOA.

It is being pointed out that where
Allied wanted the Hays Organiza-
tion disbanded, all protection elim-
inated and producers divorced from
every boxoffice, Lightman, accord-
ing to the record, has narrowed
this down to a standard exhibition
contract, modified protection, selec-
tive bookings and a thorough un-
derstanding with distributors on
exclusive run policies.

Federal Control as Whip
. Concession of the MPTOA to
Aliled's most persistent demand for
Federal control of the industry is

being deemed by film men a whip;
a threat by which distributors
are obviously intended to be fright-
ened into listening to the other de-
mands of the indie organizations'
mixed committee. That the power
of this threat will bring this about,
and to serve its presumed purpose,
is given credence within the trade.

Distributors and neutral indie
leaders seem confident, however,
that this whip will hoi be used. The
feeling Is that members in both
organizations, who were not pre-
infbrmed of what would be brought
up among the handful of leaders
In Chicago, would turn on their
own chieftains were the Federal in-

tention to be launched.
Already, some distribs are per-

mitting to seep out propaganda that
the less said about Government
regulation the. better for the indie
groups! It is being pointed out that if

the mixed committee stays away
from firecrackers and concentrates
on the original purpose of the meet?
ing—drawing up a standard ex-
hibition contract—there is every
possibility that the distribution side
of the industry will listen to reason.
On the other hand, certain of the

stronger units of the MPTOA are
reported so wrought up oyer the

A. J. BALABAN

TO BE ACTIVE?

A. J. B ilaban was due In New
York yesterday (Monday) from
Boston, it being understood that

Publix is overturing him to actively

return to show business. Elder of

the Balaban brothers has been re-'

siding' abroad. He recently returned

after a, previous trip over here

earlier in the summer.

Business proposition before Bala-

ban. is understood to be that'he re-

turn to Chicago and assume charge

of the Balaban & Katz circuit, the

theatre chain which he was instru-

mental in founding and guiding to

its present position. If he accepts

It will mark a business resumption
for Balaban after a two-years'

lapse.

Thalberg Unburdens

Himself Via Hawks.

Franklin as Supes

Culver City, Sept. 26.

In realigning the production
forces at Metro, and to relieve him-
self of considerable burden, Irving
Thalberg is assigning Howard
Hawks and Sidney Franklin, direc-

tors, to supervisory powers.
Both men will continue to . direct

pictures in addition to handling four
productions a year.

At the time Hawks, who is Thai-
berg's brother-in-law, joined Metro
it was figured that he would be-
come the latter's chief aid. His
new duties may shortly bring him
to that position.

Warnings not to be scatter-

brained or be led, through senti-

ment or prejudice, to lend support

to anything which might make their

conditions worse, are being quietly

but effectively, disseminated among
the independent exhibitors by pro-
ducers' representatives.

The campaign is aimed specific-

ally : at all moves which would tend
to place the industry on record as
favoring Federal or State regula-
tion of the industry.
The one accomplishment which,

opponents concede Federal rule

could achieve is that it would re-

strict and reduce competition in the
industry. .

F. T. C. Is Slow

On the other hand, it is being
pointed out, it would not be long
before . filmdom would become an
antiquated industry. Right how,
they claim, the Federal Trade Com-
mission is 18 months . behind in its

schedule of business. This is cited

to indicate what would happen if

the commission were now the gov-
erning body of the industry.

If filmdom had to wait nearly

two years for a decision on every
issue, Independents would be hit-

just as hard as the major compa-
nies. This one thought constitutes

the theme song of the " anti-Fed-
eral campaign.
Along the same line of thought

Is the expression that the govern-
mental representatives, unversed in

intricate trade • practices, would be
incompetent to regulate the indus-
try. The case of the American
railroads, since they have been un-
der Government rule, is being cited

for hose in the industry who ques-
tion the wisdom of the campaign.

Indie producers as

good-time charlies

Independent producers are now
the lavish entertainers of the east.

With the release of their best fea-

tures the indies are staging parties

for reviewers, and a lot of others.

Major companies haven't dined the

boys in New York for the past two
years, with the possible exception
of Paramount, and that was strictly

a wise-up affair for. the out-of-town
scriveners.
Following the party which Harry

Thomas, head of First Division
staged on the liner 'Augustus', Ray
Johnson, chief of Monogram, tossed

a feed in the Chanin building.

Other indie heads, are planning
affairs as their pictures come along.

The better, indies are getting men-
tion in the met dailies how where
only a few months ago the by-line
boys and girls gave them the com-
plete snub.

LASKY TO SUE

PAR; PROD.

2 FOR UA

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Suit charging Paramount with

breach of contract Is being prepared

by" Jesse L. Lasky through his at-

torney, Loyd Wright, and is expect-

ed to be filed early this week in Su-
perior court.

United Artists is understood to be
ready to sign with Lasky for two
pictures on its coming season's pro-
gram. Gilbert Miller, Hector Turn-
bull and Ned Marin are said to be
associated with him.

position their organization is placed
in through immediate contacts with
the rival Allied, despite no physical
consolidation of the two, that they
are ready to withdraw. This in-

formation, is in the hands of neu-
tral exhib leaders who maintain
that now is the time for one strong
national indie body;
Next session of the mixed com-

mittee of 11 delegates of the two
organizations Is scheduled for thin

Thursday f29) In Wash Inert.>n. D.f.

Kent Starts East

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

Last minute change In plans took
S.. It. Kent back to New York Sat-
urday (24) instead of his intended
departure tomorrow (Tuesday).
Kent will return here about the

middle of November unless he finds

it necessary to go to Europe. It is

his intention to visit the studio

every six or seven weeks, remaining
here for two weeks for conferences
and planning.

Laemmle Going Abroad
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

• Carl Laemmle leaves Oct. 2 for

New York, whence he will spend
three weoks before sailing for a
month's stay in Europe. He will

reach Germany in .time to greet Dr.

Arnold Fnnlc's expedition, which has
been in Greenland making 'S.O.S.

Iceborcr.'

MonimJc. Jr.. rnuy accompany hie

fa t hi-r -'is
1 Tar as New York.
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N. Y. Film Ballys Out as Part of

De-Coney

New York Mayor's office got after

Broadway film houses on the matter

.of - ballyhoo last Tuesday (20) with

the result that marquee displays on

the Mayfair, Globe and State the

atres were ordered taken down 1m
mediately. Some discussion as to

whether the new front for the Rlvoll

would be passed for opening day

Wednesday (21) on the new Fair-

banks film, but It vas okayed at the

last minute.
Friday afternoon (23) the De-

partment of Construction .
went a

step further by issuing a letter to

all theatres on Broadway, legit and
film incltfaedV'tb the effect that any
theatre display that bulges ever so

slightly oVer' the building line would

be 'forcibly
1

removed by the city

wrecking crew on Monday' (26).

Trouble .has been brewing for

some time. Four weeks ago repre-

sentatives of all theatres on Broad-
way were called In and asked to

tone down their ballyhoo. Theatres

at .that tlmV s}gned ah agreement

not to put combustible materials .of

any sort on or over, their marquees:

to. do away with hanging drapes of

any sort) -and to avoid any sort of

ballyhoo that would, bring displays

over the- building line onto the side-

walk.' At the same time a rider was
added to the resolution which stipur

lated .that on. any picture for which

theatre mem desired special stunts

these, might, be used for marquee
display, but would have to be drawn
up ' in = advance and submitted for

approval to the police department.

.'RKd Mayfalr theatre is under-

stood' to have followed this provision

on a special front for 'Bird of Para-

dise" but according to the building

department carried its plan furT
ther than the proposition submitted

and approved. Theatre had submit-,

ted'a'plan for a 10 -foot high mlnto-;

tureof a. volcano, ;but', the .
payor's

office claiins, built one, two . or three

times that b}g.. . ..
.

Feeling on Broadway Is that en-

tire rumpus -currently is in conjunc-

tion with ;the Mayor's desire to dp

away • with:: the. burlesque - houses,

aha that ^ general cleaning , up of

the :C6ney 'Islahd ' atmosphere of

Broadway' is 'part .of the campaign,

STRATOSPHERE PIC

Universal After U. S. Rights to Prof.

. . Piccard's Altitudfnou* .Fi|m

Universal Is dickering for the U.

S. rights to 1,600 meters of film

(about five reels) shot by Prof. Pic-

card in his balloon last ' time he
made an ascent into the strato-r

sphere. U already has the .
rights

for all Europe on. the nlm and Is

preparing It for release on that side.

From a" trade standpoint there Is

considerable interest in the footage
as a basis ofvthe^rst notlon oh how
a camera works so" high" lift the air.

Plccard took an ordinary motion
picture camera with him and oper-
ated, it himself throughout his- sci-

entific ascent.

PAR'S TOPAZE,' FRENCH,

RKO PROP. IN ENGLISH

Radio and Paramount have come
to an amicable agreement oh 'To-
paze,' French play which Radio has
scheduled for quick production
with Lionel Barrymore.
Paramount ' made the film lit

French in Jolnville and . has 'the

French dialog rights. Company will

also distribute the. film in South
America in French ' with Spanish
super-imposed titles, but will not
interfere with the Radio picture's
distribution elsewhere of the pro-
duction in English;

1st Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week 8cpt. 30

Paramount—'Phantom Pres-
ident' (Par). _

Capitol Tack Up Tour
Troubles' (Metro).
Strand—'Cabin in the Cot-

ton* (FN) (29).
Mayfair—'Bill of Divorce-

ment' (Radio).
Rlvoll — 'Robinson Crusoe'.

(UA) (2nd week).
Winter Garden — 'Tiger

Shark' (WB) (2nd week).
Rialto—'Movie Crazy' (Par)

(3rd week).
Roxy—'Chandu' (Fox) (29).

Week bet. 7
Paramount—"Phantom Pres-

ident' (Par) '(2nd week).
Capitol—'Downstairs' (Met-

ro). , •

Strand—'Cabin La the Cot-
ton' (FN) (2nd week).

. Mayfair — "Bill of Divorce-
ment' (Radio) (2nd' week).

Rivoli — 'Robinson Crusoe'
(UA) (3rd week).
Winter Garden — 'Tiger .

Shark* (UA) (3rd week).
Rialto—'Movie Crazy' (Par)

4th week).
Roxy — 'Hat Check Girl'

(Fox).

S2 Pictures

'Strange Interlude' (Metro)'
(Astor) (6th week). •

'Maedchen in Uniform' (Os-
wald) (German). (Criterion)
(2nd week). • ,

. . Foreign Films
/La Bal' (Deval) (French)

(Little Carnegie). (27.).

'Gitta Entdeckt . Ihr , Herz'
(German) (Hlndehberg) (29).

' <LoUise, Queen of ' Prussia'

.

(Porten) (German) (Europa)
(4). ...

Inside Stuff—Pictures

Hollywood

Briefly rewritten extracts from 'Variety'*' Hollywood Bulletin, prlhtedj

each Friday In Hollywood, and. placed as a wrapped upon the regular
weekly 'Variety.'

'

The Bulletin does not circulate other than on the Paelfjo 8lope.
News from the Dailies in Los Angeles will be found in that customary,

department.

Script Completed
Script of Charles R. Rogers' 'Bil-

lion Dollar Scandal' has been com-;
pleted by C. Graham Baker and
Gene Towne. .

"

Hobart's Assignments
Henry Hobart .will supervise In

for a Penny* and 'Bodyguard' for
his .first assignments as a Para-
mount associate producer.

Producing 'WlldhearV
•Wildheart,* adapted -from Albert

Payson Terhune's 'False ' Colors,*'
will be produced by Nat LeVlne with
Rln-Tin-Tin, Jr.

Sam Goldwyn has borrowed Howx
I ard Estabrook from Radio to worte
on script of 'The Masquerader.*'
Story will be rushed into produce
tlon. <. .

'

. . .

'

* Levino Readying 'Pecos'
Zane Grey's 'West %of • Pecos' 1 Is

being readied by Albert Shelby Le-
vlnb for, WiUiam Sistrom, who will
make it for World Wide.; >

Frank Howard Clark, horse opera
scenario specialist, at Par with . a
writing termer.

Hump. Thru at Par
After working, with the army of

writers on. Par's 'King of the
Jungle,' -rCyril Hume has left that
studio after six months there.

No 'Son- Daughter' Cast Yet
.Metro is dissatisfied with Ramon

I Novarro as lead In 'Son-Daughter/
and is still testing for the part. Aft
ter two weeks of searching for:

|
players no one has been set for filnfu.

. — • ; Ami'' .
",i

'Elmer' Locations®' <i

Joe E. Brown left yesterday (25)
for New York, where scenes of the
world series will be filmed for War^
hers' 'Elmer the Great/ Brown's
next picture. The Ring Lardner
yarn was made in 1929 by Para*
mount, using Jack Oakie. . It wa»
titled 'Fast Company,!

Pic Off, Brown East
Following the shelving of 'Wild

Party' by Metro, Roland Brown,
who was to adapt and dialog, has
gone east for a vacation. He may
continue on abroad.

Parrott III, Mines Megs
'Illness of James Parrott has given
the meg assignment on the Roach
comedy, 'Fallen Arches,* starring
Charles Chase, to George Mines.

Academy's 800
Academy membership reached,

1 800 last week. ' Jimmy Durante,
Olaudette Colbert, Miriam Hopkins,
Wynne Gibson, Leila Hyams and
Bette Davis among the new mem-
bers.

Pat O'Brien has been given a lead}
in UniversaJ's 'Laughter in HelL'.

Star Exchange Deal
With Robert Montgomery loaned

to Paramount for 'In For a Penny,'
Metro now- wants Jack Oakie for
'Pig Boats.' Deal between two
studios is under, way. .

Sackin Abroad
Moe Sackin, agent, left Holly*

wood last Thursday for Europe t$
get a closeup on foreign production!.
He'll be away three months; >

Show, business' army of unem
ployed white collar workers is evl

dehced in the more than' 1,600 ap
plications. /on

;

file at Fanchon &
Marco's from, those who seek .jobs

as. road managers with F-M units.

Type of applicant runs the gamut
of show biz from Actor to former
execs and many who' hitherto have
been only 'bit the very fringe of the.

show world! Many have sponsors
and' these vary, from high ranking
officers in picture companies to legit

producers and name : acts. ••/••

AH the applicants, regardless of

former occupation, figure themselves
eligible, to handle a road show. Many
are former legit p.a.'s and road
managers. There are some names
from the circus and outdoor field.

Others are from newspapers and
film studios.

American electrics; after months of patent research, are confident they

can virtually stop William Fox's American Tri-Ergon suit against the

film industry. According to attorneys, RCA Photophone has secured

from the U. S. Patent Department an admission of error in the filing of

patents on the projection flywheel, which .is one, of .the pillars .of the Fox
action. ••''•••«

'. ;.'.','

It Is reported' that the Tri-Ergon and Cawley patents on the flywheel

we're filed the same year and that Cawley (Photophone) was1

'the first to

make application' for the patent right. . Photophone, armed with affi-

davits to this effect, is now entering a counter claim of its own to. the

Fox suit...... ',. ,.' . ..
.'

If the court does not sustain Photophone's claim for Cawley, then the
American electrics are prepared to show that as early as" 1887 a patent
for a motion picture flywheel was granted and that the" U. : S. Patents
Examiner railed to cite this patent against either Cawley or Tri-Ergon.

George Cohan's burn against Hollywood began almost the day he. ar-
rived at Paramount to make 'The Phantom President.' It started when
Cohan attempted to drive his car on the lot, and was told by an assis
taht. director that only 'big and important stars' were allowed such a
privilege. It didn't help that the following day a doorman' halted him at
the studio gate saying he couldn't enter without a pass.'

•Later, some of the dialog Cohan' wrote for the picture-was rewritten.
This put the' actor-producer In an uproar, with the front- office execB ex-
plaining to him that, due to the different technique between pictures and
plays, the long sides as he had -written could not effectively be 'used. An-
other element of rebellion was occasioned by night work,, although it is

said that the overtime was agreed to by Cohan when it was explained
that in no other way could the picture be completed by {Sept. 1, a closing
date arbitrarily set -by him;

Stuart, Gordon Dialoging
Donald Ogden Stuart is dialoging

'White Sister,' and Leon Gordon has
a similar assignment on 'Son-
Daughter,' both at Metro.

Stanley Garvey, Fox writer, has)

I

left that studio and is now at Para*
mount to adapt and dialog hifl orlgt
inal story, 'Bodyguard.'

White on 'Jungle'
Jules White's experience on ani-

mal comedies at Educational .has
won him an assignment on Para-
mount's "King, of the Jungle' as
technical advisor.

Contracted and Loaned '-^

After getting a termer from War*
ners, Helen Vinson, from legit, has

I

been loaned to Fox for 'Second-hand
Wife.'

•"•

Par Supervisors Switch :J"--w

Barney Glazer,, instead of Williaas'
LeBaron, will, supervise Paxa><
mount's 'International House,' latter"

(Continued op Page 43) •

; : Test Long Tack Sam
Long Tack Sam, in the 'Rain', pro

log at the : Chinese, and his two i;.. w «.;. »
daughters are being tested by Metro iJlAYlM* /. N f lljllllPQ
for 'S6n Daughter.' [.VllttlgC X. 11. 1. I/OII1C9

Frank Clark's Termer
Paramount gives Frank Howard

Clark a termer to write westerns.

. . Brower on Serial
Otto T3rower is directing Nat

Levine's third serial, 'The Devil
Horse,' producing at Tec-Art.

Voice Change for 'Panther'
Margaret Fitzpatrlck, whose name

was changed to Gail Patrick, Is now
undergoing a voice change at Para-
mount. Winner of the Birmingham,
Ala., 'Panther Girl' contest Is trying
to shade down the Southern drawl.

Scripts and Edits
Fred Allen is now working on the

script of Paramount's 'Wild Horse
M<.sa' .in a dual capacity; whereby
he also will edit the film.

.Bradder & Pollock theatre subsld of RKO, around 15 houses, located
mostly in New Jersey, may be turned, over to Skoura^ Brothers under
a leasing arrangement. Only point of contention In the .proposed deal
looms around Skouras' possible taking oyer of the RKp-Plckwick in
Greenwich, Conn;.

'

Discussions have: been on for some time but getting closer to a deal
with RKO holding but for the deal to. Include the Pickwick which the
Skouras boys don't like assuming. Skouras now operate in Port Chester,
across the state line, only- three miles from Greenwich, and the two spots
are pretty close ^competitors,

,

• It's likely one of- the spots may shut down If the Skourases take the
Pickwick, thus- shoving ail product into .only one of the . two locations.

'Hoffman Back at Met
M. ' H. -Hoffman," whose contract-

with the: Pathe studio calls - only for
the production of his Hoot Gibson-
and Classic pictures on that lot,

moves back to Metropolitan to make
Guilty or Not Guilty.'.

L. A. to N. Y-
Paul Ash.
joe E. Brown.
Roland Brown.
Emanuel Cohen.
Gary Cooper.
Edward Everett Horton.
Cy Kahn.
Sidney R. Kent.
Dave Marshall.
Bruce McFarlane.
Carroll Peacock.
Howard Phillips.

Moe Sackin.
Edward Woods.
Tenny Wright.
Jack Schallert.

. Vicomte Alain de Leche.

N. Y. to L. A
Sam Brlskin
Nacio Herb Brown.

.jDlck Whiting.
Nunally Johnson.

Lay' Low on Holman
Phil Goldstone has bought Wilson

Colllson's. .'Sing, You .Singer,' which
has a iLibby .Holman slant. Latter,
however,. -will not be referred to or.

exploited.

Hays headquarters Is talking about moving again. While Haysltes
would favor a Radio City address they declare that when the move is
made it will likely, be to such neutral territory as the Empire buildings
Had the policy of being completely dissociated from any member-com-
pany not always been in effect the last Hays move would probably have
been to the Paramount building.

An instance of changing black to red with no gain other than keeping
an opposition house tdark, is seen in the situation at El Cehtro Imperial
Valley, Calif.

The Imperial, a Fox house, had been operating profitably up to about
a year ago, when the United Artists theatre was . built. To ward oft the
splitting of business, the Fox New York office bought up the U. A. prod
uct and took all responsibility for the U. A. theatre. .

' Policy was to prevent the house's opening, and make El Centro de-
pendent upon the Imperial for Its picture entertainment. So, for one year
the U. A. house has been dark; overhead and fixed charges have been
taken care of by Fox, and, despite good business at the Imperial, with
no opposition, the house is in red.

Ben Frank, promoted to succeed his father, Abe Frank, as general
manager of the Ambassador hotel,. Los Angeles, is probably better known

(Continued on page 48)

Censor Films k&s>, tat

Pass Htttter Book Cop^

Charging discriminatory tactics

by two of the largest New. xorlc
dailies, film men are riled thai; thes$
papers should take a pulpit-like at-
titude toward theatre advertising
and yet let all kinds of sex copy
and bold allusions, to creep into
their Sunday, book editions.

The two papers named are the
'Times' and 'Herald-Tribune.' These
are' claimed by film men to be most
rigorous in their acceptance of pic-
ture copy. -Vl.o

Picture men concede that films
are a public entertainment while
books are in a selective class. But,
they ;do not figure that what they

|
! term is mild-like copy should be re<^

jjecte.d when advertisements such «S
|;are currently run in Sunday literary

Isupplements are accepted.

Healey Casting Animals
Pat Healey has opened the

Central Animal Casting bureau at
Tec-Art to furnish dumb beasts to
the studios.

Service Poem for Serial
Robert W. Service's poem, 'Clancy

of the Mounted,' has been purchased
by Universal for $3,600, for produc-
tion as a serial under the title, *Men
of the Mounted.'

Tent Show Blocked
Creighton Hale was turned down

by the Culver City planning com
mission on his application for a tent

II WiB Revive Terfls of *

Pauline' with New Story

Holly;wood, Sept. 26.

Universal lias bought the ,story
rights to 'The Perils of Pauline/ one;

of the first film serials, and will
produce it as an episodic picture
for the 1933-34 program. Story will

be entirely revamped, with the
studio figuring to cash In on the
memory value of the title.

If the serial goes over, Universal
will also bur 'Exploits of Elaine!
[and 'The fon Claw,' which followed
'Pauline.* Pathe owned the trio of
ancient cli'ifhangers.

; .
'.

mission on his application for a tent r*^u^^ A i\,.ik Al.
show permit In the Los Angeles *LQIien AgaiRSt t Iirttier
suburb.

Tom Mix Starts
Tom Mix started todfiy (Monday)

on 'Oh, Promise Me,' first western
|

of his new Universal series.

. Howard Assigned
. William K. Howard's next . as-
signment for Fox is 'Marie Gallant,'
to be made after director and his
wife take a three-month vacation
in Europe. They leave when How-
ard finishes 'Sherlock Holmes.'

Paramount Oat Operas
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Eecause of the difficulties and
the cost involved, Emanuel Coh^n.
is all for discontinuing Paramount's-
series of Zane Grey westerns after
'Wild Horse Mesa.*

' No decision will be reached, howi.
ever, until after the returns are in
on 'Mesa' and the first of the se-j

ries, 'Heritage of the Desert.'
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MAY BOOMERANG
J.Balaban Back

To Chi; Muffins

Back to Boston?

John Balaban will return to Chi-

cago shortly to assume direct opera-
tion of the .B. & K. theatres In that

• city, which have 'been slipping since
he gavevup active 'supervision to

come to New York. Since early last

summer Balaban has headed the
Publix theatre department, a post
that will be filled on his. transfer
to Chicago by either D. J. Chatkin
or Harry Katz.

.. Latter, brother of Sam Katz, late-

ly was elevated to assistant to Bal-
aban. A couple years: ago before
becoming divisional director over
•New England,' Pennsylvania arid the
Atlantic seaboard, Chatkin was in
charge of the circuit under Dem^
pow.
Prior to Balaban's ascension to

theatre chieftancy, he divisionally
directed from the home office the
Chicago, Detroit and Canadian the-
atres. Latter (Famous Players Ca-
nadian) will remain under J. J.

Pitzgibbon.
Milton Feld, who has been in

charge of Chicago and Detroit as
dlv director lately, will confine him-
self to Greater New York, upstate,
other de luxers, Kansas City and
the Colorado division, plus Los An-
geles, from plans.

Minneapolis, Sept 26.
1

Martin J. Mulllns, home office div
chief over the northwest and mid-
west, may return to Boston with
territory embracing F. & R. where-
upon the middle west would be
shifted to R. J. O'Donnell. Latter Is

at home office over the south and
southwest, which has been impor-
tantly reduced in number of thea-
tres through partnerships carrying
local operation.

. Before becoming div director over
western territory, then headed by
L. J. Ludwlg, Mullins was division
manager over New England out of
Boston.

LEVEE, ACADEMY PREZ,

PUTS INDUSTRY ON PAN

Hollywood, Sept. 26.
Claiming that the so-called co-

operation now existing in Holly-
wood today 'is a lot of bunk,' M. C.
Levee, former Paramount exec and
now president of the Academy, put
the industry on the pan in an ad-
dress before the members of the
Hollywood Merchantors.
Guest of honor at a luncheon of

the business men's organization, his
whole speech was devoted to what
he termed, 'the insincerity of the
industry.'

In this regard, he dwelt on the
highly publicized ' fact that studios
are co-operating with each other in
the loaning of stars, 'but this is a
lot of bunk,' he said.

'For instance, as manager of
Miss Mary Plckford, I tried to get
Paramount to loan me- Gary Coop-
er, but would they do it? They
Would not/

Sten's 'Gesture'

Hollywood, Sept. 26.
Unable to purchase 'That Girl/

fitory by Jacques Duval from Fox
for Anna Sten, Sam Goldwyn will
loan her to Joseph M. Schenck for
lead in 'Shanghai Gesture,' which
Lewis Milestone will direct.

Still On Time
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Eric Von Stroheim was exactly on
schedule, Friday (33) with 'Walk-
ing Down Broadway' at Fox. Pic-
ture is in its fourth week and has
two more to go.
This is a record for Von Stroheim

who previously was always three
to four weeks behind on pictures
before they were half made.

'VENUS' ONLY 1 WEEK
N. Y. Par Had Counted Oh 2—Belle

Baker On Stage Sept. 30

Intended for 13 days, 'Blonde
Venus' (Par) isn't holding over at
the Paramount, N.; Y., and Belle
Baker goes in as stage headliner
Sept. 30 as scheduled. Songstress
will remain two weeks at the house.

Getting' $4,000 a week, same figure
which Mills-Rockwell set her .

;
at

Loew's Paradise, the Bronx. Miss
Baker's top vaude salary previously
had been $2,500.

14 Studios Available

For Indies on Coast;

Few Pix for Majority

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

With Fox opening the doors of its

Western avenue studio to independ-
ent producers as a rental plant,
there are now 14 lots In Hollywood
where indie pictures can be made,
but with little of that type of pro-
duction available for a majority of
the . locations.

Studios w' ere. indies are wel-
comed include Universal, ' Pathe,
Sennett, Metropolitan, Educational,
Tec-Art, Western Sound, Interna-
tional, Bryan Foy studios, Gordon
Street studios, Associated, National
and Darmour, in addition to Fox.

Indie producers have around 300
pictures scheduled for production
this 'year. About 100 of these will

be divided between National (Trem
Carr) and International. Latter will

take care of Mayfair, Freuler and
Willis Kent's programs, about 60

pictures. With Allied producing at
Pathe, and World Wide at Metro-
politan and Educational, about 76
features are left to divide among
the other 10 studios.

In the case of Universal, Sennett
and Fox, the independent business
beats down the overhead. On the
other lots it's their bread and butter.

Tec-Art, Darmour, Educational
and International are equipped with
RCA sound. Metropolitan is the
only straight rental plant with
ERPI equipment. National has Bals-
ley & Phillips, former W.E. 11-

cencees, who recently dropped the
license to go bootleg. Gordon Street
studio is equipped with Freeman
Lang sound, bootleg. Foy, Western
and Associated have no sound
equipment, with producers renting
the' type of sound recording de-
sired.

Pathe and Universal, former
RCA, latter ERPI, permit indies to
use outside sound. Fox sells ERPI
with the studio space.
Indie plants selling bootleg sound,

with the exception of National,
have been price-cutting lately, to
the point where an indie producer
can now use any standing set with
the, sound and lights thrown in for
a flat $1,000 on a six-day week
basis.

BENEFITS TO

INDIES SEEN

Major Companies' Own Ex-
hibiting Outlets Can't

Make 'Exclusive* Exhibi-
..' tion Economically Profit-

able—Gravy Has Always
Been from the Subsequent
Runs

'

LOEW'S 50% 'EXCL.V

IPs Soviet Yarn

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Universal has revived its idea of

making a film dealing with Soviet
Russia, and 'has engaged Oscar
Carter to write the story.
Carter has been in Russia, both

for the New York 'Times,' and to

prepare atmospheric scenes for a
Metro Soviet story. His assign-
ment is to write the true conditions
In Russia today.

Roxy Shingle Up in R. €.;

Makes It 2 Roxy Theatres

Two Roxy theatres in town. From
6th or 7th avenues at 50th street,

one can glimpse the Roxy name on
two houses a block apart. The new
RKO Roxy is in Radio City. Sign
is already up on this spot which is

to be operated on a combo policy

of vaude and films.

The Roxy theatre on 7th avenue
is about to shift its name. May
become the Forum, Fox or World,
or anything. None so far picked.
Selection of. a new name is to be
heralded through a wide newspaper
campaign.

Filmdom's current experiment for
'exclusive' selling may rebound to
the major companies' disadvantage
and bump Jhdie production of films
into high. I

•

The indie subsequent runs being
forced to lay off major company
product have no out but to tie in
for independent films. With 80% of
the country's theatres estimated by
film men to be indie the ultimate
benefit may react to the indie film
makers.

For the present, at least, the 'ex-
clusive' film contracts which have
been made known by companies, are
those of the affiliated circuits and
theatres. It may mean that the
producers generally hope to have
their own theatres absorb the
greater part of production costs.
Whether such theatres on any chain
are geared to absorb this studio
overhead is deemed dubious. Since
fllmdom has been existent, income
from subsequents and minor runs
have always provided the gravy,
along with the foreign market until
sound.

Expensive Experiment
As the situation grows it becomes

more apparent that the experiment
may be too expensive for the com-
panies to attempt in more than a
few situations.
In a general way the 'exclusive'

talk has brought many anxious hours
to the film makers and distribs, not
the least of which is how to realize
a profit for both their affiliated the-
atres as well as the studios, at the
same time.
When United Artists announced

the 'exclusive' idea some months
back it wasn't realized by the in-
dustry that U.A. sells Ub features
Individually. Buying U.A. product
'exclusively' waa buying particular
individual films exclusively.

Metro Situation

On the other hand, so far,
wherever Par, Metro or Fox has
been trying the exclusive idea
it's been with their own houses or
affiliated circuits. With Fox, it's

the Fox-Poli chain, now being op-
erated by Harry Arthur. Latter,
however, has bought 'exclusive' only
for three of his seven situations.
Metro also has sold to Arthur, but

otherwise, the Metro 'exclusive'
films, so far as known are for its

own Loew affiliated theatres. Out
of the 24 situations which Loew's
serves with its own Alms 17 will be
subjected to an exclusive trial with
Metro films.

.
These situations include Indian-

apolis, Providence, Syracuse, To-
ledo Rochester, Kansas City, Read-
ing, Harrisburg, Louisville, Dayton,
Akron, Canton, Wilmington, Nash-
ville Atlanta, Houston and London
(Ontario).
Loew towns which will be non-

exclusive include New York, Balti-
more, Boston, Cleveland, Evansville,
Memphis, New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
St. Louis, Toronto, Washington.
The Loew towns which are only

partly exclusive include Columbus,
Richmond and Norfolk. /
Exclusive selling that limits the

area of a film's exhibition may, by
the same token, lessen the drawing
power of stars and players, as the
latter will be glimpsed by fewer
customers . since their films will
have lesser circulation. And' a pos-
sible reduction in film theatre cus-
tomers can result all around.
Neither condition 1b one to be de-
sired for the biz generally.

On the other hand, those theatres
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Gilmore's Carelessness

Brings New Actions for

Humiliation. Laundrying

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

'Gllmore,' the flying lion, is still

dogging the Ritz, (F-WC) * with
trouble. When the . cat was. exhibi-
ted at the theatre in a tie-up with
the Gllmore Oil Co. for 'Tarzan,' in

June, Eatelle Roberts claimed 'Gil-

more' was not house-broken and
caused her embarrassment, humili-
ation and

.
Injury, in a Municipal

court suit for $2,000 damages.
Miss Roberts has now changed

her mind about the amount of dam-
ages she suffered, and has filed a
Superior Court action for $26,000
against Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Gil-
more Oil Co., Fox-West Coast and
Roscoe Turner, latter sponsor of
the lion. An extra $62,50 is asked
for laundering of clothes, dry clean-
ing and a new hair wave for Miss
Roberts.
Her companion at the theatre, Ida

Kalan, is also suing, asking for
$16,000 damages and $37 for clean-
ing her clothes.

FWC PIX DEAL GIVES WB

M NAT'L COVERAGE

With- a product deal virtually
closed for Fox-West Coast, Warner
Bros, have concluded national buys
with all the majors. RKO takes
the smallest commitment, due to
the fact that WB is In conflict In
more spots with this circuit than
the others. As a result of deals
so far set, including with Independ-
ents, WB figures on a 70% cover-
age of the country, its best ever.
Major 'sales worked put, Gradwell

Sears is planning to leave shortly
for a tour of the. western WB ex-
changes, A. W. Smith, Jr., going on
a similar swing around the east.

Financial Note

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Market price on RCA portable
sound trucks, single system, has
dropped from $42,000 to $18,000.

or groups that go in for excluslves
have the problem of facing possible
Increased rentals for the privilege
of exclusive showings. In Instances
such costs may prove too burden 7

some for, the houses to carry.
The fallacy in excluslves from

a general industry point of view
is that It is based on the pre-
sumption that all films sold on an
'exclusive* basis will be of more
than usual drawing power. This
is all right when the pictures do
business, but the question is asked
what will happen when these se-

lected features fall down?

By AL GREASON
Dealings fell off sharply yesterday

.

(Moh) to below 2,000,000 shares,
while the whole list drifted lower,
decline being measured by nearly 3
in the industrial index.
Only issue among the amusement

to come out In volume was 'Para-4
mount, which was pressed for sale
most of the day, declining about
half a point from 6% to 4%.
The other active theatre stocks,

gave way, but . as a general thing
the turnover shrank on the reces-
sion, which probably is to be re- -

,

garded as a secondary reaction, and
at this stage of development can-
scarcely be viewed as indicating a
change of the upward trend. In no,
conspicuous case did the setback
threaten the low levels on the pre-
vious break.

The. day's retreat was not to be
accounted for by any development in
the current news. Wheat held prac-
tically unchanged, while there were;
minor gains in cotton. Apparently/
last week's upturn invited profit,
taking and the pressure was in-
creased by some scattered short
selling.
Loew's slipped back by about 2%,

but at 32 there, was every evidence.,
that its sponsors were taking all>

offerings. Bottom on the recent cor-,
rectlve break was close to 28.
Bonds did fairly well, the aver-j

ages during the extreme lows In the
share market standing a tiny frac-'
tion above the Saturday close. '

' •

Slow, Steady Advance _
-

Last week came to its end with
the strictly amusement shares'
showing a composite advance of
about 20 points, eliminating the.
wide gain of Eastman Kodak and.
those of Westinghouse. and Gen.,
Electric. Sharpest mark-up was in
Loew's which is enjoying the larg-
est speculative play In the group.
The major part of these, gains were
scored early In the week in a mover
ment culminating Wednesday in &
jump of more than 7 points in the
Dow Jones averages.
This violent forward spurt was to

be attributed to a rebound follow-
ing the equally violent break of the
week before. After this correction
had run its course, the market set-
tled down to greatly reduced volume
with prices either steady or creep-
ing up by fractions. This Is the
most desirable behavior possible
under the circumstances and gives
reason for hoping -that progress
scored from the panic bottom is In
process of crystallization, with a
distinct prospect of further recov-
ery during October irrespective Qf
any inspirational aid given to it by
political considerations.
We have had a bit of Speculative -

whoopee built upon hopes for
autumn upturn in business. It car-
ried prices probably too high for
the amount of actual, trade improve-
ment. Then there has been a cor-
rection of a top • heavy bull flurry
and things have settled down for'
the time being, giving seasonal
business a chance to clarify. Mean-,
while, a market free from specula-
tive excesses has encouraged trad-,
era to study the business picture
and express their views In market
commitments.
Fact that security prices have

(Continued on page 29)

Percy Kent's Sinus

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Percy R. Kent, manager of the
Fox West Coast realty department,
and brother of Sidney R. Kent, waa
taken to the Hollywood hospital
Sunday with a sinus ailment. Tho
condition is serious and an opera-
tion may be necessary.

Hughes-Franklin Sued
By Par on Film Rentals

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Charging the Hughes-Franklin
Theatres with failure to. pay film
rentals, and refusal to exhibit Par-
amount pictures in their houses in
accordance with the standard ex-
hibition contract, Paramount has
sued H-F for $52,000 damages in
Superior Court here.
Half of- the amount is due for un-

paid rentals, according to the com*
plaint.
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Brag Crosby-'June 13th' Best

In L A. This Week on $25,000;

'Shark' Big $19,300; 'Rain' Leaving

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

With a blgr hullaballoo about the

motion picture relief pageant, pol-

itics, and everything but entertain-

ment, local houses won't fare so well

this week. Paramount seems to

lead the field with Bing Crosby on

stage and 'Night of June 13' on

screen, with Warners' Hollywood,

playing 'Tiger Shark,' a strong sec-

ond.

State seems to be in the doldrums
with 'Pack Uw Your Troubles' on
screen and 'Georgia Minstrels' on
"stage, but showed some improve-
ment over the opening day. House
must stretch plenty to take over
$16,500.

Second week of 'Rain,* at the Chi-
nese, was way off the track' and pic-

ture folds Oct. 9. 'Rasputin,' for-

eign version, bowed out of Biltmore
after one week take of $4,000.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Fox) (2,028; 657*1.65)—

•Rain' (UA) and stage show (3d
week). Second week down to weak
$15,800, and picture departs Oct.

a local disappointment at $1.50.

Downlown (WB) (1,800; £,3-iU)—
'Those We Love'/ (W-W) and vaude,
with strong* week-end biz, will run;
close to $12,000. Last week 'Man
Caned Back' (W-W) did r-tlier

even trade which pulled it out with:
$8,400.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 25-75)—

•Tiger Shark' (FN), Big $10,300,
which may hold it over. Last
week, third and final of 'Blessed
Event,' beat second stanza by $250,
getting $11,250.
Orpheum (2.270; 25-55)—'Okay

America' (U). Poor $4,500. Last
week "Hold 'Em .Tail' (Radio) slowed
to an even $8,900.
Paramount (Publix) (3,595; 35-

$1.10)—'June 13th: (Par) and stage
ebow. Bing Crosby heavily bally-
hooed and should turn take up to
$25,000 easily. Last week '70,000

Witnesses' (Par) did very well with-
out* preview aid." Under the wire
with little over $19,000.
Stat* (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 35-75)—

'Troubles' (M-G) and stage show.
Laurel and Hardy feature none too
strong, but may build to $16,500.
Last week 'Chandu' (Fox) came, In
after kids went back to school so
breaks were tough. ° Final count off
below $14,000.

'SHARK'S' $10,000 IS

FAIR IN ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Sept. 26.

Generally speaking business con-
tinues satisfactory for pictures.
Race, for this week's lead is be-
tween the. Lloyd picture, at the Mis-
souri, and the George Jessel-Norma
Talmadge stage show at the St.

Louis, Both appear headed for
larger than usual grosses.
For the first time in many months

a film is being held over for a sec-
ond week at a" regular run house.
It's 'Grand Hotel/ at the State.
Gives the.' picture something of a
record as it played two weeks, as a
roadshow last spring. No film has
run that long here in two years:

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador • (3.000; 35-55-65)—

'Tiger Shark' (WB) and unit. Looks
fair at not much better than $10,-

000:. Last week- 'Blessed Event*
(WB) same.
Fox (Fox) (6,000; 25-35-55)—'Hat

Check Girl' (Fox) and F-M unit.
Attracting little attention and will
do well to get $9,000. Last week
'Chandu* (Fox) $10,000.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,000; 25-

35-55)—'Grand Hotel' (M-G). Held
second week arid • headed for fair
$12,000. Last week, same film, big
$29(000.

Missouri (RKO) (3,500; 25-35-55)—'Movie Crazy* (Par). Going- nicely
with gross likely to mount to $15,-
000. Last week 'Paradise* (Radio)
$10,500. i

St. " L6uis (RKO)—'70,000 Wit-
nesses' (Par) and . vaude. Norma
Talmadge and George Jessel on
stage aiding for good $18,000. Last
week 'What Price Hollywood' (Ra-
dio) and 'Rio Rita* (tab), $15,300.

Trent' 12,100-Tacoma

Tacoma, Sept. 2$.

Jensen-von Herberg getting set to
open the Boxy, formerly the. Or-
pheum and Pantages, this Friday
(30). Opening bill, management and
policy not yet . announced, except
that it'll be first run.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 25)—

'Blessed Event' (WB). Nice bally-
hoo makes it look like oke $2,000.

Last week 'Successful Calamity'
(WB), $2,200.

Rialto (FWC) (1,200; 25-35)—'70-

000 Witnesses' (Par) for two days.
'Paradise' (Radio) five days. Going
for good $3,800. Last week 'War.
Correspondent' (Col) and 'Blondie'
(M-G)/ so-so around $3,100.

ONCY CONTINUES UP

WITH 'CAME' $11,000

" -- Cincinnati, Sept. 26.

Box office activity at the principal
cinemas being enlivened by chilly-
weather, there being a neat advance
in biz for the fifth straight week.
'Grand Hotel' is getting a good play
heading for $10,500. 'Back Street.*
which, has a Cincy locale, Is a win
her in its second run at Grand.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-80)—'70,

000 Witnesses' (Par) arid F-M unit
with Mme. Schumann-Heinck added.
Thinning in ranks of de-de-o-do
trade, only $13,000 indicated. Last
week 'Hollywood Speaks' (Col) and
Ethe: Waters' . 'Rhapsody in Black'
company bulged .jo $26,800, very big.

Lyric (RKOJfc'v<l;285; 30-55)—
'Grand Hotel* 4Pt<4S). Looks to do
$10,500, good. -Second week as
sured. Last week 'American Mad
ness' (Col) got $6,400, fair enough.
Palace (RKO^ (2,600; 30-55)-

•Dangerous Game' (Radio). • Adven
ture fans to tune of $11,000, good
Last Week 'Hold 'Em Jail' (Radio)
$11,200.

Capitol (RK.O) (2,200; 30-55)-+
•June 13' (Par). Fetching $8,000,
oke. Last week 'Night Club Lady'
(Col) a poor $5,500.

Keith's (Llbson) (1,550; 25-40)—
•Life Begins" (FN). Audience ap-
proval and extra advertising build-
ing for this theatre's average $6,000
count. Last week same figure col-
lected on 'The Crash' (WB).
Family (RKO) (1.000; 15-25)^

•Texas Gun Fighter' (Tiff) and 'Sea
Ghost* (Hollywood). Split week.
Looks a fair $2,000. Last week 'My
Pal' (U) and 'Shop Angel' (Zenith)
$2,300.
Grand (RKO) (1,550; 15-30)—

•Back Street' (U), second run, and
•Million Dollar Legs' (Tar). Split
week. 'Back Street' started off at
such a fast clip probably may hold
for full week. May pass $3,000, very
good. Last week on split 'Horse
Feathers' (Par) and 'Crooner' (WB),
$1,600.

Troubles' Topping

W Pro?., $13,500;

'Crazy' low $6,500

Merkel's 3d Option
Culver City,. Sept. 26.

Metro takes another option on the
services of Una Merkel. She is now
«n.her third six-month period.

Providence, Sept. 26.

Picture; houses have ' more to
worry about now that the Carlton
theatre,. Fay's legit house, is set
Thursday (29) with 'Cat and Fiddle'

as the first of a rather long list of
legit attractions. With the opening
of the Carlton there Isn't a dark
house downtown. Where picture
houses had only one or two spots
with stages to compete with a couple
of years ago, they ribw have five
such stands to consider as opposish.
Outside of one or two houses,

grosses this week will be In the dol-
drums. 'Movie Crazy,' at the Par-
amount, looks like the week's worst
grosser, 'Troubles' the best, and
with 'Successful Calamity,' on a
twin bill at the Majestic, the next
best thing. Fay's is doing fairly
well with a bang-up vaudeville bill
headed by Vaugri DeLeath, ether
singer.

'

Estimates for This Week
Fay's (2,000; 15-55)—'Those We

Love' (KBS) and vaude. Depending
.on stage show and plenty of neat
tie-ups bringing them around.
House seems set for $7,000, okay.
Last week 'Chandu' (Fox) also de-
pended upon radio act to pull
through for $6,600.
RKO Albee (2,200; 15-55-66)—

'Dangerous Game' (Radio) and
vaude. Picture okay but vaude
weak; short of $9,000. Last week
'Okay America' (U) slid to bad- $8,-
200.

Loew's State (3,700; 15-55)—
'Troubles' (M-G). Laurel-Hardy
not strong in this town, but swell
ballyhoo in advance may. bring pic-
ture $13,500, okay. Last week
'Grand Hotel* (M-G) skyrocketed
to $22,700, first big week house has
had in months.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-55)—
'Successful Calamity' . (WB) . and
'Thrill of Youth' (Invincible). Nice
bill moving along satisfactorily. In
the money at $9,000. Last week
'Blessed Event' (WB) and '13th
Guest' (Mon) swell at $10,000.
Paramount (2,200; 15-5E)—'Movie

Crazy' (Par). Nice campaign, but
only $6,500 in view. Lftst week
'June 13' (Par) a little better than
expected

i
at $6,900, but off at that.

RKO Victory (1,600; 10-25-30)—
'Night Club Lady' (Col) and 'Amer-
ican Madness' (Col). Weil liked bill
and house will crash $2,000. Last
week. 'Last Man' (Col) and 'Sinister
Hands' (Kent) so-so at $1,800.

Metropolitan (Conn's) (3,700; 10-
25-30)—'Man from Hell's Edges' and
stage show. Nice vaude but no
takers. House taking it on the chin.
Maybe $1,500 for first half. Last half
of last week 'Behind the Walls' very
bad at $900.

PITT CHEERY;

'BIRD' $15,000,

'EARTH' $4,000

Pittsburgh, Sept. 26.

Sunshine peeping through this
week, with some sizzling grosses
anticipated all along the line. In-
creased admission tariffs helping
soriie. too, with Fulton going from
two- pits to 40c. and still escaping
tax, and Penn, Stanley and Warner
Jumping from 40 to 60, latter figure
including a .6c tax. ,.

'Grand Hotel' at the Penn Is hav-
no 'competition as the town's leader,
presaging a corking $24,000, topping
by several grand everything in a
straight picture -way here, although
picture previously' played a four-
week roadshow engagement at the
Aldine last spring. • *

Stanley is holding its own with
'Bird of Paradise,' despite stiff com-
petition, and at $15,000 can have no
kicks coming. That figure repre-
sents top takings In face of 'Grand
Hotel', opposish a block away, with
management wearing a smile a yard
wide. .

Also forging ahead is Down to
Earth' at Fulton. Indifferent no-
tices for Rogers picture, but he
seems to have a draw at this low-
priced spot, and a neat $5,250 doesn't
look at all impossible, Davis should
manage to pick up a nice $4,000 with
'Congorilla,' while 'Hold Em Jail' at
the Warner stumbles along" to an
ordinary $7,000, the only weak spot
in a strong all-week , seotor. En-
right apparently alternating between
spilt arid- full-week policy, depend-
ing entirely on strength of picture.
'Blessed Event' got six. days there
fortnight ago, last week house went
to a split week again, with 'Suc-
cessful Calamity' In currently for
the' full allotment on heels of pic-
tures' downtown run at Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Davis (WB) (1,700; 25-30-40)—

'Congorilla' (Fox). Still seems to be
a market locally for wild animal
films, despite opinion 'Bring 'Em
Back' had milked town dry only eix
weeks ago; $4,000 all right here.
Last week 'War Correspondent'
(Col) quite a disappointment at
$2,500.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-30

40)—'Down to Earth' (Fox). This
is a natural spot for Will Rogers,
and, despite lukewarm notices, film
shows signs of going to nice $5,250
under first week of new scale. Last
week 'Downstairs' (M-G) around
$3,600. -

Perin (Loew'e-UA) (3,300 ; 25-36-
50)^'Grand Hotel' (M-G). Nothing
to it for this one, a surefire natural.
Lines a block long at opening per-
formance, with a steady stream
after that, presages great $24,000,
several grand above best straight-
picture takings ever recorded around
here; Picture previously had four
weeks at Aldine at $1.50. -Last week
'Love Me Tonight' (Par) picked up
a bit after weak opening to pound
down the home stretch with fair
$15,000.

Stanley (WB.) (3,600; 25-35-50)—
'Bird of Paradise' (RKO). This one
has b. o. written all over it and
looks like $15,500, with no kicks
coming- from any quarter consider-
ing terrific 'Grand Hotel' opposition
Great campaign helped get this one
off to good start, and that figure is
genuine top in face of stiff competi-
tion. Last week 'A Successful Ca
lamlty' (WB) around $13,000, which
has almost come to be a stationary
figure for Arliss locally.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—

'Hold 'Em Jail' (RKO). Wheeler
Woolsey mean little around here,
and this one will be lucky to skin
by with *fair $7,000. Last week
'White Zombie' (UA) a clean up at
?11,500.

Tarzan' at $10,200 Good 2d Week;

Danube' Paris Surprise at $14,000

1IFE' ONLY SPARKLER

IN NEWARK, $15,000

Newark, Sept. 26,

Aside from- 'Life Begins,' at the
Branford, nothing in town to draw.
Proctor's is holding over and a
western at the Newark with 'Okay
America' at Loew's don't mean
much,
Work to revamp the Terminal is

being rushed, . but story that the
Rialto, given up by Warner, Is to
be reopened by indie with vaudfllm
seems to have no authenticity.

Estimates, for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 15-20-25-

30-40-55-65) 'Life Begins' (FN). In
early and should beat $15,000 on
eight , days, great Last week, six
days, 'The Crash' (WB) fair at
$7,900.

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-25-36)
Horse Feathers' (Par); Experiment
of running one second run Instead
of two films, with one new, a fail-
ure. Won't beat $3,500. Last week
First Year' (Fox) bad at $3,000.

Little (Cinema) (299 ; 50) 'Brand
in der Oper* (Emelke). Looks aB
though German picture must be
sensational now to pull. Maybe
111,200. Last week 'Schubert's Frueh-
lingstrauih' fair at $1,360.
Loew's State (2,780; 15-20-25-30-

40-56-65) 'Okay, America' (U).
Maybe fair $8,000. Last week
Blondie' (M-G) fine at nearly
$11,000.
Newark .(Adams-Par) (2,248; 15-

20 - 25 - 30 - 40-55-66) 'Heritage of
Desert' (Par). Western means noth-
ing in Newark. A weak $6,000. Last
week 'June 13' (Par) mild at $7,900.

Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 15-20-25-
30-40-65-65) 'Paradise* (Radio). On
second week probably lucky to get
H7.000. Last weeK grand at over
114,000.

Claire Dodd's Shift
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Warners has taken over the re
maining portion of Claire Dodd's six
months contract from Paramount
She has been spotted in 'Lawyer

Man,' as her first at the Burbank lot

under the transfer.

Wash. Stage Splash

Means $21,000 for

Earle, Fox $22,000

Washington,; Sept. 26.

Local situation finds the Rialto re-

opening and currently very much in

the running with 'Back Street.' Also
finds the legit National with a hur-
ried bringing In of 'Strange Inter-
lude' for first roadshowlng outside
Manhattan. Earle has Olsen and
Johnson to top its vaude and in ad-
vertising gives the two comedians
everything. The picture is 'Night
Mayor,' and the Fox has Irene Bor-
doni, James Barton arid Borrah
Minevitch heading its stage show.
Palace is holding 'Grand Hotel'

for an additional week, while Keith's
Juggled opening days to cut its sec-
ond week of 'Paradise' short one day
and bring in 'Hell's Highway,' thus
getting the jump on the others and
opening well. RKO house is carry-
ing it still further and will bring in
'Bill of Divorcement' Sept. 28.

Looks like the boys are out to
get it—watching the opposition and
taking no chances. But one thing
they can't . control is the weather.
Town was struck with a terrific
rainstorm Friday which knocked
everything way off.

Estimates for This Week
Columbia (Loew) (1,232; 15-35-40)—'Drifting Souls' (TP). Just about

the usual since the switch to the
Palace with the ace pictures; will
do about $2,000. Last week 'Con-
gorilla* (Fox) $4,200.

Earle (Warner) (2,424; 25-35-50-
70)—"Night Mayor' (Col) and vaude.
Olsen and Johnson on stage and get-
ting the business; a possible $21,000.
Last week 'Purchase Price' (WB)
$15,900.
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 16-25-35-60)—

'Hat Check Girl" (Fox) and stage
show. Stage name lineup heading
for $22,000, not up to expectations.
Last week Edmund Lowe in per-
son with his picture, 'Chandu' (Fox),
to $19,200.

Keith's' (RKO) (1,830; 15-25-35-50)
'Hell's Highway* (Radio) until

Tuesday (27), then 'Bill of Divorce-
ment' (Radio). Dix. is coming out
okay with six days set to get about
$8,000. Six days last week of hold-
over on "Paradise' (Radio) about
$6,000:
Met (Warner) (1,583; 25-35-50-70)

—'Blessed Event* (WB). On second
week and holding well against tough
opposition; will do $7,000. Last
week slid to $9,800.

Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-50-70)—
'Grand Hotel' M-G). Second week
for $12,000. Last week tremendous
at $21,500.

Rialto (U) (1,853; 26-35-50)—
•Back Street* (U)> Started big and
will get $12,500 on reopening of

t house.

... Paris. Sept. 17.

Grosses in Paris for the week
ending Sept. 9 snow a decided Im-
provement, with all shows put of

the red, due to Parisians coming
back "from vacation and cooler

weather. Tendency among fans in

Paris begins to switch from dub-
bing to originals with sub- titles.

Parts tendency usually takes a few
months to spread to. the provinces,

latter representing about 80% to

85% of total French grosses.
This suggests that next season a

considerable saving may be effected
In treatment of outstanding Ameri-
can films for local consumption, and
the fade-out of local flrms<*pecia11y
organized to dub foreigner •

Estimated Grosses
Colisee (Haik) (650) 'Quick'

(Ufa). Third week $2,200, most of
which is to be credited to Lilian
Harvey's name.
Paramount, (Par) (1,900) 'Cog-

nasse' (Par) $20,200. "Very satis-
factory considering season and evi-
dencing public taste for satirical
comedies.

Madeleine (Metro) (700) 'Tarzan*.
(Metro). Second week $10,200'.

Drop about $2,000 from . the first
week Good for several more weeks,
and favorably commented for ani-
mal scenes. Also Weismuller pull-
ing in the matinee girls.

Marivaux (Natan) (1,200) 'World
and the Flesh' (Par). Third week
$1,900 for the original version, with
sub-titles, which Is an Interesting
Boulevard experiment as compared
to Joan Crawford's 'Possessed,'
dubbed in French recently, pulling
$2,200 at the Madeleine on the thirfl

Moulin Rouge (Natan) (2,200) .'Au
Nom De La Lol' (Natan) $3,000,
which Is good for a revival, thanks
to Marcelle Chantal's name.
Gaumont Palace (G.F.F.A.) (6,O0O>.

'Danube Bleu' (Germarirmade) $14,^,
000. Film had already played -the^
Agrlculteurs and had been unfavi;
orably received. Its draw in the big1

habe house comes as a surprise, and
is the result of Brlgette Helm's pull'

with the masses.
Miracles (Bailby) (700) 'Atlan*?

tide' (Pabst version). Tenth week,
$4,600. Figure which should nor-
mally give Pabst considerable cred-
it, is entirely out of line, due t»
house getting from the 'Iritranai-

geant'—which Is under same own-
ership—such an amount of publicity
that if it had been pafd for in cash,
the net result would look like nega-
tive algebra.
Pantheon (Braunberger-Richebe)

(350), 'Sin of Madelon Claude?
(MG). Original version. Doing fair

for fourth week at $800.

Montreal's Duals Doing

An Right, $12,000-58,000

Montreal, Sept. 26.

Three of the downtown theatres

are playing French films this week
—His Majesty's, Imperial and the.

Cinema de Paris. This will help

the other main stems. Outside the

wrestling.matches, going great guns
here, there is nothing else in town.
Palace has 'Grand Hotel' and

should see $14,000. Mystery film
and a Joan Bennett picture at the
Capitol may gross $12,000, and,
Loew's looks like a good bet with
'Blondie' and fair vaude.
Nabes are making good all over.

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 50-75),

'Pas Sur La Bouche' (French) and
'Amour en Vitesse' (French). Prob-
ably not more than $5,000. Last

Palace (FP) (2>700; 75), 'Grand
Hotel' (M-G), Sure to be big at
reduced prices after previous show-
ing some months ago at $1.50. Looks
like $14,000. Last week 'Successful
Calamity' (WB) $12,600, oke.

Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60), 'Doctor
X' (WB) and 'Weekends Only'
(Fox). Average brace may get
good $12,000. Last week 'Down to
Earth' (Fox) and 'Congorilla' (Fox)
also $12,000.
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 35-60),

'Blondie' (M-G) and vaude. Leads
surefire here and gross may soar to
$15,000. Last week 'Bachelor's Af-
fairs' (Col), $12,000.

Princess (CT) (1,600; 35-60),
'Paradise' (Radio) and 'Room 13'

(Fox). Should get oke $8,000. Last
week, 'War Correspondent' (Col)
and 'Stranger in Town' (WB) picked
up $7,000.

Imperial (Franco-Film) (1,900;
25-40), 'Fantomas' (French). About
usual $2,000. Last week 'Fils

d'Amerique' (French), $1,750.
Cinema de Paris (Franco-Film)

(600; 25-50), 'Tragedie de la Mine*
(French). About $1,500. Last week
'Monsieur, Madame et Blbi* (French)
$1,650.
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Rim Films Disappoint Chicago;

Venos' Pius Operetta $40,000;

Hat Girl' and Weems $23,01

Chicago, Sept. 26.

What stands out in Chicago at
present is the disappointing engage-
ments of the two extended run at-
tractions. 'Love Me Tonight' has
been especially "weak at McVickers
and two weeks of divergent: biz

washes up 'Movie Crazy' at United
Artists.
Lloyd picture was enthusiastically

received, plenty of laughs' from pa-
trons, but not enough business.
Wallop last week was Fannie

jHurst's 'Back Street,' which ended
^between $32,000-933,000 at the Pal-
ape. That sensational biz could
jeven have been bettered except that
Texas Gulnan, the headllner, clung
to -her prerogatives and /refused to
cut her act so that the extra fifth

performance could be squeezed in.

It was strongly considered to hold
over the picture, but reluctance of
RKO to alter the house policy. Anal-
ly vetoed the suggestions.

Programmers
Paramount's 'Night of June 13'

earned unusual word-of-mouth be-
fore the week was out, but the
Oriental didn't register in arithme-
tic anything comparable to the
praise that was lavished. Reviews
were extraordinarily enthusiastic.
Picture opened on gum shoes hav-
ing been previewed by B&K only
two days in advance when it was
too late to get the campaign that
the picture should have had set
This is the third Paramount un-
heralded programmer to sneak in
and deliver a volume of satisfaction.
.Previously '70,000 Witnesses' won a
lot of good will at the Oriental,
while 'Madame Racketeer' sloughed
into the Roosevelt was thereafter
esteemed sufficiently by B&K to get
bookings at their outlying deluxers,
Tlvol! and Uptown.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 40-66-86)

•^-'Blonde Venus' (Par) and stage
shovr. Perry Askam In 'Desert Song*
given equal billing with Dietrich
picture. Some talk of moving com-
bo intact into the Oriental next
week, if as strong as hoped for. An-
ticipations run to $40,000. Last week
The Crash' (WB), plus Mme. Schu-
mann-Heink, around $37,000.
McVickers (B&K) (2,000; 36-66-76)

*-'Love Me Tonight' (Par) (2nd
week). Slipping to small $8,000
.this week but last week big at
$22,000.
Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 40-66-86)— Hat Check. Girl' (Fox) and stage

show. Ted Weems'- locally pop band
will help, but picture not captivat-
ing popular fancy and $23,000 may
be full totaL Last week 'Night of
June 13' (Par) $21,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; .40-66-85)—

•Moat Dangerous Game' (Radio) and
vaude. Will relapse into ordinary
$21,000. Last week with 'Back
Street' (U) drew powerfully, from
opening gong, $32,000,

State- Lake (RKO) (2,700; 25-35-
40-56)—'Painted Woman' (Fox) arid
vaude. 'Run of releases hasn't fa-
vored house. Currently Hilton
(Siamese) Twins may help keep
house in $16,000 groove. Last week
Those We Lpve' (W-W) in the mire
under $14,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1)700; 40-
65-75)—'Movie Crazy' (Par) (2nd
week). Fortnight will suffice, de-
spite splendid comment, which
hailed picture as Lloyd's finest. This
week $10,000, disappointing. Neigh-
borhoods may cash In on the favor-
able word-of-mouth. Last week got
$17,900 okay.

B'klyn Indiff, Tho Par

$40,000; Albee $23,000

Brooklyn, Sept. 26.
Nothing extraordinary among the

deluxers this week. Paramount Is
plugging along best with 'Blonde
Venus,! which the scribes socked
aplenty, but ought to do $40,000.
Loew's Met Is holding over 'Grand

Hotel' a second week plus same
stage show and off considerably.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount— (4,200; 25-35-60-76-

85) 'Blonde Venus' (Par) and stage
show. Picture suffered bad reviews
but around $40,000, okay. Last week
VTune 13' (Par) with Belle Baker on
stage, good $43,100.
Met— (3,800; 25-36-50-75) 'Grand

Hotel' (M-G) and vaude. Russ Co-
lumbo also a holdover and should
bring in $28,000. Last week same
bill a fine $40,000.
Albee— (3,500; 25-35-50-75) 'Hell's

. Highway' (Radio) and vaude.
Should get around $23,000. oke. Last
week 'Okay, America' (U) a brodie
at $13,800.
Fox— (4,000; 25-35-40-50) 'Painted

Woman' (Fox) and stage show.
Gus Edwards revue, but zero biz at
$8,000. Last, week 'Last Man' and
Reri did dullish $10,000.
Strvnd— (2,000; 25-35-50) 'Life

Begins!' (WB). Splendid $21,000 in
prupp-.-ft and will hold over. Last
week The Crash' (WB) off at
$12,500. f

FRISCO SMASHLESS;

TROUBLES' $27,000

San Francisco, Sept. 26.

Looks like no smashes this week;
'Grand Hotel,' at Paramount, creat-
ing about only ripple on the local
pond. Laurel and Hardy's second
full length feature is at the Fox and
house counting upon comics without
aid of expensive stage names. Tiger
Shark' is getting a deuce Week at
Warners.
Reopening of Orpheum and United

Artists somewhat indefinite, though
latter expected to light up about
Oct. 10.

- Estimates for This Week
Fox (6,000; 60-70)—'Pack Up

Troubles' (M-G) and stage show.
Laurel-Hardy ' may see $27,000.
'Chandu' (Fox) and Vera Gordon on
stage last week poor on $21,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40-
65)—'Most Dangerous Game' (Radio)
and vaude. Heidt band back after
week's vacation. Probable good $14,-
600. Last week slightly over $16,-
000 on 'Okay America' (U).
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 55-66)

—

'Grand Hotel' (M-G). Met may
climb to good $17,000 on first week
and hold over. Ten days of 'Blonde
Venus' okay at $17,600. :

"

President (Harris) (1,410; 25-40)
—'Phantom Express (Majestic) and
stage show. Second week of opera-
tion good enough at $6,500. First
week with 'Man Called Back' (W-
W) a neat $6,700.

Warfield (Fox) (2,672; 66-65)—
'Heritage of Desert' (Fox) and stage
show. House will hit $17,000, fair.

'Night of June 13* (Par) tough *un
to sell last week. Not up to par
with $16,500.
Warners (1,366; 56-66)—Tiger

Shark' (WB) (2nd week). Robin-
son drawing and $8,000 satisfactory.
First stanza $10,500.

Guinan-Tenas' in

Fine Minn. Fettle

At $17,000-115,500

Minneapolis, Sept. 26.

Thanks to Tex Gulnan, the Or-
pheum is forging into the lead of
the local box office race this week
for a change. The State isn't so
badly off, having Marlene Dietrich
in 'Blonde Venus.'

Public here seems to have taken
a fresh yen for the flesh-and-blood
girl, shows, evidenced by the excep-
tional business enjoyed by the Mar-
cus exhibition at the Orpheum and
the thriving Gulnan trade.
Plenty of tough opposition lately

for the theatres, but it doesn't seem
to have hurt the State and Orphe-
um, which, with the 4,200-seat
Minnesota and the 1,800-seat Cen-
tury closed, have the topnotch field
to themselves. This week there's
the Radio Show at the Municipal
Auditorium and the Bainbridge
stock opening at the Shubert. Inde-
pendently operated Pantages and
Seventh Street are cutting heavily
Into the Publix lesser loop houses,
but Lyric remains a stronghold and
this week will do big $7,600 on 'Doc-
tor X.' Lunt and Fontanne open
the Metropolitan road season Oct.
10 in 'Reunion in Vienna.'

Estimates for This Week..
State (Publix) (2,200; 66)—

'Blonde Venus* (Par). Exciting
feminine raves and liberal praise
from critics. Business may build
with Dietrich a fair name here.
Looks like nice and profitable $15,-
600. Last week 'Grand Hotel' (M-G)
$18,600, sensational.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 66)—

'Okay America' (U) and Texas Gul-
nan. Stage show the draw, and well
liked. A sock $17,000 indicated.
Last week 'Paradise'. (Radio) $12,-
000, fair.

Lyric (Publix) (1,300; 35)—'Doc-
tor X' (FN). Technicolor murder
mystery attracting attention despite
lack of cast names. Mayl)e big $7,-
600. Last week 'Speak Easily'
(M-G) $7,100.
Grand (Publix) (1.100; 35)— 'Is

My Face Red?' (Radio) and split.
Better thanaverage pictures, should
hit good $2,500. . Last week 'Holly-
wood Speaks' (Col) and 'New
Morals' (M-G) $2 200.
Aster (Publix) (900; 25)—'Almost

Married' (Fox), first run; 'Wash-
ington Masquerade' (M-G)-. second
loop run, and 'Red Headed Woman -

(M-G), third loop run, split, about
$1,200 indicated, pretty good. Last
week 'By Whose Hand' (Col), first

run, arid 'Million Dollar Legs'
(Par), second loop run, split, $800,
light.

Buffs Smaller Houses

Best; 'June 13' $20,000
Buffalo, Sept. 26.

Business Indifferent, lesser houses
holding their own best. The Buffalo
is suffering a setback, while 'Hotel,'

oh its second week, is sliding
rapidly.

Buffalo (Publix) (3,600; 30-40-65),
-^'Night of June 13th' (Par). Harry
Richman and stage show. At $20.-
000, house is not up to expectations.
Last week, 'A Successful Calam-
ity' (WB) and stage show, $29,600,
very good.
Great Lakes (Publix) (3,400; 30-

40-66)—'Grand Hotel' (MGM) (2d
week; Away down on draw to
$9,000. Last week 'Hotel's' first

$21,000, great.
Century (Publix) (3,400; 25-35-

55)—'Big City Blues' (WB) and
stage show. Looks to $9,000, good.
Last week 'Passport to Hell' (Fox)
and stage show. Okay, $8,700.
Hipp (Publix) (2,400; 25-35)—

•70,000 Witnesses' (Par).- Upping
house to an $8,600 gait. Last week
'Doctor X' (WB), $7,700.

Lafayette (Ind.) <3,400; 26)—'Lost
Mile' (WB). Very big at $10,000.
Last week - 'Hollywood • Speaks'
(Col), bad at $6,000.

Vaude Revival

$15,000, Columbus,

AndLoew Hurries

Columbus, Sept. 26.

After a steady diet of films with

no stage shows since early spring,

customers are going for the resump-
tion of yaude at the RKO Palace.

House may build to $15,000 this

week. Lines started more than an
hour before show time and contin-
ued from then on. Thurston Is the
stage attraction.
Other houses will suffer. Loew's,

expected to book in stage shows
again toward the end of October, Is

making every effort to get under
way Sept. 30. Palace prices again
lip, due to vaude.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (3,074; 35-65)—

'Dangerous Game' (Radio) .
and

vaude.
%

. Thurston on stage may
see $15,000 or better without trying
very hard. Last week 'Horse Feath-
ers' (Par) did plenty fine $13,000
Shifted to Majestic for second week.
Ohio (Loew-UA) (3,000; 26-40)—

'Grand Hotel' (M-G). Second week
and probably be glad to see fair

$8,000. Last week did fine $14,000.
Broad (Loew-UA) (2.500; 25-40)—

'Down to Earth' (Fox). Slow but
may build on nearby Palace over-
flow. But hardly better than $6,000
in sight. Last week '70,000 Wit-
nesses' (Par) nice enough at $8,600.
Grand (Neth) (1,100; 25-40)—'Miss

Plnkertoh* (FN). Poor around $4,-

200. Last week Two Against World'
(WB) fair enough at $6,300.
Majestic (RKO) (1,100; 15-30)—

'Horse Feathers' (Par). In second
downtown week looks good at $3,000.
'Painted Woman' (Fox) last week,
$2,100.

Tenus' Sends Par Over $60,000

Again; Robinson, Fairbanks Both

i,000; 4 at $18,000 on B'way

But for a couple of exceptions, box
offices in the Broadway sector re-
flect the indifference of a spending
public. Most or the business is go-
ing to the Paramount and Winter
Garden,, with a second nice week in

a row for the former at $60,000.
Paramount needs the climb of this

and last week to make up for the
new low the house hit three weeks
back. 'Blonde Venus' was to have
come in then instead of how. This
picture, though doing nicely, is un-
likely to hold over unless Publix
later In the week so decides regard-
less of business. Previous picture
at house, 'Night of June 13,' looked
like a sure holdover after doing
$64,800. But If that one wasn't held,

Venus' probably won't be either.

Garden, whose incumbent is 'Tiger

'Venus' May Better

$9,000 as Hat Check'

Pursues Oke $3,800

Indianapolis, Sept. 26.

Palace Is again In the money with

'Grand Hotel.' It is being held a
second week. Circle and Indiana

have gone back to Paramount prod-

uct after using WB pictures last
week. Indiana eased a bit with
'Blessed Event,' although Dick
Powell, who started his stage and
radio career here, being in the cast
helped.
Business remains okay at all

downtown houses despite inclement
weather. Palace Is stressing Its ex-
clusive showing of 'Hotel.' No re-
port as yet when Lyric, vaudfilm,
will reopen.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 25-

35-55), 'Hat Check Girl' (Fox).
Perky biz. Looks good for $3,800,
good. Last week 'Chandu' (Fox)
only fair, $3,000.

,

Circle (Skouras-Publlx) (2,600;
25-35-55), 'Blonde Venus' (Par).
Should rake in neat $9,000, maybe
more. Last week 'Successful Calam-
ity' (WB) closed around $6,500.

Indiana (Skouras-Publlx) (3,300;
25-35-55), 'Night of June 13' (Par).
Might get up to $11,000, but doubt-
ful. Last week 'Blessed Event'
(WB) fell to $0,000, despite exploita-
tion on Dick Powell, local fav.
Palace (Loew) (2,800; 126-36),

•Grand Hotel' (M-G). Being held
second week, unusual. Wilt rea(>

$7,000 in second week. Close to $10,-
000 last week.

Street' a Lincoln H. 0.

On $2,600 First Week

Lincoln, Sept. 2G.

Biz showing a nice upturn this

week, although rain and cold, chis-
eled deeply into the middle of last

week's receipts.
'Grand Hotel' looks top currently,

while 'Back Street' played to capac-
ity last week to achieve the impos-
sible by being held over for three
days.

Estimates for This Week"
Lincoln (Publix) (1,600; 10-30-40)

—'Paradise' (Radio). Will get nice
$2,900. Last week '70,000 Witnesses'
(Par) looked mighty good at $3,000.

Orpheum (Publix) (1,200; 10-20-
30)—'Big City Blues' (WB). Prob-
ably $1,150, oke. Last week 'Shop-
worn' (Col) did moderate $960.
State (Indie) (600; 10-25-36)—

'Back Street' (U). Held over three
days after gathering momentum all

the way to $2,600 first week.
Stuart (Publix) (1,900; 10-25-35-

50-60)—'Grand Hotel* (M-G). Good
for $13,700. Last week 'Down to
Earth' (Fox) had midweek slump
to $3,400.

Century on $18,000

Heads Balto; *Venus'

Runner-Up, $16,000

Baltimore, Sept. 26.

Business is leveling off this week
due, in some cases, to hold-overs.
Hold-over honor goes to Keith's,

house drawing a couple of self-ad-
ministered back pats for having its

second extended run picture in suc-
cession. First was 'Back Street'
and present continuation of the cus-
tom is 'Horse Feathers.'
The New is the worrier at pres-

ent. It has not had a real sturdy
grosser in sometime, the closest to
walloping biz having come from
'Congorilla' more than a month ago.
Current 'Hat Check Girl' Is patent-
ly not destined for big things here.
Local critics stooped to ironical re-
views.
Unless there's a thundering

change at the gates Hipp will fin-
ish on the sad side of the fence,
with Rudy Vallee. Accompanying
picture is not strong on names, be-
ing the indie '13th Guest.' Duke
Ellington is having a better time
of it at the Century where the
Laurel-Hardy feature, 'Pack Up
Your Troubles' is something of a
help.
'Blonde Venus' at the Stanley Is

not exceptional for biz though - it

gives evidence of building.
Estimates for This Week

Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 25-
35-55^66-76) 'Troubles' (M-G) and
vaude. Duke Ellington on stage
and though a repeat in this town,
Is tinkling out a vo-do-de-o $18,000.
Last week 'Tigar Shark' (FN) man-
age a good enough $14,700.
Hipp (Rappaport) (2,600; 25-35-

55-66-7.5) '13th Guest' (Mon) and
vaude. Rudy Vallee on platform for
six days only. Means boosted gross
but not enough to offset added
overhead. Looks $11,000. Week
previous 'way oft at $6,700 on 'Night
Mayor' (Col).

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,450; 26-
30-40) 'Horse Feathers' (Par).
Heightened figures Intoxicating.
That $11,100 will satisfy and likely
to keep to $C,000 for additional six
days.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 25-40-50)

'Hat Check Girl' (Fox). Hardly
likely to figure more than flabbv
$4,000. Last week 'Chandu' (Fox)
$1,300.'

Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,600; 25-40-
55-66-75) 'Blonde Venus' (Par).
Going for $16,000 and on the happy
side by a neat margin. 'Grand
iioLel' .(M-G) previous session had
its nighl trade in high for fine $18,-"

3^0.

Shark,' with Edward G. Robinson,
is again proving the Robinson lure
on Broadway. 'House points to a
big $35,000 with odds to beat that
in the picture's favor. 'Robinson
Crusoe' seems the current runner-
up. On its first week at the Rivdli
this Fairbanks saga will do around
$35,000.
The Roxy has another WB pic-

ture, its second, in 'Successful Cal-
amity,' which presages a $46,000
week.
The two holdovers on theatre row

are 'Grand Hotel' at Capitol and
'Life Begins' at Strand. Neither are
in the standout class. Cap won't do
over $58,000 on eight days, disap-
pointing, while Strand wlll .be con-
tent but not overjoyed to get $18,000.
Three other houses are in the

$18,000 grocs rating—Mayfalr, Pal-
ace and, most disillusioning of all,

the Rialto. Harold Lloyd's 'Movie
Crazy,' disappointing on its first

week at $30,000, has little chance of
roping more than a flat $18,000. It
begins to look like only three weeks
for the. picture and out. ' .

Palace at. $18,600 will be doing the
antithesis in business of the Lloyd
picture, based on house averages,
overhead, run classification, etc.
That's very nice for 'Horse Feath-
ers,' second run, and a vaude bill,

headed by Charles King.
Mayfair will be about $500 behind,

or $18,000 with 'Hell's Highway,'
first of the chain gang pictures. It
isn't the kind of money the Mayfalr
hopes for each week.

Criterion opened good with
'Maedchen in Uniform,' a German-
language picture, playing to ca-
pacity except for matinees, which
are reported slightly off. On first

five days around $10,000.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 83-$1.10-$1.66-$2.20)

—'Strange Interlude' (M-G) (4th
week).- Holding up well, with good
sale at box office, both afternoon
and night, for show that day.

Capitol (6,400; 35-72-83-$1.10-
$1.65)—'Grand Hotel' (M-G) (2d
week), and stage show. A little dis-
appointing on its holdover week of
eight days at $68,000. Perhaps
house should have spotted a strong
name' stage show with picture. First
week $68,000, quite a long distance
away from figure anticipated. House,
back to Friday openings this Friday
(30).
Criterion (878; 25-40-83-$1.10-

$1.65)—'Maedchen in Uniform'
(Krimsky), Opened run at $1.60
top Wednesday (21), doing good
business. Evenings strong,, mats
slightly off. Around $10,000 run up
first five days.
Mayfair (2,200; 35-72-83)—'Hell's

Highway' (Radio). The new Richard
Dix picture isn't luring big coin at
$18,000. Last week, second of 'Bird'

of Paradise' (Radio), $16,200. On
its two weeks picture did very nicely
at $45,000 even.
Palace (1,700; 80-40-66-83)—

'Horse Feathers' (Par) (2d run),
and vaude. The mad Marxes are
turning the trick; $18,500 will be
strictly okay biz here. Last week
'Down to Earth' (Fox) (2d run) and

,

vaude, only $12,500.
Paramount (3,064; 40-72-94-$1.10)—'Blonde Venus' (Par) and stage

.

show. The Marlene Dietrich item
is proving the Dietrich draw at
around $60,000, very nice. No one
on stage as b. o. bait. Last week
'Night of June 13' (Par) big at $64,-
800, some draw figuring from stage
with Phil Baker, Fannie Brlce and
Mitchell and Durant.

Rialto (2,000; 40-65-72-92-$1.10)—
'Movie Crazy' (Par) (2d week). The
year's biggest surprise In the wrong
direction; will be fortunate to score
$18,000 on second seven days. First
week (last) only $30,000 when any-
body prior to opening would have
placed a bet for a gross of double
that.

Rivoli (2,200; 40-56-72-94-$1.10)—
'Mr. Robinson Crusoe' (UA). On
first week ought to reach $36,000,
good. Final week of 'Love Me To-
night' (Par) here a meagre $11,000,.
proving it shouldn't have been held
a fifth week.
Roxy (6,200; 35- 55 -83- $1.65)—'A

Successful Calamity' (WB) and stage
show. Maybe $45,000, a thin profit
with the wt.y the overhead's whit-
tled down. Last week an atrocity
at $28,000 on 'Painted Woman'
(I'-ox).

Strand (2,900; 35-55-83-93-$1.10)
^'Life Begins' (WB) (2d week).
Drops to about half of its week, or
$18,000, oke, but not enougli to

merit further holding. First seven
days a pretty $35,000. 'Cabin hi the
Cotton' opens here Thursday (29).
Winter Garden (1,419: 35-55-83-

94)—'Tiger Shark" (WB). Edward
O. Robinson, is still big- at the .

Broadway I), o., regardless of what
ho may be in Hocus Pbcus, Tex., arid
on first week in a diff type of story
will run up $35,000. to warm the
cockles of the WB heart. Last
week 'Bit; City 'Blues,' oh h. o., a
wan $!i.:;00
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Denver Stageless

But Denv.

All Others Slow

LLOYD LEADS N. H.

Denver, Sept. 26.

No stage shows at the Denver and
Orpheum Is not as yet reacting to

the benefit , of the Rialto and Para-
mount, but Denver, ori first week as
straight fllmer, Improves Its biz over

final week of stage shows. Will do

115,000. Theatre managers and
stage hands are still deadlocked,

denting business In most spots.

Orpheum Is headed for Its lowest

gross since opening.

Estimate* for' This Week
Denver (Publix) (2,500; 25-35-40-

56)—'Grand Hotel' (M-G). House is

up to $15,000 minus stage stuff,

stage show $14,200".

Orp.'veum (RKO-Huffman) (2,600;;

25-35-40-56)—'Successful Calamity'
(WB). Way low at $8,300. Last
week 'Paradise* (Radio), with Black-
stone (

magician, did $18,000, excels

lent. Big publicity campaign helped.

Paramount (Publix) (2;000;, 26-40)

—'Tiger Shark' (FN). Mild at $6,-

800. Last week 'Life Begins' (FN)
only 51,900, away off. Picture semi-
roadshowed, four a day, all seats re-

served, and fans didn't like it.

Rialto (RKO-Huffman) (900; 20-

25-40)—'War Correspondent' (Col).

Around $2,800.
' Last, weelc 'Passport

to Hell* (Fox) a fine $3,000.

Seattle Stageless

Due to Musicians;

^aus' Fair, $8,500

Seattle, Sept. 26.

.

This week the first runs are with-
out bands or organists. Likewise^no
stage shows or vaude, but business,
is fair. All due to musician union
trouble.
Last week the .musicians, center

of the contention, asked Fox West
Coast to. continue the music, with
any settlement made to be retroac-
tive, but proposal was turned down
.by . Frank Newman, Jr., who has
been handling negotiations during
absence of his father. Latter In N.
T„ returning the end of this week.
Thus, Fahchon-Marco's 'Town

and Country* unit is laying off this
week here. Jumps next to Varicou-

• ver, B. C: •

Orpheum' ; has Lew Ayres on a
"magic ^carpet* over tmarquee !with
big- bally- for 'Okay America.' Lib-
erty continues steadily. Music Box
had full house preview for "Blessed
Event* and seems set for oke intake.
'Blonde Venus' seems steady, but no
big. crush.

Estimates for This Week
Fifth Ave. (2,300;' 25-55)—"Blonde

VenUs'.'(Par). Price scale dropped
a dime as Stage show out. At $8,-

500, fair. Last week '70,000 Wit-
. nessesv (Par), with stage show main
draw.

r
'Follow Thru' (tab),

do so well. Four-a-day seems to be
telling on .

spirit of the thing. Did
$12,300.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-55)—

'Okay America' (U). On the way to
$6,500, moderate. Last week 'Hold
•Em Jail' (Radio), $6,000;
Fox (F-WC) (2,100; 26-55)—

Tiger Shark' (WB), Seems headed
for some biz, although minus stage
presentation,' ' $4,000. Last

'Movio Crazy,' Big $13£0© at Par-
Competition Keen

New Haven, Sept, 26.

Town Is experiencing Its toughest
competition in months. With ace

films at the three deluxers and Shu-
bert legit season . opening night

(Monday) with 'Cat and Fiddle,'

there's a scramble for the dollar.

Harry Arthur has booked 'Grand
Hotel' as number one in a series of
exclusive showings. Nice opening,
but questionable If enough extra
quarters and halves will come In to

warrant additional (exclusive) ex-
pense.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Publix) (2,348; 40-60)
'Movie Crazy' (Par) and .unit.

Brought out the s. R. O. sign and
will see $13,500, v.g. Last week
June 13' (Par), $10,100, okay.
Poli (Arthur) (3,040; 35-50)—

'Grand Hotel' (M-G). At pop prices
should ' get around $10,500. Last
week 'American Madness' (Col) and
Blondle' (M-G)) okay at $7,800.
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 36-

30)—'Blessed Event' (WB). Biz has
been picking up weekly at this house
and currently Should reach about
$5,700. Last week 'Successful Ca-
lamity* (WB), same figure.

Grid Film Career

Hollywood, Sept. 26.
-

Universale intention to make
a football' feature annually
may yet put Jack Foley, Jr.,

through college. Boy, a foot-

ball player and a son of Jack
Foley of U's' technical depart-
ment, worked as an extra in

the studio's last two pigskin

features.
In 'Spirit of Notre Dame* he

.

worked 26 days at. $7.50 per,

earning enough to finish his

last year a high school. Wear-
. Ing moleskins for a month at

,

the same salary in the making
of *AM-American,' youngster
also .saved enough to, com-
plete his • freshman year at
Loyola.

If football films hold up,

Foley, Jr.'s, diploma is prac-

tically In the . bag, but he's

worried about his amateur
status.

'

Of

Dailies Guides

Opening Days

HOTEL,' |30,000, SAPS

DEL—FISHER $16,000

Detroit, Sept. 26,

The old days, when an outstand-

ing attraction helped all the other

first runs, are certainly over. With
'Grand Hotel' in its first pop priced

showing nearing house records at
the U. A., other Houses seem to be
suffering from anemia. Overflow is

Just a memory.
Ben Bernie, at the Michigan, Is

the chief sufferer. Bernie's mild at-,

tention is causing plenty of discus-

sion, but he should build, although
he's running but of days on a lim-
ited seven days' engagement. 'Okay
America,' following all the other col-

umnist pictures at the Downtown,
Is suffering from lack of enthusiasm.
Fox goes into its last week of

straight pictures with 'Chandu' and
a1

nice bally campaign that
,
may

bring a little money. House has paid
plenty for it's labor troubles cou-
pled with poor pictures. Fisher is

picking up a little this week.
Estimates for This Week

Michigan (4,045; 16-35-72-75)—
'June 13th-' (Par) and Ben Bernie.
Will do $30,000. Last week '70,000

Witnesses' (Par) and Ted Lewis
fair at $33,000.

Fisher (2,665; 15-35-72-76) —
Troubles' (M-G) and stage show.
Around $16,000, a pickup. Last
week -'Love. Me Tonight' (Par)
$12,000.
United Artists (2,018; 15-36-56-72-

76)—'Grand Hotel' (M-G). Big
$30,000. Last week 'Robinson Cru-
soe' (UA) in five days a poor $8,400.
Downtown (2,760; 15-26-56) —

kt -«r-_i. ».„«A„nf cut *n I
'Okay America' (U); $8,000, off.

I

^New^Tork Paramount was set to I '
k <Hold Jall.'

(Radlo)
|
start Thursday openings on Oct 6,1^ r,ent atj13>qoo.
but is now confabbing the matter.

ALL QUIET IN FUND,

BUT TIGER' $13,500

Portland, Ore., Sept. 26,

Fox-Paramount Is again plugging

its F-M unit in the top spot. Tab
is 'Irene' and picture 'Tiger Shark.'

With no vaude at the Orpheum
and no legit In the burg, this leaves I^uJd haV!8 " meant that every
F-M shows at the Fox-Paramount Broadway deluxer with the excep-

the only stage, shows locally, and
| tlon of the .Mayfair would be com-
mitted to Thursday openings In

stead of Friday had not the Capitol

shifted back tc a Friday opening
this week after 16 days of 'Grand
Hotel.'

Publlx's angle originally was that

N. T. dailies have fallen in Satur-

25-65)—'Tiger Shark* (FN) and I
day circulation quite a lot and gono

stage unit,' Irene.' Should get okay up on Fridays, with theatres flgur-
f

$13,600. Last week 'Chandu' (Fox) ing that if they can get reviews of. so rosy. Loews with another_e»

fair $11,000. . their pictures \ into the Friday pa- %ulv* ."I^^?^,,,^ a l£E

Se^ tho most of the 'exclusive*

Fox (6,100; 15-25-56)—'Chandu'
(Fox). Mavbe $10,000, poor. Last
week 'Passport to Hell' (Fox) weak
at $11,000.

house Is exploiting the monopoly.

Hamrlck's Oriental is following a
poor week with' 'Two Against the
World* with 'Successful Calamity'
and latter is 'clicking. .

,

Estimates for this Week
Paramount (Fox-Parker) (3,000;

Film Panned, bat $6,500

On Dietrich, Louisville

Louisville, Sept. 26.

Business this . week doesn't look

inson Crusoe' (UA) opened house
j

wo*d
- - "^^J'trflE

for season to good $8,000. .- «ave a uniform opening day with

Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-40)— other houses. Capitol's idea in gq-

'Okay America/ (U). • May .better ing
,
back, to' Friday is to have the

$6,900. Last' week 'Paradise* (Ra-
| same opening', day for. shOws as

dlo) did $6,900 with admish raised to
|

50 cents. .

"

United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,-

00P; 25-35)—'Divorce', (M-G). Going
poorly on $4,000. Last week 'Night
of June 13' (Par) failed to better!
$3,600.

Oriental (Hamrlck). (2,500; 25-35)
v- 'Successful Calamity*. (WB).
Boosting biz to good^$6/ 90. . Last
week . Two ' Against World' .(FN)
$3,600.

Rialto (Gamble) (1,500; 25)—'Al-
most Married' <Fox). A weak $2,500.
Last week 'Painted Woman' $2,000.

other Loew houses.

I

"VENUS' BIG $36,000;

HUB OTHERWISE DULL

Coasts First Stodt

Scene Depot Passes

With Sale to Kandel

;
Hollywood,' Sept, 26.

With the purchase of the Dawes
Film Library' by Morris J. Kandel,
General Film Library, New -York,

Hollywood's original film collection

angle.
Rialto has Imported Leon Janney

to bolster 'Two Against World.'

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (3,400; .25-36-50) 'Troubles'

(M-G). Aiming for good $9,000. Last
week 'Grand Hotel' (M-G) $12,000.

Rialto (2,800; 25-35-65) (Fourth)
Ave.) 'Two Against World' (WB)
and Leon Janney in- person. Up to

$8,000, .
good. Last week 'Chandu'

(Fox) and vaude, $5,900.

Strand (1,786; 26-35-50) (Fourth
Ave.) 'Blonde Venus' (Par). Film
panned by press but $6,600 .on
Dietrich name. Last ,week 'Back
Street' (U) a good $6,900.
Brown (2,000; 25-36-40) Hold

'Em Jail' (Radio)'. All right at $3,-

000. Last week 'American Madness'
(Col) $2,600.
Alamo (900; 15-25-40) (Fourth

10 Days Enough in

Philly for 'Love Me';

'Hat Check' at $18,000

Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

Sudden dive taken by 'Love Me
Tonight,' after an excellent first

week at the Boyd, is one of the local

features. Picture, only lasted 10

days despite rave notices. 'Grand
Hotel* followed Thursday (22 ) , and
better than $17,000 is expected.

'Bird of Paradise,' at the Stanley,

may make the grade for 'more than
a single week.

Stanton's 'Most Dangerous Game'
seemed to delight the critics but
not the fans. Fox has 'Hat Check
Girl' on the screen, Benny Meroff's
band and Hal

. LeRoy on the Btage,
with satisfactory $18,000 anticipated.
Karlton was to have a first run;
'Madame Racketeer,' but switched'
at the last moment to 'Blessed
Event,' which had a fairly prosper-
ous week at the. Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Boyd (2,400; 35-55-75)'— 'Grand

Hotel' (M-G). Star studded feature
nine weeks at the Chestnut last
spring. Should beat $17,000 and get
at least an additional week. Last
week 'Love Me Tonight* (Par) dove
badly and only $6,000 in the four
days it stayed over the first week;
which was good.

~ r

Stanley (3,700 ;
36-50-76)—'Para-

dise' (Radio). Ought to get satis-

factory $16,000. 'Blessed Event?
(WB). $14,600 last week.
Earle (2,000; 36-40-66)^-'Hold 'Em

Jail' (Radio) and vaude. Possibly
good $17,600. Last week 'Down-
stairs' (M-G) weak at $13,000. .

Fox (3,000; 86-50-76)—'Hat Check
Girl' (Fox) and stage show. Looks
good enough to hit $18,000. House's
grosses have been building lately

again. 'Chandu* (Fox), $18,600.

Stanton (1,700; 35-40-76)—'Dan-
gerous Game' (Radio). Good notices
but not much b. o. activity, $9,54)0

expected. '70,000 Witnesses* (Par)
a bad $7,500 last week.

Karlton (1,000; 30-40-65)—'Blessed
Event' (WB). Moved from Stanley
and should have prosperous '$4,900,

'Horse Feathers' (Par) a little, un-
der, expectation, $3,900, last week.
Arcadia (600; 80-40-66) — 'Maker

Me Star* (Par). Maybe 12,500.

Skyscraper Souls' (M-G) $2,700 last
week.

depot passes out of existence. Fred Ave.) 'Hat Check Girl' (Fox). Off

Dawes, who conceived his library at $1,800. Last week 'Night Mayor*

idea 22 years ago, has deserted pic- I
(Col) $1,700.

•Downstairs' (M-G) and .'Un-
ashamed' (M-G), split, for $2,900.

Liberty r(Jertsen-von Herberg)
(2,000; 10-16-25)—M3th Guest/ All-
Tight on $4,'300.- Last week 'Unholy
Love' and 'Mounted Fury* very good
at $4,600. >
Music Box (Hamrlck) (900; 25-56)

—'Blessed Event' (WB). Lots of
plugging with' paid preview to help
for $4,5.00. .'Last week 'Successful
Calamity'. (WB), second week, for
$3,000.
Coliseum (FWC). Dark. Last

week 'Red Headed Woman* (M^G)
surprised and hit $1,700 In four days
Third time film in town.

.
Boston, Sept. 26,

The Met dropped its top price from
83 cents to 75 and that plus Mar
lene Dietrich in .'The Blonde Ve
nus' Is bringing the crowds to the

week I
house. '

. Indications are for big
$36,000
The other picture - houses

crawling along at a Blow pace, pray^
ing for cold weatherri

Estimates for TFriis Week
Met (Publlx> (4,300; 35-65-76)

'Blonde Venus' (Par) and Will Ma

tures to operate the Weekly Pic-

torial Co., publisher of a four-page I

rotogravure insert for small town
papers. General will: operate the

|

Dawes plant as Its . coast branch.
At one time, Dawes supplied the I

stock . shots for practically every
producer in

s
HollyWoodv Several

]

are I years ago, however, the.mfijor stu-

Only One Commish Suit

Per Agent, Rules Court

Damages (or $12,000

Payor of Exhib for

Faulty Equipment

Los Angeles, Sept. 26
Superior Judge Frank C. Collier

dlos established thei'r.owh libraries,
| jias. ruled that an agent who has

thus limiting -Dawesv ' field ot ac- been discharged by a client can sue
tlvlty to the independents.' Number- only ' once to: collect commissions
less indie; features were born in the from that client and cannot con
Dawes plant when indie producers, U;nUe .to bring other suits for ,sub

-

honey and Raquel Torres on stage I looking over old stock scenes, got sequently earned salary,
will draw around- $3.6^000, excellent, ideas for features. ' Any other recovery, following the

°V t ia. \
w'3e

J
t
T_
wlth Dawes is credited with originating first commission case, must be sued

ffiman o
J
n stage, fflnough^ the ide

f
* X**f '

African ex- for in a separate action for breach

Paramount (Publix) (1 800* 30- I plorer left' 10,000 feet of negative at I of contract, Judge Collier stated in

55-66) 'Movie Crazy' (Par). .' May hl? plant to be developed, Explorer the William Morris vs. James Cag-
better $9,600, not much ahead of dull I never returned, and Dawes was left] ney trial, substantiating the ruling
$9,000 netted by 'Tiger Shark* holding the sack for the lab bill. To
(WB) last week. get out, he sold ;Nat Spltzer the Idea
Keiths (RKO) (4,000; 36-50-83). of a gorUla picture to be made

a?lS
3

00
O
Vc?nome

U
fettfr "ffi \** the result the African negative

last week's meager haul with 'The Iater became the much discussed

MoBt Dangerous Game' (Radio) on fakey,

screen and Roger Wolfe Kahn on|. Library business took a nosedive
about two years ago when, through

Pine Bluff, Ark., Sept. 26.

T. A. Shea has. been awarded
judgment for $12,500. a second time
in Desha Circuit court at Arkansas
City against the General Talking
Picture Co. for unsatisfactory equip
ment supplied to Shea for the Pal-
ace, which he operated in 1930. Geri

eral sued Shea for the unpaid ac-
"count. ; The exhib counter sued fOr

stage, $16,800.
RKO (4,000; 25-35-55) JThe Last I sound, producers could have actors

Man* (Col) and^ vaudeville. Will be talk of far away piacea , instead of
'lucky to hold this house up to poor ,„„_x,__ „„„„„„
$10,000. Only

.
$9,600 on 'Bird . of Par-

'

insertlnB sceneB
-

About **at tlme -

of the Appellate court in the Joyce
& Selznlck - Samson Raphaelson
suit.

Morris agency was awarded $110
the fee due when Cagncy discharged
the firm as his agent. With this
finding, Cagney now fa : is- a breach
o^ contract suit which Lieb, Walker
& Loeb are preparing for the Mor
ris office.

adlse' last week.

Cohan's Chicago Debut
Chicago, Sept. 26

George M. Cohan's first talking
picture, 'The Phantom President' |

budget cutting, have been using the

Dawes went into the' short end busi-

ness, buying the unexposed footage
of negative, and selling it to indie
producers and free lance cameramen
for newsreel work.

.

Recently, the studios, in their

(Par) was ordered switched from
I

the Chicago to the United • Artists
$16,000 -and was awarded judgment' for an 'extended run.
for ^12,000. On appeal to the Su- After New York execs got a load
preme court It was remanded and' of the picture the switch was or-

•on second trial the same verdict was dered by long distance telephone,

given Shea. I It follows 'Movie : Crazy' Oct. 1.

short ends for tests and frame line

leader. Dawes output of clipped
celluloid fell from 100,000 feet six

months ago to less than 6,000 feet

last month, due to his inability to

buy the unused negative from the
studios.

WB Repeating Color

For 'Wax Museum*
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

'Wax Museum,' the film started

last week by Warners, will be made
wholly In Technicolor. Studio also
did 'Dr. X' in color.

Warners Is the only studio still

producing an occasional color fea
ture, most of the lots' having stuck
to black and white photography,
and has a Tech contract.

KAYSEE FEMMES GO

FOR 'VENUS,' $12,000

Kansas City, Sept. 26.

For the first time in four years,
and the second time in its history, a
picture is being held a second week
at the Midland. 'Grand Hotel' is the
feature, which last week reached
1127,000, approximately as- much &a
the gross for the' preceding three
weeks. ' It's an 'exclusive' showing.
Malnstreet has another of the big

shows which have become regular
the last few weeks. This time in
addition to 'Hold 'Em Jail', there is

the F-M 'Sweet and LOvely,' and as
added ' features Arthur Lake and
Florence Lake, film stars, and Bar-
ney Rapp's band and revue, all tot
40 and 60 cents. Bargain hunters
are giving It a nice play. House
gets out-of-towners over the week-
end, being the only- one with a stage
show.
With the Newman now under

Publix operation again, manage-
ment is out in strong publicity tell-

ing of the big pictures to be offered.

This week it's 'Blonde Venus,' with-

the femmes going, right after it.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (Dubinsky) (860; 15-26)—

'June 13' (Par). Little house con-
tinues popular. : Holding pretty
regular to around. $4,000. Last week
Week-End Marriage* (FN), $4,500.

Loew's . M idland (Loew) (4,000

;

25-35-50)—'Grand Hotel* (M-G) (2d
week). Holdover not announced
until end of week. Second film to
get h. o. in four years, and indica-
tions are for another nice gross.
Probably about $16,000. Last week
very big with $27,000.

Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-35-
60-60)—'Hold 'Em Jail' (Radio) and
F-M unit plus added stage features,
A big and long show. Will get close
to $20,000.. Last week 'Congorilla'
(FN) $19,000.
Newman (Publix) (1,800; 25-35-

60)—'Blonde Venus' (Par). Looks
like good $12,000. Last week 'Suc-
cessful Calamity' (WB) could have
done better but had to be satisfied

with $8,000.

Want 'Merry-Go-RouncT

For Roxy; RKO Has It

The Skourases want 'Washington
Merry-Go-Round' (Col) for the
Roxy, N. Y. Would have to take it

away' from RKO which had the pic
slated for the Mayfair.

Not unlikely Skdur.as will get It

in view of the RKO-FWC pool on
the Coast.

I
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POURS HIS BURNING

SOUL INTO ONE OF
THE FINEST LIVING

DOCUMENTS THE

STAGE HAS EVER

GIVEN THE SCREEN I

"Meg, Meg, Meg! Isn't there

just a chance? Don't leave me
all alone. Iwon't get in yourway
—onlyjust—giveme something
—the rustle of your dress—

a

cushion where you've lain—
yourvoice about the house.You
can't deny me such littlethings

—things you give your servant

and your dog."

in C/emence Dane's Magnificent Play

B I L F

RKO

David O. Selznkk, Exec. Producer

with KATHARINE HEPBURN
BIUIE BURKE • DAVK) MANNERS
Directed By George Cukor

•
WORLD PREMIERE

FRIDAY EVENING, SEPT. 30 at th« RKO-MAYFAIR, N. Y.

Selected by and Presented under the auspices

of Mrs. William Randolph Hearst for the

Benefit of the Free Milk Fund for Babies, Inc.

ADMISSION $10.00
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ONCE IN A BLUE MOON A STARTLING
BECAUSE IT IS DIFFERENT! . . . ENTHRALLING

RKO

PICTURES

DAVID O. SEL2NICK

Executive Producer

"THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME" will be one
of the most talked -of pictures ever produced!
A story of far-flung fancy . . . based on nothing that has ever gone before . . . brought
tayou by those adventurous story-tellers, Merian C.Cooper and Ernest B. Schoedsack,
who went to the far corners of the world to give you "Chang," "Grass" and "Four
Feathers". . . and now plunge into the strangest world of all—THE WORLD OF
IMAGINATION-creating a picture that hurls precedent out the door and ignores tra-
dition with a thrill-charged romance born of adventures never even dreamed 'til nowl
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PICTURE COMES THROUGH! . . STRIKING

BECAUSE IT IS NEW!...
A man—fearless adventurer

. . a girl— beautiful, allur-

ing . . . cast away on Zaroffs

mysterious island! Their ship

lured to destruction

false beacon li » • • •

had been wined

in v/os

hidden by the mists of the

sea! Then Zaroff— pplij

nobleman, fascinating

—had shown his secret rO^

lined with the strangest fro-

phies human ey$s0verhi$ipl<l1

» 'VH * ^ <x
V" K

%
*

HWkvSv?.'iuav.wftvf.'.w.1
,

4>

A
the frontiers

and hurls you into a world

of fabulous adventure*

tense, tugging mystery

lorious

in a

&. ..

.

i.

Hi,

With JOEL M C CREA
FAY WRAY LESLIE BANKS
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
A COOPER-SCHOEDSACK PRODUCTION
Directed by Ernest B. Schoedsack and Irving Picfc«l

from the story by Richard Connel!
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AND NOW!
A MILLION

THE BOOK THAT FASCINATED
WOMEN IS ON THE SCREEN!

II-

id-

A notion of women read the

book and gasped! Sometimes
they said "s-s-sh" when it was
mentioned • . . afraid to admit
thbt such things could be true!

. • . but every woman found that

she could put her feei into the

shoes of one of the Thirteen

women . • . that's why millions

will flock to theatres to see it!

With ' -

DUNNE

JILL ESMOND
MYRNA LOY
Peg Entwhistle Mary Duncan

Directed by George Archainbaud

RKO

David O. Seknick, £*ec. Producer
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PAR-UFA DEWSREELS

RENEW FOR GERMANY

Berlin, Sept. 26.

Paramount and Ufa have agreed
to terms on a continuation of their

newsreel merger in Germany. Both
companies have .worked • together in

a reel here- for -,the ;p^st two years,

but had. considerable .talking to. d^
before' they signed the current
renewal.
Explained ^here that the .renewal

applies only' to newsreel-. and, has
nothing ' to' do ' With feature produc-
tion, about which the two companies
have been conducting .negotiations

for some time.

i Paris, Sept. 26.

Paramount -has started a news-
reel of its own for this, territory,

with . the first issue out this week.
Plan was started by Emanuel
Cohen, when over here several years
ago, but has not been able to ma-
terialize until now,

E. B. Dftscom is in charge.

Albertihi m Asylum

After Mental Lapse
Berlin," Sept. 17.

The well-known film actor Lu-
ciano Albertinl has been brought to
thie..Wittenau asylum,' •

•Two years ago the actor, whose
real name 1s Francesco VispegnenI,
suffered a stroke. But his health im-
proved again and Albertinl played'
again in f^lms.

However4
, two weeks ago, his men-

tal, condition became alarming and
he was brought to Wlttenau by his
friend and colleague Gambino.

PAR RUSHES 16 EXTRAS

FOR SPANISH RELEASE

Par's S. A. 04)

. C. C. Margon, head of. the- South
American division of the Para-
mount foreign department, leaves
for a complete survey of his ter-
ritory on Oct. 1. It'll be the. first

time he has visited all the outlying
offices in his territory since taking
office about six months ago. He
expects to be gone about four
months. ,'...
While down there attempt will

be made by Margon to straighten
out money exchange and shipping
difficulties in Chile, Argentine,
Brazil and other tempestuous cor-
ners.

New German Contract

.

. Pact Includes Cinemas
Berlin, Sept. 17.

.'After. 3ome";i>efjitatlbn'the Federal
Ministry

1

of tabor has declared as
binding , the r new.' agreement

.
fo.r"

t&riety, cJafbareis^and
7

>'(through addi-
tional regulations) for .the circus
trade.: The (Sofltrftai agreement has
been concluded between the inter-

national un^ph (of !• variety .theatre
and' circus-'direcfors and the inter-

national
|
union of, artists (Interna-

tionale Ar6s^nlo'ge) i.knd: provide^
for a number of changes which will
also! apply' to

(

niotj,on picture theatres;
where stage shows are being given."

Particularlv-interesting'is the regr,
nlatkuv dealing with ;

artist's holding''

several; .contracts. .The
.
paragraph

reads. -as jf»|irbwsv^wring the du-r^-
tion of the contract the artist is not
allowed, either jjrtiblicly. or privately,
to appear' on other stages, except on
those under; the same roof. This
prohibition also refers to broadcast-
ing performances and shows in mo-
tion picture theatres. Agreements
containing a stipulation to the con,-,

trary are nlill«nd void. „'{

' According;* _ regulations, oijly

contracts are valid in which place,
time, kind of work and salary, have
been agreed upon *py letter or wire..
A fixed travel and baggage fee'

can be fixed feetweert employer and
employee in order that, the employer
may arrive at s£ correct calculatiojh
of his salary'-.expenses.

Swedi* Thrift ; I

Stockholm, Sept. 1-6.

View; y>f i Ibc&V $ira companles^'iB'
that Hollywood trained men cost
too much and upset local ideas. The
average cbst'- 'ctt-.'' 4/ Swedish film' Is

never over $10,000 except when
Fridolf Rudeen/ highest paid star,
is in cast.

They have a couple of American
trained men doing piece work in

laboratories and scenario depart
ments and are trying for $20 week*
ly to get the lowdbwn on the Dun
ning process and latest Hollywood
developments. Those foreign trained
soon get fed up and clear out for
Berlin or London where they still

get paid enough to live on.

KOBDA DOING 'SHREW
.

Berlin, Sept. 17..

Elisabeth Bcrgner, German' ac
tress, has been engaged by Alexan-
der Korda for a film to be made for
the London Film Company in Lon-
don. English authoress, M< Ken-
nedy, has written a modern adapta-
tion of Shakespeare's 'Taming of
the Shrew:'
Miss Bergner will act in the Ger-

man as well its in the English ver-
sion and her husband, Dr. Paul
Czlnner, will be the director.

Paramount has suddenly decided
to,'-go ahead full force on Spanish
language pictures, and to a greater
extent' than anticipated. According
to the company; the market has
suddenly opened up and is showing
interest, with -Par anxious to be
first on the, spot) ...

Scheduled for. immediate produc-
tion m^Jolhylllq; - near Paris, are
Spanish dubbing jobs on 6 Joinville-
made 'French 'productions' and 8

Hblljrwppdrinade English fllm.s.-Also
two' straight shot musicals in'Span-
lsh; aire :"in, work, with these<-i6 films
to :be: added to the regular amount
of films, treated' with. Spanish super-
imposed titles. . : .

•

Orders are for :Jqihville' -to rush
the'JSpanish.r pictures;, even so :'far

as to. "guying them preference' over
regular jo'nyltie productions. .

"
'

Metro's Foreign

French Capital- Freer

. For Studio Financing
' Paris, Sept. 17.

Picture money is getting a bit

easier with many independent cap-
italists angeling. Business is sub-
ject to many hazards, •especially

when . angels suddenly withdraw.-
One picture company recently; found'

aj woman backer puUing. off at a few
hours' notice'. .

<•'-'

Braunberger Rlchebe; :who" had! to

permit'a' creditors';, committee, to su-
pervise their flriances.ySr^'nqw bet-^
tejr .oft ;.'t;hini. they; hay^'.'!p$en' iff a.'.

long time, due to comlmttteje's^cI^Se

supervision, studo re'riflhg;; operas
tiohs : showing a ciea'r

; R^Qfifc .

Part of the. studio refit fpr. work
ftone there, by ForrestetT^irenTt: frill

probably be paid, by la'tteriw' Jtaftd^

injr
,
Braunberger: Riclifeb^; sjbrijie.'.pf'

the Columbia production's 'treated; by:

Forrester, which
,(
Braiuf\b^g!9i^

chebe. 'will use"
1

the'msetvea tuifill*

their contracts to supply programs
to exhibitors. ...

«'.-
.

. ' * .*
1

i V '

t •',». .*. * ' " '

Collecting Pay from

Angels in Old Mexico
Mexico Citjr,. Sept 22. .

'.

Accusations of slander have,been'
filed, with local police by Alei Phil-
lips,, cameraman

^;
wh<ji came '-liere

about a year agor' from Hollywood
and has done work on' several pic-
tures for. National Motion : PiotUre
Production ;Co., against Fell* ' de
Martino and1 Miguel COrttreras
Torres. .''.'.' '•'

•

Phillips! declares the men, .who are
backers of a; picture called .'Revolu-

tion,' engaged him at $200, a week,
but when ; he sought t'o -collect,, in

view of spsp'Snsion of ; work on the
picture, de Martino and Torres ac-
cused him of destroying three reels

of the' picture worth jabotit $3;000.-

Phillips denies destroying: reels or
otherwise tampering wjth. the " pic-

ture. '
' :

• iv
:

. i

.''.•

Abroad; Out Here

Culver :
City, Sept, 26.

Abandoning its . foreign produc-

tion department here upon the com-
pletion of one more synced version,

machinery is already underway, at

Metro for the transferring of all of

its future multi-lingual filming to

Europe,

- Under the present plans, the pro-
ducing units will be set up In Paris
and Rome. There is little likelihood

of producing in Berlin later, this

undertaking being considered Un-
profitable under the present set-up.

It is not expected that any pic-

tures will be made in Europe for

at least six months. Fred Pelton,
studio manager here and familiar
with this phase of production. wiH
go from

.
here!" within the next few

weeks to survey the flieldy Wlth a
view of engaging studio ' space,
equipping it and engaging talent.

Currently, there are around 40

persons-ghost actors, directors and
writers, who were imported._from
Europe, now under contract. In

some cases these contracts will ex-
plre"

w
within the next few weeks,

and . the holders of them will • be
sent home. Where contracts ;have
longer to run, an attempt wlt| be
made to settle them oh a comprom-
ise basis,

'.In . .sync production -now .are
'Grand Hotel,' in French and Ger-
man; 'Strange Interlude,! Italian;

'Arsene Lupin,' German and French,
and- 'Madelon Claudet;' French. The
one to go in as finale is the Ger-
man 'Claudet.'

Permits for. the release of these
pictures were all secured before the
flew French quota law was put Into

effect, .

^Decision to abandon foreign pro-
duction:' here at this time was
Reached -in conferences between J.

Robert; Rubin, Nick Scherick >and
ArthUr Loew, on the eve of tHe^'lat-,

ter's"- leaving here for his aroimd-
.the-wprld survey of Metro's foreign
exchanges.

. .

Loew will- Im in .Europe/ in No-
vember, to join Ludwlg La\vre'ncc
and.; the studio representative/- in.

launching the initial Metro, produc-
tion there. * '•'.'.!

Blumenthal Arrives to

Palaver with Paramount
Ike Blumenthal of Paramount

headed a sizable collection of show
people who arrived in New York on
the Europa .Friday (23). Blumen-
thal is here with arrangements for

new European tieups for his com-
pany as regards authors and talent

made necessary by the break of

Paramount with the Frohman office.

Also aboard the ship after Euro-
pean vacations were Lillian Gish,
Margalo GUlmore and Julia Mar-
lowe.

RADIO CLOSES FRENCH

TERRITORY WITH HAIK

Paris, Sept. 26..'^

Halk, local film producer and
theatre chain operator, has taken
oyer the entire Radio Pictures pro-
duct for France.: Deal was nego-
tiated and put through by. Ambrose
Dowllng, EKO'a foreign chief, who'
is here. " ;

.'
.

Understood here that Haik has
found a new, .financial backer -In

Andre Courtenay (

' which encourages
him to expand operations.

In New YOrk trade circles it Is

difficult to understand the Halk-
RKO deal, in view pf the fact that
Pathe-Nafah Tecehtly took over-' the
booking of .' the . Ha lk houses In

France,'

Jannings in English
Parib; Sept. 17, ••

Emll Jannings will do the English-

and German versions of 'King
Pausole' for Comptoir Franca'is
CInematographique.

Film, currently made on the
Riviera, is one of the most ambi-
tious- and spectacular French pro-
ductions yet attempted; It is di-

rected by Alex Cranowsky.
' .French version is done by Andre
B'eriey.

' Tobis Set in Orient

Berlin, Sept; 15.

An agreement has been reached
between Tobis and the Twoa Shoji

Goshi Kal.sha of Japan under which
this firm will acquire its German
films through the Tobis Industrie

G.esellschaft (Tiges).

'.Tyro Tobis films have already been
sold to Japan. T?he Japanese firm

will handle Tobis-Klangfllm record-

ing sets in Japan.

UA Takes MGM's Foreign

Mgrr |or:
New Sin'pore Ex.

'United Artists ia opening a for-
eign branch at Singapore to service
Malaysia, Slam, French Indb-China,
Sarawak, Borno and Dutch East
ind'Iea>vV' ' '. •" •.-

'

.
The Metro exchange manager, at,

Singapore,' Marcus Baker, will head
the new UA branch. Baker,' ^how! in
New York, returns to Singapore
Deo.

Porten Co. Brok^
Berlin, Sept IT.

The film company headed by Hen

-

ny Porten, for, a long time-" one.', of
the. most! popular German. ^ film

actresses, has gone Into bankruptcy.
The former press inspector^'iii the
German government, Dr. vo^ifauf-
manri> whose brother is niarHett to

•Etenny Porton, has, reslgne'di. ^p're-

sumably . due to the crash. •

H4LL0E SEEKING HEALTH;
:

'

}.['
' Hollywood, Sepj^ 26>

Ray Hallor, screen actor, Is on
his way by auto to Kirksvllle, Mo.,
where he will try to recover from an
attack of sciatic rheumatism, at a
sanitarium there.

Jack Fisher is accompanying him
to Kansas City and will then fly to

New York for the World Series,

Chevalier and French

Press Make It All Uj>
"Paris, Sept. 17. •

Maurice Chevalier's difficulties

with the French press, which some
time back reached' their peak, yrSte
ironed out at one shot by a few mo-
ments' personal contact.
Taking advantage of the simul-

taneous visit in Paris of Chevalier,
Ruben Mamouliah and Leopold.
Marchand, a revfiw for the..^pt^a»

Ijoys of 'Love Me Tonight* iw«£«j

arranged by Dave Souhaml, ;iQ^
lowed by a very informal supper1,'

attended by Cheva,Uer. .
,'

'

This move
;
did. more ..for :btmi

than any amount 'Of paid Vfj^f-y

iicity could /--K^i^ilppe,.'' • Chev^ffl|ir-

has left for arC^^'al- European imgrp
including Pragute^^ienna, Brus's^
Anvers, Milanr.Snd. closing in R<omo,
on Sept. 28 1/t<»t'Baj^:. back torffigjjg.

States on the ^aris 'Sept. 30.

Berlin ^e^^ Sfeasbn^H

Off to^ ah ISarly ^prt;
y . 'ry' Berlin, Sept.

;
t7>'

;

;

v

In spite of >thiB , great heat
;

:
j
r«^.

ceipts of the i't^Xy-- ot Berlin' '^ntfni

entertainment tax increased slightly

during Augusts ?'
* .

'
. ;f>

-

. While in July, receipts amounted
to $91,939. th.ey increased by $12',06S

to $104,008 in August. Thltf slight

increase ,is said to be due to early
beginning of. the season.
Figures reached in August, 1932,

are' considerably ' smaller than Jin

August of .1931, Reecipts in July 'and
August, 1932,- show a decrease "of

$29,706 and. $47,619, respectively, as
compared with, the same months of
the previous ;y$kr. i >'

GAUMONT-BRITISH NET

$1,695,500, TOPS 1931

London, Sept. 26.

Gaumont-British made a net
profit for the year ending March 31,

1932, of about $l,C95,!500, according
to the company's annual statement
Just issued. Directors voted a divi-

dend of 6% on the strength oC this

business showing.
, While the dividend remains the
same as in the past four years, the
profits are a bit higher than ever
before. In 1931 the company's profits

were -estimated at 364,489 pounds,
compared to the current 490,300. In.

1930 the figure was 317,077 pounds,
andin 1929, 176,883.

Since the • issuance of the., past
.year's

.
statement .the company^

Sholdlngs ' have increased consider-
ably,, several^ big nejv theatres hav-
ing ' been, added to. the company's
chain, among them - the Alhambra
in Paris and the Gaumont' Palaces
in Coventry, Hammersmith, Taun-
ton, Exeter and Streatham..

.
. Provincial Ciriematogr.apn Thea-

tres, one of the daumo.nt ;
subsids,

liad an exceptionally good year,
with a' declarafion of ^15%'.> dividend
on ordinary, /shares, ' same figure
having been declared, a- year ago on
this; stock.

. Of
.
the G-B profits for the. yea,r

about $275,000 wiis ordered set aside
for a general res'erye. fond and
about $106,000 was put- into a sep-
arate fund for amortization and de-
preciation of leaseholds.-.

•Reserve ' fund is • increased about
$200,000 over last year and now ex-
ceeds the. ordinary share capital.

• Scrutiny'". reveals this reserve
fund is invested, principally irt

shares in subsidiary companies,
Whose value is computed at cost
or. under. The amount 'invested' Is

something like $30,000,000.

It would be interesting to know
what value . they place on their
holdings in Moss Empires.

-

2,500- Seater Opens
Prague, Sept. 16.

The largest movie theatre not
only in Czechoslovakia, but also in

middle Europe, holding 2,500 per-
sons, has been opened in Zlln, Mor-
avia.

: Zipperman Uptown
Max Zipperman has been named

manager of the 72nd Street Play-
house, foreign film house in New
York. .

Zipperman was formerly at the

Fifth Avenue Playhouse.

.Coast Studios Pass Up
.. : Vancouver Space Offer
•4 . Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Univ^ passed up an offer

of Vanto.uver, ; B ! C., promoters for
;stual6:'space in a; j)ew film plant be^
'ii&&ybii$it!i :'t£t€4r^»/Canadlan capital

had/ma^e;soU.c|tatlons to all studios
h.^re .to,'lc;a'se;?-th$ plant, but was
ftiSr^ed/.-dbwn^firt^ every instance.

^|ve'rs^;;iVo(we.yer, had warmed up
^?tHg ;i.4«a< : :Z .--

'
: .StUdlo '.ls. beiWg.ibullt in. the hope

^^^f^n^'^ii^pC the quota pro-
^{ibtio'h ^hlch^lrn companies have
>?<»; 'fftake.-f6r th^Brltlsh market. Its

/ne^rjieais ti> ^q|i.j»wood, 1,500 miles,

^aJs-.]tooked^poA:^s an inducement
to^he studjbs, which are now mak-
^fe-iheir auq^a' piQtures in England.

Non-Pro Cast for New
Italian Native-Made

Milan, Sept. 12.

Marta Abba has been engaged by
the cines for the-' lead of the film;

'Acclaio' ('Steel')'.''

Lulgl Pirandello is responsible for

the story whilst Ruttmann will di-

rect the. production.- Marta Abba
will .be the'lonlsr. professional actress

engaged, all otljer parts being en-
trusted ;to_. workmen of the Terni
Steel abd -Iroji

:

W4>rks, and to peas-
ants in the neighborhood. Mallpiero
has written tfte incidental music.
,-':.-:.The-flrm^i&'ieY'^(|ted'to be ready in

'.three, rnonth^;, an experiment to.

^^r«Q|^e'.'>th^'.'\-4^fncuities arising

De Leche Off to Parji;
Hollywood, Sept 26j-j

Vlcomte Alein de Leche, wno.-Jhas-

been here writing French yersTftns'

.for Metro, leaves for EuroRe^p»is,\
week, sailing on the .jfuropa^.OchtffiJ
His

.
co-ntract «t0ftet

'

-'---Vl^j^ilroitf'Ciie .•ctWsi'-' IH8 worthy of close
Leche goes ^'Parl^vfo'^ieie^'e;,^)^!: >

4&4hi$oii:-r- SI
ductlorf

.
pf his play;, 'Deb^'taiiifefe,'

and then- wlU lfO tp "Berlin to'..^rR$,

one picture fdf .TTFAv '

.
' S/.-

: •'
.
——r1-' ,-'^-'.'

ITAL^S TRADE CAMUBE -^
Stockholm, Sept, .- IB... •

New Italian raw film made -by
Ferranla in Milan has taken place
of Eastman and Agfa for Swedish
production.

'

Cost is almost half and in first

feature was found as satisfactory as
American or German product.
Two American film men here try-

ing to buy concession for northern
ICurope and U. S. A.

CONNOLLY'S EXCUSE
Paris, Sept. 17.

. Jack Connolly, over ahead of the
Hutchinson flying 'family, plane,
arrived via London. He is now on a
visit; to Berlin, and his return sail-

ing date is indefinite.

Norman Alley, cameraman, and
Jere Altfish, sound man, making
the film of. the trip for the bac kers
oC the scheme, had been Working
for him on previous occasions, and
f>xpl>ln his especial interest in' the

trip.

^hiBperiii^Shadows'

^ext'"Levine Serial

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Next tTat Levi'ne serial will be
'Whispering Shadows,' mystery be-

ing written by Barney Sarecky,
George Morgan and Wyndham Git-
tens.

Current installment-thriller, on
location at Big Bear for the next
two weeks, is 'Devil Horse,' with
Harry Carey, Frankie Darro, Noah
Beery, Greta Granstedt and Apache,
horse. Outfit returns to Tec-Art
after exterior-taking for three weeks
under lights. Otto Brower is dlrectr

Ing.

Badio Holds Jungmeyer
. Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Jack Junermeyei', teamed with Sam
Ornltss on the wilting of 'Alen of

America,' at; Radio, has' been re-
tained for a second Tom. lCcene
western.
He is uriupting "Sir Piesran I'asses,'-

in he tiilfil I.;itni of the Six Shoot-
er/
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ROSPERITY IS

ROUND THE CORNER
+andHERE'S theCORNER

Actual Photo

of lino that

Extended
Around Cor-

ner of Bread-

wayand 50th

$t*at9:3Qori

Morning of

Opening at

Rtvoli, N« Y,

NOt ONLY LINES AT THE THEATRE!

BUT WHAT LINES IN THE REVIEWS !

By 9:30 in the morning, the Rivoli was
packed to S.R.O. capacity . ..novel plot...

elegantly developed ... thrilling . . . true

Tarzan manner. Doug carries it splendidly"

— /RENE THIRER in the DAILY NEWS.

"Affords Doug opportunity to out-TARZAN

TARZAN...story moves briskly. ..$itootion$

deftly built."— BLAND JOHANESON in the

DAILY MIRROR.

I "Done in Mr. Fairbanks' best vein . . .artful,

jolly and imaginative." -

—MORDAUNTHALL in theNEW YORK TIMES

"Not a travelogue. The advent of a hostile

tribe provides Fairbanks with one of those

exciting swinging-from-limb-to-limb acro-

batics that were his screen trade-mark

long before Tarzan appeared on the cine-

ma horizon I Good entertainment...plenty

of comedy" — ROSE PELSWICK in the

EVENING JOURNAL

HIS BEST SINCE "ROBIN HOOD"!
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j
BLONDE VENUS

(With Song.)
Paramount production and release, star*

ring Marlene Dietrich, Directed by Josef

Von Sternberg; authors, S. K. Lauren and
Jules Furthman: camera, Sort Olennon.
iHerbert Marshall and Cory Grant sub-fea-

tured. Running; time, 02 mlnuteB. At the
Brooklyn and N. T. Paramounta week corn*
Tnenclngr Sept. 28. ,

Helen Faraday. ...........Marlene Dietrich
Edward Faraday.... .....Herbert Marshall
Nick Townsend . . . .

'

f .Cary Grant
"Johnny Faraday............^ .Dtokle Moore
'Charlie Blaine: . Francis Sayles
Dan O'Conner... .Robert Emmett O'Connor
Ben Smith. .......... .Gene Morgan
fTaxt Belle Hooper.....*...,. .Rita La Roy
Detective Wilson Sidney Toler
tola .Evelyn Freer
Colored- Qlrl ...........Mildred Washington
Receptionist.;.....'...... ....Gertrude Short
Big Fellow m • • .Harold Berqulst
Greek Proprietor....,..,,. .Dewey Robinson
Judge Night Court...........Davlson Clark
Mew Orleans Officer.. ....Brady Kline
Judge Night Club ....Clifford Dempsey
Bartender. ........ « . • Davison Clark
Grace . ..... ^ .'.,,«,••,,•••..... • ; Bessie Lyte

. A disappointer, Dietrich and a
corking bo* office title will carry

'The Blonde Venus,' but It'll require

plenty!of bally, it's a picture that

jends itself easily to selling but it

won't help the German star In the

final analysis. Not that she doesn't

acquit herself to a degree fftr In ex-

cess of the inept story, accorded her,

but It's not going' to .help her by any
manner of means. No getting away
from the Shakespearean nifty that
s, star Is only as good as her story.

Much of the blame is to be laid, at
Ton Sternberg's doorstep. In a de-
plre to glamorously build up -Die-
trich he sloughed almost every other
element: that goes to round out a
pox office production. He devoted
two reels for a celluloid transition
to Indicate her flight from her hus-
band and all the drab details that

. went with it, as she scrammed from
Baltimore to Washington to Nash-
ville to Chattanooga to Savannah to

New Orleans, etc., etc. The police

reports of her hunt . sounded like a
railroad time-table.

Then In a meteoric rise, with no
details whatsoever, she's suddenly
again the queen of the nlte clubs,

this time in Paris,, where Cary Grant
(who had formerly maintained her)
once again meets up with her. In
this and previous nite club scenes,

Miss Dietrich sings two numbers in

that deep, throaty manner of hers,

one chorus being in French, ' Tunes
have a chance to click popularly,
Which may react in the film's favor,

Herbert Marshall on his screen
debut under Par auspices Is sadly
miscast as the radium-poisoned
husband who heeds funds so badly
for a European cure that his de-
voted wife takes resource to finan-
cial succor from such remote a
eource as the influential politician

(Grant). Marshall's precise Oxford
diction certainly didn't jibe with the
ambitious American whose research
Into chemical formula spells his
physical undoing, by radium poison-
ing.

The 93 minutes, despite their epi-
sodic and ofttimes ragged sequepces,
were much too much considering the
triteness of the basic story, a theme
Of mother love of the German-Amer-
ican cafe songstress whose child
(well played, by Dickie Moore, In
perhaps the only convincing casting)
Is the sympathetic basis of It alt
Otherwise there's little sympathy for
any of the characters; neither

,
the

hapless husband, the faithless wife
nor the other man.
Von Sternberg has again gone, in

bullishly for 'the lap-dissolve stuff,

playing scene upon scene, and with
needless detail. There's beaucoup
footage wasted . on showing - choo-
chooing railroad trains, outgoing
steamers, incoming steamers (twice
there are shots of the New York
skyline from the harbor, an extra-
neous detail in both Instances), and
with It all a needless application to
detail which so obviously handicaps
the rest of it, One wdnders at the
wherefore and whyfore of it all.

This is the film over which B. P.
Schulberg and Von Sternberg had a
row during, production. The cellu-
loid product lends substance to
Schulberg's cause for complaint.

'Venus' is said to have undergone
considerable take and retake, with
the final prints airmailed from the
Coast for the Par opening after
having been previously scheduled
and postponed. As completed it

can stand plenty of chopping to
speed up a sluggish procedure.

Abel.

cally Implausible Itself, but which
might have been saved by sensible
treatment. As handled, however,
the theme is abused rather than
toned down, leaving the struggle up
to the natural beauty of the locale
and a routine jumping jack per-
formance by the star.

Things move pretty fast, but the
gait is forced and unnatural. The
talk sustaining the action is prac-
tically a 70-mlnute monolog by
Fairbanks; others in the cast doing
pantomime most of the time.

Fairbanks as a wealthy young
blood yachting his way to Sumatra
for a bit of a tiger hunt, stops off
for some boy scouting on a deserted
South Sea isle In order to cash in
on a bet He's without all the build-
ing and home-making Implements
known to civilization, but in four
months he has builded a penthouse
and all the conveniences of a Park
avenue home, with .his own hands
and out of nature's raw materials.
It took the original Crusoe a lot
longer to get settled, but Fairbanks'
modern Robby makes the original's
residence look like a shanty in old
shanty town. ,;•

The construction' details, which
go s6 far as to Include even a radio,
are matched by the love interest in
Implausibillty. The only point
touching realism in the. romance
strain is that- Fairbanks' tropical
belle, going. Broadway at the finish,

winds up doing a cooch dance in the
'Follies.' Perl of Murnau's 'Taboo*
had a similar' experience, and how
she's in a Fanchon & Marco unit.

Fairbanks gets his usual chance
at gymnastics with two chases, one
midway and the other at the end,
pfovldihg some choice opportunities
for wrassllng, tumbling and branch
swinging. His style Is breezy and
his chatter satisfying, but there is

too much dependence on unsuitable
gags in the talk department. .

William Famum and Earle Brown
have a couple of lines apiece at the
start and finish, but not enough to
register one way or the~"|other. Maria
Alba, as the native girl, was handed
only a few grunts and native .sounds
when the dialog was dished out.
Her looks are a good enough reason
for anyone to want to take her home
with him, but she never looks like

the numerous natives in the cast,

despite generous application of
waterproof makeup. The others are
real natives and from them the pic-
ture derives its one truism.

Alfred Newman's 'musical back-
ground is excellent, giving thf; tech-
nical end all the honors. . Bige.

,

Maedchen in Uniform
(GERMAN MADE)

Carl Froellch production. John Krlmsky
and Gilford Cochran release In U. S.

Direction, Leontlne Sagan; supervision,. Carl
Froellch; English text, - Donald Freeman.
At the Criterion, N. T.. two a day at tl.BO
top, beginning Sept. 21, Running time, 00
mine.

The Principal. ..Emilia Unda
Frauleln von Bernburg Dorothea Wleck
Frauleln von Kesten. . , .Hedwlg Schlichter
Use von Westhagen. . ...... . «.Hertha Thlele
ManueTa von Melnhardls Ellen Schwennecke

Mr. Robinson Crusoe
Douglas Fairbanks production' and United

Artists release. Starring Fairbanks. Cast
Includes William Farnum, Earle Brown,
Maria Alba and natives. Directed by Ed-
Vyard .Sutherland. Adapted by Tom Geraglity
from story by Elton Thomas. Musical score
by Alfred Newman. Max Dupont, photog.
At the Rlvoll. New York, starting Sept. 21.

Running
. time, 70 minutes.

. One of Douglas Fairbanks' minor
efforts, having little more than some
nice tropical scenery to sell, and
minus additional casts name fortifi-

cation In the event the star proves
slow on the draw. As an entertain-
ment it will meet with favor prin-
cipally from the children.
A penchant for exaggeration In

detail murders a plot .which Is basi-

Here's still another in the series

of European Importations that fall

into that curious division of pic-

tures that are artistically meritori-

ous and abroad mean something at

the box office, but in the United

State's. will mean vety little from a
cash standpoint.

New York's picture critics threw
their literary bonnets high in the

air upon seeing this film, one of

them even going so far as to call It

the 'year's ten best pictures rolled

into one.' All that may help in
New York for the first week or so
of the film's run, but after that, and
outside of New York, the film will
have to stand on. it's own as. enter-
tainment. And as entertainment it

hasn't a leg to stand on.

There's another angle that will

help sell the film for a short run on
Broadway. That's the whispering
campaign that managed . to get
started to the effect that the pic-

ture- has to do with the subject of
mannish femmes. The film really

has to do with no such subject, but
that's the story that everybody oh
or near Broadway has been hearing
for the past couple months, and It-

will undoubtedly help sell a few
tickets. New York censor board,
strangely enough, believed it to the
extent of barring the film at first

and later passing it. That, too, will
help.

But when the word of mouth gets
around that there's nothing dirty or
suggestive in the picture, that it's

merely ah oyerlong and sometimes
dull psychological study of a school
girl's crush on her teacher, than
which there is nothing more nor-
mal, that the picture Is very arty
and dry, that there's very little sus-
pense until the very last sequences
—then, the picture will have to sell

on its own. And it won't sell much.
From a strictly, artistic standpoint

the film Is a splendid accomplish-
ment. It is laid in a Prussian mili-
tary school for girls, which, as it

turns out, isn't much different from
semi-Institutional schools for girls

anywhere else lh the world. It's a
hard, restricted, colorless life that
the girls have to lead with the teach-

Miniature Reviews

'Blonde Venus' (Par). Diet-
rich Will have to carry thls'n.
Weak story, inept direction
and generally sluggish total
count heavily against it, sans
the staris personal pull.

.'Mr- rtobinsbri Crusoe* (UA).
Good on the eye, but as enter-
tainment will impress the kids
mostly.- .; Douglas Fairbanks in
a stereotyped Fairbanks per-
formance, weighted down by
an impossible story that pho-
tographic beauty alone can't
retrieve.

'Maedchen in Uniform' (Os-
wald.) Artistic, meritorious
German film based on a psy-
chological study. Insufficient
action and too much attention,
to detail will hurt its b. o.

chances in many spots, but in
arty houses it ought to do very
well. .' '

'"

'Phantom Express' (Majes-
tic). Oldtime melodrama With
a railroad background, poorly
made from, a trite story of
wreck, villainy and romance.
Only for the smaller subs.
'8uceessful Calamity' (WB).

George Arllss old man type in

a slightly sticky, syrupy role,

mildly spiced with comedy. For
the old lady element among
the Arllss fans and only mod-
erately Interesting for them.
Star's following will come, but
they won't depart with any
new enthusiasms.

'Tiger Shark* (FN). Strong
sea drama whose entertainment'
merit should be mirrored at the
box office. Cruel plot chanced
loss of femme Interest, but ro-
mantic twist squared that. Fid-

ward G. Robinson starred and
clicking in a dialect role.

'Hell's Highway' (Badlo). De-
pressing story of a camp of
convict road makers With Rich-
ard Dlx as one of the . convicts.
Nice production and an effort

at comedy relief, but ' depress-

'

•• ing.
_

. 'Broadway to Cheyenne'
(Monogram). Bex Bell in an
east-west picture with plenty
of action and a different plot

from the usual Western. Live-
ly and entertaining.

'Hearts of Humanity' (Ma-
jestic). Jean Hersholt shines
in a fair, story which is hurt
by poor lighting and photo-
graph. Otherwise worthwhile
in the «B' division.

'Exposed' (Eagle). Excellent
Independent feature that will

entertain all classes of audi-
ences and surprise the .

trade
with some names that

;
prove

real bets.

'Klondike' (Monogram). Story
drags and impresses as patch-
work. . Picture all right on
double bill in the bigger
theatres.

that she (Manuela) loves her. At
this juncture the principal comes
along, insists that the kid's actions
are scandalous and locks her up in

a separate room for several days.
Also she forbids the one kind teacher
to speak to the child. Manuela
manages to get away, walks up to
the top. of the staircase and is about
to jump down to a certain death
when the other children, sensing
something Is wrong, . arrive in time
to save her.

It's poignant and clearly outlined,
with that last reel actually exciting.
But so slow, so painstaking. It's an
interesting document as is, but is it

entertainment?.
Distributors hired Donald Freeman

to write a set of English titles for.

superlmpositton purposes. That al-
legedly makes the film clearer to
American audiences. Titles are un-
necessary, as It happens, story be-
ing perfectly simple and easy to
follow, and they are badly written
to boot. Beyond which, in the super-
imposition, print was somewhat
dulled, as often happens, giving the
Impression that the photography Is

poor. Which it actually Isn't, being,,

as a matter of fact, extremely good.
Acting is almost perfect, despite

almost entirely' by people new to
films. Girl who plays the Manuela
part is a newcomer named Hertha
Thiele and a find. Paramount has
been talking to her about coming
over for the past few weeks. Doro-
thea Wleck as the understanding
teacher is just as good, and Emilia
Unda as the principal is exception-
ally fine. She's a sort of female
Werner Krauss and turns in a mag
niflcent performance.

It's a tricky picture and, despite
all the hooplas, it will have to be
sold on its merits that way, and that
way alone. The proletariat just
won't be bothered. Kwf.

ers unbending and the principal a
veritable demon for hardness. In-
to this comes Manuela, a sensitive,
lonely child looking for sympathy
end love. She finds sympathy and
kindness only from one teacher,
Frauleln von Bernburg, with the
natural result that she idolizes this
teacher. . As, indeed, do all the other
girls.

. /

There's one of those school parties
at which the kids put on a play and
afterward are given some punch for
celebration purposes. Manuela drinks
a bit more of the punch than she
should, gets tipsy and shouts out
loud that Frauleln von Bernburg Is

the best teacher in the world, and

PHANTOM EXPRESS
Irving C. Franklin-Donald M. Stoner pro-

duotlon and Majestic release. Directed and
written by Emory Johnson, with adapta-
tion-dialog collaboration of Laird Doyle.
Photography by Ross Fisher. 8. Roy Luby,
Aim editor. At Globe, N. T., for week
starting Monday, Sept. 18. Running time,
66 rains.

Creaky melodrama reminiscent of

another day. An effort to brighten

It up by tinting the film where train

headlights, signals, etc., occur, only

adds to its bad looks, technically.

The smaller subsequent runs may
take a chance on picture, but unless
they effectively sell old-time stuff,

their box-office results will be In-
different.
'Phantom Express' is poorly made

lh all departments except that * It

does manage to arouse some sus-
pense out of conventional situations.
The biggest laugh is the use of light
and train sounds which make it ap-
pear a train is approaching.
As a result of this phantom train,

other trains on .the line have been
forced to come to a stop several
times. The premise is ridiculous,
and the finish without surprise,
when It's revealed a plane with a
headlight was used as the 'phantom
express.' It carried a phonograph
of train noises and whistle to scare
engineers Into throwing on braltes.
A sap love story is woven Into the.

meller. Most of the train scene's,
some on stormy nights, along with
wrecks, are the crudest kind of
miniatures, but some scenes around
a round-house and elsewhere are
authentic and lend a little to a pic-
ture that still needs a lot.

The dialog Is banal and the act-
ing undistinguished. William Col-
lier, Jr., and Sally Blane are the
juve love leads, while J. Farrell Mc-
Donald does 'Smokey* Joe. Nolan, an
engineer who cries like a baby when
fired.

Alex Axelson attempts to lend
comedy relief with a bad Swede ac-
cent, but proves very spotty on
landing laughs. Hobart Boswbrth
and Llna Basquette have smaller
parts. Char.

A Successful Calamity
Warner Bros.' production and release.

Starring George Arllss. Directed by John
G. Adolf). From the stage play by Clare
Kummer, with adaptation and dialog by
AUBtln Parker, Maude Howell and Jullen
Joscphson. Art director, Anton Grot cam-
era, James Van Tress film editor. Howard
Brethorton. At the Roxy, Sept. 21. Run- .

nine time, T3 minutes.
Henry Wilton .George Arllss
Emmie. .Mary Astor
Peggy. ..................... .Evalyn Kn.ipp
Connors.... ......Grant Mitchell
Partington. .David Torrence
Eddie. .. .William Janney
George. .Hnrdle Albright
Belden ............ Hale Hamilton
Pletro .Fortunlo Bonanova
Larry. Randolph Scott
Mary .Nota Luxford.
Curtis. Murray Klnnell
Lawrence. . . .. . . ... . ..... . . .Richard Tucker
Pauline.- Barbara Leonard
Valet... .Harold Mlnjur
Barney Davis. .Harold Waycoff

The Woman's Angle
'Robinson Crusoe' (UA). Wholesome juvenile entertainment. Fanettee

accompanying the youngsters will be mildly amused by the household
inventions and cute family circle (a dog, a monkey and a talkative par-
rot) of a grown-up Rover Boy.

George Arllss turns up after a
long absence, this time tangled up
with a young wife instead of a
flapper sweetheart, but his saccha-

rine outlook and hoyden ways are

unchanged. His loyal followers will

rally to his new picture as of old,

but It would be well for this sterling

player . not to. try them ' much fur-

ther with this sort of fluff. Even
stage idols have toppled, for less

than his newest mistake.
Last time be was an afflicted

pianist; now he's a slightly goofy
captain of industry, a character
much more annoying than its pred-
ecessor. Spectacle of a mature
financier pretending to his extrava-
gant and neglectful family that he
is 'ruined' In order to bludgeon them
into paying him. a little more atten-
tion, here is Intended to invite sym-
pathy. Sympathy, no less! A eou-
brettlsh trick like that ought to
have brought him domestic ostra-
cism and started an avalanche of
business creditors. Story source of
'A Successful Calajhity' goes, far
back in the file's. Maybe as far back
as 'Little Red Ridlnghood,' to which
school of fiction is properly belongs..
No other, adult star in plcturedom

could havd carried it off with quite
the same aplomb, but that doesn't
quite save it, except for the ex-
treme Arllss fans. Narrative 19
riddled with ridiculous make-believe
devices and papier mache charac-
ters, saved only by the cool, suave,
measured playing, of this immacu-
late trouper, the only old man of the
whole stage who is' permitted to
gush the milk of human kindness
and still look' human.
Picture Is beautifully done on Its

physical side, and beautifully acted,
too, for the most part. But that
only sharpens the feeling that the
whole business Is a silly literary
contrivance. You are asked to be-
lieve that a powerful business man
would Btoop to such a trick as tell-
ing his family he had lost his all.

And you are asked to believe, that
the modern wife, eon and daughter
fell for such a plant! , .

Reaction of the family is quaint.
Instead of breaking down in panic,
they figuratively join hands and go
into a ring-around-a-Rosle to cheer
the old man up; daughter offers to
marry a sap suitor and the son ap-
plies, for a job/ as air pilot. All
around it's just too sweet. Oh, yes,
the butler hears about the crash,
too, and offers his life savings to
relieve the situation' In a scene that
would have been more touching If

the butler's name had been Mead-
ows. Instead it was Connors; sup- :

plying the only Jarring touch of
realism In the scenario.
Arllss manages a few fairly effec-

tive comedy scenes in his most high-
toned comedy manner; Grant
Mitchell plays the butler as though
the name was Meadows, and Mary
Astor is, miraculously, more beau-
tiful than ever as the too young
wife. Hardle Albright made a ter-
rible job of the daughter's sap lover,
but at that he played it better than
It deserved. . William Janney was
the polo-playing son, and looked the
part in figure, though the role called
for the impersonation of a child of
high school age/

.

The Arllss contingent will forgive
him this time; some of them will
even enjoy it, and it will, of course,
prosper. But no amount of prestige
can stand up on such a milk-and-
water diet for long. Fush.

*A Successful Calamity' (WB). George Arlias, up to. his old roguery,
teaching an extravagant family the wisdom of simple living. Too flimsy
and tepid for the flaps, whimsical preachment is paced for the moderate
response of Mr. Arllss' reserved, elderly audience. >

'Blonde Venus' (Par). A potentially appealing story of maternal sac-
rifice, weakened by the marionette behavior of principal characters who
fail to clarify the thoughts that control their reactions. Marquee inter-
est in Marlene Dietrich and favorable comment on Gary Grant and Her-
bert Marshall will earn greater response than Is merited by negligibly
motivated drama.

'Tiger Shark' (FN). Another 'Moby Dick,' with ole debbll shark as a
fearsome arch villain. Richard Arlen's attractive presence and the com-
edy that Edward Robinson shapes into a sympathetic performance
quicken feminine interest in an occasionally brutal meller of the high
seas.

'Hell's Highway' (RKO). A floundering, undramatlc Indictment of the

abuses of the prison system. Fanette sympathies are untouched by law-
breakers whose hardened personalities and criminal records do not con-

done their unwillingness to accept punishment, be it ever so brutal.

TIGER SHARK
First .National production and release.

Edward G. Robinson starred. Richard Arlen
and Zlta Johann featured. Directed by.
Howard Hawks. Dialog and adaptation by
WellB Root from an original story, 'Tuna,'
by Houston Branch. Tony Gaudlo, photog.
At the Winter Garden, New York, starting
Sept. 22. Running time, 78 minutes.
Mike............ Edward G. Robinson
Qulta, Zlta Johann
Pipes Richard Arlen
Lady Barber.,.., Leila Bennett
Engineer.-...., Vlnce Barnett
The Man... J. Carroll NalSK.
Manuel William Rlcclardl'

Strong and exceedingly well
played and directed sea drama that
will draw dividends for the produc-
ers and the star. Some brutal de-
tails serve to emphasize an inher-
ently hardbolled plot, which under
ordinary circumstances would keep
the women away and'injure the box
ofllce chances; but the effects of the
cruel moments are overcome by con-
stant presence of a compelling ro-

:*.train that's sufficient to
!"u'- r'f irlrla. find - that ought to

1 (Continued on page 21)
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- THE DARING THUNDERING
EPIC OF AMERICA!

Timely! Sensational! \ Smashing!

Just what you and your patrons are crying for!

A terrific blast of dynamite that will rock the nation!

|A tremendous story that's on everybody's tongue—
timed to the heart-beat of 120,000,000 Americans!

"OUT AND OUT CLEAN-UP''
soys Variety

"EXHIBITORS CAN CASH IN HEAVILY"
*ay$ Hollywood Reporter

:

LEE TRACY
CONSTANCE CUMMINGS

Alan Dinehart — Walter Connolly
Directed byJames Craze

1:1
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THE GREATEST-SUREST BOX OFFICE MAGNET OF THE YEAR!
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Beal Rain

One shadow box. being planned for

»Rain' when it ..conies along will

show real. rain lh front of the three

sheet or cutout which will be used

In the lobby display;

The bill will be given a coat of

spar varnish and set back of a
frame drappd In. a deep red. Just

back of the frame at the^top Is a
perforated pipe connected with . a
tank, and below Is a trough to re-

ceive the water. To avoid- the trou-

ble of piping off the water a pump
will be used to take the water' out
of the trough and put it back in the
tank. A float is used in the tank to
cut off the current if the water in

the tank gets too high. Strong
white lights, shooting across! the
rainfall will give it illumination and
at the same, time light up the bill.

Planned to keep the rear of the
lobby 'where the display will stand
rather dark to.heighten the effect.

'Seal' rain probably will get more
attention, but an effective display
can be made with strands of tinsel
either hung loosely from the top or,

better, given motion by being
passed up back of the display, end-
less belt fashion, so that only the
downward movement is visible.
Another exhlb digs in deep to re-

vive the raincoat display of some
10 years ago. In this a man or girl;

preferably the latter, stands under a
stream of water from a sort of
ehowerbath / device. Wears one of
the raincoats being ..advertised. It
used to wow them when it was first
used, and is old. enough to be new
again.

Building Midnights
Manager who wanted to build up

his midnight matinees met with lit-
tle success until he hit upon the idea
of surprises. He had been giving a
first showing of the new bill as a
preview, offering it with the final
showing of the closing feature. He
figured he. could get an additional
price for. the new title, and went
after the extra money. His regular
admission is 30c, but he sells a
double ticket for BOc, which permits
the patrons to remain in their seats
for • the second feature, a collector
taking up the stubs when the regu-
lar show ends. .Those, who come
only for the; new- feature are given
tickets at the regular price and
permitted to enter on the last two
reels of the closing show.
The surprise varies, and the man-

ager, keeps hustling to keep up in-
terest. It may i>& a singer, a dancer,
a radio favorite, a special comedy
or, in one instance, a smart four-
round boxing bout. He is building
such a night trade that he is trying
to figure on getting two nights, but
is afraid that will be one too many.

Blackboard Signs
.
Writing a notice, , of- .the film on

the. school blackboards is so stand-
ard in some spots that it is no longer
reported. Each terra some boys or
girls are contacted to letter the
boards for approved titles, and it is
part of both theatre and school
routine.
That seemed to be about as far

as the idea could be carried, but a
new angle orops up now. Instead
of one or two covering all the
boards, each class decorates its own
board and the art teacher makes
the rounds each day that this is
done and marks the first and second
displays, taking into account the age
of the pupils in that class. Seconds
count as half of first, and when a
class gets two firsts the entire class
Is given single comps". Instead of
perfunctory script the, boards now
fairly blossom out and' pupils come
early to inspect the work of the
other classes.
By arrangement with the princi-

pal he 1b supplied with a weekly
list of titles, with an outline of the
story. He eliminates those he does
hot wish to have advertised.'

Exclusive

Akron, O., Sept. 26.

Ernie Austgen started some
talk with his ads on" the ex-
clusive screening plan. Open-
ing ads carried the line 'We
positively guarantee; that this

picture will never be shown in
any other Akron theatre.' .

Also took one inch singles
to announce; that this was
the 'one and only showing of
this picture in Akron.- It will

never be shown at any . other
.theatre.' ..•

As a side line he dropped
over in the classified section
to ask for five young women
to render first aid to those
who got cracked ribs or aching
sides from, laughing at the
Marx Bros,: Even these car-
ried a postscript about .^he

limited, engagement.

Selling Comfort
.
Some managers make the mistake

of holding; back ..their steam heat.
They figure that, while the morning
may be cold, it will warm up around
noon and make, the boiler unneces-
sary. They save coal.
Other managers know that it Is

important that the -house should be
comfortable in that debatable time
between .the shutting.off of the fans
and .the

. 'start of the regular winter
season. They build a small fire in
the morning and again in the eve-
ning, if it seems to be necessary,
and they make capital of the fact.
One manager regularly makes a

point of stressing the comfort of his
house, both In his mall advertising
and on the screen. He points out
that many colds which hang over all
winter are acquired when it doesn't
seem quite cold enough to put the
heat on, and he urges his patrons to
come down and be comfortable. In
addition .he .uses a 'Comfortably
Warm' sign which hangs from the
same Hooks he used to employ for
his hit weather advertising. It
more tlmn pays the cost of coal in
direct sales.

White Space
Even, in New York, with its high

cost per ^ine, there is a growing ap-
preciation of the advertising value
of white space in theatre, ads. Value
of white space has been no scret
for these many years, but theatre
managers have always seemed to
feel that the. more they got into
their space the more they got for
their money.
Lately Warners broke with an un-

usual display for 'Life Begins,' In
which. the title was given in. hand
lettering which suggested straight
gothic type. Below were four lines
Of straight announcement of the
theatre, showing times, reserved
seat policy and prices. Not a line
about this being the most stupen-
dous, gigantic, marvelous or great-
est picture. Just the title and the
facts. And it sold.
Metro employed a somewhat simi-

lar space for 'Strange Interlude'
with the title and 'Tonight
Astor' and a smaller time showing
and the address. Both pictures, had
previously been put over. ,-

The Idea probably will now a.weep
the country. Be the first in your
town to revive the idea.

Bepeating Babies
Remembering his highly, success

ful baby contest, of five years ago, aN

manager .decided upon an encore
Contest, and found that for a change
of pace it was better than another
infant concours. .

*

Announcement was made of a new
contest, in which only those were
eligible who had competed the pre-
vious session. Names and addresses
had been kept, and only those can
come into the new deal. Same idea
will be used of 1-0 lantern slides a
week, with the winner each week in
the finals. Ostensible idea is to
show how the kids turned out, with
reversals of form expected..

If it goes over as. well as antici-
pated there will be a second contest
for other children between five and
seven, with the two winners fight-;
ing4t out for the final' loving cup.
Good for nearly three months in a
neighborhood theatre.

Loosely Strang
Lately two theatres oh Broadway

used tinsel braid as part of the dec-
orative scheme for the lobby ban-
ners.
In one instance the tape, was

neatly stretched, giving a nice effect,
but the other house, using the braid
to carry the eye from a focal point
to various program factors, allowed
a little play. The result wa^s that
the slightest breeze was sufficient
to flutter , the streamers and catch
the eye far more quickly.
Tape should be tacked so that

there is only sufficient slackness to
permit a slight movement. Too
much will result in draggy looking
strings, which spoil the effect.

Properly done, the slight motion
amounts to animation and catches
every eye.

Publicity
This may seem to be pretty poor

stuff to the big timers, but it is

worth about $25 a week to a house
In a town where most everyone
knows most everyone else.
Manager keeps posted on the do-

ings of the customers, and has an
In with the local paper for tipoffs.
He watches his patrons, and be-
tween shows he comes on the stage
and introduces Mrs. Smith, 'who is

just back from a trip to the big city'

or little Willie Jones, who has had
the splints removed from a broken
arm. Mrs. Smith takes a bow and
Willie stands up and wiggles his
arm. Manager manages to get from
three to eight items a' night, and
it's getting easier all the time, for
now they come and tell him. Which
proves that they like it.

Spilling the Beans
Loew's Century theatre, Brooklyn,

built up an old Idea into a new one
in a 'laugh -parade' for 'Lady and
Gent.' It proved a winner.
Saturday before school opened

some 800 children turned out for a
20 block parade. Each entrant had
a spoon, brought from home. At
the; starting point each child was
given nine jelly beans, promoted
from a local candy store. Idea was
to cover the route . carrying the
beans in the spoon. AH who arrived
at the theatre with the original
complement of beans were given,
free admission, Some 95 Ice cream
cones were promoted from various
neighborhood stores, and the en-
velopes which had contained the
beans were backstamped for these
rewards. The children went to the
stores designated after the perform-
ance, which kept the mess out of
the theatre.
Primary idea was to get the chiI-\

dreh back for the morning mats,
but it was a good ad for the play
to those who. looked on. Police Es-
cort was provided and the parade
had the right of way over other
traffic. A single -drummer was used
to keep the children in step and at
the same time carry them along; at
a pace sufficiently rapid to make
bean carrying a .matter of some
skill. Simple gag, but it bit right in.

Devised by Chelle Janls, local mgr.,
and put over by Louis Doran, ass't.

<''* 'Okay; America' .

Seattle:.-*
- Full page ad -by Jack Sampson,

p. ' a. forr. Orpheum, for . 'Okay-
America.' At no cash cost to the
house, only 30 pairs of tickets. Cash
prizes, $26. and $10, donated by
business men in on the play.. Fall
page was divided into about 20 ads,
.with pixes of 'prominent, business
men* of Seattle. Contest was to
identify them.
Contestants had to go to b. o. with

their answers: The corect and neat-
est got the awards. Adv. was head-
ed 'HOos-Hoo* and bally, for r'Okay
America.' • - *

..

Badio Ping
Birmingham.

When baseball and sport results
are broadcast over, a local station
every afternoon at 6 p. in. George
Steele, manager Rite, saw a chance
to get the attention of sport fans to
his football picture, "Hold 'Em Jail.'

Got In touch with station, and they
promised to plug the picture at the
end of the sports results broadcast.
Cost was nothing, as stations here
plug pictures every now and then
for passes every week.

Bucking Own Circuit

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Exploitation opposition has
reached a point here where cir-

cuit house managers are invad-
ing territory of rival districts
to drum up biz. ' Manager of
the F-WC Inglewood sent a
sound truck, manned by-

youth armed with heralds, into,
the territory of the circuit's
Manchester, six miles away.
Truck was parked directly in

front of the other house, with
the payoff coming when an op-:
position exhlb complained to
the police, who confiscated the
sound wagon and. locked up the
juves. Boys spent a night In
jail and then were released -

with a reprimand.
.

.

\
Belays Beports '•

.Wa'rner theatres InvOhJo territory,

serviced by the: local organ, : 'Mouth-
piece/ are now. given a full report
of the campaigns on Cleveland first

runs.- Gives them ah. edge" on their
own plans for the (Subsequent han-
dling of the picture. Not confined
to the Warner product, but applies
to other features to be used.
Report of actual stunts is always

better than theoretical Ideas or
adaptations from . other pictures,
and should help, -business in that
division materially*
• For a lobby display on 'Blessed
Event' , the revoLvine. still board re-
cently reported ;lrti.this department
was employed. Novelty was that
instead of an oblong opeulng,
against which the stills were seen
as the disc slowly ' revolved the
customers had to squint through a
keyhole in approved columnist
fashion.

Moved the Balls
There is more to exploiting than

merely telling about the pictures.
For example, the manager of a 10c
store complained lately that he was
stuck with an over-abundance of
small rubber balls. Priced them at
a nickle but could not move them.
They were a little too small to ap-
peal to the boys.
Manager looked them over a few

moments. The store manager had
been nice about loaning windows
and this seemed to be a time to
rally round. At his next kid club
meeting he had. a juggler, who was
at another house, come over and
give the children a lesson in jug-
gling three and' five balls, inviting
some of thb youngsters to the stage'
to see how easy it was. Incident-
ally he remarked that the balls he
used came from the 10c. store. In
two days the stock was gone, most
of them sold in sets of from three
to Ave.
Any time the exhib wants to bor-

row a. store window, it's his for the
asking.

Music Wrappers
Lake theatre, Cleveland, a Warner

house, seems to have something
new. For 'Blessed Event' It supplied
the 10c stores with music wrappers.
Sheets were 18 x6ft Inches, a handy
size for one to six copies of sheet
music • without waste. Each wau
printed in poster type for the pic-
ture and used , for a .

week or IK

days. ,

Might not pay in a small town,
where costs must be held down, but
even here it might be possible to
pick up the paper cheaply and rub-
ber stamp the . ad. Paper can be
taken from a regular 18-Inch roll

of 1 wrapping paper, placed in a
holder and torn oft! instead of
cutting.

BEHIND the KEYS
Beliefontaihe, O.

Bellefontalne will have two more
cinemas with the opening of the
Grand O. H. under management of
Harry Moller, and of the Strand,
owned by the Shines, operators of
the. Holland theatre here.

Council Bluffs. Ia.

Lionel Wasson takes over man-
agement of Publix-Strand here,
coming from Princess, Sioux City.

Rialto, Anita, la., has been
equipped with new sound.

Palace, Vinton, la., reopened with
$10,000 in new equipment. Rebuilt
after Are last March.

Edward Bartlog and Don Larson
will assist Tony Thenee in .the Da
vidson box office this season.

Clinton, Mass.
C. W. McHale succeeded Dennis

J. O'Brien as manager of Strand
(WB).

Worcester, Mass:; «:•

William J. Ryan, Jr, asslatjant
manager of the Poll-Palace for last;

four years; appointed: manager of
the Poll Elm St. Ryan succeeds
Thomas J. Meehan, who has Just
become manager of the RKO Albee,
Providence.

Milwaukee;
New Idea in theatre vandalism

perpetrated when unknown Individ- 1

ual cut Wisconsin theatre's power
line running to the picture booth.
House has no union troubles.

Cedar Rapids, Ia.
Publix reopening Iowa as first

run, Harry Holdsberg to manage.

.
Birmingham.

Matter of contracts for operators
is scheduled to be brought up within
the next few weeks for majority of
the picture houses here. Cuts will
probably be demanded by owners.
Immediately after Wllby-Kincey

took over, operation of the Alabama,
union was called together in a meet-
ing and told the new contract would
hace a cut.

Toungstown, O.
Five downtown picture theatres

opened last Saturday with non-
union operators in the booths and
union men picketing the houses.
Theatres involved In the lockout

are RKO Palace, Warner's Strand,
Paramount (Publix), Hippodrome,
and Warner.

Worcester, Mass.
Robert R. Portle, new manager

Arthur's Palace, was honored at
testimonial dinner. Mayor Mahoney
presented Portle a watch and chain.

Mobile.
J. H. Marchand, manager of the

Crown, appointed manager of Para-
mount, Gulfport, Miss.

Greenwich, Conn.
Baker O. Sheltoh has been re-

turned to the RKO Pickwick theatre
here as manager.

• MaysvlUe, Ky.
Washington theatre leased by

Washington "Theatre Amusement Co.
Hairy l. Hamilton appointed man-
ager. •'•

•

.'

•Tacoma.

,

Dark two months, the former
RKO^ theatre, newly named Roxy,
under Jensen-Yon Herberg manage-
ment, opened as a first run. ;

Rochester, N. T.
John J. O'Neill, former manager

of the Eastman, has joined Publix,
stationed at the Century' with Mar-
tin Anderson.

San Francisco.
Ellis Arkush back as peninsula

district manager for F-WC after
two months' a.w.l. due to Illness."
Aaron. Goldberg reopens bis Mar-

ket street grind, the Circle, about
Oct. 1.

Lexington,
,
Somerset . Amusement Co. has

taken over the Virginia and Ken-
tucky theatres at Somerset, .Ky.,
and plans remodeling both houses.
Virginia, 1,000-spater, wis built 10

(Continued on page 34)

Tasteful Year Book
One of the best looking of the

year books comes from Freuler Film
Associates and stresses the far cry'
back to the days of press books in
seven colors and gold that used to
.waste money without always creat-.
ing the desired effect.
The Freuler organization has pro*-

duced a dignified and impressive
book, using only an occasional touch
of aluminum to break the black and
white page, and achieving a result
that carries

. out the suggestion of
class treated by the well written
and conservative descriptions. It's
something to be proud of, creating
In the mind of- the reader -the clear
picture of the product.
Probably the work of Helen Har-

rison, who looks after the press
work. She has turned In from 50
to 75 words on each picture which
can be pasted right Into the news-
paper: ads with good results.
That's more than could be said

of the old style indie press books.

Chance for Calendar
For some reason the use of a

sheet from a calendar pad seems to
be one. of the best attractors for
newspaper work or house front.
Paramount's 'Night of June 13' will
give a good, excuse for using, this
device.- - , ..

'•>••

Press books are not yet but on. the
picture, but it is safe to assume
that a calendar sheet will be in-
cluded in the mats. If there Is none,
the probabilities are that the local
printer will have a set. of calendar
logotypes from which "one can be
produced locally and without the
cost of engraving.
The sheet should be used first as

a teaser in the lobby with the 13th
ringed. The month will be at vari-
ance with the season, which will get
the more attention. This should be
kept going for at least a week before
other advertising gives the gag
away. It should prove one of the

.

best advertising bets pf the season.

Bemembered Patrons
A non-theatrical reader of 'Va-

riety' writes from Philadelphia that-
at a recent social gathering 15 of
the 26 women guests present com-
mented on the fact that they had
received souvenir postals from the
manager of the theatre they gener-
ally attended.

Alfred Plough, of the Commodore
theatre, went to. Nova Scotia on a
vacation and from there sent postals
to his entire mailing list. The .writer
adds that the'.tenor of the comment
indicated that this ' thoughtful
courtesy was very greatly appre-
ciated, and. clinched the , loyalty of
the recipients to the house.
Last summer it was reported that

a manager was sending cards to his
patrons who had gone on vacation.
Mr, .Plough, seem* to. have' reversed
the Idea with eqUally^good effect.

-.< For- Blondes
v "

' Lbs Angeles.
Exploitation campaign for' 'Blon-

dle of FpllieB' at Loew's' State in-
cluded a makeup demonstration put
on in conjunction wlth^a cosmeti-
cian. Three blondes selected each
day for a week with six selected
from the 21 for prizes: '

•

• First award was a studio screen
test, -second a sketch by Henry
GIlvo; third,- a makeup set, and
fourth and fifth, six- each three-
month passes for the house. . No
trouble obtaining girls for the stunt.

Got Supplies
The food matinees have fallen off

to some' extent, partly through over-
use, but the lilea was revived with
good effect by Eddie Collins, of
Publlx's Metropolitan theatre, Hous-
ton, Tex., following the big storm
down there.
As soon as the damage was

known. Collins took it on the run
for the newspaper offices to ari-

(Conilnuod on page 31)
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TIGER SHARK
,

(Continued from page 17)

flye 'Tiger ShiMc* clear sailing with
II audience's. •

' Edward G.' Robinson does dialect
again, this time Portuguese. As
pnly a Portuguese could And tech-
nical flaws, others will have to take
the actor's word ,

for the characteri-
zation. He makes the part sit up
and talk, which was no easy task in
this case, and manages to wind up
with a larger sharp of sympathy
than he usually receives. The pic-
ture will add to Robinson's prestige
considerably,

*

At the start 'Tiger Shark' makes
the femme drawback look like more
tnah a remote possibility. During
the first five minutes three ship-
wrecked mates are shown foaming
at the mouth for Jack of water, one
hits Another over the head with a
brickbat, "Tthe same fellow is de-
voured by sharks when he falls
overboard, and one of Robinson's
hands is chewed off. The romance
commences about five minutes later,
and from then on the story main-
tains general appeal.
A tajj(|ng short dealing with tuna

flshlnsBn the coast of Mexico on
thp Pacific side, which was shown
around about a year or so ago,
might not have been the inspiration
for this original story by Houston
Branch, but this feature includes
some /.very reminiscent material.
Whether- or not .the thought came
from that source, the result is an
intelligently conceived yarn, based
as it Is on a flimsy structure.
After losing his hand to a tiger

shark' in a realistic underwater shot;
Robinson, as Capt. Mike Mascareno,
replaces "$he lost member with a
steel hook. It makes him further
repellent to. the -women fans, after
having' considerable trouble as a
Dori Juan in the first place. The
shady: ladylwho marries him bears
n<V, love,' but ohly appreciation for
his kjindnessc , lt

fs to be expected
that she Bhould fall for' the .person-,
able best ' friend of her husband's,
Richard Arlen: '

IFrom friendship, the capt.'s feel-
ings toward his - first mate turn to
hatted when the boy and the missus
are caught in a clinch. He attempts
to feed the false roomer to the
sharks, but the man eaters get the
capt. instead. The closing death
scene,' with an unnecessarily long
fdrfflve-ahd-forget speech by the
dying' 'Robinson, is pretty sloppy,
bat' there's enough power up ahead
toi; cover up the picture's weakness
at; .the far end.
INo human villains in the cast. AH

thfet dirty work was assigned to the
sharks. When they're not biting off
the capt.'s hand they're chewing up
luckless fishermen who fall into the
water. At the finish the shark that
kills Robinson just as he reaches
the side, of the rescue boat, practi-
cally crawls up the capt.'s back. It

may have been a prop, tut it looks
good enough.
The tuna fishing moments are the

big thrills. As.in the short referred
to above, one big fishing scene
shows a haul of countless tunas by
hook, and line. The fish bite almost
instantaneously with the hook strik-
ing the water. The fishermen .swing
their game over their heads into a
tank behind them and, without los-
ing

1

the rhythm, toss the hooks back
into the water. Sharks enter the
picture >with each fishing sequence,
and dijjister to one of the crew
always follows.
Also remindful is the removal of

an accidentally tossed hook from the
back of Arlen's neck. It's done wth
Arlen facng the camera, not a little

unlike the cauterizing sequence in
"Sea Beast.'
Arlen, .Zita Johann and Vlnce Bar-

nett, latter in for comedy relief, sup-
port Robinson ably. Miss Johann,
from legit, should progress in
films if her best moments In 'Tiger
Shark/ her first major chance, are
an indication. There are times when
the camera isn't as kind as It might
be, and others, when Miss Johann
Is herself at fault. On ' the whole,,
however, she impresses. Blge.

CASE VAN GELDERN
(GERMAN MADE)

Berlin, Sept. 8.

Klten • Hlcht'er Tonfllm G.m.b.H. produc-
tion tttidSueddlm A. G. release. Direction,
Drv 'Willi AVolff. Production ' management,
Mux -Paelz. . Photography, Emll Schuenc-
mann: 'sound. Eugen Hrlch; recorded on
TottlB-KlangfUm- Running time, 85 min-
utes. A't Atrium. Berlin.
Paul Rlchtcr. Ellen Rlchter. Lucie Hoef-

Ilch, Hlga Brink, Fritz Kampers, Llzzl
Waldmueller, G. Chmara, ttilde Hllde-
brand. Harry Hardt, Oily Gebauer, Fried-
rich Knyssler, Walter Steinbeck. Ernst
Dumcke. Ernst Busch. Julius Falkensteln,
Vladimir Sokoloft, Kurt 1-lllen, Paul
Blensfeldt, Wolfgang' Zllzer.

A really good, thrilling detective
picture which, in spite of some dull
moifients and reminiscences of the
silflnt screen, will be a great hit.

As in all good detective stories, the
tension as to who is the culprit and
when will he be caught continues
up to the end. and the authors, Hans
Hyan and W. Solski, are to be credr
ited with a well sustained script.
The story follows Hyan's novel tell-
ing the story of a lawyer, who is

folsely accused of the murder of his
w ife ft ml saved by a poor clien t, an
habl'rnl criminal, who, in order to
h< lp. L.fs'.cs out of prison to find
tli? ; ?-\\ c.ili-'.'it.

Aviiiv; i; !?:vod. Special mention
ts due b'v'nz Ua;i»pei's, Oily Ciebauer

and Lucie Hoefllch, who give thrill-
ing performances. Hilde Hlldebrand
turns up again in a suitable role,
1. e., in the part of a c'ocotte. Further
excellent, acting Is done by Gregorl
Chmara, Friedrich Kayssler, Wolf-
gang Zilzer, Ernst Busch, Wladlmir
Sokoloff, Kurt Lilien, Paul Biens-
feld and Harry Hardt. Ernst
Dumcke and Elga Brink do nice
pantomime but Ellen , Richter is
rather" ineffective in her old-style
acting. Joe Hajo's songs are not
effective. Sound and photography
are average. Magnus.

HELL'S HIGHWAY
Radio production and release, starring

Richard Dlx and' featuring. Tom ' Brown.
Directed by Rowland Brown. . : Story by
Samuel Ornltz, Robert Tasker and Rowland
Brown.: Executive producer David. L. Selz-
nlck. Edward Cronjager, camera; Carroll
Clark, art;.-John Trlbby, sound, and James
Anderson, asst. dir. At the Mayfalr com-
mencing Sept. 28. Ru'nntlng time 02 mtna.

Frank (Duke) Ellis . ..... ... . . . . Richard Dlx
Johnny Ellis .Tom Brown
Mrs.' Ellis...'..;.. .Louise Carter
Mary Ellen. Rochelle Hudson
Blacksnake Skinner'. .». .. .C. Henry Gordon
Pop-Eye Jackson.........Warner Richmond
Blind Maxle. ..Sandy Roth
Matthew, the Hermit Charlea Mlddleton
Rascal;.. .Clarence Muse
Whiteside. ...

.' Stanley Fields
Romeo Schultz....,,... Jed Klley
Society Red '. Fuzzy Knight
Hype ; . Bert Starkey
Spike ............... , Bob Perry
Buzzard. .Harry Smith

Radio beats the field with the first
story to be screened 'in the' -new
convict camp cycle. It * opeped to
a full house at the Mayfahybut the
story is too sodden to carry "-a. gen-
eral appeal. An effort is made to
inject comedy relief, but without
great success and the eventual gross
on this picture will probably prove,
discouraging. It is not entertain-
ment, and to be questioned whether
a sufficient number of persons' will
feel an Interest in the convict, de-
spite the famous 'sweat box' trial
of recent date, on which the istory
appears to have been founded.

In 'Hell's Highway' there is de-
veloped a type of story which, while
seemingly like the earlier horror
ventures, is without the saving
grace of fantasy.
The entire action, with the excep-

tion of one scene, occurs in and
around a prison camp in some evi-
dently southern state, since the pre-
ponderance of the convict labor is

negro. The convicts have been hired
from the state to work on a new
road. The contractor tells his fore-
man that he bid 50% under his
nearest competitor and to win a
profit he must get twice as much
work out of the convicts. To force
their efforts recourse is had to the
lash and the sweatbox, the latter a
structure, of corrugated iron barely
large enough to contain a man, and
placed so that the metal absorbs the
full force of the burning sun. In
this men are placed with a heavy
leather collar about the neck and
with feet strapped to the floor. Early
in the story one unfortunate faints
and is strangled to death by the
collar. This not only motives the
later rising of the convicts, but the
eventual downfall of the contractor.
Dlx is one of the convicts and

there because he is a convict and
not because he has been framed.
The fact robs him of what little

sympathy he might gain. His broth-
er Is sent to the gang for having
shot and wounded Dlx's betrayer.
Dlx, who is planning: an escape, has
to prevent the kid from coming
along.

In the original version as pre-
viewed in Los Angeles, the story
ends with Dlx making a dash for
liberty, knowing very well he will be
shot down before' he has 'sprinted a
dozen feet. In the released form the
story ends on a note of attempted
comedy with Dix quoting the 'Yea,
Brother,' which has been a gag line
through the story, as used by a
canting hypocrite, Matthew the
Hermit. Supposed to give a happy
twist to the ending, but it would
take much more to lift the ;story
out of the slough.

Productionally the direction Is re-
markably good at most points. Some
handsome scenic backgrounds are
created during the hunt for the
convicts. Here and there comes a
highly dramatic moment as when
the deaf and dumb convict is shot
because he does not hear the order
the put up his hands. There is an-
other, and perhaps the highest mo-
ment in the play when a group of
four boys in their early 'teens; come
upon Tom Brown and one of them
deliberately shoots him in the back,
only to realize the horror of his act
a moment later. He has been car-
ried away by the excitement of the
chase.
The director has been rather less

successful in his effort to inject
comedy. Once or twice a nance
camp laborer is employed, once for
a. genuine, if smutty laugh. Other
humor is supposed to arise from the
smug mouthlngs of the Hermit, a.

crazed religionist type which seems
to be essential to stage and screen
convict plays. There is nice atten-
tion to by-play and atmosphere.
The men act like convicts.
Dlx is wasted as the young con-

vict, with Tom Brown much more
effective as the kid. Louise Carter
is an almost total loss in her single
scene, as is Rochelle Hudson. The
others programmed play bits vivid-
ly, sometimes ,too vividly, while
Clarence Muse, In a very small bit,

strikes one of the few really human
notes. C'tic.

Ma Femme Homme
df
Affaire

('My Wife as a Business Man*)
(FRENCH MADE)

Paris, Sept 8.

Via-OFIlm production. A. C. B. release.
Dlreoted by Max de VaucorbelL Super*
vised by Jacques Natanson. French dialog
by

;
William Aguet. Muslo by Morettl.

From the German scenario by BJ. Wolff, F.
Zeckendorf. and Ph. L. Mayring. Made In
the Eplnay Tobls* studios. Recorded,
Klangfllms. Running . time; 90 minutes.
Olympla, Paris, Sept. '5.

In cast: Renee Devillers,. Alfred. Pasqualt,'
Robert Arnoux, William Aguet, and others.

Just a programmer, very Ger-
manic and at times bordering on the
operetta instead of remaining
straight comedy,, which is also dis-
tinctly Germanic. Via-FIlm- -is a
French production company which
was organized by UFA and sup-
posedly financed by two ex-carriage
makers to make in France French
productions for A; C. E., which' is
UFA'S local releasing branch.

Story, which is rather involved
at times, shows a.simpleton married
to an ambitious girl who has
brains.' She manages to move
in smart circles, and finally lands
her husband in easy street by per-
sistent bluff.
Alfred Pasquall, stage and screen

comedian, is the real life of the film;
and burlesques the part of a social
and business 'agent.' The married
couple are done satisfactorily by
Robert Arnoux and Renee Devillers.
Technically film is okay, with direcr
tion good; .

- :

The only thing that saves the re-
lease with local audiences is the
Frenchiflcation by Mile.. Devillers.

; . Maxi.

KLONDIKE :

Monogram production and release, .with
special production credit for W. T, Lackay.
Directed by Phil Rosen from the screen
play by Trletam Tupper. Premiere shew-
ing at the. Chahln Theatre, N. T„ BepL
23. Runnmg time,. 65 mlns. • ..'

Dr. Cromwell. . ............... .Lyle Talbot
Donald Evans..... Ctp. Frank Hawks
Klondike., ......Thelma Todd
Mark Armstrong. ....H. B. Walthall
Jim Armstrong.... Jason Robards
Sadie Jones Ethel Wales
Editor Hlnman ..Tully Marshall
Burke. Pat O'Malley
Miss Porter... ...Prlsellla Dean
Miss Fielding Myrtle Stedman
Tom Ross ....George Hayes
Seth.. .Late. McKee

While better than the average in-

dependent feature, 'Klondike' is

hampered by stretches of the obvi-

ous, frequent action lapses, forced
comedy touches and amateurish
spots. Important runs can double
feature it, while others in the sec-
ond and third run classifications can
single it with.a strong build-up of
supporting program.

Title is more or less a misnomer.
Story is all about a doctor who
failed in one operation and suc-
ceeded In another for a final flourish
of vindication.
Ohly . snow exhibited Is in one

brief sequence, which shapes up as
an interior shot since the flakes
are obviously phoney.
Captain Frank Hawks, the avi-

ator, proves an actor of marked
ability. Only trouble is he is rele-
gated to a. bit part, which keeps
him on the screen in a plane for a
few minutes when the crack^up
comes and the pilot is killed. That
flight sequence, however, is one of
the best In the feature, thanks to
Hawks. Plane traveling through
cloud effects carries a real audience
suspense.

Story, which starts off with a
bang, slows down to an inane, tempo
when the Klondike is reached
Camera thereafter stays Indoors
and concerns itself with the action
of the three principals, Lyle Talbot,
Thelma Todd and Jason Robards.
As Dr. Cromwell,. Talbot is satis-

factory. Thelma Todd as Klondike
does a careless piece of work which
Is accentuated by the director, per-
mitting her to wear a flimsy silk
waist while -the men in the house
go around in furs or lumbermen's
Jackets.
Robards interprets Jim Arm-

strong, the lad with the sarnie kind
of a disease which the doctor failed
,to cure in London. There is con-
siderable lost motion among the
three before the second operation
and the jealousy angles are planted.

Hearts of Humanity
John Clelh production and Majestic re-

lease. Directed by Christy Cabanne. Fea-
ture? Jean Heraholt and Jackie Searl. Story
by Olga Prlntzlau. Screen play and dialog
by Edward T. Lowe. Chas. Stumar, cam-
era. Don

;
Llndberg, editor. Music by

Brown and Spencer. Jack Schultz. art.
Jack' Sullivan, asst. dir. Cast: J. Farrell
MacDonald,

. Claudia Dell, Chas.. Delaney,
Lucille La Verne, Dick Wallace, George
Humbert, Betty Jane Graham, John Vos-
berg, Tom McGuIre. At Loew's New York
theatre One day, Sept. 20, an ono-hnlf of a
double bill. Running time, 50 mlns.

According to Hollywood reports,
this picture was made in six days
at a cost of around $30,000. A little

more money might have permitted
additional time to get the right
lighting on the picture, which in
turn would have led to good pho-
tography. Flat photography, due to
bad lighting, Is holding an otherwise
good program picture down. In point
of story, acting and general direc-
tion, this release has something.

but it also has the ball and chain
of technical shortcomings which will
prdbably hold it to the 'B' theatres.

It is the old Irish-Jewish founda-
tion, with Jean Hersholt as a Jewish
antique dealer holding the greater
interest and carrying the play along
in great shape with the help of
Jackie Searle, who gets a chance to
escape from the snitch parts so
often assigned him. Here he's the
son of an Irish policeman. The lat-
ter is shot by a burglar, and Hers-
holt adopts the child for his old
friend's sake. Jackie is a good kid,
to contrast with George Humbert as
Hersholt's own son, a typical bad
boy of the streets.
Some of , the most compelling

scenes are between this youngster
and Hersholt as the latter vainly
seeks to check the wlldness of the
motherless boy. They are played
with a sincerity and simplicity that
will make a strong appeal to par-
ents and interest the children. It is

one of the" most genuine perform-
ances this player has contributed,
and the fact that it is an inde-
pendent production has not led him
to slight his work. There is a sub
love interest with Charles Delaney
and Claudia Pell, with John Vosberg
as the menace here, but quickly
disposed of.

The main plot of the story is soft
with a regular Little Eva finish
when Jackie is supposed to be dying
—but doesn't. It's the character bits
rather than the story which sustain
this offering. Chic.

WHITE EAGLE
Columbia production and release. Star-

ting Buck Jones, featuring Barbara Weeks.
Directed by Lambert Hlllyear. .Story and
dialog by Fred My ton. Photographer, 1*
William O'Connell. At the Beacon, N. T„
week beginning Sept. 23. Running time, 8R
minutes.
White. Eagle. .Tluck Jonea
Janet . . . , . Barbara Weeks
Gregory. Robert Ellis
Dave Rand..
Capt. Blake.

..Jason Robards

...Robert Elliott

Unheimlicke GeschicHten
(Gruegome Stories)

(GERMAN MADE
. Berlin, Sept. 17. :

Production, Roto-G. P. Film. Release,
G. P. Films G. m. b, H. Direction, Rich-
ard Oswald. Manuscript, after novels of

Edgar Allan Poe and Robert Louis Steven-
son by Heinz Goldberg and Eugen Szat-
marl. Photography, ' Helnrlch Gaertner.
Recorded, System Tobls KlangHlm.
Cast; Paul Wegener. Harald Paulsen,

Roma Bahn, Mary. Parker, Gerhard Blenert,
Paul Henckels," John Gottowt, Eugen
Kloepfer, Maria Koppennoefer, Erwin Kai-
ser, Franz Stein, Gretl Bernd, Use Fuers-
tenberg, Carl Heinz Charell, Fred Goebel,
Natascha Silvia, Karl Melnhard, Michael v.

Newllnaki, Hans Behall, Blandine Ebinger,
Viktor de Kowa, Ferdinand Hardt, Heln-
rlch Helllnger, :

Running time, 80 mtna; At XJ. T. Kur-
furestendamm, Berlin. .

Only archeologists could locate
that type of resurrectable museum
grind that could chance the billing
of this horse operetta with Buck
Jones in his usual western heroics,
as the main screen attraction, for a
day or two. The commercial b. 6. in
the majority of spots couldn't stand
to do this, not these days. It's a
twin-Jt>Mer type, Whether over or
under depends on accompanying
product, but generally it might be
under.

Background is still the barren
west of the post-civil war days
around Virginia City. The city, ac-
cording to the picture, was only a
pony expressj station in those days,
and Jones is the Indian pony ex-
press rider and a model brave.
He catches the horse thieves who,

under Robert Ellis, had been steal-
ing the express ponies, as the dialog
only indicates, and which the
thieves have been blaming on the
neighborhood Indian tribes. At the
finish, however. Jones is turned
white man by the dialog. Seems the
Heap Big Chief father kidnapped
Jones as a boy.
That makes Jones eligible to

marry, the platinum blonde heroine.
She's Barbara Weeks, who ordinar-
ily is a brunette. But maybe there
were platinums even In 1868.

Kids shouldn't mind the schoolboy
dialog. An Indian massacre, and a
stalking mountain lion might offer
a pinch of interest. Neither, how-
ever, holds convincing action. Usual
horse drama photography. Bhan.

Film Is the occasion of a come-
back by Richard Oswald. Oswald,
who during silents was a maker of
box-office success, returns to his old
successful line.

The story of this film is trash," but
very well-done trash which prom-
ises to become a world success.
Synchronization would not be diffi-

cult, as relatively little dialog Is

contained and only a few close-ups
with dialog.

. 'Gruesome Stories' was used 13
years ago by Richard Oswald for a
film with Conrad Veidt and Anita
Berber. There are four thrilling
stories after Pbe's 'The Black Cat,'
and Stevenson's 'Suicide

,
Club,'

'Lunatic Asylum Tales' anil 'The
Wax Figure Cabinet.' These four
stories have been very skilfully
combined into a single scenario. It
tells the story of a journalist who
one night passes a lonely house
where he hears shouts. He suspects'
murder and, Investigating, takes
part in a series of gruesome epi-
sodes.
Oswald has succeeded in creating

an effectively gruesome picture.
There is a scene in which the mur-
derer pursued by the journalist
hides In a wax-figure cabinet in
which the images of murderers and
criminals are shown. In this cabi-
net a fight is waged between the
two men, during which the mur-
derer by accidentally touching a
button sets the whole cabinet work-
ing. Shots are fired and the guillo-
tine, beginning to work, falls on the
head of a decapitated figure.
Another scene is in an asylum

where the lunatics have got hold of
the doctors and. the personnel run-
ning the asylum themselves.

Effect is intensified by excellent
acting. Sound and photography ex-
cellent. Settings of Walter Rei-
mann and Franz Schroedter are first
rate. A film which resembles 'Cali-
garl' and for a long time to come
will enjoy success. Magnus.

3!vmpion du Regiment
(Th« Regiment's Champion')

(FRENCH MADE)
Paris, Sept. 15.

Produced by Alexander Nnlpus, Directed
by Henry Wulschlcger. From the pluy by
F. Celval-Beaaler and L. Bousquet. .Star-
ring Bach. Running time, IK> minutes.
Gaumont Palace. Paris, September 18, 1032.

Very local in story, treatment and
technique, but okay for local con-
sumption, especially due to Bach's
broad gags and acting, repeating his
performance from 'Affaire Blaireau.'
Story is that of a village priest

who, after falling in the river, puts
on a soldier's coat while his own
clothing is drying, and is mistaken
for a soldier and consigned to bar-
racks. Apart from Bach's clicking
with local audiences, evidonoinpr
once more their taste for bronfl <

comedy, only point of Interest in the
film is Josette Day, a newcomer to
the -screen, but. whose pTfovviyrp
makes her worth watching for fu-
ture* developments. - Strictly - '>••
French. '

Alaxi. \

EXPOSED
Eagle (Indie) production, released by In-

vincible Distributors. Directed by AlbertHerman from an original story and ocreen
play by Mauri Grasbln. In cast; 'William
Collier, Jr., Barbara Kent, Raymond Hat-
ton, Bobby (Wheezer) Hutchins, Walter Mc-
Grall, Jack Qulnn, Roy Stewart, Billy Bo-
gels. At Loew's New York one day, Sept.

*n
-
double feature program. Running-,

time, GO minutes.

Fast moving, well knit independ-
ent production that will entertain
every type of audience.

'Exposed' is a picture the trade
should see. It contains some new
names that will deserve watching if
they continue to deliver as they did
in this one.
Herman, for Instance,- does a

smart piece, of direction. Grashin
shows marked audience understand-
ing in his dialog and the grouping
of situations. There is a simplicity
in the writing and' action which is
understandable by all arid' yet not
wearying.
The baby, Wheezer, that Roach

brought out and then dropped, is a
real trouper in this. Kid is a natu-
ral. He proves in 'Exposed' that he
possesses the intelligence, smooth-
ness and. personable side of the elder
Coogan lad during his stooge days
for Chaplin.

.

A young doctor, forced to serve
the underworld but secretly stool-
ing for the police, from the start
keeps the action tempo .mounting.
Collier, Jr., as the ambulance surgeon
has this part, .while Hatton carries
the role of the night resort leader.
Love interest is injected by Bar-

bara Kent as the nurse, who Is kept
guessing about the doctor's actual
status.
Picture winds up with one of the

most thrilling races of the gang kind
brought to the screen lately. Radio
cars receiving their call to follow
the runaway ambulance protract
this sequence without lessenins the
action. Waly.

Broadway to Cheyenne
Trem Carr production and Monogram re-

lease, starring Rex Bell. Directed by Harry
Frazer. Story by Wellyn Totman. Cast:
Marceline Day, Matthew Betz. Huntley Gor-
don, Roy D'Arcy, Robt. Ellis. Gwon Lee.
Harry Kernels. Al Bridge, Rae Daggett,
John Elliott, Geo. Hayes, Earl Dw-lre, At
Loew'n New York theatre one day, Sept. 2ft.

ns one-half of a double bill. Running time,";
<i2 mlns.- •

Malting an effort to get av/ay from
the hackneyed western plot, Trem
Carr brings a Broadway gangster
mob to Cheyenne. This has been
done several times since Paramount
spoiled Ks 'Gun Smoked by over-
stressing the story. Carr has them
gangsters still, with merely a new
angle to the old racket. Starts in
with the Broadway night club stuff
with one big setting, then goes west
for natural scenery, hard riding and
fist fighting. This can function in
many spots where the usual western
is tabu. It oughf to pick up a little
additional change from these dates.
Broadway mob moves west when

the town gets too hot for them. A
rtetertlve whom they plugged goes
west to rerup?rate on his father's
ranch lie finds the mob entrenched
in n soft drink parlor with a real
ii'/v adJiMi.'t and forming a new
"4- l-v'.-j's a.-,:

,

ii? ,

i.
,u ion. Same old

'•"> ' "i ".:i-r>, only they kill the
(Cft'tifiiifl on page 29)
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"Phantom PreMenF
{Paramount)

Hmmv nurante wfau bj »
«^ft««..L in 'VIW Phantom rrttt-,

c

"CiOr"

ors

:g?lf. Cohan t»r «op acting hon»

W3 . T3urant« carries the picture wim
his personality and his brand ot hu<

, mor. (Johan gives a ^fand penor^
B mince. Clauoette Colbert is .pleasiiig

as the heroine and what little jhe

i has to do is handled with/ finesse. The
preview- show was held at the Astor

^yesterday morning. .
'

, It is a conv^Y-^""*a with comedy

usurping most of the footage.

characters is hurdled, it gathers mo-
mentum for a bang-up finish. There
is a charming fugue pervading with

other lilting tunes by Rodgers and
Hart interspersed. .
The story concerns a foursome fos-

tering T. K. Blair for the presidency

of the United States. They find he
has no personality for the campaign
and are stymied until Peter Varney,

Blair's double, and his partner Du-
rante, enter the picture with their

medicine show. Varney is sold the

idea by "The Big Four" to imperso-

nate his prototype for the president^!

campaign and after the election bow
out

. Varney is so successful in portray-

:

ing the original candidate that for

a time he eyen deludes Miss Colbert,

Blair's fiancee, in believing that her

future husband had changed to suit

her ideas. Prior to the election, the

heroine learns the truth about the de-

ception and Varney is about to reveal

the fraud over the radio when Miss
Colbert persuades hint not to go
through with it. ...

Believing that he Is being double-

crossed. Blah* plans to get rid of the

impostor after the election. With the

aid of Schnoszola, Varney is elected

with flying colors and Miss Colbert,

having taken the "personality'' man se-

rioosly comes to his rescue. She has.

Blak, instead of her new lover, sent

to the isolated island for safe keep-

ing.

Cohan has the opportunity to do

his song and dance act as the medi-

cine show performer, but it is Du-
rante who masters the comedy situa-

tions.

Supporting the headline!* are

George Barbier, Sidney Toler, Lotus

Mackintosh. Jameson Thomas and Ju-

lius McVicker,.all of whom do cred-

itable work. Norman Taurog adds

to his wheel ot sugT
esi-

another spokie ' -

j

cesses with "The Phantom

ST ORN8TBIN
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HERE'S THE LOWDOWN on the ten most
important dates (count on 'em)

of the Fall Season...

Oct. 9

Oct. 16

Oct. 23

Oct, 30

$1X HOURS
TO UVE

THE COtOEW
WEST

CAST: C^.A&«**fS:^

SoU*. Beryl •WkSST4** Wie**'

CAST: Victor McU«Je». G^^ha^.

Alfred Werke*.

CAST; a«.^»"^*'«0^

Harte characters arw lw

country,

kick.

Nov. 6

Nov. 13

Nov. 20

oHtio Storm
Countnr

CJUI H»
SAVAGE

SHIM-©**
HOIMBS

i!
It pays to

WATCH
A fox
Ij i

THIS
YEAR

Nov. 27
VfAtKIMG
OOWM
BftOADWAT

^ rWea Parte!!, June

_ Roland, Estell*

rAST- Cla» Bow, Gdbert
TWelm«To«W,

Ak»ander S*^b«S! NOVBU
Monroe0 ;̂

/^cS5B:Eaw«B«Ae
by TiffanyTb«y«^21ci. Dillon
DIRECTOR: John Franc*

. Br^Torreiice,Mirj»»
rAST: Oiv« Brook, Brne*VrORY: baaed on

A.CoM» Dor 1* .

Stroheim.

The «teen'» supreme

derne»s.

hearts.

HOmes outwit, a

modem Amer.can cr.rn.na"

invade London.

Dec. 4

Dec. 11 JUBUO

C ncer Tracy,
Marion

/.icT. loan Bennett, Sp«nc Barfy

Walsh*

rAST- WiU R»Be"' MT^lwaHarnsfrooi

theSaturdayEveninB

John Blyston*'

.
number.

lomance.
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PROD. VEERS

FROM CYCLES

Film production In future, the

trend indicates, la away from cycles.

Majors are trying to lend stories

different slants or inject atmos-
phere so that they will not appear
strictly of the cycle on which mainly
founded. Paramount did this with
•70,000 Witnesses,' a football story

. with a strong murder niystery angle.

Warner' Bros.: are varying the hor-

ror film thing 'Wax Museum.'
Companies are of the opinion that

if cycles are to be followed, stories

must possess a companion angle or
combine two or more cycle elements.

In the past it's been only the first

or second picture of the newly de-
veloped cycles that did the busi-
ness; those that followed meant
little.

No great rush on the part of in-

dustry to put out big all-star pic-
tures on the basis of 'Grand Hotel.'

,
WB was figuring on it for '42nd
Street' but changed its mind.
During the past- six months two

new ones, neither of which as yet
threaten to become outstanding,
have been political and Hollywood
film life stories. There is some pro-
ducer-distributor and theatre re-
sentment against the latter because
It tips secrets on the industry, while
the political cycle, although more
timely, has its own aspects of pos-
sible embarrassment.

Depends on Hubby

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

K Constance Bennett's hus-
band, Henry de la Falaise,
doesn't find a job in the next
two months, the couple will
make their long delayed trip
to Europe.
The Marquis, who has been

a member of Metro's foreign
department, Is out with the
closing of that department.
He must now wait until -Radio
writes a revise of 'Rock-a-bye,'
Miss Bennett's picture, and

. then films the retakes.

GOLDWYN LONE WOLFING

IT ON TERMS FORW

ALLIED EXHIBS' FILM

PROD. PLANS GROW COLD

Allied Exhibitors venture into in-

die production has been frost bit-

ten. Scarcity of money is blamed.
Sets, which union carpenters .are

reported to have erected: for nothing
on the gamble of; a cut-in later on,

are still standing in the Ideal stu-
dios in New Jersey..

Dusting One Off

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Shelved by Warners last year
after studio had spent $25,000 for
a scenario, 'Blue.Moon Murder Mys-
tery' is again up for production.
Robert Florey/- last at Tiffany, will
direct it:

The mystery was written directly
for the screen by S. S. Van Dine.

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

First step in his move to take

'Kid From Spain' away from the

circuits unless they comply with

what he figures to be the right

terms, Sam Goldwyn has rejected

the Fox-West Coast offer for the

Eddie Cantor picture and has
signed with Warners Western to

open it ,there Nov. 10 on a two-a-
dp.y policy at $1.50 top. Terms are
50-50.

As a result of the Goldwyn-War-
r.er deal, Chinese, which had fig-

ured 'Kid From Spain' as the suc-
cessor to 'Rain,' will go dark Oct.

9. No attraction In sight, Sid
Grauman will keep the Chinese
closed until some super-product
cpmeB put of the studios. This he
figures Will be some time in No-
vember with the house possibly re-

opening Thanksgiving Day.

'Air Minded' Series

Brown East for World
Series 'Elmer* Scenes

Hollywoo'd, Sept. 26.

Sequences of the World Series,
to be made in the east for Joe B
Brown's 'Elmer the Great,' will be
directed by Tenny Wright who left
here Friday (23) for New York,
Cameraman and company . will be
hired in New York, Wright and
Brown being the only studio people
gokig east for the scenes.
Baseball footage will be kept, in

the can until December when story
will be ready and regular produc
tion started. Company will film
scenes both in New York and Chi
cago. Brown left Saturday night
(24V.

Rays at Allied
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Albert Ray . and Frances Hyland
(Mrs. Ray) have been given term
contracts by M. H. Hoffman of Al-
lied.

Ray is directing 'Guilty or Not
Guilty.* Miss Hyland will write
originals, and be in charge of
scenario department.

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Series of 12 one-reelers showing
the fundamentals of airplane pilot-

ing, is being made by Francis Corby
and Hal Lyons. Shorts are titled

'Air Minded,' and will be distributed

on the state right market by. Wil-
liam Stelner.

Sid Saylor provides the comedy
and Frank Clarke is pilot in the
semi-educational pictures. First of

the series has been completed.

LOEWS MOST SERIOUSLY

AFFECTED IN PROJ. ROW

Agreement by the I. A T. S. E. to
hold in abeyance its verdict on the
investigation of the affairs of Sam
Kaplan and the operators union he
heads, until various charges are
heard by the courts, features de-
velopments of the past week in the
306-Emplre Imbroglio.
Kaplan asked the I. A. T. S. E. to

defer Its verdict, the International
agreeing to do this; Action is said
to have been taken partly as a
means of curbing rumors up and
down Broadway that Kaplan would
be but as 306's president by Satur-
day (24).

The 306 - Empire battlefront
proved quiet during the past week
except for strong circulars distrib-

uted by Empire, with 306 retaliat-

ing with its own circulars.

The Loew circuit in Greater New
York continues to remain the most
seriously annoyed of the local

chains.
.
Cops now doing 24-hour

duty at Loew houses.
The appalling result tor Loew's

of the 306-Empire battle, with that
circuit's houses largely used as the
union 'No Man's Land,' is that re-

ceipts have fallen off through scar-

ing people away from the theatres.

The drop Is said to run as high as

35%. It ranges from 7% to that

figure in Independent theatres, ac
cording to 306's own clocking.

The New York newspapers, fol-

lowing an appeal from Loew's, have
soft-pedaled news on the 306-Em
pire fight, but is still denied that

the papers have agreed to kill any
stories concerning bombings, if

occurring. A Loew exec states that

they could hardly expect . newspa
pers to do this, but that 'burying

of . the news' appears reasonable.

Pat Casey has been requested by
the theatres to arbitrate the unions'

differences to possibly bring about
an amicable settlement.

STORY BUYING

AT LOWEST EBB

Bibs' Homes and Indie Unionist's

Theatre Bombed: Drastic Texan Law

Quick Chang*

McFarland to Powers On Sales
J.. W. McFarland' has been ap-

pointed v.p. in charge of sales for

Powers Pictures.
For past three years he was in

charge of the Walt Disney cartoon
distrlb.

Studio Placements

'No . More

lead in

.Hollywood, Sept* 26. •

Considering 'Free, White and
21' too good to Ipse, Radio will

use this handle oh its film,

'Sport Page.'
Title was previously on an

Adela Rogers Hyland story for

Constance Bennett. Latter
: went in the can when the Hays

.

office banned it as too torrid.

Two stories are far apart In

theme.

14-Day Clearance Gives

Labs on Coast Slice of

Majors' Positive Biz

M'GUIBE COMEDIES RESUME
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Larry Darmour Is resuming pro-
duction of Mickey McGuire come-
dies, halted in July.

First of the new series goes in
this week, with J. A. Duffy direct-
ing. Initialer, 'Mickey, the Ape
Man,' will be followed by 'County
Fair."

Monogram's Kyne Buy
Hollywood, Sept. 26. •

Monogram has purchased ' The
Best Judge,' Peter B. Kyne's novel,
for immediate production. William
Lackey will produce the picture,

which will be retitled 'Man's Law.'
Tristram Tupper is adapting and

dialoging assignment.

Lyle Talbot, lead in
Orchids,' Col.

Gloria Stuart, fernme
'Laughter in Hell,' Univ.
Armand Schaefer, to direct 'The

Promised Land,' Tom Mix-Univ.
Sally Ellers, Ralph Bellamy, 'Sec-

ond Hand Wife,' Fox.
George Walsh, Jesee De Vorska,

•Pier 13,' Fox.
Tom Buckingham writing 'Desti-

nation Unknown,' original for U.
Gladys Lehman, Clarence Marks,

H. M. Walker, adaptation, 'Silk
Stockings,' U.
Frank Wead, Walter Fritchie,

Dale Van Every, continuity,
'U Boats,' U.

Christie Cabanne to direct 'Be-
trayal,' Majestic.
George Chandler, 'Pier 13/ Fox.
Flo Brltton, 'King of the Jungle,'

Par.
George Stone, Ned Sparks, '42d

Street,' WB.
Henry Armetta, Jerry Mansy,

'Prosperity,' Metro.
Neoma Judge, 'The Man from

Arizona,' Monogram.
Harry Wilson, Russell Simpson,

George Magrlll, Ethan La Idlaw,
'Cross Pull,' Fox.
Adrian Morris, 'Pier 13,' Fox.
Bruce Warren, 'Tegs of the Storm

Country,' Fox.
David Newell, George Irving, Os-

car Apfel, 'Rasputin,' MGM.
Sidney Toler, 'Bookworm Turns,'

Par.
Dick Allen, 'Island of Lost Souls,'

Par.
Alan Dineliart,. 'Lawyer Man,'

WB.
Noah Beery. CSreta Grandstedt,

'Wild Horse,' Mascot.
Shirley Gray, 'Court Mattialcd,'

Col.
Leon Waycoff, Ale3c. Paiile, 'Para-

chute.'
Franklin Pangborn, 'Phantom

Fame,' Radio.
Diane Wynard, ''Cavalcade.' Fox.
Greta Granstedt, N'ydia .Westmari.

Frank Albertson, Johnny Arthur.
'Should Crooners Marry." Doane
short, U.

Shirlev Grey, 'Reckless Romance,'
Col. - '

•

'

Story, buying in the east has
reached its lowest ebb In as long

as veteran buyers can recall. Lull

is due to several factors, among
them the fact that programs for
the current (1932-'33) season are
fairly

J

well filled out, with studio6
reluctant to buy too far ahead- of

release or for- the 1933-'34 season.'

Money tightness '
is another,... no

company wanting to lay out for
stories. Adopted policy of waiting
to see which type of stories among
early current, releasee pan out the
best, is a further deterrent.

In Hollywood the studios are
equally retrenchment - minded.
Where they bought stories by the
score, which never saw the screen,
the former policy of buying stories
to keep the other fellow from get-
ting them, or okaying material on
quick inspection in the thought of
beating a competitive buyer, has
now gone from the picture.
Story editors In the east also say

that the increased production by
independent units with national re-
lease set, is narrowing their buying
power.

Los' Angeles, Sept. 26.

"With acceptance by virtually all

of the major distributing com-
panies of the 14-day first-run clear-

ance on feature productions in the

Southern California territory, Indi-

cations are that the custom of mak-
ing prints of all negatives in the

east will be abandoned, and the

working celluloid turned out by
local labs. This change would be
made to supply the early demands
for subsequent runs.

For years the policy has been to

send production negatives to New
York, where positive prints were
made and reshipped to 'various exr
change centers for distribution.

With only. 14 days between the
downtown first run, and subsequent
release for the second runs, and
with the third and fourth follow-
ing in close order, distributors here
believe the home offices will keep
the negative on the coast until suf-
ficient prints to take care of the
Pacific slope have been made, after

which the negative wiU go east for

further copying.
Average number, of prints for

feature productions In the coast ter-

ritory runs around 26, with 30 be-
ing made for. a few outstanding pic-

tures. This number takes care of

the requirements for Los Angeles,
'Frisco, Seattle, Portland and Salt
Lake!
Switch in the making of prints for

the coast, if decided upon, will be
solely as a time saying measure, and
not an economy ' move, although
there will be some saving of ex-
press charges on prints.

Dallas, Sept. 26.

Texas legislature is taking a hand
in current state wide labor troubles
with enactment of new bill making
stench bombing a felony, punishable
by one to 25 years' imprisonment, or
fines ranging from $26 to $5,000.

That solons mean business is evi-

denced by appearance of state rang-
ers at Waco, with their yet leader,

Tom Hickman, taking charge. Visit

inspired by two bombings, within
week of the Waco, Paschal! stand,

injurying Ave patrons. '.

.

Legislation climaxes worst labor

war known, to show biz hereabouts..
Vandals have resorted to everything
from sulphur mixtures to dynamite,
damaging several houses and in ma-
jority cases injuring Innocent per-
sons. Victims' list now stands at
around 30.

- Acute . seriousness of labor war
dawned on Texas exhibs when a
dynamite blast rocked the homes of

W. B. Paschall, head of Paschali-
Texas Theatre, Inc., and Harold
Rpbb, partner in Robb-Rowley
chain. Bomb was tossed In front of
Paschall's home In Highland Park,
swanky suburb, Thursday, night
(22). Robb lives next door.
Fact that , no one was hurt and

damage was slight led cops to be-
lieve intimidation was the bombers'
only motive. No arrests so far.

Night previous to local disturb-
ance, Waco, P-T stand at Waco,
Texas, was bombed for the . third

time,
Paschall's troubles started when

.he ordered general wage cut as one
of first entrenchment moves follow-
ing his absorption of P-P's former
Dent fold; Union balked, resulting

in several open shop stands and
consequent series of bombings,
which are same troubles Publix had.

R&R wheel not involved.

Slim-Zasu Feature
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Edward Luddy will direct 'In Love,'

first of the Slim Summervllle-Zasu
Pitts features for Universal this
year to be produced by Henry'Hen

-

igson. Shooting starts Oct. 8. .

McManus, Dude Rancher,

Goes Indie Producer
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Edward McManus, one time serial

producer and later with William R.
Hearst's picture interests, Is here
to enter the indie production field.

McManus has been operating a
dude ranch In New Mexico for the
past three years.

Ince on Boyd's 2d at RKO
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Ralph Ince has been assigned to
direct the second William Boyd
Western for Radio, Story is by
Agnes Christine Johnston and Ca-
sey Robinson, Dorothy Wilson play-
ing lead.

GERMAN STAB'S 1ST FOB FOX
Hollywood, Sept; 20.

'His Majesty's Car' will be Lillian
Harvey's first picture for Fox.

'Triplets'—U nfavorable
'TRIPLETS' (Linder-Masque). Singularly tiresome farce built around

girl triplets marrying boy triplets and after many marital complications,
presenting their several husbands with sets of triplets. A revue black-
out done into three long and boresome acts. Inconceivable in collulold.

Rush.

'Lilly Turner'—Favorable
'LILLY TURNER' (Comedy-drama, Abbott and Dunning Morosco).
A picture story which cah be cleaned up to fit a Stanwyck, Bow, or

Indie Union Prez
Minneapolis, Sept. 26.

Mysterious early morning blast

tore a hole 18 Inches In diameter
in the outside wall directly behind
the screen and damaged the In-

terior at the Falls theatre, local in-

die nabe.
A. H. Gels, owner and operator of

the theatre, is also president of the

National Independent Motion Pic-

ture Operators, an Independent
union operating in opposition to the

operators' union affiliated with the

A. F. of L. Indie union is supply-
ing operators at a lower scale than
that established by the A. F. of L.

Worcester, Mass., Sept, 26.

Six women were burned by sul-

phuric acid from a bomb exploded
Thursday night (22) in E. M.
Loew's Olympia. . House has been
operated for about two years by
non-union labor, and all of E: M.
Loew's other houses have been
without union employees Blnce 1925.

Besides the women burned sev-
eral other patrons were spattered

with the acid. The explosion ter-

rorized an audience of 600 and the

crowd made a rush for the exits.

The Olympia is an upstairs house.
Two policemen ran in and stemmed
the rush. The operator continued
showing a film and turned on the

house lights.

Bully

Lew Ayres Will be starred by
Universal In 'Men Without Fear,'

bull fight picture for which a num-
ber of exteriors were shot in Madrid
and Seville. Tom Kllpatrick, who
wrote the yarn and photographed
scenes in Spain will go with Ayres
to Mexico to get some more bull

fight shots there for polishing off

the story.

Kllpatrick was bull fighter before
going pictures.

Claudette Colbert—If they'd lot her do it.

'Only the Young'—Unfavorable
'ONLY THE YOUNG' (Comedy, Gross '&/ Fisher-Sutton),

obvious drawing room piece or thin texture, light'volght even
stage and unsuitable for xelluloiil lalkerizalion.

'The Stork Is Dead'-^Unfa vorable
'THE STORK IS DEAD' (\\\r- : A. H. Woods, 4-Uh Street),

room farce with lines and B|tu;ili'>ns loo delicate for piciuros.

Ibee,

Talky,
for the

A bpl.

A
lbt l

t>.

On Loan, So Par Puts

Clark Gable in 'Pick Up'
Hollywood, Sept. 2C.

Having contracted with Metro to

borrow Clark Gable within the next

three weeks, Paramount will bracket

this player with Miriam Hopkins in

'Pick Up.' It was originally in-

tended to use 1 1) o two in 'No Bed
of Her Own,' which was abandoned
due to censor -trouble.

'Pick Up' is the Vina Delmar
story that paramount bought orij;-

inally for ' Sylvia Sidney.
.
New

treatment to fit the Gable-Hopkins
c-otnblniillon is being written by
< 'utirtenay Turret i and Jane Storm.-
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WONDER WHAT
LEOJHE M-G-M LION
THINKS ABOUT!

It s great not to

have to ii/orry about

having your option

taken up. My job's

norvoiawyn nor -

.

n

Mayer can roar like me T

"Lionel Barrymore's got

3 beard just like mine
in 'Rasputin' John,

Etbel .lionel — all together !

Some line -op. Waif till

1 sfart roaring about
one !"

'$ Funny hom+he folks

say 'Oh andM u/hen Tm
on the screen. Its not

for me personally, dam it!
~"

':novu its an M-G-M
coming 1"

When
folks back in the

jungle I've gotta

laugh... Me.the greatest

star on the screen

!

They call me 'Star -Face'
11

"M-G-M likes me to

look dignified on the

screen. 1 couldn't keep

a straight face on that

Press ler-Moran 'Prosperity

print ! 'Scuse it please V

"Whoops ! ia do a

hand-spring if I

didn't have to sit and

look pretty V Clark

Gable and Jean Harlow

together in 'led Dust;
Siueet and hot, 1 call it!

1

Did you notice i-he

tears in my eyes on

that 'SmilrV Through'

print? Honest, that

picture got me. Shea rer

uia$ marvelous j"

"I like to play those

2 stands. We're doing

su/ell business at the Astor

with 'Strange Interlude/

I'm not high -hat about

if
, just proud !"

"Pardon me, the show
must go on. I feel a roar

coming on ..lets go ...

'R.rr..rrr...rrrr...rrrr
,

Thank God that's over now
I ca n sit back and enjoy the

j>!cfu re --M-G-M, of course !

rt
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FOX-WCS NEW

LA. OPERATION

Los Angeles,.,Sept. 26.

FqZ vWesi- Coast . Is an^rigirjg- a

hew. operation policy follftwlhg-the

taking-,*"oyer pf tfifc United Arjjtjjts

theatre downtown.'- i
:
Thi-.-VA.. l&'to

get 'B* pictures with Fanchon &
Marco stage shows (taken over from

Loew's State which will have 'A'

fllm production a straight picture

policy, house to play run pictures

when necessary.

The Pantages, Hollywood, will run

the same pictures day and date with

the United Artists and also .'play

Fanchon & Marco stage shows.

Pan and UA will be reopened vlthin

two weeks.

EXCLUSIVE UA SHOWING

FOR UA FIX IN FRISCO

San Francisco, Sept." 26.

United Artists ^theatre being lira*

ited to product of only its own pro-

ducing and releasing organization,

will run an exclusive policy with

them In this city. AH UA pictures are

to come Into this house for ex-

tended runs ~.nd will not be played
In any of the outlying or: second, or

third run houses!
Joseph M. Schenck feel's that In

this way the rental that rie." Will' get

but of the U. A., when the patrons'

know they, must come here only;fQr

the exclusive showing of 'it$\'-;plc-.

tures, will be far In excess of rentals

If the product were shown at subse-

quent run houses.
The U. A. pictures, 'however, will

play Oakland, with a 21-day pro-

tection given the local U. A,, house.

em in Economics

Economic students
; among

New York, film showmen are
tryfng to nnd some answer to
the observation that the sub-
ways, during non-rush hours,
affe,.carrylng two men. to-every
woman. Formerly It was the
opposite.

That there '. are more men
traveling underground at these
hours indicates to Interested

: showmen that comparatively,
more Women are working than
men and this condition can re-
flect at the. boxofflee.

If more -women .than men are
: Working the neighborhood the-;
atres will' seriously feel 'thci'

;

.
brunt of y -s-ch a condition."

: Women, not- the men, generally^
; patronize" the nabes during the
day.

Suing for His Gab

Albert Deane of the Paramount
'foreign ,' department ihas filed suit

against "Vv"llllam Plzor and Ira Sim-

mon's' for services rendered on 'The

Blonde, Captive.' Plzor produced the
fllhv.;.whlch Columbia: distributed.

, Deane wrote , the dialog for the

Stature, which was
,
spoken in the

r
lm,by Lowell Thoni^s. He claims

he .was.' never paid. ...

Roadshow Xross?

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Paramount is considering road-
•fshp^lng.Cecil B. DeMUle's 'Sign of

W^/ijpross.' -..

; v-;IfV'dblng bo\. it'll be first road show
for Par in several years.

Strong on Sex

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Two Main street-' picture 1 houses,

are exploiting brothels in the iorm

of straight sex pictures, with ac-
companying lectures and literature

sale.

California has ''Madame Louise's
Establishment' and the Wonderland
is screening 'Girls of the Under-
world.'

Home Burned, $100,000

Loss; Wife Breaks Ankle
Chicago, Sept. 26.

The home of Louis Lindenthal,
general manager of the Sch'oenstat
theatres, was burned to the ground
early Sunday morning at Glencbe,
a suburb. Loss was around $100,000.

Mrs. Lindenthal broke her ankle
Jumping from the second story.

Orph, St. P., Cut Scale

May Cause War with Par
•- "... Minneapolis, Sept. 26.

;
, Reopening of the RKO Orpheum,
St. Paul, across the street from the

Paramount, leading Publix St. Paul
loop -.house, 1' threatens to precipitate

a war In the Twin Cities between
the/ two circuits. .

"
" The Parahiount's tiight scale is

65c,. including tax, and, Publix Is up
in arms because RKO, which for-

merly charge.d the same flat price

at the ' Orpheum, has ; inaugurated
a scale . of 40c for orch and 26c for

balcony, The Orph
,
formerly com-

bined ' vaude ' with ' pix but new
policy is straight films. Par also is

sans stage entertainment, there be-
ing nary a house in the city of St.

Paul, with nearly 300,000 popula-
tion,, offering stage shows,

j

Publix Is said to be considering
Installation of stage shows at the
Paramount, in retaliation.

FWC's 25% Rent Cut
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

"W. H. (Biid) Lollier signed a new
10-year lease on the Capitol, Sacral
mento, for Fox West Coast in asso-
ciation with Mike Naify, getting
25% reduction in rent.

House will have second run policy.

Smallwood Processing
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Roy C. SmaliwoodJias taken over
the old Horsley studio on Sunset
blvd., and is equipping it as a proc-
ess plant fot* independent producers.
New firm is the United Process Co.
Smallwood will sell background
projection, composite photography
and trick.shots to the indies.

MGR. ON BAIL
Greenwich, Conn., Sept. 26.

Harry Cohen, who confessed to
faking a $1,030 boxofflce. robbery
while managing the RKO Pickwick
here, is out on $2,000 bail pending
trial Oct. 15. "..

.

The Pickwick's new manager Is

William Epes, formerly with the
Century circuit in New York.

Roach Dark Again
Culver City, Sept. 26.

Two months ahead of schedule,

Roach studio, is drawing the blinds
on production activities for two
weeks' following completion of the
current Laurel and Hardy and
Charles Chase shorts.

Only technical crews will be laid

off, rest of the payroll staying on to

prepare future productions.

No. 2 Weitzenkorn Suit

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

. Mrs. Irma Mae Weitzenkorn has
instituted divorce/ action against
Louis Weitzenkorn, charging cruel-

ty, following the dropping of sepa^
rate maintenance proceedings.

Earlier suit was. dismissed when
a property settlement of $18,000

was reached between the pair.

OPENS UP SUNDAYS
Washington, ia., Sept. 26.

< Efforts over a three-year period

for Sunday films have been re-

warded, town going show minded
at a recent election 1,191 for and
940 against.
House operators had the assist-

ance of distributors in. putting on a

jqanjpaign.

McGaffey to RKO, L. A.

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Kenneth McGaffey, former Belas-
co theatre p. a., becomes publicity
director at the RKO theatre suc-
ceeding Jack Daly.

-1

•. ".
1...

Goldstohe Starts 'Betrayal'

Hollywood, Sept'. 26.

'The Betrayal,' Phil Goldstone's

latest for Majestic release, went Into

work Saturday (24), directed by
Christy Cabanne.
In cast are Greta Nlssen, Skeels

Gallagher, Mary Brian, Hedda Hop-
per, Purnell Pratt, Theodore Von
Eltz, Louise Fazenda, Arthur Ran-
kin and Mischa Auer.

'•Variety's" Special Publicky^fea has; been

functioning for some years. It has been - em-

ployed by many of the newly-made stars in Pic-

tures, Vaudeville, and Radio, while the standard

players and attractions have long; since discov-

ered its value in the advancement of stage posi-

tion and salary.

The campaign is c|eisighed to keep a profes-

sional name continuously before the show busi-

ness* all over the world, every week for 52 weeks;

in a year. This publicity may be used in dis-

played type or pictorially, but does not include

reading matter, other than a limited caption

Undercuts.

"Variety's" Publicity Plan is made sufficiently

flexible in cost to meet almost any condition.

A copy of the plan with other information as

niay be desijred can be obtained at ^ny "Variety"

•office.
•'" .'.

.-. .

; i

;
NEW YORK
154 West 46th St.

CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
Wood* Theatre BIdg. , Taft Building

LONDON
8 St. Martins PI., Trafalgar Sq.
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BIGGEST ATTRACTIONS
in America tomorrow will be..

'That's the kind of busi-
ness I've been doing
with Warner Bros,
pictures this season/'

LIFE BEGINS
Now in 5th week on Broadway ... . biggest in 6 months at N. Y.
Strand . . . Topped "Grand Hotel" in New Orleans. Biggest open-
ing in history of the Lake, Cleveland!

BLESSED EVENT
Held 3rd week in Los Angeles . . . Led Cleveland . . . Sensation
in Philly and Indianapolis

!

ROBINSON :TIGER SHARK"
Biggest 'Frisco gross since 1929 ... Record opening at N. Y.
.Winter Garden . . . "Robinson again a hit . . . Ding-dong action to
the end," said TV. Y. Telegraph.

ARLISS:ASUCCESSFULCALAMITY
"lopped the week's gross again in Boston," said M. P. Daily . . .

"Had them sitting on each other's laps, at the Grand," said
Columbus Dispatch.

WARNER BROS.
VITACAATH. WC,
DlSTItaUTORS

Batting an even 1000 with 4 solid

hits out offirst 4 releases for 1932 -'33!
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Clyde Elliott Ejects

LeRoy Alexander From

Melrose Park, Chicago

Chicago, Sept; 26.

Two former exchange managers,

now exhibitors, are in the midst of

complicated litigation over possesion

pt the Melrose Park theatre here.

LeRoy Alexander signed a lease

with the owner, who had previously

dispossessed Clyde Elliott for being
delinquent in rent.

While Alexander was engaged in

remodeling the property prepara-
tory to opening, the house Elliott

appeared with his staff and forcibly

ejected Alexander's custodian from
the premises. He has' since held the
house and refused to move and be-
cause possession is nine points of

the law Alexander has been com-
pelled to seek redress through a
pedes ogg|ggal moves.

Matteasjflsially reached a semi-cli-

max last week when a judge, gave
Elliott Qye. days to put up a $26,000

pond pending the law's looking Into

the merits of the contending claims.

BEAT MARKET BLUE LAW

AS A THEATRE MENACE

LOBBY GUN DUEL

Two Texan* 8hoot It Out In RKO
House at Ft. Worth

Fort "Worth, Sept. 26.

One man was killed and another
wounded following a gun duel be-
tween two patrons in the lobby of-

the RKO Hollywood, Friday (23).
Floyd Kelly, one of the duelists,

died after reaching a hospital. Har-
ry Fuller, .house porter, is recover-
ing front a minor wound inflicted

by a stray bullet, one of which
barely missed Harry Schlinker,
manager.
Ushers averted panic when the

audience scrammed for exits. -,

San Bernardino, Sept. 26.

Theatre Interests, the public and
Clergy succeeded in getting the San
Bernardino city council to vote
down a Sunday . closing law for
meat markets, on the contention
that the ordinance might later be
construed as a blue law and force
theatres and other businesses to
close Sunday.

Issue, sponsored by labor groups,
. will likely be submitted to voters
next spring.

Stein MMwesco Film

Booker, Skoorases West

Fred Stein becomes film booker
for tb» Mldwesco division of Fox
West Coast. Spyros and George
£kouras are •expected to leave for
Milwaukee this week to look over
Mldwesco. They will personally su-
pervise the Installation of Stein as
film booker, who will act as assist-
ant to. Harry Fitzgerald, division
manager.
The Mldwesco division now re-

ports east rather than to the Coast
In charge of all FWC eastern op-
eration's Eddie x Alperpon. Nam-
ing of Stein as film booker for Mld-
wesoo, follows a recently held con-
fab of FWC division managers on
film bookings in the east
Following this visit to the middle

west, Spyros returns east and de-
parts for the Coast la about a
month. John J. Sullivan, chief film
buyer for the Skouras theatres, east
and west, 1c still in New York and
may accompany Skouras west.

Law Aimed at Tonks So
Drastic, Theatres Fight

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.
Vigorously protesting the pro

posed Imposition by city council of
new and burdensome taxes and
drastic regulations that would give
the police commission Sweeping
regulatory powers, including the
revocation of license where an In-
decent performance conviction has
been obtained, theatre and other,
amusement interests here are wag-
ing a determined light to sidetrack
the pending legislation.

Originally intended as a weapon
With which to drive out the Main
street honky-tonks, .the proposed
toew ordinance now has become so
drastic in its provisions that the-
atre men view it as a step that will
Jeopardize their interests.

Ordinance, as now drafted and be-
ing discussed by the council finance
committee, would require a police
Commission permit for all theatres,
regardless of policy, and would im-
pose an annual tax of probably' $25
fts well as extra fees for amusement
Property transfers and changes of
ownership.

Broadway to Cheyenne
' (Continued from page 21)

cows instead of bombing stores of
those who do not conrtibute.
Of course, Rex Bell cleans it up

and gets the girl, but not until he
has engaged in two rough and tum-
ble fights,' a pitched gun battle and
plenty .of hard riding. Scenic back-
grounds, in the latter are .all good,
but the scenes wtfh the cattle, are
standouts for lighting and angles.
Interiors are above average for this
type of story and well lighted. Story
is clean, cut, easily followed- and
suspense fine enough to' catch and
hold Interest.

1

Direction is good, but there is one
scene where Bell is completely out-
fitted with well-fitting clothes from
the chuck wagon that will not quite
go down. That's a small thing to
hold against an otherwise accept-
able job. By. and large it rates
nicely about the average western.
Rex Bell does most of the work,

but Marcellne Day gets a. look-in
now and then with Gwen Lee, in for
the eastern sequence and not merely
just to get another name. Other
good work is contributed" J>y Mat-
thew Betz; Roy D.'Arcy and Robert
Ellis.. * " Ghic.

actors break into song to not al-
ways clearly indicated..
Technique is as local as the story,

but locally sufficient with a few
good out-door shots helping.

Maxi.

Beautiful Adventure
(GERMAN MADE)

Berlin, Sept. 8.

Guerither Stapenhorst production and
Ufalelh release. Direction, Relnhold Schun-
zcl; story, Relnhold Schuenzel and Em-
merlch Pressburger. Photography, Fritz
Amo Wagner, Robert Baberske. Recorded
on Klangfilm. Running time 81 minutes
at .Gloria Palest, Berlin.
Alfred Abel ....Kurt Veapermann
Ida Wuest Blandlne Eblnger
Wolf Albach-Retty..,.Julius B. Herrmann
Kaethe von Nagy Ferdinand Hart
Adele Sandrock,.. ...Lydla Pollmann
Otto Wallburg .....Oska. qima,
Hllde Hildebrand ;...Heln« Gordon
Julius Falkenateln....... .Rudolf Belnbrach
Gcrtrud Wolle. .Kaethe Haack

TEXAS BAD MAN
Universal production and release, star-

ring Tom Mix. Directed by Edw. . Laemmle.
Story and continuity by Jack Cunningham,
Camera, Dan Clark. Cast: Tom Mix, Fred
Kohler, Wlllard Robertson, Lucille Powers,
.Too Glrard, Boh Mllash, Franklyn Farnum,
Slim Cole, C. B. Anderson, Ted Larch, Geo,
Magrlll. Rich. Alexander, ' Jas. Burtls, Eld-
ward Le Saint, Frances Sayles. Booth
Howard, Lynton Brent, Rich. Summer,
Buck Moulton, Tony. At Loew's' New
York theatre, one day, as halt of double
bill. Running, time, 00 mtns,

Tom Mix gets the breaks in this

one and scores strongly. Too good
to be wasted at the New York on
a double bill, but that's the bouse
tradition, so they used this feature
to top the show. Can solo in any
house that likes Western stories and
in many places where they do not
care for the usual western product.
Just goes to show what can be

done with a little more money and
a lot more effort. This Is the basic
plot of the law officer who gets
himself a bad name to gain admis-
sion to a gang, A favorite theme
and one generally developed along
pretty standard lines. Here the idea,

has been built up cleverly into a
real story, with more plot and char-
acterization .until it no longer ^sug-
gests the type, »

The role fits Mix nicely arid' is

the best he has had since his re-
turn to the screen. He plays
adroitly for effect and handles a
bit of love making very nicely,
though it is his riding which counts
for most. Gets excellent support
from Fred Kohler, Wlllard Robert-
son, Lucille Powers and Joe Girard.
Minor, assignments are all in com-
petent .hands, but those mentioned
above carry the story. :

. Photographically, the picture is
exceptionally well done, with many
really beautiful exteriors, and the
direction brings out the good points
of the script. Sound not so good,
but this seems to be the fault of
the reproduction. A good Job all

around.

Stock Market

Incorporations

tvSi! ?ber,tt,n nr»wn Amusement Corp.;
Westrheslor Theatre Realty Co.: $790.
AUtMi Dlnelmrt; L. Dlnehart; $1,200.
^•ftyslar Theatre Corp.; Travelers In-

surance Co.; $227.
•'"'•n Coburn: M. Herbert; $J,032.
Metro Outdoor Advertising Oorp.t

ivei?rs Insurance Co.; $439.
.

N. y. Calcium Uglki Co., Ino* Kllegl
JJioa VniversM F.leclric Stage Lighting

A delightful and amusing play has
been turned into a dull picture by
the authors and the director, Reln-
hold Schuenzel. -Release, at best,
will cover expenses. 'The Delightful
Adventure' is the story of a young
girl, who a few minutes before her
wedding escapes with a friend and
lover, to the house of her grand-
mother and under her protection
marries the man she loves.

The. picture contains several
amusing comedy episodes, but that
is all. Were it not that Adele Sand
rock, fine old actress, develops the
role of the grand-mother Into a fine,
human character study : and that
Otto Wallburg, In hid spluttering an
amusing way, provokes laughs, the
whole picture would be a tedious af
fair. . But what Ufa has done to the
charming and .talented Kaethe von
Nagy Is incomprehensible. She is

made into a stencil of Lilian Har
vey, and as far as acting is con-
cerned, she is strained and unnatu-
ral. This Is the mora disappointing
since Kaethe von Nagy used to be
one of the. most promising young
figures of the German film. But her
last films were a great disappoint-
ment. Furthermore, she is handi-
capped by her strong Hungarian
accent. •

The contrary may be said- of Wolf
Albach-Retty, who has no great tal-

ent, but is a very amiable and witty
young man. His Voice adapts itself

very well to the microphone. Others
have only small parts, and as they
all are players of considerable ex-
perience, they expected the routine
of Relnhold Schuenzel and provided
amusing moments. Particular men-
tion is to be made of Werner
Schlichtlng*s sets and the first-class

photography of Fritz Arno Wagner
and Robert Babberske. Sound was
not always clear. Ralph Erin's music
and songs are only fair. Magnus.

SI TU VEUX
(«lf You Wish it')

(FRENCH MADE)
Paris, Sept. 18.

Andre Hugon production. Directed by
Andre Hugon. Music by R. Morettl. Star-

ring Artiiand Bernard and Jeanne Boltcl.

Running time 90 mlnulos. Gaumont Pal-

ace. Sept. 10.

Strictly local and entirely depend-

ing on gags by Armand Bernard,
with audiences kept happy through-
out. Treatment is rather slow, with
story round a woman writer influ-

enced by a man who wrote her a
letter of appreciation for her work.
Music Is rather pleasant and

should make the film pro well, espe-

cially in the provinces, though why

New York
Albany, N. T„ Sept. U.

Welgo-t Trailer Service, Inc., Manhat-
tan; picture business; 200 share* no par.

J. I*. H. Amusement Co., Ine.
f
Buffalo;

theatrical; 200 shares no par.
XI and H Amusement Corp., Kings;

theatrical; 100 shares no par.
East Isllp Theatre, Inc., Isllp; theat-

rical; $20,000.
Rldgewood Amusement Corp., Brook-

lyn; theatrical; 200 shares no par.
Belmont. Guild, Inc., Bronx; theatrical;

$10,000.
Light, Inc., Manhattan; ploture appa-

ratus: $6,000.
Main Theatres, Inc., Buffalo; general

theatrical; 200 shares no par.
European Films Corp., New Tork; pic-

ture business; 200 shares no par.
Garnet Theatre Corp., Manhattan;,

theatrical; 100. shares no par.. , , r'i

Diana Dancing Academy, Ine., -New
Tork; producing theatricals; 101 shares
no par.
Comedy Associates, Ltd., Manhattan;

theatrical; 120 shares no par.
Shllrwood, Inc., Manhattan; theatrloal;

200 Bhares no par.
Odeon-Roosevelt Theatre Corp* Man-

hattan; theatrical; 100 share* no par.
Cinema Productions, Inc., Manhattan:

pictures; $80,000—5,000 Bharea preferred
$6 and 5,100 common $1.
Admiration Pictures Corp., Manhat-

tan; pictures; 200 shares no par.
Amalgamated Broadcasting System,

Inc., Manhattan; radio and television
broadcasting, theatrical; 40t shares no
par.
Argus Productions, Inc., New Tork;

pictures; 200 shares no par. .•
'

• ;

Alex Amusement Corp., Manhattan;
theatrical; $6,000. !

Courtney Burr, Inc., Manhattan;' the-
atrical; 200 shares no par. .

Central United, Inc., Manhattan; the-
atrical; 400 shares no par,
James Rosenfelt Sate Corp., Bronx;

theatrical; $20,000.
Maxim Productions, Ita, New Tork;

pictures; $25,000.
L and A Amusement Oeqi., Kings

;

theatrical; $6,000.
Yonkers Theatre Corp., New Tork;

theatrical; 100 shares no par.
Hollywood Film Exchanges, Inc., Man-

hattan ; pictures; 200 share* no Bar.
Elm Theatre Corp., Utlca; theatrical;

200 shares no par. V
- Linden Operation Corp., Queens; realty,
theatrical booking agencies; $10,000.

;

Little Theatre Operating Co., Inc.,
Manhattan; theatrical; 200 shares no par.
Foreign Language Photoplays, Inc.,

New Tork, pictures; $10,000.
Spelco of America,. Inc., Manhattan

;

pictures; 1,000 shares no par.
D and VF Amphlon Theatre Corp.,

Kings; theatrical; 200 shares no par.

(Continued from, page 7).

shown a disposition to creep up
suggests a concensus of confidence,

or at least undimmed hopes and
meanwhile there has come out
definite data on a fall buying move-
ment In a number of lines, notably
In the lighter industries, fabrics and
other seasonal fields. So .far it has
been merely normal fall activity,
occasionally fortified by many
months of unreplenished retail

stocks. In the steel trade and other
basic lines, Improvement is. still in
prospect, and the situation in uh-"
employment remains a major bar-
rier to recovery. A steady market,
however,, supplies a background for
better business sentiment, while the
absence of one-sided speculative
enthusiasm permits stock prices to
more nearly reflect" the actual trad-
ing estimates of what is In store.- :

Thoatre Bonds ftecpyer

The amusement bonds gave • -a

good account of themselves during^
the week,' retracing, some, of .the

grpund lost the week, before. Here;.,

as' in the share market,' it appeared
that the top heavjr speculative sit-,

uatlon had .been corrected td .a great
extent. . Buying njjas quiet and con-'
fident, but there <was. no

1

iun-aiway';

of prices on the upside. • ; For; tn~
stance moderate dealings in RKO,
bonds carried the price up 7 points
to 82 in a series of : minor gains.
At 82 after a week of quiet trad-
ing the liens certainly are in bet-
ter position than '"they were after a
week of sensational gains amount
ing to 25 points,- which brought on
an equally violent reaction.
. The two Paramounts turned over
more, vigorously, .but the advance
was moderate, amounting to an
even 5 points In both descriptions
Warner Bros, bonds were stable
within a range of 4 points, ending
the week at 31%, up net 1. Gradu
ally recoveries such as these do not
Invite sudden mass impulses ' to
cash In. paper ^profits which result
-In the dumping of large amounts of
paper on the market faster than
they can be absorbed.
The reaction of two weeks' ago

baa done a lot; to close the .wide
gap between the panic bottom of
last July and the peak of the early
September run-up. It Is altogether
likely from this time on there will
be intermediate dips and rallies to
interrupt the trend, particularly if,

as generally believed, the market is
under pretty complete control of a
sponsoring downtown clique. It
Isn't likely that prices will again be
permitted to get into the position
they occupied a fortnight ago, when
lopsided speculative accounts had
threatened a wide open break.

8tre*t Watches Box Office.

The' Loew bonds were largely neg-
lected, but failed to hold in line with
the rest of the group. Certainly
there was nothing In their behavior
to help the stock in its jump from;
26 to 34. Incentive here came from
another direction, namely widely)
circulated comments in the financial
journals dwelling .-upon the- success
of new film releases at the start of
the 1932-33 season. The Street
studied Broadway grosses of Sep
tember and appeared to find encour
agement from them. Capitol's week
with 'Grand Hotel' and Paramount^
take on Wight of June 13' were cited
In contrast to some of the low
grosses of July and the inference
was drawn that superior product
bad found the theatre-going public
In a mood to patronize the box office,

In other words, the return sug-i

gested to the" financial district an
increase in public spending which
-augured well for the future. In
some quarters it was argued that if

the September returns could be con-
tinued on the scale of the instances
cited, most of the major companies .

would go through the fourth quarter
of the year with black figures.
Outside of Loew the theatre stocks

showed but minor advances, as in
the' cases of Par, Fox and Warners,
and most of these gains were scored
Tuesday and Wednesday. Gener-
ally the active shares were higher
than midway between the bottom of
the recent setback and the peak of.

the..autumn rise and showed a dis-
position to hold that level of defense
before making an effort to test the
points ' : where resistance was en-
countered on the advance. Loew,
for instance, stood between. 34 and
35, within a few points of its' Sept.
top of. 37%, and H went back and
forth 'across a narrow range, ap-
parently liquidating all nearby, lev-
els.' -This Id a familiar phase' of a
clique: operation preliminary to a
drlve^ against a former top limit.
It is likely that a

; new attempt will
.be made' during Ootober to put it

through Into hew high, ground, and
failing, success, it would seem likely
it would retreat probably below 28
and . close another gap in the recent
run up, this being a.loglcal maneuver
in preparation for a winter cam-
paign in. the stock, . which normally
Is due for activity after the holi-
days, when autumn income' returns
make good reading.

' Par**, Problems

Paramount naturally, was quiet.
This -'stock still has friends , of long
standing holding' over from the
times when it was! the leader of its
group.- But for the present it-Is un-
der the shadow of its last profit and
lossjstatement showing losses in ex-
cess of $7,000,000 for the first half
yeat). Some new. bullish develop-
ment will have' to

. appear to coun-
teract that statement and probably
.better earnings for the autumn
would provide, the Impulse.
.
Radio was trotted out again, mov-

ing up to 10%, nearly half the lost
ground! and there it held to the
Saturday close., RKO moved along
with its parent, turnover here being
6,300 shares, cqmpared to 22,400 the
previous week. Week ending Sept.
11, by the way, RKO turnover was
nearly 45,000 shares. Three-week
total thus Is around 75,000 shares, a
lot of stock, considering that most
of the shares are tied up in the vot-
ing trust, and all outside holdings
were cut down to a quarter on the
refinancing of last autumn.
' Columbia pictures got into a brisk
move early in the week. A burst of
buying came in op publication of
all Income statement for - 52 weeks
to'June 25, showing net after all

'dirges, -taxes and preferred divi-
dends^ of 157-4.292, equal to $3.09 on
the 167,933rshares outstanding. This
compares with;' 1660,869 for the pre-
vious yea*, .equal to $2.99 a share on
an equal /number x of outstanding
shares, or: $3.09 qn. the lesser cap-
italization outstanding at that time,
the only reporting film unit to show
an ascending scale of 'earnings for
the third year of the depression.
"The buying flurry was short and

;sbarp. Price was' marked up from
ltf to 13 Monday morning, but died
but . promptly and thereafter the
course of prices was gradually up
on extremely small volume. Colum-
bia ended the week at 12%, up 2%,
Turnover on the day of the flurry
accounted for 2,200 of the week's
turnover of 3,100 shares.

Summary for week ending Sept.' 24:

STOCK EXCHANGE

CALIFORNIA
Sacramento, Sept tt.

Moore Enterprices, Ine. County of Los
Angeles. Capital stock, $26,000; none
subscribed. Lee Moore, Irene Moore,
"Whltey Taylor.

Berg-Arnold, Inc. County of Los An-
geles. Capital stock, 500 shares; none
subscribed. Harold Berg, Maxwell
Shane, Ruth Dell,
Gone ' Johnston, Inc. County of Los

Angeles. Capital stock, 12,600 shares;
nono subscribed. Gene Johnston, B. C.
Walker. Wm, A. Farmer, Murray Peck,
Vcrn Elliott.

. Certificate changing name of Tyson
Ticket Agency, Los Angeles, to Llckters
of Hollywood..

Certified copy of King Motion Pic-
tures, Inc., New York. .

Permits to sell stock Issued to!
Eastland Theatres, Inc. To operate

theatres. Capital, 100 shares, par $100.
Permitted to Issue all.

OoftBt ThcatrcB Corporation. Holding
company. Permitted to Issue all 10
shares, no par.
KBS Productions, Inc. Motion picture

production, . Capital, 3,600 shares pre-
ferred, par $100, and 1.000 shares com-
mon, no par. Permit-led to Issue COO
preferred and 1,000 common.

, 1«lit ^

High. Low. Sales.
ML % 800
14% 4% 8.100
6% 1 ebo
«* 2% 3,600
87% 86% ... 28,800
16% 1 0,700
'26% 8% 000,800
728 7
V 37% 1314 30,800
. 80 39 200

2% 300
' 22%
15

14 200m 100
11% i% 00,600

. iVi % 1,000
r.% 1V4 4,700

1314 2% 282,100
7% 1% 0,300
1% % 100
SO 23 40
4%

. % 20,200
20 4 ' 600
43% 18% 148,500

Issue and rate.
American 6eat.. a ..«,.'.......^.
Columbia P. vtc.i.. ....... ..If.'
Consol. Fllm...r...,.
Consol. Film pfd...'. .......
Eastman Kodak (3).;',.........
Fox, ClaBS A. ....... ...... .......
Oen. Elec. ' (40c,).;...'.'.,,

Keith pfd ^.Vm..
Loew (3).......
Do pref. (0%)....

Madison Square Garden. ........
Met-G-M pref. (1.80)
Orpheum ptd. ..................

. Paramount ««,...
Pathe Exchange
Pathe, Class A.
Radio Corp ••«..•..•«.••*...
RKO *•«....«.«««...«•.««.«•««•«
Shubert
Universal pref. (8)
Warner Bros...

. Do pfd ... M ••

Westlnghouse ;.-

CURB

Net chg.
Low. - Last, for wk.
2% . 2% - %

la 10 '12% +2%
3 • 8 3.

0% 0% 0% — %
09% 50% 68% +0%
4% 3 4% + %
20% 10% .20 +3%

18 bid
3li ii'A 34% +0%
77% 76</a 7714 +1%
8% 314

21 20. : 21 +1%
11% 11: 11 +1
6% : 3% 6%. + 1%
1 % 1 + 14

. 4 . 3% 3% + %
10% 8 10% +2%m 4% 0%

%
+1%

30
%

3(1 30
3% 2% «<-i + %
10 10 10 0.

37W 28% 30 +7^4

15
1%
2%
4%
314

7%
03
00
8fJ'.i

00%
r,.
r
i ..

0
10

4%
%
%
%
%

1

24
'

VA
49
13
10%
no
m

!>'/,

200 11 11 4-21/4

2,500 De Forest Radio. . .

.

14 '/« + %
400 Gen, . Thca, E. pfd. % s

i

2,300 Technicolor • e • '*% 3% 3Ti H- %
2, COO Trans Lux.... »»i»e>««**r« " 2% 2'^ + %

$45,000
10,000
51,000
13.000
2J.fX»0

H!7.000
7,000
1.000

40.000

BONOS
Gen. Thea. Eq. '40
Keith 0's, '40.......^...;.
Loew ,0's, '41

Pathe 7'n, '37

Par-B'ion-Lasky <I*H, '•IT, ........
Par-Pub 514's. 'o'.)

RKO debs 0's...;
Shubert 0's
ffarn»r III"*. 0'«. '«!)

Over the Counter. N. Y.

Produce Exchange. N..Y.

4% 3% 4-4,
. + %

13 40% .

bo 1
.-; 83% n:> —

75 OOU; 7.T 4-3%
33%
31

^r,v .

L'2'v

33
31 . .

-uri

45
V> :

3
TL";

•t

M'J

,'f

•1 7
•* T4

31 30 31 'j 11

Bid. Asked.
I 2U
G'm. Th.'-i'iv

...... U.)X\. CI i»*

CS. S.ll.l I
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FAR GREATER THAN THE
SPIRIT OF NOTRE DAME

Story by Dale Van Every

and Frank Wead. Pro-

duced by Carl Laemmle,

Jr. Directed by Russell

Mack. Presented by Carl

Laemmle. Arranged by
Christy Walsh.

Get ready for the ALL-AMERICA BOX-OFFICE
CHAMPION ... The only picture with the ALL-
AMERICA TEAM . . . with dozens of other big
football stars . . . with the ALL-AMERICA BOARD
OF FOOTBALL . . . with such picture names as
RICHARD ARLEN, ANDY DEVINE, GLORIA STUART
. . • Set for release right when the nation's in-

terest in football is at fever heat I
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Exploitation

(Continued from page 19)

nounce that anyone with a can of
food or a usable garment could ob-
tain admission to a designated per-
formance of 'Horse Feathers.'
He reports that with the news-

paper collaboration he was able to
gather tons of food and clothing,
many persons bringing their dona-
tions to the theatre as the simplest
way to" make contribution, though
they did not ask admission.
The timeliness of the stunt cre-

mated a lot of -good will for the
house as well q,s direct advertising
for the Marx feature.

Local Appeal
If .you want to plant a still where

it will have 100% value, try put-
ting the most striking still of the
coming attraction in' a frame In the
box office window at a height where
it can be seen by anyone buying a
ticket. Put a big 'Next Week' on
the frame, and you've sold a proven
ticket buyer more or less Interest In
next week's show.
You stand a chance to get him on

the general lobby frames, but isolat-
ing the punch gives a special value
to the display and probably sells as
many tickets as the entire collection
in the frame. To supplement the
picture the cashier says: 'Thank
you. 'Stricken Souls' starts Mon-
day,* which supplies the title.

Two High
Sandwich man around New York

Is getting more/than average atten-
tion with his makeup. Advertising
a new lunch room. Effect Is that of
a second mart on the shoulders of
the first, with both carrying sand
wlch signs.
Top man is a dummy, with his

feet terminating in a .U-shaped bar,
the pair fitting over the shoulders
of the understander. Roomy clown
costumes used to hide the trick, and
the outftt attracts attention long
before the average sandwich man
could be spotted.
Good only for occasional use for a

theatre,; but the rig can be shipped
over. circuit to good advantage
and /more than defray the cost.

Front Page for $1
Winnipeg.

Syl Gunn of the Lyceum possibly
didn't Intend for such a publicity
scoop when he stenciled the pave-
ment of a busy Intersection with
large white letters giving, news of
his current picture, 'Back Street.'
But not only was it a good ad for
diverting traffic to the theatre
(passing crowds all read, for they
thought It was a new traffic by-
law), but it drew police attention.
Cops pinched Gunn, and the news-
papers made front page copy out
of it,

After his boys painted the cor-
ners, Gunn returned to the theatre,
where - he found six summonses
awaiting him. The judge let the
amusement house off with a warn-
ing and $1 'fine. Pretty good ex-
ploitation for a buck.

'Shopping News' Coverage
'•Santa Ana, Cal.

Hooking up • with the Santa Ana
'Shopping News' In an effort to
reach prospective customers not
served by the local 'Register,' Lea
Fountain, F-WC manager here, was
successful in inducing the former
to install a full page of picture
news, and to give an attractive rate
for display. At the -same;

:
time,

however, It incurred the displeasure
of the daily/ which refused 'to run
press notices or picture gossip while,
the other deal was on.
'Shopping News' is controlled and

published by local merchants. Aside
from its 100% - local coverage it

reaches many of the nearby beach
towns which contribute heavily to
local theatre patronage. •

'

number, and In case of a return the'

owner Is quickly located..
Manager figures that there will be

some cheating through the owner
lending his keys to a friend to be
.'found,' but argues that this is offset

by the effect of bona fide returns.
It makes a good talking point and
is a reminder to the owner each
time he uses his key ring.

'Prosperity' Smiles
Waterbury, Conn.

The best 'prosperity' smiles are
winning tickets to the Palace, here.
Theatre and dally in tleup on stunt.
Paper sends out roving photogra-
pher who takes pictures of various
groups of persons on the street.
Pictures are then run in paper with
circles, around heads of persons with
winning smiles. Winners must rec-
ognize themselves in the pictures
and call for theatre passes.

W. E. SUITS

Exhibs Being Proceeded Against pn
Equipment Contracts

Western Electric is turning a deaf

ear to exhibitor complaints about
hard times and is holding sound re-
production licenses to the terms
signed during boom periods.

WE throughout the country al-

ready has called the turn on 60 ex-
hibitors by suit. Of these, 30 have
settled or been disposed of by the
courts. Western almost daily is

adding to the list.

Fake Extras
Los Angeles..

Business not being up to expecta-
tions oh the first night's give-away
of three autos at the F-WC Uptown
and Belmont (joint award for both
houses), management took ho
chances on lack of customers for the
second night. .

.
Neighborhood adja-

cent to both houses were flooded
with phoney 'extras,' glaring, head-

:

lines on which read: 'Uptown (BeN
morit) Theatre Manager Hangs.'
Under fold of the page carried the
rest of the message, announcing the
auto gift, personal appearance of
two picture actors/ etc. '

.. (

•

! iTh«- stunt proved a b. o.' magnet
and both houses doubled their .gross
for the night. Marty Schwartz^;.
Uptown mgr.; gets credit fbr-'tfie'

stunt. ;'' ....

F0X-RK0 SET IN N. Y.;

EMPIRE, BRONX, HITCH

' /-High .School Press Bureau
' Detroit.

/Sam .Rubin has a made to order
pfress bureau- .inaugurated in the
High. S$h&>I .Press .Assn. Formed by
Rubin, 'It takes,in aU-:high school
papers here, ,and interviews are ar-
ranged for' alt personal appearances
At PubU* theatres: At these inter

-

;views each, interviewer is allowed
.three questions, and, there are 20
members. Space resulting runs into
yards.

For th6 Crooners
'

t» «• v, .

; 'A' 'Syracuse, N. Y.
,
Paul H. Forster, organist at Eckel,

n
?
w BaS». an 'Invitation song.'

Title is announced a week in ad-
vance to familiarize with the num-
ber. Following week, Forster in-
vite* would-be crooners to gather
around, the console and warble be-
fore tffi house 'mike.' Goes big with
those.Who think they can sing.

JENIE JACOBS
Associated with

O. L. OZ
AGENCY

1674 Broadway, New York
Phone Co.lutnbus 5-1030

Exclusively Booking with
RKO and Its Subsidiaries

Megs for. Crooner
Megaphones will make the ideal

novelty for 'Crooner' when,, the footr
ball season presently comes along.
By that time the picture will be in
the subsequents, but that is the type
of house that will get the most good
but of the gag. Megs might not
make much of a dent in a. big crowd,
but at the local games they can be
made to loom up.
One manager has. hired a popular

local tenor to croori^irom the field

prior to all games until he plays the
release in Nov. Figures that the
singer will .'have some advertising
value until then for the . Other pic-
tares. ';

.

2-for-l Hilton^ - >.

• Chicago. '.

Harry Reiners, . ipt -.advance of
Daisy and Violet .Hilton (Siamese
Twins), has been pulling all sorts of
two-in-one tie-ups l-afong the RKO
trail. It makes a good pun and
good publicity. .Merchants' •• with
two-for-ohe price sales are" easy to
sell for the Siamese Twins.
Fashion shows specially arranged

also have an added novelty with the
Hiltons as unique models: Girls are
nimble with their needles, and, can
adapt large single-size dresses to fit

them at, short notice, htaklrig the
problem fairly Blmple.

r

15-12^% Slice

By Stagehands

For N. Y. Spots

picture and vaude house circuits

in New York have ' finally • whittled

the stagehands down 15% in the big

deluxe houses and 12 % . in all

others.: Previous scale. . had been

$87.50 top. /'

While circuits reached an agree-

ment on scale, to become retroactive

. Tickets for Lost Articles
Los Angeles, ',.'

Gus Metzger has tied in his Fair-
fax, and Roxle theatres with radio
KFiAC, Lbs Angeles 'Herald-Ex-:'
press' station, to award complimen-
tary ducats to the two. houses to
llsteners-in who restore lost articles
to the losers.

Station) wnich dally announces
a complete list of lost and found
articles advertised in the. news-
paper, reports a substantial increase
.in returns since publicizing the" .free-

ticket offer. ;•'
i'i

Insures Keys
Lifting an idea from a~k"ey-case

company which insures purchasers
by offering a case to. the' finder of
a lost bunch, a manager has had
some small tabs madfc" up . lettered
with the offer of a pas's to anyone
who finds and returns, the case or
key ring to the theatre. '

"

Tabs are made of hard metal in-
stead of aluminum, and are num-
bered. When the' tab is given out
the address is entered

1

against that

FANCHON & MARCO Presents

MONTE BLUE
In His "MOVIE CIRCUS"

. ENTOUR PARAMOUNT-PUBLIX THEATRES

Latest Picture, Allied Productions-*™ STOKER"

Radio Car Bally*
• Seattle.

New one pulled by Orpheum as
bally for 'Hold 'Em Jail' Was call
over police broadcast to alt" "radio
cars ordering them to Orpheum for
'preview. One reason was-3th.at.-lt
was 5 p. m. when preview^ :.afc:

: il
p. m. was decided

.
upon/Sajidiso -it

was figured to radi6/"'thtfM^derv
Worked as oke novelty, cajjsetfl. lots
of talk and got the blue suited-bbys
to the show. fifYl'SXi-r

'Peek-a-Boo' Pre?i^j^'< •

With no bally or advertising/em-;
ployees of John Hamrick. hduses sold
tickets at reg prices for 'peek-a-boo'
preview of 'Blessed Event'. •,.(WB3,
the show going on at H p. mt^TnursV
day, day before opening at'-'Slusic
Box. Bob Murray, manager, thought
of this one, with ducats selling to
usual gate crashers aiid;pass hold?
ers as well as all of the mob known
to sellers.

Fox Film franchises were signed
Wednesday (U) by RKO for the
metropplltati New York territory in

connection . with the projected
Skouras-RKO. film pooling arrange-
ment in the fljast,. but the matter, of
a Fox-RKd. ^partnership jn the
Empire theatre, Bronx, is still in

abeyance. House is owned by Syd-
ney Cohen, v: .

. Question of \ Fox's assilming cer-
tain financial tesponsibllitiep in the
Empire takeover has heldi up the
deal • Original i-idea was for. Fox toi

assume half ot the annua1

! $75,000;

rental on the ^pot. This/ may be)

changedi'to mean, however, that Fox-
will assume half of the possible
losses on the spot, if- any, up to and
not exceeding;, $37,500 annually.

It's all a .'matter of Interpretation,

apparently;.' With various Fox execs
having individual opinions of how
the " Fox partnership arrangement
with RKO in Uhe Empire .Is to be
spelled. As a, final recourse the
matter has. been put straight to Sid
Kent. Latter, is now on the Coast
but he may make a decision from
there that will settle the issue.

:

Settlement of the Empire status
in the Skouras-Fox film pooling
is important to Fox because the;

Empire
t
how holds the Fox first-run1

franchjs'e-in the Bronx.
L

If the part-/

nershhi deal falls through, threi
RKO houses, namely, the FordhanV,
Franklin and Royale, which are iftf

the same zone as the Empire, will

.have to. play Fox product subse-
quently. It means that much flrsfc

run rental loss to Fox unless the
•Empire thing can be ironed out. \'

., Discussion of 'possible losses' on
the Empire is merely a point of ar-
gument ,between the parties. The.
house is. one of the best moiiey'
makers in the Bronx, having always
.beer., listed as a profit maker unjdef
"Sydney Cohen's management.

;

.

v.'

to Sept. 5 (Labor Day), there re--

main other questions to be settled.

Among these, Publix wants elimina-

tion of a man to handle the Public

Address System at the Paramount,
to. T.; Warners and the RKO May-
fair want the. crew cut from six to
four men and the Astor wants to

eliminate the charge for supper
; shows Saturdays, Sundays and holi-

days.
.. Circuit committee meeting with
stagehands include Harry Sherman
(Publix), C. C. ; Moskowltz (Loew),
Harry Charnes and Willard Patter-

son (WB) and Maj. L. E. Thompson
(RKO)'.

With the Governor ;

Zach Freedman, manager of the
Audubon theatre. New York, has
been making a local- film of Wash-
ington Heights in which district. the"
house is located.
Purely a one house gag but It is

promoted with a talking trailer in.,

which Gov. Roosevelt endorses the
stunt. Probably the .first tinie any
prominent state executive has ever
helped a locally produced pictured .

Pooch Bally .'X vf
'-.£ Liricdlh^.tfeW .

Bennie Purdy's .'doers w^re'r&cej-
lent exploitation for '|iors^0F.eatn':-
ers.' The pooches carried:the heads
of Groucho and.Harpo mounted otk
wire frames in their ;mo\itB3,\mask-.
ng their own faces. They^rari-'o'owri
the streets, into intersections, be-
tween pedestrians' legs and turned
the town into bedlam.

BIG SIX COMEDIANS
With Richards and Prlrtgle's Famous "floonrla Minstrel*"

TOMMY* HARRIS, CHICK BEEMAN, LASSES .BROWN,
BILLY MITCHELL, HULL-HARRY, NAY BROTHERS

' v Week ^September 22, Loew's State, Los Angeles

BOB GILBERT

Tab Newspaper Used
Los Angeles.

For '70,000 Witnesses* Paramount
put 15 newsboys on the streets open-
ing day to give away 12,000 tab
newspapers headlined 'Football Star
Murdered.' Boys shouted the ban-
ner-line like they would an extra,
and flooded the town with the
sheets. „

PUBLIX PICKING ITS

SPOTS FOR REOPENINGS

Walkathon Opposish?
;

,v Publix is planning to inject itself

into a.''fight to resist spread of/ the'
Walkathon, which has developed
Importantly in the west. Deemed'
opposition, managers have been or-,

dered to fight it.

.. Action by Publix wa.s taken /afteF.

Jolin J. Friedl, northwest div maria-'
ger| . warned his managers that the
walkathon menace must be/cohi-
batted. / ..

' *.

I
.-Because' the circuit makes more

Im'oney by keeping big white ele-

phants closed, down, certain former

Publix de -luxe or 'A' houses in

spots - may remain dark. Among
these may be the big Minnesota,

Minneapolis, ..largest house in that

•key;. ; whiohv v sli;ujt:
.-down early last

.slimmer,- ' „ v V >
Withia the^paat two weeks, Pub-

lix has reopen a' score of houses,

including Paramount, Toledo; Par-

amount/ Syr^ubeC}. Strand, Shen-

andoah, ia.jr^Strs^d, Holyoke; Gar*
.den, Greenfield/ Mass.; Gorman,
^ramlnghadi, Mass.; 'United Artists,

.Chicago^^' A/aild Paramount, De-
troit; Gre^tvL^kSs;.Buffalo; Melba,

:Da;ias ;., Saehjggr,- Alexandria, La.

;

Idaho, Twin .'.'Falte,: Idaho; Des
Moines, Bes' .MoilieS

;
' Palace, Gary,

tnfl.', and Pa,ramoujlt; Steubenvllle,

pbio. . ; ::
••"

.

• ..Before reopening- others, Publix
want? to see what will be the con-
clusion of labor negotiations.

' TRUSELL ASSUMES 'NOW,'.

Bob Slsk has shifted the] edito-
rial management of RKO'si 'Now,'
circuit house organ. Phil Tr.use}l,

former Baltimore newspaper .man,
succeeds Ken Long as editdr.

''•

tdea is added pep and insertion of
a -comedy angle.

'""

MAM Kzperlenoed in Bolter
Skatlmr Rink Operation.

Write Owner, RlCO Strand Theatre,
Far BockaA'ar, New York

N*w BetklNs—•Hsrry Rlohmis In 'I. Lav* • P»-

rlo>,» 1^ SittertT'-Pep. Vim «n<l Vlisr."

retl fMtwrettM, Rtdl* Sorlei.

CTA Ml TV DI8TRIBUTINO
•5 1AN Lit! I CORPORATION

72* Seventh Avioim. Ntw York

FANCHON A MARCO Present

SYLVIA CLARK
In "HER BIRTHDAY PARTY"
BOBBIE KUHN II "UNCLE BOBBIE"

Formerly fen tuied with Sammy .Lte productions, now proOui-.n«
ville ai-ta and rovues in coniuncllon Willi Ills »< hpol of Slaw and screen

5->«y. Hollywood Boulevnnl. Ifollywoort, Ciilir.

A liOU JlMlKkT BEVIK WKKK (.SBrTBMKKK 12)

WAHNKRS DOWNTOWN. 1 OS ANfiFf.KS

\ ii u

NO OAKLAND OBPH CHANGES
San Francisco, Sept. ?C.

Arch Bowles, back from three
weeks in New York, has made no
changes in personnel or operation
of .the Oakland Orpheum which F-
WC took hack from RKO last week.
House operating under previous
straight pix policy with same staff.

Decision of future policy being
held up pending outcome of pow-
wows on reopening of Fox Para-
mount, Oakland's newest thealr».

<l;ulc for several months.
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A HOLIDAY ON

(That's NEXT SATURDAY! So GET BUSY!)

RUN SPECIAL MATINEES!
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
DELUGE OF PUBLICITY
USHERING IN THIS EVENT

AWALT DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE NOW!

ARTISTS PICTURE
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Behind the Keys
(Continued from page 19)

'/curs ago for $100,000. New sound
equipment to be installed and house
redecorated. ,T<^n B. Elliott is
president of newiy formed company.

San Francisco.
F. B. Williams re-elected presi-

dent of California State Theatrical
Association.

Buffalo.
Irving Salonien has taken over

management of Shea's Century
(Publix), supplanting Bob Murphy,
Shea man. Salomen comes here
from the Missouri, St. Louis.

Seattle.
Sammy Slegel now assistant to

Ted Champion for special exploita-
tion for Music Box (Hamrick).

Hanford. C. L. N'ile.s, Anamosa, Is

president, and Lester l<\ Martin,
.Ve'vada, secretary and treasurer.

Providence, R. I.

Thomas J. Median has replaced
Harvey Walking as manager of the
RKO Alhee, Watkins scheduled for
transfer, post not yet designated.

Los Angeles.
Al Bowman transferred from the

U.A.. Whittier blvd., to manage the
F-WC LaBrea. Harry Breen is new
house manager at the U.A.

'

Reno.
Early morning fire in the Wig-wam theatre, one of the three T. &

D., Jr., houses here, put the house
out of business and bookings have
been transferred to the Granada,
dark the past month.

n Birmingham.
Gov. B. M. Miller at special ses-

sion of Alabama legislature asked
immediate tax on luxuries, including
amusements, and suggested 10%
cut on the gross receipts.

• . Albany.RKO Proctor, closed for the sum-
mer, reopened with double second
runs at 15c and 25c. Harold Dean
replaced as manager.
The Arbor, neighborhood, oper-

ated by Walter 'Suckno, reopened
at 15c, ; T.

Dallas.
Publix shifts In southern division

send W. K. Jenkins from Dallas to
Atlanta as division director, and J.

O. Cherry, who discarded division
exec!s chevrons to take over Palace
here, assigned as city mgr. of
Dallas.

Grundy Center, fa.
W. A. Hawn has leased the RIalto

and will reopen the house.

cecds his uncle,, Joseph Fitoer, as
manager at the latter.

Leonard B. Sang, formerly Shu-
bert representative in Buffalo and
manager of the Shubert Teck there,
is the new manager of the Strand
here, taken over last Friday by
RKO from Warners.

Council Bluffs, la.
Lionel Wasson, manager of the

Princess, Sioux City, transferred to
Strand here as manager, succeeding
Ray Felker, whose 18 months at this
house is, a marathon- for Publix
headmen locally. .

C. Peterson, formerly of the Fort,
Rock Island, III, succeeds Wasson
at Princess. .

. .Iowa City, la.

New Varsity- theatre opens next
week, Al Davis managing.

Council Bluffs, la.
Strand, Fox West Coast, leased

to Publix. Ray Felker here to re-
open and take charge.

Danbury, Conn.
John A. Callahan, formerly of the

Regal, Hartford, has succeeded
Charles Oakley as manager of the
Capitol. Oakley granted sick leave
by Warners.

,,, Des Molhes.New equipment in Rialto, Anita,
la., for earfy reopening.

Palace. Vinton, la., gutted by Are
last spring, reopened with $10,000new equipment.
^Paramount, , with Fanchon - &Marco units seven days, returning

to, split .weeks. Paul Spon bringingown company from Qiriaha to return
W; old policy. Spor former m.c.
here. .'

L . ^ Albany.
* l x,. Dana resigned as salesman
7?f

L"JV^*1 to - take over Empire
Gtens J»allsrNi-'.T,5 '

•

' 1 T*^™'
i,wnl"

ry CaPP
1

a -

- owner of Regent,
btfllding new.theatre in Cohoes.

"

..{Tames Rose;' \fornjerly wltfi 'FoiVgone over to Tiffany. Pictures. >at
Albany.

T . „ Mason City, la.
Independent theatre owners ofIowa for this district had a get-

together for the purpose of discuss-

IhL in
eatre onera«on, with more

iufr
20<>°wner3 and managers fromthis section present. Sessions heldat Iowa theatre with dinner at Hotel

JENIE JACOBS
Associated with

O. Ii. oz
1m , „ AGENCY

"'oneway. New To*
Phone Columbus 6-1930.

Exclusively Booking withRKO and Its Subsidiaries

N0RVELLE REESE
SILVER TONE TENOR
Featuring 'Silver Threads'
.With Blohords and Priugle's

,
"Georgia Minstrels"

This Week, September 22,
Loew's State, Los Angeles

Thomaston, Conn;
Stephen Hennequin and Rossi

Cabol, operators of the Paramount
theatre here, named defendants in
a civil action for $1,100. Plaintiff
is Rosen Film Delivery Service, Inc.,
of New Haven. Action Involves de-
livery of films to the theatre at a
rate of $15 per week.

San Diego.
B. V. Sturdivant assigned to the

San Diego area by Skouras with
headquarters at the Fox here. Bert
Naus succeeds W. L. Doudlah as
manager of the Fox, and Richard
Williams has replaced Paul Stein-
miller as assistant.

NO UNDERWRITING

Class Opening for U K HillstrMt
And. 'Gams' CalUd Off

Hollywood, Sept. 28.

Although RKO execs wanted to

reopen the HUlstreet Sept. 30, with

a world premiere of Radio's 'The
Most Dangerous Game' at $2, its

plans went awry when no local or-
ganization was willing to undertake
the selltns out of the house, even
though ,

the entire gros$ went into

its coffers.

Universale 'Back Street' goes in

as a substitute with the house re-
suming operation Sept. 30. Same
company's 'The All-American' set
for the second week.
Harry Bailey returns to the River-

side, Milwaukee, from which he was.
called to manage the HUlstreet
when a \audefllm policy was origi-
nally decided upon.

, " Middletown, Conn.
Settlement, of the lease dispute

between the S. and S. Corp., of this
city, and National Theatres, Inc.,
of New Haven, has cleared the way
for a merger of three local houses.
Theatres involved are Palace, Mid-
dlesex and Capitol. Salvatore
Adorno, manager of the Palace, will
handle the three houses for Middle-
town Theatres, Inc., the new com-
najriyy,;

)
;
y -

j. j j
.-

4
Milwaukee.

Ralph
;Walsh has taken over his

duties as Fox .city manager. Suc-
ceeds Joseph Kinsky, now in New
.York. >

Pine Bluff, Ark.
Oscar Miller, manager of the

Alamo here, has leased the house
from Dr. O. W. Clark. .

Des Moines, la.
George Tucker new assignee for

publicity job at RKO Orpheum.

Milwaukee.
Harry Rice becomes manager of

the RKO Riverside. Replaces Harry
Bailey, transferred to the HUlstreet,
Los Angeles, reopening shortly.

T ,
Kansas City.

Jack Hare, of Los Angeles, here
as assistant manager of the RKO
Mainstreet. Succeeds Marvin
Parks who goes' to Omaha as man-
ager, of the RKO Orpheum.

Syracuse, N. T.
Norman Fitzer will double be-

tween the manager's office of the
Swan, downtown subsequent run
house, and Syracuse University
classrooms this fall. Heretofore in
charge of advertising and publicity
for the ,Bivoli and Swan, he suc-

Hartford, Conn.
Sam Shubouf, asst manager, Cap-

itol, Hartford; leaving to re-enter
college.

.

Jack Callahan, manager of the
Regal, Hartford, transferred to
Warner Strand, Danbury*
Ted Holt, formerly' of Majestic,

Bridgeport, to Capitol, Hartford.
Barney Grogan, asst. manager at

Strand, Hartford, pinchhittingr as
manager of Regal.
Walter Weiss, Bristol, coming- to

Regal, Hartford, as manager.

New Haven. -

Carl Mortlnaon asst. manager of
College (Arthur). ,

_ New Haven.
Kelly Abbott, formerly Fox-Poll

here, now traveling supervisor of
service for RKO under B. J. Hynes.

.

' Pittsburgh.
Earl Bell, last three, years assist-

ant zone manager for ;WB, resigned
to go inW theatre operation on his
own in Omaha, his home town. Bell
has tentatively negotiated for five
houses in Omaha, all of which he
will personally supervise.

Bell's duties here, yrlll be divided
between twp executives1 among the
local WB personnel. The film buy-
ing goes to John McGreevy, who
also retains his duties as chief book-
er, while Bell's theatre operation
work will be handed, to somebody
yet to be named.

j I

Cleveland.RKO Hipp/ closed for summer, re-
opens Oct 8

' with; ^rarik nines' as
manager. - \ "

*

Hines shifts from. Palace, where
he will be succeeded by Ted
Thomas, now city manager of RKO
houses.

. Sam Shubouf, from Hart-
ford, Conn., has been appointed
Thomas' assistant. Foster Scheel
is motoring here from Denver to be
Hines' assistant at Hipp.

• i
' \

'.

,, : New Haven.
Managerial changes locally in past

week have taken! on aspect of all-
around shakeup. 1

Walter Lloyd in
from Hartford Allyn (Publix) to
succeed Harvey Cocks as mgr. of
local Paramount.
Freddy Smith resigns as .assistant

mgr. of Poll . (Arthur), to accept like
post Brooklyn Albee.' Charles Tally
succeeds Smith at Poll,

Freddy Scovllle temporarily shift-
ed from Roger Shenrian (WB) to
Hartford Strand as asst mgr., with
Wes Griffith filling Scoville's post
meanwhile.

: ..

Carl Mortiason In frpm Hartford
as asst. mgr. of Cojlege (Arthur)
under A. J. Vannl, who now oper-
ates two local Arthur houses—Poli
and College.
Kelly Abbott, formerly local Poll,

More Sewing Up

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

To insure plenty of product for
continuance' of double billing, Prin-
cipal Theatres- and - the Gumbiner
houses have entered a pooling
agreement. Four downtown theatres
are Involved, the President and
Palace (Principal) and Tower and
Cameo (Gumbiner). All will be
operated, by Principal.,.

DowntojvV second and third runs
and some .fourth runs have been
sewed up by the arrangement.
Loew's State continues as only first

run house F-WC has downtown. .

Embezzlement Charged
To Mgr^ Cashier, Taker

Danbury, Conn., Sept. 26..

Charles H. Oakley, former mana-
ger of Warner Bros. Capitol, and
two women employed in the thea-
tre,- Mary Levlne, cashier, and Mrs.
Mary Haley, ticket taker, are under
arrest here .on -charges of embezzle-
ment. Arrests

.
followed investiga-

tion made by detectives in the em-
ploy of ,W,B, said to have resulted
from the' discovery of frequent
shortages.v Amipunt of the alleged
cembezzlepaent not made public. It
is

;

alleged,- thathtlckets sold at the
b.oxofflce' •^werej'i retained by the
ticket';, taker and then turned back
toHhe^ cashier for resale.

Oakley, who has been in the em-
ploy of WB since 1929, was re-
lieved of his duties at the theatre
suddenly about two weeks ago, ill

health being given as the cause at
that time. He is free under $1,000
bond. Bonds for Mies Levine were
set at $1,000 and $100 for Mrs.
Healy,. •. ,

,
'

1

'

now under B. J, Hynes as; traveling
supervisor of service for RKO.
George Cruzen back here as Pub-

lix divisional mgr.

Syracuse, N. T.
Frank Lampe new manager of

Harvard. Lampe's son, Gus, oper-
ates Eckel here for Skouras.

New York.
Following personnel changes inRKO theatres in -the east are effec-

tive this week:
Worthingttjn Hall, chief of staff at

Albee,; Brooklyn, goes to the Ford-
ham, New York, as ass't mgr.: Wil-
liam Cook, Fordham ass't, to Strand,
Yonkers, as mgr.; Charles Olerich
to New Rochefte as ass't mgr.

DUALS SCRAM,

SHORTS BOOM

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Dropping of double features being
only a week off local exchanges have
already started to feel the benefits

in the movement and booking of

shorts. For the past year the shorts

have been stagnant and collecting

more dust than rentals, but October
will bring a radical .change, in the
position and importance of one and
two-reelers.

rrcof of the impending change Is

the doubling ' of print orders on
Shorts. , For the past year exchanges
have ''found six prints on any short
sufficient with a possible demand
release as an occasional exception.
.Sow 12 and 15 prints per short are

bolrig ordered 1 and- play dates are
multiplying rapidly with the end of
the duals, in sight.:' .

FINKELSTEIN'S TEST

SUIT AGAINST ERPI

Minneapolis, Sept. 26.

Finkelstein Theatres, circuit of
towa houses with

. offices here and
iheaded by Harold Finkelstein, son
of the late M. L. Finkelstein and
former general manager of the
F. & R. circuit/has instituted a test
suit against ERPI to determine
ownership of Western Electric
equipment in the Finkelstein houses.

Finkelstein claims that the W.E.
lease actually constitutes a sale of
the equipment to the showhouse in-
stalling It. ERPI maintains a con-
trary view.

Lazarus Operating Lyric,

Monrovia, as an Indie
Los .^ngeles, Sept. 26.

Simon Lazarus, former partner of
Harry Vlnnlcoff in the operation of
the Million Dollar here, the Gar-
field, Alhambra, and other suburban
houses, has sub-leased the Lyric,
Monrovia, from Pacific National,
and is operating it independently.
Other house changes In the L. A.

territory include the taking over of
the Temple, L. A., by Peterson &
Swan; the . Alcazar, Carpenteiia,
Calif.,, by Martha Hencken, and the
Colonial, Orange, Calif., by Guyon
& Barno. Latter have installed
new sound equipment, and will

operate at 10c and 15c.

O. L. OZ
AAMolated with

JENIE JACOBS
AGENCY

1014 Broadway. New York
Phone Columbus 5-1930

Exclusively Booking with
RKO and Its Subsidiaries

CARMEN de LARA
'A Chinese Fantasy'

(TOE DANCE)
. This Week, September 2fe,

Paramount, Los Angeles

hv'tlJX^w aP°
meZ Wm

J
ona danc« m the musical comedy, 'Crazy Quilt,' I was so impressed

f'Sl TlT/^^^ o£ their routines that I engaged them for the prologue

te-anSST T
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,

ter
l
Ude at thC Cl

|

,nese
J
Theatre

« Th€n
'
th<>u&h I "have never held an act over from one show

1 b^ke my . ow
^

Tuje and re-engaged, GOMEZ and WINONA for the prologue of 'Rain.'

l^ L I
gV

dan
.

C
5'
TA?"»' created especially for this engagement, is in my opinion, the mostsubtle and sensational dance I have ever seen."

-t-
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TWO MORE
RECORDS SMASHED
—and watch others follow as these

two de luxe Fanchon 8c Marco stage

continue to bring prosperity

to theatre after theatre . . • . ,

IRENE
Best week of the season at the
Oakland Theatre, Oakland, Calif*

J
50 people—majority of them from the original cast—gorgeous

^
girls-staged more elaborately than original production-unfor-

gettable melodies—modernized to die minute!
:
By arrangement

with Montgomery, Tiernan and McCarthy, the original producers.

FOLLOW THRU
Built up to the biggest week-day's
biz of the season at the Paramount,
Portland, Ore.
y

Outstanding cast of 58 including Joe Penner, Olive Olsen
^

and other Broadway lights—pepped up to the ultra-modern

tempo and packed with new laughs aplenty. By arrangement

^ with Schwab & MandeL

FANCHON & MARCO, inc.

HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE • MILWAUKEE • NEW YORK
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RKO-F&M Resume on New Basis,

Would Make Marco Head Booker;

Personal Deal Leaving F-M Indie

RKO-Fanchon & Marco are talk

lngr about another booking deal, this

time on an entirely different basis.

New terms, as reported, provide

for the alliance of Mike Marco with

the RKO booking office as head

booker on a straight salary basis,

F&M to retain its independence as

a producer of units.

Previous proposition involving a
50% buy into F&M by RKO, which
had reached advanced stages, was
voted down by the RKO board. Ne-
gotiations along new lines com-
menced immediately upon the
board's adverse, action on the orig-

inal plan.

Such a tie-up, with Marco book-
ing RKO vaudeville in addition to

nominally and actively heading
the F&M producing organization,

doubtlessly would limit the play
dates of F&M units on the other
circuits, partially if not altogether.

That it would exclude theatres other
than RKO's from, the F&M units'

playing -time entirely is held doubt-'

ful, however, since RKO's demand
for.'iejcclusive call on the productions
met i with. Marco's objections while
the -first deal was on the fire; At
the, most, "RKO would have first

option on the F&M - shows where
there may be another-potential cir-

cuit or indie F&M customer.
The matter of Fox West Coast's.,

relationship .with F&M, plus how
that circuit might stand on the pro-

Eqaed-., new . personal deal with
te*co; will be clarified one way or

the other by S. R. Kent, president
of. Fox,,It is expected. Kent. is due
in New York /from. .the Coast this
week .and will be 'approached on
this: deal. Whether *negotiations
will get as far as another RKO
board meeting is said to depend on
Kent's, reaction.

ALL ON PERCENTAGE

Another Vaude- Revue in N.
New Talent Lineup

'Belmont Varieties)' a vaude show
of revue type offered by Richard
Herndon, due Wednesday (28) at
the Belmont, New Tork, after a
delayed start. There are about 60
people In the show, all on percent-
age, without guarantees of any
kind. •

v

It is said to be a new talent line-

up with people selected by audition
and from out-of-the-way theatres.

UNION DEMANDS FORCE

VAUDE FROM L BEACH

Los Angeles, Sept. 24.
r .....

With stage hands .demanding that
the regular crew be increased from
four to five menr the State,

Long Beach, which has been
playing : vaude booked • by local

RKO offices, will v switch to a
straight sound policy Oct; 1. House
has been one of the few remaining
full weeic. stands on the. coast.

Management had numerous con^
ferences with the stage hands, who
were adamant in thelrdemands for a
five-man crew. •

Adds 3 Towns

;
As Blomlierg Migrates

. .
: -Chicago, Sept. 26,

•

Show Circles anticipate a vaude-
ville

1'boom in these parts as a result

of the. .return
: of Nate

.
Blumberg.

Latter is due in town this week tp

take over middle western operation
for' RICO and particularly the Or-
pheum circuit.. With Blumberg not
yet here, a New Tork decision al-
ready add.* three towns to the local
RKO book* They are Sioux City and
Davenport, three' r days each, and
Cedar .Rapids, one day, all com-
mencing: atoiind Oct. 1. .,"'•.'

Concurrent with Sternberg's ar-
rival several changes in the local
RKO- booking and theatre depart-
ment stafrs are expected. In addi-
tion to the departure of. Ascher
Levy, whom Blumberg succeeds, no
tice has teen given to Tom Car-
mody, booking office head, and Dick
Hoffman, broker. •

Dick Bergen, who books the Great
State-Publix vaudeville houses in
the Chicago RKO office, will also
book the RKO theatres, under an
arrangement between the two cir-
cuits. His salary will be mutually
paid instead of by Great States ex
cluslvely as in the past.

It is reported that Billy Diamond
may return to the RKO fold here in
charge of the club department and
as booker of any indie time the of-
fice can obtain.

No Immediate successor to Blum
berg in the New York RKO office

wlJJ be appointed. The five Greater
New York division managers who
have been under Blumberg's' super
vision will now report direct to
Herschel Stuart during the former'
absence. They are H. R. Emde,
Charlie MacDonald, Joe Lee and
Lew Goldberg.
Blumberg is expected to leave for

Chicago today (Tuesday), and
theroafter to travel back and forth

' Harry Goldberg, manager of the
Albeo, Brooklyn,' goes west with
Bl umber s to become city manager
in Chicago and personally handle
the State-Lake. At the Albee he".l

be replacc-d by Harry Weiss, former
. Publix manager in the south and
before that with Locw.

Acrobats for London

-Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

jack SchaluVrt, formerly.of the Bel
Thazers, standard aero act and now
operating an acrobatic school here,

left .'for Chicago, "New York and
London last Saturday (24) to ar-

range for next season's bookings for

his
.
pupils. . Schallert. will supply

four acts for .the, Olympia Circus,

London, opening in December.
School sent , out 11 truck loads of

acrobats this -summer, five of them
playing. the east. ' One,.was at At
lantic =City but closed i in August
when two members of the troupe
We're killed, in a fall front a 130-foot
rigging. ":

Morgan-Dunn in Chi,

H. B. Warner's Sketch
Los Angeles, Sept. 2$.

Opening of Gene Morgan and
Josephine Dunn at the Orpheum,
Denver, has been switched to the

State Lake, Chicago, Sept. 29, with
Cincinnati and Cleveland to follow.

Team then goes into New York for

an. RKO route.

H. B. Warner , is' rehearsing 'The
Match Box,' a three

,
people sketch

for an RKO route. . Bill Metklejoun
office is handling both these turns

NAYAN PEARCE
of Pearce and Velio

"Rhapsody in Red"
Miss Pearce la the creator, and

first one to dance on top of piano
on stage. .

This week' (Sept. 24),' RKO, : Bos-
ton.
Next week (Oct. 1), RKO Palace,

New York.
Direction, EDW. S. KELLER

No Stage Shows

In Seattle and

Denver—Onions

- Seattle, Sept. 2C.

Musician's union left. Seattle
stageless this week, but biz Isn't

bad. All the first runs are without
orchestras, Organists or stage pre-
sentations..

]

Musicians had proposed to Frank
Newman, Jr., of Fox West Coast
that stage shows continue pending
negotiations, and any settlement
could thence be made retroactive.
Newman rejected the proposal, thus
leaving Fanchbn & Marco's 'Town
and Country* unit laying here this

week until going to Vancouver, B. C,
next week. ;

Young Newman is handling mat-
ters for FWC pending Newman,
Sr.'s visit In New York.; VHe's due
back here the end of this. week. .

Denver, Sept. 26.

Stagehands' deadlock' , with the
theatre managements forced .

.stage
shows out of the Denver (presenta-
tions) .and Orpheum, (RKO vaude).
It reacted to the benefit pf the Rial -.

to and Paramount, which regularly
play straight pix.

It hurt the two major .downtown-
ers, however, but the theatres are
still adamant in rejecting; the stage-
hands' demands^

New Minstrel Troupe
Syracuse, Sept. 26.

Syracuse, home town 'of the John
R. Van Arnam Minstrels, Will be
represented by a second blackface
troupe on the road this fall. 'It's

the Honeyland Minstrels, and an
outgrowth of the municipal vaude-
ville season just closed.
Troupe Is headed by three vet-

erans of minstrelsy, BUI Miller, Doc
Whitman and Claire Hammond, and
is booking independently.
Van Arnam's company Is now in

its 13th season, and will take the
road in its private railroad car again
next month.

LOPEZ DEBS IN VAUDE
Before slipping the combo into

the schedule for a sustaining build-
up, NBC is putting the Vincent
Lopez Debutantes tnrough a few
vaude paces.
Band, composed of 15 girls,

makes its debut at Keith's, Patter
son, on a split week Oct. 8, with
the other half filled by the Pros
pect, Brooklyn,

F-M's Comedy Act
The Barrymore Four, new comedy

combination, go with Fanchon &
Marco for nine weeks with options,
Act opened Friday (23) In a Unit

at New Haven..

OSTERMAN'S SQUAWK

Complains .to V.M.A. On Royalty for
Taahman-Benny Sketch

That a vaudeville material author
Is collecting royalties on .something
he didn't write is charged by Jack
Osterman . In a complaint filed at
the V.M.A. against Lllyah Tashman
and Charlie Judels. Latter

;
is the

accused, writer. .

Osterman's complaint , Is
.
oyer a

sketch. Jack Benny and Miss Tash-
man are using in the Loew theatres.
Osterman claims the act was writ-
ten by himself and the late Harry
O'Neal for a Shubert 'Artists and
Models' some years ago.
Comic's objections are not to

Benny and Miss Tashman's use of
the material, Vut to Judel's alleged
collection of royalties as the author.

D. A.s Office and license Bureau

Prepare New Drive on GypBookers

NO BRIEF CASES?

No Music Cramps Mildred Chaplin,

Sibylla Bowan In Chi

Chicago, Sept. M.

Sibylla Bowan, Jumping In from
New Orleans, opened Saturday (24)

at the State-Lawe without trunks,

wardrobe, or music. She impro-
vised for the first performance be-
ing unable to present any part of

her regular act.

Last week Mildred. Harris Chap-
lin was without her music under
similar circumstances at the first

show for the Palace.

VAUDE UPTREND WITH

BAD DRAW ON SCREEN

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Shortage- of draw picture product
for the independent exhibitors has
added 1 two weeks of small town
dates to the books of the Bert Levy
office in the past fortnight; -

Houses going from straight pix to

vaudefllm a,fe the Verdi, North
Beach; Lyric; " Monrovia; Ofcnard,

Oxriard; Van NUys, Van. Nuys,' and'
the Monterey, 'Monterey Park. All

are week end dates and give the
Levy office six weeks playing time.

Other theatres booked out of

Leyy are Warners' Downtown,
Hippodrome and Strand here!

Downtown is a full week, using
seven acts! Hip

. and Strand are
splits, using five acts on each half.

Capitol, San Francisco, using six

acts, is also a full week.. Lyric,
Monrovia, is a split with four acts
on a bill. .

Levy Is currently making a trip

through the northern part of the
state promoting additional time for
his San Francisco office.

V. Mi L Complaints

Two complaints involving alleged
material lifting by vaudeville acts
are up for arbitration at the V.
M. A.
Raymond .'and Ann, ventriloquists,

claim Valentine Vox is using ma-
terial, that belongs to them. Starnes
and Cover, adagio dancers, have
preferred the same charge against
Ayres and Rene. ' Latter turn is

using the material in question at
the' Roxy, New York, this week.

Back from the Cleaners
After two trips to the cleaners in

one summer Al B. White Is return-
ing to vaudeville. He has a new
flash act In rehearsal.
White's pair of dull thuds were a

piece of a dog track and a road-
house, both on Long Island.

BUTTERITELB'S TAB
Lansing, Sept. 26.

Curley Burns, with a musical tab
of 40 people, is on the Butterfield
circuit, appearing in Battle Creek
this week. He Is scheduled to fol-
low with a local engagement of per-
haps two weeks at- the Gladmer
theatre, straight pictures for several
years.

Radio One-Niter as Tax
Payer for Dark House

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Great States reopened the Rlalto,

Peoria for one night, Saturday (24),

to present the WLS Barn Dance
troupe. Attraction was in the
nature of a taxpayer for the house
which has been dark for two years.
Radio attraction usually gives

two performances every Saturday at
the old Eighth Street theatre, Chi-
cago, but was lured to Peoria by a
flat. buy.
Five shows were given during the

day. No pictures, or entertainment
other than the radloites.

Joe Sullivan Barred on

Floor Over N. G. Check
Joe Sullivan, agent, has been de-

franchlsed and barred from the

RKO booking floor as a result of his

cashing an n.g. check for $100 at
RKO Proctor's, Albany, last week.
Having made good on the bounoer,
he may be permitted to return to

the floor after a suspension.
Sullivan's explanation was that

he needed the money to pay one of

his act's fare out of Albany.

Byton Girls Head South
Chicago, Sept. 26.

Dorothy Byton will take two girl

troupes into the South. She will

travel with one and route the other
separately. Four months has been
laid out through Georgia, Florida
and other Dixie states.

Miss Byton travels entirely In
private automobiles and has just
completed an all-summr trek
through Michigan and Wisconsin,
playing towns that haven't Been
stage entertainment in years.

Chiselers among vaudeville agents
and bookers, mostly confined to the
Independent ranks, are to face a
broom which w% sweep them out
of show business) and, If .possible,

out of New York City. Local LU
cense Bureau and : the New York
District! Attorney's office are pre-
paring material on such a cam-
paign.
While In the past there was re*

luctance by actors to testify, both
the License Bureau and the D. A.'s
office report finding performers and
agents willing to lend assistance in
making out cases. With this aid It

Is believed criminal charges can be
brought,, the charges to range qp
to grand larceny. License revoca-
tion and civil suits In the past have
been Ineffective, many, agencies op-
erating out of holes in the wall, on
the fly or on the cuff from the
street. '..

Complaint Against Feinberg

Latest complaint to reach the Li-
cense Bureau is that of Norton and
Walsh who complain they turned
over $62 to Abe I. Feinberg for a
date which did- not materialize;

That was last June. Since then ef-
forts have been made to get the
money back, It Is alleged, the wife
of. the two-act (Norton) finally go-
ing ^ to the. agent to demand the

.

money. Agent Is asserted to have
used language derogatory to her.
character, a phase that is said to

interest the'D. A.'s office. .

On Oct. 20 an indie booker who
faces a jail term Is scheduled to

come up -th Special Sessions on a
charge of having taken money from
an act In advance of a date in Os-
wego, N. Y., which did not exist.

Act discovered that after making
the trip to this upstate town. Book-,
er is Sidney Rhelngold,
Charge against Paly Sanders of

booking road shows under the Im-
pression he was doing it for RKO '

has been dropped at the behest of
Martin. Beck, complainant.
Meanwhile, the D, A.'s office is

surveying the entire indie field,

looking into all phases of handouts,
kickbacks, Illegal booking, obtain-
ing money under false . pretenses,
etc;

Mamaux Will Toss

Ballads at"Em Again

While the rest of the ball tossers
are shooting ducks this winter, Al
Mathaux will again fungo some bal-
lads Into the galleries. Former big"

league pitcher, and now manager of
the Newark Bears, will do his usual
warbling turn with Billy Griffen
at the piano and Phil Tyrell agent'
ing.

Mamaux opens Oct. 8 for six RKO
weeks following the "Little World
Series' between his team'and Min-
neapolis. He piloteed the Newark -

club to ' the International League
bunting In his second season as
manager. Mamaux has been In and
out of vaudeville since Brooklyn
won the pennant. The Dodgers
haven't copped since Mamau*
started to sing.

Trahan on Road
.
Al Trahan Is the latest vaude-

ylllian to be added to Earl Car*
roll's road 'Vanities.' He starts re-
hearsing for the road show with
his vaude foil, Yukona Cameron,
next week. .

Carroll has Trahan under a two-
year contract. Next year Trahart
gets a spot In the New York 'Vanl*
ties,' under the terms.

BAKER FACES MINSTRELS
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Tom Baker will be two weeks lit

advance of the 'Georgia Minstrels'
when outfit starts Its Fanchon &
Marco tour. Baker at one time was:
ahead of the show when It trouped
before joining F&M.
Henry Hall has replaced Harry

Stafford In 'Sally,* another F-M unit.

DETROIT'S VAUDE
Detroit,. Sept, 26.

With a trial Sunday vaude date
doing okay, the Hollywood goes
back to a split week policy next
week.
House is being booked locally by

Sol Berns. It was formerly booked
by the RKO Chicago office.
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NVA ENDS SOCIAL CLUB
RKO Cancels Full

Boston Bill When

Marcus Complains

BKO's booking office, of which
Ceorge Godfrey is the head, rubbed

a ' complete vaudeville bill off the

books for Boston this week follow-

ing the Ming of a claim by the A.

B. Marcus show. The Marcus tab

was given Boston at the last minute
after, demanding a settlement on a
week's salary in lieu of a cancella-

tion at Syracuse.
-' On what basis the acts booked

for Boston agreed to cancel and
make way for the Marcus show
fen't known.

Marcus, who has had similar ex-

periences with RKO in the past, in-

sisted on immediate fullflllment of

the obligation incurred by the Syra-

cuse cancellation. Three years or so

ago, during the previous. George
Godfrey regime', the booking office

owed Marcus $26,000 in bookings

that it had contracted for but

couldn't deliver. The producer set-

tled for $12,500 in cash.

The Marcus tab booked direct

with RKO until recently when God-
frey presented the show, and also

the commlKh, to Henry Bellit, agent.

5 RELEASE REQUESTS

GRANTED BY AGENTS

Requests for Teleases by the fol-

lowing, acts were granted by the

RKO ' agents' association board last

week: Ted and Al. Waldmari, from
Weber-Slmon;v Nellie Arn.aut and
Bros.; from - Weber-Simon; May
Wirth and Co., from Charlie Mor-
rison, Ford and Wilkens, from Joe
Sullivan; Al Tucker's orchestra,
from Blondell & Mack.
Dave Genaro's request for release

of. his 'Youngsters of Yesterday'
from Harry Fitzgerald was denied,
board giving Fitzgerald another
month to obtain bookings.

Harry K. Morton and Zella Rus-
sell were the subjects of a com-
plaint by Weber-Simon against the
M. S. Bentham office. Act was
aw ,, ,,;"J to Bentham. '

•

A : he same board meeting the
petition from George Choos for

Jack Kalcheim to replace his broth-
er, Harry, in the Chops office was
tabled until next week. Harry dis-

solved his RKO agency partnership
with Choose upon going over to

Publix and back on a book.

MAHONEYS OFF AGAIN

Marks Second Time — Previous

Breach Had Been Healed

Following reconciliation after a
previous split ;two months ago, Will
and Sue Mahoney have again sep-
arated. Second split .was revealed
last, week by the comedian's inser-
tion of a 'not responsible' notice in
.the New York personal columns
regarding any debts of his wife.

Two months ago Mrs. Mahoney
withdrew, a separation suit and the
couple, had apparently straightened
out their difficulties:

Prior- to her marriage to the
comic six years ago, Airs. Mahoney
was known professionally as Lillian
Wilson. In recent years she has
become one of the country's best
known woman mo' or boat racers..

Sideline Chatter

Following gives an idea of
that typical, topical dialog that
goes on in the RKO booking of-

fice nowadays:
Godfrey (to Dolf Leffler):

'Dolf, if you haven't a headliner
for Boston next week use Mae
Henry1

.' ...

Leffler: 'Who's Mae Henry?'
Godfrey: 'She's been on the

radio there for two years and is

the great-grandaughter of Pat-
rick Henry.'
Leffler 'So who's Patrick

Henry?'
An agent (standing by):

'Patrick Henry is a good 5c
cigar.'

Lewis-Dody Split for

2d Time Within Year
Sam Lewis and Sam Dody have

split for the second time within a
year, after 17 years of vaudeville
partnership. They'll try feeing it

alone.

Lewis will do a new act by 'Sam
Parent and which Sam Shannon is

producing. Dody goe.s into the new
Brown & Henderson 'musical. 'For-
ward March.'

ADVANCES BY AGENTS

TO ACTS RULED OUT

Advances to acts for railroad or
other transportation expenses are
out from now on, by order of Mar-
tin Beck. Agents have been noti-

fied that all future bookings must
be made with that understanding.
Among those out o' luck through

the new ruling are acts who obtain
RKO bookings, but are financially

unable, to make the jump. In such
emergencies in the past the book-:

ing office advanced the fares and
collected on box office orders.
RKO bookings now may have to

be turned down by acts that can't

p.ay. their way out of town and are
unable to scrape up the funds. The
agents are considered out for ad-
vance purposes. Most acts now
consider themselves fortunate If the
agents don't touch them.
As usual, the booking office was

the first to break its own rule. A
few hours after the no-advance or-
der was Issued Grace Hayes, booked
for Cleveland, refused to make the
jump from New York unless RKO
advanced the fare. The booking of-

fice advanced.

ill, Jr., Goes Native

William Morris, Jr., is back In

New York from the Coast, but is

returning there in 10 days to go
native officially.

Morris and the missus have suc-
cumbed to that sunshine.

SHUBERTS-HEALY TALKING

8uit Off—Invite Comic to Sign New
Contract

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Shubert action against Ted Healy
arising out of the actor's walkout on
'The Passing Show' was dismissed
on petition of the Shuberts attorney,
Sam Edelson, who told Judge Gent-
zel in Superior Court that the Shu-
berts would just forget about it

Show has meanwhile closed on tour,

fioppo.

Shuberts, however, still want
Healy for a future musical, and ne-
gotiations between Edelson and At
torney Ben Ehrlich, representing
Healy, were in progress last week
with a view to framing a new con
tract that would be acceptable to

the actor.

Healy meanwhile, will fulfill his

Loew and RKO vaudeville bookings

Burns and Allen Get Slap

Prom the Chi Columnists
Chicago, Sept. 26.

Burns and" Allen were badly
rapped by two local newspaper col-

umnists last week for alleged high
hatting. Chales Gilchrist, radio edi-
tor of the 'Daily News,' became
peeved when asked to leave the
studio at NBC in which the vaude-
ville pair were about to broadcast.
Going into the control • room to

watch through the glass partition

Gilchrist was further incensed 'when
the microphone was moved to one
corner oC the room almost out of

his line of vision.

Hazel Flynn, film critic of the

'Americn,' took up the cudgels two
days later and used the Gilchrist

incident. an a basis for her own r:ip.

Burns and Allen were appearing

for Balahari & Katz.

SHE OF HOME SET

TO HELP

Property Goes to Hotel Edi-

son—Only Charitable Ac-
tivities to Be Continued
Under Skeleton Staff—No
More Theatre Drives

DOLES $4,500 MONTH

Finish of the N. V. A. as a social

organization for vaudeville actors
and confinement of its functions to
charitable work only will occur this
fall. Past objections to the closing
of the New York clubhouse having
been overruled, the N. V. A. Fund
board of directors has voted to dis-

pose of the property... Only the
Saranac sanitarium and the New
York charitable work will survive.

A satisfactory bid for the West
46th street ground and building has
has been received from the Edison
hotel, wheh abuts on the N. V. A.
property. The hotel wants the club-<

house, as a connecting link. Only
minor details, such as satisfying

nearby tenants whose offices may be
affected by the building of a prome-
nade between the hotel and the club,

remain to be straightened out.

Disposal of the clubhouse and dis-

continuance of all N.. V. A. social

functions, including maintenance Of
the present 46th street staff, are ex-
pected to save the fund directors

the necessity of appealing to the
theatre circuit-members of the N.
V. A. Fund for moneys to i keep the
New York end as well as the Sani-
tarium at Saranac In operation.

The last N. V. A. fund drive,

staged In about 1,900 theatres on the
usual plate-passing basis last April,

netted $200,000, or between $50,000

and $100j,000 less than the amount
needed for the fiscal year's ex-
penses. The New York charity list,

now amounting to $4,500 a month
after almost doubling in a year and
a half, Is the largest N. Y. expense
item, with the rent and operating
costs bringing the total New York
cost to approximately $100,000 a
year. Saranac needs at least $150,

000 a year to properly house and
care for its patients. The New York
clubhouse rental Is $1,000 a month
under the recent reassessment. It's

under lease to the N. V. A. for 20

more' years.

Elimination of the clubhouse was
said to have been considered by the

fund board as not only' mandatory
for the sake of economy, but the
club itself is deemed to have be-
come a useless expense. Established
actors, who formerly patronized the
place and ; paid their dues under
stress fronv the Keith booking of-

fice, no longer are seen at' the 46th

street building. The funds devoted
to its upkeep would be better, spent
at Saranac, the fund directors are
reported to feel.

Instead of occupying its present
spacious quarters; the c}ub probably
will move to less pretentious offices

and function chiefly as a mail ad-
dress for members. The staff will

be reduced to' a minimum number
of people needed to disburse charity
funds.
A similar plan was broached last

year, but met with opposition from
a faction of club habitues cham-
pioned by Henry Chesterfield. Court
action against this proposal was
started, with the N. V. A. Fund
forced to pay the lawyers' fees, but
is never reached the courts.

In addition to the clubhouse clos-
ing, further economies in the N..V.
A.'s operation have been recom-
mended by the new executive com-
mittee composed of Sam Scribner,
Moe Silvers and Major Leslie

|
Thompson. As a result, about 12

I
Saranac patients who have been
pronounced cured but who are stay-
ing there voluntarily, have been
asked to leave to make room for

j
others who need treatment. Pre-

]
vions reductions were recommended

' by' the committee by elimination of

Healy's Surprise

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Ted Healy, on trial here last

week in a Shubert action, sur-
prised the court by his answer
when the Judge asked him how
much he earned- in vaudeville.

'I'm getting about $4,000,'

Healy replied, while quickly
.

adding, 'I know I ain't worth it,'

so you're not any more sur-
prised than I am. But they're
paying that kind of dough, and
I'm glad to be getting, it.'

JUMPS BY AUTO

ARE CHEAP,

AND RISKY

Ruth Gives N.V.A.

Patients a Thrill

As Kate Disappoints

Saranac Lake, Sept. 26.

Patients at the N. V. A. Sani-
tarium the past .week received a
thrill when visited in person by
Ruth Etting. They were also dis-
appointed when Kate Smith de-
clined an invitation to greet the
show people.
Both singers were at Lake Placid,

10 miles away. Miss Etting merely
came up for a rest, not broadcast-
ing while here for two weeks. She
left last Sunday (25) for New York.
At the sanitarium Miss Etting
cheerily hailed all the patients,

either in their rooms or In the big
hall. In the latter she sang two
songs without musical accompani-
ment.
Miss Smith came up a week ago,

with her orchestra, going on the air

three nights, as usual, for her com-
mercial 15 minutes. Miss Smith is

again taking care of her air time
this week. She leaves here Satur-
day (1).

Miss Smith's reply to Dr. Edgar
Mayer's invitation on behalf of the
patients was that Her physician had
forbade any appearance while away;
with orders to rest only.

WILL BUILD ACTS FOR

EACH OF 5 AMATEURS

Martin Beck thinks so much of

five of the 26 amateurs . who sur-
vived the 'opportunity revues'
(amateur shows), staged locally by
the RKO theatres, he will have a
special act produced around each
of them and play- them In all RKO
vaudeville theatres.
Meanwhile, the five amateurs will

participate with their 21 fellow
slmon pures In the unit that's now
rehearsing in New York preparatory
to going out over the RKO time
in place of a regular vaudeville
bill in each town.
When the contest winners start

out next month they'll lose their

amateur standing. RKO guarantees
them $50 a week each and all ex-
penses.

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Tragic death of Willie Berger,
while traveling in a 'share expense'
private automobile, has aroused
much comment among actors who

;

have been using, this 'fourth class
travel' to some extent. Actors have
experienced the irresponsibility of
the private car owners and are
aware of the dangers of cheap cars,

cheap tires, cheap gasoline, and un-
bonded drivers. There answer to
this is conclusive enough : it's the
type of travel that best fits their

pocketbooks.
Buses, slightly more expensive,

have a better rating but play havoc
with anybody's nervous system on
a long jump. It's common for ac-
tors arriving In Chicago by bus.

from New York to go to bed im-
mediately and sleep the clock
around. Their exhausttion from the
long ride that requires four or five

changes of chaffuer is terrific.

Added to the bus thing have been
several bad accidents on the road
and at least one case of highway
robbery near Joliet. Railroad men
who resent the loss of theatrical
patronago have made what propa**28

ganda they can of these incidents.

But meanwhile there's no answer to

the money saving angle, the only
reason actors take buses or 'share

'

expense'. trips instead of using the'

choo-choo.
Angles

So far as the west is concerned
the railroads are willing to make
concessions to get business but the

eastern roads' reluctance keeps any
such propositions perpetually on
ice. . Unanimous consent to special

baggage - or other inducements to

theatrical patronage must be won.
Meanwhile actors point out that

certain jumps can only be made by
bus. Pest example around here is

Grand Rapids to South Bend which
can be made by bus in something
over three hours. By train it would
take, all .night and the act would
still not be able, td make rehearsal.

Franklin Roosevelt in his Salt Lake
City address came out for parity

between buses and railroads, which
may change the traveling set-up

within the next year or two;

BORIS M0RR0S SAILS

For Moscow to Reach Ailing Father
—Leaves This Week

Boris Morros, Publix stage pro-
duction head, will sail Friday (30)
in hopes of reaching Moscow in

time. A cablegram received over
the week-end notified Morros that
his 77-year-old father is critically

ill.

In Morros' absence MUtbn Feld
will take over the stage supervision
in addition to his duties as Pub-
lix's eastern division head.

Piano Team's Week
Fray and Braggiottl, CBS piano

team, bow as a stage act at B. &
K's Chicago, Chicago, Oct. 8.

Pair are in for a week, with an
option of two to follow at the cir-

cuit's Uptown and another nabe
house,

numerous clerical c-xpenst items in

New York.
It is generally felt within the- show-

business that the N. V. A. baa long
since ceased to rate importantly as
a social order for vaudovillians.. On
the other hand; sentiment has al-

ways- been largely with the worl'
carried on at Saranac

BILLY VAN AS MAYOR;

IN DEMAND AS SPEAKER

Newport, N. H., Sept. 26.

From success on the stage to suc-

cess as a soap maker, now mayor of

this town and optimistic booster for

New England, Billy B. Van, former
comedian, is traveling up and down
New England boosting everything.
And he's met the President, too.

Van is In demand' as- a public
speaker in these parts, making use
of his talents as a comic.

Max Sues Mrs. Hart

In a move to recover furniture
and sliver which he claims his for-
mer wife, Mrs. Adele Forrest Hart,
removed from his home to a wave-
house last July, Max Hart has filed

both an attachment and suit for

damages. '
'

In the latter action Hart is asking-
for $25,000, while the amount in ttftf*

attachment stipulates $10,456.75,

which the agent estimates as the
value of the property.
Mrs; 'Hart is now living in 1-ieno,

where she 'obtained a divorce.

Al Herman, Et Al, Minstrel

Company for Pic Houses
Hollywood, Kept, 1'C.

.
The California Poppy Minstrels

has been organized by Al Herman,
.Fred Warren and Frank Holiday.

j
Will .have a personnel «r Z~> peo-

ple, with male and female lands-to
i play the picture houses.
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Palace's 'All' Shows

RKO's Palace, New York,

. will do an all-picture- nape
' stage . bill week of * Octi .6. and
'follow with an ali-raato Ithe-up
s ?h« week after. ,

.

"

" .

.'

'
' So far ho names are set for

either show.

WILBY-KJNCEY HOUSE

TO HAVE STAGE SHOWS

Birmingham, Sept. 26.

Don tanning "has ^iee
:

n signed l>y

Wilby-Kincey. interests'" to pro-
duce stage shows for them.
Units, .'.win . not „ go into every
house and details have not yet been
worked out, but Lahrting wlli head-
quarter in Atlanta and book the
shows from there.

Wllby-K incey recently closed for

15 of Pubhx' theatre's in the south-
east, giving them some 60 odd houses
In this territory, ' They 'figure that

some of these will irieed; acts and
enough t»me may be" made available
to form a. small circuit.,.

' ,P*Irst of the units goes In' at Ash-
yille, N. C.

'•'

LIPSTONE'S TRIPS

To Nv Y. Monthly to Book Acts for
B. & K.—Grabs 20

. Chicago;- Sept. 26. •

Louis Lipstone, head of . stage
production and - booking for the
Balaban & Katz theatres here and
lii Detroit and St. Louis,

:
will make

a! trip to New York Once' a month
from- now on for booking purposes.
He was east last week and while in
>TewYork booked 20 acts for the
four western picture house weeks.
Due to the little • playing time

available here, Chicago Is acutely
short of acts for local bookings.
B. & K. was forced to Jump "Valen-
tine Vox at the last minute all the
way from Jersey City for- the cur-
rent week , at the Chicago theatre.
In order to make the Jump possible,
circuit had to request Loew to
close the act In J.C; a day in ad-
vance. .

-

Peoria's 10 Acts

• Chicago, Sept. 26.
Palace, Peoria, 111., starts vaude-

ville Oct. 2 on & split . week .policy
opening Sundays anid| Thursdays.
Five acts each half, bicjt Bergen is
booking from the RKO floor for
GJreat' States. •

Peoria becomes tt"> only town In
the Great Stated group playing
vaude. Such former vaude dates
as Jollet, Aurora, : Rockford, Gales-
burg, Champaign, Springfield, Kan-
kakee, have been straight pictures
for seasons. '

F-M Producing in East

Calms Coast Activity
Hollywood,

. Sept. 26.
Staging

. of three units currently
in the East, has brought, the first
local production lull this year for
Fanchon & Marco, with, only two
units now in rehearsal here. One,
'Hi-Lights;' is being

. readied by
Larry Ceballbs, to operi at Long
Beach, this weekend, while '& sec-
ond' unit-is in Its flrst

:i

prb'duction
stages ur.der the" direction of <3ae
Foster.

. . . .

With Marco still
,
east, but ex -

pected*™ t eturn to the Coast within
10 days, the engagement of talent
has .been virtually abandoned on
this- end. Only replacements are
thoE(e\ of ' people previously con-
tracted, or' occasional fill-ins for
the tabs in preparation.

DOROTHY HTESCH AT I & I
Dorothy Hlrsch leaves 'Variety%'

advertising department to. Join trie-
Lyons & Lyons office' this ' week' as
an associate agent. •

With. L. & L. Miss Hlrsch will
represent artists for vaudeville an 1
radio.

'

POET CHESTER VAUDE
The Embassy, Port Chester, N. Y.,

stai-ts the season with five acts on
last halves Sept. (29). It will add
vaude the first half if warranted.
Dow agency, New York, is book-

ing.

Golden Gate Adds Girls
San Francisco, Sept. 26.

RKO added a line of 12 girls to
the Golden Gate this week, work-
ing steppers in with Horace Heidt's
band. It's in addition to regular
five vaude acts.

Until the circuits -and Jndle .exhibitors check iiiore carefully ln.to the
source' of'supply and character''of vaudeville they are getting, theatres
will be making the vaude situation more difficult for themselves, in the
opinion of those now surveying the situation.

.

A case .is cited as- typical- of what causes chain officials and -managers
to regard^ vaude as a- waste,.. A, .theatre contracted for five act shows
three days.a week. Initial-show was so had. that after the first 4ay busi-
ness was cut in halt. The manager fumed, Immediately wiring bis cir-
cuit superiors to cancel all,future vaude for his house. This wasn't done,
but the chain refuses, to regard the vaude experiment as profitable.
In a number of towns in New England agents are offering vaude so

cheaply that one.,agency in Boston Is said to be furnishing a .five act
show for $60 a day as far as, 46 miles away.'. Busses are used.with trans-
portation,costing $1 for the round triij bqs also carrying baggage, these
trucks are,obtained on a guarantee of ,2^2 people for a trip, .j,

Leo Marsh, in the New York 'American/ discovered that George W.
Lederer was the -first, to produce- an alli-Negro revue back: in the '90's!
This was 'Clorinda/ a sketch .rather than a revue, done on the Casino
roof. . .... . :,,

But before, that Ishara's Octoroons and • the Black . Patti Troubadours,
both all-colored. and virtually of the. revue type,, were presented. Isham's
show had an olio and an afterpiece 1 but the Troubadours had an out and
out revue. .And Sam T. Jack had a 'Creole Belles' troupe years before
that.. •

. .
'

. .

"•; '

Bill Dillon, who, like his brothers,- John- and Harry, used to sing his
own songs in vaude, is living in Ithaca, N. Y. He was In New York the
other day trying to locate vet performers who may; have kept, copies of
old songs, particularly the song" books of Delahey. Wants them for a
library.

Dillon had to pay $10 to the firm which has the photostatic concession
at the Library of Congress for copies;- of a- fcouple- 0f his brothers' old
songs, including 'Put Me Off .at.Burialo.' ' J v.

Vaude's most famous bridge, from the' seventh floor of the Bond build-
ing to the Palace Theatre building, ..will be closed when RKO moves to
Radio City. AH RKO offices in the Bond building' wtlf be vacated, RKO
taking a loss on its lease in order to obtain a release to move.
!RKO will move sometime :.io October. Date not yet set although , the

Music Ha'li in Radio Cltyi the ,'6,800-seater, is practically finished- and
the seats are nearly all installed.

'.'''.,'

Blllle. Johnson, 17-year-old daughter of France's Kennedy, former
vaude single, and Tom Johnson, lawyer-showman, was one- of the 'com-
petitors in the RKO-NBC radio quest.
Although eliminated before the semi-finals, oldtimers who viewed the

audition commented on the girl's resemblance in person and style to her
mother.

A reprimand for alleged unethical conduct > was handed to the M. S,
Bentham office by the RKO agents' association last week'. Charge was
that a member of the Bentram agency had approached Wills and Davis,
a Blondell & Mack act, regarding legit bookings.

AKRON'S VAUDE

RKO Acts First Hslf, F-M Units
Last Half—Start Oct. 1

Akron, Sept. 26."

Vaudeville will return to the 'RKO

'

Palace Oct.- 1 after a summei* of
straight pictures.

Policy, will be split week;- Plan-'',

chon-Marco revues to' be featured
from Saturdays through Tuesdays.
First time here for F-M units, ' Lat-
ter will be the same now routed Into
Milwaukee, Kansas City, Pittsburgh,
and Cincinnati.

'Desert Sonj£ Booked
> Until July Next Year

. Hollywood, Sept. 26.

. Route of 'Desert Song,* F-M tale,

is set. until July 6, 1933, when it

closes at the RKO Majestic, Hous-
ton. This Is the' longest-playing
unit ever routed by. Fanchon
Marco;'. '

'"' / '

Troupe opened at Long Beach,
Cal., last May.

Cut Musicians' Scale May
Bring Back Stage Shows

Canton, O., Sept. 26.

New scale of union musicians
here is approximately 35% under
1931, Charles Weeks, business agent
of the Canton musicians' local,"an^
nounces. Lower pay may bring
about revival of stage shows in at
least two. ,of the major downtowners
this fall." ' Loew's and the. Palace
dropped, stage shows two' years ago
after differences with the musicians
and have been playing straight
pictures.

BUZZ EAGLE RESUMES
Chicago, Sept. 26.

Buzz Eagle, partner with Tink '

Humphries in his Benton Harbor
golf project, which went . blooey,
returns to show biz. .. : 'i \.

Eagle will travel for the", 'Glen
Bur.t-Billy Diamond booking office
to line up houses.

K.
0.

CARL
FREED

Mut«i'lnl by
EUGENE CONRAD

Direction

CURTIS & AI.I.EN

WEEK SEPT 24
ORPHEUM, OMAHA

McGowen as Practitioner '

Chicago, Sept- 26.

. ;Bill McGowen. recently in charge
of. the Chicago N. V. A. branch, and
tdr ' many years, manager of the
Lincoln and other vaude houses, has
established an office as a . Christian
Science practitioner.

His wife is second reader at the
Mth Church here. .

]

Loew Theatres Now

JENIE JACOBS
AHgoointed v/Mi .

O. X. 02
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Pablix Will Feel Its Way on Vaude,

Think Better Films Aid Acts' Chances

Publlx will proceed cautiously this

year In determining the use of

vaudeville. The circuit may experi-

ment with vaude in many spots to

Btudy results. But not right away,

it is added.
Operating officials are of the

opinion that vaudeville lost money
for Publlx last season, but regard

conditions 'as different then. There

is also an inclination to figure that

this year the film outlook Is better,

to the extent it may make vaude
unnecessary or, if used, enhance its

chances to make a showing at the

box office. Last season the public

stayed away because of the pictures,

declare some execs, and vaude can
no longer turn the trick alone.

- So far little use of Publlx stages

has been considered, aside from the

regular consignment, of de luxe
houses playing P. & M. or unit pres-
entation policies. For some time,
notably In New England, Publlx. has
'found amateur nights, or so-called
local talent shows, a fairly success-
ful policy. Throughout moat of Mas-
sachusetts the chain is playing
such shows one day a week.
The-amateur one-night idea ia de-

clared notably all right In Salem,
North Adams, Rpxbury, Sqmervllle,

Dorchester and " Jamaica Plains.

Vaude on a three-day basis is be-
ing tried In Holyoke and Greenfield,

but so far results do not indicate

anything definite, It Is said.-. Spring-
Held, Mass., may try vaude later.

Pennsylvania territory, where
vaude once was used

.
extensively,

also has been given no decision.

Wllkes-Barre has already reopened
without it, while Scrantoh is sched-
uled to resume whether with vaude
or not has not been determined.
Only spot In the"east where Publlx

has been using vaudeville all sum-
mer is the Scollay Square, Boston,
booked by Laurence Golde of the
WUllam Morris office. For a time
vaude was the policy at the Para-
mount, Newark, but dropped there
due to union trouble.

Added Wks. Will Give F-M Its Longest

Route, 60 Wks.; Shows for RKO, Boston

Midwest Books

Go Godfrey to

Howard at RKO

DIRECTION! RAPPAPORT THEATRES* INC

THEATRE
ALTIMOU MARYLAND

omoijof us* 8ept«*ber 22, 1932.

|Hf« Johnny Hyd«,
o/o William Morris Agenoj,
Mayfalr Theatro Bldg.,
Vow York City*

Soar Johnnyi-

Referring further to our conversation
regarding the SONGWRITERS ON FARAEE, I quite agree
with everything you said* only after playing them
here, I feel that you were not emphatlo enough In
your praise of this aot*

Songwriters On Parade without a question
was the greatest hit that has .played this theatre
in many months , both from a standpoint of performanoe
and audienoe reaotlon* . and Is the type of aot that I
would not hesitate to bring baok again In the very
near, future , , as the whole town is talking about-iw

Will see you on Tuesday*

MRlLD

—and every manager in every theatre we've played
says the same of—

"SONGWRITERS ON PARADE"
CHARLIE TOBIAS, SIDNEY CLARE, PERCY WEN-

RICH, VINCENT ROSE, AL SHERMAN, MURRAY
MENCHER, AL LEWIS.

George Godfrey's supervision of
RKO's middle western vaudeville
bookings, as booking head of the
circuit, come to an end this week
with Bill Howard taking over that
authority. Change '. is concurrent
with Nate Blumbergfa transfer to
Chicago where the former New
York divisional head -will operate
the mid-western RKO and Orpheum
circuit theatres as far west as Den-
ver, i

The reshuffling - of books and
bookers reduces Godfrey's activity

considerably, leaving him in charge
of eastern and southern vaudeville
matters only. Besides booking the
western time, Howard will have
complete supervision over the the-
atres he books and is superseded
In authority only by Blumberg and
Martin Beck. Godfrey's direction
of booking office matters will not
extend to the middle western por-
tion of Howard's, book in any way.
Towns thus affected are Chicago

(Palace and State-Lake), Cleveland,
Minneapolis, St. Louis, Akron,
Youngstown, Cincinnati, Columbus
and Kansas City.

. Minneapolis, St. Louis and the
Chi State-Lake transfer to Howard
from Phil Bloom's book. Bloom,
under Godfrey's supervision, is re-
duced to booking four southern RKO
weeks—Dallas, San Antonio, Hous-
ton and New Orleans. A short time
ago Bloom was booking the entire
west.
In addition to the mldwestern time,

Howard will continue to buy the
shows for Albany, Troy and Tor-
onto. Toronto Is also outside God-
fery's jurisdiction as the theatre
there is owned by Mike Shea who
insists that Howard supervise his
shows. Shea has always refused to
countenance interference

. from the
booking office.

"

Addition of from four to. six weeks

of stage shows in Skouras upper

New York state houses Is being

planned and around eight weeks by

Fox West Coast. It will make' 60

weeks for Fanchon & Marco If offi-

cially okayea, the longest route in

jF-M's history. Last season F-M
had 50 weeks.

F. & M. already serves RKO and
with a proposal by RKO for. F-M
to produce especially for that circuit

Iri Boston the F. & M. book will cov-
er close to 14 weeks out of a possi-
ble 21 RKO weeks.

This special shows planned for
RKO at the Boston meatre will be
rotated for personal production su-
pervision between Jack Partington,
Leon Leonldoff end Eve Ross. Plans

are for booking out of the New York
Office of F-M. A permanent m.c.

type of show with a local Boston
band is the outline. With F-M al-

ready serving the Publlx Metropol-
itan there, likely ;hat consent of

Publlx to the move is necessary. In-

dications are that Publlx will okay
as no conflict in shows is looked for

since . Publlx doesn't bill F-M and
designates latter*s shows as its own
in that city.

New time being added will give

F. & M. around 18 weeks in the east.

Cantor-Humphries
Los Angeles, Sept 26.

Lew Cantor and Tink Humphries
are forming a producing partner-

ship.

OUSHMAN'S OAKLAND TABS
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Wilbur Cushman will produce
musical tabs at the Century, Oak-
land, starting Oct. 3. House former-
ly operated on a straight picture
policy.

Cushman will recruit 35 people
here. -

. First Minstrels in 10 Yrs.
Minneapolis, Sept. 26.

A minstrel show, offered by the
Southern Jubilee Minstrels, is the
principal entertainment arranged
for the annual radio show at the
Auditorium this week.

It will be the first minstrel show
to be seen here in 10 years.

NOW IN HIS THIRD RETURN TO

"Joe Termini, on next to closing, at the Palladium

week of Aug. 15 was allotted 10 minutes. His full

act, minus encores, consume^ 16 miris> It com-

pelled Joe to jump into his comedy immediately.

He stopped the show." ,
"VARIETY"

Aug. 15 Palladium

Aug. 22 Palladium & Morn
Empire

Sept 5 Victoria Palace

Sept 12 Pavilion

Sept 19 Pavilion

LONDON

AMERICA

WEBER-SIMONS AGENCY
ENGLAND

FOSTER'S AGENCY

APPEARING NIGHTLY
AT HIS OWN

ENTERTAINER EXTRAORDINARY

CLUB NEW YORKER
OPENED THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1932

6728 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.,
HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

'BROADWAY'S GIFT
TO HOLLYWOOD" New York Rep., JACK BERTELL

Thanks to BARNETT HYMAN, CHARLES ROSOFF
and HAL WAYNE and His Orchestra
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Tm Teflmg You
By Jack Osterman

X
IOD. — H 10RE'S MY COPY.

PLUAtili BRIXG IT BACK ALIVE.

Two New Hqmes
Your columnist has the distinc-

tion oC moving into two new homes
In a week. First is in West End
avenue. (If creditors are reading
we're only kidding). The other

happens to be our new desk In

•Variety's' office right behind Ruth
(Uncommon Chatter) Morris, prov-

ing we're not altogether nuts.

Our home overlooks the Hudson
and our typewriter overlooks Pul-
aski's kisser, which is no cinch to

overlook. We have never com-
mented fully on the 'Variety* staff,

but when they're at work it's like

one happy family. (X marks the
spot where the typewriter was
thrown at us.)

PALACE'S MAGICIAN

Blackatono U First to Headline at

N. V. House Since Houdini

BlacksU.ne starts four RKO east-

ern weeks next week (1), at the
Palace, Now York. He'll be the first

act of the type to headline at the
Palace since the late Harry Houdini
last played there eight or nine years
ago.
Blackstone carries 10 people, in-

cluding an advance man, and la

salaried in the RKO theatres at

$2,000. M ix Tishman is agenting.

Carroll's Compliments of '32

Earl Carroll told us that one rea-
son he engaged Milton Berle was
because he reminded him of Oster-
man.
We asked Earl where 'Vanities'

was going to open. He told us New-
ark, so we urged him not to open
there because Osterman always
flopped In Newark.

Ths .Right Answer
. Billy Harris, 46th street's well-
dressed man, reports of the young
man who went to Niagara Falls on
his honeymoon. He wired his fa-
ther:- 'Please send $500, it's great
here.'.

: And the old man telegraphed
back: 'It's great anywhere.*

Observation

^ A sign appeared on a road read-
ying, MEN WORKING. Underneath

It someone had scribbled, QUIT
BRAGGING.

Allen's Fantasy
Fred Allen tells it. ' Once upon

a time there was a girl and four
boys who .did. an adagio act. The
girl died and the family asked the
boys to be pall bearers. They ac-
cepted.
The first two caught the casket,

(Continued on page 54)
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RYAN mi NOBLETTE
Talking—

TJsten DeVlto and Denny and Dot
Steveoj*—What did the absent-mind-
ed man saj to the Dentist?

50% AFTER FILM COSTS

FOR NEW JERSEY VAUDE

The Ronson,. Newark, is trying

vaudeville on a percentage basis,

leaving it up to the stage show to
earn its bread. House has a con-
tract with Jack Under -for. 1'2 weeks
under which he supplies a show of

Ave acts for the three-day week-
ends;

Bit for the show is 50% of the
gross after film rental deduction.

First show went in last Friday (23).

Two other houses have also start-

ed with Linder, the Rialto, Pough-
keepsie, N. Y., taking five acts four
days a week, starting today (Tues-
day), and the Sanders, Brooklyn,
five on Fridays-Saturdays. This
house, playing acts for the first

time, also dusted oft Its stage last

Friday (23).

Barger Says No—Twice

Chicago, Sept. 26.

No deal Is on or pending between
Nathan S. Barger, burlesque oper-
ator, and Frank Rivers on behalf of
Mrs. Caroline Kohl with regard to
the Academy theatre here. Barger
states he will continue as lessee of
the house, which he vacated when
moving his burlesque around the
corner to the larger Star and Gar-
ter.

Rivers' name was mentioned as a
new partner of Barger's. Another,
report spiked by Barger is that the
Academy will run vaudeville. House
opens in October with straight pic-
tures, Barger hiring a film showman
to book - and operate, as he is un-
familiar with film row.
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Bako Uaies Pickets

Picked Plenty Bii

Toward Hoi Nickels

Baltimore, Sept. 24.

Picketing Is out with the local

musicians union. It discovered that
it's effective stuff, but only for the
other fellow.

Union found that out when It

started picketing Hon. Nickels* local
stock burley emporium, the Gayety,
when that operator snapped away
from the union two weeks ago and
slapped in a non-union outfit
Each evening, Just before show

time, the ex-pit men of .he bouse
grabbed a truck and bagan driving
around and around the theatre,
while the truck bore signs of ap-
propriate character calling attention
to. the fact that after some 20 years
the Gayety had split with the union.
The truck crew played music to
call attention to the truck, and Just
before show time they Inched by
the house front playing the 'Funeral
March.'
But business at the burley was

good. After some seven or eight
days of it the. union gave the picket-
ing up as a bad Job. And the night
it quit In discouragement, the re-
ceipts at the house dropped like a
hunk of lead.

The muggs on the streets, who
didn't quite get the point of the
musical truck, piping only the sign
of the theatre, are still asking them-
selves why Nickels dropped that
swell ballyhoo.

BRONX INDIES' VAUDE

House* Assume Aots—Others
Waiting to Tab Results

Independent exhibitors Ja the
Bronx may* go In stronger for
vaudeville this year as a result of
the stiff opposition among house* on
film, difficulties over protection* etc.

Fleetwood, at 166th street and
Morris avenue, 1* the latest to try
out vaude as a tonic it put in four
act* on first halves Saturday (24),
A. A B. Dow booking. On Friday
(30), Consolidated'* Willis Ave.
starts spilt week vaude.
Other Bronx exhibitors are waltz-

ing to see what the Willis and
Fleetwood do. / ..

Burlesque as Name

Dropped to Attract

Women and Children

Empire's Pro?. Week

Izzy Herk's Empire wheel gets
another full week Oct. 3 when Sol
Meyers returns the Modern, Provi-
dence, to burlesque. Date will fall

in between Worcester and Brooklyn
on the route. 'Empire Girls' will do
the opening honors.
Same Providence house was on

the Mutual wheel last season under
different management.

MarcusLoew
BOOK1NGAGENCY
General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDINGAN N E X
1BO WEST 46™ ST*

BRyant 9-7800 NEW YORK CITY

J. H. LUBIN
QBNEBAL MANAGES

MARVIN H SCHENCK
BOOKING MANAQI

GAYETY, BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Sept. 22.

There may be some hope for bur-,
lesque, at that. And the hope lies
in the fact that the burleycue man-
agers themselves are expressing
dissatisfaction with the way burley
has .been going the past few years,
and are now admittedly trying to
get some different angles Into the
business.
One example of this changing

point of view Is the switch In the
type of shows at thlB house, where,
after a long association with the
Herk wheels, Hon Nickels is play-
ing stock. It is the idea of Nickels
that stripping has shot Its best
years, and that the 'newer' burley
will not uncover as much epidermis
as in the past.
But, on the other hand, take an-

other stock house operator, N. S.
Barger of Chicago. Barger has re-
cently Instituted his "newer bur-
lesque' with the thought that the
public Is sick of the outhouse com-
edy. He has, as the result, cleaned
up his dialog to the point of com-
plete inoffenslveness. But he's strip-
ping the femmes down to the final
string. '

. Now, If some operator would come
along and eliminate both stripping
and dirty dialog, maybe burlesque
would stand some chance of re-
habilitation. As It stands, the
changing attitudes of the various
burley men throughout the country
merely prove the point that the bur-
lesque master minds are agreed that
something is wrong, but just can't
agree on what It is.

Don't mention to Nickels that he's
running stock. He has labeled It
Progressive Burlesque, and if any-
body wants to know who he's
hooked up with, It's Progressive
Burlesk.
MoBt of the principals are coming

out of Chicago at present, at least
at this house. And those blackouts
must be sticking to the principals,
because Chicago heard last year the
same gags this town is getting now.
It's due to the Importation of such
stock Chi burley performers as
Nadja, Jack Montague, Sidney
Fields, VI Buckley. Others in the
present show, which Is called 'In-
sanities,' with the presentation list-
ed under Merle Carrol, are Svd
Burke, Frank Murphy, Joan Lester,
Jean Fox, Harry Rose, Don Armo-
and, Tony Lanasa, Bea Rogers and
the Dancing Carrolls. And of course,
the featured '-dy, Mary Jane of
Hollywood, but her stripping is held
down under the new code Nickels
has arranged for the new type of
burlesque. Of the performers, the
two leads In comedy, Montague and
Fields, are standouts. They are a
couple of genuine performers. With
proper material these two boys
could mean something.
As for the show, it veers toward

the musical comedy type of presen-
tation rather than revue, and that
phase appears to be the one real
trend in burlesque at present.
Worked in are the blackouts and
some of the muddiest lines heard
anywhere. It gets down to triple
entendre, that isn't double meaning
after all, but Just smirking dirt.
Gayety Is this year drawing op-

position from the Palace, up-street,
where Herk's Empire shows are
rolling along. But the odds are all
In favor of Nickels and his Gayety.
This house has the overwhelming
advantage of site, right in the heart
of a district that's long associated
with burley. In this town when
they think of burlesque they think

Syracuse, Sept. 26.

Victor W. Frank, former assistant
manager of Loew's State, and for a
short time house manager ' at the
Dewltt during a Sanford Skinner
dramatic stock season, will pilot the
Ritz for Nathan Ii. Bobbins when
the revamped and renamed Syra-
cuse theatre opens next Saturday
with a combination burlesque-films
policy.

Burlesque will be masked as 'Col-
umbia revue' in an attempt to win
feminine and juvenile patronage.
Nat C. Haines will produce the stock
offerings, using a permanent chorus
of 16 and rotating 12 principals.
Bills will change Saturday and
Wednesdays. Some first-runs will
be shown on the screen, but bulk
of films will be without regard to
to runs.
House will be scaled from a dime

to 30c.

UPSTATE HOUSE DROPS

RKO FOR INDIE BOOKER

Rialto, Glens Falls, N. T.
( switches

to the independent Arthur Fisher
oAlce for vaudeville bookings, Oct.
6, after trying RKO bills for a
month.
Present policy of five acts on last

halves will continue under Fisher's
booking.

of the Gayety, and that's an ad-
vantage that will count.

Nickels Is running non-union, and
holding up well both backstage and
in the pit, though

,
there's really no

criterion for burlesque music. House
is freshened up excellently, and
gaudied up to copy as closely as
possible the outside . dressing of
Mlnsky's Republic In New York.
At two-a-day here at his 76c and

$1 top, Nickels Is set for his 20th
season, and what with his grind
Embassy and the new gas station
he's sticking up on the site of the
old Folly burley, he should end the
year on the sunny side of the ave-
nue.

Only Principals

Travel on New

8-Wk. Chi Wheel

Chicago, Sept. 26.

New co-operative united bur-
lesque wheel with Chicago as the
hub and Des Moines, Cincinnati,
Kansas City, Columbus, Minneap-
olis, Milwaukee, and Detroit as
spokes. Is getting started slowly.
Several houses opened last week
and the rest this week. Business
was not particularly encouraging at
the getaway.
,
Arthur damage, Chicago and De-

troit burlesque operator, is the/
nominal head of the wheel, but with
all houses locally owned and con-'
trolled and simply agreeing to ac-
cept the rotating principals that,
will play all the houses.
Milton Schuster books 10 prln-,

clpals and two vaudeville acts for
each of the eight stands. Chorus
and production staffs do not travel.

It's about the same setup as em-
ployed by the Mutual wheel when
railroad fares started to look like

an operatic deficit.

Comics thus far booked . include

.

Watson and, Cohan, Billy 'Bumps'
Mack, Vic Plant, I. B. Hamp, Sam
Mitchell, Benny Moore, Bert Carr,
Bozo Snyder, Sammy Weston

Indie Bookers Even Quit

Whispering, It's So Tough
Independent vaudeville bookers

.

are beginning to exercise the great- .

est secrecy concerning houses they
are to book. They say that the
snapshooting by the opposition is

forcing them to work under cover
as much as possible. • Theatre men
are becoming so fed up on solicita-

tion they're complaining about it.

One of the leading indie bookers
was told by- an upstate exhlb he'
could count on booking the house
In a few weeks. Booker happened
to mention It in his office, and
within four days the manager was

.

visited by 13 different agents try-

.

ing to wean the house away.

H&M THEATRICAL

TRUNKS
NATHAN TRUNK CO.

133 W. 40th St. (Nr. B'way), New York
.1,000 Used Tiunlis Always on Hand

T«l. ilryant 9-0651

DeVITO md DENNY
And DOT STEVENS

Can answer that Ryan and Noblette.
The Dentist said to th«i absent-

minded man—W1U yon have gas?
A. M. Mao—Sure, better look at

my oil too.

IF

Reprinted From 'Variety

Tuesday, September 20, 1932

Collette Lyons' Renewal

Publix has picked up a four-week option on
Collette Lyons, from vaudeville, following an
original two weeks booking.

Miss Lyons starts the added month Sept. 23
in Chicago.

ATTENTION!

BOB NELSON'S
"NIGHT COURT"

A new, original idea In cafe entertainment. 1

Wanted, class spot In Sutton Place district. Basement or first

floor preferably.
Also want real live business partner with little cash; no phonies.
Idea solely my own; copywritten in Washington, in hands of. my.
attorney. Pirates, lay off.

For particulars see BOB. NELSON, CLUB LIDO GARDENS
BSD 8TRKET AND SKVENTH AVKSVK, NEW YORK

OPENING TUESDAY, SEPT. 27, 1932
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PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

The Par figured that 'Blonde

yenuB,* jts current Dietrich film at-

traction, would carry tor a hold-

over. That seems hardly likely un-

less the terrific personal pull of the

Teutonic star overcomes the large

handicaps which are so obviously

on view at the Par currently.
" Handicaps are double. Goes as

much for the stage portion as the

celluloid's shortcomings.

A tedious presentation, which
Boris Petroff labels 'Looking. Back-
ward,' it will also have a ditto effect

on the gross. When they walk out

ragging everything about the show,
with particular emphasis on the

stage end, that's not going to make
for any word-of-mouth, save nega-

tively. ...

Like all a.k. presentations, only,

skillful artistry can offset the slow-
ness of the old-time song and dance
stuff. Just winding it up with a
Harlem torso-tossing finale doesn't

do the trick. The Ballet des Nults
Noires is the Frehchy label for the
usual line of girls (still David
Bines'), with the 'dark nights' alone
possibly referring to Hall Johnson"

ch"'\
' ..at mixed singing combo could-'

n't follow itself after starting off

with 'St; Louis Blues/. Yet it needed
that hotcha Handy Introductory to
command attention as the spiritual

stuff wouldn't have done the trick.

On the other hand, ' the subsequent
choral work let down after the blues
take-off. John' and Edna Torrence
officiated in the finale with their
dance double, which ran to eccentric
rhythmania.

.Bay Bolger headed the stage show
and while relied '. on to carry the
works, he overstayed and outwore
his welcome for no fault but that
of a short show wanted to make up
for- what it was cheating, on.

After those benefit bills they've
been giving 'era at the Paramount

.

and the Capitol, the inevitable had
to happen, it was only a matter of
time when they'd stop being able to
follow themselves. And while the
Par obviously curtailed its presen-
tation budget with knowledge afore-
thought, relying as it did on the
Dietrich film for the lodestone, it

evidences Its error as regardless of
the alleged strength of the film
they're still expecting- ultra enter-
tainment on the rostrum. This is

evidenced ' by "Grand Hotel* at the
Capitol which stays but 15 days, al-
though expected to last three, and
possibly four weeks. Apparently,
they're not dishing up those . 94c.
admishes just for a film, especially
after having been trained contrari-
wise. »

Rubinoff's 'Overturesque,' a med-
ley of overtures, wasn't particularly
inspired. "Poet and Peasant' Is bad
enough, but when you drag in 'Wil-
liam Tell' and snatches of all the
ether overdone overtures Into - a
medley, regardless of the tricky ar-
rangement, It's not palatable.

The Jesse Crawfords at the twin
eonsoles had Richard Dennis, tenor,
and Sylvia Miller, soprano, assist-
ing with the vocal Interludes of the
old-time songs. That got tiresome
after a while.

- The Par's 'gross this week, if it's

anything unusual, will have to be
credited to Dietrich's draw in a
weak film. Abel.

supplies a vivid backing for a fast
succession of specialties. In order,
they are Karavaieff, the Russian
dancer who blends such : incon-
gruous elements as vodka whirls
.with buck and winging; the Bred-
wins, a fascinating male trio of
acrobatic clowns with an odd knack
of infusing their actual acrobatic
skill:with antics that belong strictly
within the specialty, and finally
Mitzl Mayfair, the girl with the as-
tonishingly graceful control kicks.
Finale of the interlude is another
ensemble dance bit with the dancers
waving silken scarfs ravished from
a huge treasure chest
At the curtain . three figures de-

tach themselves from the mob and
are down front, being, suddenly re-
vealed with a shift of lights as
three brightly .luminous dancers
standing but vividly from a dead
black background. Trio revolve
themselves, into an adagio trio, two
men and a girl, identified as Ayres
and Rene and Co., with B. Rasch.
-They are dressed in the most bril-
liant of reds and greens, which seem
to supply their own light without
reference to any source of illumi-
nation. Punch of the adagio Is that
'the flying girl remains poised in
the air. Technique is that of the
'old 'black art,' support coming from
a third handler masked entirely, in
black and invisible, but the effect
is. striking. Here it was a .huge ap-
plause ^winner , and a highlight of
the performance. .

Final episode is an elaborate tin-
sel affair, recalling the effects once
familiar at the Paramount, whence
came Frank Cambria, to the Roxy.
Ensemble is posed on stairs, with a
huge birdcage as the center of the
elaborate design, from which issues
Miss Mayfair for more of her' front
and back control kicking. : There . is

another song, number by Griffin, a
riotous tap. routine by ..the Three
Black Pearls, negro male trio,, and
for the semi-finale a typical pre-
cision number by the : Roxyettes, a
highly agreeable display, the girls,

in' brief but trig ruffled -dresses.

A Successful Calamity' (WB)
with George Arliss on the screen,
a Terry-tooh Rhythm cartoon,
newsreel, and for overture 'Caval-
leria Rustlcana,' which is no nov-
elty, but as played by the Roxy
orchestra the occasion of a really
sincere ovation. Rush.

ROXY
New TorkjSept. 22.

Budget or no budgetT*lhe Roxy
this week has assembled a fast
and attention-riveting stage show,
packed with action, specialty, color
and novelty. Layout may lack the
strength for the marquee that
brings 'em in, but the entertain-
ment itself delivers generously.
Opening night of the new bill found
a close-to-capacity crowd down-
stairs and in the mezzanine, sug-
gesting that with the help of George
Arliss on the screen Roxy regulars
are beginning to drift back.

Presentation is typical of the
Roxy technique at: its best as to
staging. For one thing, it has the
characteristic Roxy novelty smash,
a startling lighting effect that puts
a new punch behind the well-worn
adagio dance display: Staging is a
little heavy oh scenic garnishment,
but the exaggeration is toned down
by sprightly action on the stage.

Opens with a splendid scenic bit
of a pirate's ship deck peopled by
picturesque buccaneers, all eil

houetted before a brilliant sky ef
feet. Picture . merely furnishes
background for a number by the
choir led by Charles Carver, bass.
Ends briskly in a spirited session
of Arabian acrobatics by a troup of
six men, the Beehee Rubyatte Co.,
In pyramid building and bizarre
whirls and twisting somersaults
Altogether a brisk interlude.

Undersea ballet by the Roxyettes
dressed up In trailing robes, stream-
ers for seaweed and the long silver
tresses of mermaids. Mild if grace
ful ballet Work with much arm
waving.

Another splash of pictorial color
in the pirates' cave after a tenor
solo by Joseph Griffin to fill the gap.
More medleys of gay costumes and
scarfs, with the vocal chorus as a
background of song. Ensemble

STATE, L. A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

If the ghosts of HI Henry, Prim-
rose and West, Lew Dockstader, Al
G. Fields and 'Honey Boy' Evans
were hovering around the State's
auditorium on opening day to get a
look at the revived 'Georgia Min-
strels,' -they probably waited' Until
the opening chorus died out before
spreading their astral wings and
napping over to the Paramount to
get a load of Blng Crosby.

Fanchon & Marco's production of
the 'Georgia Minstrels,' outside of
the costumes and scenery, shows
nothing original. On the opening
the minstrel tableau 1b a change
from F & M's seeming endless chain
of girl presentations. Unfolding of
the presentation is a repetition of
singing and dancing. Comedy from
the end men is pretty sour, all of
the comics working In a strictly

Toby manner.
First part is the regular minstrel

horseshoe. Latter half is a levee
scene. In each a 12-piece colored
band works in the background. Le
Roy Prinz* staging is fair consider-
ing the material he had at hand.
Presentation, due to the memories
it may bring, will please the elders
in the audience, but for the flaps
and such it's no go. Second part
is a repetition of the first in front
of a different background.

One olio act is the show's sock,
the Three Gobs, colored hoofers,
with some well-timed comedy. Trio
trot out some mean military and
off.-rhy.htm tapping to hurry music
throughout. Fast music and tap-
ping was sufficient of a pulse qulck-
ener at their finish to hold up the
show. Their work would have
looked better but for a, poor bit of
placing, which had the Three Geor-
gia Browns, a similar dancing trio,

working, in the minstrel fore "part.

Latter hoofers, are jmateuYs com-
pared with the Gobs. . _

>

; .'Georgia Minstrels,' originally
owned by Richards & Prlhgle, and
still carrying their name," was
bought by Arthur" Hockwald 16
years ago. Hockwald has been play-
ing the colored troupe up and down
the coast for several years. Last
season he dropped the outfit, but
several weeks ago sold the idea to
F&M. Personnel, with the excep-
tion of the end men, is about the
same as when it was out as a show.
End . men are recruited from local
colored burlesque.

As an important chapter in the
history of the American theatre, the
minstrel show is much better as a
memory than the current entertain-
ment.

'Pack Up Your Troubles' (MGM),
Laurel and Hardy feature, is the
main screen attraction, with Hearst
News clips rounding out the per-
formance. ' Business below average
Thursday evening, despite the min-
strel parade on Broadway as a bally.

Parade will be featured in all towns.

OoH.

PARADISE, BRONX
Bronx, N. Y., Sept. 24.

Everything looks and sounds vo-
ho-de-do and hi-de-di here this
week. After originally spotting the
unit for the Capitol, the Loew pen-
cllmen changed their minds and
decided to make the move of Cab
Calloway and the Cotton Club floor
show from Harlem uptown instead
of downtown to Broadway. Re-
percussion from both the audience
and at the boxofflce on the first two
days of the engagement attested to'

the fact that the pencllmen in re-
vising things have done swell by
this Grand Concourse deiuxer.

Turnstile on the opening day,
Friday, tolled off a considerably
above average tally, and Saturday
matinee found them stacked back
into the uppermost reaches and the
Incoming pace as strong as any
previous Saturday since the house,
seven weeks ' ago, went In for: a
policy of multiple stage names on a
single bill.

Highest figure tabbed during this
stretch has been around $39,000 and
there is every indication that the
Cab

.
Galloway retinue will come at

least within three grand of this
level. Screen package for the' week
combines 'Blessed Event' (WB)
-with a splicing of news clips.

It's the first theatre date for the
Cotton Club whirligig as a com-
plete unit, giving all evidences of
being a case of compact literal
transplanting from the cabaret
arena to the Paradise boards.
Therein lies its only weakness, for
as. a footlight presentation it. Is

loaded down with
,
easily . glimmed

technical deficiencies. Its numbers
are loosely dovetailed and poorly
balanced from the variety angle.
That drive and pace and smooth
running cohegiveness seem lacking,
but at no time during the 67-mln-
utes of song, dance and instru-
mental interludes did- the proceed-
ings resemble anything that could
be classified as dull.

Way the payees reacted at the
initial Saturday performance every-
thing was hotsy-totsy. Calloway
deferred taking .the spot with his
band until .'toward the end of. the
festivitiesi 'Good piece of itemizing
that. For tafter all he and his tune
exerclslngwcohorts sum up as the
center /oCjthe affair. Calloway and
his lB^jg&fed them three: numbers
and ejj&n brought a blast of ap-
provajf'Strom the coves around the
protjfeotion booth straight down to
the ringside, with 'Reefer Man' par-
ticularly sustaining that palmy gale
for a full two minutes after the last
note.
Brought along with the. floor ex-

travaganza were 22 specialty work-
ers and a bevy of 12 sizzling streaks
of sepia. Only three exhibits are
alloted to the line, but that jungle
number alone, with the art of torso

-

tossing as here unlimbered not far
removed from '.lie original can-can,
was enough to establish them as an
important part of the event. Buck
and wing ensemble, spotted on the
introduction, uncorked several
flashes of standout Individual talent
among this fast-moving; collection.
Among the dancing specialists, in

a show overladen with terpsy abil-
ity of the first -order, who struck
off top applause, honors were Cora
LaRed, - the Four Blazes, Pete,
Peaches and Duke, Leonard Ruffin,
Henry Wessels and the hilarious
half-pint girl comic billed as 'Little
Bits.' Aida Ward, star of 'Black-
birds,' moved through* her warbling
moments with, finesse and sureness
that netted her heaps of apprecia-
tion. Of the production bits choice
acclaim went to that nifty buildup
around 'Minnie the Moocher's Wed-
ding Day.' Odec.

NEWSREELS
TRANSLUX EMBASSY

This hotjee is how turning people
away, From observation there is

every reason, 'to believe that if the
smaller theatre next door, which
was darkened for the summer, were
re-opened with a duplicate program
each week it also would enjoy pa-
tronage.

It Is not the snort subjects which
are bringing people in. These shorts
are months old. But, tacked' on to

an excellently edited newsreel pro-
gram, they provide a combination
which is already selling people on
the stem that the Luxer gives the
most for a quarter. ,

' Neither theatre Scoops the other
this week but again where the
news actually pulsates, in one it

drags In the other. .,

Instead of going into the library

for flashes of famous football plays
and tackles of yesteryear, Fathe
gets around to Harvard,. Yale,
Princeton and Notre Dame and
gives the Luxer audiences a slant
on what to expect for '32. Embassy
also does get some new. views on
Dame, Columbia and N. Y. U., but
takes the edge off these by devoting
the primary footage to ancient his-
tory.

Street corner campaigning of Cor-
nelius V. Whitney, abetted by his
wife, is not without, that satirical
touch for which the Luxer is becom-
ing noted. After terrific efforts oh"
their parts to be democratic the
cameraman closes the clip with the
flash of an urchin's smirk.
Radio City's endeavors to be

scholarly, even to the point of
awarding laborers with framed cita-

tions, is hot without a grin for
some in the audience. Value of the
subject is that it serves to intro-
duce Nelson Rockefeller to the pub-
lic;

Luxer. figured the Ghandl fast
more important than the Hoover
plea for country relief, so it led off

with the India subject. Both the-
atres went into their libraries for
familiar views of Mahatma, with re-
porter recording bringing these up
to date.
This week the Embassy passed up

Roosevelt while Pathe covered his
outline for railroads.
Other Luxer clips Included.: Horse

monument in Yonkers; London

Embassy stresses Hoover's. iil\;t
campaign with a sood p-.;n of the
President's plea followed by flushes
of and sentences from Newum I).

Baker. Roy Ohapin, I-\>li\ Wu.-Uirg
and Thomas Lamont. Uight after
that comes more petition material
in the form of the New York. parade
of firemen arid policemen arrt com-
ment about proceeds of. the .i>p*cball

game by Mayor McKce.
Three magasines get sc.een ad-

vertising of a more or less legit-
'

(mate nature. If Al Smith d esn't
sell every copy of his first issue of
the Outlook than it won't be hi«? or
the Embassy's fault. Literary Di-
gest's presidential poll Is too early
to mean anything, but the 'maga-
zine gets a' chance to hammer in
several times that it . is always ac-
curate.' Lastly,- Harper's Bazaar
takes credit for the fashion, clip.

Nothing was mentioned about the
Sat, Eve. Post.
. Plugging the Hotel Astor roof is

getting to be a weekly event at the
Embassy. Latest has to do with
the Howards and a strip from .-

'Ballyhoo.'
Excellent clip, arid the most cohi-

plete of those so far seen : on this
subject, Is FtH's coverage of noise-
knakers In the NBC headquarters.
Laughs are plenty.
-Cantors, rehearsing for the Jew-

ish holidays provide ' a worthwhile
topical subject. Voices covering dif-
ficult octaves are well recorded.
. Familiar scenes re r visited in'-

elude: Mussolini ' on .the platform;
Cbriey Island in New. York and
Japan;' U. S; Navy In Shanghai;
Berlin boys and girls; U. S. Cavalry
practice.

. Both theatres had . the presenta-
tion of the Marne monument by the
American Ambassador to France;
American Legion convention; Cali-
fornia Hon farm; N. Y. post office
auction; amateur golf; Gar Wood
breaking speed record. Wely.

wrestling ; GAR encampment ; Babe\
Ruth on the mend;. Colorado bridge

'

painting; Paris kids singing;'
Kaiser strolling on the beach; new
Are. fighting device;, trick' motor-
cycle; young walrus; > man landing
from a plane on an auto. Woly. -

WARFIELD, FRISCO
San Francisco, Sept 22.

Warrs presentations, as staged by
Peggy O'Neill, have struck a high
percentage since that producer took
over the reins here, and upward
climb of stage quality has doubtless-
ly influenced the accompanying
boost in grosses.
Though screen fare is decidedly

off this session with a horse opry,
biz is holding to an okay average.
And stage show considerably su-
perior to last week's with—and this
is what counts—a lower budget.
Shaw and Lee headline, drawing

perhaps biggest .laughs the tough
Warfield customers have handed out
in some time.

Lucille Sisters have as a punch
an imitation of the Duncan girls.

Open with ah ultra-sweet southern
song numbah, then change on stage
to the Topsy and Eva makeups, in-
cluding blackface. Over fair.

Terrell and Fawcett, recent team-
up between Terrell of the Terrill-
Hanley twain and Jimmy Fawcett,
have a flock of knockabout acro-
batic tricks. Still somewhat rough,
but ought to whip into shape with
a few more dates under the belt.

Jess Stafford's band, In fifth week
with one more to go, has two tunes.
First has Charlie Blanc tenoring in
nice voice. Good hands on both.
Line of 16 girls does three num-

bers, one of which, a precision rou-
tine, taps the bell, and garners for
the gals best hand they've had since
coming to the Warfield.
•Heritage of Desert' (Fox) is the

outdoor saga. Pltts-Todd comedy
and Hearst newsreel complete the
show. Bock.

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO
Chicago, Sept. 24.

Its first stage attraction of indis-

putable local popularity , in two
months would ordinarily give the

Oriental the best week since the
summer sequence of headliners end-
ed. But the screen holds a weak
sister, 'Hat Check Girl' (Fox), bo
the aforesaid indisputable favorite,
Ted Weems, will probably not chalk
up any rotund grosses.

As an entertainment Weems
whammed. It's billed as Weems'
maiden stage appearance. Weems
has been a hotel and .ballroom, at-
traction for years, but has eschewed
the footlights. Meanwhile he has
matured musically, showmanly, and
many-sldedly until today he is pre-
senting an orchestra that can play
stage dates with the best of them.
Few orchestras could step from a
ballroom onto a. stage and deliver a
show as punchy as smooth, as self-

confident, as Weems and his boys
plus Andrea Marsh gave at the Ori-
ental (New Acts).

In view of the generous length of
the band epilog the rest of the show
was too long. Since Chilton and
Thomas were well-nigh on the
point of collapse from exhaustion,
they probably wouldn't regard the
pruning knife as unwelcome. Their
routines are all wearer-outers and
the man especially was limp- from
fatigue opening day."

Collette Lyons, with George Sny-
der supplying the anchorage, in-
gratiated herself for an easy win
and plenty of smirks. Fuller, Raw-
son and Dorval in' 'one* clowned,
mostly with Indian clubs, for an en-
dorsement that establishes their
utility for picture parlors. Deane
Janis, she of the much photographed
torso, came from Columbia's radio
studio to sing in an imaginative
street scene tableau devised by the
resourceful Leonidoff. This was ex^
tremely effective theatrlcallsm. A
large frame set high in the air and
masked in with black presented a
sorrowful gal singing under a traffic
light which kept changing realis-
tically as she developed 'Big City
Blues.'

Leonidoff previously showed his
skilled hand in an opening produc-
tion number that discovers the cho-
rus all in one big bed and follows
them through their daily dozen up
to the morning cup of coffee.
Preston Sells appears to have a

love affair on with 'A Shanty in Old
Shanty Town,' which for the second
consecutive week was incorporated
In the singing bee. Leon Bloom led
the 12 frenchmen through a para-
phrase on !Park Eyes,' which re-
vealed the gentleman in charge of
the bass, violin ns lu-ing finite, n
vocali.nt; Land.

FOX, BROOKLYN
Brooklyn,. S^pt. 24.

Fanchon & Marco's 'School Days,*

a Gus Edwards Idea, is on for the
current week with 'Painted Wom-
an' (Fox). Stage unit can't over-
come the screen weakness. Which
explains the trouble with Jthe- house
mostly, aside from bad operating
judgment as entertained by bank-
ers. Saturday, change' day, biz was
away off.

Unit has color, girls, and talent.
The 14 kids, all over big, together
or alone, but there was no cohesion
of -numbers when caught.

' Gus Edwards conceived the piece.
Harry Gourfaln directed and Jack
Partington supervised. The piece
is one of the several F. & M. units
Which the organization Is building
in the east for new eastern time.
Previously, 'School Days' played
New Haven for the Arthur-Poll cir-
cuit.

Freddy Craig, Jr., comes out for
a memory test exhibition. Craig is
over big and his stuff is extremely
worthwhile. Curious enough,: he of-
fers a serious punch to the proceed-
ings, and almost covered up the
tampering which was so clearly
evidenced with other numbers of
the unit.

Appearing in the unit besides
Craig are Mlltoh Dousla.i, Betty
Gregg, Alary Price, Billy Morosco,
Charlie Meyers, O'Connor Brothers,
Solly Ayres, Edna Sedgwick, Pope
and Thompson, Sue St. John, Mu-
riel Moran, Buotsr and Dorothy
Kelm, Arletto Young and Estclle
Heieski.

;

All okay In specialties and en-
semble work. Looks like the O'Con-
nor Brothers were the pair in that
sax duet. Th6 meagre crowd in .the-
hobse When caught gave the kids a
big hand. They also went, big for
Douglas. In this single piece where
he utilized an audience plant, prob-
ably Solly Ayres. No stage an-
nouncements to indicate which.
Douglas, however, should attempt a
more spontaneous mien.

Gags used are ancient and pur-
loined from ' other wlsecrackers of
the stage. But they're the kind that
Inlanders and vaude audiences like
generally. A couple, however, bor-
der on the 'blue' for this kid type
of entertainment. The unit could
stand their elimination.

With the obvious tampering mat
is going on with the F. & M. shows
locally by the house management,
it's hard to figure fully the prob-
able attracting power pf the pl«?ce.

Individually
1

the kids show up okay.
Piece has comedy. The sets' and

(Continued on page 44)
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TED WEEMS ORCHESTRA (16)
35 Mina.; Full
Oriental, Chicago

Ted, Weems is marked as" a
bandsman about to arrive in a We
•way. He has always been a comer
In the local setup as a dance and
radio attraction from TrlanOn ball-

room. He has been busy all the
while .developing his boys until with
Ms first introduction to stage work
a • remarkably able and graceful
debut resulted at the B&K Oriental.

•At least five- or .
six. of the crew

are entertainers of pronounced abil-

ity, and that is the foundation : for

a' versatility, that "is sure-combus-
tion. But beside Parker Glbbs, Red
Ingle, Andrea Marsh ;and others
whose names were muffed Weems
has- basically a capital' musical or-
ganization. It is hot one of those
hoke, bands,that can do everything
from: weight-lifting- to trampoline
except play music. The. foundation
is there, and consequently with his
advent to theatrical, experience,
previously lacking, Weems is in an
enviable position; .

. He. is , due to get the Canada Dry
account on the air Nov. 1 and .to

move to New York, where he is not
particularly well known except,
through phonograph records and
his Chicago popularity. As ' a
vaudeville . act he. takes . immediate
rank with the best in entertain-
ment and should subsequently ex-
pand as a .personality,

' Weems uses rather .odd instru-
mentation. Two pianos; two tubas,

TOM PATRICOLA and Cj

Singing, Dancing
23 Mins.; Full fJ

Palace, N. Y.
. M .

Patricola has a nicifgalaxy of

foils for his current tjFn to offset

his effervescent mann»sms and de-
livers solidly th'rougjput the time
he's on. What's Specially, nice
about his act is tbjf he has good,
capable people in aft company, but
doesn't lay dowo^hliri'self to let

them do the woritf
' The 'dancing foftl' Is still every bit
the dancer he ajt^ays was, and still

every
. bit the ; inanfac. " He

,
has . no

trouble from 'tie first- minute and
reaches backi'ior., his flat-backed
mandolin foe a^number just to make-
sure.- '.

'
; .

Wheeler •.tfwins . are a couple of
tallish gifla who do a. neat dance
solo early In the proceedings : and
wind up' With a very hot bit with
Tom at th^ end. Andy and Louise
Carr arief:another good dance team,
d(>ing-taree numbers nicely, although
perhajjs'bne: of the three might have
been ,

dropped. . Barbarlna is an
AmfC&nlan lassie whose -prime 1m-
pofiikfi.ee seems to .be that she can
dance while a pup strolls about her
body. . The pup is good, too.

•. Kauf.

JAN 18 and LEE (3)
SWt "

14 Mine.; Two (Special)
Orpheum, N> Yi

.

two guitars, two Violins, full #m*| m^a
^Mfl?^ b

S^'-15r
U
!!2

Strumenl^
'The One-Man Band' noveltv-nuin- bu? the 8inelnB in between attracts

Chicago standard. by Weenja, the aV the close sounds much better,

boys, pump air .intovatt sorts o£l, Act will "satisfy.
'
the. average

musical devlceB. ,]
neighborhood audience. . With the

A point that wilKbe' appreciated mtddle-ofrthe-blll• turns hard to
by more fastidious au'dienQeB. is the I And, this one might come in handy
neatness and cleanrtoyt aspect of I for some of the bookers..

,the entire personnel.' . A suave con- Second mart in the act' is the girl's
tralto, Miss Marsh, ' is <

r
included, former b. t., suddenly showing up

Weems individually ia smartly to take care of the dead broke lad's
turned out sartorially, speaks easily. I check. - His is an unimportant as

1

-
and clearly, and has poise. Islgnment, but oke. At one point a
Band landed on. its; first theatre guitar accompaniment is Intended

booking with a. solid sock. Land. f0r a solo, but at show caught one
of the strings broke, man gracefully

THE RADIO ROGUES (3) . getting over that snag.
Vooal Imitations Did fairly well up here 'on a
14 Mint,; Two' ' Thursday night ' Char.
Palace, N. Y. ' <
There are a dozen or so turns

.

similar to this one around, and all ACE, KING and QUEEN (3)

fighting fop the- credit of being the Dancing
originator of the idea. While they're 10 Mine.; One
squawking- on that; this trio comes Onwum, N. Yi
along and steals their thunder by Past dance trio; two men and a
outdoing them all from a quality woman, In a sure routine of nuni
standpoint,

•
'

. V " •' bers. Strong No. 2 turn for any
Boys are .working for NBC, but on I house,

the air to a different type of act «. , . _ , , .

than in vaudeville. For radio put- J£J&?*^-",£? W°^k
.

lne
^.?

poses they do a series of imitations ^Z^?"?™ '^special white
from life. In vaude they imitate l"1

,**'.

,

lend
,

an effective touch;

radio celebrities. Imitations are the varies her costume,

spoofed gently, but never at the cost She's equally as capable on her
of authenticity, The Slinging Slam, O'Sulllvans as the team, and in
bit, -for Instance, is a perfect take- hard -shoe, -buck and tap work gives
off In vocal timbre of the Barbasol them a run for. applause returns,
air singer, but nevertheless, man-, Toward the finish the trio does a
agea'to get its laughs comfortably, (buck challenge, In which Speed and
Boys work rapidly, which Is an- I intricacy figure,

other^hlng irt .their favor, and manJ At the Thursday night show
age between^ them to do pretty caught act could easily have done
nearly everybody of radio merit. an encore( but declined after sev-Norman Brokenshlre follows Bing erfti bow_ nhar
Crosby, and.the Goldbergs follow

|eral b0WS
'

Cftor'

Kate Smith, while the whole slew
of Amos and Andy characters turn- I MARCY BROS, and BEATRICE
ble out of one lad's mouth following Singing, Dancing, Falla
a Mort Downey bit. 10 Mins.; One
One of the boys is at the piano Q. O. H., N. V.

and two standing up next to a mike,
| Two men and a gM who feature

PALACE. N. Y.
Looks like a big week for the

Palace. 'Horsefeathers* (Par) on
the screen meant- plenty draw from
the screen end and a nice, lively

vaude show with Charles King and
Tom Patricola headlined ought to

keep customers in a good mood.
For the second show Saturday af-

ternoon the house ' was
.
sprinkled

with standee trade, and they didn't

scram at the end of the vaude lay-

out, Indicating a probable healthy

take, for the rest of the day.

Palaceites have
,
always been

pretty liberal ., with applause, . but
the show caught was even better
than that. Everyone seemed to be
in a holiday mood, and all the acts
got plenty excuse for bowing.
Strangely, enough, the top honors,
that way didn't go to the name acts
either, but to a turn new to vaude'
parading under , the title of 'Radio
Rogues.'

'Radio Rogues' (New Acts) con-
sists of three - young - lads -named
James Hollywood, - Ed Bartell and
Henry Tailor. They're the umpty-
umpth group of males in vaude
doing imitations of radio stars, de-
spite which they're very good fun
and acceptable entertainment. Point
about the turn seems .to be the
speed with which the boys go from
one voice to another andthe strange
air . of reality they manage to give
the various - voices. Takeoffs on

:

Downey, Vallee, Crosby and Co-
luznbo are no longer surprising in
vaude circles. But this trio does
all these voices quickly, and

.
goes

on to Tracy, Amos 'n' Andy, Singing
Sam,- Kate Smith, Helen Kane, the
Goldbergs, and practically - every
other recognizable air speaker or
singer, -not forgetting, even Walter
Wlncheli. They manage to put a
bit of a' kid into their stuff and still

retain the authentic note, ' which
makes it that much better. They
deubed here and. made it : plenty
tough for Tom. Patricola to follow.

; . Patricola.' when he : got going un-
corked a mighty neat little act, con-
taining a good deal of bis old tricks
and sufficient new ones to give him
a New Act rating.; Andy. and Louise
Carr and the Wheeler Twins,' both
dance turns, are the ,best of his
supporting company,;
Charles King, next to closing,

sings a half dozen Bongs in his
usual breezy manner,.and dips into
the past for 'Singing in the Rain'
and 'Wedding of - the' Painted Doll'

to finish off. Marlon Chase at the
piano for him is a personable miss,
who sings a song and a half to give
King a breathing speel, and does it

acceptably.

'To. open up. Bert Nagle. with his
tomcat, turn and. a h*lf : dozen
sprightly girls . get things nicely
warmed up. For a finish' Willie,
West, and McGl.nty go

c
through their

building blander routine which, de-.

spite Its age, Jls still a useful laugh-
getting turn.
No time for the Lou Forman

overture this week. Ka*f,

one of those femme singing trios
that didn't stand a chance here be-
cause of a p.a. system that wouldn't
function. Maybe they can Bing. It'll

remain to be tested In another thea-
tre. That ends the talent, with the
exception of a stooge .and Cherle,
Rich's former vaude partner, who
does a few minutes of chat with
him. It's not impressive enough a
lineup.

Rich, himself, is all over the place
and certainly has the audience un-
der control. He wanders down the
aisles for a bit and serves tea to a
couple of : customers for a good
laugh. Other -stunts he pulls are
just as unorthodox, but th« audience
loved it. Which, after all, is the
answer.
Before Rich got going, Milt

Franklyn, house leader, turned in a
yery acceptable overture, which
took In some community singing of
parodies. Franklyn Is rapidly build-
ing up a following in Yorkvllle be-
cause of -his versatility, despite the
fact that he has only seven men to.

work with: Kauf.

but the entire act la in thfc dark - ..
w" ulou ana tt *,ri wno "

babyXot p"c
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the ffiiVldSi 1™%^L^l^^LX^imitators while doing their bits. 2?et
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the microphone, to some extent and 1™%°' et
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gives the whole proceedings a better &J£tn%n
J2"

d
5L^?d*rd turn '

note . JTmit Qualifies for the smaller houses.

of the act to

Kauf. A brief song bit,, the boys playing
ukes, serves to open.. Trio slides
Into a dance without delay, slap and
flop business starting, in. Two men
change to sailor outfits, and, after
the style of the Diamonds, interrupt

ARTIST'S REVELS (8)
Dance Flaeh
14 Mine.; Full (Special)
G. O. H^ N. Y.
Just a dance flash, and a pretty I their sVloVsThYwltrmix^

silly one. Won't Impress even in in- etc. They also blend some acrb-
termediate houses, though the work batlcs Into their work
of the only male in the octet is ex-' qi„-ift0 aT>A An„Ui~„ . . ..

ceptionally good. This lad seems fcngS* clote mSS A™ ™ C
k%l

to have the goods and will land SrySdln^ out!eometlme. Here he's unbilled,
Turn consists of a line of six girls

who sing and dance, doing neither
well, and another girl who does a
couple solo dances. She's fast and
does some nice whirling. What
seems like a specially written num

Char.

Reopen Chi. Op. Aud.
Chicago, Sept 26.

George Kingsbuy, long manager
ber opens and then it's just blah, I of the Studebaker, is renovating the
except in the two interludes when old Opera Auditorium for the own

KWt'
I ers and will open it for concerts
and big attractions.

the male solos.

FOUR VESPERS
Teeter Acrobatics
0 Mine.; Full
G. O. H, N. Y.
Nice tumbling and spring-board

acrobatics, with four young men
equally agile and experienced

Nothing booked at present.

Waterloo Stocks Opens
Waterloo, la., Sept. 26.

Claire Mershon, lessee Waterloo
Makeup of the turn and costumes theatre, opened the house this week
indicate a foreign atmosphere, lead
lng to the supposition the quartet
are over here on spec
They're okay and ought to find

whatever time is available open to
them with little trouble. Kauf.

with stock, the Neale Helvey com
pany of 16' booked indef.
Company playing. Freeport, 111

Fort Dodge, Clinton and Cedar
Rapids

ORPHEUM, N. Y.
This house Beems to be a booking

office stepchild. No matter what
kind' of business the theatre man-
ages to do, no matter how much
plugging other theatares get the
Orpheum plugs along week after
week with shows that just about
fill the bill. Name acts very seldom
show up here, except on the rare
occasions when they're breaking in
new' acts and want to try out All
of which seems a bit unfair and a
bit hard to understand. The theatre
and the neighborhood seem to de
serve a better fate. .

Currently the show is a bit better
than usual, although consisting of
but one padded turn, Larry Rich.
Booking office probably thought he
was name enough, and with the pic
ture, 'Blondle of the Follies' (Metro)
would, put the thing over. Opening
day was one of the poorest at the
box office .in weeks. And the
Orpheum has done pretty well,
everything considered, at th« box
office through the summer.

Rich's unit runs naturally to
about 46 minutes, and is about ten
minutes padded at that. Here, after
the' act Is finished, Rich sings a
couple more songs In order to: drag
the running out to about 60 minutes.
Makes It almost painful. ; And then
he goes Into ones of these tear-Jerk
lng speeches about how he loves the
Orpheum, that being the house he
first broke into New Tork in. And
not so long ago there was some-
thing said about no more speeches
on vaudeville stages.
No doubt about it, Rich is a show

man. His Is, In the strict sense, of
the word, not a band act at all, de-
spite the fact that he has 12 musi-
cians nicely under control and all
12 know their jobs. It's Rich's com-
edy and set-up that count for more
than the music, though. If he got
himself a set of principals to handle
the solos he'd begin to get some-,
where. That and 10 minutes less
Best among the Rich minions is

a neat little midget with a very nice
voice named Murray Wood. The
lad is there. He sings three num

ORPHEUM/ MPLS.
"

; Minneapolis, Sept. 22.

.

Not so long ago; when . the local

RKO Orpheum began taking the in-

liact • five-act road shows, the enter-

jtainment was "consistently /small-

time in caliber. Then, after the

West . Coast . houses went .. off the

RKO books and the house here was
booked independently of other spots,

the quality of the pills was vastly

Improved, and nobody could find

fault.

^CurrenUy; for the first time in a
number of weeks, the entertainment
again smacks of small-time. But
it's perhaps too muctvto .expect that
the bitter never .will be mixed with
the sweet. . Still it's the booker's
first lapse from form. And at that,
with ' two ' : fair names and a band
act, the bill probably stands tHe
house' as milch dough as its prede-
cessors. '

*

The names are the Hilton Si-
amese Twins, here for the first time
in six. years and, therefore, prob-
ably boasting some drawing power,
and Kenneth Harlan and Al St
John from the screen, who don't
mean a lot to the box-office, but
who get by better than thei ' Twins
as far as entertainment is con-
cerned. The show has, as its screen
attraction,' a picture with plenty of
box-office drag and one not requir-
ing much stage help, 'The Bird of
Paradise.';

The St Clair Sisters and O'Day
open with, an ordinary bicycle act
of small-time rating. O'Day, the
man, interjects some passable com.-*
edy cycling :and also wins applause
when he mounts a high bicycle
without, a ladder... .or . assistance.
Both girls are attractively costumed
and' one contributes a bit of acro-
batic

1

, dancing. '

Lake; Harris and Hayes,' in the
deuce spot also rate small-time, but
they are youthful and their combi-
nation of : comedy patter, singing
and dancing, gets by fairly well.
The girl, a personable and pretty
miss, does the trite 'dumb Dora'
bit,' with .' the comedy emanating
from her sappy replies to the sallies
of one of the men. A stout young
man does some very bad singing
and then partly redeems himself by
an amusing burlesque with the girl
of the 'Flpradora' sextette. The
other youth proves an adept tap
dancer.. . The dancing in the act in
fact, far excels the comedy..
Paddy Cliff's orchestra is Inferior

to the two other band organizations
which have . played this . house in
the past month, but the act has its
points and is fairly acceptable in
the number three position. It is
minus the : flashy Investiture and
dressing and the specialty people
one has come to expect these days
and the music is. plenty noisy.
But there' are several effective ar-
rangements utilizing scenic back-
grounds, a novel opening with the
orchestra singing a spiritual on an
almost darkened stage and the
lighting s6 arranged as to create'
the Impression that the members
are Negroes, pretty good 'blues'
singing by a. woman and some fair
dancing and singing- by Cliff htm
self.

The rough comedy of Kenneth
Harlan and Al St John garners
laughs by the wholesale and fltB In
nicely next to closing. With the
aid of a comely young woman Har
lan gives the sappy St. John les-
sons In lovemaklng. Some of * the
lines and business when St John
practices on the woman are pretty
blue, but the audience seems to
love it Comedian's falls provoke
merriment
Doing practically the same routine

as on numerous other visits, includ-
ing the 'newspaper interview' bit,

dancing with two young men and
singing, the Hilton Siamese Twins
furnish about as. much entertain-
ment as most auditors expect of
them, satisfying curiosity in part
and arousing speculation,

On the screen, 'Bird of Paradise'
(Radio), Pathe News and a com
edy. A capacity house at this late

bers and sells all. Iris Monhan is
a blonde lass who dances well, but ,. „ „,
needs a new costume to show off night show, with the picture cred- tions are the total will be disap-
her wares better. Andrew Sisters I

ited for most of the draw. Reet. I pointing.

HIPP, BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Sept. 23.

As the weather gets colder the.

local battle of: the theatre giants

grows hotter, particularly between
his.indie vaudfllmer and Loew's ace
Century. Currently it's a battle be-

tween Rudy Vallee In this spot and
Duke Ellington at the Loew house.

Ellington deal is unusually situ-
ated. - It's Ellington's second ap-
pearance In this town, having previ- ;

ously shown here for the Hipp some 1

four months ago and made money.
But Rappaport continues hot for

:

colored entertainment to range
against the avalanche of bands
coming into the rival Century.
Coming are Blanche Calloway and -

the Mills Brothers.

. Due to broadcasting arrange-
ments, Vallee is making it a six-day
stay only, leaving town' Thursday,
to be replaced by Kate Smith, in for ;

eight days after having handed the

.

house a disappointment in a last-
minute cancellation of a previous
booking last week, due to Ulhess. *. >

'Valiee's hectic sleeper-jumping to
;

make his personals, jibe with his
New Tork broadcasts in the east:
must be conducive to many Jumbled
personal appearance performances,

'

e$peclal)y his first shows: At least
that was the. ' case in this house,
where the first show Friday • was
almost killed. •

Due to Vallee's insistence, in the
beginning, on haying .the regular
house mikes ' replaced by his own
personal amplifiers, there was a
stage wait of some 10 minutes be-

.

tween the next-to-closing act and
Vallee. That stage wait was filled

Ineffectually by some singing,by the

"

hastily recalled deuclpg turn and by;
long-winded 'renditions of the. same

,

song
.
by the pit : orchestra. And to

'

top It all, in the' end, it was found
that the tubes, in Vallee's amplifier
system were on the bum, so that he~
had to use the, house amplifiers any-
way,
Vallee managed to' come through .

for the house nicely. He explained
and apologized for the stage wait in
a few words and squared a good
deal of resentment The audience
was very lenient.

. Vallee isn't singing enough. He
is known for his. tonsils, and that's
what the public, wants. And they
want it Vallee, and unadulterated.
That Chevalier impression was not
top welcome, and that Crosby im-

.

personation was entirely out of
place and poorly conceived and ren-
dered.

Even the best of.Vallee's admirers
wouldn't admit that he has a real'
orchestra, yet Vallee spends many ,

precious, minutes ; leading that
skimpy band through that old vaude i

routine, demonstrating how . one

;

song would be played by .various,
diverse types of bands.- . It's hoary
stuff. . .

- Other than the ; two impressions,'
Vallee sings two numbers, and
that's not enough to satisfy an audi-
ence that came to hear him sing.
He's finishing with a medley of
tunes with which he has been asso-
ciated. The only one of the dozed
or so which drew . a ripple wad
'Maine Stein Song.'

Show, all down the line, was zlg-
zaggy, up and down. A bad act
followed by a good act followed W
a bad act. All of which summed to)

a weak and wobbly bill. ShoT at
no time built, but kept weaving.

It was opened by the Dance
Olympics, badly routined girl flash.
Backed by a cheap Idea of dancing1

impressions of various sport con-
tents, an Idea that was not able to
be followed up by the routine out-
lined by these Ave girls. There was"
that one about a tennis match, with
the gals waving at the air with
racquets and : hopping across the
net For the most part, the connec-
tion between the dance and the
sport was entirely forgotten, the
girls just going into somersaults and
flip-flops. Nothing new here In the
dance acrobatics, and what there is
was performed with no new zest oi*

punch,
More to the liking of this house

was the Smith, Strong and Lee hoke
hill-billy turn. The farmyard gag--
glng was right In the aisle for this
ihob. In the third slug came the
Novelle Bros., with, that loving-bird
sequence. If the boys could only
think of a stronger opening thart
that pointless violin-playing and
mild acrobatic stunting routine. It's
a standard act as it stands, however,
and it's probably against some kind
of vaude law to change it
• Keene and Williams are striving
hard to be smart and subtly satirical
In their burlesque dancing and ialkj
but they miss t;ie mark wide.. That
'aw-the-hell-wlth-it' attitude Is
largely overworked In vaude nowt
and these two can't manage the Idea
at all. Such stuff as taking th6
Shoes off is not comedy; nor is there
anything subtle, about smelling
them and wrinkling up the nose.
This act spends an amazing time
in stalling at the opening, and Just
when the audience has about de-
cided to grab a snooze they manage
to get some attention with their
burlesque dancing, mixing in tap,
ballroom, adagio and the polka.

'Thirteenth Guest' (Monogram)
feature. Pathe news. Business not
strong at the opening, and indica-
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Jack Bonny and Ldlyan Tashman

"deliver the pupch- and provide the

draW, -but around them Loew's has
assembled a Bhow that Is distinctly

entertainment from outset to finish.

The boxofflce will reflect business

over house's recent average, 'Blessed

Event' perhaps helping: some, but

more, than anything It's -been good
showmanship to. give the audience,a
vaude bill which will bring custom-

ers back. .

Some showmen have gone on the
mistaken theory that nothing is

needed along with a name or two
designed for b o., but they perhaps
have failed to remember that sat-

isfying curiosity , is not all that's

Required to build steady patronage.

If yoii give them a good show
around the boxofflce bait those who
come In Just to satisfy curiosity will

probably come again, because the

whole bill's to their liking. Probr:

ably a lot drift- in here .currently

lust to get a glimpse at Miss Tash-
martk- Others aj?e drawn by Benny:
from following him on the , air,

where he's, popular. Given an alf-

around entertaining show, that even
taking in the animal act opening',

they'll probably be back next week.,

during 'em back next .week and
the' following week by such means
Is real showmanship. ; Should shows
next- few coming weeks not come:
up to current bill it would probably
fitiU take more than a.week or two
before new fans began to feel .that
the, Renny-Tashman vaude' Jineup
was a rarity. .

,

This week's outlay, is above the
State's standard. Benny, . who
moves around between acts as m.c,
does his own turn and. works/ with.
Miss Tashman, Is. the center of in-
terest. He corrals the laughs all

the .way, displaying' much of, the.
showmanship which on the. air,

though he's unseen, has gained for
him, a host of followers. . .

Through Miss . Tashman's act,

which is virtually Benny and Tash.-,

man as a team, he is a strong prop.
The duo, after talk in one, move to
full to carry out a "blackout sketch,.

It's not a new one, but most of the
folks trickling in here will probably
think it is and get a kick .out of it

anyhow. Blackout is 'Move Over,'
written by Jack Osterman and the
late Harry O'Neill four years ago
and • done several * •times by Oster-
man' since,' last : :with Frances
Shelly. •:' "

'

:

]. ';'
" -' \ " ;

It'
:

fits in nicely With what's ex-
pected of Miss Tashman, the lady
who draws the gals for her clothes.
Blackout calls for Miss Tashman'
stripping"-to- negligee and orawling
Into bed. Peculiarly enough/ the
house seemed' to have a preponder-
ance of men at th» Friday night's
show, With theatre"packed to' the
projection* booth. Maybe they heard
about that «ketohv>'r: »»••" •

The Behny-Tasamatn two-in-one
has been playing the Lo.ew deluxers,'
last at Jamaica, wittyBenny work-
ing, out some gags.,around that.' j

Ahead of Miss .Tashman. Is Lillian
Roth,.,who confines-, herself to three*
songs, .- each better/vsold than the
preceding . number.. : She • does only

,

eight minutes, but clicks. . ...

The No. 2 act is a comedy rough-
house, Bill Telaak, while the closer
Is a. dance act,of charjn and punch,
Ros^Jtta and Luttirian.
Telaak stuck to the rostrum 14

minutes, registering very well. He's
assisted by a girl, doubling as
pianist, and. by a stooge who dou-
bles for everything, ranging .from
pansy to. acrobat,. All are involved
in various, spills and- roughhouse,
Telaak- with his. sjtooge staging an
aorobatic burlesque for the close.
This gets the laughs without trying,
but could be tightened up, with the
time consumed by.it,; four minutes,
cut. at least in half, .v

Around before, . Telaak hasn't
gained the., attention.,. he should.
Previously he wasn't..selling himself

.

and. material as . well- .as .
Friday

night, .when spills, cpmedy. crosses,',
etc., all seemed to. ;strike right..

Sally. Paine is the girl; other as-:
slstant . Isn't billed.

'

The Rosette-Luttman dance flash,
closing, deals in contrast to .a great
extent. - it has its. ultrassmart, side
in dance doubles ,and singles and.
also its lowdown.-. element. Latter
mostly supplied by'Grace:and Bea-:

.
trice. Wylie as hotsy-hot song-
stresses and by the ' cobch. of Ro-
sette and Luttman in connection
with 'Minnie the Moocher.' That In
the same act with the opening dou-
ble, and particularly the girl's sin-
gle on the toes, a very slick routine,
is plenty of contrast. Those
pirouettes in the single are sightly
and of clocklike precision.
Gordon's Dogs, opening, which

bring laughs by pooches refusing
to do their tricks, makes friends
easily and supplies a capital ice-
breaker. Char.

favorite of the Berlin. Kurfuereten-
damm audience, Is first rate. •

A. real asset Is the pretty Friedel
Schuster as .Galathee. She has a
brilliant, light voice and reaches
the high notes easily. Settings are
well done by Hermann Krehah, -the
revolving stage allowing a quick
succession' of scenes. " Carla Carl-
sen gave an enjoyable performance.
Replacing Trude Hesterberg, who
had' fallen- 111,- the -musical imitator,
Lajos Szendy, gave only- a short
scene but was successful with' his
Reveller • im itatlon. Paul Nikolaus
rivals Hellmuth Krueger in an-
nouncing the program. Of Joe
Maras*- puppet -show, particularly
the puppet xylophone act was suc-
cessful.

. Paul Morgan and Wllhelm
Bendow, with their race track chat-
ter warmed up old Jokes.
The climax is reached by the three

Swifts, jugglers, who Paul Nikolaus
maintains are. the best of the world.
A leading feature.- Magnus,

I

SCALA, BERLIN
Berlin, Sept. 14.

The Scala with its September pro-
gram, is strong on acrobatic num-
bers. There are first the four Ras-
tellis in an interesting springboard
act, performing extraordinary leaps
and somersaults (maximum: " ltIO

saltos in succession). There' is also
Lai Foun, a group of Japanese ac-
tors nwhich, .are sensational : in con-
tortion. . The record in noise Is' held
by Jack 'Shea with his knockabout
orchestra, whose object seems to be
wrecking the stage. Jack Shea, just
arrived, .from, the States, introduced
tlie trick the first' 'time 'here. '

1

[VVHsori; Ke^ppei and Betty, alsdfer
thje first time in Europe, show
arjiusing grotesques and for. their
stepping get considerable applause
. jSeyen Freydons with their . verti-
cal acrobatic act, go as far as, four-
high, formations, The hoop, juggler,
Hb^yard Richols, and the, . very
chayming dari'ce parodies of Geriia
NlkolaJev^a (about the old ballet
arid .Mary Wigman), as well as the
dancing trio Daresco of the palla-
dium of London, were enjoyed.

. The wild animal act, 'Togaf,'
with its wonderful tigers, has
aroused public interest. Magnus.

Kabarett der Komiker
Berlin, Sept. 14.

Kurt Kobitschek begins the new
season in a very promising manner.
His September program is varied
and amusing. First is the old op-
erate of Franz von Suppe, 'Die
Bchoene Galathee/ standard for its
humor and its melodious music.
Up-to-date gags are mixed in the
oialog by Kurt Robitschek and Paul
Morgan, giving the piece a hilarious
effect. Playing by Max Hansen,-

Victoria Palace, London
::':,. London) Sept. ,12. J

1

It. seems strange to. find a realty-
wbll.-choseri and entertaining, bill. al'
this, house, and) stranger still, a
very, good crowd to enjoy it. The'
ortce ace house has. fallen.upon .evil
tithes' lii. the . last .few years, .after
paying an annual dividend of ijever

.

less than 20% for 17 years, all de-
rived from straight vaudeville, in

aei last few years there have been
''dividends and heavy losses,' pri-

marily due to lack of definite policy*
bad'- 1 bills; : uncongenial atm'otiphere 1

and 1 -competition. -r •

' 'Recently, someone - had a' bralri-
wa-ve . and came- to the eonchisidn
-thai/ really good bills might again
put this theatre on the niapv : And
this j is .what actually happened, .•j'-e-

c^njiy..;,, .;•
; . i Ji: ,;.,'.v.i.-;

:

: The three headliners here are
;
Joe

.

Morrlsnand Co., .Derek Oldham ,arid.'

Geraldine arid Joe. ,
.

,:t .

'<"

! Morris .comes . here after "two.
weeks 'at the, Palladium, and Judg-
ing ..'by his reception on entry, is
already box-office. They liked Mor-
ris here, and they will like him any-
where in England.

:
perek Oldham, formerly partnered

by. "Winnie Melville, and, ho]w sepa-
rated, both .maritally and; profes-
sionally, Is here after a few weeks'
tryout in the sticks. He has a big
musical' c6medy reputation in the
v^est End, arid can' still' put over a
sbHg. He obliged with a quintet
here,- and they liked "them all.

! Geraldine and Joe have in three
•weeks established themselves as the
best act' of their kind, and had no
difficulty in stopping the show. - -

'

. ! Andree Trio, with a 'direct from
.tfie' Folles Bergere' tag, in adagio
and eccentric dances, are fairly
rioveV with"the weakest part of the
aggregation an unnamed . girL doing
ai fill-in for the trio to make, a
'change;.. • ••

|
Henry Regal and Co.; Ina,n-aoro-:

bjaUc act .outside a circus tent, are
Here.- after an absence, of . seyeral
ylears, . Act has improved -consider-
ably, with .the infusion of. comedy,
and was .a. laughing hit. Regal still

dlaims the toe-to-toe catch as. his
brain child.
Max Miller, a great English favor-

ite, is plenty raw, but has an easy
and nonchalant style which makes
him likable. Miller would be:a good
proposition for America, but will

have to get different material.
Elsie Bower and Billy Rutherford,

standard English act,' are doing
about the worst act they ever at-
tempted; just a lot of stalling, and
taking a long time to warm up, but
they get over, which shows what
marvelous patience an English
audience has.
Eric Mason, a newcomer, with

some conjuring tricks, a bit of. ven-
triloquism and a fairly amusing line

of chatter, makes a good and re-

liable number two. The Buckleys,
hat and dub jugglers, are Ameri-
cans who have been here for years,

and are still a good opener.
Closing are Fred Kirk and Co.,

formerly the Kirks, in a comedy ^i-

cyble act.
' The entire show does not cost

mbre.thah $3,000, a cheap buy for so
good an entertainment. Jtege.

ORPHEUM, DENVER
• ' Denver, Sept. 22.

Last vaude at this deluxe RKO-
Huffman spot until differences be-
tween stage hands and managers
are ironed out. Will be first time
this new house has been without
vaude. Ever since Huffman took,
the house the gross has been good
most of the time, with this week
one of the best.
The best combination program

for this town .since the Orpheum
opened last February, with .'Bird
of Paradise' oh the screen and
Blackstone, the magician, on the
stage. Even at the second show
Sunday afternoon the house was
packed.
Howard, Sydelle and Bernlce

open, assisted by two unpro-
grammed girls. Howard and the
girls work up a comedy entrance,
short and to the point, and go into
a dance which ends with a comedy
walkoff. Bernice does a fast toe
dance. Sydelle puts on a novelty
tap. The two' girls dance and sing,
and with Sydelle wind up the act.
Willie Jackson and Edgar Gard-

ner do their stuff in a radio broad-
casting station and are assisted by
Dorothy Adams, • demure-looking
girl who sings 'Minnie the Moocher,'
so that the microphone shimmies.
One. of. team broadcasts gag song
and dances long and fast. One of
men and Dorothy Adams do bur-
lesque of Joseph-' and Potiphar's
wife, and both , . men close with
Salome travesty.
With half a dozen assistants

Blackstone puts.on an elaborate act
of magic that- satisfies.. Starts with
the usual colored Bilk, duck and
other livestock, all. coming appar-
ently from nowhere. His electric
light globe number Is good. Light
is brought on stage, wired from
socket. He turns it off .and bn to
shiow it's connected; then pulls
globe out of socket, and it stays : lit

as' it floats, through air at his com-
mand, He .,has .hQQp which ,he
swings around .globe .to show. It's not

.

fastened to a wire, takes globe into
audience, still

,
floating in space,

allows audience to put hands . all
around to prove nb : wire holding it.

Puts back into socket and turns on
and off, lighting' arid putting out.
He does the usual transfer of a girl
from one cabinet, to another, puts
doll into doll house, turns it around;
doll' ' has grown-;' does this twice
more and young lady steps out.
Blackstone works- fast and gives a
long Bhbw, satisfying the crowd. ....

Huffman has a wide assortment
of pictures to pick from and he may
be able to get along without vaude- N

yille, but it's a problem. - •

WINTERGARTEN
. V,. .

Berlin, Sept 16. ,

The .Septeipber program of": the
Wlritergarteri includes a sensation
in the~twO;

'Jiartwells; slack-wire
thriii.. \. ..

"'

'

Mercadente'.y the' .hatidsbroe ' Nea-
politan, plays?; ine).. mandolin : with
great skill, and Paul Beckers, corriV

edy musician and .sailor, is'am'trd-
ing. ... ' '"•-

^

.

The climax of the program comes
with the Three Swifts, who handle
their three, six or nine blubs with
great skill and who have added a
new trick by., replacing one of. their
men supposedly

\
fallen, ill by an

amateur juggler .'picked out of the
audience.
The Dayelma. ballet, consisting of

young, pr.etty and graceful dancers,
shows old and, new. dances, hand-
some costumes and good direction.
Rudi Grasl, accompanying himself
at the piano, imitates without any
apparatus, any instrument and fin
ally a whole jazz. band.
Finally the Cheeraways, an amus

lng gang, closes the performance by
demolishing everything on the stage,
In between, a, fine group bn roller
skates,: the four, .Resuas, and floor
acrobats, the Ave..Olympias.

: . >
: i .

• • Magnus,.

STATE-LAKE
;

' (Ohicago, Sept,' 24. :

Business has been spotty at this
house in recent weeks. Stage bills'

that have ' beeri-'""coming through
have been l'ndlffet'ently blended and
in most cages' wholly devoid of; name
appeal: They have had to try to
persiiade the public that ' obscure
personages ;1lke iieon Janney were
genuiriej hjeadliherB. Public ' re-
mained unimpressed and unrespon-
sive.- ' -

Secondly, or perhaps It should be
mentioned first, the State-Lake has
a very mediocre assortment of pic-
tures. Screen portion has been
taking the rap from the critics on
the dailies right along. And that
seldom helps.
Currently Violet and Daisy Hilton

are more in the State-Lake tradi-
tion of a headliner. It seemed Sat-
urday as if the girls would do only
so-so biz for the week,, but here,
again, there was a dubious feature,
'The Painted Woman' (Fox), to
mitigate curiosity. Girls, however,
are not the novelty, they were sev-
eral seasons ago. Harry Rieners,
traveling In advance for the RKO
office,, helped with unusual ex-
ploitation. Hiltons are still good
vaudeville and valuable for the
comment they cause and the re-
membrance of the theatre in which
spectators see them.
Howard Sedell and Bernice; meri-

torious dance trio started. Sibylla

Bowari followed, and Sibylla was In
a tough spot in. more ways than one
Saturday. Her trunks were miss-
ing. Her music was not there. Her
whole turn based on wardrobe and'
music was impossible to present and
she had to ad lib courageously in a
black satin street gown, which, in-
cidentally, was very chic. It wasn't
much of an act, but it was an ap-
pearance and the good-will was
there. Audience was disposed to
forgive anyone who looked so nrce.

Pickard's Chinese Syncopators,
pansy stuff, Yankee slang, and all,

has played the State-Lake in vary-
ing membership and dress several
times in seasons past. It's vaude-
ville now- as then. Vanderbilt boys
on the right boulevard, but travelr
lng with the slow vehicles, didn't
quite click. Their hodge-podge of
hoke singing, dancing and knock-
about was more imitative than
trail-blazing, mOre intermittent than
contluous in effectiveness.
Frank Radcllffe and Gene Rbgers,

next to shut, were solJd with laughs
and some droll material of their own
particular vintage. James Evans
and company closed nicely'.. Land. *

LONDON PAVILION
London, Sept. 16.

From any angle, the Pavilion bill

is far from good. It lacks humor
and there are practically no women.
" Last week the Pavilion's bill cost
$4,600, and played te nearly $12,000)
which is profitable. This week's,
outlay is just over $4,000, which is

near the amount the management
is . disposed to spend on acts, but
it is very doubtful if they can main
tain the standard they want at *o
low a figure.
Program does not open with the

usual Sherman Fisher Pavilion An
gels. For variety, Permane Broth
era are allotted that spot. These
are a couple of musical clowns, one
seemingly EngliBli ' arid the other
Continental, who modestly describe
themselves as 'the

.
greatest of all

nvusical clowns, and originators of
the . Nightingale's Courtship,' mak-
ing one more addition to the other
dpzen claimants. But this should
nbt worry the Arnaut Brothers.
Tiny Mite' and George Melford,

the former midget who used to sup
ply the 'kid' comedy to many of
George Clarke's sketches. Lack of
material makes this act just a. No. 2

Syd Moorehouse has now discard
ed his tramp makSrupt which is.no
advantage. His voice is still good
as is his whistling, but his patter
is deplorable. *

.

Rigoletto Brothers
.
repeat the

same a,ct of last week. . . . : .

,

Joe Termini came along at the
crucial moment, just when, the
laughs were .

. lacking,
, -. and they

laughed at everything. Termini
Stopped the show. . m :

Closing the first half -.were '. Rose-
jay, Capella and De .Belle,

,
latter,

American, and' formejrly De BeTlp
arid.Lee, supported by Jack and Jill;
(holdovers)., The whole outfit are
given a classy name of 'Dancing lii

Excelsis,' but the dancing is
; Jddt

ordinary. v v
Second half of the show 10 de-

voted to the usual cabaret setting;
with Sherman Fisher's 16. Angels,
Al and Ray flamuels (holdovers),
Tex McLeod, making quick return'
and: Harry Roy and His RKOlians
and Naunton Wayne doing the
honors. Rege. .

G. O. H., N. Yv
According to the standards of the ,

mob patronizing this two-bit com- /
blnatiori, the current show is all to j;

the good. In an uptown neighbor- .-.

hoow it'd be apathetically received..;.-
Down here, where they even applaud *

the trailer, it's a great show.
.

Al Cleve, Scotsman xylbphonist,
whose big surpirse is a; colored kid,

'

nearly tied up the works, kids par-
ticularly going for act.

. Kid's song
and dance number Is mild, but his
drum stuff a la Jack Powell, bet-
ter, turns the applause trick. Cleve

:

himself Indulges in a little talk, fair,

arid spends the balance of his time,
playing the xylophone, always
pretty loud. Then 'Glow Worm' Is

blatantly smacked out.

Cleve followed for close by a com- .

edy acrobatic act, Lensig, Selig and
Co., which drew .its laughs from a
couple plants who are put through
a, routine of endurance and teeter
board tricks. This is the. perfect
booking for an a/>t -of .this. :type, :

Neighborhood houses of the. . !A' .

cldss wouldn't be. •.
. ....

Third on show Hal Sarid's <3aim-'
boje, a. flash which rates fairly goodf <

rnalnly in the work of a male team
and a girl who works with them
in stair routines. They, do buck, i

splits and other intricate leggery
pn the: steps. A sister team does -

moderately well in their first num-
ber; but in their second prove ter-
rible, while a single dancer, first ln :

a tap, dance with a bad cooch mixed
in; 'pans out awful,, but later in an :

acrobatic does oke.
Bherman and McVey second*

This is 1 a mixed nut team- whose .

'

pantomime and talk accurately pegs -

them. The girl carries < the act,
clicking quickly with her first song
arid in subsequent -singing and
rougHhbuse.
A brio in songs, dances and slap*

around, Marcy Bros, and Beatrice'
(New Acts), open. ' A part' of the
act suggests- work, of the Dlaitiond

'

'boys.' • ;
:- ; '

'

••':.'""
-..

-'
•.

'More ofteh than not the O,
has- its Vaude bill : cut to three or
fojur acts, usually when two features
ai|e .on' ' the Bcreen. Picture cur-
reritiy,' without a compahloW, is
War Correspondent' (Col), with
audience several times applauding'
at the wrong time. They're like-

that down here, and .the hardest -

Job around the place Is that of the'
usherettes in .'trying to keep kids* -

fee't'off the seats".'' "v. >:•,.'.

' Theatre Is how changing 1 Its .Mils' 1

oh Tuesdays and Fridays, not to be
outdone by the Loew circuit.. C/ia#y

Hollywi

(Continued from page. 0)

taking over "College Humor/ Claude
Binyon and Joe Mankiewica, writers, 1

also switch to 'College Humor,'
based on Dean Fales* novel, 'Bache-
lor of Arts.'

Travis Banton, Paramount dress,
designer,, left here Saturday to looki
over the riew styles in London and
Paris. ' Sails Oct. 1.on the Bremen.

Roy Neal gets the. megging as-/
signment on Col's. 'Under the Sea.'
He recently completed 'That's . My
Boy/

Caesar's.PJi. V»rn
Arthur Caesar, is concocting a,

press agent yarn": based . on ..the
careers of Walter Kingeley and Will
Page. Both, now deceased/ were
Ziegfeld's Bbs'worths.

James Murray has been given a
ohe-picture contract by Warners as
Ruth Chatterton's lead in 'Common
Ground.' Roscoe Karns and Pat
O'Malley also cast.

Heyburns Spirt
Married less than six months,

Weldon Heyburn and Greta Nissen
have split. Both claim too much
temperament.

Testing Hecht
Theodore Hecht, whom Universal

brought here for the 'Laughing Boy',
lead and who was let go when the
picture was shelved, has been tested
by Metro for 'Son-Daughter.' • Helen
Hayes has the femme lead.

Par Wants 'Lil»

Paramount is negotiating with
Mae West for -i-'«r play, 'P'nrnond
Lii.' If tii" (1 ,'.-o"s through Miss
West will be starred.

downtown; L. a. : /

. : ;';.;",;
.

!

" Lois. jj^i|^es>;
t (fe&t. ''i|i'(

'

xiu

Any time a. vaude r snbw;-runs .

minutes: it's niiach. too ntuch. iTbiat'tt v

whatihappenedtat the flrst shew.toir,,
day,- and while the calibre; of the.:
stage; fare -was' standard/, plenty of > <

.pruning would help the bill mate*
rially.: -Houfle is trying- an -Innovan
tion <this week, 'With Eddie Lam«<;
bert m.c'ing as well as i doings bis ;

own 'hOke. Cbmiciwas a wow-when'
he worked in the next-to-close spot»
but his nervbusness as the- Intro* ;

dUcer was apparenti < Entirely ;ioo'-

much' time was wasted in' the an»* >

nouncements - and in. the attempts <

for- bows. ' •'" • " - :

! Bobby Gilbert Revue started the
proceedings with a peppy routine
of song and dance. Five femmes
arid a boy worked hard and de<* '

served a better spot. Arkansas -

Charlie, a - dressed-up biUbllly-

•

crooner and instrumentalist, in-
jected a lot Of good eihowmanship
into' his act, arid cbuld -have re-
mained longer. :

.;•..-.!• :

' Show got another b^ost with Hec- ;

tor and Pals (canine act?-' in the
trey spot. It's mostly hokum, with
tfie well-trained animals providing"
-plenty -of -comedy. Finish has' Hec^ 1

tor 'apparently quarreling' with his
cjo-workers'and paying- nor- attention

'

tp ' "the ' -pay customers.' Trainer's
Bag's were amusing,'and act' clicked.'-

:
Lorraine and Digby, comedy talk- -'

lng arid dancing team, put on a Ibt
Of rough and tumble stuff, with the
girl being particularly limber; and
effective. Act Is burlesque,>but good;
etntertainment.

i . . . , . .
.

-

.

' Class flash of the bill was Betty -

Gordon Trio, instrumentalists, with
Mi?s Gordon also :

proficient at vo^ .

denizing and stepping.. -, She plays-
numerous . ; instruments, and •

*

; is,

backed by two accomplished n^ale
musicians. Lambert . 'follows with,
much of his old routine and winds
up with his 'Gigolo* number from
the '9 o'clock Revue,' using the.
girl from Lorraine and Digby for
a .'wild apache number. Comedian
scored solidly.

Closing had Dawn and Scott, .'

acrobatic team, doing some difficult
balancing, and winding up with a
springboard jump to a hand bal-
ance that was decidedly out of the
ordinary.

'Those We Love' (WB) on screen,
toith news arid scenic thrown on,
didn't mean anything at the b.o.,

with half a house at the Opening
stanza.

Will Harris' Unit

Will Harris, formerly production
manager of Balaban and Katz' Ori-
ental theatre, is producing the
Frank and Milt Britton unit for
Fanchon and Marco.
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FOX, BROOKLYN
(Continued from page 41)

lighting are okay and there's a, boy
singer In the unit who crashes. Unit
moves from 'one', to full and alter-

nately. Has a laughing scenic point
in the schoolroom scene ' when
Douglas, as the school teacher,
emerges from behind a raised black-
board drop centered.

Prior to the unit Sam Jack Kauf-
man and the usual house staff en-
tertain. Barre Hill, singer, is a boy
worth watching. He proved very

.strong when caught.

No observation of a stage show
here can be separated from the type
of operation the house has been re-

ceiving. Looks utterly devoid of any
theatre experience. That was no-
ticed when the house signed a new
film agreement and agreed to pay
$500 more weekly for fllnis than the
previous year, and a split after $19,-

000 where formerly split was at
$30,000.

Recently the management took on
a musician to help the spot book
'name' talent and supervise produc-
tion. . But that idea also flopped
when the bankers back of spot found
out about it; There hasn't been a
'name' added to the shows since the
idea got under way.
Unit runs 65 minutes. Shan.

MICHIGAN
Detroit, Sept. 24.

Ben Bernie and the lads are the
attraction this week and still enter*
taining in a nice way. Handicapped
plenty by questionable judgment in
booking, show still pleases. Whereas
the band split ''billing last week in
Buffalo with "Will Mahoney, this
week it is on its own and the re-
sults are in ' keeping. Bernie and
his- band undoubtedly . are okay, as

' a draw and entertainment, but hot
enough to warrant this solo book-
ing. Onfc act is in to help a little,

but still not sufficient to push the
show over. '

"

Bernie, working very much as he
has for years in picture houses and
vande, keeps some of his old. gags,
with

,
new twists, but still remlnis-

>y cent. .But still one of the. best
ad lib artists, Bernie seldom, if ever,
sticks to the script. Last seen here
at the Capitol (now Paramount), he

- is doing the same stunt of combin-
ing the house and his band for the
finale. Still effective.

Kendall Capps as the only extra
act' does okay. He has eliminated
his instrumental work and confines
himself to straight dancing, which
alone gets him over nicely. Start-
ing from scratch with a cold audi-
ence he had his work <:ut out to get

.
them started, but after they started
they wouldn't stop. Capps has de-
veloped a lot of class. .

Overture this , week is compara-
tively, mild,. But Lou Forbes still
has the combination. This is the
first let-down since, he started 10
weeks ago. With his same tri-part
routine, he does a .'Southern Fan-
tasv.' featuring Joe King at the
piano. A scenic with a very effect-
ive-series of art clips on a frame in
front of the travelers, with ForbeB
playing a violin solo and accom-
panied by

1

Rose on the steel guitar.
Guitar Work is especially well done.
Merle Clark at the organ and

shorts complete the bill. Picture
'Night o. June 13th' (Par) with
business fair. Lee.

pleased with their acrobatic stuff

and then another comedy offering,

Flo Lewis, working with a man and
using a kiddie car.

.

The O'Connor Family of dancers

gave the finishing touch to the bill

and a couple of baby members tied

the show up tight. All in all, a lot

of show arid real entertainment.

MAINSTREET, K. C.
Kansas City, Sept. 22.

-

, Lots of entertainment, show run-
ning nearly three hours, 2:47 acV
cording to the schedule. Week
marked the first appearance of a
standard. Fanchon & Marco unit
'Bombay,' to which was added
Daphne Pollard and Sue Carroll and
Nick Stuart as extra features.
Scresn feature 'Congorllla' (Fox)
also" carried an added feature as
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson,
makers of the film, were here in
person.

This Interesting pair of wild ani-
mal hunters appeared immediately
following the film and gave a short,
descriptive account of some of their
experiences.

The 'Bombay' revue opens
,
with

the chorus and the Gaylene Sisters
in an .interpretive Burmese num-
ber, nicely costumed and stage set-
ting attractive.

The Pasquall Brothers (3) fol-
lowed with their regular acrobatic '

routine somewhat abbreviated, on
accotint of the length of the bill.

Sue Carol and Nick Stuart, rated
» a special introduction, arid after a

short trailer showing scenes in Hol-
lywood and the pair in their home
discussion just what they would do
on the stage, they appeared as the
picture faded. They were given a
nice reception and kidded each
other, and the audience; told some
stories and a couple of not so new
gags and finished with Miss Carroll
doing a song and dance from one
of her pictures.

Chorus number next, followed by
Daphne Pollard. Miss Pollard gave
three numbers of the English Music
Hall type and also a comedy scene
from one of her pictures, a low com-
edy click with her rough antics.
The Gaylene Sisters, with the

chorus dancing before a huge idol,

PARAMOUNT, L A.
Los Angeles, Sept. 22.

Bing Crosby returned to the stage

of the parariiount after a year, dur-
ing which time he rose from, a $150
singer at the Cocoanut Grove to a
$4,500 a week headliner, and proved
to be a matinee draw opening, day,

but night business was average. A
little more reserved than when here
last, the crooner sticks to his better

known numbers, doing only one
current tune, his own 'Love Me To-
night," during the 15 minutes he is

on stage.- This did' not prevent him
from wringing the audience dry of
applause.

Rest of the show is mild, hitting
its highest spot in Corinne Tilton's

drunk imitation, which is packed
full of laughs. A nicely routined
Chinese toe number opens, utilizing

the line and Carmen De Lara. Three
Blue Blazes follow with crack taps
and wings. Boys clicked solidly.

Miss Tilton's shopgirl and drunk de-
lineations came next. Eddie Stan-
ley introduces the acts and pulls

many a revival among chestnut
gags, using Dorrls Toddings as a
foil. Girl is inexperienced but shows
promise, especially when warbling
a pop tune. Line girls are on for
another number, and then Crosby
takes charge.

.Entrance for latter can be im-
proved on, since he comes bounding
out after a few notes of his'sig song
over the mike/ Crosby works with
Eddie Lang, who. picks out a

.
mean

guitar obligato that backgrounds
the crooning perfectly. Show runs
45 minutes.

Business the best this season
Opening matinee, with Crosby rer

sponsible. Film is 'Night of June
13* (Par). George Stoll orchestra
overtured with 'George M. Cohan
Impressions' to herald 'Phantom
President' (Par) next week's attrac

tlon.

DENVER
Denver, Sept. 21.

The last stage show at the Den-
ver until the stagehands and man
agers agree on terms' was a letdown
from some that have

!

been at this

Publix ace house the past few
weeks. Fanchoh & Marco are being
routed past Denver in Kansas City,

but it is thought they will be back
at the Denver, before long. The
Denver tried getting

:

along without
stage shows and an orchestra for

about a month once before, and was
glad to get' them back. The other
time they did not cut prices ; this

time gate is revised.

For his last apperance here for a
while. Fred Schmitt and his orches
tra played a 'Harvest Moon' over
ture that went over, nicely. They
played both old and new favs, ac-
companied by banryard sounds. The
orchestra , lift was decorated with
dried cornstalks.

Claude - and Clarence Stroud
started the show, one of- them act
lng as m. c. alone until he called

his brother out of the audience later,

These boys had made a lot of friends
during the three days the Carroll
'Vanities' were at the Broadway.
Their line of chatter is good, and
they have a way of getting it over.

Blanche Sweet is introduced and
makes a speech. Looks at first like

just another personal appearance,
but- she wins her way along. She
does a bit from 'Annie Christie' that
finishes strong- The line does a
symbolic ' fisherman's dance, with
pirate looking suits on half of them
and the rest In ruffles. The pirates
catch the others ' in a net ' and pull
them off stage. • The other . Stroud
twin is called .from the audience at
this point and together they m. c.

the rest of the show after their act. :

The line pops from behind chim-
neys, and with bi-ooms In hand do a
chimney-sweep song and drilNdance
routine. '

."
".

Chamberlin arid Himes do an
Apache act with a ..rev.erse-^-arid a
wicked reverse—with plenty of
roughhouse.

. They finish with a fast
rough - and - tumble Apache .and
adagio dance.

Al Rlnker at the piano and
Blanche Sweet have a musical argu-
ment about hot and sweet music;
Blanche of course boosting for the
sweet.. He sings a line or so arid
Blanche cuts in with hers. The act
is mild.

Peggy Chamberlin is used as a
foil for the Stroud Brothers, but
this part of the show was indiffer-
ent, on response. Slow and jokes
with no point to them. Line does
another routtmv clressed in blue and
silver flared skirts, forming a gon-
dola at the -llnish. bringing Blanche
Sweet anil dancing partner on for a
mixed, dance.

The Cachalots do strength stunts,
the best beintv gradual' building of a
three-high haiul'-to-haud. Excellent.

'Blondie of the Follies' (M-O) on
the screen only fair in draw.

IMPERIAL, TORONTO
^ Toronto, Sept. 23,

That standees continued to pile at
the rear at 10:30, when the feature
film was well under way, was suffi-
cient indication of the b. o. draw
that Ted Lewis and his band still

holds here.. Stage bill runs an even
36 minutes, with Lewie on stage
throughout and. working like a
Trojan.

It's, a simple full-stage set, chintz
drops around an arch, with band
flanking and seated on a shallow
dais. A bouquet goes to the light
crew who infuse an otherwise un-
pretentious set with warmth arid
color. Traveler parts on Lewis and
his band in a hot rendtion of 'Tiger
Rag,' the tempo never .ceasing till

the final curtain. Turn shows flash
as well as speed, and whole is a
happy blending.
Band goes into a lovely interpre-

tation of 'Sweet Sue,' with Doris.
Dean and Esther Pressman, person-
able blonde and brunet, out for solo
semi-classics. . 'St. Louis Blues' fol-
lows, with Lewis again taking up
the major theme and orchestra step-
outs in brass. Miss Pressman back
for a dance solo to muted : brasses,
and a clever femme trio, billed as
High-Hat Beauties, trailing in an-
other dance offering.
Lewis brings a spirit of minstrelsy

to the second half. With the Jubi-
lee Four, in straw hats, green blaz-
ers and white trousers, this war-
bling quartet produces a couple of
pops that sock home, and finale with
leg-breaking steps. Lewis is back
wftli the band again to bring on
Snow.ba.ll Whittler, a colored kid
whose hoofing is a show-stopper.
Youngster got the grandest recep-
tion, of the evening. Rumba bur-
lesque, complete with' peanut throw-
ing, completes the bill, and everyone
on for the final roundup. .

'Show Boat' overture, with Jack
Arthur handling the'baton, is an-
other high spot of the bill. News
reel has one' foreign, two British
and two Canuck clips. Usual fillers

with the feature, '70,000 Witnesses'
(Par).

Uncommon Chatter
By Ruth Morris

4 Lifetimes of Duds
Not content with clothing one

heroine, 'Blonde Venus' provides
costumes for a quartette—and pre-
sents them all to Marlene Dietrich;

The four styles are as isolated, one
from the other, as the acts of a
vaudeville bill. In rapid sequence,
they blithely hope to represent the
tastes of one person, in one life-

time. .

Illogical variety Is the result of
costumes primarily conceived to
suit the moods and compositions, of

changing gossip tidbits about the
business among themselves/and ap-
pealing to the song plugger staff

for introductions to studio program
managers. If they're not jamming
up the tryout rooms or the ante-
room they're down in front of the
music publisher buildings making
up Broadway's newest, type of pro-
fessional curb parker.

Their- pet peeve is not the net-
work executive who refuses them
his ear and -time, but the director
or directors of the auditions stunt
that spurred them on a radio career
back home. ; Feeling is that after

they won the contest the promoters
of the idea should have seen that
they were properly exploited and
given a network chance.

Davis Can Take It

'Audition 9 Gold Rush

(Continued from page 1)

big , distinction—looks. Few of the
incoming mike aspirants tout a face

and figure surefire for a second or

concentrated double-o. And that
angle appears to intensify the strug-

gle for them; both on getting entry
to the studio big shot arid in land-
ing a job in some other field of en-
deavor while hanging on for the big.

chance until the cash on hand runs
dry. .

There is a goodly percentage of

middle-aged among them. Hillbilly

yodlers from the tall blue grass in

their 40's and beyond, ioting guitars
and banjoes. Matronly gals who
did a -dramatic bit back. home be-
fore some mike wired to a one-lung
transmitter and have a batch of

clippings from the county dailies to

prove it. • ..' •

Ma Goes Along

And then there is the young miss
from' the better-to-do family who,
through influence on the part of her
father or a friend, managed to get
a crack at the electric earpiece and
the resulting praise from her set or
a paragraph in the local sheet
helped her determine where her fu-

ture lay. She's usually around
chaperoned by her ma and her stay
on the scene as a rule is brief.

In the Hollywood era of the con-
test winner influx the stranger at

the gates at least had some chance
of garnering a little coin through
extra, player assignments. - But nO
similar source is available to the
auditions trophy holder while mak-.
irig the radio rounds in New York.
When the possibility of even get-,

ting a hearing at one of the net-
works—arid the scale here .is easily

500 to 1 against them—impresses
them as hopeless, they turn to the.

flock of small stations around
town. Some nurturing the naive
hope that a network exec or adver-
tising agency impresario will be
listening in. while they're on thus
discover their talent, while others
look to these minor outlets as an
Immediate means of giving succor
to an attenuated bankroll. But they
soon find that the small-powered
affairs aren't paying for talent.

These small rating stations them-
selves are. operating on short bank-
rolls and have come to depend on
this horde of inflowing auditions
winners to fill the hudgetless enter-
tainment schedules.
With the studios frowning on the

use of the ante-rooms as a time-
whiling center, arid there being
nothing similar to the casting bu-
reau In radio, . the only place left

for the auditions incubated mob to
hang around is the professional de-
partments of the music publishing
houses. ,

There they spend the major part
of the day learning new songs, ex-

Director Von Sternberg's artistio

photographs. "There are quiet, do*
mestlc frocka for quiet domestlp
scenes. Chic is ruled from their
simple line. But a home-girl ward-
robe knows the worldllness pre-
ferred by Broadway. For answer)*
ing rehearsal call, it offers a divine-
ly fitted, fur-trimmed suit that
singles the heroine out from a mob
Of applicants. Without ever warb-
ling a note, she. gets the job, her
contract guaranteed by inspired cos-

.

tume shrewdness.
Though excellent ^taste and cos-

tumes are still, presumably, at her
disposal, Venus adopts the regalia
of penniless Sadie Thompson. Her
sordid salaries are squandered on
the .drooping hats, ill-fitting, skirts
and pleazy blouses that catch the
depressed mood of shadowy back-
grounds.
Another wave of Von Sternberg's

wand, arid Miss Dietrich's clothes
are chic, brilliant and daring; Her
most arresting ensemble, a blacjc

satin with an insanely slashed bujt

terribly smart neckline,: has the
individualism that sets its owfi
style. !

Tastes so varied that they couljl

hardly cram themselves into one
lifetime, crowd into a cinema interf-

lude In which Dickie Moore, Venus'
little son, grows not one; day older.

Miss Dietrich photographed beauti-
fully in all her-; costumes, simply
can't cope with the mechanical'
trickery that fancies itself a mov-
ing picture, plot. ,

(Continued from page 1)

anteed theatre managements against
loss and for nine months of the 'run'

there was no charge for admission.
When it was free the show did vir-

tual capacity, but when admissions
were on again Davis' weekly loss

was virtually the same as during
the no-charge period.

Show originally opened at the
Mansfield where it played about five

weeks. What looked like a profitable

booking came along, Davis was told

to seek another house and he moved
to the Waldorf. Same thing hapr
pened there and 'The Ladder' went
over to the Cort, where it Was also

tossed out for a flop. It then took,

up quarters at the Belmont. From
there it moved to the Lyric and soon
that house served notice on* the

show to exit.

Davis' wearied of having his "pet,

kicked around and planned to buy
the President (now the Hirtdenberg)
theatre on West 48th street, but the
stage was found to be top small.

'The* Ladder' then moved back to

the Cort where its guaranteed profit

(to the house) was quite welcome.

Curious thing about the show's
frequent moving was that wherever
ousted it was invariably followed in

by a flop. During the two years it

tarried on Broadway the show was
rewritten 18 times by Murdock
Pemberton who worked in a hotel

ropm with Davis month after,

month.

Davis figures the school will be a
more costly venture than his in-

tended stage productions.

Around $40,000 Gross

A deduction from the total loss

are boxofflce receipts as amazingly
small as the gigantic loss total.

Estimated boxofflce receipts in two
years on Broadway were about
$10,000.

Show, had' three directors for its

various.' versions and two complete
scenic and costume investitures.

The stagers were Brock Pemberton,
Margaret Anglin and Henry Her-
bert.

Three members of the original

cast remained throughout the en-
gagement, these being Edward J.

MacNamara, Leonard Carey and
Minnie Milne, as well as the stage
manager, Harry Darnton. Other
leads who were in and out of the
show were Carol McComas, Anne
Shoemaker, Antoinette Perry, Gret-
cheri Damrosch, Philip Merivale,
Hugh Buckler, Carl Anthony, Ver-
non Steele, Henry Herbert and Al-
bert' Bru.nnlng.

'The Ladder' opened Oct. 22, 1926,

arid in April of 1927 a new version
was staged. Third version went in

during September of that year after
the show had closed four days. Dur-
ing October another version and. of-

ficial reopening occurred. The fol-

lowing January, '28, another new
version went on and in July the
final version , was presented. Show
continued into another October and
then the final two Weeks in Boston.

Receivership Costumes

True to its title, 'Treasure Cruise,'

the Boxy uncovers a dusty gem and
polishes it into new splendor. The
combination known oddly as 'Ayres

and Rene and Co. with B; Rasch'
had faith in buried treasure. This
aerial Nina and her three- athletic

men perform- ;on a dark stage . en-
circled with curtains of black vel-

vet. The girl and two partners
wear phosphorescent costumes that
give luminous definition to their

dance formations. The third partr
ner is in black velvet, Indistinguish-
able from the background. He's a
ghost dancer, serving as an invis r

ibie prop for the flying member of
the levltation quartette. It's a neat
idea—or would be, if the shiny sur-
face of. the stage were also riiasked

In black velvet fro engulf a pair of

very material 'spirit' legs in ebon
mystery.

'

This novelty is. one of many that
the Roxy has added to its popular

-

ized-classlc type of program... Spe-
cialties now predominate at the
house where spectacle reigned as
king. They steal the time away
from full-stage production. The
Roxy can't waste precious moments
now, establishing moods of long,

lingering beauty. Its. full-stage ef -r

fects are devised for immediate re-r

sponse. They glitter with tinsel,

sparkle with rhinestones, for a
quick, effective sock - in - the - eye
achieved with maximum speed and
minimum expense. 'Treasure Cruise'

lias, therefore, a parade of the
Misses Amethyst, Ruby, Emerald,
Diamond and Pearl, in costumes
that the cathedral, except in re-
ceivership, would never, counteh-r
ance. Mr. Maricerfs well disciplined

dancers are the Thirty-Two Sap-;

phlres, resplendent In turquoise
satin that gleams with brilliant ap-
pointments. They are also Nep-
tune's Daughters, ; saving the Roxy
the additional expense of the dls-,

continued ballet! 1

.Her abbreviated costume of fresh'

pink velvet is
v
the best style sug-

gestion Mltzi Mayfair's ever had;
It builds her up and cuts her down

.

in the right places,- with Its softly

draped bodice and panties shirred
on to a gored girdle.

South Sea Ingenue

Things happen with magical per-

fection when Douglas Fairbanks,
wants to play RObirison Crusoe.
There he is on a remote island with
nothing but a Boy Scout Manual
to guide him. In what could very
easily be called a jiffy, he is sur-'.

founded by the comforts of town
life—a pent house, a radio and . a
native maid-of-all-%york who looks
very much like the ingenues of

Hollywood.
Maria Alba is the primitive child

who is innocent of the artifices of

civilization. Yet, In her simple way.
she does very well. She covers face

and shoulders with a walnut stain

whose effect is quite unlike the com -

plexlons of other native bellps, She

(Continued on page
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (October 1)

THIS WEEK (September 24)
Numeral* In connection with bills below Ind.cate opening day af

ehow, whether full or split week

ipv tou cm;Mm O)
Pearce A Velio
Barry A Whltledie
Blaekatone,
(Two to AM)

(24)
Bert Nagle Co
Radio' Bone*
Tom PatrlcoU
Charlie Kln» Co
Willie West A McO

Aeadenar
1st halt (1-4)

Wallace 81s Co
Ada Brown .

Eddie Hanley
Lorraine Wallace
(One to 1111)

. 24 halt (8'T)
Felovla .... _
F*rsythe S'm'n A F

CINCINNATI
Albee (1)

Norma Talmadge
Georgle Jessel

(24)
Schuman-Helnk
•Mystery'. I

CLEVET \ND
' Palace (1)

Dainty Ann Howe -

Golden Blondes'
Brltt Wood
Rudy Vallee

(24)
Ethel Waters
'Rh'psody In Black'

. COLUMBUS
Ohio «)

Denny White Co
Gaston Palmer

'

Grace Hayes
Medley * Dupree

ROUTED
LORETTA DENNI60N
CHICK KENNEDY
PETER oV PEGGY

for FANCHON A MARCO
Placed by LEDDY A SMITH

Jehle Goldstein
Mel Klee
(One to All)
2d half (26-30)

Ralph Olsen Co .

Jack Pepper .

Blackstone
.

BROOKLYN
Albee (1)

Donatella Bros Co
Radio Rones
Wills A Davis '..-"'

Everett Marshall
Tom Patrlcola

(24)
D 81s A Cadleuz
Will Aubrey
A A M Havel
Dowllng A Dooley
Nell Golden Or

Prospect
.1st half (1-4) .

Alvldo Perez
Grace Bllne A L
Manny King Cb~

2d half (5-7)
i Small Bros
Arnold A Fields
Pressler A Klalss
Cliff Nazarro Orch
(One to All)
2d half (28-30)

Paul Petchlng
Dolly Kay
Anns A Searle Co
Harrison A HJlmo
Grey Fam

AKRON
Palace - .

2d half (6-T)
Vrsythe S'm'n A 'F
Vanesal Co •

.

Jack Mulhall Co
Alex Hyde B.d
(One to fill)

ALBANY
. Palace

1st half (1-4)
Felovls
Gillette A Richards
Murray1 Lane Co

Barney Rapp Orcn
(24) ...

'

Thurston-
DALLAS

Keith's (i)
3 St John Bros .

Ryan A Noblette
Neville Fleeson Co
Jordan A Woods
Gene Dennis

(24)
Jimmy Burchlll Co
Jackson A Gardiner
Hobart Bosworth
Barney Grant Co
Ingenues

DAYTON
Keith's (1)

Thurston
ELIZABETH

. Keith's
1st half (1-4)

Blanche A Elliott
Helen McKeller Co
Rlmac's Orch
(Two to fill)

2d half (6-7)
6 Juggling Jewels
Will Aubrey-
Larry Rich Co
(One to- All)
2d half (28-30)

3 Melfords
Bolce. A Marsh
Carl Armstrong Co'
Duck A Bubbles
Roye A Maye Rev
GLENS FALLS
Keith's (29-1)

Rhythm Fantasy
Gillette A Richards
Sunshine Sammy
Bolce A Marsh
Murray Lane Co
HEMPSTEAD

Rlvoll
1st half (1-4)

3 Melfords
Will AubreyWm Holbrook Co
(Two to All)

2d half (6-7)

JACK POWELL
Supplying

SCORCHING
Syncopation -

Vh»

LEDDY A. SMITH

Nell Kelly
Lee Gall Ens

2d half (5-7)
Clemens Belling
Steel Sis A Syne
Jack Dempsey
(Two to All)
2d half (28-30)
Vady Co
Hill A Hoffman
Arthur Corey Co
White A.TIerney .

Devlto A Denny
BOSTON
Boston (l)

Mady Co
Cole Bros- '

King St Chase
Horllck Dancers
(One to nil)

' (24)
-Marcus Co
' Keith's (1)
Large A Morgner
Banderson * Crumlt
Hill St HoffmanB Sc R Goman
(One to fill)

(24)
Oracle Schenck A B
Sammy Cohen
Pearce A Velle
Nan Halperln .

Wills & Davis
Gus Edwards Rev

CHICAGO
Palace (1)

Olson & Johnson

1 Whippets
Bobby Plncus
Daphne Pollard .

Carol A Stuart
Warlngs' Orch

State Lake (1)
Clifford Wayne Rev
Waaler Eugene
Wally Sharpies
Dunn & Morgan
.1 -Little Maids
Chaz Chase
Carl Freed Co

(24)
How.'d S'd'lle A B
Sibylla Bowan
Plckard's Co
Vanderbllt Boys
Hilton Siamese 2
RnOrllffe-A Rogers
JameB Evans Co

Blanche & Elliott
Ina Williams
Dick Keane

2d half (28-30)
Kltayama Japs
Monoffi A Link
Allen A Hoover
Bud Harris Bd

HOUSTON"
Keith's (1) -

Harris 2 A Loretta
Donovan Girls A B
Weaver Bros
KANSAS CITY
Keith's (30)

Rio Rita
(23)

A A F Lake
Barney Rapp Orch
MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheom (1)

.Tames Evans Co
Vanderbllt Co
Daphne Pollard
Carol A Stuart
Renoff Renova A B

(24)
Texas Gulnan Co
NEW ORLEANS

Keith's (1)
Murand A Glrton
Burke A Dlrkln
M'r'll A M'tgomery
Ray A Harrison
Billy House Co

(24)
LaMours
Jones A Rea
C Bennington Bd
Segar Ellis
Do.c Bilker Rev

OMAHA
Keith's (1)

Fanchon & Marco
(24)

(7a rl Freed Co
Fanr.hon A Marco

PATERSON :

Keith's
1st half (1-4)

Bood & Bood
Vcnlta- Gould
Buck A Bubbles
Arthur Corey Co
(One to fill)

2d halt (5-7)
Coorjre Boatty
Rlmac's Orch
(Three to Oil)

2d half (28-80)JAB Willing
Fields Smith A F
Ada Gordon Co
Baby Rose Marie
Murray Lane Co
PROVIDENCE

Fay's (1)
Grey .Fam
Sammy Cohen
Nan Halperln
Victor Oliver- .

Ebony Follies
(23)

Clemons Belling
Alice- Frohman
Radio Rubes
Eddie Nelson
Rose's Midgets

ROCHESTER
Keith's (I)

Diaz A Powers
Mildred H Chaplin
Hilton Sis
Herb Williams
(One to fill)

(23)
Bood AeBood
Frsythe S'm'n A F
Grace Hayes
Chas 'Slim' Tlmblln
Stone - A Gibbons
SAN ANTONIO

Keith's (1)
Jimmy Burchlll Co
.Jackson A Gardiner
Hobart Bosworth
Barney Grant Co
Ingenues

(24)
Harris 2 A Loretta
Donovan Girls A B
Weaver Bros

ST. LOUIS
Keith's (1)

White A Manning
Mickey McGuIre
Welst A Stanton
A A F Lake
Warlngs' Co

(24)
Norma Talmadge
Georgle Jessel

TORONTO
Keith's i*)

Stone A Gibbons
Senator Murphy
Adelaide Hall
3 Sailors ,

Willie Mauss
(24)

VIolffj Bay A N
Audrey Wyckoff
Fred Lelghtner
Landt 3 A White
Buster West A J

TRENTON
Capitol

1st half (1-4)
Thelma Carlston Co
Goes A Barrows
Dora Maughn
BUI Telaak

2d half (6-7)
Lee Gall's Bns
Horton Spun-
(Three to fill)

2d half (28-30)
Alexander Sis
Swor A Goode
George Beatty
Brownlee Co

TROY
Keith's

1st half (1-4)
Clemens Belling
Pressler A Klalss
Sunshine Sammy
Steele Sis Co

2d half (5-7)
Downey A Lee 81s
Joe Young Co
Lawrence Grey
Nell Kelly
Billy Holbrook Co

2d half (28-30)
Diaz A Powers
Will J Ward
Mildred Chaplin
Via Oliver .

Lee Gall Ens

NEW YORK CITY i Lathrop Bros
Capitol (29) Abe Lyman Orch

D Ellington Orch I Lilyan Tashman .

Frances Williams ..' Sophie . Tucker .

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N. V. A,

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1560 Broadway

.

This Week: Qtenje Heraia*, Marty Reani

Jim Barton
Lucky Boys
Mills. Kirk A H'

Boulevard -

1st half (30-3)
Rlxfords
Makrenko '2

J May A N Kelly
Billy Glason .

Marlon Hardy Co
2d half (4-6)

3 Racket Toppers
Glen Dale Co
Smith A Hart
Morris A - Evans
Great Huber

Orphenm
1st half (30-3)

Les. Jardy
Lou" Fink
Harrlette Lee Co
Faher A FordGAP Magley Rev

2d half (4-6)
Model Bakers
White A Agnew
H Skelly Co
Billy Glason -

Anne Prltchard Co
Paradise (30)

Lou Holtz
Irene Bordonl
June Knight
B Meroff Orch
Benny Baker
Davey Burns
Barto A Mann

State (30)
Wilfred DuBols
Billy Wells A 4 P*
Ward Wilson
Randall A Newb'ry
Roscoe Arbuckle
Joe Fejer Orch

BROOKLYN
Gates

1st halt (30-3)
Al. Llbllng A Betty
Barr A Davis
Jack Janls Co
Trado 2
.Great Huber

2d hair (4-0)
B Carlell A Rosa
Lou Fink
Harriett Lee Co
Krugel Robles
Upham A Sld'Ire Co
Metropolitan (80)
Jack Benny
Betty Jane Cooper

Valencia (30)
Martin A Martin
Christie A Natoro
Harrison A Fisher
Smith A Dale
Mario A Lazarln
Will Osborn .

ASTORIA
- Triboro

. 1st half (30-3)
3 Victor Girls
Frances Rogers
Hugh Skelly Co
Fayne ; A Lee
O'Hanloh A Z'aunls

2d half (4-6)
Les Jardy

s

Boyd Senter
Jack Janls Co
Frado 2
J Starn.es Co

BALTTMORB
Century (30)

Winnie .A Dolly
Edith Bow
Frank Conville
Brems, Fltz A M*
Buddy Rogers Orch

BOSTON
Loew's (30)

Carr Bros A B'y
Yates A Lawl'ey
James Klrkwood
Callf'na Collegians
JERSEY CITY
Loew'S (SO)

Con Colleano
Gaudschmldt Bros
Rosette A Luttman
Stuart A Lash

MONTREAL
Loew'S (30)W B Ritchie Co

Audrey Wyckoff
Hanlon Bros A W'lf
B O'Rourko Co
DcVIto A Denny

ROCHESTER
Loew'S (30)

5 Blglns
Gordon Reed A K
Allcen Stanley
Ted Healy
WASHINGTON
Palace (30)

Bob Rlpa
-Besser A Balfour
Morton Downey
Cass, Macko A O'
Lew Pollock Co

FaHckon & Marco

BROOKLYN
Fox (1)

'Girl Trouble*
Chester Fredericks
Julia CurtlB
Calif Redheads
O George
Joe Ceylon
4 Thoroughbreds

BOSTON
Metropolitan <1)
Happiness Shew'
Eddie Peabody
Jessie Draper
Joy BroB
Mary A Marge
Martha Vaughn
Tom A Hank
BRIDGEPORT

Poll (1)
Night Club'
Holland A Knight
F A J Hubert
Wilton Crawley
Rudy - Kaye .

Petch A Deauvllle.
Janice Walker
Sunkiet EnB .

BUFFALO
Buffalo <1)

Jubilee Show'
Ted Lewis
Dixie 4
Snowball' Whlttler
High Hat Beauties
Esther Pressman
Mildred Gaye
Doris Deane •

Ted Lewis Bd

Victoria Co
Cooper A Clifton
Karoly A SwansonNEW ORLEANS

State (1)
Arthur Le Fleur
Henry J Kelly
4 Warners
Harry Howard.
Saxonettes .

OAKLAND
Oakland (30)

•Veils'
Zelda Santley
Conrad's Pigeons
R'ssell Marc'nl A J
Edna Enrico
Madeline Schmld
Merna Fortune
PHILADELPHIA

Fox (1)
'School Days' I
Milton Douglas
Mary Price-
Ollle Morosco
Edna Sedgwick
Charley Myers
Bobby Bernard
Muriel Moron
Arlette Young .

O'Connor Bros
Buster Krlm
Dorothy Kelm
Sue' St John

PORTLAND
Paramount (8»)

'On the Riviera'
'

C Montenegro
Red Donahue .A TJ

ELIZABETH
Bits

1st half (30-3)
Jeanne' & Tiny
Harry Anger
(Two to fill)

2d half (4-6)
Jerome A Ryan
Hollywood Revels
(Two to fill)

2d half (27-29)
Don Rlcardo
Hugh Skelly
Harrington & Frye
(Two to nil)

HARTFORD
State (30-2)

Jerome & Ryan
T.eVan & Bolles
Hollywood Revels
(Two to fill)

LAWRENCE
Warner (6)

Lewis Mack Co
Williams A Cryor
(Three to fill)

(29-1)
Wells 'Mordecal AT
Dnv>»y & Roscmaric
Herman Hyde Co
(Two to fill)

PHILADELPHIA
Earle (30)

Paul Klrkland
3 Sailors
Adler & Bradford
(Four to fill)

(23)
E Phllmore .Co
Bernle's Sepia Co
Medley. A Dupree
Colleano Fam.
Burns & Klssen
Stewart Parker A S
Rltz Bros
Blanche & Elliott
WASHINGTON

Earle (30)
Paul Nolan Co
Radio Rubes
Colleano Kam
Will Mnhoney

(23)
Tracey A Hay
Bracle Barrie .

Olsen A Johnson R
WATER-BURY
Strand (20-1)

3 Olympics
3 Jacks
Hush Skelly . Co
Peas^ & Nelson
Don ' Snnto
I.evan & Bolles
Hollywood Revels

TOM KENNEDY
«TOMO"r

Offers

LE8TER COLE and hia fourteen

Radio Soldiers of Fortune

Century (1)
'Birthday Party*
Sylvia Clark
Lasslter Bros . .

Morgan A Stone
Bobby Kuhn
Sylvia Sharp
Sunklst Bns -

CHICAGO
Oriental (1)

'Desert Song*
Perry Askant .

Tanzl
Earl Askam
Nennette Vallon
John Merkyl

'

Chas Boyle
Betty Willis
John Wagner

CINCINNATI
Albee (1)

Olson A Johnson Co
CLEVELAND
105th St. (1)

'Tahiti'
Bernardo de Paee
Celine Lescar
Park A Clifford
Gus Elmore
Lloyd Robert Miller
Sunklst Ens

. DEB MOINES
Paramount (1)

'Star Gazing'
Wally Vernon
Athenas
Wallln A' Barnes
Muriel Gardner
Collenette Ballet

HARTFORD
Capitol (1)

'Discoveries'
Trlxie Frlgansa
Stadler, Rose 3
Moro A Yaconelll
Ina Ray
Victor Gr,iffln .'

Paul Howard
Bunny Bronson
Mark Pepper
Keene Twins
Ken Syner
LONO BEACH
West Coast (*»)

'Hl-Lltes' I
Miller A Mack
Dick Henderson
Bonny. Poe
LOS ANGELES

Loew's State (20)
'Whoopee'
Buddy Doyle
Jack Rutherford
Jane Lee
P letvo Gentlfe
Bobby Amst

MADISON
Orpheom' (1)

'Bombay'
Flo Lewis .

O'Connor Fam .

Gaylcnne Sis
Pasquall Bros
Bombay Ens
MILWAUKEE
Wisconsin (1)

'Hollywood C'dlans'
Teddy Joyce
Ben Turpln
Walter Hlere
'Snub' Pollard
Lambertl
Blossom Sis
Mary Miles
Cathlecn Bessette
Joyce & Gary
NEW HAVEN
Paramount

. (1)
'Big Top*
Jack .Sidney
Adole Nelson Co
Happy Harrison Co

Edwin George
Lottie Mayer Jr
Agnes Knox
Sunklst Ens

SAN DIEGO
Fox (CO)

'Ga Minstrels'
3 Gobs
Tommy Harris
Lasses Brown
Chiok Beeman.
Billy Mitchell
Nay Bros
Jimmy Miller
Norvelle Reese
Georgia Browns
SAN FRANCISCO

Fox («0)
'Sally'
Mary Baton
Hal Young
T ROy Barnes
Miss Harriett
Jack Waldron
George Guhl
Lela Bliss
Jack Began
Harry Stafford
Jack Duffy

SEATTLE
ffth Ave. (20)

'Irene'
George Dobbs
Walter Regan
Geo Ball
Buddy Karsen
Geo Fox
Kathryn Crawford
Sydney Reynolds
Anolyn Arden .

Ruth Fay
Betty Farrington
Dorothy La Marr
Bobby Watson
Wanda Allen
Karsen A Gretel
SPRINGFIELD

Poll (1)
'M'key A M' Mouse 1

Arnaut Bros
Buster Shaver
O A G Brasno
Monty A Carmo
Toots Novelle
Minnie Mouse Ens

ST. LOUIS
Fox (1) •

'Radio Stars'
Bddie Bruce
Albee Sis

'

Bill Aronson
Leota Lane
Kay Fayre
Tony Pagliacol
John TIo
Peggy Warde

TORONTO
Imperial (1)

'Rookies' I
Johnny Burke
Nina Olivette
Les Everson
Irwin A McAvoy
Dancing Doughboys

VANCOUVER
Orphenm (20)

'Town A Country'
Brox Sis
Nlles
Novak A Fay
Mildred PerleeBAD Lewis
WORCESTER

Poll (1)
•Mallbu Beach'
Raquel Torres
Bernle A Walker
Renee Torres
Henri Therrien -

Tom, Dick A H'
Anderson A Allen .

Sunklst Ens -

Bands and Orchestras
(Week of Sept. 26)

Permanent addresses of bands or orchestras will be published
without charge-

No charge ia made for listing in this department.

For reference guidance, initials represent: H—hotel, T—theatre,
P—park, C—cafe, D H—dance hall, B—ballroom, R—restaurant.

Aa far as possible, street addresses in large cities are also included.

Aaronson, Irving, FroIlCB C, Culver City,
Calif.

Agnew, Chas., Bdgewater Beach H., Chi-
cago.

Albert. Jules, CBS, 465 Madison Ave.,
N. Y. C.

Retire theatres

LONDON

Week of fept. 26
Victoria Palaee'

LuCan A McShane
Jack Payne's Bd
Bemond's Pigeons
V A M Roses
Fred Culpltt
Los Cotrillos
A J Powers
Co as booked

BRIXTON
Astoria

'Saucy Ninettes'
Harry Tart
Mor.'in & Elof
Itof'lc Lloyd
Renee Sutton
Jark Desmond
6 Can-Can Girls
Altc JIardy

FINSBI'RY PARK
Amtorla

Myron Pearl. Co
riy-.n 1

: tinncards
Empire

Tnrk I'vyne'u .Bd

Con Kenna
Dorrle Dene
Carr A Carlotta
Peter Fannan
3 Fisher Girls
Joe Peanuts
NEW CROSS

Empire
Layton A Johnstone
Alma Victoria
Shaw & Stanton
Norman Carroll
El Ray
Van Dock
Klraku Bros
Pryne A Hllllard
OLD KENT ROAD

Afttorln
'Chu Chin Chow'
Hughes Macklln
Doris Ashton
Graham Crawford
Marlon Pola
STREATHAM

Astoria
Alfredo Campoll 3

NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (t3)

'

Looking B'kwards'
Ray Bolger
J A E Torrence
Rublnoft
CrawMrds .

Blonde Venus'
Boxy (SS)

Charless Server
Bee Hee Rubyette
Joseph Griffin
Mltz! Mayfalr
Karavaieff
Bredwlns
Ayres A Rene Co

.

3 Black Pearls '

'S'c'ssfnl Calamity'

BROOKLYN
Paramount (ti)

Peter Higglns
Collins A Peterson
Lowe Bernoft it W
4 Bmoralds
Elsie Thompson
Dick Lelbert
'Blonde Venus'

CHICAGO
Chicago <z3)

Desert.. Song Co .

'Blonde Venus'
Oriental (23) .

Ted Weem's Orch.
Collette Lyons A S
Chilton A Thomas
Andrea Marsh
Fuller Rawson A D
'Hat Check Girl*

TlvoU (S3)
Vox A. WatersW A J Mandel
Jackie Held
'Horse Feathers'

Uptown <2»)
Monte Blue
Sisters 'G'
Slate Bros
Realtor
'Bird of Paradise'

DETROIT
Fisher (28)

Nina Olivette
Johnny Burke
LeBs Everson
Irwin A MacAvoy
'Pack Up Troubles'

PROVINCIAL

Week of Sept. 26
CARDIFF
Capitol

Bamberger A B
DUBLIN
Capitol

Austel A Arthur
Co as booked

GLASGOW
Empire

Will Hay
Flanagan A Allen
Billy Roy A Ptnr
Harold Walden
McLallen A Sarah
Lucienne A Ashour
Geraldine A Joe
Sherman -Fisher Co

MANCHESTER
Paramount

Dave Apollon Co
NEWCASTLE
Paramount

Charles Graham
SOUTHAMPTON

Empire .

Bernardl
Baros

SWANSEA
Empire

O'Gorman Bros
Stan Stafford
Allen A Levole
Refers .

Leonard Semon A S
Clapham A Dwyer
Harum A Scarum
Vadlm 3

Cabaret Bills

NEW Y0BK CITY
Central PTi Casino
Veloz A Yolanda
Eddie Dnchln Or

Club Calais

Joan Malln
Low Garvin Orch
Francis Dunn
Arthur Budd
Colleen Adams
Enters A Borgia

Connie's Inn

Cora Green .

Bobby Evans
Jazzllps Richardson'
P A B Meeres
Emma Smith
Bessie Dudley
Lillian Cowan
Red A Struggle
Blllle Maples

.

Kaye Oarker
Slmms A Bowie
Louise Cook
Willie Jackson
Lucky Seven 3.

Don Redman Orch

Cotton Club
A Ida Ward
Henri Wessel
Swan A Lee
Anise Boyer
Roy Atkins .

Peaches A Duke
Brown A McGraw.
Nicholas Bros
Leltha Hill
Don Redman Orch

El Flamengo
Don Oscar Galvet O
El Flamenclto
Nina A Moreno
Mariqulta Flores
Ignaclo Rufflno
Marts de la .Torre -

H'llyw'd Bestaort
Tommy Tucker Or
Barron Judeth
Faith Bacon
Andre 4
4 Climax's
Theb Thane
John Walsh

Hnnter Isle Inn
Geo Owen Orch
Buddy Kennedy
Kerr R'usseaus A K
Edith Griffith
Kentucky 2

Not Clob
4 Elton Boys
Ngtsy. Fagan
Vic Dunne
Joan Sonnett
Wal!:h Oros

Blllle Lane
La Belle Rose
3' Crane Sis .

3 Taylor '81s
Casper A Lake
Bobble Tremalne
Cook Sis
La Belle Rose
Enoch Light Orch

Paramount Grill

Beth Challls
H'ly'w Collegians
Melba Mason
Oscar Grogan
Julie Jenner

PavlIUon Boyal
Guy Lombardo Orch

- Balnbow Inn
Chris Pender
Selma King
Rudolph A Chlcita
Al Goldman
Honey Maye
Framkle Freda Or

Riviera
Marry Fox
Dorothy Dell
Llta Lope
Val Vcstoff
Jane Dunlap
Eileen Clewley
Helen Sheldon
Mildred A Maurice

Russian Arts.

Joe Morantz Orch
Renee A Laura
Nlckolas Hadarlck
Barra Bira
Mlsha Usanoff

Taft OrUl
Geo Hall Orch

Village Barn
.

Reilly A Comfort- .

Pope A Thompson
Bernice Short
Elmer Turner
Jimmy Baskette
Bobby Sawyer
Norman . Astwood
4 Blazes .

Alma Smith
Crockett M'tneers
Ted Faith A Kris
Emily Day
Babs Perkins
Sh'rlff J'sh Meddcre
B'shf'l H*k Warren
Teddy Black Orch

Woodmsinsten Inn
Will Osborne Orch
Ronald Brooks
Bobble Moss -

Enters ft. Borgia

'

Alnrdle Romm

CHICAGO
The Dells

VI 1 1-jaly
1: • ,ni Seeley
Iici.n..- Fields
'! .« .\ i-hhelm

The Tavern
s.-iii.iTiy Walsh
.loan JJIalr
Chas Ilaron
Dorothy Rae'

r'ralg Li-ltch
minor Sherry
Hal Rcdus
Frank Ti-ambiiiK-r

Vanity Fair
Clyde .Snyder
T.allne & A L
Hectic Moffett
Madelon MacKenzie
I'.-ige Sis

Allen. Wully, 1014 Blvd. East, W. New
York, N. J. .

Aledorf, U J.. 08 Liberty St., Newburgb.
Amldon, A,, 012 B. 6th 6t., Flint, Mich.

Andrus, - Dud; Llberatorls • R., Elmira,
X. Y. ;

Appel, Oscar, The Cathay, Baltimore..

Arand. Henry, 043 Broad St.. Newark.
Arcadia .' Syncopators (C. Edgerton), 3004

Addison St.. Phils,

Aristocrats (Wm. Hughes), 404 Blandlna
St., Utlca. N. Y.

Arkell, Lee, KVI.. Tacoma. Wash.
Armbruster, J. L., B. A. C, Buffalo.

Arnhelm, Gus, MCA, Chi.

Atkins, A. P., 8014 0th Ave.. Des Moines.

Austin, S., Davis Is, Country. CY. Tampa.
Axt, Dr. Wm., M-G-M Studio. Culver

City. Cal.

B
Balrd, Maynard, Crystal T., Knoxvllle.

Baldwin, P., Frontenac, Quebec, Can.
Bailey. Earl, Cavalier Beach. C, Virginia

Beach, Va.
Ballew, Smith, Post Lodge, Mamaroneck,

N. Y.

Bard, Jos., Golden Pheasant R„ Balto. .

Barnard. B„ 830 W. Morrell St., Jaoksea,
Mich.

Barrlnger, Don, Calllco Cat B., Miami.
Bartlett, O., Book-Cadillac H.. Detroit.

Barton. Herbert, C4B Bth Ave., . N. Y. C
Bsreley, Beenar, Montauk Point, Mon-

tauk, L. I.

Basils, Jos.. 60 No. 14th St., Newark,
N. J.

.

Baatlan, Walt., State T., Detroit.

Bauer, F. J., 67 Ormond St., Rochester,
N. . Y.

Baunk, Babe, 226 Rose St., Reading, Pa.
Baum, Oscar, Chinese T.. L. A.
Baxter, Phil, WDAF. K. C.
Bay State Aces (Al Relyea), 8 Mohawk

St. «oboes, N. Y.

. Beckley, T., 102 B. 8th St.. Wilmington.
Del.

Belasco, Leon, WABC, N. Y. C. «P-
Bell, Jlmmle. Green Milt B. R., Cbleago.
Benavle, Sam. Fisher T.; Detroit.

Benford, Jack, Jsek A JIU Tavern, Port-
land. Ore.

Bennett. Dave, Station WJJD. Palmer
House, Chicago. ;

"

BercoWIts, Abe, • KGW, Portland. Ore.
Bcrge. W. E., 07 Grand Ave.. EnglewooA,

Berger, Jack, Astor H., N. Y. C.

Berger. W. J„ B440 PSnn Ave., Pitta,
burgh.

Bergin, Fred, Idora Park, YoungStown, O.
Berlin, Paul, 4288 Archer Ave., Ch'l.

Bernle, Ben, 1018 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Berrens, Freddie. CBS, N.Y.C.
Bestor, Don, MCA, N. ft.

Bingham, T. W., 18 ft Ryan St., Buffalo.

Blssette-Maclean, Marigold R~.,' Rochester.
Black, Ted, 1010 Broadway, N. Y. C
Blaufuss, Walter, N.B.C., Chicago. •

Blumenthal's Orch., Sovereign H.,- Chi-
cago. •

Bob's Sunnyelders, 80 B. Haverhill St.,
Lawrence, Mass,

Borowsky, Josha, Blltmore H., L A.
BOvee,' Ralph, KHQ, Spokane. .

Bowley. Ray, 21 Beacon St., Hyde Park,
'

Mass.

Boyle, Billy, Copley-Plaza H., Boston.

Brandy's Singing Bd., Palmer's Park,
Lansing, Mich.

Brashln, Abe, KJR, Seattle.'

Breeskln, Daniel, Earle T., Washington..

Breslow, Hy, KGW, Portland.

Brlgode Ace, Merry Garden B. R., Chi.

Brltton, Frank A Milt, Grauman's Chi-
nese, Hollywood.
B'.wsy Collegians, Walled Lake. B„ De^

trolt.

Brewer. Ted. Yoeng's R..' BMray and 51st
St.. N. Y. C.

Brodle. Phil, Grand Central H., Mountain-
dale, N. Y.

Broudy, Dave, Grant T., Pittsburgh,

Brewer, Jay, El Capltan T., San Fran-
cisco.

Brownagle, T., 022 0th St,, Harrlsburg,
Pa. .'

Bruslloff, Nat, 18 E. 48th St., N. T. C.

Bryant, W. H., 1B20 S. 0th St.. Terre
Haute, Ind.

Buck Vern, Melody Mill B. R.; Chi.

Buckeye Wonders, 043 So. Main St.,
Akron, O.

Buffano, Jules, 5th. Ave. T , Seattle. .

Buloskwtes Califs., Eagle B., Milwaukee.
Bunchuk, Yosha, Capitol T.. N. Y. C.

Burk, . Mllo, Brockton, Mass.

Burke, Chick, Amesbury, Mass.

Burke's Canadians, New Constant Spring
H., Kingston, Jamaica.

Burnett, Tiny, Orpheum T., Seattle.

Burtnett, Earl, Club Forest, " New Or-
leans.

Burns,- Jimmy, Lido Venice H., Sand-
wich, Ont.

Butcher-Outh, Pines, Metuchen, -N. J. ',
, f

Butler, Mel., Davenport, Spokane.

Calloway, Cab, 709 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

Caperoon, Fred, 401 B'way, Camden, N, J.

Cappo, Job., Lakeside Park, Dayton, O.

Carlln, Herb, Guyon's B. R., Chicago.

Carberry, Duke, Walpole, Mass.

Carpenter, Earl, 161 9 B'way, N. Y. C.
' Carr Bros., 2137 Gulyot, Oceanslde, Cal.

Carter, F., Majestic, Long Beach, Cal.

Casa Loma, 700 7th ave., N. Y. C,

Casa Nova, Greenwich Village, Dayton) O.

Casale, M., 140 Pine St., Wllllamsport,
Pa.

Cnssldy, D. L,., Vancouver H., Vancouver,
D. C.

Casaon, Pep, Victoria H., N. Y. C.

(Continued on page 61)
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East

Green Lantern Inn, down in the

Village, raided last week. Had sep-
arate bars for men and women.

Will of the -late. Wilton Lackaye
leaves the bulk of his estate to his

widow. Estate reported 'over $20,-

000/ His sister, gets two $1,«00

bonds and his Son %t, with the ex-
planation that" earlier provlison had
been made for him.

Thelma White announced last

week that she had started a divorce
action in Chicago against her hus-
band, Max Hoffman, jr., son of Max
and Gertrude HoKmart. Hoffman
has a suit pending but is not push-
ing it.

Leon Erroi conferring with A. C.

Blumenthal relative to the rights on
'Sally' and 'Louis XIV,' which he
will take on tour if it can be ar-

ranged.

Arch Selwyn has • a posthumous
opera by Victor. Herbert which , he
may try out. this, fall, possibly in
Greek Evans* outdoor theatre -in

Norwalk, Conn;

*Nona/ opening Tn N. T. pushed
over to Oct. 3. Meanwhile Peggy
Fears will, give it a workover in a
Newark date. Opened in Philly.

Slot machine firm seeks order to
restrain Commissioner Mulrooney
from putting their machines out.pf
business, Disallowed.

Club New : Yorker raided by pro-
hibition agents. Turned out 150.

patrons and made 21 . arrests. Will-

act uhder the excise Jaw, which per-
mits furnishings to the value of
$40,000 to be. seized. •

Noble Slssle ' in bankruptcy;
Negro band leader has debts Of
$13,036 agalhst old clothes, possibly
worth '$200, and 200 orchestrations,

'0
New York Theatres

erf, ALWAYS A
BETTER SHOW^RKO

!

t'WAY
Ol 471

RICHARD
DIX *

"HELL'S HIGHWAY'
An .RKQ Radio Picture

ft* 2 P.i, Me—H P.M.to.Ol***, Mt

World's Premier Vaudeville

CHABLESXINGr
TOM PATKICOLA, Often

Sorui
FOUR MARX BROS,
in "Hons Feathers"

Dally Midnight show Feature picture
Complete Midnight Show Every Sat.

Wed. to Frt., Sopt. 28-3Q

'OKAY AMERICA'
with LEW AVBES

MAUREEN O'SCLUVAN
also

.

DOBOTHY IUEVtER In
-"BEAOTT PAICIOR"

081stST. BROADWAY
Wed; to::Fti.^i$eni: .28-30

LEW AYRES
'OKAY AMERICA'

MAU REEN
W
CTSULLIVAN
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News
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out a license;- Donald McClain, ac-
tor, was charged with unlawfully
impersonating a woman, and Manuel
Torres and Frank .Lytton were held
for battery. 1

which lie values at absolutely

nothing; park Central hotel is prin-

cipal creditor for $6,B0O. Peter
Clark, Inc.; has a claim for *590

and there Is a 'Shuffle Along' judg-
ment for $880.

Mrs. Lucy Cotton Thomas organ-
izing a benefit for Eva Tanguay at

the Manhattan theatre. Oct.' 16.

Milk Fund intervened to prevent
broadcasting of - the Schmeling-
Walke'r. fight yesterday' (26). Had
ah interest in the : receipts and felt

that radio might hurt -the gate.

'Another Language' p. -a. ignores
the usual 100th performance, to tell

that the 100,000 ticket was sold last

week.

Isabel . Dwari, . of . Robt..•/ Plncus?

act,' asking for a separation, and
$125a week. Says that Bobby, who's
her. husband/ used to let her drop
instead of catching her on the com-
edy falls in the act.

Joseph ..Ginsberg, of Brooklyn,
gets five days in jail . for inviting
Mrs. Margaret Mulligan, radio
singer", to dine with him. He had
not been Introduced when he. met
her on 43d street, and when he tried
to push her into a taxi she declined
iand called a cop.

Annual rodeo' in Madison Square
Garden opens Oct. 14; Benefit for
the Hearst free milk fund;

Marjorle Marquis, wife of the
columnist, selected to. stage 'The
Dark Hours,' .which .Marquis wrote
and Lbdewick. Vroom will

.
produce.

Male radio entertainers open: their
Artists of the Air Club. Has 300
members and • looking for 200 more.

—i— '"..
Gilbert Miller will start his sea-,

son , with: 'The, Late .
Christopher

Bean.' 'Firebird' . probably next.

Kfcth'erlne Cornell has shifted her
opener to 'The ; Rape1

of : Lucrece/
She is still in the Bavarian Alps, but
expected back in October.

'Good Earth' wlil" hot . come to
town until Oct. 10. Goes to Pitts-
burgh from Phllly. ;

so much better she will be removed
to her home in Des Moines by air-
plane. Figured less trying than
train' transportation.

from the
Pilgrim.'

Mrs. -E./ D. Stair ; contemplates,
touting 'Porgy* through Canada.
She opens a stock season in Toronto
this week at the Empire,

Paid! in Full/ Eugene Walter's
old pJay, to be revived for a, tour by
Charles A. Goettler and M. T. Mld-
dleton. . .

Llbby Holman front-paged in the
Y. 'Sun,' giving her first inter-

view since the
.
Reynolds tragedy to

Ward Moorehouse.

N,

James Whale In N. T. on his way
to Hollywood to film 'The Road
Back.' Says he will not use any of
the players who were supposed to
have died in 'All Quiet.' Thinks it
would hurt the illusion.

Hitchcock's
,
famous beahery to

be reopened by former employees.

George E. Wintz to revive 'Shuf-
fle Along,' Miller and Lyles*. old
musical. Miller .will be in the cast.
His partner died some time ago; .

Lawrence Tibbett, back from
Europe with Mrs. Tibbett to sing in
an : operatic version of . 'Emperor
Jones.'

;; Alfred Aarbnfl explains th'at'Bed-
time' is his own and not an Aarons
& Freedly production.

Brooklyn magistrate rules that a
man can file suit for damages as the
tesult of being furnished ,with bad
booze. Refused to dismiss & suit
on the grounds that the buying was
Illegal.,

Mildred and Alvin Kauffman will
write the songs for 'Belmont
Varieties.'

Equity rules thai future contracts
for > American players, in Canada
may " be paid in that currency.
Previously required that payment
be rnade In IT. S. coin, 'but found it

was: . .limiting Canadian, engage-
ments.

•Ol' Man Satan' now 'definitely*

announced for Friday (30) at the
Forrest"

Group Theatre changes Dawn
Powell's play from1 'The Party' to
'The Big Night/

"Winnie Lightner enters, a supple-
mentary complaint in her N. T.
divorce case against George Holtrey.
Additional charges bring the num-
ber of co-respondents up to eight.

.'Plerette
Oct, 1,

Club to go into action

Ruth Ann Pennypacker, when
threatened with statutory charges
by police judge of Passaic, N. J.,

married Calvin Friend last Tuesday
(20). Now the authorities are seek--
ing some evidence that she was
previously divorced, from her first

husband, George F. Kenny, of New-
ark.

'

New York 'Daily News' rebates
6% on advertising. Ascribes It to
lower, cost of- newsprint apd other
economies.

Central Park Casino center of a
fox hunt last. Wednesday (21), but
no-pink coats. Beast got loose from
the menagerie and took refuge un-
der the Casino steps;

Property owners declare the. car
nival on the site of the razed Ameri
can theatre worse for the street
than the burlesque shows. Want it

evicted.

Marilyn Miller announces her en
gagemeht to Don Alvarado. No date
set. It will be her third marriage.

Milton Berle took the count the
opening night of 'Vanities' over in
Brooklyn (19). .Had tp have several
stitches taken in his scalp after a
rough arid tumble scene.

Pictures ' Classics completes at
Fort Lee what it is claimed is the
first indie musical -film feature.

'GRAND HOTEL' ^ ,

Oritt iiARBO, John BARRYMORE,'
,

loan CRAWFORD, " Wtllitt'
BEERY,. Lionel BARRYMORE

Or 8raat:
'

Beany . 0AVI8 A Revue

•f Papular.

Prlot*I0L
t»M. Friday, "PACK UP YOUR. TROUBLES"

t
SEVENTH AVDNUB
AT BOtr STREETOXY

George ARUSS in

Ben Marden'S Riviera nltery get
ting an oil heater so it can stay
open all winter.

Frances Alda . will be the soloist
with Meyer Davis at the Waldorf
Oct. 11.

Jack Donald trying to round up
member's for {Stage 4lub; Similar in
announced intent to. the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences. .

"A SUCCESSFUL, CALAMITY"
Ob Stage—Frank Cambria's TREASURE CRUISE
Tarry Toon Cartoon :: ' Fox Movietone Nows

Beginning Thurtday, . "CHANDO." with
Edmund Lowe and Beta Luueil

Retail dealers In < convention re
veal that $1,000,000,000 goes to slot
machines annually. Does not
include gambling

;
devices, but

merely mechandlse-vending ma
chines, r:calea, automats and other
legitimate devices.

LOEWS (SWAY i. 45
:
ST.

CTAH
on screen

[ "BLESSED
EVENT"

isJH0N.«FRI.|IOAMt.WOOMI

In Forson

Lllyan TASHMAN
Jack BENNY

BUI TelaaK, Rosette

& Lutman, Other*
and Extra

Lillian ROTH

Earl Carroll in trouble over the
children used in 'Vanities/ Kid
society trying to shut them out
Mayor refuses permit.

In addition to Damrosch benefits
symphony orchestra will give 20
concerts at the Metropolitan. Prices
will range from 25c to $2. First
Nov. 1.

Roxle La Rosa, who broke her
back In a fall from the apparatus
while doing a trapeze act at Steel

I Pier, Atlantic. City, a few weeks ago,

Building code violations
.served on

owners of 20 theatres. - And 30
others are ordered to appear to ex-
plain non-compliance with orders to
remove Are hazards.

Louis Simon, of Mutual Pictures,
making ' one-reel industrials at the
Atlas studios, N. Y. Dramatic
stories with advertising moral.

J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., has
bought rights to 'Isle of Paradise'
for non-English speaking countries.
Will first prepare a Spanish film
version. Feature is a non-dramatic
made on the island of Ball..

Bobby Sanford tossing his 'Show
Boat Revue* into vaude. Same as
given on a Hudson river boat last
summer.

'Counsellor at Law* resuming for
a limited term at the Plymouth,
now given indefinite run.

Jane Cowl to tour In 'The Man
with a Load of Mischief until a new
play turns up for her. .

E. H. Sothern, Julia Marlowe and
Lillian Gish back home on the
'Europa/

'The First Gentleman of Her
Time' will replace 'Only the Young'
at the Sutton Show Shop after the
latter's two-week run.

Will Mahoney confirms current
Broadway rumor by advertising
that he will no longer be respon-
sible for his wife's debts.

Toacanlnl coming back tq conduct
the Philharmonic. First concert
Oct. 3.

Academy of Ophthalmotomy and
Otolaryngology announces that
voices cracked by strain of' public
speaking or singing can be restored
by a new device. Telling, It In Eng
Ush, the larynx is i mechanically vi-
brated.

Appeal of Charlotte Fixel ' Er
langer delayed by the recent death
of Nathan D. Stern, atty. for Judge
Erlanger.

Edward G. Robinson came to
town last week with Mrs. Robinson
All they know about that reported
approach of the stork Is what they
read in the papers.

Opera discontinued at Bryant
Park. Bicentennial commission says
it wants the park for its own uses

Guild will open 'The. Pure in
Heart* in Now York Oct. 31 instead
of Nov.. 7, as originally planned.

Frank Conroy postpones his own
projected productions to go Into the
cast of 'The Anatomist/ Play was
slated for last season, but there
were copyright complications.

Francis L Curtis has withdrawn

direction of 'Passionate

Bandit^ shot and killed a police
officer and wounded the watchman
of the Huntington theatre, Hunting-
ton, L. I. Four well-dressed young
men took seats near the door to the
business office, arid, when chance
offered entered 'the r6om, cowing ah
usher with their guns. Watchman
followed and was .shot through the
leg. Report attracted Constable
McCarthy, who was in the audience,'
and as he came running up the
aisle he was shot just below the
heart. - Men went out through the
alley and - escaped. About < 2,000
persons In the audience, but no
panic One man was caught later.
The receipts had been banked an
hour before the attack.

Man who registered at the -Hotel
Taft as Alfred Smith of .'Toledo
jumped out of a 20th floor window
about 10:30 Saturday night, crash-
ing through the marquee, of the
Roxy theatre, causing a panic
among pedestrians. Several women
fainted and narrowly escaped being
trampled.

Max Hart has. .entered suit for
$25,000 against his wife, who re-
cently obtained a Reno divorce.
Papers charge that last July 14 Mrs.
Hart removed from their apartment
during his absence furnishings to
the value stated, storing them In a
warehouse. '

Tax callector of Berks county,
Pa., reports Inability to collect taxes
on six lots owned by Dorothy and
Lillian Glsh in Sylvan Dell, near
Reading. Says they won't answer
his notices. Only $3.

Little Theatre Operating Co
formed to produce at the Little,
which will not be torn down as
once planned.. First offering next
morith, but not yet selected.

George White has put 'Scandals'
over until spring. Will dp an oper
etta instead; •

Weber and Fields reported' to
have under consideration an offer
to star in a new play by Montague
Glass. M. S. Schlesslnger making
the proposition.

Church and women's club groups
headed by Frank Williams, Nevada
U regent, are circulating a petition
asking the January, state legislature
to enact a law prohibiting all gam-
bling in Nevada except horse race
parl-mutuals.

Juanlta > .'Hansen "- owes Bess*
Schlank, Inc., $250 . for. garments,
according to a charge in a suit filed
in Municipal Court, L, A.

Superibr Judge " Wood, in :

L. A;,
has granted Polly Moran's petition
legally -establishing Los Angeles as
the birthplace of Jack Trujlllo. This
clears the. way for the actress'

.

adoption of the youth. •

Attorneys granted 10 days In
which to file briefs in L. A. on ap-
peal of Harold MenjoU. Would ob- 1

tain Menjou's discharge on second
degree murder charge; in the death
'of, Marjorle Ann Gauthierw

Superior Judge Yankwich, L. . A.,
has,granted a motion for a non-suit
in the action brought by stockhold-
ers to set aside the sale of the
Illustrated Dally News.' by the
Dally News Corp. to the Stockhold-
ers' Publishing Co.

Colleen Moore has been sued in
Superior Court, L. A., for $100,300
damages, which Mrs. Clara B. Decan
charges she Incurred -when struck

'

by the actress* auto.

Suit filed In li. A. to collect $252
fro;... Tom Gallery for damages,
charged done to the home of Marie
Prevost . during his lease of the
property.'

Mrs. Mabelle Eaves Kent, di-
vorced 'first wife of S; R. Kent, Fox
president, ' is' dangerously ill in
Hollywood. .

Charging Fox with' plagiarism of
her story, 'Lucky 'Molly Dawn/ in
its production, 'Delicious/ ' Marie
Mannix has- sued the film company
in L..A. for $1,500,000.

Marian Nixon denies that she and
her husband, Edward Hillman, Jr.,

have separated and will seek di-
vorce. '

. Motion picture and' oil Industries,
led all others In increased activities
arid employment In California dur-
ing August, according' to the U. S.
Employment Service bureau.

Charlotte Nixoh-Nirdllnger, ac-
quitted last year of killng her. hus-
band, the late Fred G. Nlxon-Nird-
llnger, in France, is in Hollywood
with screen ambitions.

Gov. James Rolph, Jr., presented
a silver plaque to Sid Grauman as
a tribute to his work in promoting1

the motion picture pageant, during
the Shrine convention in 'Frisco In
July.

Ruby Rae, actress and radio
singer, has brought suit In Superior
court, L. A., against C. M. and
Emma L. Dalton for $11,37'0 dam-
ages. She charges 'she was Injured
in a crash with the Dalton auto and
has been unable • to continue her
career.

George Cohan planning a semi-
musical to go into rehearsal in No-
vember. Also contemplates another
play and N. Y. production of his
'Confidential Service/ tried but last
spring.

. . .
:

Grlfter recently applied tq a local
charity organization for moriey for
railroad fare, claiming to be . Rob-
ert B. Mantel!, the actor. Had a
professional picture of the player
and he looked .like him. But it Just
happened t.ha,t he interviewed sqme-
one who knew that Mantell has
been dead several years:

Mrs. Pat
to lecture.

Campbell coming over

Mrs. Vincent, Youmans when di-
vorced was given $150 a week ali-

mony. At her instance her husband
will come into court this week and
tell Justice McGeehan why he cut
it to $75 without court authority.

Coast

Harper Joy, Spokane, Wash.,
banker, who spends his summers as
a circus clown, was elected presi-
dent of the Circus Fans Association
at the San Antonio, Tex., conven-
tion.

Following a raid on , The Big
House, John MoConnell was arrest-
ed for conducting a dance hall wlth-

Sherlffs vice squad, led by Capt.
Ray Morris, raided two alleged

(Continued on page 62)

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bowman, son,

San Diego, Sept. 16. Father is pro-
gram director of KGB.
. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Sebell, daugh-
ter, Cedars of Lebanon hospital,

Hollywood, Sept. 19. Father is pro-
duction manager for Reliance Pic-
tures.
Mr. and Mrs.' Ferae Grofe, a son,

Teaneck, N. J., Sept 25.

MARRIAGES
Marjorle Cagnaccl, . non-pro, to

EUgene Pallette, actor, Sept 18,

Ventura, Calif. ':'...
Mildred Bruce and Leon Becker,

both members of the 'Manhattan
Scandals' Co., vaudeville unit show,
were married Sept. 17 at Pleasant
Valley,. N. Y.

Phil N. Rosino, musician with Al
Hunter's State Theatre. Commo-
dores, and Olga C. Leo were married
Sept. 17 at Poughkeepsie, N- Y.
Pearl Hutchinson to Al Lotto,

Sept. 4, iri San. Bernardino, CaL
Bride, former film actress, Is a
script clerk at Paramount studios.
Groom is in transportation depart-
ment at the saihe studio;
Bert ' Kelly, film producer, to

Adrlenne Dore, actress, In Chicago,
Aug. 13.

Theodore Von Eltz, film actor,
married Elizabeth Lorlmor, Los
Angeles, socialite, at Afrua.Calicnte,
Sept. 23. . .

Elsie Maud Ta: run to A;ulv Clyde»
actor, Ontario, Calif., Sept. 23,
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CHAT T E
Broadway

Nita Naldi around again.

Kelcey Allen wears the greertest

id.

Pee Mahoney of Publix has a new
Diece.

" pick Gilbert's missus drove up
from Kentucky.

. Beatrice Liilie not sure about- the

immediate future. ...

. Conway - Tearle • has • settled down
it' the Park Central.

Charlie King dropped 20 lbs.

breaking in his new- act.

. Francis- 1. Qurtls' out as • director

tft T^he Passionate- Pilgrim.'

/ Aaron Gottlieb
: and Waiter

pieischmann p. a.'ing together. :

Fanny Holtzmann back from Eu-
rope after opening branch offices. -./

.The Charlie Einfeids.havjB called

it a summer '.and axe' back, in tp.wn.

' A Publix. m'ugg referring to R. J.

6'Donneir as -'Plat Blonde* O'Don-1

well.
'

.

.

'

Hope Hampton,, and hubby Jules
Briilatbu.r back with'- new' : operatic
plans. ' '.'-'''..

Jack Mason staged the numbers
of the Chicago 'Of Thee I' Sing'
troupe.

.

About' 40 minutes was deleted
from; 'Clear All- Wires,' after the
premiere. - . ..

-

They finally got the the i
;ug duck

. in the reception, entrance to Publix
exec row.

.. . , .

! Asked how b'e the Skolskys' new
baby is, Sidney, .replied 'Almost as
big as we are*

The Square's latest sidewalk shill

does .the spieling for < «t chain <lrug
atore!s 5c sodas.-. ,v

Albert Deane says he's really in

Dim businc-es now. ' He has a law-
suit on his hand.
.'Fred Rath, formerly with Par, in
from "the Coast, bringing a play with
him for fall 1 production, ,maybe.
Excavation on Russ'Moori to re-

move an appendix got . under way
last wee': at

,

:
the. Polyclinic hosp.

.

Edward G. Robinson got- in FrI
day for an eight weeks' stay, vaca"
tloning. . Plans for .Europe are indef.

Jeff McCarthy has given up his
Mamaroneck swimming and is back
on 59th street south for the winter.

Joe • Cuririihg£arh\ writing dialog
for G.ebrgV VanQei'biirs film, made
durJn'g^expedltlori' to 'tropical waters

Sole proviso in the Puck and
White kiss-and-make-up was that
Sammy White Jay, off \th.e galloping
eteeds. ... .

J. J. Rubens., told- Ben Serkowich
they i were, distantly related, but
Serk " shot back it was too 'distant
tor a touch.
Archie Mayo, WB ; : .director, in

town for a fortnight to spend .the
Jewish holidays with 'his family
Also vacash.
Tom, Hardy

,
of -'Ballyhoo' is £

Boston College ; grad. Born in
Charleston, Mass., as was the late
Jack Donahue.
Milton Berle as guest of honor at

Connie's Inn Sunday nlte m. c,'d in
introlhg the celebs, :and tickled the
profesh with nifties about Rlchy
Craig, Jr.
Bee Sidney, mother of Sylvia, op

erated on for app in Hollywood
and also holding <Dr. Sig Sidney on
the Coast, pending his wife's con
valescence. '

'

Mitch RaWsbh, that Carolina
swordsman, is well nigh in tears
because his favorite film star is re
ported about to .wed her favorite
screen, cornic. > :

Wally. Sullivan.- who used to be a
newspaperman himself before going
Warner Bros, shorts as a serlptist,
back oh the- Mornteliy doing the
Broadway col. '' :

'

'

Parchment scroll signed by 500
film stars and executives was pre
sented to Roscoe': Arbuckle at a
Party given, at the Park Central by
Leo Morrison, 'his agent. .

Leonard .('Variety') Levinson of-
the Coast office seeks a suita-
ble monicker for : the . new heiress.

—Mrs. Ley is Ruth Keller, who has
appeared in plx and Coast legit.
A Hotel Taft suicide jumper

crashed through the Roxy marquee
Saturday eve, missing Florenz Ta
mara and Christine Marston, who
were 7th avenue promenading-, by
vinches.

.

Mrs. Paul Hale's .three-year-old
triplets got their first flash at
Broadway on a day's outing piloted
by Murray Ratter.' ' Mrs. Hale was
formerly Doris George' of the George
Sisters..

Fortified by a flock of scripts Sam
Briskin, Columbia studio exec, takes
«he water route back to the Coast
Oct. l on the S. S. 'California' for a
fortnight's o.o.'ing of lots of aqua
P'ira and MSS.
Having had a wire from the St.

Lawrence rlprer fish that they're
hungry, Max Winslow will dog sled
]t up there this week, chop a hole
jn the ice and watch the other boys
<:ateh 'em. He's been just watching
with fishing pole, in hand for years.

Hollywood

LEBLANGERS PLAY HOST

TO B1AY TREASURERS

Bruce McFarlane and Howard
Phillips off to N. Y. by auto (26).

M. H. Hoffman; Jr., still thinks he
can drive his car to Mexico City in
three days.
Mirrored arch that reflects pedes-

trians 14. times is attracting crowds
in. front of a Broadway shoe store.
Roger Marchettl looking for a

house in Hollywood, where he will
open a branch of his downtown law
office. •

•

W. P. (Pat) Garyn, general sales
manager for National Screen Serv-
ice, will arrive here from New York
around Oct. 15.

Sam Holland leaves the Radio
publicity department, fiat after, one
week, with Ken Whltmore quitting
to return to Fox.
Ernst Laemmle wearing African

shorts and helmet around the. U lot

to advertise .he's directing the tropi-
cal story, 'Nagana.' ' .

Alfred- Newman, United' Artists'
musical director, threw an 18th cen-
tury ' masquerade party and played
nothing but" Mozart music.
Eddie Mannix, Henry Ginsberg

and Hal Roach threw a stag party
for Arthur OLoew. Affair was ex-
clusive, only 10 guests invited. Loew
had to stand for a flock of ribbing.

- With a great weather break, Le-
blang's 'Hellraisems' resumed their
annual outings at Long Branch
Sunday. It was the eighth outdoor
party, inaugurated by the late-ticket
magnate, with Broadway's legit the-
atre treasurers the guests. Three
large buses journeyed to the clam
bake grounds.
Matty Zimmerman, the head man

at these affairs, conducted a series

of nutty races, top distance 30

yards. Although the events were
primed for laughs the prizes were
no joke,, all being practical, such
as orders for hats and shoes. Box
office men who; are working quietly

slipped- such prizes to. treasurers
of dark houses.

.

.

Funniest event of the day was
golf driving. Every contestant was
kidded and few were able \ to keep
the ball in bounds. Dubbed shots
by good players was a burn-up for

thenij but plenty funny to the gal-

lery. v
.

Tlie baseball game promised an
argument,- but • it came but as
planned, the treasurers winning by.

14 to 12.
_
The Leblangs spotted the

box office muggs five runs. After
a. series of goose egg innings by the
Leblangs the treasurers started
bragging and were on the verge of

wiping out -the handicap.

Yokel Lure

Loop

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Suburban drive- in eatery has
figured a way to snag the

tourists.

Good-looking blonde in pic-

ture make-up, and man in

Charlie Chaplin regalia,
.
are

stationed outside in- a car, full"

of film equipment pretending
that they are waiting for the

rest of a film company to fin-

ish eating.

Gree,n Grill's latest try. a. bust.
Jack Kelly liberating in Lansing,.

Mich. / -

Gene Castle has closed his .Chi-
cago office,

'.'"'

Harry Balaban opens the Com-
mercial. Oct. 5/
George Brown, Canton, Ohio park

manager, in town.
Harry Gordon is getting some

home cooking in New Jersey.
George Devron returning to the

Stevens Oct. 1 for Kennaway.
Goodman Ace and Al Boasberg in-

separable during latter's visit. ••' -

Charley Agnew,- Edgewater . Beach
orchestra leader, booked for ; the
Palace.
Ben Low is got- the number two

berth at the Adelphi b. o. instead of
Morjty Levine... >

: Harry Katz in. from N. Y.; hold-
ing

;
pep rallies for Indiana and Illi-

nois; managers.
• Ted Weems lubricated the news-
papermen at a big party prior to his
Oriental opening;.

. Charles Lum opens his religious
plaji 'Joseph and- His Brethren,' at
Freeport, 111., Oct. 2.

George Sweet and the missus mo-
tored into Dixie after closing - their
stoc-k season in Sioux City.
• Bernard Souss, stage director- for
the 'Bainbrldge Players of Minne-
apolis, halted a week en route- to
Manhattan,-
Columbia dined Sax Rohmer and

the press in the Palmer house -two
day.1

? before 'Fu Manchu' started
broadcasting.
Margie Williams, fernme lead

with the Minturn Players, lost three
days witht .a cold, but was able to
opeii in Milwaukee okay.

'Olf Thee I Sing' company went to
Lincoln Fields to watch races
namied. for Oscar Shaw, Cecil Lean,
Sam; Harris, Roberta Robinson,
Donald Meek and the show. Eddie
Saunders fixed the track end.

Paris

Those silent Metro execs.,
New Bolshy book by Malaperte.

.

. Andre Dahl, French author, dead.
THelma Bowman Spear giving up

France.
1 Siizy Vernon's dark makeup nice
but thick.
Jeanne Helbting dancing with

Max; Ruppa.
Dr. Ludwig Lewishon fading oft

to Vermont.
.'Scarface' opening done in Holly-
wood style..

.

' Marcel de Saho goes In for psy-
choanalysis. .

'•

Jack Connolly faithful to the Am-
bassadeurs hotel.
Reuben Mamoulian overstaying

his Paris schedule.
Henri Willmetz reading scripts to

Yvonne Printemps.
Lacey Kastner rising early to

meet Jack Pickford.
Madame' Detzel of the Artinis

looking for a partner.
Gaumont Palace stage now under

Erenthal management.
Dorothy White, ex-Mrs. Jimmy

Baker, off to America.
Picture people going to the Coli-

see basement restaurant.
'Scarface' murdering them all

ways at the Agriculteurs.
Johnny Stein talking himself out

of his job as press agent.
Benno-Vigny getting a fat con-

tract from Henri Ullmann.
Dave Souhami having an open-air

lunch with President Delac.
Corniglion Molinier taking patri-

cian friends to the 'Aeroport.
Jack Connolly the first man to

know In Paris of the finding of the

Hutchinson plane .on which two of-

his ex-employes->rNorman Alley and
Jere Altiflsh—were cameramen and
wireless and /sound operator.
' Mabel Boll hopping from Fou-
quette into an, .anonymous taxi.
Producers suddenly developing

considerable interest: in Arielle. .

Invitations sought for Valery
Boothby's receptions In Garches.
Bob Wyler's local work apparently

attracting attention in Hollywood.
Lolita Bell dancing her way from

the Lido into' pictures and revue.
Hunting season opened on Lily

Pons by divorce and mush reporters.
Alexander Korda taking over Gil-

bert Miller's Left Bank apartment.
; Annette Kellerman capitalized by
E. G. Wittereid,, the Lido's press
agent.

Colette d'Arville .. says Walter
Winchell Is correct, but two years
late.
These low-minded French can't

believe Tex Guiriai) .heads a .ladies'
seminary.
Jack Campbell

.
making a flying

trip to Soviet Russia before going
to Hollywood.

.

;
Champs Elysees' exclusivenesd

desecrated by the opening of a
cheap coffee house:
Dorothy Felton's picture in

'Dancing Times' boosting Paris sale
of the paper by 'one'.
' Mary Heaton calling up Jimmy
Walker over the Transatlantic
phone and finding him absent.
Emile Natan giving a dinner for

the Brulatours and the Leonce Per-
rets before Marlvaux opening.
After Erich " Pommer signing

Andre Daven, it looks like Andre.
Daven signing Erich Pommer.
Elizabeth Pinaleff of Berlin now

blossoming forth as a Paris star
lihdei the new name of Lily Dorell.
John Amery, son of a British

cabinet minister, back in France
with Miss Una Wing, his fiancee,
and wanted in England for motor
speeding.
Local production companies won-

dering if E. A. Dupont is signed by
Universal or Just going to fill that
old contract.

Galli Galli and his wife staring at
the Lido pool until it is time to go
and get remarried Turkish fashion
at the MOsque.
Courtney ' Riley'. Cooper, circus

man. writer and globe trotter,
sneaking about circus life to the
American Club of Paris at luncheon.
The surprise' trip idea, with desr

tination unknown to passengers be-
fore they start, is extending to fly-

ing trips as organized by the Aero-:
port, a Montparriasse night club.

CLEVELAND AIR RACES

$17,300 IN THE BOX

Cleveland, Sept. 26.

. National air races held in Cleve-
land came out in the red $17,300,
making it more doubtful than ever
that Cleveland will get the races
next year. Last year's aerial cir

cus event lost a reputed $75,000. Un
less Cleveland guarantees better re
suits, it is likely that races will be
staged in 1933 in either Detroit,
New York or Chicago, which have
placed bids.

; Clevelanders blame this year's
.loss to high ticket prices which, to-

gether with gate fee arid reserved
seats tax, amounted to about $5
per couple—a figure that in these
times scared a large percentage
away. :'

Official figures for sale of tickets
and concessions amounted to $261,-

998,. while expenses totaled $272,-

300, leaving a deficit of $10,300, plus
$7,000 which was withheld; as "proy
ision for contingencies. Largest ex
pense item was $89,738 in prize
money.

Gov't Phsters End Reno's

Not So Perfect Sumner

Likker Hits New

. : Reno, , Sept.26.
Ending what has been everything

but a perfect summer for Reno, the
federal government .19 about ready
to press for trial 27 padlock suits
involving nearly all

; of Reno's best
known establishments.' Indications,
are that In

.
most. Instances the

abatement actions:, will stand and
the town will be pretty- dry for a
few. weeks. •

Included among the' places are the
Silver Slipper, the New York Club
and Lawton's Springs, the three
remaining night . clubs, while .scat-
tered throughout the .list are sev-
eral elaborate: speakeasies that have
been going strong for two years or
more.

Etelle Livingston's' Cowshed, which
has been closed for lack of patron-
age and a bankroll for over a year,
is also due to be officially locked
up.

Low; leggers

Just Getting By

:
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Coast liquor prices have taken
another drop. They're down to what
the peddlers claim Is rock . bottom,
with little margin of profit left.

Bourbon and rye, supposedly the

real stuff, is now selling for $32 per

case of 4t pints. Brands selling at

this figure are: Coon Hollow, Gleri-

more, Farmdale, Log Cabin, De
Luxe, Golden Wedding. Early Times '

and: Guggenheim. 'Old Colonel' is

also quoted at the same price, but
most of It Is phoney.
Scotch is averaging around $35.

with several brands, such as Walk-;
er's Black Laljel, Dewars A'lctoria

and Buchanan's, selling for $40 arid

$45 per case of• alleged . quarts.
Rum is tops at $40 pe'r caser with

several brands, such as Lemon Hart

'

and! Charleston, going for $35. •

Champagnes, with the exception of

Mumms Cordon Rouge, are $56, the
Muriims bringing $75 per case.

Cordials and wines run from $40

to $(58 per case, with little demand..
Local wines sell for $17 per case,

local gin $11.

Beer, landed here from Canada at

'

$18 (per barrel (five 24 bottle cases),

is selling for $32 per bbl., which -

leavjes little profit for the handlers
after everyone has been cared for,
' Lbcal 'leggers .are content to

make a . small profit if they can
movje their stuff. Both L. A. and
Hollywood "recently have been more
or less wide open as compared to

the past two years. Beer spots are
numerous, but little hard liquor is

'

sold over the bars, most of the lat-
'

ter being bottle trade.

Little good beer is sold in the beer
joints^. Practically all of it is home
brew or needle stuff. .

London

Ice rinks again becoming the
fashion.
June at the Cafe de Paris wearing

a worried look.
Fred Connyngham in the new

Drury Lane show.
Tbni Labrlola rehearsing a take-

off of Joe Termini.
Harry Hall lunching with Sel-

fridge's directors.
Beaumont Alexander now in

charge of Murrays' Club.
'Bow Bells,' touring the sticks,

will close in -two weeks.
Carl Hagenbeck over ' here from

Hamburg to buy and sell acts.
Mrs. Pat Campbell returning to

America in October for a lecture
tour.
Herbert Marshall expected back

here In the fall for a new produc-
tion.
Johnny Nit staging the dances for

Tommy Lome and Simon Elhin's
revue.
Ursula Jeans and Diana Wynyard

(Continued on page 63)

Keeney Gets Back His

Floridian Race Track
Jacksonville, Fla), Sept. 26.

Frank Keeney, the original meas
tro of -Keeney Park, rechristened St.

Johns Park, when Keeney did a
walkout a couple .of years back, has
been handed the Worse racing plant
near Jacksonville by Messrs. Dwyer
and Gallagher.
Dwyer and Gallagher took the

plant over from Keeney's represenr
tative after the theatre man had let

it drift. They have operated two
seasons; going Into the red, heavily
during both. . Under the jurisdiction

of the new state, racing commission
last spring, they lost.more than the
year before due to- the ulutuel re-
strictions.

Keeney, local sports men believe,,

will have trouble, attracting horse-
men to.St. Johns, because of his in-

difference two years ago. Up to the
time the deal was announced, it was
believed that a meeting would be
held at St. Johns prior to the open-
ings at Miami. Now it looks like

the locals will have to travel to
Miami or possibly Tampa, where
promoters are planning to revive
the Oldsmar horse plant.

Greyhound racing seems to be the
chief sport of North Florida this

winter.

MOB SOURS, PUTTING

DOG RACES IN THE RED

Hollywood, Sept. 26. .

-Second session of dog . racing,,

whlih opened at the Culver. City,
tr^ick two weeks agoj is being,
operated in the red. Admission' has
been c,ut to 40

' cents; Sylth jemme
patrons admitted free; but this isn't

Helping.. ' .

Bbth the public arid the' gamblers'
are beefing over the odds paid, with'

no one able to figure how, the short
dough paid Js calculated. Outsid-
ers paying as high as $25 on the
nose, pay even money for secondary
Options. There's no payoff on show.

Picture mob, which went for the
•bow-wow merry-go-round .when
(t first opened, has soured on . It

now, with few recognisable \hames
in attendance. Gamblers, who' were
heayy bettors at the first meet this

sumbier, also are now absent.
When the track first opened, sev-

eral' Other promoters, including
Alexander Pantages, announced
their intention of bul'.dlng dog
tracks. All have cooled o.f now.

RothsteiVs 'Ghost Town'

Now Farm for Jobless

MEX. CITT GLEAN UP
Mexico City, Sept. 22.

Cops have launched
.
Saturday

night drive's against known crooks
and 'suspicious characters, . includ-
ing dope peddlers and pansics, who
frequent'' local cabs. r

First sortie netted 'CI prisoners.
UU-n ift t» make nil rahs «afe for
puhllr.

• -The; 'phantom village" of the late

-Afnbld. Rothsteln in Middle Village,
Lon& Island, is now a thriving farm
colohy. The- City of New York owns
the land and . some day hopcj to

turn;, it into a public park, Is allow-
ing unemployed of Queens to grow
their own produce
The late gambler built more than

100 homes on the site Which never
were occupied. Adjacent to the 'vil-

lage' a large race track was built by
Rothstein, who hoped to make a
second Belmont Park.
After the city purchased the land

all the houses, were, razed. The out-
line of the track is still visible.

Democratic War Chest

Show Goes to Garden
Democratic committee has called

off its show for the Yankee Stadium
and moved its Indoors to the Gar-
den. Date Is Nov. 1. Objective is

still to swell the treasury,
Cleveland Bronher will handle the

affair, which will have prices rang-
ing from $1 to $2.50. Program will

be changed, the outdoor event t«
have employed circus acts w((h a
fireworks finale.
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First National contracted to pay
Petrova $80,000 advance on each
negative. She made two pictures.

A. H. Woods bought the Goldwyn
company's half Interest In 'The Fall

of the Romanoffs' for $125,000. Her-
bert Brenon. held the other half.

Represented about $60,000 profit to

Goldwyn.

Al Jolson was flirting: with the
Idea of a concert tour.

Duffy and Ing-lis closed at the 6r-
pheum, Brooklyn, when they refused
to take a bow. Sore because the
act had been cut. Audience kept
applauding: and stopped the Dolly
Sisters, who followed.

.

Something blew up at the Fox
Audubon, N. Y., leaving the house
in absolute darkness. Oscar Lor-
raine prevented a panic by playing
the violin continuously for more
than ah hour!

inside Stuff—Pfawes

(Continued from page 6)

to stage and screen personalities than any hotel man in America. Frank
took oyer the managership of the Ambassador under his father's tutelage

when the hotel first opened.
It was a rocky road until Ben got the idea of making the Cocoanut

Grove the rendezvous of screen people.
.
Also another long Uphill pull

until he got the Tuesday 'star* nights under way. and college nights
(Fridays). From then on the room became one of the best known In

the country.
Frank is now in Chicago conferring on the future policy with the S. W>

Strauss interests which own the hotel.

Social reglsterlte who occupied the suite adjoining that of Greta Garbo
on the trip to Sweden was amazed at the stories,she heard on her return
of . Garbo's attitude of exclusive snobbishness on board ship.
According to the. society woman, Garbo's attitude toward hor fellow

passengers was cordial and she even seemed to go out of her way to
greet the others with a cheery 'Good morning/
Only exception was a femme reporter who was so insistent in her

efforts to get in contact with the actress that sailors on deck duty were
told to keep her from annoying the star.

Miss Garbo entered into the usual deck sports and generally had guests
for afternoon tea, according to this fellow passenger.

Although Picture Classics, indie producer, can't decide whether to
credit RCA Photophone or Brunswick for the recording Job on 'It Hap-
pened In Paris,' Photophone is certain that Classics will have to pay it

the royalty. Picture is now in work:
Story told by Classics, which produced the feature at the Ideal Studios,

N. J., is that Photophone promised it could dub music Into the dialog
track. When a separate track for the music was made the indie com-
pany, claims Photophone said it did not have the facilities in its Fifth
Ave. quarters to do. the Job. Thereupon, Classics indicated it would take
both tracks to Brunswick.

Greenpoint theatre, Brooklyn, was
uslng.lO or 12 extra-acts at the Wed-
nesday mats. Tryouts, with the UBO
sending agents over.

Sign makers were worried over
the possible abolition of electric

displays during the war to conserve
]Cuel.

There will be no Publlx partnerships In the middle west and northwest,
from Indications, but to solidify the zone the Colorado division may be
switched to the territory under the general operating supervision of
Martin J. MUIlln.
The question of Kansas City also arises as a result of Publix's redemp-

tion of five theatres In that immediate territory. They along with the
Colorado setup are under Milton J. Feld at the b. o., with Louis Finske
division manager in the field. It is pointed out the Colorado division
oould be easily handled through the Salt Lake City district office under
Mullin, who now has the entire northwest and the central middle west.

P. Dodd Ackerman, scenic artist,

talking up drapes for stage sets
to overcome transportation troubles
caused by the war. Everything to
go in trunks.

New labor law preventing women
from working- after 10 p.m. was to
be enforced against cabarets. Own-
ers worried, but not for long.

Paramount was planning an 'un-
precedented' drive. To spend more
than $1,000,000 for advertising In
newspapers in 80 cities. First time
this had been done./

50 YEARS AGO
(From 'Clipper!)

'Thomas W. Keene and John Mc-
Cullough were fighting It out for
drama honors in Chicago. Frederick
War.de was in Pittsburgh. Booth,
Barrett and Downing had hot yet
started. Six stars In classical rep-
ertoire, largely Shakespeare.

Welting Opera House, Syracuse,
N. Y,, was dedicated ' Sept 18, 1882.
Mile. Rhea was the star in 'Romeo
and Juliet.' Report adds that the
house was emptied In three minutes
after the last curtain. Beating cur
rent fire notice to the Idea.

Leavitt's Glgantean minstrels car
ried 40 different styles of llthos.and
two styles of 80 sheet stands In four
colorsi Usual size was 28 sheets.

Orton'a circus playing in Mt; Airy,
N. C, had seats collapsed with 1,600
persons. Injured many and serl
eusly.

Inside Stuff—Legit

New York producer, Max Gordon, of 'Cat and the Fiddle' Is considers
ably upset on the deal made with Belascp St. Curran for the coast rights
of the play. With Bhows not hitting the pace out here, the New York
end made a flat royalty deal with the Coast men.- Jt provides for $1,000

fiat a week and should the take run over $18,000, jumps to $1,260. The
show, which has run eight weeks in San Francisco, got around an $18,000
average on its stay. The production cost of $28,000 was gotten out in
the first three weeks, with the producers getting around $10,000 a week
profit out of the opus.
Entire overhead of theatre and cast ran an even $8,000 in San Fran*

Cisco, while iii Los Angeles It will hit about $600 less. Is figured that,

show has a chance for 12 weeks in L. A.

Idea for the story of "Lilly Turner* was taken from observation of a
'free health show* which occupied a Broadway store next to the Man*
hattan (Hammersteln's) a year or so ago. Philip Dunning dropped in
pretty regularly to chat with the people of the outfit; His wife, Frances
Fox Dunning, frequently accompanied him and wrote, the story from
which Phil turned out the' script.

Originally tried out as *Lily,' the play has since had other working

:

titles including 'Exit the Queen.' When Dunning -joined with' George
AbOtt as a managerial team the latter collaborated on rewriting the play*
It was previously tried out by William Harris, Jr., with Mary Duncan
in the title role.

Sam Harris is having beaucoup casting troubles on his current , season's'

plays. He Just got 'Here Today,' his first of the season, going when
Donald MacDonald asked to be released in order to go Into Elmer Rice's

new 'Black Sheep.'
Harris also had Claire Luce practically set for the femme lead. in his

second play, 'Dinner At Eight,' when she walked over to 'The Gay
Divorcee,' Wlman-Weatherly production. Then, oh the day rehearsals

for 'Dinner' were to start Jose. Allesandro, male lead, died. Judith Wood
replaces Miss Luce and Cesar Romero the late. Allesandro.

An inside laugh during the tryout days of 'Ballyhoo of 1982' wasn't
funny to the producers. Originally the finale of the revue was a six-day
bike race between girl riders but the idea was tossed out in Atlantic

City. The. girls didn't know how to ride anyway.
Prior to the opening Charles Ahearrr called .at the 'Ballyhoo' show

offices .with the suggestion that his nut bike act be Inserted. No one in

the office knew him or anything about the Ahearn turn. Later It was
conceded Ahearn would have "made' the finale.

Florida is at it again, taking a sock once more at California. This
time Attorney General Cary D. Landis states that producers who would
locate in Florida , can come in and be exempted from taxation for 16
years. .

It is his opinion that under section 12, article 9,. of the state constitu-
tion producers would be exempted. This sentiment has to do with in-

dustries locating in Florida and using products grown In Florida in their

manufacturing. While Florida doesn't grow celluloid, it does grow cotton,

and plenty of it, and film Is nothing more than 'a cotton composition.'
That may be news to California.

Because they • had previously confused heir with another actress of
somewhat similar name the Chicago 'American' gave, a solid column to
Gladys Walton, former film star of a decade ago. She Is now the -mother
of three children and the wife of Henry Herbel, manager of the Chicago
Universal exchange.
Miss Walton starred in many pictures, and. met heir husband-when he

was Pacific sales boss for U. Chicago publlo in general did not'know she
was. now a Chtcagoan,

'Three On a Match,' new First National release, contains a plug/ con
sclous or otherwise, for .'The Match King,' another FN picture Just com
pleted.

Using an Imitation of Ripley's 'Believe It or Not* cartoon, an Insert
explains that the expression came not from soldiers during the war but
from Ivar Krueger, Swedish match king, who upped his income tremen
dously by spreading the legend. Warren William has the lead in both
pictures.

Brooding over press notices- of her work in her lntlal picture, 'Thlr
teen Women' (Radio), had depressed the late Peg Entwlstle and is deemed
partially the cause of her suicide on the Coast by friends.

Former Theatre Guild player had gone to' Hollywood determined to
make good in pictures, but she Is said to have felt that the adverse com-
ment on her first effort practically obliterated future chances. She had
intended returning to New York.

.Paul Muni won't 'be able to do any picture work before next summer
because of a legit contract he has with Elmer Rice for 'Counsellor at
Law.' Muni's contract runs until June 1.

Play was originally Intended to stay only about three weeks In New
York after the recent reopening, but is now to stay indef. Idea was for

Muni to head the company on a road toiir throughout the current season.

Anthony Velller, son of Bayard, seems to be following in the footsteps

of his father. He's Just finished a play called 'The D. A,', whloh.ha*
one of his Dad's typical courtroom scenes.

Show will be tried out by the Hedgerow Playhouse In Pennsylvania.

None can o. o. a rehearsal of Brown & Henderson's "Forward March*;

musical without a written okay from the producers.

It's because a baseball scene has been reported, lifted by another mu«.
steal producer who's bringing his show. In first. :

of the compartments while he Journeys on to the next. An average of
five minutes is figured for the average visitor.

Buying of screen material for Paramount at the New York home office

is virtually at a standstill. ~

Explanation Is that with new Ihdependeuht producer setups, such as
with Charles R. Rogers and B. P. Schulberg, plus associate producers
ships,' such as Al Lewis, more material In future will be chosen by
those men.

'

. Columbia has some 26* Walt Disney 'Mickey Mouse' subjects on the
expiring contract on its shelves, and will' reissue other 'Mouse' cartoon*
accumulated the past five years.
This will be done to joust with Disney's product on the new Tf. A*,

contract.

Fox brought 'Jubilo,' starring Will Rogers in under the. wire at an
even $398,000, considerably under the expected production cost! Two-
thirds of the production' amount, or $226,000, went to Rogers as salary
which leaves $166,000 for . the picture!

'

Under his new contract Rogers' remuneration was adjusted by Winnie
Sheehan to $100,000 a picture.

Myers American Circus was sold
at auction in London. About 75
head of stock, eight elephants and
10 Hons included.

Clipper assured an inquirer that
contortionists did not . have their
cords cut to enable them to per-
form their tricks.

Sale of Coup's circus, attached
for debts in Detroit, brought good
prices for the wild animals, mostly
purchased by circus men and zoos.
Much disappointment when it was
announced that the horses and three
elephantH would be sold as one lot,

since they were covered by a special
mortgage. Even the street car com-
pany, out to get the draft animals,

did not know what to do with the
elephants. Local liverymen bought
the lot of about 90. horses, including

some ring stock, for $18,760. He
had sold the elephants, provision-

ally, to some of the circus men, and
turned a profit Forepaugh bought
the largest and the local zoo took

-another.

The Grey Line busses are now In legit under the tie-Up with Willie
Edelstelri who is sending out those

.
variety shows through Pennsy.

Troupes and scenery will be bussed on the one-nighters, with five weeks
covering 36 towns already set.

Two shows going out, one headed by Stepln Fetchit with'a. colored
revue, and the other holding Jack SquireB, Mary Nolan, et al.

An attempt to heal the breach between Ronald Colman and Samuel
Goldwyn was made before the former's $2,000,000 libel suit was filed.

Counan's attorney, Nell S. McCarthy, was opposed to bringing the
action, and Dr. A. H. Glannini was called In to Intercede. He failed in
his attempts to bring Goldwyn around from an alleged arbitrary stand
on the matter.

Use of the word 'Publlx' for various lines of business is spreading
rapidly. Coined by Paramount in 1926 as the name of that company's
theatre chain, and a different spelling for 'Public's*, it's now all over
New York and other cities.

. No effort has been made to stop its use by firms outside the theatre
field.

Interviewing four people at a time in separate confessional-like rooms
Is a precedent Charles O'Reilly, head of the TOCC, is setting. By this
method he sees as many as: 60 people in an afternoon. The TOCC head
quarters, since the projectionist fight and complete New York indie

swing-over to Empire from Local 306, has been busiest in the history

of the organization.
If the guest is verbose or over-curious O'Reilly lets him stt m one

indie producer was floored by an actor whom he was interviewing for
a menace role when the ex-matlnee idol began spouting about 'My
Public' and 'My ability, wasted In heavy parts.'

Producer finally found oUt why the actor turned down the part. Bm
had just finished 16 weeks as a martyr in a Biblical picture.

Paramount has dropped its option on 'M,' German mystery thriller made)
by Nero. Par had contemplated doing part of It over in Hollywood and
dubbing the rest into English.
Columbia, which originally angled for the American rights to the ftkny,

is reported again interested, and Fox also has opened negotiations.

Warden Lewis E. Lawes' schedule of 20 speaking engagements around
the country, mostly before women's .

clubs, on his experiences at Sing
Sing, etc.* is figured by Warners as valuable exploitation advance on
Its '20,000 Years in Sing Sing.'

WB.is not directly tied up on- the Lawes tous.

Best two British grossers in the world market are reported 'Jack's the)

Boy' and 'Sunshine Susie,' both Gainsborough pictures.

'Susie' was bought for America by Radio and title was changed to

•Office GirL' It did poorly In the States. 'Jack's the Boy' cost only about
$70,000.

Finding a New York recording studio is an asset, not only from the

standpoint of accommodating regular licensees but also for a fair volume
of outside Independent revenue, RCA Photophone has renewed its lease

on part of the property on Fifth avenue where it formerly had its

headquarters.

New York now has two Roxy theatres if signs are to be believed.

Sign with the Roxy name went up over the new Radio City house last

Thursday (22). The Roxy on Seventh avenue hasn't yet picked a new
name.

Picture companies seem to be going for H. G. Wells. Two of the
British author's books are now in work, one by Par and one by Universal.

Paramount has 'Island of Dr. Moreau,' which will be retttled 'Island

of Lost Souls.' Universal has Wells' 'The Invisible Man.'

. Saturday is only a half-holiday at the RKO New York office and the

holiday begins after one in the afternoon. Eiceos have so been notified

and the thought goes for all employees besides.
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FIND

COLUMNISTS

A way to circumvent the New
York chatter columnists was the

reason lor the 'protected' separa-

tion story of Dorothy Hall and Neal

Andrews, which broke In the 'Sun'

yesterday (Monday). Announcement

ci the split was written by Ward
Ifoorehouse, a close friend of both
principals, and was given page one.

Something - on the same idea was
used when Ann Harding and Harry
Bannister made known their divorce

Intentions on the Coast.

.'Miss Hall and her husband both
signed a statement.. Actress will

move to the Ritz Towers while An
drews will retain their present pent'

: house at the parblzon-Plaza, They
remain on friendly terms.
^'Andrews Is a manufacturer of cos-

metics and president of the Inecto

company. Miss Hall Is currently

featured in Tiilly Turner,', the Dun-
nlng-Abptt show,, her name going up
in Ifghts at the Morbsco last Fri

day (23).

'

. There will be an amicable divorce,

probably at Reno, after the run of

the show.

Tent Pitched on Main

Street Stayed 4 Mos.

As Exhibs Scowled

Film Career for Widow
Of Nixon-Nirdlinger

Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

According to friends In Phildel-

phia, who made public the contents

of a letter from her this . week.

Charlotte Nash Nixon, who was ac-

quitted at Nice, France^ last year
in the fatal shooting of her hus-

band, Fred Q, Nixon-Nlrdlinger,
will embark on a picture career.
Friends stated that. she is to ap-

pear in a jungle picture which will
be made on , location in India. The
Nlrdlinger widow has been living In

Pasadena since her return to
America.
Mrs. Nixon was 'Miss St. Louis'

in the 1923 bathing beauty contest
at Atlantic City, She married the
theatre man soon after. Under the
terms, of the theatreman's, will,

she was to have received a one
third share in his $700,000 estate.

Indies' New Worry

NEW HUMPTY' OCT. 31;

HOLTZ IN OWN REVUE

"With shows folding up so
fast, certain actors who're ap-
proached for new productions
take the position they'll not
rehearse five weeks gratis and
And themselves still laying
off, unless the bid comes from
a producer of some standing.

That's becoming one head-
ache among the indie legits

on their casting, especially
with important people. Latter
would rather angle for radio,

pictures or presentations than
worry about a legit run on
Broadway.

UBO Laying Out Long Road Routes,

35 Weeks of Broken rune Possible

' Chicago, Sept. 26.

Chilly weather may end the long
encampment of the Earl Ross stock
company in Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
Their canvas tent plt'ied on an
empty lot right in the heart of the
downtown business district, this

dramatic troupe has played four
months at 25 cents to excellent
business.
'Local exhibitors wore scowls

every time they lamped the inter-

loper's pavilion. For this reason,
as well as the burdens of rent, light

and overhead the present efforts of

Barl Ross to find an indoor theatre
to spend the winter in may not be
successful. Exhibitors want to speed
their departure.

Carroll's Unused Act

Arbitrates Dispute
An arbitration between Earl Car-

roll and one of the foreign acts
w,hich he brought over for. the new
'Vanities' but is not using, is dated
to be heard Thursday (29). Matter
involves Petite Jimmy, also called
"Little Chevalier' because of his- im-
itations of the French star; Jimmy
is 16 years of age and is accom-
panied by his mother.
Jimmy along with the other alien

acts Imported by Carroll has a six
weekB' guarantee. The manager does
not refuse to pay his salary, but
insists he remain in'New York dur-
ing that period. Jimmy, having pro-
posed engagements in Paris and
Belgium is desirous of sailing back
and asks . for a settlement in full.

... The Parisian acts were brought
over under the management of
George W. Lattimore, colored Pa-
risian agent from America. While
most of the foreigners were spotted
in "Vanities' after the Newark open-
ing, two others besides Jimmy are
out, others being Harry Wills; who
appeared at the Roxy, and Rachel
I>e Gorlez, comedienne,- formerly of
the Tolies Bergere.*

'Humpty Dumpty', with the book

completely rewritten by Laurence

Schwab, Buddy De Sylva and Sid

Silvers, will take to the boards again

on or about Oct. 31, probably In

Philadelphia before a Broadway en-

gagement. The musical show was

brought back after one try-but Week
in Pittsburgh.
Jack Haley and Jack Whiting

have joined the cast, Lou Holtz,

Eddie Foy, Jr., and J. C. Nugent
being out.

Show opened at the. Nixon to

$4,6*00 and there was a $10,000 ad-

vance sale. Unfavorable reviews re-

sulted in a line at the box office,

patrons asking for their money
back. By Wednesday the advance
was down to (3,000.

Previous to the show's opening,

Holtz was enthusiastic on its

chances and bought in for. 6%, no
money changing hands, however.
During the week Holtz told Schwab
and De Sylva he was miscast. He
said he did not want salary for the

engagement and figured $100 would
cover his expenses. Schwab gave
him $600 and let him out of the

agreement to buy in.

Holtz plans assembling a vaude-
ville revue along the lines his show
at Warner's Hollywood (New York)
last winter and going on tour at

$2. top. Show Is to have 10 acts

including a name band and. a. chorus
of 20 girls.

Their chore on refurbishing the
score of the .piece completed, Nalcio

Herb Brown and Richard A, Whit-
ing, co-composers of the DeSylva &
Schwab musical, returned to the

Coast Saturday night. They have
studio songwrltlng contracts to All.

Ina Claire's Return
Ina Claire \\b coming back to

Broadway legit in the lead role of
^Nine Pine Street,' murder mystery
Play being prepared by Whltaker
Ray. and Margaret Hewes.

Play, based on a notorious actual
New Bedford murder, is being
ataged by John i>. Williams, with
settings by Robert Edmond Jones,

Givens' Divorced
Denver, Sept. 26.

Mrs. Marguerite Darrow Givens,
Penver musician and dancer, was
granted a final decree of divorce
from Charles W. Givens, actor.

NEW 'DELMAE'S BEVELS'
Harry Delmar is planning a re-

vised edition of 'Delmar's Revels.'
He and John W. Bohney, theatrical
attorney, are to do it.

Mack Gordon and Harry Revel
are writing the new tunes.

Albany Capitol Lights,

Jane Cowl Splits Week

With Burlesque Troup

Albany, N. Y., Sept. 26.

Capitol theatre, dark, for a year,

opened as a legitimate house to-

night with Jane Cowl in 'The Man
With a Load of Mischief.' It will

operate on a split week policy, play-

ing to llgitimate road attractions

the first three days and Empire
burlesque the last half.

Oscar J. Perrin, who has man-
aged the house under the Shuberts
for seven years, will have control.

W. W. ; Farley owns the theatre and
held the lease for the house when
the Shuberts operated it.

The Capitol Is the only legitimate

house within a radius of 100 miles
of Albany and has a drawing. pop-
ulation of more than 300,000 within
17 miles.

A number of road attractions al-

ready have been booked. After
Jane Cowl, .'Cyrano,' with Walter
Hampden will follow on Monday
Oct. 3.

Tully's Inheritance Levy

To Collect Suit Costs
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Through his local attorney,

Charles Hazelhurst, Richard Walton
Tully seeks to levy liens amount-

ing to $45,000 against New York
property of Mrs! Grace Fendler cov-
ering the costs of the 'Bird of Para-
dise' plagiarism suit she brought
against Tully in New York.

Suit was decided a year and a
half ago, with costs unpaid: Pres-
ent action brought because Mrs.
Fendler'. inherited real estate in

N, Y. city recently.

Casino for Ahm

PHILA LYRIC AS THIRD

INDIE RIVAL OF UBO

Betty Wheeler Becomes

Broadway Ticket Agent
Mrs. Betty Wheeler, formerly of

Bert and Betty Wheeler in vaude-
ville, has gone into the theatre
ticket business. Understood, she is

backing the venture which will be
conducted by Ruby Weller,. a Broad-
way spec.

Office has been opened in the
Broadway theatre building which
lights tonight (Tues) with 'Vani-

ties.'

'Music in the Air' has definitely

been booked at the Alvin, where It

Is due next month. The deal was
made independently, booking not
going through either the ttmtttrt
or Erlanger exchanges,
i Show is said to be In on a straight
75-26% split Major musicals have
received about the same split on
Broadway, bu$ with a sliding scale,

house usually getting a larger share
up to $15,0.00.

'

In addition to the "Music* booking,
Peggy Fears will have the office

suites formerly occupied by Alex
Aarons and Vinton Freedley, her
husband, A. C. Blumenthal, also
having quarters in the Alvin.
That indicates that when the cur-

rent day of 'Show Boat' is finished

the Casino, will be handed back to
the bank which has controlled It

since Earl Carroll was ousted. Nick
Holde is general manager of the
Fears-Blumenthal show Interests.

Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

Last week's theatrical surprise
was the announcement made Friday
that the Lyric and Adelphl theatres,

on North Broad street, and formerly
belonging to the local Shubert chain
but dark for a year and a half, will

soop reopen under the management
of Morris Berns, formerly associated

with the Metropolitan Opera House,
the Casino (former burlesque

house), the Dunbar (colored) and
Girard theatre.

Berns' plans as outlined to the

press call for different policies at

the two houses. The Adelphl will

open Oct. 15 and will be the home
of a group known as the Interna

tlonal Players of New York. Plays
In foreign, languages will be offered.

The Lyric, on the other hand, will

have, . according to Berns, 'only the

finest Broadway successes/ With
this house back in the legit, Phllly

will have three indie houses. The
management is angling. for 'Coiin

sellor at Law.'

The United Booking . Office which

constitutes the new legit circuit is

reported progressing rapidly with

out-of-town bookings. Number of

shows on the books is growing.

U.B.O. not only supplying shows

for the keys but is .now laying out

routes in the small stands. Halt a'

dozen attractions have already se-

cured long broken time routes, it be-

ing possible to play, one, two and

three nlghters consecutively for 36

weeks for the first time in years.

Among the better known shows
going into the small stands are
Mourning Becomes Electra/ 'Choc-
olate Soldier,' 'Merry Widow/ 'Wal-
ter Hampden, 'Vanities' (last sea-
son's edition), 'Another Language'
and 'New Moon/
A small stand route was laid out

for Fred Stone Who closed at the
Shubert in 'Smiling Faces' Saturday,
but he refused to play broken time,

which included Canada, middle west,
down to. Texas. The veteran re-

garded such a tour too difficult for

him..
'

Pan! KeDy Suicide;

Victim of Ill-hV
1«1

Proceed with Caution
Albany, Sept 26.

Jane Cowl opens here today In

'The Man With a Load of Mischief
under the Lawrence Langner ban-
ner.

Show stays here a week then goes

to Boston for two weeks, during
which time it will be decided

whether it will stay out on the road
for a couple more months or hot.

All current preparation^ have been
Just for the three weeks.

Nixon Solid to Nov. 26
Pittsburgh, Sept. 26;

Decision of Guild to' keep 'Good
Earth' out for an extra week and
bring it here will give the Nixon
three of its five American Theatre
Society subscription plays in Oc-
tober. Dramatization of Buck
novel will be the first, Oct. 3* with
'Pure In Heart' Oct. 10 and 'Cynara'

Oct. 31.

Nixon, which got off to a bad
start week before last with the

floppo 'Humpty Dumpty/ is booked
solid through Thanksgiving week
beginning next Monday <$).

'Vienna's' Long Hop

Detroit, Sept. 26.

When 'Reunion in Vienna' leaves
here Oct. 8, it goes to Minneapolis,
one of the longest legit jumps in

yearB.
This is being done in an atempt

to have as many spots start the
Theatre Guild season at the sa^ne
time as possible.

Baron Files Write
Basing his action upon claims for

legal . services, rendered, Saul .. J.

Baron has, through an assignee, filed

attachments against the Nlxon-
Apollo Theatre Co. and the New
Garrlck Theatre Co., both of Phila.

W. J. Keeley is the assignee.
Amount given in the Apollo at-

tachment is $1,500, while the claim
against the company operating the
New Garrlck comes to $2,500.

FOX HURT BY AUTO
Boston, Sept. 26.

Beauvais Fox, press rep Xor 'The
Cat and the Fiddle/ due he?e, is. at

the City Hospital recovering from
serious injuries received when he
was struck by an automobile.
Fox was just getting out of one

car in front of the Hotel Lenox when
he was hit by another. His name
was on the danger list at the City
Hospital for 24 hours after he was
first taken there, but officials at the
hospital said that his condition was
improving rapidly.

Responding to a letter of warning
of his intent to commit suicide, the
police., yesterday (Mon) broke into

the apartment of Anthony Paul
Kelly at 410 W. 110th street and found
the playwright dead surrounded by
manuscripts of his plays and notes
he had written to friends and his
landlord.

. Windows and doors had been
sealed before he turned on the gas.
One letter ascribed his action .to

ill health. Kelly had seldom been
seen around Broadway in the -'last

year and appeared to shrink from
old familiar contacts.
His best known play was 'Three

Faces East/ which was a post-war
success on Broadway and through
Out the country. Another play of

some note was 'The Battle Royal/
One of Kelly's notes asked that

his burial be left to the American
Legion, of which he was a member.
He mention^ '. two brothers in

Chicago.

Tfanders' First, Ida'

Second Production for

Coast Musical Rep. Co.

Los. Angeles, Sept. 26.

'Rose of Flanders,' current at the
Mayan, will be thje foundation of a
permanent musical repertoire com-
pany for the Pacific coast, accord-
ing to plans of Edward Royce and
associates, who are sponsoring the
operetta, which opened last Friday.

(23). Second production will be
'Princess Ida/ by Sir Arthur Sulli-

van, rehearsals of which will get
under way this week.
Plan of Royce and associates to

to rehearse a No. 2 'Flanders' com-
pany during Its run here. This pro-
duction will be sent through the
Northwest and to stands west of
the Mississippi as soon as 'Princess
Ida' with the original 'Flanders*
cast gets under way;
Popular priced policy will prevail,

with $1.60 top nights and $1 mats.
Ray Coffin 1b handling the press for
Royce, with Fletcher Billings in the
box office. Business -management
will be directed by J. Finger, one of
the producers.

New Role for King
Dennis King from 'Show Boat' Is

slated for the new Peggy Fears mu-
sical, 'Music in the Air/ which stars
Reinald Werrenratlrand which goes
Into the Alvin, Guy Robertson or
Howard Marsh will succeed King in
the Zlegfeld show, latter being the
original in 'Show Boat/
Helen Morgan Is another who's a

likelihood for the Fears-Kern-Ham-
mersteln operetta..

No UBO Rival
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 26.

Masonic Auditorium, which last,

season played stock and road shows,
is not going to operate commercially
this year. After canvassing possi-
bilities, committee in charge made
the decision to avoid $45,000 city
tax.

This leaves the Lyceum, UBQ, as
the only house for road shows.

Sunday Home Rest
James O'Nell of Equity was badly

injured In a fall at his home Sun-
day. He is confined abed, tempo-
rarily paralyzed on the right sldo,

a fracture of the shoulder being in-

dicated.

O'Nell is one of the oldest em-
ployees in Equity's home office.

"Village Follies' Plus

Sundays for Garden
.'Greenwich Village Follies' title,

on the shelf for several years, may
be revived by the Shuberts for a
reyue when they take back the
Winter Garden, New York. Warner
Bros, is giving up the theatre in

January. Shuberts are planning
the show for mid-winter production.
Along with the revue the house,

under Shubert management, prob-
ably will return to its o.d vaude-
ville concert policy on Sunday
nights.

Newport Bankrolled
Newport, R. I., Sept. 26.

Newport* Casino theatre virtually
is assured of opening It's seventh
summer season next year for al-
ready $10,000 has .

been subscribed,
including $2,000 from Newport
townspeople.
The theatre committee is com-

posed of representatives of the so-
ciety colony who are summer resi-

dents Of Newport.

BUBR BIDS FOB COMICS
Clark and McCullough are being

negotiated for, by Courtney Burr for
his new musical. Vernon Duke is

doing the music, E. Y. Harburg; the
lyrics, and S. J. Perelman the
sketches. .

Burr figured In the 'New Yorkers'
anonymously on the financing and
promoting, although E. Ray Goetz
did the formal .'presenting.'

The Omnipotent Blumey
A. C. BTumCnthal would turn im-

presario for concert, as well.

He's dickering with Maria Jeritza,

the diva, to handle her on the con-
cert platforms.
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Arty and Lightweight Is First

Play of Swank Sutton PL Little

A couple .of young entreprenuers
'Robert 'Gross 'and Fred Fisher, who
have been mixed up with stage pres-
entations amone the Mayfair or
would-be swank set, unveiled 'Only
the .Young,' a fragile comedy by
Cecil Lewis, in a .299 -sea auditorium
artistically labeled the Sutton Show
Shop. It's situated in the Sutton, a
club hotel, at 330 East 56th street,

In the smart Sutton place sector
near the East River, and is just the
locale to encourage such a venture.

For, while the hlrhat trade ap-
parently liked 'Only the Young,' they
did so primarily, one suspects,, be-
cause .

they came in as invitees of

the sundry patrons whose financial
favors made possible Messrs. Gross
and Fisher:? venture. W.hila the ilat--

t,er may.'have other, aspiijatloris,; in-
cluding an .'eye

'

to. Broadway, Ithis

play .will, not take^heni there,-, £ven
> though- such -an as'tute entrepreneur'
;aa,.Art)>u£ -Hopkins is said tb^nave
previously/.- had ..an option -Qnw'(i>niy
the YfouhgV J^ot eyen .the .:H.ppklns
magic .and ..ultra casting ... br:;

other
proved professional, skill,; ope-, fears,
could combine to make,, this..niece'
stuff sucb, .as Broadway, demand?.:'
. .^et'..U

l

/s ;
nbfc attbeetlier. bad' -jWith

a Yery ^hallow
,
stage, Qleyejana '

'&

.Randall, >
1

Inc<,

,

:
.whoever . , they j iatrt, •

coritrjved. not bad eingje. set] for
the villain the. Italian lakes/ Ralph
.lyfcBane's. ..direction, if not Inspired,
evidenced, that the" players weren't
permitted: to run away fr^m/him.
And to-ohe who has any knowledge
of the travail besetting ambitious
young producers, .it must be ap-;
parertt thai Gross and 'Fisher riUst
be resourcefu' indeed. ' A' slant at
those portable. «!eatft in the- Sutton
botel's auditorium • evidenced i that
the boys had to do a Httle promot-
ing there alone. • i.>i •.

|

- As for Equity, -that must have
been a headache. They got around
that. under the' 'special.performance'
classification of only six shows a
week (no Saturdays or mats) :

; a let-

ter of guaranty, that, should, a-

.Broadway. .production; eventuate ianb.

cas^t;'changes! .became; ,n£cessaj5 ! the
oustees

1

^puTd receive
,
.twcv/tyeeks* '

salary ^compufefl .on' thejr .^avefage
the : past;"two Years; '.and /Jdnflred
othei;"'

bond
't'lon. . _ .

. . ,
,

Cast comprises Beverly ,^-Bayne,
'•Theodore 'SksJPhft, Elizabeth/ YoAnteV
<Hilda Sp

:

ong,<!;Barry Tbwrtley; •iWslte''

Benlsbn- ''arfd TOaud
'

'Alftsle, uWtic] da
: thefr ?stuff*ih rite

1

sole set lh »a 'stoan
of time ranging from' a suminer Eift-

: ernoOntitot late sthat night; '
I

'»
mMIbs. BayHe- ln^-srblei b.b js-k€pjte«f,-

'; that- c'ould ' bB built upy'df -anything
: ever fcecomes'of Mr*, i^wfe'- play was
lightweight.- Miss SpoYtg; : libeled

. 'Squirrel^ -ap the eccentric, mother-
won some salvos for a 'fat'-.par€: f!j

.<• Theodore "St.; John- seemed /al bit
bewildered by. a. bewildering.roli 'as:

the son who's smitten by his father's
...paramour,. ..The old boy : is' B^rry
.
Townley, who' doesn't manage., bidly
In ,a rather

;
human part as.th$.'jmll-

•. andering, big business . man< jjllss
Young Is the kid sister who has an
instinctive, yen for. her. pseudo-
brother 'Which unslsterllness is lex-
plalned In the denoument that- Jies

, hot her v'b}pod brother,, after'; fa.lt.

She's not" bad- either. Denjson in
: a

flaccid role plays.it that way. ''

I

"'

Idea is to' change-
' Script's fpi

.nightly.
r

• '
.

Playing a Type
Reading, Pa., Sept. 26.

• A Reading stock company actor

who is piloting his own company of

14 players in a medicine-musical,

show playing tent lots in Virginia

took a day off to motor home. On
the road lie came across another

company, similar to his own, alter-

nating medicine sales with melo-

drama. An Indian chief did most
of. the spieling In the medicine

sales. '•
'.

.After.the clrio/l ^turn, done with a
broad accents that sounded Just

like the lingo of the Berks county

P.enhsy^vanla. putch, the visitor' in-

troduced,, himself, to the redskin".

. Removing his
; wig, the latter

launched into conversation in pure
Pennsylvania Dutch.

"I'm thej best iriediclne show In-'

dlaiV ,'lri thd' buslrie'ss,' he. declared1

With, pride. ,';:"
\ .; <,

'•'

Playing - Safe

'M'Bangl,' a play about the
South African Veld is in re-
hearsal for the Cherry Lane
Playhouse In Greenwich Vil-
lage, with -the auth'ors an-
nounced as Hendrlck Baney
and Granville Holmes..
Author^ also appear as ac-

tors In the play, but use two
sets of phony names. They
figure if they fail to click as
actors they can retain the
names they use as authors;
and vlca versa.' And. ; if they
fail both ways, they can still

use their real names. •

BAINBRIDGE STOCK IN

LATEST OPENING EVER

past, two years; ..*ina . .Kinnrea
ij$uch' dispensations.; No Equity
Tiolr': contracts with' one except

. :v .- • i 'Minneapolis, - Sept. 26.

The 'touring
'

'legitimate season
finally will. get,under. way here Oct.
IQ ' when the;:;itfew York Theatre
Guild: sends Alfred liunt and Lynn
Fontaine , .to., the/ local Metropolitan
for three nights and a matinee in
'Reunion in Vienna.' 'Cynara/
Which previously had been booked
to open' the ' season Sept. 26, can-
celled, E. G> Tunstall of Minneap-
olis, Veteran ' theatrical than, has
been appointed business manager of.

bptfc.the ^Minneapolis and St. Paul'
Metropolitans/'-' replacing Edmund'
Steiri of St.' Paul. *.

The ^draimatic stock season was
Inaugurate^ at the Shubert theatre;

this week' w
f
lth 'As Husbands Go.

'Buzp'i Bainbridge, veteran, sto^k,,

impresario*. 4s ' calling -his shpw^,
house a 'show- boat' with various
'features; ' including' a drinking bari'

-fof''
,h-elp--;'^'a^'oilt;. the idea. The

qlghV :

jt'p'jE{ pric^yh'as^be^'n reduced to
83c^ including tax,/ |in place of; $1
lastj.seaspn.,. ,Each. ticket entitles

the holder, to ;one free drink, at .the

bar/ The; opening' date, "Sept 25, lip

the 1 lateBt - in -local dramatic stock
history.

'

', Th"6' Gayetyi burlesque stoclc house
operated b6.-6p.er?itlvely by Its em-
ployes, is Interchanging Its. com-
panies with a group of other mid-
western burlesque theatre's.

Dramatic Stock Isn't

Counted Oat in West;

Several Towns Open

- "Chicago, Sept. 26.

.Faint murmurs, of [.activity-' in the
middle western dramatic ,stock field,

are audible. Happiest omen was the
decision of Leonard K. Brln, filmi

exhibitor of Milwaukee, to try stock
a,a the solution for thtf- downtown

i

Majestic in the pretzel town, Harry'
Minturn got'the franchise and gath-
ered a company J|i Chicago through
MJ16 Bennett,

.
consisttpg of . Victpr.

Sutherland, Ben; McQuarrle, Margie
Williams, Marguerite iSIaVin, Fran-
celia Waterbuiry-.^Robert Blakeslee,-
Charles Deschih:

- and' William Pol-
lard;

.

'•"l: '''
:'

;i:

\

Stocks recently organized are the
Clyde. Waddeil Players at Topeka,
Kah; ; Boyd- Trues'Site' Players, re -

placing Don Dlxori^layers at the
Grand", Cedar Rapids; 'and u rotary
stock managed by Tom Brown to
play Wo'odstodk, Belvldere, Har-
vard, and several other gmall towns
in northern Ellnols. C. D. Peruchi
in Knoxvllle, Bainbridge Players in
Minneapolis,, and Oscar O'Shea- in
Waukegan, 111,,- are also operating.

Edith Ambler ^Players mpved last
w6ek fromVDpver" Ohio! to the "Wel-
ter;

.
ZariesvllleV 'Clhio:"

1

Softie" 23 legit
actors were -placed "With various
companies in the past fortnight out
of Chicago. At the same time, how^
ever, the layoffs were swelled by the

:

arrival of numerous^tent sjhpws dla-
bandlng for the season, .

. The 'Broadwa!y' combination,. Phil
Dunning and .George Abbott, have
joined again not only as a writing
duo but as producers. They have
several plays scheduled,- That -their
first .attraction, 'Lilly Turner,' Is not
quite tip

:
to expectation is hot a bad

omen', ;for -.the author-producers have
done a ' good writing job' and have
cast the play expertly.
The atmosphere of the piece is

drab^&S'ls-' the topic itself—a small
medicine show* It's stay on 'Broad

-

way.-wlllibe-llmlted. .:,•.:?.>..'

for.'the ballyhoo there is a strong
man; ;Wh.Qi'.'when .16i years v of, :age I

had a neryous breakd,own/f',etc..: The :

sex, angle .Js . set forth ,Jjy , a-. ,i>e;tite

blonde .in tlghts;. .the Lilly. Turner .of
(
the play. She isn't literate and is

Inclined' :•towards affairs, altholigh
'

i ... . -r .- -i .il;--::.;. .

Milwaukee Season of
I

,, f
ya^ed Attractions

• <-.. . Ji .'. Mllwaukee.vSept. i2p.

The Davidson' and Pab'st theatres
promise a wide range of/attractipns
The Davia^bn, with UBO ' aitijac-
tibns, - began" its year Sept; i^^lth

." 'Cynara* Manager Jame"s Hteler
.Is going

. to take but 'his piijtfurfe

, •
bppth, making' room for . Vo

,
^rjoi?e J

balcony seats. , ; r?.-<.

Ampng-. bpbkings .. announced jfor
•i the Davidson 'are: . fAnother . Lan-
guage,' *Of Thee I Sing,' 'The Laiigh
Parade.l 'The^ .Cat and>*he" Fidfie,''

'Cyrano de Bergerac,' 'Counsellor aV
Law* and Earl Carrol's 'yanltles.^
The Pabst, independent, bas the

heaviest schedule' in years. Included
in Its season's highlights are Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fbntanne in 'Re-
union in Vinna,* Salmaggl's Chi-
cago grand opera company, the Chi-
cago Symphony orchestra in a series
of concerts, Newman travelogs,
Paderewskl, and the Don .Cossack
Russian male chorus. .. Ah unusual
feature will be a season of Friday
mornrftjgr lectures by 20 celebrities,

including. Amelia Earhart, Vlcki
Baum and Lowell Thomas.
Harry Minturn has taken the

Majesice theatre to give winter
stock. First in a decade or so.

The Minturn Players include
Marjorie Williams, Francelia Wat
orbury. Marguerite Slavln, Victor
Sutherland, .Benedict McQuar.rie
and Vincent Dennis.

Mclaughlin's Stock

Resumes Oct. 23, Cleve.
: "V ; Cleveland, Sept. 26.

'Strange Interlude' film opens . a
three-week run at $1.50 Oct. 2 at
the Ohio, legit 'house, while. Robert
McLaughlin's' stock suspends . to
permit- the picture's engagement.
McLaughlin's stock company Iff

slated to start winter season Oct.
23.

Vail Reopens Pitt .'i-

'^'Msburgh, -Sept. 2$.

Harking back .to the. old days ,_of,

stock- here, Bd^in'iVall Playersi^at
the; Pitt will offeif .fpur mats..weeli-
ly^t^u'esday,' /Wednesday, Thurs^'
day and Saturday—at 40 cents tcp,
thus escaping tax. Night scale is

9,9 cents.. :

: ,
• .

.Vail 'opens season; Monday (3)
Leads are Shirley Booth and Alden
Chase.

'

Others include Kathryh Meskyl,
Baker Moore, Sylvia Manners,
Henry Richards, Sam Flint, Ella
Ethrldge, Charles Webster and Roy
Elkins.

CANTON'S UNION STOCK
Canton, O., Sept. 26,

Second season of dramatic stock
sponsored by the local stage hands,
opened Sept. 24 at the Grand opera
house. The Gordlnier Players have
been set in for an indefinite period
with a hew bill weekly.
Last winter the' co-operative stock

ran at the Grand for 30 consecutive
weeks, with the Edith Ambler'Play
ers doing well* , Utjlon musicians
were in on the plan a year ago but
this year the stage hands will go
it alone.

HAILED AS WORST YET,

TRIPLETS' DIES SOON

'Triplets,* a play" written and pre-
sented 1>y Mark l Liride'r at " the
Masque last Thursday (22)" and
taken off after Friday- night, drew"
the most severe .panning in years.;

The actors waived the usual two
weeks' salary guarantee but have,
filed claims with Equity. Under
split the -receipts among the cast,
each player receiving a .bit. oyer $3.
Stage hands refused, to permit the
curtain to rise at Saturday's matinee,
demanding their , wages or a pro-
tective bond which; was not forth'-
cpmlng.

Plays on Broadway

LILLY TURNER
Comady-drama ' presented by George Ab-

bott and Philip Dunning. Written by pro-
ducers from story, by Frances Fox Dunning,
Staged by' the authors. ' Dorothy. Hall feat-
ured. At the Morooco theatre Sept. 19.

J3.30 top.
Dave' Turner. / ........... ..... v Tames iBell
Doc McOJlt ... .......... < r

. Graovllle Bates
Mrs. McGin. , Claire "Woodbury
Lilly Turner. . . . • Dorothy -Hall
Frederick. , . .Robert Barrat
Dr. Hawley... ....Joseph Crechan
Bob Cross .John Lltel
Truckman. . . ...... ... . .'. . ... .Percy Kilbride
Hotel Manager. ...... .Emmett Shacklefo'rd
Bell Boy.: ..;..,'.'.:;........ .Warren 'Bryan
Policeman. ( .v'.. .-. .Byron Shores

BURST OF PRODUCTION

BR1N6S HOLLYWOOD 4

Hollywoodj . Sept. ; 26.

TPIVe j.he'W . stage prddtjetiphs'' are

pencilled , in for . the next -month; In

a sud.deh burst of lefelt • activity;

after a dull surruner. JFpur' of the

shows are aimed fOr Hollywood and
only one is set for downtown LI A>

Hollywood Playhouse reopens

first week in October with'TTdung

Ideas,' by Sidney Tabor. Morgafr

Wallaee; ' directing."' and Walter

Brown producing. Music Box slated

to get 'Harlem,' produced by Robert.

L%yy,' 3$$ .'.form'grly,',j^i
,
cplpjred

atpqfe^t./the^.L^coln..; ,Gep^e ShJeri

,v
Mt|i an pptipn^-pn. £le$Aoii.

^pjrlgaKs^'Catoep,* .experts , to, j-e-.

e^iter ,the. ^'ccat'^eld. ' iFoliowlng .'The.

MarbliiTs^' at' the El Caipltahi Hehry.
puffy,, will do '-There's . Always' ^u-
Ile^,, anff,1s 'Jpqiclnl^' 'for two ,. film;

namesltq'.Keadiihe.. .\
''"'..'•'

...
I

:

%rthurJ."'SIIber ' 'will
.'

?pe,h. .?Blick

Cottbn,
vt"' colored! musical' at the;

LADY $UES ADAM
Kaj Qynt Wants ,10% of Haynes'

Salary in 'Pastures'

other
(

Language/ after Ijelnig turned
doWn ^ba a. coast production 6f

'Shbwboaty'
'Ipud.er'.l'Iease,' which just cloBed

at the. ^^adeiia .Community play-
house, is seeking a theatre in town
under the sponsorship of Giimprc
Brown, thft director. Slext.. at the
Pasadena ' house is a week each of

'Llgh'tnin,' 'These Few Ashes,' and
'Mr. Mary" 'Sawyer.' Latter,

; by
Emerson "Treaty, has the author,
"Gae Seabrppk, ' Tpm Brower and

1

Leah Wlpslow In the cast.

.
Major' jio'rrlk "J. Herbert's road

show' 'df* 'jourriey's End' called oft

as Weft ' as the Charles Harris: deal
-fo HatlF&i^i Wedding'' into the Mu-
sic Boat", "i&rris is riow' actirigi as
T'erit'4.1 la'jgeftit for "the latter house..;'.

...-•^ Boston, Sept. 26.

•;rjpapJef L, Hayplifc .It^ef. Adam: in
^Greeh Pastures,"-nb'w'^imThg at the .<

Colonial theatre here; Laurence
Rivers; Inc.," the inoid company han-
dling, the Bhow, "'arid, the Boylston
Theatre company; lessee of the the-
atre, are being sued by Kaj Gynt of
New York in the Suffolk Superior
Court here last week.
The plaintiff seeks... to recover

commissions totaling at ' least $1,-
347.60 alleged to be due her under
a contract for getting Haynes his
role in the show. The bill- also
seeks to enjoin Laurence Rivers,
Inc., from paying Haynes any. money
ahd to enjoin the Boylston Theatre
Co. from paying $276 to the Lau-
rence Rivers, Inc.

The plaintiff says that on Oct. 18,

1928, she entered into a contract
with Haynes to be his personal rep-
resentative and business manager,
and that under the contract she ob-
tained for him the role of Adam
She claims also that he agreed to
pay her 10% of what he. received
She declares that he has been paid
at least $275 a week; that during
the run of the show la New York
City for 18 months he paid the com-
mission to her, but that when the
show went to Chicago payments
stopped. •

•'

Mi v

s|- V :>i»

Ahead and Back

F/e'^ie"'' ' McKay

'

: agent lor, 'The
Sfo'rk ti 'De-ad/

1

'
'

-.

'

! .

»; ...i . v.. -. • s - - v.- •• iv

^ed^t:,shaw.. backi, Ned.. Holmes
ahe^ad .'^.nather rLanguage' ,

(Chi-
cago).

:

. .... ..." .;

Frf-d: Jordan :agent Abbey Players
(due at 3eck).

Merrltt Franken agent 'The Other
One.'

David Cauffman back, Bill Gor-
man agent 'Of Thee I Sing' (Chi-
cago);

,

Morris Jacobs company manager
'Here Today.'
Edward Moscary back. . with

'Nona,' Arthur Levy agent
;

Elbert Severance p. a. for 'The
Budget.'-.

Carl Fisher manager and Dick
Maney agent, 'Lilly Turner.'
Mayer Portner p. a. for Kamsler

and Fuller.

Leon Friedman will agent 'Coun-
sellor at Law' on tour.

Harry Essex, gen. mgr. 'Man
with Load of Mischief,' Jane CowL
David Wallace general manager

for 'Men Must. Fight.*
P.. "J";'. DeVeau manager pf 'The

Passlpnate Pilgrim.*'

married to Dave, a flat-chested,
bpoze-fightlng prop man of the
outfit. Five years before Dave had
married Lilly, when she was going
'to have a baby whose father had
scrammed. For that and his kind-
ness to the child up to Its demise
Lilly is much attached to her pasty-
faced mate,- who doesn't particularly
mind her excursions with the vari-
ous 'strong* .'men who join the
troupe:

.

.

'The subject 1 matter and people are
not attractive, nbr : is the action
highly dramatic. Comedy" content
hardly quite enough of an offset, so
that the play depends on its acting,
and there are excellent perform-
ances. Managers, at the, first night
thpught that. 'Lilly' was so well
played that it could not intss,

, But
the critics rated it mild, and that
won't help.

Lil is carrying, on an affair , with
Frederick (Frit?), the strong man of
Dr. Mcrtill's Health Exhibit, but she
doesn't take ..it seriously. Outfit is
touring the, tanks and moving daily.
Something goes' wrong with i&ritz,
who has Jbees |n, the head.' A doc-'
tor discerns, insanity and has him
committed .to, .the .local asylum. A
hew. strong man happens along in
Bob Cross* .the: taxi,'.driver whp has
brpught .the. physician.,: Bob. was in
the realty business arid is a victim
of..: the depression., He falls .fpr Lll
and joins

)
the </: troupe to replace

Frl4?! k The. girl..goes , for him, too.
; But !Frltz .catches, up with- the
show. , having

;
escaped from, , the

asylum, -Bob .then comes into 10
G's through the Sale of a property,
and Lil. Is going away with him. But
the bedraggled, -Fritz disrupts the
getaway, the madman nearly throt-
tling Bob- and throwing Dave down
the. hotel, stairs. Latter Is carried
back somewhat : stunned, and; the
incident rouses Lilly to the fact that
she had better, stick 'with Daver

This is a
:
change since the show was

tried, but last season - as 'Lilly' by
William Harris, Jr., with Mary
Duncan in the title part.
The lovely Dorothy Hall adds to

her rising Broadway rating here
with another sparkling characteri-
zation. Hen .'LillyV is not as amus-
ing as her dance -hall- hostess of last
season's 'Child: W - Manhattan/-. but
this is the fault of the part. Play-
ing down rather than up, Miss Hall
gives a strictly honest performance,
with the soript'making her the least
animated character am the list, f

Robert Barrat id "forward : With
such a Arte perfbrmanCe as the Ger-
man strong man -that he'll certainly
be in demand henceforth. Barrat
not only surprised with his physical
development, -•but 1

:

handled his role
superbly. > Hisr-'playirig "of the < de-r
mented Fritz'ls d gem; and the more
exceptional considering that he fol-
lowed George RaUfman as the play-
wright in"Ortce' ,ln:a

,rEiretlme* When
It took 'to' thevrdaoV The direction
of Barrat Is bhe'6f- the show's 'ex-
cellencies. '

-'
! :

'
:

James bell as Lilly's tippling
husband is rather' shaded for promi-
nence, yet; a"sterling actor. Oh 1 th9
comedy end he didn't' start to. con-
nect until the "middle of the second
act. First night laugh score went
to Percy Kilbride, playing a bit as
a hick truckman. Granville Bates,
John Lltel and. Joseph Crehan. all

played exceptionally well, particu-
larly Lltel, In ahL

'..assighment
! actors

generally call a bad part. ',

It is frbrn the newer manager.^
that Broadway hopes for better
times and better things, and such a
combination as .Abbott and Dunning
should click. . They have done it for
others, and glv.e 'every evidence of
ultimately doing it for themselves.
'Lilly' is a good piece of work pro-
duCtibnally: If notCommercially. Ten
years agp it.might have been sure-
fire. .' • Ihee.-

THE STORK IS DEAD
.. Farce In tht*e-. acta presented at the 4Sth .

Street, Sept. 23 .unc^er the management of
A. H.- Woods': adapted ' by Frederic ' and
Fanny Hatton frdm the . original of Hans
Kottow.. • .!

'

Comte Rene Do Gaumont. .Rons Alexander
....Fred Stewart
. . . .Ninon Bunyea
..... .Mark Sml th
;'i . > .Nana Bryant

.

.....Ethel Norrls

..Frank -Woodruff-

....'Robert Vivian
...... .Eva Farrell

Hortense Phyllis' Holdett

Paul De Gaumont.
Tjolia Faubert. . . ..'.'.

.

Luclen Brldler.;. i

.

Madame Brldler....;
Suzanne: Brldler....
Max
Jerome
Madelalne

Naughty but not so nice is 'The
Stork Is Dead* which completed a
week, of disappointments on Broad-
way. Show is liable to create a
difference of opinion as .to its en-,
tertainment value and In a. way

t

which might benefit the receipts.
*

Yet doubtful df bettering a mild
engagement.

.

Script has been around for some
time. Original was in German
(written by an Austrian). The
Hattpns have set it in Paris prob-
ably to make it more acceptable
over here. But they did not make a
good job of it. That was apparent
especially in the first and second
act.-.

A. H. Woods the presenter onoo
had a cycle of bedroom farces which
have now rather passed out of mode.
'The Stork' is 'that type, of show,
wooing laughs with indelicate If npt

(Continued on page 62)
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'Good Earth* Marks Up Big $18,000

On Phila. Start; 'Americana Builds

Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

At last Philly has a legit hit, but

it took a heavy advance foundation

of subscriptions to accomplish it.

Play is "The Good Earth* offered

at the Chestnut Street Opera House

by the Theatre Guild as the first of

the new American Theatre Society

program. Only one notice was defi-

nitely laundatory, but ' most of the

reviewers ' liked :Na*lrt»va a lot and

also admired the production.

Tremendous popularity of the
pearl Buck hovel carried, it along
and should dp the same anywhere.
Thursday matinee Was a sell-out;

with weakest night Friday. Last
Is hard to explain and may be indi-

cation of unfavorable word-of

-

mouth: • Gross beat $16,000 with
$2.60 top and, of course* $2 on sub-
scription.'

•'
'

'•' •

'AmericanaV made its delayed de-
but Sept. 17 and won" father good
notices. First couple of nights of

last week, business was terrible, but
t>y' Thursday MdEvoy revue was
registering ' nice gains and it was
decided to hold it in -tor another
we~ek at the Forrest, which has no
«ther booking until .Oct. 10.

. Lertofe Ulric's . 'Nona' wasn't so
tot in its second week at the Gar-
tick, even the Ulric clientele tailing
to overcome handicap of a bad play.

Bookings for Indies

Broad reopens Monday, Oct. 3,

with 'Absent Father,* try-out. House
Is under management of Samuel
Nirdlinger, who also has Garrick.
Both are being run as indies.

Broad's first show
.
stays only

one week with J. B. Priestley's
^Dangerous Corner,' produced by
Harry Moses, on the. 10th, but noth-v
lng mentioned, as yet, to follow that.

• Garrick.has a filler In the person
of Rajah Raboid, East Indian mys-
tic with a magical show he calls

'Spookeasy.' He opens Thursday
(29) and may stay two weeks.
House's next booking is the Peggy
Fears—Jerome Kern musical, 'Music
in the Air,' Oct. 17. House is then
booked pretty solidly to the holi-

days.
'"

Chestnut gets 'Mademoiselle,' new
Bill Brady piece, on Oct. 3 as second
American Theatre Society offering,

instead of 'Autumn Crocus* pre-
viously mentioned.. 'Cynara' is also
off the fall .program, being pushed
back to. December. It is . still be-
ing mentioned as a subscription
play, but there is a- suspicion, that
the Merivale .vehicle may come into
the Forrest on Its own. • 'Man With
a Load of. Mischief with Jane Cowl
now scheduled to. follow 'Mademoi-
selle' with 'Reunion at Vienna' the
fifth and last of the first series. The
fourth not announced 1 now, may be
^Whistling in the Dark.'
The Forrest had Eva Le Gallienne

the week of Oct. 10, with a vacant
week following and then •Vanities,*
'Counsellor at Law' and 'Cyrano de
Bergerac*
Rumors are still in the air about

the Shubert's re-opening, but it is

understood that the deal struck a
snag early last. week. Two or three
musicals are mentioned for local
try-out within a few weeks and with
neither the Forrest or Garrick able
to take them, It would seem certain
that some ' other house is going to
oocn. There's a possibility that the
Metropolitan Opera House may get
a couple and, of course, there is still

a chance for the Erlanger to re-
light.

Estimates for Last Week
.
'Nona' (Garrick; 2nd week)—Only

$7,000; poof for an Ulric show. House
dark until Thursday when Rajah
Raboid, mind-reader and magician,
opens.

,

'Americana' (Forrest, 2nd week)

—

About $18,000 in flrBt nine performT
ances. Picking up as it proceeds.
Le Gallienne next on October 10.

'Good Earth'. (Chestnut, 2nd
week)—Real smash for first Ameri-
can Theatre Society offering. Beat

, $16,000 at $2.50 top and subscription
price $2.

Engagements
Frank Diaz, Clarence Reed, Gwen

Rothwell, C. Edwin Brandt, Louis
Cassavant, Thomas A. Gravetta, B.
R. Creegan/ Sally Du Vail, Merry
Wagner,. Harold Webster, 'Son of
Satan' (complete cast).
Ina Claire, 'Nine Pine Street."
Henry Bergman, 'I Loved You

Wednesday.'
Clyde Fillmore, 'Absent Father.'
Natalie Hall, Reinald Werrenrath,

Tulio Carminati, Al Shean, Dorothy
Johnson, Katherine Carrington, Ivy
Scott, Belle Sylvia, Anne Barry,
Mary McQuade, Harry Meystayer,
Len Mence, Jay Fassett, Charles
Berlin, Prince Alexis Obolensky,
'Music in the Air* (complete cast).
Use Marvenga, Williarri Riccardi,

•Great Lover.' . ; .

Fred Astaire, Claire Luce, Luella
Gear, 'Gay Divorce.'
Joseph Macaulay, Fay Templeton,'

May Soften 20 Yr. Rule
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

The Troupers' Club is consider-
ing relaxing its 20-years-an-actor
restriction on new members, in
order to boost its membership from
the present handful to 2,600. This
change would paralled the organ-
ization's campaign to raise funds
for an actors' home here. •

.'". Club's
, four-night fund raising

carnival starts today (Men.).

LUNTS' BOSTON $20,000

CAPACITY GATE, PLUS

Boston* Sept. 26.

The Lunts in 'Reunion In Vienna'
did sensational gross of nearly $20,-
.000' last week at the Plymouth,
$286 more than seat capacity of the
house. Two week limit on run here.
American Theatre Association sub-
scribers account for much of the
smash biz;
Ed Wynn still funning strong

through his last week of 'Laugh
Parade' and appears likely to hold
hear capacity gross of $27,500 takeri
last week.

'Green Pastures,' apparently set-
tled at the Colonial, for a long, stay,
holding up to excellent $22,000.

'The ' Squealer,' Edgar Wallace
play* being put on by E. E. dive at
the- Copley,- drawing in manner
which promises well for the winter,
success, of the Copley company.
Arrival of. competition in the way

of three new shows next Monday
may change the present happy .sit-

uation. Theatre - starved Boston-
ians -are doing very well by the
four shows in town. But the gross
won't look so large perhaps when
it is split up among half dozen
houses.

Future Plays

'The Late Christopher Bean' will

be Gilbert Miller's first try- this

season. Done from the French of
Renee Fauchois by Sidney Howard.
Will open in Baltimore Oct. 24, and
come into Miller's theatre when
ready.

.'The Rape of Lucrece' will be
Katherine Cornell's initial bid, ow-
ing . to the difficulties of- casting
'Alien Corn' which it had been her
intention to present first.' Will go
into rehearsal in late October.

. 'The Passionate Pilgrim,' by Mary
Crosby. Munn based on Shakes-
peare's life. Howard Inches is pro-
ducing it. Hugh Sinclair Will -have
the role of Shakespeare.'

'Bedtime/ straight drama by John
King Hodges and Samuel Merwin,
will be put into immediate 1 rehearsal
by Aarons & Freedly.
'A Good Woman, Poor Thing/ by

WiHard Long, is a probability with
Genevieve Tobin as the star and
Samuel F. E. Nirdlinger produricing,

'24 Dollars/ described as a satir-

ical-operetta by McElbert Moore,
music . by Mazard KerZane, will be
put into work by Howard Marsh,
who will head the cast himself.
Scenery by Herb Ward and dance
direction of Max- Schenck.

. 'St Louis 'Oman/ based on novel
of same title, will be produced by
Will Marlon Cook with an all col-

ored company. Better known as a
composer, Cook will contribute mu-
sical numbers to the production.
Dramatists not announced.
'The Little Feller/ described by

its author, George Cohan, as 'a little

musical/ will go into rehearsal in

Nov.' with the author and his

daughter, Helen.
'The French Idea/ into produc-

tion this fall if a suitable cast can
be found by A. J. Beckhard. By
Oscar Serlin and Allan Boritz.

Frank Moulan, William Danforth,
Herbert Waterous, Vivian Hart,
Ethel Clark, Milton Aborn co,

George Fawcett, Philip Leigh, Al-
fred Kapeller, Kate Mayhew,; Percy
Haswell, Helen Raymond Dorothy
Tennant, Charles Campbell, 'Pea-
cock.'
Louis Sorin, -Phil White, Joseph

Greenwals, Bernard Gorcy, "Keep-
ing Expenses Down.'
Robert Mlddlemass, David Glass-

ford, Geoffrey Wardwell, Scott
Moore, 'Criminal at Large.'
Erskine Sanford, Ruth Charpen-

ning, Thurston Hall, Leo Curley,
Charles Powers, John Eldridge,
'The Pure in Heart.'
Harold Heaton, Walter Armltage,

George Lessey, 'Cain's Sister.'

Jane Hamilton, 'Black Sheep/

Shows in Rehearsal

'Rendezvous' (Arthur Hop-
kins), Gaiety.

'Criminal at Large' (Guthrie
McCllntic), Belasco.

'Tell Her the Truth (Mrs. Joe
B. Leblang), Cort. :

'Men Must Fight' (Jos. P.
Blckerton), Lyceum.

'The Absent Father' (Keh-
salt), Knights of Columbus
hall.

'Singapore' (John H. Mears),
Fulton.

. 'The Passionate Pilgrim'
(Howard Inches), Cohan.
'Black Sheep' (Elmer Rice),

Harris.
'Music in the Air' (Peggy

Fears), Alvln.
'Incubator' (Edison' and Bur-

ton), Booth. .

'Cain's Sister' (Shuberts),
Ritz.

'Dangerous Corner' (Henry
Moses), Empire.

'Pure in Heart' (Theatre
Guild), Guild.

'Real Folks' (N.B.C.), Phila-
delphia.
... 'Mademoiselle' (W. A. Brady),
Playhouse.
'Forward March' (Brown and

Henderson), Selwyn.
'Dinner at Eight' (Sam H.

Harris), Music Box.
. 'Peacock' (George Fawcett),
Shubert.
'Keeping Down Expenses'

(H. Tlomkln), Ambassador.
'Mourning Becomes Electra'

(Guild), Guild (road).
'Cyrano de Bergerac' (Walter

Hampden), New Amsterdam.
'When Ladles Meet,' 'Bidding

High,* T Loved You Wednes-
day,' 'Success Story,' opening
in New York or nearby this
week.

2 NEW LEGITS

START IN L
Los Angeles, Sept. 2CY

Two openings and one closing

marked the legit activities last

week. 'As Husbands Go* folded at

El Capitan, after three weeks of

fair business. Closing stanza got

$6,100.

'The Marquise* with Billle Burke
starred, and a strong supporting
cast, followed' 'Husbands,' opening
on Sunday. Start was strong, with
the picture colony out in force. Ad-
vance for the week was above aver-
age.

'Rose of Flanders' got started at
the Mayan after several attempts to

get away at the Mason. Musical
rehearsed at the latter house for

four weeks,' but the cash necessary
for an Equity bond was never forth-

coming. New money came along,
with the backers moving to the
Mayan. Friday's opening was fair,
with the b. o- doing close to $1,200
on the first three, performances
Lack of* names in .the cast is hurt-
ing the draw.

Estimates for Last Week
'As Husbands Go'—El Capitan

(3rd and final week) (C-l,671-$1.65)
Blew to $5,100. 'The Marquise'
opened Sunday to a near sell-out,
'Rose of Flanders'—Mayan (1st

week) (M-l,492-$1.50). First two
days fair at $1,200, with unknown
cast and low scale figuring against
a heavy gate.

Hitless Sept Dims Broadway's Hopes,

Repeat and H. 0. Top Autumn Grosses

10-20-30 Under Roof
Ottumwa, la., Sept. 26.

Closing an engagement that ran,

under canvas during the entire sum-
mer .and in the Majestic, for a fall

opening, the Hazel McOwen Stock
company, has gone to Davenport.
Troup reopens the Grand theatre,

now under . management of Charles
Berkell. Same scale, 10 and 20 mats,
nights 20 and 30, children 10, no
reservations.

'FIDDLE' $14,000; FRISCO

SEES SILVER LINING

San Francisco, Sept. 26.
With .'Cat and Fiddle* in tenth and

final stanza of a smash run at the
Curran, Alcazar and Columbia are
lighting up for first time In good
many weeks.

:

Harold Berg and Jo Arnold
premier their Irving Kaye Davis
play, 'Intermission,' at Erlanger'

s

Columbia tonight (26) with cast
headed by Madge Bellamy and
Glenn Tryon. H6uae has been dark
plenty weeks and possible it will be
kept open henceforth with Ralph
Plncus reported readying a musical
show for late in October.
Henry Duffy also brings the Al-

cazar to life, opening Pauline Fred-
erick in 'As Husbands Go' Thursday
(29). Billle Burke and others to
follow.

'Cat and Fiddle's' ninth week
continued to hold- up well at $14,-
000. Geary still dark. . 'Bride Sun
Shines On' due soon at Curran.

Balto Advance Oke for

Le Gaffienne's 2 Shows

Baltimore, Sept. 26.
Nothing In town last week, but

season starts tonight (26), when
Ford's relights . for Eva Le Galli-
enne's 'Llliom,' which has always
been a Le Gallienne box-office
standby locally, and 'Camille.'
Maryland stays dark until Oct.

10, when the Theatre Unit, Inc.,
players, return for a session of six
weeks' minimum. Last year, when
known as the University Players,
this Massachusetts summer stock
came into town for a fortnight and
stayed 11 weeks.

First try will be a new one, 'Carry.
Nation.' Following that will be a
couple of last season's New York
shows, 'There's Always Juliet' and
'Whistling In the Dark.'
Auditorium starts the same night

bn a three weeks' run Of Adolf Fass
nacht's Passion Play.

Akron Stock Bowk' Out
Akron, O., Sept. 26.

Second attempt at dramatic stock
at Civic Playhouse in less than sis
months has been without success,
and the Gordlnler Players, current
only three weeks, moved out Sept.
23.

Civic is reported angling for a
season of tabloid musical comedies
and miniature revues with the King
Amusement Co. of Detroit operating
10 or 12 units on an itinerant'

•wheel.'

Sunshine Breaks Thru in Loop;

Of Thee I Sing' $29,000, Smash

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Chicago, never predictable, again
endorsed the Pulitzer prize*coni&nlf-

tee by going for 'Of Thee I Sing'

In a big way. There was much man-
agerial anxiety as to the possible re-
ception remembering that 'Strike
Up the Band' of similar

.
authorship

and satirical vein had done a monu-
mental flop in Chicago.
Last year at this time everyone

was wondering whether Chicago
would cotton to 'Green Pastures.'
Chicago did and it how seems cer-
tain that Sam Harris' musical is

going to have a peach of an engage-
ment here. No doubt about the burg
Coming out of its listless attitude
toward the legit, and other shows
will be beneficiaries of the rekindled
zest.

Estimates for Last Week
'Another Language,' Harris (CD-

1,100; $2.76) (3d week). Too soon to
predict the Staying qualities of this
one. In view of paucity of attrac-
tions house will undoubtedly want

to hold 'Language*1 even If grosses
slip_to a point that in former sea-
sons. Ayould spell exit. Meanwhile
the sister Selwyn hasn't anything
penciled. 'Language' is doing mod-
erately. Figured around $8,600.
'Of Thee I Sing,' Grand (M-1,365;

$3.85). Wreckage done to a $10 bill
for a pair of ducats no deterrment
to demand. Rave notices started
musical out to a smash week of
practical capacity, $29,000. Most
encouraging omen local legit has re-
ported since last Winter. . Great ad-
vance sale and Couthoui's busy tele-
phone spells hit. BUI Gorman han-
dling the show has political banner
strung from City Hall advertising
Wintergreen and. Throttlebottom as
candidates. Best exploitation job
in legit seen locally in a long while.
'World Between/ Adelphi (CD-

900; $2.75) (2d week). Fritz Blockl's
newspaper contemporaries leaned
backwards in their reviews.; That
naturally handicaps. Two-for-ones
out and attraction campaigning for
parties. First week probably around
$5,000.

The promising indications of a
better legit season suffered a set-
back last week when the premiere
card failed to disclose a success,
despite favorable reports at tryouts.
New season has yet to produce a hiti

which is unusual for September.
Three sudden closings balanced the
Incoming list, which still totals 17
shows, but there .are six. entrants
next week.'
Two of last week's arrivals were

yanked off—.'Triplets* at the Masque
and 'The Budget* at the Hudson.
Neither played a full week. 'Lilly

Turner* was a disappointment at
the Morosco, the- starting pace be-
ing around $7,000. 'The ' Stork Is
Dead' opened late in the' week at the
48th Street, also drawing a panning.
Best money among the non-musi-

cals last week was' 'Counsellor at
Law,' playing a repeat date at the
Plymouth, gross going close to $13,-

000; top money among the musicals
went to 'Of Thee I Sing,' the run
leader, which rose to $28,000; first

full week of 'Flying Colors' grossed
$27,000, considered fairly good for a
musical. •

.

'Smiling Faces' closed at the Shu- ,

bert last Saturday. It was the worst
showing ever made by Fred Stone
in New York, playing four weeks to
an average of $10,000 weekly.
Shows due next week: 'Manhat-

tan Medley,' Longacre; 'The , Other
One,' Blltmore; 'Nona,' v Avon; 'I

Loved You Wednesday,*- Harris;
'Americana,' Shubert: 'When Ladles
Meet,' Royale. •

Estimates for Last Week
'Another Language/ Booth (23rd

week) (C-708-$3,30). Operating suc-
cessfully here and Chicago;- at $10,-
000 stands well up among non-mu-
sicals.

'Ballyhoo of 1932,' 44th St. (4th
week) (R-l,326-$3.86). Eased off

last'week when temperatures rose;
$18,000 ; . maybe even break ; expect-
ed to stick.

'

'Best Years,' Bijou (4th week)
(CD-615-$8.80). After this week
questionable; tour reported set,

however; around $3,600.

'Bidding High,' Vanderbilt (1st
week) (C-771-$3.30). Presented in-
dependently (Joseph DeMUt) Writ-
ten by Lois Howell; opens Wednes-
day (28).

:

'Clear AH Wires,' Times Square
(3rd week) (C-l,057-$3). At $9,000
first full week business was under
expectations, but some ^profit; bal-
cony weakness. -!

:

}'

'Flying Colors,' Imperial (3rd
week) (R-l,446;$4.40).. Looked big
early ' part last week then warm
weather hurt; matinees light; $27,-
000 first full week promising.

'Here Today/ Bafrymore (4th
week) (C-l,ll5-$3.30). Better
weather may tilt takings; -last week
not so good at $6,000; must Improve
to stay. .

'Lilly Turner/ Morosco (2nd week)
(C-893-$3.30). Disappointing first

night arid reviews after favorable
out-of-town reports; light starting,
pace- around $7,000.

'Man Who Reclaimed His Head/
Broadhurst (4th week) (D-1,118-
$3.3.6). Doubt of continuance after
this week; failed to improve,' again
approximated $5,000.

'01' Man 8atan,' Forrest (1st

week) (D-l,016-$3.30). Presented in-
dependently; colored drama an-
nounced several times now due to
open Friday (30).

'Of thee I Sing/ Music Box (40th
week) (M-l,000-$6.50). Pace bet-
tered again and at $28,000 topped
Broadway; stays here until Oct; 12
then moves to 46th Street.

'Smiling Faces/ Shubert. Fred
Stone musical closed, last Satur-
day after playing four mild weeks.
, 'Success Story/ Elliott. (1st week)
(CD-924-$3.30). Presented inde-
pendently (Group Theater) ; written
by 'John Howard Lawson; opened
Monday.

'The Budget/ . Hudson. Closed
Saturday after being panned; five
days.

•The Stork Is Dead/ 48th St; (2nd
week) (F-969-$3.30). Opened late
last week with adverse comment
from critics; management went to
extra space ads regardless.
'Triplets/ Masque. Taken off Fri-

day; worst notices in years; two
days.

'Vanities/ Broadway (1st week)
(R-l,800-$4.40). Presented by, Earl
Carroll; third major-musical in
September; varied reports; opens
tonight; flpor split with most seats
at $3.86.

Other Attractions
. 'Counsellor at Law/ Plymouth;
repeat date extended indefinitely;
got $13,000/ which topped dramas
last week.
'Show Boat/ Casino; 20th week;

revival; about $21,000.
'Only the Young/ Sutton Show

Shop (Little).
'Belmont Varieties/ Belmont;

vaudevirie revue postponed; due
Wednesday (28),

'That's Gratitude/ Waldorf; revi-
val.
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London Click of 'Gertie's Garter

Raises Threat of Bedroom Cycle

Printemps Alone Here

After Guitry's Divorce
• Paris, Sept. 17,

Gultry-Printemps divorce plans

not yet definite, *»ut separation al-

ready effective, with Sacha Gultry in

the country , and Yvonne Printemps
In solitary grandeur at the George V.

She Is reviving. 'Mozart' at the
Madeline without Galtry, and Is

London, Sept. 26.

Encouraged by the success of

'Getting Gertie's Garter,* produced

here sevoral weeks ago as an ex-

periment, Hewson & Shepherd will

produce Mark Swan's farce 'She

Walked in Her Sleep,' next. This

one waa originally produced by

George Broadhurst, who negotiated

the currently proposed English

production.
Henson will produce the piece,

though not playing In it, with re-

hearsals to start immediately.

Al Wood's old farce 'Getting Ger-

tie's Garner,' should' Its success be
repeated with Swan's farce, will be

the. fore-runner of a. curiously be-

lated LohO.on fad for bedroom farces.

In New York last Friday (23), Al

Woods tried . a similar experiment

by producing a Continental bed-

room farce entitled 'The' Stork Is

Dead.' Piece was met by critical

blasts, but has not yet had a chancie

to show at the box offices whether

or not New Yorkers are willing, to,

go back a decade, in stage 'enter-

tainment

10VE ME,' NEW LONDON

SHOW, LOOKS DOUBTFUL
X

' *

London, Sept 26.

'Will you Love Me Always' at the

Globe Is a Continental comedy,' de-
ficient and .obvious in plot. Bright
conversation with a Continental

flavor helpB somewhat.
. .

Chances for the piece sticking are
unlikely, despite the splendid ar-

tistry displayed by Yvonne Arnaud.

Stockholm's 15 Current

XllAltf I ict Tnnc R'llUV ing her is that Guinan's outfit hayeJ00W L1SI 10p5 D Way
| no worklng permits, in supporVof
which the French government sent

Stockholm, Sept. 16, I notices, to the daily press reminding

For a town of 450,000 to have IB managers that they cannot contract

legit houses open is almost a world foreign talent unless they are

record. Although, it's three less

than last 'year; Stockholm is swing-
ing into shape for a big dramatic
season with some of the managers
still confident they will regain
losses of last two seasons.
Of Incoming - shows 'The- Desert

Song' was well received; 'Waltzes
From Vienna' 'with' Joseph Hislop
was a smash, and 'The White Horse

PARIS AGENTS POOLING

ON MISSION TO STATES

,.,!,.' . Paris* Sept. 26.

Cliff Fischer and Michel Tchernoff
both are aboard the lie de France
New York bound, but are not on too
amicable terms. : Both are local

agents,, and both • are • going over, to

find taie^ti -

:
.

; _
<— ... '.

s
*

;

'

,
Agents' ire going to do what 'they

can In New York to attract talent to

Europe, and figured they'd have a
better chance if going over oii .the

same boat.

Back to Old Roles
Augustus Yorke and Robert

Leonard sailed Saturday (24) on
the S. S. Lafayette for London
where they will appear In a revival

of the first of the 'Potash and Perl
mutter' plays, by Montague, Glass
Production is being put on by., Ed
win Laurllard.
Yorke and Leonard were members

of the original London presentation
in 1914 when the 'piece Was first

put on and ran for two years in the
West End. ' Later, they also toured
with the play for another year
through the: English : provinces. ..

France Again Nixing

Visit by Tex Guinan
.Paris, Sept, 17.

Lack of tact has once more- re-
sulted in Tex Guinan's Inability to
play France. Dorian, German agent,
was trying to arrange for her to
play Europe at $1,600 per week'.
Chalom, decorator, Interested In the
Club Mon^martre and various other
enterprises where he supplies the
settings, was interested In getting
Tex into France, where Harry Pllcer
could also have hooked her up with
Mistlnguette.
Chalom got In touch with Irvln

Marks to obtain his benevolent
help in getting the . Guinan circus
the necessary permits, but latter

refused to have anything to do with
it when he found that Johnny

London Show World

the Willmetzs.

planning a visit next spring to the

^t
w'. i

W
^!_!

ahe Wl" acc0mp^njr StelnV^Gulnknv"^
nipped In the bud any possibility

by giving' Interviews to nespapers,
as if permission had already' been
granted.

Official technical excuse for nix-.

sure they have working permits.

SWEDISH CAST IN CORK

FOR 'GREEN PASTURES'

Stockholm, Sept. 15.

In announcing the opening night
Inn' with Gosta Ekman and Liliebel I fpr <The Green Pastures', with an
Ibsen was panned ;,wlth the second all Swedish cast iri blackface for
night house at the Vasa only one- Oct'! .6, Erik Wettergren;. the di
fourth full; rector of the State! theatre, ex
Kalman's 'Gypsy: Princess' doing tended an invitation to the: Prince

nicely in revival at the Opera, while of Wales, Prince George and the
•Mademoiselle'' and new Brun Frank vjsltihg English party which will be
play, *Mina,' with big star, Tora TJe, here at the time; Play is under
are alternating at the Royal Dra- English baa
matlk; Nalma Wlstrand's Intimate «The Green Pastures' is also
revue, 'Showboat', (not the Kern planned for the Helslngfors bramttk
show), doing only so-so but small theatre and Russian representatives
revues at the Blanche and Koraedie I are likewise interested. It will be
have both passed 100th perform-

|
the European premiere of the play

ances and almost sellouts. Rest of
shows are comedy and farce transla

London, Sept. 17.

In the 'crazy' bill at the Palladium,
Falls, Reading and Boyce registered
an emphatlo success. A somewhat
different dressing for the girl might
make the -turn ever more attraotlve.
Show is playing to SRO.

Anglo- U. 8> Cast
Sir

.
Alfred Butt will produce

Frederick Lonsdale's new play, at
present titled 'Followed.' The char-
acters are equally divided between
English and American types. It
goes into . rehearsal shortly.

Termini Added. Starter
Joe Termini is booked for the

opening bill at the Alhambra, Paris,
Oct. 1, for two weeks. BUI was
practically completed, but Golden
(Rothenberg & Golden), who book
the house, decided to add Termini
after seeing him at the .London
Pavilion.

, Lowdown on Clair
Leslie Clair, who Is responsible

for several of the numbers In the
new revue, 'After- Dinner,' in which
Billy and Elsa Newell are. starred
and which..opens at the Gaiety in
October after provincial tryoiit, is
a law student and Bachelor of Sci-
ence. 'His real name is Leslie J.
Solley.

Music .Supervisor
Debroy Somers and his band be-

come a permanent attraction at the
Plaza picture house. Somers will
also act In the capacity-' of musical
supervisor for all the Paramount
houses In England.- -

Apollon Back in Dec.
Dave Apollon's English dates

take him to the middle of Novem-
ber, and he is not accepting any
more. He has just okeyed a con-
tract for 16 weeks for RKO, and
opens at the. Albee, Brooklyn Dec.
2. Apollon intends to play England
every year, and has had several
dates offered him for next year, but
so far has not put his name on the
dotted line.

Music Team Resumes
Joe Gilbert and Horatio Nicholls

(the song writing name of Law-

tlons from
English.

French, German and

Australian Vaudeville

Revival Just a Rumor
I

Sydney, Aug. 30. i Sydney Aug 30
Current report has it that a syn-

;
Dame Sybil Thorndlke: premiered

dlcate may shortly be formed to re- successfully with /Saint ' Joan/ and
introduce, vaude, |n, Melborne, Syd- [should enjoy a good 'pun.- The
hey, and Adelaide. ; Stated that cir- f Patsy' revived for ' ai short'- season
cult,wlll bo worked up i>y importing with Agnes Doyle and John 'Junior,

high-class acts from overseas. | Both attractions for Wv' T.
'

Although vaude as an entertain
meijt Is currently dead in Australia,
syndicate sponsors stated to believe

Australia

By Eric Gorrick

rence Wright) have again joined
forces,

Gilbert and Wright have written
many successful numbers, including
'Souvenirs,' but have recently been
on the outs, with Gilbert doing quite
a. lot of freelancing. Now Gilberts
will, again become a Lawrerice-^
Wright exclusive man. :

Lederer Under Knife
Francis Lederer did not play the

last week of 'Cat and the Fiddle,' at
the Palace. He went to Vienna in-
stead; to be operated upon for ap-
pendicitis.

. Paris Empire Muaioal
Isola Brothers, .'who are producing

'White Horse! Inn' at the Mogador,
Paris, Oct. 1, have purchased the
French rights of 'Waltzes from
Vienna* and will stage it. at the
Empire as a Christmas attraction.
Hassard Short will produce and
Albertlna Rasch will . stage the
dances.
This marks the end of the Em-

pire's short career as a film house,
as Isola Brothers have an option
on the house from Pathe Natan to
follow 'Waltzes' with other musicals.

• Fox-Ostrer Terms
MOre details, of the settlement be-

tween the Ostrers and Fox Film Co.
continue. According to the latest
report, the basis of the settlement
was that Lord Lee of Fareham, who'
held 2%, which was -the controlling
vote between Fox and the Ostrers;
who each held -49%, is that Lord
Lee will retire and turn over his
interest to the OHtrers.
In return for this concession the-

Fox people' are now at liberty to
dispose of their 49%, or any portion
thereof. -Inasmuch as the Gaumorit
British concern is apparently in
prosperous shape, -the likelihood of
the Fox people selling is remote.

G-B'a BriC Films
Over the next three months Gau-

mont-Brltish circuit- is showing -

oyer 80% British product. Only five ,

American films are booked for the
last quarter of 1932. .

Local Production'

r
Australian producers /intend to go

tune ripe for another try, now-that
| ^?!*.0?^?e!LJ?lctA!

?.?r
,

'-J5?!r lh?*
conditions have _ improved flnan

~

daily.

success has tome their way. with
locally made talkers. ...

«-,,.-, . ^ „ British Empire- Productions, unit
"Variety could not get conflrma- o£ G. v. T.T will start .at once on a

tlon or even the names of the prob- I new version of 'The Silence of. Dean
able syndicate. Maitland.' Picture will. be directed

It is certain that neither the Ful- by Ken G. Hall with a local cast,
lers, Willlamson-Talt, Greater Un- .

FJ W. Turing, head- of.. 'Efftee,'

Ion Theatres or Hoyts are entertain- has Jus* completed a -musical talker,

ing. the Idea,of Importing vaude acts
'H,s

,

Royal H,ehnesa,' an* : will begin

into AiMndlk 1
. > )- work on another

;
Digger, picture

t-
'

I
','

\ v., shortly. Thring hopes to break into
In the first place, cost, to bring, the English and American -field,

acts over here too high and, in the I, ideally made pictures have been
second, exchange .rate kills any getting plenty at' the b. o., and
chance of getting really big acts to I showmen here are only too anxious

F. Doyle. The Melbourne reel was
operated by a powerful southern
newspaper syndicate headed by
Keith Murdoch, and was .released
mainly in the south. With the ab-
sorption CInesound will now cover
territory previously held by the
'Herald' outfit. Ken G. Hall wilt be
managing editor. ,

Only local opposition now . is the
Fox Movietone Newsreel, operating
under the direction of Stanley Crick.
Looks as though there will be a
bitter fight for supremacy between
CInesound and Fox.

make the trip.
, l

Balk at Four-a-Day
Paris, Sept. 17.

Following their engagement at

the Paris Empire in November;
the Hudson Wonders, currently in
Italy, were to play, the London Pa-
vilion, but when they found out
that the Lartique. agency had not
warned them that this would mean
four shows a day, they decided to

switch to the Palladium.
Georgle Hays will- also go Into

revue here instead of picture pres-
entations, which she finds overtax-
ing for that kind of work if giving
her full number.

TAIL FOB AUTO MISHAP
^ • 'Berlin, Sept. 17.

The dancer, Marianne Winkel
stern, who last spring, struck and
killed a man with her auto, was

|,to book home products;
Following on the success' of 'The

| Sentimental Bloke' and 'On Our Sec-
tion,' the future ' for -local produc-

I tio'ns appears 'rosy,'
;

1

British Swing

VERKADE CO. AGAIN
The Hague, Sept. 17.

The reorganized Verkade Com-
pany, built on ruins of the bankrupt
concern without Verkade announces
premiere of Katajew.'s 'Quadratur
des Zirkels,' and Gantlllon's 'Bifiir.'

Roster 6f troupe includes Paul
Huf and Cor Hermus and the ladles

Rika Hopper (just returned from
touring Dutch West Indies), Marie
van Westerhoven (one of Holland's

oldest actresses who is well over

70), and Mies Elout.

,
Decided qwlng here, toward Brit-

sentenced to three months in prison Jsh ,pictures. Recent check-up shows
and to a fine of $1,250 by a Berlin- jmore than a score.

,of British sub-
court, jjjects on screen,
Respite was granted her in re- : Sir Ben Fuller has .stated that his

gard to the imprisonment. |
ksirouit will go, British in New South
iWales, Victoria, Queensland, .Perth

'Wedding Bells' in Beverlv Tand New Zealand. Fuller circuitweuauig jseus in neveriy
istarted off British, swung back to

Hollywood, Sept. 26. 'American, for a while,, and finally
Little theatre production of Sails- will return to British. .Hoyts and

bury Field's 'Wedding Bells' will be G. U. T., also running British pic-
glven tonight by the Beverly Hills tures in several states,

art theatre group, at the estate of ^^P01"*8 from
,
N*?, Zealand state

Mrs. Richard Fudger; that audiences In this country are

n„ir„ fl„ Tur^n ^i„„A„ leaning towards products from the
Gertrude Michael, Metro player, Motherland

and Harrison Ford have the leads
Ford played the same part In the I Ella Shields' Revue
silent UA film. Rest of cast includes Ella Shields is heading a revue
James Bush, also at Metro, Howard company for Frank Neil and will go
Chamberlain, Dolly Graves, Jane on the road. Principal comedian
Morgan, Herbert Evans, Phillis | will be George Wallace.
Coghlan and Edward 'Kay. Oliver
Hinsdale directed.

'Rue Morgue' Banned
Latest picture to rouse the oppo-

sition of the censors over here is
Universal's 'Murders in the Rile
Morgue:' Film passed the Common-
wealth censor okay, but censors in
Victoria, Tasmania and New Zea-
land have banned It from exhibition.
Sydney authorities will allow' pic-

ture to be shown on condition lt 'ls*

advertised as suitable for adults
only.

'

Continuous squeal by the public
is expected to force the government
to .reduce the present license fee - of
24 shillings per annum considerably..

American film distributors use the
B class stations to boost their re-
lease^ in the principal city theatres.

The new Broadcasting .Commie-;
sion, operating; under the control of
the Federal government, has boost-
ed air entertainment fully '76%
above the old Fuller-Doyle- Albert
regime.

Coast Gets 'Harlem'
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

'Harlem,' being produced by
Robei-t Levy, opons at the Music
Box Oct. 17.

" Radio News
Ted Henkel, American conductor,

now has his band in as a regular
weekly feature over the B class
stations.

Newsreel Absorbed

v^v- t ±, CInesound Australian Newsreel
rt r^L

1

V. „ „, „, T , ' , I unit of Greater Union -Theatres,
It takes the place of 'The I- atal Wd wiU absorb^ \ MoU)0urne

Wedding which was to have gone Herald Newsreel this weelt. accord-
mto house Oct. 2. 1 iiig to a' statement issued'' by Stuatt 1 ment of the contract

JULIUS ROENTGEN DIES
The Hague, Sept. 17.

Julius Roentgen, one of Holland's
best known pianists and also a
composer of note, died at Utrecht.
He wrote, the muslco for the Dutch
opera, "The Laughing Cavalier.'

Though of Dutch nationality, he
was born in Leipzig; his father was
a violinist of high standing.

Jessie Matthews Signed
Before 'There Goes the Bride,',the

,

Gaumont .British picture, . directed ,

by Albert de Courvllle, was finished
Jessie Matthews, who was. featured
in it, was signed . by G, B. for four
more pictures to be made in one
year. .

'

'. G. B.'s contract calls for exclu-
sive services, .debarring her,'from

:

'

playing in any' shows' or vaudeville,
and ..she inay hot even broadcast.'.
For this ., G. .B. are paying her

'

$40,000.
"

' tt1— v

,
Hakim Quits Cambridge '

Eric Hakim, ,who leased the Cam- '

bridge theatre '

'from
.
Associated

Theatres Properties in June for the
purpose of running Continental
'artistic' films t^iere, is giving up' the
lease at the erid' of September.
' Hakim's associations with Asso-
ciated' Theatres' haye not been Of
,the happiest kind. He promised to
rtin exclusive .films there that have '

not been released'.'' He recently ran
'The Guardsman,': which not Only

'

has been pre-released but has been
generally released, and the French

'

talker 'Jean de la Lune' has already
been shown at Hakim's other house,

'

the Academy. '

Seemingly the reason for this
state of affairs is the shortage of!

indie pictures on the Continent.

Vidler Sailing
.

Cyril -Vidler; ' who sails for New
York on the Paris, Sept. 30, Is one
of the directors of Corrlnge's -Ship-
ping Agency, and is well known to

'many; of : the American vaudeville:
acts that have played England. .

'

$2,500 a Week of Red
Louis J. Seymour, who runs con-,

tinuous vaudeville at Daly's : as 'a;

'hobby, Is trying to arrange with
Archie de Bear ; stage his 'Savoy;
Follies' at the house. Arrangement,
would be for the 'Follies' to occupy:
half of the bill, the^rest vaudeville.,
De Bear's 'Savoy Follies,' similar,

.to his 'Co-Optimists,' gets its name'
from the Savoy theatre, where it:

:played for a • short season until it;

was. killed by summer weather. ,. It
is now touring.'
Seymour, incidentally, boasts he

Is losing $2,500 per week, but he
says he has turned the corner.

Fox English Outlet
Settlement between Fox and Gau-

mont-Brltlsh involving outlet for
former in West End, matures with
Gaynor - Farrell opus following
'Bring 'Em Back Alive' at Tivoll,

Sept. 26.

Date Set Back 18 Years

Paris, Sept, 17.

Thcrese Temy, 73, German eques-
trienne, is in Paris filling a circus
engagement—and scoring,

She had been booked to appear
here on July 30, 1914, and the war
resulted in the 18 years' postpone

-

Massey's British Film
Raymond Massey will be featured

in a British film during his stay
here, playing the lead in a Julius
Hagen production at Twickenham
studios. It will be based on the old
melo, 'The Face at the Window,'
directed by Leslie Hiscott, for re-
lease by RKO. it is likely Hagen
will do several more for the Ameri-
can concern.

'Hollywood' Loud on Grosses
'What Price Hollywood?' Is among

the current hit's in town, averaging
$1,600 a day at the New. Gallery.
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Plays Out of Town

THE GOOD EARTH
* Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

Theatre Guild's production of the
dramatized version of Pearl S.

Buck's phenomenal best-selling
1

novel* 'The Good Earth/ looks like

a natural, regardless, of merits ag a,

play. Certainly the novel's sensa-
tional success, .the publication cur-

' rently of a sequel and all the news
attention Mrs. Buck" is getting will

%* give li.a flying start. How long it

.'^••can hold" up on its own merits' is

••'* more cdhjectural. -'. Its 'start at the.

<t Chestnut/Street ' Opera house here.

;Cft
r was very ;bigr but;' of - course, it had

'
'- the help of the; American Theatre
Society's subscription nucleus, which

. is large. :

The Davises—Ow.en. and Donald—
will' probably ?take tlie rap for the

" play's defects as drania, but in many
• <ways '.'they've- accomplished a . re-

V :markable. feat' in'-gettirig.'as much. of
'• 't. the. spirit and 'material of the ; novel

' as.they.-haye".'; "It is.'easy to see, even'
without Knowing, tliat' it was Owen

v . : Davis jvho secured the rights.' tq the.

"V "story first,"-'
that ! he, himself, is a

'' great' admirer of it.\ Not once has
., he introduced-any 6f- the' theatrical
. . tilcka at vWhich ^he-Js so adept. ;Pei;-
' ' haps , in .a' way/-

;
it iwould .have . been

/ better f<»r' the sho.w-ifc he had. ,

'/ .• Play. , as how offered .is in three
.v

1
" acts, with' eleven scenes In all, but
thl§ may; be changed. Last week
one whole episodewas thrown over-
board to help reduce the running
time, which was a half-hour . too
long. Incidentally, the scene delet-
ed had both atmosphere and a re-
lieving . light touch, and its removal
hasn't helped the play much.
The Guild has mounted the piece

richly and Lee Simonsoh's sets are
generally decorative, although ' a
couple of them seemed too bright
and epic and span to suggest the
poverty and age of the surround-
ings. Philip Moeller has achieved
greater triumphs before as a direc-
tor, but his work was generally
satisfactory.
Alia Nazlmova as O-lan, the wife,

gave what the critics united in call-
ing- a swell performance Monday;
but gossip has it that the Guild
officials weren't satisfied. One
wonders -why. She hardly realizes in
appearance the character as de-
scribed by. the novelist, , but she is

such a fine artiste that she over-
comes that handicap. . In the book
O-lan has only a few lines of speech.
Davis has done si. capital job in
putting

;
yrordg'.'into, the character's

mouth . on the stage, although the
part still depends much, on facial
expression and subtle pantomime.
Only in one scene does Mine. .Na-
zlmova seem too volatile and emo-
tiprial for this stolid and long-suf-
fering, wife.
Earle Larlmore gave an atro-

. clous first-night performance, not
knowing his lines, . and even when
caught later in the week his Wang
Lung did not seem very believable
except 'in-, spots; " Henry Travers
was not quite so much at home In
his role of the Old One (Wang
Lung's father) as he has in many
other Guild plays, but he won most
of the play's few laughs. Sidney
Greenstreet was admirable as the
rascally uncle, and Jessie Ralph just
as fine as.his wife. Some disappoint-
ment was felt locally at the per-

LOW COST POLICIES
• and

HIGH-CLASS SERVICE
make an effective combination
in getting results.

•

LIFE INSURANCE is the
PEST INVESTMENT TODAY—
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Money invested in LIFE IN-
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THAN TO NEED INSURANCE
AND NOT HAVE IT!
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K E M P
Established 1910

551 Fifth Ave., New York
Phones: Murray Hill 2-7838-7839

formance. of Sabene Newmark as
Lotus. She is a newcomer who was
highly touted by the Guild. How-
ever, her part is small and getting
smaller as work on the play pro-
ceeds.
There is a very large cast—sev-

enty or more— but most of the
people are walk-ons only; • One
thing should be noted, however, and
that is that, despite the number of
people, !The Good Earth' does not
suffer from' haying its. story buried
by the atmosphere and local color
as many feared would be the case.
People who have read the novel

will probably find plenty of material
for argument in the play. No two
will probably agree on the advis-
ability of leaving out such-and-:such
business or bringing in such-and-
such' a scene. Certainly the Davises
have woven in most of the novel's
highlights.
However? as a whole, 'Th.e Good

Earth' is not good entertainment.
It is simply and sincerely presented,
but. it is somber, a little tiresome
and^ rather remote from the- under-
standing of the average American
theatregoer. \ Nevertheless, those
millions who have read and are
reading the - book give it a great
running start for success. Waters.

Bride the Sun Shine* On
(STOCK)

Detroit, Sept: 23.
:

This group; called the Detroit
Playhouse, is turning professional,
with this presentation. After sev-
eral years of producing plays by new
authors, a -:

theatre has been acquired
and week stands are being attempt-
ed.
Judging by little theatre stand-

ards, the group is quite ambitious
and deserves commendation. .Near-
est approach to professional acting,,
however, isn't so near. With one or
two exceptions the cast is.very much
amateur. The exceptions show
signs of unusual ability, for mem-
bers of a group such as this.

Of the entire' cast, Everett Eagen
stands out, In a part demanding
more age than he possesses, he
played; with a verve and earnest-
ness that contrasted with the other
performances. The only other really
good job was that done by Jada
Lelahd.

- Group has undertaken to enter
the professional, field, competing
with other productions at a small
scale of 60c. and 76c. But with ex-
perience from additional shows, per-
formances may develop in smooth-,
ness and spirit. For the present it

must stay in the little theatre class.
Lee.

comedy pan, too. Peggy Cartwright,
i little English girl, was much liked.
Though her material was not al-
ways of the best, she made the most
of it. Don Barclay has some pretty
bad comedy to work with, but he
won all the laughs possible out of
several sketches and went over big
in a film novelty in which as a lec-
tuter, he accompanied and ex-
plained an old D. W. Griffith
biograph picture that was dug up
somewhere out of the files. It's a
riot. Albert Carroll did bis Lynn
Fontanne Impersonation and a cou-
ple of others. Billy Taylor had one
good dance and Francetta Malloy
one fair song number.

,

The score, to which four or five
people contributed, is not remark-
able, rbut there are a couple of fine
possibilities, especially 'Brother;
Can You. Spare a Dime,' 'Whistling
for a Kiss,' 'In Your Hat' and
'Wouldja for a Big Red Apple.' ;

A very good looking chorus, nicely
costumed, also featured. 'Ameri-
cana^' worst fault Is the humor of
many of the sketches. But on the
whole it is a very likely looking
revue and one that deserves work-
ing on. Waters.

ROSE OF FLANDERS
Los Angeles, Sept. 23.

Operetta in three acts, presented by
Finger. Gelberg & Royce, Inc.. at the
Mayan, Los Angeles,

. Sept. 23: book nnd
lyrics by Fiward Paulton; produced under
the direction of Edward Royce from the
novel by Molly Elliot Sewell, Music from
Jphann Strauss, and Jacques Offenbach,
adapted, . orchestrated and additional num-
bers composed by Enill' Gerstenberger. With
Jble . Hennie, Russell Scott. Helene Heine,
Hedley Hall,: Earr Covert; Marianne Mnbee.
DaVId Phillip Dare. Arthirt- Clayton, Naomi
Myrlck, and May Beatty.

JENIE JACOBS
Associated with

O. L. OZ
AGENCY

3674 Jtroadway, New York
.
Phono ColumbuH 6-1930

Exclusively Booking with
RKO and Its Subsidiaries

AMERICANA
Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

This new J. P. McEvoy revue,
current at ' the Forrest Theatre,
doesn't look or act in the least like

a Shubert revue. As a matter of
fact, only Lee's name is mentioned
in billing and programs. Also it is

understood . that McEvoy has been
given pretty much of a free rein.
Although there is much that is

original and clever In the general
idea of the show, the trouble is that
McEvoy's humor strays into bitter-
ness too often and that Isn't good
for entertainment values; Savage
thrusts o at the' government,, big
business and other American, sub
jects would be much more amusing
if they -were not so caustic.
What really helps put 'Americana'

over—and there's no denying that
it has the makings of a swell revue
—are the specialties and the danc
ing. Latter is amazingly fine, with
the Charles Weidman and Doris
Humphrey groups covering them
selves with distinction and Johnny
Boyle deserving praise fof his stag-
ing of the regular chorus routines.
The Weidman dancers have two
outstanding numbers, a prize fight

at Madison Square Garden and a
soldier bit. The Humphrey Group
is best in a Shaker Dance and an
under-water ballet; None of these
numbers is actually new; - they've
been presented by these groups at
special concerts, etc, but never in a
show.
Another feature is the work of

Albert R. Johnson who designed the
sets. He's clicked again as he did
in 'The Band Wagon' and 'Three's
a Crowd.' His sets have both
beauty and originality and several
of them drew spontaneous applause.
The number that stopped the

show at the opening was that pre-
sented by Alfredo Rode and his
Royal Tzigane Orchestra, reputedly
from Vienna. Although running too
long, this gypsy ensemble proved a
riot; Rode, ^>he leader, is .a corking
showman and helped sell the num-
bers by his tricky mannerisms and
novel touches. Their 'Blue Danube,'
as a climax, is played with remark-
able spirit.

Of the principals, three, perhaps,
four, stood out. George Givot
clicked strongly with his Greek
Ambassador monologue which he
gave from a box and in his im-
personation of Harry Richman. Rex
Weber did some ventriloquistic
stunts that were far out of the or-
dinary and won plenty of attention.
He has a nice voice and a funny

Plays Abroad

.
The usual Cinderella operetta of

20 years ago, set to light classic mu-
sic sung well enough to make the
tunes the selling point of the show.
Staged deftly in the tempo of a
decade ago by Edward Royce, suc-
cess of this one depends in a meas-
ure on how well 'Cat and Fiddle'
will do at the next-door Belasco
when it arrives next week. If 'Cat'
repeats its hearty San Francisco
business, overflow may seep into the
Mayan and word-ofrmouth will hold
'Rose of Flanders* over for a pos-
sible four to six weeks, since nut is
relatively small.
Opening without a break-in, ini-

tial performance went remarkably
smoothly. - This is explained. by. the
fact that the show -was ready to
open twice before, earlier in the
summer, and' both times failed to
raise a curtain because . of lack of
chorus and union bonds. Formerly
under the sponsorship of the now
defunct Theatre and Music Guild of
Los Angeles, present producers are
Edward Royce, who originally
staged; Joseph Finger, Yiddish pic-
ture exhibitor, and Samuel S. Gel-
berg, his attorney and partner.
Low nut, which may carry the

show along for some time, is due to
the principals and musicians being
on a co-op basis. Production, exe-
cuted from Willy Pogany desifns,
is nice and not. stinted. Music, di-
rected by John Brit% is well han-
dled except that it can be toned
down in solo numbers. Emil Gers-
tenberger'e scoring Is first-rate.
No names to draw, but adequate

performances are' given in almost
every case. Leads, Marianne Mabee
and Earl Covert, are young singers
'discovered' and coached by Royce.
Both need seasoning but are nice
to look at and listen . to. Helene
Heine, coloratura, whammed - over
two numbers, a lyric set to 'The
Blue Danube' and 1 Live for Art.'
Russell Scott and Hedley . Hall car
ried the mild comedy of the show,
latter scoring with a marriage ditty.

Covert landed solidly with 'Love Is
a Song* and a 6/8 military number,
'Swing Along.'
Piece drags considerably toward

the end of each of the first two acts
and can be tightened tip addition-
ally by building up the second act
finale to include the slight third act
that is almost a postscript.
Ensembles were well done and

vocal work was above average.
Singing chorus was picked for pipes
rather than figures.
Show's future depends on its abil-

ity to drag out the music lovers
here and if successful locally should
stand a chance for a few profitable
weeks in San Francisco. Would
have the same Broadway chances as
any other 'Chimes of Normandy*
type of show debutting these days.

Timponi's Shift
Chicago, Sept. 26.

Rollo Timponl, for years manag-
ing the Illinois for Harry J. Powers,
is now in charge of the Erlangev
with Illinois possibly dark all $ea^

son.
Timponl brings over his Illinois

ticket staff, Eddie Appletbn, Clayton
Maranville and Woody Hadason.

SIGNOR BRACOLI
Paris, Sept. 17.

A- play , in three acts and six tableaux,
by Jacques TJeval. From Mrs. Agatha
Christie's novel. Adapted by Michael Mor-
ton. At the .Nouveautes, Paris, Sept. 0th,
Cast Includes Lucien Rozenberg, Germain
Champell, Vanderlc, Gil-Roland, Rene
Worms, Numes Flls, Henry Dreyfus, Vo-
nelly, Bauey, Alice Field, Ch. Barbier-
Krauss, Slmone Due, Janie Clairjane,
Nooky-May.

; Benoit-Leon Deutsch, who runs
the Nouveautes, staged this Jacques
Deval adaptation of a play which
has been successful in London. As
is, it looks' doubtful in Paris, due to
the detective story being too slow
and talky, instead of having grip-
ping action.
Play has been produced nicely,

with sets by Emile Bertin. Staging
offers no special novelty. The well-
known story is that of a man mys-
teriously murdered in his Riviera
villa following the suicide of his
wife, and suspicion hanging oh
many' people, until an Italian Sher-
lock Holmes traces the murder to
the dead man's physician.
Acting is satisfactory all round,

without anybody outstanding, ex-
cept Lucien Rozenberg as the Ital-
ian detective. He is the redeeming
feature of the play, and gets many
.laughs which are a happy relief
from would-be dramatic situations
which fail to grip.

Alice Field's part is not impor-
tant enough to be considered star-
ring, and its most interesting item
is a mourning dress, which is very
effective. Maxi.

Sie Weiss Was Sie Will
('She Knows What She Wants')

Berlin, Sept. 16.
Musical play by Alfred Gruenwald. Mu-

sic by Oakar Straus. Staged by Robert
Klein and presented by. Alfred Rotter. Set-
tings by Erich E. Stern.
Cast includes: Frltzl Massary,' Ellen

Schwannecke, Walter" Slezak, Fritz Splra,
Emil Mamelock, Dora Paulsen, Camlllo
cossuth, Robert Naestlberger, Paul Blene-
feld, Werner Bernhardy. GusUv Matzner.
Viktor de Kowa. Rosa Pommer, Willi End-
treffer. Alice Kowaiskl.
At Metropbl Theatre, Berlin.

: A very big success which will ex-
tend beyond German boundaries.
This excellent play . has qualities
making it suitable for all stages in
Germany and abroad including New
York. Bound, sooner or later to be
done in a film.
The story has to do with a fa-

mous revue singer, who, after many
years, sees her grown-up daughter
loving the same man as her mother
and only learning in the end that
this is her mother. Piece is a good
mixture of wit, humor, tension' and
sentimentality;

The play has a certain graceful
lightness which will be liked in
Paris. Fritzi Massary brings to the
play her unique grace, her sure in-
stinct as. an actress and her great
vocal talent. The climax of the eve-
ning is Fritzi Massary.

. She has her come-back at the
Metropole theatre, where many
years ago her great career began. In
spite of the fine and effective direc-
tion of Robert Klein, even in- respect
to the smallest parts, all other ac-
tors remain in the background. The
clever younsf actress Ellen Schwan-
necke, the young and awkward Wal-
ter Slezak, Fritz -Spira, Gustav
Matzner, Paul Biensfeld and Walter
Steinbeck.
Only Viktor de Kowa in the role:

of a snob gives ah outstanding
character and a bit of fine acting;
Fine, melodious and sure, but a lit-

.

tie bit remindful of his-former com-
positions is the music of Oskar
Straus.
The songs 'Jede Frau hat . irgend

.

eine Sehnsucht' ('Every woman has
some longing thought') and 'Ich bin
eine: Frau, die w'eiss, was sie will'

('I am a woman who knows what
she wants') are pleasant and melo-
dious, but do not reach the propor-
tions of real hits. Very character-
istic the fine passing of waltz to fox-
trot; violins,, flutes and flageolets are
preferred Instruments, but the melo-
dies are taken away. by. the. audience
after the :performance. In the best
of good taste are the settings of
Erich E. Sterns. Magnus.

Waddell's Topeka Rep
Topeka, Kansas, Sept. 26.

Clyde M. Waddell opens his ninth

.

Season in stock in Topeka Monday,
Sept. 26, with a repertoire company
of 14 at the State theatre where he
played a three months* engagement
last winter.
Waddell is managing the house

himself this year, Fox not having

a manager to take charge. Clyde

Armstrong, former 1 director and
character actor for Waddell, will be

in command 'out front.'
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Galloway Seaaon Over

Brookfleld, Mass:, Oct. 26.

The Louise Galloway Players
closed their second summer season
here Saturday.
They had planned to continue

into the fall as long as possible, but
gome of the players have obtained
other engagements.

LONDON COLISEUM:

"Edwin Styles, newcomer, in musical

monologue, registered an attractive

personality, and looks a real vaudeville

find."

Thanks to Earl Carroll tor

Introducing Me to Broadway
V

EDWIN STYLES
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Stockholm Situation

After a' yearj: of trying?
;
to

;
publish

smut booiilr'iri Eri£i*isi^*r#m*^ris

publishers, it has been decided, in

Stockholm -to raise jhe- • price, ,pf .all

these publications fr,ohr
;

4fc
;

to. 92.00,

Decrease In tourists made the ven-
ture unprofitable untet s larger price
wae£

v
a££ed. ;' In many Insffinces th$

shoe string' publisher^ are refusing
works of all authors who cannot
bear part or all of the expense of

the publication.
The Obelisk Press has been the

largest experlmento'r ' and .now
Lawrence Drake with ; his 'Books
from. Paris, is entering active mail
order competition. Beginning au-
thors jump at the chance to pay for.

a publication of their works. The
publishers then get together with
the New York 'Herald,

1

the. 'Daily

Mail' and Chicago 'Tribune' (Paris
editions) and for insertion of a small
ad are assured book reviews. The
'Herald' reviews 'favorably as does"
the 'Mall* but the 'Trib^wlth t^av-
erley : Root iri charge of books and'
himself a publisher, is often truth--
ful wlth a iofc of the stuff which is
being published; "" "

The -other two leading publishing
houses, in ) Stockholm of books , in"

English are Albatross, which is try-
ing-,, to ' beat-;out Tauchnitz and - has
gained a wide circulation ail .over
Eurqpe already,\ and . the Crosby
Continental Editions 'which In some
cases'; are. clashing with the Ameri-
can, releases of . a. book. 'Both. 'Night:
Flight', and 'Year. Before Last' were:
issued by Mrs. Crosby slmultanet
ously. with the Aemrlcan editions.*

Her . books- cost -48c as against: the
$2 ,50 .of the tNew ,York issues- Some-,
of -the bookstores are. annoyed.vby-'
this

. arrangement as', the buyers arei
beginning to. think they can get any-
thing in English for the lower prices.

.
Off- Spain'*, Coast

Balearic Islands, Joff the coast of

Spain, have suddenly become the

prime haunt of wandering literati.:

Majorca is the chief Island, with,

quite a number of writers and art-

is,t*Tsettling there. - Among them
are Martha Foley, Whit Burnett and
others previously well known in
Paris'-; Latin. Quarter . and New
York's Greenwich Village,;
On one of the .other islands is Bin

llott. Paul, .Boston novelist, . ajid
Allen Updegraf, another writer with
a. half dozen .books, on his list.
" dribblers hayo ! discovered thai-

It's about the cheapest place theylve
found to live with enough, color for
their temperament. " " "

.

'

Best Sellers
k

- Best- Sellers for the week ending Sept. J&f as' reported by tha
. ,,

./•
.

' V" .V '.American News Company :

''
••

''

. Fiction '
'.

" ;: /' 1 "
x

'Sheltered Life' ($2.50). ........ ...utt;^v;.«;/.
:

.By'Eilett Glasgow
'The Fortress' ($fr;60) V»i> . . . . .... -.-..li v** .**.-. /By Hugh Walpole-:
'The j^biihtain' ,{f2.60) , , . ....... .-^w, . v-*». .By; Charles Morgan

.

'Inheritance' ($2.60) ... J.. ...^ .**<...»..By Phyllis, Bentley
'Self-Made Woman' ($2.00) ^.....Jm........... .By Faith Baldwin

• 'Faraway' ($2.76) ... ........ . . . . . ..;
'.
. . .... V««. .'.By jf.*' Bi' Priestley

Non- Fiction

'More Merry Go Round' ($3.00) , , . . . .'. ...... ,'.
. . ... .Anonymous

'

'Van Loon's. Geography'. ($3.76).. ..By Heridrick ^llhelm Van: Loon
•What We Live By* ($2.60) . . .. . .By Abbe Ernest Dlmnet
'20,000 Years in Sing Sing* ($3.00) . .......... ... . ... . . .By . L. E/*Lawes ,

'Epic of America.' ($3.75)
:

. ... . . ...

,

]\ IBjr, John TrWow Adams
•Princess in Exile' ($3.5X)) ....... .By Girand Duchess Marie of Russia

his own producer and stage man-
."

, .; i :•

. Well printed, the^ volume is one
to catch lovers of the stage who will

seek to M«/^;: :

ill4lr^'y<»1i^etton.-'.
,'At

a 'cost of 62Mi cents' a "play," it's a
bargain.

Just Limericks

Under the innocuous 'title of

•Ninety Five Limericks,' John. Fal-

mouth hew- produced, through the.

Limerick Press/ a group of the best
known' limericks of the day.
In a ponderous' preface he argues

that the 'folk sbrigd- of a race are
the only true index to' its times, and
that the lih\erick 'is today the direct'

successor to the ancient productions'
df'the bards. . >/ ', "

/•

j
irhe'sfelive;' liners arte

1 mostly of the-

type1

' requiring a succession "of X's
where the

.
prope^-T^dr';• improper:-^

Words' should appe&tf forming a not
too' difficult missing word contest.
Should find "a place In all collections'

of erotica,
:

and ' be
:

liked by . non-
collectors.

- .

Knopf's Loss; Macmiljan's Gain •

! Macmillan stands to profit nicely
by. the build-up glyen Charles Mor-
gan,' . by. ' Alfred , 'Jl . kjiopf Knopf,
when laat abroad, ' acquired . 'The
fountain1 from. Morgan, who is Eng^.
ljsh, ,and tuiljt, it into a best-setter.
^Obk ' has Bojid' more [ than ' 75,000
Cobies to' date and it's Relieved it

\ylll do twice that before the de-
mand is exhausted;

(hi the, strength <>f 'The Fountain'
sales Knopf even re-Issued a num-
ber y 6f Morgan's' dld'

:)
ifooks; : arid

tjhose are going 'nicely,' too.'

In view of this, Knbpf has been
looking forward to Morgan's new
book as a cinch

.
sejler,' and now

learns that^Morgan,; aia.JE^^ back as
last January,^ sold it in^dvance to

jkacmlllan. Gives . Macmillan the
oppbrtunltjt tO; proQtvt>y Kfi^td en-
terprlse'»'^ith' Kribpt'plenty put.

:
out

about the matter. ' .

Morgan, when not writing fiction,

ls~ the.tLbhdpn 'Times' ' drama critic.

t7-nj^i'j}
<T^e ;

Fountaitt.'; .appeared he
was utterly' 'unknown' *over here as

a novelist.

,;;.EnVpty' title :

,

About the, moat enticing part of

Nancy Hoyt's 'Three Cornered
Love' (Doubleday, Doran) Is : the
jacket advertisement which reads
'Three young' luxury hounds in Lon-
don fall in and out. of modern mar-
riage;'

The three are two brothers and a
sister, Americans, exiled by their,
affluent father .to' keep them out of
trouble. The sister and one
brother are divorced,., .with the
younger yet to qualify. It's all. very
intimate, ' very chatty and very
formless. A' good title but just
nothing to tell;

Denver ,Motions

Two motions filed in the $200,000'

libel suit of F. G.-Bonflls, publisher

of the Denver 'Post,' asainst the

'Rocky Mountain News,' Charles E.
Lounsbury, editor, and Roy Howard
and Robert P. Scrlpps, executive
heads of Scrlpps-Howard.
.

First motion asks that references
to 'activities of Howard and Scrlpps
be stricken; other aslcs that notice
and subpoena to take -BonflVa de-
position be quashed; win the motion
to quash,- Bonflls offered to give the
deposition if Howard and . Scrlpps
Would appear in the case. They
have not been served with' papers
in the suit, as yet.

..
.Judge. E. V.

Holland ' took the motions under
advisement.

Goldsmiths Active • -

Much ' activity among, the Gold-
smiths, leaders in the pulp mag pub-
lishing field.

On top of the announcement that
M. A. Goldsmith, who with his as-
sociate, N. : iu; Pines, .will .get out a
couple of new pulps, it is learned
that . Harold Goldsmith, who Is

paired with Harry J.' Steeger;'' is for-

mulating plans for no less than
thrte hew pulps.
Goldsmith and Steeger have formed

a subsidiary caUed American Fiction
Magazines, and will Issue the trio of

new ones under that label. Titles

nor policy not yet decided upon, but
it's hoped to get out the 'first of the
new ones around November.

Mrs. Lehi's Novel
.

;i
Lore .Leni,

;

wife, of . the late, film

director, Paul Lenl, has published in
the Berlin '8 Uhr Abendblat' a hovel
called 'Engaged for Hollywood' ('Eri-
gagiert nach Hollywood?) which has'
met with considerable public atten-
tion.

Translation into English fe
planned. Negotiations are qn. with
ah American publishing' "company,
through the agent.Hans Bartsch.

Helen
..Starr's Travels

Helen Starr, . former scenario
writer at Universal and Goldwyn, is
crashing a wide range , of maga
zlnes. Miss Starr has for the past
two years been in Nicaragua/ Pan
ama and other naval stations with
her husband, Lieut. Commander
Lisle Henlfin, but is now back in
New York.

Ferguson on His Own
With the sale of its religious list

y Long and Smith to Harpers,, of
which he . had charge, Charles W<
Ferguson has left, the fprmer firm
to . organize his own book house.
Previous to his connection with
Long and Smith, Ferguson had
charge of the religious book d.e

partment at Doubleday, Doran.
On his own, Ferguson will Issue

iroUnd a dozen tooks a. year on re
igious and sdclaloglcal subjects
under the imprint of Round Table
Press. First of these books will

come out Nov. 1,' with one monthly
thereafter. .'

Milne's Plays

Putnam has a new volume of
plays by A. A, Milne to add to its

three previous issues. . In this are
'Michael and' Mary,' 'To Meet the
Prince,' 'The Perfect Alibi' and
'Portrait of a ' Gentleman In Slip

pers.' These are prefaced by a brief
introduction. It is Milne's ingeni-
ous argument that if you have seen
any of the quartet acted you can
live again that performance in the
flesh. If the plays have not been
seen, the reader can enjoy being

Brooklyn's Pojitical Mag
<3roup of-Brooklynites are project

ing a political magazine to be called
!The Democratic Outlook.* To make
its Initial appearance about Nov. 1.

Pending the selection of an editorial
head, material for the first issUe is
being selected by S. I. Smithline, one
of the sponsors of the proposed pub
lication. ...
: Present plans are to ' limit it to
.the New- York area, though it may
go national later; • -

Runes'- Books
Dr. Dagobert D. Runes, who gets

out 'The Modern Thinker, a monthly
devoted to controversial subjects!
will enter the book publishing field
this, winter with a series of volumes
on the same topics as contained in
the mag.

Subjects in 'The Modern Thinker
range from .science to politics, most
ly of the debunking .sort.

. . Full
length manuscripts ..covering those
items now being read.

Weekly on Stamps
H. L. Ltndquist getting out a new

mag for stamp collectors, called
'Stamps.' It's a weekly and in
tended for international dlstribu
tion.

A number of mags devoted to the
hobby of philately, but 'Stamps' is

the first weekly in the field.

pons. Idea is for- authors, as well
as members of the'.br^aniiatioh, ton

share in the profit*;, 'or losses pr&
rata, along the line of co-opeartive
theatrical^, productions..,

. „ .. ....
:

. Principals' of the' Equinox Press
are Lynd Ward, John Helns, Albert
Heckman, Henry Hart, Belle Rosen-
bajum, -Evelyn Harter and tiewis P.
•White. White, is a printer and will
do the, physical publishing. The
new concern is utilizing his- plant
as' its, headquarters. . .

Nom,in'al, head of. tha group, is
Ward,, with,.all seyen. ta:

pl^ in on
editorial selections. Other duties
will be divided among .the septette.
Initial book to be issued, will be one
by tdewelly Powys, called . 'Now
That the Gods,Are bead.' Edition
will be limited, as will be most of
the Equinox publications.

A Deletion

Subsequent :

editions ' of ' •Molife'

Merry^Go Round' will be prihted
minus the Item which has made the
biggest hit in Washington. Live-
right, publishers, have agreed to
delete the item about Eleanor Pat-
terson, editress o!f Washington ''Her-
a.ld,' and Ralph D. Palmer, ex^man-
aging. editor,of Jthe. 'Daily News;'.,ex-.
tolling Pf'.mer's effort to discover
if Eleanor v

'

. actually did
,
po^se^s

peach colored sheets in her bdudoVr.
Editress, longed' for the sheets, in

story; of'her experiences of spending
a nigljtjijL Salvation Amy .rooming
house i.n

;
seai-ch, of atmosnherp. fpr

a, yarn..,"' Recording to
'

'Merry-^.o,
Round,' turner intrigued, palled, on
hec'.id . see

:

'

t;
phenoraenon. Miss Pat-

terson has put up squawk and. ail'--

thors have, agreed to cut.it.

. New Comic •

'Pastime,' subtitled 'not an imlta-.
tioh of Ballyhoo,'- has ma.de its bow.
On the stands' Oct 1. Edited by
W; W. Bcott, formerly of 'Life;* ahd
published by' Charles. Howard arid
Scott as the :

. Howard-Scott Pub.
Co.' Howard is the chewing, gum
manufacture and backer of the mag.
First issue is 32 pages, dated No-

vember, a rather crude cover in red
and blue with nine comics in a three
square.. Inside; are several pages
of

- jokes, .
four crossword puzzles,

a labyrinth puzzle, bridge 'problems';

two knowledge quizzes (intended to
be taken' seriously), a game
solitaire and page articles by Don-
ald Ogdeh -Stewart arid Robert
Benchleyi

'

General ^yote ot thanks to ail'cqnr
trlbutors. suggests that capy tp.c, $h,e
first issue,was gratis. Sells for' 16c.
First edition was 86,000 copies.

° Russian Writers and Visas .

Rya Ehrenburg, Russian, satirist

whose 'Julio Jurenito,' and. other

hovels are known ..to. English-
language readers. Is hack in Rus-
sia..after ah absence., of some five

years. Considerable interest around
the question whether he will be let

out - again—as visas to go abroad
are not easy to extract from the

Soviet authorities. .

Boris Pilnyak is also home at

Moscow from Japan where the
Tokyo government Shortened his

stay by refusing to extend his visa,

Probably & book, on Japan will fol-

low, his "O. K-." aD'<>ut Ariierlca and
now in the hands of Farrar & Rine
"liart, publishers.

News By Thorie as Plug

j
Plugging of the Parts daily -'Petit

Parlsien' includes 'a .onewa informa
tlon service by telephone,, organized
by Maxime. Base,, one of the dlrec

torsr: '..-'' •.-*' '

I

Any telephone subscriber can ask
the exchange to plug him to the

[Petit Parigien,'. and by palling for

fhe. talking news service, ..get . over
the. wire, free

;
bf change,'.aU the news

j>f;the.
;
day. , v

,' •'.
..

About 80,000 people. ,,a .day . arc
taking advantage of

;i
tljis service,

which necessitates very few em-
ployees, and constitutes a great ex
ploitation stunt for the paper.

For the Unknowns
Couple of young intellectuals are

readying a new magazine as

means of permitting unknown com-
mentators on current topics to

reach print. It's the latest of a num.
ber of such publications proposed,
few actually getting under way,
however.
Sponsors of the newest are H. d

Vlnocur and J. R. Young. No pay*
ment formaterial—at least just yet
—but a possible printing* when anl
if. Title of the publication not yet

determined.

Cj -Operative Publishers
First co-operative hook publish

Ing concern is the Equinox Preut
formed by a group of seven- per

Putnam's Crosby Essays
Percy Crosby, the- 'Skippy'. cre-

ator, can find a publisher for .hie
Skippy' hooks, but has to publish
his essays himself.
Crosby's new one, 'Skippy Ram-

bles,' will oe. published by Putnam,
but that house is only distributing
his 'Patriotism,' with Crosby as his.

Own publisher for that one. Crosby
himself published his previous book
of essays also, arid distributed it,

too. .

Pronounced .prejudices of the car-
toonist-writer in his essays believed
to be the reason why publishers
won't touch them. He's nevertheless
determined to get them before the
reading public, hence his publishing
activities. . He doesn't have, to go to
that length with his 'Skippy' pieces,
however.

. Chattar -

Wa^ Pi'ess'brihging but the first
blog of Jimmy Walker. Knopf is
still- seeking on'e* .... ...

-

;

•

.. Van Wyck Mason, who's learn-
ing to ride a bicycle in Holland,
gets back early --next month if still
IJutapV-

. ,. ..
: Graham- boys, ...Garjroll and JGar-
rett, who wrote 'Queer People,' have-
plaoed A. naw one- with Vanguard,
called 'Kings Back to- Back:' Stifles
report that they

_
have' gone their,

separate .writing ways. '

. ;

'

:
Eleano^l, Mercein Kelly back from-

Jugoslavia, where she .visited every,
body up. to the Queen.

'.'

,
'Fun in Bed,' which sounds that

way,- isn't; •
.

^

.'

HaJrold Sherman collabrig with
BUI Tllden oh a. tennis yarn. 1 '

• Alec .Waugh marrying.
.
Floyd Dell, will lecture.
Jane Littell sitting pretty with

four film, options on aR many of her
stories. King Features has the syri- .

dicate rights.
Scribbler getting . the - most at-

tention .this month—=Hendrlk Wll-.j
lem van Loon. •

'•

.Raoul Whitfield turning play-.-
wright.
Henry Holt wants Eliot Chess,

'

the pulp western scribbler1

,

r

to do a
,

book . western.
[Harry Harrison Kroll. Illustrated.,

his new book, too. .-, :
•

Val Lewton provided his. flrs't

heroine with 'No ' Bed of Her • OwnA'
No-W. he gives her' a., 'Yearly. Lease.'-

: ,
J. W. and Amie* Tibbie have done '

a, biog. of John .dlar^tbe poet.
;Rbse Feld has, writtenra second

,

novel, between book- reviews.

|

Most of the village turned out for.-

Juanyta Clivette's birthday party. '

. ;
'The War of the Ghosts' is Thom-

son - Burtis' 37th novel
Hamlin Gnrland going to Hono-'

lulu.
.

: JOhh. Gill colhtbing with Andre
Ollv^roft on a blog ' of Pavlowa: •

OHveroft danced with her!'

The Lillian Glsh hiog by Albert
Blgelow Paine will see publication
this . winter after many postpone—

.,

nlents. •

Caresse Crosby has gone back to
Paris with a beaip of scripts in the
trunk.
James Poling, assistant to Her-

schell Brickell, ait Henry" Holt,
.awaiting the picturization' of hi»

.

•Divorce Decoy.'
'

"

Itay Cummings, the ''Argosy' ;flc-

tioneAr, has written a picture script.

1 Norman H. . White, Jr., has sold
Ailene Corllisp' tale^. 'Marry for
Love/, to King Futures.
Al Hirschfeld .' has , compiled a

^New York speakeasy guide whicb
button will publish.

Lee Simonson has wrltteri a his-
tory of stage designing.

. Stuart Palmer has finished his

fourth mystery novel. "Murder oh
the Blackboard,' a scholastic story..

No Libel
'

L. A. 'Record' was awarded; $103
cost's' fri the $100,000 .

libel "' suit

brought : by C. C. Pyle over an
article printed in the paper alleging

that Pyle" was arrested for being
intoxicated and for defrauding a
taxi driver. No one appeared for

the promoter - and the action .was

dismissed in Los Angoles Superior
court by default.

'Outlook' Goes to 300,000
Circulation' run of 'The Outlook,'

magazine is reported to have been
juriipod to 30Q.000 Upon the';, an
nouncement that Al Smith would
become its publisher.
Due to newsstand orders two spe

cial runs of 50,000 have been added.
First Issue under Smith's name is

due Oct. i.

" Real Names of Authors
Paul King;!; author of 'Greenhorn,'

is Paul Klralyhegyi. Henrietta Les
lie, credited with 'Desired Haven,' is

Mrs. Gladys Schutze. Baroness
Orczy, who wrote 'A Joyous Adven
'.ure,' is Mrs. Montague Barstow.

Patricia <Pat' Foster, recently ap-
pointed editrix of 'College Humor,'
"o succeed H. N. Swanson, once was
llrii anq^serial rights sales lady for
George H. Doran Co.

I'm Telling You
(Continued from page 40)

threw it and missed the hearse hf.

two blocks.

Very Punny
The first thing the average wise-

cracker Or critic looks for when he
•opening nights' is a pun on the title

of the play. This season has been
a cinch. For instance, 'Here Today'
was a pipe for, 'and gone tomorrow.*

All of which leads to the old say-
ing: 'Rolling Stones gather the
Shuberts.'

Consoling
Broadway is so consoling when a

show closes. It almost collapses

firom laughing. • In • cheering up-

Lester Allen, who played two weeks'
-ivlth 'The Passing Show,' one wag-
remarked :

: 'Never mind ; :

: Lester,

floltz closed m; one Week without

t
ou

-:
"

.: : ...

i ... ... . . .

Good Sign
And in speaking, of old Chicago-,

Jack Lait tells of a sign - that ap-
peared in one of the tougher South
Side spots. It read: The Girl You
Come in With Is the Girl You Go
Out. With.
But it didn't say 'positively,'

either.

Ostermania.

.

: The theatrical season is certainly
starting oft with a v Leblang. . .Mf
you' get to your dress rehearsal
riow-a-days it's considered a run
. . . .Reminds me of Vlolinsky's
crack, 'Will you loan me ten bucks
till the talkies blow over?'....Al
Woods, who presented 'Stork Is

Dead;' went to another show on
,'Stork's' opening night, . . .And what
;worries me is, what happens when
the hands of thj receivers go into
itho hands of thep receivers?
ARE YOU READING?
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New
Periods on the air for the first time, or resuming commercially——— .

-
-

'

TUESDAY, SEPT. 27

'Seketary Hawkins* (NBC). Spon-
sored by Ralston Purina Co. Juve
script serials, Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday, originating from Chicago
and coming through WBAF, N. Y.,

6:30 to 5:46 p.m., EST.
'Kraft Phenix Table Talks' (NBC).

Kraft Phenix Cheese Co., presenting
Mrs. A. M. Goudiss, culinary expert,
and instrumental ensemble. - .Origi-
nates from WBAP, N. Y., 11 to 11:15

a.m., EST.
'Abe Lyman's Round-the-Town'

(CBS). Sterling Products, makers
of Phillips Magnesia Toothpaste, re-
turns the Lyman band and Frances
Langford with Fred Keating as
m.c, on a Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday slate. Originates from
WABC, N. Y., 8:15 to 8:30 p.m.,
EST.

SUNDAY, OCT. 2

, 'Monarch Brand Melodies' (NBC).
Reed, Murdock & Co., Chicago food
packers, using studio combo and
vocalists. Originates from network's
Chi studios, coming through WJZ,
N. Y., 2 to 2:30 p.m., EST.
. 'Blue Coal Revue' (CBS). Dela-
ware, Lackawanna. & Western R.R,
combining soript and musical en-
tertainment. Originates from WABC,

' N. Y., 5:30 to 6 p.m., EST.
'Three Bakers' (NBC). Standard

Brand resumes this singing and
comedy trio. . Originates from WJZ,
K. Y., 7:30 to 7:46 p.m., EST.

MONDAY, OCT. 3

. Tydol . Musicale' (CBS). Tide-
water Oil Sales Corp. of New York
presents the Three X Sisters and
Freddie . Rich's orchestra over a
16-statlon hookup Monday, Wednes-
day, Friday. ' Originates ' from
WABC, N. Y., 7:30 to 7:46 p.m.,

EST.
. TUESDAY, OCT. 4

'Lady Esther 8erenade' (NBC).
Lady. Esther cosmetics starts Wayne
King's band on a once-weekly eve-
ning series in addition to the Sun-
day matinee session. Originates
from Chicago, coming through
WBAF, N.Y., 8:30 to 9 p.m., EST.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. .6

'Captain Diamond' (CBS). Dra-
matic sketch.' sponsored by General

(Continued on page 63)

HNN.WRHM'SAUCTIONS

TO COVER EXPENSES

Minneapolis, Sept. 26.

WRHM, one of the live Twin City
stations, is holding, two auction
sales daily oVer the ether in an ef-
fort to raise funds to enable It to
continue in business. An appeal
has been broadcast to 'help save the
station.'

Many business houses throughout
the city are aiding in the drive
by advertising the auction sales
through tho distribution of 'pros-

perity script' for the financially

embarrassed station. . The script

may be used in partial payment for
goods purchased at the auction.
WRHM is not afflljated with any

chain.

Ered Allen Set for 26

Weeks with Unit Via CBS
Fred Allen has been signatured to

hold down the headline honors for
Linlt when that account resumes
Its network activities over Colum-
bia, Oct. 30. Contract guarantees
the comic 26 weeks. Session will
be labeled "Fred Allen's Bathtub.'
Besides Allen doing an m. c. and

a crossfire exchange with a girl

stooge, the program, clocked for a
half hour Sunday, evenings, will
carpy a studio danoe combo, a tenor
and a femme spieler .on .

beauty.
Frame will retain one of the fea-
tures on the previous Llnit series,
that of Interviews with notables
from the theatre, the arts and so-
ciety.

. Commercial is figuring on a
line-up of around 40 stations.

KNX Boosts Rates
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Going to 50,000 watts Oct. 1, KNX
will boost its commercial time prices
approximately 20%.
Beginning that day, station will

also allow mention of prices of com-
modities at night, a privilege here-
tofore granted only during the day.

OIL'S OECH AMD TRIO
Tidewater Joins the petroleum

network brigade Monday (3) with
a tri-weekly session over a 15-sta-
tlon CBS hookup. Freddie Riches
orchestra and- the Three X Sisters
are the telent.

.
It's down' for three 16-mtnute

periods a week on a minimum
stretch of 13 weeks.

Floating Interviews

Hollywood, Sept. 26. .

Radio interviews -with pic-
ture names are beginning to
lack interest, so KFAC is put-
ting a new twist on the broad-
casts.

Dorothy Merberg, air chat-
terer, took Reginald Denny, Leo
Carrlllo and Eric Linden up in
a plane to give them the ether
third degreeing.

BROADCAST AUDIENCES

NBC SALES ARGUMENT

Free show angle connected with
the broadcasts from the Times
Square studio atop the New Amster-
dam theatre has developed Into a
major sales argument for NBC. Net-
work gave strong play to this in-
ducement in submitting Al Jolson to
Chevrolet as a candidate for the car
manufacturer's slated return to the
airlines. Chain cited the commer-
cials how etherizing their programs
from in front of these audiences and
pictured the added ballyhoo that
would be enjoyed from the theatre
twist.

Only In one instance have the
Times Square studio broadcasts
been playing to capacity audiences
or better. House seats 700. The
Texaco program with Ed Wynn has
for the past 11 weeks maintained
capacity and an average of 100
standees.' From the steady attend-
ance an^le, Flelschmann Yeast's
Thursday night session . with Rudy
Vallee holds runner-up position,
with an average of 650 admissions.
Next on the list is- the Chase &
Sanborn Coffee show Sunday nights
with 625.

Lucky. Strike shifted Its Thursday
night show here three weektf ago
with the addition of Jack Pearl to
it payroll. Clggle show has been
netting around 600 attendees a pro-
gram. On Monday evenings Max-
well, has the house to Itself,, with
the draw never over. 260.
~" Footlm; the attendance list among
the commercials is the Wednesday
Stanco "Big Time' affair," 'with the
count down around 'the 200 mark.
Only other show put 'on at this stu-
dio for the public Is a symphony
orchestra on Sunday afternoons, but
the demand for tickets to this event
is negligible.

Frost and Underwood

Move Up in Frisco
San Francisco, Sept. 26.

Lew Frost' became program direc-

tor and Cecil Underwood produc-
tion manager of NBC here in ap-
pointments made this week by Don
Gilman. Both take office Oct. 1.

Frost succeeds Thomas Hutchin-
son, who resigned last week when
NBC restricted him from holding
an exec job and doing ether acting
at the same time. Hutchinson
starts tonight (26) as lead In

Wheatena's hew rural sketch and
will work on other programs.
Underwood was boosted from as-

sistant chief announcer to produc-
tion post. Promotion means he'll

have to give up all his announcerial
jobs including the ace m. c, assign-
ment with 'Spotlight Revue.' i

Gershwin's Audition

NBC has one of Its major com-
mercials interested in a George
Gershwin starring affair. Program
the network has in mind for the
composer . would have him sur-
rounded by a name band, a femme
warbling single, a tenor or baritone
and- a quartet.

Presentation submitted by Gersh-
win at the network's request calls

for a new composition that would
be Introduced on the program each
week. In addition to this each ses-
sion would carry a tab version of
one. of the Gershwin legit scores.

BERGERH0FF MOVES
Cleveland, Sept. 26.

Fred Bergerhoff, • former an-
.nouncer and publicity- director at
WGAR, has moved over to WJAY to

become station's program director
iand chief announcer.

He'll also manage the publicity

department.

Ted Weems Gets Oben
Spot on Canada Dry

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Ted Weems, now playing his

Initial stage date at the Oriental

for Balaban A Katz, is set to suc-
ceed George Olsen on the Canada
Dry program. Switch will occur
about Nov. 1.

Weems takes his orchestra to the

Club Forest. New Orleans, first and
It may be necessary to pick up the
first program . or two from that
point. Thereafter he will locate
In New York..
Weems' audition was piped to

New York from WBBM locally last
week.
. Canada Dry contract with NBC

expires Oct. 26 after which date the
session moves over to CBS, precipi-
tated by NBC's refusal to permit
splitting its present southeastern
link following the expiration of the
current contract. C. D. argued that
Its present scope of distribution
made, these stations it desired elim-
inated from the hookup so much
deadwood, but network was ada-
mant.
With Olsen's radio services ex-

clusively under NBC Artists Ser-
vice, program's transfer automat-
ically eliminated him.

Adv. Spending

27% More for

Time on NBC

Average NBC customer Is spend-

ing 27% more for time than he did

a year ago. That's bow it figures

out, comparing the network's In-

come for the first eight months of

this year with the same period for

1931. In actual coin, the average

client expenditure so far this year

comes out at $107,969, while the
last January to September period
showed an average of $85,089.

Advance, is . made further notable
by the fact that the 1931 stretch
had 191 accounts as compared to

the 172 advertisers on the books the
first eight months of the current
annum.
Increase in this direction has been

pretty steady the past five years.
For 1927 the network clientele came
through with an average time ex-
penditure of $48,205. The next year
this figure jumped to $64,090, with
1929 showing $86,207? 1930, $104,630;
and 1931, $119,853. In other words
the tendency among ether mer-
chandisers has been to spread more
and more each year beyond merely
the basic network to the several
supplementary links available.

LEGAL BOYS DIG UP AN

OLD ONE, KILLING IDEA

There will be no more testing out

of programs bankrolled but not car-

rying a commercial tag on any of

the stations controlled by NBC.
Network made the ruling following

a report from its legal department

that the practice, was in violation

of the Radio Act of 1428.

Subject came up when Diamond
Tints asked the network to permit
it to broadcast the 'Girl Next Door'
script serial over WEAF for a few
weeks without any commercial
credit. Dye maker's idea was to
find out the program's appeal pos-
sibilities with' the .women listeners
before giving the show mentioned
sponsorship. During the experimen-
tal run the sponsor would- -pay for
the time and the talent salaries.

Understood that if the show clicked
after an ample tryout the session
would be extended over the net-
work, with the regular line of credit

and plug attached.
Although the untagged but fin-

anced idea was tried out with a skit

called 'Bill the Barber' on one of
the' network's Chicago outlets,

WMAQ, last season, the NBC legal

minds in New York recalled a pro-
vision in the rad'o statutes that
says a program must be either

strictly sustaining or commercial
and that if in any way connected
with an advertiser, note . of that
status must be made during the
broadcast

Newspapers' Many

Syndicates' Radio

Air Grosses and Scoops 'Poison

Money Talks

Portland, Ore., Sept. 26.

Owners of KOIN, CBS out-
let here, have bought KTBR,
600-watt station, and to fit into

the money aspect of the thing,

have changed the call signal
to KALE.

WASH. GROUP'S IDEA TO

ORGANIZE RADIO FANS

Washington, D.C, Sept. 26.

First attempt to organize the mil-
lions of radio fans in the U. S. will

be made by a group ,of local men
who have in mind a e^t-up to serve
tuners as the A. A. A. works for

motorists.
Plan is to begin with a nation-

wide, survey of listeners on a
house-to-house canvass. Originators
of the association argue that
at present dialers have no say In

what goes out over the ether ex-
cept by buying or boycotting the
advertised products. Fan mall Is

admitted to represent only a small
minority of listeners.

Figured to create service to mem-
bers, such as free inspection of
receivers, lists of reliable dealers,

system of passes to studios and
monthly bulletin of developments In

radio world from the fan stand-
point. Method to be employed in

landing members is to open sales

talk by - asking unsuspecting pros-
pect to fill out questions on survey
blank. When he gets curious, they'll

pop the proposal.
Survey will begin here and prob-

ably in Chicago, Pittsburgh and
Detroit. Canvassers will be paid on
commission basis.

The organizers figure to get their

break by sales of survey results to
stations and sponsors,' memberships
and tie-ups with repair men, deal-
ers and manufacturers.

Society was incorporated about
a year ago but has been dormant
until now.

WFIW to Make Up NBC's
!

Loss of WHAS to CBS
NBC will make up for lie loss of

WHAS to Columbia when WFIW
gets permission from the Federal
Radio Commission to move Its

transmitter from Hopkinsville to
Louisville, Ky. Application for the
shift Is now before the ether super-
vising body. Heading the company
that recently bought WFIW from
a manufacturing .outfit in Hopkins-
ville is Charles Dawes, son of Rufus
Dawes, Chicago banker and chair-
man of the World's Fair committee.
WHAS, owned and operated by

the Louisville 'Courier-Journal,'
went CBS Sept. 1 on a proposition
Whereby the network financed the
daily's new 50,000-watt transmitter
and paid a substantial special rate
for local commercial program re-
lease. Switch left NBC without a
Louisville outlet.

WFIW, now a part of the CBS
Dixie link, will- quit that chain for
NBC affiliation as soon as the com-
mission okays the move to Louis-
ville.

CASGARETS DISKING
Cascarets is going on the air with

a waxed detective serial caled 'Ste-

vens and Son.' Before giving the
program general release the com-
mercial will test it out first on four
stations in different parts of the
country.

If the disc clicks on the tryout
it's set for a spread on 30 stations.

MAC ARTHUR BANKRUPT
Claude MacArthur, composer and

arranger, 131 Chaiincey avenue,
New Rochelle, has filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy.
Schedule sets liabilities at 16,760

and assets, $11.

Townsend at WJW
Akron, O., Sept. 26.

Sam W. Townsend, formerly as-
•sociated with WFJC here and now
chief engineer for WJAY, Cleve-
land, has been appointed station
manager for WJW, new 100-watt
Akron unit.

If it weren't for a substantial per-

centage of the newspapers that own
their own ether outlets and on this

score favor the service, the press

associations would toss out their ra-

dio departments altogether. As it .

is, they've slashed the output on

news about radio and its people to a
mere skeleton of Its former propor-

tions, with the A.P., for Instance,
now issuing daily stint that meas?
ures less than B0% of what it was
six months ago. And even this is

subjected to the oddest sort of prun-
ing and editing before it's passed on
for relay to the newspapers.

Contending with the constant
stream of squawks from publishers
who more than ever consider radio
as newsprint's enemy No. 1 has
become the major daily worry for
the managerial minds, of the news
disseminators. Their job, says the
news syndicatprs, is to serve what
the customers, no matter how lim-
ited In number, want. . Though the
majority of publishers on their lists

may rail against the use of the staff

'

and facilities to help give broad-
casting a ballyhoo hand, as long as
there Is a minority group okaying'
the idea, say the press association
heads, the radio departments will
have to be retained. : '

Yelps come thickest and noisiest
from the anti-radio publishers fol-

lowing receipt of a story recount-
ing how either of the networks put
over some public events stuntj An-
other item certain to bring a stiffly

worded pan pertains to the adver-
tising grosses of radio.

Strictest of the taboos taken into
account by the press associations in
editing copy for the clientele is men-
tion of the news commentators on
the air. These in many spots have
become the' pet hates' of local pub-
lishers. One association makes ft

a point of blue-pencilling any ref-
erence to

- Amos 'n' Andy or other
'

radio acts of. topmost listener pop-
ularity. ; ."''".

Another subject regarded by the-
press associations as poison is men-
tion of fan mall pulled by a pro-
gram or by any individual ether
name. This Info is given the same
rating as stories about the grosses.-'

Not so long ago the A.P. cleared
oyer its wires an,.,average of 1,000 >

words daily on radio, sometimes bit-,

ting close to an average of 1,600

words daily for the week. Current
output on radio barely averages 300
words a day. Sepclal features have
been practically eliminated by the
service, and what how is sent out
sticks closely to essentials and bare
news statements.

"

U.P. has pretty well weaned itself

away from radio, outside of carry-
ing straight reports on new name
programs about to make their debut
on the networks and on technical
innovations in the Industry. NEA
has also practically cut out Its radio
chatter syndications, with this move-
clearly foreseen a- few months ago-,

when It shifted its radio editor to
the- sales staff.

New 'Big Ben' Program

Minus Mrs. Durstine
- Chicago, Sept. 26.

Although written and • handled by
the Chicago office of Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborne, the hew 'Big
Ben Dream Hour' will be broadcast
from New York^ Program resumed
yesterday (25) as a Sunday attrac-
tion instead of . twice during the
week as last year.

Virginia Gardineer on the pro-,
gram last year has since become
Mrs. Roy Durstine, wife of one of

the agency partners. She is fol-

lowed on the program by Georgia
Backus working with Joseph Bell.

ENGLE'S COMMERCIAL
Detroit, Sept. 26.

Danny Engle, local rep for De-
Sylva, Brown & Henderson, started
on a new commercial last week,
once weekly for Schust Baking Co.
over WJR.
This is in addition to Engle's

three limes weekly sustaining over
same station.
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ALL-AMERICA FOOTBALL SHOW
Christy Walsh
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York
Among the season's new entries

on behalf of General Foods, and
postum In particular. It should

serve its purpose on the strength of

the annual grid fever, but will need
more color than the initial broad-
cast unfurled to class it important-
ly. It's a once weekly affair for a
half- hour stretch, and timed well,

Friday nights.
Listed as a conception of Christy

Walsh, the sports commentator who
reaches the public in devious ways,,

including one-reel shorts, the line-

up tabs a string of credits narrating
Freddie Rich's band as playing . the

college songs and Andre Kostelanetz
in charge of the mob effects. Also
there is to be a weekly guest in the
person of a well-known coach, in

this case Eddie Casey, who tells

Harvard's warriors what he wants
and how he wants It.

Present basis of the period is the
reviving of spectacular plays which
won some of the big games last sea-

son. Not especially, new in lieu of

those air periods which have gone
so far as to replay entire quarters
and full games. That this angle is

.apt to bacome secondary in view of

another objective is probably for the
best. Further intent is to name the
outstanding players of the previous
Saturday's games lh a.weekly sym-
posium which will buildup to a final

All-America selection, thereby beat-
ing the newspapers to their 'all'

selections and providing food for
dispute, which, the more hot it

rages by fan mail, the better Walsh
and his sponsors will like it.

.

Walsh is trying to make it look
good by promising recommendations
from various grid writers, . air likely

attached to his sports writing syn-
dicate, which he will sift and Anally
pronounce as the selections for the
week. . These recommendations will

be country-wide.
It's hardly a program the women

will care for. In fact, the' accom-
panying clamor to the game de-
scriptions will likely chase femi-
ninity right out of the room If the
men in the family insist oh lending
an ear. Which' brings up the point
of the audience General Foods ex-
pects to reach with this presenta-
tion for Postum.. Regardless of
what they're after, it's probable that
this football period's best chance is

to catch a batch of regular male
listeners ranging in age from 10 to
30. If so, that ought to be enough,
and may be the desired range, cer-
tainly as regards the younger ele-
ments as the routine also carries an
endorsement of Postum by some
coach figured to catch the imagina-
tion of the kids in that his players
use it, etc.. Last week this signa-
tured reading matter came- from
Vic Hanson of Syracuse. These
testimonials are part of Walsh's
contract with his sponsors, food
company stipulating same.
Allowing that the aforementioned

age span is about right, Walsh's
n.istake in replaying games for this
faction is that his listeners will be
three plays ahead of him all the
way. Take the average grid fol-
lower and mention the score of a
game and he will instantly recall
not only the scoring plays, but the
action which led up to them. What
Walsh might better do is to theo-
retically move his mike down onto
the playing field and range be-
tween the bench and playing
field to give the grid fans an
Insight of what takes place on
the bench during a game or in a
huddle before climax plays are run
off. There's plenty of chance for
color there between the assistant
coaches, spotted around the top of
a stadium, constantly phoning down
to the bench and the messages the
subs bring in when they're sent into
a contest. Also there is always the
coadh'g talk to the squad between
halves. This is Inside stuff which
the fan at large Is unfamiliar with,
and hooked to a major battle, and
emphasized for authenticity, could
be made more intriguing than the
mere repetition of plays which the
listener instantly recalls through
havln? read about them time and
again.
Program is also in danger of be-

coming tiresome from the unorgan
izpd yelling of the supposed crowds
which comes over the air, in pre
tense situations such as these, as
just so much noise. Walsh could
mix this up,, make it more interest
ing and give the. kids a thrill by
taking the organized cheering from
his one-reel shorts, transpose them
to a platter and run the disk in con-
junction with whatever game is
being recounted. For the public at
large, and especially the youngsters,
the cheering is almost half the at-
traction, and few there are who
can't get a tingle out of a 'Four N
Navv yell, a 'Long Corps' blast
which the Army limits to once a
game, and before the game, or the
unending twists which Colgate an-
nually gets into its cheering. Few
colleges cheer as well as Colgate,
and none better.
Transplant this student body 'at-

mosphere' to the mike, the news-
reels have got these yells on their
sound grid film spools if Walsh
hasn't, and this period would en-
hance its value by half. Taking it

off the sound track would also be
economical, besides a general im-
provement, for that wild burst from
the stands on a scoring play Is also
there and would not necessitate the

TODAY'S CHILDREN' , ^ I THE WEATHER EYE
With Irna Phillips, Bets Johnson, Slovens Partridge

WMAQ, Chicago Around the dinner hour each eve

This is conceded to be the best ning this Hearst outlet sets aside a

mail-getter of all the sustaining five-minute spell for Stevens Par-

programs now originating on NBC I trldge to tell the folks about the

stations in Chicago. It's been portents of the weather. But it's

breezing along since June 20 five never a dry recital of cloudy, rain

mornings a week at 10:46, and ap- or shine with him.
neais to be In tune with the family To Partridge forecasting is inci

folks hereabouts. dental. What interests him more
Irna Phillips is author and chief are, as he styles them, "the manifold

character. She gets a good score as and rich beauties of the weather,'

an author, but as Mother Moran. and these he retails with intense

her Irish brogue bursts credulity poetical rhapsodizing. Frequently

and alienates illusion. It's the Irish he waxes philosophical and talks

of Oslo, Norway, or Amerlcus, about the symbolical connotations

Georgia more easily than the Irish of the weather to life itself, taking

of the Hibernians. At no point does his text, for instance, from aprevi-
Mlss Phillips cease to be playacting, ous observation of Bis own that
However, despite the unauthentic threatening clouds are gathering
brogue she still manages to be and it looks as if the air will soon
crisply dictloned, and because the be rent by thunder and lightning,

capacity for make-believe is keen On other occasions Partridge

in the unsophisticated American takes time oft to explain the
parlor she Is probably taken at weather phenomena. After vouch
catalog price bv her fans, saflng that the morrow, will be
Rest of the characters are nicely cloudy, 'The Weather Bye,' for ex

plausible. Story as carried along ample, goes into a dissertation on
from day to dav is of the small hap- the various types of clouds. From
penlngs and simple problems of that he may drift on to tell how as
ordinary mortals. The home . Is the | winter comes oh the temperature Of

pivot and 'Today's Children' the im
petuous or misguided young citizens
who must learn for themselves:
Mother Moran, an enormously philo-

the water changes. In summer the
sea is colder than the land and in
winter , it's the other way around.

All this comes out of the loud-
soph leal person, soothes, counsels speaker in slowly measured sen
and steers them.
A young lawyer (played by Wal-

ter Wicker) is running for alder-
man on an idealistic platform. Story
is working up to his first political

stump speech. To test the pro

fences and weighted down by a
weather-beaten basso profundo. De-
livery gives' the Impression of being
extemporaneous.
Program is rated as being, one of

the most popular on the station's;

gram's popularity it was announced night time schedule, and It is easy
that this speech would be. given in
the big studio at NBC and the pub-
lic could attend. There were 1,000
requests and only 400 seats.

Public's readiness to enter Into
th_ petty details of a mythical
family's life has been demonstrated
before now. It appears that Miss
Phillips, last associated with 'Paint-,
ed Dreams' on WGN, has concocted
a workable formula. There will re-
main, however, a grave doubt about
the; projrrani applicability to any
nation-wide audience while that un-
believable brogue Is attached.

Jjind.

to Imagine Its appeal for the older
element of listeners in the outlying
precincts. On this score the session
should have , a commercial value.

Odec.

PIGSKIN ROMANCE8
Sustaining/
KPO, San Franeisoo
Faced with the possibilities of los-

ing broadcasting privileges on the
coast's football games, a trio of
locals Journeyed to Pasadena last
August,' going before the football
managers' association with a prop-
osition. The trio, Lloyd Toder, pub-
licity director . of NBC; Harrison
Holliway, KFRC manager, and
Ernie Smith of Hearst Radio Serv-
ice, promised the gridiron moguls
approximately flOO.OOO worth of
gratis plugging via NBC and CB3
networks arid Hearst papers in re-
turn for etherizing the

.
pigskin

events.
Footballers acquiesced and first of

radio's reciprocations is the series
of dramatic programs NBC is radio-
ing once weekly, 30 minutes every
Thursday night, during the football
season.

'Pigskin. Romances' is from the
typewriters of • Carleton E; Morse
and Toder. Latter was grid star
of recent years when he attended
Carnegie Tech. Plot and settings
belong to Morse, while Toder fur-
nished the dialog.
Story is probably the most diffi-

cult production job local NBC stu-
dios have attempted, requiring as
it does two - studios. One houses
orchestra, and all sound effects,

which included a bunch of cheering
kids (picked up in Morse's neigh-
borhood by Morse), applause ma-
chines, etc. Other held the play-
ers. Duo of studios required con-
sistent diligence by technicians who

WHEATENAVILLE
With Ray^Knlght, Alice Davenport,
Vivian Block, Bobby Jordan

COMMERCIAL
WEAF,. New York

Serials built around the running
of a newspaper and newspaper life
have come on the air In pretty,
steady procession and faded with-
out in any instance making an ap-
preciable dent in listener popularity.
That Ray Knight of 'Station KUKU*
madwaggery has something here
that will turn out an exception to
the rule doesn't impress as prob-
able, If the first episodes are a fair
sample of what is to follow.
As a piece of dialog writing and

staging the program has every-
thing In its favor.: Casting Is oke
and even the commercial phase
shows some originality in the way
it's adroitly woven in. But the
story and the plot of 'Wheatena-
ville' are treading a route that long
ago became a rut from use by many
predecessors. Only this past sum-
mer NBC put on out of Chicago
a sustaining series retailing the
trials and tribulations of a small
town newspaper- publisher, locked
in battle with the local political
boss and head of the county's
crime mob. Hostilities started after
the mob chief tried to buy the
paper. And that's where the
'Wheatenaville' story now stands..
As for the NBC script out In Chi-
cago, It was pulled off the air after
a two-week trial.
Air and action about the sheet

that the hero In the 'Wheatenaville'

BRAD and AL
Novelty
15 Mine
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York
Best thing about Brad and Al, and

their value to the Rogers silverware
company,, which the} exploit, is

their novelty theme song. Not that
there isn't a supplementary plug,

___ onr.— i
including a price mention—now perBOB HOOT mlssible under the network's dis

Sustaining. pensatlon—but the thematic ditty is

i/i
a
5
0

J?
0,os the beat Part of it all

' Denver Thereafter Brad and Al go in for
What a knockout this pianist novelty song doubles with, comedy

would be if he would realize that patter in between and don't do bad
most of the radio fans are not considering that theirs is a daily
pianists, and want tunes they can morning frolic at 9:45-10 a.m. over
Identify promptly. Piano music is WABC.
one of the weakest Instruments on Happening to come at a quarter
the air when presented uninterest- I hour when the defenseless houee-
ingly, but when played properly and Wives', who like to do their dusting
with a real regard for the listener, to the accompaniment of a radio,
it can be among the best. find almost every one of the other
Bob Root's first two numbers were major stations in the N. T. belt air

'Lover Come Back to Me' and 'ParaT ing talks on beauty or .child welfare;
dise,* and were announced as Root's this quasi-musical interlude Is prob
own arrangements of these num- ably the lightest thing that appeals
bers, but he had better stick to the to them, and, as such, it's a break
original, as these were mighty hard all around for the commercial
to distinguish, and without proper Considering the a.m. hour, there's
and previous announcements, would lots worse ethereal shindigs on the
have fallen flat. His last two,

| air. Abel.
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers' and
When Irish Eyes are Smiling' could

, fcini am
be spotted at once and were huge 5J

ANCY NOLAN
Improvements over the first two. |

on
J*. .

Root plays in a manner that should ^"rTt
n,

7iL.~ v~.l,
get a large following if he does not W6AF

» W«w Yor,<

improvise quite so much. |
Warbling, patter- peddling miss

who gives the impression that she
has something valuable In the way

flat and miscellaneous yelling In the I of mike personality and talent to
studio. In addition to which, on a sell. NBC is giving her a quarter
disk the volume could be controlled hour each Thursday evening to see
so as not to submerge the supposed what can be done. So far she
game announcer . or launch the shapes up as definitely on the way.
listener on a fair way to a fine Cueing of her songs is deftly done,
young headache. Not too much wordage, but just
The ear can't register the same I enough to lay the incentive for the

thrill as the eye on a lad weaving 1 number to come and to dovetail the
and reversing his way through a latter with the one that had pre-
broken field or the completion of a ceded. Continuity that means some
long pass. That's the difference be- thing and helps give pace and dl
tween the air and the screen which rection to the program. Songs are
must always remain until television varied and nicely balanced, a homey
can offer the grid fan his Utopia. 1 lyric of greeting, a comedy phrasing,
It's a handicap Walsh should a lowdown torch lament and a sud-
realize and must overcome to insure den shift in tempo and mood to a
longevity for this aerial idea. Last signing off lullaby
week the particular plays selected Quality of the voice Is best In its

were Baker's field goal against lower registers, getting its best ef
Notre Dame, which gave U.S.C. its fects as long as It kept down there
South Bend victory, and Booth's |

Girl is inclined at times to shoot

had to keep all studio lines open so series finds himself heir to reeks
orchestra could, hear players, and o£

.
the unreal and, the improbable,

vice versa:- Tough Job and nicely incidents are forcedland the sketch-
handled, ing of the -manner of a small town
Setting of the sketch rapidly rep

,?
rtei smacks Intimately of the

moved from locker rooms, to rally, "olio. Boy stories. Other side of
to game, then shifting from grand- the. serials romantic angle is fur-
stand, to dugout, to gridiron. All n">hed by the girl filling in as the
lent punch and speed to the story, 80*ie'y editor on the 'Wheatena-
seeming to shorten the- half hour I

v« l« News.' Program i« on a live-
considerably. Mythical center of times a week schedule, clearing out
proceedings is State. College, which of New Tork at 7:15 p; m. EST.
each week henceforth will play a |

' Odec.
different institution of the Pacific
Coast League. I 'AMERICA IN REVUE'
Sterling work of the show was With Thomas Belviso, Nancy Gar-

done by Charles McAlister as the ner, Jean Southern, Gracie and
coach. McAllster's style obviously Charley Hurley, Alois Havrilla
patterned after Rockne; in fact, pep Sustaining
speeches were taken oft records WEN R, Chicago
made by the late mentor. Cameron Originally, scheduled for Sept. 8,
Prud'homme, former Duffy player, launched the 16th and caught In full
did the football captain, and okay. Thursday (22), this new sustaining
Ann Chase was the girl, reading divertissement offered a radical con-

her lines with an apparent knowl- trast between its first and second
edge of mike technique, Don samples. First program was heavy
Thorrtpson, as the announcer, fol- I on English accent, satire, and had
lowed his usual style in viewing I a couple of dashes of indigo. Sec-
gridiron tussles. Barbara Jo Allen, ond was much toned down, although
Barton Tarborough, Mike Raffetto the satire waB present in one skit,
and Harold Dana completed cast. | the sort of blackout that Is more
JOc Hornik's orchestra accompanied.

Bock.
characteristic of a London than a
New Tork revue, •

Representative of what the over-
seers of this program seemingly
have in mind, it's more subtle,
smarter humor than the radio audi-
ence generally gets. And maybe, by

PEBECO PLAYBOYS
Songs, Piano Duo
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York . _ „

. Here's one so overladen, with now the metropolitan audience for
plugging that the entertainment the dials is large enough to - be
finds Itself stumbling in and out of worthy of a program which frankly

'

the proceedings. Way the thing is disavows catering: to the sticks,
now routined the dentifrice might For

.
the. rest the program con-

as well turn the entire session over tained some- pleasurable musical
to the credit reader. Before either moments by Belviso's orchestra arid
the piano duo and the harmony singing of no special memorable-
team have a chance to establish "ess by the other specialty people,
themselves as part of the program It's certain that the humor will at-
they're shoved out of the way for. tract attention, if any is attracted,
another recital of the product's vlr- |

and the vocal portions won' hurt.

boot against Harvard for Yale's 3-0
final edge last fall.

Program thrice takes time out to
get in Its boost for Postum, and not

sky-high suddenly and letting it go
with a fortissimo that rocks the
amplifier. Shrill reception here
could be avoided through better

objectionable because the plugs are co-op with the control room.
brief, and has borrowed, from Win
chell's formula in transferring back
and forth from New Tork to the
guest coach on a cue iine of 'One-
two-ihree, hike' given in signal
cadence. In this instance the hop
was to Boston for Casey, who gen
erallzed on some of the new rules,
Harvard's and other teams' pros-
pects and his most memorable game
as a player. Walsh does the inter-
viewing of the coaches.

As, currently presented it looks as
If the program will stand or fall on
the interest aroused in the weekly
selection of players for honorable
mention. Walsh will undoubtedly
be astute enough to ring in favoiv
ites from all sectors, but even that
may not be enough. Until they start
to slip more color and gridiron lore
into this period it will remain a
football. program attracting just the
most rabid football fans because, it's

the only one of its kind, but leaving
the field wide open for a similar
period to come in and steal its

thunder. Sid.

She could chuck the 'Hello,
Everybody,' greeting. It's too
reminiscent of Kate Smith.

Odec

tues or some giveaway announce-
ment. Whole thing seems out of
place on a network key station.

In what little opportunity is af
forded the tinklers of the keys the
unbilled pair ply their digits tune-
fully and with inordinate technical
brightness. Gags unreeled by the
harmony twosome neither impress

Alois Havrilla announces. Land.

THREE ORPHANS
Songs
15 Mine.
Sustaining
WEAF, New York
This femme trio, doing oddly ar-

as' funny ™7"neatly~cue* Into"the" I

ranged pops/have been on the air,

song number, though the voices of mornings, around 10 and 10.30.

easily pass muster. Paul Douglas. °n a varying schedule, for some
spieler, undertakes to share in the time and sound like they re all set

crossfire interludes with the boys, for big-league etherizing. Probably
but the results are n.g. the only thing that's been holding

Commercial has six 15-mlnute them away from a choice ether spot

evening periods a week under con- *hat they're picked up on an NBC
tract with the CBS key station and hookup from Cleveland, which the

is splitting the row of ether niches I
later and more choice broadcasting

between the 'Playboy' idea and a
serial script called 'Bill the Barber.'
Latter last was used to plug: a hair,
oil oh WMAQ, Chicago. Odec

LO? CABALLEROS
Dor Garcia Orchestra
Sustaining
WTMJ, Milwaukee
A feature that Is rapidly gaining

a popular niche for itself in local
listener circles is Los Caballeros, a
soothing program of Spanish and
Mexican melodies sent from the Mil-
waukee 'Journal' station by Don
Garcia and lils orchestra.
While it is rather difficult to

understand Garcla's announcements
at t ".rr.es, they lend real color to the
proceedings.
The orchestration is all strings

and the music pleasingly Castlllian.
Waltzes, tangoes, boleros—all played
in a rather' lazy tropical style that
maUes for pleasant listening.
Father a relief from the noise of

a lot of other musical programs.

STAGEY SIMPSON
Organlogs

.

Sustaining
WGY, Schenectady
Organist of- Proctor's RKO Sche-

nectady house is now broadcasting
a half-hour morning and late eve
ning program weekly. For several
years Betty Lee Taylor filled a sim-
ilar spot, if memory serves well
The impression still exists that in-
strument here is not as good a one
as several others heard over the air

It sounds heavy, at times draggy,
lacking the. zip and quick response
to player's touch noticeable In other
consoles fingered for broadcasting
The organ does quite well for slow
numbers, but in quick-tempoed
selections effect is that of 'pump-
ing
While fairly enjoyable, broadcasts

would be more so if organ had wider
range and programs were more
diversified.

hours forbids.
They have a sprightly routine and

get attention, despite the 10 a: m.
hour, judging by the repeat request
for their novelly arranged 'Lime-
house Blues.' They split the songs'
up nicely.
Probably precarious for any vo-

calizing trio to come east on spec,
where in Cleveland they're most
likely comfortably set; but they
seem to have the makln's. Abel.

FAMILY ROBINSON
Golden State
COMMERCIAL
KGO, San Francisco
Golden State Milk, Co. for several

years sponsored a variety program,
the. Jamboree, over CBS' Coast
hookup. Company, off the alr,since
July 5, returned last week with a
Swiss Family Robinson idea em-
bodied in a once weekly half-hour
serial done on NBC's KGO here and
KFI, Los Angeles. It's slated for
52 weeks. Time is. 7:30 p. m„
Saturdays.
Show belongs to Freeman Tilden,

Ctoser"%ttenrion""to I

gunner
•
of «hort stories and --novels.

choice of compositions would lift
Tilden did a sweet job with the

thTleveT oFe^tertanlment7
V
There |°P»n,nS chapter, neatly planting the

is now too much sameness about
|

R°bAnion.s_ff..a_mi
dd

.!?..
c
.
1

,

a!ii
am

.

1

.
ly

.

programs and not enough verve In of four anxious to travel and with

Snappier" announcing
|

a wealthy uncle about to join them
1 on their trip. Locale of future
episodes will be throughout the
state. Plenty of human Interest,

(Continued on page 60)

the playing,
would help, too.

x
As ii whole, not an unentertaining

feature but One that could be im-
proved'.
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East

CBS Funnyboners will not be heard

In New York until a new time

schedule Is arranged for them.

WABC was closed to the trio when
Kolynos contracted for the same
periods the Funnyboners had.

Clyde Kittell, NBC announcer, and
bis wife In the mountains up north

for a vacation. Stopped off- at hie

old stand, WOT, Schenectady, for a
chat.

'

Harry Black, manager of Albany
Palace, before the mike to introduce
winners In NBC-RKO 'Talent

Quest' over WGY,
Edward A. Cronin, Medford,

Mass., 'Daddy Sunshine' of WBSO,
will marry Mary A. O'Leary of

Brookline at' Maiden, Oct; 8.

Jack Roche and Edward Barrett
added to the CBS press staff in N, Y.
Roche comes from 'Editor & Pub-
lisher.'
Frieda Hempel auditioning for an

NBC commercial.
G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone did a

personal contacting swing among
midwest radio editors. Seasonal
event now for the NBC pub. mgr.
William Stoess, WLW, Clncy,

batonier, around N. Y. for three
days scouting for talent.

West

Beverly Hillbillies from KLX,
Oakland,, made a personal at the
Kress music counter, San Francisco,
to plug 'Down the Trail to the Girl
I Love,' by Shag Fisher, Norman
Hedges and Will Liyernash.
Madonna Todd resigns as conti-

nuity editor of NBC, 'Frisco, and
leaves Oct. 15 for San Diego with
her husband, Al Bartlett. Latter
leaves Scrlpps - Howard 'Frisco
'News' to join San Diego 'Sun' as
managing editor.

E. L. Bengston, production man-
ager, KLZ, Denver, lost his father
by death.
KLZ, Denver, Is putting huge ini-

tials on towers opposite new Over-
land park links. Golfers want Mrs.
W. D. Reynolds, owner, to put In
public address system so divot
makers can hear programs.

.
Tom Brennerman, who recently

returned to Los Angeles, after stag-
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ing acts for NBC In the east undo:-
the name,. Tom Brennle, has been
appointed manager of the coast
sister stations, KFAC and KFVD.
Wally Williams and Lyle Daniels

join KDYL Breakfast Club.
KSL feeding Mormon Tabernacle

organ and choir to CBS on Sundays.
G. Walter Vogt, former KFAB

identifier, has switched to KFBI,
Abilene, Kane. Mere matter of
more dough.
Dedication ceremonies were held

Sunday (18) for the opening of the
new Omaha branch of KFAB.

South

Birmingham ' announcers have
formed a club, which plans to meet
monthly.
McDonald Quartet of WBRC,

Birmingham, in New York making
records.

John. Connolly, Birmingham an-
nouncer, telling everybody how it

feels to be a daddy. It's a boy.
Juanita White, 14-year-old singer

at WBRC, celebrated her fourth an-
niversary as a regular feature of
the station.

Foster Brooks, WHAS baritone,
will m. c. at Seville Tavern, Louis-
ville. Freddie Friedman's orch.
James Shelton, Viola Clark and Bob
James, also of WHAS; will be on
bill with Brooks.
Ray Bahr, once sustaining fea-

ture on WHAS, quits that station
for' engagement at Fort Nelson Nite
Club.
WKBC is deserting the studios in

the Birmingham A. C. building and.
has space In Tutwiler hotel, states
Rufus Patterson, manager.

Radio Factor in Dutch

Govt. Colonial Policy

The Hague, Sept. 17.

. As Holland is sending a delega-
tion of 12 to the International Radio
Conference at Madrid, questions
were asked in Parliament why in

these days of depression the gov-
ernment was sending such a nu-
merous group of experts, involving
great expense.
The minister for public works

answered that not only Holland's
Interests in radio but especially
also those of its colonies demanded
expert representation on a big scale.

It was not only a question of
wireless broadcasting as Holland
has great Interest In communication
with the Dutch East Indies the ex-
pense was fully justified.

WBBM Continuous
Chicago, Sept, 26.

WBBM has arranged to . operate
during the 6:46 to 8 p. m. gap that
formerly had to be surrendered to

KFAB, Lincoln, Nebraska, With the
ending of daylight saving this week
WBBM was supposed to revert to

the former arrangement which was
abrogated over the summer. How-
ever possession proved nine points
of pursuasion and a deal was
worked out. Now the Columbia key
station can stay on the waves from
6 a. m. to 10 p. m.
There will be a two-hour silence

until midnight when WBBM can
again resume with any owl pro-
grams that may be around.

Del Campo, Grant at KHJ
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Francisco Del Campo, Chilean
tenor, was added to the staff of

KHJ. this week, as was Donald
Smith, • tenor, who gets a name
change to Don Grant.
Leaving is David Marshall, bari-

tone, who has gone to New York to

join George Olsen's orchestra: An-
other staff addition is Albert Hay
Malotte, organist.

THOSE THKEK LOVELY VOICES IN PERFECT HARMONY!

KELLER SISTERS and LYNCH
Nli-k Kenny VThbBe Keller Sisters and Lynch flouivled great In«t
N. Y. Mirror, 0-24-32 night on the C.BfS. Network:" '

5TH MONTH—STATION TV-O-R^-3 TIMES WEEKLY
7:15 P. M.—Monday—Wednesday—Saturday—7:15 P. M.

GENE and GLENN
(JAKE and LENA)

QUAKER OATS CO., Dally 8 A. M„ N.B.O. Red Network

STANDARD OIL CO.
Dally 6:45 P. M., EST. "wTAM — Cleveland
Dally 7:15 P. M. EST. WLW — Cincinnati

VAN VOELKENBERG'S JOB

Only Radio Agency Rep With The-
atrical Experience Moves

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Jack Van Voelkenberg, head of
the Chicago radio department of
Batten, Barton, Durstlne & Osborne,
has accepted the promotional man-
agership of KMOX, 50,000-watter.
He assumes his new duties in St.

Louis Oct. 1.

Van Voelkenberg oecame chair-
man of the Chicago radio commit-
tee of the four A's only a few
weeks ago. A successor will be
named for the chairmanship. Mean-
while George May, Who has been
with the agency for some time, suc-
ceeds to Van Voelkenberg's' vacated
berth.

, Van Voelkenberg was. the only
person attached to an advertising
agency radio department locally

with a theatrical background. He
was an ex-vaudevillian. At KMOX
he succeeds Leonard Hutchinson.

WYNN TEXACO

TALK RENEWAL

Renewal of the comic's contract

which expires Oct. 24 is now under
discussion between Ed Wynn and
Texaco. Wynn is insisting upon a
52-week contract, with nothnig else

but a 26-week cancellation clause.

Usual radio artist's contract car-

ries a minimum term of 13 weeks
with a four-week cancellation

clause.

Scene of the session's origin, as
currently planned by -Texaco, will

be wherever Wynn' s legit show Is

appearing at the time. Whenever
practical Graham McNamee . will

travel out of New York each week
to join Wynn for the Tuesday eve-

ning stanza. Not yet decided

whether to retain the Don Vorhees
orchestra after Oct. 26, which would
require broadcasting from two
points, or to use a combo at the

NBC Chicago studios. Wynn's show
opens in Chicago Nov; 6 for a seven
weeks' run.

Basic Stations' Own

Disc Network, New

Pain for NBC-CBS

Latest headache confronting NBC
and CBS is the formation of re-
corded program networks by their
basic stations. Agitating this move-
ment are the leading spot time
placing companies, who have seized

upon a weak, point in the major
chains' relations with their affiliated

outlets to protect themselves against
stiff competition from the national
networks in dealing with important
money advertisers. This point is

the small share of the commercial
coin going to a station for its use
on a chain hookup.
Should these disc program links

materialize among their basic, or
strategically spotted stations, the
chains Will be forced into the posi-

tion of either having to raise sub-
stantially the commercial ante or
lose . out on the clearing of their

sponsored shows at these points.

Several important indie stations
in the midwest carried on the basic
list of one chain or the other have
already got together and formed the
nucleus of a dipc web, with the
signing of contracts binding them
together slated for this week. This
link is figured upon to extend from
New York to Denver and to include
one station at each basic point. In-
cluded in the towns covered so far
are Detroit, Cleveland, St. Louis,
and Kansas City.

Idea of the disc network among
basic stations came from spot time
placing sources. Either these out-
lets must get together and work
out a special network rate for disc
customers, the station representa-
tives warned them, or a major part
of this Income, would go by the
board. Stations, argued the time
placers, could no longer go on
charging the full local card rate to

disc users while the chains were
offering these same basic outlets at
considerably lower costs.

Under the present set-up a sta-
tion's local card rate may be $500
an hour but the network is privi-

leged to sell it to one of its clients

for $300. Out of this sum the sta-

tion is entitled to $50.

Inside Stuff-Radio

"With KNX, Hollywood station, building 50,000 watt equipment, - and
going to 25,000 watts Oct. 1, and with KHJ, Los Angeles, a 5,000 watter,
showing a listening audience one-third larger than KFI, this NBC out-
let, formerly considered the class unit west of the Rockies, is fast losing
prestige on the coast.

Although constantly at loggerheads with NBC officials, the KFI policy

apparently has been lately to allow its NBC programs to carry all the
station's weight, while stuffing off on locals. Meanwhile the CBS Outlet,

KHJ and KNX are being favored by dial turners, through the showman-
ship elements of their programs, a fact showing up in increased conir

merclal business of these stations. '
'•.

Edgar Rice Burroughs, who has pumped revenue from every conceiv-
able form.' of rewrite on his "Tarzah of the Apes,' has a waxed version
running on WBBM, Chicago, while the Chicago 'Daily News' carries a

cartoon strip from the same author, and the film theatres are still ex-
hibiting the Metro screen version.
Radio disc is enacted by James Pierce, son-in-law, and Joan Bur-

roughs, daughter of the author. Pierce played the ape's pal In an old

silent version, for the screen..

Although. I-I ugh Asplnwal, whose 'Down a Country Road* brings into

the story a community labeled 'Sleepy Valley,', the WISN, Milwaukee,
'announcer has never been in such a place.

Seemingly he makes things pretty real for the mail at the 'News-Sen-
tinel' station Is heavy with letters from residents of 'Sleepy Valleys' who
are sure he is talking about their place of residence. They claim to rec-
ognize the characters.

Los Angeles police, who opposed granting permits for public speaking
to radicals, endeavored to get KNX to refuse air privileges to James W.
Ford, candidate for vice-president on the Communist ticket.

Station execs reminded the police that Federal Commission rules de-

manded that no candidate could be refused if his opponents were granted

the privilege, and if he had the necessary price for the hour.'

Ford spoke over the station on a 15-minute broadcast.

Coast ether fans are wising to the subdued double entendre humor
contained, in the broadcasting over the western chain of a detective

series. It's highbrow dirt and a few listeners have discovered that if

they keep their ears open they're apt to hear a few. words, such as the

proper name of a character or locale or a description. They're guffaws

for those in the know but pass over the head of the unsophisticated.

The man now engaged in directing NBC's Special Features Division

is Harold R. Peat whose book, 'Private Beat,' the chronicle of a soldier

In the British Army, was a World War best seller.

The Special Features Division has 45 speakers and entertainers on its

list.

NBC's Drama Div.

Cleveland, Sept. 27.

' Harry MacFayden, stage director

for Robert McLaughlin's stock com-
panies here for. 10 years, leaves to-

day (28) to take post as NBC's dra-

matic director in New York.
Successor here not yet appointed.

NESTLE'S HEW LDTE-UP
NesiJe's Friday night program

changes its talent lineup Oct. 7.

Phil Spitalny and a 28-piece orches-
tra replace the Leonard Joy combo.
Singing contingent of the revised

show comprises Alexis Somoroff,
Russian basso, a quartet and girl

trio.

DENNY'S SWEET ONE
Jack Denny will do the orches-

trating- when Whitman candy re-
turns to the CBS network Oct. 27.

It will be a quarter-hour on Thurs-
day evenings only.
Program will be fed out of New

York to 39 stations on a 26-week
contract.

McDevitt With Downey
Chicago, Sept. 26.

Barney McDevitt with Fred War-
ing for several years switches to
Morton Downey as advance man.
His change coincides with the
wind up of Waring's RKO dates
and the start of Downey's Loew
bookings.
Waring is currently at the Palace

here.

CBS Dupes Coast Bill

To Catch the Children
Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

In order to get the program on the
air after school, and before dinner,

CBS will duplicate Its Heckers' H-O
Ranger children's hour here rather
than take the broadcast from the
east.

Western program, paralleling the
New York bill, has a cast,of locally

recruited kid actors. It goes over
the. whole CBS Coast chain, as faf
east as Salt Lake.

Casa Loma unit goes into the
Belle Reeve, Kansas City, . Oct. 7-

for four-week run.

DUMB
CRACKERS

ROBERT
BURNS
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WABC
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Coakley Back on CBS
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Tom Coakley's orchestra at the
Roosevelt hotel, resumes " tonight
(Monday), on a remote control for
the coast CBS hookup.
Band, off the station two months

will be on six nights a week, 11 to
12.

BURNS*?,ALLEN
Dir. i WM. MORRIS AGENCY

RUTH ETTING
GLORIFYING ^epoPULAR SONG

©LUMBIA-GObOTTtMOAW NETWORK
WED. 10 P.M.—SAT., 9 P.M., E.S.T.

Management
THOMAS G. ROCKWELL
7W Merentb Ave-, New York
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

CONNIE'S INN, N. Y.
New York, Sept. 25.

New fall edition of Connie Immer-

man's floor show at his Harlem hot

spot is titled 'Harlem Hotcha' and

is credited to Teddy Blackmon for

production and Andy Razaf and J.

P. Johnson for music and lyrics. It

packs a flock of talent, with the

crack Don Bedman orchestra as the

attraction for the customers on the
hoof, and per usual will get more

' than its share of the black-and-tan
trade.
Obviously reroutined at the last

- minute the opening night, the pro-
ceedings were a bit ragged, with a
succession of ups and downs, but

'. it'll find its level, as the floor frolic

has all the makin's for a crackajack-
show.

. Bed and Struggle are a new pair
, of eccentric comedians with a new
style of exaggerated negroid panto-

'.comedy; .They'll be heard from
along legit comedy lines in time.
"Both men .are in eccentric getup,
1 Bed. as his name indicates,' being a
• hi-yaller with an auburn tint to his
thatch. The .other is under cork.
V Snakehips Tucker and Bessie

. Dudley, again a popular team;. Jazz-
lips ' Bicha'rdson, Cora

.
Green; the

• very personable Paul and Barbara
•Meeres, the Lucky Seven Trio (Bob-
ert Evans, Charles Weaver and Dick
.Saunders), the Dixie Nightingales
(Lillian. Cowan, Billie. Maples and
•:Kaye Parker), femme • vocal, trio;

:.Slmms and Bowie, Willie Jackson;,
the ha-cha Louise Cook of the toss-
ing torso who's , been a panic at
'Connie's for several seasons now
:wlth her torrid terping, and 12 girl's

and four boys comprise the per-
. sonnel.

- Cora Green- as ever does snappy
double-ent'ehdre lyrics subtly cap-
tioned 'Mad4me T.N.T.', a saga of a
glrl.who isn't modest.in lyrically in-
terpreting her romantic exploits,
and 'Can't Take . It Papa,' which
speaks for itself. It's of the 'Pool
Boom Papa' genera which has also
become a Connie's institution with
the nocturnal carousers.
Paul and Barbara Meeres are the

8. a. of the show in legit ballroom-
plogy. She's a . handsome Creole
who, if there's not a real story be-
hind her, could be built up by the'
least Ingenuous p. a. for swell copy.
Paul Meeres rates as the Gable of
Harlem. For the ofay femme cus-
tomers, he's always been .a topic of
"conversation.'
.' Snakehips Tucker seconded the
cute Bessie Dudley with the fastest

. -hip-and^roll motions this side of the
."old Barbary Coast, get away with
plenty on "their shbwraanly delivery.
She's

. a personable trick with a
hoydenish crop of hair, and both
know how to sell their stuff without
bothering the spaggety-spagades too
much.

Jazzlips Richardson is a familiar
tn vaude and elsewhere. Louise
Cook in 'Drums!' a barbaric African
conception, was very tom-tom, with
Willie Jackson doing the 'Black
Captive' stuff. (Incidentally, why
flickers like 'Congorilla' and "White
Captive' haven't been utilized for
cafe inspiration, obvious enough for

KEIT & ENGEL, Inc.
719 7th Ave, New York

"We Just Couldn't Say
Good-Bye"

"As You Desire Me"
"Pink Elephants"

"Beside the Sunset Trail"

"I Found You For Some-

body Else"

the. black-and-tans particularly, is

a puzzler).
,

Lucky Seven Trio, If they haven't

been in vaude. should be They're
Evans, Weaver and Saunders, with
a novelty style of stepping on huge
dice blocks, from whence their label.

The Four Dancing Fools are. They
do wow hoofing, on heel, toe arid

broken arches.
The exotic Cookie who came into

Broadway cognizance generally,

aside from the Karlem nite loafers,

Is the pash of the show and an eye-
ful, considering the epidermic ex-
pose.
Don Bedman, southpaw maestro,

knows his rhythmpatlon—'n' how!
Like all the premier, dusky baton-
ists he has a natural sense of pace,
and krtows how to niix up those
tunes and tempos which is. what
really pitches the Castles into demi-
delirium about a band being sizzling.

Besides which they have the basic
merit to back it up.
Through it all, Connie himself ia

prominent as the .direct stage man-
ager, cueing everybody and every-
thing from encores to recalcitrant
couvert charges. Abel.

Mayfair Yacht Club
New York, Sept. 21,

Mai Hayward, who had the Lido,
which former, smart spot, is going
bpurgeolse with a no-couvert Holly-
wood restaurant policy, is now over
at the foot of East 62d street, at
No. 450%, housed In the River
House. It's smart Sutton Place ho-
tel with a Venetian wharf where the
fashionable East Slders Cock their

motor. boats which' convey them, via

the water route, to Wall Street, For-
merly Carl Fischer's Montauk Club,
as an adjunct to the Long Island
north shore development, the mem-
bership bars have been let down by
Hayward, and if you're presentable'
and flash a dinner coat, preferable,

but not compulsory, the Mayfalr
Yacht Club is a charming cafe spot
at nominal cost.
Couvert is $1 ($2 on Saturdays),

but no couvert for dinner, and is

also open for lunch. Boom is in the
basement of the, River House, two
floors below street level, and one
hoofs in an interior adjacent to an
attractive water front piazza to re-

tire for a little stroll and a breath
of cool air between wrestling on the
limited, but not too petite, dance
floor, where a Meyer Davis combo,
maestroed by Walker. O'Neill, pur-
veys likable dansapation. The effect

of passing tugs on the East River
is quite a kick.
That wharf, with its tables and

chairs, Is not the least of the May-
fair Yacht Club's attractions and
one may elect to sit outside for in-
timate tete-a-teteing.
Evelyn and Charles Herbert,

who've been at the Boss-Fenton
Farm and other such smart spots
over the summer, do their songa-
logs at a miniature piano, she han-
dling the polite hot-cha songs, al-
though Herbert also contrlbs on his
vocal doubles. She has a nice,

wholesome style and can get away
with a little sauclness whenever de
sired on the strength of the person
allty. Not too much, however, and
everything is primed just right for
an audience such as this.
Somehow, also, in their native en

vironment—the swallowtail turnout
looked all East Sideish—they're
spending. It's not merely sitting
around a bottle of Perrler all night,
as when they come westward; they
came to have a good time and spend
a few bucks.

It's a nice environment and prob
ably will develop into a good hide-
away spot for the west-of-5th-ave-
nuers. Abel.

blessed with a copious sense of
humor and a lack (or seeming lack)
of some of the finer deviations In
the English language. Which all

goes down In the book as good
laugh stuff.
He starts the current show by

announcing that he's spent the sum-
mer in his sunny Spain and gath-
ered up a flock of talent there, be-
sides running over, to Valencia for
a few days to make the films.

Consuelo Moreno, he says, he
brought over especially. She sings
some Flamenco songs and chants.
There's a distinct Semitic quality
about the songs, and she has a deep
hearty voice that is. quite pleasant
She makes a few steps as though to
dance, but - that doesn't come to
much.
Adelina Duran Is another of his

importations, and Adelina is a
dancer. A gbpd dancer, too. She
knows all the. Spanish steps and
movements, although there's some-
thing mighty Irigli in her eyes.
Which isn't a rebuff. The best
dancer in Spain itself at the mo-
ment is a Cleveland lass called 'La
Yankee.'. At any rate, "Adelina
knows her dancing and, if she's ac-
tually a newcomer to America, will
not be long for nite. clubs. She has
the makings of better than that.

Music' is supplied by Emanuel
Gomez and 12 Chico's.

.
They're good

enough musicians. Every once in a
while they get feverish and break
into a pop American tune, but they
quickly ' go back' to Argentine
rhythms and content. Cornejo and
Velasquez, two of the Argentines in
the band, do a guitar bit, plus a bit
of singing, which the Argentines in
the audience, if any, may enjoy.
Others can take that particular time
off to dunk their celery. Somewhere:
along in the proceedings- a bashful'
lad nanied/Enrlque Marl hides be-
hind a piano and sings a bit of a
tenor tune. It's okay. He doesn't
have to be bashful.

it's all pleasant enough, not too
exciting, not too good, and the bull
fight movie really packs a punch.
Which, added to the food—the
Spanish food—is plenty money's
worth, Kauf.

Minn. Roadhouse Closed

Following Gambling Raid
Minneapolis, Sept. 26.

Hollywood Znn, for several years
one of the leading Twin City road-
houses, has been closed following a
raid, in which a large quantity of

gambling paraphernalia was confis-

cated.
Joe Clare, proprietor, is out on

$1,000 ball on the charge of operat-
ing and maintaining a gambling
nuisance.

HOLLYWOOD ADDS 2

NEW N1GHTERY SPOTS

Hollywood, Sept. 26. ;

With Jean Malln opening the new
club bearing his name, arid Karyl
Norman starting -at . the La Bo-
heme Saturday (24), town has four
night spots with femme Imperson-
ators heading the floor show. While
B.B.B.'s cellar does not feature any
one performer, there's a line of 10
boys in a review.

. B.B.B.'s was the first to go with
Clarke's following, featuring Francis
Renault, who was in for four weeks,
and is now looking for another spot.
Back yard has Ray Bourbon work-
ing in drag;
While, the whoops idea is just get-

ting a hold locally, it has passed out
in most eastern" cities. Several other
oo-la-la entertainers are figuring on
opening, spots here, believing the
craze will build up, and hold at least
over the winter.
Idea has been, paying off here,,

with a]l. spots .where the impersona-
tors hold forth; operating to a profit

Barns' Chb Split

After a fortnight at Meyer Horo-
witz' Village Grove Nut Club, New
York, Harry Barrla has left the
cabaret. Joe Lewis succeeded. Lat-
ter and Barrls were a team for one
week. . .

Barrls* name was preceded to the
N. C. label, but not finding matters
entirely^ to his liking, he and Horo-
witz' split Barrls was in on a
guarantee and received salary In
full.

He particularly didn't like the
band he had at the cafe backing,
him up. Barrls was counting on the
radio exploitation.

Coming Over with ' Anna. Ludmila
For El Garon, N. Y.

Pittsburgh's ! and Only
Pittsburgh, Sept, 26.

Night club life here this winter
looks like It will be a pretty drab
affair. At the moment there's only
one cafe, the Nixon, operating," with
no prospects of any others, getting
under way.
Last year this time there were

five spots running.
Nixon has succumbed to the spirit

of the times—rib cover charge and
a big floor show.

Georges Fontana Is on the 'S. S.
Champlain,' sailing Sept. 24, from
Paris, coming over with his new
partner, Anna Ludmila, Parisian
danseuse, to open the El Garon, New
York, for Ramon and Rosita who
operate, that room. The dance team'
is appearing at their other spot, also
self-operated, the El Patio, which
opened last week, with. Frances
Maddux also in the show.
Ramon is after Helen Morgan for

the Garon and will have DeLys and
Clark, holdovers from last Bprlng,

and Leon Belasco's orchestra. Garon
is slated to open Oct 17. Fontana's
former partner, Marjorie Moss, Is

now Mrs. Edmund Goulding.
Ramon and Rosita and Emil Cole-

man, formerly partnered In the
Patio, have, split as previously re-

ported, although denied at the time.
Coleman goes Into the Waldorf-
Astoria for four weeks during Jack
Denny's vacation.
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New York, Sept. 21.

El Chico is something of an
anomaly in nite club life of current
New York. It has calmly maneu-
vered a pleasant existence through-
out and despite the depression and
now opens for its seventh season.
Making it just about the oldest New
York nite spot. Also it is one of
those rare combinations, a nite club
with a floor shbw arid all the trim-
mings that actually serves good
food. If you like Spanish food, El
Chico is the spot, the cuisine here
rating top billing over the rest of
the layout.
New show, as unfolded opening

night, is perhaps not up to the
Broadway sector's standard in qual-
ity, but way ahead on the novelty
angle. Being a Spanish spot, de-
spite It's located in the Wilds of
Greenwich Village, the tour de. force
Is a film of a bull fight. Two reels,

with some pretty exciting shots,
arid taken by the owner of the club:
during a recent Spanish visit. They
center the show and make quite an
unusual bit of entertainment. Prob-
ably better if the customers have
eaten their dinner before this part
of the entertainment starts, but
that's not a reviewer's worry.

.

Benito Collada Is the major domo
of El Chico. Se'nor Collada owns
the place and acts the mine host role
throughout, even to m. c.'ing the
stage show. A merry soul he is, too,

CLEAVANGEB ON CHARGES
Detroit Sept". 26.

Augie Cleavanger and his band
are under charges at A. F. M. for
playing at the local Arcadia ball
room, which is on the forbidden list

Spot was declared on restricted list

to out-of-town bands when one out
of-towner was caught diving under
the scale several years ago. Since
then only local bands have been al
lowed to work the spot.
Cleavanger was warned not to

take the, job when he arrived in

town, but accepted It anyway. .'

VIC. MUSIC CO. FOLDS
London, Sept. 17.

The Victoria Music Co., formed
here some three, years ago, and
jointly owned by Chappells and
Campbell - Connelly, is closing
shortly.

Company was formed, to exploit
De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, and
did well with 'Just One More
Chance,' and 'The Blue of the
Night.' The company will cease to
function, but the songs of De Sylva,
Brown & Henderson will be sold
through Chappells.

Dario and' Diane Vacash
Dario and Diane close at the

Hotel St. Regis, New York, Oct, 19,

when Caperton and Blddle, out of
'Humpty-Dumpty,' comes into the
Sea Glade room, with Anson Weeks'
orchestra.
Dario and Diane are due back at

the hotel Jan 15. -
•

FONTANA'S NEW PARTNER

Detroit Musicians Settle

Detroit, Sept. 26.

Scheduled walkout of musicians at

Publix, Michigan and Fisher the-
atres was averted Thursday (22)

when an agreement was signed for

the coming season. Settlement was
made on a basis of 20 men at the
Michigan and 14 at the Fisher.
Michigan scale remains at $85,

while the Fisher comes down to $75.

At both houses an extra perform-
ance is allowed, without extra
charge, as heretofore, of $6. All

stage doubling charges are ellm
lnated.

N. Y. NITE LIFE SPURT

GIVES WORK TO ACTS

MBS. MOBBING WANTS M0BE
: San Francisco, Sept. 26.

William Moreing, Jr., violinist

with Anson Weeks' orchestra, an-
nounced his engagement to Laura
Doe, prominent local Junior
Leaguer. But few hours after the

dailies had carried the yarn More-
ing's former wife, now living in

Stockton, had her attorney declare

the fiddler in contempt of court until

he pays her' $962 back alimony.
Judge Graham's gonna hear all

about it this week. •

'

Usual fall spurt in New York
nite life, more marked' with the be-
lief that improved conditions make
things worth while, Is adding more
new spots and necessitating more
talent at the places reopening, • ..

.Leo Bernstein and Billy Gal-
lagher's Lido Club Gardens slated
to open tonight (27), will have
Harry Carroll at the helm of 'a
dance band, Bob Nelson as m. c.

and !Pearl Regay featured.
. In-

tended as opposlsh to the . Holly-
Wood restaurant, the Joe Moss-
Jacob Airiron-NTG spot- Fowler
and Tamara will be in the, latter's
new. revue when it. opens Oct. 1.

•

. WiU Oakland's Willows reopens
Oct. 6 with Evelyn Herbert. Billy
Gallagher's other spot also gets go-
ing again next month.
,
Club Europa where Texas Guinan

was for a time, opened up with a
no couyert and $2 prlx fixe, dinner
last week with Senorlta Bevva

'

Reyes, Jolly Coburn's band, Sid
Hawkins, Eddie Joyce and Barbara
arid Dlmltri,

Congress' $7.50 Opener

Chicago, Sept 26.
Joseph Urban room in the Con*

gress Hotel will ask $7.60 per per-
son for a peep at its touted splen-
dors at the opening Saturday (1).
That is. taken as the Congress' new
policy of trying to corner what's
left of the town's class by keeping
the cost barriers high. On ordinary
Saturdays the couvert will be $2.60.

Congress will have the high priced
dine and ' dance thing to Itself.

Everywhere else it's getting cheap-
er, not more expensive. Vincent
Lopez inaugurates the new room.

FAB EAST GOES MACHINE
The Hague, Sept 17.

Present depression is hitting the
Dutch colonies, At Medan in tho
tobacco district of Sumatra; where
in boom days of rubber and tobacco
a gay life was evident the hotels
are doing so badly that they have
given notice to their orchestras.
Several of these bands had played^

there for years. Music will in fu-
ture be provided by electric gram-
ophones with loud speakers. This
method has now practically been
adopted wholesale In hotels of Java
and British India as well as in the
Far East :"

Swedish Disc Leaders

Stockholm, Sept 16.

Swedish tunes are now being re-
corded in London for His Master's
Voice and' Decca with good sales
reported. Durlum makes the cheap-
er Song of the Week plates and
sells them here for 29c.

'Paradise,' 'Hold My Hand' and
'Ten Gents a Dance' are local song
leaders.

TED MACK'S DANCE BATES
Denver, Sept. 26.

Ted Mack, last m. c. at the Publix
Denver, goes into the Brown hotel

with his 14-piece band and a girl

trio, the. Lefholts Sisters. Six-week
engagement in the Casanova room
Is minimum slated.

Joe DeCourcey and his orchestra
have returned to the Government
owned Chateau Laurler hotel,. Ot
tawa, for the fall and winter sea
son after a long engagement at the
hotel a year ago.

A Natural Hit

"A LITTLE STREET

WHERE OLD

FRIENDS MEET"

By GUS KAHN
and

HARRY WOODS

JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO.
1587 Broadway
New York

INDISPENSABLE ~ SONGS FOB
YOVB FALL BEPERTOIBE

I

MARDI GRA8"—Waltl
STRANGE INTERLUDE"—Slow fex-tret
"TELL ME WITH TULIPS"—Slow fox-trot

"LISTEN TO THE GERMAN BAND"—
Comedy fox-trot

"AND SO TO BED"—Lulllby (ox-trot
"IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN YOU"—Fox-tf it
"THERE WILL BE A GIRL"—(Frod 8tOPe'o

"Smiling Facet")
"DRUMS IN MY HEART" — (Youmini'

March Song)
"IT'8 ABOUT TIME"—Comedy fox-trot
"ANOTHER CANDLE ON YOUR BIRTH-

DAY CAKE"—Fox-trot

STANDARDS
"WITHOUT A SONG"—Three keyt (Ballad)
"THROUGH THE YEARS" — Three keyo

(Ballad)
"THEY CUT DOWN THE OLD PINE TREE
"TIME ON MY HANDS"
"TWO LOVES"—(With Frenoh text)

"KATHLEEN MINE"— (Irlth Ballad)

MILLER MUSIC, INC.
62 Wort 43th Street Ne« York City
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Disc Reviews
By Abel Green

-
..

' Three Keys
i On ihelr first recording, Columbia
2706, The Three Keys, whom NBC
alr^sponsored so fulsomely, are not
as impressive on wax as the ether.

It's chiefly a fault of selection.

There's the same technique by Bon
Bon, Slim and Bob at the ivories,

guitar arid with eccentric vocalizing,

hut somehow 'Somebody Loses,
Somebody Wins' and 'Mood Indigo*

don't do them Justice. Of the two,
the latter is - more In their line; but
possibly it was the arrangement or
the too intricate hot-cha that
counted against their disk debut.

Freddy Martin
.Competent dansapation by the

Martin orchestra on Columbia 2703.
'Goodbye to Love' and 'We Just
S^uldn't. \ Say Goodbye,' the. latter

e
;
Harry Woods hit, are. the num-

bers. Elmer Feldkamp and Terry
Shand do the 'vocal Interludes.

Isham Jones
• New to Victor, after prolifically
•canning' for Brunswick, the maes-
tro-composer has turned out about
as many, records as he can fashion
tunes. In truth/ among^thls. batch
are quite a nuriiber of bis own com-
positions, with Charlie Newman fig-

uring as his favorite collaborator.
•One Little Word Led to Another' is

one, on Victor 24099,- backed by the
currently .popular rhythmic ditty,

by Frank Perkins ad. Mitchell Par-
ish,

' 'Sentimental Gentleman from
Georgia'.' ' .^t •.

''.'."":

• 'Music;* Music ' Everywhere,' -*»hy
Ted' KOehler and Harold Arlen, 4ls

backed with 'And I
: Still Care,' on

Victor 24098, both equally inspiring
foxtrots. Back to a- Jones-Newman
tune, on No. 24116;; 'I Only Found
You for Somebody Else,' is coupled
with 1 Wish I. Had Wings,' the lat-
ter played by Bert Lown's orchestra
—apparently that bandsman is back
In the field again after a tiff with
his combo—and Elmer Feldkamp
does the vocalizing.

the fans on the hoof. They're
'Sweethearts Forever* and/ 'Three's
a Crowd' which the Kingites play
and. which Gordon Graham vocal-
izes effectively. And to make the
novelty complete, this is a Wayne
King couplet of foxotrots—what, no
waltz. Victor 24116.

Lee Morse
Was a time when: this throaty

contralto was something of a rage
on the disks at pop prices from the
labs of the old Perfect record's, the
same which cleaned up with Ukelele'
Ike during his heyday. Miss Morse
has been on and off the wax through
the intervening time but has never
changed her penchant for the torch
song, with a *sad' delivery part of
her vocal trademark. ,§he, does that
with 'Something in the Night/ air
though that's riot strictly a torchie,
to piano and guitar accompaniment,
with ' 'Moonlight on the River' a
campanion number.
An expert song saleswoman, on

the rostrum or a cafe floor, Miss
Morse

.
has . lost none pf .. the . tricks

via the mike and wax. Columbia
2706.

Plea of Nagging Wins Out
Over Infidelity Charge
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 26. .

Nagged to such an extent that he
said it constituted cruelty, Gordon.

E. Harrington, oil company adjuster

during the day and an orchestra
leader nights, was granted a divorce
in probate court here. The wife's
plea for. a separate support allow-
ance was denied.

Mrs. Harrington complained of
her husband's attentions to other
women. Harrington said his wife
nagged him so much that . he be-
came extreriiely nervous and drove
him to seek solitude from home.

. Joe Haymes .

'Let's Have a Party,' co-authored
by Haymes, and 'Old Man of the
Mountain,' the novelty George
Brown-Victor Young ditty, are
great stuff for Haymes" singing or-
chestra type of dansapation. .They're
sprightly foxes and delivered, in the
popular manner.

Rudy VaJlee
'Same, Old Moon;, and -.'Strange In-

terlude' are the Vallee, Connecticut
Yankee's foxtrotology, on .Columbia
2702, With a special label titled 'Ra-
dio- Record.' This is a new distinc-
tion accorded radio recording art-
ists, ' Vallee and Richman, as pre-
viously reviewed, enjoying this spe-
cial -attention,- and Arthur Tracy
•lated for ditto, w . 4

. ,1a .the mike, manner, Vallee col'.

Io£u'ially
.
interpolates .commentary

on the ditties he's purveying, throw-
ing'a bouquet'to Phil Baker and Ben
BSrriie (but omfttinl' WAlter feflriich,

who probably ha'a ittost to do With
Its composition) as the co-authors
of "Interlude.' Latter is one of the
Season's more distinctive foxtrots.

. Paul VyWteman
Someday somebody will suddenly

wake~ up to. the realization to ;
what

degree Whlteman' ,1ias discovered
and" nurtured new* talent, and re-
coumVthat he wad the first to.bally-
hoo Bing Crosby and Harry Barris
whenv with Al Rinker, they were
two-thirds of the original Paul
tyhiteman Rhythm Boys; that he
popularized Mildred Bailey

. ( who,
Incidentally, is that same Al
Stinker's Bister); that he brought
Out Henry Busse"and a flock of
other talent; and, in IJne with that,
Ramona and Her Grand Piano and
Jack Fulton, Jr., who are back-to-
back featured on the present White-
inan. couplet in hand, will undoubt-
edly attain solo fame. Fulton Is

already in line for the next NBC
buildup .and Ramona, the grand
pianistV. is : likewise Jieing NBC'd
•frith Red McKerizie -as her team-
Jiate, on the 'Ramona and Red'
uar-ter 7 hour every-so-often via
NBC.

. AfoKenzie is. .another 'in the
Whitemah variety personnel.'
Ramona gets jn- her innings on

Victor 24097, the Whitemanites do-
ing their sweetest syncopation with
the 'blue pajama song* as the cur-
rently popular Howard .Dietz-Arthur
Schwartz fo*tr6t'"sorig is oddly sub-
billed, 'I Guess I'll Have to Change
My Plan.' The companion waltz,
'You'll Always Be the Same Sweet-
heart', permits Fulton's top tenoring
to scintillate arid both specialists
take full advantage of their oppbr
tunities. Incidentally it's a Swell
foxtrot couplet as done by White
riian. ...
Victor 24096 couples the corking

'Nightfall', and 'Something in the
Night,' with Fulton soloing both
melody foxtrot ballads.

Mildred Bailey
A soloist on her own now in the

picture houses, Miss Bailey is also
being soloed on Victor records. Her
first, No. 24117, features the 'Roclcin'
Chair' theme number she popular
Ized under Whiteman auspices, and
'Love Me Tonight' (not the Cheva
lier theme song) Is the backer
upper. She can sell a pop song, of
course, and the Victorizations are
no exceptions.

Wayne King
Melody foxtrots front the Warner

Bros, picture, 'Crooner,' which are
already rather well established with

Sissle Declares Self

Bankrupt; Owes $12,889

Noble Sissle, colored orchestra
leader, currently at the B$rk Cen-
tral hotel, New York, has declared
himself a bankrupt. Schedule filed

along with the voluntary petition
in New York gives the liabilities as
totaling $12,889 and assets unknown
Odtside of hid wardrobe, the only
items listed among assets are".

i

Judgment of $216 against the. Popu
larity Club, Inc., BTarlem rilterie of
which Sissle is part owner; and roy-
alty rights to four songs.; ','

, , \

included among the creditors on
the schedule were Brooks Costume
CO., $126; 'The Billboard,': $.280;Sid-
ney1 Beck'et, musician,]. $200; A. /J.

Clark; Sissle's manager, .with com-
missions designated as 'unknown';
Peter Clark, Inc., $690; Columbia
Broadcasting Systems, commissions,
amount 1 unknown; Demus

'

' .Dean,
Rudolph Jackson, Raymond TTsera,
Llbyd Purkey and W. Reavy, mu-
sicians, each $200; William Morris,
notes contracted in Paris, '$260;

Park Central Hotel, commissions,
$6,600; ^Variety,' $350; Harry Romm,
commissions, unknown; Harry D.
Squires; commissions, unknown;
Selmer-Conn, judgment for $211.62,

and judgment obtained by Benja-
min Berinstein in connection with
the 'Shuffle Along' show, $800.46.

Pubs Say Jobbers Will Not Be

Exterminated Wholly by MDS

10 Tunes Ready for

Heavy Music Promotion

On Four New Fox Pix

Hollywood,' Sept. 26.

Fox studio has 10 songs from four

pictures ready for publication by
the Sain "Fox Publishing Co., in Its

plan of -going heavy this fall and
winter on sheet music exploitation
of its pictures: /

The 10, ithd' the pictures frbriv

which they are taken, follow
'Stepping ' the .tlackety Rax,' : by
James Hanley - and L. Wolfe Gil-

bert ('Rackety Rax') ; ;.*Home Folks,'

by Hanley and- Sid Mitchell, and
'As' the Years Roll By,' "by Hanley
('The Golden West') ; 'The Gal from
Amarillo' and 'Cowboy Heaven,' by
Val Burton.' anA \Will Jason ('Rob-
ber's Roost'), arid. 'Throw a. Little

Salt on a Bluebird's Tail/ 'Around
You* and 'Inclosed, Please Find,-' by
Leo Robin and Richard A. Whiting
('Little Teacher*).

Mrs. Jules Buffano Falls

To Her Death; Was 111

Seattle, Sept. 26.

A fall from the seventh floor of

the Camlin hotel to the concrete

courtyard, resulted in the death of

Mrs. Jules Buffano Tuesday (20)

night." Her husband Jules Buffano,
has been band leader and m. c. for

past year at the Fifth Ave.
Mrs. BuffanO had been ill for sev-

eral weeks. She had spent two days
at a local hospital and then was.
taken to their apartment at the
Camlin, accompanied by a nurse.
Her husband at the time was at

rehearsal. When th.e nurse .was in

another room, for a moment, Mrs.
Buffano either leaned or accidentally
fell out of the window, which was
low and open.
She was 26 and married for 10

years.

16c PRICE A BLOW

FOR WRITERS' TERMS

Copyright Suits. West
Salt Lake City, Sept. 26.

ASCAP filed suits for perform-
ance of musical selections without
permission, for the first time in this

territory. Damages of $600 are
asked in a complaint filed in the
federal court against the Old Mill

Tavern,- Inc., by Gene Buck' as
president of the ASCAP; and Leo
Feist, Inc., and the Famous Music
Corp. Numbers in question are 'My
Silent Love,' and 'The Nig^t When
Love Was Born?

. Old Mill, suburban dance spot
enjoying heavy summer play, held

Frank . Cookson's band during the

season and closea Sept, 16 until

next June.
Dance place hasn't taken out

ASCAP license since last Novem-
ber, and Society picks oil these two
numbers as vehicles upon which to

work.

Little Leaves S-C
San Francisco, Sept. 26.

Ed Little Is out of Sherman, Clay
& Co. after 30 years as head of the
music publishing department.
He's succeeded by Herbert Marple,

previously in music game in Los
Angeles and San Diego, who takes
over Little's spot this week. Little

may go East.

Fjastad Back at Par
' Hollywood, .

Sept. 26.

With vocal activities picking up
at Paramount, Roy Fjastad is back
in the music department-

ltas his old job^of Bcouting vocal

talent, arid handling auditlonB.

Solicitations for $l's to

Continue Minn. Symph
,
.Minneapolis, Sept. 26. .

.

In a final effort to raise the $13,-

000 necessary to complete the $160,-

000 guarantee which is required for
the continuation ' of the Minneapolis
Symphony-; 1 more than 1,000 people
are participating' in a door-to-door
'dollar drive* fri the 'Save Our Sym-
phony Movement.'
One-buck contributions are belrik

sought, - but -"anything in excess' of
that amount also is accepted.

HERE AND THERE
Irving Weiss, .formerly with- the

Rinsler & Frisen
;
circuit, is organ-

izing an orchestra at Long Beach,
N. Y. ;

- • '.

.

New 16c. wholesale ' price and a
uniform 25c retail price knocks the

songwriters' demands for a larger

royalty awry. It means 2c royalty

'

only, with the proviso that should'

the wholesale price reach 18c. arid

oyer, then the writers will receive
3c. The tunesmlths through- their

Songwriters' Protective. Association
had visions of as high as 33 1-3%
of all publishers' income,- including
mechanicals and sheet music.
Meantime, with the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors
.

Publishers looking to the radio as
a large source of revenue, the
writers are -becoming most prolific,

figuring that the multiplicity ' of

copyrights used for
\
broadcasting

will eventually react to their ben-
efit in whatever point, system is

worked but to apportion the radio
revenue. .; .

• .-•

Complaint from the' publishers
also Is that they are " writing the
same type of songs too much,
strictly with an ey'e . and an ear
to the ether, ' but that, this earned
ness Isn't helping, sales.

With fhe closing of the Pantages,
Hollywood, 'T&t Max Bradfleld, mu-
sical director, has returned to
Loew's State, L. A.

J. Herman^ Miller, baritone, has
signed, with Paul Specht's orches'-

tra.

James Newill, tenor with Ted
Dahl's. orchestra at Grand Hotel,
Santa Monica, Calif., joins Phil
Harris' combination .at the Cocoa-
nut Grove, L. A.

Negotiations . on. for return of
Paul Tramalrie. unit to Yoeng's
chowmeinerle. oa Broadway.

Bill 8cdtfi .'band recording a
series of college and football song
platters for .tije American Record
Co. ...

.'

Robbing is getting out a 'Street

Singer* folio of . 30 standard num-
bers in eight; different languages
With some 10,000.. advance orders
from Montgomery Ward, Sears-
Roebuck, etc.,

.
already received. . It

will be illustrated with Arthur
Tracy (the . Street Singer) In char-
acter pose's.

John Schornstein, son of 'Taps,'

has joined Agel, Yellen & Born-
stein as radio contaet.

Teddy King has gone under the
managerial wing of John O'Connor

Handy Bros, are publishing the
new Connie's Inn floor show Songs;
lyrics by Andy Razaf, music by
James P. Johnson.

Perc Butler is leading the orches-
tra for Empire burlesque at .the

Worcester theatre, Worcester, Mass.
Bills his orchestra as Worcester-
shires 'the sauciest band in town.' :

Jack Valentine orchestra playing

at Muegel's Inn, Buffalo roadhouse.

$500 a Side Vs* 3c Per

For Merman on Pises
Ethel Merman has been signed by

Victor for 16 records and will get

a concentrated disk build-up. She

receives ° $500 a side against a 3c

royalty, an unusual figure for a
popular songstress.
Miss Merman returns to Bump

ty Dumpty' Oct, 31, but may fill in

a week for Publix in Chi, depend-
ing on her NBC commercial audi-
tion.

Music publishers think that their

own Music Dealers Service mer-
chandising outlet for popular music
will not have as serious an effect on
the jobbers as the latter themselves
fear. That it may all equalize itself

is a popular belief.

The publishers argue there are so

many little things a dealer gets

from an established jobber which
the MDS. can't service him, that the

dealer might be content to pay 18c.

per copy wholesale.even 't he could

get it at 16c. from the MDS. For
example, there's considercble small
goods, • needles, pdp price phorio-

graph records, orchestrations, stan-
dard music, torte-arms, accessories,

even' pop " priced radio sets, which
the jobber has, along with sheet
music,, which the MDS cannot sup-
ply- The MDS is strictly In the
business - of purveying

:
pcpular

music. •

Already, there are complaints from
some jobbers asking why the MDS .

doesn't itemize its bills. . Instead,
MDS bills' 3,000 copies at 16c. and
doesn't bother to itemize the- tltleB

of the songs. The MDS says it can't
see the sense of such Itemization
since every sheet of music, regard-
less of title or publisher, represents
16c.. For: years, however, the meiS-
chant has been accustomed to an
itemized bill of

.
the selections by

title and that's a habit they're In-
sisting upon.

22 Pubs Now in

Che MDS, since the original 12
Incqrpprators has taken in eight
more majors- and. two more came ih
this week, Joe Davis and Con Co»«
rad Co.< '

. .•
'^_'';'.

MDS is sending out promotional
contacts in the general interests of
the popular -sheet' music publishing
biz to encourage syndicate' stores tb
reopen' counters where t^ey, migHt
haVe' been discontinued In the ipast
for reasons of business or small
profit. ,or poor servicing or any of
the- sundry trade reasons that en-
counter the - business. In 'addition,
large dept. storea

:
.nqt already oar-

tying. pop^
. ttiUsic ^jll^be^ritipuraRed

to .establish them. . with ; arguinentii
that music has always been- a ntt*
•jural drag-;em-rlriner« The- custohief*
can be pulled into' -the' *artheririost
cornel's of the 'stores;^ the tlrikiinj^

plario bf the song;' d^emoristrator and.
It's

!

grea't' stuff to' Interest' them -in
the . obscure counters . carrying mer-
chandise which doesn't go so weB.
.. Already the MDS has -2,700 dealer
outlet* lined up. No Individual
publisher' has had riior^ than 1,200
af any ' tLiie, .. All

, 2,700 are -being
coritacted regularly by all the flrmo,
via circular and salesmen, to - build
up new trade.

'. The MDS is merely a central ship-
ping plant. The pubs still go on 'In

a - highly competitive - manner, ' as
heretofore^ plugging: their songs and
doing all possible to create a de-
riiand for them, the. MDS merely
foiling orders.

Swedish Band Rule
Stockholm, Sept. 15.

Cancellation of the concert of

Boulanger, Roumanian fiddler and
his waltz orchestra of 15 from
Savoy Hotel, Londpri, was caused
by anriouncemerit from local labor
bureau that if group wanted to play
here they must hire 16 local must.-;

clans to sit around during the con-
cert. .'.'...'• .',-',

Boulanger refused as. he said he
had had enough headaches in'

Copenhagen and Oslo with this sort

of treatment Doubtful if Jack HyU
ton will inake the Scandinavian trip

this winter due to labor , restric-

tions.

Songwriters Acting
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Unable to And any better types
for the songwriters: parts in '42nd

Street,' Warners are using Al Dubln
and Harry Warren, who are writing
the numbers for the musical.
Tune makers will play a com-

poser and lyric writer in the pic-

ture.

Walter Powell's Band
Walter Powell, comedian-trom-

bonist, has broken away from the
Benny MerniT band to frame a band
act of his own.
He will head the Rudy Bundy

Orchestra with Mark Leddy as

agent.

Five Song Sheet Sellers

Convicted of Conspiracy

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.

Five song sheet sellers arid dis-
tributor's were corivicted in V.' B.
District Judge Harry HolIzer*s court
here of conspiracy to' violate /tnV
{copyright act. . They >ill be seh^
Itferic'ed Monday (26),' Maximum terql
that can be given the: bootleg musld
m©1i,.ls two years, each.'...Those found
!griilty are Willie Zimmer, Al Fried*
mart, Jack . Lleber and Alexander
Aggie. Friedman is 18 and Aggie
16. ...

This is the first conspiracy trial
oyer ' song copyright violation, an^
it is. expected to set a precedent, in
other centers. Deputy U. S. Dls*
trict Attorney George O'Hanneslan
prosecuted the case, based . on
charges brought by _ the American
Society of Composers, Authors arid
Publishers.
Defendants were indicted after

haying the sheets printed in Vallejo,

shipped from Oakland to Los An-
geles, and sold here. Friedman and
Al Barber are also under indict-

ment for.prlnting sheets here, with,

their trial set for November.

Ken S.ounon former director
Keith's, Syracuse, Nk Y,, now guest
director at the RKO Palace, Roch-
ester. *
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Radio Reports

(Continued from page 5G)

action, philosophy and laughs as
written. !

Cast, .selected from NBC's local

drama staff, did a suave job the'

first night. Charles McAlister
showed more color and shading
than that generally heard on ether,

waves, Barton Yarborough and
Dorothy Desmond, did the husband
and wife, Yarborough sounding
somewhat youthful and vocally
reminiscent of . Charles Farrell.

Anita Calfot and Jack Mery han-
dled the juvenile roles, arid good.
Musical sig provided by organ,

with Paul Carson at console. Jerry
Kilgore handled the ad plugs, which
followed the usual routine handed
out by ad agencies and could stand
shearing in half. Carleton Morse
produced. Bocki^

DOMINO CLUB, RAY.WEST
Skit, Singing, Instrumental
COMMERCIAL
KFI, Los Angeles

- This ether program put on by ' the
Union Oil Co., and going out .over
the NBC Grange network (seven
-Coast stations), started out to be'

an entertaining 80 minutes. It still

can he something worth while to
turn to if, the. sketch, 'Ladies of the;

Masque,* is trimmed. A hal£-hour
of talk becomes monotonous.
The DominQS,, Hollywood organi-

zation of theatrical
: arid. .screen;

women, gives the period' a draw • at
•the start. It 'means names on. ,the
air every Sunday between 8 and 9.

•jt. hi. '

.. , . '

Second part of program got under
way with Lucille Gleason a'ddress->
lng . the invisible audience, and
thanking the program • sponsor for

Radio's Dream Girl

jr.

Sundays at
9 P.M.

Every Morning Ex-
cept Monday at

10:30 A. M.mm
<*. t. oz

' : Associated with

JENIE JACOBS
,'.

. AGENCY
1)14 Broadw»y, New York

••• Phone Colombo* 6-1980 ..
.',

Exclusively Booking with'
RKO and Its Subsidiaries

RADIO TALENT
Phone William Stoesa
>Tew Yorker Hotel
Regarding Auditions

Only Professionals Considered

iOHN

-SHEVLIN-
. ,

'

' (TENOR)
Featured on the Sweetheart Soap

Monarentent of
NBO ARTIST BUREAU

RAYMOND PAIGE
Ma*lcftl Director KHJ, Los Angeles

GUEST CONDUCTOR
HOLLYWOOD BOWL SYMPHONY

July 29th
Directing Gershwin'* "American Id

Purls" and the Belcher Ballet

the privilege of etherizing the Dom-
ino members. Adele Rowland vocal-

ized With 'April Showers.' Ray
West and his gang then harmonized
Another Night Alone,* with Mae
Busch and Dorothy Marion backing
up the rendition with a blackout,

titled 'Milk of Kindness.' Clarence
Nordstrom was only fairly enter-
taining with his rendition of 'Bloods-

hound Blues.' Another tune might
have served better. Two other num-
bers, 'Crazy People' and 'St. Louis
Blues.' by the West combo, were
llfesavers.

In the cast of 'Ladles' were Con-
way Tearle, Marguerite Churchill,
Grayce Hampton, Juliette Lewis
Morgan Wallace. Kay Van Riper
wrote it and Georgia Fifleld direct-

ed, under the management of Olive
Cooper.

PAT FRAYNE SPORTTALKS
COMMERCIAL
KFRC, San Francisco

Dean, of local sports editors, Pat

Erayne has been pounding out

athletic Items for. the 'Call-Bulletin'

for number of years, and is the
first local scribe to land a sponsor
for his radio talks. Frayne person-
ally sold Pabst- Malt Co. for Tues-;
day and Friday, night 8 : 15 spots on.

an indefinite basis, conducting these
programs in addition to the several
weeklies which he remote controls
from 'CalUBulletin' radio room as!

part of his s. e. job.
Broadcasting journalist handled

all items in news style rather than
as radio.,chatter. 1 Plenty of. variety;
in. subject matter, ranging from
football to crew, ponies and boxing.
Introduced Joe Hernandez, official

of local • Tanforan race track, who'
put in a few plugs, for the bangtail;
circuit.

Opening and ' closing plugs for
Pabst malt little too long, Bock.

Tough on Wives

Washington, Sept. 26.

NBC's rule barring married
couples in same office worked
in the cage of William Aber-
nathy, announcer.
He married a hostess at local

KBC studios and ' girl ' was
greeted with news after honey-
moon that she. couldn't hold

down both Jobs at. once.

COQUETTES
Sustaining
KPO, San Francisco

Femme trio—Marjorie Primley,

Annette Hastings and Imedla Mon-
tague—has been harmonizing over

"NBC for past three years, maintain-
ing a pleasing style that has done
much toward keeping them on the
air this length .of time.

Girls are one of the few groups
in the country not emulating the
Boswells. Which, considering all

the Imitators, is in favor of the
Coquettes.
Material is mainly pop stuff. On

this 16-minute Thursday night pro-
gram, on at 10:45, they're bound to

:

catch many of the younger genera-
tion; Girls have pleasing style. But
they might do well to steer away
from the Mills Brothers Influence
as inoculated in 'Goodbye Blues.'
Their Own stuff, as now practiced,
is* too neat to need impressions.

Bock.

ladeers might be able to get a
hearing. Otherwise they're out like

a candle.

Four boys who sing pop tunes
badly and who try1

- to tell jokes.

Not only are the jokes flabby and
tasteless, but they are made hope-
lessly useless by the absolute inabil-

ity of these boys to sell their' cOm-
edy talki They just read their lines,

and the stuff comfes Over the ether

like a damp dishrag.

Until they learn how to deliver

lines with a punch and a feeling

for comedy they'd better leave the

clowning to: more able performers
and stick to their tonsils. In the
home town they'll probably get by
with 'em. That is, if anybody is.

listening; Which. :is doubtful, since

these boys are trying to buck a
comedy talking sketch, known as
Amos 'n* Andy.

INDIAN GOOD LUCK
Talr-, Instrumental
COMMERCIAL '•

KFWB, Hollywood
This nightly period, arranged for

children, lacks the pep necessary

to keep the younger generation from
turning the dial to another station. 1

Music phase of the program in-
cludes such selections as 'Indian
Love Call,' 'Oh, . Sweet Mystery of
Life,' 'Carryin'. Me Along,* etc., but
the talk, which concerns the history;
of the American Red Face, is falter-;

ing.
Program, on for 30 minutes at

seven each night, is sponsored by;
the Walker Department store in;

L. A. Robert E.- Callahan does thei

continuity.

BALLADEERS
Male Quartet.
Sustaining
WEEU, Reading, Pa.

It's about time that the small
•time classification of the ether was:
established. In that case the Bal-'

;

FOOTBALL COACHING SCHOOL
Sustaining
WBRC, Birmingham
Timely feature coming at the be-

ginning of the football season. And
it is something a bit out of the ordi-

nary, although the amount of inter-

est in the program
.
may be a bit

limited, because • everybody doesn't
go nuts about, football.

- Three times a week Coach Eddie
McLane of Howard College goes on
the air. The school is made into a
sort oC interview before the mike,
with Frank Ring, announcer, doing
the asking. For those that are
Interested in football it's a good
program.

ZARIFA
Orchestra
15 Mins.
COMMERCIAL
WAAT, Jersey City

On this minor J. C. station which

is headquartered in the Hotel Plaza

there, but which hits N. T. met. sec-

tor on a clear, low kilo channel,

Zarifa' was heard plugging an anti-

dandruff remedy of that name. En-
dowed with a quasi-mystic aura to

perhaps purvey the Oriental quali-
ties of the product, it's not bally-
hooed along these lines' in so many
words. However* the • selections are
all of an Oriental motif as played
by the band, with. Tarifa. ('herself,

says the announcer, Dale Kennedy)
doing the spieling. .''•
This part of it is rather well done.

In a light, almost thin voice, be-
tween numbers, she utters just one
line at a time. One phrase- is some-
thing about the American people
should take as good . care of their
hair as their teeth. Nothing more.
Then follows a. selection. • Then a
pyramiding line, also of similar im-
port, building to the finale spiel,

which in this case was a limited
25c. sales solicitation of a $1.25

combo affair good until - Monday
night (26). That's a good way of
checking 'circulation,' if nothing
else, although it's a safe estimation
that plenty of quarters were thus
forthcoming.
For style in salesmanship and

showmanship, Zarifa should be
caught by the ad agencies. It beats
the concentrated gabbing and with
pithy, one-line catch-phrases be.
tween numbers it's .a palatable man
ner of presentation;..

"" ' Abel.

"THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE"
PRESENTED DAILY AT 12 O'CLOCK NOON OV£a.WOR

ALSO 6:30
i TO 1 P. M. SATURDAYS

BREAKING ALL FAN
AIL RECORDS
'Emancipator of the American Home!*'

—(William Jennings Bryan) •

KUZNETZO FF
• N I CO LI N A

20TH • OONHIil't 'i U *.: 'V/RKK

STEERO" Program, Wednesdays, 10:15 a.m., WEAF

Crooner on Hop' Charge
. Galveston, .Sept. 26,

Francis Bonislow, "ST, Filipino

croOher and musician, and Filamore

Cruz, 28, also a Filipino, and former
butler :for Asa Candler, Jr., Atlanta
soft drink magnate', were placed in
jail here following arrest at Hous
tort by narcotic operatives) who
seized $10,000. worth '

of smoking
opium.
Cruz admitted buying opium at

New Orleans from a Chinaman.
Bonislow denied knowledge of the
drug. Their bonds were placed at
$2,500 each.

CLEANSER SHOPPING
Dutch Cleanser is scouting around

for a program with which to return

to the air In October. When that
happens It will, agajnxtoe Columbia,
but a night-time clocTflhg will take
the place of the daytime spotting
of previous seasons.

Preference of the acpount cur
rcntly tends to an elaborate musical
show centered around a name war
bier. ., •

SIMS-BAILEY BACK

Rejoin NBC—Will Oat
Build-Ups

Separate

Chicago, Sept. 24.

Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey, who
werp-o#-the .NBC. payroll . for, sev-

eral weeks, have patched up their
differences over money and okayed
a new six months' arrangement.

It is understood NBC will adopt
a new policy with the pair, wno are
privately man and wife. Each will

be built up individually with a
band, although they may also con-
tinue to work together on sustain-
ing flll-ins.

Casts of 5 to 25 People

On New S. F. Sustaining

San Francisco, Sept. 26.

Two . new sustaining programs
start on NBC this week, one the

most ambitious dramatic effort local

studios have ever made.
First -of these, Star Book series,

dramatizations of best selling books
of past five years, will use casts
ranging from live to 25.. Initial

book will be 'Billy the Kid.*
Second series will be !Life of the

Reillys,' written by Ted Maxwell
and starring the author and his
wife, Bobb'e' Deane. It's the'Jr first

appearance together in radio, des-
pite several years with NBC here,
although both were in stock to-
gether.

Pubs Shell Out

$100 Per Arrang.

German Best Sellers
Berlin, Sept*' 17. •

Best sellers ini popular music here
are as follows: . • '

;
'

'Heute Nacht Oder Nie' ('Tonight
or. Never') , Wiener Bohemverlag.
'Was kann so schoen sein wie

Deine Liebe?' ('What Can Be as
Wonderful as Your Love?'), Beboton
Verlag.
'Niemand fragt uns' ('Nobody

Asks Us'), Wiener Behemverlag:
'Liebe war es nie* ("This Was

Never- Love'), Alrobie-Verlag.
Traeum mein kleines Baby'

('Sleep My Little Baby'), Edition
Melsel.

For a dance L>and leader tcv shot*

out himself for a special arrange*
ment has becoK.e a rarity This
includes the topmount maestrog.

Several of the latter who havo
hlthertofore Insisted upon picking
their own arrangers and paying for
the job are now leaving to the pub«
Ushers to foot the bill, though re-
taining the prerogative of naming
the arranger. Conditions in tha
business as applied to themselves
have forced them to recede from
the old independent position.
Makes it so much tougher for tha

smaller publisher now to get a new-
number introduced by the class A
combos. Fee usually asked by tha
arranger selected by the name lead-
er averages around $100.
Despite the :>tate of the musio

business several of the big 12 pub-
lishers do little hesitating when tha
tap Is made. One only last week
let himself , in for a three-yard in*
vestment on three numberj at ona
crack for an orchestra whose leader
for over 10 years had scorned put-
ting himself under this sort of ob-
ligation. This maestro- still has his
noted arrangers available but tha
publishers interested are carrying
the payroll load."

~~

Armour Goes Funny
Chicago, Sept. 26.

Trend toward humor on the air is

markedly exemplified by Armour
going facetious. This sponsor enters
its fourth broadcasting season with
an entirely' different type of show
than previously used. Up to now
Armour has been identified with the
lighter classics entirely.

East and Dumke are heading the
new funny brigade which replaces
the. conservative policy. Sample
number one starts this Friday (30).

Goodyear Revising
Revised talent setup for the

Goodyear Rubber show on NBC will

take in the B. A. Rolfe orchestra,
Ripley and the Revelers. Program
built around this threesome has
been auditioned by the client and
tentatively okayed.
Current . Goodyear has a Victor

Young orchestra, with ' a different
guest artist each Wednesday night,
and the Revelers as the regular
warbling background.

. ETCHED IN SHELLAC
Chicago, Sept. 26.

Eddie' Voynow and Larry Field,

who joined Scott Howe Bowen after
the foldup of National Radio Ad-
vertisers; Inc., are supervising the
waxing

, . of Republican, political

palaver. G. O. P. has given most
of its radio disc work to this outfit.

Secretary of Agriculture Hyde
was etched in shellac last week.-

FRISCO PROMOTIONS
San Francisco, Sept. 26.

Two new. promotions at NBC
here have -Bill Andrews moving up
as assistant chief announcer, suc-
ceeding Cecil Underwood, who was
boosted to post of production chief;

.
Andy Love gets job Of continuity

editor when Madonno Todd leaves
Oct. 15. Love is now in the pro-
duction department.

ANNA MUCKE SUICIDE
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 26.

Anna Mucke, theatre and former
KFAB organist, was found dead last
week in a deserted section of the
city. Investigation showed she had
taken her own life.

. Mucke was identified -with music
circles in Lincoln for the past 1-0

i years.

.

: Headlining
ORPHEUM, N»w Orleans,

This WMk (Sept 24)

Im, OVRDM * ALLKNt

JACK DENNY
AND ORCHESTRA

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

Victor Records

Lucky Strike Dance Hour

Management M. C. A.

ABE L

LYMAN
•AND HIS

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
Columbia Broadcasting System

PHILLIP'S DENTAL MAGNE9IA
Toes., Thars., Sat 8:1S (East)

COAST-TO-COAST
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Castro, Hanolo, Naclonale H.. Havana.

Causer. Bob, Ithaca H., Ithaca, N. T.

Cavallave, John, 20 Irving St., Mew
Haven.
Cavato, Eta, Flotilla Club, Pittsburgh.

Cervone, ' laay, 602 Blackstone Bids.,
Pittsburgh.

Charles, Roy, Golden Pumpkin C, Chi.

Cblo-B-Revelera, Station WJBO, New Or-
leans.

Chrlstensen, Paul, WKY, Oklahoma City.

Christie. H. J.; 1831 N. Ormaby Ave,,
Louisville.

Church, Ron, Buckeye Lake P., Buck-
eye Lake, O.

Clarke, Bob, 168© Roxbury Rd. (B), Co-
lumbus, O.

.Clarke, Herb. L., Municipal Band. Long
Beach, Cal.

- Clary, Sonny,- Showboat C, L. A.

.

Cle'velanders, Fuller's Garden/ Cincinnati.
' Ceakley, Jack,. States Hofbrau, 6. F.

.

' Coburn, Win.. Blue. Mouse T., Seattle.

• Rog"Code, Athens A. C, San Francisco.

. Col F.. 262 W. Douglas St., Reading, Pa.
Coleman, Bmll.

College. Club, 4120' Dewey Ave., Omaha.
Collegian 8erenadera, .Far Bast R., Cleve-

land.
' Columbo, Ruse, NBC, N. T.
Condplorl, A.. Adelphl H., Philadelphia.

Conley, Ralph, 1110 Grand St., "Wheel-
ing, W. Va.

Conrad, H.. .1068 Park Aye.,- N. Y. C
-Cook, Arthur, WXYZ, Detroit

Cooley, Ftlti, Maple View, PltUfleld.
Mass.

Comwell, Frank, Mayfalr C, Boston.

Com, Geo., KGFJ, . L. A.

"Coyle, L. H., 210 R 10th St., Easton, Pa.
' 'Craig, Francle. Hermitage H., .Nashville.

Crescent Orch., Armory,' Ml'ddletowtf, N.Y.

Crawford. "Buzz."' 2110 Pennsylvania
Ave., N. W..- Washington.

. Crawford, Jack, Fox T„ Seattle.

- Crawford. Thomas L. v Wloblte, Kans.

.qiillen, S. E., 314 E. o'tb fit.. South Bos-
ton

Currle, Harry, Seelbach H,. Louisville.

Cummlngs, Johnnie, Webster H., Canan-
dalgua, N. T.

Dahl, Ted, KMTR. Hollywood.

Damakl, Henri, KJR, Seattle.

Dantzlg, E. J., 842 Putnam Ave., B'klyn.

D'Ai-trl's Orch., 61 14th St., Norwich,
Conn.

. Daugherty, Emery, Jardln Lido, Arling-

ton H., Washington, D. C. ..

Davidson. J. W-.-Narshore T., Chicago.
' Davis, <C, Jndlaba. T.f Indianapolis.

Davie, Meyer, -18 E. 48th St.,.N. Y. C.

Davison, Walt, Malnatreet T„ K. C.

'DeForest, Don, 171 King St., Portland,
Ore.

Delbrldge, Del.. 404- Madison T. Bide I

Detroit.

! Del Pose, Sen.or, 1D87; B'way; ; N, T, C.
' DeLuca, J., 481 St. Marks Ave., Brook-
lyn, n. t.

'

i

Denny, Claude, Nocturne C, Chi.' .

.Denny, Jack, Waldorf-Astoria: H., N.T.C.
jPeterlcb, Rdy, Stevens H., . Chicago, '

'

: Dewees. Lowell, 1200 Jackson St., Spring;
•eld, 111.

' Dolan, Bert, Bond Hotel, Hartford, Conn;
Domlne Orch., 22 4th St., Troy. N. Y~.

' Donnelly, W.' H., 280 Olenwood Ave., B;
Orange, N. J.

Dornberger, Chas., Mt. Royal H., Mont-
real

.

j

! Doty, Mike, Celeslum . B. R., Tacom'a,
Wash.

.
.\ 1

Dougherty, Doc, Adelphla H.\ Phlla.

'Downey, Harry; Ballyhoo C, B'way and
40th St., N. T. C

|
Dunn, Jack, El Patio B. R., L. A.

: Duerr. Daiph. 11404) 'Orvllle Ave., Cleve.

; Duchln, Ed., Central Park Casino, N.T.C.

Eckel, Charlie, N. Y. Athletic Club. Pel-
bam, N. T.
' Edmunds, Glen, Elk's C, L. A.
Eleenbourg, Dok, Shepard • Colonial R.,

Boston.

; Ellington, Duke, 709 7th ave., N. T. C.
-Elmwood Band, 872 Van Nostrand Ave.,
Jersey City. '

~

.Engliab-Glbson, Boulevard T.. L. A.
Elchhorn, Geo., JicElroy's B. R., Seattle.

Eppel, 6730 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.
Erlckson, Harry, Saltalr Beach Co, Salt

take City.

Evans. Billy, KTM, L. A.
Everett. Hume, Lakeside P., Denver.

Fabregas, Geo., Silver slipper C, L. A.

. Fain, Elmer, Club'Royale, L. A.
Fay, Bernard, Fay's, Providence.

.

Fan-ell, F., Inn, 4 Sheridan Sq., N. T. C.

Feeney; J. M., 220 E. 11th St., Oakland.

Fagan, Ray,. .Sagamore H.; Rochester.

Fabello, Phil, Albee, Brooklyn.

Farr, Aaron, Miami Beach Country C
Miami Beach.

Feldman. Joe| 1008 E. 08th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Fcrdlnando, Felix. L« Chateau B. B..

Manchester, N. H.

Feyl, J. W., 878 River St.. Troy, N. T.

Flo-Hlto. Ted. St. Francis H., 9. F.

Fischer, Carl, Majestic D. H., Detroit.

. Fischer. C. L. 014 South Weetnedge St.,

Kalamazoo, Mich. -

"Fisher, Rob, Pyramid C„ Hollywood.

Flnston, Nat, Par. Studio. Hollywood.

Fltzpatrlck, Eddie, St. Francis H.. 8. F.

Foard, Don, 1410 Reed Ave. Kalamazoo.
Mich,

Fogg A. M;.' 174 Beacon St., Portland,
Mc.

Vomlah, Henry, Pleasant Lake, Jackson,
Mich.

Forbes, Alex, KC-L, Seattle.

. Forman, Lou. Palace T„ N. T. C.

Fosdlck, Gene, Rye- Bath- & Tennis C,
.Westchester.

Four Horsemen, Oriental Gardens, Chi-'
cago.

Freed, Carl. 20 a Orange Ave., Newark.
Friary, George, Rockland, Mass.
Friedman, L. F., St. Louis T., St. Louis.
Friedman, Snooks, Paramount H., N.Y.C.

.
Frieso, J. F.. Strand T., Stamford, Conn.

^Frost, Jack, Station WJAR, Providence.

Fuller, Earl, Swiss Gardens, Cinn.
Funk, Larry, WEAF, N. Y. C. .

- -

Calvin, J. J., Plaza T., Worcester. Mass.
GalHcchlo. Jo, 5200 Sheridan Rd., Chi.
a*r<>>;er, C. C, 1627 N. 24th St., Lin-

coln, Neb.
Gates, Manny, Alcazar H„ Miami.
Gaul, Geo., Washington, D. C.

^Geldt, Al., 117 S. N. J. Ave.. Altantlc
City.

Gerun. Tom, Hotel New Yorker; N.Y.C.
Gill, Suralt C, Baltimore.
Gill, Joe, Hollywood C„ Galveston, Tex.
Gillen. Frank. DeUolt Yacht C, Detroit
GlUet, Albert. KGW. Portland, Ore.
Ginsberg, Ralph, Palmer H., Cbl.

c
^lryln.

. H.al., Del Monte H., Del Monte,

Golt, Mark, Brlggs R., Detroit.
Goldberg. Geo., Celestial R„. Bay Shore

Park, Baltimore. Md.
GOlden, Neal, WOK, N. Y. C.

Goldkette, Jean, Book Tower, Detroit.
'

Gonzales, S. .N.. " 110 B. 4th St.. Santa
Ana, CaL
Gordon, Herb, Wardman Pk. H„ Wash.
Gorrell, Ray, 404 Madison T. Bldg., De-

troit.

Graham, . Paul, Jenkllnson Pav... Pt.
Pleasant. N. J.

Grass, ' Chet, 2040 B. Corona, ' Denver.
Grayson,. Ha), Roosevelt H., Hollywood.
Green, jimmy. Beach View Gardens C,

Chicago.

Greer, Billy, 1002 Main St., Davenport, la.

Grler, Jimmy, Ambassador H„ L. A.
Gross, Presnt, McElroy B., Portland. Ore.
O rosso. Paul. Arlington H.. Colorado

Springs. Col.

- Guanette, Lou, 16 St. Angelo St., Quebec.
Gurnlck, Ed„ . 80 Reynolds Ave., Provi-

dence. ...
Gunsondorfer, W.. 'Jdo C, 8. F.
Gutterson, M„ Valencia T.. Baltimore.

Haas, Alexander, 264 W. 70th St., N:Y.C.
Haines, "Whltey," Tavern Inn, 188 N.Bend at.,. Pawtucket,' R. I.

Hall, George, Taft H., N. Y. C.
Hall, Sleepy, MCA, Chicago. .

Hammond, jean. Sky Room. Milwaukee.
Hamp,' Johnny, Norumbega Park, Auburn

-

dale; Mass.' •

Hancock, Hogan, Jefferson H., Birming-
ham.
Harmon, M„ Club Mlrador, Washington.
Harrison, J., Rendesvous, Toronto.
Hart . Ronnie, British Columbia Pk.. Van-

couver; B. C.

Harkneee, Eddie, 2030 Franklin St. S. F.
Hatch, Nelson, Old Mill Tea Garden. To-

ronto, Can.
,

jHaney. Al. 2« CaplUl St., Pawtucket,

-Hays, Bill, Cathay Tea Garden, Phlla.
Helberger, Emll, Bond H., Hartford.

' Heldt, Horace, Golden Gate T.. 8. F.
Henderson, F„ 228 W. 189th St, N. Y. C.

Henderson, Gordon, KGFJ; L. A.
Henkel, Ted, Capitol T., Sydney, Aus.
Henningsen, Walter, KOMO, Seattle.

Henry, Tel., e-o NBC, 711 6tb Ave.,
N. Y. C. .

Hines, Earl, Grand TerraceC, Chicago.
Hirabak, A., 1128 Goottman St., Pitts-

burgh.

Hlte, Les, Cotton Club, Culver City, Cal.

Hobbs. Frank, Si Catherine H., Catallna
Is,

Hoffman, L> G., 78 Ernst St., Buffalo.

Hogan,, Tweet Chanel Lake, 111.

Hollowell, B., Strand D. H., Wilmington,
Del.

Hollywood Collegians, K. Of C. C, N:C.Y.
Holmes, Wright, Martinique Hi, K, Y. C.

Hopkins, Claude, Roaeland B, B'way and
50th St„ N. Y. C.

Houston, Chas., Monmouth Beach C.,
N. J.

Howard, Harold, Canyon Hotel, . Yellow-
stone.

Howard, Tex, Trianon B. R., Seattle.

Hueston, Billy, 1058 B'way, N. Y. C.

Huttbn, J; W., Coronadig H.; Ban Diego,
Cal.

. Hyde, Alex., c-i-o Wm. Morris, Mayfalr T.
Bldg., N, Y. C.

Ihnls, Ed, Vanity Fair B., Huntington,
W. Va.'

Irving, B.., Lyceum T., New Britain,
Conn.

Iscmlnger, Bill, Hagerstown, Md.

-

Ieltt. Doug, Butte, Mont
Iula, Felice, Rivoll T., Baltimore.
luia, Rufflno, City Park Bd„ Baltimore.

Jackson's Jaas, 18 Chestnut 8t, Glovers-
vllle, N. Y.

James, Harry, El Capltan T„ Hollywood,
Janis, Fred, Turkish Village C, Chicago.
Janover, A. L., 12S6 Grant Ave., N. Y. C.

Jansen, ICVI, Tacoma, Wash.
Jaxon, 'Half Pint,' WJJDr Chi.

Jedel, H-, 476 Hawthorne Ave., Newark,
^1. J.

Jehle; John, 76 Drlggs Ave.', Brooklyn.
Jockefs, Al, 1019 B'way. N. Y. C.

Johnson, C., Small's Paradise, N. Y. C.

Johnson, Dwlght, Empress H., Portland,
Ore

Johnny Johnstone, Playland, Rye,_N. Y.
Johnston. Merle. 151 W. 46tb St. N.Y.C.
Johnston, O. W., 48 Grove Aye., Ottawa.

Jolly Joyce's Syn„ 916-17 Walnut St.,

Philadelphia.

Jordan, Art, 0241 Norwood St., Phlla.

. Jones, Jsham. Ambassador, Atlantic City.
N.J.
Jorgensen, Ruth, 1236 Sheldon St., Jack-

son, Mich.

. Joy. Jlmmle. Variety,. Hollywood.

Joyce, Jerry, KFWB, Hollywood.

Kahn, Art, Via Lago C, Chicago.
Kabn, Harry, 5210 Go!nor Rood, Phlla.,

Pa.

Kahn, Herman, Capitol T„ Newark, N. J.

Kahn, Roger W.. 1007 B'way. N. Y. C.
Kails, H., Lido Venice C„ Boston.
Kamas, Al, Swanee B. R„ Washington.
Kassel, Art, MCA, Chicago.

Kaufman, W., 38 N. lOth .St, Lebanon.
Pa. .... .

Kay, Herble, MCA,. Chicago.
Kayser, Kay, Nixon R., Pitts.

Keegan, Ross E.. 22 Gold St., Freeport.
1- '-.-

Keller, Wm. R.. 4116 Olet St., Woodslde,
L. I.. N Y.

Kelly, Earl, Solomon's B.. L. A.
-' Kelly, Paul, La Granduja C, S. F.

Kelsey, Carleton, KFWB, Hollywood.
Kemp, Hal, New China C, Cleveland. .

Kennedy, Harold, Embassy C, Hollywood,

. Kennets, Larry, 801 Keenan Bldg... Pltts-
' burgh.

Kentner, H., BenJ., Franklin H., Phlla.

. Kerr, Chas, Adelphla H., Phlla.

. Red Kibbler,- Recreation Pier, Long
Beach, Cal.

koeetner, Jos., N. B. C, Merchandise
Mart, 222 . North Bank Dr.. Chicago.

' Keystone Serenadera, Gd, Riviera T., De-
troit.

. King, Hermle, Warfleld T„ .8. F.

King's Melody, OS Mueller St., Blngbam-
.'ton. N. Y.

King, Wayne, Aragon B. R., Chi.

Klein. Fred, Klngsway H., Hot Springs,
Ark.

Kline, M., 6450 Spruce St., Philadelphia

Knelsel, E., Blltmore H., Atlanta.

Knickerbocker Club, Berks County Trust
Bldg., Reading, Pa.

Knutson, Erllng, President H., K, O.

Kosloff, Loo, Paramount T„ Oakland,
Cal. ....
Kosals, Jim," Statloa WLFL, Chicago.

Krauskrlll, Walt; 847 Claremont Bldg.,
S. F.

Krueger, Art, WISN, Milwaukee.
Krueger, Benhel, WABC, N. Y. C.

Krumholz, G., P. O. Box 404, New Bed-
ford, Mass.

.
Kyte, Benny, Station WJR. Detroit.

Meyer Oscar, 4629 Camac St., Phila-
delphia.

Meyers, Al. 0200 Girard Aye., Phlla.

Meyers, Louis,. Horn's D. H., L, A.

Meyers, Vie Trianon B. R. Seattle.

Miles, jack, Granada C, Chicago.

Miller. J. Franz, Statler H.. Detroit

Miller, Gladys, KOMO, Seattle.

Miller Jack, Press Club, Montreal,

Miller, N., 121 Williams 6t,, Chelsea,
Mass.

Miller, Vic, Loew'a State, Syracuse,

Milan. Bert, Eastwood Park, Detroit

Mills, Floyd, 780 Fayette 8t„ Cumber-
land. Md.
Miner-Doyle, 1192 Middlesex St., Lowell,

Mass...

Mlnlch, Bd , 11«1 Prospect Ave., Scran-
ton, Pa.

Mohrman, Mable, KJR, Seattle.

Morgan, Gene, Pyramid C, Hollywood.
Morton, Fran., Italian Gardens, Spokane,

Wash.
Mollno, Carlos, Ambassador H., L. A.
Moore, Tom, Cinderella: B., Long Beach,"

Cal.

Morey, Al, Worth T„ Ft. Worth.
Morris, Glen, Silver Slipper, Baltimore.
Moss, Joe, 18 E. 48th St., N. Y. C
Mosby, Curtis, Apex C.,' S. F.
Mosher, V., 3137 10tb Ave. 8., Minneap-

olis.
.

> Murlal, Fred, Oriental T., Detroit.

Moana H., Waliilkl Beach, Honolulu, Ha-
waii.

N
Nash, Len, Lcn Nash's Barn, Compton,

Cal.

Nashold, Dudley, Nasnold'w B. R., Seattle.

Nayior; Oliver, Walton H., Phlla.

Neff. Art. 0228 Spruce St., PnlUdelpbta,
Neglar, Merlin, Fox T., Spokane, Wash.
NewIcCi. Nick, 8180 24th St, Astoria,

L. I.
'

Nelson, Ozzle, Glen Island C, Glen
Island, N. Y.

Nelson, Tom, Roosevelt H., N. Y. C
NeW Orleans Owls, H. Roosevelt, N. O.
Newman, Alfred, U. A. Studio, Holly-

wood.

Nolan, Bob, Fisher T., Detroit.

Noone, Jimmy; Club Dixie, Chicago.

Norman, Jess, KPO, S. F.

.
Nunesr Salvadore, Paris Inn, I* . A.

Lagasse; T., 618 Merrlmae St., Lowell
Mass. '.-'
Laitsky. Be»,. Majestle T. Bldg., L. X.
Lampham, Clayton, Luna Park, Coney

Is., N. Y.

Lane, Bddle, MoAlpIn H., N. Y..C.

Lang, Harry, Baker H., Dallas.

Lange, J. V.. 27 Abbott St.. Lowell, Mass.

Lanln, Sam, e/o CBS, 486 Madison Ave.,
N. Y. C.

Lanln, Howard, CBB, N.Y.C.
Laughtner, Harris, St. Francis H., L. A.

Lawe, Bernle. Pattle C, Dea Moines, la

Mickey Lazarus, McFadden B. R., San
Fianclsco.

,

Lee, Baron, Cotton Club, N. Y. C,

Lefcourt. "Harry, 37-10 Newtown Aire.,

Astqrla, L. I.

Lefkowitz, Harry, Casley H„ Scranton
Pa.

Leftwich, Jolly; Oceanlo H., Wrlghtsvllle
-Beach, N. C.
Levant. PhU, MCA, Chicago.

Levin, Al, 470 Whalley Ave., New Haven.

Levltow, Bernard,' Commodore H„ N.Y.C.

Lido Orch., Suite 60 Loew Bldg., Wash-
ington, D. C. . ,

Light, Enoch,' Auf Weldereehen Club, Saw
Mill River Road, N. Y. C.

LJsbin, Hank, Adolph,us H., Dallas. .

Lofner, Carol,- Bal -Taberin C, 8. F.

Lombardo, Guy,' ROOBevelt H., N. Y.

Lopes, -Vincent. St Regis H., N. Y. C.

.
Loveland, Archie, Multenomah H., Port-

land, Ore.'

Lowd, Hbward '.G„ ' Orkney Sprlnga H.,
Orkney Springs, Va.
Loye, Stan, Mammoth H., Yellowstone,

Ludwlg, C. 'Zasa,' 23 Clifford Ave.,
Manchester, N. H.

'

Luse, Harley, Wilson's B. R., It, A.

- Lyman, Abe, Capitol, N. Y. C.

- Lynn, Correy, Bloe Grotta C, Chloago.

Lynn, Sammy, 2008 'Wichita St., Dallas.

M
Macdonald, Rex, Coliseum, fit. Peters-

- burg,

Madreguera, Enrlc, Commodore H.,
N. Y. C. "

Mahon, Margie, KMO, Seattle.

Major, F. J.. . 8007 8d St., Ocean Park,
Cal.

Maklns, Eddie.' LeClalre C. Chicago.

Maloney, R. B., 800 Elinor St. Knoxville,
Tenn.
Manthe, Al.. 807 17. Francis, Madison

Wis.
Marburger, H„ Roeeland B. R., N. Y.

Marsh. Chas., Ft. Pitt H. Pittsburgh.

Marshall, Red, Venice B., Venice, Cal.

Marlnaro John, Beaux Aits C, 10 W.
40th St., N. Y. C
Martin, Fred, Bossert H., B'klyn.

Martin, Slim, Paotages T. .Hollywood^

Masllm, Sam, . Seneca- H., Rochester..

Mason, Bobble (Miss), New China R.,
Youogstown, Ohio.

Masters, Frankle, Morrison H., Chi.

Mattasob, Steve, Garden B., Seattle.

Maupln, Rex, KYW, Cbl.

Mayfalr, Bernle, TO So. Division, Bat-
tle Creek, Mleh.

McCoy, Clyde, Drake H,, Chicago.

McDowell, Adrian, Town A Country^.,
Milwaukee. '

McEneliy, B. J., 94 Sylvan St.. Spring-
field, Mass.

McGay, J., Detroit Country Club, Detroit.

McGowan. Loos, c/o R. W. Kabn, 1007
B'way, N. Y. C.

Malntyre, James, Chateau Laurler, Ot-
tawa..

Mclntlre, Lanl, KMTR, Hollywood.

McVeaa, I. 8., 1221 E. S8d St., L. A.

Mella, Wm„ 91 Edwin St, Rldgeneld
Park, N. J.

Memphlsonlans, 92 8. Main St., Memphis.

Messenger, A), Roseland, Taunton, Mass.

Mc-rrlck, Mahlon, C/o NBC, San Fran-
cisco.

Meroff ,
Ben, Variety, N. Y.

Meyer, M. F., 924 Broadway, Brooklyn,
N. I.

.
O'Brien, Tom, Saranac Lake H., Baranac

Lake, N. Y.

Octavet Ore., 86 Duffleld St, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

O'Hearn, Trave, LeClalr H., Mollne, la
Olsen, George, Loew'a State, N. Y.
Oleen, Guy, Eagles Aud., Seattle, Wash.
Oppenbelm, W., BenJ. Franklin H., Phlla.

Original Georgia 8, Danceland, Jamaica,
L. I.

Original Yellow Jackets, Summerland
Beach, Buckeye Lake,' O.

Orlando, Nick, Plaza H., N. Y. C.

Osborne,
.
Will, Woodmansten Inn, West-

chester, N. Y.

Owens; Harry, West'wood Hd H., Phoenix,
Aria.

Paige, Ray, Station. KHJ, L. A.

Paleman, Dan, Black Cat B., N. Y. C.

Palmqulat Ernie, Eagle B. R., Milwaukee,

Parisian Red Heads, 22 W. North St.,
Indianapolis.

Parker, Dud, 230 Hart St., B'klyn, N. Y.
Paso, George C, Roseville, O.

Pasternackl, Steve, Lulgl's R., Detroit

Pearl, Morey, 248 'Hunting Ave., Boaton.

Peck, Jack, 801 Keenan Bldg., Pittsburgh

Peerless Orch,, Monmouth St., Newport,
Ky.
Fernl, Don, Saehger T., New Orleans, La.

Perry, Frank, Flagler ' H„ Fallsburg,
N. Y.

Peterson, Art Trout-dale-ln-the-Pines,
Evergreen, Colo. .

Peterson, Len, KGA. Spokane, Wash.
Pettis, Jack, Wm. Penn H., Pittsburgh,

Peyton, Doc, New Kenmore ' H., Albany.
N. Y.

Peterson, B., Tlvoll T„ Michigan City,
Ind.

Pfelffer's Orch., 1342 Palmetto Ave., To
ledo.

Phllbrlck'a Orch,, Younker's Dept. Store,
Des Moines, la.

'

Phillips, Pbll., Club Bagdad, Dallas.

Piccino, A., 840 N. 8th St., Reading, Pa,

Pierce, Chas., Midway Gardens, Cedar
Lake, Ind:

Plpp's Orch., Sullivan's, Edmonton, Can.

Fomettl, V. D., Boos Bros. C, L. A.
. Fontrelll, Nick, Rose Room B. R„ L, A.

Pontrelll, Fete, Palace B. R., Ocean Park,
Cal.

Potter, Jerry, Limehouse C. Chicago,

Prado, Fred, American House, Boston.

Prince, Graham, Palais D'or R.. 48th and
B'way. N. Y. C.

Pullen, R. E„ 1846 Sellers St., Franhfetd,
Phlla.

B .

Ralston, Jack, Station WOL, Washlnglen,
D. C.

Radio, Oscar, M-G-M Studio, Culver City,
Cal.

Radrlguez, Jos., KFI, L. A.

Rapes, Erno. NBC, 711 7th Ave., N. T. C.

Rasmussen, F., 143 Graham Ave., Council
Bluffs, la.

Read, Kemp, 639 Ashley Blvd., New Bed-
ford, Mass..

Redman, Don, Palace T., Cleveland.

Reese, Gardner, 1010 Broadway, N. Y.

.

Relsman, Leo, 130 W. 07th Bt„ N. T. C.
trolt.

Rlccl, Aldo, Rltz-Carlton H., N. Y. C.

Rich, Fred, CBS, N. Y. C.

Richards, Barney, Uptown Village, Cbl.

Rlckltts, J. C, Kosciusko, Miss.

Bines, Jos., Elks H., Boston.

RIttenbaud, Ji, U. Artists T., Detroit
Rlzzo, Vincent, Sylvanla H., Phlla.

Roanes' Penn, Commodore- B,, Lowell,
Mass.

Roberts, Miles, 8 Sheldon St., Prov., R. I.

Robinson, Johnny, Showboat Seaside, Ore.

Roesner, Walt., Fox T., San Francisco,

Rhode, Karl, Loew's Orpheum, Boston,

noky, Leon, Syracuse H., Syracuse.

Rogprf, IJoddy, Pennsylvania II., N. Y. C.

Rolfo, B. A., Ill W. 67lh St.. .V. T. C.

Romanelll, I., King Edward H., Toronto.

Rose, Irv., Jefferson H., St, L.

Harry Rosenthal, 1450 Broadway, N. Y. Q,
Rossman, Harold, Bagdad C, Miami.
Rothschild, Leo, 800 W. 14th St., N.Y.O,
Ruhl, Warney. Michigan Tech., Houg*>

ton. Mich.
Rulck, Mel, Manchester T„ L. A.
Russell, B., King Cotton H., Gieensbor*.

Saadval, Tommy. Paramount T.. Port-
land, Ore.-

Sampletro. Joe, KOIN, Portland, Ore.
Sampson, Ed, Pacific Coast C, Long

Beach, Cat,
'

{Sanders. Joe, MCA, Chi.

Sans, P., 910. Rldgewood Ave., B'klyn.
Scbara. C. F.i 424 B'wuy, Buffalo, N. %
Bchlll, J., Arcadia B. R., N, Y. C.-

Schubert, Ed., 84 Arthur St.. Lawrenea,
Mass, ^

Schumlskl, Joe, Station WCFL. Chloage.
Schwarta, U. J„ 819 Court 8t„ Fremont,

Ohio,

Scoggln, Chic, Pla-Mor B. R., Kansas
City. Mo.
Scott, L. W., 900 Dllbert Ave., Bprinf*

field, O.

Scott, Frank, 264 President St., Bklyk.*
N, Y.

Scottl, Bill, Pierre H., N. Y. C.
Belger. Rudy, Fairmont H„ 8. F.
Seldenman, Sid, Mayflower H., Wash.
Selyln, Ben, e/o Col. Recording. 88 Otft

Ave. •
Setaro, A., Granda T., 8. F4

Beverl. Glno, Pig N Whistle C, Hollywcot
Shaw, Carl, IUllan Village. L. A.
Shelfera, H.C.. Wilbur's Taunton. Mas*.
Sheridan. Phil. Mossula. Mont.
Sherman, Maurle, College Inn C. CbL
Sherwood, Billy. KOL, Seattle.
Slant. Joe, Pox T„ S. F.
Silverman, D., Missouri T., St. Louie,
Slnunbnds, Arlle, Playland Park, Soutft

Bend. Ind.

Simons, Seymour, 1504 B'way, Detroit. :

Slasle. Noble. Pk. Central H., N. Y. C
Slason, Fred. Lotus R., Washington, D. 9.
Smith. Beaaley, Rosemont B.. B'klyn.
Smith, Les, KMO, Seattle,
Snjlth. Rollln, Hollywood A. C, Holly*

wood.- '

Smelln, 8., 190 W. Buchtel Ave., Akro*.
Ohio,

H^tFc
Vln0M,t

'
CBS

'
4K 'Madison" Avev,

Sosnlck, Hanry. NBC; Chi. .

Spaner, Frank, La, Salle Hotel, Chicago,
Bpeotor, Irving, WOKO. Albany, N. Y.
Spltalny, Phil, N. B. C. N. .Y. C.
Spor, Paul, Paxton Hotel, Omaha, Neb.
Springer, Leon,' 184 Livingston St., Bklyav
Spolldoro, J.. Boos Bros. C„ L. A.
St cialr Jesters, Prince Edward tl,,

Windsor, Canada.
St Louis Kings, 1828 B- 90th St., B'klya.
Stafford, H„ 911 Sumner St., Lincoln, Neb.
Stafford, Jesse, c/o Variety, Hollywood.
Stanflll, John, 820 Broadway, San An*

tonlo, Tex.

Stelner, Max, Radio Studio, Hollywood.
Steed, Hy, Station WMBC, Detroit
Stevens, Perley, 288 Huntington Av*V,

Boston.

Stokes, Harold, NBC, Chicago.
Stoll, Geo., Paramount T., Los Angeles',
Stone, Marty, Radlsson BT., Mlnneapoltt.
Story. Geo., Wong's C. London, Ont.
Straub, Herb, Buffalo Broadcasting Cor».,

Buffalo.
:

-
.

Strlssoff, Vanderbllt H.. N. Y. O.
Sweet, Al, 29 Qulnoy Bt, Chicago,

Taylor, Art, Nantucket Yacht C„ Nas>
tucket, Mass.
Taylor, H„ 1016 Chestnut Bt., Phlla,

Tellyer, Al, Guernevllle, Cal.

Teppas, J. J., 688 Olenwood Ave., Buffalo.

Teeven, Roy, Regent T„ .. Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Thomas, Howard, e-o M. C, A.„ 02 W.
Randolph, Chicago.

Thompson's 'Virginians,' Ventor T.. AW
lantle City, N. J.

Thorpe, Sonny Fan Tan R„ 24H Gala
St., N. B.. Philadelphia.

Tlemey Five, Rlttenboose H., Phlla.'

Vlloff, Andre. Surf C. Miami Beach, Fla.

-.Henry Tobias, Totem Lodge, Averlll Park,
JN. Y.

Tobler, Ben, Rosemont B., Bklyn.

Traveler. Lou; Casino B. R., Ocean Park;
Cal.

Treaator, Bob, Blackbawk,
.
Chi.

Tremalne, Paul, BlItches Gardens, Denver, .

Trevor, Frank, KOIN, Portland. Ore.
Trlnl, Anthony, Beau Rlvasje, Sbeepshead

Bay, L. I.

Tucker, Tommy, Hollywood R., N. Y. C
Turcotte, Geo;, 90 Orange Bt, Manchester,

Turnham, Bdltb, Janke's Tavern. L. A.

O
Ullrich, Frank, Roney Plaaa H.. Mlasnl.

V
ValenU, Val., Marquards C, 8. F.

."Valentine,. Jade, Statler H,,. Boston.

Vallee, Rudy, care O. C. A :.,' 1410 Broad-
way, N, Y. C.

Van Cleef, Jimmy, 41 Peterson St, New
Brunswick, N. J.

Vogel, Ralph, 2302 Coral St., Phlla., Pa,

Van Steeden, Peter, WEAF, N. Y. C.

Yoorhees. Don, WEAF, N. Y. C.

W
Warlng's Penna, e-o J. O'Connor, Ham*

mei'steln T. Bldg., N. Y. C.

Weber, Thos,, Hollywood Knickerbocker
H.. Hollywood.
Weeks, Anspn, Mark Hopkins H,, S. F.

Weems, Ted, Lincoln Tavern. Morton
Grove, III.

Wendt, Geo., ROof. Garden C S. F.

Welch. Roy, Fulton-Hoya'l, B'klyn.

Werner, Ed., Michigan T.. Detroit.

Wesley. Jos.. 817 12th Ave.. Mllwoukee.

Wetter, Jos.; 017 Adams Ave.. Scranton,
Pa.

Whldden, Ed, 125 Dike-man St., Brooklyn.

Whllemani Paul, Bllltnore H„ >N. Y. C.

Whltyre, Everett, New Hartford, N. Y,

Wllklns, Don, Fox T.. San Diego, Cai;

Wllllumson, Ted,, rsle of Palms H.,
Charleston, S. C.

(Continued on page 62)
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cruelty to animals and who has sev-
eral times hit the dallies, grot less
space than usual last week. She
protested an experiment in diet
conducted at . an Evanston school
with white mice. Experiment would
make children calloused to cruelty,
she claimed, in demanding an end
to the kn'.feless vivisection.

Marriage licenses were Issued here
to Ray M. Patin, animated cartoon-
ist, and Maxine J. Riley; Russell R.

Rokahr, Jr., cafe entertainer, arid

Margaret Belasco Bancroft, actress;
and John 'Griffith, actor, and Carol
Burke, actress.

Don Mullaly, now writing for

"Warners, sued for $300 back wages
by Joseph Greenwald, who claims
he has that amount coming as two
weeks' pay in 'The Camels Are
Coming- which Mullaly produced In
the east last year.

Mrs. 'Ethel Gllstrom, divorced wife
of Arvid E. Gillstrom, director; filed

suit in Superior Court for $3,149.

Sum is alleged to. be due under a
property settlement made in 1930.

David Greensteln, New York at-
torney, has . filed a Superior Court
suit against William Anthony Mc-
Gulre,- asking $5,000 for legal serv-
ices . rendered. Philip Cohen is at-
torney , for Greensteln.

.

Advance Trailer service brought a
Municipal Court action to collect
$38i70 from the Liberty theatre and
I/. B. Wilson, owner.

E. V. Tracy and the LaughUn the-
atre, - Long Beach, named by Uni-
versal ' Exchanges in suit to collect
11,385 Iri rentals.

Homer Carr brought suit in Mu
nicipal Court against the Big Four 1 raw uries,

THE STORK IS DEAD
(Continued from page 50)

Film Co., Burton King and Inter
national Recording Engineers to
fulfill payment on a $260 note.

Ira Copley, who owned the Holly-
wood 'News' before its purchase by
the 'Citizen,' Is suing West Coast
Hollywood Theatres for an $81 ad-
vertising bill.

However, there did not
seem to be enough comedy and
speed was absent.

Story is not. the same as 'The
Stork Strikes' a German made pic-
ture shown here not long ago It

has. to do with the good looking
Count Rene De Gaumpnt who- has
a mistress but; who is marrying
Suzanne Brldier, fresh Irom a con-
vent and ignorant of sex and mar-

I'rlage. Her father Is a wealthy
motor car manufacturer and her
mother choses Rene who is given
a dowry of 10,000,000 francs.
Lola the sweetie threatens to tell

all and makes Rene sign an agree-
ment to remain aloof from his bride
for three months; he to pay a big
chunk of coin If he fails to do so.

Weeks go by and Suzanne's parents
are worried feeling that Rene is not
acting toward his bride as a nor-
mal groom should. Her mother
thereupon Instructs Suzahni how to

.. , - ^, .. .. . - lure Rene. Also she removes the
International studio -is^the target hiving room sofa where Rene had

of a $750 Municipal Court _s.uit been sleeping 'because he won't need

Elizabeth Price, stenographer, and
Ka: r

. Eames, secretary, have haled
the Hollywood Radio Casting Bu-
reau before the labor commission
for wages alleged due. Miss Price
Is asking for $15 and Miss Eames
$70.

Superior Cou. t suit to collect on a
$2;500 note was filed by A. F. Gar-
rett against Telefilm. Pictures Corp.;
W. T. Lackey, president, and Ralph
Lake, secretary.: ... .

brought by the Service Auto Body
Works, which outfitted a sound
truck for the studio.

it any more.
Lola, the menace is on the verge

of making an expose. She is a
visitor at the home of ' Suzanne's
parents where the young coupl9 are
temporarily living,

.
having, been In

News of the Dailies

(Continued from page 46) ;

gambling places in Hollywood and
West Hollywood, arresting five men

••'-in one. and eight In the other.

Suit for $20,100 damages has beer.
filed in- L. A. ' Superior , court by
Charles Moritablano against

, Vftt.-
v littm Barkley '. and, a . dance' hall>
. Plaintiff charges he was beaten up

:
In the' place by. Barkley.

• ' Two nurses, Josephine Guider and
Josephine Hobbs, who administered
to. the contestants in the walka'thon
content, L. A.', have sued the stunt's
promoters for $382 for alleged un-
paid wages.

Fontaine' DaRue, dancer, granted
, a divorce, in Superior courA L. A.,
from Albert Ahtonelli. -

Lupe Velez has sued H. B. War
tier in L. A. Municipal court for
$343 for damages which she charges
were incurred when Warner's ; car
bumped" into hers.

~

Mrs. George Jessel. has returned
to Reno to proceed with her plans
for a. divorce from the actor. Her
attorney, Harland. Howard, deities
that she ,had contemplated a No-
gales, Mexico, parting of the ways.

Withdrawal of Leo- V, Young-
worth from the race leaves the road
clear for the election of Louis Bi
Mayer to the chairmanship of 'the
California Republican state' com-
mittee.

Pacific. Fire,Extinguisher Co. filed

Municipal Court suit ^against the
jSumbiner Theatrical Enterprises to I troduced as the wife of Paul, a
recover ' $406 worth' of equipment hick cousin of Rene's.- The worldly
supplied the Tower theatre.

; | Lola traps. Rene's new father-in-law
and just when it looks like she will
spill the beans, she Announces her

tion of character,. has now sued her Kengagement to Paul, whom the has
attorney, Raymond W. Stewart, for just turned down.
$30,500, charging he was negligent ' Most likeable thing about 'The
in the Dillon case. | Stork' is Ethel Norrls appearing for

the first time in a straight play.
Despondent because of a.separa- I She: Is the same 'Sparky' of Joe

tion from her husband, Mrs. Dorce Cook's 'Rain or Shine.' She is
Powell, 20, film actress, attempted petite and vivacious fitting the rcle
to end her life by swallowing poison;
She is in a critical condition at
General hospital, Los Angeles.

Jury in Superior court, L. A., finds
Eddie Brandstatter guilty pf the
theft of equipment from the Mont-,
marte cafe in Hollywood.

James Cruze in the. MUncipal
Court, L. A„ charged with failure

to pay a bill of $69.60'. Marie Pre-
vost was cited for' alleged failure to
pay her

.
Jap gardener $62.50. and

Rodney Pantages was asked to
pay $51.25 for. merchandise.

of the naive Suzanne to a nicety.
Looks like a picture bet.
Some of the other cast selections

were not so fortunate, as for In-
stance NinOn Bunyea who plays
Lola.' But Ross Alexander did very
well as Rene... Nana Bryant and
Mark. Smith who knows his farce,
were okay as the parents.
'The Stork' may get some agency

trade, but more from cut rates.
Ibee.

TRIPLETS

Mid-West

John Hancock Insurance Co. sue-

Three-act farce by Mark Under, pre-
sented by. the author at the Masque thea-
tre. New York. Staged by Walter Wilson.
One set and 14 characters. Opened Sept.
21 at $2 top.
Ruthle... .......Olga C. Hansen
Marie Schlndelhelm Fernanda Ellscu
Helnrlch Schlndelhelm Chester Clute
Lawrence 0'Day........;.Jack C. Connolly
Essie Schlndelhelm ..Helen Glenn

cessful in its efforts to uproot Col. Bessie Schlndelhelm.'.'.''.V.'.'.7.. Ruth Edell
Zack Miller from his 'family home- Tessle Schlndelhelm Alney Alba
stead' which Miller sought to have Jtm O"Day.... .....James Eby, Jr.

exempted, from the foreclosure ac- ^Sw.V^ViV^.'rfltSi^ MariowS
tion against 101 Ranch, Newkirk, Patricia' 0'Day\\\\\\\7.Marguerlt'e Tebeau
Okla. Dr. Ludwlg Strouse William Dorbln

Judge Dalton. ........ ......... Kirk Brown
Leader of the Band..... .J. S. McLaughlin

cause for the destruction of a cool
ing system and loudspeaker,

Attorneys for Vivian Duncan and
her husband, Nils Asther, verify the
report that there is a separation be-
tween the,,two with a probable di-
vorce in- the offing. Couple have
been living in the satne Hollywood
home,- however. :

.'Vlviehne Sengler, former writer
,
and actress, who^once sued Maurice
Costello for alleged breach of prom-
ise, and later" Mrs'. John Dillon, wife
of the director,, for asserted defaiha-

Falls theatre, Minnehaha, Minn.,
got a bomb. Tore a hole in the. Vi _ , . _
building. House is non-union, and It seems .there was a German
.Manager Alois Geia blamed this

|
family* in Carbondale, Pa., with

daughters who were triplets, . and
there was an Irish family with three

. . sons .who came in a trilogy also.
George Gershwin, In Chicago to The slx young pe0ple got married,

con
.l
u
.
ct^he

.
E,

c
e
,

mle
.

rt Performance and being hick moderns, they agreed
of Of Thee I Sing, .told the j>ress tnat unleaa there were children, the
a successful composer should re- marriages were all off after two
main a mystery to the music critics years. All three couples quarreled
and always a few steps ahead of a coupie o£ months later and sep
them - larated.

Main floor of the Drake hotel I

*n tnese brief ^words^ you h&ve
being transformed Into a replica of the essence of Acts 1 and 2. Act 3,

the Latin quarter of Paris' to stage |

already hayesuspected,
a benefit for the indigent archi- '" " ~

"

tects of Chicago." It's the biggest

Uncommon Chatter
(Continued from page 44)

enlarges her «yes with shrewdly ap-
plied pencil, beads her. eyelashes
with mascara. .

Her eyebrows are thin lines of

artistry, her lips are darkly rouged.
Cupid's boWs. Her facility with civ-'

ilized war-paint is just one of the
miracles - of Island life that - 'Mr,

Robinson Crusoe' doesn't bother to

explain.

Torso-Tosaers Out

The Style Parade

Evalyn Knapp, trying to believe
in the carelessly fitted frocks and
coy Pollyannalsms showered on her
by 'A Successful Calamity'. ..Mary
Astor, selfconsclous and uncertain
as the younger half of Calamity's
May - December romance , . . Kate
Lawson, ex-wardrobe wizard of the
Theatre Guild, choosing black lace
arid old earrings for an extra bit

opposite George Arllss ... Zlta
Johann, making her film debut as
the Italian heroine of 'Tiger Shark'
and creating a character that
glows sof,tly through tumultuous
melodrama. ..Leila Bennet, 'Tiger
Shark's'1

: sad-faced Lady Barber,
earning the instant response that
audiences reserve for their favorite
comediennes..

Louise Must Cry
Hollywood won't let Louise Car-

ter dry her tears. She must weep
and weep, as the mother of sons
who holiday in Jail. .

: On these jaunts—the latest, in
'Hell's Highway' — Miss Carter
wears the decent black silks and
quaint eldely bonnets that ex-
onerate her from complicity in

criminal careers.
Rochelle Hudson, a quietly pretty

ingenue, follows Miss . Carter's ex-
ample by being brave, tolerant and
tastefully dressed for her lacrimose
excursion to the penitentiary.

O. L. OZ
fat«4. with - .

JACOBS
. 1074 Broadway. '•JTew York

Phone' Colambos .ff-1980
Exclusively Booking with
RKO and Its Subsidiaries

RKO STATE-LAKE
CHICAGO

7—KKO VAUDEVILLE ACTS—

7

Siamese Twins, Sibylla Bowan,
Pickard's Chinese Syncopators,
Radcliffe & Rogers and others.—On the Screen—
"THE PAINTED WOMAN"

social event and ' ball the burg Has
|

Seen since the depresh.'

Hollywood Inn, Mendota, Minn.,
raided by the local sheriff. Gam-
bling paraphernalia seized. Pro-

brings about - a reconciliation with
the birth of the contracted off-,

spring, and as you also may have
suspected each of the several young
matrons brings forth triplets.

Acts 1 and 2 are dull' beyond be-
lief and the acting Is as bad as the
play is inept and clumsy. TheJast

prletor,
.
Jpe Clare. : nabbed- and I'act has a vast amount of farcical

jugged until puttirig'up $1,000 bond, bustle ' Involving 'a doctor ' who——— dashes madly back and fbrth through
Claude C.

;
Hoklris, for 25 years : three balcony bedroom doors until

connected, with
.
L6rd.. Thomas & In professional frenzy he telephones

Logan, ad agency,, died at 66 in to the hospital for a squadron of
Grand Haven, MicH.

.

|' helpers.

cond= wirotrffi S'^ I llr&S, ouSf^^enl
qSffi^^S' £2?if«*?f episode Involving some of the heav-

fir Jrh^ S,l iest handod histrionics of many
scheduled for the Chicago Stadium.

| season3 . But It wasn .

t worth eri

Program Calendar

(Continued from page 65) \

Foods for Diamond. Crystal Salt.
Originates from WABC, N. T., 8 to
8:30 p.m. Hookup limited to N. T.,
Boston, Springfield, Baltimore,
Rochester, Pittsburgh,

.
Cleveland,

Detroit, Cincinnati.

'Adventures of Sherlock Holmes'
(NBC). G. Washington Coffee re-
turns the serial to the air over the
basic blue, Canadian, Mountain and
Orange (west coast) links and
KFDS and KTAR. Originating from
WKAF, N. T., 9 to 9:30 p.m., EST.
'The Shadow* (NBC). Blue Coal,

the new sponsor for this mystery
serial, will give It a link, of 12 east-
ern stations for . a 30-week run.
Originating from WBAF, N. Y., 8 to
8:30 p.m., EST.

THUHSDAT, OCT. 6

'Maxwell House Showboat' (NBC).
Presented by General Foods with
Hall Johnson choir, Jules Bledsoe,
Lanny Ross, January and Molasses,
Annette Henshaw, Don Vorhess
Orch. ,and dramatic cast of Ave.
Hookup of 54 stations. Originates
from WJZ, N. Y„ 9 to 10 p.m., EST.

'Oriental Moods' (CBS). Cali-
fornia Walnut Growers' Association
presents a serial dramatization of
the life and philosophy of Omar
Khayam, with Raymond Paige di-
recting a 30 -piece orchestra, over
34 stations. Originates from Los
Angeles and comes through WABC,
N. Y., 9:30 to 10 p.m., EST.

SUNDAY, OCT. 9

'Musical Memories' (CBS). Spon-
sored by the Investors Syndicate of
Minneapolis. Originating . from
Chicago, with Thora Martens, mezzo
contralto; . Phil Porterfleld, bari
tone; the Four Norsemen quartet
arid Frank Westphal orchestra, and
clearing through WABC, N. Y., 7:30
to 7:45 p.m., EST.

MONDAY, OCT. 10

'Sally and Bob' (NBC). General
Mills (Blsquik) has this script show
set from Monday to Friday Inclusive
over the basic blue, with the pro
gram clearing through WEAF,
N. Y., 3 to 3:15 p.m., EST.

First one Oct. 16.

Frlda Savlni, opera soprano and
protege of Julius Rosenwald's sis-

ter, returned to Chicago. She had
been yodellng in Mexico City.

Irene Castle, zealot for antl-

.

,

:

M. MILLER
llfSTITUTIO N gjL INTERNATIONAL!

Shots for the S¥ge and S^eet

SHO 5-HOESHOP'- 1552 BROADWAY

during the first two acts.

Whole three-act production in-
volving a fair sized theatre, a long
cast and many supernumeraries took
two hours and some odd minutes to

: get over a two-minute blackout.
That about covers this lame try.
Mark Linder is the former vaude-

ville producer. He puts on a play
from time to time. This one won't
get far. It doesn't deserve to on any
ground. It has no wit, Its taste is

execrable, and above everything else
it's deadly dull. Rush.

('Triplets', closed after, two per-
formances. Above review for rec-
ord purposes.)

(Continued from page 1)

women have been driven away from
the burlesque theatres. The other
big worry for burlesque Is how now
to get .'em,

Closing Order Bombshell

The New York Mayor's closing
order to Minsky's Republic and
Max Rudhlck's Eltinge troupes, upon
recommendation from the police de-
partment, threw a bombshell into
the business all over the country.
The New York action focused atten-
tion on burleycue everywhere and
prompted a general toning down of
all shows.

In New . York especially the re-
maining stands have gone angelic.
The strippers had a. tough time all

week, being ex-strippers by orders
from the front, and just Walking
across the stage and off at every
show. The almost all-stag patron-
age at the Minskys' other Times
Square house, the Central, voiced
their disapproval of the dressed up
women at all performances.

Minskys' Backfire

While cleaning up ie shows in
their other houses, ostensibly to pre-
vent official "tion similar to that
which closed the .Republic, the Min-
skys continued their opposition to
the closing order by taking the mat*
ter to court and plastering the Re-
public's front with protests against .

the city; Arch Selwyn, the 42d St.
Business Association that filed the
official squawk, and the New York
Mirror,' which recently carried a
series of adverse articles on bur-
lesque shows' in general and the
Minskys in particular.

Besides the three-sheet pan in

front, of the theatre, in which the
Minskys charged the 'Mirror's' pub-^
Usher, A. J. Kobler, with having ad-

*

mltted to them (the Minskys) that
his paper needed circulation, hence
the burlesque expose . stories, the
burleycue impresarios put a truck
on the streets that asked, by signs
and a loud speaker, an Impertinent
question about a bank loan alleged

to have been made
,
by the 'Mirror.'

The paper swore out a warrant
charging criminal libel, but the
truck was still out on the streets

yesterday (Monday) afternoon and
the signs on the theatre were also
there at press time.

Business 8hot

.

Business fell off plenty in the re-
maining New York burlesque thea-
tres after word got around that the
Btrlp had -been abolished. The first

two days after the Mayor's closing"

order was Issued got some extra at-
tendance from those who wanted to>

see what they have been missing
all these years, but they were dis-
appointed. By the end of the week
the theatres were mostly empty,
with the strippers still wearing
mere than enough clotheB and get-
ting a flock of razzberrles at each
performance.

.

What the Minskys will do about
staying in business with the strip
and shake out is said to depend oh
the outcome of their court action.
Rudnick is reported convinced that
there's no use fighting City Hall
and is figuring on a musical corii-

prlsing \ariety acts under the
'Folles Bergere' title for his El-
tinge.

Theatres elsewhere In the city
are running under wraps and starv-
ing to death. Although Irvihff
Place, operated by Herk and Max
Wilner and playing stock, was not
among the theatres complained
against or ordered closed, the news-
paper accounts mentioned it prom-
inently because the property is

owned by District Attorney Crain,

B. and O. Routes

(Continued from page 61)

Wilson, Billy, Du Pont H.. Wilmington.
Wilson, Clare, Madison! dardens, - Toledo.

Wilson, Meredith, Station KFRC, S. F.

Wlnebrenner, W. S., 207 Frederick Bt.
Hanover, Pa.

Wlttsteln, Eddie, New Haven.
Wolf, Leo, Vanity Fair C., Chicago.

Wolfe, Rube, c-o Fanchon ft Marco,
Hollywood.

Wolohan, Johnny, El Patio B. R., S. F,

Wright, Joe. 410 Mills Bldg., S. F.

Wunderllch, F., 1587 E. 10th St., Blclyn.

Wylle, Alllster, Coronado H., St. L.

Zooper's Arabian KnlghU, Kmco Harbor.
Cass take, Mich.

Up-State, Sport Ed. Weds
Joe Adams, sports editor of the

'Democrat & Chronicle,' Roches-
ter, N. Y., and Mary Grosjean of
Terre Haute, Ind., married Sept.
21 ; college romance. Honeymoon
will include covering the' eastern
end of the little and big World's
Series for the 'D & C

DOROTHEA ANTEL
116 W. 72d St., New York City

The Sunshine Shoppe
.

New Assortment ot

GREETING CARDS
For All Occasions

BOOKLET ON HOW
• TO MAKE UP • .

m CTEINC
C* POfHTY UNQUESTtONED

FOR HALFA CENTURY

1 tlMAKEUPI
M-SabCawfcCgt. PUHTY UNQUESTtOi
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AN TKONY PAULi KELLY.
.

Anthony Paul Kejly, author of

•Three Fates Kast'.'andv other Ways,,

opmmitte.i suicide .toy -.inhaling 11-

luminatlnK gas yesterday, /Monday)

In hie,- furnished apartment at, 410

West libt'o street, New. York. The,

playwright left a note to a number

of friends and also dispatched a

notification tip- th.e police.

Kelly, was about 46. years old.

Taces iftifct' was his beat known
work, altnough he had authored a
number of lesser known pieces, one

of them being 'The'Baitie Royal.'

He left d note askirig that Dennis

O'Brfen' he notified and that his

burial be left to the American

Legion, of which ;he was a member.
Mention also was made of two

•:. brothers iir Chicago-.
, .

i! EVA DAVENPORT ;

: . Eva' Davenport, : 72, vet.erfin jhusi -•'

r cal comedy woman of two genera-

v.' tions ago, died "in her White Plains,

I
N. Y'.;

: home yesterday; (Monday).

-

ir. ' private life Mlss : Davenport

was Mrs. Neil £•'• O'Brien. She ;iad

been on the eta?e nearly all her

I

- life,
:her- last appearance being in

' 'The Student Prince,' six years ago.

She -was born in' London and at

15 went to Australia, being in the:

first Australian production Of JPlna-

fore.V ' It was there she married. Neil

O'Brien, with whom • she made a
world tour. Her first American ap-

• pearance was at the New York
Casino in • 'The Drum Major's
Daughter.' A loner, succession of

stage i roles followed, • among them
one In the Anha.Held, piece',. .'Papa's

. Wife.',' She was associated with
: many . . notables : of. the . ..American

stage, among them Jefferson pe An-
gells, Sam Bernard and Raymond

' Hitchcock.

Percy Fletcher,
.
63, musical, di-

rector and
,
.composer, died Jn :

Lon-
don • Sept.. 12,. Deceased^, was . con-1

jdu'ctpr |tt flis/Majes'ty's theatre dur^
Ing the. entice five years' run there
pf^Ghu Chin. Gho'w,' ..

JOLIU& L1PPMAN
Julius Llppman, . 41, president of

Equitable PJ.ct.ures>. /iied .suddenly
at his home in Hollywood, Sept. .20,

Coronary sclerosis was the imme-
diate cause of death.
Deceased,'former stock broker of

New TTork, entered liibtion pictures
six months, ago.

,
H.is. Coihpany had

produced 'Decency.'
Survived by his widow.

..RALPH A, GRAVES. .

#
.

Ralph A. Graves, 60, ;
for

.
many

years- dramatic editor qf. the .Waph-.
ington- 'Post,'-, and . later . - assistant
editor ..of the National

; .Geographic
Magazine, died suddenly, at his home
in Spring yalley, Sept. 18, ..,

The widow, the former Elizabeth
Evans, and two small children, sur-
vive. .- - •

...

MRS. JULES Bl/FFANO
Mrs. Jules Buffano, .26, wife of the

i>and
t

leader and m. c, succumbed
Sept. '20 from injuries received in

a fall from , the: seventh story of
the Camjl'n hotel, Seattle.
The" Buffanps had been married

10 years. Further details are in
the music • section of this' issue.

FRITZiE FERN
Frltzie Fern', 24, actress, died

Sept., 20 in Hollywood. In., pictures
10 years, she was a forme"? con-
tract^ player at Universal. Survived
by her mother and a (brother.

Charles B. Williapis, 62, father of
Charlie. Williams, stage,- picture
comedian, now in Hollywood, and
long-time president , of . the Albany
TheajtrlcaV Employes' Union,, died in
Albany, N Y„ Sept 21, following a
protracted illness. Williams. worked
backstage at the. old Empire bur-
lesque house for many years. He
retired from show business a decade
ago. Deceased is^ survived by his
wife ahd three sons, two of whom
are lawyers, •

Edward Pureed -Cockram, 79, died
at Bristol, Eng., Sept. 11, following
an operation. He was a composer
of sacred music and ballads, the
most popular of which was "Passing
By," written 50 years ago to a poem
of Herrick's, which he sold for $10.

Wireless and gramophone rights
brought a good income of later
years.

"
1

.

Peggy Becker, 26, at one time in

vaudeville with a Pat Rooney pro-
duction act, died Sept. 11 in Chi-
cago from pneumonia. She was
employed as a telephone operator,
for a firm of lawyers. At one time
she was reported; engaped to the
son of Jack Huff, owner of the
Lincoln Tavern roadhouse. .Body
was taken to Minneapolis for burial.

Frederick W. Lawrence, 65, vet-
eran newspaperman : f Chicago and
San; Francisco;. died. Sept. 22 in Los
A'ngeless. Widow, the former Georgia
Bryton, actress, and ;

daughter sur-
vive

1

, y

.

Warren L. Wilson, 40, station
manager .'of WSCH, Portland, Me.,
found dead' in an auto at Lewiston,
Sept; 21. .. No cause apparent, and
an autopsy. was ordered.

Lillian- Easter, .for several .years
attached, to. the booking dept. of

RObb ..& . Rowley circuit^' in Dallas,

died there Jast .week 'following ah
operayon In ,. a -

7
local . hospital;.

.Fjither, '. 65; of" Gus Eyssell, N. . Y.
City. manager for. Publlx,';" dfed Jri

-Kansas -City,- Sept. 17, from natural
causes. • .

1

.

Gottfried Sobottka, 74, father of

Herb B. Sobottka, manager 'of Or-
pheum, Seattle; died Sept. 17 from
heart attack. '

Demetrius Latchis, 69, Sled Sept.

13 ajt Brattlebbro; Vt. With his four
sons , he operated six New England
theatre^. •';

' V. ./•'
'' *

Gertrude Spearman . Lewis, : 79,

sister of : Frank - H. -Spearman,- noy-.

elist, died Septi 19 in Hollywood..

Minnie Harrison, mother Of Boots
Rush, died In Mt. Siani hospital,

New York, Sept. 17.

Chatter

.
(Continued from page 47)

signed, up -for ICavalcade' film, sail-
ing, in October.
'.

"Jack .Buchanan sees . 'Cat: and the:
Fiddle,' and congratulates,- Qina
Mllo, backstage.,

:
. . .v.

jihn. Southern, claims he is the
orialnator-

:
'ih England of ,

the. two-
for-ione ticket..,

,
...

Bobby .'Uke* Hanshaw now- doing.
a:ai!ngle, no longer supported by the'

Hariding-Sisters; ;

i. Pjazd keeping the' Palladium com;-
pany, advertising a" 'crazy' - week;
with 'Horse Feathers.' :-

'

Joseph Hayjrian, of the old vaude-
ville team Of Hayman and Franklin,
now, turned variety agent.

:

" •

Selfridge's splashing 'Love on
Wheels', ads.. Many shots in this
fllmi were done in .the stored.

Daly's, theatre feeling the. pinch
and: have reduced their -admission
prices for matinees by '50%. ..

- Hjenrl' Lartigue and Clifford:
Fischer over for a few days to
glance at the new importations.:

Rjeeves, . Lamport and Sherek
offering to get Dick and Edith. Bar-
siovy six months' work oyer here, •

Bernard Shaw consented to cuts
in his - 'Arms and the Man' talker
providing they, don't consult him.
Haymarket theatre already look-

ing around for a new- play, present
Marie Tempest vehicle, likely to fold
soon.

• Aimericans 1 here not sightseeing
on Sunday go to Mrs. Dick'Burge's
'The .Ring,' ; where boxing is per^i

mltited, .
•

;; ..
•

' Gracie
; Finds'

{
-flew ..over - from

France for the. London trade show
of ; her secpnd . talker) 'Looking ; on
the] Bright .Side.?

: , ...... .- .. }

Frances .-Day claiming she was-
offered $800 to play the Mopseig-
neu'r, with Richard Collett, of the
Sayoy, checking up on if. •

Current song hit 'Underneath the
Arches,' ./written by Bud .Flanagan
(Flanagan and . Allen), which . the
team have been, singing for years!

Berlin

H. J. Kuechenmelster here.
Jack Pickford incognito in Berlin.
Sinclair Lewis intends a Berlin

visit. .

Martin Licht off to Hollywood
with* an 1 IhventioW1

.

Brigitte Helm going to work with
JOe May. in Vienna.

Lilian Gish expected in Berlin
after her Nauhelm cure.

Universal's gen. mgr., Max Fried-
land, off to Switzerland.

Gottfried Reinhard, son of Dr.
Max, sad about his first failure.

'

Ernst Kreneck writing an opera
dealing with- the life of Charles Y.
E. A. Licho, actor and director,

will produce a number of short
films.
Curt Oertl, cameraman, has pro-

Crisis io Topeka

..... Topeka, Kan., Sept. 26.

Topeka's city ordinance forbidding
fortune tellers and clairvoyants, is

unconstitutional and cannot be en-
forced. The city, commission found
thls'.out for itself and was so ad-
vised by its own attorney. The
ordinance has be,en repealed.
Now. the commission wants to

know, what w6uld be a prohibitive
license fee. ,;. .

'S

OKAYS SALE

OF SCRIP

Chicago, Sept. 26.

World's Fair has okayed an outr

side promoter of a merchandise cer-

tificate system Whereby out-of-

town visitors to the 1933 Exposition
will pay 6ft Chicago hotels, thea-
tres, restaurants,, bus lines, garages,

etc., in paper. In turn the local

business men take the paper to the

.

Continental Illinois Bank and Trust
Company, acting as trustee, to re-

deem them for cash;
Promoter's edge is understood to

be in taklngV advantage of- dip-

counts, commissions^ rebates, etc.,

and in gettlng.-a' plusage from mer-
chants around the country who will

,be approached, to buy certificates

and give thekh out 'with goods as
-premiums. There" is' usually a cbh^
.siderable volume, of such paper
which is eitlier. discarded,: lost, or

hot presented, -for redemption and
since many people -who get certifi-

cates in towns thousands of miles
away will not get to Chicago ail

this is gravy.
A couple of magazines are ad-

vertising 'free trips' to the Chicago
Fair as 'subscription, inducements.
Pay off is in certificates redeemable
at certain hotels, certain restau-
rants, and other specified places.

Other enterprises will offer more or
less simillar prizes.

Crews of .
salesmen will travel the

whole country to sell, the certificates

to merchants, manufacturers, pub-
lishers, and other»l|keIy prospects.

Big Show Home Bound
Birmingham, Sept. 26.

Due to pretty good .business down
here in the . Solid South, Ringllng
extended the date for closing from
New Orleans 'to Jacksonville, Fla.,

on Sept. 29.

Show played two !v days in New
Orleans, Including a Sunday date,

and then hopped over to Mobile.
After closnig at Jacksonville, iys

Sarasota for the show.

LEWIS RODEO BANKETJPT
.

Tacoma, Wash;, Sept. 26.

Clifton B. Lewis, head of the
Lewis Rodeo outfit which presented
a show here on its 'own grounds and
also Fourth of July for American
Legion, took a nose dive.

Lewis filed a voluntary petition in

bankruptcy. Debts, $12,829; assets,

$3,436, with $250 claimed exempt.

duced shorts for the Deutsche Uni-
vcrsalfilm.
The Berlin pregS:is paying much

attention to Vilma Banky and Rod
La Rocque., .....
Adolphe Menjou, • working With

Alexander -Korda iin<- London, ex-
pected in Berlin.

;
..

(

. Johannes ,' Meypr, film manager,
was hurt. in. an auto, accident, but
is recovering,.

'

"'
,

.'.
'

.

.

• Wilhelm Flara, tyeli-known slng-
ipg teacher, died.on hia : return from
fiuenos Alr.es.-.;' '..' '

'

..Richard Oswald's 'Unheimllche
Geschichten' ('Gruesome Stories'), a
new 'Caligari' success.
Betty Amann, English film ac-

tress,- who was reported dead, is In
.Berlin for film making.

Professor Eugen Robert to take
over the management of the
Deutsche Kuenstlertheater.'
Greta Garbo Intending to do some

special work incognito in Berlin, to-
gether with Mercedes d'Acosta.
Conrad Veldt acting In the Eng*

lish and German version of the Ufa
film, *F. P. 1 Doesn't Answer.'
Otto Edwin Bechsteln, of the

piano family, has joined Reichsliga-
film as assistant production man-
ager.

After a two years' absence Harry
Liedtke, formerly Germany's most
favored juvenile, will make a film

under Georg JakOby.
Jan Klepura, Polish tenor, pre-

paring French and English version
of his successful film, 'Heute Nacht
oder Nie' ('Tonight or Never').

Welching County Fairs Irk Agents;

Talk Garnishee of State Aid

Roosevelt's Visit to

Fair Brings iiM),000

Tacoma, Wash.,! Sept. 26.

Puyaliup's million-dollar Western
Washington Fair opened here to

great business, and when Governor
Roosevelt was present, the box office

clicked nearly a 100,000' gate.

It was the largest day's attend-
ance in the history of the fair, and
the crowd was so great, ' a part of
the regular afternoon racing pro-
gram had to be called off,

: With weather ideal, this fair will

probably show the largest attend-
ance of any other outdoor show in

the west this year..
,

'-;•

TESTS PARADE

Lexington, Ky., Sept. 26.

To' test drawing power of parades,
Sells Floto-Robinson circus revived
its street specs in Kentucky towns,
about; one week before closing (20.)

at 'Louisville. .
.

' Show: paraded in Owensboro,
Lexington and Covington.

: Missed out on Frankfort, state

capital, because of J^te arrival in

jump from Owensboro, , Frankfort
business off. Lexington responded
to parade - with good matinee and
night business.

Executives non-committal as to

whether parades will be revived
next season.

Move for Two-

W

e«k. Fair

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 26. >

New York State Fair's advisory
board, meeting here .Oct. 1.0, will

consider, among o^her : things, rec-

ommendations that , the "exposition

be expanded frorrione to two! week's,

and that the admission, .fee. , of 60

qents be halved. . . ,

On the two weeks' basis, the fair

Would have six days of running
•races and as many of Grknd Circuit

races. '''.'' '

Financing of new buildings
through a loan by the ; Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation will be
considered Oct.' 10. 1

Carnivals

(For current week (Sept. 26 -Oct. 1)

Barker, 3. Mountain Grove.
Bee, P. H., .. Centervllle. Tenn. .

Bernardl, Greater, Lehtghtotr. '

Big State, MadlEonvllle. . .

Bremer. Claude, Red Wins.
Bunts, Ashevllle.

,

Castle. Ehrllch & H.', Menipnle.
Coleman Bros., Rochester, N. ' H.
Crafts, Greater, Fresno, •

Florida Expo., Darlington. -

Oaller, Waynesboro.
Hansen, AI C, Dickson.

'

Happyland, Standlsh.
- Landes, J. L., Abilene.
Lahp, Dee, Sparta.
Legsette, C. R.. Fayettevllle, Aik.
Mimic World. Linden. Tex.
Miss, Valley, New Reada".
Perason. C. E., Vandalla.'
Rogers & Powell, Rlson^ . ,

; Rubin. & Cherry, Knoxvllle. . .

Sol's Liberty, Meridian, . MIbh.
Tldwell. C. J.; Mineral Wells.'
Weer, J. C. Hartford.

'•

West, W. E., WeatherforO. •

Zelger, C. F., Dodge City, Kan,

(For current vy«ek (Sept: 26-Oct. i)

Hagenbeck-Wallace

Sept. 20, Greenville, Tex. : 27, Paris,
Tex.; 28, Ardmore. Okla.; 20. Shawnee,
Okla.; .10. Holdenvllle. Okla. ; Oct. 1, Mc-
Alester, Okla.; 3, Wichita Kails, Tex.

Ringllng Bros.
Sept. 20, Mobile. AIn.; 27, Pensacola,

Fla.; 20, Jacksonville. . .
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' . Chicago, . Sept. 26.

. Sick-^of the continued Welching
on talent contracts by county , fairs

thrpfjghb'ut; the country, fair agents
in Chicago, Kansas City, New York
and , one or two other points have
been, contacting one another with a
view to doing, something about it.

Not ; one of them has. escaped the
welching, thing this season. .

.

Fair agents are inclined to feel

that the county cow-and-hog tour-
naments are too ready to take th-?

slightest excuse for welching On
talent.;' They, point .put that It's

hot' ja
1

tendency exclusively confined
to hjard times. There have always
been .specks on the credit cards , of
the bounty organizations: r

.

1 -Strategy as proposed amoi.g the
fair= agents is to , apply pressure
throjugh state governments against .

welching county .authorities. They
believe that tluy might tie up state
funds - by injunction so that ho
county iair could receiye Hs share
of 'state aid' each year if there
were unpaid contracts holding over
frpn|[ the previous. '-year.

i

: .'". ' A Habit
Agents point out that- many

county fairs have been welching
yeaij after year, leaving the agents
arid the acts hoi Ing the bag. If

there- is a' deficit, the. performers
suffer on the logic that they dpn't
belong in. the county, anyhow.
Everybody else may be paid oft
and

J
next year < the state again

slips/ the county its slice of the'

melon, but no part of this new-
bankroll goes to pay off last year's
performers.
IJoweyer^ there are two sides to

the problem and the fair agents
have done plenty of lubricating in
the past In their comr.etitive tac-
tics^ They have encouraged the
farmers to regard show business as
beyond' the ' pale of

.
cir'djhafy '.trade

ethlfs., Margin of . prbflts'. for the
ageijts in better . times . was terrific

and iaccounts for their former style .

of tbllcitatlon which, generally took,

the ifprm of providing fair officials-

with a. week's.whoopeeleveryspring
In Chicago or some othevj large city;

PEttAMBUUTING SPEAK

ON WHEElS RAIDED

eral

: Albany^' Sept. i6.

Ingenuous schemes to outwit ^ed-.
prohibition agents ..and . state

troopers in the sale of liquor at fairs

are jofien adopted by ieggereA; A re-
cently .discovered racket- Is .the use
of '

ja large automobile ' trailer to
cacie booze- supply inside" the ex-
hibition grounds. New York. State
Police swooped, down on . such a
vehicle at the Albany-Schenectady
Couhty fair In Altamoht, confiscat-
ing! 63, pints of hard stuff , and ar-
resting one woman and three men.
The woman, who gave her name

as Betty Evans and her age as 30,

but ; who refused to tell her ad-
dress; was arraigned, before a J. p.

as proprietor of the speakeasy-on-
wheels

:

'

' pleading guilty to a charge
of maintaining a public nuisance
Bhe| was flned ?50 and- given a sus-
pehfled jail sentence of six months.
Heri male assistants all pleaded
guilty to the came count.

,. 0|ne' of 'therh,* Charles' >IcGee, of
Altfm<int,

:

drew a.fine'bf jzb and a
30-iay' jail. sentence. Unable to pay.
the I fine, he was ordered to serve
56'days in tlie.cllnkl "J. '-'.- »

'
i ii

—' r
-

—
|Wore '101' Land SpW
|

jl "V Dallas. Sept.' it.
""

Legal battle to save what's left

of the once extensive Miller Bros.
101 ranch In Oklahoma seems hope-
less.

Another strip, this time .1,060
acres, passed under sheriff's ham-
mer last week for $27,594.

So far, no disposition of the 101
circus properties, also slated for the
auctioneer.

Albany Bars Carnivals
Albany, Sept. 26.

The Albany common council has
passed the ordinance prohibiting
t-arnivals and fairs In the city.

This action was taken after many
com plaints had been made by res-
idents In the s<!ftlon.s in which they
had been opf-ratf-d under the guine
dl honfflts.
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a complexion care for every type of skin

Sidney Fox, like

9 out of 10 screen stars,

uses

Once in a lifetime," Broadway's
smash hit, is even more hilarious as Uni-
versaTs screen play, co-starring Sidney Fox.

You may think when you see Sidney Fox
in the close-up that only once in a lifetime

are complexions as alluring as hers. But this

lovely star knows she need not lose this

youthful charm ... no Woman needs to.

"To maintain a youthful complexion is not

difficult, when one is careful in the selection

of toilet soap," Sidney Fox says.

"I use Lux Toilet Soap because it keeps
my skin smooth and soft!

1

OF the694important actresses in Hollywood;
including all stars, 686 use Lux Toilet Soap
regul&rly! They know that this very white/
fragrant soap is kind to every type of skin.

In the dressing rooms of all the great film

studios it is the official soap.

Only once in a lifetime do you find a com-
plexion care perfect for every type of skin.

You'll findLux ToiletSoap as soothingtoyour
skin as it is to the stars'. Buy some today!

See SIDNEY FOX in

UNIVERSALE laugh sensation

"ONCE IN A LIFETIME"

Opening in leading cities this week

Photo by Freulich, Hollywood

Soap
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